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PREFACE.

It would be needless, without doubt, by any Preliminary Discourse, to recommend the Relations of Travels to publick Perusal; since the universal Approbation they meet with in the World, and the eagerness wherewith they are sought after by all People, is an Argument convincing enough, that they are Delightful at least, if not also Profitable. However, seeing the Credit of Books of this Nature depends chiefly on the Places and Things that are described, and the Genius and capacity of the Traveller who observes them. As the Title Page gives a general account of the first; so for the second, the Translator hath borrowed a few Paragraphs concerning the Illustrious Author, from the Gentleman who compiled and published the two last Parts of these Relations, in Execution of the last Will of him that made them, who Dying abroad in his Travels, bequeathed them in Legacy to his care; and these the Translator doth premise by way of Preface, to prepare, but not forestall the Readers acceptance, and by such a short view and glance of the worthy Traveller, who ended his Days in endeavouring to promote Knowledge
Know ledge, and improve Learning, to shew how great his Abilities were in this kind.

Monsieur de Thevenot, the Renowned Author of these Travels, was a Gentleman of a good Family, Born the seventh of June, 1633. At Eighteen Years of Age he had accomplish'd his Studies in the College of Navarre, in the University of Paris, and then applied himself to those Exercises, which in the breeding of Youth, commonly succeed to their School Education; till having both a desire and liberty to Travel; On the Eighteenth of December, 1652, he parted from Paris for England. He made no long stay in this Country, but took the first occasion of Sailing over to Holland, where he remained longer. His next remove was to Colen, and from Colen to Frankfort and Ratisbone, that he might see an Imperial Diet there. He afterwards crossed the remaining part of Germany, and entering Italy by the Mountains of Tirol, went first to Verona, from thence to Venice; from Venice to Loretto; and from thence to Rome. He stayed a considerable time there, because when he was just upon parting, Pope Innocent the Tenth Died; so that he resolved to tarry a little longer that he might see the Ceremonies, and all that happens on such Occasions, during a Conclave, and at the Coronation of a Pope. He left not Rome then, till after the Creation of Alexander the Seventh. The first part of his Travels over most part of Turkey, Egypt, the Holy Land, &c. (which he himself put to the Press) is an Account of what he had seen in
that time, until he came back again to Legorn; from whence he made another Journey in Italy, that he might see all the other Places which he had not visited the time before, and made some stay at the Court of Savoy, before he returned into France. Our Author hath published nothing of these Travels; nor but that he made a Relation of them, which he was at the pains to write out fair: But as he was a modest Man, and distrustful of his own performances, he would not give it to be printed with the first part of his Travels, which he himself handed to the Press, thinking these were Countreys sufficiently known already. It is indeed, but his first Essay, yet perhaps not inferior to the exactness of more mature time. He therein gives you a succinct Account of all that is Curious in every place, and a character of the several People. In short, he says enough to give one a reasonable information of those Countreys, and not too much, to cloy the Reader with the repetition of what he hath seen before. The Publisher of the two last Parts of these Travels, has that Relation by him, but has as yet taken no resolution what to do with it.

Our Illustrious Traveller had not been long at home after his first Travels, before the same Motives of Curiosity and Learning, put him upon preparing for a second Expedition, so that privately he withdrew himself from his Friends, without taking leave, in order to travel over Persia and the Indies, which are the Subjects of the two last Parts of his Relations, and of the last part of his days; for as he was returning again through Persia into Europe,
Europe: Died at Miana, a little place about thirty Leagues from Tauris, the twenty eighth of November, 1667. his Observations ending but a few days before his Life; whole Death, not only his Relations (to whom he was very dear) but even the publick hath reason to bewail, as having lost in him an Example of Piety, a Model of Virtue, and a Treasury of Knowledge. Nay, Reader, you also have cause to lament this Loss; in relation to that Satisfaction you might have had from the last two Parts of his Relations; which would have been doubtless Augmented, if Providence had granted him longer Life. For Monsieur de Thevenot was not only exact in the daily Memoires he made in Travelling, of all things he observed in the Countries he passed through; but being a person very inquisitive after the Truth, and who would not rest satisfied with every slight Information, he addressed himself to as many, and as often as possibly he could, the better to find out the truth of what he desired to know, and dispersed the notices he had given him here and there confusedly among his Memoires; so that the Publisher who employed all imaginable care and pains in compiling them, is nevertheless forced to complain of the great Fatigue he underwent, in putting them together in the order they should be, and are in. However, it is not to be thought, that there is any thing supposititious or altered in these two last Parts; no, they are only not so full as they would have been, had the Author lived to decipher the Short Notes, which were clear enough to him, though not altogether so intelligible to others: And the truth is, the Ingenious
ingenious Publisher is so far from Alterations, that he would not so much as change that foreign Air and Dress they brought with them from Abroad, chusing rather to let them speak in the naked and plain strain of the Author, than in the more elaborate Language of the Court and Town, which would chiefly be believed for their words-fake. And indeed, he had reason so to do, for a genuine and simple style, such as can raise a distinct Idea in the mind of the Reader, is the proper style for particular and exact Relations of things; and that was the Character of Monsieur de Thevenot, in the first Part of his Travels; which hath been so well taken and approved of by all Men of Breeding and Sense, that it would have been an Injury both to the Author and Reader to have Alter'd it.

The extraordinary Exactness of our Judicious Traveller, in observing the Minute Particular of any thing that occurred to him abroad, may be dislik'd perhaps, by some who mind their pleasure more than profit, in Reading the Relations of Travels, and had rather be shamm'd with some Romantick idle Tales, than instructed in real and substantial Truths. But seeing all his Observations are made with Judgment, that seeming superfluous exactness can be no small Satisfaction to the Curiosity of all Ingenious Persons, nor no inconsiderable Advantage neither to those who Travel into the same Countries, when they shall find the least things observable on all the Roads he past, so particularly set down and (b) described
described, that a Traveller who hath the Book with him, may be able to tell as well as his Guide what kind of way and accommodation upon the Road they are like to have, even some days before they Travel it; insomuch, that it may be confidently affirmed, that no Almanack so exactly describes the Road from London to York, as our Industrious Author hath done it in that vast extent of Countries he pass'd through; for which all Travellers ought to have a veneration for his Memory, and if they intend to make Publick any thing of this Nature, Imitate him if they can.

I am bold to say, if they can; because, besides the singular Talents and Abilities Monsieur de Thevenot had for Observation; he undertook his Travels in a far more noble prospect, than that which carries a great many others so far from home; who making their Trade their main business, cannot bestow but the least part of their Application upon curious Observation. As for him, he was wholly devoted to it, and that with so great Affiduity, that (according to the report of many who saw him in those Countries) he hardly allowed himself time to eat. It is easy to judge of the vastness of his Labour, by the reading of these Relations, wherein it appears, that he was constantly taken up in making Remarks generally on all things. But as a farther confirmation of this, the Gentleman who Published the two last Parts of these Travels, has now by him a Work made by the Author in the Indies, that gives a far greater proof of his exactness and pains. It is a Collection of all
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all the Plants of those Countries, which in Botanick terms is called a Hortus Siccus: it consists of five Volumes, wherein may be seen the natural Leaves of Plants, and Branches also of all sorts of Trees, of which the Leaves and Flowers of some, with their Pods, had not (when the second part of these Travels was first Published) lost their Colour. All these are neatly pasted on one Page, and on the opposite, you have the Name of the Plant in Portingese, Persia, Indian, Malabar and Baniain: Then he gives a Description of the Plant, in such a manner, as not only shews his exactness in all things, but his skill also in that Science, the smallest Filament is not omitted in it: He observes the Places where the Plant is most commonly to be found; the time when it is in Flower, bears Fruit, and its Vertues, if it have any that are known. The truth is, so curious and elaborate a Work, might deserve a better Fate, than to lye mouliding in the bottom of a Trunk, and it is no small trouble to him who has it, that being unable to furnish either Time or Expences for Publishing the same, he is forced so to let it Perish in obscurity; nor was it but only by chance neither, that he got the Figures of two of these Plants; and because Monsieur de Thevenot, who saw them before he began his Collection, had made an ample Description, and small Design of them in his Memoires.

A Work of this nature may very well raise a high notion of its Author; but it is a surprizing thing, that at the same time he could pursue his other Observations of the Countrey, and study the
The Languages, wherein he made great Progress, and hath given us the Malabar Alphabet, and some Rules of the Syntax of that Language. He had an extraordinary aptitude for Languages, for not to mention those that are most known in his own Country, he fully understood Turkish, Arabick, and Persian, which enabled him to know and write, as he hath done, of those People. And as his Observations, which are in a manner on all sorts of Subjects, require a notion of the most part of Arts and Sciences, so hath he evidently demonstrated, that so many different Employments enough to have busied several Persons, have not at all diverted him from the Study of the most serious and difficult matters. The truth is, he had Parts that could reach and command any thing, was ingenious in unravelling Difficulties, laborious in Study, and constant in pursuing what he set about, so that he attaine'd to great knowledge in Natural Philosophy, Geometry, Astronomy, and all the Mathematicks; and had especially studied the Philosophy of Descartes, rather that he might with pleasure examine Natural Effects in their Principles, than Magisterially dictate and decide, as those who now a days make a shew of that Philosophy, commonly do.

However, it is none of the least Encomiums of Monsieur de Thevenot, that so great Parts and so much Learning, no way lessened his Zeal for Religion, wherein he has the universal Approbation of all who returned from those Countries, or have Written of him to their Friends, who all extol
extoll his Piety and Conduct, which was Civil and Regular, free from any of those Extravagancies, that commonly decry his Country-Men among other Nations. He had a Patience that no cross Accident could shake, an useful Quality to Travellers, but more particularly to all that Travel into the Levant; and which is much to his Praise; he had acquired that Patience by Reflections no less Christian than Solid, to wit, That nothing befalls us, but by the Orders of Divine Providence, that always takes care of us; and this was often in his mouth as occasion offered. He had an easy unaffected Conversation; and his natural and acquired Endowments enabling him to speak pertinently on all Subjects, his company was very agreeable; nevertheless, he shewed always great Reservedness in discoursing of his Travels, and was so far from being importune upon that head, that nothing but Civility and Complaisance could engage him to enlarge thereon; but then he did it in so natural and sincere a manner, that he hath had the Art to leave all Men persuaded of his Probity and Veracity; and whether that good Opinion has been spread by those who knew him, or that his Writings bear a certain Air and Character of Truth; it is commonly the first Encomium that those who knew him not, give him, (when they have read his Travels) that they are assured he speaks the Truth. And so much of the Illustrious Author.

But now as to the Engling this Work, since the Translator has no Body to Vouch for him, he (c) must
must e'en leave it to take its chance with the candid and good-natur'd Reader; whom he would nevertheless have acquainted, that there were two or three words in the Original either not genuine French or Obsolete, which no Dictionary Explained, nor any body that he could meet with, understood, and that these he hath made English as near as he could to the sense of the Context. If the more Critical Reader will needs Cavil at the Purity of the Stile; besides that the Stile of the Original is Plain and Natural; the Translator has this to say for himself, that he was somewhat hastened and straitened in time; it being thought fit that this Book should overtake the Travels of Sir John Chardin, of which the first Part was lately Published, that for its Reputation sake it might Travel over the English World in so good Company, and give and receive those Mutual Assurances, which Travellers are willing to impart to one another. The Reader then, is not to expect that the Language should be so Accurate, nor the Style so well turned, as if it had come abroad after many Reviews and Corrections. However the Translator dares venture to affirm for himself, that in the main he hath not Swerved from the Authors Meaning; and that if he has not magnified his Sense, so neither has he depress'd it.

It is hoped the Reader will be satisfied, that the Translator had reason to English the following Letter, written upon occasion of some words of Oriental Learning, that are variously Accepted, in the Book of the Coronation of Solyman, and in the Second Part.
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Part of our Authors Travels; for since the Publisher of that Part thought fit to Consult a Learned Critick in the Eastern Languages, for the Justification of Monsieur de Thevenot, who differed from Sir John Chardin in some Points of that sort of Learning, and that the Book of the Coronation of Solyman, is now Published in English; the Translator could do no less than Verbatim to English: the aforesaid Letter from the Original, that so if any thing be altered in the new Edition or Translation of it, the state of the Controversie may appear as it was at first, and the Author be Vindicated, according to the intent of his Friend, who cannot be suspected to have mis-quoted any passage of the Book, no more than the Translator to have done what he hath done, out of any prejudice to it, or its Author, who is a Gentleman altogether unknown to him.

What Errata may be found in the Book, the Reader is desired to Correct, and not impute them to the Translators Oversight, who had not the Correcting of the Sheets.

A. LOVELL.
A LETTER
FROM
Monsieur de la Croix,
SECRETARY and INTERPRETER
TO THE
FRENCH KING.
Touching some Points of
Oriental Learning,
Contained in the SECOND PART of these
TRAVELS.

I Shall Answer, Sir, in as few words as I can, the Note you did me the Honour to write to me, touching the apprehensions you had, that some words of Oriental Learning to be found in the Travels of Monsieur de Thevenot, may be found fault with, because you meet with them in another signification, in the Treatise called, the Coronation of Solyman; but let me tell you, Sir, that Apprehension seems to me to be inconsistent with the Justice you owe to that illustrious Traveller; and that since you are not ignorant of the talents he possessed, it is your part to believe, that what he hath written, must be right, and whatever clashes therewith censurable. His First Travels into the Levant, gained (d)
him, the Knowledge of the Turkish and Arabick Languages; and his second, of the Persian: These three Languages, which he was so much Master of, and which are indispensably necessary for the understanding of Oriental Books, together with his skill in History, Mathematicks, Astronomy, Botanicks, and other Natural Sciences, wherein he excelled, render'd him so accomplishments in all Oriental Learning, as you must needs have found by his private Memoires, that there are but few in the Western Parts who come near him in that, and none but may reap Profit from his Instructions.

Nor do I in the least doubt, but that he who hath written the Book of the Coronation of Soliman, is of the same opinion; and for instance, I cannot think he'll maintain that the word Mebter, which he attributes to the High Chamberlain of the King of Persia, and makes a Superlative by the signification he gives it, is Arabick, when he finds that our Author affirms it to be a Persian word, and Comparative, seeing its Superlative is Mebterin, which signifies the Greatest.

I am very confident also, he will be ready to confess, that Tobos is an Arabick, and not a Persian word, and that he'll acknowledge, if he understand Arabick or Persian, that that word which signifies Coffin, hath not the Character of Persian Plurals, which commonly end in Ha, or in An; but of Arabick.

As to the word Divan begbi, which he says is corrupted from Divanum Begb, no fence can be made of that Proposition, Divanum Begb having never been used, neither in Turkish nor in Persian, and is indeed Non-sense. On the contrary, Divan begbi, which signifies (as our Author says) Lord of the Divan, is very good Turkish, and exactly agreeable to the Syntax of that Language.

Nor have you any greater cause of fear, for the two words of Turban and Munedgim, you take notice of to me, as made use of by our Author. The Author of the Coronation of Soliman may say what he will; but he would have done very ill to have written
ten Dhulbant; that would be a word as monstrous in a French or English Book, as in the Mouth of him that should pronounce it. Turban is now a vulgar European word, established by Cuftome, and Dhulbandt a Persian word, provided it were written according to its true Orthography, (for it ought to be written Dulband.) And when a European speaks his own Language, and would be understood, he ought not to use Exotick words, when his own Country Language can do the thing; so as a Man speaking French or English would render himself ridiculous, should he say Chimichir instead of Cimter, though the one come from the other. But there is more to be said as to this; for the word Dulband signifies not in Persian, what in French or English is meant by Turban (as the Author of the Coronation of Solyman thinks,) and instead of blaming Writers who understood not the language, and of saying that the King's Cap was tied round in manner of a Dhulbandt with a fine Cloth, he ought to have said (since he pretends that Persian words are to be used) that the King's Cap was tied in manner of a Deftar, which is the Turban, by a Dulband, or fine Cloth, feing the Dulband is but a part of the Turban, which in Persian is called Defter, as in Turkish Sarick, and only signifies the Cloth that is wreathe about the Kaouk or Cap of the Turban; and by a Turban, is understood the whole Head-attire, after the Eastern way.

Now for the word Munedgin, which signifies Astrologer, and is used by our Author, there is no dispute to be made about it: The word Munebizyn, made use of in the Book of the Coronation, is not a word of the Language, and is indeed, insignificant; but the word in question, is altogether a term of Learning, and is purely Arabick, the root of it being Nedgem, whereof the radical letters are Num, Dgm, Mm, among which as you see, there is neither N nor Z, and therefore it must be Munedgin.

It is not the same with the word Khanum, interpreted in the Book of the Coronation, by that of Dutchess; it is more a word of Court than of Art, but for all that it is nothing the worse employed by our
our Author, and those who are well acquainted with the Court of the King of Persia, say as he does, that Begum is the Title of the Queens and Princesses, and Khanum that of the chief Ladies of his Serraglio. And I wonder, as well as you, at the meaning which is given to that word in the Book of the Coronation of Solyman, seeing it hath no Character that comes near the Natural signification of Khanum, and far less the Artificial, which at most makes it only to signify a Beloved Lady. This word hath its Original from Galantry; the Etymology of it is Khan, used in Persia chiefly to signify the Commander or Governour of a Province or Town, and the two other letters, or rather the Consonant M, with the Vowel or Motion that accompanies it, is an adjunct Particle, which both in Turkish and Persian stands in place of a Pronoun possessive of the first Person: And so the word Khanum signifies my Khan, my Commander, my Governour in the Masculine gender, which hath been given by the Kings of Persia to the Women they passionately loved, in the same manner as some Amorous Man might in English call a Lady who commanded all his affections, his Conquerour; and this is very far from the serious signification of Dutchess, as it is found in the Book of the Coronation of Solyman.

And now, Sir, as to what remains of your Note, to wit, the two words of Sarazins and Soft; certainly there is no fault to be found with the learning of Monseur de Thevenot in neither of the two; and when he affirms that Sarazins comes from Sarak to Rob, no exceptions can be taken thereat. There is much more to be said against the Etymology of that word mentioned in the Book of the Coronation of Solyman, notwithstanding the long dissertations inserted in it, and the insulting over those who therein are called Relation-makers, nay and the ancient Historians themselves. How! in God's name, would he who hath written that Book, have Sarazin to come from Sara Netchim, and where does he find this Etymology? If he have any Knowledge of the Oriental Languages, which I cannot be positive in, as not having —
having the honour of being acquainted with him, Ought he not to know when there is any question about Etymology, at least, in these Languages, that the Radical letters decide the point? How then can Sarazins in French or English, Saraceni in Latin, from which we have borrowed it, or in Greek Σαρακην, and in Arabick Sarakioun be derived from Sara Netchim, or (to gratifie his thought more) from Sara Nechin, seeing according to the very letters which he assigns to Sara Nechin, the chief character of Nechin, which is the first of Nun, is not at all in Sarazin, as the Chin which he eludes, and makes the English his Vouchers for it, cannot be. But from the Etymology, let us proceed to the Signification; Where hath that Author found that Sara Netchim signifies those that feast themselves in the Fields? This word hath several significations, which have no affinity to that. The word which signifies a Desert, or barren Plain, is Sabbath, with a b, which can in no manner of way, no more than the Sad, wherewith that word begins, enter into the Etymology of Sarazin, seeing Oriental Authors have never used a Hba nor Sad, in writing the Plural Sarakioun or Sarakin, Sarazins, whereof the Arabick root is Sarak to Rob (the chief business of that People) that hath for Radical letters a Sin, a Re, and a Kef, which Kef the Greeks mark by a Kappa, and we as well as the Latins, by a C, the pronunciation whereof we have softened by a Z, or an S, saying Sarazins or Sarazins, instead of Saracin: Whereupon it is further to be observed, that the Sarazins are not the Turcomans, as is mentioned in the Book of the Coronation: These last came from the farthest North, and the Sarazins from the South. When first the word Sarazins or Saracin came into use, it was not known what the Turcomans were. The name of Sarazins was given to the Ishmaelitish Arabians, or the Agarenes, to wit, the Arabs of the Desert, who live not in Towns, and who practice at present (as they did many Ages since) the trade of Robbing, which got them the name of Sarazins, without doubt, long before the English, who pronounce the Shin as (c) easily
easily as the French do, could have changed that letter of the Persian Verb *Netchinem*, into a *Zin*, as it is very ill supposed in the Book of the *Coronation of Solyman*.

The Author of the same Book takes it ill also, that one should say the *Great Sofi*, speaking of the King of _Persia_ : Indeed that term were to be blamed, if used in speaking or writing to a King of _Persia_, or even to a Persian. _Teixeira_ and others have long ago written, that it is a term not to be used; but they have not said, that no King of _Persia_ ever carried that name, as the Book of the _Coronation_ does. These Persons were too well acquainted with the Oriental History, to do so. And when _Monseur de Thevenot_ writes _Ismail Sofi_, he makes it apparent enough, that he hath read the Eastern Authors, and knew that the name of _Sofi_ hath been one of the chief means which raised the Family that at present Reigns in _Persia_, to the Throne. The first King of it joyned the Name or Surname of _Sofi_, to that of _Ismail_, and took it in imitation of his Father and Grandfather, who had already made several Attempts to raise themselves by Power, above the rest of their Country-men: And both these Persons affected to be called _Sofies_, that they might preserve in their Family the Reputation and number of Friends, which their Ancestors, whom they averred to be descended of _Aly_, by one of the _Imams_, had acquired to them, when they were Chief of that Order and Sect of _Sofies_, in later times grown formidable. That Sect, which in the time of its Piety, applied itself particularly to Mystical Theology and Contemplation, was in Mahometanism the most Puritanical of all the Sects of the East; and in the French Kings Library, there are entire Manuscripts of the Rules that it observed.

The great esteem that _Ismail_ knew his Forefathers had acquired under that Name, made him think it would be much for his advantage to take it; and he was not mistaken, for he was first fol-
lowed by all the Softes, and those who were addicted unto them, by whose means he established the Belief, which his Father and Grandfather had but in a manner proposed, to wit, that Aly being the only true Heir of Mahomet, he was to be followed in all things, by those who would be saved. And the truth is, they conceived so high an opinion of that Soft, that the Friends of his Family, with the Malecontents and Innovators, easily joyned with him, and he as easily employed them to destroy Parochk King or Sultan of Sebirvan, who had put to Death his Father Aidar.

This having succeeded so well with Ismael Soft, he found means afterwards to attack and overcome the other Sultans of Persia, who were of the Family of Akkoionlu, and to mount the Throne of the Empire himself. So that it is not true, that none of the Kings of Persia ever bore the Name of Soft, though since Ismael's time, these Kings have forborne to take it, having depredled that Order of the Softes, for reasons that I could alledge elsewhere; and besides, they stood no more in need of Artifice to maintain their grandeur. This is that Sha Ismael Soft, who gave occasion to the Europeans to call the Kings of Persia Softes, as from Caesar, they called the succeeding Emperors Caesars; and from Osman or Othman, those of Turkie, Ottomans.

I must also tell you, that one ought not to take exceptions, if he meet with some diversity in the pronunciation of Oriental words in this Book, especially when the question is about Vowels, or the Consonants Kba, Hba, Kef, and some others: In different Countreys they are variously pronounced; in some places they pronounce Nameh, Bender, and Bazergbian; and in others Namah, Bendar, Bazergbion: Some say Kher, and others Hber; some Gumron, others Komoron, and so in many others; but the figurative letters always occur in both the one and the other.

Thus
Thus you see, Sir, that Monsieur de Thevenot is sufficiently Justified, as to the points you suspected might be cavelled at, if considered with relation to the Book of the Coronation of Solyman, upon which I pretend not to play the Critick, nor indeed, have I fully examined it: And this Answer, though somewhat long in respect of your Note, is only to satisfy your desires, and that duty of Friendship wherewith our Illustrious Traveller honoured me, as well as the strict Obligation that lies upon me, to have an eternal veneration for his Memory.

I am,

SIR, &c.
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CHAP. I.
The Travellers Design.

The desire of Travelling (which is as old as Human Nature) seems to be at present, a more prevailing passion than ever: in all parts of the World we meet with Travellers, which confirm the truth of what I say; and the many Printed Relations of their Observations which have been made Publick within these twenty years, put it out of all doubt. All who are curious, delight in the Rarities they see; and there are but few, who if they were not otherwise engaged, would not willingly be themselves the witnecles and spectatours of them: These pleasing Relations raised in my mind the first thoughts of Travelling; and seeing in the Year one thousand six hundred fifty two, I had no considerable Affairs that might obstruct my inclination, I easily resolved to follow it. I began with England, proceeded by Holland and Germany, and then visited Italy; but, till I have past Naples, I shall make no particular Observation of these Countries, since those things that recommend them to strangers, are sufficiently known to all my Countrymen: having satisfied my curiosity with all that Rome could afford, I resolved not to stop there, but to advance and inform my self of what was worthy of knowledge in other Countries, whereof I had but imperfect Conceptions: But then it behoved me to consider which way I should direct my Travels, and, that I might not Travel in vain, provide my self of means and necessary instructions to render them useful.

God Almighty offered me an occasion; for at Rome I found a French Gentleman, who seriously applied himself to the knowledge of the Affairs of the Levant; he was in so high reputation among the Learned, that he was courted by all who loved solid Learning; because in him alone they found abundantly, what was but very rarely to be met with amongst all others. Though the greatest part of his time was taken up in conversation with the most learned Cardinals, and the other most considerable Prelates of Rome; yet I made so good use of his acquaintance, that he was pleased to admit me into his Friendship, and I admired to find, by experience, the truth of what I had been told by others: At first I found him to be a man so accomplished in Liberal Sciences, and in the Greek and Latin.
Latin Tongues; that he might be ranked among the ablest Professors of the same; and for much Master of the Hebrew, that he not only understood Hebrew Books, but all the Rabin to the depth; and he disputed against the Jewish Doctors or Hakans, to whom he explained the Prophets and Old Testament with so much advantage to our Faith, so subtilly, and with so good success, that I dare be bold to say, he startled and shook most of them: They were so taken with his Learning, that they importuned him with their visits, and (after a conversation of three or four hours continuance, with their Books in their hands) I have seen them take their leaves of him with regret, for that it seemed, that the time which he was obliged to bestow upon his other friends, was robbed from them. He was no less skillful in the Chaldean and Syriac Tongues; at that time he excelled in the Arabick, Turkish, and Persian Languages, whereof he hath so well improved the Books since, that I may confidently say, he is in all those languages the most knowing man in Europe. I place not only his Skill in the speaking of these Tongues, and understanding their Books, but chiefly in their Learning and Knowledge of most things of the East; whereas he never speaks but so intelligently, that almost all that hear him are ravished and surprised with his Erudition. This knowledge of so many Oriental Languages, hath so accomplished him in all kind of History, both Ancient and Modern, from which he hath collected so many particularities, that our Geographers and Historians do but seem to be in the dark as to those things which he could make out with certainty: He is no less knowing in other Sciences than in Languages, and being of a humour far from vanity, and the temper of those Learned men, who disdain to converse with such as know less than themselves; but on the contrary, making a mystery of nothing, and frankly dictourning with any man upon what Subject he proposts, informing him of that he knows; I failed not to embrace the occasion, and make the best of a friendship that was so useful unto me. He imparted to me all that he had learnt from the Levantines, with whom he had conversed, not only as to their manners and method of conduct, but also as to what circumstances I was to use on many occasions; and in short, he made me determine to Travel into the Levant. I was overjoyed when he told me that he himself intended to make the voyage, I hugg'd my self a long while, in hopes of so good company; and made no doubt but that with so great affinities, I might be able upon my return, to give the World an account of all the Rarities that the East produces in Learning, Art and Nature: But when we were upon the point of embarking, there happen'd to Monsieur Herbelet (that was the Gentleman's name) a domestick Affair, of so great consequence, that it interrupted his design, and obliged him to defer his departure: I patiently bore with that misfortune, because he promised to meet me at Malta, and being I had put my self in a readiness to embark in one of the Pope's Galleries, that was to touch at Naples, into which the French at that time had no admittance; he advised me not to let slip so fair an opportunity, and accordingly I did not. I parted from Rome on Monday, May 31. 1653, and June 2, embarked at Civita Vecchie, in the Galley commanded by the Count Godde, from whom I received all the testimonies of a noble Generosity. The fourth of June the Galleries struck eight miles from Naples: And the fifth being spent in the Passengers viewing of that City, we parted on Sunday the sixth of June, towards the evening, and made sail for Sicily: We saw in our passage the fire of the Mountain of the Isle of Stromboli, and I was told that they who were near it heard great howlings, which proceed not from Hell (of which the silly people of the Country think the top of this hill to be the mouth) but from the violence of the Winds; which breaking impatiently into the vast concavities that have been hollowed by the Sea, and there kindling in the sulphur-mines, whereof that Country is full, the flame that has made and preserved to it felt a passage through the Mountain, makes a noise like the howlings of the damned. Tuesday the eighth of June, about night, we passed the Phare of Missina, and next day, Wednesday, the ninth of June we came in the night-time, before Missina, and dropped Anchor without the Port. Thursday, the tenth of June, we went ashore, and walked about the Town with more freedom than we had done at Naples: I shall speak of it in short.

CHAP.
Part I. Travels into the Levant.

CHAP. II.

Of Messina.

The Town of Messina lies on that side of Sicily which looks to Rhageia, in Italy, from which it is but Three-score Miles distant. It is situated in the place where the Town of Zante stood, and had the Name of Messina, from the Messenians of Peloponnesus, who built and inhabited it; it hath a safe Harbour, made so by Nature, which would seem to have been measured with the Compass, so round and proportioned it is. On the Shear, round this Port, there are several fair Palaces of uniform Building, which offer a pleasant Prospect to those that enter the Port, but they have not been continued. At the end of the Mole, which shuts in this Port, there is a Tower to secure the Entry; much about the middle of the said Mole stands another Tower, on the top of which there is a great Light kindled every night, to let Ships out at Sea know where they are. This is but a kind of melancholy Town, though the Streets be fair and large; in viewing of it, I saw written over the Door of the Cathedral Church, in pretty large ancient Characters, Gian Marti, a Belline; when the French became Masters of Sicily, Messina was the first place that surrendered unto them, and that the memory of it might be preferred, they caused that Inscription to be made. Before this stately and large Church, there is a great Square or Piazza, with a Theatre in the middle of it, where the Victory of Lepanto is represented on Brass, and a Bronze Statue of Don John of Austria stands. The Novitate of the Jesuites stands upon a Hill higher than any place of the Town; and seeing the whole Town and Harbor may be seen from the Gardens of it, readily embraced the offer that a Jesuite made me of carrying me to them: Having passed through some spacious walks, he led me to a very high Garden, from whence he showed me Scylla and Charibdis, which heretofore rendered that Streight so dangerous, that all that pass'd that thought themselves certainly lost. Scylla is a Rock, pretty near a Castle, on the Italian Shore, over against the Phare of Messina; this Castle is called Scylla, from whence that Rock hath had the Name of Scylla. As for Charibdis, it is near and opposite to the Port of Messina, but is not dangerous but when two contrary Eddies meet, which make Vessels turn round for some time, suck them down to the bottom without remedy: To avoid them, one must keep as near, or as far off of the Port as possibly can be, for the danger is in the middle, betwixt the Port and the Land of Italy, on the other side. Though the greatest danger be in that place, yet the Port is not free from it, for the Jesuite told me, that it hath sometimes happened, that a Ship being got into the Harbour, and having sailed the Town, hath been carried out again by the currents, and cast away in sight of the place. The old Proverb, Incidit in Scyllam et in Caribdis, was not said without reason; for when Men have avoided the danger of one of these Rocks, they may very easily fall upon the other. If they have not a care, the Fable which saith, that Charibdis and Scylla were two Sea Monsters, surrounded with Dogs that barked, has its original from the great noise these Waters make, by beating and clashing one against another; so that, especially when they beat against Scylla, one would think it was the barking of great Dogs. Now to prevent the casting away of Ships in those Passages, the Messenies have always a great many Pilots purposely in readiness, and payed by the City, of whom there is always one standing Sentinel upon a high Tower; and when Ships, or other Vessels, finding themselves in imminent danger, fire a Gun, these Pilots fall not to put off in their Boats and assist them. The Jesuite led me into another Garden higher than the rest, hard by which there is a Balcony that Commands the Town, and all that House of the Jesuites.
he told me that there were eighteen strong Castles in Messina, of which the Spaniards held but four, the rest being in the hands of the Messines, who are far to jealous of the Spaniards, that they having built a Fort at the end of the Porr, they made another on the opposite side of the Water, a Musket shot only distant from that of the Spaniards. This is a very rich Town, by reason of the great Trade in Silk that is driven there: They have no Inns for Strangers, which is a great inconvenience to them, being obliged to lodge in a wretched Tavern upon the Harbour, which they call the Barraque, where the Entertainment is very bad: All things are cheap there; the Wine is strong, but very bad; and this City is an Arch-eiscopal See.

CHAP. III.

Of Sicily.

SICILY is an Island of a Triangular Figure, the point of each Angle making a Cape; one of these Capes is called Capo Disfora, the other Capo Palmaro, and the third Capo Boccoc, which in ancient times were called Pelorus, Pachinis and Lilibasev: Many think that heretofore it was joined to Italy, from which it is but three miles distant, but that it was separated from it by the force of the Sea, which made to itself a passage between them; and others say it was done by an Earthquake.

This Strait which is now betwixt the Island and Calabria, is called the Phare of Messina, and is most dangerous to be passed, not only on account of Charibdis and Scylla, but also because the two points of land of the Continent and Island are in a manner locked one within another. This is the most considerable Island of the Mediterranean Sea, as well for its size, which is near seven hundred miles in circuit, as for its fruitfulnes; for it produces all things in abundance, and because of its plenty of Cornc, excellent Wines, Olives, and many other such things, it was heretofore called one of the Granaries of Rome. It contains a great many very fair and rich Towns, but it is much infested by Mount Gibello, anciently called Aetna, which continually calls forth abundance of flames; it is also much subject to Earthquakes, which make strange havoc in it: It hath been under the Dominion of many Nations, and hath belonged to the Greeks, Carthaginians, Saracens, French, and last of all to the King of Spain, who has a Vice-Roy there, that holds his Residencie six Months of the Year at Palermo, and the other six at Messina. This mixture of so many different Nations (of whom all Sicily hath retained some voice) has made the Sicilians still natural, as they are at present: they are very haughty and jealous, and there is no Vice that comes amiss to them; Revenge continues in Families there for hundreds of Years, and as their temper is extremely vindicative, they are so mistrustful of the French, because of the cruelty of the Sicilian Vespers, that judging the nature of the French by their own, they think that the other can never forget an affront that cost so much blood, and was never heretofore parallelled. They wear always by their side a Dagger two hands long, and three fingers broad, and you shall not find a Tradesman in his shop without his Dagger by his side, even when they are at work: They are of a sordile and malicious Wit.
CHAPTER IV.

From Messina to Malta.

We parted from before Messina, Thursday, the Twenty fourth of June, From Messina with a contrary Wind, so that we could not get our Oars, and to Malta, we were obliged to come to an Anchor again near the Port of Messina, three hours after we had weighed from it; however we weighed an hour after, though the Weather was still the same, and the Sea a little rough. Friday, towards the Evening, we came to an Anchor before Agrigento, but we went not a Shear; I was told for my comfort, that it was no more but a very ordinary Street, as indeed it seemed to me to be. The Country about it produces excellent Wine, which has a strong flavour of Violets; we weighed Anchor from before that Town, next morning being Saturday, the Eleventh of June, and coasted along before Syracuse, called at present, by corruption, Saragonia, the Country of Archimedes, which was formerly the Metropolis of Sicily: The Country about Saragonia produces excellent Mustadine Wine; we hope not before that Town, but continued our course with the diversion of Dolphins and Tunnys, which leaping out of the water in great numbers, followed the Gallies. Sunday, the Twelfth of June, about six a clock in the Morning, we had an East North East Wind, which drove us so fast, that about Eleven a clock the same Morning we made the Isle of Malta, and about Four in the Afternoon entered into the Port of the Town: All the Guns were fired from the several Cables of Malta in honour of the Pope, who was newly Elected, and to solemnize his Galleys, which returned the Salute, by several discharges of all their Canons.

CHAPTER V.

Of the Isle of Malta.

The Isle of Malta lies in the African Sea, betwixt Sicily and Tripoly, of the Situation Barbary; it is Threehcore Miles distant from Sicily, and an Hundred of the Isle of Africa; in the Latitude of eight and thirty degrees, and the Longitude of four and thirty; it reaches from East to West twenty miles in length, and is about twelve over, so that it is threehcore miles in compass. The ancient Name of this Island was Melita, from the Greek word Meli, which signifies Honey, because it affords good Honey; at present it is named Malta, from the word Melita, though those of Barbary draw the Etymology of it from a Story of theirs: They say, That heretofore the Moris of Tripoly being divided into two Factions, under two Scheiks, or Captains, and being in continual Wars one with the other, those of the weakest side resolved to forsake the Country, and go live some where else; and that for that end they sent men out to Sea to find some proper place for their Habitation; These Men finding the Isle of Malta, judged it to be very convenient for them, and upon their return, their Scheik having asked them if they had found any place, they answered in their Language; Lati melita eleda xel ma on tab, which is to say, We have found an Isle where there is Water and Plains, and of that ma on tab, they say, that by corruption it is called Malta. There was an ancient King of this Isle, called Battus, a Rich and Powerful Prince, who was a great Friend of Malta to Pido, Queen of Carthage. It was afterwards subjected to the Carthaginians, and
and having been in process of time succedeg and ruined by a Roman Army, under the Command of M. Aurilius, was since annexed with Sicily to that Empire, till being upon its fall, it was possessed by the Saracens, from whom Roger, a Norman Prince, Count of Sicily, took it in the Year 1090. Since that time, it hath always been in the hands of Christians; and in the Year 1330, Charles the Fifth gave it and the isle of Gozo to the Knights of Jerfalem, who were wandering up and down for the space of eight years, after they had left Rhodes, and have been everafter called Knights of Malta. This island is low, being only a white soft Rock; very proper for Building and making of Lime, but does not long resist the Sea Winds, especially the South East Wind, that eats it away: There is but very little Earth upon the Rock, and that flowy too, so that one would think it could bear nothing at all; nevertheles it produces very good Fruit, but chiefly Figs, which are as good as in Provence; and such excellent Melons, for the most part white, that it is hard to find a bad one amongst them; they are at no pains in raising of them, they only throw the Seed into the Ground like Corn, and take no care to preserve them. The Grapes that grow there are excellent to eat, but not to make Wine of; they have a thick skin, and are fluffy, like Plumbs within. They plant Cotton, which thrives very well; but few very little Corn; for Sicily furnishes the Maltese with as much as they need. The Air there is so hot, that there is no walking abroad in the Sun; and the nights are infapporable in the Summer time, not only because of the great heats, but also of the Mosquitoes, that are so troublesome there, that they put the face in a gore of blood, especially of new Comers, whom they easily distinguish, so that when a Man rises in the morning, he looks like one just come out of the Small-Pox. There is no Winter in this Island, nor no need of warming one's self by the fire; on the contrary, they always drink their Wine with Ice. The Air is very thin and wholesome for Old Men, who can hardly die; but Head-aches are dangerous there, and sore Eyes, because of the whiteness of the Earth, which makes many Commanders and Knights to wear green Spectacles, though I cannot tell but that the Glass by contriving the beams of the Sun, may burn their Eyes. There is no venomous Creature upon that Island, and none can live there, which is a Miracle the Inhabitants ascribe to St. Paul, to whom they are much devoted, and believe that it is an effect of the Benediction which that Saint gave, after his Shipwreck, when he was attacked by the Viper mentioned in the xxvii. of the Acts of the Apostles; from which having received no hurt, they were so amazed, that they Believed in God. They gave the Earth of the Grot where he was, for a Remedy against the Ringing of Serpents, and other poisons; nay, against all putrid and malignant Fevers also, with better success than the Terra Sigillata, as many have found by experience, having thereby recovered their health; they attribute this Virtue also to the Benediction of St. Paul, and several Barks are yearly loaded with it, to be transported into other places of Chris- tendom. Amongst the Rocks of this Island, they find those Stones that look like a Serpent's Eye, which some carry upon their fingers, set in Rings, because of the Virtue that they are thought to have against Poison. This Island is very populous, and when, in the Year 1565, a Calculation was made of the number of the Inhabitants, by Command of the Count of Alonchelta, Vice-Roy of Naples, that he might know what quantity of Corn was necessary for them; they found in the Bourg, the Old Town, the Town of Valette, the Isle of St. Michael, and in five Parishes, which contain above thirty six Villages, seven and twenty Thousand Men, not reckoning the Knights of the Order, and their Servants. The Maltese are of a brown complexion, and are much of the nature of the Sicilians, at least, in point of Revenge. The Women are beautiful and pretty familiar; in the streets they cover their heads with a Mantle that reaches down to the ground, but though they hide their own face, yet they see every body without being known. The Native Language of the Isle of Malta, is Arabic, but the Italian is very common there, especially in the Town.

The Ille of Malta hath several Ports and Creeks, well defended by Ports a great Sea Port in Malta.

Marfaouchet, built upon them; but, amongst others, there are two great Havens open to the East North East, one of which is called Marfaouchet, and the other is the great.
great Port; these two Ports are separated by a tongue of pretty high Land, on the point whereof the Castle of St. Erme was built, and since adjoining to it, the City Valetta. The Port of Marsamuscet is for Ships to perform their quarantine in, before they have access to the Town, and for such as by reason of foul weather cannot get into the great Port; as also for Caffairs, who coming only for a short stay, put not in into the great Port, because it is not easy to get out again. There is a little Island in this Port, and in it the Lazzaretto, where they who are to perform their quarantine, lodge: The great Port contains several Havens within it, and is secured by two Rocks, one on each side of the Entry; on which is on the right-hand, the Castle of St. Erme is built; in foul weather it is very dangerous to come near it, and special care must be had both in coming and going out of it; having passed these Rocks, you see to the left-hand a Haven, where the Vessels that come from the Levant, and are not to stay at Malta, put into, that they may be separated from the rest; advancing a little further, you pass between the Town of Valetta, which is to the right-hand, and the Castle of St. Angelo, to the left, standing upon the point of a tongue of Land, along which lies the Bourg, at the back of the said Castle; after that you find another Haven to the left-hand, which is very good and safe, and is between the Bourg and the Isle of Sanget, which is a tongue of Land, inhabited, almost like to that of the Bourg, and to which it is parallel; these two tongues, reaching from East to West, like two fingers of a hand. The Calleys of the Order are laid up in this Haven, and all the Vessels that are to make any stay at Malta, either to load, careen, or rest, put in there, being shut with an Iron Chain. There is a little Haven at the bottom of this Port lashed in, where, in the Evening, all the small Barks are shut up, left Slaves might make their Escape in the Night-time: Beyond the Island, there is Water, further up, but it is of no depth; from the entry of the great Port to the extremity, or rather bottom of it, it is at least, two miles.

CHAP. VI.

Of the Castles St. Angelo and St. Erme.

As soon as the King of Spain had given the Island of Malta to the Knights of St. John, Philip de Villiers, l'Isle-Adam, who at that time was Great Master of the Order, came and took possession of it, and lodged in the Castle of St. Angelo, as the rest of the Order did in the Bourg: But Sultan Soliman not satisfied with the Isle of Rhodes, out of which he had driven that illustrious Order, here, having a design utterly to extirpate those men, who though but few in number, had put him to so much trouble, and from whom he was still apprehensive of more mischief, sent in the year 1565, a powerful Army to take the Isle of Malta. It arrived there in the month of July, Friar John of Valetta being then great Master, and landed towards Mount Pelgrino. The Turks presently attacked the Castle St. Erme, which wholly defends the Entries into the great Port and Marsamuscet; they raised their Batteries in the place where the Town of Valetta stands, which was not then begun to be built, and battered that Castle so furiously, that having killed all that defended it, they made themselves Masters of the same. Then they turned against the Bourg and the Isle de la Sangue. The Country is defended by the Castle St. Angelo, which stands at the end of it on the side of the Port, upon a very high Rock, and difficult to climb up; so that it is almost inaccessible: The Isle de la Sangue is defended by a Bastion on the point of it: They gave several Assails to both these places, where they landed many thousand Men, but all in vain; for they were all repulsed with great loss. In the mean time, though the Castle St. Angelo did so continually annoy them, that they durst not Hew themselves; yet they battered the Isle so furiously, that they ruined the Works, and resolved
resolved to make a general assault, because, being Matter of that Isle, they could break the Chain that secured the Port, which was stretched from the Castle St. Angelo to the Spur of the said Isle. The Great Master having notice of their resolution, caused Port-holes to be bored in the Castle St. Angelo level with the water, without opening them on the outside, yet so contrived and made, that a knock of a Hammer might give them an opening wide enough for his design: He there placed Guns to be planted with all expedition. When it was day, the Turks sent off a great many Boats manned with Soldiers, to give the assault to the Spur of the Isle, and at the same time the Canon of the Castle St. Angelo appearing level with the water, fired with so good success, that the Boats being sunk, all the Men were drowned: They made afterwards many vain attempts, but finding succours come from Christendom, and dispersing of the Enterprise, they drew off. They parted from the Island about the end of September, 1565, having for the space of three Months, in vain, employed a vast Army against a handful of men, but very valiant, as those at present are, who so modestly the Turks with seven Galleys only, that they look upon no Enemy to be formidable; and commonly, how many sooner these Infidels be, when they perceive any of the Galleys of Malta, they fail not to run for it, and altho' they can, avoid any Engagement. Since that time the breaches of the Castle St. Angelo have never been repaired, Nature of it self making it strong enough.

### Chapter VII

#### Of the City Valetta.

After the Turks were gone, the Religion resolved to build a new Town, where the Great Master with all the Religion might commodiously dwell, and for that end they pitched upon the tongue of land, on the end whereof the Castle St. Erme stands, from whence the Turks had so furiously driven them. The great Master La Valette lay'd the first stone of it, on the twenty-eighth of March, 1566, and, from his own Name, called it the City Valette, whereupon this Punn was made

*Plus valet valor Valette quam fortiudo Valette,* playing upon the Names of the Great Master and Town. It hath been ever since so fortified, that I am very apt to believe few Fortifications in the world can match it. The Entry into the Port of it, is defended by the Castle St. Erme, which, at present, is impregnable, there being no way to batter it but from the new Town, which encompasses it by land; and, on the other side towards the Sea, it is inaccessible, as being built upon a very high Rock. Next to this Castle is the Baraque, where nine Pieces of Cannon are Planted under cover, which hinder any approaching to the Port. The entry of the Port is besides defended by the Bastion of Italy, which is very high, and Planted with six Pieces of Cannon that lie open. Upon this Bastion there is a fair Bastille, or Canon-Royal, which, with another of the same size the Turks left on Malta, when they raised the Siege; for being in haste to be gone, and unable to put on board those pieces, because of their prodigious weight, they threw one of them into the Sea, near the land, where still it is, and cannot be weighed, and the other remained on shore. On the other side of the Port, is the Castle St. Angelo, which still defends it; and on the same side, without the Port, but near the entry of it, upon a point of land, there is a Tower with two or three Pieces of Canon, which serves, also, for security of the Port. The Governor of the Bourg takes care to send Men thither to guard it. This Town is no less strong by land than towards the Sea, being begun with good Walls, built upon very high Rocks, with several Bastions, and other Pieces of Fortification: It is besides always well stored with Provisions from Sicily, which supplies it with all it needs; so that considering the excellent Fortifications that cover it, and the danger of the Channel, that makes that the best appointed Fleet cannot lie above
two months before Malta, I may be bold to say it is impregnable. The Forti-
fications of it are not less goodly than good, and yield a most pleasant Pro-
psect. Those that arrive at Malta, take great delight to see the Baroque,
covered with lovely Trees, planted in rows: There is a very pretty and high
Garden, which looks into the Port, below the Bastion of Italy; it is full
of Orange and Lemon-Trees, planted in rows; and a great many Fountains, where
the Water-works, playing very high, render the place altogether delightful;
and this Garden was made by the Great Master Lafaeris. There is a Fountain
upon the Promenade, which is very ornamental; it is built by the Sea-side, and there
is a Dolphin, under the feet of a Neptune, throws water up to a great height.
This Fountain is so commodiously placed, that Vessels may anchor there, with
out carrying their Casks ashore. Near to this, there is a very thick Rock,
through which the Great Master Lafaeris caused a Passage to be cut, so that
one can very easily walk from one end of the Port to the other; which before
could not be done, because that Rock reached to the Sea. You must mount
up hill from the Port to the Town, which is small, for one may go round it
in half an hour's time, but it is very pretty; it hath two Gates, one that
leads to the Port, and the other to the Country. There are several Churches
in it, of which that of St. John is the chief; it hath no Piazza, indeed, before the
Porch, but a very lovely one before one of the Gates, at the side of it; and at each
angle there is a Fountain, on the out-side: This is a great and wide Church;
pretty high and well built; it is all paved with lovely Marble, and adorned
on high with a great many Colourings taken from the Inclined. They are eight
Chapels for the Monks, and the several Knights place themselves in the distinct
Chapels of their homes. Near to the great Portal, there is another Chapel,
where all the Great Masters are buried: in that Church, many fine Reliques are
kept; among others, the Right-hand of St. John Baptist, which only wants
the two last and least Fingers: This was given to the Knights, by Base-
zezis, Second Emperor of the Turks; who hearing that his Brother Zizin, who
fled to Rhodes, in the Year 1483, to avoid the cruelty of his Brother (who would
have put him to death, might have saved him), published the same year with the
Great Master D'Ambizou, a yearly gift of four thousand Ducats, to the end he should
not suffer him to make his Escape; to wit, two thousand for the Entertainment of Zizin,
and one thousand for the repairing the Damages that Mahomet his Father had done at
the Siege of Rhodes; that sum was punctually paid so long as Zizin lived. The
same Basezis, knowing that the Knights of Rhodes had a great veneration for the
Reliques of St. John, their Patron, made them a present of this Hand; which
he found in the Treasury of Mahomet, his Father, having been brought from
Antioch to Constantinopole, as it is marked in the Speculum Characters upon the foot
of the Reliquary of Maffive Gold, where that Relique is kept. There is there
also, a Hand of St. Anna, which only wants the Finger they presented to the
Queen-Mother of Louis XIV. the present King of France, when he was brought
to bed of that Monarch: They have besides, many other Reliques, and store
of very rich Ornaments. There are several lovely Buildings in that Town,
and, amongst others, the Stately Palace of the Great Master; In it there is a Fair Maga-
considerable Magazine of Arms, not only for the quantity, which is so great, but for the quanti-
that I was afoot it was enough to arm thirty five or forty Thousand Men,
but also for the good order the Arms are kept in; all the several Pieces being by
themselves, in distinct places, and kept clean by Slaves, who are continually
at work there: The Arms of the Great Masters, who have been wounded in
Action, are to be seen there, with marks upon them. Near to the Gate, there
is a Canon made of bars of Iron, fastened together by Wire, with a very thin
cute of Wood over it, and the whole covered with thick and hard Leather,
well fewed: That fort of Canon was invented for the convenience of Tran-
portation, because they may easily be carried over Mountains, and other rough
and difficult places; but after they have been twice or thrice fired, they are
no more fit for service. This Palace of the Great Master, looks into a large
Square that is before it: in the middle whereof there is a lovely Fountain,
that throws up Water in great quantity, and to a great height: The Great
Master Lafaeris, was at the charge of above fourcore thousand Crowns in mak-
ing of it, the Water being brought to it above five Leagues off, upon high
Arches
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Arches made in the Rock; and, indeed, it is of great use, for it supplies all the Town with running Water, which before had no other but Rain-water to use. The Water runs into all the streets, by little Conduits, made purposely to convey it into Cisterns; so that when any one has a mind to fill his Cistern with Water, he speaks to the Fountain-keeper, who sends him as much as he pleases, by stopping the Conduits which carry that which leads to his House, and that also which is under the Gate, to the end the Water may stop there, and, by a hole or pipe, run into his Cistern. At one end of that Square, there is a Pillar, about fifteen foot high, credited by the Great Mather Verdelis, with his Arms upon it. The Palaces of the Conventorvery and Treasury are fair Buildings also, and so are the Inns. The Hospital is very well built; and the Hall, for the sick Knights, hung with rich Tapestry, where they are attended by Knights, and served in Plate. All the Sick are received, and very well treated in this Hospital: Nor are poor Travellers refused, for there they have bed and board, till they find a Passage for the place whither they are bound; and then they are furnished with Provision, put on board, and all their Charges borne, during their Voyage. The Jesuits have also a very well built House, and keep College there: All the Houses, even to the meanest, make a very good show, being built of square Stones, cut out of the Rock, which does not cost them much, for the Rock is very soft; and, when a Man is about to build, the first thing he does, is to make his Cistern, because, out of it he gets Stones that serve in the Building; and the reft he has about the Town, for they have them for their labour: This is a kind of Stone that long retains its whiteness, so that the Town seems still to be new: All the Houses of it are built with a terra-cotta, or flat Roof, and one may go from one street to another upon the terraces of the houses. There are in it many lovely Plazza's, or Places, as that is before the Palace of his Eminence; another between the Houses of the Conventorvery and Treasury, and the Market-place, which is pretty and square. In this last, is the Fountain made by the Great Mather Lefcoence, in form of a large Basket of Stone, very well cut, and pierced through all round; it stands upon a Pedestal, about three foot from the ground: In this Basket there is a Spire, or Obelisk, about four foot high, with Feltons of Flowers hanging from the top to the bottom of the four angles of it; and on the top of that Obelisk, there is another little pretty Basket: The Water rises at, just at the four angles of the Obelisk, in the first Basket, that it all falls into the little one, which being pierced through, sends the Water back to the Basket underneath; from whence, it falls down into a great Stone Trough, where the Horses water; and from that Trough, into another little one a foot high, where Dogs and other little Beasts drink. The Streets of this Town are incommodious, in that one is always going either up hill or down hill; but they are wide and streight, and, for the most part, begin and end at the Town Walls; the fairest of all, is the Street that reaches from the Castle St. Erme, to the Royal Gate; it is almost a mile in length; and here it is, that they make Horses and Asles run the Pallas, on days of Publick Rejoycing. Coming along that Street, from the Castle St. Erme, you mount a little, and pass between the Palace of his Eminence, on the left-hand, and the Square before it, whish is on the right; then you go betwixt the Palace of the Treasury, which is on the right-hand, and a Piazza, less than the former, at the end whereof is the Palace of the Conventorvery: A little more forward, on the right-hand, is the Inn of Avenger, which is very pleasant, by reason of a great many Orange-Trees at the entry; Next is the Inn of Provence, that has a very lovely Front-piece; and betwixt these two Inns, but to the left, there is a pretty handlist Piazza, at the end whereof, there is a Gate to enter into the Church of St. John, as I said before; so that in this Street one sees the beauty of the Town.
C H A P. VIII.

Of the Grove, and other Walks in the Country Fields, and of the Isle of Gozo.

THE Countrie is full of Gardens, and very agreeable Places of Pleasure: The Grove, which is but twelve miles from the New Town, is a delightful place, whither the Great Masters commonly go to divert themselves: This place was embellished by the Great Master Verdela, who was made a Cardinal; there he built a Palace, in form of a Castle, with so much uniformity and contrivance, that there is not so much as a foot of ground lost; all the Halls are adorned with excellent Painting, which represents the Life of the Great Master Verdela: This House hath a very neat Garden, full of Orange, Citron and Olive-Trees, with several lovely Fountains: At some distance from the House, there is a little Wood, stocked with Game, for the Pleasure of the Great Masters. In going to this place of diversion, you pass near to the Old Town, which is not far from it: It is situated in the middle of the Island, upon an indifferent Hill, of a pleasant Prospect; it is environ'd with Precipices and Bottoms, and adorned with lovely Fabricks within: Pretty near to this Town, is the Grot where St. Paul lodged all the while he was in Malta; where there is an Image of our Lady, called Our Lady of Melecca, and, as they say, many Miracles are wrought at it: One may also go and walk in the Isle of Goza, which is but five miles from Malta: This little Isle is thirty miles in circuit, twelve in length, and fix in breadth. Though it be begirt with Rocks and Precipices, yet it hath some Sea; it hath some Sea; it hath a very wholesome Air, is fruitful, and almost all cultivated, though it be mountainous. It hath many Springs of fresh Water, and places fit for Gardening and Paffure; but the Inhabitants delight more in Engaging the Land for Corn, than in any other kind of Husbandry: There were formerly seven or eight thousand Souls in this Island; but since the Year 1551, that the Turk took the Castle of it, and carried away all they found there, the number of Inhabitants is much deceased: This Castle is, at present, very well fortified.

C H A P. IX.

Of the Publick Rejoicing and Solemness on Our Lady-day, in September.

Being at Malta on Our Lady-day, the Eighth of September, I saw the Rejoicing and Ceremony, that the Religion make yearly on that Day, in memory of the Turks raising the Siege from before the Barrs. Early in the morning, all the Militia are in Armes before the Church of St. John, and drawn up in Battalia: The Church being extraordinarily deck'd, the Great Master goes to High Mass, where, after the reading of the Epistle, the Marshal of the Religion comes forth of the Inn of Accompts, being followed by one of the ancientest Commanders of the Inn, with a Helmet on his head, who carries the Colours of the said Inn: He takes a turn round the Church; and, when he passes through the Piazza, all the Soldiers discharge their Volleys of small Shot.
After this Commander, comes a Page of the Great Master's, carrying in one hand a Sword; and in the other a Dagger, which the King of Spain sent as a Present to the Religion, after that the Turks drew off, both which are set with Precious-Roses of very great value. Being come to the great Porch of St. John's, they enter the Church, and advance near to the Altar; then the Commander who carries the Colours, salutes the Holy Sacrament with them three times; and after that, turning towards the Great Master, he salutes him in the same manner, and then takes his place, below his Eminence, on one hand of him, with the Page near to him, who presents the Sword and Dagger to the Great Master; and he holds them naked, with the points upward, all the while the Gospel is a singing; which being ended, he gives them back to the Page. Mais being over, they wait upon his Eminence to his Palace, where the Commander salutes him thrice again with the Colours; and then they return to the Inn, where the Commander who carried the Colours makes a great Feast to the whole Inn, and to his Friends. After Dinner, they have Races of the Pallio, and other Publick Rejoicings, which conclude the Festival.

**CHAP. X.**

**Departure from Malta for Constantinople.**

I waited five months at Malta for Monseigneur d'Herbelot, but his Affairs taking him quite off of the voyage which we had propos'd, he gave me notice of it; wherefore I resolved to be gone; and having found a Passage for Constantinople, I left Malta on Saturday, the Fourth of November, 1655, at Nine a clock in the morning, being on board the St. Margaret, commanded by Captain Philip Martin de Ciudad, which came from Leghorn: This Ship, that was about eight and thirty years old, was a good sailor, and very lucky at sea; she was manned with two and thirty Seamen, and carried six Iron great Guns, and eight Brass Petreras, besides a great many smaller Fire Arms. We went in comfort with Captain Anthony Martin, our Captain's Brother, whose Ship was called the Holy Ghost, manned with thirty six Seamen, and carrying five Iron Guns, and eight Petreras: There was a Polaque of Ciudad, called the St. Margaret, in company with us also, and she had on board four and twenty Men, two Guns, and six Iron Petreras, the Captain's name being James Fenwir: This Polaque failed very well, but the Vessel of Captain Anthony Martin lag'd always a stern, which made us lose above ten miles a day; because we lay by for him, when he was at any considerable distance a stern. We had a good West and by North Wind, which, on Friday morning, the Fifth of November, shifted about to South-west, and the night following, after a great Storm of Rain, turned North, but to cafe, that we made but very little way. Saturday, the Sixth of November, it frethened towards the Evening, and brought us on a pass; but the more we advanced, the more we were in fear of meeting Ships of Triplady about the Isle of Sapienza, which we made account to pass next day: and nevertheless, we safely pass'd it before we were aware; for Sunday morning the Seventh of November, when we thought ourselves to be a great many miles short of the Isle of Sapienza, according to the reckoning we had kept, we perceived that we had already weathered the Cape of Matajan, which is above seventy miles beyond the Isle of Sapienza. The cause of this mistake was, that we did not think our Ship made above eight miles an hour, when she made above ten, because, besides that the Wind was fair, the Currents of the Gulf of Venice made us run a head a pace. We committed also another errors of no less consequence than the former; for we intended to have held our course above ninety miles off of the Isle of Sapienza and Cape Matajan, between Cerigo and
and Cerigo; and notwithstanding, on Sunday, by break of day, we found ourselves, as I said, above Cape Matapan; but so near Land, that it was but two miles off; which obliged us to pass betwixt the main Land and Cerigo, the nearer cut, indeed, by above forty miles, than if we had passed betwixt Cerigo and Cerigo, but likewise, by reason of the narrowness of the Passage; Cerigo and the more dangerous. This last mistake was also occasioned by the Currents of the Gulf of Venice, which drove us insensibly upon the shore: We were very glad that we were so fortunately mistaken, for we were got above an hundred and fifty miles more forward in our course, than we thought ourselves to be; and free from the fear of Corsairs, who dare not come so near to Cerigo, where, there are for the most part, some Venetian Gentlemen ready to fall upon them. However, it is very dangerous to commit such mistakes; for if it had been in the night-time, our Ship had run the risk of splitting upon the shore, whilst we thought ourselves a great way off at sea.

CHAP. XI.

Of Cape Matapan, and the Isle of Cerigo.

Cape Matapan, is a Promontory of the Morea, formerly called Tanant; Cape Mat.
and it is said, that Aries, carried by a Dolphin, put a shore at this Promontory. The Country is inhabited by the Minores, a People who live in the Mountains without Law or Government, and are subject to those who have most Power in the Country; sometimes the Venetians, and sometimes the Turks, all their Profession being to Rob Travellers: These People have their Name from the Coast which is called Maina. About Nine a clock in the morning, the Wind began to slacken, so that we were becalmed near the Cape of Agia, and could not double it all day long; till about three a clock in the morning, November the Eighth, that with a gale from the North-east, we doubled it: Afterward, finding that the same Wind, which was contrary to us, still continued, and that we fell a stern more than we went a head, we resolved to put into the Bay of St. Nicholas, in the Isle of Cerigo, where we came to an anchor. There we stayed all that day, and half the following, but without seeing the Country. This Island, as all the rest of the Archipelago, being full of Game, we went a shore to shoot. Cerigo was anciently called Porphyris; The Isle of because of the great Quantity of Porphyrian Marble that was got there. It was also called Cythera, from whence comes, perhaps, the word Setana, which is found in the Isola del Bordone: This was the first Island that Venus inhabited, after she was born of the Froth of the Sea, as the Fables say, and therefore there was a Temple built to her in this place, near the Sea-side, the Ruines whereof, as they say, are still to be seen. Cerigo, is the first Island of the Archipelago, or Aegean-Sea; it is thrice more miles in compass, and but five miles from the main Land of the Morea, having a Town called by the Name of the Island. The Venetians are the Masters of it, and keep a good Garrison there, it being a Pass of great Importance.
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CHAP. XII.

Of the Isle of Zia.

Tuesday, November the Ninth, the weather promising fair, after we had payed the Conful a Piaffe or piece of Eight, for Anchorage, we weighed about noon; but being abroad, we found that the wind was not good as we had imagined it was; for it shifted to and agen from East to North, and was so eafe, that we made no way. Wednesday, the Tenth of November, we were becaimed till the evening, when, to our great joy, we had a Gale from South-west, but in the night-time it chang’d about to West, with which we still kept on our course: It lasted till Thursday morning, the Eleventh of November, when, about eight a clock, we were becaimed until the evening, that the wind turned easterly, then north easterly, and at length in the night-time, it turned about to the north, which tossed us a little; so that fearing worse weather, we resolved to come to an anchor at Zia, being very near to it. Friday morning the Twelfth, we made a sail, which coming nearer, we knew to be the Reer-Admiral of Venice, that was a Flemish bottom: When he had put out the Colours of St. Mark, we shewed ours, and then he saluted us with two Guns: We having returned the salute, by firing five Petreir’s, he gave us a shot without a Bullet, to let us know he had a mind to speak with us, and so went to stay for us at the Port of Zia, whither we followed him; we there found another Dutch Ship of the Venetian Fleet, both which were going with succours for Candia. It is a hundred and threcore miles from Corio to Zia, which has a Harbour secure from all Winds, the entry into it being at the West North-west side. Saturday the Thirteenth of November, we went to the Town, which is about five miles from the Port, with a design to buy fresh provisions there; we armed our selves for fear of some ambush, which is a common thing in that Country; and we were told that a few days before, a Turkish Galliot came in the night-time to the Harbour, and having seen ships in it, went and skulked behind a Rock; the Turks in the mean time having landed, put themselves in ambush, and surprized those of the other Vessels, who were come on shore to walk and fish; amongst whom was a Captain of a ship, being unarmed as the rest were, and carried them all off in view of the ships, which could give them no aid. Having then prepared our selves against the world, we took a way that we thought to be the shortest, to the Town, but which was indeed the worst way and furthest about: We were forced, to clamber up and down three or four Hills that were so high and rugged, being nothing but Rocks full of Rushes, that our hands were as well employed as our feet: At length, after a great deal of trouble, we came to the place, but when we thought of nothing, but of making merry there a little, we saw three ships out at Sea, which having advanced to the mouth of the Port, and finding that there were Vessels in it, fled away, as if they intended to put into Port, at Spina Longa, an Island towards Negropont. This put our Captain into a great perplexity, who not knowing what to think of them, told us, that if any mischance happened to his Vessels, he would be present there himself: That, made us presently return back again by the good way, which the Inhabitants shew’d us; and, because we saw no more of these Ships, we concluded they must belong to Malta, and that they would not put into the Port, because they had seen Venetian Ships there, which made them believe, there could be no great store of fresh Provisions left for them. Monday the Fifteenth, the Conful, having given us a visit on Board our Ship, took us with them to the Town, and entertained us in his house at Dinner: It is a great Town, containing at least seven hundred houses; but they told us there was not above four hundred of them inhabited, and that the other three hundred, had been abandoned since the War of Candia: These houses are only built of Stones of the Rock and Earth, and are ranked like the Benches of an
an Amphitheater, being all built one at the back of the roof of another, upon
the side of the hill, and in that manner making ten or twelve ranks, so that
there are no other streets but the roofs of houses, which are flat and join to
one another, insomuch that at one view one may see all the houses of the
Town. There is a Cable there, of a great height, which though now it is
ruinous, was nevertheless so strong, that as I was told, some years ago,
Three cire A Turkes held it out a whole month, with two Muquets only, against
the Venetian Army, under the Command of General Thomas Moretus, and
yielded not till they came to want Water. This Island which in ancient
times was called Cos and Cos, and is said to have been heretofore part of the Isle of
Cos Cos. Nigropont, is shaped like a Horse-shoe, and is fifty mile in circumference; the
soil of it is pretty good, producing Corn, Wine, Grapes and a great many
other good things. Its harbour is full of Fish, which we often made trial of with
our Nets. The Inhabitants pay yearly in Carade or Tribute three thousand four
hundred Piastres to the Turks, and two thousand six hundred to the Venetians,
besides the extortions and robberies they meet with; so that the Inhabitants
being thereby ruined and oppressed, many of them are forced to forswear their
houses and country. The Women are Appareled in a fashion that seems to
be rude and clownish, but which becomes tall women very well: They have
cloaks that reach down to their knees, and of them fix or seven one over anoth-
er, which make them look very big, their snood appearing half a foot
lower; they wear white cloth stockings, and on their head, a kind of veil that
also covers their breasts, which they turn as they please. After all, the In-
habitants of this Island are good people, and deserve to be pitied, because of
the miseries they suffer both from Christians and Turks.

CHAP. XIII.

Of the Isle of Andra, and of our Ships running
a ground.

Tuesday, the Sixteenth of November, the wind being a little abated, we put
out about eight of the clock at night, hoping to find the wind fair at
Sea; but Wednesday morning the seventeenth of November, it blew so strong a
North Wind, that we were obliged to bear away to the Isle of Andra, where we
sailed to an Anchor, at two in the afternoon. We found five Venetian ships
there, who so soon as they understood from us, that there was some suspicion
of a Plague in Malta; they discharged us from having any communication
with them or those of the Island. Though this prohibition hindered me from
gaining any knowledge of this Isle by my own means, yet I shall here relate
what I learnt of it from those who have been upon it, as also from a manuscript
Relation that hath come into my hands since. The Isle of Andra, in ancient
time Andros, is three score miles from Zia, it is four score miles in circuit, and
is reckoned the most fertile Island of all the Archipelago, as indeed, it is so in
all things; especially in Silk, wherein the Inhabitants, who are about six thou-
sand souls, Trade at Chios, and other Places; with Backpacks, that are made in
Andra, and make forty thousand Piastres profit of it a year. It hath a Town
near the Sea, which contains not above two hundred Houses; the Port of it
is pretty good; and the South Wind blows a thwart it; there is an uninhabited
Cable still to be seen, upon a little Rock in the Sea, hard by it. There are
besides sixty Villages, scattered here and there in several places of the Island,
of which the most considerable are Arna and Armenas, that are inhabited by Arni.
the Armanters or Albanians, to the number of twelve hundred souls, all of the
austere, Greek Church, and differing in Language and Customs; a rude sort of Peo-

ple, any without discipline. Near to these Villages, there is a Monastery of a hundred Monks, called Tagin, built in form of a Fort, with a Church, very well adorned, though small, and served by these Monks, who live in extreme ignorance. They entertain Travellers all the while they stay there; and, when they depart, they give them Provisions to carry them home to their own Country; for they have great Revenues. There are besides, six other little Monasteries, with a few Religions in them. There is a great number of Greek Churches in the Island, which are all under the government and discipline of a Greek Bishop. The Latin have also a Bishop there, who, on Corpus Christi-day, carries the Holy Sacrament in Procession all over the Town, at which there is a great concourse of People, both Greeks and Latins; and, when the Bishop parades along the streets, all the people prostrate themselves, spread Carpets, Flowers, Herbs, and other odoriferous things, and lay so thick upon the ground, that the Bishop cannot pass without treading upon them. The Cathedral of the Bishop of the Latin Church, is dedicated to the Apostle St. Andrew; it is pretty neat, but hath no great Revenue. There are six Churches besides in the Town, of which there is one dedicated to St. Bernard, and held by the Capucines, who cause the Bishop very much, by their Preaching, hearing Confessions, and by their School, to which all the Greek Children come; and, some are sent thither from Athens to learn. The Turks have the disposal of the Temporal Affairs, and there are several Families of them upon the Island, who are very uneafe Neighbours to the Greeks and Latins. There is a very pleasant Valley in this Island, called by the Inhabitants Mineries, with plenty of fresh Springs and Fruit-trees in it; besides about forty Mills, that grind Corn for the People of the Town and circumjacent Villages, which is very commodious: The Water which drives these Mills comes from a Spring in a Church, called Madonna del Cuon, and this Water runs in Brooks, through the Valley; and under Trees, fallen among themselves, that so they seem to have been bent so artificially; and, indeed, a Painter cannot represent a more lovely and pleasant Valley in Landscape. In the Plain, at the end of this Valley, the Jesuits have a Garden, full of Fruit-trees of all sorts, which render them a considerable Revenue yearly: There they have their House, and their Church, called St. Veneranda. This Island might be called very lovely, if the Houses of it were better built, and the Air good, but it is very bad, and so is the Water of the Town. The Inhabitants of the Isle of Andrea are civil, and their Language is more literate than the Language of the other Greeks; their Women are Chaste, and speak well, but their Apparel is very unbecoming. The Inhabitants of the Town are not very laborious, love good cheer and diversions; but the Peasants are more industrious; they make very white wicker Baskets, which are used all over the Archipelago: As to their Food, they eat sometimes Goats flesh, though in the Woods and Hills they have good Venison and wild Fowl, as Hares, Geese, Partridges, and the like; but they have neither Huntsmen nor Fowling-pieces: Their Sea affords no Fish, and is, as to that, worse than the Sea of Genoa. They have neither Physicians nor Chyrurgeon, but, when they fall sick, betake themselves to the Mercy of God. This Isle belonged heretofore to the Family of the Sanuti, who had it in Dowry from the Family of Zen, of which were the Dukes of Navarre in those times. It was into this Island that Themistocles was sent from Athens, to raise money, who, having entered into conference with those of the Island, told them, Gentlemen of Andrea's, bring you two Gods, the One of Perseus, and the Other of Force, whose wish you of the two you please: To which they answered, And we will present you with two Goddesses, the One Poverty, and the Other Impossibility; take which of the two you please: Which was the cause that the Athenians preferred and took it. We lay at an anchor before Andrea, from Wednesday the Seventh, till Friday the Nineteenth of November, when the Left Quarter of the Moon began, which made us hope that the Wind would change: It being then a Calm, about Moon-rise, we weighed, betwixt Ten and Eleven a clock at night, and found a good South-west Wind. When we were got out to Sea, we bore away to the Starboard, and pass'd betwixt Andrea and Nepiopont, with a Wind in Poop. Saturday, the Twentieth, before noon, we made Sciro, shortly after Ipsicus, and then Chio: About evening, the Wind turned East South-east,
but we still continued our course with good enough success, until next morning, November the One and Twentieth, when about Three or four a clock, we made Land, but knew not whether or not it was Teneda; and about break of day we tacked, and then found that we were past it; so we were before Troy, and very near Land. Our Ship stuck a ground, with the noise of which, our Captain awoke; and thinking the Ship to be lost, he presently went to view the Pump, to see if she had made much water; but they found none at all: At the same time, he launched the Boat, and going into it, viewed the Ship all round, and found that she had received no damage, her head having only struck upon the sand: He thereupon ordered the Sails to be furled, and the Ship beginning to float again, he caused an Anchor to be heaved out a stern, by means whereof, in a short time, we weighed off of the sand. We had certainly the particular assistance of God Almighty at that time, for it blowing to fresh, and we having all our Sails abroad, the Ship in all probability should have stranded; and nevertheless, in an hours time, we were got off, without springing the least leak: But if the ground had been very rocky, as it was but a kind of Ooze, the Ship had certainly been lost. Whilst the Seamen were busy in clearing the Ship, I being my self out of danger of shipwreck, I considered the Ruins of that ancient and famous City of Troy, which are still very remarkable, and of great extent. Being at length got clear, we stood a little more off to the larboard, and between Nine and Ten of the clock, we passed the Mouths, and entered the Channel of the Hellepons. It was at this place, where the Turks first passed from Asia into Europe. At one a clock, the Wind calming, we came to an Anchor. Monday, the two and twentieth of November, a South Wind blowing, much about the same hour in the Afternoon, we weighed Anchor, and soon after paus'd between the Castles of the Dardanelles (which we saluted with three Petter's) and about Three in the Afternoon, we came to an Anchor.

C H A P. XIV.

Of the Dardanelles, Gallipoly, and our arrival at Constantinople.

The two Castles of the Dardanelles are upon the side of the Canal of the Dardanelles, which the Turks call by excellence only Bagdas; that is to say, Gorge or Canal; the one is in Europe, and the other in Asia; they are two miles distant from one another, which is the whole breadth of the Canal at this place. That which is in Romanism, on the side of Europe, is in the same place where, in ancient Times, Sestos stood: it is built in a triangular form, at Sestos, the foot of a Hill, which commands and covers it: and upon which there is a little Town; This Castle hath three Towers covered with Lead; whereof two are towards the Land, and the third, which is the biggest, upon the Harbour; it hath, as I could privately discern with a Perspective-glass, about twenty Port-holes level with the water, in which there are Guns of such a prodigious bore, that besides what I could observe by my Glass, I was assured, that a Man might easily creep into them. The other Castle, which is in Anatolus, in Asia, in the place where heretofore Abidos stood, is in a Plain, and seemed to me to be almost square; it hath three Towers on each side, and a Dungeons or Platform in the middle; but it hath not so many Gun-holes as the other. Mahomet the Second, Son of Amurath the Second, built these two Castles, which are properly the Keys of Constantinople, that is at two hundred miles distance; for they hinder any Ship, Friend or Foe, to pass them without leave, else they would run a danger of being sunk. All Vessels that come from Constantinople, stop three days before the Castle in Anatolus, that they may Constantinople.
may be searched whether they have any Counterband Goods or Fugitive Slaves on board. These two places of Sestos and Abydos are famous for the Love of Leander and Hero. Much about this place Xerxes, King of Persia, made a Bridge of Boats, to pass his Army over from Asia into Europe: From Andra to these Caffles, it is about two hundred and fourscore miles. Tuesday, November the Twenty Third, having a gale of Wind about Noon, we weighed Anchor, but were obliged to drop it again in the Evening, because of a calm. Wednesday, November the Twenty Fourth, we weighed again after Midnight, and putting out three Oars on each side of the Ship, our Men tugg’d so hard, that we arrived at Gallipoli about One a clock: From the Caffles to Gallipoli, it is reckoned about five and thirty miles. There we flot eight days, during which time, we had leisure to walk, but found no great matter worth the observation. This Town was built by Callias, Prince of the Athenians, from whom it was named Callipolis, and by corruption Gallipoli: it seems not to be well peopled, and there is hardly any body to be seen but in the Market-places: Several Greeks live there, who, for the most part, fell Raki, or Brandy; the Doors of their Houses are about two foot high, and they make them so, that the Turks may not come in on Hotfe-back, as they do elsewhere, when they are drunk, and turn all things topfy-turvy. In this Town there is a square Caffle, with a Tower, joined to it by a Pome of a Wall; but for what I can judge of its Antiquity, I believe it hath been built by the Christians. On the Sea-side, there is an Arsenal, where seven very old Galleys are to be seen, which the Turks say were taken from the Venetians, when they took the Island of Cyprus; but the truth is, they are the remains of their Fleet which escaped from the Battle of Lepanto; and they were carried by main strength over the rushus of Corinith, and put into the Archipelago, not being able to bring them about by Sea, because the Christians, who had taken or sunk the rest, povoll’d all the Palles. Wednesday, the First of December, a little gale of Wind blowing, we weighed at Four of the clock in the Afternoon; for we were all weary enough of staying there: But we were hardly out of the Harbour, when it behoved us to come to an Anchor again: The Moon shining a little, about Nine a clock at night we weighted, and with a good West South-west Wind, which made us run a pace, we passed the Isle of Marmora in the Night-time: At this place the Sea is very wide, and this Sea is called Mare de Marmora, which was anciently named Propontis. Thursday, the Second of September, the Wind chose about to the South, which made us run a great deal faster; but the Currents, which are very strong in that place, being against us, hindered us from making so much way as otherwise we could have done; at length, with the day, we discovered Constatinople, which is about an hundred and twenty five miles from Gallipoli; being entered the Streight of it, and falling along the Serraglio and Constatinople, we came to an Anchor at Galata, betwixt One and Two in the Afternoon. There we learned, that there had been a Fire in that great City the Night before, which was not as yet fully quenched; we had seen it in the Propontis, but could not imagine where it should be. At’son as I was got to shore, I went to wait upon Monsieur de la Haye, Ambassador for the French King, who received me very civility: I then went to lodge in Galata, at a Flemish’s House, named Monsieur de la Raz, who kept a Pension; and some days after, I hired a very pretty House at Pera, which had a Garden, and a Prospect into the mouths of the two Seas, and all at a very cheap rate.
CHAP. XV.

Of the Situation of Constantinople.

ALL who have seen Constantinople, agree in this, That it is the best situated City in the World; so that it would seem to be designed by Nature, for having Rule and Command over the whole Earth: It lies in Europe, upon a point of the main Land, jutting out towards the Bois in of Thrace. The Bois, from which it is but half an hours passage over to Asia. On the right-hand, the White Sea or Propontis, by which there is easy passage into Asia. The White Sea, and Africa; and whereby it is supplied with all the Commodities of Sea and those Places. On the left-hand, it hath the Black or Euxin Sea, and the Palus Messis, which receiving a vast number of Rivers, and having many bordering People, furnishes this City with all the Commodities of the North; infomuch, that there is nothing that can be useful, necessary or pleasant, which is not brought in plenty from all hands to Constantinople by Sea; and these two Channels of the White and Black Seas, are so opposite one to another, that when the Wind hinders Vessels from coming to Constantinople by the one, it is good for Importation by the other. Between these two Seas, is the Entry of the Port, which Nature, without the help of Art, hath made the loveliest of the World: It is at least six miles in compass, a mile over, and deep in all places; so that on both sides one may step out of a Ship on shore, without the help of any Boat, because the biggest Ships may lay there head on shore without any danger. The Responde of the Oracle at the Oracle, that was given to the Founders of it, is not to be wondered at, who (having consulted it to know where they should build their Town, received no other Answer but this, Over against the blind Men, imitating unto them, that they should build over against the Chalcedonians, whom it reckoned to be very Blind, in having neglected a Situation so advantageous by Nature, and built Chalcedon in Asia, over against that place. This Town, heretofore called Byzantium, was built by Paunion, King of Sparta; some say he only re-built it, or enlarged it at most; it was destroyed by the Emperor Severus, to punish the Inhabitants for their Revolting; and afterwards restored by Constantine the Great, who (making it much bigger) called it New Rome; and afterwards (from his own Name) Constantinople. It was also called Patmosopolis, because it was dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Paterenbolus, by the same Constantine, perhaps in imitation of Antioch, which was called Theopolis. After the Division of the Empire, it continued to be the Seat of the Eastern Empire. The French and Venetians took it from the Greeks, in the Year 1203, but it was re-taken by the Paleologi, in the Year 1254, and at length re-taken from the Greeks by Mahomet the Second, Emperor of the Turks; upon Tuesday the Seventh and Twentieth of May, being Whit-Sunday of the Year 1453. The Turks have ever since kept it, calling it Isembol, which is a word corrupted from the Greek εστρογονιος. It lies almost in the same Climate as Lacedaemon, and nevertheless the heat in Summer would be very incommunious there, if the Air were not cooled by a Breeze that commonly blows in the Afternoon, during the Months of July and August; the French call that Wind the Breeze from without, because it comes from the mouth of the Port. This Town is so subject to Earthquakes, that I have felt two in one night: As to its figure, it is triangular, two sides of it are beat by the Sea, the one by the Propontis of White Sea, and the other by the Port; the third is towards the land; and the biggest of the three, is that which lies on the Propontis, and reaches from the Serragio to the seven Towers; that towards the Port, is the middlemost. The Serragio is built upon the point of the Triangle, which runs out betwixt the Propontis and the Port, and in a lower place under this Palace upon the shore, are the Gardens of the Serragio, much about the place where the ancient Reginum. The Plain of Constantinople.

The Situation of Constantinople, which affords a very lovely Prospect to those who come.
The seven Towers.

The Walls of Constantinople.

The biggest of Constantinople.

The circuit of the Walls.

come to Constantinople either by the White Sea, or the Black. On the other Angle, which is upon the Channel of the White Sea, are the seven Towers covered with Lead; they were built by the Christians, and served a long time for keeping the Grand Seignior's Treasure; at present they are made a Prison for Pedlions of Quality. At the third Angle, which is at the bottom of the Port, on the Land side, are the Ruines of Constantinople's Palace. This Town is encompassed with good Walls, which to the Land side are double; in some places built of Free-Stone, and in others of rough Stones and Brick. Each of these Walls has a broad flat-bottom'd Ditch, wharfed and faced on both sides. The first Out-wall is but a Half-storied, about ten foot high, with many little Battlements and Cafements in its Parapet; and Gun-holes below, aswell in the Courtine as in the Towers, which are but at a little distance from one another, and about two hundred and fifty in number. The second Wall is of the same fashion, but higher, for it is at least three fathom from the ground up, to the Cordes, or edging; it has the same number of Towers as the former, but higher; so that one Tower commands the other, which is as a Cavalier to it: In short, this might be made a very strong Town; but as yet the Turks have had no need of it, for they have not been purposed so far. The Walls on the Sea-side are not so high, but they are still good, and fortified with the Masts and Turrets; they run along the sides of the water upon the Streight of the Propontis, unless it be at the Creeks and Stairs, which are little Harbours where Boats put a shore; for there they turn inwards, about fifty paces, to make place for them, according to the turnings of the shore.

Many have imagined that Constantinople was bigger than either Caire or Paris, but they are mistaken; for certainly it is less than either of those two Cities. Some allow it thirteen miles in circuit, others sixteen, and others again eighteen; but I went round it once with another Frenchman; we had each of us a Watch, and having taken a Seignor or Boat at Topharo, we went over to Constantinople, and landed as near as we durst to the King of the Seraglio, which is upon the Port; having then sent the Boat to stay for us at the seven Towers, we set our Watches to Seven of the clock, and walked a-foot along the Port, without the Walls; and also along the Land-side, till we came to the seven Towers; where looking on our Watches, we found them both at three quarters after Eight; so that we spent an hour and three quarters in performing that Journey; and it requires no more than an hour to come by Water from the seven Towers to the Seraglio in a Boat with three Oars; for that Way cannot be gone on foot, because the Water washes the Walls; but if there were a foot-way, I make no doubt but one may walk it in an hour or little more, and in an hour and a quarter at most, with ease; and indeed, that quarter is to be allowed, because in the beginning we left behind us a little of the side that is on the Port, seeing no body dares to walk there. Thus I found, that in the space of three hours, at most, one might make the circuit of Constantinople on foot, walking a pace, as we did. It may be laid, that without the Walls it is twelve miles in compass. This Town hath two and twenty Gates, fix towards the Land, eleven along the Port, and five on the Streight of the Propontis, having all their landing Places and Stairs.

C H A P. XVI.

Of Santa Sophia, Solymania, the New Mosque and others.

When Constantinople the Emperor removed the Seat of his Empire, from Rome to Constantinople, he resolved to render that City, which he called New-Rome, so illustrious, that it should at least be equal to old Rome, and for that end, he chose seven little Hills, on the top and sides whereof, in imitation of the first,
first, which is built upon seven Hills, he built his Town, which in progress of time he enrich'd with many ornaments, as Statues, Pillars, &c. This Town, which stands on seven little hills, is disposed in such order, that one house takes not away the light from another; the streets are not fair, but are for the most part narrow, though there be several goodly Buildings in them. There are many stately Mosques in it, of which the most magnificent is the Santa Sophia, herefore a Christian Church, built by the Emperor Justinian, enlarg'd, enrich'd and adorned, by Justinian the Emperor, and dedicated to the Wisdom of God, wherefore it was called Aegina Sophia: The Turks becoming lince masters of Constantinople, have changed it into a Mosque, leaving it the name which it retains at present. This Fabrick which is admired by all that see it, is an hundred and fourteen paces in length, and fourscore in breadth; it is square on the outside, and round within: There are four Gates to enter under the Portico, which reaches along the whole front of the Church, but there is only a little door left open, which is the wicket of a great Gate of well wrought Marble: Afterwards you find seven doors to enter into a kind of Nef or body of a Church, which is not very broad; and then nine other great brazen Gates: The middlemost whereof particularly, is very great; and by it they enter into the Mosque, which is very spacious, and hath a Dome in the middle, the arch whereof is made in form of a squatted half Globe, and is almost singular in its kind and architecture. In the inside of this Church, there is a porch that ranges all round, which carries another Gallery, in like manner vaulted over, thirty paces broad, supported by sixty Pillars, and this carried as many more lesser ones, which uphold the top of the Church, all these Pillars being ranked by tens, as well above as below. The ascent to the higher Gallery, is by a very easy stair-case, and it behoved us to give a Turk money, to open the door of it. This gallery, when the Christians were masters of it, was appointed for the women, who kept there, in time of Divine Worship, that by the sight of them the Devotion of the men might not be disturbed: There is a Tomb to be seen there, which the Turks say, is the Tomb of Constantine, and a stone slab, upon which (as they believe) our Lady walked us Lords Linnen, and they bear great reverence to it. Herefore this Church was painted all over, after the Mosaical way, and some pieces of it are still to be seen, as Croffes and Images, which the Turks did not half deface, when they endeavoured to rub them out; for they suffer no Images: On the outside of this Church, there are four Minaretts or Steeples, very high and slender; yet one may go up to the top of them, they have several stories of Balconies, all round them, from whence the Muzques call to prayers. This Church, with the appurtenances of it, was heretofore much bigger than it is at present; the Turks having cut off a great deal from it; and it has served them for a pattern to build their Mosques by: Cloze by the back of this Church, in a little street, not far from its entry, are two large and thick Pillars, where they say, Justice was heretofore administered; others say, that there were three of them, and that upon each Constantine cau'd a brazen Crois to be erected, and that upon every Crois one of these words, *Jesus, Christ, Surnamen, * was engraven in large Greek Characters. Near to that place, there is an old Tower, where the Grand Signior's Beasts are kept; there I saw Lyons, Wolves, Foxes, Leopards, a Spotted Lynx, the skin of a Giraffe and other rare Animals. Santa Sophia, being the Model for all the fair Mosques of Constantinople, wherein there are seven Royal ones, that of Solymana, is very like to it; it is a great Mosque full of Lamps, at the end of which there is a little Chappel of Treves, and in it the Coffin that holds the body of Sultan Solymon the Founder of that Mosque; this Coffin stands upon a Carpet spread upon the ground, which was brought from Medine, and over it there is a Pall brought from Aegina, which Town is represented upon the Pall. At one end of the Coffin there is a Turban, to which are fastened two Herons tops, enrich'd with precious stones, and about it are many Tapers and Lamps, burning, with several Alcorans chained, that they may not be找出, and that people may read them for the salvation of the defunct's Soul; and indeed, there are men there at all times reading the Alcoran, who are hired to do it; for the Grand Signiors take care to leave a fund, for continual Prayers, to be said for them, after their death. Near to this Chapel, there is another, in the middle whereof
is the body of a Sultana, whom Selim loved extremely, and the body also of a Son of Selim, the son of Selim the Second. This Mosque hath a most lovely Cloyyster with Bagnios and Fountains. The new Mosque built by Sultan Achem, is one of the fairest and most magnificent in Constantinople: The entry into it is through a large Court, that leads to a Portico, which hath a gallery covered in length by nine Domes, and in breadth by six, supported by marble pillars and leaded; then you enter into a square Cloyyster, having many necessary houles about it, with each a cock, that gives water for purifying those that have done their needs there, according to the custom of the Turks; and there is also a lovely Fountain in the middle of the Cloyyster; the Mosque joyns to this Cloyyster, and the door of it is in it: It is a very great Mosque, and hath a fately Dome; and it is full of Lamps, and curiosities in glass balls, of which one for infants, contains a little gallely well rig'd, another the model of the Mosque in wood, and the rest a great many pretty knacks of that nature; at the back of this Mosque there is a Turbe, where are the bodies of Sultan Achemet and his children; upon their Coffins there is a great Chasse Cap, a big wax Taper standing by each of them, and alwaies somebody there praying for the rest of their souls: The chief entry into that Mosque is in the Ameidan. There are besides several other fair Mosques in Constantinople, as the Mosque of Sultan Mehemet, near the angle at the end of the Port; that of Sultan Selim a little more remote from it; that which is called Chazaskedel Medjedik, that's to say, the Kings Sons Mosque, because a son of Selim built it near the Oda of the Janifaries: And the Mosque built by Bajazet, near to the old Seraglio: All th'oe Mosques have hospitalis and schools, where a great many poor scholars, who have not means of their own to keep them, are maintained and educated.

CHAP. XVII.

Of the Hyppodrome, the Pillars and Obelisks of Constantinople.

In former times, there were a great many fair Statues, Obelisks and Pillars in Constantinople, but they have been all so ruined, that there are but a few of them remaining: The ancient Hyppodrome is still to be seen, and of the same dimensions as it was formerly of; it is a very large square, longer than broad, which was called Hyppodrome because horses were exercised to run there, and the Turks still exercise their horses there, and call it the Ameidan, which is as much as to say, the place or field of horses; in the middle of this place there is an Obelisk pretty entire, marked with hieroglyphick Letters, and some steps from thence a pretty big pillar, all made of stones, laid one upon another, without any ciment: A little further, towards the end of the Square, there is a Pillar made of three brazen serpents twisted together, the heads of which at some distance from one another, make the capital of the pillar: Mehomet the second having taken Constantinople, with the blow of a Zigaye or Mace of Arms, beat off the under jaw of one of those heads, and some say that this pillar being placed there for a Talisman against serpents, that breach is the cause that serpents have come there since, which before they did not; however they do hurt, because they are poison in being there. There are two other fair pillars in the Town, the one very ancient, called the Historical Pillar, because all round from the bottom to the top, it is full of figures in bas relief, like those of Antonius and Trajan at Rome, and it is said to be the History of an Expedition of Aurelius, who erected it, and put his Statue on the top; you may go up to the top by a winding staircase that is within it. The other is called the burnt pillar, because it is all black, having been scorched by a fire that broke out in some adjoining houses which spoild it so much, that they have been forced to gird it about with
with great bars of iron to keep it tight, and hinder it from falling; it is of eight pieces of porphyrian marble, which were so well jointed together before that fire, that it appeared to be but one single stone; and, indeed, the seams were hid and covered by laurel-branches cut upon them, but at present they are easily seen.

CHAP. XVIII.
Of the Grand Signior’s Serraglio.

The Serraglio of the Grand Signior is the first thing that one sees in coming to Constantinople by sea; it affords a very pleasant prospect, because of the Gardens on the water-side; but the architecture of the fabric is nothing at all magnificent; it is, on the contrary, very plain in respect of what the Palace of so powerful a Prince ought to be. Serrai in Turkish signifies a Palace, and the Franks by corruption, call it Serraglio, taking it, it seems only for the apartment where the Women are shut up; as if they derived that word from the French Serrer, or the Italian Serrare, which signifies to close or shut; but the word is Turkish, and signifies a Palace, and the Grand Signior is called Serrai or Serraglio by excellence. It is built in the place where, in ancient times Byzantium stood, upon the Hill of Sandimitri, which is a point of the Hill of Sanc demetri. The main land looking to the Channel of the Black Sea: The Lodgings are upon the top of the hill, and the Gardens below: This Palace is three miles about, and of a triangular Figure, of which two sides are upon the Sea, enclosed within the Town Walls; and between the Walls and the Sea, there is a little riding Key, but no body dares go there, especially on the side of the Port, before he be past the Serraglio; the third side is separated from the Town by good Walls, fortified with several Towers, as well as those to the Sea side, in which Towers there are always some Auditors in Sentinel: These are the refuges of the tribute Children, out of whom they choose the more witty and dextrous, and instruct them in order to be advanced to places, and those who have fewest parts, are employed in mean and clownish employments, as to be Gardeners, Grooms and such like. On the side of the Port, over against Galata, there is a Kiosk or Pavilion upon the Key, not raised very high from the ground; it is supported by several Marble Pillars, and there the Grand Signior comes often to take the Air; at this place he takes water when he intends to divert himself in his Galiot upon the Sea. On the other side of the Serraglio towards the Sea, and the seven Bowers, there is another kind of Pavilion pretty high, where the Prince often diverts himself also; it is built upon Arches, and below it upon the Wall there are marks of Crosses; the Greeks say that it was formerly a Church: There is also a Fountain there, where those of that Nation go on the day of the Transfiguration, and make the sick drink the water of it, burying them in the sand about up to the Neck, and immediately after uncovering them again; and many who are very well in health do the like. The Grand Signior is that day commonly at his Window, where he diverts himself with the pranks they play, without being seen. Near to that place there is a great Window, out of which those who are strangled in the Serraglio, are thrown into the Sea in the nighttime, and as many Guns are fired, as there are Bodies thrown out; a great many pieces of Cannon lie there upon the floor unmounted. This Palace hath many Gates, to the water-side, but they are only for the Grand Signior and some of the Serraglio; the chief Gate of it looks towards Santa Sofia; The chief Gate of it which is near by: That being the Common Gate is guarded by Capitall; it opens into a very spacious Court, where at first you see to the right Hand the Infirmary, wherein they carry the sick of the Serraglio in a little coach Chariot; The Infirmary is drawn by two men; when they see that Chariot, everyone steps aside to make Serraglio.
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make way for it, even the Grand Signor, if he happen'd to meet it would do so. A little farther to the left Hand is the Doge's Palace, or Magazine of Cuirasses, covered with Lead; that building was heretofore the Venetian Palace of Santa Sofia, which shew'd how big a Church it has been in its time. From that Court you go to the second, which is not so big as the former, and is in a square, extending two hundred paces every way; all round it there is a Gallery in form of a Cloytery, supported by several Marble Pillars, and covered with Lead: At the back of that Gallery to the right Hand, there are nine Domes ranging from one end of the Court to the other, all covered with Lead, and these are the Kitchens; to the left Hand at the back of the Gallery also, is the Stable, where none but the Horfes which are for the Grand Signor's own Saddle stand; the other Stables being towards the Sea, along that side of the Seraglio which looks to the Propontis; none but the Grand Signor enters this second Court on Horseback, all others sit or stand at the Gate of this: The Janifiers draw up in this Court under the Gallery to the right, and the Horse to the left. In the middle of it there is a most lovely Fountain, shaded over with several Syracuse Trees and Cypress, and near to this Fountain the Grand Signor called heretofore the Heads of the Beshams and other persons of Quality to be cut off. At the end of this Court, on the left Hand, is the Hall where the Divan sits, and on the right a door which gives entry into the Seraglio, but that entry is only allowed to those who have orders to come that way; so then, since I had no call, and this place being all mystery, I shall not attempt to speak of it. The Fabric of this Seraglio, by what one can see of it on the outside, is in ways regular, all that is to be seen are but separated Appartments in form of Domes, so that there is nothing to be distinguished, and one cannot tell what to make of it. The Grand Signor's lodges in this Seraglio, has his Officers, who have a great many under them; Most part of these Officers are Eunuchs, and generally all Blacks; heretofore it was thought enough to send them, but a Grand Signor having one day, as he was walking, perceived a Gelding covering a Mare, so soon as he was come home, ordered all that the Eunuchs had remaining to be cut clear off, and since that time it hath been the constant custom to cut all off clear to the Belly; which is done when they are about eight or ten years old: It is true, a great many dye of it; but the Beshams of the Governments that Border upon Abyssia or Ethiopia, and other Countries of the Negroes, can so many to be gelt, that they have enough, both for presents to the handsmen to the Grand Signor, and for attending their own Women. These Eunuchs have the sole government of the Seraglio; such of them as have the care of the Women, who are all lodged in a separate appartment together, are watchful and exact in looking after them, that there is no Woman cunning enough to deceive those half men, because they know that the Grand Signor is commonly so jealous, that a single view of one of his Wives would cost him that saw her his life; and when the Sultan walks in the Gardens of the Seraglio, the Beshams or Gardiners, stand round the Walls, and holding Staves, to which large and long pieces of Cloth are fastened behind them, look towards the Sea, making in that manner a kind of a Wall betwixt them and the Garden, to hinder the Sultan from being seen from abroad, they themselves not daring to look upon them, for fear, lest being perceived by some Eunuch, he might make their heads fly off upon the spot; this jealousy goes so far, that they suffer no Boats to come nearer than four hundred paces of the Garden, whilst the Sultan is there, though the Walls be high, and they are Sentinels on purpose to fire at them if they do not stand off; so that those who have business by Water, must sometimes fetch a great compass about. The Eunuchs also have the charge of the Icbonglans, or the Grand Signor's Pages, who are all youths, for the most part of Christian extraction, made Mahometans, and educated in the Seraglio, with great care, from age to twenty years of age; some are taught to shoot an Arrow, dart the Zigong, fit a Horle well, Wreffe, Read, Write and Sing, and the rest anything else that suits with their talents and inclination, but they are all insensibly brought up in the Law of Mahomet; if they have parts they rise to great Offices, if not, after some years, they are turned out of the Seraglio, and have
have pay proportionable to the employments they undertake; but if longer they live in the Serraglie, they are sure of blows with a Cudgel, as often as they commit a fault. They are divided into Chambers, and many of them being twaeked together into one Room, they are not a little strained; when they are in Bed, Eunuchs watch over them, walking up and down the Room, lest they should slip out of one Bed into another, for the Ibeqbalan are not gett. The chief charge that they can rise to whilst they are Pages in the Serraglio, is to be of the number of the forty that come nearest the person of the Grand Signior, of whom the chief four are the Sekihbars, who carries the Prince's Sword; the Tschabdar, who carries his Teymounik, or Cloak for rain; the Ibraheem, who carries always water in a veliff, to pour upon his Hands, if he have a mind to wash; and the Kaptar, who carries a Pot with Serbet, to give him to drink when he is dry: These four always wait upon the Grand Signior when he goes abroad out of the Serraglio, and from thence Offices are advanced to the highest places of the Empire. Besides this great Serraglio, there is another in Constaninople, which is called the old Serraglio, where heretofore the Prince lodged, but which at present serves only for lodgings for the Wives of the Grand Signior that last died, whether they are all sent, unless it be some whom the Grand Signior now reigning, having a liking to, retains in the Serraglio; they are guarded very strictly by Eunuchs in this old Serraglio, and that till death, unless the Grand Signior think fit that they marry some great men of his Court. This Palace is well built, it is enclosed within very high Walls, which have no opening but the Gate, so that it is not unlike to a Nunnery amongst us: There is moreover a Serraglio of the Grand Signiors at Perse, near to the House of the French Ambassador, where several Ibeqbalans are kept under the guard of an Aga, having spent some time there; the dullest are sent out with pay, and the rest come to the Serraglio to be entertained in the Grand Signior's Service. Besides these Serraglio's the Grand Signior has others in the Country, both in Europe and Asia, which have all fine Gardens, and many Boftangis to look after them, who are under the command of the Boftangi Basha or chief of the Gardeners. This is one of the best places of the Empire; for the Boftangi Basha has lodgings in the Palaces, and nevertheless he wears a Beard, none but the Grand Signior and he doing so, for all the rest are shaved as a mark of their servitude. Besides he having the Prince's Ear, whom he often attends when he goes abroad to take the Air, either in the Gardens, or upon the Water, where he sits at the Helm of the Boat or Galiot that carries the Grand Signior, there is no doubt, but he is in great Power, and much considered, not only at the Port, but over the whole Empire: When the Grand Signior puts any person of quality to death at Constaninople, he commonly sends the Boftangi Basha to bring him his Head.

C H A P. XIX.

Of the other Serraglio's, Hans, Private Houses, and Bezeffins of Constaninople.

There are also many Serraglio's of private persons in Constaninople, but they have no beauty on the outside, on the contrary they are very ugly, and it would seem that they affect to make them have but little show without, for fear of giving jealousie to the Grand Signior: These Palaces are great, and encompassed all round with high Walls like our Monasteries; they have very lovely Appartments within, adorned with Gold and Azure, and the Floor they walk upon covered with fine Carpets, which is the reason that
men commonly put off their Shoes when they enter them, for fear of spoiling the Carpets: The Walls are faced with pure Tiles, like China: In all the Halls and Chambers they have a rising half a foot or a foot high from the Floor, where they call Drums; and these are covered with richer Carpets, than the rest of the Room, with embroidered Cushions fast against the Wall, upon these Drums they rest, receive visits, and spend the best part of the day. In all Palaces the Women's apartment is separated from the rest of the Lodgings, and no Man enters it, unless the Master of the House, or some Eunuch. There are also many great buildings in the City, in form of the Cloysters of Monks, which they call Haus; they consist for the most part of a large square Court, in the middle whereof there is a Fountain with a great Basin, and Arches all round the Court, under which, all along the Walls, are the Doors of the Chambers, which are all alike, and have each of them a Chimney: These Arches support a Gallery that ranges all round the Court, as that below; and this Gallery has also Chambers on the side, like to those that are underneath; these Haus are for lodging of Merchants. If you would have a lodging room there, you must speak to the Porter of the Haus, who keeps all the Keys, and for opening it, as they call it, you give him a Piafro, or half Piafro; and for every day you stay there, one, two, or three Alpre, according to the rate that is set; you may hire a Ware-houle for goods in the same manner. These Haus are very well built, and the chief Walls are of Free-stone. The fairest in Constantinople is that which called Valida Elbane, the Haus of the Sultan's Mother, because the Mother of the present Grand Signior built it: It is a very convenient place for strangers, who always find a House ready to hire, and at an easy rate, so that having a Quilt, some Coverings, Carpets and Cushions, you have a furnished House to lodge in; and these Haus yield a very considerable revenue to those to whom they belong. As to the Houses of Constantinople, they are very ordinary, and almost all of Wood, which is the cause that when Fires happen, as they do very often, they make great havoc amongst them, especially if a wind blow: there were three Fires in Constantinople in the space of eight months that I sojourned there; the first happened on the day of my arrival, and burnt down eight thousand Houses; the other two were not so great. In the time of Sultan Amurat, such a Fire raged there for three days, and three nights, as ruined one half of the Town; it is true, the Houses being but little, and built more of Timber than anything else, they are soon rebuilt again, and for a small matter. For putting a Stop to these fires, there are men called Baltadgis, that's to say, Hatchet-men, who have a constant pay from the Grand Signior: When a fire breaks out in any place, they beat down the neighbouring Houses with Hatches, beginning sometimes twenty or thirty Houses from the Fire; for the Fire runs so fast, that it is soon upon them; these Fires most commonly are occasioned by Tobacco; for the Turks easily fall asleep with a lighted Pipe in their mouths; and seeing they faint when they are in Bed, it is very easy for the Fire that falls out of their Pipes, to take on materials that are so prepared to receive it. These accidents of fire are sometimes also occasioned by the Soukliers, who raise a fire with design to rob Houses, whilst the people are labouring to quench it. The Streets of Constantinople are very ugly, being for the most part narrow, crooked, up-hill and down-hill. There are several Market-places in the City; but one must see the great Beyeflah, which is a very large round Hall, built all of Free-stone, and enclosed with very thick Walls; the Shops are within round the Hall, as in Westminster-Hall; and in these Shops the most costly Goods are to be bought. There are four Gates into this Hall, which are very strong, and shut every night; no body lies there, and all the care they take is to shut their Shops well at Night. There is another Beyeflah in the City, but less, where Goods of smaller value are to be sold.
Having said enough of Constantiople, we must now pass over to Galata, which is, as it were, the Suburbs of it. Galata is separated from Constantinople by the Port that betwixt them; there are on both sides many Caiques and Vemrs, which will carry you over for a very small matter, and land you where you have a mind to be; Caiques in small Boats, and the Per- mes are little light Boats or Wherries, and stick'lih, that by leaning more to one side than another, it is an ease matter to overfit them. You may go to Galata by land, if you'll fetch a compass round the Port which is very spacious, having crossed a little River of fresh water, that is discharged into the Harbour; go you towards Galata, and by the way you first find the Omenidion or field of Arrows; it is a large place where the Turks practice Archery, and come in procession to make their Prayers to God for the prosperity of their Armies, and for whatsoever they stand in need of; Then you come to Caflumpasha, which seems to be a great Village; there by the water side is the Arsenal, where Gallies, Masons, and Ships are built; it contains sixscore arched Docks or Houles, where Gallies may be put under cover, or new ones built. The Capudan Basigs, or Admiral has his lodgings in the Arsenal, where he commands, and all who belong to the Sea, depend on him. In the same Arsenal is the Bagnio for the Grand Signors' slaves, which is very spacious; from thence you come to Galata, separated from Caflumpasha only by the burying places that are betwixt them. Galata is a very large Town, over against Constantinople, from which it is separated by the Port or Harbour; it belonged hereafter to the Genoese, and then was in great consideration; there is still a large Tower to be seen in it, which they long held against the Turks, after they were Masters of Constantinople; the Houles are good and well built; many Greeks live there, and it is the usual residence of the Francs. In Galata there are five Monasteries of religious Francs, to wit of the Cordeliers, and their Church is called St. Marie; of the Observantiers or Conventual Cordeliers, and their Church is called St. Francis; of the Jacobins, who have St. Peter's Church; of the Jesuits, who have St. Benet's Church; and of the Capucins, who have the Church of St. George. By the Sea-side there is the finest Fish-market in the World, it is a Street with Fishmongers shops on both sides, who have so great quantity of Fish upon their Stalls, that it would surprise a man to see it; There one may find all sorts of fresh Fish, and at a very cheap rate. The Greeks keep many Taverns or Publack Houles in Galata, which draw thither many of the Rabble from Constantinople, who are very insolent in their drink, and very dangerous to be met with. Going up from Galata you come to Pera, which is likewise separated from Galata by burying-places; it is a kind of a Town where Christian Ambassadors dwell; only the Ambassadors of the Emperor, King of Poland, and Republic of Ragusa having their residence in Constantinople. The French Ambassador is very commodiously lodged in Pera, having a fair large Palace, which is called the Kings Houle, and has on all hands a good Prospect, looking one way towards the Serraglio of the Grand Signor, over against which it stands upon a higher ground than the Serraglio of Pera lying very high; The Houles of Pera are handsome, and hardly any body lives there but Greeks of Quality. From Pera to Tophana there is a great decent, and Tophana lies upon the Rivers side over against the Serraglio; It is called Tophana, that is to say, the Houle of Cannon, because it is the place where Guns, and other Pieces of Artillery are cast, and that gives the name to all that Quarter, which is a kind of a little Town. The Houles of Galata, Pera, and Tophana are built in so good order, that as these places stand, some higher,
and some Tower, they represent a kind of Amphitheater, from whence with ease and pleasure the Port and Sea may be seen.

CHAP. XXI.

Of Leander's Tower, Scudaret, the Princes Isle, and the Black Sea.

Though the Country about Constantinople be not so delightful, nor so well peopled, as in France; yet it is not without pleasant Walks; you must take a Caïque, and go to Scudaret, called in Turkish Isodor, and it is a good mile over to it: You pass by the Tower of Leander, which stands between the Serraglio and Scudaret, and you may go into it if you please. This Tower is built upon a Rock in the Sea, and is pretty strong; there are several great Guns mounted in it, which may batter the Port of Constantinople, and the two mouths of the Bosporus of Thrace and of the Propontis, or, as they say, of the Black and White Seas; there is a Well of excellent good fresh Water in this Tower, but I cannot tell why they call it Leander's Tower. From thence you go to Scudaret, which is a Village in Asia, upon the Sea-side, over against the Serraglio of Constantinople; where the Grand Signior hath a stately Serraglio, and very lovely Gardens. A little lower, on the same side, over against the seven Towers, stands Chalcedon; a Town anciently famous, and celebrated by the Fourth general Council that was held there; but, at present, it is no more but a pitiful Village. The Princes Isle, which is four hours going from Constantinople, is another Walk, where the Air is excellently good; though this Isle be not great, yet it is very pleasant, and contains two little Towns of Greeks. The Channel of the Black Sea is a rare place to take the Air upon; this is the Bosporus of Thrace, which coming from the Black Sea to Constantinople, enters into the Propontis, and mingleth its Waters with the White Sea; at the broadest place it is about a mile over, and is twelve miles in length. Going from Topora towards this Channel, you see to the left-hand, on the side of Europe, a great many lovely Houses and Gardens; when you have entered into the Channel, you have on both sides the most charming and delightful Prospect in the World; nothing offering to your view but stately Houses, and Gardens full of all sorts of excellent Fruits: Upon the side, in Asia, I saw a very pretty Castle, where Sultan Ibrahim, the Father of Sultan Mahomet, who Reigns at present, was hid for the space of twenty years, to avoid the Death which Sultan Amurath put his other Brothers to. This Castle is covered with many very high Trees, that hinder it from being seen, which is the reason (as those who live there told us) that few come to see it. Along both the shores, there are also a great many good Villages, where one may have whatsoever is needful. They take in this Channel great quantities of good Fish, of several sorts, especially Sword-fish, which are great, and so called, because on their Snout they have a long broad bone, like a Sword, or rather a Saw; there are many Dolphins to be seen there, which follow Boats, playing and leaping out of the Water. Six miles from Constantinople, there are two Forts on this Sea, the one in Europe, and the other in Asia, which serve for Prisons for Persons of quality, and were built to put a stop to the Corsairs, who (were it not for that) would often come and make Booty, even in Constantinople, seeing, notwithstanding these Forts, they sometimes give the alarm to that City: In three or four hours time one comes to the end of this Channel or Bosporus of Thrace, where the Black Sea begins. In the middle of this mouth, which is very narrow, there is a little Isle, or rather Rock, distant on each hand from the main Land about fifty paces, where being come, you may go up to the top of it, and there see a Pillar of white Marble, which is called the Pillar of Pompey, because (they say)
fay) it was rais'd by Pompey in memory of his Victory, after that he had overcome Mithridates. Close by this Rock, and round it, there are several others scattered here and there in the Water, which many take to be the Cyanean Isles, or Symplegades. On the main Land of Europe side, over against the Rock of Pompey's Pillar, there is a Village on the Water-side within Tower, on the top whereof there is a Light, for the convenience of Veiles, that by mistake they may not run foul of the Rocks and be cast away; for that's a very dangerous Sea, and many shipwrecks are made in it every year; so that the Greeks call it Μαροτσάλισσα, that is to say, the Black Sea; not because the Waters of it are black, but because Storms and Tempests rise on it so suddenly, that they cause many losses; and though the Weather be never so fair, yet Veiles are often surprized there in a moment; for besides that, this Sea is not very broad, there are several Currents in it caused by the Danube, Boristicene, Tanais, and many other smaller Rivers that discharge their Waters into it, which occasion so many Eddies, that many times Veiles are carried upon the Rocks, and there perish. The Antients called this Sea Pontus Euxinus, a Name that hath been changed and softened from that of Aixin, which in Latin signifies inhospitabilis, one that uses his Guests unhappily; as in Italy, the the City which was since called Maguelon, was named Beneventum. If you go a-shore on the side of Europe, you'll see a very fine Country, full of Gardens, and good Pasture Ground; and in this Country there are several Villages inhabited by Greeks; A little further up in the Country, on the same side, there are very lovely Aqueducts, that carry water to Constantinople.

C H A P. XXII.

Of the Shape and Strength of the Turks. Of their Apparel. Way of Saluting. And of their Manners.

I have given but a short account of all the places of Constantinople that I have seen, because many others have treated largely of them; I shall now say something of the Shape, Strength, Cloathing, Customs and Manners of the Turks; according to what I could observe and learn. The Turks are commonly well shaped, having a well proportioned body, and are free from many of the Turks, defects which are more common in other Countries of Europe; for you see neither Crooked nor Cripples among them, and it is not without reason, that it is said, As strong as a Turk; they being for the most part robust and strong. Their Habit is to make them seem proper, and it covers defects far more The Turks, easily than the Cannis or Pantalon of France; next their skin, they wear a Habit adorned with a pair of Drawers, which shut alike behind and before; their Shirt (which hath sleeves like our Women's Smocks, and is slit in the same manner) comes over their Drawers; they have a Dolman above their Shirt, which is like a cloe- bodied Caflock, that reaches down to the heels, and hath freight sleeves, ending in a little round flap that covers the back of their hands; these Dolmans are made of Stuff, Taffeta, Sattin, or other neat striped Stuffes; and in Winter they have them quilted with Cotton; over the Dolman, they gird themselves about the small of the waist with a Sash, that may serve them for a Turban, when it is wrapped about the head; or with a leathern Belt two or three fingers broad, adorned with Gold or Silver Buckles. At their girdle they commonly wear two Daggers, which they call Cangiaris, and are properly knives in a sheath; but the handles and Sheaths are garnished with Gold or Silver, and sometimes with Precious Stones; or else the handles are only of the Tooth of a Fish, which they esteem incomparably more than Ivory, and sell a pound of it very
very dear. They carry two Handkerchiefs at their girdle, one on each side; and their Tobacco-pouch hangs also at it; their Purse being in their bosom; as many things else are, to wit, their Papers and foul Handkerchiefs, for they use their bosoms as we do our pockets. Over the Dolisman they wear a Fekede, which is like our Night-gown, having very wide sleeves, and about as long as the arm, though they hang not always so far down; this serves them for a Cloak, and in the Winter-time they line it with rich Furs, and such as are able, willingly lay out four or five hundred Pagettes for a Lining of Sable, which they call Samour. Their Stockins are of Cloth the length of the leg, the feet whereof are socks of yellow or red Leather, according to their quality, sewed to the Stockins; they call these Socks Maitte. Their Shoes are of the same colour, and made almost like Slippers, the heel is equal to the rest of the sole, only it is fixed with a piece of Iron made purposely half-round, and these Shoes they call Pabouthits. Their head is covered with a crimson Velvet Cap, without brims, gilded in the inside, and round that, they wear a white or red Turban: This Turban is a Scarf of Linen or Silk stuff, many Eells long, and the whole breadth of the stuff, which they turn several times about their head, and they wear it in many fashions; so that the condition or quality of the Man may be known by the way he wears the Turban, and other head-dress, whereof we shall speak hereafter: Some fashions of them are very difficult to be made, and there are people whole trade and profession is to make them up, as Drellers are with us. As for the Kindred of Mahomet, whom they call Sherifs, they wear a green Turban, (the word Sherif signifies Noble) and none but those of that Race dare take to themselves this Title, or wear green on the head, there being no other way to distinguish them but by their colour. These Blades (who have only an imaginary Nobility) are very numerous, and for the most part Beggars, if you except some Princes which they have still in some Parts of Arabia and Africa, of whom we shall treat in another place. These Sherifs give it out, that they have this particular virtue in themselves, That throw them into a fiery Furnace, they'll come out without any hurt. The Women of this Race, are also to be known by a piece of green stuff which they have fastened to their Veil on the fore-part of their head. But to return to the Turks Apparel; I look upon it to be very commodious, and, indeed, it is the Habit most generally used in the World, if you except some Northern and Western Provinces. The Turks have the same, and think it strange that the French suffer their Hair to grow; for they say that the Devil neffes it in; so that they are not subject to that filth and nausea which bred among our Hair, if we be not careful to comb it well: But they let their Beard and Muffachios grow, except those who are brought up, and have Offices in the Seraglio; for none there but the Grand Signior, and the Beb%-

The Hair and Beards of the Turks.

The Turkish way of fauling.

The more honourable side.
HE Turks make great use of Bathing, both for keeping their bodies neat and clean, and for their health's sake. For that purpose, they have many fair Bagnios in their Towns; and the forrestill Village that is, has at least a Bagnio; they are all made after the same fashion, and there is no difference, but that some are bigger, and more adorned with marble than others. I'll describe that which is at Topkapi, near to a fair Mosque, as being one of the loveliest that I have seen. You enter into a large square Hall, about twenty paces in length, and of a very high roof; all round this Hall there are Mats, or of Bagnio, or benches of stone all round the walls, above a fathom broad, and half as high, which are all covered with mats; so soon as you come, they spread you out a large napkin (which they call Fonta) upon the said benches, where you sit down, and lay your cloaths after you have stript: In the middle of this Hall, there is a great Fountain, with a large Basin of marble, for washing the Linen that hath been used; and when they are washed, they are hung up to dry upon poles which are on high, all round the Hall. When you have fast down upon the napkin which they have spread for you, they bring you another to put before you, which you tie over your shirt, before you pull it off; if left you should show what ought not to be seen, which would be a great crime that covers you behind and before, from the girdle down to the knees: Having pulled off your shirt, you put it with your cloaths in the napkin you fast upon, leaving them there without fear that any body will touch them, for the Bagnios are places of liberty and security, as though they were faceted, and there is no cheat ever committed in them; for if any were, the Master of the Bagnio would be obliged to make good what was lost or embezzled. After you are stript, you enter by a little door into a small room, somewhat hot; and from thence, by another door, into the great Hall, which is very hot. All these Halls are made with Domes, having little glass windows to let in the light. This great hot Hall is off a Pentagone figure, each side being supported by two Pillars of white marble; on each side there is a marble edging or railing, about half a foot high; and in the middle of that, in the floor, about two foot from the wall, there is a little Basin of white marble, two foot broad, and over it a cock of warm water; and a hands breadth above this cock, another cock, for cold water, so that you mingle them as you please; then you take large copper Cups (which are always ready for that use) and with them throw upon your self as much water as you have a mind. In this Hall also, there is a large stone-fat full of hot water, whereinto you may go if you please; but that is not safe, because a great many Rogues, who have several diffeces, go into it, though the water be often changed; but if you be sure that nobody has as yet been in it, you may wash yourself there. So soon as you enter into that great Hall, you sit down upon the flat floor, which is all of marble, heated by Furnaces underneath; then comes a Servant stark naked, except those parts which modestly requires to be covered, (the Servants of the Bagnio are always so, that they may be in readiness to wait upon those that come) and making you lie out at length upon your back, he puts his knees upon your belly and breast, and embracing you very gratefully, makes all the bones of your body, arms and legs, crack again, to stretch and soften the sinews; then laying you upon your belly, he does the like on your back, treading upon it, so that he often makes you kiss the ground; after that, having shaved your chin, and under the arm-pits, he gives you a razor to shave yourself every where else; and you go into one of the little chambers, that are made in the intervals between the sides, and being there, you take off your napkin and hang it upon the door, that no one that sees it may know there is some body within.
with, which will hinder them from coming in; and there you may have yourself at your leisure: If you be afraid that you may hurt yourself with a Razor, they give you a bit of Pastie, made of a certain mineral, called Rafma, beat into a powder, and with lime and water made up into a Pastie, which they apply to the parts where they would have the hair fetched off; and in less than half a quarter of an hour, all the hair falls off with the Pastie, by throwing hot water upon it: They know when it is time to throw on water, by trying if the hair comes off with the Pastie; for if it be too long sticking in the place, after it had eaten off the hair, it would corrode the flesh. Rafma is a mineral like to the rust or drost of Iron; it is much in use in Turkey, and sold in so great quantities, that the Custom of it yields the Grand Signor a considerable Revenue. In Malta they use instead of Rafma, Orpiment, which they mingle with lime for the same use. Having taken off the hair, and put your napkin about you again, you return into the great Hall, where you sweat as long as you please; then comes a Servant with a Purse of black Camlet, into which he puts his hand, and rubs your body so hard all over, that he cleans all the filth from your skin, yet without hurting you; then he takes a lock of Silk, with a bit of Soap in it, and therewith rubs and soaps you all over; after which he throws a great deal of water upon your body, and washes your head also (if you please) with Scop: Having done so, he goes and brings you a dry napkin, which you put about you in the place of the wet one; then you return into the Hall where you left your cloaths, where sitting down, he pours water upon your feet, to wash off the filth that you may have got in coming; and after that, he brings you hot and dry napkins, wherewith you rub and dry your skin; and when you cloaths are on again, and you have seen yourself in a Looking-glass, that another holds to you, you have no more to do, but to pay and be gone. The common price of the Bagno, is two Aspres to the Maltese, and they who would be well served, give as much to the Man. These Bagnios are very commodious, and I believe the frequent use they make of them, preserves them from many diseases: The poorest person that is, Man or Woman, goes at least once a week to the Bagno. There are Bagnios, whither the Men go one day, and the Women another; others, whither the Men go in the morning, and the Women afternoon; and others again solely for Women. When the Women are there, they are served by Women; and it is a capital crime for any Man, of whatsoever religion or quality he be, to enter into the Bagnio where the Women are. It is also a great crime, but punishable only by fine, or some Baltonadoes at most, to shew how privy Parts, or to look upon another Person's. These Bagnios are heated underneath; and Lords of high quality have them in their houses, for their own and Wives uses.

CHAP. XXIV.

Of the Turks way of Eating, Drinking and Lying.

The Turks make no sumptuous Feasts, and it is never heard in Turkey, that a man hath undone himself by House-keeping; a small matter contents them; and a good Cook in that Country would have but a very bad Trade of it; for indeed they are all Cooks there, and they have no Sauces, but what one may learn to make at first sight. Their most usual food is that which they call Pilau. This Pilau is Rice put into a Pot with a Pullet, a piece of Mutton and Beef, or only one of these; and for want of Meat, with Butter; and when the Rice has boil'd a little, they take it off, putting it into a large dish, with a great deal of Pepper upon it, and sometimes Saffron, to make it look yellow: When it is eating time, they spread upon the ground a Carpet of Turky Leather, which they call Saffra, upon which they set the Pilau and Meat, and breaking
breaking the Bread into pieces, they distribute it all round; the they squat down upon their heels, like Taylors, about the Saffra, and all make use of one blew Napkin, that is long enough to go round the Saffra; then having said Bismillah, that is to say, In the name of God, which to them is instead of Benedicte, they eat their Pita with wooden Spoons, a foot long, making a scrape to eat in Gold or Silver; and nevertheless the Grand Signior has Dishes of Gold Plate, as we shall shew hereafter: When they have no Spoons, they make an eale shift without them, putting the Pita with one hand into the other, and so carrying it to their mouth: When they come to the Meat, one of the company, with his Hands tears it to pieces, using no Knife for that, and then every one takes what they have a mind to: They are at no trouble for the Beef and Mutton; for before it be dreft, they cut it into small pieces, whether for roasting or boiling. They drink not commonly in time of meal, but when they have eaten, they rife and fill their bellies full of Water; then they give God Thanks by a Hand allah, that is to say, God be praised. Having thus made an end of their meal, they wash their hands; for they wash not before they sit down to eat, but only when they rise from it. Their usual Drink is Water, many of them also drink Wine; and though Wine seems to be Prohibited by the Alcoran, yet the good-fellow says, that it is no more but an advice or council, and not a precept: However, they drink it not publicly, unless it be the Janizaries, and other Dervishes, that stand in awe of no Man; when they fall to drinking, they drink a great deal, and if they can have it for nothing, they'll drink till they fall a deep sleep, if they be let alone; saying, that it is no greater sin to drink ten quarts, than one cup full; they never mingle Water with it, and laugh at Christian for doing so, as a thing that seems altogether ridiculous to them. In the Country, about Constantinople, and all over the Archipelago, they have plenty of good Wine. They have besides another Liquor, which they call Boza, made of Barley or Beet. Millet, and tafts somewhat like our Beer, but not so pleasantly; I tasted of it once, but found it to be very bad; and none but the meaner sort of people drink it, because it is very cheap. This Drink makes them drunk; but they have another, which they use very commonly; they call it Coffee, and drink of it all hours in the day. This Liquor is made of a Berry that we shall mention hereafter. They roast or parch it in a Fire-boxel, or such like iron instrument, then they peel it, and beat it into powder; and when they have a mind to drink of it, they take a copper Pot, made purposely, which they call Enikis, and having filled it with Water, make it boil; when it boils, they put in this Powder, to the proportion of a good Spoonful for three Dishes or Cups full of Water; and having let all boy together, they snatch it quickly off of the fire, or stir it, else it would run all over, for it rises very fast. Having thus boy'd ten or twelve wambles, they pour it out into China Dishes, which they let upon a Trencher of painted Wood, and so bring it to you scalding hot, and so you must drink it, but at several lips, else it is not good. This Liquor is bitter and black, and has a kind of a burnt taste: They all drink it fipping, for fear of scalding themselves; so that being in a Coffee-house (so they call the Coffee-hunt) place where they sell it ready made) one hears a pretty pleasant kind of sipping mutch. This Liquor is good to hinder vapours from rising up from the stomack to the head, and by consequence to cure the Head-ach; and for the same reason it keeps one from sleeping. When Merchants have many Letters to write, and intend to do it in the night-time, in the Evening they take a dish or two of Coffee: It is good also to comfort the Stomack, and helps Digestion. In short, in the Turks opinion, it is good against all Maladies; and certainly it hath, at least, as much virtue as is attributed to Tea: As to its taste, by that time a man hath drank twice, he is accustomed to it, and finds it no longer unpleasant: Some put Cloves to it, some Cardamon-seed, called in Latine Cardamomum minas, which they call Caroule; and others Sugar; but that mixture which renders it more agreeable to the palate, makes it less wholesome and useful. There is a great deal of it drunk in the Turkish Countries; for there is no Man, Rich nor Poor, who drinks not at least two or three Dishes of it a day, and it is one of the things which the Husband is obliged to provide his Wife with. There are many publick Coffee-houses, where it is boy'd in great
Kettles. All Men are free to go to these House, without any distinction of Religion or Quality; and it is no shame to go thither, many resorting to them for Conversation: There is even without doors stone Seats, covered with Mats, where those who would see those that pass by, and take the Air, sit. In these Coffee-houses, there are commonly several Violins, Players upon Flutes, and Musicians, hired by the Master of the Coffee-house, to play and sing a good part of the day, to draw in Customers. When one is in a Coffee-house, and sees any of his acquaintance come in, if he be civil a la mode, he'll order the Master to take no money from them, and that with a single word; for when they present Coffee to them, he need pay no more to them but Gratto, that is to say Gratto. They have also Sorbet, which is a very good Drink, made in Egypt, of Sugar, Limon-juice, Musk, Ambergris, and Rose-water. When they would regale any Friend that comes to see them, they cause a dish of Coffee to be brought to him, afterwards Sorbet, and then the Perfume. They give it in this manner; a Slave or Servant comes with a full Napkin, which he spreads over the Guest's head; and another brings a large sweet Box, which he puts under his chin and beard, the first keeping in the Room with the Napkin. He to whom the Regale is made, takes of it as much as he pleases. When they give all the three, they pretend to have shew'd a great deal of civility. I have many times seen all three given to Monsieur de la Hay, the French Ambassador, both at the Maitre's and Grand Vizier's; and sometimes one of these only sometimes two. As for the Perfume, whenever they brought it to the Ambassador, they gave it afterwards to those of his retinue: and, indeed, it cost them not a farthing the more. If the Turks take no great pains in their Diet, they take as little about their Beds. When it is time to go to rest, they bring Quilts and spread them upon the ground, and every one lies upon his own. The Masters have them commonly upon a Divan, where one or two Quilts are spread, and at one end a Cushion, then a Sheet, and then a quilted Coverlet, to which another Sheet is sewed, that way of sewing the upper Sheet method is, more commodious than our way. In the morning they pack up all this baggage, so that in a trice it would seem there had been no Bed there.

CHAP. XXV.

Of the Recreations and Exercises of the Turks.

I have said enough of the Turks way of Eating, Drinking and Sleeping; but since they spend not their whole life-time in Eating, Drinking and Refting, we must see what their Recreations and Exercises are. In the first place, the Turks never walk in a Room or Court as we do, and laugh at the Franks, for the doing, calling them Fools, and asking them what business they have to doe at that time they go so often to, and then back again. When they are at home, you'll find them commonly sitting on the Divan: I have already described what Divans are. If they be alone, they either sleep, smoke a Pipe of Tobacco, or play upon a kind of a Lute, which they call Tambour; and they'll play upon that a whole day without being weary, though the Melody be not very pleasant; or otherwise, if they be Scholars, they read in some Book, or write: If they have company with them, they either spend their time in Discourse, or play at some Game; they never play at Cards or Dice, nor any Game of hazard, but only at Chefs, Draughts, or such like plays; and that not for money, for any thing of value, neither Poor nor Rich, which is the reason they have not so many quarters among them; nevertheless, though they play for nothing, yet they take great pleasure at play, and will spend whole Afternoons, playing hand to hand, and never say a word; but to loon as one has loft, they dryly begin again, without speaking. They play also very
very much at Mansala, which is a Box about two foot long, and about half a foot broad, wherein there are five holes on each side, to wit, five in the Box, and five on the Cover, that is fastened to the Box, and opens like a pair of Tables; every one plays with five and thirty Shells, putting at the beginning five in every hole. But the most usual Recreations of Soldiers, are, Military Exercises, in which they are very expert; they shoot at a mark very true with a Bow and Arrow, and in the City there are several Butts, where (for a little money) they shoot. But they are very dextrous at the Zzagye, and it is the way of great pleasure to see in a large place or open field, a great many of them on Horse-back, some running away, and others at full speed following after with a Zzagye in hand: That Zzagye is commonly a square Baton, made of a Palm-tree branch, about three foot long, and two or three times thicker than one's thumb. When the Pursuer is got pretty near him that he pursues, and as it were within the length of his stick, he darts his Zzagye at his back so dextrously with a turn of hand that doubles the force of it, that sometimes the end of it makes very considerable wounds, and that often enough in the head too. I saw a Man at Care, who having received a wound on his head by a Zzagye, was fain to have a piece of his skull taken out. Now he that is before and pursues, looks behind as he flies, both that he may hoop with his head if there be occasion, and endeavour to catch hold of the Zzagye, and avoid the blow if he can; for which end he holds his hand ready behind him, and when he catches hold of the Zzagye (which happens pretty often) he turns and pursues the other; so that they presently change their parts. They perform this Exercise often, as also that of shooting at a mark with a Harquebus running. Thus you'll see many of them in a field, who having put an Earthen Pot or some such thing upon the ground, or a mark upon a wall, will run at full speed, and when they are at a pretty good distance from the mark, fire the Piece with one hand at arms length. I have often seen, that in ten or twelve shots, one or two have hit the mark; and if any Bassheer or Person of quality be present, he'll give five or six Alpers to him that hath hit the mark. I think, that among their Diversions I may reckon Puppet-Shows; for though the Turks suffer no Images among them, yet they have Puppets, which, indeed, play not publicly, but in private Houses; though, during the Ramadain, they go from Coffee-house to Coffee-house, and if they collect money enough, they play there; if not, they give back the money and go their way. Now they are commonly Jews that show Puppet-Shows, and I never saw any but them play; they play not as in France and other Countries of Europe, but play themselves in a corner of a room, with a cloth hung before them; and in the upper part of that piece of Hangings, there is a hole or square window, about two foot every way, with a piece of thin white stuff over it; behind this they light several Candles, and having with the shadow of their hands represented many Animals upon this cloth, they make use of little Flat Figures, which they move so dextrously behind the cloth, that, in my opinion, it makes a prettier Show, than our way does; and in the mean time, they sing several pretty Songs in the Turkish and Persian Languages, but on most fatal subjects, being full of foul obccenities; and nevertheless the Turks take great delight in seeing them; nay, I was one evening with a Renegade, who, after he had treated me at Supper, entertained me with a Puppet Show. The Lord to whom he belonged, was at that time in Candia, with Hussain Bassheer, General of the Turkish Army: The Wife of this Lord desiring to see this Puppet-Show, caused a piece of Tapisry to be hung before the door of her Appartment, which lookt into the Hall where we were, that she might not be seen by us; and the third part from thence till the Show was over, which was at One of the clock in the morning, having lasted above three hours, for they make it last as long as they please; and I wondered that she was not ashamed to see the obscene pranks their Caragheus play'd, who amongst their Puppets, act the chief part. They have also a sort of Women, whom they call Tuchingenieuces, who are publick Dancers, that play on Catanets and other Instruments while they dance; and for a few Alpers, will shew a thousand obscene postures with their bodies.
CHAP. XXVI.

Of the Language of the Turks, their Sciences, and ways of Divination.

The Turkish Language is a primitive and original Language, that's to say, not derived from any of the Oriental or Occidental Tongues that we have any knowledge of; it is very grave, pleasant and easy to be learned, but not copious, and is wanting in many words, which it borrows from the Arabick and Persian, but with that supply and ornament, it may be said to be very ample and rich. The Turks are not much addicted to Sciences; nevertheless they have their Doctors of the Law, appointed for that purpose, who make it their study to explain the Law in all the sentences that can be given to it. There are some also who give themselves to Astrology, and many to Poetry wherein they succeed well enough and have very ingenious Conceits in their Poems. The greatest part of their Poems and songs are in the Persian Tongue, which they sing, not musically as we do, but with a certain tone, which though at first it be not pleasing, yet by custom becomes agreeable enough to the ear. They have several Instruments of Music, the most common is a little Lute with three strings, on which they'll play a whole day and not put it out of tune; and they have the Flute also. Among the Turks there are a great many who pretend to fortune-telling, and have very good luck at it. There you see in several corners of the streets men sitting upon a Carpet on the ground, with a great many Books spread round about them. Now their Divination is performed three manner of ways, the first is commonly for the wars, though it be also performed for all sorts of things, as to know whether a man should undertake a voyage, buy such a commodity, or the like. They take four arrows and place them with their points against one another, giving them to be held by two persons; then they lay a naked sword upon a cushion before them, and read a certain Chapter of the Alcoran; with that the arrows fight together for some time, and at length the one falls upon the other; if for instance the victorious have been named Christians, (for two of them they call Turks, and the other two by the name of their enemy) it is a sign that the Christians will overcome, if otherwise, it denotes the contrary. They never go out to war, but they make that experiment first, which they call Doing the Book, nor do they undertake a Journey or Voyage, or any thing else of Consequence, (as I have already said) but they first Do the Book, laying if such arrows be victorious I'll do it, if they be overcome, I'll do not. Since my return to Paris, having found a Frenchman, who had been of the Turkish Religion, and afterward renouncing it, had made his escape into Christendom, who pretended to know how to Do the Book, I was curious to see it; he made his arrows, which he gave to another and me to hold, then he put a naked sword upon the Table where the arrows were, calling two of them Christians, and the other two Turks, and told me, that he would know whether or not the Emperor should have Wars with the Turks; he took as Alcoran and read over the whole Chapter, which relates to that, but though he told us that the arrows would fight together in sight of us, hold them as fast as we could, yet they did not so much as wag, he said it was because we laughed; so that we endeavoured to compose ourselves and look very seriously, and he began again three or four times, but still no engagement; at which he was exceedingly surprized; for he swore to us, that he had done it a thousand times, may even to give responses to Christians, and that he had always succeeded in it; I cannot tell whether it was that we wanted faith, or that he was no more Turk, but we laughed heartily at him. Secondly, they Divine with Beans, which they put together without reckoning them, then they count them, and look in the Book what the Number signifies. Thirdly, they Divine with a piece of Timber.
Part I.

Travels into the Levant.

Timber almost Square, but somewhat longer than broad: This piece of Wood they call Elif, and on one of the sides of it there is a (b) on another (t) on the third, (d enim) and on the fourth, (b a) but nothing on the end. He that demands the response, roles it three times, and at each time they observe the Letter that turns up, then they look into a Book which they call Fula, that's to say a Fortune-book, what three of these Letters put together signify; and that is the Response.

C H A P. XXVII.

Of the Diseases of the Turks, and their Remedies.

The Turks are long Liv'd, little subject to Diseases, and we have many dangerous Dilembers that are not known amongst them; as the Scurvy, and many more. I believe this great Healthfulness proceeds partly from their frequent Bathings, and partly from their Temperance in eating and drinking; but they eat moderately, and feed not upon so many different things as Christians do: for the most part they make no Debauches in Wine, and use Exerciters; so that they have no Physicians; and perhaps that may be one cause of their Health and Long Life too. When they are sick, they commonly make use of Christians, or Jewish Physicians; and when there are none to be found, they have their recourse to Renegado's, amongst whom there are always some Physicians, that learn their Skill at the cost of many. Besides that, the Turks have some Receipts of all know, which sometimes succeed, and they often enough make use of them. They very willingly use Honey in their Medicines. They are commonly Renegado's that let them Blood, though there are Turks that can do it very well, but with a better Launcets; nay, some with such leams as they use for Horses in Chirkeedom, and others with sharp-pointed Canes. When they are troubled with a pain in the Head, they sacrifice the place where the Pain is; and having let out a pretty quantity of Blood, they put a little Cotton to the Wound, and so stop it; or otherwise they give themselves five or six little Cats in the Forehead. They make also great use of Fire; as I saw a Man who having the Head-ach, caunted a red-hot Iron to be applied above his Ear to the place of the Pain, which actually staved it: then he clapp'd a little Cotton upon the Place, and so was Cured. And for all Diseases in several Members, they apply to them a large Match, or piece of Stuff or Cloth twisted and well Lited, and patiently suffer the Pain till the Match goes out of itself. And at Constantinople a Turk told me that he knew one who having a Rheumatism, or some such Dilember in the region of his Reins, had a mind to apply a burning Match to that part, but that fearing it would hurt him; the fist Laughter at him; so that having at length resolved, and bending himself downward, that he might the more conveniently apply the Match to his Reins, he clapp'd it to, and suffered the pain so long and with so much Patience, that he burn'd a Nerve, and when he had a mind to raise himself up right again, he could not but continued ever after bent down in that manner. In short, it is no Country for Physicians to get Eftates in, because as I have said, they are subject to few Diseases, and besides are but very Bad Patimasters to those that Cure them: and if the Physicians should prove unsuccessfull, and the Patient Die, they are so far from Paying them, that they put them many times to Touble, and sometimes to Charges, accusing them of having Killed the Patient: as if the Life and Death of Men were in the hands of Physicians, and not of God. But let us proceed to their Religion.

C H A P.
C H A P. XXVIII.

Of Mahomet and the Alcoran.

The Turks Religion is so full of Popgeries and Absurdities, that certainly it is to be wondered at, that it hath so many Followers; and without doubt, if they would but hearken, it would be no hard matter to undeceive and convince them of the Brutality of their Law; but they are so resolutely deaf, that they have Ears, but will not hear; and indeed Mahomet took care of that; for being a Man of Wit, he foresew very well that his Sect would go down if they once came to Dispute about it, and therefore he commanded that whoever contradicted it, should be put to Death. So many have written the Life of Mahomet, that one can hardly say any thing, but what hath been already said, and therefore I'll waive it: only I shall observe that Mahomet, who was an Arabic, and an Illiterate Man, (for the Turks themselves confess that he could neither Read nor Write) having struck in with a Greek Monk, called Sergius; who had forseen his Monastery; this Monk, who had some flattering in Learning, made him lay the foundation of that great and damnable Sect, which hath hither to infected a great part of the World. He made use of the Old and New Testament in compounding of the Alcoran, (but in a very confused manner) that so he might draw in both Christians and Jews. Nevertheless that Book hath got such great Credit amongst all these People, that they say it was Written in Heaven, and sent from God to Mahomet, by the Angel Gabriel in the month of Ramadan, not all at once, but chapter by chapter: and they have so great reverence for it, that they never touch it, but presently lift it up to their head, before they read it; and if a man should sit upon an Alcoran, he would be guilty of a great crime. If a Christian touched an Alcoran, he would be soundly bang'd, for that would be a prophanation of the Book. They say that they gain great indulements by reading it all over; and in the schools when a scholar hath made an end of reading over the Alcoran, he treats the rest. They say that whoever reads it over so many times in his life, shall after death go straight to Paradise. This word Alcoran signifies Reading. It is written in most excellent, pure and exact Arabic. The Turks believe that it cannot be translated into any other language, and look upon the Persians as Hereticks, purely because they have translated it into Persian. This Book contains all their Law both canon and civil, but it is full of fables and follies, taken for the most part from the Rabbinis, who are excellent at such ridiculous stuff.

C H A P. XXIX.

Of the Beliefs of the Turks.

The Turks believe in and worship one God, the Eternal and Almighty Creator of Heaven and Earth, but they believe not at all the Trinity; they believe that Jesus Christ was conceived by the Breath of God (this Breath is in Arabic expressed by the word Ruh, which signifies as well as in Hebrew, Breath or Spirit.) They say then that he was conceived by the Breath of God, in the Womb of the Virgin Mary, a virgin both in his Birth and after his Birth, which goes a great way, but they deny that he is the Son of God, thinking it an unworthy thing to attribute a Son to God, who is One and hath no companion. They believe that Jesus Christ is a great Prophet, who wrought great Miracles among the Jews, to whom he foretold the coming of Mahomet, under
under the name of the Confraters, that therefore they endeavoured to kill him, but that having disappeared from among them, and ascended up into Heaven, they crucified Judas whom they took to be Jesus. In the first Chapter of the Gospel of St. John, at the twenty seventh verse, it is said, He it is who coming after me, is preferred before me, whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose; where St. John means our Lord, whose shoes Lachet I am not worthy to unloose, where St. John says that he was unworthy to unloose; they say, that is false, and invented by the Chriftians, and that it was not St. John who said that of Jesus, but Jesus who said it of Mahomet: They believe that Jesus will come and Judge the World, that he shall reign forty years in Domus, Mary, and have Children, at which time Antichrist shall arise, whom they call Desadul, who shall lead away many, especially of the Jews, and put a mark on the foreheads of all those whom he shall deceive; but that Jesus shall destroy Antichrist and all that have his mark. When that time is expired that he shall again ascend up into Paradise, then the Day of Judgment shall come; after which, that God shall create a sort of very little People, such as are described by the Name of Pygmies, who shall be great Drinkers, for they shall drink the Sea dry, and thee they call Meijtueb. In short, they give great honour to Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary, and if they heard any Man speak ill of them, they would chastise him no less than if he spake amiss of Mahomet. They believe that the Gospel was sent to Jesus, as the Law was to Moses, and the Psalms to David. They believe all the Prophets. They believe all the Turks believe that shall be filled with the Jutt, and a Hell that shall be filled with the Wicked; but they believe not Purgatory; and nevertheles they will have a place called Awarf, which is between Paradise and Hell, wherein they shall be who have done neither Good nor Evil. Mahomet promises the Blessed in Paradise wonderful Gardens, where many Rivulets shall run, and delicious Fruits abound in all Seasons. He says also, that in that Paradise there shall be Rivers of Water, Rivers of Milk, Rivers of Wine, and Rivers of Honey. He promises them also, that they shall be clothed in Green and Scarlet; and that they shall have lovely Virgins, whom they call Dagemet Keiz; that is to say, Virgins of Paradise, who shall be exceedingly beautiful, as white as new-laid Eggs, with great black Eyes, and the complexion of the Body extremely white; that they shall be always young, and never passing the Age of fifteen years, have every day a new Maidhead, and never call an eye upon any but them; that they shall never exceed thirty years of Age, and shall be served by young Boys that God shall appear to them once a week, to wit, on Friday. They tell a thousand other Fopperies of this voluptuous Paradise, which I shall not relate, as being mentioned by many Authours. Mahomet promised them in this Paradise, all things that he thought could work upon their senses; and he feasts them with Gardens, Fruits, Brooks and Rivers, because he was of a Country where it is excessively hot, where there is but little Fruit, and where Water is in scarcity, that a good Well is a great treasure. He promises them Cloaths of Green and Scarlet, because he delighted much in these colours, as the Turks and Moors do at present, especially in Green, which is held in great veneration among them. Seeing they are very lascivious, he would have his Paradise provided with beautiful Maids, and young Boys; and because they reckon Women with big black Eyes, and red Cheeks, to be the greatest Beauties, so they fancy to themselves those Celestial Virgins, who shall look upon none but their own Husbands, which will be very grateful to them, for they are jealous to extremity. Those that are in Hell shall drink cald hot Water, and eat of the Fruit of the Tree Eazon; this Tree grows out of the bottom of Hell, and rife to a great height, the Branches of it being like the Heads of Devils. If those that are in Hell, have a little Faith, that is to say, if they be not Atheists, after that all their sins are confumed, and they wade in a water which they call Sel., that is to say, a Tree, about, they shall be admitted into Paradise, where they shall receive and enjoy as much happiness, as those who entered at first: And on the contrary, they who are Atheists, shall burn everlastingly in Hell, and their Bodies being reduced into Ashes, by continual torrents, God shall create them anew, and so they shall suffer Eternally. They pray for the Dead as well as Christians, and they likewise invoke their Saints, as being able to recommend them to God.

CHAP.
C H A P. XXX.

Of Tutelary Angels, and of the Examination of the Black Angels.

The Turks also acknowledge Guardian-Angels, but in far greater number than we do; for they say, that God hath appointed three chief and ten Angels, though they be invisible, for the guard of every Muslim; and nothing befalls any body, but what they attribute to them. They have all their several offices, one to guard one member, and another another; one to serve him in such an affair, and another in another. There are among all these Angels, two are the Dictators over the left; they sit one on the right side, and the other on the left; these they call Kerim Kizab, that is to say, the Merciful Scribes: He on the right side, writes down the good actions of the man whom he has in tuition; and the other on the left hand, the bad. They are so merciful, that they spare him if he commits a sin before he goes to sleep, hoping he'll repent; and if he does not repent, they mark it down; if he does repent, they write down, Edig fawrillah, that is to say, God pardons: They wait upon him in all places, except when he does his needs, where they let him go alone, and there for him at the door till he come out, and then they take him into possession; wherefore when the Turks go to the house of office, they put the left foot foremost, to the end the Angel who registers their sins may leave them first; and when they come out, they set the right foot before, that the Angel who writes down their good works, may have them first under protection. They also believe, that after a man is buried, the Soul returns to the Body, and that two very terrible Angels come into the grave, the one called Munkir, and the other Guanequair, who take him by the head and make him kneel; and that for that reason they leave a tuft of hair on the crown of their head, that the Angels which make them kneel may take hold of it. After that, the Angels examine him in this manner: Who is thy God, thy Religion and Prophet? And he answers thus, My God is the true God, my Religion is the true Religion, and my Prophet is Mahomet. But if that Man find himself to be guilty, and being afraid of their tortures, shall say, You are my God and my Prophet, and it is in You that I believe; at such an Answer these Angels smite him with a Mace of fire, and depart, and the earth squelches the poor wretch so hard, that his Mother's milk comes running out at his nose. After that, come two other Angels, bringing an ugly creature with them, that represents his sins and bad deeds, changed into that form; then opening a window, they depart into Hell, and the Man remains there with that ugly creature, being continually tormented with the sight of it, and the common miseries of the damned, until the Day of Judgment, when both go to Hell together. But if he hath lived well, and made the first answer above mentioned, they bring him a lovely creature, which represents his good actions, changed into that form; then the Angels opening a window, go away to Paradise, and the lovely creature remains, which gives him a great deal of content, and plays with him until the Day of Judgment, when both are received into Paradise. Others say, that if he make a bad answer, one of these Angels gives him such a rap with a mace of Iron on the head, that he beats him down seven fathom deep into the ground, and the other pulls him out with an iron hook; and then the first begins to strike again, and so continue, the one striking down, and the other pulling up, till the Day of Judgment: And that if he answer well, two white Angels shall keep him company till the Day of Judgment: Whereby it appears, they believe that Souls go neither to Heaven nor Hell till the Day of Judgment.
PART I.

CHAP. XXXI.

Of the Beasts that shall enter into Paradise.

THE Turks, as we said before, admit of a Paradise, but they believe much more than we do; for they believe, that not only the good Mahomans shall enter into it, but also certain Beasts and Fowl, which are these Beasts in Pfister's Parallels: The first is the Camel of the Prophet Salih; the second, the Ram of Abraham; that Abraham sacrificed, the Moes' Cows, Salomon's Ants, the Queen of Sheba's Parrot, the Ass of Ezechia, the Whale of Jonas, a little Dog which they call Kitmer, and the Camel of Mahomet. But we must know what it is that made these Beasts to merit Paradise, for they tell tales of them. And first of the Camel: The Camel of Salih; this Salih was a Prophet before the time of Mahomet, in great esteem of Salih, among the Arabians, Persians, and Turks, who going to convert the Infidels in Persia and other Places, they prayed him to work a Miracle, which he granted them, and made a Camel, that was killed by one named Charad, to come Charad alive out of a Rock; this Camel (they say) is still alive, and the cry of it is heard at present by all who pass that way; but that when Camels go that way, they beat Timbrels, discharge their Muskets, and make a great noise, for fear the Camels should hear this cry, for if they heard it, they would not go.

Abraham's Ram, is that which the Angel Gabriel brought to that Patriarch, and which he sacrificed in place of his Son Isaac, when God commanded him to do it, for a trial of his Faith. That which they call the Cow of Moes, is the Red Cow, whose Ashes were mingled with the Water of Purification. Salomon was the Greatest King that ever was, for all Creatures obey'd him, and brought him Presents, amongst others, an Ant brought him a Locust, which it had draged along by main force: Salomon perceiving that the Ant had brought a thing bigger than itself, accepted of the Present, and preferred it before all other Creatures. The Parrot, of Hua, of the Queen of Sheba, as some others will have it, was the Messenger that carried and brought her news of Salomon. Ezechia the Prophet, being in dispute with Infidels concerning the Resurrection, he prayed to God to shew them some Miracle, that might make them believe it; immediately his Ass, that was dead and rotten many years before, rose again, at which the People were converted, and believed. Jonas' Whale is also to go to Paradise, because it cast up Jonas upon dry land. There was a King who persecuted all that served God at his Court; now there were four Men, faithful Servants of God, who having consulted together, fled and hid themselves in a Cave; and as they were upon the way, a little Dog followed them; but when they perceived it, one of them threw a Stone at it, and broke one of its legs; immediately thereupon the Dog asked them, Why have you broken my leg? They answered, Because you follow us, and seeing we are going to serve God, whom we love and fear, by your means we may be apprehended and destroyed: The Dog replied, If you love God, I love you, and I pray you take me along with you; which they did, and went to the Cave, where they remained with the Dog, which lying under the door, cried over him, that, in Arabick, signifies him, that is to say, God. There they stayed the space of three hundred threescore and twelve years, and then awakening, sent one of their number to the Town to buy Bread; this Man coming to a Baker with his old Money, was apprehended, and carried before a Magistrate; who questioning him where he had got that Money, he related the whole affair, and it was then brought before the King, who wondered much at the matter, and went with his People to the Cave to see the result. This Man (who served for a Guide) coming near to the Cave, prayed the King to let him go before, to acquaint his Companions with his coming, that they might not be frightened; which the King having condescended to, he went first to the Cave, and told his Companions what had been him, saying, That the King and his People were come to see them. When they heard that, they
they glorified God, saying, Let us pray to God that he would now take us into Paradise, for if we go out, these People will Worship us as Gods: Their Prayers being heard, they were carried up into Paradise, and the little Dog with them. When Mahomet went from Mecca to Medina, to visit Job, a Great Captain of the Turks (lying at present buried in Constantinople) being mounted on his Camel, he knew neither the Way, nor the House, but the Camel conducted him thither; and being come to the Gate, stood there, making a noise with head and feet, until the Gate was opened: And for that piece of service, it shall enter into Paradise, as the rest of the Animals above mentioned.

CHAP. XXXII.

Of Circumcision.

When Mahomet founded his Law, he took (as we have said) the Jewish and Christian Religion for the model of it; and perceiving that both of them had a Character, whereby a Man was made a Jew or a Christian, to wit, Circumcision and Baptism, he resolved to find out one for his; and finding none proper but one of these two, he chose Circumcision, as being the most ancient way, and the most commodious; for the Mahometans think, that a Man who has the fore-skin cut off, is fittest for generation; and the truth is, the Arabs have so long a fore-skin, that if they did not cut it, it would trouble them much; and you may see little Children among them, who, when they were long, would still retain some drops of it, that would pollute them; and nevertheless, that they might be distinguished in that from the Jews, he would not have the Circumcision of the Turks performed as that of the Jews is; for the Jews circumcise their Children when they are eight days old, and after they have cut off the fore-skin, fit it with their nails the skin also that covers the nut, and turn it up with their fingers, that the nut may be wholly uncovered; whereas the Turks circumcise not their Children before the age of eleven or twelve years, to the end they themselves may pronounce the words, La ilah illallah Mahomet rasoul allah, that is to say, there is no God but God, Mahomet is his Prophet, which is their profession of Faith: And also to the end they may understand what they say, and say it with the heart afiel as mouth, and they think it enough to cut off the fore-skin: Some also add, for a difference that the Jews make the Circumcision with a Knife of Stone, and the Turks with one of Iron; but it is certain, the Jews may do it with any Knife, either of Iron, Wood, or Stone.

The Turks, afiel as the Jews, make great rejoicing at the Circumcision of their Children; for when a Child is come to competent age, they fix a day for that Ceremony; which being come, the Child is set on Horse-back, and led about the Town with the sound of Timbrels and Cymbals; then he returns home, where he makes the aforesaid profession of Faith, holding up one finger, and then is circumcised; that being done, the Father makes a Feast, to which he invites all his Relations and Friends; there they make merry, dance and sing, and the day following, the Guests fail not to make Presents to the Child, according to the several qualities of the Giver and Receiver. When any Christian turns Turk, they use the same Ceremonies; but when a Jew becomes Turk, he is not circumcised, because he hath been so already; and though his Circumcision be different, yet it is sufficient; and they only make him say the profession of the Musulman Faith, and then he is a Turk. Many are persuaded, that when a Jew turns Turk, he must first become Christian, which is very false; for I have asked it of several Turks, who always laugh'd at me for my pains, and,
and, indeed, that which makes us Christians, is Baptism: Now it is certain, they are never baptized; it is very true, that when they turn Turks, as they propose to themselves to believe all that the Turks believe, to they must believe that Jesus Christ is the Word of God, Conceived by the breath of God, and Born of the Virgin Mary, a Virgin after his birth, and that he is the Messiah: If a Renegado or natural Turk happen to die without Circumcision, they break the little Finger of the left Hand, and that serves him for Circumcision. To conclude, the Turks bear too great respect to these words, La idab alallah Mahomet reftal allah, that if a Christian or Jew should pronounce them, even considerably, before Witrulles, he must absolutely and without remission turn Turk, or be burnt.

CHAP. XXXIII.

Of the Commands to be observed in the Turkish Religion.

The Turks receive the Decalogue of Moses, and cause it punctually to be observed by all; but besides these, they have other Commands that Mahomet gave them, which are properly the Foundation of their Religion. These Commands are chiefly Five; the First is, To Believe one only God, and to Worship him as such. The Second, To Fast the Ramadon. The Third, To Pray at the hours appointed, The Fourth, To give yearly to the Poor the fortieth part of their Substance. The Fifth, Once in their lives to make a Pilgrimage to Mecha. Whereupon a Turk of Quality told me once, that his Father meeting one day with a Beggar who begg'd an Alms of him; he ask'd him what Religion he was; the Beggar told him, that he was a Musulman; and the other putting him to it, What was the duty of a Musulman? the Beggar answer'd, That he had Five Commands to observe, which would be a Musulman, but that they ought to be reckoned no more now but One, because (said he) the Rich have abolished the Second and Third by their want of Devotion, and the Poor the Fourth and Fifth by their Inability, having nothing to give in Charity, nor to perform the Pilgrimage of Mecha, so that only the First remains. It is certain, that they observe their First Command very punctually, for they shew very great reverence to God, and even to his Name, which they never pronounce, nor hear pronounced, but with signs of great Submission and reverence. They never set about any action, let it be of no small consequence, but they first say Bismilah, that is to say, In the Name of God, of God; whether it be when they mount on Horse-back or alight, Play or Eat, or fall to any work whatsoever, they always begin with that, and it is very commendable: And they are so careful in shewing their reverence to the Name of God, that if they find the least bit of Paper in the way, they take it up, and put it into some hole of a wall; and upon no other consideration (as carefully take they say) but that the Name of God is written on it, or may be written upon pieces of it; so that the holes of the walls are always to be seen stuck full of them. For the same reason, they use no Paper when they go to case themselves, for it would be a great crime, and they would cudgel a Christian roundly. If they found that he employed it that way; but for all this reverence, they swear by the Name of God at every turn, and speak not three words without an Allah, that is to say, By God; they are so accustomed to it, that they cannot forbear, and it seems to give a gracesfulness to their Discourse, but they do not think that God is thereby offended; and, indeed, they seldom swear in vain, for when they say Allah, they would be believed; and he that should swear so falsely, would be lookt upon as a naughty man.
CHAP. XXXIV.

Of the Ramadan.

The second command that the Turks are to observe, is fasting, whereby the flesh is mortified, concupiscence subdued, and the soul purified. Now this fasting they reduce to a Lent of one month, which they call Ramadan; but before I say any more of that, we are to know that the Turkish year consists of three hundred fifty four days, divided into twelve months or moons; for, they begin their several months at the beginning of the several moons, and those months have, one thirty days and the other nine and twenty, and so alternately. Their first month is called Muharrem ai, that is to say, the first month of the year, and hath thirty days; the second Sefer ai, it hath nine and twenty days; the third Rebiul ewel ai, has thirty days; the fourth Rebiul abbir ai, nine and twenty days; the fifth Dziamazl ewel, of thirty days; the sixth Dziamazl abbir of nine and twenty days; the seventh Rizqeb ai, of thirty days; the eighth Chababan ai, of nine and twenty days; the ninth Rezaflai ai, which hath thirty days; the tenth Cemvollai, of nine and twenty days; the eleventh Zoulkadai ai, of thirty days; the twelfth Zoulridge ai, of nine and twenty days. All know that the Epoch, from which they began to reckon their years, was the year of Muhomer's flight, which they call Hegyra, and was the twenty second of July, in the year of our Lord six hundred twenty two, wherefore the sixteenth of July, in the year 1693, is with them the twenty ninth day of Zoulridge, or the last day of the year 1693, from the Hegyra; for their year being eleven days shorter than ours, whereas we make use of the Bixstle or leap-year, that we may not lose some minutes that are over and above those three hundred sixty five days, so the Turks that they may not lose those minutes behind which enter not into the account of their three hundred fifty four days; every thirty years add a day eleven times to the last of their Months called Zoulridge; that is to say, in eleven Years of thirty it hath thirty days, to wit, the second year, the fifth, the seventh the tenth, the thirteenth, the fifteenth, the eighteenth, the twenty first, the twenty fourth, the twenty sixth, and the twenty ninth: in all the other years this Month hath but 29 days. But now to return to the Ramadan, this is the Month in which, (as they say) the Alcoran came down from Heaven, and therein they fast, which they begin in this manner: when the Moon of Chababan, which immediately precedes that of Ramadan, is over, they look out at Night for the new Moon, which commonly they see not the first day of our account; however there are People that stand upon Hills and other high places to endeavour to see it. So soon as any one hath seen it, he comes and publishes it in the City, and if he be a Man of Credit, he hath a Reward given him, and Ramadan is appointed all the Town over, by publck Proclamation; and not only so, but also by firing of a Gun in the Evening; then all the Minaretis are set round with Lamps, in such order, that they represent several Figures, which is done every Night of this Month, during which, they turn the Days into Nights, and the Nights into Days; for all day long they sleep, and in the Night-time the Streets and Coffee-Houses are full of People, and all fall to Junketing and Revealing, as long as the Night lasts, but as soon as the Dawning appears they leave off eating and drinking: it is said in the Alcoran that they may eat and drink all Night long, until they can distinguish a white Thread from a Black by the Morning Light; after that it is unlawful for them to eat, drink, or smoke Tobacco; in a word, to put any thing into their Mouths; nay more, to touch their Wives, till the Moon appear again at Night, which is told them by the Mazzims calling to Prayers from the tops of the Minaretis, when it is time to break their Fasts, and then they eat and drink all in the Night-time their Belles full of Flesh or Fish, as they please, and spend part of the Night in the Coffee-Houses, which are all
all open and full of Musicians, players on Instruments, and Puppet-players, who there strive to get their Livings. This kind of Lent is very chargeable. The Lent of the Turks is more troublesome than ours, especially when it happens in the summer-time; for as their years consist of twelve Months or Moons, of which six have thirty, and the other six nine and twenty days alternately, and therefore not agreeing with the course of the Sun, they are shorter than ours by eleven days; and so the Ramadan falls back eleven days every year, and always changes the Season. When it happens in Summer, they suffer much through Thirst, especially in Egypt and other hot Countries, it being unlawful for them to put so much as a drop of fair water into their Mouth, and indeed they endeavour to sleep all day long. I have seen some in Egypt in the heat of Summer who being almost burnt up with Thirst, curst not drink, but finding the Hour draw nigh, when it is lawful for them to drink and eat, they held a Fitcher in their Hand, and look’d up to the next Minaret, waiting with great impatience till the Man who was to publish the hour should come, and so soon as he began to cry, they instantly swilled down their Bellies full. They are strictly commanded to observe this Lent; so that they who Travel are in danger, Sicknes or any otherwise hindered from Fasting, ought to do it so soon as they conveniently can, that being as good as if they had performed it in the usual time, provided they continue it for thirty days and thirty nights; but there are many who observe it even when they Travel, and in the Army too, amidst all the fatigues of War. There are several also who observe it not at all, and eat and drink, but privately, for if they were accused and found guilty of that crime, they would be punished at least, with Buttswedge. Some Turks and Renegado’s came often to visit me at Constantinople, and during the Ramadan, eat and drink with me as at other times, at any hour; amongst others there was an old Spahi a Turk, who not only broke the Ramadan, but also eat Pork as we did, when I gave it him, though that at all times unlawful, and drank as much Wine as he could get; one day when he was got half drunk, for he would not be downright so, because he had a Visits to make, he went to the Convent of the Dervishees, where being come up Stairs, he entered into the Hall, and there found the Dervishees drinking Brandy and Coffee together; as soon as he came in they offered him Brandy, but he resolving to play the Hypocrite, refused to drink, because it was the time of Ramadan; but they told him that since he had found them at it, he must do as they did, else they would kill him, and throw him into some secret Place, left he might accuse them of having broken the Ramadan, that made him sit down and drink with them; and next day he told me the Adventure. The punishment of those that drink Wine in the Ramadan, is to have Melted Lead poured into their Throat, and it hath been sometimess done; but though that be rare attempt yet still they deferve Death. They cannot so much as Marry in the Ramadan.

C H A P. XXXV.

Of the Bairam.

When the Moon of Ramadan is ended, they wait impatiently for the next new Moon, which is the Moon of Chevrel; and so soon as it appears, they publish the Bairam, or Easter, which is soon made known over all the City, by the Firing of several Guns near the Serraglio, and by the Publick Bonfires and Rejoicings. The Night differs not much from the other Nights of the Ramadan; but in the Morning the Streets are full of Swings, adorned with Fagons; he that has a mind to be toled in the Air, sits down on a good seat of Wood, that is fastened to the end of the Ropes, and two Men on each side, holding a Rope a thwart the Ropes of the Seat, and pulling to and again with all their force, make him that is in the Seat fly to a great height.
one may have that diversion for an Aspre; and if they have a mind to be tossed farther, then four Men with two Ropes makes him that flies to and again as long as he please. This pastime is accompanied with Musick of Voices, and Instruments hired by the masters of the Swings, for the three days the Bairam lasts, who attend there from Morning, till Night. They have also very large wheels, like the wheels of our Water-mills, wherein all that please great and small sit on Boards, and a Man makes the wheel to turn, and yet no body that is within it falls. This wheel may very well be call’d the wheel of Fortune, for every one has his turn, sometimes up, and sometimes down. They have many other such Diversions, which they prepare some days before the Bairam; and there are of them almost in all the Streets, which are so full of People, that one can hardly pass along, for all walk through the City from Street to Street, and even a great many Women who the rest of the Year never came abroad, have liberty to walk during the three days of the Bairam. It is dangerous for Franks to walk through the City during those three days; for they being days of publick Rejoicings, every thing seems to be Lawful; so that many Turks get Drunk, and if they meet a Frank when they are so, they sometimes give him a Stab with a Cangiar. However, since I was curious to see everything, being at Constantinople the second day of the Bairam, I went over a good part of the City, having a Spahi who was a Renegado French Man with me, and all the hurt I had, was a great many railing and reproachful Words, but I confess I was more happy than wise. The Franks have another reason besides, not to stir abroad, unless they would pay very dear for it, and that is, because during these three days there are some Blades whom one cannot avoid, and those for the most part are Janizaries, who stand in the middle of the street, holding in one hand a Bottle of Rose-water, with which they sprinkle you a little as you pass, and stretch out the other to receive the Aspre which you please to give them, and if you think to go by and give them nothing, they’ll stop you. This Bairam is the greatest Festival that the Turks have, and at it they do one thing that is very commendable, which is, that they pardon all their Enemies, and are reconciled to them, for they think they have made a bad Easter, if they keep malice in their Heart against any body; and during these three days, when they meet any acquaintance in the Streets, they Kiss one another, willing mutually a good Easter, and all happiness; this Bairam they call the great Babram, or Babram of Ramadan; but they have besides the little Babram, or Barnam of the Agee, or Pilgrims of Mecca, which falls out three days after the great Babram; to wit, on the tenth day of the Moon Zendibeg. They have other Feasts also that contain great Mysteries. The first of their Feasts is the night between the eleventh and twelfth day of the Moon which they call Rebayl Erev; they believe that Mahomet was born that Night, and therefore so soon as it is evening Lamps are Lighted round the Minarets, and in the Morning the Grand Signior goes to the new Mosque, where he cau ses Sweet-meats and Sorbet to be carried from the Serraglio, and after prayers all eat and drink of them. The Night between the six and twentieth of the Moon Rebayl Albir, is a great Festival with them, because they believe that that was the night that Mahomet ascended up to Heaven upon the Alborobl, as he mentions in the Altarum. Thursday the fourth of the Moon of Rega, they have Prayers in their Mosques till Midnight, and then return home and Feast. This Festival is because of the Ramadan, which comes two Months after the first of these Festivals; and during the whole Ramadan, the Minarets of the Mosques are as I said, deck’d with Lamps, which being contrived in several Figures, when they are Lighted, makes a very pretty show.
C H A P. XXXVI.

Of what renders the Turks Unclean, and of their Ablutions.

The third Command of the Turks concerns Prayer, but because they never say their Prayers till first they wash, we must say somewhat of their Ablutions. The Turks have two kinds of Ablutions, the one is called Goff, and is a general Washing of the whole Body; The other is termed Abdef, and is the Ablution they commonly make before they begin their Prayers; for they never go to Prayers till first they have used the Abdef at least, or both the Goff and Abdef, if it be needful; whereas there are commonly near the Mosques, Baths for the Goff, and Fountains for the Abdef. There is also an Ablution that they perform after that they have done their Needs, which is a kind of Abdef, but they only wash their Hands. They are obliged to use the Goff, after they have lain with their Wives, or after Nocturnal Pollution, or when Urine, or any other unclean thing hath fallen upon them; and therefore when they make Water, they squat down like Women, lest any drop of it should fall upon them or their Cloaths; for they think that that pollutes their Bodies or Cloaths, pollutes also their Souls; as also by washing the Body, they think they wash the Soul. After they have made Water, they rub the Yard against a Stone, to fetch off any thing that might remain and defile them by falling upon their Cloaths. When they do their Needs, they make not use of Paper (as I have said) but having eased themselves, they make all clean with their Fingers, that they dip into Water, and then wash their Hands, which they never fail to do after they have done their Needs, nay, and after they have made Water too; wherefore there is always a Pot full of Water in their Houses of Office, and they carry two Handkerchiefs at their girdle, to dry their Hands after they have washed. This cleanliness is in to great repute with them, and they are so fearful least they should defile themselves with their Excrements, that they take care that even their Sucking Children in Swaddling Cloaths do not defile themselves, and for that end they swaddle them not as we do, but put them into Cradles which have a Hole in the middle, much about the place where the Child's Buttocks lie, and leave always the Breech of it naked upon the Hole; to the end that when it does its Bumels, the Excrement may fall into a Pot just under the hole of the Cradle; and for making of Water, they have little Pipe of Box-wood crooked at one end, and shaped like Tobacco-Pipes, these Pipes are three Inches long, and as big as ones Finger; some have the Boul or Hole at the great end round, and serve for Boys, into which the Yard is put, and fastened with some strings; the others are of an Oval bore at the great end, and serve for the Girls, who have them tied to their Bellies, and the small end passing between their Thighs, conveys the Urine by the hole of the Cradle into the Pot underneath without spoiling of any thing; and so they spoil not so much Linnen as Children in Christendom do. Now to continue the order of their Ablutions, they are obliged to make the Abdef immediately after Prayers, as they are to wash their Hands immediately after they have done their Needs, or handled anything that's unclean; and if they be in a place where they cannot find Water, they may make use of Sand or Earth in stead of Water, not only for the Abdef, but the Goff also, and the washing of the Hands, and that Ablution will be good: The Abdef is performed in this manner. First, Turning the Face towards Mecca, they wash their Hands three times, from the Fingers end to the Wrist. Secondly, They wash the Mouth three times, and make clean their Teeth with a Bruh. Thirdly, They wash the Nose three times, and suck Water up out of their Hands into their Noses. Fourthly, With their two Hands they throw Water three times upon the Face. Fifthly, They wash three times,
their right Arm from the Wrist to the Elbow, and then the left. Sixthly, they rub the Head with the Thumb and first Finger of the right Hand, from the Brow to the Pole. Sevently, with the same Finger and Thumb, they wash the Ears without and without. Eightly, they wash the Feet three times, beginning at the Toes, and going no higher than the Instep, and with the right Foot first, and then the left. But if they have washed their Feet in the Morning before they put on their Stockins, they pull them not off again, but only wet the Hand, and then with the aforesaid Finger and Thumb wash over the Pehoutches, from the Toes to the Instep, beginning always with the right, and then the left; and do so every time that it is necessary, from Morning to Night, that is to say, they pull not off their Stockins all day long: But if their Stockins have a hole big enough for three Fingers, they ought to pull them off. They say that God commanded them to wash the Face but once, the Hands and Arms as often, to rub the Head, as has been mentioned before, and to wash the Feet up to the Instep: God being unwilling to overcharge Man, but that Mahomet added the two other times, for fear they might neglect it. The difference which they put between that time which God commanded, and the two times of Mahomet, is that they call the first Fars, and those of Mahomet, Sunnet.

Mahomet ordained then that they should wash their Hands three times from the Wrist to the Fingers ends that they should use a Brush to make clean their Teeth, that they should wash their Mouth three times, that they should throw Water three times upon their Face with their two Hands, that they should spend no more time in making clean one part than another, but that they should make haste; that they should wash their Ears with the same Water wherewith they washed the Head; having a firm resolution to wash themselves, and saying aloud, or to themselves, I am resolved to make my self clean: That they should begin at the right side, and with the Toes in washing of the Feet, and the Fingers in washing the Hands, and that whilst they wash, they should say these words, Bis millah et azem, ve ellem doulilall illabdin Isam. That's to say, In the Name of the great God, and praise to God, the God of the Musulman Faith. When they wash, there are some things unlawful, which they call Mefreh; as to wipe the Nose with the right Hand; to wash any part other than thence; to wash with water heated in the Sun; and to throw the water strong upon the Face. There are many things also that render the Abdeff unprofitable, so that when any of these things happen, they must begin it again. And though they were not to pray, yet after one of these, they must wash their Hands, or else they are unequal; they are these. If they happen to break Wind upwards or downwards; if any blood or matter is come out of their Body, if they happen to Vomit, fall into Passion, faint away, be Drunk, laugh in time of Prayer, embrace a Woman, and touch any naked part of her, to sleep during Prayer: And indeed, if any one fall asleep in time of Prayer, the rest who are washed and prepared to pray, will have a care not to awaken him, for by doing so, they would be unequal as well as he; to be touched by a Dog, or any other unclean Beast; all these accidents evacuate the Abdeff, it must be renewed again, before they begin their Prayers.

CHAP. XXXVII.

Of the form of their Mosques, and their Prayers.

Having spoken of their Ablutions, some thing must be said of the form of their Mosques, before I treat of their Prayers. Their Mosques are called Mezetis, from whence the word Mosque hath been corrupted; they are also called Dymnis, that is to say, place of Assembly. These Mosques on the outside are like our Churches, they have close by the side of them a Tower, or Minaret,
Minaret, and sometimes two, four, or six, according to the Rasteness of their Fabricts; and these Minarets have a Balcony all round on the top: The use they make of these Minarets is, that at the hour of Prayer, a Muxzin goes up to the top of the Minaret, and calls to Prayers. The inside of the Molques is very plain, nothing to be seen but the four bare Walls, on which the Name of God is written, and in one of the Walls their is, as it were, a Niche, which they call Kебe; that is to say, the place to which they turn when they Pray. This Niche in all the Molques of Turkis, is on the South Wall, because when they pray, they ought to turn towards Mecha, which is to the South in respect of the Kебe or Kebel of the Tower; herefore their Kебe was towards the Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem, to which they were to turn when they Prayed, but Molhoemt changed it in the second year of the Hегyra, and put it on the side of Mecha, which they have ever since observed. They have also in their Mosque a piece of Stuff that has served at Mecha, and a Pulpit where an Imam sometimes Preaches.

The floor of the Mosque is covered with Mats, that the People may not be incommoded at Prayers. They have Prayers five times a day, the first is at break of day, which they call Sabdonamas; the second at Noon, which they call Oolhemnas; the third between three and four of the Clock in the Afternoon, which they call Quindonas; the fourth at Sun setting, which they call Akhemnas; the fifth an hour after Night is in, which they call Tasbinomas.

On Friday which is their Sunday, they have Prayers also at Nine a Clock in the Morning, which they call Consenbonemas, to which all go; and after that they may Work and open their Shops, but most part Rest and make Merry that day, which they call Liguna on him, that is to say, the day of Congregation. When the hour of any of these Prayers is come (for they whole busines is to mind that, have for that end Hour-glasses, and besides are regulated by the Sun when it shines) a Muxzin, who is he that calls to Prayers, goes up to a Minaret at every Mosque, and flouncing his Ears with his Fingers, he sings and cries these words with all his force; Allah eker, Allah eker, Allah eker, echedan in la illallallallab echedan in Molhoemt resoulallah, la alle fallatu, la alle fellah, la alle ekher, la allallallallab; which is to say, God is great, God is great, God is great, God is great, is a word which the Muxzinssing on the top of the Tower, when they go to the Prayers.

The words which the Muxzins sing, are these:

- Allah eker, that is to say, God is great;
- All hail frolick, if they please, I will imitate that Imam in what he doeth; and they do all that he does. And first, they put their hands upon their Shoulders, and say Allah eker, then laying their Hands one over another upon the Navill, they say some Prayers frolickly to themselves, and at the end of every one, prostrate themselves upon the Ground, and say Allah eker.
- They are no longer prostrate than they can say a short Prayer, then they rise, and so prostrate themselves again several times. If they pray in private, they say to themselves, I am going to say the Prayers appointed for the time, which they name, and pray as if they were in the Mosque. They say the same Prayers every day, only they repeat them more or less according to the Days. When they lay their Hands upon their Shoulders, the meaning of it is, that they have quitted all Worldly Things, and that they are in the presence of God. When they prostrate themselves, that signifies that they adore God. At the Sabdonamas, when they pray, they prostrate themselves eight times, and at the Quindonas ten times, and at the Tasbinomas twenty four times: When they pray, they may be all Naked, except their privy parts, and so may their Slaves, both Men.
Men and Women, but free-women are not permitted to do so, for they are to be covered all over when they pray, unless it be one half of the Cheek and Chin. This is the difference between the Ceremonies of the Men, and of the Women, when they pray; the Men lift up their Hands to their Shoulders, say Allah olbeit, and then lay them on their Navel; the Women lift them up but half way to their Shoulders, and then lay them upon their Breast, saying their Prayers as the Men do, and performing their Ablutions in the same manner. When Prayers are ended, all both Men and Women bow, first to the right side, and then to the left, as saluting the two Angels Kerim Kizah. In short, none can be more Devout than they are, for when they are in the Mosque they pray so affectionately, that they turn neither this way nor that way what ever may happen. And in my time, a Fire breaking out one Night of the Ramadon in Contemplation at the hour of Prayer, a Renegade told me next day, that those who were at that time in the same Mosque where he was, which was not far from the place where the Fire was, confineth which was kept, not to break off their Prayers, or go and put out the Fire; and at length, they resolved upon the latter. They are never seen to Prattle and Talk in their Mosques, where they carry themselves always with great Reverence, and certainly they give us a Lesson for Devotion. There are but few who go not every day to Prayers, at least to those of Noon, Quina and Akcham; for many perform the other two at Home; nor does Travelling excuse them, for when they know that it is about the hour of Prayer, they stop in the Fields near to some Water, and having drawn Water in a tinned Copper-Pot, which they carry always purposely about with them, they do the Abdest, then spread a little Carpet upon the ground, without which they never Travel, and say their Prayers upon it. They have Chaplets also, which they often say, for most part have them always in their Hand, whether it be at Home or abroad in the Streets, talking with their Friends, Buying or Selling, or drinking Coffee, and at every Bead they turn they say Allah, which is the Name of God.

C H A P. XXXVIII.

Of the Charity of the Turks, and the Pilgrimage to Mecca.

Charity of the Turks.

The Turks Fourth Command is Charity, by that Command they are obliged to give yearly to the Poor, the fortieth part of their Goods; if they have poor Kindred, they ought to prefer them before others; if they have none, they should give their Charity to their poor Neighbours; and if they have no poor Neighbours, they give it to the first they meet. This Command is not ill observed among the Turks, for they are very charitable, and very willingly help the wretched, without minding Religion, whether they be Turks, Christians or Jews. I will not say, that the Charity alone of the Rich hinders the beggary of the Turks, there are (in my opinion) other causes; for most part of the Turks have pay from the Grand Signor, they live at a cheap rate, and make good cheer of a small matter; so that a little Pita, a bit of Meat, and a small portion of water, will make to them a considerable Feast: But after all, they perform great acts of charity; some in their lifetime relieve the Poor with their Goods; and others at their death leave great Estates for the founding of Hospitals, building of Bridges, Keramfrans, or Inns for the Caravans, bringing Water to the Highways, and such other public Works; hay, many of them see them done in their own lifetime; others again at their death give their Slaves their liberty: They who can't be charitable with their Purse, do good with their Hands, employing themselves in mending.
mending the High-ways, filling the Cisterns that are there standing by the Waters, when they are out, that they may shew Travellers the Board, and all this, for Gods sake, refusing money when it is offered them; for they do it (as they say) for the sake of God, and not for the sake of Money. Their Charity extends also even to Beasts and Birds, and all Market-days there are a great many who go and buy Birds, which they presently set at liberty, saying, that the Souls of these Birds will come at the Day of Judgment, and declare in the presence of God, the kindness that they have received from them; and, indeed, they cannot endure to see a Beast kept in pain; for when they kill their Pullets, they cut off their head at one blow; and if they saw a man kill any after the French way, they would not forbear to cudgel him; nay, they reckon it cruelty to kill a Poule or Flea with the nail, they do no more but give them one or two turns between the finger and thumb, and then throw them away dead or alive. There are others, who at their death leave considerable Means for the feeding so many Dogs or Cats so many times a week, and give the money to Bakers or Butchers for performing that charity, which is faithfully and punctually enough put in execution; and it is very pious to see every day Men loaded with meat, go and call the Dogs and Cats of the Foundation, and being surrounded with them, distribute it among them by commons. I could here give an hundred Instances of the charity of the Turks towards Beasts; I have seen several Men in good garb, flop in a Street, stand round a Bitch that had newly pupped, and all go and gather stones to make a little wall about her, lest some heedless person might tread upon her; and many such like Examples; but it is not my design to trouble the Reader with such trifles. In fine, Sultan Amurath, who in all appearance had no Religion, and who made so slight a matter of the life of a man, that if a day past wherein he had not put some body to death, he was out of humour; this cruel Prince (I say) was affected with that superstitious and belial compassion; for seeing a man one day flop at the corner of a Street in Constantinople, to dine on a piece of bread and a bit of roast Meat, which he had bought hard by, and hold his Horse (that was loaded with Goods he had to sell) by the bridle; he ordered the Horse to be unloaded, and the load put upon the Master’s back, obliging him to continue so all the while that the Horse was eating a measure of Oats, which he caused to be given him; and upbraided the Man for the cruelty towards his Horse, in that he allowed the beast no rest, when he took it to himself. The Fifth Command of the Turks is, To go to Mekkah, and is the Command the worst obeyed of all, because many are not able to perform that Pilgrimage for want of Money, and several others are hindered by their Affairs; nevertheless, they labour till as much as they can, to put themselves in a condition of performing it some time or other, and many go thither yearly; But I shall treat more amply of this Pilgrimage, when I come to the Pursuit of Egypt.

C H A P. XXXIX.

Of things Prohibited in the Turkish Religion.

Next to the five above-mentioned Commandments, there are some things that are Prohibited to the Turks, which they cannot make use of without it: And in the first place Figures, the prohibition whereof they strictly observe; for though they be great lovers of Clocks and Watches, they not take them, if you would give them them for nothing, if they have any Figures of Men, Women, or Beasts upon them; but they matter it not, if they be of Trees or Flowers. When they see any Figures, they are so highly offended, that they cannot forbear to express their anger. When I was in Egypt, there was

Figures prohibited among the Turks.
was a Turk who came to me daily, to teach me the Language; and as often as he saw some Figures of Wood, that had been taken out of the Mummies, which I had in my Chamber, he fell into a passion with me; and though I told him, that they had been made by the ancient Egyptians, yet he opened full mouth against the Christians, for (said he) it belongs to none but to God to make Figures, to which he gives a Soul; and all who make Figures would imitate God; but at the Day of Judgment, these Figures will come and demand their Souls from those that have made them. I did but laugh both at his passion and his reasoning, which is the Argument of all the Turks; but it puzzles them hard, when one tells them, that if those Figures demand a Soul, it must be by speaking; and if they speak, they have a Soul already, and stand not in need of another. Being one day on board of an English Ship, I perceived that all the Figures that were carved upon her for ornament, had the noses cut off, which I thought was great pity; and they told me, that that Ship having been one Summer in the Grand Signor’s Service, the Turks who were on board had cut off the noses of all these Figures, saying, That it is not so great a sin, if the noses be cut off. The Turks are prohibited by the Alcoran to lend Money upon Usury, and with them it is a very great sin, from which they are careful to abstain; however, there are always some among them who make Bargains that differ little from Usury. For Example: They sell Goods upon trust at a very high rate, and he whom they have trusted (without going out of the Warehouse) sells them back to them at a lower price; they pay him in ready money, and the other remains till Debtor for so much Goods, sold at such a price. It is likewise prohibited to them to eat of unclean Meats, which are the same that the Jews hold to be unclean; and Hog’s flesh is no less abhorred by the Turks than by the Jews, who are so far from eating it, that they would not touch it for all the world; nay, their Shoemakers dare not make use of Hog’s bristles as ours do, which puts them to a deal of pains in fowling their Fabouches. In the same manner, they abhor Frogs, Tortoises, Snails, and other Creatures forbidden to the Jews, all which they do so abominate, that a Turk will sooner lose his life, than eat of them; and I never saw but one Turk that would eat Hog’s flesh; as for Renegades, they eat of it with all their heart, when they can have it; but they are People of no Religion at all, or such as look for an opportunity of making their escape into Christendom. They account Dogs also to be unclean, and if by chance a Dog runs upon them, they are unclean, and must needs wash, and therefore they more carefully keep out of the way of a Dog that is running, than we avoid a running Horse; and, indeed, they keep no Dogs in their houses, but leave them in the streets, where they abide in their several quarters, and are so acquainted with their faction, that they never go out of the bounds of it; and if they went one of their own street into another, the Dogs of the other quarter would kill them, as Invaders; for there are a great many in all the several streets, who will not suffer strange Dogs to enter their territories. In my time, there was one at Persia, which knew the Franks wonderfully well, and so soon as he saw any, he followed him, fawning upon him as far as his precinct extended, for a little bread; and it was a common thing to throw him an Apron to buy bread with, to which a Turkish Baker (that lived there) was so accustomed, that to foolish he saw a Frank coming, he made ready a loaf. The Turks are great lovers of Cats, having some always by them, because (they say) Mahomet had one, which on a time falling asleep on the sleeve of his Garments, and the hour of Prayer being come, he chose rather to cut off the sleeve of his Garment, than to awaken his Cat; in that they shew ill nature, hating the Dog, which is very faithful; and loving the Cat, which is a cruel creature, being of the nature of the Tygre, and hath but few good qualities.

As to the prohibition of Wine, or (at least) the counsel of not drinking any, they tell, how that Mahomet (passing through a Village) saw a Wedding Feast, where all drank Wine, and were merry, which made him praise Wine; but that when he came back again in the evening, or next day, and saw all in blood, (because those that were so merry before, had quarrelled, came to blows, and broken one another’s heads with the pots) he condemned Wine, and advised his Friends not to drink any; which hinders not, but that (as I have already,

The Turks hate Dogs, and love Cats.

Why Make we prohibit Wine?—
already said) many do drink, and are very often drunk, though if by mischance Wine should be shed upon their cloaths, the greatest Drunkard that is, endeavours to get out the stain; and the more Scrupulous think, they cannot longer wear them without sin.

**CHAP. XL.**

Of the Ministers of the Turkish Law.

As all Religions have their Priests or Ministers, to resolve the Doubts that may arise about their Belief, and celebrate Divine Office, so have the Turks their Ecclesiastics, who are knowing Men, and continually study the Alcoran. The chief of their Ecclesiastics, is the Mufri, for whom they have as much respect, as the Romans have for the Pope; he is not elected by an Assembly of their Ecclesiastics, but the Grand Signior prefers whom he pleases, who is always a knowing Man in their way, and much versed in the Alcoran; for it is he who is consulted about matters of Conscience, and he gives his Decisions in little Writs, which are called Fetta. This Mufri is Married as the rest of the Turks are. They have a great veneration for the Mufri, and when he goes to see the Prince, so soon as the Grand Signior perceives him, he rises up, advances some steps, and salutes him very respectfully. They hold, that it is not lawful by their Law to put a Mufri to death, and nevertheless Sultan Amurah (who knew no other Law, but his own Will) having a mind to put one to death, sent for him, and asked him who had made him Mufri; he answered, That his Majesty had done it. Then replied Sultan Amurah: If I made thee Mufri, I may very well unmake thee; and caused him to be strangled. Sultan Mahomeet, at present, who (in my opinion) traces pretty well his Uncle's foot-steps, put to death one called Hodisia Esfendi, whilst A Mufri was at Constantinople; they fetted him at his house, and having put him into a Caige or Boat, carried him to Elosia, and it was some time before they knew at Constantinople whether or not he was put to death; some said, that he was strangled about the Isles that are before Constantinople, and then thrown into the Sea; others, that he was still alive at Elosia, where I was informed he had been strangled, and buried in the Convent of the Dereistes: It is to be observed, that they strangled him rather than cut off his head, because it would have been a great sin to shed his blood; and besides, Portions of Quality who deserve death, are commonly strangled among them. He was accus’d, for what I could learn, of having contrived the Death of the Grand Signior, and the setting his Brother upon the Throne. He was a very riged Man, as I understood at a Visite which the Frenchambassador (whom I had the honour to accompany) made to him. He was a great Enemy of all Christians, and had resolved to leave the Greek but one Church in each Town. There is only one Mufri, whose ordinary Residence is at Constantinople; and because he cannot dispatch all the affairs of Conscience in the Empire (which is of a vast extent, and many whereof require expedition) the Cadilfsours perform the Office of Mufri out of Constantinople, every one in their several Jurisdictions, for they study the Canon afores as Civil Law. For want of Cadilfsours, they have recourse to the Moulla, who is the chief of the Cadis, and seeing there are places where there is neither Cadilfsours nor Moulla, but only a Cady, this Cady did only charges the Office of all, and is judge in all matters. As for those who do Duty in the Mosques, they are called Damischmum, who are they whome the Franks call Taliasons, and their Chief is called Imam, who is as the Parson of the Parish, and reads Prayers aloud in the Mosques, at the usual hours. They who go up to the top of the Minaretts to call the people to Prayer, are named Muzins, Musciyes. There are also Hodisia, who are old Men of integrity, very knowing in the Alcoran,
Travels into the Levant. Part I.

Achoran, and expert in worldly Affairs; they are Councillors and Doctors of the Law; they sometimes perform the Office, and even Preach on certain Festivals. These Hudejars are often consulted about Affairs of Importance, and they are in great reputation among the People, who have great respect for them. They have also several sorts of Religious, among whom the Dervishees are the most familiar and polite; I shall speak of the others, when I discourse of Egypt. The Dervishees live in common, and have their Superiors, as our Religious have; they go very mean in their Apparel, and wear on their heads the Dance of a Cap of white felt, much like to our Night-caps. Every Tuesday and Friday the Dervishees make a Dance, which is pretty pleasing to see. On the days they are to dance, they assemble in a great Hall, which is their Masque, the middle whereof is Rail'd in square, leaving a space all round for those that are without; within this enclosure, which is pretty large, is the Kebbe, where there are two Pulpits joined together upon a foot-stool; into the one goes the Superior, turning his back to the South; and his Vicar into the other, which is on the Superior's right Hand; then over against them, at the other end of the Hall, without the Rails, there is a little Scaffold, on which are several Dervishees, that play on Flutes and Drums, the other Dervishees being within the Rails. I got upon the Scaffold of the Musicians, being in company with another Frenchman, who was acquainted with them. When they have altogether sung some Prayers, the Superior reads a little of the Achoran, explained in Turkish; then the Vicar reads a few words of the Achoran in Arabic, which serve as a subject to the Discourse that the Superior afterward makes to them in Turkish. Having ended his Sermon, he comes down from his Pulpit, and, with the Vicar, and the rest of the Dervishees, takes two turns about the Hall, while one of the Dervishees sings some Verses of the Achoran in a pretty pleasant tone; after that, all their Instruments play in consort, and then the Dervishees begin their Dance. They pass before the Superior, salute him very humbly, and then making a leap, as those do that begin to Dance at a Ball, they fall a turning round with their naked feet, the left foot serving for a Pivot or Spindle to turn upon, for they lift it not from the ground, but they raise the other, wherewith they turn so dextrously, that one will sooner be a weary of looking on, than they of turning, though for the most part, they be old Men, and have long Garments. This turning is performed to the sound of Drums and Flutes. When they stop, the Superior, who (during the Dance) sits with his Vicar at the feet of their Pulpits, rises up, then making two steps, bows towards the South, and the Dervishees bowing also, pass before him, humbly salute him, and begin again to turn, and that for four times, the last being the longest of all. They turn as fast as Windmills with the strongest wind run, and always keeping time; and though their arms be stretched out, their eyes sometimes shut, and they follow one another at a pretty near distance, turning all round the Rails, yet they never touch one another, but when the Mufick ceases, stop short where-ever they are, without making the least false step, no more than if they had not at all moved. The Author of this Dance was one Hazreti Mewlana, a Dervishe, who is reckoned a Saint among them. All the Dervishees and Semaus are generally great Hypocrites; for they pass for Men wholly given to the Contemplation of God, and nevertheless are conunnimated in all sorts of vice.
CHAP. XLI.

Of the Marriage of the Turk:

The Turks may have three sorts of Wives, for they may Marry lawful Wives, have Wives of Kebin, and their Slaves for Wives: But the first they never see till they be married. When any one would marry after this first manner, he agrees with the Parents of the Maid whom he would have what Dowry he is to give her, that she may be his Wife; and this agreement is made in presence of the Cady and two Witnesses; which Cady writes down the conditions of the Marriage, and what Dowry he is to give his Wife. As for the Woman, she brings nothing with her but her Bundle, which on the Wedding-day she displays in her Chamber for a Show; but before the Celebration, the Bridegroom gets an Imem to bless his Marriage. The day being come, the Bride well muffled up, is led to the Bridegroom’s house, her bagage going before upon Horses or Camels; and there they feast and make merry, the Men with the Men, and the Women with the Women in an Apartment by themselves; the rest of the day is commonly spent in Musick and Puppet-Shows, the Women sometimes, whom they call Tekingeber, mentioned by me before, dancing and playing tricks before them. When they are thus married, if the Husband happen to die, the Wife takes her Dowry, and no more; and if the Wife die, leaving Children behind her, these Children may constrain the Father to give them the Mothers Dowry. Now Turks may marry four Wives in this manner, and divorce them when they please; which they do, by going before a Cady, and saying, Alestala eteslad; which is to say, I part with her for three times. And if a Man divorce his Wife wrongfully he ought to give her her Dowry; but if he do it upon just grounds, he is not obliged to give her any thing. When a Woman hath been Divorced, she cannot Marry another Man, till her months be four times over; that is to say, until the fourth month after her divorce, that she may know whether she be with Child or not, and by whom, that so there may be no confusion in Lineages; and if she be with Child, he that would Divorce her, must stay till she be brought to bed before he can do it, and is obliged to keep the Children. When a Man hath divorced his Wife, or if the Divorce hath been proceeded from her, he cannot, if he would, take her again, till first the hath been Married to another Man, and then he may take her back. For the Wives of Kebin, lets Ceremony serves; a Man goes to the Cady, tells him, that he takes such an one to Wife, to whom he promises to pay so much if he divorce her; all this the Cady writes down, and gives the writing to the Man, who (after that) may keep the Wife as long as he pleases, or send her going when he thinks fit, paying her what he promised, and maintaining the Children he hath had by her. They have as many of these Wives as they please for their Slaves; seeing they are absolute Masters, they do with them what they please, and have as many of them as they think fit; and the Children of all these Wives, are all alike lawful. After all, the Turks never Marry their Kinswomen, if they be nearer than eight Generations inclusively.
CHAP. XLII.

Of the Beauty, Manners, and Apparel of the Turkish Women.

It will not be amis I think, having spoken of Marriage, to say somewhat of the Women of Turkey, of whom I have as yet said nothing. In Turkey the women are commonly Beautiful, slight, and well-shaped; they are very fair, for they stir but little abroad, and when they do, they are Veiled. They also add art to their natural Beauty, for they paint their Eye-brows and Eye-lids with a blackish colour, which they call Surnee, that being graceful with them. They also paint their Nails with a redish Brown, colour call'd El hamma. They are very cleanly and neat; for seeing they go at least twice a week to the Bath, they have neither hair nor dirt upon their Bodies: they are clothed almost like the Men; and in the first place all of them as well as the Men, wear Drawers next their Skin, which come down to their heels, and are according to the Seaton of Velvet, Cloath, Cloath of Gold, Sattin, or Stuff. Next they have their Smocks, and over that a little quilted Waistcoat, which they call Gipper, then they put on their Doliman, which they gird with a Girdle, adorned with plates of Silver gilt, or Gold set with precious Stones, and to that they hang a little Copsinar. When they go abroad, they have a Feredge as well as the Men, the Sleeves whereof are so long that nothing is to be seen but the ends of their Fingers, for they put their Arms into the Sleeves, and in the street hold one side of the Feredge lapped over the other before. Their Hose and Shoes are like the Men, but their head attire is different, for they make a very long tref of their Hair, which hangs down behind to the small of their Back, and they whole Hair is too short, put it up in a Cape that reaches down to the small of their Back, which is commonly of Sattin, or else they use an artificial Tris. Within doors they cover their head with a Cap of red cloth, much like our Night-caps, but much longer, with four Horns or points on the top; to the middle whereof they hitch a round of Pearles. They wear this Cap hanging all over one ear, and they tie it below with a Handkerchief of fine stuff, wrought with flowers of Gold and Silk, which makes them look Great. When they go abroad they pull of this Cap, and take one made of Guilt Pasteboard; this Cap is pretty high, and broader above than below. Besides that when they are abroad in the streets their head is muffed up in a Linnen Cloth, which covers their Fore-head down to the Eyes, and another going after their Face just under the Eyes covers their Nose and Mouth, and is tied behind the head, nothing of all their Countenance but the Eyes being uncovered; and if they did but show their naked Hands, they would be look'd upon as Women of no Reputation; and therefore let the Sleeves of their Smocks and Veils hang down and cover their hands; not but sometimes when they are in a corner of a Street where they think they are not perceived, they'll lift the Veil to shew themselves to some Friend or Young-man that pleases them, but in that they hazard their Reputation, and Befananaode beside. Now these Women are very haughty, all of them generally will be clad in flowered Gowns, though their Husbands can hardly get Bread; nevertheless they are extremely Lazy, spending the whole day sitting on a Dovan, and doing nothing at all, unless it be embroidering Flowers upon some Handkerchief; and so soon as the Husband gets a penny, it must be laid out for purchasing a Woman-Slave. This great idleness makes them Vicious, and employ all their thoughts how to find out ways of having their Pleasures. The Turks do not believe that Women go to Heaven, and hardly account them Rational Creatures; the truth is, they take them only for their Service as they would a Horse: but seeing they have many of them, and that they often spend their love upon their own Sex; these poor Women finding themselves so forlorned, use all means to procure
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...flew themselves to Men; and a Woman that should allow a Man to see her Face or Hands only, would be reckoned infamous, and receive Bajtshadina on the Buttocks; and therefore they suffer them not to go to the Mosque, where they would only distract the Men from their Devotion, not to Market, nor yet to enter into their Husbands Shops. They never show their wives to their friends how intimate forever they be; and in short, they hardly ever flit out of doors, unless to the Bath, and these also, men of Quality have at home: and those of higher Quality keep Eunuchs to look to their Wives; so that the finer Quality the Husbands have, the less liberty have they. The wives have not the privilege of divorcing their Husbands, as the husbands have of divorcing them, unless he deny them the things which he is obliged to furnish them; which are Bread, Pilau, Coffee, and Money to go twice a week to the Banya; for if he fail in giving them any of these things, they may go before the Cade and demand a divorce, because the Husband is not able to maintain them: Then the Cade visits the House, and finding the Wives complaints to be just, grants her Suit. A Wife may also demand divorce if her Husband hath offered to use her contrary to the course of Nature; then she goes before the Cade, and turns up the sole of her Slipper, without saying a word; the Cade understanding that Language, sends for the Husband, who if he makes no good defence, is Bajtshadined, and his Wife Divorced from him.

CHAP. XLIII.

Of the way of Mourning for the Dead among the Turks, their manner of Burying, and of their Burying-places.

When any one Dies in Turkey, the Neighbours soon have the news of it, for the Women of the House fall a Howling and crying out so loud, that one would think they were in Distress; all their Friends and Neighbours having notice of this, come to visit them, and fall to making the same music as they do, for these visits are not rendered for Comforting, but for Consoling; They all then together weeping, and in a mournful and doleful tone, but still as if they were singing, fall to rehearse the praise of the Deceased; as for example, the Wife of him that is dead, will say, He loved me so well, gave me plenty of everything I stood in need of, &c. And then the rest say the same, making now and then all with one content, such loud cries that one would think all were undone; and this music they continue for several hours together: But the best of all is, that so soon as the Company is all gone, the mourning is over; and so soon again as any Woman cometh, a new Lamentation begins. This lasts several days, and sometimes at the years end, they'll begin again. Such as cannot or will not weep, hire Mourning Women, who gain a good deal of money thereby. At length, after all these Lamentations, comes the Ceremony that is to be observed before the Deceased be put in the Grave; and his Relations and Friends having laid him out upon the Ground, wash his Body, and shave off his Hair; for the Turks love so much to have their Bodies neat and clean, that they make even the Dead observe it. Next they burn Incense about him, which they say scares away Evil Spirits and Devils, who otherwise would mutter about the Body; then they wrap him up in a Sheet, praying God to be merciful unto him, but they few not up the shroud at head and feet, to the end the Deceased may the more easily kneel, when the Angels that are to examine him, command him to do so. They put him afterwards into a Coffin or Beer-like to ours, which they cover with a Palls, that ought to be red, if he be a Soldier that is Dead; if it the Deed be a Scherif, it ought to be a green Pall, and if neither of the two, a black one, and a thwart over it they extend a Turban, according to the Office he bore:
bore: If he was a Janizary, they put a red Turban, if a Spahi, a red one and a white, and if he be a Scherif, a green Turban; for others, they put a white one. He is after that carried to the Burying-place, then proceeds going before, saying certain prayers and often calling upon the name of God; after the Body comes the Relations and Friends, then the Women, who altogether cry along the Streets like Mad-women, and holding a Handkerchief about their neck with both hands, they pull it sometimes this way, and sometimes that way, as if they were out of their wits for Grief. In fine, being come to the Burying-place where the Corps is to be Interred, they take it out of the Coffin or Beer, put it into the Grave; and so depart, leaving the Women there to make an end of their Mufick. If it be a Person of Quality, his Horses are led in state. Now the difference of the Turkish Graves and those of the Christians of the Country in the inside, is this, that after the Turks have put their Dead into the Grave, they lay over a floating Board, one end of it being set in the bottom of the Grave, and the other leaning upon the upper end of the same, so that it covers the Body, which the Christians of the Country do not; but neither of the two Bury their Dead in Coffins. When the Grave is filled up, they erect a Stone over the head of the deceased, to serve for a Seat to the Angels who are to examine him, that they may be more tender to him; but the Richer have Tombs of Marble raised as ours are, with a Stone, whereon the Turban of the Deceased is cut. Sometimes they erect a Stone at the Head, with a Turban of Stone like to that the Deceased wore, and another at his Feet, with his Epitaph. Their Burying-places are always without the Town, that the Air might not be infected by the corrupt Vapours that rise out of the Graves; and that was always observed by the Ancients. For the same reason those of the Turks are distinct from those of the Christians; and the Turks Burying-places are commonly by the Highway sides, that Travellers may remember to pray to God for them, and with them happiness; and upon the very same account, they who build a Bridge or any other publick work, are commonly Buried upon or near it, that they may have the Prayers of the Passengers. There are so many great Stones erected in none of these Burying-places, that they might serve to build a Town. Now after they have Interred their dead, the Relations and Friends for several days come and pray upon the Grave, beseeching God to deliver the Deceased from the Torture of the Black Angels, and calling to him, bid him not be afraid, but answer them stoutly; and the Women also with their acquaintance, come and spend several hours there, nay, sometimes half a day in bewailing the Dead, as they did at home in the House; so that a Man who were not informed of this, and saw them in that posture, would make no doubt but they were Mad-women. On Friday many bring Viands and Drink, which they leave upon the Graves, and Travellers may freely eat and drink there. They do so, that those that come there may pray for Gods Blessing on him, with whose mock that charity is given.

C H A P. XLIV.

A Summary of the Humour of the Turks.

Having described at length the Customs and Practices of the Turks, it will be fit in this place to make a little Recapitulation, and in a few words represent their Nature and Manners. In Christendom many think that the Turks are Devils, Barbarous, and men of no Faith and Honesty, but such as know them, and have conversed with them, have a far different opinion; for it is certain, the Turks are good People, and observe very well that command of Nature; not to do to others, but what we would have others to do to us. When I speak here of Turks, I understand Natural Turks, and not
not such as turn to their Religion from another who are very numerous in Turks, and are certainly capable of all sorts of Wickedness and Vice, as is known by Experience, and commonly as unfaithful to Men, as they have been to God; but the native Turks are honest People, and love honest People, be they Turks, Christians, or Jews. Nor do they think it lawful to cheat or Rob a Christian more than a Turk; I know very well I may be asked, Why then do they so Extort the Franks? But it is certain, that the Christians and Jews put them upon it and corrupt them; these Men being themselves the Instruments of one another's ruin, through a damnable Envy that reigns ever amongst the Franks, that are in the Levant; Ullury is esteemed a very great Sin by the Turks, and is but little practised. They are very Devout and Charitable; very zealous for their Religion, which they labour to propagate all over the World; and when they love or esteem a Christian, they pray him to turn Turk. They are Loyal to their Prince, whom they highly Reverence, Loyal to and blindly Obey; Turks are not seen to betray their Prince, and turn to the Prince side of the Christians. They never Quarrel, nor carry Swords in the City, Duels not no not the Souldiers, but only Cangiars. They seldom fight together, and they never knew what Duels were; which proceeds chiefly from the wife Police of Mahomet, who kept from them two great causes of Quarrels, Wine, and Gaming; for the good Turks drink not a drop of Wine, and those who drink are not esteemed, no more than they who eat Opium, or the Cocain Indica, which makes them Drunk. As for Gaming, though they play at several Plays, yet it is always so; for that they never Fight, because if any Quarrel happen amongst them, the first that comes by makes them Friends, or otherwise he that complains citing his Companion in presence, witnesses to appear before a Judge, he does not refuse to go, otherwise he would condemn himself; and there every one having allledged his Reasons, he who hath done the wrong is Condemned, and many times Baffonadoed, if he deferve it.

They are very Temperate, and commit no Excess, neither in quantity nor Temperance quality of Victuals; Treating Houses would be very insignificant amongst the Turks; them; and it may be said, that they Eat to Live, and Live not to Eat. This, I think, is most part of the good that can be said of them.

Now for their Vices, they are Proud, esteeming themselves above all other Nations; they think themselves the Valiantest Men upon Earth, and that the World was only made for them. And indeed, they despise all other Nations in general, and especially those who are not of their Religion, as the Christians and Jews; and they commonly call Christians Dogs: Nay, there are some Turks to Superstitions, that if when they come out of their Houses in the Morning, the first Person they meet be a Christian or Jew, they return quickly home again, saying: Auz, bilab mint el sebait el redjeim; that is to say, God preserve us from the Devil. The Rable think they do a brave action when they bluff at; and scare a Christian, especially if he be a Frank; but that's because our fashion of Apparel differing very much from theirs, they are much offended thereat, and call us Apes that have no Tails: But at Constantinople, they are not very insolent to the Franks, either because of the great Commerce they have with them, or rather because they might easil be got Punished, if they did any hurt; however they spare not now and then a blow with a Cudgel by the by, especially if it be a Turk in drink. For my own part, I never met with any Trouble, only being one day with some other French in Constantinople without a Janizary, the Children threw some Cores of Apples at us; but some TradeMen coming out of their Shops, ran after them and dispered them. And indeed, when upon my remaining of Constantinople, I went to take my leave of Monsieur de la Haye, the French Ambassadore, he asked me if I had met with no Affront during the time that I had been there, and when I told him that I never had so much as my Hat once struck off (Which they often do, Hats offending their sight) he told me, that I had had good luck, and that I might brag that I had come better off than any other ever had.

The Turks improve in sciences much, and it is enough for them to learn to Read and Write; they often study the Alcoran, which comprehends all Learning their
their Law both Civil and Canon; some besides apply themselves to Astrology, and few to other Sciences.

They are very Amorous, but with a brutish Love; for they are great Sodomites, and that is a very ordinary Vice amongst them, which they care so little to conceal, that their Songs are upon no other Subject, but upon that Infamous Love or Wine. They are very Covetous, and therefore their Friendship is easily gained by Money, or Prebents; by means of Money one may receive all sorts of Civility from them, and there is nothing but what may be obtained at the Grand Signior’s Court for Money: Money makes Heads file off, and in fine, Money is the great Talisman there, as well as elsewhere. For the common sort of People, provided you'll give them Drink enough, they are wholly at your service. Thus you have a short account of the chief of their Manners; we must now speak of the Prince that Governs them.

CHAP. XLV.

Of the Grand Signior.

The Turks are all subject to one sole Prince, whom they call Sultan, and other Nations, the Emperor of the Turks, or the Grand Signior, because of his great Power. This is an Hereditary Empire, and hath never gone out of the Ottoman Family, since first it entered into it; that Race being held in such Veneration by the Turks, that they would do any thing rather than to submit to an Emperor of another Line, in prejudice of the true Heirs.

The Grand Signior who Reigns at present, is called Sultan Mahomet the Fourth of that Name, Son to Sultan Ibrahim; in the Year 1655, that I was at Constantiopolis, he was about Fifteen or Sixteen Years of Age: He seemed to me to be of a low Stature, Tawny, and melancholy. He hath a Scar on the left Cheek, which his Father made, who being on a time half Drunk, fell a Dancing, and having commanded his Son to come and Dance with him, the little Boy made answer, I am not a fool to Dance: I am a Fool then (replied Sultan Ibrahim all in rage) and with that gave him a stab with his Cangiar, or Dagger, in the left Cheek, and had killed him, if his Wives had not prevented it. Others say, that it was by a Bottle he threw at him, he gave him that Scar.

When a Grand Signior dies then, his Son succeeds him, and if he have no Son, his Brother takes place, and pitches upon a day when he goes by Water to the Mosque of Tombs, which is at the bottom of the Port: This Mosque hath a Cloister, in the middle whereof, there is a Tribunal of Marble, raised upon Marble Pinnacles. The Grand Signior mounting upon this Tribunal, the Muflys, after some Prayers, girds him with a Sword; and that being done, he makes his entry into Constantiopolis with Cavalcade. This Ceremony with them, is like the Coronation of our Kings; and he ends his Cavalcade at the Seraglio.

The Brothers of the Grand Signior put to Death.

No sooner hath he taken possession of the Empire, but he bethinks himself of the means to make it durable, and for that end puts all his Brothers to Death, still providing he himself have Male Children; for if he have none, it seldom happens that he dispatches his Brothers, for fear of depriving the Empire of a Successor of the same Race, and of putting an end to the Ottoman Family, which would be a very great sin. However Sultan Amuratan did otherwise, for without any consideration of Race or Heirs, though he had no Children, he put to Death all his Brothers, except Sultan Ibrahim, the Father of Mahomet the present Emperor, who was so well hid by his Mother, making the cruel Prince believe that his Brother was dead, that she delivered...
delivered him from his Rage. When, then, they have a mind to dispatch their Brothers, their Custom is, to cause them to be Strangled with a Silken Halter, or Bow-string, making a Scrape of Confidence to put them to death by the Sword, and so to shed the Imperial Blood. Besides, as I said before, Persons of Quality are seldom Beheaded, but commonly Strangled when they are condemned to Die. If they put them not to Death, they are shut up so close, that no Body can tell what is become of them; and whilst I was at Constantinople, I could not find any Man who could certainly inform me, whether the Grand Signior had any Brother alive or not.

The reason which obliges the Grand Signior to these Fratricides, is not only that he may have none to dispute the Crown with him, but also that he may render himself Master of the Militia, who are so obnoxious, when any Brother of their Prince remains in being, that they daily impair the Empereur, demanding extraordinary Largefees, or Augmentations of their Pay; and if it be refused them, they'll threaten and cry publicly, God preserve to us your Brother alive: Thereby intimating, that if he satisfies them not, they can Depose him, and put his Brother in his place. When that Pretex is taken from them, they reverence their Prince; but though that be a necessary piece of Policy, yet it is very Inhuman.

When once the Grand Signior is well settled in his Throne, he minds nothing but his PLEASURES, and many are employed upon that account. He hath always a great many Buffoons, who fludy nothing else but to invent some piece of Folly that might give him Diversion. Girls have not the least share in his Pleasures; all the Bajaz make it their business to find out Beautes for him, so that in a short time his SARRAGAS is well stocked with the fairest.

Many have written at large, how the Grand Signior spends his time in the SARRAGAS, his daily Exercise, his way of Eating and Drinking, Bed, and the like, which are very hard to be known, there being no Witnesses but Eunuches, who never come out of the SARRAGAS; and some ITHOGLAN: For my part, I know none of these particulars, more than the Gentlemen have mentioned, and therefore I shall not speak of them. I will only tell, what I had from an ITHOGLAN, newly come out of the SARRAGAS, that the Grand Signior is served at his Meals in China, which is more valuable than Porcelain or Terra Sigillata, that is reckoned to be good against Poxon. He hath also a great many covered dishes of beaten Gold, each dish with its cover, weighing twelve or thirteen Marks. These Dishes were presented to him by KILIDGE HATI Edin, a Renegade native of Mossul, after the Pillage and Robberies that he committed in Calabria, where he took great Booty. Now though with them it be a sin to eat in Gold or Silver, yet he makes use of both; and the Queen Mother of the Grand Signior, is served in forty Silver plate dishes. But at extraordinary Feasts, which are kept in the Gardens, or Summer-Houses, they are served in Bafons of Porcelain, or Terra Sigillata, as the Ambassadors are also when they are seated in the Hall of the Dervan, before they have their Audience of the Grand Signior. When he eats he speaks to no body, but makes himself understood by Signs to the mute Buffoons, who are very expert at that, having a very singular method in it; and there is nothing but what they can express by Signs. These Buffoons are always playing some foolih Tricks amongst themselves to make him Laugh.

He never beats his Brains about Buffoons, but refers the whole management of Affairs to his Ministers, who give him a Summary Account of them, on certain days of the Week. Not but that there have been some who have taken the Care upon themselves, ordering their Ministers to act according to their Directions. SULTAN Amurat, though a very detached Prince, always minded his Affairs, and Sultan Mehemet who Reigns at present, and traces the Footsteps of his Uncle Amurat, loves Buffoons very well too.

When the Grand Signior is weary of playing in his SARRAGAS, he goes and takes the Air upon the Water, and sometimes by Land, but not often, because his Ministers do what they can to hinder him from that, least Petitions may be presented to the Grand Signior against them: For such as cannot have Justice of them, expect till the Grand Signior be abroad in the Streets; and when he passes by they put their Petition on the end of a Cane, which they hold
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The Grand Signior's going abroad, and the Serraglio.

Hold up as high as they can; which the Grand Signior perceiving sends for it, and has it brought to him. The truth is, the Ministers are not well pleased he should be informed of Affairs by any but themselves.

I have several times seen the present Grand Signior abroad, but the first time that I saw him, I was told, that for at least a Year before he had not been out of his Serraglio. When he goes abroad by Land, it is either with small Attendance, or in Pomp: I have seen both, as I shall afterwards relate. When he goes by Water, he has always few Attendance; his Galiotte comes to the Kiosk of the Serraglio, which is on the Water-side over against Galata, and entering with a very small Retinue, he goes to Scuolares, or the Black-Sea, to take the Air. This is a most rich Galiotte, gilt all over and adorned with many counterfeit Stones: It hath four and twenty Benches, that is to say, four and twenty Oars on each side, each rowed by two Boftangiis, who have only a Shirt over their Breeches, or rather Drawers; they have scarlet Caps shaped like a Sugar-Loaf, such as all the Boftangiis wear, being half an Elf high; and they who serve on this occasion are the Favorites of the Boftangis Basha.

Those that Row on the right side are all the Sons of Christians made Turks, who may arise to the dignity of Boftangi Basha, to which Office those that Row on the left hand, who are the Sons of Turks, and commonly of Asia, can never aspire: And the greatest reward that they can hope for when they come out of the Serraglio, is to have fourscore Aprets a day in Pay; whereas those on the right side, after they have discharged the Office of Boftangi Basha, may be Agas of the fanizaries, may, even Basha or Governors of Provinces. If any of these Boftangis chance to break an Oar in Rowing, the Grand Signior gives him according to his Liberty, a handful of Aprets, or a handful of Chequins, as an encouragement for plying his Buñucis with so much Strength. In the time of Sultan Selim, three Chequins was the ordinary reward, but at present it is not limited. However it is not by Strength, but rather flight that they break their Oars; and many times they break them half off before the Grand Signior come on board his Galiotte, and then easily do the rest as they Row. The Boftangis Basha sits at the Helm and flcers the Galiotte, and at that time has opportunity enough to discourse with the Grand Signior at his ease.

Besides these ways of going Abroad, the Grand Signior goes sometimes through the City in Disguise, and without Attendance, as a private Man, to see if his Orders be punctually observed: And he at present, who seems in all his Actions to imitate his Uncle Sultan Amurat, went abroad almost every day in Disguise, whilst I was at Constantinople, having however some Men following him at a little distance, and amongst the rest an Executioner. And by the way he caused many Heads to file off, both in Constantinople and Galata, which kept all things in better order. The Christians were very glad that he Disguised himself so, for that was the case that no body durst molest or abuse them. Sometimes he would go to a Bakers Shop, and buy Bread, and sometimes to a Butchers for a little Meat: And one day a Butcher offering to sell him Meat above the rate which he had set, he made a sign to the Executioner, who presently cut off the Butchers Head. But it was chiefly for Tobacco, that he made many Heads to file. He caused two Men in one day to be Beheaded in the Streets of Constantinople, because they were smoking Tobacco. He had prohibited it some days before, because, as it was said, when he was passing along the Street where Turks were smoking Tobacco, the smoke had got up into his Nose. But I rather think that it was in imitation of his Uncle Sultan Amurat, who did all he could to hinder it so long as he lived. He caused some to be Hanged with a Pipe through their Nose, others with Tobacco hanging about their Neck, and never pardoned any for that. I believe that the chief reason why Sultan Amurat prohibited Tobacco, was because of the Fires, that do so much mischief in Constantinople when they happen, which most commonly are occasioned by People that fall asleep with a Pipe in their Mouth, that sets fire to the Bed, or any combustible matter, as I said before.

He used all the arts he could to discover those who sold Tobacco, and went to those places where he was informed they did, where having offered several Chequins.
Chapter XLVI.

Of the Grand Vizier, and other chief Officers of the Turkish Empire.

The Grand Signior (as I said before) meddles but little or not at all with Affairs, and if any apply themselves to Business, it is only in matters of great Consequence. For if he concerned himself in smaller Affairs, he must shew himself too often, which he would take to be prejudicial to him, and a Diminution of his Majesty. But he hath his chief Minister, who is the Grand Vizier; for he hath commonly seven Viziers, whereof the first hath all the Authority, and does all. It is he that giveth ordinary Audiences to Ambassadors, who during the whole time of their Embassies, have not but two Audiences of the Grand Signior, one at their Arrival, and another when they depart; and these neither but audiences of Ceremony, wherein they treat of no Business. He hears their Proposals, and gives them their Answer. It is he that takes care to pay the Armies, defides Law-suits, condemns Criminals, and manages the Government: In a word, all the Affairs of the Empire rest upon his Shoulders; he discharges the Office of the Grand Signior, and only wants the Title. This is a very heavy Charge, and a Grand Vizier has but very...
very little time to himself; nevertheless all ardently aspire to that Dignity, though they be almost sure to die within a few days after. For when a great Viceroy continues six months in office, he is a man of parts, and most commonly with their place they lose their lives: Because in discharging that office, they raise themselves a great many enemies, some out of envy, others as those being the friends and relations of those whom the great Viceroy has displeased, for Justice can never be rendered without murmuring and discontent; and if they who are discontented have any crédit with the great Signor, they use it to get the great Viceroy turned out and put to death; and if they have not crédit enough to make him lose his life, they think it enough to get him made Masculin, that is to say, turned out of place; and it is many times the custom, after that to give him a Government. But when he is on the way to go to it, his enemies growing more powerful by his absence, do beseech themselves, that they obtain a warrant for his death; immediately thereupon, a Capitain is sent after him, who having overtaken him, shows him the order he has to carry back his head; the other takes the grand Signor's order, kisses it, puts it upon his head in sign of respect, and then laying performed his abjuration and said his prayers, freely gives up his head: The Capitain having strangled him (or cut the servants whom he brought purposely with him to do it) cuts off his head, and brings it to Constantinople. Thus they blindly obey the grand Signor's order, their servants never offering to hinder the executioner, though those Capitains come very often with few, or no attendants at all; for they think they make a happy end when they die by orders from the grand Signor, believing themselves to be as good martyrs as those who die fighting against the enemies of their religion. However now a days, there are a great many who are not such fools, and so signify, that of late they begin to be undreamed of that pretended Martyrdom; for they receive not now such news with so serene a countenance. Hence it is that there happen frequent rebellions in Asia, which are only made by discontented Bajuts, who know that their enemies are preparing death for them upon their arrival at Constantinople. However Hafz-ur-Rahid, who so long Commanded the Turks in Candia, did not at all deline the office of Viceroy; for though it was several times offered unto him, yet he would never accept of it; very well perceiving that that Dignity was purposely offered him, to draw him out of the isle of Candia, where he was beloved of the Soldiers and Country, and where being Absolute, he raised a great revenue; so having given some jealousy to the grand Signor, he made no doubt but as soon as they had got him out of the island, they would cut off his head; and nevertheless for all his circumspection, he fell into the snare at last, which for many years he had avoided. But to return to the Charge of grand Viceroy, considering how giddily they all gape at it. It makes me believe that several Turks have told me, that the chief thing that makes them desire it, is to have the pleasure of being revenged on their enemies. And indeed it is seen, that a grand Viceroy upon his promotion to that Dignity, cuts off a great many heads; but he is to expect hourly the like himself, and when he goes to the Seraglio, he is in doubt whether ever he come back again. Nevertheless the grand Viceroy that died last, discharged that office for many years, and ended his days by a natural death. To do so, it requires great prudence, and many friends everywhere, but chiefly in the Seraglio where it is good to have the protection of the Mother of the grand Signor, and of the beloved Sultana, by means of the eunuchs, whose friendship is also very considerable, the Lekher Agas, or Gharidian of the Maidens, and some others, being in extraordinary favour with the grand Signor; all these friendships are procured by presents.

Friendships are acquired by presents.

What the word Califiqur signifies.

Califiqur.

Calis.
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Part I.

Travels into the Levant.

Travellers, and as it were Bailiffs or Provosts; before them ordinary causes are tried, Marriages made, liberty given to Slaves; and they make their Writings which they call Headges or Decrees. The Cadijs say the Cadis who are afterwards to be approved and confirmed by the Grand Signior. The place of Captain, Bajza or Admiral is also a very considerable Office, for he is master of the Fleet at Sea; and he is also called Digniz, Beglerbeys, that is to say, Beglerbeys of the Sea. There are a great many other charges of great Authority, which it would be too tedious to mention here, it being sufficient to have named the chief. These places generally change masters very often; and in the space of eight Months that I was at Constantinople, there were three Monfet, three prime Visitors, and three Captain Bajzas. The Children of these men are seldom the richer for their Father's Fortune: for seeing it is the common custom to take their Places, and Lives from them at the same time, the Grand Signior seizes all their Estates, the Goods of all Malefactors belonging to him.

CHAP. XLVII.

Of the Divan.

The word Divan is not only taken for that rising, which is at the end of Halls, about half a foot or a foot high, and covered with a carpet, of which I have spoken before; but also for the Council and Assembly of the Viziers and other Officers, who on certain days come to consult about affairs of State, and other business. This Divan is held regularly four days of the week, to wit, Saturday, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, in a Hall appointed for that purpose, in the second Court of the Seraglio. The Viziers and those who ought to be there, fail not to come betimes in the morning; those who have place there are the Viziers, Cadijs, Beglerbeys, or Vice-roys, the Nizhbangis, who is Keeper of the Seals, for he seals all dispatches, the Descendars, who are the Treasurers, and a great many Secretaries or Clerks, who draw all the writings upon the spot; the Capsis, Bajza, and Chisans, the Bajzas keep the door of the Hall. The affairs of State are debated, all suits are there adjourned, decided, for any body may be heard there, of what Country, Quality or Religion on either side be, and the poorest man has liberty to speak justice of the Grand Vizier in Person, and to deliver him his petition; which after the Grand Vizier hath ordered to be read, he pronounces sentence according to equity. If it be a suit for Debt, the Vizier upon supplication, lends a Chisans to fetch the Debtor into Court, and the Creditor bringing his witnesses, who ought to be two at least, the Debtor is obliged to pay him upon the spot, or go to Prison and lie there till he have done it. If it be for Murder, the accusers having good Witnesses, the Prisoner is condemned to die; and all these things are dispatched with so much expedition, that a matter no sooner comes to a hearing, but it is consulted, judged, and put into Execution; and a Tryal shall not last above four or five hours without Sentence given one way or other:

The Divan days.

Officers of the Divan.

The Viziers, Beglerbeys, Nizhbangis, Descendars.

The dispatch of Justice among the Turks.

The Grand Signior is the Hausha or Haras, Treasury where the Grand Signior's Revenue is put: It is opened on all Divan Days.
Days, but But first the Chiaouz Basha takes off the Seal looking if it be whole; and when they have taken out of that Huzma what they had a mind to take, or put in what they had to put, it is shut again; and then the Vizier gives his Seal to the Chiaouz Basha, who Seals up the Lock of it. Whilst the Divan is Sitting, the Aqa of the Janizaries is brought in before the Grand Signior, by the Capitaj Basha, and Chiaouz Basha; This Aqa gives the Grand Signior an account of his charge, and then returns. After him the Spehairi Aqas is introduced in the same manner: next the Caddefiglers, then all the Officers of the Divan; and last of all the Viziers. All their Officers go every Divan day and give the Grand Signior an account of what they have done, and none of them can promise to himself to bring back his Head again; for the Grand Signior for a small matter will cause them to be Strangled upon the spot.

CHAP. XLVIII.

Of the Oecconomy or regulation of Provisions amongst the Turks. Of the Money and Weights of Constantinople.

In all things the Turks are so great lovers of Order, that they omit nothing that can tend to the observance of it; and because economy and the regulation of provisions, is one of the chief things that serve to maintain it, they take a special care of that; so that all things are to be had in plenty, and at reasonable rates: they never sell Cherries or other Fruits there when first they come in at the weight of Gold, as they do in this Country; things are sold there always at reasonable rates, and he that hath taken the pains to bring his Fruit sound to Market, has no more advantage but to take Money before others: if any one offered to exact upon a Turk in selling of his Goods, he would be soundly Drubbed, or else brought unto Justice, and there be Condemned to Bastonades, besides the payment of a Fine; and therefore there are Officers that take care to examine the weights of those that sell Goods, who daily go their rounds, and if they find any Man with weights that are too light, or that sells his Goods too dear, they fall not upon the spot to order him so many blows with a Cudgel upon the Soles of the Feet, and besides make him pay a Fine: so that being a fraud of that punishment, they'll always give you somewhat over and above the weight; and so one may send a Child to Market provided it can but ask for what it wants, for none durst cheat the Child; and sometimes the Officers of the Market meeting it, will ask what it paid for so much Goods, and weigh them, to see if the poor thing hath not been cheated; for if it be, they carry it along with them and punish the seller. I saw a Man who sold Snow at five Deniers the pound, receive Blows upon the Soles of his Feet, because his weight was not exactly full. Another having sold a Child a Double worth of Onions, and the Officers of the Market meeting this Child, and finding that he had not enough, went to that Man, and gave him thirty Blows with a Cudgel. They have also another punishment for those that sell with false Weights, which seems not to be so harsh, but is more ignominious, as being more public; they put a man's neck into a Pillory made of two Boards, weighing an hundred pound weight, which he carries on his shoulders, and with these being hung full of little Bells, he marches up and down the Town, to be laughed at by all that see and know him. As to disorderers and quarrels that happen in the Streets, every one is obliged to hinder them; and that all may be the more concerned in that, there is a Law much received, that if any dead Person be found in the Streets, whether he be Christian, Turk, or Jew, and it be not known who killed him; they before whose door the Dead Man is found, are made
made to pay for his Blood; and the let rate for the Blood of a Man, is five hundred Piastræ, or forty thousand Apres; so that it is the interest of every one to see that no noise be made before his Door, or at least to observe those that make it; this is very exactly observed in relation to the Turks, but the Christians have many times partial Justice done them. When I was at Constantinople, a poor Greek meeting some Turks coming out of a Tavern in Galata, they asked him for some flowers that he had in his hand, and he having given to the one and denied the other, telling him he had no more; the Villain gave the poor Greek a stab with a Cangiar in the Body, and so fled. This having happened before the Convent of the Jacobins, the poor wretch was immediately carried into their Court for Relief; but he was hardly there before he Expired; which at the same time coming to the knowledge of the Vauvode or Bailiff of Galata, he sent and demanded of the poor Religious, and of a French Merchant that lived over against them, the Blood of that Man; but (luckily for them) that Vauvode was Strangled four or five days after, before they had paid their Money; so that they were quitied for the Fear of it. To prevent accidents in the Night-time, all Persons whatsoever are prohibited to be abroad in the Streets after that night is in, except during the Ramadan; and if the Under Baisha is as the Captain of the Watch, or Confable, and ought to walk about all night long, meet any Man, he carries him before the Cadi, who examines who he is, and then being known, he is led to Prison, and beware of Baffonados next morning, and of a Fine too, if he give not good reasons why he was abroad at such an hour; may though he should be cleared, without Blows or a Fine, yet it is a Disgrace to have been taken abroad in the Streets in the Night-time.

I think it will not be amiss to tell here what Money they use at Constantinople; The Turkish Chirquin is worth two Piastræ; the Venetian is worth ten Apres more; the Piastræ or Picado of fifty-eight Soli, is commonly worth ninety Apres, and sometimes only eighty. The Attanie is worth eighty Apres; and when the Piastræ is but worth four-score Apres, the Attanie is but worth three-score and fifteen. These Attanies are the German Rix Dollars, which have a Lion on one side; and for that they are called Attanies, from the Turkish word Atlan, that signifies Lyon. The Jolatze is worth fifty-five Jolatze. The Apres are little pieces of Silver that have no other Stamp but the Grand Signior's Name, and are worth about eight Deniers, or three Farthings a piece, but there are many of them Counterfeit, and one must have a Care of that; so that to receive half a Crown in them, it requires half a quarter of an hour to examine the Pieces one after another; but great Payments require whole days. That this may be the more commodiously done, they tell the Apres upon Boards made for that purpose, which they call Tabahta, that is a ledgeing to keep them from falling, except at one end, where it draws narrower, by which they pour them into the Bagg: on these Boards they pick out all the good ones, and lay aside the bad. They have also Pieces of two, three, four, five, six, ten Apres, &c. And this is all the Silver Money they coin at Constantinople; so that Payments are hardly made in any other Money. To an Apres go six Quadrins, which are Pieces of Copper about the Bigness of a French Double; they have also half Quadrins, which they call Mangours; when they say a Porce, they understand five hundred Piastræ, or forty-five thousand Apres, which is the same thing. As to their Weights, the Carat is a hundred and fifty Rottes, the Rotte is twelve Ounces, the Ounce twelve Drachms, the Drachm is sixteen Quinats, the Quinat four Grains; the Medical is a Drachm and a half, the Ogue contains four hundred Drachms; so that the Ogue is worth three Rottes, two ninths less.
CHAP. XLIX.

Of the Punishments and kinds of Death in Turkey.

Kinds of Punishments in Turkey.

The most common Punishments in Turkey, are blows with a stick, either upon the soles of the Feet, or the Buttocks. They give them on the soles of the Feet in this manner: They have a great stick, with two holes in it about the middle, a large foot and an half distant from one another, and through these two holes they put a cord: He who is to be Baftanado'd, lies down upon the ground, and his feet are put between that cord and the staff; then two men take the staff by the two ends, and each of them also pull an end of the cord, that so he may not stir his feet, that are fast between the cord and the staff, which hold up very high: In this posture he has no strength to move, being only supported by his shoulders; and then two other men, each with a stick or switch about the bigness of the little finger, beat upon the soles of the wretch one after another, like Smiths striking upon an Anvil, reckoning the blows aloud as fast as they lay them on, until they have given as many as have been ordained, or till he hath power, lay, it is enough. The rowsing of the eyes of him that suffers, shows this to be a cruel punishment; and there are some after it, who for several months cannot go, especially when they have received (or as they say) eaten three or four hundred blows; but for the matter of thirty, they are not at all disabled. When they give them on the Buttocks, the party is laid upon his belly, and receives the blows (which are laid on over his Drawers) in the same manner as upon the soles of the feet; sometimes they give five or six hundred blows, but that is the highest; and when a Man hath been so handled, a great deal of mortified and twisted flesh must with a Razor be cut off of his Buttocks, to prevent a Gangrene, and he is obliged to keep his bed five or six months without being able to fit up. In this manner the Women are punished, when they deserve it, but never upon their soles. This is a Correction frequently used by them, and for a small fault; and sometimes (as I have said already) they make him who hath received the blows, pay too much money a blow. Masters give no other Correction to their Servants and Slaves, than blows upon the soles of their feet, which they have for the least fault they commit; and, indeed, they are wonderfully well served; you'll see their Servants stand in their presence a whole day together, like Statues against a wall, with their hands upon their belly, expecting their Masters commands, with which the wink of an eye are obeyed. School-masters chait their Scholars with blows upon the soles of the feet, instead of the whipping of Chriftemen. The punishments of those who have deferred death, are Hanging, Beheading, Empaling, or throwing upon Tenter-hooks or Spikes of iron. When they carry any Man to be hanged, if they meet a Chrifian by the way, they make him the Executioner; and a French Merchant being on a time engaged in this office, and finding no means to avoid it, did what they bid him do, and having hanged two, asked them if they had no more to be dispatched in that manner; whereas the Turks were so incensed, that they threw stones at him, saying, That the Chrifian would have them all hanged; so that it was his best course to make his escape. In cutting off Heads, they are very dextrous, and never miss. As for Empaling, I shall speak of it in another place, because it is not much practised at Constantinople. Now the Gauchere, or throwing upon Hooks, is performed in this manner: They have a very high Strappado, stuck full of very sharp-pointed Hooks of Iron, such as Butchers have in their Shambles; and having hoisted the Malefactor up to the top of it, they let him fall; and as he never fails to be caught by a Hook in falling, so if he hang by the middle of the body, his case is none of the worst, for he daily dines; but if the Hook catch him by any other part, he languishes sometimes three days upon it, and at length, enraged with pain, hunger and thirst, expires. This Torment hath
hath been thought so cruel, that the Turks very seldom practice it. Those that turn Chrifians, they Burn alive, hanging a bag of Powder about their neck, and putting a pitched Cap upon their head. But Chrifians that do or say any thing against the Law of Mahomet, are taken with a Turkish Woman, or go into a Mosque, are Empeled, though yet there be some Mosques into which Chrifians may enter at certain hours. There are a great many other cases, wherein if Chrifians do not turn Turks, they are put to death; for a Chrifian may redeem his life, by making himself Turk, whatfower Crime he may have committed; but the Turks have no way to fave theirs.

CHAP. L.

Of the Grand Signior's Militia.

Having treated of the Grand Signior, and his chief Officers, we must now speak of the Forces that have got him to great a Power, which he daily enlarges at the Cost of his Neighbours. The Grand Signior keeps always a standing Army, both in Peace and War, which confifting of Horse and Foot, is punctually payed once in two months. The Infantry are of several Orders; he hath eight his Capitains, or Porters, who are as it were the Officers and Porters of the Grand Signior's Gate; Capitains comes from Cap, which signifies Gate. These Men keep the Gates of the Seraglio, and guard round the Grand Signior when he gives Audience, it being their part also to introduce others into the Princes presence, and hold them by the arms so long as they are there. When the Grand Signior has a mind to have the Head of any Man that is out of Constantinople, he sends a Capitain for it; they are in all three thousand, and have a Head, called the Capitains Bafis, thoughsometimes they have more than one, according as the Grand Signior pleases: Their Head-attire is a Cap, with a Cone half a foot long, fastened to it before. The Solaques are also of the Infantry, and are the Grand Signior's Garde du corps, or Life-guard; for they attend the Grand Signior when he goes abroad in the City. These, Blades, when they march in Ceremony, wear a Dolisman, with Hanging-fleeves tucked up under the Girdle, so that one may see their Shirts, which are always clean and neat; their Cap is of a pretty stuff, ending in a point, in which they stick Feathers in form of a Crest; they have a Bow hanging over their Arm, and the Quiver full of Arrows on the right Shoulder, always ready to draw an Arrow, if it be needful. They are called Solaques; that is to say, left-handed Men, because when they are to shoot their Arrows, those who are on the Grand Signior's right Hand, draw the Bow-string with the left, that they may not turn their back upon him. But the chief of the Infantry, are the Janizaries, who are partly Children of Tribute (though they take but a few at present) brought to Constantinople, where the wittiest are shut up for seven years time in the Seraglio to learn their Exercises; and according as they have Parts and Courage, they are preferred to Places; but the diller fort are made Janizaries, Augurinoians, or Bofhangis. Every fifth year this tribute is collected. The Janizaries are then, partly Children of Tribute, partly Volunteer Renegadoes (who are very numerous) and some few natural Turks. This Militia was first instituted by Otheman or Ochman, Son of Orkis, the first Empeor of the Turks. It is a body of Men, so powerful now only for their number (for besides the Janizaries of the Port, who are twelve thousand, and are dispersed over all the Provinces of the Empire, there are others in very great numbers) but also for the Privileges anciently given to them, and the great Union that is among them, calling one another Brothers, and not suffering the least injury to be done to the meanest of their Body, who do whatsoever they please, and none but their Officers dare to lift up a hand against
against them, upon pain of death; so that they seem to be sacred; and really I know no Order of Militia in the World, that is so much respected; for love nor money cannot save the life of a Man that hath beaten a Janizary. Seeing they can beat any man, upon a just ground and no body dare touch them, Am-bassadors and Consuls entertain some of them, to march before them; and when a Frank would go into the City or Country, without fear of being abused, he takes one of the Ambassadors's Janizaries with him; or the first he finds, who for some Alpares to be pay'd him at his return, goes before with a Cudgel in his hand, wherewith he soundly drubs those that offer but to cast a cross look at the Frank: The Habit of the Janizaries differs not from that of other Turks, but they have another kind of Head attire; for on their head they wear a Cap hanging down behind, and shaped like the Sleeve of a Casaque, in one end of which they put their head, and the other hangs down their back, like a large Livery hood; on the forehead they have a Cone half a foot long, tied to this Cap, which is of Silver gilt, and set with counterfeit Stones. This Cap is called Zerzea, and is their Cap of Ceremony; but commonly they wear a woollen Cap, wreathed about with a Turban, in a manner peculiar to themselves. Their Pay is two, three, four, five or six Alpares a day, some more and some less; and besides their Pay, they have a Piece of Cloth yearly. Every new Grand Signor adds an Alpere to their Pay. The Janizaries of the Port, who (as I said before) are twelve thousand in number, live in two Inns or Colleges, containing an hundred and three-score Chambers, and they are thirty, forty, or fifty in a Chamber; those who would lodge elsewhere, may, but they are ill of such a Chamber; so that they are divided into Chambers, which they call Oda, and every Chamber hath three Officers, an Oda Bajas, that is to say, Chief of the Chamber, a Choraghis, who is a Captain, and a Vizet Harghe, which is to say, the Steward. The Choraghis wear a Cap of fine Stuff, with fair large plumes of Feathers, placed in form of a Croft, just like the Suleebe, over this is the Kowna Baj, or Lieutenant General of the Janizaries; and over him the Age of the Janizares, who is General of the whole Body, and is a Mueferaca; but he has no power to punish any one in his Lodging; only when Justice is demanded against a Janizary, he inquires what Chamber he belongs to; then sends for his Oda Bajas, into whose hands he delivers him, and he carries him to his Chamber, where he causes him to be punished in the Night-time; for soldiers cannot neither be beaten nor put to death in publick: If he hath not deferred death, he has blows on his feet; and if he be guilty of death, he is strangled, then put into a Sack, and thrown into the Sea: All soldiers are serv'd in this manner. There are also the Agees, who are as it were the old Troops, and are, indeed, Pioneers; they were instituted before the Janizaries, though they be inferior to them. There are many more Foot-Soldiers, as the Oldges, or Churafless, Topdes or Gunners, and others; but having spoken of the Chief, I shall now proceed to the Horse, and first to the Chauans, who are much like the Exemples des garces in France; their Office is very honourable, for they execute most part of the Grand Signor's Commands, and of his Bajas; and are sent on Embassies to Foreign Princes; they wear Caps above a foot in diameter, and yet they are not round, but long and flat above. This kind of Cap is the Cap of Ceremony of those of greatest Quality, and of the Grand Signor himself, and his Bajas; their Chief is called Chauans Bajas. The Mueferaca are all Persons of Quality, and are so many Dead pays, for they are not obliged to go to the Wars, if the Grand Signor do not go in person; he is the Chief of the Mueferaca; and he that has the Government of a Place, must be a Mueferaca. Besides all these, there are the Spahis, who are ordinary Troopers, or Light Horsemen; but there are two sorts of them, for some receive their Pay every two months, as well as the other Soldiers; and that Pay is fifteen, twenty, or forty Alpares, some more and some less: They are divided into six Regiments, and have each Standards of different Colours, and a Commander, whom they call Buluk Agas; The others instead of Pay, have a Timar, which is as it were a Commanderie; for it is a Pension or yearly Revenue assign'd to them upon conquered Territories, and they are called Timar Spahis, that is to say, the Spahis of Timar. They are very numerous, and obey the Sargide Bey of the Quarter, where their Timar is.
Of the ease way the Grand Signior has in raising and maintaining great Armies.

From what I said before, it plainly appears, that the Grand Signior may in a few days time raise an Army of two or three hundred thousand Men; for when he intends to make War, he has no more to do, but to send his Orders to all that receive his Pay; who so soon as they receive Command, fall not to make ready to do what they are enjoined; and a large number of Men, for a good part of the Grand Signior's Subjects receive his Pay. Besides that, he lends for the Bajtas, or Governors of Places, to come to him; and these come in all haste with a great train of Servants, who are so many Soldiers, and sometimes bring along with them part of the Forces of their Government, if they have had orders. The Sanges come with their Timar Spahis, and many of the Troopers have Servants, who are so far from being a hindrance, (as they commonly are in the Armies of Christendom) that they do very good service. Now it is very easy to make them march and subsist in the fields, for they have but little Baggage, and their tents are very serviceable. They can live upon a small matter; and provided they have Rice, a little Bread, Water, Coffee and Tobacco, they make as good cheer as if they were at home; and if any of these things be wanting, they have patience, and are not impatiently undone, as Christians are, when they have no more Wine. Thus their Armies never perish with hunger, Vittuals being brought them in sufficient quantity from all hands; for feeding them punctually pay for what they have, commit no disorder, nor plunder the Country, all things are brought to the Camp, as to a common Market: Nay, when the Turks are at War with the Persians, Merchants travel securely from one Country, and from one Army to another, and trade without any apprehension of being plundered. Sultan Amurat led to Bagdad an Army of fix or seven hundred thousand Men; others say, nine hundred thousand Horse and Foot: it behoved him to march over Delarts, and nevertheless he took such orders, that his Army subsisted very well. It costs the Grand Signior no more to maintain his Army in time of War, than in time of Peace; for he keeps none but his own Soldiers, and the Bajtas and others maintain those whom they have brought with them; but it is not the Number alone that makes them gain so many Battles, and take so many Towns, it is also the Valour and Strength of the Soldiers, who being never weakened by fatigue, are always in a readiness to fight against the Enemy, how fresh they may be; and when they are engaged, fight like Lyons, charging rather to be cut in pieces, than to retreat, unless the Enemy far exceed them in number: But that which chiefly renders them so courageous, is the great confidence they put in Destiny; for they firmly believe, that if they be to die to day, they'll die alwv in their Chamber, as in the Field; and that if their day be not come, a hundred thousand men cannot take their life away from them, because it is said in the Alcoran, that a Man cannot die, till his time be come; that no Man can retard it, and much less prolong or shorten his life, but according as it is written in the
Book; whereupon they have this Proverb, That what is written on a Man's Forehead, will certainly come to pass; for they say, that all Men have their destiny written upon their Forehead. This Belief makes them undauntedly expose themselves to all sorts of dangers, and even to flight the Plague; so that they are not at all afraid to come to and touch an infected Peribin, nor to put on their Cloaths as soon as they are dead. They have besides another encouragement to be stout, which is the zeal of their Religion; for they are very zealous, and will freely venture their lives for the defence or enlargement of it, believing that they die Martyrs, when they die fighting against the Enemies of their Law, and shall after death enjoy the delights which Mahomet hath promised them. Moreover they blindly obey the orders of their Commanders, and go on whithersoever they are sent, never considering whether or not they shall come off again; all these things together, makes them run headlong into the greatest dangers of War, as cheerfully as if they were going to a Feast.

Sultan Amarat being before Bagdad with a numerous Army, and having spent some days without any advantage over his Enemies; being mad that any thing could reflect him, and fearing that he should be forced shamefully to raise the Siege, assembled his whole army, and telling the Soldiers what disgrace it would be for them to draw off from thence without doing any thing, declared that he would rather perish there with them all, than return into his own Country with the shame of having done nothing, commanded a general Affault to be given the next day, and ordered them, that all such as should return from the Affault before the Town was taken, should be put to death with his own hands. Next day the Affault was given, and during all knew that Sultan Amarat was a Man of Execution, every one, both Soldiers and Officers, swore who should first offer their bodies to the Enemies blows; a vast number were killed, but at length they took the Town by storm. Besides the advantage of their Numbers and Courage, they are likewise very well armed, and likewise very skilful in handling of them; for in that especially they exceed the Christians, that they place the chief part of their Wealth in the magnificence of their Habits, Horses, Arms and Harness, of whatsoever quality they be; and if a wretched Janizary, who hath four or five Alpers a day, can strap together fifty Crowns, he'll freely lay them out upon a good Musket or handfom Sword. These Muskets are big, and of very good metal, and weigh sometimes forty, fifty, nay fifty pound weight; nay, I have seen one that weighed fourfore: They put in them a great Charge of Powder, and then ram down a lizable Bullet with the Scowring-flick, which is all Iron; after that, they hold their Musket with the right Hand against the right Shoulder, and with the left Hand a leathern Belt affixed to a ring at the middle of the Musket, and to another near the Butt, and with that they shoot as exact as one can do with a flint Fowling-piece, and their Musket never slips. I remember that a Janizary belonging to the French Conful at Cairo, having on a time charged his Musket with a Bullet of five, and shot at two Turtles upon a Tree, he shot off the head of the one, and the other through the body. As for the Troopers (whatever some French men, who have been in those Countries, may say) they fit a Horse well; they have, indeed, the Stirrups very short, but yet they look very well, and fit as close as if they were nailed to the Horse. One day, in the French Quarter, I saw a Spanis fo drunk, that he could not stand; but when he was on Horse-back, he made an hundred Caracoles, without the least reeling. They are very careful also in looking after their Horses, and there is no Trooper but hath always a measure of Oats ready for his Horse, and every thing else that is fit to dress him, or to set right what is amiss about him, and early in the morning he rifes and dresses him himself. All this being considered, it is not to be thought strange that they are strong by Land, and bring to pass whatever they undertake.
CHAP. LII.

Of the Weakness of the Turks by Sea.

If the Turks succeed very well in their Wars by Land, they are neither so fortunate nor so stout at Sea, where they are always worsted, and never get the better, but when they are at six to one; which chiefly is occasioned by their want of skilful Sea Officers, fit to Command. I speak not now of the Barbary men, who being always a Pirating, and for the most part Renegade Italians, French, English and Dutch, Sea-men by profession, cannot but understand Sea Affairs. The Turks are even unskilful in building of Ships, and though in that they employ Christian Slaves, yet they are so ill built, that they are not fit to serve above two years. They build Saïques, and other Merchants Vessels pretty well; but for Men-of-War, they are mere Apprentices at it: They do what they can to imitate the Galleses of Venice, which do them so much mischief; but they cannot compass it, for their Galleses (which they call Maones) are no more but Galleys a little higher raised: Nay, there Baffards, or Admiral Galley, having served one year, becomes next year a Maone. When they are about to launch a new built Vessel, all the other Ships and Galleys are to be launched, is covered with Musicians, and Players on Instruments, adorned with Flags and Colours on all hands, and the Port is covered over with Boats full of People: All things being ready, they kill a great many Sheep on board the new Ship, which are given to the Poor, and then the Ship is launched off, with the sound of all the Instruments, and the shouts of the People, who several times cry Allah; when she is in the Sea, all the other Ships and Galley salute her with their Guns. I saw the Admiral Galley launched in this manner; but a little before I came to Constantinople, they had ill luck with that Ceremony, for a new Vessel, which was very big, and full of People, being launched, shot off so fast, that the ran her head under water, so that many were drowned, and the Ships and Galleys that came to salute her, were fain to return without firing a Gun. They man their Ships very well with Soldiers, and even Janizaries; but these Blades, who know not what it is to give ground on shore, never go to Sea but against their wills; and if they can get off for money, they are sure not to go. All that go for a season to Sea, are called Serifis, that is to say, who make a Voyage. Three days before the Fleet put out, they go along the streets with a Hatchet in their hand, demanding Alpers from all Christians and Jews whom they meet, and sometimes of Turks too; and if they have them not quickly bestowed, they freely lay on with their Hatchet, never minding what may come on't, for they are not fought after, so that it is not good for Christians or Jews to be abroad in the streets during these three days. Then are all Taverns shut up by order of the Vrijer, who causes them ever to be sealed, lest the Wine might inflame their Insolence. But I cannot forbear to say somewhat of the Battel that was fought before the Dardanelles, whilst I was at Constantinople; wherein the Christians and Venetians gained so much honour and advantage.
C H A P. L III.

Of the Battel of the Dardanelles, Fought in the Year 1656.

News being brought to Constantinople, that the Venetian Fleet was before the Dardanelles, the Turks made haste to set out theirs and engage them; and during that time an Italian who had had some command on Board of a Ship of the Venetian Fleet, being dissatisfied by the other Officers, made his escape out of the Fleet, and came with his Son presently to Constantinople, where they both turned Turks: the Turks took that for a good Pretext, and gave it out that he was a Christian of great Quality that had turned Turk. He desired the command of a Ship, but they would not trust him so much, only put him on Board the Bajracte. All things being in readiness, the Turkish Fleet parted from Constantinoole on Saturday the fourteenth of June, about ten a clock in the Morning; I was at that time in a Balcony of my Lodgings, from whence I had a view of all the Port, and easily reckon'd all the Vessels as they went out. The Fleet consist'd of six and fifty Galleys, seven and twenty Gallions or Ships, nine Manoe or Galleasses, and five Galliottes or Brigantins. I had with me a Turkish Spahi, who by what I cannot tell, gave very well at a great many things, as he had several times done to French Men in my presence, to whom he told such things, as none but themselves ought to know; When he saw the Fleet go out, he looked into his Book and then told me that the Captain Bajfa was much in the wrong to set out before noon, because it was an unlucky day: It is probable that somebody with the Captain Bajfa told him as much, or that they Did the Book, because they never undertake any thing of Importance, without doing the Book; as they call it, with two Arrows, as I have said before: for being out of the great Port, they put into a little one, called Besharafem in Europe, about four miles below Galata, towards the Black-Sea, and laid there till one of the clock. The first day of the Ramadan, which was six or seven days after, the Mofet, Grand Vizier, and all the People went to pray for the prosperity of the Fleet in the Ommadin, which is a great open place that I mentioned before; but their Prayers were not heard, for Thursday evening the nine and twentieth of June, news came to Constantinoole, that the two Fleets had engaged the six and twentieth, and that the Turkish Fleet was defeated. Some days after a French Man of Provence and Renegado Janiary, who had been in the Fight, and got off, told me all the particulars, and the order of it very exactly; according to his relation, and even according to what the Turks and all people confedit, it was a Ship commanded by a French man carrying forty Guns which began the Play. When the two Fleets were drawn up overagainst one another, the Turks being near the Dardanelles, but without, this French Captain made all the Sail he could, and bore in upon the Turks with so good way that the Galleys could not follow her. The Turks seeing her so far on head of the rest of the Fleet, and all alone, thought at first that she was coming to joynie with them; but when the Captain was come within distance and pour'd in two Broad-sides among them, so that they saw their Vessels shattered and Arms and Legs flying about, they were soon undeceived and all fell a Firing at him; the rest of the Christian Fleet followed, but he alone was vain to stand by it, and received the great and small shot of one half of the Turkish Fleet, which made wold very severely; for playing continually both with great and small shot, he disabled a good part of their Fleet. At length the Turks doing what lay in their power to sink this ship, an unhappy shot from the Dardanelles carried away her Rudder; so that the brave Captain finding his Ship to be now in no more fit for Service, he put all his Men on board a Turkish Vessel that he had taken, and Burn'd his own, that the Turks might not be the better for her. In relating the Valour of this Captain
Captain, it is not my design to lessen the glory of the rest of the Fleet, all did wonderfully well; and the Galleys of Malta who were but seven, when they came, were fifteen, besides three Galleyes when they went back, having taken seven Turkish Galleys, and had the eight brought them by the Christian Slaves; who taking their advantage of the Confusion, mastered the Turks that were on Board the Galleys, and delivered themselves up to the Knights of Malta; who besides these eight Galleys which had been commanded by Boy, and carried Flags, took three Galleyes, and gave liberty to two thousand five hundred Christian Slaves, who were on Board these Vessels; and when they were come to Malta, gave them all new Cloaths, and Money to carry them to their own Countries: They made also a great many Turks Slaves. When the night was over, the Turks had no more remaining but eighteen Galleys, one Moone, and the five Birauntes; So that in that Engagement, they lost seven and twenty Ships, seven and thirty Galleys, and eight Moones. They would not certainly have faved a Sail, had it not been for the Guns of the Castles, which shattered the Christian Ships that came too near and covered the Turkish Fleet; besides the Christians were afraid they might run a Ground; for most of the Vessels of the Infidels that remained ran a shoar, as the Babra, wherein was the Captain Babra, did, to save themselves from the Knights of Malta, who had resolved at any rate to take her, and carry her off to Malta, but they lost her in the Smoak; however they very narrowly missed being taken by the Christians in another manner; for the Slaves endeavoured to become masters of her, and had done it, but for that Renegado Italian I mentioned before, who came with his Son and turned Turk at Constantinople, a few days before the Fleet set out: This Traitorous Villain enraged to see the Christians his Country-men, and not long before his Brethren, prosper, perceiving that the Slaves endeavoured to carry away the Babra wherein he was, instead of making amends for his fault by a timely Repentance, and joining with them in the Execution of the design, he drew his Cimeter and cut off the Heads of the Boldest of the poor wretches, and by that means disappointed the Design, and faved the Babra. The Turks lost a vast number of Men; for besides those that were Killed and made Slaves, many threw themselves into the Sea to swim a shoar, of whom some were Drown'd, and most part Killed; for they played not to take them up, but knocked them on the head with Poles, as that Provoced Renegado told me, who seeing the Ship wherein he was, taken by the Christians, and fearing to be served as one that had renounced his Religion, leaped into the Sea, and had enough to do to save himself; for not only it concerned him to have a care of the Christian Vessels, because of their Poles, but also of those who not knowing how to swim, endeavoured to catch hold of any thing to save themselves by; at length for all the care he took, a Turk took hold of his Foot, telling him that he must either save him, or both Perih; finding himself in this danger, he told the Turk that he could not save him in that posture, but that if he would get upon his Back, he would do his best; which the Turk a little too credulous attempting to do, no sooner had he let go his Foot, but he gave him a punch on the Belly, and made all haste to land; where sitting down to rest himself, two other Turks, who had swam a shoar as well as he, having rested in the same place, and rising up to be gone, were both shot close by him, with a Canon-Bullet from the Sea. I thought fit to mention all these particulars, as fapposing they will not be unpleasing to the Reader. This was so great an overthrow, that it put all the Turks into a consternation; who were so terrified, that they imagined themselves to be Slaves to the Venetians already. The Grand Signor took this loss so much to Heart, that for a whole day he would not eat, nor receive any comfort, but wept bitterly; nay before any news of it was brought, his Barber having told him that he heard say, the Turkish Fleet was Defeated, he caused him immediately to be put to Death. When he had got certain Intelligence of it, he ordered Soldiers to be forthwith sent to all the Isles and other Places; where he feared the Venetians might make a defect; and because he was apprehensive that they might come to Constantinople, he caused the Houles that were upon the Walls to be pulled down, because they might facilitate the Burning, and hinder the
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defence of the City. For my own part I make no doubt; but that if they had appeared, the Turks would have abandoned Constantinople; it is most certain that the Grand Signior would have immediately fled over to Asia; and a great many among them said, that the time was come which had been foretold by a Sibyl or Insan, to wit, that the time would come when a Chequin would be offered for a place in the Parma, to go from Constantinople to Smadar, and could not be had. This Overthrow had been foretold by several Turks to be greater than it was, for before the Fleet put out from Constantinople, I was told that some Turks had predicted that not one sail of them should come back again, and that the Christians should not only defeat it, but take Creta also the same year, which nevertheless proved not to be true; but the Venetians took Tenedo and Lemnos, which would have much incommended the Turks, if the Christians had kept them; for keeping some Gallies and Gallicacls at Tenedo, they would have deprived the Turks of Greece, of all Commerce by Sea with Egypt; but the Turks soon after took both those Islands. After this great Overthrow, every one thought that the Captain Bafia would lose his Head, and yet he had so good Friends that they saved him, only he was made Manfai; and in his place was employed Seyd Hamet Bafia, with orders to the Captain Bafia Manfai to go to Negropont, of which he was made Bafia. This man named Orouss Kieman Bafia was by Nation a Raffian; and one Night when the Tartars plundered the Village where he was, they found him at the age of six Months lying stark naked on a heap of Chaff; they took him, and with other Slaves sent him to Constantinople, where he was sold, and brought up in the Turkish Religion, wherein his luck was so good, that he attained to the highest places. Sunday the sixth of August, late in the Night, when hardly any thing could be seen, even Turkish Galleys and a Manoe, which were part of the remaining Fleet, came into the Port at Constantinople, without any noise, having no Colours nor Main-masts, but only the fore Main standing: we who were Franks rejoiced at this as in private, but far from making any Publick rejoicing, it behoved us to act the Turks and seem sorrowful for the Christians good Successes: Nevertheless, after the loss of that Battel the Turks conceived to great hatred and rage against the Christians, that the very sight of a Frank brought it into their mind; many of them seeing Frank Merchants pass along in Galata, could not forbear to say openly, We shall see at Bairam what will become of these Franks; so that those who heard the words telling them to one another, we thought we had reason to apprehend that they might take the day of Bairam to Maligne all the Franks. It was known also that several Janizaries were come a fair one night in Galata, and this gave us great suspicion, for we ought to fear every thing from Bruitish People, especially when they are provoked. The English Ships that were in the Port, by orders from their Ambassadors, in the Night-time put off a little from shore, and kept good Guard. In fine the Bairam which was the four and twentieth of July, being past, we took a little heart again; but Friday the eight and twentieth of July, about ten a clock at Night, a Letter was brought to the French Ambassador, which renewed our former fears; it was written in Turkish by an Ishogian of the Seraglio, that is close by the Palace of the Ambassadors, who sent for his chief Dragoman or Interpreter, and gave him the Letter to read; the purport whereof was, that if the Turks had failed to fall upon the Franks at their Bairam, they should not fail to do it within a few Days. My Lord Ambassador sent that Letter to the Aga of the Janizaries, who having seen it, caused the Young-man who wrote it in a mere caprice, to have instantaneously two hundred blows of a Cudgel upon the foles of his Feet; so that his cries were heard in the Ambassadours House.
CHAP. LIV.

Of the Sedition that happened in Constantinople, in the Year 1655.

I have said enough (I think) of the Turkish Militia; yet I cannot dismiss that Subject, without taking some Notice of the Revolts of the Janizaries. These very Men, who when obedient to the Grand Signior, render him one of the most formidable Princes on Earth, strangely limit his Power, when they lose that Respect they owe to him, which happens pretty often, and then more like to Rapid Torrents, than a company of Rational Men, they run down all that comes in their way, and frightening the Commands of all Superiors, follow the dictates of their furious Palion; so that they have strangled several Grand Signiors, and among others, Sultan Osmans, because (as they suspected) he had a mind to rid himself of them: For that Prince being sensible of the power of that Body, that set Bounds as it pleased to his own, thought he could not be Absolute, without breaking it, and (as they say) resolved to do so; but he could not keep his Design so secret, but that they discovered it. Whereupon they took him by force out of the Serraglio, carried him ignominiously to the Seven Towers, shouting and jeering him by the way, when they laid him there, Strangled him, and set up his Uncle Mustapha in his place. Not many Years since, they also put to Death Sultan Ibrahim, the Brother of Osmans, and Father of the present Grand Signior, whom they apprehended in the Serraglio, and carried him to the Seven Towers, where they Strangled him, and put in his place his Son Mahomets, now Reigning. However, though they sometimes attempt against, yet they do not respect the Blood of their Prince, and have so great a Veneration for the Race of the Osmans, or Osmans, that they never so much as dream of altering the Succession from that Family. While I was at Constantinople, they railed a Sedition, which put the present Grand Signior into great fear; and thus it happened. Monday the Twenty-eighth of February, One thousand six hundred fifty-five, the Grand Signior having heard the Complaints of Husein Basha, and other Officers, that came from Candie, wherein they alleged that no Succours had been sent them; sent for the Musti, the Viziers, the Janizary Aga, and the six Beulk and Galaw, or Colonels of Herie, who being all come into his presence, he told the Grand Viziers, that he would have the Town of Candie taken; to which the Grand Viziers making no other Answer, but Sir, your Will be done. The Grand Signior demanded the Seal from him: And having instantly received it (because the Grand Vizier carries it always about him,) he sent for his Capaliger Kinyaf, who is as the Lieutenant of the Guard of his Gate; and having put the Seal into his hands, he commanded him to carry it with all Expedition, to Husein Basha, General of the Turkish Army in Candie, for the Grand Signior thought by this Dignity, to draw him to Constantinople, and there to cut off his Head; and for that very reason Saliman Basha, Grand Vizier, was the same day made Musti, that is to say, turned out of Place: And Zamosi Mustapha Basha was made Caynacim, or Deputy, to discharge the Office of Vizier, until the coming of Husein Basha. Nevertheless, this Man flattering himself with hopes of being himself made Grand Vizier, as soon as he was in his Serraglio, sent a Letter to the Capaliger Kinyaf, wherein he commanded only him to Aye according to the Instructions that he should have from him; but the Capaliger Kinyaf making no account of these Orders, kept on his way, imagining that it was but a Trick put upon him, and no Order from the Grand Signior. Tuesday the first of March, two hundred Janizaries came from Candie, who having served five or six Years there without any Pay, or the Cloth that is their due, were come to Constantinople.
Travels into the Levant.

Part I.

Kiaa Bey.

timple, to make their Complaints to the Janizary Ages, who sent them to the Kiaa Bey, who is Lieutenant General of all the Foot: They went then to the Kiaa Bey, and having represented to him how long they had served, and what Pay and Cloth was in Arrear to them; complained also, that more than one half of them were struck out of the Muster-Roll. The answer the Kiaa Bey gave them, was, Rafcals, withdraw and be gone, else I'll canse you all to be Strangled, and thrown into the Sea; you keep soaking in Taverns, and come and make such Complaints to me: You are a pack of Rogues, that break open and rob poor Peoples Houses in the Night-time. Away, I say, else I'll make you smart for it. The poor Men extremely surprised at this discourse, and not knowing what to do, went straight to the Agemal; where they met with several Denegedgis and Topgis, who were likewise discontented, that their Pay was kept from them; so that there were about four hundred got together; but they acted nothing till Friday, when Janizaries, Spahis, Topgis and Denegedgis, all together, to the number of above five Thousand, assembled at the Agemal, in the Afternoon; and there took an Oath, that they would be revenged of the wrong that was done them. Saturday, the Fifth of March, there were above ten Thousand got together in the same place, among whom their was a Spahi, named Geleb Aflan Agha, who had but six Alpries Pay; but was a Man of Wit, spoke well, and was so cunning, that he got himself made Chief of the Assembly; and presently after Ebdin Mahomet Agha and Enden Zade Mahomet Agha, Spahi, declared themselves to be of the Party, who altogether resolved to oblige the Grand Signior to give an Ayoe Divan, or Public Audience. The Kzlar Agha, or Keeper of the Grand Signior's Women, and the rest of the Eunuchs of the Seraglio, having intelligence of this Riot, deputed the Nacir Efehoref, Chief of the Emirs, to know of these Men what their Design was. This Man having spoken to them, they gave him their Reasons in Writing, to be presented to the Grand Signior. Whereupon he returned to the Seraglio, with a design to act according to their intention; but the Kzlar Agha, who would by no means have that come to the ears of the Grand Signior, said to him, What would you do? These are Mansoul, and so turned him out. After that, he sent the Nichangi Basha to pray the Seditions that they would declare their Design; bid them disperse, and allure the Janizaries that they should have their Cloth and Pay; But hardly had they heard this, when they began to throw stones at him, and would have cut him in pieces, saying, That they very well knew, he was not come from the Grand Signior, but from the Arabis, to wit, the Eunuchs: However Geleb Aflan Agha hindered them from killing him, and they were content to detain him. The Kzlar Agha being informed that they detained the Nichangi Basha, sent again Taquki Musapha Basha with an Abberiff, or Letter, under Signet, saying, That it was the Grand Signior's, wherein he prayed God, that the Bread and Salt which they had eaten in his Service, might do them good, beseeching them to withdraw; that to give them satisfaction, he had turned out of Place those who had done them wrong, as the Janizary Agha and Kiaa Bey; then all cried with one voice, that that was not enough, that they would have them put to death also; and that besides, they would have the Grand Signior to hold an Ayoe Divan, or else he should repent it; because they would know who were the Robbers that stole away all the Grand Signior's Money, and why there were so many counterfeit Alpries among their Pay, which is the common pretext of their Seditions. In short, that seeing he was their King, they would see him, and declare their Reasons to himself in Person, and in conclusion apprehended this Man as they had done the other. The same day after the Quindy, the fix Buluk Aghals, with the Kiaa Bey, who was newly promoted to that Office, accompanied with all the Tharhaghis, Odabakis and Odikat Aghals, being come into the publick place, caned an Arman, a Sword, Bread and Salt, to be brought out in presence of all the Assembly, and took an Oath, That where one Hair of the Janizaries Heads should fall, there all their Heads should go also; and then the Janizaries swore the Man in presence of the Spahi. The Oath being taken, and Prayers said, the Kadjas Hifonf Basha, with Nichangi Basha, Geleb Aflan Agha, Enden Zade Mahomet Agha, the Tombagi Basha, the six Buluk Aghals, and the six Kiaas of the Spahi, were detained in the Odas all Night.
Night till next Morning, that they might Consult what was best to be done, and how to put an end to their Business.

Sunday the sixth of March, about break of day, they made a Lift of those that would have delivered up to them: The first was the Kilar Aga, the second the Capri Aga, or Keeper of the Pages, the third Bhab Aga Hodseja of the Grand Signior, the fourth Mseenahab Hisaf Aga, the fifth Giyisun Ibrahim Aga, chief Eunuch to the Queen-Mother of the Grand Signior, the sixth the Janizary Aga, who before had been Grand Emir Ahber, or Master of the Horse to the Grand Signior, the seventh the Kiya Beys, or Lieutenant General of all the Janizaries, the eighth the Bohmurek Emin, or Master of the Caftans, called Alfan Aga, the ninth Sale Esjendi Terbuni Emin, or great Master of the Arsenaal, the tenth Chabon Kalfa, the tenth Mekh Kedun, the Wife of Chabon Kalfa, the twelfth Old Braza, or the Treasurer of the Kilar Aga, the thirteenth Doli Balkazer Hamet Aga, the fourteenth the Chineen Bbah, the fifteenth Chavatullah; and many others to the number of sixty. Nay, I was told, that the Mother of the Grand Signior, was put in among the rest, but that for Money her name was dashed out.

The Roll being finished, all with one consent parted from the Etmeidan, which is a place where Meat is sold, and went to the Armeidan, finding that there was a necessity of using Force, since otherwise they were not like to have any Satisfaction. They come to the Armeidan about Ten a Clock in the morning, and presently cried thrice Allah. The Grand Signior hearing such a noise, was strangely Altonished, and not knowing the meaning of it, asked the Kilar Aga what the matter was; who answered him, That they would have his own Head, his Mothers, and the Heads of his most faithful Servants. This struck him into a strange Dumb, wherefore he presently sent an Acherif under his Hand, to know what was the intention of his People, who seemed to rise against him, acquainting them, that if they had any thing to demand of him, they should come under the Kniek, which is a Pavilion of the Seraglio before Santa Sophia, and he would give them all manner of satisfaction. In the mean while Chavatullah came to them on Horse-back, and having asked them who was their Chief, gave them some threatening words, but was presently knocked on the Head. Then all the Assembly crying Allah, went to the Kniek a little after Twelve of the Clock with so much crowding, that there was a Dzrbedjler Chorba, filled in the Crowd; and a Jew having prelit in among the thick of all, to Plunder perhaps (if it come to that) and being known to be a Jew, with much ado saved his Life by turning Turk. So soon as they were come under the Kniek, the Bohsam Bbah spoke to them Kniek through a Lattice Window; but all saying that they would speak to the Grand Signior, he appeared sitting on a Tait, or Throne, his Mother being close by him behind a Curtain, and near him the Mufis, the Cudimals and seven Viziers; and on his left hand the Caymahan Zorneen Mustapha Bbah, and the Bohsang Bbah, before him. Those who were deputies to speak to the Grand Signior advancing, the Grand Signior asked them why they had gathered together, and what they desired, They made answer, That they intended no hurt to him, but that the contrary which they wished him all Happiness; that three days ago they had met together, to give him to understand, that it was not of the nature of that he was King, nor the Ennuchs; that Asia and Europe were Ruined, that the Janizary nor Stars could keep their House, because of the publick Robbers that were in the Provinces. The Grand Signior having heard that, replied, Have a little patience, and tell me plainly what it is you would have. They presently pulled out their Lift and read it to the Grand Signior, which stunned him, not knowing what to answer; however he told them, that he must enquire of the Mufis, if such a thing had ever been done. The Mufis said, It was a thing unheard of, and ought not to be made a Precedent. Which they hearing, cried out, with one voice, That they would have another Mufis, this Man being for the Ennuchs, and not for the Grand Signior. Immediately the Grand Signior made him Mansoul, naming in his place Kedon. The Mufis made Mansoul, and then said to them: My Subjects, demand what you please, and if you would have me, I'll deliver my self unto you; read your Lift again, that I may hear who they are you demand: Which being done, he was more amazed.
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The amazed than before, and said to them, 'Do me the favour, as who am your King,
to spare (for my sake) the lives of some of my Favourites; pity not them, but me.'
His Mother and the Caymawen suggested those words to him, which he spoke with tears in his eyes; but perceiving that that did but animate them the more, after the Quindey he ordered the Baffangi Basha to go and Strangle such
as he found. The Baffangi Basha immediately went about the execution of his orders, and half an hour after, the Ksar Aq-gat strangled, was thrown out at a window a little beyond the Kiensk, a little after, the like was done to the Capia Aqast. But after that, the Seditions finding that the work was not con-
tinued according to their desire, called to the Grand Signior, Great King, order the rest to be thrown out also.
Then the Grand Signior riding from his Throne,
swore by his Faith, by the Law, and by Mahomet, that they could find no more
but those two; but that upon the word of a King, those that were found, should be delivered up unto them; so bowing down his head, he dismissed them, and they having wished a thousand blessings to the Emperor, departed, dragging
the two dead Bodies with them by the feet to the Etmieian, where they
hanged them up by the feet upon the Eltine before the New Mosque. The
Baffangi Basha was in search of the rest all the night long.

And then again, on Monday morning, the Seventh of March, being returned to the Etmieian, as formerly, a Greek who thrall among them, (to Plunder if they came to that) thinking he might easily pass for a Turk, being known to be a Christian, was immediately killed. From thence they went to the Etmieian, whither were brought them three more strangled, who were hanged
up with the rest, to wit, Hisaf Aqa, Gaidion Ibrahim Aqa, and the Abdal Basha; and the Kisa Basha, who gave occasion to all this, strangled himself the Sameday.

Tuesday, the Eighth of March, Mahimm Chiaoux Basha was brought.
Wednesday, they brought Mahia Khandam, the Wife of Chabam Kals, who, after she had been strangled, was put (all but the Head) in a sack, and hanged up as the rest: it was said, that she had got great Riches from the Queen-Mother. The same day, Hakidji Ogel, High Treasurer, was put to death in the Seven Towers, whither he had been carried the Sunday before.

Thursday, the Tenth of March, Chiaoux Basha was made Visier, who immedi-
ately caused Aisan Aqa, Master of the Custome-house, to be brought to the Seraglio, and strangled there; he had hid himself in a house near to his own, confiding in a Slave of his, a Renegadoe, who betrayed him; and if the Grand Signior could, he would have fared him; for a recompense of the Slave's Tre-
chery, he took from him the Pay which he had. The Body of the Master of the Custome-house was not carried with the rest to the Etmieian; and he was much regretted by all the Poor, both Turks and Christians, to whom he was very charitable. He had done a great many publick Works at vast Charges, as bringing of Water, paving of High-ways, and the like; and was a Reneg-
adoe Armenian.

Friday, the Eleventh of March, Bilal Aqa, and Chabam Kals, were strangled.
Saturday in the Afternoon, the Twelfth of March, all the dead Bodies were interred.

Saturday, the Five and Twentieth of March, Zornman Musapha Basha, Cap-
tain Basha, who had been made Caymacam before the Viarieate of Chiaoux Basha, was declared Manful, and made Beglerbeg of Erzerum; Cadi Musapha Basha was made Captain Basha in his place.

Tasday mornings the Eight and Twentieth of March, Deli Bulazar was strangled.

Saturday, the First of April, Sale Efendi, Tereshare Emin, Top Capelu Mus-
apha Aqa, and Metimar Musapha, were strangled.

Wednesday, the Six and Twentieth of April, the Grand Visier, Chiaoux Basha, died of a Fever. I was told when he was in health, that some had foretold, he should not enjoy his Prosperity Fifty Daies; and, indeed he died on the Eight and Fortieth day of his Viirrate; but I believe he was poisnoned, for I heard that his Body was all black and blew after his death. He had been Visier once already, five years before, and had put to death the Grand Signior's Grandmother, and several other Peions of Quality, in the space of about two months.
months that he was in Place, and then was made Mansoul. Two hours after, him, the Defterdar died. A few days after the Captain Bayha was made Mansoul, and declared Bayha of Egypt, Kicen Bayha was made Captain Bayha in his place, and the Seal was sent to the Bayha of Egypt, because Egribeyna Bayha of Damascius, who had been sent for to be Vizier, was sick; and in the mean time Afsouf Bayha was made Captain, who three weeks after was declared Mansoul, and Kaidar Zade named in his place.

Monday, the Eighth of May, they desired the Grand Signior to put out the Tung against Sedni Ahmad Bayha, a Rebel in Asia, who made Inroads even to Abder Bayha, Sundares. The Tung is a Horns Tail fastened to the head of a Pike: It is never put out but in extreme necessity, and then all the Militia must take the Field.

A great many Sheep were then sacrificed, and on Tuesday, the Ninth of May, it was put out, and planted in the first Court of the Seraglio, near the Djebe Han; But the Grand Signior having held Council, it was altered by some, that they could not march against Ahmad Bayha without being at a vast Charge in putting all the Forces in good condition; and it being the time when the Venetians were coming to the Dardanelles, they would have none to send against them, if all were set that way; whereupon the Grand Signior in a rage having asked, Who was the Author of putting out the Tung? And some saying, that it was Gelep Asan Aga, he was immediately put to death, with Chami Mahomet Aga, Pasha Basha, and Caya Caih Mahomet Aga, Commissary of the Fish-Markets; and the Tung was ignominiously put up again, a thing never done before.

The Night following, fifty or sixty Janizaries were strangled and cast into Janizaries the Sea, and we heard the Guns go off as fast as they threw them into the water.

Wednesday, the Tenth of May, Rejefan Beglerbeg, of Asia, was Beheaded before the Grand Signior's Chamber. This Gelep Asan Aga (of whom we have been speaking) had fairly raised his Fortune, having in a very few days made above four hundred Thousand Crowns of the Pretenders which were sent him from all hands, and especially from the Grand Signior's Mother, who daily presented him. After that Sedition, he was environed with Baffiars, who with great Submission made their court to him, but he knew not how to carry fair so great prosperity.

I thought fit to relate this Story at length, according as I received it from a French Renegade, who was present at all, and daily gave me an account of what passed; to shew how insignificant a thing the Grand Signior is, when the Soldiery is in an Insurrection.

CHAP. LV.

Of the Christians and Jews that are Subjects to the Grand Signior.

The Subjects of the Grand Signior, who are not Muselmanns, are either The Grand Christians or Jews; of the Christians, the chief are the Greeks, who fee Signior's Sub the same Habit that the Turk do, only there are some colours which they dare not wear neither on their Head, nor in their Body Apparel; for not only they, but generally all who are not Turks, whether Christians or Jews, (Subjects to the Grand Signior, or not.) dare not wear Green on their Head, or any other part of their Body; and if a Christian or Jew be found with the least bit of Green about him, he'll be foundly Baffoonado, and pay Money to boot; in so great veneration is the Green colour with them. Nor dare Christians wear a Turban all white, for if he be taken with such an one (whether he be a Subject of the Grand Signior's or not) he must turn Turk or die for bun.  

M
it; but they may wear of all other colours, or of mixt colours, provided there be no Green among them; though all it be dangerous to wear all Red, or all Yellow, because the Soldiers affect those colours. Neither dare the Christians (who are Subjects to the Grand Signior) wear yellow Pabouches, upon pain of several Bastonados, but only Red; Strangers however may wear Yellow. The Papas, or Greek Priests, are always clad in Black, and wear a black Cap, with a lift of white Cloth about it, having a piece of black Cloth fastened to it within, which hangs down upon their back. They wear long Hair; and to do their Monks also. As for their Religion, the chief point wherein they differ from the Church of Rome is, that they maintain that the Holy Ghost proceeds only from the Father; and not from the Father and Son together. They acknowledge not the Pope for Head of the Church, but have four Patriarchs who are Chief, and have equal Authority in their several Patriarchates. The first is the Patriarch of Constantinople; the second, of Antioch; the third, of Alexandria; and the fourth, of Jerusalem: All the four are confirmed in that Dignity by the Grand Signior, or by his Officers at least; to wit, he of Constantinople by the Grand Vizier, and the rest by the Bafhis of the Country: He that receives them, gives them a Caftol or Veil the day of their Confirmation. They admit not of Purgatory, but allow a Third Place, where they will have the Blessed to be, in expectation of the Day of Judgment: And nevertheless, though they believe not that the Saints are in Paradise, into which (they say) they are not admitted before the Day of Judgment; yet they pray to them, that they would intercede for them with God. At Mass they Confecrate with Leavened Bread, such as we commonly eat; they Communicate under both kinds, awful Latikes as Priests, and awful Women and Children as Men. They have four Lents, and begin the First six weeks before Easter, which they continue till Easter Day. The Second, fifteen days before the Feast of St. Peter and St. Paul, until the Day of that Feast. The Third, the First of August, until the Assumption, which is the Fifteenth day. The Fourth, from the first Sunday of Advent, until Christmas Day; and all this according to their Calendar, which is the ancient. During these three last Lents, they may eat flesh and Oyl; but in the first Lent, they eat neither Oyl nor Fish, nor any thing that hath blood, but only Herbs and Shell-fish, and that which they call Cepis, and we Cuttle fish, whose blood is as black as Ink; and certainly what Basilicon says, That the Greek never eat Oysters, is not true; for they hardly eat any thing else during Lent, and at all times they are great Eaters of Fish. The Lent of the Armenians is stricter than that of the Greeks; for during their Lent, they eat no kind of Fish, not so much as Shell-fish nor Oyl; nor do they drink Wine, but live only on Bread, Water, Herbs and Roots.

But to return to the Greeks, their Churches are like ours, save that the High Altar is divided from the rest of the Church by a wooden partition with three doors in it, and that makes a kind of Sambatum Sanctorum. They have No Images, but in flat Picture, and not in Relief. The Greeks kneel not in their Churches, nor not at the Elevation of the Sacrament, but all lean upon the Stools, and for that purpose the Greek Churches are always well provided with them. A Man with them cannot be a Priest, if he be not full thirty years old. Their Priests must have been Married once in their Life to a Virgin, and keep their Wives after they are Priests; but being dead, they cannot take other Wives. The Calegers or Religious Greeks can never Marry. These Monks eat no Flesh. I shall not here spend time in describing their way of celebrating Mass, which is in substance the same as that of the Latins; nor shall I speak of their Sacred Vestments, which have their Mysteries, as well as the Candlestick with three Candles, that signifies the Holy Trinity; and the other two, which signifies the two Natures in Jesus Christ, to wit, the Divine and Human Nature. Every one knows also, that in giving the Blessing, they make the sign of the Cross from the right to the left; whereas the Latins make it from the left to the right. But let us say something of their Marriage.

Maids must not themselves before they be married, nor yet a long while after, avoiding the sight even of their Relations, nor go not to Church for fear of being seen. I saw a Maid married at Rhodes, who had two other Maiden Sisters, who were neither present at the Ceremony, nor Rejoicings of the Wedding,
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Wedding, for fear of being seen. The Greeks are married by a Priest, as the Latins are, and give a Ring in the same manner. But over and above that, they have something that the Latins have not; for they take a Godfather and Godmother, to whom they present some wrought Handkerchief; at least, I had one presented to me, when once I was chosen for a Godfather. The Godfather and Godmother present themselves before a Papas, with the Bridegroom and Bride; and while the Papas says some Prayers, the Godfather and Godmother hold a Garland of Flowers, interlaced with Orpine, over the Heads of the couple that are to be married, and a Pall over that: When Prayers are said, the Bridegroom and Bride holding one another by the hand, turn several times, while the Father and Mother who give them have hold of them behind; then a glass of Wine is brought, of which the Bridegroom drinks a little, and then the Bride; then the Bridegroom drinks again, which the Bride pledges; and then the glass is given to the Priest, who merrily drinks off the rest, and breaking the glass, says, So may the Bridegroom break the Virginity of the Bride. All things else are done as among Roman Catholics. As to their Customs and Manners ways of living, they are much like the Turks, but more wicked. The Greeks of the Greeks are covetous, peridious, and treacherous, great Pedersdachts, revengeful to extremity, but withal very superstitious, and great Hypocrites; and indeed, they are so despised by the Turks, that they value not even a Greek that turns Turk. They are far greater Enemies to Roman Catholics themselves, than the Turks are; and if it lay only in their power to hinder us from becoming Masters of the Turkish Countries, we need never expect it. Their Women are beautiful, but a little to fat, and very proud.

The Jews in Turkey are cloathed as the Turks are; save that they dare not the Apparel wear Green, nor a white Turban, nor red Veils; they wear commonly a of the Jews, Violet colour, but are obliged to wear a Violet Cap, shaped like a Hat, and of the same height; and such as can reach to the price of a Turban, have one round their Cap below. They ought also to wear their Metles and Pabonius of a Violet colour. I need say nothing of their Religion, since it is fully contained in the Old Testament and Talmud: But as to their Manners, they The Manners are the same in all places, that is to say, as great Cheats in Turkey, as in the Jews, Italy; and their thoughts run upon nothing else but devising and finding out taxes and tricks to vex Christians or Turks. They are in all places despised and ill used by all People. In the whole extent of the Turkish Empire, all Male Christians and Jews who are Subjects to the Grand Signior, pay the yearly Karadge, which is a Tribate of four Pfenniges a head. The Karadge is a Head: They begin to pay this Tribate, when they are Nine years of Age; but the Christian Priests and Monks are exempted from it, and so are the Jewish Rabins; the Women also pay nothing. This brings in a great Revenue to the Grand Signior, and no body can avoid it by often changing Habitation; for whatsoever place they come at when they Travel, their Karadge is demanded; if they have paid it for that year in another place, they must produce an Account; but if they have none to show, they must pay it, and take a Note or Acquittance to serve them in other places. Seeing none but the Subjects of the Grand Signior pay that Tribute, the Jews of Christendom pay it not when they are in Turkey. And to shew that they are not liable to it, they wear a Hat, and have a good Certificate from a Consul, that they are of such a place in Christendom.
CHAP. LVI.

The Arrival and Audience of an Ambassador from the Mogul.

An Ambassador from the Mogul.

There came to Constantinople in the Month of May, an Ambassador from the Mogul, who had been two and twenty Months by the way, and came by the Red-Sea, which much retarded him, because of contrary Winds; and besides he had stayed three or four Months at Mocha, and stop'd also at several other places: he brought not fourscore Men with him to Constantinople, a great many of these being Sick too, and most part Naked, having no more but a Rag to cover their Nakedness. There was no great Ceremony at his entry into Constantinople. On Monday the fifteenth of May, he had a private Audience of the Grand Signior, at the Kiosk, upon the Port by the Sea-side. I was told, that at this Audience he made a very considerable Present to the Grand Signior; to wit, a Girdle all of Diamonds, a Chapelet of the same, and a Cangier or Dagger, whose Pommele was a Diamond weighing eight Chequins or six hundred Grains, which was valued at five hundred Purses, or two hundred and fifty thousand Piastras; several added more, a Box full of Diamonds well Sealed, with a Writing upon it, bearing that it should not be opened but by the Grand Signior; but there was no certainty of this; however, that Present was valued at six hundred thousand Piastras. The Grand Signior presented him with a Kiosk or furry Vest. The Friday the sixteenth of May was pitched upon for his publick Audience, and I had a great desire to see his entry into the Serraglio and Present, but was told that I could not have Access, because Frankis were never suffer'd to come in, but when Frank Ambassadors made their entry; and at the entry of any other Ambassadors no Franks were admitted: However I resolved to try my Fortune, and for that end went betimes in the Morning with a Janizary and Spahi to the Serraglio: I was in company of a French Gentleman, called Monsieur Mesquin, who hath since been sent to Constantinople by the King of Poland in quality of Intermenes, he having for several Years lived at the Court of Poland: when we were come near the Serraglio, we saw a great Guard of Capidjis, who freely bestowed Bows on all hands, as well on Christians as Turks that came in their way, and suffered none to enter, but a few whom they durst not refuse: having stop'd there a little, our Janizary told us that we had best return again, for that certainly we could not get in; and my Spahi told me as much; nevertheless, this French Gentleman having spoke in Turkish to one of the Capidjis, met with no rude usage, only he told us that he could not let us in, which gave us some hopes that for all that we might enter. I began also to speak Turkish to the same Capidji, and though I could hardly pronounce two right words, yet I hammer'd out that I was a Stranger, and that I had a great desire to see the Ceremony; he told me that I should not enter; and sometimes being troubled with my Importunity, fell into some Passion, but seeing he offered not to strike me, I perçiûted, and holding my peace when I saw him vex'd, I just did as a bountiful Beggar does when he begs an Alms; and when he bid me stand till the Ambassador came and that I should come in with him, I made answer, that I was afraid of being abused by the Crowd, as being a Christian and a Frank: at length having stunned him with my Gibberish language, which was almost wholly made up of these words, Allah feveren, which is to say, for God's sake; he sent one of his Connexes to his Colonel, who was under the Porch, to ask his leave to let us in, which the Colonel readily granted; so that we entered, and our Spahi being at some distance from us could not get in: we were very glad that we were got into the first Court, but durst not offer to present ourselves at the Gate of the second, for fear of harsh usage, and of being punished for our Sauniness, and therefore chose rather to wait for the
the coming of the Ambassador, in whose Train we entered. The Chiourm, The entry of the Mogul, had gone to his House in the Morning to wait upon him to the Strageio; and the Ambassador, on Horse-back, then came some of the Ambassadors’ Servants on Horse-back also, the last of whom led four lovely Horses, which were followed by seventeen Mules; for no Ambassadors come there without a Present. After all came the Ambassador, very well mounted, but plain in his Apparel, having the Chiourm’s Bajras on his left hand. They alighted at the gate of the second Court when all went in, and I among the rest. In this Court on the right hand three thousand Janizaries were to drawn up and kept so great a silence, that one would have thought they had been all Statues. The Mules that carried the Presents were led a great way forward to the left hand and there unloosed: in the mean time the Ambassador was introduced into the Hall of the Divan, where Dinner was served up, and there he dined with the Visitors; it being their custom that Ambassadors Dine before they are conducted to Audience of the Grand Signior: and during that time the present is carried into the third Court, making it pass before the Grand Signior, who is willing first to see what he hath brought, before he receive him to Audience; after that it is laid up in the Wardrobe. The Ambassadors’ Servants were also entertained at Dinner, in a Court near to their Present, which was opened under a Cloath, purposely pitch’d up about twenty or thirty paces from the Divan, and carried piece after piece by Capidigos, who gently removed it from thence into the third Court on their Arms, and every one had but a little to carry, that it might make the greater show: Two hundred three score and fourteen Capidigos were employed in carrying this Present, which consisted of two thousand two hundred pieces, wrapped up in two hundred and three score Tiles. First went four led Horses, then the Capidigos carried several Turbans, and Stuff of all sorts, with many Handkerchiefs wrought with Gold, Silver, and Silk, but in such Works as cost several hundreds of Crowns; four Silk Carpets of five thousand Piasters a piece; and the last were four Baggis of Crimson-Velvet, carried by four Capidigos: in each Bagg there was a Cantar or Quinart of Aloes, A Cantar of Wood; then two little Caskets or Boxes of Ambergris, carried by two Capidigos; in each Box there was half a Cantar of Ambergris: all these went very softly, sometimes ten or twelve Capidigos together, always two and two, and then for half a quarter of an hour sometimes no body came more. At that time, that the Ambassador might see the Forces that are commonly in Constantinople, they had their Pay, which had been delayed for some days on purpose. There were fourteen hundred Purfes to be pay’d, of which the Janizaries had about seven hundred and fifty; and it was pretty to see how a Chobadje being called, and being come to the door of the Divan, called all the Soldiers of his Company, who came running to receive the Baggs, carried them after the Chobadje, and then ran back again to their Places, where so soon as they were come one would not have thought that they had flourished from thence, so nimble they are in putting themselves in Order; then went off another Company, and so in order till they had done. There were thirty Purfes for the Chiourm, four score for the Spahi’s, fifty for the Solhhtars, and the rest for the Dederigo, Tongis, Bostangis, and the like. The Present was at first valued at six millions of Piasters; but at length the Merchants of the Bezestein were of opinion that it was worth three millions of Piasters; which they who knew the Wealth of the Great Mogul, did not at all wonder at. When the Mogul the Ambassador had Din’d, we were conducted to Audience, where he stayed but a very little while, and came out with a Vest of Cloth of Gold upon his Back; and thirty of his Retinue had each of them a Cantar or Vest of the same Stuff; for it is the custom that Ambassadors take Gentlemen and thence they would fav’r with them to their Audience; and they have all Vests of Gold, as well as the Ambassador, before they appear in the Grand Signior’s Presence. We went out again into the first Court, to see the Cassandics, which made a very fine show, consisting of the Ambassador and his Attendants, who were in no very good Order, and of the Visitors with the rest of the Officers of the Divan, who were all well and richly Mounted. Some few days after, the Caymaccam treated that Ambassador at Dinner, and after Dinner,
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Dinner sent for the Singamientes, which is a very common Diversion among the Persians and Mogul; and without which, the best Entertainment that can be given them signifies nothing. The Ambassador gave to these Singamientes two hundred and thirty Turbans, worth a thousand Aspers one with another, which make near two thousand six hundred Pistoles. He was afterwards treated by all the Visitors at Scudery, whether they Conducted him by turns in the Bastra, in which were many that played on Instruments; and he also received several Presents from the Grand Signior, among others, some of the loveliest Horses of his Stables. The occasion of his Embassage was as it was said, to solicit the Grand Signior to make War against the King of Persia, while his Master the great Mogul, a great Enemy to the Persians, should fall upon him on the other side.

CHAP. LVII.

Of the Grand Signior's going abroad in State.

The Grand Signior intending to shew his Grandeur to the Ambassador of the Mogul, resolved to go through the City in State. I have seen him several times, and among others, next day after the Festival of the Birth of Mahomet, I saw him go to the new Mosque, attended by about a Score of Horse-men. He was clad in a Satin Dallman, of a Fleek-colour, and a Veil almost of the same Colour; on his Turban he had two black Heros Tops adorned with Diamonds, the one pointing up to Heaven, and the other down towards the Earth; He had a great many Eunuchs before and behind him richly Mounted, and by his Stirrups the two Masters of his Horse on foot, the chief at the Left, and the other at the Right. Then a little behind them two Pages, one on the Right Hand carrying the Sword, Bow and Quiver of the Grand Signior, the other on the Left carrying a Turban; next came the Kshiar Agafi, and the Capi Agafi, and after them two other Pages, carrying each a Silver Pot, one full of Water, and the other of Sorbet, and some other Pages behind them on Horse-back, followed by Peiks, and a great many Bostangis on foot; the Janizaries in the mean time being drawn up on both sides the Street. When the Grand Signior had said his Prayers in the Mosque, he changed his Veil and put on one of a Goose-turd green Colour lined with Samouri, then he Mounted a stately Horse, covered with a Houfe all Embroidered with Gold, having a Gold Bit adorned and set with many precious Stones, and so returned to the Seraglios, followed by Horse-men richly Mounted, besides many Eunuchs, and the same Officers that waited upon him when he went. I have seen him several times, and then he was never accompanied but with the Officers of the Seraglios; but his going abroad for the sake of the Ambassador of the great Mogul, was performed with all the State that can be shown on such occasions.

In the first place, all the Way was covered with Sand from the Seraglios to the Mosque of Sultan Mahomet, whether his Highness was to go, as is usually done when he goes abroad in State, every one taking care to lay Sand before their Doors, making by that means in the middle of the Street, a way of Sand three or four Foot broad, and pretty thick, on which the Grand Signior marches with all his Court: The Janizaries made a Lane being drawn up on each side of the Way, all along where the Cavalcade was to pass: It began by the great Sufi Bokha, having by his side the Commandry General, and many Janizaries after him: Next came the Keeper of the Grand Signior's Hounds, and the Keepers of the Cranes, very well Mounted, these being followed by Janizaries with their Chabadies well Mounted, having on their Heads their Caps of Silver gilt, with Plumes of Feathers; in the Rear of them was the Janizary Agafi very well Mounted, having Two and thirty Chabadies on foot.
foot before him. After the janizaries came the Spahis, with their six Captain-Colonels in the Rear, then the Chiasans of the Guard, above fifty in number, all well Mounted, having their Swords by their sides, and holding their Maces of Arms in their Right Hands; then the Mule-Fereacs on Horse-back also, and in good Order. After these came the Officers who carry the Grand Signior's Dashes when he is to Eat abroad out of the Serraglio, they were on Horse-back, as well as the Eunuchs and Mates who followed them. Next came the Viziers and the Caimataz, or the Deputy of the Grand Vicer (there being no Grand Caimataz. Vicer at that time) then the Peikis, or Footmen to the Grand Signior, wearing Peiks, their Caps of Ceremony, which are much of the shape of the Jews Caps, but of Silver guilt (they were on foot) and in the Rear the chief of them well Mounted, who was followed by him that carries the Grand Signior's Portmantle, in which are changes of Apparel, and he was likewise on Horse-back. After all these came eleven Horses in rich Trappings, with a great many precious Stones on all sides, and Stirrups, some of Silver, others of Silver guilt with a gross Mace of Silver at the Saddle-bow on the right side, and on the other side a pretty broad Knife, but no longer than half an Arms length, all for with precious Stones. These Horses were led by so many Spahis, well Mounted. After these Horses came the Soltakas on foot, above Five hundred in number, having the Dolman buckled up under the Girdle, with hanging Sleeves behind, and upon their Head a Cap with Feathers, like the Corboden, carrying their Bows in hand, and Quivers full of Arrows at their Back. In the middle of these was the Grand Signior, Mounted on a lovely Courser, covered almost with precious Stones; he wore a Velt of Crimson Velvet, and in his Cap two black herons Tops adorned with large Stones, above two Fingers high, the one stood upright, and the other pointed downwards: By his right Stirrup was the chief Master of the Horse, and the other on the Left, both on foot. He saluted all the People, having his Right Hand constantly on his Breast, bowing first to one side, and then to the other, and the People with a low and respectful Voice, wished him all Happiness and Prosperity. After the Grand Signior, the Soltakas Aga came on Horse-back, carrying the Sword, Bow and Quiver of the Grand Signior, and on his Left Hand the Master of the Wardrobe, carrying the Grand Signior's Turban, then the Kellar Aga, the Capi Aga, and two other Pages on Horse-back also, carrying Silver-Pots full of Waters, to give the Grand Signior the Adelos, and to Drink if he were a dry-fish. All of them came a great many that belonged to the Serraglio, all well Mounted. When Prayers were over, the Grand Signior came back in the same Order, having only changed his Velt, and put on one of a fine Red Satin. Whilst he passed by, a wretched Russian Slave cried, that he would be a Turk; and immediately the Grand Signior ordered a Capidji to carry him to the Serraglio. Many such Rogues intending to be Turks, wait the opportunity of the Grand Signior's passing, that they may make profession of the Mosliman Faith in his presence, and have therefore some Pay ordered them by his Majesty.

CHAP. LVIII.

Of the City of Bursa.

I Parted from Constantinople Wednesday the Thirtieth of August, in the Year 1656, in a Coaige, which I had hired to carry me to Montagna. I went on Board early in the Morning at Topshane, and yet could not reach Montagna that day, because of bad Weather, and in the Evening it behaved us to Land in to the Shoar. I spent the Night in the Caigue, having ordered the Men to come to an Anchor within fifty paces of the Land, for fear of being Robbed. Thursday early in the Morning, we continued our Voyage, and about Three of
of the Clock came to Montagna; I made no stay there, and indeed, it did not seem to defer thee, but took Hories to go to Burja, about eighteen Miles from Montagna. I arrived at Burja the same day, about Four or Five a Clock in the Evening, and lodg’d in a Han, where I had taken a Chamber.

Burja, called by the Antients Priesia, the Metropolitan City and Seat of the Ancient Kings of Brugia, was the first Capital of the Turkish Empire, having been taken by Orhan, the Son of Olyman, the first Sultan, during the Reign of his Father, in the Year of the Hegira 726, which was the Year of our Lord 1325. It was afterwards taken from the Turks by Tamerlane, having totally Rout’d their Emperor Bajazet, whom he made Prisoner. This Town stands towards Mount Olympus, which is but about Ten Miles distant. It has a pleasant Situation, and so great plenty of fresh Water, that the Inhabitants bring it into all the Houses and Hans, where it is conveyed in Pipes bigger then ones Leg, into the Houses of Office, and so washes away all the filth, and supplies them with clean Water, without any necessity of carrying Pots of Water into these places for the Ablution; for there they have Fountains on purpose. Besides these, there are other Waters that run through the Town, which are so hot, that they easily boil Eggs. They have made several fair Bagneas in the place where this Water runs, which serves for the Cure of many Distempers, so that People come to Bath there above an Hundred Miles off. I went thither out of Curiosity, and entered into a very lovely Bagne, all adorned with Marble, and in stead of the innermost Room where they Sweat, there was a very large Bath, above Nine Foot deep, full of hot and cold Waters mingled together; all that please may Bath therein, and some take their pleasure in Bathing there. There are Steps to go down into it on all sides, where one may be as deep as he pleases. They bring it into two thirds of cold Water, and nevertheless it is still so hot, that I was scalded when first I went into it, though the hot Water run through the Fields in an open Rivulet. There are many fair Buildings in this Town, and they reckon above Two hundred lovely Mosques in it; and among others they shew’d me the Mosque of the Dervishes, and in a little Chappel at the back of it, I saw a Tomb, which they assured me was the Tomb of the Mufi, whom the Grand Signior had caus’d to be Strang’d in that Town. There are a great many Hans in it also, all very Magnificent, and constantly Inhabited, because this Town is a common passage for Caravans from several places. But one must not forget to see the Sepulchres of the first Turkish Emperours, and of their Sultanas, in so many little Chappels built Dome-wise, among which is the Monument of a French Sultana (as they say) but seeing they call all the Europeans Franks, they many times confound the French with the rest of Franks. They believe she was a most beautiful French Princess, that having been taken at Sea was present’d to the Grand Signior, who was so much in love with her, that he allowed her the Exercise of her Religion, and yet lay with her though she was a Christian; for he never forsook her Faith, but lived and died in the same Religion she had been bred up in. After her death, the Christians of the Country begg’d her Body, that they might Bury her after their Way, and even offered Money to have that Liberty, but it was refused them, and she was Buried like the other Sultanas. Her Tomb is in a little Chappel, arched and enclosed with Walls, and one may see into it through Windows with Grates. I could carefully have wished the Door had been open that I might have gone in, and read a Paper I saw fastned to the end of her Tomb, which without doubt was her Epitaph, for I observed in the Tombs of the other Sultanas, that their Epitaph was cut in the Stone, which was not so on this; but I had not that satisfaction. This Town is above half a French League in length, and not Walled in all places: Upon a little Hill in the middle of it, there is a Castle, which is almost as big as the rest of the Town, it is Walled round, and no Christian permitted to live in it. This Castle is very strong, and hath a Bastion that commands the Town, which seems to be Impegnable, yet the Water that runs into it may be cut off as it passes through the Town. The Christians heretofore lost it to; for the Turks having besieged it (then held out by the Christians) and perceiving that there was no way to take it by Force, bethought themselves of cutting off the Water, for want
want of which, the Christians forced by Thirst, surrendred the place. In this Castle are many Ruines of a stately Building, which was formerly the Sarcophagus of the first Sultan of the Ottoman Family, but it is all Demolished. The People of the Country tell a Story in relation to this Castle, which I have thought fit to Relate here. They say, That heretofore there was a Maid built a Daughter of an Emperor Leaprous all over, and by Consequence very Ugly, but to make a Mends for that, very Vertuous, who repoling great Confidence in God; and finding her Father much dissatisfied that he could nor Marry her, all Men refusing it because of her Leprosie: To caue her Father of that Trouble, she begged his leave that she might go Wander over the World like a poor Wretch, hoping that God would help her; which she having with much ado obtained of her Father, who tenderly loved her. She Travelled so long, till at length she came to the place where the Rivulet of hot Water runs, (whereof we spake before) and there having Prayed, as she never failed to do several times a day, she saw a Mealy Hog come and Wallow in the Water, which it having continued to do for some days, was Cured of its Leprosie. The Maid observing this, thought that God Almighty had guided her to that place for a Cure; wherefore she went into the Water, and for some days having Bathed there, she was in the end perfectly Cured, being as Sound and Clean, as if she had never been Leprous. She failed not to give God thanks, and resolved to stay in that Country, which the found had been so healthful to her. She therefore acquainted her Father with her Cure, praying him to send her Means and People, to Build a Place of Retreat for her. Having then obtained of her Father, all that she desired, she built this Castle, which at present is the Castle of Bursa: And because the Saracens much commended her by their Inroads, she demanded Assistance from her Father, who sent her Aid under the Conduct of Roland or Orland, a very strong and Valiant Man, who made great Slaughter of the Saracens. Close by the Town, there is a Hill, on the top whereof a Turkish Hermite lives in a Chappel; that Chappel is enclosed with good Walls, and Iron-Grates, but for a small pretext of Aspre, the Hermite let me in, and showed me the Sword of the aforesaid Roland, which is above seven Inches broad, it is four Foot long (I mean the Blade of it alone) for the Handle is almost a Foot long; and they say, that this is but one half of the Blade, the other half being in the Grand Signior's Treasury, it is so heavy, that it is as much as one can do to hold it out with one Hand. Near to that Sword, is the Mace of Arms of the same Roland, which is an Iron-Batton, twice as thick as ones Thumb, and about two Foot long; the Handle of it is covered with Copper, which makes it very Big, and the end of it is armed with a great Lion of Copper. In the same Chappel there are two Coffins, each covered with a Pall of black Velvet, and at Mace, the end of each of them, there is a Turban. They say, that in these Coffins, are the Bodies of Roland and his Son, who (as they believe) Died both Musulmans. The Sword and Mace of Arms, lie upon a Table just before the Tombs. The top of this Hill is but narrow, but very pleasant, there being a little Wood upon it: And the Turks go often there to Feast and make Merry.
CHAP. LIX.

Of the Journey from Bursa to Smyrna.

Being at Bursa, I made ready to go to Smyrna with the Caravane, that every Thursday goes from Bursa to Smyrna; but because it was late before I came on Thursday, it behoved me to stay eight days; in the mean time I made my provisons, and that care is of no small consequence, for you must make account to find nothing but water upon the Road; and therefore one must carry a field-Bed to lye on; Bisket (for Bread will be spoiled;) a good Pastie; Wine, (if you have a mind to drink any) in a Borachio, or other Vessels; Vinegar, Oil, Salt, Candle, and all sorts of Utensiles, not forgetting a Candle-kick; in short, one must carry a kind of House-hold-fluff along with him, if he would Travel conveniently. The Turks are very dextrous at that, for without any clutter, they carry along with them all that is necessary, and trust not to the places upon the Road for supply; nay, they will as easily Boyl the Kettle in a Desert, as at home in their own Houses. This was the first time that ever I went in a Caravane, and therefore their preparations seemed a little uncouth unto me. Caravanes are assemblies of Travellers who join themselves and Baggage together, that they may go in company to any Place, and do be better able to defend themselves against Robbers, if any be abroad in the High-ways. These Caravanes never lodge in Houses nor Villages, but abroad in the Fields, or in their Kerouanferai, (if any be to be found;) a Kerouanferai signifies the house of the Caravane; and they are vast Buildings longer than broad, made like a Market or Town-Hall: There is a great place in the middle of them, where the Horses, Mules, Camels and other Beasts of the Caravane stand, and this place is surrounded with a low Wall three foot high, joining to the great Wall; these low Walls are six Foot broad above, and are called Maffabez; and there the Turks take up their Lodging, making it their Hall, Parlour, Kitching and all; some of these Kerouanferai are also made like a great Stable, having Mangers on the one side, to which the Horses are tied; and on the other, Maffabez, where the Men repose, eat and sleep. There are others which have several little Maffabez, to wit, one betwixt every two Horses; and there are others (but very rare upon this Rode) where there is a Stable for the Beasts, and another place much like to it, but distant for the Men.

On Wednesday I hired two Horses for myself and Servant of the Master of the Caravane, and a Mule for my Baggage; and next day, Thursday the seventh of September, I parted with the Caravane from Bursa, about two a Clock in the Afternoon: We came to lie that night in a Village called Tabbalei, about ten or twelve miles from Bursa, and there we lodged in a Kerouanferai.

Friday the eighth of September we parted from Tabbalei about two a Clock in the Morning; and at Noon came to Loubat thirty Miles from Tabbalei, where we lay.

Saturday we parted from Loubat at two o'clock in the Morning, and about eleven a Clock came to Soujnluk, five and twenty Miles from Loubat. There is a River there which we crossed over upon a very lorry Bridge, where I was many times in fear of being drowned or breaking my Neck, for we were liable to stop over upon ugly Flanks, pretty distant from one another.

Sunday about three in the Clock in the Morning we parted from that Place, and Travelled about twenty Miles; there the way began to be very bad, which continued so till Wednesday.

Monday we set out about four a Clock in the Morning, and travelled twenty Miles.

Tuesday we parted about five a Clock in the Morning, and about eleven, came to a Village called Dscelmbs; from that Village till we came to Smyrna, the way was very good.
Wednesday we parted from Decemhbe about five a Clock in the Morning, and about eleven came to a Village called Palamout; and though there be a Palamout, Kervanserai in it, which is the usual Lodging-place, yet we hop'd not there, but went on, that we might baulk the Robbers, whom we were afraid we might meet, and hop'd two Miles beyond it in a Plain, that we might rest a little, and refresh our Beasts.

There were a great many Robbers at that time upon the Road, and they were those who had escaped from the Battel of the Dardanelles, most of them Barbary Men, who gave no Quarter; for not thinking it enough to Rob, they Killed Travellers, and that made us keep a good Watch, and often look to our Arms; having with us besides, Troopers, whom the Master of the Caravane had hired to Guard the Caravane; who had indeed some Allarms upon the Road, but they proved always to be false. We took Horse again about two in the Afternoon, and about five a Clock came to a pitiful Village or Hamlet, near to which we lay abroad in the Fields, for till then we had always lain in Kervanserai; under Cover. There we found a great many water Melons, which were a great regale for the Turks, who are great lovers of Fruits, and especially of that sort; and indeed every one of them eat one at least for his share. We left that wretched Lodging on Tuesday about five a Clock in the Morning, and about eight came to a great Town called Maunafie, and lodged in a fair Kervanserai, where we found every thing necessaary, nay Wine too; for there are several Greeks there. We stayed all that day and the next in that Town, and parted on Saturday the Sixteenth of September, about five a Clock in the Morning, and the same day about Noon arrived at Smyrna.

CHAP. LX.

Of the City of Smyrna.

Smyrna a noted Town of Ionia was anciently founded by Tantalus, and since called Smyrna from the name of one of the Amazons that invaded Asia, and took that Town; long after that, it was ruined by an Earthquake, and Rebuilt by Marc Antony, nearer to the Sea, because of the commodiousness of the Harbour. It brags of being the native place of the Poet Homer; and the Turks at present call it Smyr. This is a large Town, and well inhabited. Both by Turks and Christians; but it is a kind of a melancholick place, and not at all Strong; it is commanded by a Caffle of somewhat difficult access; this Caffle is very ruinos, and but meanly guarded; you have a large Cliff in it cut all out of a Rock, having five Mouths and several Chancels. Below the Caffle, as you go to Saint Venereanda, which is a Church of the Greeks, there is a great Amphitheatre, where St. Polycarp the Bishop of Smyrna, suffered Martyrdom. It is very high, and in the upper part thereof, there are still five niches, where the Seats of the Magistrates were, not far from thence there are several Ruines of St. John's, Cathedral Church, which has been very large, and full of Chappels. In one of these Chappels there is a Tomb, which the Greeks believe to be the Sepulchre of St. Polycarp; but others (with more Reason) take it to be the Monument of some Turk. There is also another Caffle below by the Marine or Sea-Side, where are the Arms of the Church of Rome; perhaps it has been built by the Geomach, who were masters of Smyrna, and of all that Coast. This Caffle nits the Port, which is but little, and no Foreign Ships come into it, but ride at Anchor abroad in the Road, which is spacious and safe. It is difficult to get out of. Since I left Smyrna, they have built a Caffle at the mouth of that Road, to hinder whom they please from.
from coming in, or going out; because they were not secure from the Venetians, after the Battle of the Dardanelles, there being nothing that could hinder them from entering into the Road; from whence they might with ease have batter'd the Town, and taken it in a short time. Upon the side of this Road towards the Town,stands the Cufbome-house, and then the Houses of the Confuls and Merchants Frankes, who have for the most part a back-door towards the Sea. In this town there is a Cadi, who administers Justice: many Turks live there, as also Chriflians of all Countries; Greeks, Armenians, and Latins. The Greeks have an Arch-Bishop and two Churches there; in one of which called Santa Venetanda, the Arch-Bishop Officiates; and the other which is called St. George, belongs to the Monks. The Armenians have two Churches there also; and the Latins have the Capuchins, who Officiate in their Church, which is over againft the French Confuls House: the Jesuits have also a lovely House, with a Church in it. The Country about Smyrna is a plain very fertile in many things, especially in Olive-Trees, and full of Gardens, which render the Town very pleasant to live in: all things are there in abundance, and such excellent Wine, that next to Canary, I never drank better than Smyrna Wine, when it is right. The Frankes make it in their House, buying the Grapes by Basket-fulls in the Town. Partridges there are not worth above three or four Apres a Couple; and when they cost five Apres it is dear, and yet they are very good. In fine all things are good and cheap at Smyrna; but it is a Town much subject to Earthquakes, and hath been several times ruined by them, but still rebuilt, because of the convenience of its Situation: no year passes without them; and I was told that some Years they felt very great Earthquakes for the space of forty Days together, which began a fresh every half hour, and were even felt by the Ships in the Road, being tossed by the Waters, which were moved by the shaking of the Ground in the bottom. It would be very hot being in this Town in the Summer-time, were it not for the Wind, which they call the Low Wind, or North Breeze; it is a certain Wind that blows from the North regularly every day, and much qualifies the Air. There is a great trade of Commodities from all parts of Asia and Christendom in this Town. While I was there, I had a great desire to see Ephesus, which was heretofore one of the seven Churches, as well as Smyrna, to which St. John directed his Revelations, where he Died, and wherein still remain to be seen the ruins of the Temple of Diana, one of the seven Wonders of the World; and to the Ornament and embellishment whereof all the Kings of Asia contributed so long; which was burn'd by Erofians, who thereby coveted to immortalize his Memory. There are many other things worth the Seeing at Ephesus, which made me willing to have undertaken a progress of three or four Days; for Ephesus is no more than forty Miles from Smyrna: But Monsieur Du Puy the French Conful, who followed me in that Country all kinds of civility, would needs take me off, because of Robbers that were upon the Roads; who were a remnant of thefe that were routed at the Dardanelles, and who gave no Quarter, especially to Chriflians: but finding at length that I was earnest upon it, he took the pains of chusing two Jaminiers to wait upon me, of whom one who himself had been a Robber many years, promised to bring me safe back again, as pretending acquaintance of these Robbers. I had already hired Horses, and prepared to be gone next Morning; but a Fever that took me in the Evening, quite broke off the Journey: for being recovered seven or eight Days after, they made me look upon that flight Diftemper as a Warning; and at length I yielded to the persuasions of those who had the goodness to divert me from that Journey, as thinking it Dangerous.
CHAP. LXI.

Of the Town of Chio.

Though I had resolved to continue my Travels through Asia, yet I had heard so much of the Wonders of Chio, that I could not but see it, being then so near; therefore I hired a Boat to carry me thither, and embarked on Wednesday morning, the Eleventh of October. A little after, we had very foul weather, which made me blame my curiosity oftener than once; and it behoved us to lie in the Boat near the shore, not without danger of being taken by the Brigantines, for there are always some in the Archipelago, and when they take Franks, they sell them at Rhodes to Barbary men, not daring to carry them into any part of Turkey, for then the Ambassadors would get them set at liberty. At length, Thursday the Twelfth of October, in the dusk of the Evening, we arrived in the Port of Chio. I went and lodged with Monseigneur Mille, the French Vicc-Consul, for that place belongs to the Consulship of Smyrna.

Chio is a small Town, but well peopled, and most part of the Inhabitants are Christians, Greeks or Latins, who have each of them there a Bishop and several Churches; but the Greeks have many more than the Latins, because every one of their Popes has his Church, not allowing above one Mass a day to be said in every Church. They have also many Convents of Nuns, who are not so strictly shut up and look’d after, as those of the Latins are; for I remember I went into one of these Nunneries, where I saw here and there both Christians and Turks, and then having entered the Chamber of one of the Sisters, I found she was kind, even beyond the bounds of Christian charity. The Nuns when they put themselves in there, buy a Lodging; they go abroad when then they please, and even leave the Convent when they have a mind; they Embroider in Gold, Silver, and Silk, in which the Greek Women are very skilful, Embroidering very lovely Flowers upon Handkerchiefs, Purfes, and such like things. The Latins have five Churches in the Town, the first is the Church of the Bishoprick, which is fair and large; it is not very old, having been built but since the Turks were Masters of Chio, because the Church and Bishop’s House are in the Castle, and the Turks having converted the Church into a Mosque, suffered the Bishop to build another in the Town, which should be of the same length, breadth and height, according to the agreement made between the King of France and the Grand Signor; wherein it is specified, that the Turks shall not ruine the Christians Churches, nor take them from them, but that the Christians shall enjoy them in full liberty; and also that the Christians shall not repair them when they fall to ruins, nor yet build any new. The Bishop having obtained that permission, bought a place in the Town, where he built his Church and House. In that Church are interred the French who die in Chio, in a Burying-place which M. John Dupuis of Marseilles, Consul of Smyrna, bought and gave to the French. The Capucins have also a House and Church in the Town; their Church is spacious and very handsome, standing in the middle of a very great Court, through which one must pass in going to their House, that is wholly separarted from the Church, the half of the breadth of the Court being between them, so that their Church is without their Convent, which they keep always shut with a good gate, because of the Turks, who would spoil all their Garden if they came into it, and commit a thousand insolvencies, as sometimes they do when they find the gate open, coming in and calling for Wine, which must be given them. This House of the Capucins is very neatly built, and has a large Garden, but it wants Water; so that they can hardly raise any thing. These good Fathers teach Humanity, and the Jesuits at Chio, Christian Doctrine to the Children that are sent to School to them. The Jesuits have also a Church and Colledge there; all the Jesuits that live there are of Chio, and have three Congregations. There are also Jesuits and Cordeliers at Chio.
deliers there, who all have fair Churches. In the Country also, there are several Roman Catholic Churches, belonging either to the Bishop, or to these Religious. There are a great many also belonging to the Greeks, scattered up and down; insomuch that in the whole Island, there are above thirty Latin Churches, and more than five hundred Greek: They are all very well served, and Divine Service is performed there with all the Ceremonies, as if it were in the heart of Christendome, for the Turks molest them not; so that all have free exercise of their Religion: Nay, the Profession of it is publick, and on Corpus Christi day the Holy Sacrament is carried about the Streets under a Canopy, without any fear, or indignity offered even by the Turks. This Town and whole Island is governed by Christians, but under the Authority of the Turks, who give them free liberty to act in matters of small Importance. They chuse Conuls one half Greek, and one half Latin, who (during the time of their continuance) take the care of all Affairs. When any man is found kill'd, or if the Turks, the Author of the Murther is sought out; and if he be not found, the whole Town pays the price of the dead man's blood, at the rate of twelve thousand Aspres, or a hundred and fifty Halplex, and the Conuls of the Town allows every house for its proportion; so that the Tax exceeds not fifteen or sixteen Aspres a house, one with another. And when the Murtherer is apprehended, his Blood pays for the other's that is kill'd; for if Justice be executed, there is nothing to be paid. When Money is paid in that nature, the Cadi and other Turkish Officers make the profit of it, keeping it to themselves.

The Town of Chio (as I said) is but small, and yet hath eight Gates. It is not strong at all, but it hath a pretty good Castle that defends it, and commands it also. The Turks live there, and commonly there are eight hundred Men in it. No Christian may lodge there, but the Jews for a certain sum of Money, which they pay yearly, live there; for they would not be so safe, nor so well accommodated among the Christians, who would often abuse them. This Castle is a mile in circumference, and you must pass three Gates before you enter it; over the third are still to be seen, the Castle with three Towers, and the Eagle of stone in relief, which are the Arms of the Justinianus Gentilis, Lords, to whom heretofore that Isle belonged, with the Title of a Principality. Having pass'd this last Gate, you see a very fair House in the Castle, with the same Arms, which are upon several other Houses besides. This is a very lovely Castle and well built; all the Houses in it were built when the Christians were Masters thereof; and, indeed, they are very high, and of fine Free-stone, adorned with many Coats of Arms, and well cut Figures; among others, there is one over the Gate, representing in his relief our Saviour's riding into Jerusalem upon the Ass, and is very well cut. All the Streets are straight and broad, and I saw one where two Coaches might easily go a Breadth. This Castle absolutely commands the Port, which is little, and lies just before it; yet there are always a great many Saques there, going or coming from Constantiopolis, Metropolis, and other places of the Archipelago and Egypt. The Galleys of the Byz commonly Winter there. A little without the Harbour, and about a Pifol-shot from the Mole, there is a small Church in the Sea, called St. Nicholas, which serves for a Light-house and Signal, alway by day as by night, for Vessels that would put into the Harbour, because the entry into it is pretty narrow, there being great Rocks on the side of it almost, to the height of the water.

CHAP.
CHAP. LXII.

Of the Mastick-Trees. The Monastery of Niamoni, and the School of Homer.

Being curious to see the Trees that yield Mastick, which is gathered in Mastick-Tree where but in this Island, I got a janizary from the Master of the Custome-house, and went with the Vice-Conful to Calimachus, which is one of the chief Villages of the Island. There are two Gates to enter it, of which one that was built four hundred years ago, is still in good repair; it is of no use at present, and is always open. There are six Greek Churches in this Village, and about thirty round it, with a Convent of Nuns. This place is very well peopled, and when I went there, there were in it (as I was told) three hundred and forty, eight Men, who paid the Kadager, all married; for those who are unmarried, pay no Kadager in that place. Near to this Town, there are three-score Mastick-Trees, which I went to see; they are Lenticly, crooked like Vines, and creeping upon the ground. Dioforides affirms, that they yield Mastick in several other places, but still acknowledges, that the Mastick that grows elsewhere, is rarer, and not so good as that of Chio; for having it, they prick these Trees in the Months of August and September, and the Mastick, which Mastick is their Gumm, sweating out by the holes they have made in the Bark, runs down the Tree and falls upon the ground, where it congeals into flat pieces, which some time after they gather, then dry them in the Sun, and afterwards range and shake them in a Ranging-five, to separate the dust from them, which flies to the faces of those that handle the Sivs, that they cannot get it off, but by rubbing their faces with Oyl. There are two and twenty Villages that have Mastick-Trees, and among them all, they have an hundred thousand of them, for which they yearly pay to the Grand Signior three hundred Chefs of Mastick, which make seven and twenty thousand Ogyres, at fourscore and ten Ogyres the Chef, and every Ogyre contains four hundred Drachms. In raising all this Mastick, every one of the Villages where it grows, is afflicted at so many Ogyres, according as they have more or fewer Trees, for they know within a little, how much every Tree can yield; and seeing all years are not alike good or bad for all the quarters where they grow, they who gather more than they are to pay, sell to those who have not gathered so much as their Tax comes to, at the rate of three-score Alphres the Ogyre, for they affit another as much as they can, else they would be obliged to buy of the Master of the Custome-house, at the rate of two Piastres the Ogyre. Afterwards they sell them they have over to the Customeur, at the price of three-score Alphres the Ogyre, which turns to good account to him; for they are no sufferers to sell to any but the Master of the Custome, who sells it afterwards for an hundred and four-score Alphres, or two Piastres the Ogyre, there being none but he in Chio that can sell any, because it is a Commodity that belongs to the Grand Signior, as the Terra Sigillata, or Terra Lemnia is; and for that reason they have Waiters upon all the avenues of the places where the Trees grow, who live in little houses purposely built for them, and search all that come or go that way, to see if they have any Mastick about them, and if strictly, that my Janizary told me that once they had found a good piece about a Woman, which he had hid in her most private parts. Whoever are taken stealing of Mastick, are without remission sent to the Gallies. This Mastick is a whitish Gumm, of a very good scent, made use of in the composition of many Ointments; but the Greeks use a great deal of it in chewing, and the Women and Girls more, who use it to frequently, that they are never without a piece of Mastick in their mouth. That makes them spit much, and (they say) it whitens their teeth, and renders their breath sweet. They put it also into their bread, to make it more delicate; and when upon my departure from
from Chire, I made provision of Eisket, I had little ones with Maffick made for me, which were recommended to me, as an excellent thing to drink a mornings draught with.

Having then the Maffick, I took my way to Niromen, which is a Convent of Greek Callisyn, some miles distant from Callimatha; but the Way is very bad, for there is nothing but up hill and down hill all over the Island; and this Convent stands among Woods and Rocks. Being come there, we went first to the Church that is fair and spacious, and dedicated to Niromen, which in the vulgar Greek signifies the Only Virgin: This Church was built upon occasion of the miraculous finding of an Image, and they relate the matter in this manner. All the Country thereabouts was covered over with very thick Woods, where lived many Hermits or Religious, who observed one and the same rule; these good Fathers saw a Light every night in the middle of the Woods, and when they went towards the place to see what it was, and were come pretty near, they saw no more of it, which strangely surprised them. In fine, this having continued a long while, and they having several times discoursed together about it, they resolved to set the Wood on fire in all parts; and having done accordingly, all the Trees were burnt but one, on which they found an Image of the Virgin. Immediately they deputed some of their number to go to Constantin Monachus, Emperor of Constantinople, who having related the Miracle to him, he promised to build a Church there; but being expelled the Empire shortly after, he renewed to them his promise of building a Church in that place. If God would be so gracious as to restore him to his Throne: And, indeed, he was as good as his word; for recovering again the Empire, he built it about the Year of our Lord 1550. This Church is adorned with a great many pieces of Marble and Porphyry, sent thither by that Emperor from Constantinople; and amongst others, there are two and thirty Marble Pillars. The Dome is full of Pictures in Mosaic work, and the Church is kept in so good repair, that it seems to be new built. Behind the High Altar, is that miraculous Image of the Virgin painted on wood, and the place where the Tree that carried it was planted, that place being taken into the Church. They tell of many Miracles wrought in that Church, and of these I shall only relate one, which is represented on the Altar-piece of the Altar, before which it was wrought. They say, that one day when they were celebrating the Festival of that Church, and all the Altars were deck’d as well as possibly they could be, some Moors came in, and would have robbed the Ornaments of one Altar; who going to it at a time when there was no body there, one of them drest something of iron, which striking against the pavement, made a great fire, that it burnt them to ashes in the same place; and in the floor, they threw a little hole, which (they say) was made by the same iron. They showed me a Thumb of St. John Baptist, which seems to be of the same Hand that is kept in Malta: And then a piece of the true Cross. These Reliques are richly enchanted.

The Convent of Niromen, rich.

Having taken a full view of the Church, I went into the Convent, which is very spacious, and built in form of a Castle; no Women ever enter it. There are commonly two hundred Callisers in that Convent, governed by an Abbot, and they never exceed that number. When there are any vacant Places, such as would supply them, and be Callisers, pay an hundred Piastrs, and carry with them what Estate they have, which they enjoy during life; but after their death, it belongs to the Convent, and they cannot dispose (in favour of a Relation, or any body else) but of a third of their Estates; and that too upon condition that the Heir make himself a Callisyer in the same Convent, and so they lose nothing of the Stock. The Convent gives to every Callisyer daily, bread, Wine that is none of the best, and rotten Cheese, for the rest they must provide themselves as well as they can: Such of them as are rich, make good live, and live well at their own charges; nay, there are some that have good Horses to ride about on, and take the air when they have a mind; and the rest must make a shift with their commons; yet they eat all together in their Refectory on Sunday and great Festivals. When they die, they are carried in their habit to a Church dedicated to St. Luke, which is without the Convent, where they lay them on an Iron-Grate; and if any of the dead Bodies do not corrupt, the rest of the Callisyers say, it is a sign that they are excommunicated. This
Convent pays to the Grand Signor Five hundred Pistres a Year, but it has above Threethousand Pistres or yearly Revenue, and they have a Treasury where they keep above a Million of Gold: They confessed to me themselves, that almost two Thirds of the Island belonged to them; for most People that die leave them some Houfe, some Lands, and some Money, which shows that it is not only among Roman Catholics, that Monks enjoy the Estates of several Houfes and Families. They have two great Bells in this Convent, which pleased me a little when I heard them Ring, because for a long time, I had not heard the sound of any; the Turks allowing them to Christians no where else, but in the Island of Chio, where there are little ones in every Village. Without the Convent there is an Aqueduct of very good Water, for the use of the Calegers. After I had sufficiently Reposed my Self in that Convent, I took my way to the Town, and a little wide of the way to the Right Hand, I saw the Church, called the Incornata, which belongs to the Dominians. Another day I went to see Homer's School, which is by the Sea-side, about a Mile from Chio; it is a Rock somewhat rising, and thereon (as it were) a square Altar about three Foot every way, cut out of the same Rock, and round it there are some Beasts represented in relief; I observed an Ox, a Wolf, and such others, and that is it they call the School of Homer. Not far from thence there is a Village, called Annamatas, where they make Charcole and Pitch; it contains about an Hundred and fifty Inhabitants, and those of Chio say, that Homer was born there: Near to it there is a Vineyard, that produces very good Wine, which is commonly called Homer's Vineyard; though there are others who say, that it is near a Village called Cardamila, ten Miles distant from the other, and two Miles from the Sea, where there is a good Harbour.

CHAP. LXIII.

Of some Villages of the Isle of Chio.

Here I shall mention the chief Villages of the Isle of Chio, which I did not see, but according as a Manuscript Relation that came to my Hands, Written by one who lived several Years in that Island, has informed me. The Village of Cardamila, which we just now mentioned, contains about Five hundred Inhabitants; the Country about it is beautified by many fair Water Springs, and is very Fertile, yielding Yearly about an Hundred and forty, or seventy Tuns of Wine: Some years ago, several pieces of Gold, Silver, and Copper Money of the Emperor Cononius, were found there. Five Miles from that Village, there is a lovely Valley, half a Mile long, and there-in a Spring of Water, to which one goes down by a Stair-case of thirty lovely Marble Steps. At the farther end of this Valley there was a Temple, built all of pieces of Ash-coloured Marble, eight Hands breadth long, and six broad, which were well fastened together with Iron and Lead; but the Country People have broken these fine Stones, to get out the Mettal. That place is called Naso (that is to say) Temple, the Gentlemen of Chio go commonly thither for their Diversion. Beyond that, there is a Village, called Vicchi, inhabited by Three hundred Souls, and hath a Church dedicated to the Virgin. Farther on is Cambus, containing an hundred Inhabitants; this place lies amongst Rocks, Hills, and Woods of wild Pine-trees, and there it is that they Fell the Timber for Building of Galley; there are several Churches here and there among the Mountains. Below this Village is a Valley, where there is a little Castle built upon a Rock, that is almost Inaccessible. The Inhabitants of the place, say, that formerly there was a Dragon found under that Castle. Over against that place is the Mount of St. Elias, which is the highest place of all the
the island, and may even be seen from Tenedos, which is many miles more than an hundred distant from Chios; on the top of this Mount there is a Church dedicated to that Saint. This is so high a place, that it is always covered with Mist and Snow. In the middle of the Mountain, there is a large and copious Spring, that it waters all the Fields about, which are fertile, and abound in all sorts of Fruits. In a Wood hard by, there is a Village, called Spatt invaded, where about fifty Persons only (all Shepherds') live; but it is a delightful place, affording good Water, and excellent Fruits. Between the Village of Calandria, that stands upon a Hill, and Cornaia, consisting of about an Hundred and fifty scattering Houses, there is a Bath of Sulphur by the sea-side, under extraordinary big Oaks; this Bath is called Hayasma, which signifies Holy, or Blessed Water, because the Water of it being drank, Cures many Diseases; but it kills a great many People too, by the violence of its Operation. Three Miles from the Sea, at the farther end of the Island, is the Town of St. Helena, built upon a Rock, and containing Two hundred Inhabitants; it hath two Churches, and a Chappel built just about the middle of the Hill, where being hollow, there hangs in the middle of it a point of a Rock, from which Water continually drops, and this Water they also call Hayasma; Holy, or Blessed Water. This Water comes from the Mountain impregnated with Rain-Water, or the vapours that rise from a deep Valley underneath, where runs a Water that drives some Mills. The Inhabitants of this place firmly believe, that if a dead Body do not in forty days time corrupt, it turns to a Hobgoblin, which they call Zorolucus, or Nonolucus.

And the Author of the Manuscript, from whence I had this, says, That travelling that way in the Month of April, 1637, he found a Priest reading over a dead Body, which he had caus'd to be rais'd, after it had been fifty days in the Grave, and was nevertheless still found, there being no sign of Corruption about it, but a Worm that crawled out of the Eye. The Priest told the Man who reports this, that that Body, or rather its Ghost, went all Night about the Village knocking at the Doors, and calling the People by their Names, and that such as made answer, died within two or three days after; and that the Worm that came out of his Eye, was but a Trick of the Devils, to make it believed he was rotten. This place is about thirty Miles from the City, and they are all poor Shepherds that live there. The Chappel in the aforesaid Rock, is highly esteemed by all the Villages about. From thence one goes to Valia, which is a great Village seated on a Hill, with a Castle built by Beliar, General to the Emperor of Constantinople, who going somewhere else by Sea, was by a Storm forced to put on Shoar in that place; in that Castle there is a Church, with several Houses and Cisterns; the Village contains about Three hundred Houses, and about Fifteen hundred Inhabitants, with several Churches. The Country about it is very Plesant, Spacious and Fruitful; and the Inhabitants make Five thousand Weight of Silk yearly, with the Money whereof they pay their Tribute. They are very vicious, and (it is thought) they lie under a Curfe, of being almost always deftitute of Bread. There is a place, called Varaviri, where there is a Church dedicated to St. Marella, who (as the Inhabitants of that place say) was converted into Stone in a Grotto by the Sea-side; whether the fild to escape from her Father, who would have Deform'd her; and they say, that on the day when the Church celebrates the Festival of that Saint, Milk is seen to drop from the Breasts that are on the Rock: This with them is a solemn Feast, which they call Panagio, the Priests sing'ing praises to her all Night long. Three Miles from that Village there is a Monastery, dedicated to St. John, and near to that Monastery is a Village called Fira, below which there is a great Valley, corresponding to the Country about Valia, wherein there is a running Water, that drives eight Mills, which serves all the Villages about, though every Peasant has a Hand-mill in his House, wherewith the Women grind the Corn. From thence one goes to Sirinonda, which is a very ancient Spacious Tower, inhabited by fifty Souls, all Shepherds, who have a Church there; a little further, is the Village of Leclimeno, containing an Hundred and fifty Inhabitants, with a Church; There begin the Maffick-Trees. About two Miles from thence, there is a Village called Elata, whereof all the Inhabitants are addicted to the taming.
traming of Partridges. Further on is the Village of Armollia, where all the Earthen Ware (that is used in the Island) is made; it contains about Five hundred Inhabitants, and several Churches, and lies in a Plain, full of Maftick-Trees. Over against this Village there is a Castle, standing upon a very high Hill, and is called Apolicino, built by one Nicholas Iustiniani, in the Year 1540. Apolicino, as may be seen upon the Gate of it. It is of an Oval Figure, with a double Wall, and contains Three scores and two Rooms, with two Calendars; one of which is Three scores Foot long, and Forty Foot broad: This Castle is very difficult to retreat the Courfers, and has a Church in the middle of it. The Village of Mefia, exceeds all the rest in Strength and good Building; it is of a Triangular figure, lying in a Plain, and containing Three hundred Inhabitants, with several Churches. About two Miles from thence, there is a Harbour, called Aydinmery, and another named San Nibeto; this last is near the Village of Pirgi than Mefia. Pirgi is a great Village with a Tower, containing Two thousand Inhabitants, and thirty Churches.

And this being all I had to say of the Villages that are among the Hills, I shall now speak of others, and first of Calamorey, which hath several Churches, and about Seven hundred Inhabitants, but no considerable House; no more than Chomy, inhabited by Three hundred People, Vefia, by Two hundred, St. George, and Platoa. Platoa is a great Village, with a square Castle, it hath about Five hundred Inhabitants, and several Churches. Over against this Village there is another, called Nevoa, which is very great, and hath a very high Tower an hundred Hands broad; this place contains Two thousand five hundred Inhabitants, and thirty Churches with two Monasteries, one of Monks, and the other of Nuns. Without the Village there is also a Church, dedicated to St. Michael the Arch-angel, which is mightily crowded with People, on that Saint's day: This Church is called Taharcha, it is well built and beautified, hath large Revenues, and (as they say) several Mad-men recover their Senses in it; but the Inhabitants are very vicious. Caravelli is a Castle, built with great Judgment on a Hill by the Genoese, when they were Masters of that Island; it was commanded by the Signiors Della Rocca, as may be seen by their Arms upon it: The Inhabitants may be about Fifteen hundred People, who have sixteen Churches, and a Monastery of Monks, dedicated to the Virgin; there are Nuns there also, who are not very auffere. I shall say nothing of some other Villages, as Didima, Ovedidima, Meringhi, Thelopatemi, containing an Hundred and fifty, Two hundred, and Three hundred Inhabitants: In most of these Villages are made the stuff, which they call Dimire, and Scamandika, that is to say, double and single stuff, which are much used in the Island, and Exported alo to other places.

And in fine, that the Reader may know why heretofore they built so many Castles and Towers, I shall here give the Reason of it. The Fields of Città, being full of Maftick-Trees, there was a necessity of having People to watch them and gather the Gum in the seasons, wherefore there were little Villages dispersed up and down the Country, some containing thirty, some fifty, and some an hundred Inhabitants; but being infested by the Turks of Amollia, which is but about eighteen Miles distant (who came and carried away both Men and Goods) all these Villages resolved to joyn three or four together, and to build Castles or Towers, to defend them from these Pirates; and for guarding the Trees and Villages, they built Towers round the Island, at three or four Miles distance one from another. And each neighbouring Village sent thither two Men to Watch, who, when they saw any Boats, Ships, or Galleys, gave the Allarm to the Country, and either retired, or defended themselves.
CHAP. LXIV.

Of the Isle of Chio, and its Inhabitants.

CHIO, called by the Turks Sakitadasi, that is to say the Isle of Malticks, is a famous Island of the Archipelago, about an hundred miles from Smyrna, though it would not be so far, if one kept a straight course; but one must go round a Hill, which the Greeks call Xanos, the Turks Sonfambazzi, that runs a great way out into the Sea. This Island belonged heretofore to the Justiniani Genoese Lords, with the title of a Principality; but it was taken in the year 1566, by a Captain Bajard, named Paalis and subjected to the Turks. The Isle of Chio is four score Miles in Circuit, and very Populous, having a City and above three score Towns and Villages, inhabited for the most part only by Christians; and the whole Land is full of Country Habitations consisting of a little spot of Ground and a little Tower-house, with two or three Rooms, so that it seems to be a Town in the Fields, like the Country about Marsilles. It is an Island much subject to Earth-quakes, and would be very Fertile, if it were not so Stony, and had more Water; for it Rains so little there, that every Spring they are fain to make Preparations through the City for obtaining Rain from Heaven: The Turks first make theirs, next the Greeks, then the Latins, and lastly the Jews. The Turks are very little concerned which of all these Prayers be heard, provided they have what they ask, but notwithstanding the Hill-sides and dryness of the Island, yet it has all things necessary in sufficient quantity, and good. It yields Corn, plenty of very good Wine, and so thick that many do not like it, because (as they say) they must both eat and drink it. All things are very cheap there, and excellent good Partridges may be had for little or nothing; but it is curious to see how they breed up those Birds at Chio: For there are Penants like public Keepers, who are paid by all that have Partridges for feeding them, and these Men having called them all about them in the Morning with a Whistle, lead them out into the Fields as one drives Turkeys, and so soon as they are come to the side of a Hill where he drives them, they scatter and feed where they can best; and in the Evening, he who hath the care of them coming to the Hill, falls a Whistling very loud, and then all his Partridges gather about him, and return Home to their several Malters, none ever staying behind. These Creatures understand so well the call of him who commonly feeds them, that let another Whistle never so much, they will not come to him.

When I was at Chio, I could not have that Diversion, for then it was not the Season. I have seen of these Partridges more tame than any Pullets, for they would let any body touch them and stroke them, without stirring from their place. This is the only Island among the Turks that hath preserved its Liberty, for the Inhabitants live as they think fit, professing and exercising their Religion with all imaginable freedom, only they are Subjects to the Turks, and pay him Tribute; but they are in no ways molested, nor burthened with Impostions. The Chios are generally Christians, and there are very few Turks among them; a good part of these Christians are Roman Catholicks, and the rest are of the Greek Church. All the Inhabitants, both Greeks and Latins, have much of the Humour of the Genoese, who formerly Governed them. There are severall Families still in that Island, who derive themselves from the House of the Justiniani; for they still make a distinction between the Gentlemen (who are pretty numerous) and the Plebeians. The Chios are Appareled after the Genoese Fashion, they are ugly, and though their Persons be proper and well shaped, yet their Looks would scare a body; they are very proud, and nevertheless, Gentlemen and all go to Market, and buying what they want, carry it openly along the Streets, without any shame. They love the Spaniards better than the French, but had rather be under the Government of
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of the Turks than Christians: The Chiots make much Damask, Sattin, Taffetaes, and other Silk Stuffes, and drive a great Trade in many places with their Sabrees. Such as neither Work nor Travel abroad, spend whole days Sitting and Talking together under Trees. Letters are in no vogue in that Country, and profound Ignorance reigns among them; nevertheless they have naturally a sharp Wit; and are indeed, so great Cheats, that one hath need of both Eyes to deal with them. They are much given to their Pleasances, and Drunkennes; and, in a word, they are Greeks. The Women are very Beautiful, and well Shaped; their Faces are as white as the fairest Jalmia, that they commonly carry on their Heads. And I never saw in any Country, Women that had so much beauty and charmingsness in the Face (I say in the Face) for their Breasts are scorched with the Sun and black; at which I have often wondered, seeing they take no more care to keep their Faces than their Breasts. For my part, I could not but Quarrel with them sometimes, that they covered not their Breasts with some Handkerchief, or other Linen; for if they did, nothing could be more lovely. Their Habit contributes much also to set off their Beauty, for they are always very neat in their Dreses, wearing on their Heads very white Linen, shaped like a little Capucins Hood, squatted at the end. Besides all these External Charms, they have something that is more solid, for they have a brisk and merry Wit, that renders them the most taking. Women in the World; but if they be pretty, they are also extremely Vain, and that is a Vice inexpressable from the Sex. They wear the finest Stuffes that they can get, and yet it is nothing now to what it has been formerly; for the meanest of them, even to the Cobblers Wife, would needs have lovely Velvet-Shees, that cost five or six Crowns, Neck-laces and Bracelets of Gold, and their Fingers full of Rings; but they payed dear one day for their Vanity. The Church of St. John is a Market-plot without the Town, A story of the braveries of the Chiots.

The Chiots were very notable upon the Sea-side, on the Vigil of that Saints Day, there is a great Concourse of People at that Church; all the Island are there; and the Women and Girls strive who shall be finest. This Day being come, they opened their Coiffers, and brought out all the rich and fine Things they had, and such as had no Ornaments of their own, went and borrowed of their Friends: When they had Drest themselves to the best Advantage they could, they went after Dinner to St. John; now near the Gate by which they go to that Church, there is a Tower, on the top thereof was the Captain Bajos, who beheld them as they passed by, which did not a little puff them up. When the Service was over, they flouted before the Tower as they came back, and there fell a Dancing before the Captain Bajos, who seemed to be much taken with it; but next day, the Bajos demanded an Hundred thousand Piastra of the Citizens, saying, That he would have no need of it against the coming of the Grand Sigenor. They made excuse, pretending that they had it not; but he flouted their Mouths with this reply. That they could find enough to load their Wives and Daughters with Gold; and all they could do, was to compound with the Captain Bajos, and pay him Fifty thousand Piastras. After that, both the Greeks and Latins, with common consent, got their Bilhops to charge the Women under pain of Excommunication, not to wear any Jewel, Gold or Silver about them; but they not enduring to lay aside their Ornaments, flighted and laught at the Excommunication, until at length, they procured one from the Pope; since that time they have not worn any. The Chiots are much given to Dancing, both Men and Women; and on Sundays and Holydays in the Evening, they fall all a Dancing promiscuously together in a Ring, which continues all Night, not only in the City but Villages; and a Stranger newly come, who neither knows, nor is known of any, may freely put in with the rest, and take the fairest by the Hand without any Scandal, more or less than in our Country Towns in France. And I know no other difference between the Chiots and Genoves, but that the former are not at all Jealous: For though they be in a Country where a Woman doth not shew herself to a Man, unless she would be taken for a Strumpet. Yet the Women of this Ile, have retained so great Liberty, both in the City and Villages, that the Maids spend commonly the Days and Evenings at their Doors, talking and playing with their
their Neighbours, or Singing, and looking on those that pass by: And a Stranger who had never seen them before, may without Scandal, stop and talk to her he likes best; who will entertain him, and Laugh as freely, as if she had known him for many Years. But to have the greater Diversion, it is necessary that one should smatter a little in the vulgar Greek, for though several of them understand Italian, yet their usual Language is the vulgar Greek, which is for the most part but the literal Greek corrupted. A Jesuit of Chio told me, that Pietro Della Valle, a Roman Gentleman, who published his Travels, being at Chio, observed two things there, which he wondered to find together, to wit, great Mirth and Slavery: As to Slavery, I think they have no more of that but the Name, and certainly there is less Slavery there, than in any other place of Turkey. As for their Mirth, I wonder not at all that it seemed strange to that Gentleman, who was of a Country where the Men are fully persuaded, that a Woman who Converts with a Man, is ready to grant him all that he can desire of her: it is also true, that at that time they made a great deal Merrier at Chio, than when I was there; for seeing in my time, they were very apprehensive of the Venetians after the Battle of the Dardanelles. Four Bajhas with their Attendants, were come there, and Lodged all in the Citizens Houles, who were forced to leave them to the Turks. The fourth of these Bajhas arrived at Chio, whilst I was there, and seeing the Magistrates of the Town had assigned him a Quarter for himself and Men, they chose Houles were appointed for the Turks, making difficulty to open their Doors, because they were in hopes to get off by delaying, the Turks that were to Quarter there broke open their Doors with Hatchets, and all over that Quarter where we Lodged, there was nothing to be heard but a horrid noise of blows of Hatchets, and the cries of Women who were in the Houles within. Those who were less obstinate, removed their Goods quickly to the Houles of their Friends, because they were obliged to give them no more but the bare Walls; but it was a sad sight to see People forced to leave their Houles to Men that they knew not, without knowing where to go and Lodg themselves; and it seemed to me to be a faint representation of a Town taken by Storm. The House of our Vice-Consul, was exempted from such Gueuls, by the means of some good Friends that he had. Next day after that Bajha arrived, the Consuls of the City sent him the usual Present, which consisted of two Baskets full of Bread, eight white Wax-Tapers of an ordinary bigness, five Sugar-Loaves, three Pots of Honey, three Pots of Orange-Water, two Baskets full of Pomegranates, two of Limons, two of Water-Melons, two of Mincingions, or Violet-Naveurs, one of Grapes, one of Grabs, half a dozen of Pidgeons, a dozen of Pullets, and three Sheep. Next-day, his Ktayes, or Lieutenant, had likewise the usual Present brought to him, which was but one half of the abovementioned Provisions. They expected two Bajhas more within a short time, and these Bajhas caused People to be often Baltonadoed as they went along the Streets, when they were out of Humour; but for all that, no sooner were they Lodged, but the whole Trouble was over.
CHAP. LXV.
Of the Isle of Patino.

Having said enough of Chio, I shall here make a little digression from Patina, my Travels, and relate what I have learned of some Isles of the Archipelago, where I have not been, as well by what has been told me, as by a memoir that hath come to my hands: And in the first place I shall speak of the Isle of Patmos, which (though small) is nevertheless illustrious; as being the place to which St. John the Evangelist was Banished, and where he wrote the Revelation. This Isle called anciently Patemos, and at present Patina and Palmoasa, is eighteen miles in circuit, and has in it but one well-built little Town, with a Castle in the middle of it, called the Monastery of St. John; where two hundred Greek Monks live, who carefully keep in their Church, a body shut up in a cell, which they say is the Body of St. John, what ever they think; who doubt whether he be as yet Dead or not. Three thousand Souls in this Isle, who have much ado to live, the Land being very dry, and all Rockie. In it is the Grotto where St. John wrote the Apocalypse; which Grotto by the Greeks is called Theocypophi, that is to say in vulgar Greek, covered by God. The Inhabitants of this place, relate a pretty ridiculous story of St. John; and that is, that the Devil went to Tempt St. John in that Grotto, which is but half a mile from the Sea, and as far from the Town, bidding him go and swim; and that St. John made answer to the Devil, do thou first throw thyself into the Sea, and I will follow thee; which the Devil did, and was immediately changed into a Stone, of the same Figure; the figure of that he had when he threw himself into the Sea: And that Stone is to be a Devil at seen to this day, being but one step from the Land. No Turk lives in this Island, they are Christians that bear rule there, yet they pay Tribute to the Grand Signor. And the Corsairs put into this Island, to carcase and take fresh Water.

CHAP. LXVI.
Of the Isle of Nixia.

The Isle of Nixia, heretofore called Naxos, is sixscore miles in circuit. In latter times before it was possessed by the Turks, it carried the title of a Dutchy; and at present it has among its Inhabitants several noble Families, descended of the said Dukes, who were the Samuli, Somarigi Venetians, and others. The Fields of this Isle are most fruitful in all things, and chiefly a certain Valley called Darmilla, wherein are eighteen Villages. The Inhabitants of this Isle make plenty of Wine, which they send to Alexandria, Smyrna, and Chio; as likewise very good Cheese, for they have many Cows, Sheep, and Goats. Not far from the Town, near the Sea, are the Salt pits, and a Pond, which the Town lets out to farme; they Fish in it but two Months in the Year; to wit, August and September. There are great quantities of Eels taken also in a Valley called Plachi, that is full of Marshes, which are always supplied with Water from great Springs that run into it. There are very thick Woods also in it, with Rocks and solitary Dens, where there are a great many tall Stags; and there the Gentlemen go a Hunting with the Cady, who governs the Island; the Peasants catch Partridges with an Ass, in the manner of Partridges this with an Ass.
this manner. Late in the Evening the Peasant goes and jogs the Partridges to know where they Sleep; then he pitches a Net where he thinks convenient, and afterwards puts himself under the belly of his As, which is trained to the sport; and thus both talking along together, the Peasant with a switch drives the Partridges into the Net, where they are caught; and this sport is the better, because Partridges are very plentiful there. There are besides other Valleys with Water-Springs in them, that turn Mills for the use of the People. There are several Monasteries in this Island, one of which ought to be very Ancient; for it is built in form of a Tower upon a Hill. There is another called Fanwrenn, dedicated to the Virgin; because a Picture of the Virgin was found in that Place; which is held in great Veneration, and called Fanwrenn; it is not long since that Monastery was built, and contains three large and seven Ten Rooms or Chambers, besides those that are under Ground: the Church is small, but well built and beautiful; it is served by ten Monks, all Country Clowns, who have no Learning; and not only there, but over all the Isles of the Archipelago, they are so ignorant, that it may be said of them Ignor Deo; and it is impossible but that Vice must reign, where People are so ignorant of the commands of God, and where there is so much Idleness and Drunkenness. Therefore miles from the Town, there is a Tower, and another Church also, dedicated to the Virgin, named Tanja; in that place there is a Spring of as good Water as can be defined; and a Monk and some Shepherds live there; the people of the Island often go thither out of Devotion, and not without much Pain, because of the troublesome Hills and Valleys that are in the way. About six miles from thence near the Sea, overagainst the isle of Nicaria, there is to be seen upon a very steep and rugged Mountain, some ruins of the Castle of Apollo, and it is a wonder how they could carry up Stones to Build it. The wall is eight hand breadth thick; it is not carried on to the Sea on the East-side, because there is no going up to it on that side but by a very dangerous place; but on the South East and South-side it is built of Stone and Bitumen down to the Sea. In that Castle there are several Houses, and Cellars for Water. In the neighbourhood of it are four little Towns very well Inhabited. In these Quar ters there are also many Goats-beards that keep Goats, and the Hills are full of an Herb which Mathiolius calls Ledum, and the Modern Greeks RIraro; when the Goats feed on that Herb, a certain vicious Dew that is upon it, sticks to their Beards, and there congeals into a kind of Gum, of a very good smell, which they call Leudanum, and Vulgarly Landanum, and cannot be gathered without cutting off of the Goats' Beards. As you go to the Town, there is a Castle upon a very high Hill, which commands all the Villages of Darmilla. Near the Town upon a Rock, called heretofore Strongle, is the Palace of the God Bacchus, so called in ancient Times; it is an hundred Foot in length, and fifty in breadth, and built of very white Marble, each Stone being sixteen hands long, and seven hands thick, which were all fastened together with Iron and Lead. The Gate is thirty two hands high, and sixteen wide; its lintel is of four pieces. There is no inscription to be seen upon it, they being all eaten out by the Sea and Weather; but there are two Cellars close by it. The Turks and others carry away Marble daily from that Palace, for making of Gates, Windows, Mortars, Chefs, and such like things; and, they say, and Turbans also, to be put at the ends of Graves, according to the custom of the Turks. The same Bacchus, (as the Inhabitants say) made an Aqueduct; that brought Water from a very distant Spring; but having carried it on as far as the Shore, he Died, and that so it was never perfected; however the Channels of it are to be seen. Bacchus was the God of Wine, and therefore the Inhabitants of Nicaria are great Drunkards. It was in this Island, that the perfidious wretch Tiberius abandoned the poor Ariadne, who had delivered him out of the Labyrinth, and Bacchus finding her forlorn, took her for his Wife. The Tower and Ducal Palace are still in being in the Town. There are two Arch-Bishops in this Town, a Latin, and a Greek; the Cathedral Church of the Latin Archbishop, is dedicated to the assumption of our Lady, and is very handsome, it hath a Steeple with three Bells in it; several Relicks of Saints, are kept in the Church, and it is served by six Canons, and seven other Priests and Clerks, who are very
very diligent at their duty in the Quire; but their Revenue is very Inconsiderable, and the Arch-Bishop himself has no more than two hundred Piastras of yearly Rent. He hath a seat in the country with a Church; it is a very delightful place and called San Mamma; the Church is neat, Paved with Marble, and the Walls lined with the same, but kept in bad repair. Besides the Cathedral Church, the Jesuits have also a small House in the Castle; and the Greeks have a Chappell that belonged to the Dukes formerly: Without the Town there are Recollects and Capuchins, who make many Profestyes there to the Catholic Faith. The Inhabitants of Naxia have great feuds among themselves, so that they speak not to one another as long as they live; but the Women are more obstinate than the Men, and are very great medders in other people's Business. Their Women wear more than ten Coats one over another; so that they have much ado to go, and their Shoes are so freight; that they can hardly thrust their Feet into them, but they are pretty Honest and Chaste. This Island raises its Tribute by the sale of Wine, Cheese, and Silk.

CHAP. LXVII.

Of the Isles of Paro, Delos, Mycone, Tine and Nio.

About six miles from Naxia, is the Isle of Paro, heretofore Parnos, which Parnus hath three Castles, several Villages; a good Harbour for all Sorts of Vessels; fair Churches, and many Greek Priests and Monks, being fifty miles in compass, and containing about six thousand Souls. There were several Statues, Marble-Chests; and other Antiquities found in this Island, which have been carried away by an English Gentleman, who brought off all he could find, not only there, but in the other Isles also; and chiefly in Delos, called Delos, or at present Serilee, heretofore so famous for the Oracle of Apollo, and where Serilee, in ancient times there were so many Statues of the Gods; at present there is no more but a Statuette lying upon the Ground, representing a Woman, which is so great, that sitting upon the Shoulder, one cannot reach the Head with the Hand; and there is nothing of it broken off but one Arm. This Isle is fourteen miles in Circuit: There are many Ports about this little Island; inhabited only by Cows, where the Cows commonly go a little farther off is the Island of Mycone, heretofore Myconius, which was well Peopled, but at present is almost forsaken, because of the rigorous Persecution of the Turks; it is thirty miles in Circuit. Over against this Island is the Isle of Tine, in Ancient times Tenea, which belongs to the Venetians; it is well Peopled, Tine, and hath a very strong Castle, built upon a high Rock, and the Houses stand one over another. This Isle is forty miles in Compass, it is plentiful in Provisions and Silk; but so over Stocked with People, that many are obliged to go ad live elsewhere, as at Smyrna and Chios. There is a Latin Bishop in it, and the Men are handsome and Courteous enough. In going to Samos, one must pass by the Isle of Nio, called heretofore Olarrius, which was not long since Inhabited by the Albanians, a Barbarous and Warlike People, who goad Night and Day by the Sea-sail. Their Fields are fruitful in all things, and they have very thick Woods of Oakes and other Trees, which they cut down and fell to several Places; and particularly to the Inhabitants of Saro-risk, who stand in need of it, as we shall say hereafter. There is a good Harbour in this Island.
CHAPTER LXVIII.

Of the Isle of Santorini.

The Isle of Santorini, whose ancient name was Tharsos, is thirty six miles round, and is three score miles from Candia, from whence the Land of it may be seen. There are several Castles in this Isle; and first the Castle of St. Nicholas, standing on a point of the Island. This is a frightful place, for besides that it is very high, the House of it are built upon the hanging sides of black and burn'd Rocks. A Greek Bishop has his residence there, and a matter of five hundred Souls about him, but most of them live in Caves that they have made under ground, which is very light, and easie to be dug, being all Pumice-stone; and it is very pleasant to see Plowed Lands and People living underneath them, so that the Men come creeping out like Coneyes. But Scaro is a Castle far more Gally than that of St. Nicholas, not only for the height, but solitude of the Place; and those that go up to it, must climb with Hands and Feet, and have a special care too, lest some great stone fall from on high and knock them down; for one cannot shun it by turning back. This Castle contains about an hundred and fifty houses, built round a Rock that overlooks them; upon which heretofore were several houses; and the Greeks have hill a Church there, which formerly belonged to the Latins, where in there are two Images of Mariye Silver the one of our Lady, and the other of St. Michael. That Rock is supported by walls, for fear it should fall upon the houses; for if so, it would smother all the Inhabitants, who are about five hundred in number. The Latin Bishop lives in that place. Halfway betwixt Scaro and another Castle called Pirgoe, there is a Chappel of our Lady, with many large Caves, where about two hundred People live. But in going from Scaro to Pirgoe, there is a Hill to be mounted with great pain, from whence one has a view of the whole Island, and the Plain cultivated and Planted with Vines, but few Trees, unless it be Fig-Trees, and white Mulberry-Trees. Their Vineyards afford them wine enough for the use of all the Inhabitants, and some more, which they sell to their Neighbours, who come and Export it. It is carried to Chios, Smyrna, and other Places: They make all sorts of Stuff. of which they raise Money to pay their Tribute. In this place there are a thousand Souls almost all Greeks, and there the Cady Refides. Their Houses are well built, look all white, and are of a round Figure, and encompassed with walls, so that not being seen, they look only like a Tower. At Scaro there is a Monastery of Nuns of the Latin rite, and the Order of St. Dominick, but they are ill lodged, because the place is narrow, and the Air bad. Their Church is kept in good order, and served by a Priest that is their Chaplain. Betwixt Pirgoe and another place called Nebra, there is a Hill, called St. Stephens Hill, on which are several Cheifs of Marble, with Covers, and pieces of Statues, hot Caves; and the walls of the first Town, stood upon it, called Fanista; there are also three Statues there of a prodigious length, lying upon the Ground; which a Candian, (who took away all the Antiquities of this Isle,) could not remove; who, (as it is said,) found a great many pieces of Gold and Silver Money there. A woman that in Ancient times lived upon that Hill, gave Visions to all the People for a whole year that a Plague and famine lasted; and it is probable these Statues have been erected in honour of that good Lady. On the other point of the Isle, that in form resembles a Crescent. There is also a Castle called Creto, Inhabited by about an hundred and fifty Souls; and there are seven Villages here and there in the Country, but ill Peopled, for indeed, the Inhabitants of this Island live very meagely. Their Bread which they call Schife, is Bisket made of equal parts of Wheat and Barley, as black as Pitch, and so hard that one can hardly swallow it. They never heat the Oven but twice a Year, and then make their Bisket, which
with great Veneration they carry home to their Houses; and the reason why they do so, is perhaps, because they have not a bit of Wood, but have it brought from S 트, and buy it by the pound. They have no Fleish, if it be not miraculously brought them by some Raven; they have nevertheless some Cattle which furnish them with a little Cheese: As for Fish they can have none, because the Sea about them has no bottom. Some wild Fowl and Eggs they have, but it is a hard labour to climb up and down these difficult and craggy Rocks. Salt meats are relics to them, and they feed on nothing but Beans, Pears, Eggs and Bisket. They have very little or no Fruit at all, unless it be Grapes, of which they have enough in the Seafon. They know not what Physicians, Chirurgesons, Apothecaries, and men of that profession are. They are very stout, and can defend themselves from their Enemies with Stones, especially at Stør, where one single man may beat down as many as he pleases. They who play at home in the Island, lead a beastly life; for they do nothing but eat, drink, sleep, and play at Cards. This is all that can be said of that Island, which looks like Hell; for the Sea in the Harbour and about the Coast is black, and all seems Burn'd and Scorched, by reason of a little Rocky Island which appearing about three score Years ago, vomited an incredible Flames; which left so deep a hollow there, that when a Stone is thrown into it, it is never heard fall to the bottom. But there happened something else since in that Port, which is no less wonderful, and I shall relate it accordingly as I had it from several hands in several places.

One Sunday night about eighteen years agoe, an exceeding great Noise began in the Port of Santorinm, which was heard as far off as Chio, two hundred miles distant; but in such a manner, that at Chio it was thought that the Venetian and Turkish Fleets were Engaged, which made all People run up the next Morning to the highest places, to see what might be seen; and I remember the Reverend Father Bernard, Superior of the Capucins of Chio, a venerable Person, and of great Credit, told me that he had been mistaken as well as others, for he thought he had heard Guns as well as they; in the mean time there was nothing to be seen; and indeed it was only a Fire that brake out at the bottom of the Sea, in the Port of Santorinm, and wrought such effects that from Morning till Night vast numbers of Pumice Stones were cast up out of the Sea, with so great cracking and noise, that one would have said they had been so many Cannon-Shot; and that so infected the Air, that in the Isle of Santorinm many Died, and several lost their Sight; which nevertheless, they recovered again some days after. This Infection spread as far as the Noise that went before it, for not only in that Isle, but even at Chio and Smyrne, all Silver, (whether lock'd up in Chefs, or in men's Pockets) turn'd red; and the Monks who live in those places, told me that all their Chalices became red. After some days that Infection was dissipated, and the Silver came to its colour again. The Pumice-stones that were cast up there, uncovered the Sea of the Archipelago, that for some time when certain Winds blew, Harbours were stop'd up with them; insomuch, that the least Barque that was could not get out, unless those that are on Board, with Poles made way through the Pumice-stones; and there are of them still to be seen all over the Mediterranean Sea, but in small quantity, now they are dispersed up and down. Sennec in one of his Epistles says, that Santorinm stands upon Mines of Sulphur; and from them certainly the Fire proceeds. It is said that Alexander the great founded the Sea at that place, and could find no Ground. There is nevertheless a little Island called Firefla, at the point whereof, one may come to an Anchor, and no where else.
CHAP. LXIX.

Of the Isles of Policandre, Milo, Sifanto Thermia, Ajora, and Scyra.

Policandre.

The Isle of Policandre is eight miles in compass; and a pretty pleasant place: Three miles from the Sea-side, there is a Village of about a hundred Houses, inhabited by three hundred Souls; one must cross over a Valley and Rocks in going to it, and there are no other Houses in the Island: In it there are three well built Churches, and two Monasteries, one of Men, and another of Women. The Convent of the Monks is very well situated, and is dedicated to the Blessed Virgin; it hath a little Garden adjoining to the Church, with a Cistern of excellent water; and in that Garden there is a Statue without a Head, made after the Apostolick way; there are others also in the Walls, built in among the rest of the stones. The other Monastery is for Women, who observe no rule or institution, but live as Nature teaches them; their Church is dedicated to St. John, and a Monk says Mass in it on all Sundays and Holy-days. The Inhabitants of this Isle pay their Tribute with the Money they raise from Barley, Cotton, Stuff, and Chests which they make. The Castle stands upon a very high Hill, but all the Houses of it are ruinous, except a Chapel of St. Michael the Arch-Angel; from thence one may see all the Isles of the Archipelage. The Inhabitants of this place are honest, civil and courteous People, especially the Women, who are very handsome; they live pretty well, having very good Bread, Fowl, Sheep, and other things necessary: They make no Wine, but have it brought them from Samos, which is but thirty miles from it. They have no Physicians nor Chyrurgeons, nor any sort of Trade. The Harbour of this Island is indifferent good, but the Maines and other Conflats put often in there, and lodge at home in a Church that stands by the Sea-side.

Milo.

The Isle of Milo is so called from Mylos, which in the vulgar Greek signifies a Mill, because there are many Windmills in it, and becanie also they bring Mill-stones from thence. This Island is thirty six miles about, has few Hills in it, and is fruitful in all things, being yearly betwixt three and four hundred Tun of Wine, and the Inhabitants trade in Candie, Venice, and other places. They have a Mine of Brimstone, and much Pumice-stones, which are let out to one of the Inhabitants, for fifteen hundred Piastres a year. Three miles from the Town, there are hot Baths of Sulphur, where People come from several places to wash, and many recover their health there. The Port is six miles long, three over, and has a good depth of water. Two miles from this Port, there is a Grotto in form of a large Chamber, wherein there is Lake-warm water, which gives so much heat, that an artificial Bath cannot make one sweat more. They say, that the water of this Grotto has an intercource with the Church of St. Constantine, that is six miles North of it; and to make a proof of this, one day they put a Silver Cup into this Bath, which they found again in the Fountain of the said Church of St. Constantine. In this Isle, there is a Town where two thousand five hundred Souls live; and an old Castle, inhabited by five hundred more: The Town stands in a Plain, with a Castle in the middle of it, but not inhabited. They have a Latin Bishop, and a Greek Bishop; the Latin Cathedral is without the Town, dedicated to St. Peter, but without any Ornaments, and the Latin Bishop celebrates in a Chapel that joins to one of the Greek Churches; this Bishop has a great many Tithes, which he divides with the Greek Bishop, taking two thirds to himself, and giving the Greek the other third. The Greek Bishop hath several well built Churches in good repair, and many Priests to officiate in them. Most of the Inhabitants of this Isle are Greeks, who live much at their ease, are civil, but very wicked and pernicious. Their Women go in a very ugly dress, speak very ill, and cannot pronounce the letter (L). They are very charitable and kind to Strangers. The People live here commodiously enough,
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enough, having all things necessary for life; but they have no Physicians, Chyrurgeons, nor any of that Profession. There are no Turks in this Island, and it is governed by four Deputies of the Town. Half a mile from Mile, is the Isle called Chimo or Argeneta, which hath a good Harbour, and a Village Chimo, or containing about two hundred Souls, which was burnt by the Corsairs in the Year 1638. These poor People live in great misery.

The Isle of Sifanto or Sifane, anciently Sifanun, is thirty six miles in circuit, and has a Castle upon a Hill, with double Walls, inhabited by three thousand Souls, and there are no other Houles in all the Island, unless it be some Country-houses of private Men: There is no water in this Castle, what they have, is brought out of the Plain underneath it. The Harbour is not good for Barks, and therefore they have Ware-houses near the shore, where they put their Commodities, and then draw the Barks on Land. There is another good Harbour, but it is five miles from thence. This Isle belonged formerly to the Family of Goa'dini, as may be seen by an Inscription made in the Year 1450, upon a Marble-Pillar at the entry into the Port. There is upon it a Latin Bishop, and a Greek Vicar; but the Chapel of the Latin Bishop is little, and very poor: There is a Monastery of Greeks also, built upon a Hill. There is no place of Recreation in this Island, nor any other Antiquity, but a great Chees of white Marble with Oxes Heads, Feltons, and Fruits upon it. This Isle produces not Provisions for above two months in the year, and for the rest of the year, the Inhabitants provide themselves elsewhere, having little Barks for that end, which they build upon the place. They lay, that they have a Mine of Lead, and a Gold Mine: They are very rogues, but their Women are very honest, and go with their faces covered. There are no Trades there, but Weaver, Shoemakers, Joyners, and the like.

The Isle of Thermi is thirty six miles in circuit, and so called from Thermi, which in the Greek signifies Hot; because of the Springs of hot water that are in a Plain there near the Sea, from which the sick and indisposed receive much relief. The Town contains about three hundred Houles, inhabited by about two thousand Souls; there are fifteen Greek Churches in it, and a Greek Bishop, who resides six months of the year at Ziia, and the other six at Thermi. Heretofore there was a Latin Bishop there, but he having gone out of the Island, the Albanians usurped all, there being no Inventory nor other Writing to be found. There is nothing remarkable in it, but the afore-mentioned Baths, though there be a Castle there, and a pretty big Village, called Meji: This Island is almost all a Plain, has few Trees, and yet it is fruitful and abundant in all things. The Inhabitants are honest people, and trade in Stuffs, Thread, and other Commodities, raising thereby Money to pay their Tribute. Turkish Money passes not there, but only the Coin of Venice, so as in several other such Isles, except Naxiis, Andro, and Scyr, where Turkish Money goes. The Women of Thermi, are virtuous, handsome, and wear a neat dress. The People live pretty well there, and a Cady commands, with four Procurators choisen among the Citizens of the Town.

Afara is a little Isle, eighteen miles about; it depends on the Isle of Scyr, and the whole Inhabitants keep some Shepherds there to look after their Sheep. There are four Churches in it, where Divine Service is performed, but once a year, to wit, at Easter, and then the Shepherds Communicate. It is not at all cultivated, because the Corsairs carry off the Oxen, and sometimes the Sheep also.

The Isle of Scyr, which in the vulgar Greek signifies Sigena, or Mistres, is so called, because by its height it commands all the other Isles, being almost in the middle of them: It is thirty six miles in circuit, a Dry Soyl, bears few Trees, and nevertheless abounds in all things, having plenty of Provisions, Flesh, Fish, and Venison. The Water they use, is brought from a Spring a little wide of the Town, and is very good. They have no Villages of any consequence, only some scattering Houles in the Country. The Inhabitants of this Isle are much given to devotion, and chiefly the Women, who are very silly. There is much hatred and envy always among them, which arises from the oppression they daily suffer from the Turks, and their common poverty. They are almost all Latins, and have several Churches, the Cathedral standing
on the top of the Town, dedicated to St. George, and served by several Priests, who have a Latin Bishop for their Superior, that lives on his Revenue and Tithes: But there are some of these Churches in so bad order, that they look more like Ware-houses, than Churches. The Capucins (in spite of the Hierarchs and Schismatics) bring many into the Church by their constant Preaching. They Catechize there, and instruct the young Children, who have a very quick wit, and are apt to learn. They often hear Confessions, and their Church which is dedicated to St. John, was built at the charge of the Publick. There is another Church also, dedicated to the Virgin, and served by the Religious of the Order of St. Dominic. Six miles from the Town, there is a little Garden, where there are some Sheeks of Orange-Trees, and some Springs, with a Chapel dedicated to the Virgin, and some Hermite commonly lives there. They have no places of Curiosity nor Walks.

CHAP. LXX.

Of the Isles of Samos and Nicaria.

After I had long waited for a Passage to Egypt, an occasion (at length) offered of a great Saigue bound for Rosette. These Saigue are like great Barks, having a round hulk, and a very big and high Main-mast. They carry great Cargoes of Goods, but they fail not fail, unless they be before the Wind, or rather they fail no otherwise, for they cannot go upon a Wind. The Greeks make use of no other Vessels for trading both in the White and Black Seas; and that's the reason there are so many of them; though the Christian Corsairs pick up several of them now and then. I spake to the Master of this Saigue, who was a familiars, and he promised to give me notice when the weather was fit to set out; but that I might be the more at ease, I hired the Purser's Cabin in the top of the Poop, which was so little, that when my Man and I turn'd in, there was not half a foot of room to spare. I then betid my self speedily to make my provisions, not forgetting a Capa for my self, and another for my Man. A Capa is a certain Field-garment, lined through with the same Stuff it is made of, and shaped like a Wallcoat, reaching down to the knees; there are sleeves for the arms, and a hood fastened to it for the head. All the Sen-men have Capots, and it seems to me to be so necessary an Implement, not only for Sen-men, but for all that travel by sea, that I cannot see how a long Voyage, one can be without it: In case of necessity, it will serve for a Quilt and Coverlet: With a Capa, you may sit down and lay where you please, and without it you would pitch all your cloaths: rain or blow, you may walk abroad in the air with your Capot; and within a Capa, you need neither fear wet nor cold. I found so much good in this Garment, and have received so many Services from it, that I thought I could not but here say something in praise of it. Being then provided with all things necessary for a pretty long Voyage (though they gave me hopes that in eight or ten days time I should be in Egypt) I went on board on Wednesday the Fifteenth of November, about three a clock in the Afternoon, and an hour after, we set out of the Port of Chio with a Northwind. We made not much way that day. Thursday morning, the sixteenth of November, the wind ceased, leaving us before the Isle of Samos, which is three-score miles from Chio. This is a very barren Island, by what I could perceive; but is famous, for having been the Native Country of Pythagoras, that great Philosopher; of Polycrates, to much renowned for his good fortune; and of a Sibyl: It is fourscore miles in circuit. Pretty near, and over against Samos, is the Isle of Nicaria, called in ancient times Leucia, from Leucis, the Son of Dedalus: It is in figure long, the Land of it very dry, and all high Rocks, wherein are the Houses of the Inhabitants, who
who may make in all three thousand Souls, very poor, and ill clad. They are, much addicted to Swimming, and filling up Sponges from the bottom of the Sea, or the Goods of Ships that have been cast away; and Bachelours are not married in this Island, unless they can dive at least eight fathoms deep into the water, and of this they must give proof: So that when a Papas, or any other of the richest men of the Island, would marry his Daughter, he pitches upon a day whereon he promises his Daughter to the best Swimmer; and the day being come, the young Men strip themselves stark naked before all the People, the Maid herself being present, and throw themselves into the water, where he that stays longest under, obtains the Maid in Marriage. These are a sort of People that seem to be Fif, rather than Men. They pay the Grand Signior their Tribute in Sponges, and from them all Turkey is furnished. This Isle hath no Haven for great Vessels, but only for small Barks, wherein they go to Chloe, and sell Honey, Wax, White-wine as clear as water, which comes away by Urine as soon at it is drank, and such like Commodities. Their Vineyards are here and there among the Rocks. But the World is turned topsyturvy in this Island; for the Women are the Midwives there: So soon as the Husband is arrived from any place, the Wife goes to the Sea-side, and takes the Oars and other implements and carries them home, after which the Husband dispossesses of nothing without her leave. In the time of the Emperors of Constantiople, Perions of Quality that desired Banishment, were sent to this Island; the Inhabitants whereof are well-shap'd and strong.

But to return to Sea again, we did what lay in our power to reach that Island, and take Harbour at Stambio; but a South-east wind blowing soon after, hindred us from that; and though we beat and tack'd to and agen till the evening, we gained no ground, so that we resolved to turn back again, and did do so an hour before night, finding that the South-east wind began to blow fresher and fresher. In the Night-time we had much Lightning: However while I was attentively considering Samos, I saw a light on shore, which seemed to me to be a Candle; and having asked an honest Roman Catholic of Chloe (with whom I which no bo had made friendship) what it was? He made me an answer. That that Light was seen every night in the same place; that having past that way ten or twelve times in the night-time, he had always seen it; that nevertheless there was neither House nor Tree there; that many had gone oftentimes in search of it, but could never find it, seeing it very well at a distance, but losing sight of it as if they came near; and that about the place where the Light is seen, there is an ancient Christian Church all ruinous, which makes people think that there is some Mystery in it. I thought the man had joc'd me, when he told me all these things, and therefore I went to the Captain's Cabin, where having asked him the same question (though he was a Turk) he told me the same things the honest Chloe did, who was Patron of the Saigue, and a Greek, which made me more attentively consider that Light; I eye'd it for the space of an hour, and it seemed to me to be about two hundred paces from the Sea-side, on that part of the Island which looks Westward, opposite to the Isle of Nacario or Nicaia: I saw it rise and fall like a Candle, and I remember that the Monks of Nisennn, of the Isle of Chloe, told me just such another thing, concerning the Foundation of their Church. Having well considered that Light, I went to sleep about eleven of the clock, and the wind blew fresher about midnight, with so thick a darkness, that one could not see six steps on head; and in the mean time we were in a dangerous place, betwixt Samos and Nicaia, so that we had cause to fear the Saigue might run foul of one of these two places. There fell afterward a great deal of rain, but such strong gusts of wind with it, as gave the Sea-men enough to do; and besides that, we had great claps of Thunder, which doubling horribly betwixt these Islands, made with the beating of the waves, a fearful noise: In the mean time the Ship made much water, which created no small trouble to the Sea-men, who had already their hands fall on't. Another danger threatened us besides, for they had left the Saigue in the Sea, towed at the Saigue Stern, which being forced by the violence of the wind, knock'd its head so hard against the Saigue, that it might have startled a plank, and sink her down to rights, many Vessels being lost so, even in the Port; nevertheless their was no hoisting of it up, though it had stricken so often
often against the Saire that all the Head of it was broken, and the Saire was so slippery that there was no holding on her; so that at several times three Men fell into the Sea, but Ropes being quickly thrown out to them, they were drawn up again: At length came day, but with it so thick a Fog, that it was more than three Hours after we could see Land. We afterward discovered Chios, about ten a Clock in the Morning, and put into Harbour the same day being Friday, the seventeenth of November, a little after Noon. Our Captain perceiving the Weather to be contrary to us, proposed to go and Anchor in the Port of Scala Nuova, which the Turks call Conschalafig, and I earnestly desired it; because then I might have gone to Ephesus, which is but half a day's Journey from it, but some Chios told him, that it was dangerous entering into the Port of Scala Nuova at that time. But indeed, I think it was that they had rather wait for fair Weather at home in their own Town, than in another place. So soon as I was come to Chios, I failed not to speak to our Vice-Consul of the Light I had seen in the Isle of Samos, and he told me all the same that the rest did, and that he himself with some others, had gone in search thereof, but that as they drew nigh, they always lost sight of it.

C H A P. LXXI.

Of Stanchio and Bodrou.

We waited with great Impatience for fair Weather at Chios, nevertheless the South-East Wind continued blowing till Tuesday, the Twenty-eighth of November, when with day a North-Wind arose; we let not slip the occasion, for being got on Board, we put out the same day about Four a Clock in the Afternoon, and Wednesday the Twenty-ninth of November, past by Samos about Midnight. In the Morning the Wind abated a little, and nevertheless about One of the Clock we arrived at Stanchio, otherwise called Isola Longa, Four-and-ten Miles from Samos, and came to an Anchor to take in Fresh-Water. We who were Christians went not a Shoar, because there were Eight hundred Spaniards lately arrived, to defend that Island against the Venetians; and seeing these Blades play'd the Devil and all, putting their Horses into the Churches of the Greeks, they would certainly have abafted us, being then extremely Exasperated against all Franks. This Island, called heretofore Con, and named at present by the Turks Stanchio, and by the Franks, Lunga, or Isola Longa, is Seventy Miles in Circuit, and is very Fruitful, especially in good Wine; the Country seems to be pleasant enough, and upon the Port by the Sea-side there is a Coffee, that makes a pretty good Show: The Town lies backwards, and seems to be no great matter; there is a Tree there of a vast extent, and casts a prodigious shadow. It can easily cover Two thousand Men, and the Branches of it are supported by several Stone and Wooden Pillars, there being under it several Barbers Shops, Coffee-Houses, and such like places, with many Benches to sit on. This Tree is like a Sycamore, but that it bears a fruit like a Chefsnet, and serves for Tanning of Leather. There was in Ancient Times on this Island, a famous Temple of Asclepius, and it is also Illustrious, for having been the Native Country of Hippocrates, the Prince of Physicians; and of Apelles, the Prince of Painters. The Knights of Malta held this Island, when they were Masters of Rhodes, and I was told, that there were still many of their Monuments there. Having taken in Water at Stanchio, the same day after Sun-set, we set Sail, with a North-wind that soon slackened. Next day being Thursday, the Thirtieth of November, betwixt Nine and Ten a Clock in the Morning, he that look'd out, made a Sail coming towards us from Rhodes; we thought it might be a Corlar of Malta, and shortly after, we
we found we were not mistaken, and therefore we stood back again with a South-wet Wind, which blew very fresh, and came to an Anchor at Bodrum, for we would not put back again to Stathio, because Vessels are not secure there from the South-east Wind.

Bodrum is a Castle on the Main Land, over against the Isle of Stathio, Bodrum, which is but Twelve Miles from it. There is a good Port there, shut in on all hands, and the entry to it is by the South-west, but the Turks have suffered it (with the time) to be filled up with Dirt; so that now there is no Water there for great Vessels. Next Morning, Friday the First of December, we went to Shoar, and bought some fresh Provisions in the Castle.

There are seven Gates to be passed, before one can enter into this place. Over every Gate there are several Coats of Arms, which perhaps, are the Arms of those who Commanded in that place, whilst it belonged to the Knights of Rhodes, for in some of them there are Croffles of Malta, and the Walls are covered all over with such, there being (as I take it) above Three hundred Escutcheons, which appear to be newly made. Having passed the second Gate, there is on the Right Hand a Statue of an Armed Man upon the Ground, but it wants the Head; and upon the Wall over it some Bafs-Reliefs very well cut. Over the third Gate, in the in-side, under some Coat of Arms is this Inscription, \textit{Proper fidel Christianorum reges locum ilium,} and some more which I could not read: Then on the Right Hand, there is cut on a lovely Stone in the Wall, Sartheboure, 1310. There are many other pieces in Bafs-Reliefs, and Coats of Arms in several places upon the Wall that is beaten by the Sea; and among others, there is one bearing a Portref, and under it these words: \textit{F. Confessam de operibus cardinalibus; there are also three Demy Lions issuing out of the Wall, from the Head to half the Body. Between the fourth and fifth Gates on the Right Hand, there are Bafs-Reliefs of Men fighting, among which there is something written in \textit{Lingua Franae}, but I could read nothing of it but 1310. Over the sixth Gate, on the out-side there are three Escutcheons, under which are these words: \textit{Sclrae nes Domine vigilantes, custodes nes dormientes, nisi Dominus adest for vobis qui custodiat eam.} Then you come to a Platform, where there are six Cannons that play towards the Sea. Over the seventh Gate also on the outside, there are three Escutcheons, and over the same Gate on the inside, the same three Escutcheons, with two words written in \textit{Gotick Characters, which I could not read.} Under this last Gate, which is of Iron, there is a Court of Guard, of fifteen or twenty Men. This is a good strong Castle, the Walls are very high, and built of a kind of Stone, that great Guns cannot hurt it: It is beaten by the Sea on one side, and there are Port-holes in the Wall along the Sea-side, which being Mounted with Cannon could easily hinder Ships from approaching it. It is very strong also towards the Land, and all the Walls are so found, that they seem as if they had been but lately built. Horse cannot wrong it, for it stands upon a Rock, in a rising place, where the Land is very narrow, being on two sides encompassed by the Sea; which (as I said) on one hand washes the foot of the Castle, and is not half a Mile from the other side. This Castle, however, might easily be taken, by cutting off the Water that is brought to it by an Aqueduct; for though there be Cisterns in it, yet the Turks have suffered them to be filled up with Earth, that they are useless. Among the Houses that are somewhat Ruinous, there are a great many pieces of Pillars. There are many Houses also without the Castle, but no body lives in them, in the Evening all and even the Castle, retire into the Castle. The Country about is very fruitful in Grapes, Figs, and such like Fruit. This is all that I could observe of this Castle, where I durst not eye anything but in palling, for fear of being taken for a Spie, for when I slept any where, the Turks took notice of me.
CHAP. LXXII.

Our Departure from Bodrou, and our Arrival at Rhodes.

We stay'd some days at Bodrou, because a strong South-west Wind blew still, with much Rain. Sunday, the third of December, it began to blow a little from North-north-West, but it lafted not; however we put out on Monday, the fourth of December, betwixt three and four in the Afternoon, with an easie North-north-West Gale, which lafted not three Hours, but left us calme, until Tuesday the fifth of December, that blowing pretty hard from South-east, we were forced to put back again. We came to an Anchor before Stenchio, for the Wind was contrary for carrying us to Bodrou. We put out four Anchors, that we might ride secur from that South-east Wind, which made us dance bravely, but notwithstanding all our Anchors, we suffered much by the Storm. For my part I strained my very Guts almoft out with Vomiting and Reaching, and that when was over, I had such violent pains in my Side, that I thought they would have killed me; and then notwithstanding my pain, I could not forbear to blame a little those, who out of a desire of Travelling forfake their cafe, and die of the least Indifposition they fall into, for want of help. A Turk taking pitty of me, gave me Opium to eat; not knowing what it was, I swallowed it down, but when he would have had me take another Dose, I asked him what it was, and he made answer, Eat it, it is goold for you, it is Opium. Then I told him that he had Poyioned me, and straining a little, I vomited again. Since I was not the only sick perfon aboard, and that all had trouble enough, the Wind blowing very hard, and Raining whole Nights, we several times weighed Anchor, and did what we could to get to Bodrou, but all in vain, for the South-east Wind still hindered us. At Length, on Saturday the ninth of December, the Wind changed, and after Noon we had a breeze from North, but we did not offer to set Sail before next day, that we might see if it was like to continue. Next day being Sunday, the tenth of December, it blowing fresher from North, we set Sail about Eleven a Clock in the Forenoon; but that Wind lafted not long, for about Two in the Afternoon, it began to calm, and at Night chopp'd about to the South; but it did not blow hard, and therefore we still kept under Sail. About Ten a Clock at Night we run a Rique, which we had not foreseen: For we being above thirty Sique in company, and the Night very dark, about ten of the Clock, a Sique ran foul of us, and entangled his Fore-mast with our Main-mast; the Bounce made so great a noise, that we all thought our selves lost; and every one running out to see what the matter was, some of our Men took a good Rope and lashed the Fore-mast of that Sique to ours, whilst four or five went down with a Lant-horn to the Pomp, to see if our Sique had sprung a Leak, or suffered damage in the Hold, the rest staying above-decks to take heed, that the Sea-men of the other Sique did not cast loose the Rope and get clear of us; but the poor Creatures (who were all Greeks) were so stunned at the fault they had committed, that not one of them appeared. At first when this happened, our Captain was so enraged, that he was about to Leap into the other Sique with Sword in Hand, and kill all he met; but being quickly better advis'd, he and all the rest resolved, that if our Sique was in danger of Sinking, to Leap into theirs, and throwing them all into the Sea, to make themselves Matters of her, therefore it was that they held her Lathed to ours. At Length (God be praised) we found that our Sique had received no damage, but only a little of her Side broken. Had it blown a little fresher, or had they struck but a hands breadth lower, our Sique had gone to the bottom. We let them go then, without
without doing them any hurt, though there were some on board of us, who gave advice to fire a Broad-side into her and sink her.

In the mean time, the same South-Wind still continuing, we kept beating to and again till Monday, the eleventh of December, when two Hours before Night, we manned our Boat to tow us into a narrow passage, which is betwixt the Isle of Sanbikis, by the Turks called Sanbikis, and another inhabited Island; we came to an Anchor there about Sun-setting. This is a very narrow place, and pretty secure from Winds; when you are past the Streight, there is a Village upon the Sea-side, where none but Greeks live, who trade up and down in Sanbikis, by the Turks called Sanbikis, which were first invented and made in Sanbikis this Island. These Vessels are a kind of Galiotts, which we shall Treat of in another place. We layed there all that Night, and next day, being Tuesday the twelfth of December, Wednesday the thirteenth of December, at break of day, a gentle Gale blowing still from the South, our Gaique towed us out of the Streight, and then we spread Sail. Betwixt Nine and Ten a Clock, the Wind turned about to North-north-West, with which we made so good way, that about Three a Clock in the Afternoon we arrived at Rhodes, an hundred Miles from Stamboul. We lay thirteen days in the Harbour of Rhodes, during which time, I considered that place as much as I could, not daring, however, to eye any thing too attentively; for so soon as I took, the Turks observed me, and a chief Gentleman with whom I was, jogged me at the same time, to divert me from my Curiosity, which might prove hurtful, especially at that time, when in all the Isles of Turkey, they apprehended a defect from the Venetians.

CHAP. LXXIII.

Of Isle and City of Rhodes.

The Isle of Rhodes hath Ly西亚 to the North, the Sea betwixt them being about twenty Miles broad; the Isle of Cyprus to the East, Candia to the West, and Egypt to the South; it is an hundred Miles in Circum, lying in so temperate a Climate, that (as they say) there is no day but the Sun shines upon it; however I have been some days there when no Sun appeared, at least at the Town. This is a very fruitful Island, and hath several Villages well Inhabited, besides a small City, which is very strong; The Island hath had several Masters, for the Saracens took it from the Greeks, under the Conquest of Mahommed; then it returned to the Christians, and afterwards to the Saracens, from whom it was taken on the day of the Assumption of our Lady, in the Year 1309, by the Knights Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem, who fortified it. The History of the Religion of Malta, Treats at large of the City of Rhodes, the Foundation of it; and how the Hospitallers or Knights of St. John, became Masters of the same. The Califf of Egypt besieged it in the Year 1444, and after some time raised the Siege, for they did him a great deal of mischief, which made him several times desire their Friendship. Afterwards Mahommed the Second laid Siege to it the twelfth of May, 1480, Monfore & Ambusfe, a French man, being then great Master. He raised the Siege three Months after, and only lost his life for his pains. At length Solyman, the Second being Emperour, and not enduring that after the Conquest of Egypt, a small place in the heart of his Dominions, held by a handful of Men, should give him so much trouble, made Application to them by all the ways of Mildness, desiring no more of them but the least acknowledgment. But finding that by no means they would submit, he resolved to take the place by force; and having made great preparations, went with his Army in Person to that Island, resolving to be present at an Expedition wherein he took so great
great a concern. On St. John’s day, 1522, the Van of the Turkish Fleet appeared before Rhodes. At that time there were but Five thousand fighting Men in Rhodes, of whom Six hundred wore the Habit, but they were all Men of Courage, under the Command of a valiant Master, who was Philip de Villiers, Pique Adam, a Frenchman. The Turks Fleet consisted of about Four hundred Sail great and small, having Two thousand thousand Men on board; Threescore thousand of them being Pioneers; and the Grand Signior in Person, who much raised their Courage, not only by his Promises, but Threatenings; and besides that, daily Factions came to them from Anatolia, which is close by. This Siege is at length described in the History of the Knights of St. John, to which I refer the Reader, both it and that of Malta, deliver very well to be read, which allured are two of the most memorable Sieges that any History mentions, in regard of the many brave Actions performed by the Knights. The Turks Attacked the place with great fury, and the Knights most valiantly Defended it; so that the Grand Signior despairing of taking it, was about to pack up and be gone, and his Army already began to dilate. When Andrea d’Amiral, a Portuguese, Prior of Cassile, and Chancellor of the Order, being vexed that he was not chosen Great Master at the last Election, and thereupon bearing a great Spight to his Order, gave him notice by a Letter, which being fastened to an Arrow he shot into his Camp; That the Befriended were quite spent, and informed him of a weak place in the Town, whereto he ought to give the Assault, promising him an easy Conquest of the place, if he had but patience to abide some days longer before it. The Grand Signior having followed this Counsel, the Town was taken by Composition, for the Knights were reduc’d to that pass, that they were not able to hold out any longer. And indeed, the Great Master received a great deal of Honour by this Siege, having been praised by the Grand Signior himself, who both honoured and pitied him, offering him every thing that he stood in need of. This place was surrendered to the Turks about the end of the Year 1522, after it had been kept by the Knights, for the space of Two hundred and some odd Years.

The Town hath two Harbours, the one which is the great Port, being square and spacious enough; but it is not very safe when it blows from East, North-east, or South-east; and we found it bad enough for two days time that a North-Wind blew. When the Knights were in possession of that Isle, they designed to have made another in the corner near the Town, by the Castle St. Angelo; and this would have proved a safe Port from all Winds, but they left the place before they could put their design in execution. On the right-hand of the entry into the Port, there is a new Tower built by the Turks, in place of the old one, which was called the Tower of St. Nicholas; it is square, has a pretty Dungeon or Plat-form in the upper part of it, and a Sentry-place at each Angle: This Tower is well furnished with Cannon, it hath a Bastion adjoining to it behind, and a Courtyard that reaches to the Walls of the Town, and makes one of the sides of the Port: Over against this Tower, on the other side of the Port, there is an old Castle, which (when the Knights were Masters there) was called the Castle of St. Angelo; but it is somewhat ruinous. The Castle and Tower, which are above fifty Fathom distant, are built upon the two places where stood the Feet of that great Colossus of Brahe, one of the Seven Wonders of the World; betwixt the Legs of which, Ships passed under Sail. This Colossus which represented the Sun, was call’d by Chares the Lydian; it was Seventy Cubits high, and carried in one Hand a Light-house, where every Night a light was kindled to direct the Vessels that were abroad at Sea. At length, since the fiddliest thing that can be subject to the decays of Time, this Colossus, which seemed immortal, Being overthrown by an Earthquake, lay there till the Saracens having made themselves Masters of Rhodes, beat it in pieces, and sold it to a Jew, who loaded Nine Hundred Camels with the Mettal, and carried it to Alexandria in the Year 944, and 1461 years after it had been made. There is a Bastion on the Seaside behind the Tower of St. Nicholas, to which it is joyned, on which Nine very great Guns are Mounted, that defend the entry of the Port on all sides; and it is Railed in with Wooden-Rails to the Land-side. Next to that is the Port of the Galleys, which toward the Sea, is covered by a Tongue of Rock joyned
ed to the Main-Land, whereon there is a Castle built, called in time of the Knights, the Castle of St. Erme. This is a good Harbour, and able to contain many Galleys, but the Mouth of it is so narrow, that one Galley only can enter at a time; it looks to the East North-east. It's every Night shut with a Chain, that is fastened to a little Tower, at the farther end of a Mole which runs out and twenty or thirty Paces into the Sea, over against the Castle St. Erme; the other end of the Chain is made fast to a piece of Rock on the Shoar, seven or eight Paces from the Castle St. Erme. This Mole I have been speaking of, hath another little Tower on the end of it towards the Land, and hard by about fifty Paces further up on Land; there is a Burbury-place, and in it fifteen or twenty Domes of Free-stone well built, most of them supported by four Arches; and these are the Sepulchres of the Bells, and other Persons of Quality in Rhodes, who have been killed in the Wars. There is a Piazza, or place on the side of the Galleys Port, with some Trees and a Fountain in it, and at the end of that place near the bottom of the Port, is the Arsenal, where the Galleys and Sagreus are built. The Town (as I said) is small, but very strong, towards the Port it hath high and strong Walls, well planted with Faulcons on the top, and below there are Port-holes for great Cannon. There is besides over against the Battoon, that is betwixt the two Ports, a good Tower with a Ditch, which hath three great pieces of Cannon mounted aloft, that hinder any Vessels from coming near the Port. In the middle of the Frontpiece of this Tower, there is a little Statue of St. Paul, with his Sword, as the Inscription by his Head shews; underneath this Statue is the Mitre with the two Keys, which are the Arms of the Church, then underneath that are three Eufcutcheons, one of a plain Cross, another of a Cross An- chred, and a third in the middle, bearing a Tree, which I know not; it is as strong on the Land-side, but strangers have lefs liberty to view it on that side, because they have lefs to do there. This Town hath three Gates, one towards the Sea where Corn is sold, and two on the Land-side, through one of which I passed, and it looks towards the Den of the Dragon, which was slain by the Knight Deodat de Guzon; as may be seen in the History of the Knights of St. John; the Head of the Dragon was heretofore upon that Gate, but some years since, the Turks removed it to the Water-gate. On this side it was also that the Traytor Andrea d'Amurac, got secretly from the House of the Great Matter that looks that way, a Letter fastened to an Arrow into the Camp of the Turks, wherein he gave the Turks notice, that they could not take the Town but on that side, by filling up the Ditches with the Earth of a Hill that was close by; which they did, and so took Rhodes, from the same place the Traytor continued to acquaint the Grand Signore with the resolutions of the Council. Near to this Gate within the Town, are the Pits where the Knights put their Corn, such as they have at present in Malta, for the same use. As you enter the Town by the Water-gate, you go first through a little Gate, over which are two Eufcuteches of two Crosses, the one plain and the other Anchred; then to the Left hand you enter by a great Gate, over which is the Dragons Head, which is much Thicker, Broader, and Longer than a Dragon's Horles Head, the Jaws of it are flit up to the Ears, with very great Teeth in the side; it is flat above, hath Eyes somewhat bigger than those of a Horse, the hole of the Nostril full round, and the Skin of a greyish White Colour (perhaps because of the Dust that sticks to it) and appears to be very hard. There are three Eufcuteches over that Gate also, as there are many others on several places of the Walls, but one dares not stop to look at them. One of these Eufcuteches bears a plain Cross, and the other a Cross Anchred; and betwixt these two there is a third, bearing the Arms of France. On the very top of this Gate, there are three Statues in their Niches, with three Lines written underneath them, whereof I could only read the first Word, which is D. Petrus, and under that Inscription are the three above-mentioned Eufcuteches. This Gate is betwixt two great Towers, well planted with Faulcons. The Streets of the Town are pretty broad, all Paved with little Stones, and for the most part covered with Pent-houses, which the Turks have made; these Pent-houses jet out so far into the Street, that they almost touch one another in the middle of it: There are several fair Buildings in it, but
but all built in time of the Knights. St. John’s Church is still to be seen there, but it is at present a Mosque. There is a little Niche over the great Gate of it, that hath a round cover, and upon that cover, the Figures of our Saviour, the Blessed Virgin, and St. John holding the Cross, are cut in bas-relief. The Gate is of Wood, pretty well carved; and on the left hand as you come out of the Church, (into which no Christian is now suffered to enter) is the Street of the Knights, whereall of them (I believe) lodged; for there are several Coats of Arms upon the houses of that street, out of which there is still a gate to go into St. John’s. This is a long street, and mounts upwards; it is paved with small Stones, and in the middle of the street there is a line of white Marble a foot broad, which reaches from one end to the other; at the upper end of it, is the Palace of the great Master, but no body now lives in it. None but Turks and Jews live in the City of Rhodes; for Christians are not suffered to be there, though they keep Shops in the Town, but at night they must retire to the Villages in the Country about, being only allowed to come to Town in the day-time.

C H A P. LXXXIV.

Of the Voyage from Rhodes to Alexandria.

Departure from Rhodes.

We stay’d at Rhodes till Christmas, having all the while very bad weather, great Rains, and much Thunder. At length on Monday, Christmas-day, the five and twentieth of December, the wind turned North-west; but because it was still close and cloudy weather, our Captain would not put out that day, though a great many Saïques set sail. On St. Stephen’s-day, being Tuesday the six and twentieth of December, (it clearing a little up, and the North-west wind continuing,) we set out from Rhodes after twelve a clock, making sail only with our Fore-sail, that we might not leave the Island before night, for fear of Corsairs. After Sun-set we spread our Main-sail, and in a short time, left Lindo, the Country of Chares, who made the Colossus of Rhodes, a Scorn of us; it is a little Rock at a point of the Isle of Rhodes, threescore miles from the Town. There is a small Town on it, with a very good Fort. When it was two or three hours in the night, we came over against the Isle of Scarpanto, fifty miles from Lindo, which we left to the Star-board; then we entered into the Gulf of Salatia, where for two or three hours time, we had a rowing Sea, because the Current of that Gulf, makes an Eddy with the Currents of the Gulf of Venus, and other places to the Westward, which is the cause that the Sea is a little rough there: This Passage was heretofore so dangerous, that many Ships were cast away in it; but the Sea-men say, that St. Helena returning from Jerusalem, threw one of the Nails of our Saviour’s Cross into it, and that since the danger has been less. After that, about mid-night, it began to blow so fresh from North-north-west, that we reckoned our running to be ten miles an hour, though we carried only our Main-sail, that we might not leave a Gallion or Turkish Ship, that was our Comfort, and was a great way a Stern of us. She came with us from Chios, and was also bound for Alexandria. That wind lasted all Wednesday, the seven and twentieth of December, St. John the Evangelist’s-day, and at night it slackened a little; and then changed to the North-east, but so eafe a gale, that we got a head but little or nothing during the whole night, and all next day, which was St. Innocent’s-day, the twenty eighth of December. That day towards the evening, the wind blew a little fresher, but shortly after was calmed by a flower of Rain: About midnight it blew again so hard, that Friday the nine and twentieth of December, by break of day we made the Land of Egypt, and the wind shopping about to West-north-west, we stood away towards Bonkey, five hundred miles distant from Rhodes, but the wind cast us so far to the lee-ward, that shortly after we found ourselves be-
below Alexandria, where we endeavoured to put in, beating to and again all day long; but in the evening we were fain to come to an anchor five or six miles short of the Town. We lay'd still there all Sunday the one and twentieth of December, and then in the night-time the wind turning North, blew so hard, that our Vessel was very much tumbled.

Monday, the first day of the Year 1657, the wind abating a little about eleven a clock, we weighed, standing in towards the Harbour of the Galleys, where half an hour after we came to an anchor. There we were informed, that a great Galleon was cast away in the Port of Alexandria, which belonged to two Turkish Merchants, and had a great deal of Goods on board, to wit, Flax, Coffee and Sugar, to the value of a hundred and fifty Thousand Piastras. Not but that the Port is good enough; but they said, that there was negligence in the cafe; and that the Cables were old, and not look'd to for eleven months that the Galleon was in the Port, so that they were rotten in the water. This Galleon rode with four Anchors abroad, yet one night, a little before day, all the Cables broke much at the same time, which the company that were on board perceiving, fired two Guns for assistance; but no help being given them, about break of day the split upon a Rock, all the men that were on board, were saved, except a Turkish Merchant, who would not be saved, saying, that he would not leave his Goods that were in the Galleon; and indeed, he perished with the Ship, which was so broken to pieces, that in an hours time there was no more to be seen of her. Nevertheless her help might have been given them, seeing (notwithstanding the storm) Caques went and came, and all that was to be done, was but to carry them a Cable or two. All the Goods that were saved of a Cargo worth an hundred and fifty Thousand Piastras, was no more but a little Flax, which they took up floating upon the water, and which I afterwards saw spread abroad to dry. She was the fairest Galleon that ever the Turks built, exceeding even the Sultan, taken some years since by the Knights of Malta, which was so high, that the Main-masts heads of the Galleys of Malta, did not reach up to her side, I was told that this was another-guef Galleon, and that her stern was higher than the Main-top-mast head of our Saigue, which nevertheless was one of the largest of the kind. She was built at Constantinople, and cost eight and thirty Thousand Piastras; her burthen was fifteen hundred Tun, but she was now grown old; she had on board forty Guns, and would carry three thousand Men; nay the first Voyage she made from Constantinople, she had two thousand and one hundred Persians on board. Nevertheless the Sea at this time was so enraged, that not satisfied with this great booty, it carried its fury farther, and cast away a Saigue in the mouth of the Nile, in which two and forty Men were drowned; but (thanks be to God) we were at Rhodes, during that Tempelt.

The End of the First Book.
TRAVELS INTO THE LEVANT.

PART I

BOOK II.

CHAP. I.

Of Alexandria.

In the former Book, I gave an Account of our arrival at Alexandria, after a tedious Voyage, which is commonly performed from Chios in seven or eight days time. And now being in Alexandria, I stay’d some days for fair weather, that I might go with the Saique to Rosetto; but perceiving that the wind changed not, and that probably it might be a months time before the Saique could get to Rosetto, I brought my things a-shore, and resolved to go thither by Land. Before my departure, I saw all that is worth the seeing in Alexandria. This Town, called by the Turks Snederia, heretofore so lovely, rich and famous a place, is at present so ruined, that it is no more the same; there is nothing to be seen in it but ruined Houses cast one upon another, and the heaps of Rubbish and Stones which are on all the houses, are higher than the Houses. The French are lodg’d there in a Fendick, which is a great House like a Han. There are other Fendicks also for the English, Dutch, Venetians, and others, and they pay no House-rent; on the contrary, the Consuls receive Money from the Grand Signor yearly, to keep them in necessary repair. These Fendicks are every evening shut up, and the Keys of them carried to the Aga of the Castle, who takes care to send them back every next morning. They are also shut, and so is the Water-gate, every Friday, during the Noon-Prayer, as the Castle-gate is at Cairo, and also in all places of the Turkish Empire, where there are Franks, because (they say) they have a Prophet, which threatens, that the Franks are to become Malters of them on a Friday, during the Noon-Prayer. Hardly any thing of the ancient Alexandria remains standing, but the Walls, and some Buildings toward the Fendick of the French, which are almost ruined; for the Buildings that are now towards the shore,
are not ancient, but have been built by the Turks, as may be easily seen by the Fabrick, being all low ill-contriv'd Houses. This Town hath three Ports, the first of which, called the Old Harbour, is pretty large, but few Vessels put into it, because the entry is difficult; there are two Castles to defend it, one on each side, and both well kept. The other two Ports are higher up, and separated one from another by a little Island, heretofore farther off from the main Land, than it is at present, and anciently called the Pharos: It is at present joyn'd to the main Land by a Stone-bridge of some Arches, under which the water passes. This Ille runs out a great way in Mez; in the middle of it, there is a large square Tower, where the Grand Signior's Powder is kept. At the end of the same Ille, there is a good Castle, called Farillon, that stands in the same place where the heretofore so renowned Pharos flood, which was reckoned One of the Seven Wonders of the World; this which is now in the place of it, is neat enough, and well provided with Artillery, and a Garrison of three hundred Soldiers, commanded by a Mutsferaca; but it hath no other water than that of the Nile, which is brought into it from without upon Camels. The first of the two Ports divided by the Pharos, is the Harbour of the Gallies; and the other is the Great Port, or New Harbour, the mouth whereof is on the one side defended by the Farillon; and on the other side, by another little Castle at its entry, which is not so good as the Farillon; however it is kept by several Soldiers, and these two Castles safely succour one another. Both these Ports are very dangerous, because of the Stones and Rocks that are in them, and there is need of a good Pilot to bring Vessels in. The Great Port lies much open to the North-East and North winds: The Harbour of the Gallies, is the safer of the two, but it hath no great depth of water; and indeed, (as I have already said) it serves only for Gallies. The Custome-house of Alexandria, on which that of Riffetto depends, is upon the side of the Great Port: It is let out to a Turk, who therefore is called Mutezin, or Parmer, and pays the Grand Signior three hundred Purles a year, which make two hundred twenty thousand two hundred three hundred and twelve Piaforis. 

Maidens: Nevertheless he is at no trouble about it, for he discharges the office by a Jew, to whom he gives a Purle yearly, which makes five and twenty thousand Maidens. The Jew who hath this employment, is called Madem, and hath other Jews under him; he is powerful, and by his intrigues, can do service or injury to a great many. Seizing the Custome-house is kept by Jews, there is nothing to be done there on Saturday, because it is their Sabbath, and yet no Vessel can load or unload, unless the Custome-house be open. There is another Custome-house on the right hand, as you go from the Fondick, of the French towards the shore, pretty near the Water-gate, and is called the Old Custome-house; it is now above four hundred paces from the Sea, though heretofore the water beat against the Walls of it. Some Janizaries are still there at the door, and exact something of all Goods that pass, that so they may not lose their Rights. There are in Alexandria two little Mounts, made of Ruines heaped together, and one of them may very well be seen from the French Fondick; it hath a little square Tower on the top, where a Man always stands Sentinel, and puts out a Flag as soon as he sees any Sail; and every Vessel that comes into the Port, pays somewhat for the keeping of that Guard. Alexandria depends on the Baglivere, or Baffor of Egypt, who has his Residance at Cairo; and in Alexandria there is an Aga that represents his Person, and Commands there. There is also a Great Cady or Mollis, who hath other Cadis under him. There are also two Souf-Baffos, one of the Town, and the other of the Sea. All the Agas of the Castles of Alexandria, depend also on the Baffor of Egypt, who puts in and out whom he pleases.
Of the Walls of Alexandria, the Pillar of Pompey, and other Antiquities.

Said before that Alexandria is so ruined, that many Strangers ask where it is when they are in the middle of it; yet there are such fair remains to be found among the Ruines, as easily shew that this hath been a most rich and stately Town. One of the finest things that are to be seen there, are the Walls, which (though ruined) are still so magnificent, that one must needs confesse they have been matchlesse; may a good part of them are still entire; and they must needs have been strong Built to last so long. These Walls have false Brayses, and are flanked with great square Towers, about two hundred paces distant from one another; and there is a little one betwixt every two of them; they are so neatly contriv'd, that there are stately Cafemates underneath, which may serve for Gallery's and Walks. I had a very earnest desire to go into one of these Towers, that I might observe all the beauty of them, but as yet I durst not for fear of an Avarice or Fine; but being one day with another French man in the old Courtm-houfe, which is only an open place, without any Building, and finding a Turk there who seemed to be of good nature, we prayed him to lead us into the Towers of the old Walls, near to that place, which he very willingly condescended to do; we went into two of these Towers then, which are all alike; in each Tower below, there is a large square Hall, the Vault whereof is supported by great Pillars of Tuerbaick Stone; there are a great many Chambers above, and over all a large platform above twenty Paces square; in short, all these Towers were so many Palaces able to contain two hundred men a piece: The Walls are several foot thick, and every where Fort-holes in them: in every one of these Towers there are severall Cifers, to that each of them required an Army to take them. All the ancient Town was encompassed with these lovely Walls, every way fortified by such Towers; of which most part are ruined at present; though those we went into were pretty entire; there is danger in going to see them, for the Turks finding Franks there, take occasion to amerce them, saying they are Spies, or some such thing, and then nothing but Money can bring them off; so that they pay dear enough for their Curiosity. When I went thither, there was a French man with me, who was so apprehensive of being surpriz'd, that he had not the least satisfaction, though he had lived several years in that Country, but we had a little the more confidence that we had a Turk with us. Next to the Walls, the finest piece of antiquity that hath withstood the rage of time, is the pillar of Pompey, about two hundred Paces from the Town; it is upon a little height, which makes it to be seen a great way off, and stands upon a square Pedeftal, above seven or eight foot high; and that Pedeftal rests upon a square bafile about twenty foot broad, and about two foot high, made up of several big Stones. The body of the Pillar is of one entire piece of Garnet, fo high, that the world cannot match it; for it is eighteen canes, and so thick, that it requires six men to hant it round, having a lovely Capital on the top. Some have thought that this Pillar consisted of three pieces, having heard Mours say so, who reckon three pieces in it; to wit, the Pedeftal, the Body, and the Capital, (as they themselves have told me) but the Body is all of one piece, as may plainly be seen. I know not what Englishe they have in those times, wherewith they could raise such a piece; and I am very apt to believe with a great many more, that it hath been Cast or made of a certain Ciment upon the very place, though there be not a few that absolutely deny that; saying that the ancient Egyptians got these Pillars and Obelisks, that are to be seen in so many places of Italy, at Saide, where they pretend that many have been cut out, and brought by Water from the Walls of Alexandria.
upon the Nile: if it be so, they must have had very extraordinary Barks or Carriages to bring to so great a weight, and in such bulk: it is also true, that they had the secret of casting Stones, but we have lost it, since none of the Ancients have Treated thereof. These Stones are very lovely, for they are greyish speckled with several colours, and extraordinary hard; the surface of them seems to be covered with little Grains. It is said that Caesar erected this Pillar in memory of the Victory which he obtained over Pompey. At some Paces distance from thence is Caesar's Palace, but all ruined, save some Pillars of Pamphylia, that are still entire and standing, and the Frontispiece still pretty sound, which is a very lovely piece: about three or four score pieces wide of that Pillar there is a Khds or Canal of the Nile, which was dug by the ancient Egyptians, to bring the water of the Nile into Alexandria, having none other to drink. This Canal which is much about the breadth of that that runs through Cairo, (whereof we shall speak hereafter) begins about six Leagues above Rofters, on the side of the Nile, and from thence comes to Alexandria, and when the Nile wears, they give it a Passage through this Khds, by breaking down a bank: as we shall take notice in speaking of that of Cairo; this Water falls the Ciferns, which are purposely made underneath the Town, and are very magnificent and spacious: for Alexandria is all hollow under, being an entire Cifern; the Vaults whereof are supported by several fair Marble Pillars; and over these Arches the Houfes of Alexandria were built; which made men lay, that in Alexandria there was a Town under Ground, as big as that above Ground; and some have allured me that one may still walk under the whole Town of Alexandria in fair Streets, where the Shops are still to be seen, but that the Turks fuffer nobody to go down. Now the Water of the Nile, which is so conveyed by the Khds under the Town, serves the Inhabitants to drink all the year round; for every house has it drawn by Fourergues, which pour it into their private Ciferns, as fast as it is drawn up. These Fourergues are Wheels, with a Rope hanging round them like a string of Beads without an end, to which are fastened several earthen Potts, which going empty down, come always full up again, and pour the Water into a Canal that conveys it whether over one pleases. But in the Months of August and September, which is the time when these Ciferns are filled; the new Water is unharmful, and few that drink it of it escape some Sickness or other; therefore several keep of the last years water until November. Besides that inconvenience, the Air of Alexandria is so bad during the months of July, August, September, and October, that many who lie upon the Ground at that time, fall into quartain Agues, which sometimes hold them several Years; I myself having known some who have kept them eight years. They who lie on Board of Ships, (though in the Port) are not annoyed with that bad Air. But to return to the Khds, it has Gardens all along the sides of it, which are full of Limon and Orange Trees, and a great many other Trees that bear a fruit like Oranges; but so big, that one cannot grasp them with both hands. These Fruits are not good to be eaten raw, but they peal off the Rind of them, then cut them into quarters, and clearing them of the lower stuff, preference them; which make a most excellent Conserve. As for the Limons, there are two sorts of them, some very great, which are not good to eat; and others as small as Wall-nuts, that are the best, because they are full of Juice, having a very thin Skin, and the Juice of them they squeeze upon Meat for Sauce, and likewise press it out with Presses, and therewith fill several Casks; which they send to Venice, and other Places: And this Juice serves for making of Sorbet. In these Gardens there are also Cofig-Tree, Cashew-Tree, and the like; and the Fields about Alexandria are filled of Palm-Trees, and Capers shrubs. Having seen these things, I returned into the Town by the Gate of Rofters, where are many lovely Pillars of Porphyrian Marble; and I went to see the Church of St. Catherine, held by the Greeks; there you may see the Stone on which that holy Virgin had her Head cut off: This Stone looks like a piece of round Pillar, is almost two foot high, and has a hole quite through it from one end to the other, big enough to receive ones Fists: the Greeks say, that just over that hole her Head was cut off; as may be seen by the marks that are in the hole, which is stained all round within with Blood.
and Far, as I could plainly see. This stone rests upon a marble-Pillar about four foot high, which the Greeks have purposely made to set it upon. Then I went to see the Church of St. Mark, held by the Cepheus, wherein is to be seen the Pulpit where that St. used to Preach, as also a Picture of St. Michael, which they say was drawn by St. Luke. St. Mark was the first Patriarch of Alexandria, where he suffered Martyrdom in the year 64. His Body was kept in that Church until Venetian Merchants transported it to Venice.

After that, as I was going along the way that leads from Bostria to the Town, they showed me the ruins of the Palace of St. Catherine's Father; which are hardly now considerable: Along that way also there are a great many fair Pillars of Porphyrian Marble to be seen. In another place I saw two very lovely Obelisks of Garnet, such as are in many places at Rome, with Hieroglyphick figures upon them in the same manner: there is but one of them standing without a Pedestal, the other is buried in the Ground, nothing appearing above, but the Foot, about ten foot long; each of them are of one entire piece, of the same thickness, and perhaps are bigger than those of Rome.

Near to these pillars are the ruins of the Palace of Cleopatra, which is utterly defaced. They have so much Marble, Porphyrian and Garnet there, that they know not what to do with it, and adorn the Gates with them; as the Water-gate is beautified with four lovely Pieces of Thebaick-Stone, or Garnet, one on each side, one crofs over above, and one below, and yet that Gate is very high and wide; indeed, all they have to do, is to remove the Earth that covers these Stones, and transport them. Among the ruins of that Town, there are also some very curious Stones to be found, which are very little like Medals, and are Agats, Garnets, Emelards, and the like; all Engraved, some with a Head; some with an Idol; some with a Beast; and so different, which hertofore have served for Medals, or Talisman, that is to say, Charms. But most of these Engravings are so excellent, that certainly such cannot be made now a days, as I have seen, and have by me; so that the Engravers of those times, must have been excellent Artists; nay, it seems to me a doubt, whether they might not have had the art of casting, or at least softening the Stones, for some of them are so little, that one has much ado to finger them; and nevertheless they are Engraved to perfection.

When it rains, the Moors search for them among the Ruines, and never fail to find some; then they come and sell them for a small matter to the Franks; but of late they hold them a little dearer, because of the emulation of the Christians, who come and out bid one another. When strangers go to see these Antiquities, they take little Alles, which goe very fast, and stumble not; Nay, will Gallop too; (if they be put to it,) for Christians whether Franks or not, cannot ride on Horses through the Towers, but in the Country they may, if they please. The Alles stand ready in the Streets, and one has no more to do but to get up; they pay no more for a whole Afternoons use of them, but seven or eight Pence a piece; to wit, one half for the Alles, and as much for a Moor, who follows on Foot, and beats and pricks on the Alles now and then, to make him go.

A further Description of Alexandria, the Reader will find in the Second Part.
CHAP. III.

Of Rossetto.

After I had seen what I thought fit in Alexandria, I resolved to go to Rossetto, and parted from Alexandria on Saturday morning the sixth of January, with a janitary whom the French Vice-Consul had given me to accompany me thither: we passed by Boumner, twenty short miles from Alexandria, which is a Castle that defends a Road that is near to it, and lodged that night at the Maadie of Alexandria. Till you come to the Maadie there is no place to rest in, being all a Desert of Sand. This place is called Maadie, that is to say, Passage; because there is a Lake there to be crossed over in a Ferry-Boat, with a Rope fastened to both sides of the Water. The Maadie is thirty long miles from Alexandria. This water is very full of Fish, which renders a great Revenue to the Grand Signior. There is a little Kornofras on the other side of this Water, where Travellers have a House over head for nothing, and may eat and drink, (if they have brought Provisions along with them:) There we ate and drank, and lay upon the Field-beds that we carried with us.

Next day being Sunday, we set out in the morning, and about noon came to Rossetto, three score miles from Alexandria, but the miles indeed are short and all along the Sea-side. On our way we saw the place where the River of Nile discharges itself into the Sea, which is a very dangerous passage for Bark's and Saiques; and close by hoar we saw the wark of that Saique, which stranded the same day that the great Galiun was cast away in the Port of Alexandria, as I hinted at before. The danger is when the Sea is rough, for then it occasions an Eddy with the waters of the River, that turns the Vessels round and calms it on hoar, where it is sure to be split; and none can save themselves by Swimming, because the force of the Waves, but the wife make the best shift they can in their Saiques.

Rossetto, anciently called Cambus, lies upon a branch of the Nile, which falls into the Sea five miles below the Town, next to Cairo; it is reckoned the nearest Town of Egypt; not only because of the lovely Piazza's but also the many fair Huts it contains, and yet they daily build new ones there; for indeed it is a Town of great Traffic, and very pleasant, as being all encompassed with lovely Gardens. The Houses of Rossetto are all high and well built; it is good living there, as in all other places of Egypt, where Victuals are very cheap, and wild-fowl especially, Water-fowl very plentiful, which they catch several ways; but the Town hath this inconvenience, that in the Months of July and August, they drink no other water, but what they have gathered before into fair Cisterns, Laided and made for that purpose: because (during that time) the Sea flows so high, that it mingleth with the water of the Nile, and renders it Brackish. The branch of the Nile that runs by this Town makes a Port for Saiques, but great Ships cannot come up to it; this port is always full of Saiques, which come from the Archipelago to Trade in Egypt. The Town is very carefully kept by the Sous-Bahar, from all Distorders that might happen; but besides that Guard, there are three-Corse Men that in the Night-time march up and down to catch Robbers, who are Arab of the Defarts: These Villains strip themselves stark-naked, then rub their Bodies over with Oyle, that one may not take them hold of them; and in that manner come to the Town, where they Seal what they can find, and when they are pursued; cast themselves into the River, and swim over to the other side. I made no long stay at Rossetto; but knowing that every Tuesday and Friday Bark go off from Rossetto to Cairo, I waited for the first opportunity, that I might go in company with several Bark, which is the way to be safe from the Pirates of the Nile, and having hired
hired a little Boat only for myself and my Servant, that I might be at more ease. I parted from Rosetta Friday the nineteenth of January, about Noon. These Barks are Caiques, or ordinary Boats; and I had a Tile or Covering made of Mats in the Stern, to keep me from the Sun and the Dew, which on the Nile is very cold and piercing: It was very bad weather that day, however we went on, and Wednesday the twenty fourth of January, palled the place where the Channel divides itself into two Branches, of which one goes to Rosetta, and the other to Damiette. The same day in the Evening we came to Boulac, which is the Port of Caire, though it be half a League from it. Boulac is a pretty big and long and narrow Town, built upon the side of the Nile, and has many Gardens and country Houses about it. At Boulac we paid a Piaffe a piece to some Jews; it being the custom that every Frank the first time he comes to Caire, pays a Piaffe at Boulac. In my Voyage from Rosetta to Caire, I observed that all the land upon the Nile sides is excellently good; and really, Egypt may be said to be an Earthly Paradise, but Inhabited by Devils; not only because the Inhabitants are Tawny, but also very Vicious, great Robbers especially, and such as will kill a Man for a penny; and indeed, they are very Poor; therefore when one goes by Water upon the Nile, he had need keep a good Guard against the Corsairs. During our Voyage in the night-time we lighted several Matches which we fastened round about our Bark on the outside; and the Arabs seeing these Matches, easily take them for so many Musquists, which they are deadly afraid of, as not knowing the use of them; besides that, we had Fire-Arms, which we now and then discharged, as well by night, as by day; that they might hear them: but notwithstanding all that, a Bark of Robbers came one night upon our Caiques, which one having discovered, he allarmed the rest, then all cried to them to keep off; thereupon they made answer in Turkish that we need not be afraid, for they were Friends, and would go in Company with us; but when we called to them again, that if they did not stand off, we would Fire at them, they went their way. At Boulac we took Alles to carry us to Caire, half a League distant from thence. My Lord Honoris de Bermond, the French Consul, did me the favour to lodge me at his House. The French Consul, (as those of other Nations) resides at Caire, because the Basha lives there, so the Affairs of the Nation is the more conveniently managed: he hath two Vice-Consuls under him, whom he appoints as he thinks good, one at Rosetta, another at Alexandria; and sometimes one at Damiette, who depend upon none but him.

CHAP. IV.

Of Caire.

There are so many things to be seen at Caire, that a very large Book might be fill'd with the Relation of them; and seeing I made a considerable stay there, and saw a good many of them, I shall here describe them in order, according to the several times I saw them in. Caire, the Capital and Metropolitan City of Egypt, before it fell under the Caire. Turkish Dominion, was in the latter times Governed by Sultans, or Kings, who were taken from among the Mandahs. These Mandahs were all Circassian Mandahs. Slaves, bought of Merchants, who came and sold them to the Sultans of Egypt, who presently made them renounce the Christian Religion; then committed them to the care of Masters of Exercise, by whom they were taught to bend the Bow, shoot exact, give a true thrust with a Lance, make use of Sword and Buckler, sit a Horse well, (for they were all Horse-men) and skilfully manage him. After that, they were advanced according to their merit, and the Cowards and Unhandy were left behind; so that all who were brave, might
Travels into the Levant. Part I.

Thomassin.

Thomassin.

Bakoua.

Caire stands ill, for it is at the foot of a Hill on which the Castle is built, so that the Hill covers it, and intercepts all the Wind and Air, which causes such a stifling heat there, as engenders many Diseases; whereas if it stood in the place where Old Caire is, in the first place, they would have the benefit of the River, which is of great importance, were it only for water to drink; for the water must be brought into all parts of Caire by Borachios upon Camels backs, which fetch it from Boulac, above half a league from the City, and yet that is the nearest place: Hence it is that so much bad water is drank at Caire, because those who go to bring it on their Camels, that they may make the more returns, take it out of the Birques or flinking Pools, that are nearer than the River, and for all that, sell it very dear. They would besides have the advantage of the Wind, which blows on all hands from the River, so that the heat would not be so prejudicial; nor more, it would be a great help to Trade, in that it would cool the SLaves and charges of loading their Goods on Camels, to carry them from the City to the Port, or from the Port to the City: And indeed, the Antients chose a very good Situation for Memphis, on the other side of the River; and Old Caire hath since been built opposite to Memphis also, upon the River: But the Later, who ought to correct the faults of the more Ancient, (if they were guilty of any) have committed the greatest errors; for I can see no reason why they have pitched upon that incommodious Situation, unless it was (perhaps) to join the City to the Castle, that so it might be under the protection thereof.

Caire is a very great City, full of Rabbles; it lies in form of a Crescent, but is narrow, and they are in the wrong, who persuade themselves that Caire is bigger than Paris: I once went round the City and Casle, with two or three other Frenchmen, who were mounted on Asses, not daring to go on foot, for fear of some bad usage; but we went at a foot pace, and as near as we could, no faster than a man might walk, and we were two hours and a quarter in making that round, which is somewhat more than three, but not four French Leagues. I walked once on foot also the whole length of the Khalis, from end to end, which is exactly the length of the City of Caire, for it is a Street that goes through the middle of it, from one end to another. I let out early in the morning with a Janizar, that I might not be by any hindred in my design, or abused; and being come to the end, about St. Michael's, I alighted, and having let two Watches which I had in my pocket at the same hour, I began to walk pretty fast: when I came to the other end of Khalis, I found that we had been almost three quarters of an hour in going the length of it; and I could undertake to perform it very well in half an hour, if I had not on Turkish Shoes, as I had at that time, which was a great hindrance to me, for at every turn my Pabouches slip off my feet; and besides I was in my Vell, that likewise retarded my going. I reckoned also all the steps I made, putting at each hundred paces, a bean in my pocket, and at the end I found one and fifty beans in my pocket, which are five thousand one hundred of my paces, about two foot and a half each pace. It is to be minded also, that within the Precincts of it, there are several places not inhabited, as several Birques, about which there are goodly Houset, but to say the truth likewise, the places that are inhabited, are very full. Those who would have Caire to be bigger than Paris, when they speak of Caire, comprehend therein Old Caire, and Boulac; but that cannot rationally be done, else I may comprehend within Paris, all the Villages that are about it; for Old Caire is separated from the New, by Fields; and Boulac is another Town, divided from Caire by several ploughed Grounds: There is also near

Caire.
Caire, on the way to Boulaq, a very large place, called Leibke, which contains many Acres of Land: When the Khalis runs, this place is under water, and continues so four or five months, after which they bow several things there, that grow apace, the ground being very fat. This spacious place is surrounded with many very lovely Palaces of Boys, and other Great Men of the Country, who go thither now and then to divert themselves for some days. But to my purpose again, I think I may confidently say, that Caire is not so big as Paris; but I believe it is more populous, for there are in it ugly Styes or Holes, rather than Hovies, full of Women and Children, who never stir out of doors, because in the Turkish Empire, the Women go neither to Market, nor any other place out of doors, but only to the Bath, and yet the streets are always full of people, and when a Plague sweeps away two hundred thouand Souls in Caire, it is not perceived. Several have written that Caire has no Walls, and that, perhaps, has made them confound Caire with Boulaq and Old Caire, but they have not looked well about them, for Caire is encompassed round with very fair and thick Walls; they are built of good Stone, which is still so white, that one would say they were newly built, if it were not to be known by the great cracks which are in many places, that they are very ancient. These Walls have very handsome Battlements, and at less than an hundred paces interval, lovely Towers, able to contain many People; they have been built very high, but are at present all covered with Ruines, which are so high, that I have passed over some places where they wholly hide the Walls, and are much above them; and in those places one would think there were no Wall, if (where the Ruines are lower) it were not to be seen carried on as the rest is: And though it would be very easy to clear the Rubbish; and by repairing what is wanting, make the Walls appear beautiful and high, yet the Turks make no Reparations, but suffer all to run to decay. And so have they suffered a large and the loveliest part of the Castle to fall to ruine, through their neglect in repairing it near to the said Walls. In many places there are great Church-yards, full of Sepulchres, adorned with fair Stones, that yield a pleasant Prospect, and would suffice for building of a Town. All agree, that there are three and twenty thousand Precincts in Caire, and as many Mosques, in every Precinct there being one Mosque at least, and some having more. A Precinct is a Quarter, and in some of them are several Streets: Each Precinct is watched by two Men, who are chained together by one Chain, that they may not separate: These Men voluntarily undertake the office, for the profit they make of certain Dues, and the Officers of the Souf-Bapha keep the Keys of the Padlocks that lock up their Chains; there are more Mosques then, than Precincts; and indeed, I could never persuade myself that there were three and twenty thousand Precincts in Caire; it is true, all the streets of Caire are very short and narrow, except the street of the Baz-ár, and the Khalis, which is dry but three months of the year, and few people go in it; too; there is not a fair street in all Caire, but a great many little ones that go turning and winding; which shows, that all the Houses of Caire have been built without any design of making a City, every one pitching upon the ground he liked best to build upon, without considering if the Houses slope a street or not. As for the Mosques, I am apt to believe there are three and twenty thousand; but of that number, a good many are but Holes or little Chappells, not ten paces square: Not but that there are also several fair large Mosques, most magnificent Buildings, adorned with lovely Frontispieces and Gates, with very high Minarets; and the greatest of all is Djezmel-Acem, Djezmel-acem. The Houses of Caire are several stories high, with flat and Terrrace roofs, as all over Turkeje, and there they take the fresh air, when the Sun is down; nay several lie upon them in the Summer-time: They make no Shew at all on the outside, but within you see nothing but Gold and Azure, at least in the Houses of Persons of Quality; and most of their Halls have an open round hole in the roof or ceiling to let in plenty of fresh air, which is a very precious thing in that Country; and commonly there is a Cupola or Lantern over that hole, with many windows round it, to let in or keep out the wind.
CHAP. V.

Of the Pyramids.

Hencefore there have been such powerful Kings in Egypt, who have undertaken so great Works, that it is not to be thought strange, if in the sight of Time it fell (which devours all things,) some pieces of them have remained till our days; or rather it is to be wondered that so little remains of so many Magnificences, which heretofore made Egypt so Renowned all over the World; but nothing has braved Time so much as the Pyramids that are to be seen near to Cairo, doubtles they deserve very well to be seen, since they have merited a place among the Wonders of the World. But there are some things to be taken notice of, in this little Progress from Cairo to the Pyramids, and (if I mistake not) I have observed them here exactly enough. Having design'd to go see the Pyramids, the evening before, I hired Asles and Moors, that I might set out next Morning be-times; these Bealls are much used in Egypt, and carry one conveniently enough at an easie Trot, and sometimes a good Gallop too. There are of them to be hired in the Corners of most of the Quarters of Cairo, and are ready Saddled, so that there needs no more but to get up. The Franks put little Carpets over the Saddles, made for the purpose, and Stirrups for greater Convenience: If you will, the Moor that lets the As will follow, to drive him on, and be careful to cry (Take heed.) And I found it necessary for a Frank, to take one with him, paying as much for the Moor as for the As; however no Body is obliged to take a Moor unless they please, yet in this Progress they are absolutely necessary, for clearing the Entry of the Pyramids, as I shall say hereafter. I hired Moors and Asles, not only to Ride on, but also to carry our Provisions, for one must Dine there. And seeing I had a design to go from thence to see the Mummies, I provided for two or three days; there is nothing to be found in those parts, but what Men carry along with them, and I acquainted a Janizary of the Confuls, to be ready with his Musquet to go along with me. Next day taking our Fowling-Pieces with us, both to shoot by the Way, and to defend us against the Arabs. We set out by break of Day with our Janizary, armed with Sword and Musquet, and took our way by old Cairo, about half a French League from Cairo, where being come, we crossed the Water over against the Pyramids. On the other side of the Water there is a Village, and some more beyond it towards the Pyramids, with several Birques also, where there is always Game; at length we came to the Pyramids, which are three Leagues from Cairo. The Pyramids which the Turks call Pharaoh Daglar, and the Arabs Deghli Pharaoh, that is to say, Pharaoh's Hills, are cheeley three, which are seen from Cairo, and a great way beyond it. There are others, as that of the Mummies, and many more that are not considerable. One of these three Pyramids is little in respect of the other two, and is shut up; the other two are great, and many (not without reason) doubt which of the two is the bigger; however, the bigger is certainly that which is open, which Men mount and enter into. The other is shut, and by consequence, one can neither enter nor go up it. They say, that heretofore at the entry of that which is open, there was a great Stone cut purposely to stop the Mouth of it, when the Body that was to lie there was put in, which stopped it so exactly, that neither the place that was stopp'd, nor the Stone which stopp'd it, could be known or distinguished; but that a Bajha casted that vast Stone to be removed, that there might be no way afterward for shutting up the Pyramids. I took the Dimensions of this Pyramid, and having compared them with the Measurers of the Reverend Father Escur the Capucin, I found him to have been as exact as one possibly could be, there not being the third part of a Barley-corn difference between him and me; and therefore I shall not at all scruple to use his own Terms in some
some places. When you come to that Pyramide, you must lay aside what heavy things you have about you, and prepare to mount up to the top, whilst your Moors are clearing the passage to go in; for the Wind drives always a great deal of Sand into it, which stops the passage to the bottom, and the Moors call out that Sand. Besides, if one should go in before he went up to the top, he would be so weary when he came out, that he would never resolve to go up; and then, it is best going up before the Sun be high. It is fit you should have a Guide to go before you when you ascend, I mean, some Frank, who hath been already there; for if you do not take the right Way, you'll soon come to such places, where you can neither go up nor down, without danger of tumbling headlong. The easiest place to go up at, is the Angle that looks between East and North. This Pyramide has Twenty-two and eight great Stone-steps, the thickness of a Stone making a step of about Two Foot and a half high one with another, for some of them are thicker, and above Three Foot high, as I measured them; this number of steps has been observed by several, though some reckon fewer, and others more. Nay, a Man coming again a second time, shall not find the same number that he had at first, if he begin not to ascend at the same place; because between the Corners towards the middle of the front, there is a little Hill of Sand driven there by the Wind, that covers several steps, which they go up at that place reckoned not: Besides, that the trouble in going up, makes one often miscount; for you must let your Knees upon several steps because of their height, and then some reckoned half steps for whole ones. Many think that these steps have only been made by the Weather, but in all appearance, that they could not have worn them out so regularly, though without doubt, it eats out a great deal, as may be seen by the pieces that lie all round below. This Pyramide is Five hundred and twenty Foot high, upon a Base of Six hundred and eighty two Foot square; about half way up, in one of the Angles of the Pyramide, that looks between East and North, which is the place by which I should advise one to go up; there is a little square Room, but nothing to be seen therein, only A Room, if you be Weary you may rest in it. And I am not against what several do, who bring with them a little Bottle, or Gourd, full of Wine, to refresh themselves when they are got there, or up to the top, for it makes one very faint. When you are come up to the top, you find a fair Platform, from whence you have a pleasant Prospect. This Platform which from below appears to you like a point, is made of twelve lovely large Stones, being sixteen Foot and two thirds square; there are some Stones wanting, and it is to be believed, that they have been pulled down by Men, for the Weather could not do it. A Man, unless he be extraordinary strong, cannot indeed, throw a Stone from the top, and make it fall beyond the steps of the Pyramide. For I got a pretty strong Man to throw one, and all he could do, was to make it fall upon the twelfth step, or a little lower. But I look upon it as a Fable, that one cannot throw an Arrow beyond the foundation of the Pyramide; for it is certain, that an Arrow drawn by a good Arm, will easily fly Three hundred and one and forty Foot, which is one half of the breadth of the Pyramide. Having considered these things, we came down the same way that we went up, and having taken a little rest, came to the Door of the Pyramide, which is at the sixteenth step as you go up, looking towards the North; it is not exactly in the middle, there being Three hundred and ten Foot of the side below to the East of it, which being subtracted from Six hundred and eighty two, there remain Three hundred and seventy two Foot to the West side, so that this side surpasses the other by Sixty two Foot. Cause lies Northward from it. Now to come to this Door, you must go up a little Hill, joyned to the Pyramide on that side, which (as I said before) hath in my opinion, been made by the Sand which the Wind hath brought there, and so risen up to a heap, because it could go no further, by reason of the Pyramide. The Lintel over this Door is very considerable, being one Stone eleven Foot long, and eight Foot thick: Before any go in, they make the Janissary fire two or three Musketry shots into it, to frighten away (as they say) the Serpents that are there; but I never heard of any that had been found in it. The entry is square, and all along of a like Dimension, being three Foot six Inches High, and three
Foot three inches Wide: This passage, or rather sink-hole, as being very steep and shelving, continuing in the same height and breadth, goes sloping down Seventy six Foot, five Inches, and two Barley Corns in length: At the bottom of that Descent, you find an Ascent of the same wideness, and shelving in the same manner as the former, by which one goes up some three Foot; and the greatest difficulty of the Pyramide, is at this place. For fancy to your self, that this Descent butting in the Ascent, makes with it a sharp Ridge, over which there is a great Stone, which is the lowermost Stone of the Roof of the Descent, and is perpendicular to it, between which and the Sand, there is not above a good Foot's space to pass through; so that one must slide upon his Belly close upon the Ground, and for all that you rub and grate your Back against the aforesaid Stone, unless you be a very slender Man; and besides, you must advance with your feet up in the Descent, your Belly low betwixt the Descent and next Ascent, and your Head rising up in the beginning of the same Ascent. In short, in this narrow path, one must crawl like a Serpent, and therefore it is very painful, so that a thick Man would be stifled in the Sand, unless he were speedily pulled out by the Feet; for the Head must go first, it being utterly impossible that the Feet should. This passage however, might be made easie and passable enough, if the Moors would take the pains to clear the Hole well, I mean, take out the Sand: For I went another time, when we were told, some of the Bai's Servants had been there three days before, being curious to see what it was that obliged the Frank to go into it, because none but Franks, go there; and we found the passage so clean and easie, that we passed it without putting either Belly or Knee to the Ground. And I make no doubt, but it is as high there, as at the entry into the Pyramide, but the Wind driving in much Sand, it heaps up in this place; and the Moors, who are naturally Lazye, after they have removed two or three Load, carry out no more, unless they be very well pay'd, and threatened with a good Cudgel besides; which Christians dare not do, nor yet desire that their Juvisarity should, for fear of an Aveue. Having pass this straight, every one takes a lighted Candle (and for that end, you must not forget to bring several with you) and a Steel and Tinder-box also, because of a great many Bats that are there, which sometimes put out your Candles, which may go out also by many other accidents. There you find a sultry stifling Air, which nevertheless, you'll be soon accustomed to, before you go up the inner Ascent. You'll find an ugly Hole on your Right hand, which reaches a pretty way, it hath not (in all probability) been purposely made, but only by the decays of Time; and is as narrow at the end, as at the mouth. Having then gone about an Hundred and eleven Foot in the aforeaid Ascent, you find as it were two Passages or Galleries, one low and parallel to the Horizon, and the other high slooping upwards like the former. There is a Well or pit at the entry of the first passage; of which I shall speak hereafter. This low passage is three Foot and three Inches square, and leads to a Room not far distant, with a sharp-ridged Seeling or Roof; and near to this, or at least pretty high, several afferm that there is a Window, which gives a passage into other places, but that one must have a Ladder to get up to it. For my part, I maintain that there is no such Window, with respect full to those who say there is, and they must have taken a kind of dampeee which is in that place for a Window; for three times I aylayed to find it out; and every time carried a Rope-Ladder, which I had made with Hooks to get up with, but having carefully searched about with several Torches, neither I, nor any that were with me could find it. From the first passage you go up to the other, seven or eight Foot high, putting your Feet in holes that are made in the Wall. This other passage that mounts upwards, is fix Foot four Inches wide, and reaches in that manner an Hundred threeeire and two Foot, having on each side (as it were) two little Benches, two Foot and a half high, to lean upon, and Holes in the Ground at every step, to rest ones Feet in. At the end of this passage is the Hall, being thirty two Foot in length, nineteen in heighth, and sixteen in breadth; the Roof of it is flat, consisting of Nine Stones, the seven in the middle being sixteen Foot long, and four Foot broad a piece, the other two at each end, appear not to be above two Foot broad a piece,
piece, but the reason is—because the other half of them is built into the Wall; they are of the same length as the other seven, all seven reaching a crofs the breadth of the Hall, with their ends resting upon the walls on each side. At the end of that Hall there is an empty Tomb all of one stone, that sounds like a great Bell; it is three foot and an inch wide, three foot and four inches high, and seven foot two inches long; this stone is very hard, looks like a kind of Porphyrie, and is very near when polished, which makes many break off pieces of it to make Seals of; but it requires a strong Arm and a good Hammer to knock off a bit. The Walls of the Hall are faced with stones of the same sort, though to some they seem not so fine; but they are the very best of the walls of the Pyramid.

It is the common opinion of all, that this Tomb was made for the fame Pharaoh, who by the permission of God, was Drowned in the Red-Sea, he and his whole Army, who were in pursuit of the Jews, at that time the chosen People of God. As to the doubt that many people make, whether this Tomb was placed there before the Pyramid was Built; I think it is not at all to be doubted, but that it was set there before the Pyramid was finished; for though the entry be wide enough for the Tomb, yet the ascent that immediately succeeds to the descent, must have hindered the conveyance of it.

As to the Pit which I mentioned before, into which no man ever descended for ought we knew, before the Month of September, 1652. That the Reverend father Elias, a Capuchin, with some others went down; finding what danger there was in descending, I would not attempt it, though I had brought Ropes purposely with me; especially since I knew from the relation of Father Elias, that there was nothing Curious therein; but a Scotch Gentleman with whom I was, fastened himself to Ropes, and having taken in his hand a little Wax-candle lighted, our Moors let him down; and that was the second time that any had descended into it. This Gentleman being come up again, gave me a relation wholly conform to that of Father Elias, and since that, I have got others to go down, who told me the same things. As you go then from the first passage or Gallery we mentioned before on the right hand that is like a Door, you find this Well, which goes down in a perpendicular line, that nevertheless crooks a little, and makes in a manner the figure of a Spike, or of a Hebrew Lamed; so that sixty seven foot down from the top, there is a square Window, that enters into a little Cave hallowed in the Hill, which in that place is not a Rock, but like Gravel, or well compacted pebble-Stones, and this Grot or Cave reaches East and West fifteen foot from thence, and eighty two in all, from the top or mouth thither; there is a very steep helving and almost perpendicular hole or descent cut in the Rock, about two foot and a third part of a foot wide, and two foot and a half high, reaching downwards an hundred twenty three foot, and then it is full of Sand, and the dung of Bats, which so swarm there, that the Scot told me he was afraid he should have been ate up by them, and that he was forced to guard his Candle with both hands, lest they should have put it out; there are some stones in it also, which have been thrown down from the top, or have fallen of themselves, as it happened while my Scot was below; for setting a foot against the Rock on each side, as he was coming up again, a Stone fell which had brained him; if it had fallen upon his Head, but it fell upon the Candle, put it out, and beat it down to the bottom.

In all probability this Pit hath only been made to let down the Bodies which were laid in the Caves that are under the Pyramid. When the Scotch Gentleman was come up, I made a man hold a Candle at the top of the second passage, and going down to the bottom near the fire-light turning, I looked up to the Candle, which was a pretty pleasant Object, appearing then no bigger than a little Star. At length when we were got out of this Pyramid, we were made sensible of an error we had committed, for our 'banca,' that had never been within before, entered with us, and by good luck going out again a little after with some of our company, they elpied six Arabs on Horse-back, making up to the Pyramid, but he having presented his choice that go into the Minquet and one their Bowfing-Pieces at them, they went back as they came; if they had come a moment sooner, they had taken all our Provisions, and
and stripped us stark naked as fast as we came out. To prevent such a danger, the best way is to leave the January and some of the company without to keep guard.

Having reflected a little on the danger which we had escaped, we viewed the second Pyramide, that is flat, and nothing of it to be seen but the out-side, which is six hundred thirty one foot square.

The third is but little, and not very considerable. In all probability, it hath been heretofore faced with Stones like that of Pharaoh's Tomb, which are tumbled down, as may be seen by many pieces lying about the said Pyramide, some of them being very great. Pliny speaking of these Pyramides, says, That that which was open, was twenty years in building, by three hundred and seventy thousand Men; and that one thousand eight hundred talents were laid out during that time, only in Turnips and Onions, a thing not hard to be believed by those who have seen the wonderful Structures, wherein there are such prodigiously great Stones, and raised so high, that they must have had extraordinary Engines for that purpose; and all men know, that the ancient Egyptians were great Eaters of Onions, may, and that the Jews longed for them in the Wilderness; and at this hour they retain much of their Fore-fathers temper, for they are great lovers of Turnips and Pulle.

Really these Pyramides are Wonders worthy of the ancient Kings of Egypt, who for magnificence in Buildings, exceeded all others of their time; and I believe (without disparagement to any) that no Prince in the World is able to raise such Works, alive for the difficulty of piling up so many huge Stones one over another, as for the tediousness of the labour. Many think it very strange whence they could have such large Stones, and in so great a quantity, seeing the Country all about is nothing but Sand; but they have not minded, that under that Sand there are Rocks, out of which they had the Stones; besides several neighbouring Mountains that abound in Stone; though (some say) that they were brought from Sais and upon the Nile.

It is the Opinion of many, that these Pyramides were heretofore higher above ground, than they are at present, but that the Sand hath covered a good part of their Bases; and it is not unlikely, seeing the North-side is covered up to the very door, and the three other sides are not, which makes men think, that it blowing more violently from the North, than from any other corner; the wind hath driven more Sand on that side, than other Winds hath on the other sides. Before each of the three Pyramides, the marks of certain square Buildings are still to be seen, which seem to have been of so many Temples; and there is a hole at the end of the pretended Temple of the second Pyramide, by which (some think) there was a way down within the Temple to go to the Idol, which is a few steps distant from that hole. The Arabs call this Idol Abu el hoorn, that is to say, Father of the Pillar, which Pliny calls Sphinx, saying, that the People of the Country believe King Amasis was buried in it: I am sure they believe no such thing at present, nor so much as know the Name of Amasis; and indeed, it is an erroneous belief. Others say, that a King of Egypt caused this Figure to be made in memory of a certain Rodope, a Corinthian Woman, with whom he was much in love. It is said, that this Sphinx, so soon as the Sun was up, gave responses to any thing it was consulted about; and hence it is that all who go into the Pyramides, fail not to say, that a Priest conveyed himself into that Idol, by the Pit or Well in the Pyramide which we just now describ'd. But to shew how groundless an Opinion that is, we must know how the Idol is made: It is the Bust of a Body, at some steps distance from the open Pyramide, cut out of the natural Rock, from which it hath never been separat'd, though it seem to be of five Stones piece together one upon another; but having very attentively consider'd it, we observ'd, that which at first seem'd to be seams or joinings of the Stones, are only veins in the Rocks: This Bust represents the face and breast of a Woman, but it is prodigiously high, being twenty fix foot in height, fifteen foot from the ear to the chin, and yet all the proportions exactly observ'd: Now what probability is there to believe, that every day a man would take the pains, and venture the breaking of his neck, by descending into that Pit, that being at the bottom, he might only have the labour of coming up again; for there is no passage
passage there, as they who have gone down have observed; a passage must have been cut in the Rock then, which would have cost a great deal of Money, and been known of every Body. It were more probable to think that they entered it by the Hole, which (as I said) is in the pretended Temple of the second Pyramide, or rather by another, which is at the side of that Idol, and very near it. These two Holes are very narrow, and almost choked up with Sand, wherefore we entered not into them, not knowing besides, but that we might meet with Vipers, or other Venemous Beasts in them. But though there had been a way through the Rocks into that Idol, how could the Voice of that feigned Oracle have come out, since there is no hole neither at the Mouth, Nose, Eyes, nor Ears of it? It may be said, perhaps, that the Voice was uttered by the Crown of the Head, where there is a Hole, into which we endeavoured to have cast some Hooks fastened to Ropes, that I had brought purposely with me, that we might get up, but we could not compass that, because of the height of it; only when we threw up Stones, they rested there. And a Venetian assured me, that he and some others, having got up by means of little Hooks and a Pole, which they brought with them; they found a Hole in the Crown of the Head of it, and having entered therein, perceived that it drew narrower and narrower proportionably, as it approached to the Breast where it ended. The Voice of him that entered then, by the above-mentioned Holes, did not come out that way, and therefore it must be concluded, that if any entered it, it must have been by a Ladder in the Night, and that he put himself into the hole that is in the Head, out of which his Voice came.

**CHAP. VI.**

**Of the Mummies.**

Having viewed the Pyramids and Idol, we went and Lodged in the Village of the Mummies, called Sabaia, three good Leagues from the Pyramids; we spoke to a Moor of the Village, who is the Master of the Mummies, that he would take care to have a Mummy-Pit opened for us against next Morning. He carried us to a House, where we Supped on what we had brought along with us, and then went to rest upon a little Rising in the Deep at Sabaia. When we were about to go out next Morning, they asked Money for Watching us (as they said) all Night; and it was to no purpose for us to tell them that we wanted none of their Watching, and that we had care enough to Guard our selves; for all our Hulking was in vain, and there they shut us in, till we gave a Piafere to be let out. They who would not be so imposed upon, ought to lie abroad in the Fields; but that's not safe, for they are very greedy of Money, and spare not to do anything to they may come by it. And as they fancy, that the Franks carry always a good deal about them, when they have them in their Clutches, they squeeze from them all they can. Wherefore when any one goes there, he ought to be well Accompanied, well Armed, and have a good Bud January, and with all that, one must not venture to beat them; for if he did, he would soon have all the Rabble about his Ears. We parted then from that Village early in the Morning, with the Master of the Mummies, and went to the Plain where the Mummy-Pits are, a little way from the Village, and (I think) it would be very convenient to set out two Hours before day, to avoid the heat of the Sun, for there is no shelter there. This Plain begins near the place where the lately City of Memphis hereby stood, of which some marks are still to be seen near the Nile. There are several Pyramids in this Plain, and that for several Miles together; but not being very considerable, I shall only speak of a very fair one, which is four or five Miles from the Place, where they opened a Mummy-Pit for us. Having then
then agreed with the Master of the Mummies, that for eight Piaífres he would open me a Pit, that had never been opened before, and paid him down the Money, for otherwise they would not work; he with two Arabs, fell to the Business. Whilst they were at work, we went to see the Pyramid, I mentioned before, which would be nothing short of the beauty of the first, if it had been finished. We went up to the top before we entered it, as we did at the former; it has an Hundred and forty eight steps, of large Stones like the other, the Platform of it is not even, the Stones being put together without orders, which makes it easily appear that it hath not been finished, and yet it is much older than the other; as is evident by the stones which are all worn out, and crumbled into Sand. It is Six hundred forty three feet square, and hath its entry at the fourth part of its height, looking towards the North as the former; it hath on the East side Three hundred and sixteen feet, and by consequence, Three hundred twenty seven to the West. There is but one single passage into it, three feet and a half broad, and four feet high, which reaching Two hundred sixty seven feet downwards, ends in a Hall with a steepridged roof, Five and twenty Foot and a half in length, and eleven in breadth; in the corner of the Hall, there is another Passage or Gallery, parallel to the Horizont, three feet square within, and nine feet and a half long, which leads to another Chamber, that is One and twenty feet in length, and eleven in breadth, with a very high Ridged Roof also, having at the West end a square Window, Twenty four feet and two thirds raised from the Floor, by which one enters into a passage indifferent broad, and of a Mans height, parallel to the Horizon, and reaching in length thirteen feet and two inches: There is a great Room, or Hall, at the end of this passage, with a Ridged Roof, containing in length Twenty six feet eight inches, and in breadth Twenty four feet and one inch; the Floor of it is the natural Rock, which on all sides is rough and unequal, leaving only a little smooth and even space in the middle, encompassed round with the Rock, and much lower than the entry into the Room, or the foundation of the Wall. When we had viewed this Pyramid, we returned to the Mummies, and found them digging our Pit; but they Cheated us (as they do many others) opening a Pit that had been twenty times opened before, though they swore it was the first time. Now this advantage is to be had by going down into a Pit never opened before, that one may find Idols and other Curiosities there; but when they Rascal find anything, they keep it, that they may sell it in the City to the French, and therefore never open a new Pit, but when they are alone. These Pits are square, and built of a pretty good Stone, but are full of Sand, which must be taken out. When they had removed the Sand, they let us down by a Rope made fast about our Middle, which was held by those that were above, and the Pit was two or three Pikes length deep; being at the bottom, we crept through a little hole upon our Belly, because they had not cleared it sufficiently of the Sand, and entered into a little Room, walled and arched over with Stone. There we found three or four Bodies, but only one that was entire, the rest being broken into pieces, which easily convinced us, that that Pit had been opened before. We were then for having that opened which was entire, but they would not, unless they were paid for it; and therefore I gave them a Piaífres, which did not content them. But when they perceived that I was about to break it up in sight of them, without giving them one Farthing more, they beat it into pieces. This was a long and large Body, in a very thick Coffin of Wood, but close on all hands; the Timber was not at all Rotten, and we found it to be Sycamore Wood, which in Egypt they call Pharaos's Fig Tree, that does not rot so soon as other Wood. Upon the Coffin, the Face of him that was within it, was cut in Embossed Work. Some Coffins there are also of Stone, with the Face of the Person within, cut in Bois, and Hieroglyphics all along the length of it. There are two of these Stones in the Houte of Monsieur Fescque, at St. Mandé, and I had two of them also, of which one was broken at Alexandria, and the other I brought Home with me very whole, which weighs between Seven and eight hundred weight. Some of these Coffins are made of several pieces of Cloth pasted together, which are as strong as the Wooden ones. I have one of
of this kind in my Closet, made of above forty Cloths glued together in thicknes, which are not in the least rotten; it is covered all over with Idols and Hieroglyphicks, painted on a very thin Plaister, with which the outside Cloth is dawbed over, but it is a little spoil'd, the Plaister in some places being rubbed off. Among these Figures, there is a Compartment at the lower end, two Inches broad, and a Foot long, being painted croseways over the Coffin; wherein may be seen the manner how the Ancient Egyptians Embalmed dead Bodies. In the middle of this Compartment, there is a long Table shaped like a Lion, on the back of which the Body that is to be Embalmed is laid at length, and hard by there is a Man with a Knife in his Hand opening the Body; this Man hath on a Wizard-Mask, shaped like the Beak of a Sparrow-Hawk, which (without doubt) was the cusome of their Embalmers, who made use of that kind of Mask, that they might not breathe in the Corruption that might evaporate from the dead Bodies, as the Physitians of Italy do at present, who in time of a Plague never stir abroad without a Mask of this kind. in the long Noze of which they put Perfumes; though I make no doubt, but the Mask I speak of, is the Head of Osiris, which the Egyptians represented with the Head of a Sparrow-Hawk, as they did Anubis with the Head of a Dog, the Nile with a Lion's Head, &c. But as a surer mark that it is an Embalming, there are four Vessels without Handles upon the aforesaid Table, which could be nothing else but the Vessels wherein the necessary drugs were kept not only for the Embalming, as Balm, Cedaria, &c., but also for the wrapping up and Incrustation of the Body, as Bismum, and others; by the sides of the Table, there are several Perfums standing and sitting in divers Poturies. Within this Coffin is the figure of a naked Maid, with her Arms stretched out.

But to return to my first Discourse, This Wooden Coffin I mentioned, being broken to pieces with Hatchets, we found an entire Body in it, which lay in this manner. The Face was covered (as commonly all the rest are) with a kind of Head-piece of Cloth fitted with Plaister, on which the Countenance of that Person was represented in Gold, and when we took off the Heimer, we found nothing of the Face remaining, which is commonly reduced to Ashes; I believe it is, because it will not admit of Gumming so well as the other parts of the Body. However I brought to Paris the Head of a Mummy, whole and entire, but it is all covered with Fillets of Cloth, so neatly fitted, that they hinder not but one may see the shape of the Eyes, Nose, and Mouth. The Bandages of Mummies.

The rest of the Body was swathed with little Bands of Cloth very neatly made, but wrapped about with so many cains and turnings, that I believe there were above a Thousand Ells in it; and certainly it is so rare a way of Swathing and Binding, that I think it cannot be imitated at present, as many Chronigeons have acknowledged to me. Along the Breast and Belly, there was a band of Cloth three good Fingers broad, and a large Foot and a half long, it was fastened to the other Bands, and upon it were several Hieroglyphicks done in Gold. I took this Writing and folded it, that I might the more conveniently carry it up with me. I hoped to have found Idols in that Coffin, knowing that they Interred many with their Dead, either of Stone, Copper, or Green Earth; and I have several that have been found in these Bodies, but finding none, I thought there might be some within his Body; for after they had Embowed them, they pretty often enclosed Idols within their Bellies; for that end I had it broken up, but we could find nothing. I considered then that Balm which is now quite lost, it is Black, hard and thinces like Pitch, having much such a smell, but more pleasant, that kept Bodies entire, and (I believe) life in the dead bodies. The Balm wherewith Bodies were adorned in Egypt.

I have several that have been found in these Bodies, but finding none, I thought there might be some within his Body; for after they had Embowed them, they pretty often enclosed Idols within their Bellies; for that end I had it broken up, but we could find nothing. I considered then that Balm which is now quite lost, it is Black, hard and thinces like Pitch, having much such a smell, but more pleasant, that kept Bodies entire, and (I believe) life in the dead bodies. The Balm wherewith Bodies were adorned in Egypt.

I have several that have been found in these Bodies, but finding none, I thought there might be some within his Body; for after they had Embowed them, they pretty often enclosed Idols within their Bellies; for that end I had it broken up, but we could find nothing. I considered then that Balm which is now quite lost, it is Black, hard and thinces like Pitch, having much such a smell, but more pleasant, that kept Bodies entire, and (I believe) life in the dead bodies. The Balm wherewith Bodies were adorned in Egypt.

I have several that have been found in these Bodies, but finding none, I thought there might be some within his Body; for after they had Embowed them, they pretty often enclosed Idols within their Bellies; for that end I had it broken up, but we could find nothing. I considered then that Balm which is now quite lost, it is Black, hard and thinces like Pitch, having much such a smell, but more pleasant, that kept Bodies entire, and (I believe) life in the dead bodies. The Balm wherewith Bodies were adorned in Egypt.
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Rooms full of bodies in the Mummies.

went in to, there were several others full of Bodies, but seeing the entries into them were full of Sand, I called to them above to pull me up again with the same Rope, with which I was let down, being much dissatisfied with my Mores, who had opened to ferry a Pint for me. When I was got up I looked upon my Cloath, wherein were Characters of Gold, but was much vexed to see that all the Letters disappeared, and that by my own fault, because I had folded it together when it was very humid, and so the Gold and Paint stuck to the opposite sides, whereas I should have brought it up open and dried it in the Sun. But I have others that are finer, which are only a little spoilt in the bringing: I brought with me also some Hands of Mummies, which are as entire at present, as ever they were. I had also the good fortune to buy upon the place some Idols, of the Mores, who come and sell them to the Franks in the City. These Idols are of several sorts, and in many Postures, there are of them of Copper, of several sorts of Stone, and several sorts of Earth also; at least, I have some of all these kinds, all which I am very sure have been taken out of Mummies; and cannot be said to be counterfeit, for besides that, they have not the Art to do it, they sell them at so high a rate, that the very Materials are worth more. This is all I could observe of the Pyramids and Mummies: And hence it appears, that the Ancient Egyptians spent more in their Tombs, than during their whole Lives; and one reason they gave for that was, That their Houses were only for living a short time in, and their Tombs the Places that were to be inhabited by their Souls for many Ages. Not far from these Mummies towards the Nile, are some remains of a large Town, which was Memphis, the Inhabitants whereof were Buried there; the Ancients never burying their Dead within Towns, for fear of infecting the Air, none but Christians (who mind not that) bury their Dead any where. Now to prove that these great Ruines are the remains of Memphis, Pliny affirms it, when he says that the Pyramids are betwixt the Delta of Egypt, and the City of Memphis on the side of Africa. At length we returned by old Caire, and saw all that is Curious, or worth being seen in it.

C H A P. VII.

Of Old Caire.

Old Caire.

The Church of Aboufargis served by Copts.

The Church of St. George in old Caire.

Old Caire is a Ruinous Town, though there be several good Houses in it, still pretty well Inhabited, and about a quarter of a League distant from New Caire. We went first to the Church of Aboufargis, that is to say, Father Sergius, because it is built to the Honour of St. Sergius. Under this Church there is a low Chappel, where it is believed, our Lady lived a pretty while, with her dear Son Jesus, and was formerly but a mere Grotto: In the Wall of this Grotto, there is a hollow place, like a Window, where the Monks sometimes celebrate Mass; this Church is held by the Copts. From thence we went to the Monastery of St. George, not far distant, and first entered into the Church, where the Greeks say, there is an Arm of the Said Saint still preferred, but it is not to be seen, being kept in a very dark place, with two great Iron Grates before it, one over another, where there is a Lamp always burning. There is a thick Pillar also in this Church, to which an Iron Chain is fastned, which they say, was St. George's; and they tie Mad-men to it to be Cured. This Monastery is inhabited by Greek Nuns, it is very Ancient, well Built, and exceeding high, having a place on the top of it, that affords a very distant Prospect: But we must take notice withal, that this Monastery is so full of Fleas, that so soon as you have set foot within, you are covered all over with them; and seeing they are very lean, they quickly crawl up, and fall on. Near to this Monastery is the Church-yard, where the Franks are Interred,
terred, paying the Nuns a Chequer for breaking of Ground. After that you see the Granaries of Joseph, which (as they say) he built, and filled with Corn, for a supply against the Famine which was shortly after to happen. They are very spacious Halls, and at present Corn is kept in them. Over against these Granaries, are the Ruines of an ancient Palace, which (upon mistake) they say was heretofore the Residence of the Kings of Egypt; but more probably is the Fuslade; it seems to have been very flatly. Then you pass under an Aqueduct, that carries Water from the Nile to the Castle: this Aqueduct is supported by Three hundred and fifty high Arches, but narrow, and they appear to be the narrower, that the Aqueduct is very high, because of the Situation of the Castle. I went once up to that Aqueduct, and therefore I'll give an account of what I saw: You must ascend thirty or forty broad Steps, which are very easy to mount, before you come to the top, where you see eight Gates turned all by Oxen, that discharge their Water into a great Basin, from whence it runs through a little Conduit-pipe into the Aqueduct, a fix Paces distance, and therein is conveyed to the Castle.

---

**CHAP. VIII.**

Of the Matharee.

The Matharee is two short Leagues from New Cairo; it is a lovely and pleasant place, and deserves to be seen, were it for nothing else, but that it hath been Honoured with the presence of our Saviour: for they say, that our Lady lived some time there with her Son Jesus. You see in it a little Hall almost square, which heretofore was a bare Grott, but at present is enclosed by a Garden, that is carefully looked after: As you enter into that Hall, there is on the Left hand a Basin even with the Floor, somewhat longer than broad; a Water runs into it (where it is said) the Blessed Virgin washed her Linnen, and in the meantime set our Saviour upon a little Window hollowed in the Wall, where the Monks sometimes say Mass. The Water that comes into the Basin of that Hall, and all over the Garden, is drawn by two Oxen, that turn a Sack in the Court, by means whereof they raise the Water. Many have said that this Water comes from the Nile, being not far distant (especially when it overflows) and a few others affirm it to be a Spring, of which opinion I am. For if it were the Water of the Nile, they that live there must needs know it, but they say it is a Spring. Besides, when the Water of the Nile is thickest, this is very clear, as it is at all times: And in short, the Etymology of the word Matharee, seems to intimate that it is a Spring; for the word Matharee comes from Matarib, which signifies Fresh-water. And why would they give it that name more than to all other Gardens where there are Sabies, if the meaning were not that there was a good spring of Fresh-water there? Sabi signifies a Watering-place, and is the same that in Province Sathi, they call a Pouerage. Having seen that Hall, you go into a Garden walled in also, where there are many Trees, but among others, a very old Sycamore, or Fig-Tree of Pharaoh, which yearly bears Fruit. They say, that our Lady palling by it with her Son Jesus, and being pursued by Men, the Fig-Tree opened, and the Blessed Virgin going into it, it shut again till the Men were past, and then it opened again, and continued always so until the Year 1656. That the piece which was separated from the Trunk was broken off. This is a pretty pleasant Garden to rest in, and commonly they Dine there in a Walk shaded with Orange and Limon-Trees, that are in a great number, and cast such a shade, that the Sun pales not at all through them, and you must stoop very low when you go in some of the Walks, which have in the middle Channels made to convey the Water all over the Garden, and they can bring the

---
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water into any Walk you are in, where you may cool your Wine; but if you have a mind to eat any thing there, you must bring it with you; for you'll find nothing in the place but plenty of fair Oranges, and small Limons. There is a very lovely great Obelisk pretty near to this Garden, like to that which stands at Alexandria, and those others that are in Rome and other places. Many think that there has been some Town heretofore in this place, seeing there are Ruines still to be seen about it, and that it is not likely such a piece would have been erected in the open Fields. This Obelisk stands in a very low ground, where there is always water, and especially during the inundation of Nile, that the whole place looks like a Pond. In this place it was that Selim encamped his Army when he took Cairo; and there are very high works of Earth still to be seen, where his Trenches were. Betwixt the City and the Matmoter, there is a Building, which (they say) is the Arsenal of the Red-Sea.

Chap. IX.

Of the Castle.

The Castle of Cairo is one of the finest things in Egypt; it stands upon a Hill, not in the middle of the City (as many have written,) but without the Town, almost at one of the points of the Crescent which the City makes, and in a manner over against Old Cairo. It is founded on a Rock, and encompassed with very high and thick Walls. The ascent to this Castle is by a pair of stairs cut out in the Rock, so easy to mount, that Horses and Camels go up it with their Loads. There is a very large Place or Square before the Castle, called the Roman; and near that place, the Mosque called Sultan Hafan, because it was built by Sultan Hafan in the time of the Mamalukes. This Mosque is all of Freestone, extraordinarily well built, and prodigiously high. Thomsoby, the last King of the Mamalukes, lived in this Mosque, leaving the Castle to Sultan Selim, who fired several Guns at the Mosque, where the holes of the Bullets are still to be seen, especially in the Dome that is pierced all through by them. In this Castle are many stately Ruines, and several fair Vaults hid under ground. We find indeed, that the ancientest things fall into greatest ruin, and are not exempted from the power of time. It is certain that the greatest and best part of this Castle is ruined, and yet several fair Buildings remain still. But the finest and most curious thing that is to be seen in the Castle, is Joseph's Well, which is certainly a Wonder; one must have leave from the Bashia Chambas to see it, and the French Consul's Interpreter having asked it for us, he gave him a man to conduct us thither; but however it cost us five or six Piastras. This Pit or Well is divided into two stories, or (to say better) into two Pits; the first is almost square, and is eleven foot long, and ten foot broad; there is a pair of stairs to go down to it, about seven or eight foot broad, cut in the Rock all round, and separating the Pit from the Rock; so that when you go down, you have one of the sides of the Well on the right hand, which serves for a Hill to keep one from falling, or indeed, seeing into the Well, unless it be by windows that are at convenient distances. On the left hand, you have the wall, which is the Rock it self. This Stair-case hath been made very easy to go down and up, for the convenience of the Oxen that go down to labour, so that the defent is hardly sensible. You go down then 220 steps, finding on each side of the Pit two windows, each about three foot square; there are three windows in some Places, but the Pit being very deep, they are not sufficient to give light enough, and therefore some Torches must be carried down. At the bottom of these two hundred and twenty steps, in the Rock on the left hand, there is a great hole like a door, but slop't up, and (they say) that hole goes as far
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As the Pyramids. There is another hole like the former on the right hand of the Pit, and stop up in the same manner, and that (they say) goes as far as Suez upon the Red Sea; but I believe neither of the two. Turning then to the right hand towards that hole, you come to a place which is the bottom of the first Pit or Flory; this place answers perpendicularly to the mouth of the Pit, being equal to it in length and breadth, so much of it as is uncovered; for afterwards it strikes off to the right hand under the Rock, to the place of the second Flory or second Pit, which is narrow, but deeper than the former: At the top of this last Pit, in the afore-mentioned place that goes under the Rock, the Oxen are, which by means of wheels, draw a great quantity of water out of this narrow Pit or Well, which falling into a Channel, runs into a reservoir at one end of this place, and at the bottom of the first Pit; from whence at the same time it is conveyed up on high by little buckets fastened to a rope, which Oxen on the top continually keep going, by the means of other wheels that they turn, and then it is distributed through the Castle in several pipes. One may go to the bottom of this narrow Well, there being several steps in it, by which some have defended; but there is too much mud and slime in it. Now (what is most wonderful) all this Pit or Well is made out of the hard Rock, to a prodigious breadth and depth, and the water of it is from a Spring, there being no Spring (to the knowledge of man) in all Egypt, but this, and that of the Mathare, which we mentioned before. Many, and almost all the Franks, think, that the water of Joseph's Well, is the fame that is brought from the Nile in that fair Aqueduct which comes by Old Cairo to the Castle: But we informed ourselves as to that of many in the Castle, who all affirmed, that the water that is brought by that Aqueduct, served only for the Bath of the Hories, (as indeed it comes freighted to the Stables in the Basha's Apartment,) and that it enters not at all into Joseph's Well, which is in the Quarter of the Famiscaries; besides, the water of Joseph's Well is sweetish, (as the water of most Wells is) and differs in taste from that of the Nile. Joseph's Hall is also to be seen in the Castle, but much ruined; it hath thirty lovely great Pillars of Thebaic-stone, and a good deal of Gold and Azure Hill to be seen on the ceiling. Pretty near to that, is the Hall also of Joseph's Steward, which is more curious than the other, but there remains still ten or twelve Pillars, such as those of Joseph's Hall. It is to be observed, that all the fine things of the Antients that still remain in Egypt, are attributed to Joseph; and all that is ugly or infamous, to Pharaoh. There is to be seen also in the Castle, a large old Hall, well built, the ceiling whereof is in many places gilt and painted in Mofack: In this Hall the Veil which is yearly sent to Meba, is embroidered. Then, you have many high Terraces, from whence you may see all the City of New Cairo, the Old, Boulac, and a great way farther into the Desert. The Dungeon or Arcane is still remaining in the Castle, which (they say) is the Prison whereinto Joseph was cast, and where he interpreted the Dreams of the King's Butler and Baker; but nothing makes it considerable, but the Name of Joseph, for it is a Prison composed of some dark, nasty and stinking passages like Dungeons, by what I could discover on the outside; and some who have been Prisoneers there, told me, that it is far worse within; and Prisoneers are so cruelly used there, that it deserves not to be looked upon; nay, woe be to them who are shut up there; for so soon as a Man is clapt up in it, his feet are put into the Stocks, and his body chained to the wall by a heavy Chain, where he must sit on his breech; then the Gaolers demand of him ten or twenty Piastras, more or less, according as they judge him able, and if he can give it, they throw pales of water under his breech; and when he has fed the first, that he may not be abused, next day others come into office, who use him in the same manner, if he can give them not as also as he did the former; and in a word, this Prison is a Hell up on Earth. People are put in there for small matters, as for Debt, or Batteries, especially the Christians and Jews. The Age of the Famiscaries lives in the Castle, and Commands there.

Being come out of the Castle, you must go see the Basha's Appartment, separated from the Castle only by a Wall, and (I think) all together made but one Castle before; but the Turks make a distinction between them, calling the Basha's Appartment, the Seraglio of the Basha; and the rest, the Castle; you must
must see then the Apartment or Serraglio of the Bajfa, which is very neat, as
that of the Kiosas is also: Both these places have a very pleasant Prospect, for
from them one has a full view of Cairo, Old Cairo, Boulae, the Desarts, and all
places about. The Hall of the great Divan is in the Bajfas Apartment; it is
long, but the ceiling a little too low: against the wall of that Hall, hang ten
wooden Bucklers, a fingers breadth thick a piece, all joined together, and
pierced through by a Javelin about five foot long, with an iron Head about a
good foot in length; this iron pierces through all these Bucklers, and reaches
a hands breadth farther. Sultan Amuras (as they say) threw that Javelin, where-
with he pierced the Bucklers through, and sent them to Cairo sticking thereon,
as they are to be seen at present, to shew his Strength to the Egyptians; this
is kept as a Miracle, and covered with a Net. Sultan Amuras was indeed, the
strongest Man of his time, and marks of that are to be seen in several
places.

In this Apartment of the Bajfa, there is a very large court or place, called
Chara Meidan, at the end of which are his Stables, where the Aqueaduct which
comes near Boulae, and conveyeth the water of the Nile, discharges itself for
the use of his Horses. This Castle might pass for a great Town, and is the
finest that ever I saw, not only for Strength, but also for the stately Buildings
that are in it, the lovely Prospects, and good Air: In a word, it is a work
worthy of the ancient Pharaohs and Ptolemys who built it, and corresponds very
well with the magnificence of the Pyramids. This Castle looks great also on
the outside, but chiefly on the side of the four Gates, which they call Babel
Caraff, and which enter all four into the Romanee: On that side, the Castle
Walls are very high and strong, being built upon the Rock, which is two
mens height above ground. These walls are very entire, and look as if they
were new: Near to that, all along from the first of the four Gates to the left,
and not far from the Castle, there are fair Burying-places.

The Fountain of Lovers is within the City; it is a great oval Bason, or rather
Trough, made of one entire piece of black Marble, six foot long, and about
three foot high, and all round it there are Figures of Men and Hieroglyphicks
rarely well cut: The People of the Countrey tell a great many tales of this
Fountain of Lovers, and say, that in ancient times Sacrifices were offered at it.
Not far from thence, there is a great Palace, called Calaet kabb, that is to
say, the Castle of Turpinate, it seems to have been formerly a neat Building, but
at present it falls to decay; several lovely Pillars are to be seen in it. They
say, that Sultan Selim lodged in that Palace, after that he had made himself
Matter of Cairo, and many very ancient Fables they tell of it. A few steps
from thence is the Garden of Lovers, whereof the Muses relate the same thing
that Diodorus Siculus reports of Seisstris, the Second King of Egypt, who
having lost his Sight, and been told by the Oracles, that he should not recover
it, if he did not wash his face with the Urine of a Woman that had never
known Man, beside her own Husband; he washed with his Wife's water, then
tried several others, without recovering his Sight; and at length having
washed with the water of a Gardener's Wife, who was Matter of this Garder,
his sight came to him again; whereupon he married that Woman, and caufed
all the rest who had been adulterous, to be burnt.
CHAP. X.

Of the Palaces, Streets, and Bazaars of Caire.

Having seen all the places that I have mentioned before, no more remains but to walk through the City, and see the lovely Mosques and fair Palaces; and if you could have any occasion to go into the Houses of the Boys, there you would see brave Apartments, large Halls, paved all with Marble, with Water-works, and Seelings, adorned with Gold and Azure. You would see likewise neat Gardens. As to the Frontispieces of Houses, there is not one that looks well, and (as I have said already) the finest Houses are but dirty without. All their Locks and Keys are of wood, and they have none of iron, no not for the City Gates, which may be all easily opened without a Key. The Keys are bits of timber, with little pieces of wire, that lift up other little pieces of wire which are in the Lock, and enter into certain little holes, out of which the ends of wire that are on the Key having thrust them, the Gate is open. But without the Key, a little soft paste upon the end of one's finger, will do the job as well.

There are some fair Streets in Caire; the Street of Bazar, or the Market, is very long and broad, and the Bazar is held there on Mondays and Thursdays. There is always such a prodigious crowd of people in this street, but especially on Market-days, that one can hardly go along. All sorts of things are sold in this street, and at the end of it there is another short street, but something broad, wherein the shops on each side are full of rich Goods; this is called Han Kadi, that is to say, the little Han. Then at the end of that short street, there is a great Han, in which there is a large Piazza or Square, and very high Buildings. White Slaves are sold there, as well Women and Girls, as Men. Slaves sold in and Boys. A little farther there is another Han, where are great numbers of Black Slaves, of both Sexes. There is a little street near Han Kadi, where on Market-days, that is to say, Mondays and Thursdays, there are Slaves standing in ranks against a wall, to be sold to them that have a mind to buy, and every body may look upon them, touch and feel them like Horses, to see if they have any faults. The Hospital and Mosque of Mad People, is very near Han Kadi, they are chained with heavy iron chains, and are led to the Mosque at Prayer-time. This is one of the largest Mosques in the City, as far as I could see, going by the doors of it. The Hospital is called Mostefan, and it serves also for the sick Poor, who are well entertained and look'd after in it.

It seems worth one's curiosity too, to see them make Carpets, for a great many fine ones are made at Caire, and are called Tacki-work Carpets: Many People are employed in that work, among whom are several little Boys, who do their business so skillfully and nimbly, that one could hardly believe it, their Loom stands before them, and in their left hand they have several ends of round bottoms of Woofthread of many colours, which they place in their several places; in the right hand they hold a Knife, wherewith they cut the Woofthread, at every point they touch with the Knife. The Master comes to them now and then with a Pattern, and looking upon it, tells them what they are to do, as if he were reading in a Book; they, fatter too than he could read, saying, So many points of such a colour, and so many of such another, and the like; and they are as quick at their work, as he is in directing them.

CHAP.
CHAP. XI.

Of the Ovens that hatch Chickens.

All that I have related hitherto, are such things as may be daily seen; and whoever Travels into that Country, may see them at his leisure, when he thinks fit. But there are also several other curious things that are casual and temporary; and others again, which yearly happen but at such a time and season. I shall relate what I have seen of both, according to the order of time they happen in, and I saw them. The first of these extraordinary things I saw at Carra, was the artificial way of hatching Chickens; one would think it a Fable, at first, to say that Chickens are hatch'd, without Hens sitting upon the Eggs; and a greater, to say, that they are sold by the Bushel: Nevertheless both are true, and for that effect, they put their Eggs in Ovens, which they heat with so temperate a warmth, which imitates so well the natural heat, that Chickens are formed and hatch'd in them. These Ovens are in a low place, and in a manner under ground; they are made of Earth, round within, the Hearth or Floor of them being covered all over with Tow or Flocks to put the Eggs upon. There are in all twelve of these Ovens, fix on each side in two ranks or Stories, there being two Stories on each side, and three Ovens in each Story. These two sides are separated by a Street or Way, through which they who work in them (who are all Coppers) and those that come to see them, pass. They begin to heat their Ovens about the middle of February, and continue to do so for almost four months space. They heat them with a very temperate heat, only of the hot ashes of Oxen and Camels-dung, or the like, which they put at the mouth of each Oven, and daily change it, putting fresh hot dung into the same place. This they do for the space of ten days, and then lay the Eggs upon the Tow and Flocks that are within the Ovens, ranking them all round; and they'll put about eight thousand in an Oven. After twelve days time that the Eggs have been there, the Chickens are hatch'd, and come out; so that the time of heating the Ovens, and the time the Eggs have been in them, make in all two and twenty days: But it is pleasant to see these Chickens, in one side some thrusting out their heads, others straining and struggling to get out their bodies, and others again (which on the other side are quite out of the shell) tripping up and down upon the rest of the Eggs; for if you stay there but the least, you'll see all these progress. When they are all hatch'd, they gather them up, measure them in a Bushel that wants a bottom, and sell them by that measure to all that please to buy, and then divide the profit between the Owners and the Masters of the Ovens. During the four months that they plie this business, they use above three hundred thousand Eggs, but all do not succeed. Such as have a very nice palate, think that these Pullets are not so good as those which are hatch'd by a Hen, but the difference is but little, or rather it is only in fancy; and it is often very much to imitate Nature so near. Many think that this cannot be done but in Agypt, because of the warmth of the Climate; but the Great Duke of Florence having sent for one of these Men, he hatch'd them as he there as in Agypt: the same also (as I was told) had been done in Poland; and I certainly believe it may be done any where, provided it be in some place under ground, where no Air comes in, but the great difficulty is to proportion the heat to such a temperate degree, that there be neither too much nor too little, either of which would prove unsuccessful.
C H A P. XII.

Of the Burying-place where the Dead rise.

It is strange to see the Superstitions that reign among People, and there is no Country that can pretend to be free from them; only some have more, and some less; but the strangest thing of all is that they will not be undeceived, and if any man offer to lay open the Cheats, he is presently taken for an Atheist and wicked Person. No People that I know are certainly more Superstitious than the Egyptians, as I shall hereafter make it out; but at present it shall be enough to give one instance of it. Upon the Riverside near to old CAIRE, there is a great Burying-place, where many dead Bodies are Interred: All the Inhabitants of CAIRE, not only COPTES and GREEKS, but also Turks and Moors are fully persuaded that on Holy WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, (according to their account, who follow the old Calendar) the dead rise there; not that the dead People walk up and down the Churchyard; but that during these three days, their Bones come out of the Ground, and then when they are over, return to their Graves again. I went to that Burying-place on the Holy FRIDAY of the GREEKS and other Christians, who follow the old Calendar, that I might see what Ground they had for this stupid Belief; and I was astonished to find as many People there as if it had been at a Fair, for all both small and great in CAIRE flock thither, and the Turks go in procession with all their Banners, because they have a Seraph Interred there, whose Bones (as they say) come out every year, and take the Air with the rest; and there they say their Prayers with great Devotion. When I came to the place I saw here and there some Sculls and Bones; and every one told me that they were just come out of the Earth; which they do firmly believe, that it is impossible to make them think otherwise; for I spoke to some (who one would think ought to have more Sense than the rest) and they affirmed it was a Truth; and that when you are in a place where the Ground is very even, while you are looking to one side, Bones will come up on the other side, within two steps of you. I who would willingly have seen them come up before my Face, not doubting but the Bones which were to be seen, had been secretly scattered by some Saints's, fell a jarring the Men; but finding that they were in the same error with the rest, I durst not say all I on of the left thought, for fear of meeting with some abuse. In the mean time I thinkled Virgin in that that folly may be put in the same rank with the Well that is in the Nunnery of the COPTES, in the quarter of the GREEKS, where they say the Blessed Virgin appears on a certain day of the year; as also with the Church called GEMANIA, that is to say the two Churches, which is three days journey from CAIRE, where the COPTES imagine that they see Saints among the Coptes appear in the Dome, and therefore they have it in great Veneration.
Monday the eleventh of June the Hazna or Grand Signior's Revenue came down from the Castle. This Hazna amounts to six hundred thousand Venetian Chesuins which make 150,000 Lire, which the Basha of Egypt tenders yearly to the Grand Signior, under the guard of a Sangiack Bey well accompanied. This Hazna came down from the Castle, and about eight Clock in the morning went through Cairo with a lovely Cavalcade in great pomp. First went many of all the Sangiacks Servants well mounted, then came the Seraf Basha, and the Seraf of the Basha, each with a Caffan, which they had received from the Basha, and next eight Clerks, and other Officers of the Caffone-houfe, who had every one a Caffan given them by the Basha; these were followed by all the Chiaouys with their great Turbans, after whom came the rest of the Sangiacks Servants, and behind them thirty Mules loaded with the Treasure, environed with several Timiaries on Foot: a little after came above two thousand Timiaries on Foot, marching two and two with their Musquets on their shoulders, and their Shabbes by their sides; next to them came the Sangiack Bey, who was to accompany the Treasure to Constantinople; he wore a Chiaouy Cap, and had on a Caffan given him by the Basha; he was followed by many men on Horseback carrying Colours, and among others one that was made of several Flakes of Wool, fastened to the end of a Staff; then came a great many men, (most part Moors) playing upon Flutes, Drums, and Timbrels, with many Trumpets: in the Reer of all came the whole Family of the Sangiack Bey, who made the Journey, and it consisted of several very handsome Youngmen. In this Cavalcade were above two hundred Horses; but the chief beauty of it, was the Order wherein they marched, for they went all two and two leisurely, and without the least noise, to that it was easy to reckon them; they were all mounted on very good Horses, all Armed, some with Bows and Arrows, others with Harquebuffs, Pikes and such-like Arms. They went out by the Bab Naja, that is to say, the Gate of Victory, and encamped a League off, in Tents; where they stayed about a Fortnight; and then departed for Constantinople.

CHAP. XIV.

Of the Turks Carnaval.

Tuesday Evening the twelfth of June, 1657, happened the Carnaval of the Turks, or the Ceremony of the beginning of the Ramadam, which (though it be but a trifle) yet deserves once to be seen. This Carnaval is called Laylet el Kou-vari. The night when the Al was come down from Heaven.
pleasant show and great light: there are besides many other great figures likewise full of Lamps; and all the Minarets or Towers of the Mosques are also decked with them. Vast numbers of people are abroad in the streets, the shops and all places full: but the Franks who would be Spectators of this Festival, ought to take a room in the street of the Bazar, only for the time of the Carvedale that so they may conveniently see, and be out of danger of the Rabbi. About the shutting in of the Night, the Sanos, Chianes, and all that are concerned in the Carvedale, go to the House of the Cadilesfer, who tells them if they are to begin the Ramadan that night. Being then certain that the Moon hath been seen, and that by consequence the Ramadan begins that night: They begin their solemnity in this manner; about an hour or two after night a great many Sanos on Foot armed with Clubs and Torches in their hands, and accompanied with several People carrying Links march up and down dancing, singing, roaring and making a noise, with a Scheikh on a Mule, in the middle of them, whom they call Scheiks el arfat, which is to say, Schiekh, or prime of the Comrades, and with them is a Scheikh of great reputation; for when he passes the People shout and make great acclamations; after him come several men mounted on Camels, playing upon Drums, Timbrels, and other sorts of Instruments, who make a sad noise; then follow men in Masquerade who walk on foot, some with Link-men about them, and others carrying at the end of long Poles, Hoops full of Fire-Flames, which after they have burn'd and given light a pretty while, bounce and leap among the People on all hands, and during that time, they let off a great many Squibs and Serpents. After that come the Officers of the Bey on Horse-back, all with their Harquebusses, then the Chiaux also on Horse-back, next several Janizaries with their Musquets and Cimeters, and after them the Sons of the Basha, Ministers; and many publick Magistrates well attended by Janizaries and Link-men: the whole is concluded by a great many Sano's that sing some Joyful Songs for the coming of the Ramadan. All this Solemnity consists only of a company of Rogues got together, but is pleasing enough however. It is some pleasure still after all is over to see them break most of the Lamps with Stones and Sticks. Then are the Shops kept open all night, and so during all the Nights of the Ramadan, but especially the Coffee-houses, which are full of Lamps, in some of which I have seen two thousand; and all sorts of People Christians and others may go abroad all night long as securely as by day. I have spoken at large of the Ramadan in the description of Constantinople.

CHAP. XV.

Of the going out of a Basha Mansoul.

The thirtieth of June, 1657. the Basha was made Mansoul or Mansoul, that is to say turned out of his Government, which is done in two manner of ways, the one when the Beys of the Country make him Maasoul, and demand another from the Grand Signior, making one of themselves, in the mean time Caznawan or Lieutenant, to supply his place, as he who was immediately before this last was served, who was made Maasoul in my time. The other way is, when an Oue or Courier from Constantinople in name of the Grand Signior comes, and staying without the City, demands the Divan to be held, which is done the next day, and all the Beys being there at that time, the Oue comes into the Divan and presents his Letters to the Basha, and then turns up a corner of the Carpet on which the Basha sits, which is an intimation that he is Mansoul. This Basha was made Mansoul in the last manner. Immediately the Beys of the Country, who commonly have received their Letters
What the Bey of Cairo do when the Bafta is Manfoul.

The Cavalcade at the going out of the Bafta Manfoul.

The encamping of the Bafta Manfoul of Cairo.

ters before the sitting of the Divan, secure the Bafta, and one of them who is declared Caiman by the Grand Signior; Letters, takes upon him all the care of the Government, until the coming of the new Bafta. In the mean while the Bey make the Bafta Manfoul, give an account of all the Money he has received, and take from him what he has remaining. This lasts several days, during which, his Servants pack up, and take all that they can catch in the Bafta's apartment, which belongs not to their Maitre, as Carpets and the like. After that the Bafta hath made up his Accounts with the Beys, he sets out from Cairo that he may go to Constantinople, and render an account of his Administration, and then his Enemies declare themselves, and seek all occasions to do him Prejudice, objecting against him all the Injustice that he hath committed during his Government. Sometimes he is put to Death upon the Road by orders from the Grand Signior, and sometimes also he is made Grand Vizier upon his arrival at Constantinople; so that many of these Baftas return not to Constantinople, but Rebel, and with such men as they can get together, roam up and down Anatolia, laying Contributions on Towns and Villages; and this they do chiefly when they are afraid to appear before the Grand Signior.

This Bafta having cleared his Accounts, went out of Cairo the six and twentieth of July in the morning, and the Cavalcade was in this order. First went all the Servants of the Beys two and two on Horseback; and as the Family of one Bey was past, there was a short interval, then came another, and so in order till all were gone; in the Rear of the Family of every Bey, which consisted of about one hundred Horse-men more or less according to the Estate of the Bey, came a lead Horse well accoutred, having a Buceller fastened upon the Saddle; and some of the Beys have two or three rich led Horses. After the returne of the Beys, came a part of the Bafta's Servants, all well Armed like men who are upon a March; of them about thirty of the first carried the Banners of the Bafta, and were followed by many of the Officers of the Cattle on Horseback; after whom came the Chasseurs, next the Slius-Bafta, then all the Beys two and two, every one with a Page walking before them on Foot; next in order marched the Aziapers two and two, well Armed, most part covered with the Skins of Tygres, then the Janizaries, who are called the Janizaries of Meblemen, or of the Justice, followed by the Janizaries and all the Officers of the Divan: after them came the Peiks or Lackeys of the Bafta on Foot, with their Caps of Silver gilt, then his Pages on Foot also, and at length the Bafta himself, mounted on a Stable Horse, with a rich Houze embrodered with Gold; he wore on his Head a Chaise Cap, but without a Herons top. After him came all the rest of his Officers and Servants, with several Trumpets, Drums, Timbrels, and such kind of Instruments. They went all out of the City to a place where the Bafta and his People Encamped in Tents, and stayed there some days, till he set out for Constantinople, taking two or three hundred men in company with him. While he lay Encamped near the City, Monsieur De Bernard the French Conful went to visit him in his Tent, because he was his Friend, and we accompanied him. It was a very lovely Tent, and reckoned to be worth ten thousand Crowns, it was very spacious and encompassed round with walls of waxed Cloath; in the middle was his Pavillion of green waxed Cloth, lined within with flowered Taffity all of one sert; within the Precincts behind, and on the sides of his Pavillion, there were Chambers and Offices for his Women: round the pale of his Tent within a Pifol Shot were above two hundred Tents, pitched in such a manner, that the doors of all of them looked towards the Bafta's Tent, and it is ever so, that they may have their eyes always upon their Masters Lodging, and be in a readiness to assist him, if he be attacked. These Tents together yielded a pleasant prospect in the Field, and especially the Bafta's, which on the top of the Pavillion had several great gilt Balls, which made a glorious show when the Sun shined upon them.

CHAP.
Of the coming down of Mahomet's Veil from the Castle, and of the setting out of the Emir-Adje.

All the Presents that are yearly sent by the Grand Signior to Mecho, are by the Franks called Mahomet's Veil; they are wrought in the Castle of Cairo, Veil, for Cairo sends Ornaments to Mecho, and Money to Medina, and Damascus sends Ornaments to Mecho. When the time is come that the Caravans is to set out for Mecho, the Presents are brought in great pomp from the Castle through the City, to the House of the Emir-Adje. The Captain of the Caravan of the Pilgrims of Mecho, is called Emir-Adje. Now seeing I would not let any thing slip that was to be seen, I went to see that Caravale which was performed on Saturday, the One and twentieth of July, 1657. in The Cavalry Order. All the Families of the Boys past, then the Chiasans, next the cads of the Araps, then the Janizaries, and after them the Boys, of whom he that was the Emir-Adje, had a Caffan, which he had received from the Boya, as many other Officers had, who were to be there. After them came the Janizaries of the Divan, who were followed by Men carrying four very long pieces of Crimmon Velvet, Embroidered all over with Arabic Letters of Gold, as long, broad, and thick as ones Finger: Others carried a large and long Door-piece of Velvet, Embroidered in the same manner; and then came a Camel well Harnessed, carrying a great Pavillion, or Tabernacle, of Crimmon-Satin, all Embroidered with Gold, and chiefly in some places, where there were great long letters Embroidered in Gold; it was shaped like a Bell, with a Gift Ball over the top, and four Such others about it: Then another little square Pavillion of far less value, carried by a Man; after that came eight pieces of Sarge, and a Man with a burden of Ropes. All these things were for adorning the Kidane, or Mosque of Mecho, and were accompanied by many Processions with Banners, and all the Saints, with several Drums and Timbrels. But strange was the pressing and crowding of the People, to touch all the things that were sent in Present; every one tried to get near, and those who were so happy, touched them most devoutly with the ends of their Fingers, nay, not so much as the Ropes that were Consecrated to that holy place, but were touched with as much respect and devotion as the rest; and they, who because of the Crowd could not come near, got up upon some Stone, and undoing their Turban, threw one end of it upon the Relicks, and held the other in their Hand to pull it back, so that if they could touch them with any thing that they could afterwards kiss, they were satisfied. They have the same Reverence for these things that Catholics have for their Relicks, and that only because they are to be presented to the Kidane for adorning that place which they esteem holy. All those things were carried from the Castle to the House of the Emir-Adje. Two days after, to wit: Monday the twenty-third of July, the Emir-Adje went out of the Town, that he might Encamp abroad, and prepare for the Journey to Mecho; it was much the same as at the other Caravales, as for the order of the Families of the Boys, the Chiasans, and the rest. But there was this more in this last Caravale, that after the Families of the Boys, came six Field-pieces, every one of them drawn by two Horses; which the Emir-Adje always carries with him in that Expedition. There were besides a great many little Children, some mounted on Camels, some on Horses, and all in Caffans presented to them; there were the Sons of the Emir-Adje's Cooks, Grooms, and other Officers. The first of these little Boys was the Son of the Smith, who goes to choose the Horses, Mules, and Asses of the Caravan; and as a sign of that, he was upon
upon a Camel covered with a very pretty Pavillion, and had on the Camels back before him an Anvil, with a great Hammer in his Hand, wherewith he now and then struck upon the Anvil. Then piled a great many Camels loaded with Provisions for the Emir-Adge, after them came the Boys, and then the Emir-Adge. A Quarter of an Hour after, came all the Sabotes, or Mad-men, in far greater number than ever I had seen in any place; some Dancing, others making a thousand wry Mouths and strange Faces, and clad in divers Fashions, much like our Magurers in time of Carneval: Then at length came the blessed Camel, which carries the Pavillion I mentioned before; the other things were under that Pavillion, and horrible was the crowding to get near and kiss, or at least touch that same Pavillion. This Camel was in goodly Trappings of Gold and Silk, and was followed by another very well Accoutred too, but not Loaded; he went this Journey to carry the Pavillion, when the other was weary: Four Camels are kept for that Service, of which two are employed every Year, whilst the other two take their rest. It is wonderful to see how many People come yearly from all places, to perform that Journey; for there are five Caravans, to wit, that of Cairo, which consists of Egyptians, and of all that come from Constantinople, and the places about; that of Damascus, wherein go from Syria all who have a mind to go; that of the Magrebins, or Wasterlings, comprehending those of Barbary, Fen, and Morocco, who meet at Cairo; the Caravan of Paphos, and that of the Indies, or the Mogul. But, in my opinion, they who come from Fen and Morocco, are put to the greatest trouble; for they Travel always by Land, over great Deserts, that takes them up a long time, and indeed, they employ a whole Year in the Journey, and more than one half of them die by the way. This Caravan of Cairo was very numerous, for in it there was four Boys, one Janizary Agha, one Belangis Bishra, and several other mighty Lords, who made the Journey, having all a great many Camels with them. As for the Emir-Adge, who travels that Journey yearly, and is chief of the Caravan, he has commonly fifteen hundred Camels to carry his Baggage, and to sell, or let to those who want for many die by the way: He hath five hundred Camels to carry Water, only for his Family, and they load them with fresh-water, wheresoever they find any. This Caravan (as it was said) consisted of about an hundred thousand Persons, and of above an hundred thousand Beasts, as well Camels as Horses, Mules and Asses, and that seemed indeed, to be a great deal; but we were informed afterward by the Gentleman of the Harle to the Bey of Surc, that that Caravan consisted only of Eight thousand Camels, and that when it amounts to Fifteen thousand Camels, it is thought to be very great.

C H A P. XVII.

Of the Departure of the Caravan of Mecha, from the Birque, and of its Journey to Mecha.

The day that the Emir-Adge parted from Cairo, he Encamped in Tents, close by the City, and a few days after he Encamped at the Birque, which is a great Pond about Twelve Miles from Cairo, near to which they Encamp: This place is the Rendezvous of all the Caravans. The Emir-Adge parted from thence with the whole Caravan, Wednesday the eighth of August, it being the custom for the Caravan of Cairo, to set out Seven and fifty days after the beginning of the Ramadan, that so it may be there punctually at the time. It is very proper to see them Encamped in the Night time, because of the
the infinite number of Lamps that are in the Tents and Pavilions. Next day, the Ninth of August, the Caravan of the Magrebins parted also from the Birgine, and there all of Barbary who intend to make the Journey, meet, and make a distinct Caravan; which depends not on the Emir-Agha of Cairo, but have a Chief of their own. That Caravan never sets out but a day after the Caravan of Cairo; they travel commonly by night, and rest in the day time, as all other Caravans do that go to other places, that so they may avoid the heat, which is almost insupportable; and when the Moon does not shine, there are Men who carry Links before the Caravan. In all Caravans, the Camels are tied tail to tail, so that let them but go, and there is no trouble of leading them.

Here I'll give the Reader an account, how many Stages there are betwixt Cairo and Mecca, how many days they stay in them, how many hours traveling there is betwixt them, and what Stages the Waters are sweet or bitter, all along the way. This little Itinerary I had from a Prince of Tunis, who made that Journey whilst I was at Cairo. From Cairo to the Birgine, it is reckoned four hours journey; there is fresh water there. From the Birgine to Misrata, that is to say, Cilfurn, ten hours; no water there. From Misrata to Kalaat Adgeroun, which is to say, the Castle of Sand-Pits, twelve hours and an half; there is bitter water there. From the Castle of Adgeroun to Naasrat, seven hours and an half; no water there. From Naasrat to Raffaga, ten hours; no water there, and the way bad. From Raffaga to Kalaat el Nabhib, that is to say, the Castle of Palms, fifteen hours; there they stay a day, and have fresh water. From the Castle of Nabhib to Abiar Alaina, fourteen hours; only bitter water there. From Abiar Alaina to Sath el Akoba, that is to say, the Plain of the Hill, fifteen hours; no water there. From Sath el Akoba to Kalaat el Akoba, that is to say, the Castle of the Hill, (that's upon the side of the Red-Sea) sixteen hours; there they stay two days and an half, the way is very bad, but they have fresh water. From the Castle el Akoba to Dar el Hhammar, fix hours and an half; no water there. (Dar el Hhammar signifies Allies Back, and it is like the Mountain in Italy, where there is an Inn called Scagora d'affine.) From Dar el Hhammar to SekarsIFI Benigetta, fourteen hours; no water there. From SekarsIFI Benigetta to Magare Chouah, that is to say, the Grott of Jehro, fourteen hours; fresh water there; that is the Country of the Mizdounites. From Magare Chouah to Eyounel Ksfeh, fourteen hours and an half; fresh water there; It was in that place where Jehro's Daughters going to water their Camel, and the Shepherds offering to hinder them, Major protected and defended them against those who would have hindered them to draw water. From Eyounel Ksfeh to Kalaat el Moulib, which is by the Sea-side, fifteen hours; there they rest two days and an half, and have fresh water. From Kalaat el Moulib to Castel, fifteen hours; bitter water there. From Castel to Kalaat Eslem, fifteen hours and an half; bitter water there. From Kalaat Eslem to Ishavel amir, fourteen hours; fresh water there. From Ishavel amir to Kalaat el Vourde, that is to say, the Castle of the Face, thirteen hours and an half; fresh water there. From Kalaat el Vourde to Elke, sixteen hours; no water there, but what is bitter. From Elke to Hank, Kine, that is to say, Gulf, twelve hours and an half; no water there. From Hank, Kine, (going to Hhavre, they enter into the Territory of Mecha,) to Hhavre, it is thirteen hours; only bitter water there. From Hhavre to Nabce, from fifteen hours; fresh water there. From thence come the Nabkabeh Arabic, Eliaus ad aurorum Nabothaeacaque regna receptis. From Nabce to Hazive, thirteen hours and an half; no water there. From Hazive to Tanghoub, that is to say, Fountain, fourteen hours and an half; there they stay two days and an half, and have fresh water. From Tanghoub to Soucafe, thirteen hours; no water there. From Soucafe to Beber Hassine, that is to say, the Moon of Hassine, eight hours; fresh water there; Hassine was a Man that shew'd the Moon in his Well. From Beber Hassine to Sibiel el Mouhfin, that is to say the way of Benefacction or Benefit, fourteen hours; fresh water there. From Sibiel el Mouhfin to Rabij, seventeen hours; fresh water there; Rabij is a Sacred Place, that is to say, not to be entered into, without being well prepared and purged from all sin: Hence it is that there are two Places which are called Habanein, Sacred Places, to wit, Mecha and Medina, that is to say, which are two Holy Places, where one should take
take heed not to let his foot, nile's he be well warned from all Sin. From Rabib to Kamdure, fifteen hours, no Water there. From Kamdure to Bir el fum, fourteen hours; fresh water there. From Bir el fan to Wadi Fatima, fourteen hours; fresh water there. From Wadi Fatima to Meba, six hours.

CHAP. XVIII.

Of Meba.

The Mufulmans have so great a veneration for Meba, not only because Mahomet was Born there, but more especially for the Temple called Kioskab, that is to say, square house, that they think all who are not Mufulmans, are unworthy to come there; and therefore they suffer them not so much as to come within some days journey of it; and if a Christian or any other (who were not Mahometans) should be apprehended in that Holy Land, he would be burnt without mercy. I never made the journey then, but seeing in the conferences that I had had with a great many who have made it, I have learned some things relating thereunto; I think I may tell what I know, especially since no man (that I know of) hath as yet given us any true relation of it.

Meba is an ancient Town situated among the Mountains, and built all of Stone and Morter; in the middle of this Town is the Kioskab, which is a square House, surrounded with a wall, that hinders people from approaching it, there being a void space between the House and the Wall; the House is covered with a Dome. Within it there is a well of indifferent good Water, at least in respect of the other Waters of Meba, which are so bitter, that one can hardly drink of them. There is besides on the right hand near the door as they enter into that House, a black Stone as big as a mans Head, which (they say) came down from Heaven; and that heretofore it was white, but that through the Sins of men, it became black, as it is at present. He that first cane it at the time when they gave one another the Selam, after the Prayer of Kouschbok, on Friday, that falls within the three days that they sojourn there, is held to be a Saint, and every one strives to kiss his Feet, so that most often he is filled in the crowd upon the very spot. They never enter this Sacred place but four times in a year, and one of these times is at the Ramadam to wash it with Holy water, if any Person of Quality have a mind to go into it, paying an hundred Chequins he may. This House is covered all round on the outside with Stuffs, which are called the Grand Signor and other Princes of the Mufulman Law offer to it, and the old ones belong to the Grand Signor, when the little Bairam or Easter of Sacrifice falls upona Friday, who gives pieces of them to new Mosques, which serve them for a Consecration; but those years when the little Bairam falls not on a Friday, the Sultan Scherif who commands there, takes off the Gold, and cutting the Stuffs into small pieces, sells them for Relieks at the rate of several Chequins. This Sultan Scherif is stili at Meba, and of great Authority there; he is rich, and from the Pilgrims squeeze money by a thousand inventions, all pretences of Devotion. Howsoever his predecessors made Pilgrims pay vast sums of money; but one year the Sultan of Egypt being at Meba, the Sultan exacted a great sum of Money from her, saying that he owned no King but himself; this Lady upon her return, would not enter the City of Cairo, but sent word to her Husband, that he was not King unless he revenged her. Immediately thereupon the Sultan of Egypt set out with a mighty Army, fell upon the Sultan of Meba, and defeated him, oblieging him and all the Scherifs of Meba his Relations, never to ride on Horse-back but bare-footed, which to this day they observe. when the Pilgrims come to Meba, there is a great Fair kept there, where all sorts of Commodities are brought from the Indies, and are sold in Caves made in the Mountain.

CHAP.
CHAP. XIX.

Of the Ceremonies to be performed by the Pilgrims of Mecha upon their Journey.

Of those that make the Pilgrimage of Mecha; many go out of Devotion, others to trade and buy Commodities, and others to avoid the Punishment they have deferred for some great Crime; for this Pilgrimage abhorrers from all, and howsoever guilty a man may be, if he can make his escape and perform that Journey, he is not called in question afterward, but reckoned an honest Man. Now though the intentions of all that go thither, may be very different, yet they perform the Journey with a great deal of Devotion, either real or counterfeit; for all along the way they do nothing but sing verses of the Alman, and beseech Charity according to as they are able. Two days before they arrive at Mecha, all strip themselves stark naked at a place called Raback, and have nothing upon their Bodies but a Napkin to cover their Privities, and another about their neck; they say that it is out of respect they do so, and wear Sandals also, that they may not tread upon so holy a Ground, and in this state they continue eight days, during which it is not lawful for them to be shaven, to buy or sell anything, to kill any thing, nor a not a Loufe or Flea; to quarrel with their Servants, nor to speak an unseemly word: and if any trefpas against the least of these things, he is obliged in Confidence to give some Alms to the Poor, as to kill a Sheep after the eight days are over, and distribute it among the Poor. Such as are indisposed and sick strip not, but instead of it give Alms. When they are come to Mecha, they stay three days there, during which they visit the holy places, and on one of them, every one must seven times go a pretty long way round the Kirab, saying certain Prayers, but it is a very pleasant way of Praying; for Don Philippo Prince of Tusis, (of whom I shall speak hereafter) told me that being at Mecha, he fell sick, so that he could not practice much Devotion, but that he could not forbear to laugh when he saw others say their Prayers, especially a Brother of his own, which went with him. They have an Imam that goes before them, to shew them how they are to act, and all have their eyes fixed upon him, that they may imitate him in every thing. At first they walk softly muttering their Prayers, then at certain intervals they run and skip, shrugging and turning their shoulders this way and that way in a most ridiculous manner; then fall to the gentle soft pace again, and continue by turns till they have done. After they have been three days at Mecha, they go to Minera, where they arrive the Vigil of the little Baiman; and the day of little Baïram or Easter of Sacrifice, they all Sacrifice Sheep, every one according to his ability, distributing a good part of them among the Poor; and that day they have themselves, put on their Cloaths, and appear in the same condition as they were eight days before: Then they go to Mount Arafat, which (as I think) is a short days journey from thence; but every one must provide two and forty stones by the way, for there are none to be found there. They stay there three days more, and the first day they go to the foot of the Hill, (after they have said their Prayers) and throw seven stones against the Mount; the second day they throw fourteen, and the third, twenty one; saying that they throw these stones at the Head of the Devil, who in that place tempted Aâbraham, when he was going to sacrifice his Son Ishmael; for they will have this to be the Mountain whether he led his Son, and that it was Ishmael, and not Issack, whom he would have Sacrificed. They tell a great many other pleasant tales of this Mountain, where they say that Adam and Eve sought one another for the space of two hundred and twenty years, after they were driven out of the Earthly Paradise, the one going up the Hill on one side while the other went down on the
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the other, and that at the end of two hundred and twenty years they met on the top of this Mountain. When all these Ceremonies are over, the Sultan Sebiri (who comes with them to the Mount) says some Prayers; then gives them the Benediction, to which all answer Amen, and so the work is concluded.

From thence they go to Medina, where Mahomet's Tomb is; but the greatest Devotion is at the Kiebree. In the mean time, there are many in Christendom who believe, that they only undertake this Pilgrimage to visit the Tomb of Mahomet, but they are mistaken; for a great many do not go thither at all.

Nor can I tell neither whencesoever the Fable may have arisen, which is believed by many, that Mahomet's Tomb is in a Room, the Walls whereof are all faced with Leadstone; and that his Shrine, which is of iron, hangs in the Air by the virtue of the Leadstone that equally attracts it on all hands: For not only it is not so, but indeed, never was; and when I made mention of it to Turks, I fell them a laughing, and they jeered me for it; the Shrine is only encompassed with great Grates of Iron, upon occasion of that, they relate another Loppery. They say, that one time two Christians being resolved to carry away that Body, put themselves into the habit of Dervishes, and were so constant and diligent at their Devotion, that all took them for great Saints: But upon a time a report being raised and spread over the City, that there was a design to carry away the Body of Mahomet, though no body could tell who was Author of the Intelligence: The Governor invited all the Dervishes to dine at his house, that he might advise with them about that businesse; when they were met, the two Christians were milling, who were fought after, and being bound, brought before the Governor, but that so soon as they appeared, they were struck with such a confusion, that they confessed their crime, saying, that they had dug a hole under the Mosque opposite to the Body, and that their design was to break through the floor at that place, and make the Body fall down, that so they might carry it away. Wherefore to prevent the like danger for the time to come, they have encompassed it with a great Iron-grate, above, below, and on all sides.

**CHAP. XX.**

**Of the Aga sent to meet the Caravan upon their return, and of the Gains of the Emir-Adge.**

A bout six weeks after the setting out of the Caravan of Cairo, when they know that it is ready to return from Mecca, an Aga goes from Cairo to guard the fresh Provisions that the People of the Country send to their Friends and Relations in the Caravan, every one sending according to their abilities and friendship; all which are well sealed up, and delivered to those they belong unto. For this effect, the Aga has many Camels with him, and gets considerable by the Caravan, which he meets half way. This year it returned on Tuesday the Thirteenth of November, and encamped at the Birge, where the Caravan of the Maghirens arrived the day before. Several come to Cairo the same day, and their Friends go as far as the Birge to welcome them; whereupon meeting, they kiss again and again five or six times, and all who know them, salute and kiss them in the same manner; and indeed, for some days after, there is nothing to be seen in the City, but people kissing one another, or lamenting their Relations who died in the Journey, Men, Women and Children, who howl and make fearful gestures, when they hear the news from the first of the Caravan, whom they meet. These Pilgrims are forty five days in going, and as much in coming back to Cairo, besides some days they stay there; but they make but eight Journeys, it being impossible that so great a Body.
Body should march fast; for they must often stop to load the Camels whose loads have fallen off, to unload those that fall or die, or to bury their Dead, and a thousand such other accidents; and when one Camel stops, all the rest must wait. They Travel commonly (as I said) in the Night-time with Lamps, that they may avoid the heat. In this Journey they find but little water, and that exceeding bad too: As for fresh Provisions, they find none, and eat only what they carry along with them: But the worst thing they meet with in the Journey, are certain hot Winds, which stifle the breath, and in a short time kill a great many people. The Prince of Tunis told me, that in one day several hundreds died of that Wind, and that he himself was much afraid that he should have been one of the number. In fine, in this expedition there died six thousand; what of Fatigue, Thirst, and these hot Winds. In that Journey, People are to be seen riding on Camels, and singing Verses of the Alcoran, who suddenly fall down dead. Those who return with life, are so altered and extenuated, that they can hardly be known; and nevertheless vast numbers of People from all Parts yearly perform that Pilgrimage, and there paizes not a year wherein Women and little Children do not make it. They who have performed that Journey, are called Algiz, that is to say, Pilgrims, meaning though, only the Pilgrimage of the Khade, and they are much respected by all as long as they live, and highly credited. The Emir-Algiz gains much by this Journey, for the Goods of all that die, belong to him, besides a vast deal of other profits that he makes on several occasions; and it is thought that every expedition, he gets above an hundred thousand Piastres; but this year, he got above three hundred thousand, for many people died. The greatest Prerogative of this Office is, that during the whole expedition, he is absolute Master of the Field, and administers Justice as he thinks fit.

Having in my hands another exact Description of Mecha, besides what now I have given; and considering that few or no Travellers have spoken of it with any certainty, I thought it would not be amiss to add it to the former, and make a particular Chapter thereof.

CHAP. XXI.

Of Mecha and Medina.

Mecha is seven and thirty days Journey from Caire, and all over the city; it is a days Journey from the Red-Sea; the Port of it is called Gidde, which is a little Town, wherein are two Cafles on the two sides of the Port, one on each side, and the Turks say that Eve lies buried there; they show her Sepulchre, which is in length thirty eight or forty steps of a Man’s walk, and hath no other Ornament, but a Stone at each end.

Mecha is about the biggest of Marsilles, in the middle whereof is the Khade, or Beyullab, that is to say, the House of God, which (the Turks say) was first built by the Patriarch Abraham: This House is about fifteen foot in length, eleven or twelve in breadth, and about five fathom high. The Threshold of the Door is as high from the ground as a Man can reach his hand, being within filled up even with the Threshold. The Door is about a fathom and an half high, and a fathom wide, and is in the corner to the left hand, when one faces the House: This Door is of beaten Silver, and opens with two leaves; they go up to it by a Ladder supported by four Wheels, two whereof are fastened to the lower end of the Ladder, and the other two to two wooden Posts about the middle of it, by means of which Wheels the Ladder is run to the wall, when any body is to enter into the Beyullab.

This House has a flat Roof, supported by three Pillars of an Octogone Figure, which are of Alora-Wood, as big as the Body of a Man, and about three
Fathom and ahalf long; they are of one entire piece each, and yet run in a straight line, the length of the Building, which is hung with Red and White Stuff, having here and there these words upon them, La Ilah Allah, Mouhamed Refat Allah.

At the same corner where the Door is (but on the other side by the Wall) is the black Stone, which they call Hadj Mar Ajud, and is laid in Veneration by them, because (as they say) Abraham stood upon it when he built that Houfe; and that he served him for a Scaffold, to the end he might make no hole in the Wall, it rising higher or lower as he pleased, and being for that purpose brought him by the Angel Gabriel.

There is a Court about this Houfe, which the Turks call Haram, and it is encompassed with Walls, with three rows of Pillars, and Arches on the inside of it. The four Seats of Mahometinian, have their places of Prayer in this Court, which are the Hanif, Chaifi, Malik, and Humbaisi, each in one of the four parts of the Court, with their faces turned always towards the Biinallah, or Houfe of God.

This Houfe is begirt with two Belts of Gold, one below, and the other on high. On one side of the Terras that covers the Biinallah, there is a Spout of beaten Gold, about a Fathom long, that jets out, to carry off the Run- water that falls upon the Terras.

The same Houfe is covered on the out-side with Hangings of Black Silk, which is a kind of Damascus; and every Year there are new ones sent from Caïre at the Charges of the Grand Signor.

Ten days Journey from Mecca, upon the Road to Damasce, is the City of Medina, three days Journey from the Red-Sea; the Port of it is called Tanbi, which is a little Town of the same shape and size as Gidde.

Medina is about half as big as Mecca, but it hath a Suburb as big as the Town it self. Much about the middle of that Town there is a Mosque, in a corner whereof is the Sepulchre of Mahomet, covered in the same manner as the Monuments of the Turkish Emperors are at Constantinople. The Sepulchre is in a little Tower, or Round Building, covered with a Dome, which the Turks call Turbe. This Building is quite open from the middle up to the Dome, and all round it there is a little Gallery, of which the out-side Wall has several Windows with Silver Grates to them; and the in-side Wall, which is that of the little Tower, is adorned with a great number of precious Stones, at that place which answer to the head of the Tomb. There are rich things there also, of an inestimable value, sent by the Mahometan Kings, during so many Ages, which are fastened within this Gallery, all round the said Turbe. Among others, at the place which answers to the head of the Tomb, there is a great Diamond, half as long as one Finger, and two Fingers broad, over which is the Diamond which Sultan Ofman, the Son of Sultan Abous, sent thither, and is equal to that which the Ottoman Emperors wear on their Finger. These two Diamonds were herebefore but one, which Sultan Ofman caused to be sawed in two in the middle. Lower down there is a Half-Moon of Gold, set with Diamonds of great worth.

The Pilgrims see not Mahomet's Tomb, because that Turbe wherein it is enclosed, hath no Windows, being only open above, as hath been said; but such as make any stay at Medina, have liberty and leisure to enter into the Turbe and see it, when there is no clutter of Strangers there, that is to say, three or four Months after the departure of the Pilgrims, who fee no more but the aforefaid Gallery, and the riches that are within it, through the Silver Grates of the Windows, which we mentioned before. Those then, who enter into the Turbe, see that the Tomb hangs not in the Air, as many have falsely written; and (which is more,) never did hang so, but is upon the flat Ground, raised and covered like the Tombs of Turkish Emperors and Bulhar.

The Turbe is hung all round with Hangings of Red and White Silk, like Damascus, which cover all the Wall, except at the place where the great Diamonds are; for there they are tuck'd aside, that the Diamonds may not be covered. Round all these Hangings, are the aforementioned words in Characters of Gold, La Ilah Allah, Mouhamed Refat Allah. These Hangings are renewed
renewed every seven Years by the Ottoman Emperours, unless which a new Emperor succeeds before the seven Years be accomplished; for in that case the Emperor renews them so soon as he comes to the Throne.

The Door by which they enter into the Gallery is of Silver; and so is the other that goes out of the Gallery into the Turbe.

When the Pilgrims (to the number of Two hundred thousand Souls) are come to Mecca at the usual time, which is a short while before the little Bairam, and that it is the day before the Vigil of the said Bairam; they go and lie at a place called Myne, half a League from Mecca, and next day being the Vigil of Bairam, they go half a League farther off, to another place called Araf, which is a great Plain, in the middle whereof there is a Rock, or rising Hilllock, on the top of which is a Member, or place for Preaching in, into which flies a Scharib, who preaches to all the People about in the Plain.

The Mahometans believe, that after Adam and Eve had sinned, God as a punishment separated them, making them wander over the World like vagabonds, and that after many Years, they met on the top of this Hilllock, the one coming from the East, and the other from the West; there they stop, and after they had continued in some fulness, before they knew one another, calling to mind what had formerly past betwixt them, they came to know one another, Saying Araf, Araf, which in the Arabick Tongue signifies I know, of Adam and I know; and from thence that place hath had the name of Araf. In memory whereof the Turks believe, that God made the two Fountains gush out of the two sides of that Hilllock, which are to be seen at present, the streams of the one running Eastward, and of the other Westward.

The Pilgrims then being all assembled in this Plain, about half an Hour, or a quarter of an Hour before Sun-setting, they make a long Prayer, lifting up their hands to Heaven, and imploring the Mercy of God, for the Remission of their sins (which they hope to obtain) as they believe God pardoned our first Parents, in the same place, and at the same hour. The Prayer being ended, the Pilgrims make haste to be gone, and without looking behind them by the way, return and lie at the aforesaid Myne, which is a Village in the middle of another Plain, where there is a Rock, in which they hold that Abraham made his Sacrifice. There is a Cave in that Rock, where the Mahometans say their Prophet often prayed, nay, and dwelt in the upper part of the Cave a den, that represents the Crown of a Man’s Head, which they affirm was made there, when Mahomet rising up after he had been prostrate in that place, struck his head against the Rock, which was a little low, and that the Stone became soft like Wax; the figure of the head having remained there ever since. They have built a Mosque in that part, in which stands upon that Rock, and encloses the said Cave, which makes this place to be held in great Veneration, besides the Devotion they pay to it because of Abraham’s Sacrifice; in commemoration whereof on the day of the little Bairam, the Pilgrims sacrifice in the Plain, above Four hundred thousand Sheep, and lay there till about Noon the third day of the Bairam, when all begin to dislodge and return to Mecca.

Next night after the Pilgrims are gone, so much Rain falls, that one would think it were a Deluge, which makes a Torrent that washes away the blood of the Sacrifices, and carries along with it all the Bones that remained in the Plain; whether that happens naturally, or by the craft of the Enemy of Mankind, who causes that Rain to confirm the Infidels in their Errors, persuading them, that God sends the Rain as a sign that their Sacrifice is acceptable unto him; the Divine Majesty permitting it should be so by the secret Council of his Eternal Providence, which we ought rather humbly to adore, than curiously pry into. However it be, the thing is the more remarkable, that the Sacrifice being offered the first day of the Bairam in the Morning, this Rain falls not till the night after the third day: Besides that, the said Bairam falls every Year sooner by ten days, making the whole period of our Solar Year in the space of five and thirty Years, or thereabouts; Nevertheless the Rain falls constantly the night after the third day; as hath been said before.

A Miracle after the third day of the little Bairam.
The Pilgrims being returned to Mecca, divide themselves in several Caravans, because of the different Countries they come from, and are to go back to them again. The Caravan that met at Damasquef, upon their return past by Medina, and visit Mahomet's Tomb, seeing it is upon their Road; of the rest, those who are prompted by Devotion go thither, but a great part return back to their several Countries, without turning out of their way to visit the said Sepulchre, their Law not obliging them to that, as it does to visit the other places above-mentioned; so that they are greatly mistaken, who have affirmed, that the Pilgrimage of the Turks is to the Sepulchre of Mahomet, who obliged them to it. For that false Prophet told his followers, when he drew near his death, that if any one returning from Mecca, had the curiosity to come and see his Sepulchre, he should pay a Farta for his Soul (which is a Prayer taken out of the Avesta, resembling in some manner our Latin Mass) and be gone.

CHAP. XXII.

Of the Opening of the Khalis.

Seeing the Fruitfulness, or Barrenness of Egypt, depends on the overflow of the Nile, according as it rises more or less: The Egyptians make much rejoicing when it is very high. And the opening or cutting of the Khalis, is one of their greatest Festivals; of which I must say somewhat in this place. The River of Nile begins commonly to swell in the Month of May, and on St. Peter's Day, the twenty-eighth of June, they begin to cry about the Streets, how much the River is increased. In all the quarters there are such Criers who have a Head, to whom they pay somewhat for their Privilege; for it is a Farm, and there is a Chisamo, who rents it of the Baife for a yearly Sum, and the chief or head of the Criers takes it of the Chisamo; as the Criers take it of this Head, one for one Country, and another for another. There is a little Isle opposite to old Cairo, wherein the Baifa has a House, in this House the Water enters into a place where there is a Pillar, divided into Piers, and other smaller Measures; the Pī is a Measure of six Hands breadth. Every day that Pillar is viewed to know how much the River is risen, which is made known to the Criers, who then go and cry it, every one in the quarter that he has taken, going about all the Houses of the said Country, and have now and then some Marais given them. When the River is high enough, the Khalis is cut. This Khalis is a low Street, that goes quite through the City of Cairo, beginning at the Nile towards old Cairo, and ending in the Fields towards St. Michaelis. When the River begins to swell, they call up a Bank of Earth at that end of the Street which is near the Nile, to keep the Water from running into the Khalis, and when it is high enough, they cut through that bank of Earth, and give the Water passage in the Khalis through the Town. When the Baife is at Cairo, it is performed with great Ceremony, and many Fireworks. In the Year, 1657, there was no Ceremony, no more than the Year before, but the Year after, I saw that Festival with all the Rejoicings; as I shall hereafter relate in order. In the mean time I'll here tell, how I saw it in the Year, 1657. Thursday the ninth of August, the Souabfa attended by his Guards, and two Men mounted on Camels, and beating upon Timbrels, went to the end of the Khalis towards the Nile, where being come, he alighted from his Horse, and gave the first blow to the breaking of the Bank with a Hammer; then he took Horse again, and whilst several Alarms that were there, broke down all the Bank, he went along the Khalis almost an Hour before the Water came; he leapt before the Houses of the Consuls of the Franks, who have back Doors and Windows that look into the Khalis, and received a due
of some Piafretes, which that day is payed him by these Confissus, and then went on his way. Then came a crow of the Rabble, some Singing, and others pelting one another with Cudgels. Some time after came the Water, which was signified to us by a great Noise of rogueish Moors, both Men and little Boys that came along in it, keeping pace with the Water; some Swim, and others threw one another into it, playing a thousand foolish Tricks. This Khalis filled up fifteen Foot high, and all the time it was running, there came Boats full of Merry Sparks who diverted themselves, Singing and Playing on Instruments, as they paddled along. As the Nile ceases to rise in the beginning of October, so the Khalis leaves off to run about the end of the same Month; and therefore in the said Month of October, Proclamation is made in all the Streets, forbidding all Sakas, or Water-carriers, to take any more Water out of the Khalis, even before it hath wholly ceased to run; because when it runs gently, the filth of the City mingles too easily with it. But when it has done running, there is a most noisome smell, not only because of the corruption of that standing out of the Water, but also because of all the filth and nasty stuff, that they who have Windows upon the Khalis throw into it, besides all the Carriage. In short, the Infection is so great, that not only the Money and Plate in the Houses that are near to the Khalis, is tarnished, but also the Pictures and Painting are spoild; as I have seen in several Houses, which nevertheless recovered their former beauty, when the Khalis was dry. When I arrived at Cairo, the Khalis was in this manner full of standing Water, and being told that it was the Khalis of which I had heard so much talk, I had the curiosity to look into it out of a Window; it was then Morning, and the Water was so thick, that the surface of it seemed to be all porphyry, appearing Green, Blew, Red, and of all Colours: But when the Sun had shone a little upon it, and dissolved that froth, I was soon undeceived; for the scent which is smelt at a great distance, made me well know what it was, and I have often wondered, that the horrible Infection of it, does not occasion a Plague every Year. If the Souhasha pleased, that inconvenience might be remedied, for the Water might be drained out; but he lets it stand and corrupt so, that he may afterwards sell it to the Gardeners, who make use of it for watering their Gardens. When then they have a mind to dry the Khalis, they cast up Dams in several places of it, and throw the Water from one into another, and afterward take out and sell it. When a good deal of the Water hath been taken out, the Ground dries very soon, and when it is very dry, which happens in the Month of May (at least in the Year, 1687, it was compleatly dry by the middle of May) they set Men to work with Pick-axes to level the Ground, in those places where heaps of Earth are cast up; so that the Street being full of up and downs, they make it even and smooth from end to end, carrying away the Earth they take out upon Aller-backs into the Fields. If they did not do so, in three or four Years time the Khalis would be so choked up, by the abundance of new Earth that is brought into it by the Water of the Nile, that all the Houses would be laid under Water.

CHAP.
Chap. XXIII.

Of the Arrival of the BaSHA, and his entry into CAIRE.

Thursday, the twenty-seventh of September, the BaSHA whom the Grand Signor sent to CAIRE, in place of the Munfud, arrived before the City, having been three months on the way betwixt Constantinople and CAIRE, but he had spent some days at Damasques, and other good Towns; for from Constantinople to CAIRE, it is reckoned but five hundred Leagues by Land. A day before he approaches the City, the CAYMACAN, with several other Persons of Quality goes out, and Encamps under Tents some Miles from the Town, on the BaSHA's Road; next day he waits for the BaSHA at his Tent-door, and when he passes by the Tent, the CAYMACAN salutes him; then the BaSHA comes near the City, to the place where his Tents are pitched: There he finds one, that the Inhabitants of CAIRE have prepared for him, which is very stately; for it hath long walls of Wax-cloth, five or six Foot high, Green and Red, and within there are about twelve Pavilions, all for the BaSHA's use; one for giving Audience, another for Sleeping in, and another for a Kitchin, and so of the rest. In the middle of all, is the Pavilion that serves for the Hall; it is large, and of Green, Red, and other Colours, of Cloth, over which there are a great many gilt Balls; all these Pavilions are of Wax-cloth, of several Colours, and lined within with sets of lovely Tapistry. Before the gate of the walls are two great Trees, on which hang above Two hundred Lamps, that are lighted in the Night-time; there is the same also before the Tents of the Principal Officers, as in the Caravan of MeeBA. Now the Feast is prepared in the Hall of the BaSHA's Tent, a Boy takes the care of it; for the Boys choose one of their number, to whom they give five Purles for this Feast, and he takes all upon him. When the BaSHA comes to the Tent that is prepared for him, the Boy who takes care of the Feast, meets him at the Wall-gate of the Tent, and there they kill a Bullock and a Sheep for a Sacrifice; then the BaSHA enters into the Hall, where he finds Dinner served in upon the ground along the Hall, according to their Mode; it consists of about two thousand Dishes, ranked one upon two others (these Dishes have feet like our Salvers, but almost half a Foot high) and in that manner they are seven or eight Rows high. The dishes are all of Rice, Broths, and the like, Green, Red, Yellow, and of several Colours; they have also good Joyns of Roastmeat, but without any Sauce; however they make some Ragouts of the Nuts of Pine-Apples, Almonds, and such other things, they mind not the daintiness and variety, but only the quantity of Viands, and that they be not spoilt. Dinner is prepared in the same manner in the Tents of the KIAYS, or the BaSHA's Lieutenant, and of his other Officers. When the first have filled their Bellies, they rise and give place to others, who Dine also, and then make way for the rest so long as any remain; and so several Companies Dine, without any new Service. When the BAsha has Dined, he withdraws into another Pavilion, where he is visited by all the Boys, and other Persons of Quality, every one in his turn. The BAsha stayed there two days, and the third which was Saturday, the Ninth and twentieth of September, he made his Entry in this manner. First went the Servants of the Boys on Horse-back, their Sword by their side, and Harquebuss in band, with the but-end on their Ropes; they made near five hundred Horses, and among them were several of the Reins of the BAsha. Next came the Spears, divided into three Banners, the Green, the Yellow, and the Red. The Green called the TROOP of the Chargers, or CIRCUSIANS, marched first; every Trooper having a green Guidon on the top of his Pike; they were near four hundred Men, and in the Rear of
of the Troop came their Aeg, having in his hand also a Pike, with a green Guidon, as the rest had; and after him the Timbrels and Pipes of the Troop. Next to that came the Yellow, all the Troopers carrying yellow Guidons; Yellow they made about four hundred and twenty, and were brought up by their Aeg, Troop, followed by the Timbrels and Pipes. The last was the Red Troop, consisting of near five hundred Men, carrying every one a red Guidon; their Aeg was in the rear, and after him the Timbrels and Pipes, but in greater number than with the two former; for that is the most honourable Troop of the three, and next to it is the Yellow. After the Spahis came a Troop of Tartarian Horses, who belonged to the Basha; there were above an hundred of them all apparelled after the Tartarian fashion, with Pike in hand, and a Guidon striped white, yellow and red. These were followed by the Musicovers; then the Chiansou with their great Caps of Ceremony, who made about three hundred in number. Next came all the Boys, every one with two Pages walking a-foot before them. After them came seven Horse-men, every one leading a Horse of the Basha; these Horses were covered with rich Houlfe, all embossed with Gold and Silver; the Sumbalsas followed them, having the Master of the Horse of the Basha on his left hand. All this body of Horse, made about two thousand five or six hundred Men. The A eg of them followed them, covered for the most part with the Skins of Tigres all entire, and their Muskets on their shoulders, being in all above three hundred Men. And after them came the Janizaries, of whom two marched before, the one carrying on his shoulder a great wooden Club, and the other a great wooden Hatchet, as their Clothe is when they march in pomp; these Janizaries made in all near a thousand Men. After them marched the forty Janizaries of the Medecins or Justices, with their Caps of Ceremony, (Medecins signifying a place where Justice is rendered to all,) then sixteen Pecks or Basha Laskaques, marching two and two, with their Caps of Silver gilt on their heads, and Plumage of Feathers in them. Then at length came the Basha, mounted on a white Horse, and carried a French Sabre with a Houlfe embroidered all over with Gold. He wore a Chibau Cap, two black Korons tops standing upright upon it, and a lovely Veil of white Satin lined with excellent Samour or Sable. After him came his Seleebar and Tebhadour, each with his long Tail’d Cap hanging down behind his back; and then came a great many Trumpets, Drums, Timbrels, and such like Instruments, with all his domestick Servants on Horseback. This Basha brought one thousand seven hundred Men with him, of whom some were in Armours to the very fingers ends; and two thousand three hundred Beasts, Horses, Camels and Mules: It was easy to distinguish them from the rest, being all much harried by the Journey. When he entered into his Apparatus, which had been prepared for him several days before, they killed two Bullocks.

CHAP. XXIV.

Of the Journey from Caire to Suez.

Being at Caire, I had a design to go see the Red-Sea, and knowing that there was a Caravan ready to part for Suez, I went to wait on Haji Bey, the Bey of Suez, who was then at Caire, and made him a Present of a Box of five or six pound weight of Sweet-meat, made by a French man, and he (when I had opened my design to him) promised me his protection. I went next to the Gentleman of his Horse, and having retained Mules for myself and Company, I made Provisions of Bread, Wine, Meat, and other things necessary to serve us to Suez, where they allured me I should find all things, but especially Water, nor forgetting neither a Quilt, Coverlet, nor a Capot for every one of the company. We should have had a Tent also with us, but we carried none,
none, because the Boy; Gentleman of the Horse, promised us the use of his to
Suez.

Having made ready our Provisions, we loaded them on a Camel, and then I
parted from Cairo on Thursday, the seventeenth of January, in the Year 1658.
with a Capucin, and a French man of 
Provence, who understood Arabic very
well; and a Moor Servant who used to serve the French, and could speak a little
French, having left my own Man, who was indisposed, at Cairo. We
went from Cairo to the Bireque, which is but four leagues distant, and encamped
there, waiting for the rest of the Caravan, that consisted of two thousand
Camels loaded with Timber, for building a Ship for the Grand Signer; Novis's
Boy had orders to get her built, and was gone a little before. The Boy of Suez
went along with this Caravan in a Litter carried by two Camels; he made the
Journey, because one of his Galleys was arrived; and that was the cause also
of the Capucin going, that he might Confiscate the Slaves on board. This Bireque
is spacious, and has always water in it; there are some who pay so much a
year to the Grand Signer, for liberty to catch Wild-ducks and Fowl in it. Friday
all day long the rest of the Caravan was coming, and Saturday Morning a Man
cried aloud, that all should make ready to depart at Noon; for it is the custom
in Caravans that are any thing big, to give notice of parting some hours before;
but towards Noon there fell so great a Tempest, (for in Sandy Deserts there are
Tempefts, as well as at Sea) that we could not set out that day. It blew so
furiously, that I thought all the Tents would have been carried away by the
Wind, which drove before it such clouds of Sand, that we were almost buried
under it; for seeing no body could stay abroad, without having mouth and
eyes immediately filled with Sand, we lay under the Tent, where the Wind
drove the Sand above a foot deep round about us: We had two Pallsies not as
yet opened, and they were wrapt up in napkins at the bottom of a Mound, well
covered with a napkin fewed over it. When the Storm was over, which lasted
not above three or four hours, we opened our Pallsies, but found them so full
of Sand, that no body could eat of them (so subtle and penetrating the Sand is)
so that we were forced to throw them away; and these are the occasions, when
one finds the advantage of a good Tent.

Next day, the twentieth of January, we parted at eleven a clock in the
Morning, and at three in the Afternoon rested, that we might drink Coffee;
then half an hour after, the Timbrels sounding, we marched on till one a clock
next morning; for in the Caravans there is commonly a Man mounted on a
Camel, who now and then beats two Timbrels or Kettle-drumms that are on each
side of the Camel before him; the Cales of these Timbrels are of brass, and
they serve not only to cheer up the Camels (who delight much in such a noise,
and in singing,) but also to give warning to those that stay behind.

Monday afternoon we parted, and having rested a little about five a clock,
half an hour, we set forward again, and marched on till four of the clock in
Tuesday morning, travelling always a good league an hour: About half an
hours march beyond the place where we had rested, we saw a very handsome
Turkish Sepulchre, where the Kinya of a Caravan lies buried, who coming
from Suez, was set upon by many Arabs: The Kinya having for a long time
fought with the Arabs in defence of the Caravan, as his office obliged him, (for
the Kinya of the Caravan is the Lieutenant of the Governor of Suez, and is
obliged to guard all the Caravans that come or go from Cairo to Suez;) this
Kinya (I say) after a long fight, received a thrust with a Pike in the Belly, of
which he presently died, and was interred in the same place. Since that time,
the Vellies on the Red-Sea pay five thousand Piastras at Suez to maintain an
hundred Soldiers; whereof fifty are to abide in a Castle near to Suez, to guard
the Country; and the other fifty with the Kinya wait upon the Caravans.
An hours journey beyond that Sepulchre, we found a great Long Cistern, built
of fair Free-stone, which is filled by Rain-water. A little farther, and a good
hour before one arrives at Suez, there is a fair Well, but the water of it is not
good. Tuesday the two and twentieth of January, we arrived at Suez in the
Night-time.
CHAP. XXV.

Of the Journey from Suez to Tor.

Being come to Suez, I had a great mind to go see Mount Sinai, called in Arabick Dgebel Misra, which is in Arabia the Stony, and for that purpose we spoke to an Arab Scheick, who commanded above ten thousand Arabs; we had him before Halsey Bey, the Bey of Suez, who recommended us to him, saying, that it was his pleasure we should be treated as his own head; this Scheick said he would answer for us, and gave us two Arab Scheicks for Guides, besides that, the Bey ordered a Letter to be written in our presence to the Governor of Tor, wherein he kindly recommended us to him, and gave us the Letter. The Arab Scheicks furnished us with Camels, and we paid them twelve Asilmes for each Camel to carry us thither and back again; they made us take six, to wit, one for every one of us, even for our Moor Servant, and two for themselves, and for carrying our Provisions: We gave them beside sixteen Piastres for some Caffaires which must be paid to the Arabs upon the Road, (Caffaire signifies Money given for the Redemption of any thing, as what is paid to the Arabs in nature of Caffaire is, that one may not be robbed.) More than that; we were obliged to give them their Diet; so that all they had to do, was to guide us and feed the Camels. We provided for their Diet three Septiers (measures) of Flower, Butter, Honey, and twelve pound weight of Coffee, and ordinary Tobacco; and for ourselves we took what we could get, for there is nothing to be found in all that Journey. We cau'd Bread then and Bisket to be made for us part of our Flower, and finding no Wine at Suez, because the Jew who us'd to sell it was gone to Damiette to buy some, we took Brandy made of Dates, Meat ready dretf, and in short, all that we could get to serve us till we came to Tor, where the Slaves of Suez affur'd us, we should find all things; but above all, we were sure not to forget the Borrachois, which we fill'd with water; we carried no Tents with us, because the Slaves told us, that if we travel'd in so much state, the Arabs might set upon us, thinking they should find great Booty; but we did very ill in omitting them, for we were in no danger, considering how we were recommended, and having with us Arab Scheicks, who bore rule among them.

All our Provisions being then in a readiness, every one mounted his Camel as if we had been taking Horse, and parted from Suez on Friday the five and twentieth of January, about four of the Clock after noon, keeping along the side of the Red-sen till we came to the end of it, where we crossed over dry to the other side; there we saw a Bear about an hundred paces from us, but so soon as it perceived us, it took the Water and swam over to the other side, so that we soon lost sight of it; we found many more of them afterwards on our Journey. We travelled till eight a Clock at night, and then rested in a place where there was some Broom; for they never brought us to rest any where but in Places where they could find some fowl, not only to warm them, but for boiling their Coffee and Maftronce. This was the first time that ever I rode upon a Camel, and indeed, it made me very weary, for their Pack-faddles are so broad that they are very unsafe to ones Legs, which must straddle very wide; the fatigue of this ladded with me about two days, but after that, I grew accustomed to it. Camels are so well known at present, that I think it would be superfluous to give a description of them. I shall only say that there are two kinds of them, to wit, those which are called Camels, and those whom they name Dromedaries; at least I think they may be ranked under one kind; for all the difference that is betwixt them is, that the Camels have one bunch of flesh upon their Backs, are great and high, go constantly at one pace, which is fast, but hard, and travel (when they are loaded with seven or eight hundred
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hundred weight about thirty good league a day. The Dromedaries have two bunches of fleth on their back, shaped naturally like a Saddle, are less, smaller and lighter than the Camels, and are only for carrying of men; they have a good soft trot, and will travel with ease forty Leagues a day; all that one has to do, is to fit them well, and indeed, there are some that take themselves to them, for fear of falling; in all things else they are like Camels, they have Ears and a short Tail like them, a cloven foot, and as soft as a Sponge, the neck long, and hair just like a Camels, both kneel when they are loaded and unloaded, and then rise as they are bid; their Food is the same, and both endure thirst well, continuing upon occasion five days without drinking however the Camels can abstain longer than the Dromedaries.

But to return to our Journey, we parted from our first Stage Saturday the twenty sixth of January about five a Clock in the morning, and during all this Journey, it was very cold in the mornings, until the sun was up. Shortly after we found several waters, which they call Ain el Mouye, that is to say, the Wells of Moses; there we filled our Borrachios, as we did where ever we found fresh water. About half an hour after ten, we rested, and having baited, we went forwards about eleven, and travelled till six a Clock at night, having the Red-Sea always on our right hand, about half a league wide of us. We travelled at such a rate, that it would have been all a good Foot man could do to have kept up with us.

Sunday January the twenty seventh, we set out about five a clock in the morning, and had not advanced above live hundred paces, when passing by the side of a Bath, we heard a Voice that called to us, and being come to the place we found a poor languishing Arab, who told us that he had not eaten a bit for five days; we gave him some Victuals and Drink with a provision of Bread for two days more, and so went on our way. We were not afraid of the Arabs, (whom we met on the way) for when we found any, they civilly saluted us, and departed after we had given them some Bread and Tobacco, which they very courteously desired of us, for they durst not do us any hurt, seeing us guarded by two Schouts, who told them that they had answered for us: when we rested in any place to feed, some of them came often, who having saluted us, fell a eating with our Arabs, and when none came, one of our Arabs cried out (as loud as possibly he could) That if any body had a mind to eat they might safely come, and made this proclamation on all sides, so that such as heard the invitation, failed not to come with their half-pikes, and laying down their Arms, fell a feeding together on the Mouton, (of which I shall speak hereafter.) but there was no necessity of making proclamation at night, for so soon as they saw the fire we made, they came immediately to see what it meant. After we had given that poor famished Arab some Victuals, and travelled on in very good way, about ten a clock in the morning we entred among the Hills on very stony ground, loosing sight of the Sea, on these Hills we saw a great many Antelope, and nothing else, though there be abundance of wild Beasts in these Defarts; as Wolves, Bears, wild Boars, Foxes, Hares, Chacales and Efridges; these are all very common there, and all know that the Chacales are engendred of a Dog-Wolf, and Bitch-Fox, or of a Dog-Fox and Bitch-Wolf. As for the Efridges they also live only in the Defarts, where some of them are of a prodigious bigness. Every one knows how Efridges are shaped, which have a neck, head and bunch on the back like Camels, with which they agree in many things, so that the Turks call them Deva Constris, that is to say, Bird-Camels; they go in the Fields always in an even number, as two, and two or four and four. They always beget a Male and a Female, and run swifter than a Horse, but tire likewife sooner; and while they run, they throw with their feet the stones that they find, with so much force against those that pursue them, that if they hit a man, they would do him a great deal of hurt. I saw once give a great Dog such a blow with his foot, as left him sprawling with his four legs up in the Air. When they would catch Efridges, an
rides faster, and then when he sees his Fowl almost spent, he puts out to a speed; and having taken and killed it, he makes a hole in the throat of it, and then having tied firewood the neck under the hole, three or four of them take hold of it, and for some time toss and shake it from side to side, just as one would ripple and wash a Barrel; when they think it is enough shaken, they untie the throat of it, and then a great deal of Mantegue or a kind of Butter comes running out at the holes, insomuch that they say some of them will yield above twenty pound weight of that stuff; for by that shaking, all the flesh of the creature is disintegrated into Mantegue, nothing remaining but skin and bones. This would have seemed fabulous to me, if several Barbary men had not assured me of it. They say that this Mantegue is a very delicious food, but very apt to cause a looseness. We travelled among these hills till noon, when we rested in a place where there were a great many fair trees. Near to that is a place where the Rain-water that falls from the mountains is kept, (and that water is very good.) Here it was that the people of Israel came out of the Red-Sea, having passed it over dry, to the ruin and confusion of Pharaoh and all his men, who pursued them, as may be seen in the Book of Exodus, where this place is called Shin, Chap. 15. It is at present called Cairoduel. Not far from thence there are hot springs in a grot, which the Arabs call Haman el Pharaoh; that is to say Pharaoh's Bath. They tell a thousand stories of it, among others, that if you put four eggs into it you can take out but three, and so many as one puts in, there is always one fewer taken out again, and that the Devil keeps for himself; we did not see that place, for our Arabs would not take us to it, because it was a little out of the way. They say also that over against Cairoduel the sea is always tempestuous, about the place where Pharaoh and the Egyptians were drowned. We parted from thence at one of the clock, and continued travelling till seven, then we rested in a place where there are trees also.

Next day, being Monday the twenty-eighth of January, we set out at four a clock in the morning, and having passed over several hills, we came into good way again near to the sea, but there is one place to be passed over just by the side of it, being white and smooth rocks, where the camels had much ado to keep from sliding, chiefly because they are wet with the sea-water, but that lasts not long; we rested at noon, and half an hour after set forward again, and towards the evening entered among hills, where we travelled till six a clock that we rested in the hollow of a rock, where we spent the Night at that stage, and we could find no wood, not to boil so much as our coffee.

Tuesday the twenty-ninth of January, we parted at five a clock in the morning, and entered into a plain, where we travelled till noon, and then having rested a little, after one a clock we marched on over the same plain, until six a clock at night, and then rested.

Next day Wednesday the thirtieth of January, we parted at four a clock in the morning, and four hours after arrived at Tor: about an hour before we came to Tor, we found a great many palm-trees, and a well of very bad water.
CHAP. XXVI.

Of Tor, and of our arrival at Mount Sinai.

TO R is no considerable place, nevertheless it has a good harbour for Ships and Galleys. This Port is guarded by a little Square Castle on the Sea-side, with a Tower at each corner and two small Guns on the out-side before the Gate: an Agha is Governor of this Castle where none but Turks lodge: Near to it there is a Convent of Greeks dedicated to St. Catherine and to the Apparition of God to Moses in the Burning-Bush. We delivered the Agha the Letter from the Bey of Suez, but because we had no present for him, he made no great account of us. We lodged in the Convent, which is very fair and spacious; there we were very well received, entertained with the Beef, and ate Firth of the Red-Sea; at that time there were thirty Monks in it. We searched for Provisions there, but could not find any: only the Monks commiserating our condition, gave us Olives, Dates, Onions, and a Jar of Brandy, which we husbanded as well as we could: we layed a day there because the Monks told us that we needed two Septiers more of Flower; so that having bought the Corn and got it ground, they baked Bread of one half of it, to give our Arabs by the way and upon the Mount, and all this they did in a very obliging manner. While we were there, we bought of these poor Greeks several home-Mulchomes, which in that place are got out of the Red-Sea; as also small Stone-shards, or branches of Rock, which they call white Coral, and many great shells, all taken out of the Sea, and very pleasant for artificial works: But they could not furnish me with any thing of a certain Firth, which they call a Sea-man; however I got the hand of one fisc. This Firth is taken in the Red-Sea, about little Isles, that are close by Tor. It is a great strong Firth and hath nothing extraordinary but two hands, which are indeed, like the hands of a man, saving that the Fingers are joined together with a skin like the foot of a Goole, but the skin of the Firth is like the skin of a wild Goat, or Shemais. When they sile that Firth, they strike him on the back with Harping-Irons, as they do Whales, and so kill him: They use the skin of it for making Bucklers, which are Musquet proof.

Having payed all and made a Present of some Piafres to the Monks, for their kind reception, we prepared to be gone, but were obliged first to pay a due of twenty eight Maidens a head, to wit, four for Tor, and twenty four for the Mount, and all to the use of the Arabs.

We parted from Tor on Thursday the last of January, about eleven a clock in the Forenoon, with a Monk whom they sent with us, to shew us the chief Places of the Mount, and we payed for a Camel to carry him thither and back again. He spoke to us Turkish and Arabick, for he understood not a word of Lingua Franca. we saw on our way the Garden of the Monks of Tor, which is not far from it; this Garden is the place which in Holy Scripture is called Elim, where when the Israelites went there were only seventy Palm-Trees, and twelve wells of bitter water, which Moses made sweet, by calling a piece of Wood into them: these Wells are still in being, being near one another, and most of them within the precincts of the Garden; the rest are pretty near, they are all hot, and are returned again to their first bitterness; for I tasted of one of them where People bath themselves, which by the Arabs is called Humam Moufsa, that is to say, the Bath of Moses; it is in a little dark Cove. there is nothing in that Garden, but abundance of Palm-Trees, which yield some rent to the Monks, but the seventy old Palm-Trees are not there now. After we had seen these things, we filled our Borrachios with the water of a Well near to that place, which belongs
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belongs to the Monks; I told them that it slunk a little, and they made answer that they had not Soverered it that year as they used every year to do, but withall, that it was the best water thereabouts. Heretofore they had a Church near to that Well, which the Turks Demolished, and with the stones of it built the aforesaid Castle called Tor. We travelled in the Plain till six a clock at night and then refted. This Plain is in Holy Scripture called the Desert of Sin, where the Israelites longed after the Onions of Desert of Sin. Egypt, God sent them Manna. In this Plain we saw many Acacia-Trees, from which they have the Gum that the Arabs call also Arabisa: it is to be obser ved that the Acacia-Trees which are now so common in France, came at first from America, and do not yield that Gum; and that which in the Shops is called Acacia, is the inspissated Juice of wild Plum-Tree.s, and comes from Germany; these Trees are neither bigger nor higher than our ordinary Willows, but the leaves of them are very thin and prickly. The Arabs gather the Gum in Autumn, without prickling the Trees, for it runs offt itself, and then they sell it in the Town.

Next day, Friday the first of February, we set out about five a Clock in the Morning, and entred among high Mountains, where we rested near a Brook, and putting on again about eleven a clock, we travelled till about half an hour after four, that we came into a little Plain, where finding some Cottages of Arabs, our Guides would go no farther that day, but Cottages of feasted merrily on the Milk that we bought for them in these Cottages. There we saw a great many Women, and little Children, most of them Sucking.

We parted from thence Saturday the second of February, about two a clock in the Morning, and travelled a Foot over other Hills, where the way was very bad; about eight a Clock in the morning we found little Houses pretty well built; where Arabs live at present. This place is called Rapha Raphaelim in holy Scripture. A little further we saw several Gardens belonging to the Monks, very well walled round and full of all sorts of fruit-Trees, and Vines too, kept in good order. Then we found the Rock out of which Moses brought Water, when he had smitten it twice with his Rod; it is only a Stone of a prodigious height and thickness, rising out of the Ground; on the two sides of that Stone we saw several holes by which the Water hath run, as may be easily known by the prints of the Water, that hath much hollowed it; but at present no water issues out of them. This Stone in Holy Scripture is called the Stone of Strife. About ten in the Morning we came to a Monastery of Greeks, dedicated to the honour of the forty Martyrs: from this to the great Monastery where the Body of St. Catherine lies, it is two hours travelling. This Monastery of the forty Martyrs is pretty neat; it hath a fair Church and a lovely large Garden, wherein are Apple-Trees, Pear-Trees, Walnut-Trees, Orange-Trees, Lemon Trees, Olive-Trees, and all other Fruit-Trees that grow in this Country; and indeed, that little of good Fruit which is eat at Cairo, comes from Mount Sinai; besides that, there are fine Vineyards, and very good water there. A Greek Monk lives always in this Monastery, and he whom we found there, told us that he had been twenty years in it; he takes care to see the Gardens drefs'd and kept in order, by some Arabs who willingly serve him. We refted in this Monastery at the foot of the Mountain of St. Catherine.

CHAP.
HAVING repos'd our selves in the Monastery of the Forty Martyrs, we went out at One of the Clock, and ascended the Mountain of St. Catherine, that is before it, taking with us a little Arab Boy, who carried a small Leather Bucket full of Water, that we might drink when we were dry. We were near three Hours in getting up that Mountain, we stop at (indeed) several times by the way to drink Water; but besides, the Hill is full of sharp cutting Stones, and many steep and slippery places to be climb'd up, that hinder People from going fast. There are many Stones to be found in ascending this Hill, on which Trees are naturally represented, that being broken retain the same Figure within; of which Stones, some are prodigiously big. About the middle of the Mountain there is a lovely Spring of clear Water, with a great Bafon in the Rock. This Spring was discovered by a Quail, when the Monks having brought down the Body of St. Catherine so far, were ready to die for Heat and Thirst, and that Spring began at that time to run. This water was so hard frozen in the Bafon, that we could not break the Ice with good blows of a Stick. In many places of the Mountain, we saw also a great deal of Snow, and at length, got up to the top of it, where there is a Dome, under which is the place whither the Body of St. Catherine was brought by Angels, immediately after she was Beheaded in Alexandria; that holy Body remained Three hundred Years there, until a good Monk, having had in the Night-time a Revelation, that the Body was in the top of the Hill, went next Morning with all the Religious, who in Procession brought it down to the Monastery, where it was put in a lovely Silver Shrine, that is still there. Under the Dome where this Body lay, there is a great piece of Rock rising a little out of the Ground, whereon (they say) the Angels placed it, and it bears still the marks, as if a Body had been laid on the Back upon it, for the form of the Reins appear there. The Greeks hold that this Cave was made by Miracle, but there is some likelihood that it hath been done by the Hands of Men: They made this little Dome about the Rock, in form of a square Chapel. Having in this place paid our Devotions, we came down again with a great deal of trouble, and were two long hours by the way; so that we were tired enough, when we arrived at the Monastery of the Forty Martyrs at six a clock at night.

CHAP. XXVIII.

Of the Mountain of Moses.

WE set out of our Lodging on Sunday the third of February, about seven a clock in the morning, that we might go see the Mountain of Moses, which is not so high, nor so hard to ascend as the former: But there is much Snow upon it; alwed as upon the other, and many good Cisterns in several places, especially near the top, there is a fair and good Cistern. After several rests, we got to the top about nine a clock. On it there are two Churches, one for the Greeks, and another for the Latin; from the Greek Church, you enter into that of the Latins, which is dedicated to the Ascension of our Lord; there
there we heard Moses said by the Capucin who was with us. Near to that, there is a little Mosque, and by the side of it a Hole or little Cave, where Moses fasted Forty Days. There is a small Grotto also at the side of the Latin Church, where Moses hid himself, when having desired to see God's Face, the Lord told him, that he could not see his Face and live; but that he should hide himself in that Rock, and that when he was passed by, he should see his back parts: His Back and Arms are very well marked on the Rock under which he hid himself. It was upon the top of this Mount that Moses received from God the Ten Commandments written upon two Tables. From this place one may easily see down into the Convent, which is at the foot of the Mount, and as it were just under those who are on the top of it. There you see a fair large Church covered with Lead, where (they say) the Body of St. Catherine is in pieces. Before the door of the said Church, within the Precincts of the Monastery, there is beautiful Mosque. As we were coming down again, we found by the way a great Stone, and (as the Greeks say) this is the place to which the Prophet Elias came, having fled from Mount Carmel, because of the Persecution of Jezebel, Queen of Sidon; being come to that place where the Stone is, an Angel appeared unto him, and with a Rod, seating that great Stone, made it fall down in the way, and forbade Elias to go any farther, telling him, that since Moses had not been in the Holy Land, he should not go to the top of this Mount. A little lower, is the Foot of a Camel, so well impressed on the Rock, that it cannot be better flapped upon the Sand over which a Camel passes; the Moors and Arabs say it is the print of the Foot of Mahomet's Camel, which it left there as he passed away upon it, they kiss it with great devotion; but it is credible that the Greeks have made it to captivate their friendship, to the end they may reverence those places. After that, in several places of the Mount, we saw little Chappels, which have all little House near them, and Gardens full of Fruit-Trees. Hereofore those places were inhabited by Hermits, in so great number, that it is said, that in the Mountain of Moses there were in ancient Times above fourteen thousand Hermits; afterwards the Greeks kept Monks in all these Hermities, to celebrate Divine Office; but at present there are none, because the Arabs too much tormented them. We dined upon this Mountain on Bread, Onions, and Dates that we brought with us, and then went to see the Hermities, and first we found three of these Chappels altogether, with a passageway one to another: Behind the Altar of the third, which is dedicated to the Honour of St. Elias, there is a Hole in the Rock, where Elias lived all the while that he sojourned in that Mount, because of the Persecution of Jezebel. Then we came to another place where there are three Chappels more, dedicated one to the Honour of the Blessed Virgin, another to the Honour of St. Ann, and a third to the Honour of St. John; after that, to a Chappel dedicated to St. Pantaleon, then to another dedicated to the Holy Virgin, another to David, another to the Baptist of our Lord Jesus Christ, another to St. Anthony the Hermite; to another place where there are three little Cells, in which (the Greeks say) that two Elders Sons of the Greek Emperor that themselves up, each in his Cell, causing the Doors to be walled up, and leaving only a Window in each, full to be seen, by which they received Visitors from a Servant who lived in the third Cell, that was not shut up, and that both of them died in their several Cells. All these Chappels are flattened up and down upon the Mount, so that one must go a good way before he can visit them all: Near to every one of them, there is a little House, a Garden, and good Water. From thence we went down to the great Monastery at the foot of the Mountain, by steps which heretofore reached from the said Monastery up to the top of the Mount, and were in number fourteen thousand; at present some of them are broken; those that remain, are well made, and capable to go up or down. One may judge of the height of St. Catherine's Mount, by this, which certainly is not so high by a third, and yet hath fourteen thousand Steps up to it. Upon the way as we came down, we found two fair Stone Porticos, by which we passed, and where (the Greeks say) that they who performed the Pilgrimage, paid heretofore a certain small due. After that, we came to the great Monastery at the bottom, which is well built of good Free-stone, with very high smooth Walls; on the East-side there is a Window,
by which those that were within drew up the Pilgrims into the Monastery, with a Basket which they let down by a Rope that runs in a Pulley, to be seen above at the Window, and the Pilgrims went into it one after another, and so were hoisted up, by the same place they also let down Victuals to the Arabs with a Rope. We entered not into that Monastery, because it was shut. To understand the reason of this, you must know the History of this Monastery.

C H A P. XXIX.

Of the Monastery of St. Catherine.

For these thousand years, the Greeks have been in Possession of this Monastery, which was given them by a Greek Emperor, called Justinian; and they afterwards living there, on a certain day, Mahomet, who (as the Greeks say) was their Camel Driver, weary after the toil of bringing in Provisions upon the Camels, fell a sleep before the Gate of the Monastery; while he was a sleep, there came an Eagle and hovered for a long time over his Head, which the Porter of the Monastery observing, ran in great amazement to acquaint the Abbot with it, who immediately coming, saw the same thing, and reflecting thereupon, as soon as Mahomet awoke, asked him, whether or not, if being a Great and Mighty Lord, he would be kind to them? Mahomet made answer, that he neither was, nor ever like to be such; but the other still insisting upon that, Mahomet told him, that he ought not at all to doubt of it, but that if it were in his power, he would do them all the good he could, because he had his livelihood from them; the Abbot would needs have that Promis from him in writing, but Mahomet affirming that he could not write, the Abbot sent for an Ink-bomb, and Mahomet having wet his Hand in the Ink, wrote it upon a leaf of clean Paper, and made thereon the impression of his Hand, which gave them as a confirmation of what he said. Having sometime after attained to that Grandeur which was prophesied to him by the Eagle, he called to mind his Promise, and preferred to them their Monastery, with all the Land belonging to it, but upon condition, that they should give Victuals to all the Arabs of the neighbourhood. And for that reason, when there are any Monks in the Monastery, they are obliged to give Half a Peck of Corn to every Arab that comes, and these Arabs grind it in a little Mill that they carry always about with them, who come sometimes to the number of an hundred and fifty, two hundred, nay, four hundred in a day, and must all be served; so that it amounts sometimes to many Quarters of Corn, and to some they give three or four Pudfures a year, more or less, according as they deserve it. Now about two years before I was there, Provisions coming to the Monastery, the Arabs robbed them; which made the Greeks for sake the Convent, the Gate whereof is walled up, and the Walls so high, that they cannot be scaled, and without Cannon, that place cannot be taken, if there were any within to defend it: But now for two years there has no body lived in it, because they would punish the Arabs by depriving them of the sustenance which they daily had of them, till they can bring them to reason; and therefore it was that we found so many Monks in that Monastery of Tor, whither they were almost all retired, for there are not so many there, when the Convent of Mount Sinai is open. These Monks had many Rents in Candy, which they lost by the Invasion of the Turks. They have a Bishop, who is called the Bishop of Mount Sinai, on whom depend all these Convents and Chapels, even the Convent of Tor too; and this Bishop depends not on the Patriarch, he was at that time at Cairo. We were fain to rest satisfied then, with what we saw of that Monastery from the top of the Mount.
**C H A P. XXX.**

Of Mount Horeb, and of the Place where the Golden Calf was molen, &c.

After we had walked round that Monastery, we returned, and saw at some small distance, Mount Horeb, on which Moses led his Flocks, when he saw the Burning Bush. And near to that, are the Mountains upon which Moses prayed for the People, all little ones. There is a fair Garden adjoining to the Monastery, and within the Walls of it, a lovely Chappel, dedicated to the Holy Virgin. Upon our return from the Monastery of the Forty Martyrs, about half a quartier of a league from the said Garden, we saw the Stone, or rather Place where the Golden Calf was molen; it is in the very Rock, where one may see a great Head of a Calf cut to the life, and within that place it was (as the Greeks say) that the Riches and Ornaments of the Israelites were cast, of which they made the Head of the Golden Calf that they worshipped while Moses was with God upon the Mountain: But it is more probable that the Greeks have in that place cut the Head of the Calf in the Rock, to shew the place where it was Cali, or where it was placed upon a Pillar. Something near to that, there is a high and great Stone, with some Inscription upon it, but so defaced, that none of it can be read. The Greeks say that this Stone was to mark the place where Jeremias hid the Vessels of Gold and Silver, and other costly Furniture of the Temple of Solomon, when the Israelites were carried away Captives to Babylon, and that it is not known how it hath been brought thither, but that there is a very ancient Author that speaks of it, as being on Mount Sinai. Father Kercher explains it in his Prodromus Capitum, where he forges an Explanation of these Characters, which are unknown to all Men besides himself, as if they were Hieroglyphicks, whereof without doubt he hath had the meaning by Revelation. I relate all these things according to the Tradition of the People of the Country, which not being authorized by Texts of Scripture, nor ancient History, I leave it to the Reader to believe or not believe, as he thinks fit.

Having seen what was to be seen, we returned to the Monastery of the Forty Martyrs, very weary after so much mounting and descending. Our luck was good that no Wind blew when we went up these Mountains, for whether hot or cold, it would have killed us.

**C H A P. XXXI.**

Of our Return to Suez.

We had so bad entertainment on Mount Sinai, that we thought of nothing but of returning as soon as we could to Suez, where we hoped to refresh ourselves; and therefore Monday the Fourth of February, having made a Present of some Money to the Monk who lives in the Monastery of the Forty Martyrs, we set out at eight of the clock in the morning, to go see what still remained to be seen, being unwilling, notwithstanding all our fatigue, to leave anything unseen; we went first to the Church of the Twelve Apostles;
and then having travelled about an hour, and one half of it up hill, we went
down into a very low place, where there is a little Habitation, with several
Gardens full of Fruit-trees, and a large Spring of excellent Water. There
there is a little Church dedicated to St. Cofme and St. Duwinon. Having ascen-
ded a little, we went down by the very place where the Earth opened and
swallowed up Corah, Dathan and Abiram, because they had mutinied against
Mose.

About eleven of the clock, we came to a place where our Camels stay’d for
us, and having dined, and given some Piastrs to the Monk who had shew’d
us every thing, for his pains, we set out about noon, and followed the same
way we came till four of the clock in the afternoon, that we left it and
struck off to the right, leaving the Red-Sea at a pretty good distance from
us on our left hand. We travelled in good way, being the freights, plea-
santest and shortest Road from Mount Sinaj to Suex: But as we went, we
took the way by Tar, partly to see it, and partly to take a Monk to guide
us in our visitations. About half an hour after five, we rest’d in a great
Plain.

Next morning, Tuesday the Fifth of February, we set out at four of the
clock, keeping till in good way, and rest’d about ten of the clock in a place
where there was Water. We went from thence about eleven, and came to
rest again about half an hour after five in the evening.

Next day, Wednesday the Sixth of February, we parted at five a clock in
the morning, and about eight, some two or three hundred paces wide of the Road,
we found a Well of good water, where we provided ourselves. About half an
hour after one of the clock we rest’d, and at two went forwards again, till
six at night, when we took up our rest.

Next day, Thursday the Seventh of February, we parted about five of the
clock in the morning, about six we entered again into the way by which we came,
and found a Caravan of about two hundred Camels belonging to Arabs,
loaded with Coal, and going to Cairo: When they have gathered their Guns,
they carry them in this manner in Caravans to the City. We rest’d at Carondeil
about ten a clock in the morning, and setting out again at eleven, travelled till
seven at night, where we rest’d in a little Wood. From whence we departed
next day, Friday the Eighth of February, about four of the clock in the morn-
ing, and rest’d at eleven. From thence we set forward at noon, and came to
rest at six of the clock at night, at the place which we had made our first Stage,
when we came from Suex.

The same evening at seven of the clock we parted, and arrived at Suex on
Friday the Eighth of February, at eleven of the clock at night, but lay with-
out near the Gate until day, that it was opened, suffering a great deal of cold,
for we had no wood to make fire.

All the way back from Mount Sinaj to Suex, was very good and even, and we
were very merry upon the Road, for I took great pleasure to hear the Arabs
tell the several passages of their Life, putting them now and then in the humour
by questions I put to them.

Here I shall relate what I learn’d from them.
Of the Arabs.

The Arabs are of the Race of Ishmael, and of his Twelve Sons, who were the Patriarchs of the Tribes of the Arabs, as the Twelve Sons of Jacob, were Heads of the twelve Tribes of Israel. These Arabs are divided into those who live in Towns, and those who inhabit the Deserts; these last are the Arabs whom the Ancients called Semites, and are now adays called Bedouins, of whom particularly I intend to treat. One good quality they have, that they willingly rob Caravans when they can, and do no other hurt, but strip Travellers stark naked, unless they make resistance; but when they catch any Turks, they give them not so good quarter, especially if any of their Countrymen have been lately treated severely in the Towns. These People who are very numerous, live in the Deserts, where (though they lead a most wretched life) yet they think themselves most happy. Their Clothing is a long blew Shirt, sewed up on both sides from top to bottom, and with a great piece of white Serge, they wrap themselves about the Body, under the Arm-pits, and over the Shoulders, giving it several turns about them; some of them also have Drawers, and a kind of Farred Veil, or else a great many Sheep-Skins sewed together, putting the rough side towards their Shirts to keep them warm, and turning it the contrary way again, when they would be cooler: Several wear also a kind of Palamouch, which are almost like our Shoes. Their Wives are also miserably ill Cloathed, all cover their Faces with a Linnen-cloth with holes in it for their Eyes, and wear great Kings of Lattin in their Ears. Most of these People have flocks of Camels, Sheep, and Goats, which they feed here and there, according as they find Grazes; and where they find Pasture, they pitch their ugly Tents made of Goats-hair, in which their Wives and Children live; but when that is eaten up, they pack up Bag and Baggage, and loading their Camels with all they have, Hoofe, Goods, Wives and Children, go in search of Pasture somewhere else. They live on Camels or Goats Milk, and on the flesh of Camels, with water for their Drink; they also eat Cakes or Buns, among others they have the Maffremas, which is a great regale to them; and indeed, they eat but seldom of that, I have seen them many times make it on our Journey to Mount Sinai, where they had it daily, Morning and Evening at my coll, for I grudged them nothing. They mingle Flower with Water in a Wooden-Bowl, which they carry always with them, and knead it well into a Paste, then they spread it upon the Sand, making it round, very thin, and a Foot and a half in Diameter, after that they lay it upon the Sand where the Fire was made, covering it up with hot Embers, and live Coals over them, and when it is baked on one side, they turn it upon the other: When it is well baked, they break it into small pieces, and with a little Water knead it again of new, adding thereto Butter, and sometimes also Honey; they make it into a thick Paste, and then break it into great pieces, which they work and press between their Fingers, and so feed on them with delight; and they look like those Goblets of Paffe that are given to Geese to fatten them. Their Deserts are divided into Tribes, and the Tribes into Families, which poffefs different Quarters. Each Tribe hath a Scheik, or Captain, and every Family hath its Scheik, or Captain. The Scheik, or Captain commands all the other Scheiks, and these Scheiks administer Justice to the Arabs, having power over them of Life and Death, and are punctually obeyed in what they Command, for they can Fine those in Money who are refractory; the Offices of Scheiks are Hereditary, depending from Father to Son; and when the Scheik of a Family dies without Children, all the Family assemble together, and having set forth the praises of that whom they think worthy of the Charge, they chuse the most vertuous, and entreat
entreat the Scheik el Kebir to approve of their Election. It is the same thing in the Election of the Scheik el Kebir, only it is made in an Assembly of the whole Tribe. The Baasha commonly gives some pay to the Scheik el Kebir of the Tribes that are scattered in their Governments, being very unwilling to have any quartel with them; and the Caravans also allow him a sum of Money yearly, that they may safely pass without Malestation; to the other Scheiks they give Provisions, Money, Veasts, and Cloth for Shirts, in certain proportions, and these blades think themselves in their Tents happier than Kings. Some Amurath heretofore would have confined them to live in Towns exempted from all Payments; but they would not hear of it. They keep constantly Spies abroad on all hands, to know if there be any Fights in hand against them, and to be always ready to defend themselves, or flee farther off; and certainly there is no great hurt to be done unto them in those Defarts, for seeing there are no Highways in them, an Enemy would soon lose themselves. Besides that, they must can't with them Provisions for all the time they must be there, for nothing is to be found in those places, nor, they would soon die of thirst too; for though there be several Wells on all hands, yet none but the Arabs know where they are. The Arms of the Arabs are Lances, or Halfoikes, Swords or Shables, and long Daggers; Fire-arms they have none, but are much afraid of them, and it is prohibited to sell them any, though indeed, they know not at all how to use them. For I know a French Merchant, who one time meeting with Arabs, they stript him stark naked, and before they left him, made him shoot off his Fire-lock and Pistols, which they suffered him to keep. They have also Bucklers, made of the Skin of a Felid, called the Sea-man. They have pretty Horaces, that are small, but indefatigable, and run so fast that they seem to file, where they alight, they leave them without making them fast to any thing, and these Horaces live not from the place where they have been left. And indeed, when they find them for their purpose, they are careful to feed them with Camels' Milk, Butter, Camels' flesh dried in the Sun, and Wheat, all which things make them very strong. Those who have any competent Estates, keep a Camel to save their Life in time of danger. They feed them from a Calf with Camels' Milk, Butter, Camels' flesh dried in the Sun, and Wheat, and give him nothing else to eat, which makes them very strong and swift, as well as their Horaces. The Arabs of different Tribes are many times in Wars one with another, and the Scheik el Kebir marches at the head of them. When one of them kills another in time of peace, if the Friends apprehend the Malefactor, they carry him before the Scheik el Kebir, who condemns him to death, or to pay so much to the Relations of the deceased, according as they desire; but commonly those of the same Family, revenge the death of their Relation, and they are so obdurate in their revenge, that they'll keep it an Hundred Years; the Mother ever now and then, when the Children the Bloody Shirt of their Father. When any one of them dies, he is buried in the same place where he Expired, and some Stones put upon his Grave.

They told me a great many things more of their Customs, as among others, If an Arab marry a Maid, he kills a Camel or two, according as he is able to make a Feast, and gives so much to the Maid: If at any time after, a near Relation of the Maid(s) (who was absent when the Wedding was made) happen to come, and be displeased with the Marriage, he pays back the Husband what Money he gave to his Kinswoman, the Camel which he killed, and breaks the Marriage, though the Maid be domiciled. Though these People be Misbelievers, yet they make no other Prayers, than now and then to say Bismillah, that is to say, in the Name of God.

To conclude, they have a wonderful flight in stealing, and one of the Scheiks who went with me to Mount Sinai, told me, that if he pleased, he could in the Night-time, kill the Bey of Suez, in his Bed, in sight of all his Guards, and though all his Doors were shut. And a little before I came to Cairo, three Arabs contend together, which of them was the nimblest Rogue, one brag'd that he could steal all that was in the Kitchin of the Baasha; the other thinking that to be but a small matter, said that he would steal the Baasha's Signet, or Seal; and the third offered to do more than they both, saying, he would kill
kill the Bashaw in his Bed. The first made a shift to slip into the Kikain, and in the Night-time carried all away, not leaving to much as a Skillet; the second thronging in among those, who one day entered into the place where the Bashaw was Sealing, got pretty near to him, and the Bashaw having sealed something, and offering the Seal to some body to hold, this Knave stretched out his Hand, and having received it, shortly after disappeared: The third went so far that he slid into the Bashaw’s Apartment, and entering into his Chamber in the Night-time, came to his Bed-side, where having drawn his Cangiar, his hand was up to have stabbed him, when a little Boy, who was in the Bed, and saw the glittering light of the Cangiar, cried out so loud, that the Bashaw starting up, avoided the blow: Immediately Servants came in, and seiz’d the Villain, who was next day Empaled for it.

CHAP. XXXIII.

Of Suez and the Red-Sea.

Being come back to Suez, we went and thanked the Bey for his Kindness, and seeing there was no Caravan ready to set out, we had time enough to consider Suez, and the Red-Sea. This Sea which many think is so called because its Water is Red, others more rationally because the Sand of it is Red, is no Redder than any other Sea, neither in its Water nor Sand; only I observed as I went to Mount Sinai, some Mountains all over Red upon the sides of it, but I believe, the reason why it is called Red, is: That the Translators of the Greek into Latin, having in the Greek found the Erythraean Sea, have taken that word in Greek for Red, not considering that it is the Name of an ancient King called Erythreus, who hath given his Name to that Sea, which Name Erythreus reaches a good way beyond the Gulf of Arabia, comprehending all the Sea that is between the Eastern Coast of Africa, and the Indies. See Arrian’s Navigation of the Erythraean Sea. This Sea in the holy Scripture is called Tan Sans, that is to say, the Sea of Ruffles, because the Banks of it are full of Ruffles. And the Arabes call it Bahr el Calzem, as if one should say the Sea of Clyisma, because of the Town named Clyisma, which was heretofore built at the most Northern point of that Sea, which is a Gulf of the Ocean, growing narrower and narrower the more Northward it runs; and during the space of five days that I kept along the Coast of it in going to Mount Sinai, I could not observe it to be any where above eight or nine Miles over. This Sea ebbs and flows like the Ocean. Two Galleys that belong to Holy Boy, Trade on it; and many Ships also, which for the most part belong to Boys of Egypt, but every Year some of them are lost; because being narrow and full of Rocks, the Ships want Sea-room. It was a Sea of great Trade, before the discovery of the way to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope, by which the Portuguese, English, Dutch, and others, sail now to the Indies, and bring us the Drugs, Spices, Precious Stones, Pearls, and many other Commodities, which for the most part came formerly only by Aleppo, or by the Red-Sea, and were unloaded at the Port of Caffir, from whence they were carried to the Town of Chana, Caffir lying upon the Nile, and from thence conveyed down the River to Cairo, and so to Alexandria. Strabo observed this way and passage, when he writes that Copas, a Town of the Thebais (the Ruines whereof are still to be seen between Caffir and Chana) was a place of Traffick common to the Arabes and Indians. There are very good Oysterers taken in this Sea, as small as those of England; and many other good Shell-fish, besides several extraordinary Fish, and among others that which they call the Sea-marine (mentioned before) and the Chagrin, a fish which is a Fish shaped like a Sea-dog, and about seven or eight Foot long, at least that which was sent me from Cairo is so. Upon the side, and at the begin-
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Beginning of this Sea (famous for the passage of the Israelites) stands Suez, which some will have to be the Ancient Arsinot, so called from Arsinot the Sitter of Ptolomy Philadelphus, who built that Town, and called it by the name of his Sitter; it is a little Town, containing about Two hundred Houses. It hath a pretty Harbour, but so shallow Water, that Ships cannot put into it, and the Galleys themselves must be half unloaded before they enter into it; nevertheless, Ships and all ride safe enough in the Road. These Galleys are very little, they carry no great Guns, but only a Pera to salute the Ports where they arrive. Close by the Harbour there is a Baraque, railed in with great wooden Paliladoes, where are nine Culverins, every one longer than another, of which the biggest is of a prodigious length, and I take it to be much longer, and of a far wider bore, than the two which are at Malta upon the Baraque, and in the Castle St. Ermo; they are of the Turkish make, and nothing of Workmanship about them. There are also thirteen pieces of very great Cannon there, and upon one of them a Flower-de-Luce; however it is easily discernable, that it hath been made in Turkeis, perhaps by some Renegado Frenchman, for it is altogether Turckish, without any Workmanship, as all the rest are. These Guns are not mounted, and were sent thither from Constantinople by Sultan Amour, on a design he had of attempting an Expedition into the Indies, with a Fleet fitted out on that Sea. Close by the Gate of Suez there is an Eminence, where heretofore stood a Castle built by the Franks, and upon the same Eminence there is still a great Gun. The Slaves told us, that the People of the Country believe, there is some Treasure near that place guarded by Hobgeblins; for my part, that Night we arrived from Mount Sinai, I lay at the foot of that Eminence, and the Sprights did not at all disturb my repose. There is in this Town still a Greek Church, but in bad order. There are some pretty well built Houses in Suez, and an indifferent good Market-place. To conclude, this Town is very Populous, when any Ship arrives, or when the Galleys are in the Harbour, but at other times it is very Desolate; and indeed, there is not so much as any good Fresh Water within two Leagues round it.

CHAP. XXXIV.

My Return from Suez to Caire.

After I had seen Suez at leisure enough, I prepared to be gone with a Caravan of Two hundred Camels, which the Emir-Adje had provided to carry from Suez to Caire, the Coffee that was brought in the Galleys, and twelve Ships which were in the Road; there was in all Thirty thousand Load, each Load weighing three or four hundred weight, and every Camel carried two of these Loads. I hired a Camel for my self, there being no Mules to be got, and we parted from Suez, Thursday the fourteenth of February, about eight a Clock in the Morning; the Caravan was attended by a guard of Arabs from sundry places. We left several thousands of Camels in Suez, and met abroad several great Troops belonging to Arabs and others, who came to let their Camels for Transporting of the Coffee. I soon found the difference betwixt the Camels of the Arabs, and those of the Town, for being accustomed to Ride upon the Camels of the Arabs, I could not make use of this which I had hired to carry me to Caire, one half days Journey; so that I hired a little Ass from a man of the Caravan, and rode upon it to Caire. The truth is, the Camels of the Arabs go a great deal more easily than the others do. At Noon we palt by a Cafile called Algernard, which we saw not as we came, because we palt it in the Night-time, only three persons live there who drink Salt-water. We rested at Two a Clock, and put on again at Six,
Six, travelling till three a clock in the morning of Friday the fifteenth of February, when we reft; we parted again at noon, and travelling till three a clock after, we reft; then we set forwards again at seven a clock at night, and kept travelling till next day Saturday the sixteenth of February, that about eight a Clock we arrived at Caire.

This Caravan from Caire to Suez, and from Suez to Caire, travels commonly very fast, because it cannot spend much time by the way, for otherwise they would fall short of provisions, having none but what they carry with them, both for Men and Camels, and therefore they never stay above two or three days at Suez, and if they stayed longer, they would starve that Town, where there is nothing but what is brought in from the Country about, when the Galleys or some Ships arrive; and indeed, these Camel drivers are always so weary and spent, that they can hardly stir, they have not so much as time to sleep, and now and then they run before the Caravan and tumbling down upon the ground, fall presently asleep, taking there a short nap till the Caravan be past, when some take care to awaken them. In this Journey from Suez to Caire, for a days time and more we had so hot a Wind, that we were forced to turn our backs to it, to take a little dangerous breath, and so soon as we opened our mouths, they were full of Sand; our hot Wind. Water was so extremely heated with it, that it seemed to be just taken off of the Fire: and many poor People of the Caravan, came and begged of us a cup of water for Gods sake; for our parts we could not drink it, it was so hot. The Camels were so infected with this Wind, that they could not so much as feed; but it lasted not above six hours in its force; and if it had continued longer, one half of the Caravan would have perished. It was such a kind of wind that the year before so infected the Caravan of Mocha, that two thousand men died of it in one Night. This Journey I alledge by that observed that when the feet of the Camels were cut and galled, the Camel drivers took the Bones of dead Camels, of which all the way from Caire to Suez, is so full, that following only the track where these Bones lay, one may go the right way to Suez. They took these Bones (I say) and with the marrow they found in them, anointed the fore place of the Camel. Such as would travel to Mount Sinai, ought to make provision at Caire of all that they may need in need of; and not trust to Suez or Tor, for a Camel will carry all. I am sure for want of that counsel, we suffered much, and when we came back to Caire, were all troubled with a Rheum that fell down upon our Lungs like to have choked us, by reason of the cold icy waters that we were forced to drink upon that Mountain; nay our Moor Servant had almost lost his Life by it.

CHAP. XXXV.

The Journey from Caire to Gaza.

Being recovered from my Journey to Mount Sinai, I resolved to travel from Caire to Jerusalem, and seeing that which most recommends these places Gaza, to us, is the Birth, Life and Death of our Lord Jesus Christ, I stayed till Lent, that I might be there at the time when the Church celebrates the memory of his dolorous Passion. There is a Caravan that yearly in Lent goes from Caire to Jerusalem; and when the Master of the present years Caravan, (who was a Chrifian of the Country) I made a bargain for eighteen Piafures each Coune, and all Caffaires paid to Jerusalem. These Couses, are Humpiers like Griddles carried upon Camels backs one on each side, but they have a back, head and sides, like the great Chairs that sick people sit in, a Man rides in each of these Couses, and over them they lay a covering, which
which keeps them both from the Rain and Sun, leaving as it were a Window before and behind upon the Camels back. We wanted four Courses, for we were four in company, to wit, a Capucin, a Provencial, my self and my Servant, but the Capucin payed only sixteen Piaffres; the Religious not paying so much as the Seculars. We had Biskets made for us, French Bread, Wine in Flasks, Rice, Lentils, and other Lent-Provisions; carrying with us a Tent, a Pot or Skillet, and in short, all that was necessary, not forgetting Candles, Candlesticks and Leather-Buckets, to draw Water with. All this we had carried upon a Camel over and above the Bargain.

Being thus provided, we parted from Caire Saturday the three and twentieth of March, at one a Clock after noon, every one mounted on his Ass, and by four a Clock came to Ebanque, which is a little Town where the Caravans of Jerusalem make their first Stage. There we lay, and next day came the whole Caravan, consisting of six Score Camels, with several Horses, Mules and Asses.

We parted from Ebanque Monday morning the twenty fifth of March, and rested without the Town till Noon; at which time we set out on our journey, and at eight a Clock at night came to ly at Bulbeys; we had a tryal then of these Panniers, and for my part I was much at my ease, for I had under me a good thick Quilt and a Pillow, and lay at full Length, turning my feet sometimes towards the neck and sometimes towards the Tail of the Camel, though the Camel-drivers kept a heavy Clatter, crying that I spoild their Camel, for they would have had me sit after the Turkish manner, as all the rest did.

Next day Tuesday the twenty sixth of March, we parted from Bulbeys at one a Clock after Noon, and came to lodge at Coree, where we arrived at eight in the Evening, and we parted from thence next day.

Wednesday the twenty seventh of March at Noon, and at eight a Clock in the Evening we came to Salabie; there are very pleasant Woods of Tamarisks about all these places; but though all of them were good Towns and Villages, yet we lay abroad in Tents, making a little Camp, and in the Night-time Guards with Muskets were placed on all the Avenues of the Caravan, who suffered none to come in or go out; they are payed for that, and it is a very good course to prevent being Robbed.

Next day Thursday the twenty eighth of March at Noon we parted from Salabia: and about ten a Clock at night crossed over a fair Bridge, under which runs the Water of the Mediterranean Sea, that remains on land, when that Sea makes any Inundation; (so we were told) but it is probable it may be the Sirbonson Lake. We travelled on till five a Clock in the morning next day, when we encamped in a place called Elber Develar, because of a dirty Well of salt Water that is near to it, for Bir in Arabick signifies a Well; the Beasts are watered there, but such as have not provided themselves of fresh Water, know what it is to want it at that place.

We parted from thence the same day, Friday the twenty ninth of March about Noon, and betwixt three and four of the Clock we found upon the Road a Well called Bir like the former, but continued traveling till nine a Clock at night, when we arrived at Caisie, where we rested the next day, being Saturday the thirtieth of March, because of the Fries, who do not travel on Saturday, and there being a good many of them in the Caravan, they had credit enough with the Master of the Caravan to obtain this. Caisie is a Village where there is indeed a well of water, that is not indeed fair, but still unpleasant for drinking, as being very sweetish; but two miles from Caisie there is a well of Water, which is good after that it hath stood a little: at Caisie we ate fresh Flish half as long as ones Arm, as broad and thick as Carpes, and of as good a relish; they did not cost us a Maidin or five Farthing a piece.

Saturday after noon the Cachet of Caisie perfled our Camels to fetch wood from the Sea-side, which is but a little way off, and they did not come back till the next day, Sunday at one a clock in the Morning; which hindered us from Parting from Caisie till the day after. The Cachet of Caisie sent for me, to give me some Books; he had got a great many Latin and French
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French Books of Phylick and Chirurgery, that had belonged to a Dutch Chirurgeon, who died there some Months before, as he was coming from Caire with the Caravan, which the Cachef signified by Letter to the French Consul at Caire; he told me that he had a Chest full of them: he shewed me also holy Sepulchres, and other such Rellicks of the Fame Dutch-mans, and gave me some of them; having afterward treated me with Coffee, he asked me wherein he could serve me; I thanked him heartily for his civility, and being returned to my Tent, made up a Box of Raisins, Almonds, and such other Fruits, (which are there a great Treat) and present it to him.

We parted from Caire Monday the first of April at nine a clock in the Morning, and four Turks armed with Maskets and Shables, waited on us as a guard to Riche, because we were afraid to be set upon by the Arabs. About two a clock we found a shallow and narrow but very long Pit full of very white Salt, and they assured us that that Salt was made only by the Rain-water, the land of that place having such vertue, as being without any Salt, and the like is to be seen in Alexandria. We came to Birlab Birlab, about ten a Clock at night, which is a Desert without any Habitation, but hath three wells of Salt-water.

We set out from thence next day Tuesday the second of April, about ten a Clock in the morning, and about noon came to a well of good fresh water lately made by a Sangle of Egypt, for all Travellers: About fix a clock at night we arrived at a place called Bir Acaz, which is also in the Desert, having neither habitation nor water to water Beasts; and all these ways are full of Quick Sands.

We lay there, and parted on Wednesday the third of April, about fix a clock in the Morning, and about one of the clock at noon we found a Well called Sibil el bar Acaz, newly made by an Acaz, who passed that way a little before on his Journey to Constantinople. (Sibil signifies a place where all may have water for God's sake.) This Well is covered with a Dome, supported by four walls of free-stone, built square; the entry into it is by two Doors over against one another, but one must first ascend four or five steps. The Coffin is covered all over with free-stone, except in two round places, big enough to let a Bucket down, by which the water is drawn that rises pretty high, half a fathom of Rope being sufficient to reach it. This Acaz left a fond to maintain some Arabs, who daily bring thither to many Camels laden with fresh Water, which they take at a place near the Sea. Having there made a provision of Water, we entered again into the Quick Sands, which lasted as far as Riche, where we arrived about four in the Afternoon. A quarter of an hour before we got there, we were overtaken by a Storm, which lasted above thirty hours. Riche is a Village not far distant from the Sea, to hath a Cattle well built of little Rock-Stones, as all the Houses are; and the Cachef of it, as well as he of Zaka, depends on the Cachef of Caire. They have so many lovely ancient Marble-Pillars at Riche, that their Coffee-Houses and wells are made of them, and so are their Burying-places full.

We parted from Riche, Thursday the fourth of April, about one a clock at noon, having eight Turks with us, who guarded us to Caimonites, for fear of the Arabi. An hour after we parted from Riche we found a Sibil of Salt Water. We still travelled on through Quick Sands, though it blew very hard, Rain'd, Thundered and Lightened, and about midnight came to Zaka which is in the Desert, without any Habitation, but has only three Wells of bad Water, and yet the Corfairs come often there to take in fresh Water.

Friday the fifth of April the Wind after a great deal of Rain calming, we parted from Zaka about nine a Clock in the Morning, and travelled in good way; a little after twelve of the Clock we found three fair Marble-Pillars, two standing, and one lying along upon the ground, and a little after a large Well of good Water, where there are Sahis, there we began to fee a very pleasant Countrie, and some Corn-Land: Sometime after we found a Sibil of bitter Water, which is close by Caimonites, where we arrived about three in the Afternoon; they have so many Marble-Pillars there also, that their Coffee-Houses stand all upon such. Therefore we began to fee

abundance
abundance of Trees, and a great deal of good Meadow ground; and indeed, both the Cattel and Inhabitants of that Place, from the biggest to the least are extremely fat. There is a very fair Cattle there, with a large open place in it. The Turks lodge in the Cattle, where there is a Sule of very good Water, and the Mans and Feli live in the Houses without. This Cattle is commanded by a Musteferace, who has but a small number of Soldiers with him in it; he depends immediately on Cairo, from whence he has his pay, and his Soldiers are payed by the Cachet of Cairo; Canunore is in Egypt, which here ends.

We parted from Camonore on Saturday the sixth of April, before five in the Mornings, guarded by seven or eight Turks of the Place; who went with us to Gaza, for fear of the Arabi. About six a clock we found a Sibil of bitter Water, and about seven another better; a little after, we discovered the Town of Gaza: half an hour after eight we found a Bridge, under which runs the water of the Meadows, which are very spacious, and at the end of that Bridge there is a well of good Water; the Country abounds in fair Cattle; and all sorts of Fruit, Trees; about an hour after we found two Sibils not far distant from one another, and about half an hour after ten, we arrived at Gaza, where we Encamped near the Cattle, in a little Burying-place walled about.

CHAP. XXXVI.

Of the Cities of Gaza and Rama, and our arrival at Jerusalem.

Gaza.

The City of Gaza is about two miles from the Sea, and was anciently very Illustrious, as may be seen by its Ruines, for you have Marble-Pillars every where, and I have seen Burying-places there, where the Tombs were wholly made of Marble; among others, there is one enclosed with a wall, which belongs to some particular Turkish Family, and is full of lovely Sepulchres, made of large pieces of excellent Marble, which are the remains and evidences of the ancient splendour of that Town: It was one of the five Lordships of the Philistines, to which Samson did so much hurt, nay, and one day carried away upon his Shoulders the Gates of this City, and left them upon a little hill at a miles distance. The Cattle is near the Town, and is round, with a Tower at each corner, four in all; it is kept in good order, and has but a small circumference, but two Iron-Gates. Hard by this Cattle is the Seraglio of the Bahia's Wives, and joining to it above, some pieces of old wall, of a matter so compact that it cannot be broken with a Hammer; it is the ruins of the Cattle of the Romans. The Town is but very little, it hath a Bezthein in very good order, and a pretty large Greek Church, whereof the arched Roof in the middle is supported by two great Pillars of Marble, with their Corinthes of the Corinthian order; they say, that our Lady was three days there, when she fled into Egypt. The Armenians have a Church there also. Near to the Cattle of Gaza behind the Burying-place, (where we Encamped) is the place where the Palace of the Philistines stood, which Samson pulled down, Smothering himself and all that were within it; it is now no more but a heap of Earth. Without the Town there are several goodly Mosques, all faced with Marble on the outside, and I believe they were places that belonged all to the ancient City. From Cairo till we came thither we found no Wine, but there we had some pretty good, wherewith we provided ourselves, and might have had pretty good Brandy too, if we had had occasion. We stayed at Gaza all Sunday the
the seventh of April, waiting for the Jews, who had hopp'd to celebrate their Sabbath at Cannaones.

On Monday morning when we thought of parting, the Basha put a stop to it, who having had intelligence that the master of the Caravan carried money for some Jews in Jerusalem, (who were his Debtors) would needs pay himself with it.

The matter being taken up, we parted from Gaza Tuesday the ninth of April, at six a Clock in the Morning, with some Turks for a Convoy; about nine a Clock we passed over a very high and broad Bridge, but of one single Arch, which has at the higher end a Sibill joining to it, and another a little beyond it; about half an hour after ten we found another Sibill, and about eleven, two high-ways, of which leaving to the left hand the one that at a hundred paces distance passes through a Village called Megdel, we took the right hand way, at the entry into which we found a Sibill, and at noon another, besides these, there are a great many Birques upon the Road. At three a Clock in the Afternoon we arrived at Elhanjeel, travelling all the way from Gaza thither in a lovely plain full of Corn, Trees and Flowers, which yielded a rare good smell. This Plain is all adorned with Tulips and Emonies, when the season is, but then it was past; and these Flowers would be reckoned beautiful in France. Elhanjeel is a pitiful Village, where there is a Han for Caravans, built of small Iron-stone, and the doors faced with Iron, but we went not into it, because we would make no stay, desiring to make up our Monday's journey, which we lost at Gaza, and therefore we encamped upon a little height about two hundred paces beyond the Village, from whence we parted the same day, Tuesday the ninth of April, at nine a clock at night, and at one a clock in the morning passed the Village called Yehma, at the end of which we crossed over a Bridge that is very broad; about half an hour after three we found a lovely large well, and a Sibill close by it, as a little farther another.

Wednesday, the tenth of April, about four of the clock in the morning, we arrived at Rams, called in Arabick Ramla; we went not into it, because we had no mind to lye there, but encamped in a Plain over against the Town, and then went to the Town to see the French Merchants that live there. Rams is a Town depending on the Basha of Gaza, and therein is the House of Nicomedes, where some French Merchants and their Chaplain live. In the same House, there is a pretty Church, and this is the House where the Franks who are on Pilgrimage lodge, when they pass through Rams: The Door of that House is not three foot high, and so are all the Doors in the Town, to hinder the Arabs from entering into their Houses on Horse-back. The Church of the Forty Martyrs is also in this Town, and hath a very high square Steeple, which in times past was as high again. Heretofore there was a stately large Convent there, of which the Cloisters feems still to be very entire, by what we could observe in passing by the Gate, for we were told that Christians were not permitted to enter it. There is another Church there also, dedicated to the Honour of St. George.

We parted from Rams on Thursday, the eleventh of April, at six of the clock in the morning, and a little after came to a flonky way, which grew worse and worse all along till we came to our Lodging. About nine of the clock, we saw to the right hand the Village of the Good Thief, called in Arabick Bethlakij; after that we paid the Caffaire, and took a Guard as far as Jerusalem; before we came to that Village, we found two Ways, of which which is the good Way is on the right hand, and passes through the Village; and the other is on the left hand, which we took, to avoid a Caffaire, but it led us among Hills in very bad Way, and at length we encamped amidst the Mountains about half an hour after two in the afternoon, in a place close by a ruinous old Building, which heretofore was a Convent of Franciscan Friers; there are still some Arches standing, and many others under ground, wherein at present the Arabs put their Cows. Near to it, there is a Spring of very good Water issuing out of a Rock, which perhaps was formerly enclosed within the Convent.
Friday, the twelfth of April, about five of the clock in the morning, we parted from that place, and about seven were got out from among the Hills, which last about six or seven miles, and are all covered with very thick Woods, and a great many Flowers in Pasture ground. After that, we travelled in pretty good Plains, though there be many Stones in the way. About eight of the clock, we saw to the right hand a Village, called in Arabick Dżib, which was herebefore the Town of Samuel; it stands upon an Eminence, and in it there is a Mosque covered with a Dome; they say Samuel is interred there, and the Jews visit it out of Devotion. About half an hour after nine, we discovered a little on the right hand the beginning of the Holy City of Jerusalem, called by the Turks Cöndžebir, and after about a quarter of an hour travelling, we saw it plainly before us, and arrived there about ten of the clock in the morning, but we who were Franks layd at the Gates of the City till the Religious sent for us. When he had waited about an hour at the Gate, which is called Damascus-Gate, we were introduced into the City by the Trucheman of the Convent, who came with a Turk belonging to the Bafha, that visited our Eaggage; for if a Frank entered the Town of Jerusalem before the Religious had obtained a permission for him from the Bafha, he would have an Atumie put upon him. They led us to the Convent of St. Saviours, where the Monks live, and where after we had dined, we were shew'd into an Apartment to rest ourselves. This is a very commodious Convent both for the Religious and Pilgrims. About three of the clock in the afternoon, a Monk came and washed our Feet with warm water, and at four, we were conducted to the Church, where after the Compline, the Reverend Father Commissary, (for at that time there was no Guardian there) attended by all the Monks and Pilgrims that were in the Convent, making us sit down on a Couch of crimson Velvet, washed the Feet of us four, one after another, in Water full of Roses, then kissed them, as after him did all his Monks, singing in the mean time many Hymns and Anthems. When this Ceremony was over, they gave to each of us a white Wax-taper, which they told us we should carefully keep, because they carried great Indulgences with them; and then we made a Procession about the Cloisters, singing Te Deum Laudamus, to thank God for the favour he had shew'd us, in bringing us found and safe to that Holy Place: They made us perform the Stations at three Altars, to wit, at the High Altar, dedicated to the Holy Ghost, at the Altar of our Lord's Supper, and at the Altar of our Lord's appearing after his Resurrection to the Apostle St. Thomas; singing at every one of these Altars, the proper Hymns for the places.

CHAP. XXXVII.

The first visiting of the Dolorous Way, and other Holy Places.

I shall not much enlarge in describing the Holy Places, because I can say nothing of them, but what hath been already laid by so many who have visited them, especially by Monsieur Opdlog, who hath lately published a Book, wherein all the Holy Places are very well, and as fully as they can be described: I shall therefore only speak of them as a Traveller, and observe them in the order I saw them in.

The day we arrived, we stirr'd not out of the Convent, but next day after, the thirteenth of April, which was the Saturday before Palm-Sunday, we went out of the Convent about eight of the clock in the morning, with the Father who takes care of the Pilgrims, to begin our Visits of the Holy Places, and first we pass'd near to the Judgment-Gate, through which our Saviour went out.
out bearing his Cross, when he went to Mount Calvary; and it is called the Judgment-Gate, because those that were condemned to Death, went out of the City by it, to the place of Execution; at present it is within the City. Having advanced a few steps, we saw on our right hand the House of Vornado, who feeleing our Saviour coming loaded with his Cross, and his Face besmeared with Sweat and Spittle, went out of her House, and having made way through the Crowd, took a white Veil off her Head, and therewith wiped our Lord's Face, who in testimonie of his thankfulness for that charitable office, left the Image of his Holy Face stamped upon her Veil, which is shewn in St. Peter's, at Rome, four times a year: There are four Steps up to the Door of this House. Next to that, on the right hand, is the House of the Rich Glutton; then on the left, the place where our Saviour said to the Women of Jerusalem who wept, Weep not for me, but for you and your Children. A little after, is the place where Simon the Cyrenian helped our Lord to carry his Cross, when he fell down under that heavy burden. Then on the right hand is the place of the Blessed Virgin's Trance, who fainted away when she saw our Lord bearing his Cross, and so fightly used. Proceeding on our way, about an hundred paces farther, we passed under the Arch upon which Pilate set our Lord, saying, Behold the man; it is a large Arch, reaching from one side of the Street to the other: The Arch of this Arch hath two Windows that look into the Street, which are separated only by a little Marble Pillar: Under these Windows, is this Incription, Toll, Toll, Crucifixus cum. Beyond that Arch, at the end of a Street on the left hand, is the Palace of Herod, where our Lord was cloathed with a white Robe in derision, and sent back to Pilate, with whom Herod being formerly at variance, was that day reconciled. Leaving that Street on the left hand after a few steps, you come to the Palace of Pilate on the right hand, which is the Palace at present inhabited by the Bashaw: The Stairs of that Palace are to be seen at Sela Sanata, near to St. John de Latrun, being sent thither by St. Helen; they are at present called Sela Sanata, because our Lord ascended them, when he was led before Pilate, and came down again the same Stairs, to go before Herod; then being sent back by Herod, he went them up again, and afterwards defended them when he went to execution. In place of that Stair-case, there is another of eleven steps, which are now sufficient, because since that time the Street is much raised by the Ruines. Having gone up these eleven steps, you come into a Court, and turning to the Left Hand, you enter into the Bashaw's Kitchin, which is the place where Pilate washed his Hands; in that Kitchin, there is a Window that looks into the Court, or open place that is before the Temple of Solomon, from that Window we saw the Front of the said Temple, at one end of the Court; there are several Arches that make a lovely Porch before the Door of the said Temple, supported by several fair Pillars. There is a hole in that Kitchin, which serves at present to lay Coals in, and is thought to have been the Prison into which our Lord was put. Heretofore there was a Passage from this Palace to the Arch of Behold the Man, (that we mentioned before.) Coming out of the Palace, we went over to the other side of the Street, into a Chappel, called the Place of Flagellation, because the place of our Saviour was scourged there; the Turks make use of it at present for a Place of Flagellation. In that place ends (according to the way we went) or rather begins the Dolorous Way, which reaches from the House of Pilate, to Mount Calvary, about a Mile in length. Having seen these things, (to avoid the heat) we resolved to see the most distant places before the Sun were too high; and therefore went out by St. Stephen's Gate, anciently called Porta Gregis, or the Sheep Gate, without which, we saw the place where the Blessed Virgin left her Girdle fall to St. Thomas, when he saw her Body and Soul carried up to Heaven; then we went up to the Mount of Olives, in the middle whereof is the place where our Lord wept over Jerusalem, foreseeing its future Ruine: The truth is, one has a very good view of it from that place, and may at leisure there consider all the external beauties of the Temple of Solomon, as also the Church of the Presentation of our Lady, which joyns the said Temple, and is magnificently built. Here it was that the Blessed Virgin was by her Father and Mother presented to the good Widdows, who lived near to the Temple, and taught young Girls Breeding and good Manners. The Turks have converted
Travelled this Church into a Mosque, and suffer no Christian to enter into it. On the top of the Mount is the place of Afelection, which is a Chappel with eight Fronts, having a little Dome covered with Lead, and supported by eight Pillars of white Marble; in this Chappel you may still see the print of our Saviour's Left Foot on the Rock, the impression of the other was also there, but the Turks cut off part of the Rock, on which the other Foot was imprinted, and have carried it into the Temple of Solomon, where they preserve it very honourably, as they do this; they have a little Mosque in this Chappel, and they suffer Christians to come and kiss that holy Foot-step, for a few Maunds. In this place a Gentleman enamelled with the love of God, and dehorsious to follow Jesus Chris, whose Steps he had traced so far, yielded up his Soul to the Lord. A little below this place we saw the Grott, where St. Felix, a famous Courtian of Antioch died Penance; then coming down again, we passed by the place where our Lord made the Prayer, (which we call the Lord's Prayer) and a little lower to the Right, the place where he Preached the Last Judgement, for a Memorial of which, there stands a Pillar there. Afterwards we came to a Grott or Church, wherein are twelve Archs, in this place it was the Apostles made the Creed, which goes by their Name, and then to the Enring-place of the Prophets, where there are many Grotts cut out in the Rock. Next we saw two Square Sepulchres, each square cut out of the Rock in one entire piece; the one is of Absalom, the Son of David, and it is encompassed with several Pillars cut out of the natural Rock, and covered with a Pyramid: The other is the Sepulchre of Jehosaphat, who gave the name to the Valley; others say it is the Sepulchre of King Manasses. Absalom is fairly known, by the many Stones that are always there, because no Body goes near to it, whether Christian, Turk, or Moor, Man, Woman, or Child, but throws a Stone at it, as detesting the memory of that Prince, because of his Rebellion against his own Father. Then we saw the Grott where St. James the younger hid himself when our Saviour was taken, and continued there without eating or drinking, until the Resurrection. Being come out from thence, we saw the Sepulchre of the Prophet Zacharias, the Son of Barachias, who was slain betwixt the Porch and the Altar, by the command of King Joas: It is cut in a Diamond-point upon the Rock, with many Pillars about it. From thence we came to the place where the Brook Kidron runs, which is many times dry, without water, as it was then, and there we saw a Bridge hard by, of one Arch, under which that Brook passes when there is any water in it; and upon that Bridge our Saviour fell, when after his apprehension in the Garden, the Jews brought him into the City, using him barbarously, that as he went over that Bridge, they threw him down from the top to the bottom, and in the Stone the prints of his Feet and Elbows are to be seen. Having narrowly observed these Holy prints, and passed the Brook dry-shod, we came to the Valley of Jehoshaphat, which is about a League in length, but not very broad; it serves as a Ditch to the City of Jerusalem. The Jews give a Chequum a day for permission to bury their Dead there, besides what they pay for the Ground, and all, that they may be the sooner dispatched at the day of Judgment; because (as they believe) it will be held in that place. There we saw the Garden of Olives, and entering it, we came to the same place where our Lord having been killed by Judas, was taken by the Jews; it is a very little narrow place, enclosed with a pitiful Wall. Afterwards we came to the place where the three Apostles, St. Peter, St. James and St. John the Evangelist, fell asleep whilst our Saviour Prayed, which made Him say to them, "Canst thou watch one Hour with me?" Then to the Garden of Bethsanae, where our Saviour left the Eight Apostles, when He went to Pray in the Garden of Olives, taking only Three with him; to wit, St. Peter, St. James and St. John. At present the Garden of Bethsanae, makes but one with the Garden of Olives. The Grott where our Lord sweat Blood and Water, saying, "Father, if Thou be willing, remove this Cup from Me." And where the Angel came to comfort him, is Painted since the time of St. Helen, and receives light by an opening in the middle of the Vault, which is supported by four Pillars. Near to that is the Sepulchre of the Virgin Mary, which is a Church almost under Ground, of which nothing but the Front is to be seen. It stands at the entry.
entry into the Valley of Jehoshaphat, pretty near St. Stephen's Gate. In the first place, you go down by six steps into a Court or Walk, and crossing over that, descend one and fifty very large broad steps, at the top whereof on the right hand, there is a Door walled up. In the middle of this Stair-case there is a Chappel on the Right Hand, wherein are the Sepulchres of St. Jacobin and St. Ann; on the other side, to wit, to the Left Hand there is a little Chappel, where are the Sepulchres of St. Joseph (the Virgin's Husband) and St. Separ, Jacobin and St. Ann. Towards the bottom of the Stairs, there is a place on the Left Hand, adorned, but no body can tell for what; for there is nothing to be seen in it but the Floor, which is all of Mosaiical Work, and looks as if it were newly done. Joseph and St. Separ.

At the end of the steps, to the Right Hand, there is an Altar of the Armenians, and a lovely Column to the Left; behind which there is an Altar of the Abyssins. After that you come into the Church, wherein turning to the Right Hand, you see the Sepulchre of the Virgin, which is almost in the middle of the Sepulchre of the Church, in a little square Chappel, four Paces long, with two little Doors opposite to enter into it. The length of the place on which her Body was put is four Spans, the breadth four, and the height as much. It is covered with a Stone of a greyish Marble, with Veins in it, and in some places is broken. This Chappel belongs to the Latin Monks, and none but Latins can say Mass there, which is Celebrated every Saturday; behind that place there is a Chappel belonging to the Greeks. On the Right Hand of the Virgin's Sepulchre, there is a Turkish Mosque, and on the Left a Chappel of the Jacobins. This Church is very dark, receiving no light but by the Door, and a Window that is over the Altar of the Greek Chappel. There are One and twenty Lamps in this Church. Near to it is the place where the Virgin seeing St. Stephenstoned, The place where St. Stephen was stoned.

The place is called the Sheep-Pool, which is the Temple of Salomon. Then we came to the House of Salomon's Temple, the Mother of the Virgin. St. Helen built a Church over this House, and the House of St. Ann. which was served by Nuns, but the Turks have since turned it into a Mosque; and nevertheless, Christians are permitted to enter into it, for a few Mattrus, which give them to the Snaps that keep it. There is a lovely Cloister still to be seen there, by which one goes down to the House of St. Ann, which is under the Church. It hath two Rooms, in one of which there is an Altar in the place where the Blessed Virgin was Born. After we had seen all these things, we returned to the Convent, at eleven a Clock in the Morning.

CHAP. XXXVIII.

Our first Entry into the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

When we had Dined in the Convent, we made ready to go to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and that very Evening entered into it, paying Four and twenty Pies for a piece; for all Franks are Taxed so much for A Tax for the first time they go into it, but the Religious pay only Twelve, as also when entering into one hath been once in, he may enter it again as often as it is opened, giving a Maidin to the Turks who keep the Door. Before you enter into this Church, you must pass over a large open place that is before it, and Paved with fair broad Free-stone, which the Jews dare not tread upon. Then you see the Steeple, which is on the left-side corner of the Front of the Church, of St. Sepulchre, and looks great; it is square, and on all sides has three Stories of Windows, two in front, separated and supported by two Marble-Pillars; and heretofore
there were eighteen Bells in it. After that, you come to the Door of the Church, which is stately and Magnificent; having over it many Figures in Bas-Relief, representing several sacred Histories. This Door is always shut, and sealed up with the Bath's Seal, unless when some Pilgrims or Religious Persons are to enter into it, and then the Turks open it, and immediately shut it again. There are three holes in this Door, two whereof are but small, and made on purpose that they who are within may speak through them to those that are without, and the third bigger to let in Victuals to such as they within; but there is a Bar of iron cross it, to hinder any from entering in that way, there is another Door close by this, but it is Walled up. Between these two Doors there is a kind of Stone-bench, where the Turks that keep the Door sit. So soon as we were within the Church of St. Sepulchre, we went to the Chappel of the Apparition, so called, because they say our Lord appeared first in that place to the Blessed Virgin his Mother, immediately after his glorious Resurrection. Here the Monks put themselves and the Pilgrims in order of Procession, every Monk had a Wax-Taper given him, and a Book containing proper Prayers for every station. We began our Procession before the Pillar of Flagellation, and having there sung the Prayers proper for that station, we went two and two to the Prison of our Lord, where the proper Prayers for that place were sung; then to the Chappel of the parting of his Garments. We next went down to the Chappel of St. Helen, and from thence (without stopping) to the Chappel of the Invention of the Cross; having there sung the Prayers, we came up again to the Chappel of St. Helen, where having made the station, we ascended into the Church again, and there went to the Chappel of Exsolation, from thence to Mount Calvary, where having performed our station, we came down again from that holy place, and went to the Stone of Unction, then to the holy Sepulchre, and turned thrice round it; then entered into it, and having there (as in all other places) sung the proper Prayers for the place, we returned to the Chappel of the Apparition, where we made the last station before the Holy Sacrament, and there we ended our Procession, by the Litanies of the Blessed Virgin. When that was over, every one had liberty to go and perform his Devotions where he pleased, and view all the works and corners of that Church; of which I shall give a little Description hereafter.

Next day being Palm-Sunday, the fourteenth of April, every one of us received a Palm Branch, blessed upon the holy Sepulchre, from the hand of the reverend Father Commissary, who afterwards sung a Mass upon an Altar made on purpose before the holy Sepulchre; we had there a Monk, who played upon a little Organ, purposely brought thither, which exceedingly delighted all the Turks, and Oriental Christians, who much wondered, how by the motion of the Fingers, one could make so sweet an Harmony. At the end of Mass, we all received the Communion, from the hands of the reverend Father Commissary, and then went to Dinner in the Convent of St. Saviour.
Before I leave these holy Places, I must (according to my promise) say something of them. This Church is very spacious; the Nef, or Body of it is round, and receives no Light but from the top of the Dome above, which is much like the Dome of the Rotunda at Rome. This Dome is on the out-side covered with Lead, within it is Wainscotted with Cedar Wood, which St. Helen gave for that use when she built that Church, because it lasts not. The opening of the Dome is covered with a Wire Lattice, that hinders Birds from coming into the Church. In the middle of this Nef, and just under the opening of the Dome, is the holy Sepulchre, but before you enter into that so holy place, you must pass over a place raised a Foot high from the Floor of the Church, there being on each side a Seat or Bank of White Marble, about two Foot and a half high, where the Religious that sit at the Celebration of the Mass at the holy Sepulchre (where none but Latins can Celebrate) sit. From thence you pass through the Chappel of the Angel, so called, because in that place the Angel told the three Marys, that our Lord was Risen; it is about fourteen Span long, six in breadth, and about nine Foot high. This Chappel hath not been cut out of the Rock, as that of the holy Sepulchre, but hath been built for Ornament, and joyned to the Chappel of the holy Sepulchre. In this Chappel there is a little Altar, and three little Windows, to give light to the place. Before the Door of that Chappel there is a Lamp, and seventeen Lamps within it. In the same Chappel just before, and within a Foot and a half of the Door of the holy Sepulchre, there is a square Stone cut out of the Rock, and raised about a Foot from the Ground, it served for a Support to the Stone which shut the Sepulchre, and upon that Stone the Angel sat, when the three Marys came to look for the Body of our Lord. Next to that, you enter into the Chappel of the holy Sepulchre, the Door of which is three Foot high, and two Foot wide; all enter into it bare-footed, and it is so little, that it cannot contain but three Men kneeling, and four make a great crowd. On the Right Hand as you enter, is the place where the Body of our Lord was laid, and not within it, as many believe, for in those times the Sepulchres were little Grotts cut in the Rock, wherein there was a Table of the same Rock, on which the Body was laid, and the entry into the Grott was shut with a great stone, which was supported by a little Bench cut on the out-side of the Rock. This Table is about two Foot and a half, raised from the floor, taking up one half of the breadth, and the whole length of the said Chappel; it hath been faced with White Marble, because all the Christians that went thither, strove to have some little bit of it. It serves for an Altar to the Latin Priests who Celebrate Mass, none else being permitted to Celebrate there. This place inspires great Devotion even into the most devout; as I found by myself. The Chappel is cut out of the Rock, and there are three holes in the Roof of it, through which the Smoke of the Lamps that burn there does evaporate, there being no other opening into this place, but the three holes and Door, so that it is very hot being in it. There are four and forty Lamps in it, all set by the Emperors, and the Kings of France and Spain. This whole place is faced within and without with White Marble, and environed on the out-side by ten lovely Pillars of White Marble, and Lamps round about it. It is covered with a Plat-form, in the middle whereof, just over the holes by which the Smoke of the Lamps evaporates, there is a little Dome, about six Foot high covered with Lead, and this little Dome stands upon twelve little Pillars of the colour of Porphyre, placed two and two upon the Plat-form, and so making six Arches, under every one of which hang three Lamps. When it Rains, the Water falls through
through the Aire in the Dome of the Church upon this little Dome, and from thence is conveyed by a Conduit-Pipe into a hole. The Cephas have built a little Chappel at the back of the Holy Sepulchre, which takes from it somewhat of its beauty. Before the door of the holy Sepulchre, at an equal distance from it and the door of the Quire, there is so vast a Lamp of Silver, that two Men call hardly fathom it about; it is pulled down and up with a Windlass. The Arms of Spain are cut on it in eight places, and all round below is this Inscription, Philippus III. Rex Hispanicum me donavit. The Turks have many times had a great mind to take this Lamp, and send it to Mecca. Just before the door of the holy Sepulchre, is the Quire of the Church, which belongs to the Greeks, and is encompassed with great Pillars, and shut in with Walls; it is covered with a Dome of Frieze all close, and rough Calf on the outside. This Quire hath three doors, one over against the entry into the holy Sepulchre, and one on each side towards the High Altar: There are several Lamps in it, and a very neat Candlestick of Copper shaped like a Crown, sent by a Duke of Moscow for the holy Sepulchre, but seeing there was no room for it there, it was given to the Greeks, who hung it up with Iron-chains towards the door of the Quire within; it can hold fifty four Tapers, and a great many Lamps. Under this Candlestick, there is a Marble-frieze in the Pavement, in which there is a little hole, and the Oriental Christians say it is the Middle of the World, because it is said in Holy Scripture, that God wrought salvation in the midst of the earth, Phil. 74. Before the door of this Quire, there is a Altar, which serves only for a refuge to the Patriarchs, when they fly thither, and gets up upon it after he hath lighted his Tapers at the Holy Fire, that he may not be stifled in the crowd. The Nef or Body is round (as I said already) and is supported all about by a great many Pillars, that make as it were a low Gallery. Behind these Pillars, all round the Church, the Oriental Christians have made their Lodgings. The same Pillars and Columns bear a second story in form of a Gallery, that ranges round the Church: Upon this Gallery there are several other Pillars, which support the rest of the Church, and make as it were several Windows to this Gallery, over which there are some Mosaic Pictures representing the Prophets, Apostles, St. Helen and Constantine. All that Gallery belonged to the Latin Monks, but the Armenians have so far prevailed, that they have obtained a good part of it, which they have separated by Partitions, so that one cannot now go all round. Below there are many Chappels round the Church, and first of that of the Apparition, where the Latin Monks commonly celebrate the Service: It is so called, because it is said to be the place where our Lord appeared to his Holy Mother immediately after his Resurrection; this is a large Chappel, paved with Marble, Jasper and Porphyry, and always adorned with Taphery, and furnished with Desks and Pulpits, for performing the Service honourably, where you may often see several fine Copes and Chasubles, with other Ornaments richly embroidered with Pearl, Gold and Silver, and given by the Kings of France and Spain. There are three Altars in this Chappel, two on the sides, and a third in the middle, over which there is a large Window, that gives light to the Chappel. The Altar in the middle is dedicated to the honour of the Virgin Mary; the Altar on the left hand, to the Honour of the Holy Cross, which in this place was tried by St. Helen upon a dead Body that was raised by the touch of the Cross of our Lord, the other two having been applied to it without any effect. A piece of the same Cross was kept there for a long time, till the Armenians took it away. The Altar on the right hand is dedicated to the honour of the Pillar of Flagellation, because behind this Altar a good piece of the Pillar, (to which our Saviour was tied and scourged in the house of Pilate) is kept in a window made in the Wall, and secured by an Iron Grate; it is eaily seen, but no body can touch it, and is between two and three foot high. The Lodgings of the Monks are behind the aforesaid Chappel of the Apparition, from whence there is a way up to the Gallery above, wherein there are little Chambers made for Pilgrims; some Monks always lodge and are shut up there for some time, not only for taking care of the Lamps, but also for performing the Office, who at a Month or two Months end are relieved, and others put in their place; it being impossible for any to live long there without falling sick for want.
want of Air. Stepping down three steps from the Chappel of Apparition into the Church, before the door of the said Chappel you find two round Marble-Stones set in the Pavement, one of which marks the place where our Lord was when he appeared to Mary Magdalene, and is called the Stone of Noi me tangere, (Touch me not,) and over it there is a large Silver Lamp kept burning; the other shews the place where Mary was, who would have advanced and embraced our Lord, but our Saviour thrusting her back, said to her, Touch me not, and there are two Silver Lamps over this Stone. Then on the left hand, you find a little Chappel taken out of the Wall, dedicated to the honour of St. Mary Magdalen, because that close by that place our Lord appeared to her in the likeness of the Gardener, as I have just now said; but seeing there is no Mystery in that Chappel, it is left without any Lamp, nay without any Cross too: It belongs to the Nisianian or Jacobites, and is railed in. After that, you find a little Court, where the Necessary Places are; then the Chappel of our Lord's Prison, which is a very little and dark place, where (they say) our Saviour was put, while they were digging a hole in Mount Calvary to plant his Cross in; you must go down to it by three steps. The Vault of this Chappel is supported by two Pillars, and it belongs to the Greeks, who keep a burning Lamp there. Near to that Chappel there is an Altar, supported by two Stone-Pillars, and before it there are two holes in the Pavement, where (they say) our Saviour's Feet were put, as in the Stocks: The Oriental Christians pass willingly between the Wall and the Pillars, though the passage be very narrow, because all but Bishops can go through that way, and I have seen big-bellied Women pass through it with much pain, and the danger of destroying their Feet; there are two Lamps before this Altar. After that, you see another obscure Chappel, wherein (they say) the Inscription on the Cross of our Lord was long kept, and is now at Rome, in the Church of Holy Cross, in Avrio Sellariio: This Chappel belongs to the Abyssinians. Then you come to the Chappel of the Parting of the Garments, behind the middle part of the Quire, which is so called, because it is the place where the Soldiers of the Parti-cipations divided them among them: This Chappel belongs to the Armenians. A little farther, there is a Door, by which you enter upon a very large pair of Stairs of thirty Stone-steps, upon which there are four Lamps, and five at the foot of the Stairs, where you find the Chappel of St. Helen; and leaving it to the left hand, after you have descended eleven steps more, cut out in the Rock of Mount Calvary, you come to the Chappel of the Invention of the Cross: This is but a little place cut out of the Rock, and there it was that the Cross of our Lord, the Nails, Crowns of Thorns, Inscription on the Cross, and the Head of the Lance were found: This place was heretofore a Ditch at the foot of Mount Calvary, called by the Prophet Jeremiah, The Valley of the dead Bodies, Jer. 31, whereinto those who were put to Death, with the Instruments of their Execution, were cast: It belongs to the Cleft of the Rock that clove asunder when our Lord yielded up the Ghost. Being come up again the eleven Steps that are cut in the Rock, you see the Chappel of St. Helen, which is spacious; it hath a Dome, supported by four great Pillars of white Marble, which (the Christians of the Country say) were for the Death of our Lord, because the Lamps of the place keep them always moist: There are two Altars in that Chappel, one of which is very large, and all of Marble, having eighteen Lamps before it; the other is to the left hand, and hath eight Lamps before it. In that Chappel also on the right hand, near the great Altar, there is a Marble Chair, of an Antick Form, and Engraved, wherein that Holy Emperor sate, while they searched for the Cross of our Lord below: That Chappel belongs to the Armenians. Having come up again the thirty Steps, you turn to the left, and find the Chappel of Exprobation, but in with a wooden Lattice; in this Chappel there is an Altar supported by two Pillars, and under it the said Pillar of Exprobation, about two foot high; it is of greyish Marble, and may be seen through an Iron Grate.
Grate that shuts it in: It is called the Pillar of Exploitation, because that after the Soldiers had busied our Lord, they made him sit down in Palat's Hall upon that Pillar, then crowned him with Thorns, and mocked him, saying, 

Hat King of the Jews: This Chappel belongs to the Abyssins, and has five Lamps in it. Having passed this Chappel, you come to a narrow Stair-case, of which the first Steps are of wood, and the rest cut in the Rock, being nineteen in all; where after you have put off your Shoes, you come upon Mount Calvary, upon which are two Chapels separated by a Pillar that supports the Roof, and so divides them, that one may fall go from the one into the other; these two Chapels are adorned with Marble, and the first of them, which is on the left hand as you enter, is the place where the Cross of our Lord was planted; and in the middle of a near Table of white Marble, in form of an Altar, which is about ten foot long, seven foot broad, and two foot raised from the floor, is the hole wherein the Cross of our Lord was fixed; this hole is round, a large half foot in diameter, two foot deep, and has a Silver Plate above it, on which the Mysteries of the Passion are embossed; the Christians thrust their Arms into this hole, and have their Chaplets touched there. On our Saviour’s right hand, about five foot distant from him, was the Cross of the Good Thief; and on our Lord’s left hand, six foot distant, that of the Wicked Thief; these three Crosses were not in a right line, but made a kind of triangle, our Lord standing more backward, so that he could easily see the two Thieves. Where these two Crosses stood, there are at present two little Marble-Pillars, and Crosses upon them. Betwixt the hole where the Cross of our Lord was placed, and the Cross of the Wicked Thief, is the Cleft of the Rock that was rent; it is a foot wide, and covered with a Wire-Lattice; this Chappel belongs to the Greeks, and there are in it eight and forty Lamps, and two Candlesticks of twelve branches a-piece. Near to the Cross of the Good Thief, there is a Door by which the Greeks go into the Quire that belongs to them, and into their Lodgings. The other Chappel is called the Chappel of Crucifixion, because in that place our Lord was laid upon the Cross, and had his Hands and Feet pierced and nailed to it, from whence he was carried to the place where the Cross was set up in the hole about six foot distant: This Chappel is covered all over with Mosaic Work, and upon the Pavement in the middle thereof, there is a place marked with Marble of several colours, and that is the very place where our Lord was Crucified and shed much Blood, when his Feet and Hands were pierced; this Chappel belongs to the Latin Monks, and has two Altars, before which are sixteen Lamps, and a Candelabrum of twelve branches. Near to that, there is another Chappel, where (they say) the Blessed Virgin and St. John were, while they Crucified our Lord, and heretofore there was a Door to enter into it; but at present there is no more but a Window with a Grate, and the entry into it is without the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Going down the way you come up, you come to the Chappel of our Lady of Pity, which is under Mount Calvary, where are the Tombs of Godfrey of Bouillon and his Brother Baldwin, Kings of Jerusalem; that of Godfrey of Bouillon is on the right hand as you enter the Chappel, it is made with a ridged Roof, supported by four Stone Pillars, bearing this Epitaph Engraved on the Marble in Gothic Characters, _Hic jacet in catacum Duex Godefridi, quos tamen am terram acceperunt etiam Christi amor, et qui anima requiescet cum Christo, Amen._ And Baldwin’s Tomb is on the left hand, but all of white Marble, supported also by four little Stone Pillars, with this Epitaph, _Iste Baldwini Fideles alter Marhabens, Jesu Patris, vigor Ecclésiae, virtutumque, quem formabatur, cui domina tribue fertebam Cedar et Acypens, Dan ac homi cida Damasens, prob dolor in medio claudatur hot tundens._ At the bottom of the large Chappel on the right hand, there is a great Tomb of curious Porphyrian Marble, about three foot high, which (they say) is the Monument of the High Priest Melchizedek. Behind the Altar of this Chappel, you may see the Cleft of the Rock underneath the place where the Cross of our Lord stood, and (they say) that Adam’s Skull was found in that place, from whence Mount Calvary took the Name of Golgotha, that is to say, a Dead Man’s Skull, which we explain by the word Calvary: There is always a burning Lamp in this Chappel, encircled by the Georgians, to whom it belongs; they say that this Chappel
Chappel is the place where the Blessed Virgin took our Lord in her arms, when he was set down from the Cross; and it is therefore called the Chappel of our Lady of Pity. As you go out of that Chappel, you see on the left hand, before the Church-Door along the Wall, four fair Sepulchres of white Marble, where the Children of Baldwin are interred, on one of which is this Epitaph upon well cut Marble, Sepimus in tumulo paucis in saba Benedicti regum de fangine natu, quem tute a mundo fori prae conditidionibus, et palaia loca penesas regionis; but one hath much a do to read the latter part of it, because it pleased the Greeks heretofore to spoil these Tombs, that they might abolish the memory of the Western Kings, but at present they are not suffered to do it. Near to that, is the Stone of Unction, upon which Joseph of Arimathææ The Stone of Unction. anointed the Body of our Lord, after it was taken down from the Cross; it is almost seven foot long, and two foot broad, and is now covered over with greyish Marble, because the Pilgrims broke always bits off of it; it is adorned all round with a chequered border of little white and red Marble-Stones; and that no body should tread upon it (for it is but about a foot above ground) it is enclosed within a Iron-Gate, the ends of which are leaded into the Pavement of the Church; and there are two Copper-Candlesticks, one at each end, leaded in in the same manner, in which the Latin Monks keep two Wax-Tapers burning: There are always eight Lamps burning over that Stone, which are entertained by all the eight Nations that are in the Holy Sepulchre, to wit, the Latin, Greek, Abyssinian, Copthian, Armenian, Nestorian and Jacobite; but the Stone belongs to the Latin. After that, continuing to go round the Church, you come to a pair of Stairs, before which there is a round white Marble-Stone even with the Pavement, and set in it; they say that the Blessed Virgin was in that very place, when the Body of our Lord was anointed. When you have ascended that Stair-case of seven and thirty Steps, you enter into the Church of the Armenians, wherein you find nine and fifty Lamps, and two Candlesticks of sixteen branches a piece; and in the Quire there are seventy Lamps, and two Candlesticks, of six branches a piece: At the side of the Quire, there is also a Chappel, and three and forty Lamps, with a Candlestick of eight branches within it. Being come down from thence, you find the Chappel of the Abyssines; then that of the Syrians or Jacobites, which hath its entry at the back of the Holy Sepulchre, wherein are one and thirty Lamps, and at the end of it there is a Grot, in which are the two Sepulchres of Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathææ, cut in the depth of the Rock, with a Lamp before each of them: This good Man, Joseph of Arimathææ, having laid our Lord's Body in the Sepulchre which he had prepared for himself, caused another to be made for him, accounting his tomb unworthy to be laid where the Body of our Saviour had lain. Then you find a Door, by which ascending some Steps, you go to the Lodgings of the Greeks, and from thence to the Chappel of the Apparition, and so you have made the whole circumference of the Church. This Church formerly belonged wholly to the Latins, but the other Christians have for Money obtained their shares in it; it is pleasant to see this Church on High Festival Days, for then it shines with an infinite number of Lamps, some red, some green, because of the water within them, to which they give what colour they please, and that especially when the Greeks and other Christians who follow the old Calendar, have Easter on the same day with us, as it happened this year; But there is a great deal of trouble with it also, for there are near four thousand Christians, who come from all Parts, and all for a Maidin a piece get into St. Sepulchres; so that then one can hardly perform his devotions well, not only because of the noise, but also because there is always a great crowd of people at the Holy Places; for though every Nation have their own distress, yet all have liberty to pay their devotions at what place they please. There you'll see some, both Men and Women, wail upon the ground at the Holy Places, without any respect to modestly: Others bring with them whole Pieces of Cloth, which they measure upon the Holy Sepulchre and Stone of Unction, and cut them in pieces according to the length of their Sanctuaries, which serve them for Shronds to be buried in, and all this in pure devotion. And if for more convenience you take the night-time to perform your devotions in, or the dawning of the morning, you
you must step over a great many people, Men, Women and Children, lying and tumbling confusedly in the Church; besides, all these People have their Children with them, who do their needs in the Church just where they are; for though there be a Court with Necessary-houses, yet that signifies but little for so many, insomuch that all these things together do much incommodate and disturb you. When these Christians would Ring to Office, they have pieces of Wood about a fathom long, somewhat crooked, a hand broad, and two fingers thick, which they hang by a Rope in the middle; upon this Board they knock with two pieces of Iron, which gives a sound something like to that of our Bells, and makes an horrid din, especially when several ring at the same time: Others again have a kind of Drums and other Instruments, all which together make mad Mulick.

**CHAP. XL.**

Of the Burying-places of the Kings, and of the Grott of Jeremiah.

ON Palm-Sunday after Dinner, we went out of the City by the Gate of Damascus, to go see the Burying-Places of the ancient Kings of Jerusalem, which is a rare thing. You enter first into a great Court cut out and made even in the Rock, which serves for Walls to it, and on the left hand there is a Gallery cut also out of the Rock, with several Pillars, all very much beautified with many Figures engraven upon the Stone; at one end of this Gallery there is a little open place, by which you must creep upon your belly into a large square Room, cut also out of the Rock, in which there are other Rooms, and several fair Tombs cut in the Rock. This is a very stately and magnificent Place, and many think that the Doors (which are very thick, and of the same Stone) have been cut with their Hinges and Pivots in the same place where they are, and by much labour divided from the rest of the Rock; but that is not so, as may be easily known, if one will but take the pains to scrape a little below, and put aside the dust; for then he'll see the Joyning of the Stones that have been put there; after that, the Doors have been placed with their Pivots in the holes. Being come out of this fair Palace of the Dead, we went to the Cave where the Prophet Jeremiah composed his Lamentations, which is near to that place of the Sepulchres. It is a large very light Grott made in the Rock, having a Pillar in the middle that supports the Roof of it.

**CHAP. XLI.**

Of the River of Jordan, of the Dead-Sea, and of the Mount of the Forty Days Fast.

Monday the fifteenth of April, which to the Greeks and Latins was Holy Monday, we prepared to go to the River of Jordan; and therefore the Monks having made necessary Provisions for the Journey, we took Horse at the Door of the Church of the Sepulchre of the Blessed Virgin, from whence we parted at eight a clock in the morning to go to that River, whither the Christians go not, but on the Greeks Holy Monday, because then the Bapta gives a Guard of four
four or five hundred Men, for fear of the Arabs, and unless there be a great many Christians, they cannot raise a sufficient sum of money to defray the Charges of it; for the Greeks and other Christians that are Subjects to the Grand Signor, pay upon account of this Journey, three Piastras and a half the head, and the Franks five Piastras.

Now the year I went thither, the Easter of the Greeks fell on the same day with that of the Latins; and the Greeks, Armenians, and other Christian Subjects of the Grand Signor’s, made in all above four thousand. The Balta sent with us a Convoy of three hundred Horses, and two hundred Foot, under the Command of the Mufelem. About nine of the clock, we came to the Fountain of the Apostles, and a little after, to Bethany: Our way lay all along among Mountains, and the Road was very rocky from Jerusalem to the Plain of Jericho, where we arrived and encamped about two in the afternoon. We took no care to carry with us Tents, Victuals, nor any other Necessaries in all that Journey; for the Monks made it their business to provide us with Horses, Victuals and Tents, and to shew us all, without paying anything but for our Horses.

The Town of Jericho is about a quarter of a league from thence, which formerly was a famous City, but at present consists only of thirty or forty Bricks-houses, inhabited by Arabs. Their Houses were all forsaken when we went that way, because the Arabs had fled for fear of the Turks that went with us. Near to these Habitations, we saw the House of Zachaeus, about a quarter of a league from the Camp, as I had already, and then we returned to the Camp. In the Plain of Jericho, there are Roses of Jericho (as they call them) but they have not the virtues as many ascribe to them, for they blow not unless they be put into water, and then they blow in all seasons, and at any hour; contrary to the Opinion of those who say, That they blow not but in Christmas Night; and others, on all the Festival Days of our Lady; with a great many other idle tales. I found of them also in the Deserts of Mount Sinai. Next day, Tuesday the sixteenth of April, we set out about three of the clock in the morning, and travelled on till in the Plain, till about half an hour after five we came to the River of Jordan, which is something deep, and perhaps half as broad as the Seine at Paris; it is very rapid, and the water of it thick, because it passes through flat Land, but they say it corrupts not, and I saw bushes filled with Water, to try the experiment, but the Corfairs whom I met with, of Jordan, threw it into the Sea: this River has its source from two Springs towards Mount Libanon, called Jer, and Dan, which joined together, make Jordan: It runs from East to South, passes through the Sea of Tiberius, and falls into that nasty and stinking Lake, Aphiadit, called the Dead-Sea: It is very full of Fish, and on both sides beft with thick and pleasant Woods, among which, thousands of Nightingales warbling all together, make a most pleasant delightful and charming Sound. Here our Monks quickly erected Devotions at an Altar, upon which they layed two Mafles, at the ahrift of which, I received the Sacrament, but it was very incommmodious, for it behoved one (besides he that Celebrates, to hold the Chalice, Veil, &c. Left the Wind which blew high might overturn and carry them away, and another to hide the Tapers, lest they should be blown out. During that time, all the Greeks, Capheus, Armenians, &c. Performed their Devotions also; most part go into the Water stark-naked, (especially the Men) and the Women in their Smocks; they had of the Water of Jordan poured upon their Heads, in memory of our Lords Baptism, and washed their Linen in it, carrying away Jars and Bottles full of Water, with Mud and Earth, which they took up by the River side, not forgetting Sticks, which they cut in the adjoining Woods, and all to be kept as Relics. This River is rended Illufluos by many Miracles, as having stooped its course to let the Children of Israel pass over. The Prophet Elias passed it over dry-shod, upon his Mafers Cloak, &c. I was very desirous we might have gone afterwards to the Dead-Sea, but the Turks would not; and therefore I shall here relate what I have learned of it from thole that have been there. The Dead-Sea is that Sea that the five Cities of the Plain, Sodom and Gomorrah, &c. Were swallowed up. The water of it is very clear; but extremely Salty; and in some places of it they find Salt as resplendent as Cristall. It bears up all who
who walk in it, though they move neither Hand nor Foot, as many have found by Experience: But I do not at all believe what some say, that it bears up only Live things, and lets things Immune sink to the bottom; nay, that if a lighted Candle be plunged into it, it will float above, But if put out, it will sink to the bottom. There is no sort of Fith in this Sea, by reason of the extraordinary faintness of it: which burns like Fire, when one tasses of i; and when the Fith of the Water _Jordan_ come down so low, they return back again against the Stream, and such as are carried into it by the Current of the Water, immediately Die. This Sea is an hundred miles in length, and twenty five over: The Land within three Leagues round it is not Cultivated, but is white and mingled with Salt and Ashes. They say that there are Apple-Trees upon the sides of this Sea, which bear a very lovely Fruit, but within are all full of Ashes. In short, we must think that there is a heavy Curse of God upon that place, seeing it was heretofore so pleasant a Country. There are many, Camels load of Bitumen daily got out of this Lake.

Having no liberty then to go see that Sea, we parted from the River of _Jordan_ about seven a clock in the Morning and returned back the same way as we came; about nine a clock the _Muflelem_, who (as I said) commanded the Convoy, halted in the middle of the Plain of _Jericho_, and went into a Tent, which was purposely pitched for him; then he cau'd all the Latin Monks to pass by before him, who were numbered. Then we (who were secular Pilgrims) pas'd by also, and the _Muflelem_ ordered us to be set down eight, though we were but six; and though the Trucherman said that there was but six of us, and offered to make us pass by him again, yet nothing would be abated, which was an Avance of twenty Piastres for the Monks, for every Secular Frank pays ten Piastres, but they pay it in the City because the Convent answers for them. After we had been thus multered, we went and Encamped in the same place where we did the day before; and having taken some refreshment, we went to the Mount of the Quarantine, at forty days past, not far from thence, while the _Muflelem_ multered the rest of the Christians, who pay'd down in ready Money four _Bokels_ and twenty _Mantis_ a Head, though the years before they pay'd no more but three _Bokels_.

We parted from the Camp about ten a clock in the Morning, then went to the Mount of Fasting, a League distant from the Town of _Jericho_; it is so called because our Lord (when he came out of _Jordan_) spent forty days and forty Nights there without Eating or Drinking: It is not so hard to go up, as some have been pleased to say, unless it be in some places, which are very dangerous, for one must climb with Hands and Feet to the Rock, that is smooth like Marble, and when we went up it Rain'd, which rendered it more slippery, but we assist'd one another. We came to the place where our Lord fasted forty days; which is a Grott, wherein there is an Altar, on which one of our Monks laid Mass; the Greeks heretofore held this Place, and there are still some Greek Pictures there. Some of our Company went up to the top of all the Hill, to the place where the Devil carv'd our Lord, and Tempting him, showed him all the Kingdoms of the Earth, saying, *All these will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and Worship me.* But I was so spent and weary, that I would not go up. There are dangerous places in it, where the way is not two foot broad, and there is a great Precipice on the side of it. There are some ruins still of an ancient Monastery that was heretofore on the very top of the Mount. After we had seen that Mountain, we came down again, and upon our return, saw the Well of the Prophet _Elisia_, the Water whereof was formerly bitter, but that Prophet sweetened it by calling Salt into the Fountain; so that at present the Water is excellently good. It is a quarter of an hour going from the foot of the Hill towards the Camp, where we arrived at two of the Clock in the afternoon. When we were come, some Greeks (to the number of ninety seven) after they had been multered before the Muflelem and pay'd their four _Bokels_ and twenty _Mantis_ a piece, would needs go see the Mountain also; but seeing they have not the permission as the Franks have, to go thither, upon their return the Muflelem ordered them to be bound with Cords; and demanded of them three _Bokels_ and a half a piece, but the Procure of the Religious Franks compounded the business for somewhat less.
We parted from thence next day Wednesday the seventeenth of April about four a Clock in the morning, and all the way in Rain, and came about eleven of the Clock to Jerusalem. The truth is there is a great deal of reason in what is said, that those who would visit the Holy Places, ought to arm themselves with Patience; for in all these places they suffer injuries of all kinds from the Turks, besides a great deal of Fatigue, for they must visit all the Holy places about Jerusalem on Foot, and to the more remote, they ride on Beasts, which are commonly very bad; and they who bear with all purely for Gods sake, may merit much, but though there were no merit in the case, yet they must take Patience for force; For he that would huff and play the Bravo, would pay and suffer dearly for it.

CHAP. XLII.

Of our second entry into the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

The same day we returned from Jordan, which was Holy Wednesday the seventeenth of April, after we had dined in the Convent of St. Saviour, we entered a second time into the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, but the Greeks entered not till the nineteenth of April, (which was Holy Friday) in the Afternoon, so that we had two days quietly to perform our Devotions in. On Holy Thursday the eighteenth of April in the Morning, we received the Blessed Sacrament from the hands of the reverend Father Commissary, and in the Afternoon went in Procession to the holy Sepulchre, at the door whereof, the reverend Father Commissary washed the Feet of twelve Monks and Pilgrims, of the number of whom, we were; for when there is a sufficient number of Pilgrims, they take no Monks, but when they are fewer than twelve, the number is made up with Monks; as also when there are more than twelve Pilgrims, they cast Lots who shall be admitted, (as it happened the year before I was there) when there was one and twenty, of whom, nine were excluded by Lot; we sat down then all twelve upon the two seats of Marble that are near to the Chappel of the Angel, and the Reverend Father Commissary washed all washing of our Feet and kissed them, giving to every one of us afterwards a Cross full of Feets. All the Oriental Christians were in the Church, (for some went in with us) crowded much to see that Ceremony, most part weeping and crying aloud when they saw the good old man on his knees washing our Feet. On holy Friday the nineteenth of April, when the evening Office was over, we went in Procession through all the Sanctuaries of the great Church, where all the mysteries of the Passion were represented to the Life; in this Procession there were two Monks who carried the one a Box of Aromaticks, and the other a Bottle of odoriferous Oyl; every one of the Monks had a lighted Wax-Taper, and the R.F. Commissary carried a Crucifix; we (who were Pilgrims) marched two and two, every one with his burning Taper, and the Father of the Pilgrims after us, to tell us what the places were, and the Prayers that were to be said there; and certainly the Janizaries who were with us, did us a great kindness in making way for us, laying about them with Sticks, for they took great care that the Pilgrims should not be squeezed in the terrible crowd of Christians that were there to see our Procession, and who prefied one another almost to Death; and indeed, the Latin Monks perform all their Ceremonies with great Order and Devotion; such as was admired and reverenced, not only by all the Christians, but also by several Turks who were present. The Ceremony, whereas the other Christians perform theirs without any Order, but with all the noise and tumult of the great noise; infomuch, that the Janizaries made way for them, beat them Franks.
themselves with their sticks, having no veneration for their Ceremonies, as they have for ours. We stopped first at the Chappel of the Pillar of Flagellation, where having sung the Prayers that are for that place in Books which were given us, an Italian preach'd upon that Subject; then we went to the Prison of our Lord; where having sung the Prayers for that place, a French man made a very good Sermon. From thence we went to the Chappel of the paring of the Garments, where after Prayers there was an Italian Sermon; then to the Chappel of Exprobation, where after Prayers, we had a French Sermon; being gone up to Calvary, we came to the place where our Saviour was nailed to the Cross, and there having sung the proper Prayers for that place, there was a Sermon in high Dutch. From thence we went to the place where the Cross was planted, and having put the Crucifix into the same hole where the holy Cross stood, and our Saviour was Crucified, and then sung the Prayers of the place, there was a Sermon made in Greek, which was very much upon the Greeks, who were very attentive, and shed many Tears; then the Crucifix was taken off of the Cross, and wrapped in a Linen Cloth: Afterwards being come down again, we went to the Stone of Unction, on which the Crucifix in the sheet was laid, and after Prayers was laid, there was a Latin Sermon; after which the R.P. Commissary anointed the Crucifix with the Oil and aromatic Spices, then wrapped it up in a Sheet, and from thence we proceeded towards the holy Sepulchre; but hardly were we risen up from about the Stone of Unction, when all the other Christians (who followed the Procession) cast themselves in crowds upon the said Stone, rubbing Linen-Cloths upon it, that they might dry up what of the Oil and Aromatics had fallen upon the Stone, as a great Relick, all kissing it with great Devotion. Being come to the holy Sepulchre, the Crucifix was laid upon it, and then having sung the proper Prayers for the place, we had an excellent Sermon in Spanish. Saturday the twentieth of April, the Reverend Father Commissary performed the Office before the holy Sepulchre, and made use of the ornaments given by Louis the thirteenth, late King of France, which are all most richly Embroidered, and a compleat Service of them. There was a great crowd of Christians and Turks to see and hear the little Organ that a Monk played upon which they much admired.

CHAP. XLIII.

Of the Holy Fire of the Greeks and other Schismatical Christians.

When our Office was ended, we made ready to have the pleasure of the Holy Fire of the Greeks, Armenians and Cypriots, which the Priests make the People believe comes down from Heaven into the holy Sepulchre on Holy Saturday, and for that make every one of their Pilgrims pay so much Money, who are always very numerous. This Solemnity looks more like a Comedy or Farce, than a Ceremony of the Church, and would be more proper for a Stage than for such a Sacred place as the holy Sepulchre is; and indeed, the Turks take up their places betimes, and come in great numbers to have the pleasure of it. We took our places in our Galleries. After we had concluded our Service then, (which was about eight a clock in the morning) they put out all their Lamps, and the Lamps of the holy Sepulchre, and then began their jolly, running about the holy Sepulchre like mad men, howling, roaring, and making a horrid noise, without any respect to the place where they were. Every time they passed before the holy Sepulchre, they cried Eleison, and it was pleasant to see them run one after another, kicking one another on the Breech, and with Ropes-ends laying one another over the Shoulders:
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Shoulders: Several of them joined together in a body, and carrying men upon their Arms, as they passed by the holy Sepulchre let them fall, and then burst out in Laughter, while they who had fallen, ran after the others to be revenged of them: in short, one would have taken them all for down right mad People; and it was not only little Boys, but men both old and young that did so. From time to time they lifted their Eyes up to Heaven, and stretched out their hands full of Wax-Tapers, crying all together Elsewhere, as if they were weary of expecting the holy Fire, and would obtain it from God by force. This continued till about three a Clock in the Afternoon, when two Greek Arch-Bishops and two Bishops being cloathed in Patriarchal Robes, (for the Patriarch was not at that time in Jerusalem) came out of their Quire with all their Clergy, and began the Procession about the holy Sepulchre; the Armenians came also and followed that Procession, there being four Armenians with Mitres after the Latin fashion; then came a Coptish Bishop with his Clergy and People, going all distinctly, but yet following close after one another. After they had continued their Procession three times round the holy Sepulchre, a Greek Priest came out of the Chappel of the Angel and told him who supplied the place of the Patriarch, that the holy Fire was come down from Heaven, then he went into the holy Sepulchre, having in each hand a bunch of Wax-Candles; he was followed by him that represented the Armenian Patriarch, and the Coptish Bishop, the door of the Chappel of the Angel, being in the mean time guarded by Janizaries. When they had been a little while there, we saw the Greek Arch-Bishop coming out in a very pleasant posture, he marched with his head down, having in each Fist a bunch of Wax-Candles all lighted; no sooner did he appear, but they all fell a striving who should first light his Candle at the Arch-Bishops, it being the best Fire that is foonest lighted; in the mean time the Janizaries hands were not in their Pockets, they hurled the Greeks Caps and Calpces from one end of the Church to the other, and laid about them on all hands with their Cudgels, to make way for the poor Arch-Bishop, who was doing on his part the best he could to make his escape too. The Arch-Bishop being freed a little, got quickly upon a stone-Altar, that is before the door of the Quire, over against the entry of the holy Sepulchre, where the People immediately flocked about him; those also who having lighted their Candles, endeavourd to get out of the Groud, were run down by the rest; in short, there was a horrible confusion, and plenty of Bows bestowed. After that the Greek Arch-Bishop was come out, the Armenians came next, and made his escape towards the Church of the Armenians, as the Coptish Prelate did towards his own Church; in the mean time the Janizaries kept the door of the holy Sepulchre, and suffered none to enter but such as gave them several Maddris, that they might light their Candles at the Lamps of the holy Sepulchre, where the holy Fire first was: All made so much haste to catch this holy fire, that in a short time their candles were all lighted, so that in a trice there were above two thousand bunches of Candles flaming in the Church, then began all to cry again and play more foolish tricks than before, and immediately a man with a Drum upon his back, fell a running with all speed round the holy Sepulchre, while another at his heels beat upon the Drum with two flicks, and when he was weary, another instantly flipp'd his place, however by little and little the noise lessened, and we began to look about towards all the parts of the Church both above and below, and there consider men and women, who having by them pieces of Cloath, enough to set up a shop, unfolded them, and at every spans length made Croffes with their lighted Candles in them; this Cloath serves them to be buried in, and for that end they keep it, as if it were a Relick; during this Solemnity, one would certainly think himself in Hell amidst a Legion of Devils let loose, and nevertheless, the most serious cannot forbear Laughing at it: After that is over, they perform their office and then go eat, for they neither eat nor drink that day, before they have had the holy Fire. Now it is impossible to know how they make this holy Fire, for they have a special care that nobody comes near the holy Sepulchre to observe them, but I am apt to believe that a man hid within it Eries Fire with a Steel, and so lights the Lamps. The Turks discovered the Cheat, and would have punished them for it, but the Patriarch reprehended them, that
he could not pay them so much money as he did, if they took from him the profit of the holy Fire, and therefore they are suffered to continue the Juggle. Next day the one and twentieth of April, being Easter day, the R. F. Conmiitary paid high Mals upon an Altar, purposely erected before the door of the holy Sepulchre, a Father playing upon the Organ, to which the Turks were very attentive, but in the mean time perfumed us with the Smaak of their Tobacco, and one of them fairly lighted his Pipe at one of the Tapers upon the Altar, during the time that high Mals was saying. At this Mals we all received the Sacrament from the hands of the R. F. Commiitary. That day we used Ornaments given by the King of Spain, which are very rich in Embroidery; but seeing it is not a compleat Service, they made up what was wanting, out of those that were given by the King of France. The R. F. was very apprehensive that the Greeks might disturb our Service, because they had resolved to perform theirs before ours, but all was very well, and we performed our Service first, though they made as if they would come out of the Quire and begin their Procession at the same time we began our Mals; however they durst not, and perhaps they would have got nothing by it, for we had janizaries that would have hindered them. They stayed till our Service was over, and then began theirs. For our parts, so soon as Mals was said, we went out of the Church of St. Sepulchre, and dined in the Convent of St. Saviour, where every one of us found two Chaplets and two Crosetts, which had been touched at the Holy places upon our Plates. The Convent treated both the Pilgrims and Monks with these.

C H A P. XLIV.

Of the places that are to be seen on the way from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.

Monday the twenty second of April, we put it to deliberation, whether we should go to Emmaus, (as the day seemed to require) but it was not thought fit that we should go because it was in our way as we returned back, so that we might not make the journey twice, we went not, for we had no time to lose; but after Dinner we set out from the Convent at one a Clock, to go to Bethlehem, and going out by the Gate of Bethlehem, and leaving Mount Zion to the left hand, (of which, and of all that is to be seen there, I shall speak hereafter,) we went first to a place where a Turpentine-Tree grew, under which, (as the People of the Country say) the Blessed Virgin going one day from Bethlehem to Jerusalem, rested her self to avoid the heat of the Sun, and then the Tree bent downwards to give her the greater shade. Some years since, it was set on Fire by the Arab Shepherds, which the Monks hearing of, ran thither in all haste, and took what remained of it, whereof they still make Chaplets and little Crosetts. Leaving that place to the left hand, and keeping on our way, we saw to the right hand out of the Road, the Houle of Righteous Simon, who made the Hymn Nunc Dimittis, &c. After that, we found to the right hand, the Cistern where the three Wise Men found again the Star which had appeared to them in the East, and which they had lost as they entered into Jerusalem. A little beyond that on the right hand, is the Houle of the Prophet Habbakkuk, wherein the Angel took him by the Hair of the Head, and carried him to Babylon, to give Daniel Food, when in that City he was put into the Lyons Den, Dan. 14. To the left hand there is a Greek Monastery, dedicated to the honor of the Prophet Elias, who was Born in that place, and before that Monastery there is a Stone on which the figure of his Body is imprinted, and which (they say) was his Bed, and a Well called Elias Well. A little farther is the place where the Prophet Amos was Born.
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After that, we found on our right hand the Field of Stone-peas, where the People of the Country say, that the holy Virgin going from Bethlehem to Jerusalem, found a Man hewing Peas, and asking him what it was he hewed, he made answer, Stones; whereupon (by Divine permission) the Peas were changed into Stones, retaining only the figure of Peas, and there are of them to be found at present. Then wide of the way to the right hand, we saw the House of the Patriarch Jacob, next, the Sepulchre of the Beautiful Rachel, made in the Vault of the Rock, which is said to be so hard, that iron cannot hurt it; it is under a little Dome open on all sides, and supported by four Square Pillars. This Sepulchre is enclosed within a little Wall three Foot high, having only a little entry to which one ascends by four steps. It is all still so entire, that it would seem to have been newly made. Herefore it was a Church, which the Turks have now changed into a Mosque. As we went on our way, we found about twenty paces wide of the Road to the left hand, David’s Cistern, made with three Mouths, whereof mention is made in the 23 Chapter of the second Book of Samuel; a little after, about two in the Afternoon, we arrived at Bethlehem.

C H A P. XLV.

Of Bethlehem.

Bethlehem was anciently a Town of the Tribe of Judah, whither Joseph Bethlehem came with the Virgin Mary, to be Enrolled, as being of the Tribe of Judah, according to the Edict of Augustus Caesar, the Roman Emperor, who commanded that all should give in their Names and Qualities in their Towns, that he might know how many Souls were under his Government. At present it is a pretty big Village, where the Inhabitants get a Livelihood by making Chaplets, Crosses, &c. There is a fair Convent in it, where Latin Monks live, consisting of a large Court, through which you go into a second, where of Monks in there are three Cisterns, and on the Right Hand of them, a place Vaulted over, the Arch whereof is supported by six Pillars of Garnet: It was in this place that St. Jerome Read and Taught the Holy Scriptures, but the Turks at present have made a Stable of it. From this second Court, you go through a St. Jerome’s little Door, only three Foot high, and two Foot wide, into a third little Court, which serves for a Pottage to the Church; this was a very large Door, but it was walled up, to hinder the Arabs; from entering into the Church with their Horses, the Door also which is of Wood, is very thick, and lined with strong Bar behind it, to hold out the Arabs; after that, you enter by another Door into the Church, which is very spacious, and we shall speak of it hereafter. Turning to the Left Hand, you go into a Cloyster, by a little very thick Door, and covered all over with Iron on the side of the Cloyster, with a great Bolt and strong Bar, for refisting the Arabs; In this Cloyster being the Lodgings of the Latin Monks, whole Church is Dedicated to the Honour of St. Catherine; having there said our Prayers, and heard the Office sung, the R. P. Guardian, gave each of us a white Wax-Taper, like to that which was been given us in the Church of St. Sauveur, the day we came to Jerusalem, and we went in Procession to visit the holy places that are in the Convent. We descended eighteen steps, and came to the place where the Birth of our Saviour is represented; for since the Greeks (as we shall hereafter relate) had taken the holy places from our Monks, they have built a Chapel over against the real place where our Lord was Born, and another over against the Manger, being only separated by a Wall that is between them; and the Popes have granted to these two Chapels the fame Indulgences, as to the true ones. Next, we went to the Altar of St. Joseph, then to the Sepulchre of the Infant, ...
The Sepulchre of the Innocents.

The Epiaph of St. Jerome.

The Oratory of St. Jerome, so called, because many Innocent Infants, whom the Mothers had hid with themselves in that Grot, were Murdered and Buried there. Then to the Oratory of St. Jerome, where he Translated the Bible out of Hebrew into Latin, and to his Sepulchre which stands in a Chappel, where there are two Altars: to wit, one over his Tomb, which is on the Right Hand as you enter, and another upon the Tomb of St. Paula, and her Daughter Eustochium, where there is an Epitaph made by St. Jerome, in these terms: Obiit hic Paula ex Nobilibus Romani orbis Cenobitis et Graecis orta, cum 20. Annis visissa in conventu a se instituit, has tale Epitaphum posuit Hieronymus: And this other besides, Scipio quem genus Paulic fuder parentes, Gracchorum sordes: Agamemnon intyla pretes, hoc Jacere in cumulo, Paulam dicere priores. Eustochius genix, Romana prima Senator, Panepierm Ceresi & Bethleemis rara sequiuntur. We made a station at the Tomb of St. Jerome, and another at the Tombs of the said Saints. After that we went to the Tomb of St. Euthemia, the Disciple of St. Jerome, singing at these several stations, the proper Prayers for the places. All these stations are in Grotts under Ground, where there is no Light but what they bring along with them. Then we come up again into the Church, where the Procession ended. The Church of St. Catherine, was heretofore a Monastery; they say, that it was in that Church that our Lord Eipouit St. Catherine, who came to visit these holy places, and the fame Indulgences are there, as in Mount Sinai. There is a very good Cifern in that Church, near the Door on the left hand as you enter: It is a very pretty Church, and was with the whole Convent built by St. Paula. After the Procession, we went to the great Church, lately come into the Possession of the Greeks, which for Money they gave the Turks, they wrested from our Monks. This Church was built by St. Helena, and is a most beautiful and spacious Church; it has a high Roof of Cedar-Wood, extraordinary well wrought, and Leaded over, with many fair Windows, that render it very light. The Nef, or Body, is supported on both sides by two rows of high and great Marble Pillars, all of one entire piece, there being Eleven in each row, so that it maketh five Isles, separated one from another by these four rows of Pillars, on every one of which there is the Picture of a Saint; and over these Pillars all the Wall is painted in lovely Mosaic Work of Green, upon a ground of fine Gold. Herefore all this Church was lined with beautiful Marble, as may be easily seen by the Cramp-Irons fixed all over in the Wall, which have held the pieces; but the Turks have removed those Ornaments for their Mosques. As you enter that Church, you see on the right hand behind the third and fourth Pillars the Greeks Font, which is very fine. The Quire is full very large, and closed all round with a Wall; the Armenians have a third part of it, which was given them by the Latin whilist they possessed the Church; and they have separated it from the rest by wooden Rails. As you enter this Quire, you see on each side a kind of Chappel, and almost at the farther end of it stands the high Altar, which with these two Chappels makes a Crofs; in that which is on the right hand, there is an Altar, where you see the Stone on which our Lord was Circumcised: In the other Chappel, on the left hand, which belongs to the Armenians, there is an Altar, which they say, is the place where the Kings alighted from their Horses, when they came to adore our Lord. On the right side of the high Altar, there is a pair of Stairs, by which you go up to a Tower on the out side of the Quire, it was formerly the Steeple of the Church, and serves at present for Lodgings for the Greeks. There are also many Pillars in the Quire like to those in the Nef, and which with these of the Nef, make in all fifty Pillars. Near to the high Altar in the Quire, there are two little Marble Staircases, one on each side, having thirteen steps a piece, and being gone down six of them, you find a neat Brazen Door well wrought, and pierced through to let in light from above; passing it you come to the foot of the Stairs, which lead into a little Church, reaching only in length from the one Stair-case to the other: Much under the great Altar of the Quire, at this end betwixt the aforesaid two Stair-cases, there is an Altar, under which is the place where our Saviour was Born; this place is faced with lovely Marble, in the middle whereof there is a Glory of Silver like the Sun, with this Inscription about it, Ecce de Virgin Maria, Jesus Christus natus es. About half a
Foot from this Glory, there is naturally upon a Marble Stone, a figure in red Colour of a Virgin on her Knees, and a little Child lying before her, which is taken for the Blessed Virgin, and her Son Jesus; on whose Heads they have put two little Crowns of Silver-Plate, Nine and twenty Lamps are kept burning before that Chappel. Then you go down by three Marble-steps, into a little Chappel, where was the Wooden Manger into which the Virgin laid our Lord, so soon as She had brought Him into the World; this Manger is now at Rome, in Santa Maria Magi. And in the same place St. Helena caused another of white Marble Tables to be put, on one of which is against the Wall, is the natural Figure of an Old Man with a Monks Head, and long Beard, lying on his Back; and they'll have this to be the Figure of St. Jerome, which God was pleased should be marked upon that Stone, because of the great love he had for that place. Ten Lamps are kept burning before that Chappel; two steps from which, and just over against it, is the Altar of Adoration of the Three Kings, where there is a little Stone for a mark of the place, on which sat the holy Virgin with Her dear Son in Her Arms, when She saw the three Wise Men come in, who having laid down their Presents upon a little Bench of Stone at the foot of the Altar, on the side of the Epistle, adored Jesus, and then offered them their Presents. The Vault in this place is very low, and supported by three Pillars of Porphyrian Marble; before this Altar, three Lamps burn. At the other end of this place, there was heretofore a Door, by which one came down from St. Catherine's Chappel into this Grotto, before the Latin Monks loft it, but at present it is Walled up; and close by that Door there is a hole, into which the Oriental Chriftians lay, the Star link after it had guided the Magi into this holy place. This Grotto is all faced with Marble, both the Walls and Floor, and the Seeling or Vault, is adorned with Mozaick Work blackened by the smoke of the Lamps. It receives no light but by the two Doors that are upon the Stairs, which affords but very little. Now this place is held in very great Veneration, even by the Turks, who come often and say their prayers there; but it is a very inconvenient and unfeemly thing, that all the Turks who pass through Bethlehem should Lodge in the great Church, with their whole Families, there being no convenient Lodging in Bethlehem, which is a great Eye-fore to the Chriftians, who fee their Church made an Inn for the Infidels: but it is above all, troublesome to our Latin Monks, whom they oblige to furnish them with all things necessary, both for Diet and Lodging.

CHAP. XLVI.

Of the Way of making what Marks Men please upon their Arms.

We spent all Tuesday, the Nine and twentieth of April, in getting Marks put upon our Arms, as commonly all Pilgrims do; the Chriftians of Bethlehem (who are of the Latin Church) do that. They have several Wooden Moulds, of which you may chuse which pleases you best, then they fill it with Coal-dust, and apply it to your Arm, so that they leave upon the same, the Mark of what is cut in the Mould; after that, with the left hand they take hold of your Arm and stretch the skin of it, and in the right hand they have a little Canoe with two Needles fastened in it, which from time to time they dip into Ink, mingled with Oxes Galls, and prick your Arm all along the lines that are marked by the Wooden Mould: This without doubt is painful, and commonly causes a slight Fever, which is soon over; the Arm in the mean time for two or three days, continues swelled three times as big as it ordinarily.
Chap. XLVII.

Of what is to be seen about Bethlehem, and of the Grot of the Virgin in Bethlehem.

Wednesday the fourth and twentieth of April, we parted from Bethlehem, at five a Clock in the Morning, and went to see the holy places there about it. In the first place, we saw on a little Hill on our right hand Batiecca, which is a Town wherein none but Greeks live; and the Turks cannot live there, for they say, that if a Turk offer to live in it, he dies within eight days. Then a League from Bethlehem, we saw the Church of St. George, where there is a great Iron-ring fastened to a Chain, through which the People of the Country, both Moors and Christians pass, when they are troubled with any Infirmitv; and (as they say) are immediately cured of it. We went not thither, because the day before, the Greeks having been there, met with some Turks, who made every one of them pay some Mada, though it was not the custom to pay any thing; and our Trucheman would by no means have us go thither, that we might not accustom them to a new Imposture. We left St. George’s on the right hand, and went to see a Fountain, called in holy Scripture Fonta Signata, the Sealed Well, which is in a hole under Ground; where being got down with some trouble, and a lighted Candle, we saw on the right hand, three Springs one by another, the Water whereof is by an Aqueduct that begins close by the Fountain Heads, conveyed to Jerusalem. Near to that place there is a pretty Cattle, built some fifty or sixty Years since, for taking the Coffers of the Caravans of Hebron, a little farther are the three Fish-Ponds of Solomon; they are three great Reservoirs cut in the Rock, the one at the end of the other, the second being a little lower than the first, and the third than the second, and so communicate the Water from one to another when they are full; near to this place his Concubines lived. Continuing our Journey, we saw in a low Valley the Garden of the same Solomon, called Hortus Conclusus, because it is on both sides shut in by two high Hills, that serve it for a Wall. Then returning back towards Bethlehem, we called the Mount Angedy, where the Cave is in which David cut off the Skirt of Saul’s Garment: And about half a League from thence, we saw a Castle upon a high Hill, called Besuliba, which the Franks maintained forty Years, after they had lost the City of Jerusalem; then we came to the Well, where the Virgin desiring to drink, when she fled from the Persecution of Herod; and the People of the Country refusing to draw Water for her, it swelled of its self up to the Wells mouth. Next we went to the place where the Shepherds were, when the Angel brought them the joyful Tidings, saying, I bring you good Tidings, and Glory be to God on High, which with great Devotion we sung there, in an old ruinous Subterranean Church, built by St. Helen in that place. All the Inhabitants thereof, are to this day Shepherds, because it is a fertile Country. We returned to Bethlehem about ten a Clock in the Morning, and in the Evening went into the Grot, where (it is said) the holy Virgin hid her Self with the Child Jesus.
to avoid the Tyranny of Herod, when he put to death the innocent Babes. We carried Candles with us; but, for you can see nothing, unless you have a light with you. This is a round Grott cut in the Rock, and in it there is an Altar, where the Latin Monks sometimes say Mass. They say, that the Virgin having in this place shed some of her Milk, the Stone became white, (as it is at present) and that by Gods permisson it obtained this Vertue, That it makes Womens Milk return to them; and that the Turks and Arabs give the powder of it in water to their Females which have lost their Milk, and that makes it return again. About sixty paces from thence, is the House where St. Joseph was, when the Angel appeared to him, bidding him flee into Egypt, with the Virgin and the Child Jesus.

CHAP. XLVIII.

Of the Mountains of Judea, and of the Convent of Holy-Cros.

Thursday the twenty-fifth of April, we parted from Bethlehem about seven a Clock in the Morning, and went to the Mountains of Judea, passing by the Town of Silwan, so called, because the Army of Silwan was cut to pieces there in the Night-time by an Angel. Then after we had ascended a little, we passed close by Betsheba, which we left on our left hand, and came to the Fountain where St. Philip Baptized the Eunuch of Candace Queen of Ethiopia; the Book which runs from that Fountain is called in holy Scripture the Brook of Elchonon, Numb. 15. That is to say, the Brook of Grapes, because it runs near to the Vineyard of Sorek. Leaving that Fountain to the left hand, we went near to the said Vineyard of Sorek, that is to say, Chofen Vineyard, where the Spies whom Moses sent to view the Land of Promise, took a great cluster of Grapes; then we passed by the Village of Bethur, and from thence by a very bad way came to the Desart of St. John Baptist, where after a pretty long Ascent, we found a very old ruinous Building, which heretofore was a Monastery; under these ruins there is a Cave, where that Saint lived, and there you see the Bed whereon he lay, which is the hard Rock cut in shape of a Bed. The Bed of this Grott is on the side of a Hill, at the foot of which, there is a very high Valley or Precipice, then another Mountain, which intercepts the View, so that it is encompassed round with Hills. There is a Spring of excellent water by the side of this Cave, and near to it we Dined. Being gone from thence, we came to the House of St. Elizabeth where are the ruins of a fair Church that was built by St. Helen; that is the place where the Virgin visited St. Elizabeth, and made the Magnificant, which we Sung there; Then going down about five hundred paces, we found on the right hand the Well of St. John, where St. Elizabeth washed his Garments when he was an Infant; Keeping on our way, we came to a Village, wherein is the House of St. Zacharias, the Father of St. John Baptist, which was converted into a Church, wherein on the left hand of the Altar that is at the end of it, as you enter, is the Room where St. John was Born, and where his Father at the Birth of that Son (who was blest from the Womb) recovered his Speech, and made the Benediction, which we sung there; on the other side of the Altar, (to wit, on the side of the Epistle) there is a little hole, where (as it is said) St. Elizabeth kept St. John long hid, to avoid the fury of Herod. The Arabs lodge their Camel many times in this Church. When we came out from thence, we passed through the Village of St. John, inhabited by Arabs; All the ways in the Hilly Country of Judea, are very bad. We came next to a Convent of Greeks, called Holy-Cros, built with very strong Walls; we went into the Church, which is fair, very light, and full of the pictures of Saints, after the Mosaic way, and paved also in that manner.
The place where the Olive-Tree was cut down of which the Cross of our Lord was made. It is covered with a Dome. There is a great hole under the high Altar, where the Olive-Tree grew, that was cut down to make the Cross of our Lord of. When we had seen all these things, we took our way straight to Jerusalem, where we arrived about four o'clock in the Afternoon. We entered by the Castle-Gate, called also the Gate of Bethlehem. This Gate is called the Castle Gate, because there is a good Castle in that place.

CHAP. XLIX.

Of Bethany, Bethphage, Mount Sion, the Houses of Caiaphas and Annas.

Friday the twenty sixth of April, we went out by the Gate of Bethlehem, near seven a Clock in the Morning, and saw first on our right hand at the foot of Mount Sion, the two Filh-ponds of Bethlehem, where the bathed herself, and very near over against it, (but about fifty paces higher upon the same Mount Sion) is the Palace of David, from whence he saw, and fell in Love with her, then the Field called in holy Scripture, Aedolana, that is to say, The Field of Blood, because it was bought for the thirty pieces of Silver, which Judas got for betraying our Lord, and afterwards threw them back, being in despair for having sold his Master: They were taken up and laid out in purchasing this Field, which was appointed to be a Burking-place for Strangers, and the Arme
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Friday the twenty six of April, we went out by the Gate of Bethlehem, about seven a Clock in the Morning, and saw first on our right hand at the foot of Mount Sion, the two Filh-ponds of Bethlehem, where she bathed herself, and very near over against it, (but about fifty paces higher upon the same Mount Sion) is the Palace of David, from whence he saw, and fell in Love with her, then the Field called in holy Scripture, Aedolana, that is to say, The Field of Blood, because it was bought for the thirty pieces of Silver, which Judas got for betraying our Lord, and afterwards threw them back, being in despair for having sold his Master: They were taken up and laid out in purchasing this Field, which was appointed to be a Burking-place for Strangers, and the

Armenian Strangers are buried there at present. Afterwards we saw the Grot where the eight Apostles hid themselves, when our Lord was taken; there are some Pictures of the holy Apostles still to be seen there; then the place where the Strangers Greeks are Interred, and the pit where the Jews hid the Fire of the Altar, by orders from the Prophet Jeremy, when they were carried away Slaves to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzer King of Babylon; and many years after they were delivered, the high priest Nehemia causing search to be made for the Fire in that place, they found nothing but a fat Clay, which being by the laid Priest laid upon the Burnt-Offering, it took Fire and was Consumed. Close by this Pit there is a Mosque with a reservoir of Water. We came afterwards to the Pool of Shiloh, whether our Lord sent the Blind man to wash, after he had anointed his Eyes with Clay and Spittle, which restored his sight to him. Then we came to the place where the Prophet Isaiah was Saw in two by the middle with a wooden Saw, by command of King Manasse; then the Fountain of the Virgin, Io called, because there, (as it is said) the washed our Savioirs Clouts. There are thirty steps to go down to it, and they say that such as are sick of Feavers, by bathing in that water and drinking of it, (it being very good to drink) are presently Cured. From this Well comes the water of the Pool of Shiloh. Not far from thence we saw the Mount of Scandal, Io called, because the Concubines of Salomon made him commit Idolatry in that place, by Sacrificing to the Idol Moloch, and the Idol of Pharaoh. Not far from thence is the place where Judas Iscariot Hanged himself, after he had betrayed our Saviour; then we went to Bethany, where we saw the ruins of the House of Simon the Leper, where Mary Magdalenes poured the precious Ointment upon the Feet of our Lord. Advancing sixty Paces further, we saw the place of the Castle of St. Lazurus, nothing remaining but the ruins upon a little Mount, at the foot of which is the Sepulchre that our Saviour raised Lazaurus out of when he had been four days Dead, and the very stone that was rolled against the mouth of it; there are twenty ungee steps down to it, cut in the Rock, and at the bottom of them are six wooden steps, that lead into a little Chappel, out of which you go into the said Sepulchre that is on the left hand. This Sepulchre is a little square Grotto, containing a Table, on which all the Priests of the Nations that Inhabit Jerusalem lay Mafs, and the Body of

Lazaurus
Part I. Travels into the Levant.

Lazarus was laid upon this Table. Not far from thence, is the stone on which our Saviour coming from Jericho, sat down and bewailed the Death of Lazarus; when St. Martha told him, Lord if thou hadst been here, my Brother had not Died. Within a few paces of that stone stood the Cables of Mary Magdalen, called Magdalen, and close by it is the place where the house of Martha stood; after that we came to the place of the Fig-Tree, which our Saviour Curved; because it bore no fruit, whereupon it instantly withered. Then we passed through Bethphage, where we saw the place where the As was when our Saviour sent for it, to make his entry into Jerusalem on Palm-Sunday riding on the As. Next we went to the Grott where St. Peter wept bitterly for his Sin, after that the Cock had Crow’d; from thence we came to the place where the Jews would have taken the Body of the Virgin from the Apostles, as they were carrying it to the Sepulchre, for which they were immediately punished. Then we went to Mount Zion, about five or six hundred paces distant from the City, which is the place where our Lord celebrated his Holy Supper with his Apostles, washed their Feet, and instituted the most August Sacrament; the eighth day after his Resurrection, he entered into it when the Doors were shut, and laid to his Disciples Pax vobis, Peace be unto you; the Holy Ghost also descended there upon the Virgin and the Apostles, on the day of Pentecost. In this place are the Sepulchres of David and Solomon. About an hundred years since, that Mountain was within the Town, polleffed by the Religious of the Order of St. Francis, but after that Sultan Seliman rebuilt the Walls of Jerusalem, it was excluded, and the Friers dispossessed of it. The Turks have built a Mosque there, in which the Christians are not suffered to enter; close by, we saw the place where the holy Virgin died, at present there being no building there: a little tower is the Church-yard of the Roman Catholicks: On the left hand towards the City, is the place where St. John the Evangelist many times said Holy Mass: About an hundred and fifty paces from that Mount, as you go towards the City, there is a Church built by the Armenians in the same place where the House of Caiaphas stood; we went into it, and saw upon the Altar, the Stone which shut the door of our Saviours Monument, which is near seven foot long, three foot broad, and a foot thick. On the right hand is the Prison, into which our Lord was put, while it Caiaphas (after he had examined him) confuted with the rest what should be done with him. As you go out of the Church, on the left hand in a low Court, there is an Orange-Tree, which is the place where St. Peter warmed himself, when he three times denied his Master; seven or eight steps from thence is the place of the Pillar where the Cock Crew: After that, we entered the City by the Gate of Sion, and went to see the House of the High Priest Annas, which now is an Armenian Church. In the Court before the Church there is an Olive-Tree, which they affirm for a certain to be the same to which our Lord was Bound, till he received the Sentence of the High Priest. Going from thence, we went to another very fair Church, called St. James, still held by the Armenians, which was built by St. Helen; in this Church there is a little Chappel on the left hand as you enter, which is the place where St. James the Minor, first Patriarch of Jerusalem was Beheaded, by command of Herod Agrippa. This Church has no light but by the opening in the Dome above, where there is an Iron-Grate very well wrought. Over against the Church is the House of St. Thomas the Apostle, into which the Turks dare not enter, because (they say) that in times past, such as entered it, died there. Afterwards we entered into the House of St. Mark, where there is a Church held by the Syrians; it is the first that was built by St. Helen in Jerusalem, when Herod cast St. Peter into Prison, the other Apostles with the Disciples were in that House, praying for his deliverance; near to that we saw the Iron-Grate through which the Angel brought St. Peter, when he delivered him out of the Prison, from whence St. Peter went to the House of St. Mark, and found the other Apostles there. We then visited in order the House of Zebedee, the Father of St. James the Major, and St. John the Evangelist, which is also the House of place of their Nativity; at present there is a Church there held by the Greeks. Zebedee. Then we came into the Counter or open place of the Church of the holy Sepulchre, and on the right hand (where Mount Calvary is) we entered a little Door, and attending nine and thirty steps of a winding stair-case, we saw two Churches
Our third Entry into the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
Of the City of Jerusalem.

Saturday the seven and twentieth of April, we entered into the Holy Sepulchre, where we stayed till next day, being Sunday the eight and twentieth of April, that the Pilgrims went to Dinner in the Convent; for my part, I stayed still in the holy Sepulchre, where I was honoured with the Order of a Knight of the holy Sepulchre, with the customary Ceremonies. This Knighthood costs an hundred Crown, and has many Privileges, but not acknowledged in many places. That which chiefly made me desire this Knighthood, was, that they allowed me in several places, that the Spaniards did not detain the Knights of Jerusalem Prisoners, though they were Frenchmen, and seeing I was afraid, I might meet them at Sea, upon my return into Christendome, I thought my self obliged to take shelter under that protection. After I had dined in the Refectory, which the Monks have in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, I went to the Convent, and we prepared to leave that Holy City next day.

I shall say nothing of the Ancient Jerusalem, only give the Reader an account of the present State of it. The City of Jerusalem is the Capital of Judæa: It stands on a dry and mountainous ground that bears nothing; so that for three or four leagues about, the Land is very barren, but good at a farther distance. The Streets of this City are narrow and crooked: It hath six Gates, to wit, the Sheep-Gate, at present called St. Stephen's Gate, the Gate of Ephraim, that of Damascus, that of Jaffa or Bethlem, that of Sion and the Dung-Gate. It hath also besides these six Gates, the Golden Gate, by which our Lord entered upon the Ais in Triumph, but it is walled up, because the Turks have a Prophecy, That the Christians are to take Jerusalem by that Gate: And every Friday all the other Gates of the City are shut at Noon, and not opened till their Noon-Prayers; and because they have another Prophecy, That the Christians are to become Masters of them on a Friday, during Noon-Prayer: The same thing they also do in many other Cities.

Not far from the Golden Gate, there is an high, on the outside of the City-Walls, towards the Valley of Jehoshaphat, a little Pillar peeping out of a niche in the Wall, like a Cannon out of a Port-hole, and the Turks say, that at the day of Judgment, Mahomet shall sit upon that Pillar, and observe whether our Lord judge the Christians well or not; and if he Judge righteously, Mahomet will give him his Sister in Marriage with a great deal of Money; that then, the same Mahomet shall change himself into a Sheep, and all the Turks shall nestle in his Wool, being all like Fles, and so he shall live in the Air, making himself very hard, and that those who fick fall to him, shall be happy, and such as fall off, be damned. The Walls are fair and strong, much like to the Walls of Avignon, and look as if they were new.
Monday morning, the nine and twentieth of April, the R.F. Commissary led us to the Church of St. Saviour, where having sung the Benediction, and some Prayers he gave us his Blessing, and so having taken leave of him and of all the Monks of the Convent, after we had given some Piastræ to the Truchemen for their pains, and Money to the Procurator or Steward for our diet (which is given by way of Charity, every one according to his liberality, for they ask nothing,) we parted from the said Convent, extremely well satisfied with the Entertainment we had received from these good Fathers, who certainly are at a loss how to treat the Pilgrims, for they say, if they treat them well, when they return into their own Country, they give it out, that there is no need of sending any thing to the Monks, because they are too rich; and if they treat them not well, they hinder others from sending them any Charity, saying, that they do not so much as entertain Pilgrims with what is given them. In the mean time they need support, considering the great sums of Money they yearly pay the Turks, without which they would not so willingly be tolerated, though indeed, the League betwixt the Grand Signor and the French King be the real cause of their Tolerations. For many years these Monks have held the Holy Sepulchre and other Holy places: They were given to them in the beginning of the year 1624, by Sancha Queen of Sicily, whose Husband was King of Jerusalem, and since that time they have always retained them with the Approbation of all men.

We parted from Jerusalem on Monday the nine and twentieth of April, about seven a clock in the morning, and went to Emmaus, two leagues and a half distant from Jerusalem. We went out by the Gate of Bethlehem, and the first thing, they made us observe, was about half way, the place where our Lord joined his two Disciples Cleophas and St. Luke: Then on the left hand, we found the Well of water where they drank together; and afterwards, about nine of the clock in the morning, we arrived at the Castle of Emmaus, which is the place where those two Disciples knew our Lord, in breaking of Bread; It is a place quite ruined, where there are some marks of an old Castle, and a Chappel whereof one half is thrown down; one of our Monks appared in an Alb and Stoile, read there in the same place where the House of Cleophas stood, the Gospel on that Subject. We dined close by on the side of a Well, where having taken leave of the Monks who had accompanied us so far to see that place, we parted about ten of the clock, taking the way of Ramab to go to Jaffa, and there take water for Acre, that from thence we might go to Nazareth; We had with us the Dragonan of Ramab, who for fourteen Piastræ a piece which we had given him, was obliged to furnish us with Horses and Carriages, and to conduct us to Jaffa; this is a rate established long agoe, and all that Travellers have to do, is only to look out for a Passage at Jaffa, he being obliged by the same bargain to find us Diet for three days: The Monks pay only twelve Piastræ, and there were several of them going to Nazareth with us. There is another way by land from Jerusalem to Nazareth, which I shall describe after here, but because of the execrable Gaffares which the Arabs exact upon the Road, few go that way.

We came to Ramab about four in the afternoon, having had bad way from Jerusalem till eleven a clock in the forenoon, but the way afterwards very good till we arrived there. Ramab is eight leagues from Jerusalem. We stayed Ramab, a day there, because there was a Bark at Jaffa taking in Goods for the French, and was bound for Acre, whether we were going, and therefore we stay'd till the cloth be ready, of which the Merchants having sent us notice, we parted from Ramab on Wednesday the first of May, about six a clock in the morning, and about nine a clock came to Jaffa, four leagues distant from Ramab.
Jaffa, Joppa.

Jaffa was heretofore called Joppa; it is a Town built upon the top of a Rock, whereof there remains no more at present but some Towers, and the Port of it was at the foot of the said Rock. There it is that the Fables relate how Anderoneda was bound to a Rock, and exposed to the Sea-Monster, but delivered by Persius, who killed that Monster. There it was also where the Prophet Jonas embarked when he fled from the Face of God, who commanded him to go and Preach Repentance to the People of Nineveh. Into the same Port also came the Creders, which Solomon caused to be cut upon Mount Lebanon, for building the Temple of Jerusalem. It was in that Town, where St. Peter living in the House of Simon the Tanner, raised Tabitha, Acts 9. In the same place he saw a Sheet full of all sorts of Animals let down from Heaven, Acts 10. It was in the same place that Mary Magdalene, with her Sister Martha, and Brother Lazarus, were by the Jews put on board of an old shattered Vessel, without Rudder, Sails or Oars.

Jaffa is at present a place of few Inhabitants, and all that is to be seen of it, is a little Castle with two Towers, one round, and another square, and a great Tower separated from it on its side. There are no other Houses by the Sea-side, but few Grotts cut in the Rock, of which the fourth is in a place of retreat for Chriftians. The Francifean Friars had made some Rooms there for the convenience of Pilgrims, but they had an Awane put upon them, saying, That they would have built a Port to Command the Country, and all was thrown down again. There is a Harbour still in the same place where it was formerly, but there is so little water in it, that none but small Barks can enter the same.

Chap. LII.

Our Departure from Jaffa. Our Rancounter with a French Corsair. And our Arrival at Acre.

We stayed some days at Jaffa, not only because the Bark had not in as yet all her Ladings, but also because of the Weather. At length, every thing being in readiness, we went on board a Bark of the French Nation of Acre, Sunday the fifth of May, about seven a clock in the morning, and making all the sail we could, we saw in passing, Antiparous, Caffrea, Tarsus, called by the Franks Caffel Pelagum. Then we made Mount Carmel, and shortly after Acre, where we made account to be in two hours time, when we began to make tryal of the misfortunes to which all Sea-faring Men are obnoxious; till that time I had never met with any bad rancounter at Sea, and since that, I never made any Voyage without such, though God in his great Mercy hath brought me always safely off.

Being got near then to Mount Carmel, which runs out a great way into the Sea, we saw on the other side of the Point, the top of a Maff, which at first we took to be some Bark at anchor near the shore, but afterwards seeing a Canoe full of Men making towards us, our Reys, (who was a Turk,) told us they were Chriftians, and presently went into his Canoe, and put into foar, where were a great many Arabs both on Foot and on Horse-back, who called to us, and we were so near land, that we plainly heard them call in Arabic, Tadah, Coftam Malta; Come, it is a Corsair of Malta; calling all Vessels in course such, because they often receive Viliets from these Gentlemen: But at this time they said true, and the fame Arabs fired Small-shot briskly at them, which for all that, hindred them not from making up to us: When I knew them to be Chriftians, I persuaded a Greek that remained behind, and stood by the Helm, to flee right towards them, since taking them for Friends, I would not go a-far where we would have been stript by the Arabs, who left our Reys,
Rey's bark naked as soon as he had landed. We had no Arms, and though we had, we would not have thought of making any defence against those whom we took to be our Friends; nevertheless seeing their is no Boarding, without firing a Volley of small Shot, it was thought fit we should go under Decks, though all standing upon the point of Honour, no body would hide, for fear of being a reckoned Coward. Within a very little after, these Blades came up with us, and though a Capucin of our company called to them at a distance, that we were French, and that being near, they saw nobody upon the Deck, nevertheless when they were broadside and broadside with us, they fired a Petreca, charged with Musket-Bullets, and all their small Shot into our Bark; I shall not name that Knight for his Honours sake. These Raffles (because of their bad conduct) at that time deferred to have met with about thirty Turks on board of us, which might easily have mastered them, having discharged all their Shot. When they had done this brave act, they made haste up, and we came out to shew ourselves; but the young Villains cursing and swearing like Devils, that they might appear more terrible to unarmed men, would not know us, though they themselves were all French men too, and presently fell a stripping of us; for my share I was better served than a Prince, for though I told them I was a French man, I was beat by five Valets de Chambre with a vengeance, of whom some were the Captains Brothers and Kinmen, who holding a Pistol to my Breast, and a Sword to my Belly, commanded me presently to strip, then pulling and calling one forwards, another backwards, one at the head, another at the feet, in the twinkling of an eye they left me stark naked: I thought then that all was past, when they began again to make some palates at me, and perceiving that it was for a sorry King that I had on my finger, I quickly pulled it off and threw it to them, for I began now partly to understand what these Blades were able to do; nay, when we were carried on board their Ship, one of them efrying an inconsiderable plain Gold Ring on my Man's finger, seemed very angry that he had not taken it, and when my Man told him that he himself could not get it off, he made him this free answer, That with all his heart he would have cut off the Finger for the Ring. When at length they had left me naked to my Shirt, I asked them who was their Commander, but to that they made me no answer. In the mean time, after all this din and clatter, (to which I was not at all accustomed,) I began to feel it cold, and one of our Monks in pity covered me with his Mantle, for they had not stripp'd the Religious, though they seemed to have a great mind to rifle them, to see if they had got any Money, and in that they had not lost their labour, for a Spaniard of our company cunningly flid his money into the fence of a Monk, and by that means faved it. But now, (all being taken from me even to my very Cap,) I felt much cold in my head, because I was shaved once a week, as being drest in the Habits of the Country. I prayed them to give me a Cap, and presently they clapt upon my head one of their Caps, which they had recovered out of the Sea, wherein it was fallen. By that time all the hurly-burly was over, it was night, and so dark, that our Guards lost sight of their Ship, which had cut under sail so soon as they knew that their Men were Masters of our Bark, and stood off to Sea, for fear of danger from the Shore. However the Lieutenant who Commanded the Crew that had taken us, had orders to follow the Ship with the Bark as fast as he was Master of, and therefore he fired several Squibs from our Barks head, that the Ship might answer, and let him know where he was: I was then extremely afraid they would have set our Bark on fire, being full of Cotton, the Bags heaped one upon another; if that had happened, they would have made their escape in their Boar, and left us to be burnt alive, but God preferred us. Their Ship made answer with a Squib, and coming up with her a quarter of an hour after, we went on board. Presently the Captain sent us to the Poop, intending to make us lie abroad in the cold Air without Supper, and had the Monks into his Cabin, who having told him what I was, he came and called me by my name, and carried me down into his Cabin, where he presently gave me Cloaths, and made many excuses for the bad usage I had met with, affuring me that I should lose none of my Cloaths, and withal telling me that he had seen me at Malta. Our Supper was but very mean, for he had no Provisions. In the mean time he gave
gave me his Bed, the next day, the sixth of May, he took a great deal of pains to make us recover our things again, but all in vain; only he got my Capot, a pair of Drawers, and some other Trifles, to be restored unto me, and at that the Rascals murmured too, saying, That if they had killed us, they would not then be obliged to restore any thing. Then the Captain told us, that he must needs set us ahoar, because he had not Provisions enough for us; we thereupon prayed him to let us go in our Bark, which was loaded wholly for Frenchmen, but he told me that he was accountable to his Owners for that Bark, so that he resolved to turn us ahoar, though I told him, that was the way to put us in danger of being burnt alive, if the Arabus should but fancy us to be Pirates; he ordered his Cairo then to be made ready, but seeing it could not carry us all at a time, was resolved the should do it at twice. For my part, I would not go off with the first, judging the worst of every thing. And the truth is, this first Voyage succeeded as I had imagined; for being pretty near Land, off of a fair Village called Cipha, at the foot of Mount Carmel, they put out white Colours, but instead of answearing them with the same Colour, they fired a Volley of small shot at them, so that they were forced to come back again. The reason why they answerved not with a white Flag was, that there was a French Merchant in that Village, who came from Acre to buy Goods, and he being informed by our Reys, that there were French Passengers on board of that Bark, he went to him that Commanded in the Village, telling him that if he put out a white Flag, they would set us ahoar, and carry off the Bark and Goods, whereas if he did not, they would be obliged to let both Bark and Men go, not knowing what to do with us: It happened so, indeed, for the Captain finding himself in great Perplexity, and not knowing what to resolve upon, made us give a Certificate under our Hands, attesting that the Goods belonged to Frenchmen. When we had sign'd this, he let us go in our Bark, giving us three Greeks, whom he had taken before he met with us. We left him about Noon, and came to Acre about an hour after, being every way in bad Enquipage, and much out of Order, not having so much as a Cairo to come ahoar in. Monsieur de Briquard, the French Conful, sent us one, and did me the favour to offer me both Money and Cloaths, for I had left both Cloaths, Money and all, except a Bill of Exchange for Acre, which by good luck they left me in an old Cloack-bag, having torn and thrown overboard some Papers, wherein I had written my Observations of Jerusalem. All our Relicks were broken, milled, or thrown into the Sea, and the Gourd that I had filled with the Water of Jordan was emptied, and then filled with Wine; for when I asked them news of it, they showed it me full of the Wine, which they had taken from us. So soon as we came ahoar, the Bahia fitted out four French-Merchant Ships, that were in the Harbour, to fall upon that Corfeir, for they had seen us taken from thence; and all the French Merchants knew their own Bark, having a Sail striped with Blew. He put an hundred Turks on board every one of these Ships, but the Conful (whom it would have troubled to have seen so many Frenchmen made Slaves) having recommended the matter to the Prayers of the Monks, ordered the Captains of these Ships, to use all means they could not to take him, and prayed me to dishearten the Turks that went on board; which I did the best way I could. For the Turks having asked me before they went, what number of Men they were? I told them they were betwixt three and four hundred, though they were not sixscore; and that they were well Armed, and resolved to defend themselves to the last. In short, the Bahia himself went on board one of the four Ships, and made towards the Corfeir, who was lying at Anchor much aboxt the place where he had taken us. He had a deigia (as we were since informed) thinking them to have been French Merchantmen, to have met them, and got Provisions from them, (for they were all ready to starve) and if the Bahia had had the skill to have put out French Colours, he might have taken them without striking a blow; but the Captains not steering right upon them, and firing purposely at them at a distance, made them know that they were coming to take them, wherefore they quickly cut their Cable, and getting under Sail, stood presently away; and the Bahia being very well satisfied that he had made them leave his Coaft, returned to Acre.

CHAP.
CHAP. LIII.

Of Acre.

A C R E is a Town of Palestine, lying on the Sea; it was anciently called Acre, afterwards Ptolemais, long held by the Knights of Malta; and hath been a very large and strong place, as appears by the marks that remain, but at present it is almost wholly Ruined, and the Harbour of it (which is very great) now filled up with Rebarb. This Town depends on the Baflha of Sepher. History mentions, that heretofore there were as many Churches in this Town as there are days in the Year; at present there are only the Ruines of about thirty to be seen; among others there are some lately remains of one, where (as they say) the Knights of Malta heretofore had a Treasure, which they marked with a piece of Marble, and which, not many Years since, they brought away in a Ship that came purposely to Acre, under pretence of buying Goods. The Palace of the Great Master is to be seen there still, but very Ruinous; there is in this Palace a back Gate towards the Sea, by which the Knights abandoned the Town, and went on Shipboard, when they could no longer defend the place. There remain still a fair Stair-case, and some Buildings, made there by the Emr Frr. Eddin, with several other very lovely Ruines. There is also a square Tower in Acre, which serves for a Carle, with a House close by it that serves for a Sarraglio to the Baflha, when he is in that Town, which is not much Inhabited, for there are not fifty Houses in it; and these too rather Huts than Houses: Nevertheless there is a little Han there, where the French Company of Sayde lodged at that time, but they were so frightened in it, that there were no fewer than four of them in one Room. The cause of the French Companies removing from Sayde to Acre, was that he who Commands at Sayde, having done them an Injury, and refusing to make Reparation, Monsieur de Brionard the Consul, resolved to have Justice of him, and having given Orders for all things necessary, he pretended one day to go a Hunting, but being abroad in the Fields with all his Merchants, he made all haste to Acre, where he was kindly Welcome by the Baflha of Sepher. The other finding this, sent to entreat the Consul to return, promising him all Satisfaction, but the Consul was so far from condescending to it, that he sent Deputies to Constaninople to make his Complaints against this Turk of Sayde, who seeing that he could not prevail with the French by fair means, gained an Arab Sheik, who promised to bring the Consul and all the Merchants back by force. But the French being informed of this, stood upon their Guard, so that the Arab finding his design blow'd upon, durst not undertake it. In short, this Man of Sayde being now at his Wit's end, threatened to Plunder their Warehouses, which were full of Goods at Sayde, if they did not return; but that did not at all move them, as knowing he would have a care how he did that, for he would have been forced to restore all back again one day, and if they had thought fit, more than he had taken, by pretending that there was ten times as much in them as indeed there was: But at length, some Months after, the Consul and Nation having received all Satisfaction from Constaninople, returned in Triumph to Sayde.
Chap. LIV.

Of Nazareth, and the Places about.

We set out from Acre on Wednesday, the eighth of May, about four in the afternoon, to go to Nazareth, eight Leagues distant from Acre; we took four Turks with us, each armed with a Musketer, to defend us from the Arabs if we should meet any, and we ourselves had each of us a Fowling-Piece, and a Case of Piftols, that they had lent us at Acre. We hoped a little to eat, about fix a Clock at Night; and then taking Horie again, continued our Journey through places where there was no Road, but Brus and safo to our Horie Bellys, and at ten a Clock at Night arrived at Nazareth. Nazareth is an ancient Town, standing upon a little height at the end of a large Plain, called Exedra. It is a Town at present almost defolate. We lodged in the Convent, which is commodious and neat enough, being new built; for it is about forty Years since that place came into the hands of the Monks of the Holy Land, being given them by the Emir Fair Thedim. Thursday, the ninth of May, we went into the Church, where we heard Mass, and said our Prayers; this Church is on the same place where the Angel Gabriel Announced the Mystery of the Incarnation to the Virgin Mary, when she was at Prayers, so that that Grott was her Oratory; you go down to it by seven or eight steps in the Court, and by more in the Convent. There are two lovely Pillars of greyish Stone in it, which were put there by St. Helen, one at the very place (as they say) where the Virgin was when she received that Heavenly Message, and the other at the place where the Angel appeared; from the lower part of that where the Virgin was, there is about two foot broken off by the Turks, so that the rest hangs (as it were) in the Air, licking to the Vault to which the Capital of it is fastned. Even with this Grott is the place of the Virgin's Chamber, which was by Angels Transported to Loreto; so that there are two Nefts, one of the Grott, and another of the Chamber, in the place whereof there is another Rebuilt exactly like that of Loreto. It is thirteen paces long, and four broad; the Chamber and Grott together, being also thirteen paces in length. We went out of Nazareth the same day, May the ninth, about three in the Afternoon, to go visit the holy places about it: And in the first place, about three quarters of a League South from Nazareth, we saw a great Hill, called the Precipice, which is the place where the Jews would have thrown our Saviour down headlong, but He rendering them invisible to them, retreated (as they say) into a little Cell, that looks like a large and deep Niche; this Niche is about the middle of the Precipice, and heretofore the prints of his Body were to be seen in it. In this Niche there is an Altar, on which sometimes they say Mass; and the ruins of a Chappel still to be seen by it. From the top of that Precipice, you may see the Town of Naim, where our Lord raised the Widow's Son from the Dead; it lies at the foot of the Hill called Herman, mentioned in the Psalms. Between the Precipice and Nazareth, there are some ruins of a Nunnery, where there was a Church, dedicated to our Lady of Fear; because they say, the holy Virgin following our Lord, whom the Jews led to precipitate him, and being afraid they might put him to death; as she was going down in this place, and her Knee was very well marked in the Rock. The Monks say, that they caused a piece of the Rock to be cut off, that they might have carried away that Impression; but that after they had gone a few steps, they could not carry it away. Then upon a little Mount, about a hundred paces from the Convent, they shewed us a great Stone, called our Lord's Table; because they have it by Tradition, that our Saviour sat many times upon it with his Apostles: Close by it is the Fountain, called St. Peter's Well, because our Lord returning back to the Town with his Apostles; and St. Peter being dry, our Saviour made that Well to spring out,
out, and the Water is very good: After that, we entered into the Town, which is close by, and about five a Clock at Night, came to the Convent.

CHAP. LV.

Of the House of the Cananean, the Mount of Beatitudes, the Mount of the two Fishes and five Loaves, the Sea of Tiberias, of Mount Tabor, and other holy Places.

Next day being Friday, the Tenth of May, we parted from Nazareth, about five a Clock in the Morning, and a little after, found the Fountain where the Blessed Virgin used to draw Water; and there are some steps to go down to it. Then on the left hand we saw the Tomb of Jesus, to whom the Turks bear great respect, as they do to all the Prophets: We saw a print of his Foot on the Rock, the same Foot being marked on four places of the Rock, at some paces distance from one another. We came next to the Well where the Water was drawn, which our Lord turned into Wine, at the Marriage of Cana. In the Sacrifice of the Church of the Eleven Thousand Virgins at Colgone, I saw one of the Pots wherein our Saviour wrought that Miracle, changing the Water that was in it, into so good Wine, that the Guest who had not seen the Miracle wrought, complained to the Master of the Feast, that he brought forth the good Wine last; seeing it was the custom to give the good Wine first, and the bad last: then we went into the House where our Lord wrought this Miracle. St. Helen built there a Church, with a little Convent where some Monks lived, it is still standing, but the Moors have changed it into a Mosque; however we entered into it. Having seen that place, we travelled a pretty while in the Plain where the Apostles pluck’d the Ears of Corn, and rubbed them in their hands on the Sabbath-Day, then from a little height we discovered the Sea of Galilee, from whence we also saw Bethsaida, where Judas killed Hiolaerius, we saw also from that place, pretty near the said Sea, the top of Mount Libanus, all white with Snow; and about Ten in the morning we came to the Mount of Beatitudes, so called, because it is the place where our Saviour made to his Apostles the Sermon of Beatitudes; we went up to it, and after we had heard the Gospel on that subject read by one of our Monks, we came down again and continued our Journey, and half an Hour after, we came to the place where our Lord fed Five thousand men, with two Fishes and five Loaves, and twelve Baskets full of Fragments remained. Having the Gospel read to us, we eat in that place upon a Stone, upon which (they say) he blessed the said Fishes and Loaves; from thence we went to the Town of Tiberias, which is upon the side of the Sea of Tiberias, having been restored by Herod, and named Tiberias from the name of the Emperor Tiberius. We got there about Noon; its Ruines and old Demolished Walls, demonstrate it to have been a very large place. The Walls of it having been ruined, a Jewish Widow afterwards built new ones in form of a Fort, with its Courtines, and Jews lived there, until about fifteen Years ago, that the Tyranny of the Turks made them abandon it. Among the ruins of the Town, and even within the Precincts of it, a great many Palm-Trees grow; within this last Precinct, there is a Castle upon the Sea-side, which seems to have been a strong place. A hundred paces from thence, within the said Precinct, we saw a Church, five and twenty paces in length, and fifteen broad, dedicated to St. Peter, which is still entire. They say, that St. Helen caused it to be built.
built in the place where our Lord said to St. Peter, *Thou art Peter, and upon this Rock will I build my Church, &c.* There we had that Gospel read to us.

Others say, it is the place where our Lord eat Fith with his Apostles after his Resurrection, when He appeared unto them upon the side of this Sea. We Dined in that place, and then washed our Selvres in the Lake; the Water whereof is fresh, very good to Drink, and full of Fith. It is about twelve or fifteen Miles long, and five or six over. It was heretofore called the Sea of Galilee, or Lake of Genezareth. From thence on the left hand, upon the side of that Sea, we saw the ruines of the Town of Capernaum, where St. Matthew left the Cullom-Houfe, to follow our Lord, and where our Saviour Cured the Centurion's Servant, and the Son of the Nobleman, and raised a Maid from the Dead. About an hundred paces from the Precinct of the Town of Tiberias, close by the Sea-side, there is a natural Bath of hot Waters, to which they go down by some Steps. The ancient Walls of Tiberias, reached as far as this Bath. We parted from Tiberias about two in the Afternoon, and about seven a Clock at Night, arrived at a Village called Sabaouo, near to which we lay abroad in the open Fields, for our Monks would by no means have us to Lodge at the usual place, which is at the Castle, called Aain Etnadjiar, that is to say, the Merchants Well, as being afraid of some Avants. Next day, Saturday the eleventh of May, we left that bad Inn about five a Clock in the Morning, and half an hour after, came to a Castle called Eunegiar, which is square, having a Tower at each Corner; close by it there is a Faw, which appears to be pretty enough, and is also square: It was at this Castle (as they say) that Joseph was by his Brethren sold to an Idumæite Merchant; the Pic or Well, whereunto they had put him first, is still to be seen, but we went not to it, because it was quite out of our Road. This Castle is commanded by a Souf-Basha; and there we payed a Peisfare of Caflare a piece, of which one half goes to the Souf-Basha, and the other to the Arabs. From thence we went towards Mount Tabor, by the Arabs called Gibeletour, and came an hour after to the foot of it, where alighting from our Horseboses, though one may ride up on Horse-back, as some of our Company did, we got up to the top, about nine a Clock: It is cane to be mounted, seeing one may go up on Horse-back, but it is also very high, being almost half a League from the bottom to the top. Having taken a little breath, we entered by a low Door into a little Grotto, where we found on the right hand a Chappel, built in memory of the place where our Lord was Transfigured, and of what St. Peter said, *It is good for us to be here, let us make three Tabernacles,* &c. This Chappel is made up of four Arches crossways, one of them is the entry of the Chappel, which is opposite to it, is the place where our Lord was when he was Transfigured; that which is on the right hand of it, but on the left hand of those that enter into the Chappel, is the place where Moses was; because in holy Scripture, Moses is mentioned before Elias. The fourth (which is over against that of Moses) is the place where Elias was; and a Monk read to us there the Gospel of the Transfiguration. Near to this place there is a little Plain, and a Giftern of excellent Water. This Mount is shaped like a Sugar-Loaf, and is covered all over with Trees, for most part hard Oaks. After we had eaten in that place, we came down about ten a Clock in the Morning, and took our way towards the Convent of Nazareth, where we arrived about one of the Clock. In the Evening we went to see the House and Shop of St. Joseph, very near to the Convent; there is an old ruinous building there, which appears to have been a Church, wherein were three Altars, built by St. Helen, and a few steps farther, we saw the Synagogue where our Lord taught the Jews, when they had a mind to precipitate him.
CHAP. LVI.

The way by Land from Jerusalem to Nazareth.

One may Travel by Land from Jerusalem to Nazareth, and besides avoiding the dangers that offer by Sea, see a great many other curious places; but, (as I have already said) the Arabs exact such unreasonable Caffares Jerusalem to upon the Road, that few go that way at present; however I shall set it down in this Place.

Parting from Jerusalem after Dinner, you come to Lodge at Elbur; there Elbur, there is a very curious Village standing upon a height, and Inhabited by a few People. There is also a Church half ruined, which was heretofore a fair Fabric: The Walls that yet stand are of great Flint. They say that this was the place where the blessed Virgin lodged her Son Jesu, and therefore returned to Jerusalem, where she found him in the Temple Disputing with the Doctors. Next day you Lodge at Naploa, Travelling all the way over Hills and Dales, Naploa, which are nevertheless fruitful, and in many places bear plenty of Olive-Trees.

Napoloe is the Town which in holy Scripture is called Stebin, near to which Sichem, Jacob and his Family most frequently Lived; it stands partly on the side, and partly at the foot of a Hill. The Soil about it is fertile, and yields Olives in abundance. The Gardens are full of Orange and Citron-Trees, watered by a River and sundry Brooks. About one hundred paces from the Town towards the East, there is a Spring under a Vault, which discharges its water into a reservery of one entire piece of Marble, ten spans long, five broad, and as much in height: in the front there are some Foligales and Rojes cut in Relief upon the Marble. About half a quarter of a League from thence, (upon the Road from Jerusalem) is the Well of the Samaritans, as the Christians of the Country say who keep it covered with great Stones, lest the Turks should fill it up. When these Stones are removed, you go down into a Vault by a little lane, opposite to the mouth of the Well; and there another great Stone is to be removed, before you come at the Well, which is sixteen fathom deep, cemented narrow at the top, and wide at the bottom. Over the aforesaid Vault, there are some ruins of the Buildings of a Village; two little Pillars are to be seen still standing, and many Olive-Trees all round. Near to that is the portion of Land which Jacob gave to his Son Joseph; it is a very pleasant place, and his Sepulchre is in it. Mount Gerizim (mentioned in holy Scripture) is on the right hand as you go to that Well. There is a Chappel at the foot of this Mountain, where the Samaritans heretofore worshipped an Idol. On the South side of the Town there is another Mount, called in Arabick Elmaida, that is to say Table, where (they say) our Lord rested himself being weary upon the Road: There is a Culfison of the same Stone raised upon the Rock still to be seen, and some prints of Hands and Feet; and they say, that in times past, the figure of our Lord’s whole Body was to be discerned upon it. This is a pleasant place, having a full prospect of the Town. To the West of it there is a Mosque, heretofore a Church, built upon the same ground where the House of Jacob stood; on the other side there is a ruined Church, built in honour of St. John Baptist. In this Town Travellers pay a Coffee. Next day after an hour and a halfs travel, you strike off the high Road to the right, if you would see the Town of Shafshe standing upon a little Hill, about half a League wide of the Road, where you still see great ruins of Walls, and several Pillars both standing and lying upon the Ground, with a fair large Church, some of it still standing upon lovely Marble-Pillars; The high Altar on the East end must have been very fine, by what may be judged from the Dome which covers it, and is still in order, faced with Marble-Pillars, whose Capitals are most Artfully fashioned, and adorned with Mosaick Painting, which was built by St. Helen (as the People of the Country say). This Church at present is divided into two parts, of which the Mahomctans hold the one, and the Christians
Christians the other. That which belongs to the Mahometans is paved with Marble, and has a Chappell under Ground, with three and twenty steps down to it. In this Chappell St. John Baptist was Buried, between the Prophets Elija and Abdiel. The three Tombs are raised four Spans high, and enclosed with Walls, so that they cannot be seen but through three openings a span big, by Lamps-light, (which commonly burns there.) In the same place (as they say) St. John was put in Prison, and Beheaded at the desire of Herodias. Others say, that it was at Machaeris, which is a Town and Fort where King Herod kept Malefactors in Prison. This Town of Seballa, was also called Samaria, from the name of Simeon, to whom the Ground wherein it is built belonged, or from the name of the Hill on which it stands, which is called Omonora. Having passed Seballa you are out of Samaria, which terminates there, and pursuing your Journey, you come to lodge at Cenwy. They say, that in this place our Saviour cured the ten Lepers. There is a Mosque there still, which was formerly a Church of the Christians; the Ham where you lodge is great, and serves for a Fort, having close by it a Fountain and a Bazar where Provisions are sold. The Soil is fertile enough, and produces plenty of Palm-Trees and Fig-Trees. There is a very great Caraffe to be paid there. Next day, after about two Hours march, you enter into a great Plain, called Edrellion, about four Leagues in length, at the west end whereof you see the top of Mount Carmel, where the Prophet Elias lived, of which we shall speak hereafter. At the foot of this Hill are the ruins of the City of  Jezerusel, Founded by Athob, King of Israel, where the Dogs licked the Blood of his Wife Jezerel, as the Prophet Elias had foretold. In the middle of this Plain is the Brook of GISON, where Ithah, King of Casanana and Sifrea, his Lieutenant were slain by Deborah the Prophetic, and Judge of Israel, and by Barak, Chief of the Host of God’s People. Many Battles have been fought in this Plain, as may be seen in holy Scripture. After you have passed this Plain, and travelled an hour over Hills, you come to Nazareth, of which, and the places that are to be seen about it, I have already said enough. Now I’ll set down the way from Nazareth to Damascus.

CHAP. LVII.

The Road from Nazareth to Damascus.

Such as would go to Damascus, may lye at AIN ETTADGHAR, which is a Caffee about three Leagues from Nazareth; mentioned by me before in the fifty fifth Chapter; and there is a Caffare to be paid there. The next day you lye at Menia, by the Sea-side of Tiberias. The day following, you lye from several places on the Road the Town of Sepher, (where Queen Esther was Born) standing on a Hill. About four hours Journey from Menia, you see the Pit or Well of Joseph, into which he was let down by his Brothers; there is no water in it, the mouth of it being very narrow, but the bottom indifferent wide, and may be fathom deep. It is covered by a Dome standing on four Arches, to three of which so many little Marble-Pillars are joined, as Butterflies for the Dome; the place of the fourth Pillar is still to be seen, and it appears to have been not long since removed. Close by this Pit there is a little Mosque adjoining to an old Han. Two hours journey from that Pit you cross over Jacob’s Bridge, which the Arabs call Deserf Jacoub; this is the place where the Patriarch was met by his Brother Elias, as he was returning with his Wives and Goods from Lebanon his Father in Law: The Bridge consists of three Arches, under which runs the River of Jordan, and falls afterwards into the Sea of Tiberias, about three hours going from thence. On that side the River runs, there is a great Pond to be seen. When you have passed this Bridge you are out of Galilee, and there you pay a great Caffare. Then you come to
to Lodge at Contra, which is a little Village, wherein there is a very old large Han, built in form of a Fort, with three Calverines; within the precinct of it there is a Mosque, a Baz'ar, and a Coffee-House; and there also you pay a Caffare. Next day you lie at Saxa, and have bad way to it, the Country being so stony that it cannot be Cultivated. About mid way you find a Han built of black stones and called Rainder, over the Gate whereof there is a square Tower with four Windows after the manner of our Steeples. Saxa is a pretty Han, having a Mosique in the middle, and a Fountain by the side of it. Without it you see a little Castle, near to which runs a River, that divides itself into four and thirty Branches, and there you find three Bridges, where there is a Caffare to be paid. The day following you come to Damassacus, seven hours travelling from Saxa; but first, about an hour and a half journey from Saxa, you cross over a Bridge upon the River that comes from Saxa. For the four first hours the way is stony, after that, between two little Hills, and on the right hand of a ruined Village, called Cassab, that is to say, Star, is the place where our Lord laid to St. Paul, Saul, Paul, why persecutest thou me? The rest of the way, is over most fertile Plains.

CHAP. LVIII.

Of the City of Damascus, and the places that are to be seen about it.

The first thing that may be seen at Damassacus, is the Bezstein, which is Damassacus, Beautiful enough, and hath three Gates; from whence you go to the Castle, which is all built of Stones cut in Diamond cut; but it is not caece for Franks to enter it. At first you come to a Court of Guard with several Arms hanging upon the Wall, and two pieces of Ornaments, each sixteen spans long. About fifteen steps further is the Mint, where the Jews Work. A little beyond that, there is a Dome of no great Workmanship, but supported by four so great Pillars, that three men can hardly athom one of them round. Fifty paces from thence, you enter through a large Archd Hall into the Divan where the Council is held, painted with Gold and Azure after the Mosaki way; and in it there are three Basons full of excellent water: When you come out of the Castle, you see the Ditches half a Pikes depth, and twenty paces over, wherein on the side of the Town a little Canal of water runs, which waters the Gardens about, that are full of Orange, Lemon, Pomgranate, and several other Trees. Through the middle of the Castle runs a branch of the River, with which they can fill the Ditches, when there is occasion. On the outside of the Walls of the same Castle, hang two Chains of Stone, one of which contains fifteen Links, and the other fourteen, cut one within another by matchlefs Art, each Link being about two fathom long, and one and a half wide, and the two Chains are of one entire Stone a piece. From thence you come to a fair Mosque about twenty Paces Square, painted all over with Mosaki work in Gold and Azure, and paved with Marble; in the middle of it is the Sepulchre of Melic Dar, Sultan of Egypt. After that, you must see the House of the Teflard, wherein there is a little Marble Mosque of most lovely Architecture, and painted with Gold and Azure. There are several lovely Rooms in it of the same fashion, at each Window whereof, you have a little Fountain of most clear Water, which is artificially brought thither in Pipes. In this House there is a door and several great Windows, with copper Lattices which look into the great Mosque, and thence one may see without molestation, but Christians are forbidden to enter it, upon pain of Death, or turning Turk. From that door and the Windows, one may perceive a great part of the Mosque which may be about three hundred paces long, and three-score wide. The Court
Court is paved with lovely Stones, most part of Marble, thinning like Looking-gla"flie. Round about this Court there are several Pillars of Marble, porphyry and Jasper, incomparably well wrought, which support an Arch that ranges all round, painted with several pieces in Mosaick work. The Porch of the Mosque faces this Court, and the entry into it is by twelve large Copper-Doors embossed with Figures, with several Pillars, most part of Porphyry, whose Capitals are gilt. The walls are painted with lovely figures in Gold and Azure. The Turks themselves have to great a reverence for this place, that they dare not pass through the Court without taking off their Pantaloes; and certainly tis one of the loveliest Mosques in all the Turkish Empire. It was heretofore a Christian Church, built by the Emperor Heraclius, in Honour of St. Zacharias, the Father of St. John Baptist, and they say, there is a Sepulchre in it where the Bones of that holy Prophet rest. You must also see the Fountain where St. Paul recovered his sight, and was Baptized by Anania, which is in the Straight-street, so called in the Acts of the Apostles, under a Vault in the Bazars, near to a thick Pillar, called the Ancient Pillar; when you go up to the House of that same Judas, with whom St. Paul Sojourned, to be instructed in the Christian Religion, and Baptized: there you see a great door armed with Iron and huge Nails; within which is the Chamber where the said Saint rested three Days and three Nights. After that, you go out of the Town by a Gate called Bab Cherbki; that is to say, East Gate, near to which (in former times) there was a great Church, built in honour of St. Paul, but at present the Turks have made a Han of it; the Steeple remains still, and is very ancient.

Continuing your way along the Town-Ditches, and about fifty paces Southward, from the said gate, you see a great square Tower joining to the walls, in the middle of which there are two Flowers de Luce cut in Relief, and well shaped, and at the side of each of them a Lyon cut in the same manner: Between these Flowers de Luce, there is a great Stone with an Inscription upon it in Turkish Characters. About three hundred paces further, you come to the Gate called Bab Kiffa, that is walled up, under which is the place where St. Paul was let down in a Basket, to avoid the persecution of the Jews. Sixty paces from thence over against the Gate, is the Sepulchre of St. George the Porter, who had his Head struck off upon pretence that he was a Christian, and had made St. Paul's escape: The Christians of the Country reckon him a Saint, and have commonly a Lamp burning upon his Tomb. Returning the same way back to the Town, you pass by the House of Anania, which is between the East Gate and St. Thomas Gate; and there you find fourteen steps down to a Grott, which is the place where Anania instructed St. Paul, and taught him the Christian Doctrine: And on the left hand is the hole, (but now stopp'd up) by which Anania went under ground to St. Paul in the House of Judas. They say that the Turks have several times attempted to build a Mosque over that Grott but that all that they had built in the day-time, was in the Evening thrown down in an instant. You may also go to a little Hermitage two miles from the City, where Dorothea live; it stands upon a little Hill, above a great Village called Saliassia. There you may see the Cave where the seven Sleepers hid themselves when they were Persecuted by Decius, who would have made them renounce the Christian Faith, and where they kept till the time of Theodosius the Younger. This is a very pleasant place, and the more, that from thence one may see all the Country about Damасes: Three Leagues from thence towards the way of Balst bei, is the place where they say, Cain flew his Brother Abel, and where also they Sacrificed. You must also go to a Village called Jobar, half a League from the City, inhabited only by Jews, who have a Synagogue there, at the end of which on the right side there is a Grott four paces square, with a hole and seven steps cut in the Rock, to go down to it: They say, that this is the place where the Prophet Elias hid himself, when he fled from the Persecution of Queen Jetzebel. The hole by which the Ravens brought him Victuals for the space of forty days, is still to be seen there. There are three little Preeills in this Grott serving to set three Lamps in. A League and a half from thence is the place where (as they say) the Patriarch Abraham gave Battle to the five Kings, who carried away his Nephew Lot, and overcame them. Damасes which the Turks call Charr.
Part I. Travels into the Levant.

is very well situated; seven Rivers run by it, and it is encompassed all round almost with two Walls, and little Ditches. The Houses are not handsome on the outside being built of Brick and Earth, but within they are most Beautiful, and have all generally Fountains. The Mosques, Bagno’s and Coffee Houses are very fair and well Built. But let us return to Nazareth, which I passed not, hoping to see Damascus by another way, as I shall relate hereafter.

The Reader may find a more ample description of Damascus in the Second Part of these TRAVELS.

C H A P. LIX.

Our return to Acre. A Description of Mount Carmel.

After we had seen Nazareth and all that is to be seen about it, we took leave of the Father Guardian of Nazareth, and parted on Sunday the twelfth of May, about two a Clock in the Afternoon.

Monday the thirteenth of May we parted from Acre about four a Clock in the Evening in a small Bark, to go to Mount Carmel ten miles from Acre; we had a fair Wind, but so high, that our Rudder broke, which being quickly mended again with some Nails, we sailed only with a fore-Sail, and about six a Clock at night, arrived at the Village of Cayphas, before which we were taken by the Corsair mentioned before. This Village which was formerly a Town, stands at the foot of Mount Carmel; we went up the Mount, and about seven a Clock came to the Convent, which is held by barefooted Carmelites.

They observe a very severe Rule, for beside that they are removed from all worldly Conversation, they neither eat Flesh nor drink Wine, and if they need it, they must go to another place, the Superior at that time old, for being a mathematician, and pining away daily, he was forced to go to Acre, there to recruit himself for some days: Nor do they suffer Pilgrims to eat Flesh in their Convent, only they allow them to drink Wine. This Convent is not on the top of the Mount, where they had a lovely one, before the Christians left the Holy Land, the ruins whereof are still to be seen; but is a very little one somewhat lower, and needs no more but three Monks to fill it, who would have much ado to subsist, if they had not some Alms given them by the French Merchants of Acre, that go often thither to their Devotions. They have possessed this place thirty years, since the time they were driven out of it, after that the Christians left the Holy Land; it is the place where the Prophet Elias lived, and their Church is the very Grotto where sometimes he abode, which is very neatly cut out of the Rock: From this Convent they have an excellent Prospect, especially upon the Sea, where there is no bounds to their sight. About their Convent they have a pretty Hermitage very well Cultivated by the Italian Brother, who hath brought all the Earth that is in it thither; and indeed, it is very pleasant to see Flowers and Fruits growing upon a Hill that is nothing but Rock. These good Monks gave us a very neat Collation of nine or ten Dishes of Fruit, and then we went to rest in the apartment of the Pilgrims; for though it be a very little place, yet they have made a small, commodious and very neat Lodging for Pilgrims, but they must not exceed the number of six. Next day the fourteenth of May, we

Performed
performed our Devotions in that holy place, and then left the Convent about eight a Clock in the morning, that we might go visit the places of Devotion about it. Our guide was one of the French Fathers, who fearing we might be Robbed by the Arabs, made us carry upon our shoulders Sticks in the manner of Mouquets. At a good Leagues distance from the Convent, we saw a Well that the Prophet Elias made to spring out of the Ground, and a little over it, another no less miraculous, the waters of both are very pleasant and good. The Arabs say, that all the while the Monks were absent after they had been Banished from thence, they yielded no Water. Cloze by this last Fountain are lately ruines of the Convent of St. Brocard, who was sent thither by St. Albert, Patriarch of Jerusalem, to Reform the Hermits, that lived there without rule or community; it hath been a lovely Convent. Not far from thence is the Garden of the Stone-Melons, and they say, that Elias passing that way, demanded in Charity a Melon from a man that was gathering some, who in contempt answered Elias that they were Stones and not Melons, whereupon all the Melons were immediately turned into Stones; when I prayed them to conduct me to that Garden, They made me believe, that they knew not the way, but after that, they told me privately, that they were unwilling to carry me thither, because we were too many in company, and that there being but few of these Melons there at present, if every one took what he liked, no more would remain, but they made me a present of one. After we had seen these places, we returned to the Convent about eleven of the Clock, and having Dined on good fresh Fish, we went to see the Grotts of the holy Prophets, Elias and Eliahu, that are near to the Convent; there is also a third, but it is full of Earth, and the door walled up. Lower down, towards the foot of the Mountain, is the Cave where the Prophet Elias taught the People; it is all cut very smooth in the Rock both above and below; it is about twenty paces in length, fifteen in Breadth, and very high: and I think it is one of the lowest Grotts that can be seen. The Turks have made a little Mouique there, Mount Carmel and all the Country about, is commanded by a Prince named the Emir Thalabat, who pays yearly to the Grand Signior a Tribute of twelve Horse. Having thanked the Fathers for their Civility, which we acknowledged by a charitable Gratitude, we embarked again about four a Clock in the Afternoon, in the same Bark that had brought us, and arrived at Acre about seven at Night.

C H A P. L X.

The way from Acre to Sourfayde, Baruth, Tripoly and Mount Libanus; and from Tripoly, to Aleppo, with what is to be seen in these places.

I shall here make a little digression from my Travels, and observe what is to be seen in those quarters. The first night you leave Acre, you Lodge at Sour; about half way there is a Tower near the Sea, where a Caffare must be paid. About an hour and a half before you come to Sour, a few steps from the Sea-side, you find a Well of an oblong figure; about fifteen foot in diameter, which is full of Water, that one may reach it with the Hands, and (as they say) they have often attempted to sound the depth of it, with several Camels load of Rope, but could never find the bottom. It is taken to be the Well of Living Waters, mentioned in the Canities.

The Town of Sour is upon the Sea-side, and was anciently called Tyre; there it was that our Lord Cured the Canaanitish Womans Daughter. There
are lovely Antiquities to be seen in this place. From Sour you have a days Journey to Sayde, and there is a Tower upon this Road also, where there is a Caffare to be paid. Sayde is a pretty Town upon the Sea-side, and the Ancient name of it was Sydon. Before the Town there is a little Fort Built in the Sea. The Country about Sayde is lovely, and full of Gardens; among others, there are two about two Mufquet Shot from the Town, that are full of excellent Orange-Trees, wherein they grow the Sepulchre of Zebulon, one of the twelve Sons of Israel. The next day you may go and lie at Baruth. About an hour's travelling from Sayde to Baruth, there is to the right hand a Village called Gie, with a great deal of Sand about it; and they say, that that is the place where the Whale call out Jonas, after he had been three days in the Belly of it. There are two Caffars to be paid on that Road. The Soil about Baruth is pleasant and good, bearing abundance of White Mulberry-Trees, for the Silk-Worms. Having next day travelled half a League from Baruth, you see a Cave on the right hand, which was herefore the Den of a huge Dragon. Two hundred paces further, there is a Greek Church upon the same Ground, (as they say) where St. George Kill'd that Dragon; when it was about to have Devoured the Daughter of the King of Baruth. Half an hour's travelling from thence, there is a Bridge, called Baruth's Bridge, of six Arches; and there is a Caffare to be paid there. About two hours journey from that Bridge, you find another, under which, runs a River, called in Arabick Naor el Kello, that is to say, the Dogs River, without doubt, because there is a Ring cut in the Rock, to which is fastened a great Dog, cut on the fame Rock, that is still to be seen in the Sea. They say, that in times past, that Dog Barked by Enchantment, when any Fleet came, and that his Bark was heard four Leagues off. A little above the descent where the Dog is, this Inscription is cut in great Characters upon the Rock. IMP. CÆS. M. AURELIUS. ANTONINUS. PIUS. FELIX. AUGUSTUS. PART. MAR. BRITANNIUS. At the end of this Bridge, there is a Marble-Stone eleven Span long, and five broad, on which is an Inscription of six lines in Arabick Characters. From thence you go and lodge at Abdon. The day following, you lie at Tripoli; by the way on the Sea-side, you see the Towns of Tripoli, Gobel, Patron, and Amphi. Tripoli is a very pretty Town with a neat Castle, at the foot of which, a little River runs; several Gardens full of Orange-Trees, and White Mulberries, encompass the Town, which is a mile from the Sea, where there are several Towers planted with Cannon to defend the Coast. Here it was that St. Marina being accused of Incontinence, did Penance in Mans Apparel. Next day you go to Mount Libanus; about five Hours and a halfs travelling from Tripoli, you come to Lodge at Cannobin, which is a Village where the Patriarch of Mount Libanus Lives; there is a Church and Monastery in it. The day following, you go to the Cedars, which are an hour and a halfs going from Cannobin, and you pass through a pretty Village, called Eden, which is about an hour from Cannobin. It is a Foppery to say, that if one reckon the Cedars of Mount Libanus twice, he shall have a different number, for in all, and great and small, there is neither more nor less, than twenty three of them. All that Inhabit this Mountain, are Maronite Christians. Having seen Mount Libanus, you come back to Tripoli; from whence, if you have a mind to go to Aleppo, you must take the following Road from Tripoli; you come to lodge at a Castle called the French Castle, standing upon a high Hill, which was Built in the time of Godfrey of Bouillain. From thence you have a days Journey to Ama, which was herefore a fair large Town; but at present is half ruined, it still contains some lovely Molques, and Houfes Built of black and white Stones intermingled. At the end of the Town, there is a great Castle upon a Hill, almost all ruined and uninhabited; the Walls of it are very thick and high, built of pretty black and white Stones dispossed in several Figures, and the little of them that remains, shews their ancient Beauty. The Gate of the Castle is adorned with Inscriptions in Arabick Letters, and the entry into it, is made like a Court of Guard. There is an Oratory on the South side of it, like to those wherein the Turks say their Prayers. There are several Grots well wrought in it, and a great many Magazines, which served formerly to hold
hold Provisions and Amunition. The River Affi, or Oronteus, runs by the side of this Castle, and fills the Ditches about it, that are cut in the Rock, and very deep: it runs also through the whole Town, where it turns eighteen great Wheels, which raise the Water two Pikes height into Channels that lie upon great Arches, and convey it not only to the Fountains of the Town, but also without, into the Gardens. You must also see a Mosque that stands near the River, and over against the Castle, before the door of which there is a Pillar of most lovely Marble erected, with the figures of Men, Birds, and other Animals, very well cut in Demy Relief upon it. In this Mosque there is a very pleasant Garden, full of Orange-Trees, by the River-side. From Affi, you go and lodge at Mara, which is a sorry Town commanded by a Sanger, and there is nothing in it worth the observing, but the Han you lodge in, which is covered all over with Lead, and is very spacious, being capable of Lodging eight hundred Men and their Horses, with ease. In the middle of this Han there is a Mosque with a lovely Fountain, and a Well two and forty Fathom deep from the top to the Water, is still to be seen there. About sixscore Years ago, that Han was Built by Maham Chadhi, great Teytderah, when he made the Pilgrimage of Mecca. About fifty paces from hence, there is another old Han half ruined, having a door of Black Stone, of one entire piece seven span long, four and a half broad, and a span thick; on which two Croffles like those of Mara, with Roses and other Figures, are cut in Demy Relief. From Mara you go and lye at Aleppo.

CHAP. LXI.

The Road from Tripoly to Aleppo, by Damascus.

Those who have never seen Damascus may go to it from Tripoly, in three good days' Journey, and from thence to Aleppo, by the way following. From Damascus, the first night's Lodging is at Caraphe; one half of the way thither, is over most pleasant and fruitful Plains, abounding with Fruit-Trees, Olive-Trees, and Vines, and watered by seven little Rivers, and several Brooks, where you see by the way a great many Villages in the Countrey about, to the number, (as the People of the Countrey say) of above three hundred and fifty. The rest of the way is very Barren and Mountainous. There is at Caraphe the lovelyest Han that is to be seen in the whole Countrey. In the middle of this Han there is a Fountain that discharges its water into a great Pond. There is plenty of all things necessary therein, and a thousand Men and Horses may be commodiously lodged in it. About four-score years since, Siman Basha the Grand Visier, passing through that Countrey upon his way to Mecca and Hysmen, caused it to be Built; as you go into it, you must pass through a great Square Court, walled in like a Castle. It hath two Gates, one to the South, and the other to the North, upon each of which, there are three Culverines mounted, to defend the Place. There is a Caffare to be paid there from Caraphe, the next Night's Lodging is at Nebk; and upon the Road, five hours travelling from Caraphe you see an old Caffar, called Caffel, or Hanie Abou, that is to say, the Brides Han, standing in a very Barren place, and environed by Mountains. Nebk is Situated upon a little Hill, at the foot of which are Gardens full of Fruit-Trees, and watered by a small River, over which there is a Handsome Bridge of four Arches. Next day when you have Travelled two Hours, you pass by a Village called Carra, which contains two Hans and a Greek Church, Dedicated to the Honour of St. George. For half a League round this Village there is nothing but Gardens full of Fruit-Trees, watered by little Brookes. Two Leagues from thence, you find a Caffar called Caujitel, and without the
the walls of it, is a Fountain that runs into a Pond twenty paces long; then you come to Lodge at Aisia, which is a Han for lodging of Travellers. As you go to it, you pass through a large Court, walled in like a Fort, having a very lovely Fountain in the middle, which discharges its Water by four Pipers, and at the Back of the Han there is a Spring of Water that fills a Pond. From Aisia you go next day to Hemis: About mid way, you find a ferry Han, called Hemis, Chopers.

Hemis is a pretty Town indifferently big, the Walls whereof are of black and white Stones, and half a Pikes height almost all round, fortified with little round Towers, to the number of six and twenty; formerly they were begirt with Ditches, which at present are for the most part filled up with rubbish. This Town hath six Gates, and there are five Churches in it. The first is very great, and is supported with four and thirty Marble-pillars, most part falsars, it is three-score and ten paces long, and eighteen broad: Within on the South-side, there is a little Chappel, where you may see a Stone-Cheek or Cafe set in the Wall, five spans in length, and three in breadth, wherein the people of the Country, (not only Christians, but Moors) believe the head of St. John Baptist to be, and therefore the Moors make great account wherein is of it, and have commonly a Lamp burning before it. They say, that on certain days of the year, some drops of Blood distill from that Cafe. There are also many other long and round pieces of Marble built in the Wall, inscribed with Greek Characters, and very artfully engraven with Rosies and other Figures. St. Helen built that Church, which was long possessd by the Christians of the Country, but, at length, about an hundred and sixty years ago, was usurped by the Turks, and serves them at present for their chief Mosque; the Roof that is supported by these Pillars, has been lately renewed, and is only of Wood ill put together. Christians are suffered to enter into it. By the side of it without, there is a great Pond where the Turks make their Ablutions before they go into it. At the door of this Mosque, there are two Marble-Pillars twenty span long, lying along upon the Ground. From thence, you go to another Church held by the Moors, called St. George's; the Christians of the Country may perform their Devotions there, paying for half the Oyl that is consumed in it. The third is dedicated to the Honour of our Lady, and is possessd by the Christians of the Country. The fourth is held by the Greeks, and is called Arbaini Chevans, which is to say, forty Martyrs; it is very neat, supported by five Pillars, whereof four are Marble, and the fifth Porphyrie, wrought and cut in the form of a Screw. The fifth Church is called St. Marian, alias St. Julian; the People of the Country say, that his Body is there, in a Sepulchre of most excellent Marble, standing behind the Altar, made like a Beer or Coffin, with a high ridged cover: At the four Corners there are four Balls of the same Marble, and twelve Crosses round it in Demy Relief. This Sepulchre is ten Spans long, five broad, and as much in height, seeming to be all of one entire piece. Six hundred paces Westward from the Gate, called Bob Jowney, that is to say, the Jews Gate, there is a pretty big Pyramid, wherein the People of the Country believe, that Cainus Cafar the Nephew of Augustus, is buried. Upon a Hill to the South of the Town, there is a Caille built like that of Ama, which I mentioned in the foregoing Chapter, but it is not so ruinous, though it be uninhabited, as well as the other. They say, that heretofore both of them were held by the Christians, who endured long and hard Sieges, before they surrendered them to the Turks; and that's the reason that the Grand Signor has commanded that they should not be repaired nor inhabited. The Han where Travellers lodge, is fifteen paces without the Walls of the Town, on the North-side from Hemis. The next Lodging is at Ama. About half way there is a little Oratory, which they say, was built by the Franks; it is at present Inhabited by a Moorish Scheik. A little further there is a ruined Village upon a Hill. Near to that is the Han where Travellers (that have a mind to stop here) may Lodge. After that, you pass over a Bridge of ten Arches, called Desfer Raffan, that is to say Raffans Bridge, which is very neat, and has the River Afi running underneath it. I have said enough of Ama in the Chapter before.
Chap. LXII.

Our setting out from Acre to Damiette, and our meeting with Italian Corsairs.

From Acre to Damiette.

We stayed at Acre four days, expecting a passage for Damiette, but at length, finding two Sambiers of Cyprus, which were both bound for Damiette, we resolved to go along with them; and having sent for the Reys of that Sambier that was a Greek, Monsieur de Bricard the Confidant, took us the pains to make a Bargain for us, and recommended us to him. Sambiers are Vessels made like Galliottts, but longer; the Stern and Stem of them, are made much alike, only in the Poop, there is a broad Room under Deck; there are several Banks for Rowers, according to the length of the Sambier, and each Oar is managed by two Men. Ours had twelve Oars on each side; but besides, it had a great Main with a very large Sail; so that being light Loaded, no Gallay could be too hard for one of them, if their Oars were long enough, but they have them very short. The Wind offering fair for us, we took our Provisions and went on board our Sambier, Sunday the nineteenth of May, about three a Clock in the Afternoon, the other Sambier being in company with us. We were much afraid of Corsairs, and especially of him who had taken us before; not only because his Men had said, That if they had killed us, they would not have been obliged to make Restitution of any thing, but also least they might have accused us of being the cause that the Turks had come out against them, and so used us the worse for that. However we met with nothing considerable till next day, being Monday the twentieth of May, that about Sunsetting we pulled by a Tower, about twelve Miles from Jaffa; when we were come near to that Tower, they fired some great and Small-shot at us, which much...
much surprized us, but more when we saw that they made great fires all along
the Coast, and especially upon the Towers. We knew not the cause of this,
(which I shall tell hereafter) only we concluded that they took us for Pirates.
When we came near to Jaffa, we perceived a great fire upon the Tower, and
then about nine a Clock at Night, offering to put into the Harbour to take in
Wood and Water, they fired at us both great and small Shot: Then our Reys
went upon the Poop, and called out as loud as he could, that he was such a
Man, Reys of a Saniquier, calling by Name thofe whom he knew at Jaffa; but
we had no other answer from within but Alarga; that is to say, that we should
stand off, and with that another Volley of great and small Shot: When this
Mufick had lasted about an Hour, they continually Firing, and our Reys calling
to them and making a heavy Noise, the other Saniquier Flood in nearer than
we, and the Reys calling as loud as ever he could, made them at length hear him,
and the Greeks who were at Jaffa to know him: Then in Read of Alarga,
they called to us Tala, which exceedingly rejoiced us; and the meaning of
that was, that we should come in, so that we entered the Port about ten a
Clock at Night. For my part, I was afraid it might have been a Trick, that
so they might have easily sunk us when we were got nearer. But it proved other-
wise, for we were received as Friends. We found all the People in Arms,
ready to lie, and the Women and Children were already gone from Jaffa.
Here we had the comfort to be pittied, that we should have been Riffled even
by Christians, for they knew us as having been once before at Jaffa, and had
had intelligence of our being taken. We stayed at Jaffa for fair Weather until
Friday, the four and twentie of May, when the Wind prentending, we set
out about Noon, and within two or three Hours after, were got out of sight
of Land; the Wind calming in the Evening, we came to an Anchor, and next
Morning, Saturday the five and twentie of May, by break of day we weighed,
and sailed upon a Wind; about three or four a Clock in the Afternoon
we made Land, and standing in to it, came to an Anchor at Sun-setting, not
being able to weather a Cape on head of us, because the Wind was contrary.
Next day being Sunday, the fix and twentie of May, we weighed by break
day, and prentending made two Sail, whereof the one seemed to be a Ship,
and the other a Galliot; we rowed off from them as much as we could, and
at length (after some hours) left them, but about Noon again we saw the Galliot a
Stern of us. Our Confort ran prentently ahoar, and instead
of doing the like, we rowed and made all the sail we could, so that in a short
time we lost sight of the Galliot once more; but making her again a little af-
ter, we rowed again a little, and so lost sight of her the third time. At first
when we made thofe Sails, my mind misgave me that some Misfortune attended
us; and indeed I was an unlucky Prophe, for I told the reff, that as yet we
were too far from Damiette to be taken, and that as we had been already
taken within ten Miles of Acre, so we should be taken within ten Miles of Da-
miette. Having then lost sight of that Galliot once more, about fix a Clock
at Night we came to an Anchor at a place, from whence we could see
three Vessells riding at an Anchor also. Our design was, so soon as it should
be Night and calm, to endeavour to double a point of Land that we were not
far short of, and then we would have been pretty near Damiette, and avoided
that which befell us, but our Company slept too long; for Monday, the seven
and twentie of May, they turned out about two Hours before day, and
having weighed Anchor, made all the way they could with Sails and Oars,
but at break of day when we were not twenty Miles from Damiette, we saw two
Cayques full of Men coming against us; then would our Company have stood
back again, but it was too late. And the Cayques making up with all speed,
the Turk who was a Passenger with us, tied his bundle about his Neck, and jump-
ing over-board, got quickly ahooe without the loss of any thing: the rest,
whether it was that they could not Swim so well, or that they hoped we might
gain ahooe before they could board us, did not imitate him. I had then some
apprehensions, that they as well as the Corfairs, might discharge their cholcr
upon us who were Franks. But at length the Cayques being come within Muf-
quet-shot of us, all the Turks who were Passengers in our Saniquier, leaped
over-board to save themselves on ahooe, and the Greeks having fired the two
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Petrea, they had, did the same. It pitied me much to see these poor People fle from their own House (for so I call their Sanbiquer) and to leave all their Goods to the Plunder and Discretion of those Mad-men, carrying nothing with them but a Chaplet or two of certain Bisket, which they fell ashring upon Chaplets. Presently one of the Caiques fired a Cross-bar Shot out of an Elubenderbuss into our Poop, which had it hit but a hands breadth lower, would have killed us all, and sink the Sanbiquer to Rights; but seeing no body appear on board of us, they made after those who were making their escape to Hoar, for being near land, the water was very shallow, which made the Soldiers (finding ground) to jump into the Sea, with a Sword in one hand and a Pistol in the other, and pursue the poor Wretches, firing at those whom they could not overtake: In the interim, I prayed our Caputina and another French Monk that was with us, to go up upon the Deck, and put out a white Flag, which they did; and putting up a Handkerchief upon the end of a staff, called in French to they who remained in the Caiques, that we were French; they bid us lower our Sall, which we easily did, but it was so great that we could not fur it. In the mean time, it covered all our Sanbiquer, and they fearing there might be more still hid underneath, durst not come; but having told them, that without their assistance they could not fur it, and that they need not fear any thing, they came on board; where knowing us to be Franks, they offered us not the least injury as the former had done, only took of our baggage and things what they found here and there in the Vessell, though we ourselves kept still a good share of them.

It was then a sad spectacle to see the Soldiers return loaded with Spoyl, leading by the hand those whom they had taken a-fur, and who were all alit to the shirt as soon as they had been taken. When they were come on board our Sanbiquer, they searched in all places to see if they could find anything worth the taking, and made Captive even Turks in all: Being all on board our Sanbiquer or in their own Caiques, they carried us to their Ships; and by the way, told us, how they had made us the evening before, but that not having seen a Galliot which they had in company, for two days, they took our Sanbiquer for her, till next morning, when we stood close in by the fur, they were convinced it was not the, and that if they had not taken us for their Galliot, they would have given us a visit the same evening that they saw us.

C H A P. LXIII.

Of what happened on Board the Corsairs so long as we were with them, and our Arrival at Damiette.

Within an hour, we came on board the Corsairs, being two Ships, the one Commanded by Captain Santis, called otherwise Rapero, of Legora, and the other by Captain Nicolo of Zante. We were made very welcome by these Captains, who divided us betwixt them: Our Monks went on board of Captain Santis, and we who were Seculars were taken into the Ship of Captain Nicolo. These two Ships were Comfortable, and had on board each an hundred and forty Men, with fourteen Oars aside, which they could use in case of necessity, setting two Men to each Oar. The Ship we were in had four and twenty Peteras, and two great Gunsall of Bras, besides a great number of Muskets and Elunderbusses; and the other was as well armed: They had besides a Galliot which they had made of a Sanbiquer they had taken near to Scandaron, and armed with six brzes Petera, and a fair braze chief-Gun, having manned her with eighty of their Men, forty a piece, and that was the same Galliot which had given us the chace the day before: One of these Corsairs had been fix and thirty, and the other forty Months out at Sea.
I wondred to see on board the Ship where we were, several Slaves, Men, Women and Children, and they told me that they had taken most of them at Castel Peregino some days before, having surprized the Castle in this manner. When they had took this Sanbiquer, which (as I said) they turned into a Galliot, a Turk about Scandalon who was taken in her, made a Proposit to them, that if they would give him his liberty, he would put them in a way of taking many Slaves: They presently made him a Promise, but he not trusting to their Word (for all he was a Turk,) made them Swear it before an Image of our Bleesed Lady, and another of St. Francis. When they had given their Oath, he made them fleer their course toward Castel Peregino, which is a pitifull little open Castle betwixt Acra and Taffa, ten miles below Mount Carmel, on the way to Taffa. They took their measures so well, that they were not at all perceived, and having immediately landed, they went without any noise to the Habitation, where being come, they began to appear in their Colours, carrying away all living Creatures, Men, Women and Children, and killing all, without regard to Age or Sex, that would not willingly go along with them; inomuch that some Soldiers told me, that they had killed young Maids, who notwithstanding they had seen others that would not follow, killed before their faces, chose rather to be put to Death, than to be made Slaves. They shewed me one of their Officers, to whom a Soldier brought a Child four months old, telling him, Here is a Slave for you; who in a barbarous manner taking the innocent Infant by one foot, and saying, What would you have me to do with this, threw it from him (as if it had been a Stone) as far as he could on the ground. They made this occasion about fifty Slaves, Men, Women and Children.

The Turk who was their Guide, having brought them on board, they took off his Chain, and he went to look for more, never thinking of making his escape, either because he trusted to their Oath, or else perhaps, because he was afraid to have met in that Countrey with the reward of his Treachery. They killed more than they took, and left not so much as a living Soul in the place; and that was the cause of the great alarm they were put into on that Coast, when we failed along it from Acra to Taffa.

It was a sad spectacle to see on board this Ship so many poor Women, with their Children at their breasts, having no greater allowance than a little mouldy Bisket and two glaffes of flinking Water a day, which was all the Men had also; but among others, there was one Woman Slave on board, with her Husband, Brother, seven Children, and one in her Womb: All this together cau'd a great clatter and naifiness in the Ship; nay, there was one little Child ill of the Small-pox, which made me afraid of catching the same Disease.

We were no better treated than the Slaves, for they were in great want of Provisions, and had so little Water, that they were obliged to distribute it by measure, giving every one two glaffes a day. Our Diet then, consisted of two meals a day, both alike, one at noon, and the other at night, and these were a little mouldy Bisket of all colours, which, to season and soften it, was steep'd in Water that flunk'd so horridly, that it smelt all over the Cabin, and getting into our throat as we broke the Bisket with our teeth, was like to have turned our stomacks: A little Cheefe we had also that might have kept along time, for it needed a Hatchet to cut it: Our Drink was the same flinking Water, with a very little coat of Wine upon it; and in the night-time we lay upon the deck, amidst the Vermine and filth of the poor Wretches; our Monks were better accommodated, as they told us afterwards. However I was not altogether disheartned by this adveristy, on the contrary, was fain to encourage the rest, who thought themselves half dead already, and apply'd my self to consider what way we might be delivered out of this misery. With their two Ships they had a great Saigue, which they had taken a few days before, and some Greeks coming to redeem her, had offer'd a thousand Piafitres for her; but these Gentlemen demanding fifteen hundred, the Greeks went away, promising however to come back again; which I having understood from the Captains (who was as willing to be rid of us as we were to be gone, because we leftened their flinking Provisions,) we prepared to go to Damiet with them: The Corsairs would willingly have fet us ahoar, if we had pleas'd, but we would by no

Entertainement on board the Corsairs.
means accept of that offer, for fear of having been taken for Corsairs, and to immediately burn all at once; and it was too fresh in my memory what I had been told of other Franks, who having escaped from Shipwreck, and coming a-shore, thought they came very well off when they were only made Slaves. In the mean time, the Galliot came up with the Ships, Tuesday morning, the eight and twentieth of May; she had taken a Saycot, which was the last we had seen with her, but she left it go, as not worth their while to play for it.

On Wednesday the nine and twentieth of May, about an hour before day, a Polaque fell in among us, and running foul of our Sanbique that was towed at the stern of one of the Ships, made a hole in her side: The Corsairs were immediately allarmed, and firing some small Shot into the Polaque, manned their Boats to take her. On the other hand, thos on board the Polaque, who were either drunk or asleep, awaking at the knock which their Polaque gave in striking against the Sanbique, and being sensible of their fault, betook themselves in all haste to their Caique, and endeavoured to make their escape by rowing, but being closely purcised, they were soon come up with, and of one and twenty Turks that were in it, twelve leapd into the Sea to swim, though the nearest land was above six miles off, and the nine that remained, were brought on board the Ship: I asked them how they came to be so negligent in looking after their Vessels, and they told me, that thinking themselves to have been near the mouth of the Nile before Damiette, they were fallen asleep, which was the worst excuse they could have made, seeing they ought to have been afraid that their Polaque might have run aground. There were some Bale's of Soap in that Polaque.

The same day, the Corsairs finding that the Greeks (to whom the Caique that they had taken belonged,) came not again, resolved to burn her; but knowing that the more mischief they did, the harder it would be for us to get a-shore, I prayed the Captain not to burn her, and at my request, having taken away all her Sails and Rigging, they let her go a drift, and not long after, we law her run a-shore. In the same manner they unrig'd our Sanbique, and having let her a drift also, she was cast away in our sight.

After that, we fleered our course toward Damiette, to take in fresh water at the mouth of the Nile: This resolution made us greatly rejoice, for good fresh water would have been (at that time) a great treat for us, besides that, being near to the place where we desired to be, we hoped still to find some expedient of getting a-shore: We found in as near as we could, and next day, being Thursday the thirtieth of May, about ten a clock in the morning, we were got before the mouth of the Nile, and the Galliot went in to take fresh water, in sight of the Guns of the Fort: Our Ships had a mind to do the like, and put out a white Flag, that they might see whether they would let us come a-shore, or ransom any of the Slaves they had on board: We expected with great impatience that they should have put out a white Flag on the Caille, and were making ready to go quickly to Damiette with all safety, when (as ill luck would have it) he that look'd out from th'main top-mast head, made four Sail: Immediately they changed their white Flag into red, though I offered to tell them, that it was ill done to fall foul of those Sails, which perhaps, only fowd in because they had seen white Colours abroad; but they made answer, that seeing the Caille had not put out a white Flag, they were no ways obliged so that they gave chase to those four Vessels, and the Caille fired several Shot at us, without any effect, unless perhaps they served to give warning to those Caiques to make away as fast as they could: Three of them made their escape, and the fourth (which was a Saycot) run a-shore, and all that were on board, got to land and faved themselves: Our Caiques were manned out, who finding in her nothing but Wood, wherewith she was loaded, and the Boy all alone (who was a Greek) they left her there, and him in her, and so came back to the Ships.

Next day, being Friday the last of May, having by break of day made a Caique, we gave her the chase also till about noon: While we were in pursit of her, we heard four Guns, and our Corsairs thinking it might be some other Corsair come upon the Coast, who was in chase of some Saycot, made all the speed they could with Sails and Oars after the Caique; for our parts, our wives were
were contrary to theirs, for we always prayed to God, that they might not come up with her; still reckoning, that the less mischief they did, the better it would be for us; however they laboured so hard, that they gained ground on her, and manned out their Caque to Board her; then they who were in the Sayoue, (finding that they could not make their Escape) surrendered themselves; and another Sayoue seeing this, though she was above six miles off of us, came without being pursued, and Surrendered of her own accord, in hopes of better usage; and both these two, were only loaded with Carob Beans. Towards the Evening, the Galliot, which had been out a Cruising, (as the daily did) came up with our Ships, and told us that they had met with a Turkish Galliot, and having laid her a thwart the Hafiz, they met with stout resistance; the Turks who were on board of her, having a naked Sword between their Teeth, and a Musquet in their hands; so that finding they could do no good on her that way, they left the Head, and set upon her on the Stern, but they found as hot service there, as they had done before, and were even in danger of having been taken by the Turks: They Boarded her again the third time, but could make nothing on't; on the contrary, the Turks were like to have murthered them; so that having three of their Men Killed, and seven wounded, they were fain to come off with Desperation. During that Engagement, they had fired some shot with their Chute-Gun, which were the Guns we had heard in the Morning, and if the Ships had stood that way, from whence they heard the Guns, as the Maximes of their trade required, they would have easily taken that Galliot; but being unwilling to savor a certain for an uncertain Booty, they missed of that fair hit.

This Engagement afflicted us, because it made our condition worse and worse; nevertheless, we prayed our Captain to let go that Sayoue, which had voluntarily surrendered, to the end, that she going to Damiette, we might go with her, and that these men might tell a false, that they had been obliged to us for having begged their Sayoue for them. This Sayoue being of small value, they easily granted our desires, and having taken out of her ten Sacks of Carobs, they set us on board and left her go, on Saturday the first of June. We entreated the Captain also to give us that Turk who had put them upon the exploit of Captel Peregrina; for seeing they had promised him his Liberty before an Image of the Virgin, as their Soldiers told us, he might tell all People at Damiette, that we had procured him his freedom; not daring to tell the real cause of it, and so would have put us out of all danger; but they made us answer, that they would carry him back to his own Country; which made some of the Soldiers murmur a little, saying they could not fail of falling into some mischance, seeing they falsified their Promise made before the Image of the Blefed Virgin. We went then in that Sayoue, which came from Cyprus, and was bound for Damiette, and were not as yet out of danger; for if these Greeks had been malicious Rogues, they might have taken an opportunity to throw us over Board; not only to make themselves satisfaction for the small matter that was taken from them, but the little Goods we had, but also in revenge of the wrongs which the Franks daily do to the Greeks their Country men; and indeed, we took that resolution only that we might be delivered out of the miseries that we endured a Board of these Ships; for besides the bad entertainment we had there, (which we could not have born with much longer,) we were daily in danger of being taken and burnt a live, or at least made Slaves if these Corsairs had been taken; as indeed it was to me a great wonder, that the Turks should suffer these Blades to stop the entry into Damiette, seeing they needed no more but man out five or six good Sayoues, with an hundred and fifty or two hundred men a piece, and fall upon these Corsairs, whom they might easily have taken. Besides that, we were hourly in danger of being wounded, if the Ships came to an Engagement, and durst not defend our selves; for if we had once taken Arms, we must have laid aside all thoughts of letting Foot on Turkish Ground, where we might be known by one or other that had Escaped, or been Rancom’d out of the hands of the Corsairs. In reality, the life of a Corsair is a most wretched life, both for this World and the next; and certainly, there is nothing but I could do, rather than be engaged in it. When we left our Corsairs,
Corfares, we were fifteen miles from Damiette, where we arrived in three hours time; and so soon as we came to the place where the water of the Nile mingles with the Sea, which is a good mile out at Sea from the mouth of the River, for the different colours of the River-water and Sea-water may easily be seen. There came out some German to unload our Sayets, because at this place, loaded Vessels cannot come in, for want of Water. These Germans are great Boats with high sides and very light; they are Lighters open fore and aft, having no Deck, that they may take in the more Goods. They came about us in such numbers, every one striving to be the first, that some of them were like to have run down our Sayets. When they had lightened us a little, and we were got into the mouth of the Nile, we took our Goods in again out of the Germans, and in half an hours time, went up the River to Damiette, about two miles from the mouth of it. For defence of this entry, there is only a forry tower, in form of a Castle, wherein are some Guns mounted, which were those that Fired at the Corfares. Being upon the Nile, we drank our Bellies full of good Water, thinking our selves to be come out of Hell into Paradise, as we came from Sea into a River; however we were still fearful of going a-shore at Damiette; where being come, we quickly dispatched a Monk to find out the House of a French Man whom we knew to be there, the danger not being so great for a Religious Person, as for us: He speedily came back to us again, and having given some Crowns which we had saved from the Corfares, to the Greeks of the Sayets, for they would needs be paid for our Passage, and that at a dear rate too, without calling to mind that we had begg'd their Sayets for them. We step'd a-shore over the Galliot which had been the day before attacked by our Corfares. We went to that French Merchants House, who made us very welcome, and told us, that that Galliot came from Satania, and that they on Board were three hundred Men, having with them fifteen thousand Piastras, wherewith they were going to Traficck at Meclus, and that they had had one Man Killed, and three Wounded. Had our Corfares minded their business as they should, they would have enriched themselves, for all these Turks were well Cloathed, and able to pay Ransoms, being all Rich; after we had refold our selves a little, we went to the Bishop of the Greeks, to acquaint him with our Diabler, and to desire his Protection and Certificate, that we were not Corfares. Afterward we kept very private within doors, but the People of the Countrey were so far from abusing us, that they pitied our misfortune, and three Turks came to see us, and told us that they were of those that were on Board that Polaque, which ran foul of our Schuyler in the night-time, and had swim a-shore. They asked us news of their Comrades that were made Slaves; and we desired to know of them what was become of the other nine, who jump'd into the Sea with them, but they told us that they could not tell what was become of them, they were certainly Drowned; and indeed, it requires a very good Heart to swim above two Leagues. We had no fight of Damiette, but upon our Arrival, not daring to walk abroad in the Streets; all we could observe was, that it is a very handsome well built long Town, yet not so long as Rosettos. It was anciently called Pelusium, and Iyes upon a Branch of the River of Nile, which discharges it fell into the Sea, two miles below this Town, that makes one Angle of the Delta.
CHAPTER LXIV.

Our Departure from Damiette, and Arrival at Caire.

Tuesday the fourth of June, we Embarked in a little Bark that we had hired for our Selves, but the Wind not being good, we made but little way, till Thursday the sixth of June, when a fair Wind presenting, we pass by Mansoura on the left hand. This is a pretty neat long Town, but we stop not at it. Friday the seventh of June, we pass by Sammenad, on our right hand, which appears to be a Handsome Town, but it is ancient and ruinous. Saturday the eighth of June, we left Metogam to the left hand, a pretty neat Town, half way betwixt Damiette and Caire. Monday the tenth of June, in the Morning, we pass by that place, where the River divides itself into two Channels, one whereof goes to Damiette, and the other to Kasette, and at length, about eleven a Clock in the Forenoon, we arrived at Boula, where we paid a Piastre a piece, and from thence we took Alles and rode to Caire, where the Merchants wondered to see us in so bad plight; for I had not so much as a pair of Pantaloons, having lost them on board the Corfairs, and all the Clothes I had were a Waistcoat, a pair of Drawers, and my Capote. However they had been informed that we had been twice taken by Corfairs, for it was known all along the Coast: And they thought we had been carried to Malta, and so many times I thought I should; for the Corfairs told us, that if they could but take a Prize that might be worth the pains, such as a good Saquine loaded with Rice, they would stand away for Malta.

CHAPTER LXV.

Of the Publication of the Growth of the Nile.

The publication of the wonderful growth of the Nile, begins to be made on St. Peter and St. Paul’s day; or the day before; that is to say, the eighth and twentieth, or nine and twentieth day of June, and though that River begins almost always to encrease from its sixteenth or twentieth day of May, yet they publish it not before one of the days aforementioned, when it is already pretty well encreased; that is to say, between six and a half, and eight Pieces. The Pic is a Measure of twenty four fingers breadth. The Year before the day when they begin to cry the growth of the Nile, it had encreased seven Pieces and a half, according to what the Criers said; who nevertheless, though the Nile encreases seven, eight, or ten fingers a day, yet they never cry commonly more than two, three, or four, according as they agree about it among themselves, and keep the Overplus till towards the end, when the Bank is near to be cut: They then add every day part of that which they have referred to the real growth of that day they cry it on, and though it have not encreased above five or six fingers breadth, they’ll cry that it is risen 23 or 24 fingers, to the end they may make the People joyful with the hopes of a good Year, and gain the more to themselves; so that at the end, their account is always just. They have another reason also why they referre some fingers till the end,
A Superstitiion in Egypt concerning the Nile.

The publication of the growth of the Nile.

end, and that is, If they cried all, some malicious person would look upon the Water with a bad eye (as they call it). For if a Man look upon a pretty Child, or any thing else, and saying it is lovely, if he add not presently, God grant it long life, or some such Benediction; they call that to look upon it with an evil eye, and believe that misfortune will befall the Child. It is the same with Beasts, and every thing else, as with Children: Wherefore they apply Garlick, and such other stuff, to their Children, to make them look ugly. And in the same manner, if they should declare all the growth of the Nile, they would be afraid some body might say, the Water is bravely increased in a short time, without willing a blessing to it, and by such words occasion the decrease of the Nile, which (as they believe) would bring a Famin all over the Land of Egypt. They began then on the 28. of June, the Eve of St. Peter and St. Paul, to publish the growth of the Nile, which was encreased according to the Grand Signior's Measure, 8. Pies. The 29. it rose two fingers, the 30. 2. f. The first of July, 3. f. the 2. two f. the 3. 2. f. the 4. 3. f. the 5.2 f. the 6. 3. f. the 7. 4. f. the 8. 2. f. the 9. 3. f. the 10. 4. f. the 11. 5. f. the 12. 3. f. the 13. 5. f. the 14. 4. f. the 15. 4. f. the 16. 5. f. the 17. 4. f. the 18. 4. f. the 19. 3. f. the 20. 3. f. the 21. 3. f. the 22. 4. f. the 23. 3. f. the 24. 4. f. the 25. 3. f. the 26. 3. f. the 27. 4. f. the 28. 5. f. the 29. 7. f. the 30. 8. f. the 31. 6. f. The first of August, 7. f. the 2. 4. f. the 3. 4. f. the 4. 3. f. the 4. 6. f. the 4. 7. f. the 5. 3. f. the 6. 4. f. the 7. 3. f. the 8. 3. f. the 9. 3. f. the 10. 4. f. the 11. 5. f. the 12. 10. f. the 13. 15. f. the 14. Guff abab, which is to say, Abundance from God; and thereby it is understood, that the River is rifen 16. Pies; of which if there wanted but one fingers breadth, they would not cut and open the Khals; For if the Baha should open it before it was encreased 16. whole Pies, and the Year not prove good, the Grand Signior's Farmers in Egypt, would not be obliged to pay any thing to the Grand Signior, and the Baha must answer for it; and opening it after it hath encreased 16. Pies, he is not responsible for the plentifulness or scarcity of the Year, but if being rifen 16. Pies, he did not open it, and that afterwards it should diminish, he is answerable, as if he had opened it too soon. That day they cried 12. fingers. The 15. day the Khals was opened (as I shall say hereafter) and they cried nothing but Guff abab, and next day the sixteenth, how much more it was encreased, saying so many fingers upon the following Pies, to wit, The 16. 3. f. which are 14. f. of the 17. Pies the 17. 4. f. which are 16. f. of the 17. Pies, the 18. 3. f. which are 21. f. of the 17. Pies. the 19. 2. f. which are 23. f. of the 17. F. the 20. 2. f. which are one finger of the 18. P. the 21. 2. f. which are 3. f. of the 18. F. the 22. the Nile grew none at all, and nothing was cried; the 23. 2. f. which are 3. f. of the 18. P. the 24. 3. f. which are 8. f. of the 18. P. the 25. 1. f. which makes 9. f. of the 18. P. the 26. 2. f. which are 11. f. of the 18. P. the 27. 4. f. which are 14. f. of the 18. P. the 28. 7. f. which are 22. f. of the 18. P. the 29. 6. f. which are 4. f. of the 19. P. the 30. 4. f. which are 8. f. of the 19. P. the 31. 4. f. which are 12. f. of the 19. P. The first of September 5. f. which are 18. f. of the 19. P. the 2. 5. f. which are 23. f. of the 19. P. the 3. 6. f. which are 5. f. of the 20. P. the 4. 4. f. which are 9. f. of the 20. P. the 5. 5. f. which are 14. f. of the 20. P. the 6. 4. f. which are 18. f. of the 20. P. the 7. 4. f. which are 22. f. of the 20. P. the 8. 5. f. which are 3. f. of the 20. P. the 9. 3. f. which are 5. f. of the 21. P. the 10. 3. f. which are 9. f. of the 21. P. the 11. 4. f. which are 13. f. of the 21. P. the 12. 3. f. which are 16. f. of the 21. P. the 13. 2. f. which are 18. f. of the 21. P. the 14. 1. f. which are 19. f. of the 21. P. the 15. 2. f. which are 23. f. of the 21. P. the 16. 3. f. which are 2. f. of the 22. P. the 17. 2. f. which are 4. f. of the 22. P. the 18. 2. f. which are 5. f. of the 22. P. the 19. 3. f. which are 9. f. of the 22. P. the 20. 2. f. which are 11. f. of the 22. P. the 21. 2. f. which are 13. f. of the 22. P. the 22. 3. f. which are 16. f. of the 22. P. the three and twentieth nothing, because it began to decrease. And the fourth and twentieth, which is Holy-Cross-Day, according to the Calendar of the Greeks, they neither reckon nor cry any more, though it should encrease, as sometimes it does till October, and it is to be observed, that it decreases gently, and much in the same manner as it encreased, until the Month of May following.
Of the Ceremonies and Publick Rejoycings at the Opening of the Khalis.

Wednesday the fourteenth of August, he that daily measures the encrease of the Nile, receives a Caftan from the Bahia, because the Water was risen 10. Pies; and Thursday the fifteenth of August, we went to Boudaia, to see the preparations that were making for the cutting of the Khalis; there we saw all the Acabas ranked in order. Acaba, they call great Barges or Banks, in the stem whereof they make a Hall or Divan of Timber, Painted, Gilt, and contrived like the Rooms of their Houses. This Hall may be fourteen or fifteen good Paces broad, and about the same in length, with Rails and Balisters of Joyner's Work all round them; all this is Gilt, and full of Arabick Characters in Gold, and within they have several lovely Carpets and Cushions, after their way, Embroidered with Gold, and a Lanthorn; but in the Bahia's, there are three Lantlorns. Besides that, they make a large Blaze or Flame aloft upon the Yard, and in the Head have several pieces of Cannon; upon the Bahia's there were ten, and on the Stove of the Ship, there is a Wooden Figure of some Animal, Gilt, as a Lyon, Tygrie, Eagle, or the like; on the Bahia's there was a Hydra. All the several Bays, the Sousbailha, and many other Officers have alo each of them one, besides several other Smaller made like Galliots. About seven or eight a Clock in the Morning, the Bahia arrived with the usual Cavalcade. When he goes to any such Solemnity, he is mounted on a finely Horses, in rich Trappings; and at this time he wore on his Head a lovely Flower of Diamonds. As he palled they killed Sheep in three or four places, and when he was about to enter into his Bark, three or four more were killed upon the River-side. Being with all the Bays entered into his Barge or Acaba, he went towards old Cairo, and then all the Acaba Saluted him with their Guns, and followed him in order. The Bahia's Acaba, besides that it Towed by three Barges, spread a Sails of many Colours, with a fet of five great Red-Ropes upon it, and after it came a little Galliot all covered over with Flags and Streamers, wherein were several Drums, Flutes, Trumpets, and such like Instruments, many others also had the like Galliots full of Musicians. And in short, all that Fleet together, made a very pleasant sight; for it was a delightful sight to see upon the Nile all these Acabas, which were above forty in number, and all these pretty parley-coloured Sails, with their sets of Flowers, all the Flags and Streamers, which looked very fine. Nor did the noise of Cannon, the sound of infinite numbers of Instruments, and the shouts and acclamations of the People, contribute a little to the Magnificence of the Solemnity. In this manner they went gently along, firing now and then their Guns, till they came to the Bank which keeps out the Water from the Khalis. We could not see the opening made, because of the great crowd and confusion, but it signifies no great matter; for all that is to be seen, is a vast number of Rabble, who wait till the Bahia passes; and on each side of the Dyke a Paper Tower, with Walls of the same reaching to the Dyke, and stuck full of Squibs and Serpents, which as soon as the Bahia passes are fired, and set one another on fire, whilst the People break down the Dyke with Pick-axes, Shovels, and such like Instruments, and removing the Earth make way for the Water. There are Boats loaded with Fruit and Sweet-meat (such as they make) which are thrown among the People, and one may have the pleasure to see them jump in, and swim for a share. In the mean time the Bahia goes forward to his Serraglio, which is in the middle of the Nile hard by, and over against old Cairo, and there stays during the three days that the Bonfires last. Soon as they have begun to break down the Bank, the Sousbailha, or his Lieutenant (as it happened this Year).
Year) comes on Horse-back along the Khalis, and about eleven a Clock in the Forenoon, stops before the House of the French Consul, where he orders two Rockets to be played; and the Consul gives him five or six Piastres, which are his due every Year at that Ceremony; the like he does to all the other Consuls. About Noon the Water passes by the Quarters of the French; and advances with pretty much Rapidity, being full of Rabbles. (As I related in the Description of the opening of the Khalis the Year before.) Much about the same time the Khalis of Alexandria, that fills the Cisterns of that Town, and all the other Khalis are opened. The same day in the Evening, we took a Caryag and went to old Cairo, and as soon as we came near it, we began to see on all hands a show, and upon the Water a vast number of large Figures made of Lamps, placed in such and such order, as of Crosses, Molquis, Stars, Crosses of Malta, Trees, and an infinite number of the like, from one end of old Cairo to the other. There were two Statues of Fire, representing a Man and a Woman; which at the farther distance they were seen, the more lovely they appeared: These Figures were two square Machines of Wood, two Pipes length high, each in a Boat, and both were placed before the Palace where they measure the Water, and where the Banya tarry there during the three days of Rejoycing. One of them is on the one side of the Water, and the other on the other side, each ten paces from Land, leaving a broad passage between them for Boats and Barges. These Machines are filled with Lamps from top to bottom, which are lighted as soon as it is Night. In each of these Figures there are above two thousand Lamps, which are all placed, that on all sides you see a Man and a Woman of Fire. Besides that, all the Ambas, or Banks of the Banya and Boys, are also full of Lamps, and their Mufick of Trumpets, Flutes, and Drums, which keep almost a continual Noise, mingled with that of Squibs, Crackers, Fire-Lances, great and small Shot; so that the vast number of Lamps, with the cracking of the Gun-powder, and noise of Mufick, make a kind of agreeable Confusion, that without doubt, cheers up the most Depressed and Melancholy. This lasts till Midnight, and then all retire; the Lamps burning all Night, unless they be put out by the Wind and Squibs. This Solemnity continues for three Nights. The opening of the Khalis, hath in all times been very famous, even among the Ancient Egyptians, as being that which nourishes the Country; and at that Solemnity, they yearly Sacrificed a Boy and a Girl, upon whom the Lot fell, first cutting their Throat, and then throwing them into the Nile. In memory whereof, the Turks at this day, make the above-mentioned Figures of a Man and a Woman, which they fill with Fire; and in this manner they divert themselves, during the three Nights allotted for that rejoicing, and when the Water is very high, there are Men who Swim in the Khalis, with Iron-Chains. One of these Swimmers I saw pass by, and not without Ceremony: Before him went a great Boat full of People, of whom some beat the Drum, others had Fire-locks to shoot at those who should throw flowers, and then he came in the middle of twenty Perfumes that Swam about him. His Hands were tied behind his Back, and his Feet bound with a Chain of Iron, that weighed ten pound weight, he stood upright in the Water, and discoursed with those that were about him, not seeming in the least to move. He was followed by five or six Boats full of People, ready to take him up if he chanced to sink: In this manner he came in the Water from old Cairo where the Khalis begins, to the place where it ends, which is a Long Leagure. For a reward he has from the Banya, a Veil, and a thousand Maidens; and besides that, he goes about the Town with a Box, and gets somewhat more. In this manner he goes twice, on two several days. There is another also who Swims in Chains, surrounded as the other, from end to end of the Khalis, and holds in each hand a dill of Coffee, with a Pipe of Tobacco in his Mouth, without spilling the Coffee. He performs this twice, and has the same reward as the other had. These Swimmers flew only on Fridays, so that one may see them once a Week, during four Weeks.
Of the Arrival of the Bey of Girge at Caire.

Wednesday the fourth of September, Mehmet Bey, who was then Bey of Girge, arrived near to Caire, and lodged at Bezant beyond old Caire, of the Bey in Tents. This Bey had been a Slave to one Haly Bey, who died very rich, in the year One thousand six hundred fifty five, when he was Bey of Girge, which is fourteen or fifteen days Journey from Caire, up the Nile. In his Lifetime he had made four of his Slaves Beys, of whom this was one; and after his death Bey of Girge. When Haly Bey died, he left behind him Four score thousand Camels, and about as many Asles; and besides, that, a vast Treasure of Coyned Money and Jewels, among which there was a Cup made of a Turkey, worth above an hundred thousand Crowns. This Man lived at a very high Rate, and there was not a day but he spent a thousand Crowns in his House at Caire, though he were not there, but much more when he was. His Successor (Mehmet Bey I speak of) was sent for by two Agas, one after another, and commanded in name of the Baasha, (who had no kindness for him,) to come to Caire, and account for what he was in Arrear to the Baasha, for that is a Beyship depending on the Baashhip of Caire. The design of the Baasha was to draw him to Caire, under this pretext, then to deprive him of his Beyship, and give it to another, which was a secret he had discovered to no Man living. The Bey who inspected the Baasha’s design, having at first lightened his Commands, resolved at length to come; but seeing the Baasha knew that he came with a great Retinue, he sent an Aga to command him back. This Aga found him at three days Journey from Caire, and acquainted him with his Orders, which the other lightened, and proceeded on his Journey till he come near to Caire. Thursday the fifth of September all the Beys and other Persons of Quality went out to visit him, as also all the Militia of the Country. The Beys, and the Cadileignor, (who was no friend to this Baasha,) had laid their Heads together to make the Baasha Mansoul, in case he gave bad Reception to this Bey, because, besides that they were all his friends, they always stick together against the Baasha. He made his entry into Caire, on Saturday the seventh of September, and that I might have a full view of that entry, I went to Casa Meidan, which is a great Court or Square in the Baasha’s Palace, at the end whereof the Stables are. This is a large and spacious place, but longer than broad. The Baasha came down, and went into a Kiosk, which is about the middle of the length of this place, on the right hand as you enter it from the Romelle: The Baasha said him here, because the Bey would not go to his Apartment, fearing he might not be strong enough for him there. Thither came all the Men of the Beys, and all the Spahis, Chieftains, Muscovyes, and in a word, all the Militia, ready to fight: For seeing they knew not the Baasha’s design, and saw on the other hand that the Bey was well accompanied, they doubted it might come to blows. These Men of the Beys played for the matter of two Hours with the Deyris, or Zagnay, which was a great Diversion to me; for there I saw them at near distance with safety and ease, whereas when they are Christians abroad in the Fields, they many times dart their Deyris at him. After that, they drew nearly up into very close Order: And at the same time, by the Gate opposite to that which goes into the Romelle, the Arabs of this Bey entered the place, armed with Pikes, and Shables four fingers broad, every one with his Iron-Hook a finger broad, and as big as ones Hand, with a Wooden Handle, to take up their Pikes without alighting from Horse-back as they run, after they have darted them at any Body; as they who make use of Arrows, have such another Iron-Instrument, wherewith they hook up their Arrows from the Ground; and both are very dextrous at it. These Hooks they carried...
ried in their Sleeves; and were all very well Mounted, and not ill Clad for Arabs. They were in number above Three thousand, and among them marched the sixteen Cachefeis or Baillifs, who are Subjects of this Bey, and his Sub-

bashi. After these came the Teng of the Bey, which is a Horse Tail at the end of a Pike, and a large fair pair of Colours: Then came above Two thousand Harquebussers on Horse back well clad, carrying all their Harquebuses before them, and their Shables by their sides; and of these the last forty had on Coats of Mail, Vambraces, Steel-Caps, Neck-pieces, and in a word, they were all in Mail, and followed by the Bey's Foot, who are called Serbon, or Serban. These are Men who have no Pay but from him, receiving none from the Grand Signior. They were about four hundred in Number, all in good Order, every one with a large Musquet on his shoulder, well Gilt; nay, some of them carried Blunderbusses as big as little Faulcons, with their Shables by their sides: After them came six Ied Horse, as if it had been before the Basha himself, then many of the Chasseurs of Cairo, Agas and Janizaries, all with their Caps of Ceremony; then the two Pages of the said Bey of Girge, and the eight of the Basha, with their Gold Silver Caps, and lovely Plumers of Feathers, and at length, came the Bey of Girge. He was a Man of good Presence, about forty Years of Age; after him came his Household, to the number of three hundred Men, all in good Order. The ten first were cloathed in Green Velvet, with a large Collar of the same Stuff, covered over with Plates of Gold, having next Bows and Quivers full of pretty Arrows, with Shables by their sides: The ten that came next were Apparelled in Yellow Satin, carrying each a Pike, a Shield and a Shable. The rest were all well Cloathed too, every one carrying a Carbine and Shable, and in the Rear of them, ten played on 1 imbrels, and as many on Trumpets and Flutes; besides all these, there were above sixty Men playing on Timbrels, every one mounted on a Camel, who being officered here and there through the Cavalcade, made a great Noise. They drew all up in the Car Amedan, but though it be a large place, yet it could not contain both them and the Militia of Cairo, so that a good many of them were forced to March out into the Remville, to make room for the rest. When the Bey came near the Kiosk, he alighted from his Horse, and went unto it, where the Basha expected him; and treated him with Coffee, Sorbet, and a Perfume, presenting him and every one of his Officers with a Caffan a piece. Whilist he was there, I went to a narrow Avenue at the end of the Remville, through which he was to pass; soon after, we saw him and all his Men pass that way in File. I reckoned all those of his Retinue who had Caffans, and found them to be an hundred and eight, and they marched in the same Order as they came. The King of the Basha waited upon the Bey back to his House, which was not far distant: However that was a thing extraordinary, for it is not the Custom for the King of a Basha to wait upon a Bey; he saluted all the People on both hands as he went, who all shouted, and wished him a thousand Blessings. The Turks and People of the Country, were much surprized to see so many Men, saying, That there was no King so powerful as he. The Truth is, the Bey of Girge is a very mighty Prince when he is beloved of his Subjects, who are all Warlike, so that when he is at Girge, he values not the Grand Signior himself. And notwithstanding, a Year after this solemn entry, the Basha of Cairo having made War with him (who seemed to be very well beloved of his Subjects) he took him, and caused him immediately to be Strangled. His Arabi, who were his greatest Strength, and in whom he put most Confidence, having forsaken him; but it was thought they were corrupted by the Basha. This Bey kept in his House about him a Guard of Two thousand Men, and the rest of his Forces returned to Bexton, and the Rock, which is a Country-house belonging to him, over against old Cairo, but they came daily to the City to know how the Affairs of their Master stood, because he mistrusted some bad design against him; and therefore when he went abroad in the Town, he took always Three thousand Horse along with him. This Bey presented the Basha in Money and Horses, to the value of Eighty Purfes, and it was judged, that that Journey would cost him Three hundred Purfes; and indeed, he had brought Two thousand Purfes with him, which amount to fifty Millions of Manises, or
CHAP. LXVIII.

The arrival of an Ambassador of Ethiopia at Caire, With the Presents he brought for the Grand Signior.

In the month of October an Ambassador of Ethiopia came to Caire, with several Presents for the Grand Signior, and among others an Ass that had a most delicate Skin, if it was Natural, for I will not vouch for that, since I did not examine it. This Ass had a black Lift down the Back, and the rest of its Body was all begirt with White and Tawny streaks, a finger broad a piece; the Head of it was extraordinarily long, striped and partly coloured as extraordinary the rest of the Body: its Ears like a Buffles, were very wide at the end, and Beauty, black, yellow and white; its Legs streaked just like the Body, not long ways, but round the Leg in fashion of a Garter down to the Foot, and all in so good proportion and Symmetry, that no Lynx could be more exactly spotted, nor any Skin of a Tygre so pretty. The Ambassador had two more such Asses, which died by the way, but he brought their Skins with him, to be presented to the Grand Signior, with the live one. He had also several little black Slaves of Nubia, and other Countreys, confining on Ethiopia, Ceyle, and other costly things for his Present. These little Blacks, (as I said before) serve to look after the Women in the Seraglio, after that they are Gelled. The Ambassador was an Old Man, and had the end of his Nose, part of the upper and under Lip cut off, but was otherwise a shapely Man, and of a very good Person: He was Cloathed after the Coptische fashion, wearing a Turban like them, and spoke very good Italian, which gave me the opportunity of conversing with him: He told me his name was Michael, that he was a Native of Tripoly, in Syria, and that he had made three or four Voyages into Christendom; he even confessed to me, that he was a Roman Catholic, but that he durst not make profession of it in Ethiopia, but only of the Abyssin, that is to say, the Religion of the Coptes. That eighteen months before, he had parted from Gomor, the Capital City of Ethiopia, and was so long retarded by the way, because of contrary Winds he met with on the Red Sea, by which he came. That of an hundred Persons whom he had brought with him, of his own Servants and the Slaves he was to present to the Grand Signior, thirty or forty were Dead. If he had come by Land, he had not been so long by the way; for from Gomor to Sebennytos, it is about six weeks Journey, and from Sebennytos Gomor to Caire, forty or fifty days by Camels; but he could not take that way because of his Train. He told me many things relating to the Kingdom of Ethiopia, which I shall here give the Reader an account of.
CHAP. LXIX.

Of Æthiopia.

Æthiopia or the Country of the Abyssins, called in Arabick Abseb, from whence comes the word Abyssin, is a great Empire, being above seven months travel in Circuits; on the East-side it is bordered by the Red-Sea and Zanguebar, on the South, with Zella, Axoufas, Naris, &c. On the West by the Country of the Negros and Nubia, and on the North with the Country of Nubia and Bugia; because to come from Æthiopia into Egypt, one must cross Nubia down the Nile. About an hundred years ago, Greyu Mahomet, King of Zella, of which the Inhabitants are all Moors, Invaded Æthiopia, and forced the King to save himself on a Mountain, from whence he sent to demand alliance of the King of Portugal, who immediately sent it him; but hardly was he who commanded these Auxiliaries entered the Country, when he resolved to return back again, finding that they were raw Flesh there: However his brother Don Christopher had more Courage, and would not return without doing some Exploit; he marched up into the Country with about three hundred Moufqueers, Fought, Vanquished, and killed the Moorish King, and then Re-established the lawful King of Æthiopia. For reward of which Service, the King of Æthiopia, gave Lands and Estates to all the Portugueses that stayed within his Dominions, and their Offspring are still in that Country. The Father of this present King was a good Catholic, but he dying some thirty odd years ago, the Queen his Wife, who was a great Enemy to the Jesuits, and no Catholic, and who suffered impatiently that they should govern (as they pleased) the late King her Husband, wrougth upon her Son that succeeded him, to Persecute all the Roman Catholics, in such a manner that the Jesuits were obliged to make their Escape, and he put to Death all the Capucins whom he found. Since that time, three Capucins more were put to Death at Schoonaken; for the King of Æthiopia knowing that they had a mind to come into his Kingdom, sent to the Governor of Schoonaken, praying him to put to death those three Religious Franks. The Governor of Schoonaken carried their Heads to be immediately struck off, and sent them to the King of Æthiopia, who as a reward, made him a Present of three Bags of Gold-Duff, promising him as many Bags of Gold-Duff, as he should send him Heads of Franks; and fifteen or sixteen years since, two others have been put to Death, in the Province of Oinadura, whose names were Father Fioravanti, and Father Francesco. In short, this King is a declared Enemy to all Franks, whom he accuses of being Heretics, and of having conspir'd to put the Crown upon the Head of one of his Enemies; so that a Frank who would go into that Country, must pass for an Armenian or Cophet for the King and all his People, are of the Cophetish Religion. They believe but one Nature in Jesus Christ: At the end of eight days they Circumcise, as the Jews do, and Baptize a Fortnight after. Before the Jesuits went thither, they Baptiz'd none before they were thirty or forty years of Age. They say Mass as the Cophetis do, but their Church-Books are in the Ethiopic Language. Their Patriarch depends on the Patriarch of Alexandria, and when the Patriarch of the Abyssins dies, they send Deputies to Alexandria, to entreat the Patriarch to send them another; and he Convocating his Clergy, chooses out the fittest among them, whom he sends, but is never any more heard of in Egypt, till he be Dead. After all, the Ambassador told us that most of the People of the Country are Catholics in their Heart.

There are four Kings that pay Tribute to the King of Æthiopia, to wit, The King of Senaar, who pays his Tribute in Horfis. Senaar is a very hot Country. The King of Naris, who pays his Tribute in Gold. The King of Bania, and King of Dunga. Naris is a good Country; and in that
that Coutry are the Mines out of which, they have the Gold that passes on
the Coasts of Saffula and Cinyry. Thele Mines are not deep, as in many
other Coutryes. From that Coutry also comes the Civet. I think it will not
be amis, here to say somewhat of Civets, which are so rare in our Coutry, as
that they deliere to be taken notice of where one can find them. They are called
Civet-Cats, come from Narias, (as I just now said) and are taken in Snares. The
Jews in Caire keep many of them in their Houles, where for buying a few
drachms of Civet, one may see them. It is a Beaxt almost as big as a good Dog; a
Civet, it hath a sharp Snout, small Eyes, little Ears, and nutulcious like a Cat;
the skin of it is all spotted black and white, with some yellowish specks, and
hath a long bafhy Tail, almost like a Fox. It is a very wild Creature; and
I believe the bite of it would put a body to no small pain. The Jews keep
them in great square wooden Gages, where they feed them with raw Maton
and Beef, cut into small Pieces. When they would get from them that which
is called Civet, (and is the Sweat of this Beaxt, that smells so sweet) they
make him go back with a stick which they thrust in between the Bars of the
Cage and catch hold of his Tail; when they have that fast, they take hold
also of his two hind Legs, pulling him half out of the Cage by the Door,
which falls down upon his Back, and keeps him fast there, then another opens
a certain Cod of Flesh that these Beaxts have, which is shaped like a split
Gyrene, and with an Iron-Spatula ferrapes all the Sweat of it within. The
Males have that piece of Flesh between their Stones and Yard, which is like
a Cats. The Females have it between their Fundamental Privities; and
it is emptied of the Sweat but twice a Week, each Beaxt yielding about a
drachm at a time, by what I could discern. When that Sweat or Emriment is
taken out, it is of a whitish grey, but by little and little in some short
space it turns to a very brown colour. It smells very sweet at a distance,
but near hand it flints and caues a Head-ach. There are as many kinds of
Civet-Sweat, as there are of Civet-Cats, for it is more whitish, greyish, or
yellowish, and dryer in some than in others, and yet they mingle all together.
After all, it is in vain to think to have pure Civet, for the Jews fallest it;
and if a Man imagine it to be pure because he has seen it taken from the
Beaxt, he is mistaken, for before People come to their Houles, they rub the
inside of that piece of Flesh, with a little Oyl or some such stuff, so that the
Sweat and it together may make more weight, but when no body is present,
take it out pure, and mingle it afterwards. To find out the truth of
this, I went one day to the Houle of a Jew that kept Civet Cats, without
giving him notice before, (for because I had bought a little of him, and
promised to come again another time, he asked me as often as he saw
me, what day I would come) and having defreed him to get me some fresh
Civet, he told me that it was not the day he used to take it out; and having
returned without acquainting him before, upon one of the days when he
said he was accustomned to gather it, he refused then also to do it, pretending
business, which confirmed all that had been told me of that matter. In the
mean time, they hold these Beaxts very dear, for having asked that Jew, and
others also, how much they would have of me, for a Civet Cat, they all told
me, an hundred Chequins. Dangada, is the Capital City of Nubia, the King of
Dangada, is King of the Barberins, who are a kind of Blacks, of the Musulman
Religion, that came in crowds to Caire to get Services; they are somewhat
silly, but very faithful, and serve for a small matter; for two Muidin a day,
or a Maidin and their Diet; you may make them do whatsoever you please.
They wear a blew-Shirt, plat all their Hair in Trelles, and then rub at over
with a certain Oyl, to keep their Head from being Loulie. At Caire when
they have any falling out, they go before the Scholts of their own Nation,
who make them Friends, and if they think it convenient, adjudge them to
pay a Fine, which they Peace and make merry together. They are great
lovers of Crocodiles Flesh; and when any Frank has got one for the Skin, they
come and beg the Flesh, which they dresses with a pretty good Sawce. When
their blades have scraped together ten or twelve Piastras, they return home
again wealthy to their own Coutry, provided they escape being Robbed
by the Arabs upon the way, who many times serve them so, therefore they
commonly
commonly return in companies, as they came. The King of Dangala pays his Tribute to the King of Ethiopia, in Cloath. The Provinces of Ethiopia, are Geayaa, (where the King keeps a Vice-Roy.) Begamdir, Dambia, Amara, (which is a great Province full of Mountains and good Castles) Damaada Tigre, and Baringas. Besides, there are several Provinces Governed by Princes, who are Vassals to the King of Ethiopia. In short, the Kingdom of Ethiopia, comprehends twenty four Tambours or Vice Roys. The Capital City is called Conihar, and is in the Province of Dambia. Ethiopia, (as the Amballadour told me) is as cold as Altno or Damasius, only the Countries near the Red-Sea, and the Country of Semar are hot. The King of Ethiopia has above an hundred Wives, and keeps no Eunuchs to look after them, because they look upon it as a Sin to Geld a Man; so that the Women have the same Liberty there as in Chrislandom. He is a King of very easy access, and the poorest have the freedom to come and speak to him when they please. He keeps all his Children on a Mountain, called Owobni, in the Province of Oinageda, which is a Mountain two days Journey distant from Conihar; there is a place like a Cifern on the top of the Mountain, into which they are let down every night, and taken up again in the day-time, and suffered to play and walk about. When the King dies, they cloth out one of the wittiest of them, and make him King, without any regard to Birth-right; and when he comes to have Children, he feeds his Brothers Prisoners to some other place, and places his Children at Owobni. The place where the Kings are Buried, is called Ayefas, and is a kind of Grot; where the Aged are laid in one file, and the young in the other. Heretofore there was a Church there of the same name, in time of the Jesuits; and in the same place, there is an excellent Library, where are all sorts of Books in all kinds of Languages in great plenty, and may be seen by those who have the Curiosity. The Amballadour affered me, that he had been in that Library, and I fancy it is the old Library of the Ancient Akhthiopians. Ethiopia is a good and fertile Country, producing Wheat, Barley, &c. The greatest Delights of it, are not above three or four days Journey over; and nevertheless, when the King makes any progress, he always lodges in Tents. The Houfe of the great Lords, are like those of Cairo, that is to say, very mean in respect of the Houfe of Europe, and the rest are only of Mud. The Country affords men of all Trades, except Watch-makers. They have no Camels there, but Mules, Asses, Oxen and Horses. All the people of this Country eat raw Flesh, except the King, who has it dressed, and drinks Wine of Grapes; the rest drink only Wine made of Miller or Sarafin wheat, but as strong as ours, and Brandy made of the same Grain. They are Cloathed after the fashion of the Franks, and wear Cloth, Velvet and other Stuffi imported to them by the Red-Sea. They have Harquebusses from the Turks, and of these People, there are not above three or four hundred, who serve in the Wars with Harquebusses. In Trading they make no use of Coin'd Money, as the Europeans do, but their money are pieces of fifteen or twenty Piastre of Cloath, Gold, which they give by weight, and a kind of Salt, which they reduce into little square pieces like pieces of Soap, and these pieces for Money. They cast out that Salt upon the side of the Red-Sea, five or six days Journey from Dangala, as you go from Cairo, and the places where they make it, are called Arba. Among them is the Nation of the Gales, whom in Ethiopia they call Cisero, and are a Vagabond people in Ethiopia, as the Arabs are in Egypt; these Gales are rich in Cattle, and are always at Wars with the Ethiopia. They have no Harquebusses, nor other Fire-Arms, but make use of Lances and Targetes. After all, they speak so many different Languages in Ethiopia, that the Amballadour said to me, if God hath made seventy two Languages, they are all spoken in Ethiopia. I asked his Excellency if he knew anything of the Source of the Nile, and this he told me concerning it. The head of Nile is a Well that springs out of the Ground in a large Plain, where many Trees grow; this Fountain is called Onembronaa, and is in a Province called Ayoo. It makes that a very delightful place, calling up Water very High in several places: And this Amballadour of Ethiopia affered me, that he had been above twelve times with the King of Ethiopia to spend several days about that Fountain, which is twelve days Journey from Conihar, the
the Capital City of Ethiopia. This Spring sends its Water Northwards through a long tract of Land, which having passed seven Cataracts or Falls, that are very high places, from which it falls plumb down, making a roaring noise at every one of these Cascades, and having run through all Egypt, it discharges itself into the Mediterranean Sea, by the two mouths of Rosetta and Damiette. Now the cause why Nile overflows so regularly in the Summer-time, is only because when they have Summer in Egypt, it is Winter in Ethiopia, where for three months time, the Rain that continually falls running by Torrents into the main River, makes it to swell extraordinarily, and nevertheless, there are no Mountains near to that Spring head; for the Mountains that are nearest to it, are the Jews Mountains, where I shall make some mention hereafter, and these are three Weeks Journey from it. It is a vulgar error then, that this River has its Source from an unknown place; as also that those who live near the Cataracts of Nile, are dead; and a greater still what some say, that the Grand Signor pays Tribute to the King of Ethiopia, to let the Nile run in its usual Channel; for it is not in his power to divert it. The Mountains of the Jews are but two in number, of which the one is called Semail; and the other, Salim. They were heretofore Inhabited by Jews, who became powerful under the command of one called Ghidhoun, Salim; which the King of Ethiopia perceiving, marched out against them, reduced them to duty; and at length that they might attempt no innovation for the future, he dispossessed them of the Mountains, and brought them down into a Plain Inhabited by Christians, whom he sent into their Mountains; on which there always lies a great deal of Snow.

C H A P. LXX.

Of the Esme that was kept at Cairo in my time.

In the month of November there was an Esme kept at Cairo, that is to say, a publick rejoicing, because the Turks had taken two Castles in Hungary. It was proclaimed on the eighth of November after noon, there being a man who cried it in every Quarter; and the chief Cryer went in a Coach to advertise the Beys and Conuls, and got money in the Streets: They Cried it for seven days, to begin on Saturday the ninth of November, at the hour of Evening Prayers, though it used not to last above three days. This Saturday morning the Guns were fired from the Castle, which continued to be done every morning as long as the Esme lasted, and then all fell to work before their doors, the poorest Man that is, being ready on such occasions to lay out somewhat on Lamps and Stuffs: It is a very pleasant thing to be seen, especially in the Night-time, when one may go abroad with greater safety and freedom than in the day at any other time; for by Lamp-light they cannot tell whether your Turban be white or of any other Colour, and so they know not whether you be Christian or Turk. All the Streets are full of Lamp-lights, but especially some, wherein there are a vast number of Lights, not only before the Gates, but within the Houses of the Beys, and other Persons of Quality. Besides that, the streets are hung with lovely Hangings of Cloath of Gold, and other rich stuffs; among others, there are some Streets where-in all the Shops are hung with Cloath of Gold, and rich Silk stuffs flowered with Gold. In many places also, you may see pleasant figures of Christian Franks, which to them is a great Diversion. Besides the Topiery and Lamps which are to be seen in the Houses of the Beys, they make a show also in the entry of all sorts of Arms and Armour; as Head-pieces, Corlets, Coats of Mail, Mufquets, Swords and Targets, &c., which are ranked in very good order. The Conuls are likewise obliged to act their parts in the Solemnity,
though it were even a rejoicing for a Victory obtained by the Turks over their own Country, else they would have an Acemic put upon them, and therefore when they keep an Efime for a Victory over the Venetians, the Consul of Venice is obliged to do as others do, if he had not rather pay the next day a swinging Acemic. There they expose, besides Lamps and Tapisry, several excellent Pictures, which the Turks look upon with a great deal of pleasure, especially when it is some good Face; thinking it impossible that we should have such Beauties in Christendom, nay, that there can be any such in the World. The Women came also, being allowed then, as at Barram, to go abroad and see the Festival, yet not the great Ladies, as those of the Bafha's, Beys, and others of higher Quality, but only those of an inferior Condition. This is very expensive to the Consuls, and to all that would make any show; for besides some hundreds of Lamps, and the Tapisry which must be hired, it is the custom to treat all those who come to see, what is before the House with Coffee, and if they be People of Honour and Fashion, they must give them Sorbet also, may, and Sweet-meats too. And for that end, every Consul had before his House a piece of Tapisry, hung out on each side of the Street, and Hangings all round, leaving only a Passage between; under these kind of Pavilions on each side of the Street, there were some hundreds of Lamps, and a great many Pictures, as likewise at the Avenues of the Streets, with Chairs and rich Cushions for those who come to see, to sit on. And no sooner did any come, how mean ever he was, but he had Coffee and Tobacco brought to him, so that the Expsence went high; for betwixt morning early, and three a Clock after Midnight, many thousands of People came. This Festival ended on Friday Morning, the fifteenth of November, so that the Efime lasted but six days, though it had been cried for seven, because the Inferior sort of People were at too great Charges, and got nothing, for during that time, no Man was suffered to Work.

C H A P. LXXXI.

Of the Desarts of St. Macharius.

ONE should also see the Desarts of St. Macharius, where there are four Monasteries; to wit, of St. Macharius, the Syrians, Balfarar, and of our Lady. I did not see them, having still put it off from day to day: However, I will here give you a Relation of them, which I got. You must take Water at Boulus, with a Janzary or two, and fall down as far as a Village called Terrana, where there is a Cachef, to whom it will not be a mind to make some small present of Sweet-meats, or the like, that you may be the better protected by him. Then the Janzaries wait upon the said Cachef, and inform him that their Company have a desire to go to the Desarts of St. Macharius; immediately the Cachef gives orders to two of his Men, and to Arab Sabha, to make ready to attend the Travellers, and provides Beasts to carry them. For the price, you must endeavour to agree as cheap as you can, and it must be made in presence of the Cachef, before you set out, for if you delay till you come back, they'll exact more. The hire commonly for going and coming is two Piastras for each Horse or Camel, and one Piastra for each As, besides three or four Piastras for every Horse-man that accompanies you, which pays both for Man and Horse. So such would spare Charges, should at Cairo strike in with one of the Monks of one of the Monasteries of the said Desert, who will oblige himself to Conduct them thither and back again to Cairo, and they are to go down the River with him, to a Village called Dris, where these Monks have a House. There the Monk will do well to take with him an Arab that is known in the Mountain, and every one being mounted on an As, they may begin their Journey.

First,
First, they go to the Monastery of St. Macharum, a day's journey from Terrano, and lies right West. This is a very ancient Monastery, the Walls are very high, but it is much decayed. There are many holy bodies in it, but only one of those approved by the Church of Rome; to wit, that of St. Macharum, as also five or six Altar-Tables of lovely Marble. Within the Precinct of this Monastery, there is a kind of a big square Tower, into which you enter by a Draw-bridge; and wherein there is a Church, a Well, and all that is necessary for the Service of the Church, and the holy sustenance of the Religious, who sometimes retreat into it. For when they find themselves abused, and pursued by strangers Arabes, they betake themselves to this kind of strong Hold, and pull up the Draw-bridge after them, keeping there whatever they have of Value in the Monastery, especially all their Books which they so esteem, that no Monk dares to sell, or put out of the way any of them, under the pain of Anathema. In this manner, all the three other Monasteries, (of which we shall speak hereafter) have Towers in them. This Monastery is the greatest, but also the most ruinous, and especially the Church that seems to have been very fair in times past. There is no Garden belonging to it, and the Water which the Monks drink is somewhat brackish.

From St. Macharum, you go to another, called Ambabusche, lying North of the former, three or four Hours journey only. Upon the way thither, you see a great many little Eminences, or Rilings, about a foot over, which cut the way, and reach far into the Western Desert: The Religious say, and find it Recorded in their Books (which are very ancient,) that this Rising was made by Angels, to serve for a path to the Hermits, who many times lost their way, when on Sundays they were coming to Mafs in the Monastery, and therefore call it Tarik el Malak, that is to say, the Angels Way. By the way also you see many old Walls, which are the ruins of several Monasteries that heretofore have been there, and as the Monks say, to the number of three hundred, round that Mountain; but the Ruins which remain at present, make it not appear that the number has been so great. It is true, one must not think, that they have been perfect Monasteries, but only little Houses built by Seculars, who had a mind to retire into the Desert, and lead a Religious Life there; being obliged on Sundays and all Holy Days, to come to Mafs in the next Monastery, there to assist at Divine Service. And in that Monastery there was an Abbot, with a certain number of refiding Monks, who when they had a mind to lead a more austere Life, and were found to be sufficiently qualified for that, by their Superior, were suffered by him to leave the Convent, and go live more solitary further off in the Mountain, where they built little Hermits' Cells, and there spent their lives in great Austerity, Silence, and continual Meditation; and this is the account the Religious give. It is not good to follow that Angels way, nor to be too curious in asking questions of the Arabes about it, for then they would pretend to conclude, that you were come to the Mountain to search for some Treasure hid in it, which they fancy the Franks know of. Among these old buildings, you see the ruins of a Monastery, built in honour of St. John the Little, and is called Jubbanna el Kasir, where there is still a Dome, and the dry Rod, which being watered by that good Hermite, at the command of his Superior, was changed into a fair Tree, which is to be seen here, as a monument of the merit of Obedience. The Monks call this Tree Chadgere el Taa, that is to say, the Chadgere el Taa of Obedience. The Monastery of Ambabusche, is the pleasanter of all the four, for it has a fair Church, a lovely Garden, and good Water, with a big Tower in it, as in that of St. Macharum. There were a great many holy bodies therein, which on Palm-Sunday, in the Year 1656, were burnt by a spark that fell from a Taper that had been left burning there; whereupon the Monks being vexed that they had lost their Saints, gave it out that they had been carried away by a French Merchant, who came into those Quarters to buy Nareen. But finding that the device would not take, though it cost the Merchant Money, (for the Turks would not let slip that occasion,) they raised some dead bodies and brought them into their Church, publishing that they were the bodies of their Saints, which had escaped out of the French Ships, and were come back to their Church. From Ambabusche you go to another
another Monastery, called the Monastery of the Syrians, a quarter of a League distant from Ambabichney; it is but small, but very pleasant, has good Water, and is the best in order of all. There you see two fair Churches, one for the Syrians, and another for the Copts; in which are many Relicks. In this last is the Staff of St. Ephrem, who being come to visit another Hermit, and having left his Staff at the Door, whilst he was in discourse with the other whom he came to see, his Staff took root and blossomed, and is now a lovely great Tree, and the only in Egypt of its kind. From the Monastery of the Syrians, you go to the Mountain of the Eagles Stones, and by the way you see the dry Sea, which was dried up (as the Monks say) at the Prayers of the Hermits who at that time lived by it, and chiefly of St. Macarius; because the Pirates of that Sea much infested them, it is called Baib or Malme, that is to say, Mare Curius. There you may find a great many petrifactions of Wood, and some Bones converted into Stone, which are pretty curious. On the side of that Sea to the West, is the Mountain of Eagles Stones, called Diezel et Malique; where digging in the Earth, and especially in time of heat and drought, they find several Eagles Stones of different bigness, so called, because the Eagles carry them to their Nests, to preserve their young ones from Serpents; they have many Vertues, and the Monks say, that there are commonly many Eagles to be seen there. You must make as short a stay there as you can, for fear of the Arabs. From the Mountain of Eagles Stones, you go (making a Triangle) to the fourth Monastery, and all the Journey from Ambabichney to this Monastery, is performed in one day: This Monastery is called Dar el Saydet, that is to say, the Monastery of our Lady, it is very spacious, but a little ruinous. It hath a fair Church and Garden, but the Water is brackish, and nevertheless, there are more Monks in this Monastery than in the other three, because the Revenue of it is greater, and they have some Relicks also. From this Monastery you go to the Lake of Natron, called Bishops et Natron, only two Leagues distant from it; this Lake is worth one Curiosity to see, and it looks like a large Pond frozen over, upon the Ice whereof, a little Snow had fallen: It is divided into two, the more Northern is made by a Spring that rifs out of the Grone, though the place of it cannot be observed; and the Southern proceeds from a great bubbling Spring, the Water being at least a Knee deep, which immediately as it springs out of the Earth congeals, and makes as it were great pieces of Ice; and generally the Natron is made and perfected in a Year by that Water, which is reddish. There is a red Salt upon it six or seven Fingers thick, then a black Natron, which is made use of in Egypt for Lye, and last is the Natron much like the first Salt, but more solid. Higher up there is a little Well of Fresh-water, which is called Aain el Gaz; and a great many Camels come daily to the Lake, to be loaded with that Natron. From this Lake you go to another, where there is Salt at Wibouhiste, made in form of a Pyramide, and therefore is called Pyramidal Salt, and in Arabick Malh el Malasum. From the said Lake you return and Lodge in one of the Monasteries, and next day come back to the Nile, where you must lie for a palfage to Cairo, or Rosette, if you have not retained the Boat that brought you.
C H A P. LXXII.

Of Ægypt, the Nile, Crocodiles, and Sea-Horses.

Ægypt, called by the Hebrews Mis Raim, and by the Arabs at present Mafir, and in Turkish Mîfîr, is bounded on the East by the Red Sea, and the Defarts of Arabia; on the South by the Kingdoms of Bagis and Nubis; on the West by the Defarts of Libya; and on the North by the Mediterranean of Ægypt. Sea. This Country lies so low, that the Land cannot be seen till one be just upon it; and therefore those that fail to it, ought to be upon their Guard. Ægypt has no Ports on the Mediterranean fit for Ships, except Alexandria and the Bouquer, which is rather a Road than a Port. The River of Nile runs through the length of it, and having its Course from South to North, discharges itself into the Mediterranean by two mouths, upon the sides of which stand two fair Towns, to wit, Rosette to the West, and Damiette to the East, two miles below which, it mingleth its Waters with the Sea, and by that division makes a Triangular Isle in Ægypt. This Triangular Island was by the ancient Greeks called Dela, because in Figure it resembles the Character △ One side of that Triangle is beat by the Mediterranean Sea on the North, and the other two are bounded by the two branches of the Nile, which divide at the point of this Triangle; so that the three points or angles of this Triangle are, the first at the place where the Nile divides itself into two; the second at Rosette, and the third at Damiette: The first Angle is at an equal distance from the other two, to wit, from Rosette and Damiette, and from that Angle it is five or six Leagues to Cairo, so that the Nile has only those two mouths which are navigable for great Vessels; for though there be some others, yet they are no more but Rivulets. This River is broader than the Breadth of the Nile, where it falls from its great a Height, that (as they say) the Noise of it is heard at a very great distance. When it overflows, it seems to be a little Sea. The water of it is very thick and muddy, but they have an Invention to clarify it: For in that Country, they make use of great Vessels of white Earth, holding about four Buckets full of Water; when they are full of Water, they rub the inside of the Vessels with three or four Almonds at moist until they be dissolved, and in the space of a quarter of an Hour, the Water becomes very clear; and for that end, most of those who bring Water to Houses, have a Paffe of Almonds, wherewith they rub the Vessels, as I have said. After all, this Water is so wholesome, that it never does any harm, though one drink never so much of it, because it comes a great way over Land, to wit, from Ethiopia. So that in so long a Course, and through so hot a Country, the Sun has time to Correct it, and cleanse it from all Crudities; and indeed, it is sweated out as fast as one drinks it. In short, they have no other Water to drink in Ægypt, and therefore most of the Cities, Towns, and Villages are upon the sides of the River, and there are so many Villages, that you no sooner leave one, but you find another, and all the Houses in them are built of Earth. This River aboundeth not much in Fish, and we had but one good Fish of the Nile at Cairo, which they call Parides, and that is rare too; but there are a vast number of Crocodiles in it, which perhaps is the caue of the Stench of the Fish. Crocodiles are Amphibious Animals, for they live both in the Water, and upon Land: They have a Head flat above and below, the Eyes indifferently big and very darkish, which has made many say, that they always weep after once they are taken; but it is a fable. They have a long, sharp Snout, full of long and sharp Teeth, but no Tongue. The Body is large and all of a bigness, the Back covered with high Scales like the heads of the Nails in a Court-Care, of a greenish Colour, and so hard, that they are
are proof against a Halbard; they have a long Tail, covered over with Scales like the Body, their Belly below is white and pretty tender. They have four short thick Legs, there being five Claws in each of the Fore-feet, and only four in the Hind-feet. In a word, a Crocodile resembles very much a Lizard, and grows as long as it lives; some of them are above twenty Foot in length, but I have seen little ones half a Foot long. This and the *Hippopotamus* are the only Animals, who in eating move the upper Jaw, and move not at all the under. The Crocodile is very strong, and one day as I caused one of them, which was eight Foot long, to be skinned, four MenGood upon it, whilst they were flogging up his Belly, but it flourished and struggled with so much force, that it threw them all four off; it is also very strong liver'd, for when they skin it, after they have cut the Throat and opened the Belly of it, if it catch hold of any thing in its mouth, it will never part from it. As it happened once to a Moor whom I knew, who having skinned one for a French-man, (who had a mind to keep the skin) and cutting the Throat, had separated the Head from the Body, so that there remained no more but the Head sticking to the Skin, all the flesh being taken out; he untied the Snout, but immediately thereupon the jaws opening, caught hold of one of his Fingers, which with its Teeth, it cut clear off. The flesh of a Crocodile is not bad, but it is somewhat inipid, and not at all poisonous, as many believe, for I have tasted of it, and found it to be good; the *Barbaram* eat heartily, and make a great Feast of it. These Creatures are great lovers of Mens flesh, and therefore they are very terrible all along the Nile, not only to little Beys, whom they frequently devour when they come to the River-side to do their Needs, for these cunning creatures hide themselves; but also to Men, whom they surpise sometimes in their Boats. For in the Night-time they rise upright, and thrusting their Snout into the Boat, endeavour to catch hold of a Man, and if they can but pull him into the Water, they quickly murther him; and that is the reason that no Body will willingly venture to Swim in the Nile. It is another most erroneous fable also, that a Crocodile will weep like a young Child, to draw People about it whom it may devour; it is a thing altogether unknown in that Country. To catch these Creatures, they make a great many Pits by the River-side, which they cover over with Sticks, and such other things, and so when they come to pass over these Ditches, (especially when the Water encreases, which is the time when most of them are taken, because then they venture farrthest out) they fall into them, and cannot get out again. They let them fast there for several days, then let down some Gins with running Nooskes, wherewith they muzzle their Snout, and so pull them up, and carry them to the Quarters of the Franks. The Moors say, That at old Cairo there is a Talisman against the Crocodiles, which makes that they never pass beyond old Cairo; but that is false, for there are of them at Rosetto and Damiette, and they are to be seen upon the way to Cairo; not indeed, in any great number, because commonly they keep off from the Sea; but there some at least to be found there. They never come into the Kaliis, because (as I think) it is narrow; but if they did, they might do a great deal of mischief, for when the Water runs in it, it is full of Swimmers.

There are *Hippopotamus*, or Sea-Horses, also in this River, and there was one taken at Gizze, in the Year 1638, which was immediately brought to Cairo, where I saw it in the Month of February, the same Year. This Creature was of a kind of Tawny Colour, the hinder part of it was much like a Buffer, however its Legs were shorter and bigger; it was about the bigness of a Camel, and had a Muzzle like an Ox. The Head of it is like to a Horse, and very great, but its Eyes small. It had a very thick Neck, a little Ear, wide and open Nostrils, thick large Feet, and almost round, with four Toes in each, like a Crocodile, a little Tail like an Elephant, and little or no Hair upon the Skin, no more than an Elephant. In the lower Jaw it had four great Teeth half a Foot long, two whereof were crooked, and as big as the Horns of an Ox, and one on each side of the Jaw; the other two were straight, and of the same bigness as the crooked, but standing out in length. Many said at first, that it was a Sea-Buffer, but some others and I, knew it to be a Sea-Horse, because of the description that is given of it by Writers. It was brought dead
Dead to Caire, by some Jamuzartes, who shot it on Land, where it was come to feed; they fired several shot at it, before it fell, for the Bullets hardly pierced through its Skin, as I observed, but they fired one shot which hit it on the Jaw, and made it fall. For many years before, such an Animal had not been seen at Caire.

But to return to the Nile, this River causes all the fruitfulness of Egypt, and if it failed to overflow one year, there would be a Famine in the Land; nay if it did not rise sixteen foot, there would be great Scarcity; as also if it grew four and twenty foot, it would likewise occasion a dearth; because the water covering all the Land too long, Seed-time would be lost, when it ebbs off; it leaves a fat nitrous slime upon the ground, which so fattens the Land, that it would produce nothing, through too much Fatness, if they did not sow Sand upon it, before they plant or sow any thing therein; so that they are at the same pains to put Sand on their Land to unfatten it, as we are to Dung ours. Not that it never rains there, as many Dreamers would have us believe in Christendom, squeezing their Brains to give a reason for that which is not in Nature, for it rains much at Alexandria, and Rosetta also; but at Caire, which stands higher, it rains less; and yet I have seen it rain very hard every year for two days together in the Month of December, and at the same time; it Thundered so much, that the eleventh or twelfth night of the said month, a man in the Castle was killed by Thunder, (though it had never been heard before that Thunder had killed any body at Caire. It is cold weather also in December, which I found by experience, but it is never so cold that one stands in need of a Fire. In the other Seasons it is extrem hot, but especially in Summer. From January till March, they catch Snipes in Egypt, in May, yellow Birds or Nitrians, which are nothing but a Lump of Fat, and wild Turtles, which are very good, but for the House Pigeons they are good for nothing; in September also yellow Birds and Turtles, which come again, and at the same time Larks, that last till the years end. This Country indeed, is not only most fertile, but also very pleasant; and it is not without reason that I said elsewhere that Egypt is an Earthly Paradise, inhabited by Devils; but certainly, the oppression the people lie under from their Governors, abastes much of their Pleasure, as I shall say hereafter.

This Country produces a great deal of Corn, and Herbs of all sorts, but no Fruits nor Wine, for it yields but very few Grapes, which are of thole great red Grapes, that have a very thick Skin, and little Juice in them. Many fair Trees grow there, which we have not in this Country, and especially Palm-Trees, and the Sycamores or Fig-Trees of Pharaoh, which differ from thole Trees we call Sycamores, for thole of Egypt are the true Sycamores; they bear Figgs that stick to the Flock, which are not good, and yet the Moors for all that eat them; there are also Caffin-Trees there, which are very lovely; they bear always both Blossoms and Fruit, the Blossoms of them being yellow, and having a very pleasant Scent, which may be smelt'd at a great distance.

I saw many other plants, as the Colocaffe and Papyrus, &c. which are described in Prosper Alpinus.
CHAP. LXXIII.

Of the Manners of the Egyptians; the Woman who pulls Worms out of Children's Ears, and of the Arabick Language.

Caire, the chief City of Egypt, called in Arabick Misr, and in Turkish Mysr, as the whole Province of Egypt is; (whereof it is the Capital) is peopled by several different Nations, who may be reduced into some kinds; for there are the people of the Country, who are either Musulmans or Christians; the Musulmans of the Country, are the Moors the Christians, and the Coptes. Besides these, there are the Stranger Christians, Turks and Jews; the Stranger Christians are either Franks or Greeks. I shall here speak first of the Moors, after I have said a word or two of the Egyptians in general. The People of the Country, (generally speaking) both Musulmans and Christians are all swarthy, they are exceeding wicked, great Rogues, Cowardly, lazy, Hypocrites, Buggers, Robbers, treacherous, very greedy of Money, and will kill a man for a Mahdun; in short, no vice comes a mis to them: they are Cowards to the highest degree, and are very loath to fight, but when they fall out, they huff, roar, and make a terrible noise, as if they would cut one another's Throats, and nevertheless, they refer their controversy to the next man they meet, who makes them good Friends again; then Spectators and all together, (for they soon gather to a crowd) lifting up their Hands, say the prayer which they call Entuba, (I mean when they are Moors) and then they are better Friends than ever they were before. These wrathes are used by the Turks like slaves, or rather like Dogs, for they govern them with a Cudgel, and a Turk will knock a Moor on the head, and he dare not resist, and indeed, when they speak to a Turk, they do it with great respect. They labour and cultivate all the Land, and yet the Bread they eat, is very bad, and have not their Bellies full of that neither, though it be a most plentiful Country; and indeed, they are as bad a nature, that they want to be well beaten, and love those the better for it, who beat them like Dogs, serving very well when they are soundly drubbed, whereas they are unspoitable, and will do nothing when they are gently used. They live a wretched life, their most ordinary Diet being half Cheese, which they call Dabon Halum, with very coarse Bread; their Bread is as broad as our Plates, made like thin Buns, and consists only of two round pieces of paste, and as thin as Parchment, clap'd together and fliwed to the Fire, so that one of them may very well be eaten at three mouthfuls; but it is so bad, not only for the Blackness of it, but as being ill knead, worse bak'd, and full of Coals and Ashes, that I could never accustom my self to it: It is cheap enough indeed, for you may have of these Cakes for a Maidun, which is worth about three half pence. For their Desert or after-course, they drink Sugar-Canes; they are also great eaters of ordinary Melons, water-Melons and the like, whereof they have great plenty, and many sorts which we have not, yet all cannot attain to them, though they be extraordinarily cheap. They are Apparrelled like the Turks when they are able; I mean the Moors, (for the Christians wear neither any green, nor the white Turban) but most part of them are half naked, and many have no more but a blew shirt upon their body. They are a very ignorant sort of people, and yet have Secrets which surprize the most knowing, many thinking them to be knacks of Magicks; for to see a man take up a Viper in the Fields, handle and broak it, open the mouth of it, and put his Finger therein, without the least hurt, seems very strange to me. They bring whole Sacks full of them into the City, and sell them to the Apothecaries: They come often to the Quarter of the French, and boldly thrusting their hand into their Sacks, pull out
out a whole handful of them. One day one of these blades, handling his Vipers in this manner in the quarter of the French, they brought a Pullet and made one of the Vipers bite it, which immediately therupon died; so that it evidently appeared, that the Moor had something about him which preferred him against their Poyton. But I cannot tell what to say of a Moorish Woman who lives in a corner close by the quarter of France, and pulls worms out of Childrens Ears. When a Child does nothing but cry, and that they know it is ill, they carry it to that Woman, who laying the Child on its side upon her knee, scratches the Ear of it, and then Worms like those which breed in dusty weevily Flower, seem to fall out of the Childs Ear; then turning it on the other side, she scratches the other Ear, out of which the like Worms drop also; and in all there may come out ten or twelve, which the wraps up in a Linen-Rag, and gives them to those that brought the Child to her, who keep them in that Rag at home in their House; and when she has done so, she gives them back the Child, which in reality cries no more. She once told me that she performed this by means of some words, that she spake. There was a French Physician and a great Naturalist there, who attentively beheld this, and told me that he could not conceive how it could be done; but that he knew very well, that if a child had any of these Worms in its head, it would quickly die. In so much, that the Moors and other Inhabitants of Cairo, look upon this as a great Vertue, and give her every time a great many Mudans. They say, that it is a secret which hath been long in the Family. There are children every day carried to her, roaring and crying, and such as would see the thing done, need only to follow them, provided they be not Musulman Women who carry them, for then it would cost an Avana; but when they are Christian or Jewish Women, one may easily enter, and give a few Mudans to that Worm-drawer. The Language that is spoken in Egypt is the Arabick, which is a dialect of the Hebrew, but very copious, and the most ample Language that ever I heard spoken, and is indeed used in a great many Countries; it is very difficult to be pronounced, because it has many guttural words; and therefore when the Turks at Constantinople would make themselves merry, they make Arabs speake that Language before them, and yet it is their holy Language for their Aicoran, and all their Prayers are in Arabick; it is a common saying with them, Thus the Turkish Language serves in this World; the Arabick shall be spoken in Paradise, and in Hell the Persian, which nevertheless is a fine Tongue, and makes the greatest part of the Turkish Poems and Songs; but seeing they extremely hate the Persians, they revile every thing that concerns them.

CHAP. LXXVI.

Of the Circumcision of the Moorish Females; and of the Samo's of Egypt.

The Moors are Malomitaris, but they have some Superstitions, which Circumcision the Turks have not, for the Moors Circumcise their Daughters; of Moorish cutting off a little bit of that which is called the Nymphe, and that Circumcision is performed by Women. The Turks do not do so, they only Circumcise their Boys. As the Moors are great Hypocrites, so have they many forts of Sano's among them. They have dancing Dervishs, of whom I wrote when I was at Constantinople, but they have a great many others besides these, whom they much honour; among the rest, there are some as horrible as the Dancers are pleasant; I saw none of them at Constantinople, because they perform...
their Ceremonies too late, (though there be some of them towards Tophana) but at Caire I have often seen them very early, because they have a little Mosque in the quarter of France. They are cloathed much in the same manner as the Dancers, and have felt-caps after the same fashion. These men say their prayers much oftener than the other Musulmans do, but chiefly on Tuesday and Thursday about ten or eleven a clock at Night. They all meet at the Mosque at the call of him who goes up to the top of the Tower, then they fall a fingering some verses of the Alevan, which they often repeat, so that they have enough to last them till day, clapping their hands now and then against one another, playing on certain Drums and such like Instruments; but about the middle, after they have long sung the Alevan, they all rise upright and put themselves into a Ring one behind another; then he who is the chief, sings some prayers very loud; and in the mean time the rest instantly say over and over, alms without fetching breath, Allah, which is to say God, making at every time a very low bow: so that their straining to pronounce that word, which they draw out from the depth of their Breath, without intermission or taking breath, with the frequent bending of their Body in these inclinations, make them look like men possessed, and especially towards the end, when being quite out of Breath, one of them beats his Drum as fast as he can and the rest pronounce the word Allah as fast, and almost as often as he strikes upon his Drum; so that they seem like mad Dogs, and some with the violence of straining, void Blood at the Mouth. This lasts about half an hour; but towards the end, they say no more but Hane, that is to say, he, which is as good as if they had said God, because they want strength to pronounce Allah; inasmuch that to hear them about the end, one would think he heard so many Hogs grunting, when that is done, they sit down as before, and take a little rest, fingering other Prayers; then towards the end they start up and begin their sweet Mustick again, which they do three times, and then continue on fingering as before. I have often been found with this at Roffete, where I fancy they do it more than in any other place, for my Chamber-Window looked into their Mosque: I lodged in a Han because I would not part from the Chrest Gentlemen, with whom I came from Chios. But at Caire they have a little Mosque in the quarter of the French, in which every Tuesday and Thursday they fall to that Catterwouling about ten a Clock at Night; there they may easily be seen from the street, standing over against the door of their Mosque, for one must have a special care not to enter into it, nor indeed to set foot upon the threshold of the door. These are a sort of men that take a great deal of pains to damn themselves. In their Proceedings you always see some of these fools, who foam at the mouth like mad Men, and with flut eyes pronounce the word Hane, having a man on each side, to support them for fear of falling; and they who can keep longest in that Extasie, (for they think they are in an Extasie) are the greatest Saints. There are some's also in Egypt who go stark naked, many of whom I have seen without the least rag to cover their Nakedness, either in Winter or Summer, but it is not very cold there, and they suffer all their Hair to grow as long as it can, for greater Mortification. These men are highly honoured, and going to the Houfts of the chief Persons of the City at dinner-time, they sit down at Table, dine, and go their way, and that is looked upon as a Blessing to the Houte, they are very licentious Rogues, and that for both Sexes; and it is no fiction, that many Women who cannot be got with Child, kill their Priapus with great veneration, nay sometimes they procure a Great-Belly by them. There was one of these blades hitherto carried a great Stone, hanging at his Glam, and the Women heartily killed it for a Big Belly. Others eat Serpents, and in my time there was one of them at Caire, whom they called the Sebeck of the Serpents; this Man had always a great train of Serpents and other people after him, when he went out, or returned home to his Houte. I did not see him eat Serpents, but several who have seen him allured me of it, and it is a thing no body doubts of. I saw also at Caire a Saint, who had a Turban as broad as a Mill-stone,
and weighed above half a hundred weight; it was all patched up of several little pieces of different colours: Every one came and kiss’d his hand with great respect, the weight of his Turban making him walk very softly, and with a great deal of Gravity. There are many other sorts of Santo’s, and in a word, enough in Egypt to man out several Galleys. The Turks who are nothing near to Superstitious as the Arabs, have no such esteem for them; and formerly there was a Basha who sent as many of these lazy Lubbards as he could find to the Galleys. They have also dead Santo’s to whose memory they bear a singular Reverence; some of them are Inter’d upon the High-ways and upon Bridges, and when the Moors find any of these Sepulchres, they ask leave of the Santo who is within, to go that way, or cross over that Bridge. But I think the chief of the dead Santo’s whom they reverence in Egypt is Sidi Abouet el Bedoui; for being at Cairo on the ninth of July, I saw a great many people go to a certain Fair that is kept at a Village called Aden in the island of Malta, on the side of the Channel of Rezetto. That Fair is held there, because the said Scheik is Inter’d in that place, where they pray at his Grave, and from all parts of Egypt People come to this Fair and Devotion. They say that at that time, this Sidi Abouet el Bedoui, yearly delivers three Slaves out of Malta, and three Moors fail not to be there, and affirm that the night before, they were brought from Malta, where they had been Slaves. One day a Turk of Quality, who had been a Slave in Malta, went thither, and finding these Rogues to assure a Lie with so much boldness, put so many questions to them, that he convinced them of the Cheat. They relate a great many virtues of this Hellish Saint, of which it was none of the least, that he never knew Woman, only lay with his own Wife. They also tell how this Santo having some privilege granted him by a Bash, and that another Bash offering to take it from him, he went on a time to the apartment of that Bash, and being brought in before him, told him that he had had that privilege a long time, and prayed him to let him enjoy it; but finding after much entreaty, that the Bash was inexorable, he turned up his Cap a little that the point of it might incline to one side, and said to the Bash, thou wilt not then suffer me to enjoy my privilege? and the Bash answered him no; then turning his Cap a little more to one side, thou wilt not then, (said he to the Bash) let me enjoy my privilege? who replied no; then turning his Cap a great deal to one side, the Bash perceived that the Cattle leaned all to one side, and was ready to fall, for the Cattle turned side-ways proportionally as he had turned his Cap, whereupon the Bash in a great fright assured him that he would preserve his Privilege unto him, and prayed him to set the Cattle upright as it was before, which he did, by setting his Cap by little and little to rights again. They have so much Devotion for that Saint, that when the Caravan of Mecha sets out in time of that Fair, many leave the Caravan and Pilgrimage of Mecha, and pay their Visits to that Saint. This devotion lasts a fortnight, and all Persons Moors, Christians and Jews, are suffered to go to that Fair. When they have visited that Saint, they go to another not far distant, then to another, and so to four or five; in short, they spend a Month in these Devotions.
CHAP. LXXV.

Of the Coptes.

The Coptes are Christians, but Jacobites, that is to say, who follow the Hereof of Euseb et Dorotheus, though some however among them be Orthodox, and are called Malaytes. They have a Patriarch in Alexandria, whose Authority reaches very far, for he chuses one of his Clergy and sends him to be Patriarch to the Abyssinian in Ethiopia, as I said before. The Coptes are so very ignorant and unpollished, that they have much ado to find a man among them fit to be their Patriarch; and in my time, the Patriarchate had been vacant for some years; the truth is, there was another reason for it also, for they could not raise a sum of Money that must be given to the Basha, for the admission of every new Patriarch. They retain a great many Fabulous stories taken out of Apocryphal Books, which they have still among them. We have no History of our Saviours life during his Minority, but they have a great many relations of it; for they say, that every day an Angel brought him Victuals down from Heaven, and that he spent his time, in making little Birds of Clay, which afterwards he breathed upon, and so throwing them up into the Air, they flew away. They say, that at our Lords Supper a roasted Cock was served up, and that then Judas being gone out to sell and betray our Lord, he commanded the Roasted Cock to rise and go after Judas; which the Cock did, and afterwards brought back word to our Lord, that Judas had told him, and that therefore that Cock was admitted into Paradise. They say Mails in the Coptick and Arabick Tongues, and when they sing the Passion, and come to the place where it is said that Judas betrayed our Lord, all the People cry Afsa, that is to say, Horrid Beast, (Cockold) in this manner avenging our Lord, by reviling of Judas. And when they read that St. Peter cut off the ear of the High-Priest's Servant, all the People cry Afsa Bures, that is to say, well fair you for that, Peter, as if they would encourage St. Peter by their Applause. The Coptes serve for Clerks to the Divan of the Beys and Villages.

CHAP. LXXVI.

Of the Franks that live in Aegypt, and the Ava- nies which are put upon them.

There are Franks who live in several places of Egypt, to wit, in Cairo, Rosetta, and Alexandria; but the Consuls live at Cairo, because the Basha resides in that City; they have Vice-Conuls in Rosetta and Alexandria, and sometimes in Damietta. There is in Cairo a French Consul, a Venetian, an English, and a Dutch; all other Nations that Trade in that Country, or in any part of the Turkish Empire, go under the Banner of France, as the Maffons, Genoese, &c. and the French Consul protects them. The Consuls in Egypt have from the Grand Signor a yearly Pension of six thousand Moadins, which amount to two hundred Fiastras; but the Consul of Venice, has only two thousand Moadins, and yet is obliged to make a Present of about two thousand Fiastras to every new Basha, whereas the rest are excused for.
for about a thousand; for it is the custom when a new Baifa comes, or a new Conful enters into Office, to send the Baifa a present of so many Veifs, and so many besides to some other Officers, which are rated at above a thousand Piafres, not reckoning a great many other Veifs that are to be given every day almost to the Soule Baifa and several other Knaves. When the Conful hath sent his Present, he demands Audience of the Baifa, who having assigned him a day, he goes to wait upon him, and the Baifa makes him sit down over against him in a Chair or Couch, or else near to himself upon a Divan, and when the Conful takes his leave, the Baifa gives him a Veif of Cloath of Tiffue to put on, and one to the chief Trucheman, on whom also he befores a small Penfion, and raises the pay of the Confuls. Hertoefore the Confuls had the honour of Beys, but at present they are pulled down very low, and so little regarded, especially in Egypt, that a Baifa makes no scruple to put Avanies upon them when he pleafes; and while I was in Egypt I knew the Turks and Jews squeeze from the French Nation above fourfcore or an hundred thousand Piafres in one year, because the Jews are very powerful in Egypt, and govern all the affairs of that Kingdom; the Cuftomes being in their hands, and they being the only Savat or Bankers. Besides that, they enjoy some Offices about the Baifa, which make them have his Ear; and they daily put new inventions into his Head, for raising of Avanies. He has three principal Officers, to wit, the Bafa's Scheteks, which is an Office instituted within these few years; the Saraf Bafa, and the Saraf of the Baifa, who set their Wits continually a devifing, and think of nothing else but of ways how to perfonate the poor Franks. A Turk told me one day, that the Jews were the Turks Hounds for catching Money from the Franks; for the Turks of themselves are neither malicious nor cunning enough, to chafe the Prey; but when once the Jews have made sure of the Game, the Turks come in and carry all away. I have known the Confuls several times put in Prison, and always most unjustly. An English Merchant-man bound for Egypt was met and purfued by fix Turkish Ships coming from Candie; in the Chafe he fired feveral Guns, and killed three Confuls; but fofoon as the Ships upon the English Conful arrived in Egypt, and this was known, the English Conful was put into Prison, and for some days kept there; but this is nothing, in regard of what happened some time after:

The Turks having freighted two French Ships with goods in Alexandria, and the one commanded by Captain Darbois, and the other by Captain Civilliers, and one English Ship, to all which they gave a good Freight; Captain Darbois instead of going to Cantonople, (as he ought to have done) went to Egypt, with a design to make the bolt of his Cargo; Captain Civilliers and the English Captain followed the Example; upon this, Ships durft not come from Chriftemond to Egypt, fearing the ios might be revenged upon them; but in the mean time, the Jews having had advice from Lebom that the Ships were arrived in that Port, pretently acquainted the Bafa with it, who at that time diltemblishing his Indignation lent an Aja to affure the Confuls that the Ships of their Countrey were in no Danger, and that they might come as freely and with as much security as they did before, entreat the Confuls to fend this advice into Chriftemond; each Conful prented the Aja with a Veft to the value of fifty Piafres, for it is a general rule that Aja's never come in Miffage to any perfon whatfoever, Conful or private man, Chriflian or Turk, but they muft be prented according to the merit of the buifines, whether good or bad. A few days after, when they thought that the Confuls had fend Letters into Chriftemond, according to the orders fent to them, on which the Confuls did really rely; one morning an Aja with a Chaiffar and fuch other Rogues, came to their ferveral Houses, and calling them out like Thieves and Robbers by force, put them upon ugly Horifies without allowing them time to drefs themselves, one being in his Slippers, and another in his Night-Cap, and with all imaginable rigor carried them Prisoners to the Caftle, being even in danger of being knocked on the Head in the Streets, for the Villains speed about a report that the Franks had robbed the Grand Signior's Money, which much incenfes the People. The Dutch and Venetian Confol were carried away in the fame manner, though they were not at all concerned.
concerned in the busines, but they were no sooner come into the Caffie, when they were sent home again to their Houses; though for all that, it cost them an hundred Piastres a piece to the Agas and Chasses, as a reward for the pains they had been at. The other two Consuls lay several days in Prifon, nay, and were for the first day put in Chains, and at last were not releas’d till their Nations paid great sums for their liberty, and promised the Basha to pay within a few Months, the value of the Ships Loadings; for which all the Merchants were oblig’d under hand and Seal. If the Capitulations made by Monsieur de Breuc, were observed, such violences would not be need’d, as I my self have been practis’d by the Souf-Basha, who sent his Officers one night into the quarter of the French, some Merchants walking then in the open place, which is at the end of their Quarter, having perceived them coming, retir’d to their homes, but the Villains pursu’d them to the very tops of their Houses, hail’d them out, and with all the speed they could dragg’d them to a nasty Prifon, upon pretext that they had found them abroad at unseasonable hours, for it is prohibited to walk abroad in the streets in the Night-time; but the French are except’d by the Capitulations, which specifi’d that the Souf-Basha is not to enter into their Quarter: They ran away with them in all haste, for fear they might be taken from them; and to make them run the Faster, each of them was led by two Comas, one holding one Arm and the other the other. These Comas are Moorish Recors or Officers, tall strong fellows, who wear no other Cloaths but blev-Sirts, fewed close like Womans Smocks, they carry flaves as long as themselves, and as big as a Mans Arm; and when they carry any man to Prifon, they give him now and then a blow with their Cudgel, which they hold in both hands by the end, that they may lay on the better. Thus were these Gentlemen dragg’d away, each of them by two of these great Devils, who emptied their pockets by the way, and pulled even the Rings off of their Fingers: but what was worst of all, other Comas followed them at the back, who bung’d their sides with their poles, that they were forced to keep their Beds for some days after. In the mean time the other Merchants, who thought that if they let them alone till next day, the Charges would be the greater, went immediately with the Consul, (though it was eleven a clock at night) to the Souf-Basha, and presented him with a Purise, in consideration whereof he releas’d the Prisoners, and let them go home with the rest. Two days after, the Basha threatened to impris’ the same Merchants, under pretext that the Souf-Basha’s Officers had found them with Women, though it was false, and though they could draw no evidence of the matter from some Barberries whom the Souf-Basha’s Men found at the same time in the French Quarter, and purposely clapp’d into Prifon when they apprehended the French Merchants; however it cost them three Purises more to take up that affair. Monsieur Honore de Bermond, in whose Family the Consulship of Egypt continued for many years, had a design to remedy all these Disorders, who being a man of Revolution and very well beloved in that Country, purpos’d to raise his Office to as high a pitch as ever it had been, and for that end, sent his Chief Trucheman to Constantinople, with instructions to solicit the Grand Signior for several Orders, and among the rest, for one to have two or three of the chief Jews Hanged before their own Doors in Cairo, thereby to terrify the rest from putting their tricks upon the French: and another of no less importance, to wit, that the Jews should not demand from the French, re-payment of the money they had lent them, because they had receiv’d double the principal in Interest, (for they take one percent Ulify a month, adding the Interest to the Principal every month, which amounts to considerable gains, doubling almost the debt in twenty six months time). He spair’d not Money to accomplish these things, and would easily have obtain’d them, if Monsieur de Breuc had not come at that time, for his coming broke all the others measures, breed a confusion among the Nation, and cost them above three score thousand Piastres, for he promis’d the Basha great sums of Money to admit of him to be Consul, and to send off Monsieur de Bermond, who for some time was oblig’d to give way to that violence. Had he obtain’d these orders from the Port, they might have contributed somewhat to the prevent-
ing of so many Avanies; but the best course that could be taken, would be, to have the Capitulations made by Moufier de Breves with Sultan Amurat, at that time Grand Signior, renewed at Constantinople: It is true, that would cost a round sum of money, for the Turks do nothing gratis; but then it would exempt from indignities, such as go into those Countries, that are remote from Constantinople, as Cairo in Egypt is.

When a Frank goes along the streets, you shall have one rascally Moor spit in his face; another give him a blow with a Cudgel, and in the mean time he dares not so much as look them in the face, for fear of a present Avaniz; for many times after they have beaten a Christian, or it may be, given him a stab with a knife, though the Christian hath not revenged himself, they'll go and complain to the Cadi, saying that the same Christian hath beaten them, and to lift the hand against a Turk, is a Crime that deserves (with them) the cutting off of the hand; but the matter must presently be compounded for money, and the longer it is delayed, the more it will cost; nay, you shall see a Turk, who having killed a Christian that did him no hurt, go and complain to the Cadi, that Christian had beaten him, or blasphemed against the Law of Mahomet, which is a Crime for which a Christian must be burnt, or burn Turk; and though commonly the Cadi knows very well that all is false, yet he still Condemns the Christians, that he may get money; and if the party who is so unhappy, have nothing to give, they Charge the Nation with it, and exact it from them by force.

I saw also a Woman, who passing by a French man, purposely jogled him, and then went and complained that he struck her a blow on the breast, and that she had a big Belly, which cost him an hundred Piastras.

There are likewise Rascals, who will inform against a Christian, that they saw him with a Woman, but that they could not apprehend him, because he made his escape, and they want not false Witnesses for that; if it be a Turkish Woman with whom he is accused to have been, he must turn Turk, or burn for it; if it be a Christian or Jewish Woman, the rigour is not so great; but whether Turk, Christian, or Jew, that (as any other Vainie) is compounded for Money.

In short, they'll do any thing to suck Money from the poor Franks, obliging those who live near to them, even to keep their Windows always shut, pretending that they would not have them look upon their Wives, but in reality, to get some Present from them.

I could make a whole Book of the Avanies, which I have seen practiced when I was in that Country, but it is sufficient to have mentioned some, to shew how much these Rascals despise and insult over us. I wave this among others, that all Christians (whether they be Franks or not) must have a care to alight from their Affles, not only when they pass by the Melkiome (which is the Hall of Justice,) but also when the chief of the Seriff's Palfies, or when they meet several Persons of Quality, and especially the Black Eunuchs coming from the Grand Signior's Seraglio, who are Men of Power; now seeing these Devils are very proud, they have always a great Train with them, and make the Christians render them that testimony of Respect, which nevertheless is not their due, but a Custome abusively introduced; but if a Christian did not alight as they passed by, their Cowes would dismount him, and drub him soundly with their Cudgels.
Of the Vestments which the Greek Patriarch of Alexandria wears when he Celebrates.

I have but little to say of the Greeks in this place, having spoken of them elsewhere. There are many of them in Egypt, and have a Patriarch there, who (as well as the Primate of the Copts) carries the Title of Patriarch of Alexandria, but he resides commonly at Cairo. I saw him Celebrate Mass at Cairo on Holy Thursday, and shall here relate in few words, what I observed of that Ceremony. This Patriarch, when he Celebrates, is clothed in the same Vestments as the other Patriarchs are, except that he has a Stole over his Vestments, which the others have not, and which was given to a Patriarch of Alexandria by a Pope. Over that Stole he wears the Pallium, which is bigger and longer than that of the Latin Arch-Bishops; then he puts upon his head a lovely Tiara, or Cap of Silver gilt, set thick with fine Pearls, some of which are pretty big, with many large Rubies, Emeralds, and other such Precious stones, but it hath not three Crowns, as the Tiara of the Popes has. This Cap was presented to him by the Duke of Muscovy, who is never omitted in all the Prayers of the Greeks: It is certainly a very rich Cap, though it come far short of the riches of the Crown of the Popes, which is kept in the Castle of St. Angelo. The Patriarch Celebrates Mass as all other Greek Priests do; only after the Epistle hath been read in Greek, it is also read in Arabick; it is the same with the Gospel, and some other Prayers, which the Patriarch says aloud in Greek, and then repeats in Arabick.

As to the Communion, when the Patriarch hath consecrated some pieces of Bread, then the Wine in a very great Chalice, because of the great number of Communicants; he crumbles some pieces of that Consecrated Bread into the Chalice, then having publicly asked Forgiveness of all that are present, he Communicates of the Lord's Body; afterwards taking the Cup, and having said some Prayers, he says, in Name of the Father, and takes a little of the hallowed Cup; then having said, and of the Son, he takes a little more; and lastly, and of the Holy Ghost, he takes a third sip. When that is done, he Communicates the Priests, giving each of them the Bread, which they receive in one hand, and holding the other under to receive anything that might fall, they go to the side of the Altar, where after some Prayers, they ask Forgiveness of the rest, and then Communicate; after that, they go to the Altar, where the Patriarch gives them the Cup at three times, as he took it himself, saying, in Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

The People Communicate without the Chancel from the hand of a Priest, who taking the Chalice, goes to one of the side Doors of the Chancel; where in a gilt Silver-Spoon he gives of the Consecrated Bread crumbled into the Wine (as I said before) to all who come to receive; but the truth is, they go to the Communion with far less reverence than the Latins do.

Mass being over, the Patriarch went in the body of the Church, to a place Railed in, raised about three foot from the ground, at the end whereof there was a Chair for him, and on each side, six Chairs, for twelve Priests that followed him; and there being all in Copes, they sat down. These twelve Priests represented the twelve Apostles; then a Priest went to the Chancel-door, and turning his back to the Altar, read the Gospel for Holy Thursday in Greek; in the mean time, the Patriarch put off his Patriarchal Ornaments, without the assistance of any, and putting on again his Tiara, he tied one Napkin about his head, then taking a great Eafon and Ewer upon the ground, he poured a little Water into the Eafon, making the sign of the Cross, giving the Ewer to a Clerk, who poured water upon the foot of the first of the twelve Apostles, whilst the Patriarch washed and rubbed it well with his hands, then wiped it with his napkin, and offered to kiss it, which the Priest...
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Priest would not suffer. He did so to the rest, pouring always out water for every one of them, with the sign of the Cross; but when he came to the twelfth, that Priest (who represented St. Peter) rose up and made as if he would not suffer the Patriarch to wash his feet, in imitation of St. Peter, who was unwilling that his Master should render him that service; but at length, after he had spoken a little, and that the Patriarch had made answer, he fainted down, as St. Peter did, who being told by Jesus Christ, That he could have no part in the Kingdom of Heaven, if he suffered him not to wash his feet, said: Not my Feet only, but my also Head and Hands. 

During this Ceremony, nothing was to be heard in the Church, but the groans and lamentations of Men and Women, which were so loud, that they opened the most obdurate almost, to felled tears also, and yet the subject of all this weeping, was, only to see the Patriarch wash the Feet of these Priests. After this, the Patriarch put on his Patriarchal Habits again, and the Ewer and Basin were carried away; then came such a crowd about him that carried them away, that I thought they would have stifled him, every one froward to dip a Handkerchief into that Foot-was, and came on so fast, that before the Clerk had made six steps, the Basin was as dry as ever it was. Then the Gospel was read, the Heads whereof the Patriarch explained in a Greek Sermon, and so the Ceremony ended.

---

CHAP. LXXXVIII. 

Of the Jews and Turks that are in Egypt. 

It remains now that I speak of the Jews and Turks who are in Egypt. As Jews in Cairo for the Jews, I have spoken of them before, and shall only add here, that there are many Jews at Cairo, who have a Quarter where they all live by themselves; this is a large Quarter, and contains a great many Streets, but all short, narrow, nasty and raking. The Jews manage all the Customs in Egypt, and all the Straits are Jews. Egypt is Governed by a Bahia, sent thither by the Grand Signior, and it is the second Bahiaship of all the Turkish Empire; that of Buda is the chief, but it is only in Honour, for it yields no Profit; on the contrary, the Grand Signior is obliged to send Money thither for maintaining the Garifon: But this is a profitable Government, for the first day the Bahia of Egypt arrives at Cairo, he hath an hundred thousand Piastras, and every Month after, seven Purfes, not reckoning the many casual Profits which he has on all occasions. And indeed, he pays this Government, paying for it sometimes two or three hundred thousand Piastras; and besides that, he must furnish vast Sums from the Revenue of Egypt, before he put a Penny into his own Purses, paying yearly five Hazia. Now a Hazia or Treasure, consists of 1200 Purfes, which make thirty Millions of Mabdis, that is Nine hundred and nine Thousand and ninety Piastras Royals, and thirty Mabdis; so that five Haziae are fifty millions of Mabdis, or Four millions five hundred forty five thousand, four hundred fifty four Piastras Royals, and eighteen Mabdis. One of these Hazia is sent to the Grand Signior in Money, another in Provision, a third is employed in paying the Soldiers, and all Officers in Egypt; the fourth is for the Pretext of Mehmet, and the last for the Bahia. He is besides all this, obliged now and then to give great Sums, for securing himself in his Place, at least till he be reimbursed the money that he hath laid out. For instance, One at Constantinople, may perhaps, offer the Grand Signior Two hundred thousand Piastras, to be made Bahia of Cairo; this is made known to him that is in place, who (if he have a mind to keep his place) must give the same sum that the other hath offered, and so has the Preference. I believe the Grand Signior often imposes upon them in this manner. So in the Year 1038, in the first of July, an Olak arrived at Cairo from Constantinople, who brought
brought the Baasha a Sword and Cufian from the Grand Signior, as a Testimony that he continued him in the Balshhip of Egypt. It was thought at first, that the Old, was come to make him Mascouf; because it commonly happens, that at the end of the Ramadan, when they have sent the Hazna to Constantinople, they are made Mascoufs. But this Man, (that he might be before-hand with his Enemies) had ordered three thousand Purses to be given some time before at Constantinople, for his Confirmation in the place; for which the Grand Signior continued him in the Government. This Old entered the Castle in the Morning with the Caftan and Sword, and then the Guns went off for joy. It is not to be thought strange, that this Baasha so tyrannically oppresses People, but rather that he does not do it more. Every Baasha brings with him from Constantinople, the Charavalla, who takes care to Collect all the Customs of Egypt, which wholly depend on him, and he Lodges in the Seraglio of the Baasha. Every one brings with him also his Seraf, who manages his Money. As for the Seraf Baasha, who is another Jew taken at Cairo, he takes care of the Grand Signior's Revenue. Then there is at Cairo the Cadilifquer, or chief Judge, who is at Cairo what the Mefsi is at Constantinople, and is Independent of the Baasha, being sent or recalled immediately by the Grand Signior; After them, there is in Egypt Twenty four Sangiack Beys, and of those who are called Charkib Beys, there are above forty. The Charkib Beys were Instituted before the Sangiacks, and their care is to Guard the City; yet they are inferior to the Sangiack Beys, whose province is to keep the Country. Each Beys has a Purse a Month, and to procure the place, it costs at least an hundred thousand Piasters, partly given at Constantinople, and partly in Egypt. Most of these Beys are Renegadoes that have been Slaves, who endeavour at their own cost, to make some of their slaves Beys, in their own Life-time, that they may have them at their devotion. These Beys are the Lords of the Country, and are very powerful; some of them can command Ten thousand Arabs in the Country, at an hours warning. There is one of these Sangiack Beys always at old Cairo, who keeps Guard there, and another upon the Road from the Mokhara to Boula; and at some other places of Cairo, for fear of the Arabs; and the Sangiack Beys mount the Guard by turns, and stay on every one his Month. There are two Callom-Houles belonging to Cairo to wit, one at Boula, for what comes from Restitio and Damiet; and another at old Cairo, for what comes from Seyde, or the Tobis. There is in Cairo also a Sous-baasha, who is as it were a Mayor or Provost; he hath three Officers under him, to wit, the Aflar Baasha, who is a Chobragis, the Deodar, who is his Lieutenant, and the Oda Baasha. There is a Sous-baasha also at Boula, and another at old Cairo. As to the Militia, there are Twelve thousand Janzaries in Egypt, of whom there is Seven thousand in Cairo; besides Thirty five thousand others, who are under pay in the Country. When the Janzaries march in body, about ten in Front, a Janzary carries a Borachi full of Water, with several Cups, to give his Comrades who are dry, Water to drink; and this charge is so Honorable, that when they are removed from it, they are made Chobragis. The Officers of the Janzaries are, the Ager, who is General, the Khia, who is his Lieutenant, the Baflh Choufch, who is Ensign, the Beinual Choufch, who is Sergeant Major, the Koursch Choufch, who calls the Chobragis, that is Captain of a Company, the Oda Baasha, who is the chief of a Division. To rise to any of these Offices, one must have been Servant to the Khia, or Ager, then they mount up from the lowest to the highest of these places. The Chobragis are made either for Money, or some signal piece of Service; Oda Baashas are presented according to Seniority. No Moors are made Janzaries, and they exclude them, that they may keep them always under. Nevertheless, the strength of Egypt conflicts chiefly in the Arabs of the Country, who will get together into a Body of several thousand Horse, in the twinkling of an Eye.

C H A P.
CHAP. LXXIX.

Of Punishments in Use in Aegypt.

The usual Punishments in Aegypt are Beheading, which they dextrously perform: For the Semi-basha finding a Robber, or any one that looks like such, seizes him, and making him kneel, one of his Men cuts off his Head at one blow with a Shable, and yet not striking with great force neither; but drawing towards him the Shable, and so lifting the whole length of it, he never fails at the first blow to sever the Head from the Body. Impaling is also a impaling, very ordinary Punishment with them, which is done in this manner. They lay the Malefactor upon his Belly, with his Hands tied behind his Back, then they slit up his Fundament with a Razor, and throw into it a handful of Paste that they have in readiness, which immediately stops the Blood; after that they thrust up into his Body a very long Stake as big as a Mans Arm, sharp at the point and tapered, which they thrust a little before; when they have driven it in with a Mallet, till it come out at his Breast, or at his Head or Shoulders, they lift him up, and plant this Stake very straight in the Ground, upon which they leave him so exposed for a day. One day I saw a Man upon the Pale, who was Sentenced to continue so for three Hours alive, and that he might not die too soon, the Stake was not thrust up far enough to come out at any part of his Body, and they also put a stay or rest upon the Pale, to hinder the weight of his body from making him sink down upon it, or the point of it from piercing him through, which would have presently killed him: In this manner he was left for some Hours, (during which time he spoke) and turning from one side to another, prayed those that palled by to kill him, making a thousand way Mouths and Faces, because of the pain he suffered when he stirred himself, but after Dinner the Basha sent one to dispatch him; which was easily done, by making the point of the Stake come out at his Breast, and then he was left till next Morning, when he was taken down, because he flunked horridly. Some have lived upon the Pale until the third day, and have in the mean while smoked Tobacco, when it was given them. This poor wretch carried the Scales and Weights, of those who go about to visit the Weights, to see if they be just, and he had so combined with such as had false Weights, that he brought false ones also with him; so that the Searchers not perceiving the change of their own Weights, thought the other to be just. When Arabs, or such other Robbers are carried to be Empealed, they put them on a Camel, their Hands tied behind their Backs, and with a Knife make great gashes in their naked Arms, thrusting into them Candles of Pitch and Roffin, which they light, to make the stuff run into their Flesh; and yet some of these Rogues go cheerfully to Death, glorying (as it were) that they could defend it, and saying, That if they had not been brave Men, they would not have been so put to death. This is a very common and ordinary Punishment in Aegypt, but in Turkey it is but very rarely put into practice. The Natives of the Country are punished in this manner, but the Turks are Strangled in Prison.
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CHAP.
C H A P. LXXX.

Of the Inconveniences and Ordinary Distempers at Caire.

The first Inconvenience to be felt at Caire, is the excessive Heat, which is so intolerable, that one can scarcely do any thing, and what is worse, there is no sleeping hardly there in Summer. For when you go to Bed, you'll find the Sheets full of Sand, and so hot, that I think they could not be more, after long warming with a Warming-pan. What you drink there, is commonly as hot as your Blood, for you must not think of Ice, Snow, or a Well there; all that can be done, is to put the Water into certain Pots of a white Earth, that Transpires much, and leave them abroad in the Night-time, having done so, the Water is indeed pretty cold in the Morning; but in the Day-time they put those Pots in Windows, which receive any little breeze, and there the Water cools a little, or at least loses somewhat of its heat; and it is a great happiness in that Country, to have a Window that lies well for a breeze, and a Barada or Pot, that is Transpirable. Besides these Inconveniences, there is that of little Flies, or Muskettos, which I reckon the greatest of all. No Man can believe but he who hath felt it by Experience, how unacquaint and troublesome these Insects are in Egypt; there are always Swarms of them buzzing about People, and continually pricking of them, so that they make themselves fat and plump with Man's Blood. There is no other remedy against these Gnats, but to have a very fine Cloth all round your Bed, which shuts very close; and for all that, some always get in, when you go to lie down.

A pain in the Stomach is very common in that Country, and all New-comers are subject unto it, who finding themselves in a hot Country, leave their Breast and Stomach open, and will not take Counsel. Nevertheless, the Air (which is fistible and penetrating) chills their Bowels, and causes dangerous Fevers and Bloody-Fluxes, especially in Autumn when the Nile overflows, and therefore one must always keep the Stomach warm and well covered. There is another Distemper that reigns there also, and that is a swelling of the Sermon, and to some (I may speak without Exaggerating) their Codswell bigger than their Head, which is occasioned by the Water of the Nile; and I myself was troubled a little with it, for some eight days, but then it went away of itself. To cure this Distemper, they make Incision with a Lance in the swelled Sermon, and let out the Water that is got into it. Some Eyes are very common there, and very dangerous in the Summer-time; that is caused by the burning heat of the Sun, which reflects from the Ground upon the Eyes, and scorches them, as also from the Dust, which is very subtile and light, and is blown into the Eyes by the Wind, which is the reason that there are many blind in that Country. Whilst I was in Egypt, a French Merchant lost an Eye to, and I have known other French troubled with that Distemper, who for a fortnight or three Weeks could not sleep, because of the sharp pain they felt, which made them cry out and roar both Night and Day. In the Summer-time you hardly see any abroad in the Streets, but who are afflicted with that evil, and carry pieces of Blew Stuff before their Eyes, and certainly, you shall find nine of ten whom you meet, with such Discomfits before their Eyes: Every one threatened me with that Distemper, and yet (thanks be to God) I never had the least touch of it; perhaps, I took care to prevent it, because in that bad Seafon, every Morning and Evening I washed my Eyes with fair Water, and when I returned from Abroad I did the like, to wash out any Sand that might have got into them. Pains in the Legs are very bad at Caire, and a great many have their Legs swollen to a prodigious bigness. There is also another Distemper, or rather Inconvenience,
once, for it is more uneasie than dangerous, which happens when the Water
of the Nile begins to rise; there is a kind of Inflammation, or Wild-fire,
that runs over the whole Body, which exceedingly torment People by its
pricking and stinging; and when you drink to ease and refresh yourself,
whilst you are drinking, and after, you feel such sharp prickings, that you would
think there were an hundred Needles stuck into you all at once; the Provincials
call that Des Arèlès, and it is an Inconvenience that lasts almost three Months.

In March, 1648, after some days of high Winds, a certain Diftemper broke
out, which began with a Head-ach and Fever, and continued with a great
Rhum: The Fever lasted not above two or three days at most, but it rendered
Men so feeble, that all the Limbs seemed to be broken, and if Preparatives
were not used, the Patients relapsed into a Fever, that held them three
Weeks or a Month, all in Cairo from the highest to the lowest, both Aged
and Young were seized with it, and there was nothing to be heard every where
but Coughing; this Diftemper was so contagious, that it infected by the
Breath. They called it Abu Chamaa, because of a certain Song made some
Months before, which began with Abu Chamaa, and ended with Ha, ba, ha.

Now seeing that Diftemper caused great Coughing, it was thought every one
ought to have a Ha, ba, ha; wherefore the Baasha prohibited the singing of that Song with
so much Rigour, that when the Sous-baasha found any one singing it in the Streets,
though it had been but a Child, he ordered him to be laid down and Baffo-
medoced; because they fancied that the Song was the cause of the Diftemper,
which spread so far, that afterwards we learnt at Jerusalem, and in other
Places about, that they had been troubled with it at the same time; nay, the
Corfairs who took us, had all had it at that time. I was told at Cairo, that
ten Years before, such another Diftemper had raged there, which they called
Maskilla, that made those who were troubled with it, think all their Limbs
to be broken; and they were Cured by eating of Oranges, which made them
so deare at that time, that an Orange was worth half a Piastre, so long as
that Difcase lasted. Once every seven Years they have a Plague in Egypt,
making (during that time) the Circuit of the Turkish Empire, and yet it
had been there a little before I came, two Years after another, sweeping
away each Year, (as I was told) an Hundred thousand Souls. All Dificases in
Cairo are more dangerous during the Hanchcin, than in any other time. Hanchcin.

Hanchcin, is as much as to say a Cinquantaine, because during fifty days time,
bad Winds blow. In the Year 1657, the Hanchcin began the seventhe of April,
and it begins every Year much about the same time. During these fifty days
there blows a hot Wind, which brings a great deal of Sand into the Town,
so that it gets not only into the Chambers, but also into Trunks, let the
Windows and Trunks be never so close shut; and when you go to Bed, you'll
find the Sheets full of it. These Winds are so hot, that they flay the Breath,
and kill many People in the Caravans; as I said before. Whilst this Hanchcin
lasts, all Dificases are dangerous, and continue to be so commonly from that
time until the 13, 14, 15, 16 of June, when the Drop or Dew falls in-
falling in the Night-time, after which, Dificases are not Mortal. This Drop is a Drop of
Dew which falls in one of the aforesaid Nights, and after that the Plague it
self is no longer Mortal.

CHAP.
CHAP. LXXXI.

Of the Remedies used by the Moors in their SicknesSES.

The Moors make no great deal ado about Physicking when they are sick, and they never think of sending for a Doctor, not only because it would cost them Money, but also because they look upon it as a Sin to make use of a Physician, admitting of none other but God Almighty; they make use of very Plain Receipts. And one day I saw a Moor, who had his Face all bruised and broken, with blows of a Cudgel, as if he had been cut with a Sword, apply to it (in my presence) Gun-powder, with Cotton over it; and when I saw him again two days after, no marks of it appeared. When they are hung by a Scorpion, they eat a Raddill, and then all their apprehension of danger is over. They let blood in the Fore-head, to make them more watchful; and some, to cure their fore Eyes, I have seen many Barbarism let blood in the Fore-head, for a pain in the Head, and for fore Eyes; they bind a Turban about the Neck, but not so to fright as to strangle them, then he who lets Blood, feels for the Vein in the Fore-head, which being found, he puts the cutting end of a Rafter upon it, and giving the Rafter a philip, opens the Vein very neatly, and easily stops it again after it hath bled a good deal, with a little Cotton or some such thing, nay, sometimes with Camels dung.

CHAP. LXXXII.

Of the Money and Weights of Ægypt.

In Ægypt, they reckon Money by Purces. A Purse consists of Five and twenty thousand Maidins, which make an Hundred fifty seven Piasters Ryalis, and nineteen Maidins, or Eight hundred thirty three Boquils, and ten Maidins. The Turkish Chaquin, which they call Scherifs, is worth seventy Maidins, and the Venetian, seventy five. The Piasters are worth Thirty three Maidins, or the Boquils, thirty. They are by corruption so called, for their name is Abbas Kelb, that is to say, that hath a Dog, because on one side of it there is a Lyon, which they take for a Dog; nay, the Jews call them in Spanish Pirros. They have other pieces of Money besides. The Maidin is of Silver, about the bigness of a French Double, but very thin, with some Arabick Characters upon it; it is worth two Aspers and a half, which is somewhat more than three Half pence English. In a Maidin, there are eight Forles or Bulbes, which are pieces of Copper, as big as French Doubles, but thicker, and are of value somewhat less than an English Farthing; there are half Forles also.

The Weights of Cairo, are as at Constantinople; the Quinart, contains 150. Rattes, the Ratt 12. Ounces, the Ounce 12. Drachms, the Drachm 16. Quinaris, the Quinar 4. Graius; the Metallic, a Drachm and a half, the Ouge, 400. Drachms, so that the Ouge contains three Rattes, two ninths less.
Having Sojourned a pretty while in Egypt, and found no Company to Travel with farther, some other Considerations likewise prompting me, I resolved to return into Christendom. I took the occasion of a great English Ship, called the Recovery, which lay at Bougets, ready to set sail for Legrazi; there were good French Ships at Alexandria, where I might have been very well Accommodated. But for greater Security, I chose rather to go in an English Ship, because the English were at that time in Peace with those of Barbary. I also chose that Pallage, as having a great desire to see Tunis, where that Ship was to touch, to land Don Philippo, with several other Barbary Men who were on Board of her; and because I had got a pretty familiar Acquaintance of him during this Voyage, I think it will not be amiss to give here a short View of his History, according as I had it from himself by pieces, and a certain Sicilian, who had waited upon him ever since he arrived in Sicily.

Don Philippo, whose Turkish name is Mahomet, is the Eldest Son of the late Dey Ahmet, fourth Dey of Tunis, who was a very austere Man, but yet fond of this Son, that was the Eldest of several other Boys he had. This Prince Mahomet being very young, was made General of the Galleys of Biferta, and made an Expedition with them; after which, (being as yet but fourteen or eighteen years of Age) his Father Married him to the Daughter of the Basha of Tripoli, against his Inclination, who loved not the Lady, though she was very Beautiful; but he was forced to Dismember, for fear of provoking his Father, who was so violent a Man, that his Anger was always Fatal. The Marriage was Celebrated with all imaginable Magnificence, and for the space of three days, there was nothing but Feasting, Plays, Tilting, and other Diversions, the Father sparing no Charges in Celebrating the Solemnity of the Wedding. In the mean time, though this Prince was greatly Rejoiced, yet he resolved to quit all his Hopes, and escape into a Country where he never had been, and was unknown; he carried on his Design so cunningly and secretely, that nothing of it was suspected till he was gone. Pretending one day to go take the Air in some place beyond Goletta, he went into a little Boat with four or five Chrifian Slaves, and some Moors, to row them. When he was past the Goletta, and got a pretty way from it, he put ad at some of his Moors upon pretext of finding them for something, and then going off to Sea, and a little after, making a Sign to the Chrifians, that it was now time for them to declare themselves, and begin; he shot one of the Moors that remained with an Arrow; and the Chrifians affiling him, all the rest were quickly killed, or forced to leap into the Sea, of whom some swam ashore. They then directed their Course towards Sicily, and succeeded so well in it, that in two days time they arrived at Mazara. The Vice-Roy of Sicily was no sooner informed of it, but he sent for the Prince to Palermo, where he was lodged in the Profess-House of the Jesuits, and being there instructed in the Chrifian Religion, he was afterwards Baptized in the Cathedral Church, by the Archbishop of Palermo, the Vice-Roy being God-Father, and the Vice Queen God-Mother, who named him Don Philippo. He went from thence to Rome, where he was well received and much honoured by the Pope, who gave him good Presents. He went to Spain, where the King allowed him a Pension, and retiring to Valentina, he fell in love with a Spanish Lady, of no great Fortune, but very Wittty, who played very well on the Lute, and Sung to admiration (which was enough to engage the Prince, who is a passionate lover of Musick) he Married her privately, and was at some Charges about it. In the mean time the King of Tunis being informed that his Son was fled into Christendom, fell into such a Rage, that he put about twenty to Death, Slaves and others, and among the rest, the Unfortunate Wife of this Prince Mahomet, (whom for
the future we shall call Don Philippe), whom he caused to be strangled, as having favoured the flight of his Son. But then, it being out of his Power to Chalitse his Son in Person, he Disinherited him, leaving him not so much as one Farthing. Now the Mother of Don Philippe, who was no less afflicted for the loss of her Son, (whom she passionately loved) betook herself of all ways how she might recover him, and prevailed so far with an English Captain, that he promised to bring him back. This Traritor in execution of his design, came to Valencia, where having soon got acquaintance of this Prince, he found that he wanted Money, and supplied him. Don Philippe having got Money, made an Equipage, and soon squandered away two or three Thousand Crowns, that were lent him. But some time after, the Captain demanding payment of his Money, put the Prince to a great plauge: He offered the Captain a Letter to his Mother, who would pay him all that he had Borrowed of him; but the Captain would not have it. Saying, That he was no more owned in that Country, now he was turned Christian, but that he advis'd him to return to Rome, where he had been well received, that his Holiness would still receive him in the same manner, and quickly put him in a condition to repay him; offering him at the same time to carry him thither in his Ship. The Prince embraced the offer, and taking his Wife and some Christian Servants on board with him, put to Sea; but the Captain in stead of directing him towards Rome, steered for Tunis, so that the Prince was all in amaze when he knew Goleta. He had had intelligence in Sicily of the death of his Father, and therefore finding himself betrayed, he made a Verte of Necessity; and writing a Letter privately to some Friends that he had at Tunis, he sent it aboard by some of the Ships Company, who secretely brought him an answer. He acquainted those his Friends with his arrival, and asked their advice, what way he should enter Tunis. They sent him back an answer, That they would come next day with a Brigantine, and carry him away as by force. Wherefore next Morning he went out in the Ships Boat, that he might go Figh near the shor, and took with him the Sicilian I mentioned before, who had always serv'd him. This Man, who was made believe that they would call upon Tunis by foul Weather, would have dissuaded him from that Venturing, telling him that he might be known: But he answered, That he was so much altered, that he did not at all fear that, for he had now been severall Years absent. They were no sooner got off from the Ship, but a Brigantine full of armed Men came up towards them, who having fired some shot in the Air, entred the Boat, and with great respect saluted the Prince. But the poor Sicilian (who fleered the Boat) was much surpris'd, not knowing what to do. Immediately they were carried to Tunis, where being arrived, Don Philippe went to see the Dyke first, and then his Mother; who expected him with great impatience. The Dyke ordered him, as a Punishment for his flighting into Christendom, to walk through the Town in the Spanish Apparel; he then wore, so that he was a Laughing-frock to all the People; but if he had not had good Friends, he had lost his Head for his flying. After he had seen his Mother, they put him into Turkish Apparel: But when they came to cut off his Hair (which was very lovely and long,) he told me, he had much ado to content it, and thought that he could more willingly have suffered Death, than parted from his Hair. Nevertheless, having sent for direction from his Conseller concerning the matter; His Conseller sent him this Resolutions, That the Christian Religion consist not in Hair, and that therefore he should suffer it to be cut off. Then he sent for his Wife to Tunis, (the being with Child,) but he had much ado to preserve his Servants liberty; for the Dyke and Age of the Diwan, would have had them made Slaves, nevertheless they retained both their Liberty and Religion. Two years after, he would have sent his Wife back again into Christendom, but they would not suffer him; however after many difficulties, he went away attended by a Servant of the Princes, leaving a Son behind her, and came to Genoa, where the put her self into a Nunnery, and hath since continued.

Now Don Philippe having been Disinherited by his Father, had nothing to live on but what he had from his Mother, who is very fond of him: Nor is he put into any Place, because they still believe him to be a Christian, there being
being none great nor small in Tunis, but knew him by the name of Don Philippe; for my part the first time I went to his House when I was at Tunis, having asked for the House of Don Philippe, every body told me the way to it.

Now to dispole of them the belief they have that he is still a Christian at Heart, he resolved some years after his return, to undertake the Pilgrimage of Mecca, and so whealed a Brother of his own, that he engaged him in the Journey, who bore Don Philipo's Charges and his Sons, whom he took with him. So soon as he came to Cairo, he made acquaintance with the Franks, and then hired a House in the quarter of the French, where he came two or three times a week to drink Wine and make merry with the Franks; and the time being come that the Caravan parts for Mecca, he travelled thither in company of the Megrebins, and upon his return, the occasion of this English Ship presenting, he resolved to return by Sea to Tunis.

This Prince is a tall and handsome well shaped Man, and was not then above thirty years of Age, he has a great deal of wit, and speaks Italian and Spanish naturally well. He is a lover of Mulick, and therefore has several Slaves, who played some on the Harp, others on the Flute and Lute. His Son was then a little Boy about seven years old, handsome and witty, like his Father.

This fame Don Philipo for all he is so poor, makes his Brothers so stand in fear of him, that there is none of them dares to look him in the Face.

---

**CHAP. LXXXIV.**

*Our Voyage from Cairo to Alexandria. What the Hbouames are.*

Friday the third of January, 1659. I parted from Cairo, and embarking at the Gisiera, which is a pleasant place, upon the side of the Nile, where many go to divert themselves, and where our Boat layed for us, with a fair wind; we sailed as far as Tمو, which is half way from Cairo to Rosette: Some hours after we parted from Cairo, we met the Boat of Don Philipo, which we Saluted with some Volleys of our Fowling-pieces: We arrived at Tمو Saturday the fourth of January after Midnight; but there the Wind turned contrary, which put us to a great deal of trouble, and a main Rope of our Tackle breaking, we had almost been cast away Boat and all, but having quickly recovered it out of the Water, and re-fitted it with all haste, we continued our course, making till a little way, though the wind was full against us; at length perceiving that the Wind was like to continue so, we put a-thoor in Devon Tuesday morning the seventh of January, and went by Land to Rosette. Six hours Journey distant from Devon; we arrived the same day, Tuesday the seventh of January, at Rosette.

Upon the way from Cairo to Rosette there are some pretty Towns, which I had not oberved as I went from Rosette to Cairo, as Fos, Sencham, Devon, Fos, and some others. We layed for our Boat wherein our Luggage was at Rosette, Sencham, where it arrived on Wednesday morning the eighth of January, and Thursday the ninth, we parted from Rosette, about two a Clock in the Morning.

Betwixt Rosette and the Sea-side, there are eleven Pillars fixed in the Ground, and a Palm-Tree, at some hundreds of Paces distant one from another; they are put there to mark the way, because it is a Desert, and besides, the ways most commonly are covered with Rain-water; and if a Man should miss his way in that Desert, it would take him above a day to find it again. We followed then these marks by Moon-light, and being got to the Sea-side, came
came to Caffa Rossa, which is half way betwixt Rosetta and Media, where we arrived about three hours after day. Media is above half way from Rosetta to Alexandria.

Having rested there about an hour, we crossed over in the Ferry-boat, paying a Maidin for our House-room and passage; and after we had travelled a good way, about two a clock in the afternoon we came to Alexandria; twelve hours journey distant from Rosetta, betwixt which two Towns there is no other Inn but Media, where you have nothing but Water and House-room, so that what you eat and drink, you must carry with you.

From Cairo to Alexandria it is about an hundred and fifty miles by Land, which is commonly travelled in three days, because they travel day and night, resting a little in the Morning and Afternoon. I saw nothing in Alexandria but what I had seen the time before, when I was there, only they showed me a Hbonames, and told me that these Hbonames are a sort of Vagabond People among the Arabs, who lodge as they do, under Tents, but have a certain particular Law to themselves, for every night they perform their Prayers and Ceremonies under a Tent without any Light, and then lie with the first they meet, whether it be Father, Mother, Sister or Brother; and this is far worse than the Religion of the Adamicus. These People though, fickle and keep private in the City, for if they be known to be Hbonames, they are Burned Alive.

---

C H A P. LXXXV.

Our arrival at Bouquer; a Ship cast away in the Bay of Alexandria. A description of Bouquer.

I stayed at Alexandria till the Ship was ready, whereof the Purser having given us notice, we sent away our Goods and Provisions, which we had prepared before hand, for one must not delay these preparations till the Ship be just ready to sail. When a man is alone it is no bad way to agree with the Captain or Pilot, especially with the English, who treat well, but besides that, one must have some small provision for himself in private. For our parts being five in company, to wit, three Marcelluses, my self and my man, we provided all things for ourselves.

We took Boat then on Thursday the thirtieth of January, to go on board the Ship, which was at Bouquer, (but not before we and our Goods had been searched at the Cufhume-house,) where we were encompassed with an Army of Rogues that begged something of us, and to lay the truth, it is no safe matter, for a Stranger to Embark there, for there are so many of these Rascals to whom some Maidins must be given, that one is quite stunned with them. At length being in the Boat, we went to the Black-house to give in our Cocks, to know that all our Goods had been searched at the Cufhume-house; and there it behoved us also to pay three Maidins a piece; but those that are at Bouquer, cannot be searched, for they are without the reach of Cannon shot.

From the Farillon or Black-house, we went freight to Bouquer, where we arrived about six a Clock at Night; but it blew so hard, that we durst not go a board the Ship; so that we put a-floor and lodged in a Coffee-House, keeping our Boat with us, for there was none to be found there, and that was the reason we came by Sea, and not over Land, knowing very well that we should find no Beasts there; besides it is more convenient and cheaper to
to go by Sea, than over Land, when one has any quantity of Goods. We
staid then some days a-foar, waiting for a fair wind to carry us on Board;
during which time, I observed that place as well as I could, though it
signified no great matter.

Bouquer is a Castle built upon a point of land, that runs out a little into
the Sea. It is square, having on each corner a little Tower, mounted with
some small Guns, a Dungeon or great Tower in the middle, with a light
House on the top of it, and a Moique. The Castle is like an Island, there
being a gut of Sea-water two steps over, betwixt it and the main Land,
to which it is joined by a wooden Bridge; that joins to one of Stone; it
is beside encompassed all round with Rocks, but they have no other water,
but what they fetch from a Well at a pretty distance from the Castle.
Heretofore there was an Aqueduct that brought water from a Fountain, at
the old port of Alexandria, to this Castle; and this Aqueduct is still to be
seen.

The Castle has in it a great many Soldiers, commanded by a Mafterman,
but it does not seem to be well provided of Cannon; for while I was at Carie,
Papatub a famous Cortier, came with Spanish Colours and took both an
English and a French Ship, that had put themselves under the protection
of its fort, the Castle firing only two Guns; but the Aegae was made Manfoul
for it. It has some Guns however, and two among the rest, whereas the
one has the Arms of France, and the other of Marseilles; the Turks, (who
are very bad Historians) say that they are as old as St. Louis, who left them
at Manfoue near to Damiette.

There is about a score of Houses near to this Castle, and a little farther
off, as many more; but the French are not suffered to water at Bouquer.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, there blew so violent a North wind, that on
Friday night or Saturday the Morning a Dutch Ship, called the Soldane, was
cast away in the port of Alexandria: The evening before, that disaster hap-
pened, the Aegae of the Block-hoyle, sent word to the Captain of that Ship,
that he should have a care of himself; that he thought his Ship made too
much travel, and that he had best put out another Anchor, but he slanting
the advice, and his Cables firing in the night-time, the Ship struck against
the Rocks, with so much Violence, that the broke into small bits no bigger
than ones hand, (as Don Philipo who saw it told me) and eight Men Per-
died.

The same night, a Ship of Messina, which arrived at Bouquer two days before,
broke her Cables, and having quickly got under Sail, to save her self, was
forced in by the Storm, near to Modias, not without danger of being wracked
there, for it is almost at the Mouth of the Nile, where there is no Water
for a Vessel of any Burthen. Our Ship had also some share in the danger,
occasioned by that Storm, for the lost two Cables, and saved only one that
held out; The chief Mate also going in the Evening to the head, to see if
it was not like to Fire, was thrown over Board, but five and twenty or
thirty Ropes being immediately thrown out to him, he caught hold of some
of them, and so was pulled in. The Captain would have reckoned his Ship
as good as lost, if that Mate had been cast away, for he confided much in
him, and indeed, he was a skillful Sea-man. In short, if that Cable had given
as the other two did, the Ship must unavoidably have been lost, for they
had not one good Cable more, having lain three or four Months at an
Anchor.
Our departure from Bouquer, and our getting on Board the Ship.

Monday the third of February, the Wind slackening a little, (though it blew still a strong gale from West,) we went into our boat and put out from Bouquer about eight o’clock in the Morning: In a good hour and a half we came to the Ship, and immediately after Don Philippo came. This ship carried thirty Guns, of which the greatest eighteen pound Ball, the smaller twelve Pounders, except two little Brons pieces in the Cuddie, which carried but five pounders a piece.

There were two of these Guns in the steerage, which were charged with Bunches of Grapes, that is to say, clusters of little leaden Bullets, split in the middle, that yet stick all together, but when they are shot, scatter into so many pieces: In this place there were two port-holes to run out the Guns, if the ship were attacked, and came to a close fight: so that there being two also in the Fore-castle, and two more in the Cuddie, charged in the same manner, they would so cover the Deck fore and aft, that I believe if two hundred men should have come on board, they would all have had their share. These Guns in the Streights are called Scope Coper, that is to say, a covered Broom, and when they fire them, they ring a little Bell, that those of the ships company who are at the other end of the ship, may fall flat on their Bellies, and receive no hurt.

Our ship had sixty four men of board, she was very great, had fair large cabins, and two decks. In the lower deck they had a very convenient Pump; it is an Iron-Chain in form of a Chaplet, that reaches down to the sink, having little pieces of Leather about half as long as ones hand, and somewhat hollow, and fastened to it at every half foot’s distance; this is turned by two Handles, one on each side, and it is incredible how much water it will raise; insomuch that if a ship were full, she might be emptied by such a Pump in two hours time. So soon as we were come on board, we hired one of our Cabin to lie in; for my part I hired one for six Crowns upon the Deck in the ships Waft. These cabinets are like presses made along the ship’s side: I put my quilt into mine, and crept into it by a little hole, but being within, I neither felt cold nor the toasting of the Veil, for I was in the middle of the ship’s length. There were so many rich cabins in this ship, that not only the Officers, but all the sea-men likewise, had every one his cabin; some also lay in hammocks, made fast to the deck above, which is very commodious, for let the ship tosse never so much, it is not to be felt in these hammocks which hang always perpendicular. The English are very good sea-men, and observe excellent order on board their ships, not dismayed at all at bad weather, and so exact in keeping account of the ships way every day, that during all our voyage, I never knew them fix miles out in their reckoning. They measure the ships way with a Log or little flat and a thin piece of Wood tied to a line, and when they throw it into the sea, they turn a half minute Sand-Glass, (there being an hundred and twenty of them in an hour) and then drop the Log from the stern, letting the line run off, till the Glass be out; then they pull in the line and reckon how much of it hath been in the water, every seven fathom of the line making a mile in an hour; this they did every time the Wind encreased or abated, never grudging their labour, and the four mates were always present when they heaved the Log, who after it was done, went to their several cabins, and set down how much the ship had run, for every one of them keeps a Journal. This is very useful to know how far the ship is from Land, and to prevent running a-shore in the night time; in short,
short, the English are very expert in that. That which only displeased me in this Voyage, was the great number of Candles, that were lighted in the Night time betwixt Decks, and in the Cabins, for there were above thirty Barbary Men on board who had been at Metha, and were returning into their own Country; all these Men lay upon the lower Gun-Decks, (there being a rank of Beds on each side, and a passage in the middle betwixt them) and had all their lighted Lamps stuck to the Deck, and burning in the Night-time, which made me always extremely afraid the Ship might be set on fire; and besides that, since the least glimpse of light, is in the Night-time seen a great way off at Sea, I apprehend it might have directed some Corsair, or some Ship of the Venetian Fleet towards us: For I had smarted already, and knew very well what Blades they were, nay more, I fancied that they were not careful enough in finnosing their Tobacco. However they told me still, that there was no danger in what I feared.

C H A P. LXXXVII.

Our Ships sailing from Bouger.

Wednesday the fourth of February, the Purser who was still at Alexandria, came on board with some Provisions, and then having taken in our Boats, we set sail from Bouger. Wednesday the fifth of February, we steered our course North, with an easterly West-wind; it was a calm in the Evening, but in the Night it blew hard from West, with several storms of Rain and Wind, which lasted till next day at Noon, Thursday the sixth of February: All that while we bore away North-north-west, in the Evening the Wind shifted about to North-west, and lasted till next day the seventh of February, when after Noon the Wind turning North-north-west, we tack and stood away West-south-west, leaft the Wind might force us too near the Isle of Rhodos. The night following, the Wind slackened, and Saturday the eighth of February, we were bawled from Morning till Noon, when we had a little Gale from South; then we steered away West-north-west, but the Wind lafted not. After that (to our great trouble) we were bawled for several days. Saturday-night, or Sunday-morning, the sixteenth of February, there fell a great deal of Rain, which lasted till day, when we were still bawled, and about eleven a Clock in the Morning, with a Breeze of Wind from West-north-west, we stood away South-west, the Wind blowing fresher in the evening until Midnight; during that time, we tack and stood away towards the Isle of Candia, and the Night being very dark, we ran so far till we saw a Light close on Head, which the Men could not discern whether it was a Light or a Small Pinnace, which in the day-time we saw making for Candia; at length, for fear of striking on Ground, they tack about again before Midnight, bearing away South-west. Monday the seventeenth of February, after Midnight the Winds so chopped and changed, that we had all sorts of Winds, and about Morning it blew so hard from West-north-west, that we were forced to furled all our Sails, except the Main-sail, and tye the Helm to Midships; this Wind brought with it many storms of Rain, that lasted not long. About one a Clock after Noon it Hailed, which changed the Wind to the North, but seeing it blew harder than it had done in the Morning, we could not carry high Sails, but continued the same Course. If the Wind had not been so violent, we would have steered our Course West-north-west: This Wind lasted till Tuesday the eighteenth of February, when about an hour before day it slackened a little, and then we spread our Fore-sail, the Wind being still too high to carry our Main-top-sail, however we stood away West; the Wind abating a little after, we
we spread our Main-top-sail, and shortly after that, the Mizzen and Foretop-sail. After noon the Wind chapt about to North-west, and blew so fresh, that we were forced to furl our Foretop-sail, and steer away West-south-west, till Wednesday Morning, the nineteenth of February, when the Wind changing to North-north-west, we put abroad our Foretop-sail again, and stood away West, and a little after, we spread all our Sails. About two hours after day we made Cape Refaxara, in Barbary, and stood in within almost thirty Miles of it; it is a very low Land, then we tack'd about again towards the Gaza of Canda. About two hours before night we were becalmed, and about two hours after Night was in, we had the long look'd for East Wind, but it was easie; however with it we steer'd our course West-north-west until Thursday Morning, the twentieth of February, when after a little Rain that fell, the Wind chapt about to South-south-eaft, whilst in the mean time we made all sail, and stood away North-north-west; a little after, we turn'd our Ships head to West-north-west, running above eight Miles an hour upon a Wind, which we would have continued to do, had we not been afraid to have been embayed within a bad Gulf, called Hibal, that runs out into the Sea, and therefore we stood away before the Wind, till we had weather'd it; all this while the Fore-sail and Sprit-sail did us no service. We ran at a great rate in this manner for the space of three hours, then the Wind turn'd West, which brought us a Flurry, with a great scud of Rain, for half a quarter of an hour, but the main Wind was easie enough, and with it we bore away North-west; in the evening the Wind freshen'd a little, and we steer'd the same Course, till about ten or a little after a Clock at Night, that we tack'd and stood away South-west. About midnight we had a sudden gulf of Wind, with Hail and Rain, which was so violent, that it laid the Ship on her side, and if she had been a small Vessel, would certainly have overfell her; it tore the Main-sail in pieces, and blew so very hard, that the Sea-men could not furl their Sails, but at length all Hands coming aloft, they made a shift to furl them, till the storm was over. They saw the Flurry a coming, and then they should have mended their Sails, so that we needed not to have feared any damage, but through Laziness, they let them alone, saying, that perhaps it might pass over them. In fine, we spent the Carnival in this manner, dancing more than enough, in sight of our Teeth, and without Mufic. When the storm was over, we spread all our Sails, and tack'd about again Northwards, with the same West-north-west Wind, until Friday the one and twentieth of February, that the Wind turning South-west, we bore away West-north-west, till after Dinner, that the Wind got into the North-north-west, and we stood away West. This last'd till Saturday, the two and twentieth of February, when we were becalmed, and in the Evening the Wind turn'd North-west, and by West, but an easie Gale, and we steer'd South-west till Sunday, the three and twentieth of February, that the Wind turn'd Northerly, but so gently, that it look'd like a Calm; and we steer'd our course West-north-westward; we were afterwards becalmed until Evening, when we had an easie North-east Gale, which freshened a little in the Night-time, and in stead of steer'ing away West (which was our Course) we stood away North-north-west, to bear in with the Gulf of Venice, where we hoped to have found a North-wind, that would have carried us sight to Tunis. We kept that Course till Tuesday, the five and twentieth of February, when the Wind blew so hard, that we made nine or ten Miles an hour, always North-west, for fear of being carried to far to the Leeward, and losing the Wind: This Wind last'd all Wednesday, the twenty sixth of February, and Thursday morning, the twenty seventh we made Malta, which we left to the Starboard, running between Trieste and Malta, leaving Lampedosa and Linosa to the Larboard; Linosa is about seventy Miles distant from Malta. We saw them not, because we pass'd them in the Night-time. Our Lady of Lampedosa is well known and Reverenced both by Turks and Christians; and though I had not the satisfaction to go ahoar there, yet I will say two or three words of it.

CHAP.
Chap. LXXXVIII.

Of Lampedosa and Pantalaria. Of several Corsairs we met with, and our Arrival before Goletta.

Lampedosa is a little Isle, or Rock of small Circumference, about an hundred Miles distant from Malta. It is an Island that produces nothing, and is only inhabited by Conies; but because there is good Water upon it, and a good Harbour, Ships put in there for Fresh-water. In that Isle there is a little Chappel, wherein there is an Image of the Blessed Virgin, which is much reverenced both by Christians and Infidels, that put up teas there; and every Vessel always leaves some present upon it. Some Money, others Bisket, Oyl, Wine, Gun-powder, Bulletts, Swords, Musquetts, and in short, all things that can be useful even to little Cafes; and when any one stands in need of any of these things, he takes it, and leaves Money or somewhat else in place thereof. The Turks observe this practice as well as the Christians, and leave Presents there. As for the Money no body meddles with that, and the Galleys of Malta go thither once a year, and take the Money they find upon the Altar, which they carry to our Lady of Trapano in Sicily. I was told that six Christian Ships having some time since put into that Port, and that when they had watered, the Wind offering fair, they all sailed out of the Port, except one, which having set sail with the rest, could not get out; at which the Master was strangely surprized. However, taking patience, he waited for another more favourable Wind, which offering, he attempted to get out again, but as yet he could not, which seemed very strange to him; and therefore he resolved to make a search in his Ship, whereby he found that one of his Soldiers had fallen something in that place; which being carried back again, he made sail, and got easily out of the Harbour. Many Miracles are wrought in that place, at the intercession of our Blessed Lady, which are not so much as doubted of, neither by Christians nor Turks. We pass that Island then, with the same Wind, which lasted till Friday the eight and twentieth of February, when we were becalmed about three a Clock in the morning, the Wind leaving us pretty near Pantalaria.

Pantalaria is a little Island, about twelve or fourteen Miles in Circuit; it is distant from Malta about an hundred and thirty Miles, and is fruitful in Wine, Fruits, and Cotton. It belongs to the King of Spain, who keeps a Spanish Governor in it, that lives in the Castle; which (as the Turks told me) is so strong, that two hundred Galleys could not take it. About two a Clock in the Afternoon, we had a Gale at North-north-east, and we stood away West. About three in the Afternoon, we made two Ships to the Windward, which bore down upon us with full sail; they were got already so near us, that we wondered we had not made them sooner. We made ready to receive them the best way we could, in the short times warning we had. Immediately we launched our two Boats, then cleared the Gun-Deck, of Chefs, Hamocks, and of all incumbrances, that our Guns might have freedom to play, so that in a trice, the Deck look'd like a great Hall; all the Goods and Baggage were laid aloft on the Poop, and upon the upper Deck, but betwixt the Masts, that they might not hinder the execution of our Guns, Scopa Coperta. The Main-yard was chained to the Main-mast, all the great Guns loaded, every one took his Musquet and Banderlies, and all with so much expedition, that by that time they were got within Cannon shot of us, we were ready. The headmost Ship put out Red Colours, and then all took them for Spaniards, because we were so near Sicily. For though we perceived the Turkish Colours, yet we knew that Corsairs have all sorts of Colours on board, and put out many times false ones, that they may the more easily surprize. We put out English Colours, which they saluted with a Gun without shot, and we answered the like.
like. Being come within Musquet shot, we heard their Trumpets sounding French Levees, which made the Turks who were on board of us, take them for Ships of Tunis; being come nearer, they again saluted us without a Buller, which we did not answer, only furled our Main-sail, to shew them that we resolved to Fight, and not to Run for it. We were then on board in all an hundred and fifty Men, and expected to spend the Night in fighting and not sleeping, for the Sun was set, and we had no Light but from the Moon, which shone out very clear. Our Mate hailed them from the Poop, and demanded who they were? Who having answered, They were Friends. The Mate then called to them, That if so, they should fall to the Leeward, which they did, failing to bear our Stern, that our Turks easily spoke to them. And having asked who they were? They answered, they were Ships of Tunis. An English Renegade, called Solymen Reyse, commanded them, and they belonged to the Dey. The biggest and best Sailer of the two Ships, carried thirty six Guns, and the other which was less, five and twenty, having each two hundred Men on board. When they knew that the Prince Don Philip was on board of us, they saluted him with three Guns, and our Captain ordered the Salute to be returned, but to the Windward, because all our Guns were loaded with Shot, and the Gentlemen were to the Leeward of us, the Gunner fired two Guns to the Windward, but the third missing fire, he ran in all haste to that which was nearest, (without considering what he did) and it happening to be to the Leeward, and they just off and on with us, he fired it, and shot a Bullet into the middle of the biggest Ships side. This put our Captain into a great Passion against the Gunner, who ran away and hid himself: Immediately they came on board of us in their Boat, and complained highly of that Action, demanding him who had fired the Gun, to be delivered unto them; because they said they had a Man killed, and two wounded by the shot. Which we believed to be false: Because one said, one man Killed, and two wounded; another, two Killed; another, two wounded; and another, three. Our Captain told them, That it was an Accident, and that many times Ships upon their entering into a Port, intending to salute the Town, have by Inadvertency, shot Bullets into the place. But they still persisting in their demand, he told them, That if they would needs have him, they should go on board their Ship again, and then come and take him. Which perhaps they might have attempted, had we not had Turks on board, who would have suffered for it. For it was an Article in their Peace, that he that first shot a Bullet, broke the Peace. When they found that there was nothing to be done, they drank a Cup or two, and returned to their Ship, giving us two Letters for Tunis. After that, they bore away Eastward, and we held on our Course till towards Midnight that we took about, but then the Wind turning West, we tack again, landing away North-north-east, and sailed by Cape Bon, and the Castle of Galippe.

Saturday the first of March, we tack, and leaving the Castle of Galippe to the Leeward, bore away North-west, but the Wind chopping into the North, which blows full from Tunis, we stood away West-north-west, and coming close up with the Castle of Galippe, (which is a small square Castle upon a Hill) we left it to the Leeward, and then tacking again, bore away East-north-east, that we might allow weather Cape Bon, and so get where we desired to be. We kept beating in this manner a pretty while, the Current carrying us always off of Cape Bon, and the same day had severer gusts of Wind and Rain.

Sunday morning the second of March, we made a Corfay near to Pantalatia, whom we waited for without breaking our Course, and so soon as he was come within Musquet shot of us, we hauled up our Mainsail, he putting out Red Colours, and we the English. Then he came under our Stern, and we informed our selves that a Turk, called Amurte Reyse, commanded the Ship that belonged to private Men of Tunis. She was a small Ship, that two years before had been taken by them from a Captain of Marsillier, she carried then fourteen Guns, and had about two hundred Men on board; having saluted one another each with a Gun, we fleeter on our several Couries.

Monday morning the third of March, we had another kind of Alarm, when a Seaman on the Mantop-mast head cried, he saw four Sails, which proved only to be Rocks; that day we began to sail farther upon a Tack, to wit, from...
Pantalaria to Sicily, and were got very near to it in the Evening, when we Tackt about and flood back again for Pantalaria, We had no bad Luck, that when the Wind was fair, some Corsair or others, made us lose the occasion of it for doubling the Cape, for then we must make ready to Fight, and by that time they knew us to be Friends, the Wind was gone. Or otherwise, when we were in one place, a Wind offered that would have been very good for us if we had stayed where we were the day before; and when the Wind was good, we had a high Sea on head, as on Tuesday the fourth of March, when with a North-wind, we were got above twenty Miles to the windward of Cape Bon, but making no way forward, (because of a high Sea we had on head) we found our selves in the Evening to the leeward of the said Cape, and talked about for Sicily; from whence standing off again, next day the fifth of March, and with the same North-wind beating Well-north-west, we were got so far to the windward of Cape Bon, that we were in hopes to have weathered it; but a high Sea on head, the Current and contrary wind drove us so to the leeward, that being within a League of the said Cape, we could not double it, though we wanted but a little of having done it. We therefore stood off again towards the East-north-east. Friday night and Saturday morning, the seventh of March, we had Storms of Rain, and all forts of Winds, and yet were so fortunate, that in the Morning we found our selves forward enough in our Course to have doubled the Cape. The same Morning we had the Wind at North-east, which made us bear away West-north-west, and freighting a little, put us in hopes of doubling the Cape, but half an hour after, it shifted about to the West, and that made us bear away South-west. An hour after, it chopt about to North and by East, and blowing pretty fresh, we made all the Sail we could, standing away West-north-west, and so about two o’clock in the Afternoon, with much joy we doubled Cape Bon, called in Turkish Kara Bonvaru, Kara Bonvar, having been eight days beating about it, all the while with West-north-west, and North-winds. Our Mates told us, that they were always a long time in doubling that Cape, and sometimes spent three Weeks about it. About five o’clock in the Evening, we sailed between the Isle of Zimbria, and an island or Rock, that is almost mid-way betwixt the Main-land and Zimbria. Zimbria is Zimbrie Inhabited, has convenient Anchorage by it, and good Water in it. From Zimbrie it is but forty Miles to Goletta. Having palled Zimbrie, we stood off from Land, intending not to enter Goletta till next day, because of the many Flats that are on that Coast. Friday night and Saturday morning, the eighth of March, we had greater gales of Wind and Rain, than before; and if we had not doubled the Cape, we must have been a long time still before we could have done it, considering the Weather that happened afterward. During these Storms, a Moor on board of us died, who had been ill of a Bloody Flux, almost ever since the beginning of our Voyage, and next morning he was thrown overboard. At length, on Saturday the eighth of March, about seven o’clock in the Morning, we came into the Port, or rather the Road of Goletta, for it is not a Harbour, but a Road that lies open to the South east Wind; and in all Barbary, there are but two good Ports, to wit, Porto Faina, and Porto Senna. The Harbour for the Galleys of Tunis, is Bifetra, a little Town threescore Miles from Tunis. Bifetra was formerly called Ottica; and here it was that Caro killed himself, wherefore he was called Caro Cenoven. We came to an Anchor near a Point of Land where the Sepulchre of Dido is, and that Sepulchre was afterward Interred there. So soon as we had dropt Anchor, Dido’s Sepulchre, Philippo sent a Boat to one of his Men, who having informed a poor Moor whom he met, that Don Philippo was arrived, the poor Man ran with all the Speed he could to the Town, to carry the news to Don Philippo’s Mother, who was overjoyed thereat, and gave him twenty Crowns for a Reward; he was no more expected at Tunis, and it was thought he was gone back again into Christendom, having been absent almost two Years. Saturday the ninth of March, we went on board, and when Don Philippo left the Ship, they fired fifteen Guns. He found several Men on Horse-back, and amongst them all his Brothers, who were come out to receive him.
CHAP. LXXXIX.

Of Goletta, and our Arrival at Tunis.

Goletta is no more but two Castles, whereof the one was built by the Emperor Charles the fifth, and the other by Almey Dey the Father of Don Philippo, who perceiving that the Galleyes of Malta came and took ships in the Road, without any damage from the Guns of the Castle, built this last, which is very low, and has seven or eight great Gun-holes two foot above the Water, by which the Guns play level with the surface of it. This Castle is round on the side next the Sea, and that of Charles the fifth is almost square; Between these two Castles there are three Houses, one belonging to the Family of Don Philippo, the other to the Bey, and the other to Schelbli the Son of Ehsen Dey, who is called barely Schelbli, because he was Born during the time his Father Reigned.

When we had refreshed our selves a little in the House of Don Philippo, we took Boat and went to Tunis, by the Canal or rather Lake, which in the beginning is very narrow, there being many Canes fixed all round in the bottom of the Water, for catching of Fish, afterwards it grows very wide. It is not commonly above five Yards deep in Water, then it was very shallow, and had many dry places in it, which with the least Wind are quickly covered, and that very High with Water.

Don Philippo went by Land with his company mounted on a Stately Horse that was brought him. The first thing we saw upon that Water, was a Hill to the left hand very near the Sea-side, where there are natural Baths of Water almost boylng hot: There is a Bagno built there, and it is called Hamarimul; then a little further on upon the same side, they shewed us a high Hill called Zagoum, which is a great way from this Lake, and a days Journey distant from Tunis; there there is a little Town of Tagarini, or Andalou, called also Zogoum.

When the Christians possesed that Countrey, there were Aqueducts that brought Water thence to the City of Carthage; at present they are broken, but some Arches with the Fountains and Cisterns still remain to be seen. As we came near to Tunis, we saw a great many Olive-Trees, and abundance of other Trees, which denote a good Countrey. In four hours time we arrived at Tunis, though with a little wind they go it many times in two hours, but we were many times imbayed.

By Land it is eighteen miles from Goletta to Tunis. If they pleased, they might make a good Port at Tunis, but then the Town would not be so strong, or at least not so secure. From the place where you Land, it is a mile still to the Town, where being arrived, we went to lodge at the House of Monsieur Le Vacher, a Peritian Priest, and Father of the Million, who was then Consul for the French, and he received us very Affectionately.

CHAP.
Of the Countrey-Houses and other places that are to be seen about Tunis.

Two days after our arrival, Don Philippe sent for us to shew us a Countrey-House he had half a League from the Town. The Countrey about Tunis is full of these Countrey Houses, which are built like the Bafsides about Marseille. Don Philippe's is very pretty, it is built in form of a square Tower, and higher than any about it; from the Hall to the top of the Tower, there are an hundred and eleven steps up, and from thence there is an excellent Prospect, which discover on all hands a lovely Plain reaching out of sight, full of Olive-Trees. In it there is a great Hall open above with covered Galleries round it, which have the Roof supported by several Pillars. In the middle of this open place, there is a great reservoir of Water, which serves for several Water-works. All this place is adorned with Marble, as also all the Halls and Chambers, which are beautified with Gold and Azure, and very pleasant Plaister-work, there being Fountains every where, that play when one pleaseth. One should also see the Barides, which are three Houses built by the Bey for his three Sons, a League from Tunis. This Bey is as it were the Baf's Farmer, to whom he gives so much of the Revenue due to the Grand Signor in the Countrey, which he gathers, and the rest he keeps to himself. He was not at that time Bey, but Baf, and his eldest Son was Bey. In their Houses there are a great many Fountains with lovely Basins of one entire piece of Marble, brought from Genoa; and as in the House of Don Philippe, an open Hall, with a great reservoir in the middle, and walks all round it, roofed over, and supported by several Pillars; this, as also all the Rooms, are paved with black and white Marble, adorned with Gold and Azure, and that kind of Clay or Plaister-work. There are several fair apartments in all these Houses, which have lovely Gardens full of Orange and several other Fruit-Trees, planted in as good order as in Christendom, with many neat Beds and borders of Flowers at the ends of Walks, all made by Christian slaves. These Houses are called Barides, from the Moorish word Bier, that signifies Gold, because there is a fresh Air about them. Near that place, there is an Aqueduct built by a Bey, which brings Water four or five miles off to Tunis. A few steps from that, there is another Aqueduct somewhat older, yet still modern, which is parallel to the former, and carries Water also to Tunis. Another day I went to see the Cantre, which belongs to Schelabi, whom I mentioned, the Son of Hjsouf Cantre. Bey, and is four leagues from Tunis. As you go thither, you pass by the old Aqueducts of Carthage, which are about half way; they are at that place very entire still, raised high, and built of very great stones. From Tunis to the Cantre most of the way is over large Fields planted with Olive-Trees, some steps distant from one another, but in so straight a line, that they look like Walks, which would be very pleasant, were it not that these ways are always full of Rain-water and mire, as all the Countrey about Tunis is, because it lies upon a level. We came then to the Cantre, so called, from a Bridge, which Hjsouf Bey, the Father of Schelabi, built over a River called Maergda, Maergda. for Cantre in morego signifies Bridge. This River Maergda is neither very broad nor rapid, but enough to deserve the name of a fair River, it runs near to the House of Schelabi, and his Father built a stone Bridge to cross it over it, the spaces between the Pillars of the seven Arches, being built up from the bottom to the surface of the Water, with huge pieces of Freestone; so that the water falling through the Arches, and finding it lower on the other side, makes at every arch a very pleasant Cascade two foot high, where the Water falls with a great noise. Upon that River there are several Iron-Mills,
as also for grinding Corn, and fulling the Caps called Fez-Caps, which are made at Zaganaro by Tagarins. All that work in these Mills are the slaves of Schelebi. At the end of the Bridge is the House of Schelebi, built in form of a Castle; it hath one very large Court and other smaller ones; the Rooms (as in other Houses) are beautified with Gold, Azure, and Plaistering, with Fountains every where, and all paved with Marble; so that they are more magnificent than those I had seen before. There are lovely Pictures in those Rooms, for formerly this Schelebi was very rich, his Father having left him a vast Estate, and among other things eighteen hundred Slaves, but he hath run out a great deal in his Debaucheries; he is a man of a generous Heart, and if he were once in Christendom, he would never leave it again. He keeps open table for all Franks that come to see his House, and is so courteous, that he never refuses any thing, and if he have not what is asked from him, he uses means to procure it at any rate, that he may freely give it. When I went to his House, he was not there, for he was then at Tabargne, a little Island in the Kingdom of Tunis, within a Musquet shot of the main Land, but three days Journey from Tunis. That Island belongs to the Genoese, who have a very good Port, and drive a great trade there, and among other things, in Horses, which are called Barbis. The Schelebi was gone thither to buy Timber for building of a Galley. About three Leagues from the Countrie, there is a place called Tabourbe, where there are some ancient ruins, and chiefly an ancient Temple, but I went not to see it, because then I must have lain there, or at the Countrie, and I had not time to spare, for our Captain put us in hopes daily that he would fail next day. That was the reason also that I went not to Suse neither, which is a long days journey from Tunis, it is the place where there are more Antiquities than anywhere else in the Kingdom of Tunis, and I believe that thereabouts there are ruins of Churches and other things, relating to St. Augustin, to be seen.

CHAP. LXXXIX.

Of Tunis, and of the Slaves that are there.

TUNIS is the Capital City of the Kingdom; of the same name, lies in a Plain; it is pretty big, and the Houses are indifferently well built, though they make no show, but they are all Marble, Gold and Azure within. The Suburbs of this City are as big as the City itself, which is all paved, but dirty as heretofore Paris was, so that after rain, there is hardly any going in the Streets. There is a Castle upon an Eminence within the Town, which commands it, and it makes a very pretty show: There are some Guns before the Gate, and the front of it looks well, which is all that I could fee of it, nor indeed durst I eye it attentively; for I had warning given me, that it was dangerous for Christians to be curious in viewing that Castle. I past by it then, but very fast, and hard by over against it there is a Burying-place. Not far from the Castle there is Bazar for Drapers; it is a long broad Street with shops on both sides, all which have the fore part supported by four Pillars, two on each side; none but Drapers keep shop there; but there are several other Bazars also for other Commodities.

There are thirteen Baths in Tunis, where all the Slaves lodge, except those that are kept in their Masters Houses, and (as several Slaves told me) there may be there in all ten or twelve thousand Christian Slaves, who carry every one a great ring of Iron at their feet, but the Knights of Malta have besides that a huge Iron-Chain above five and twenty pound weight, which is fastened to the Ring, that Chain is very troublesome to them, for they must either turn it quite round their Leg and make it fast there, which is very
very heavy when they walk, or hang it by a hook that they have by their side, which commonly gives them a pain in the side, or else must carry it on their shoulders. In these Baths there is a great Hall where they are shut up in the Night-time, there they lodge as well as they can, some having little Rooms made of wood, to which they go up by Ladders, and are flowed three or four together in one, the rest lie upon the Ground, but all horribly bad; for being very numerous, and lock'd in in the Night-time, they do their needs where they are in Pots, which raises a noyse some stench; besides when one has a mind to sleep, some fall a talking, and others a quarrelling and fighting, making constantly a hideous din, which seems to me a Hell upon Earth.

In the morning this Prison is opened, and those that are to work, are let out, who are conducted to their Labour by men that take care of it, they are employed in building and other works of that nature; and I have known Knights of Malta of noble Families there, who have been made serve as Labourers, some carrying Sand and others Stone, and they were thus used to oblige them to ransom themselves the sooner, and at the higher rate. They who can get any thing by their own Industry, pay so much a day to their Master, and so are not forced to work. Many of them keep Taverns, and these live the best of all, for they get money, and work not, but yet they must give their Master part of their Profit. None but slaves sell Wine at Tunis, it is all white, and grows in great plenty in the Country about, but they put Lime to it to make it intoxicating. They sell their Wine cheap, and it is the custom, that if you go to a Tavern and call for a quart of Wine, they will set Bread before you, and three or four dishes of Meat or Fish, with Salads and other appertinances, and when you are to go, you only pay for the Wine, and at a reasonable rate too; besides, these Slaves have power to beat the Turks if they are rude and insolent in their Taverns, and to pull of their Turban and keep it till they have paid their reckoning, if they refuse to do it.

The Slaves who neither work nor gain any thing, cannot slip out of the Bath, without leave from the Keeper thereof who gives them a man to wait on them, to whom they ought (at least) to give three pence for his pains, and he is to answer for them. Our Knights were of the Number of those left, for having written to Malta that they were forced to work, the Turks that were slaves at Malta were severely battomadoed, who immediately wrote to Tunis, that if they continued to make the slaves of Malta work at Tunis, they would be Cudgeled to death in Malta, and since that time, they are no more put to work.

---

**C H A P. LXXXIII.**

**Of the Dey and other Officers of Tunis.**

Mufta, who was Dey in the year 1657, was the sixth Dey: Before they had Dey's, the Bashas commanded in name of the Grand Signor, and lived in the Castle, but has been turned out ever since the Moors made an Insurrection, and made one Offrman their first Dey. This Dey is almost absolute, The Dey of Coins money, (which consists in little square pieces of Silver of the value of Their abso- Matam) and obeys the Grand Signor no farther than he thinks fit, may, and lute.
sometimes puts to death those whom the Grand Signor fends, if the bullies come about displeased him, as it happened to a Cbabouc sent from the Grand Signor, a little before I was there: And indeed, when the Ambassadors of the Franks complain to the Grand Signor of the Corlairs of Barbary, all the answer they have is, that they must make reprifal upon them, and that they are Subjects whom the Grand Signor cannot command. At present the Bashas
The Grand Signior's Basha can do no thing at Tunis.

Basha of the Grand Signior is so much a slave there, that he cannot stir abroad out of his House, without leave from the Dey, of whom he must send to ask it every time he goes out, which costs him besides above an hundred Pfennigs, that he must give to the Dey Guards, and that is the reason he goes seldom abroad. They have a Bey there also, made by the Grand Signior; his business is to go into the Country, and gather the Carage and other the Grand Signiors Dues, which he pays in to the Basha, who sends it to Constantinople; but this Bey has a part in it himself, gives part to the Dey, and the rest to the Basha.

When a Dey dies, his Children conceal his Death, least another Dey should be chose against their will, and in the morning every one coming (as the custom is) to wish the Dey a good day; his eldest Son tells them how his Father before his Death, declared to him such a one for his Successour, who is commonly his Kinsman, or some other Friend of theirs, for they make a compact with him whom they would have to be Dey, before they make any Declaration; then his friends joy with him, and immediately the Imam going up to the top of the Minaret of the Mosque in the Castle, publishes the death of the Dey; he never gets up thither but at the usual hours, unless it be at the death of a Dey; and therefore when ever he is seen there at an unusual hour, it is known that the Dey is dead, and then a man speeds through the City on Horse-back, crying God save Dey such a one, and all shut up shop, and stand to their Arms, until the Forts be put into the hands of the Officers of the new Dey, for fear some other in the mean time should usurp the Dey-ship.

When it is generally known who is Dey, all the Cadys and others, who stand in need of his favour, bring him Presents, (but in the Night-time) and in great Dishes covered with Fruit or Meat, under which there may be five, six, seven, or eight Purfes; so that the first night he receives above two hundred Purfes in Presents. They bring them in the night-time, that they may not be perceived, least it should be said, that he was corrupted by Bribes; and if they were brought to him by day, he would refuse them, and fall into a great Passion against him that should offer to bring him a present; they come then in the Night-time, and only kills his Veft, having one or more Servants carrying dishes of Fruit or Meat, with the present at the bottom, and as they kills his Veft, they whisper to him, what they have brought in these Dishes. After all, the Dey keeps no great Court, nor carries it out with any great Majesty, but shews himself familiar enough with every Body; I saw him once as he was coming back from a Mosque in the City, he walked on foot, was clad in a scarlet Jafwiers lined with Samour, and had but a small Retinue. The Dey cannot procure that his Son should succeed him after his Death; having asked Don Philippe the reason of that, he told me, it was because when Young men find themselves all of a sudden advanced to so great power, they fall into such debauched courses, that they render themselves intolerable to all People, forcing all the Women and Boys they meet with; so that if a Dey would have his Son to succeed him, he must get him made Dey in his own Life-time. They have at Tunis also an Aga of the Cultcomes, who has a vast Revenue, and is a man of great Authority. The Mors of Barbary are not altogether Apparelled like the Turks, for instead of a Dolman and a Velt, they wear a Waffe-cloath, which they call Gillet, and over it a Jafwiers, which reaches down to the knee, girt about with a large Girdle; on their head they wear a Fez-cap shaped like a Bell, and a thick Turban round it. They are all Apparelled after this manner, except some Officers; as for instance, there are six Chiassine's of Justice, who wear a sharp pointed Cap with a Turban about it, and a kind of Hanging-sleeve that is interlaced with it behind their back; the Oda Basha go much after the same manner, but there is this difference, that their Hanging-sleeve ends as it were in a pair of Horns. They have no Janziers, but men of pay, and generally all Renegades; so that Italian is very commonly spoken at Tunis, and if a Christian would say any thing that he would not have known, he should not speak French neither, for he might easily be understood, and pay dear for it.

CHAP.
C H A P. LXXXIII.

Of the Punishments which are in Use at Tunis.

The Punishments used at Tunis, differ according to the quality of the Persons. When a Turk in pay deserves Death, he is Executed in a Chamber, and not Publicly. They make him sit down in a Chair, and two Christian Slaves pulling each an end of a Cord, that is put about his Neck, quickly strangle him. The Turks of mean condition, or Moors, are Hanged upon the outside of the Walls; they let them upon the Wall, put about their Neck a Halter, made fast in a hole purposely made in the Wall, and then pulling them down, they are also soon dispatched. As for Maids or Women, that have deferred Death, they choke them in the Oaze by the Sea-side, putting their Head into it, and a Man setting his Foot upon their Neck. They have other very cruel Punishments for the Renegades, that turn Christians again: They wrap them up in Pitched Cloth, put a Cap of the same upon their Head, and then make a Fire round them. Or otherwise they put them to a crueler Death: For they wall them up so, that there is nothing but their Head without the Wall, and having rubbed over their Head and Face with Honey, leave them so exposed for three days, and as many nights, to the discretion of the Flies, which pain them to Death within less time. The Slaves are punished with Balsanades, or they cut off their Ears or Nose, according to the quality of the Offence. But if a Slave kill his Master, or any other Turk, they break his Legs and Arms, then tie him to a Horles Tail, and after they have dragged him so about the Town, strangle him, giving the Body to the Franks to be Buried; but most commonly the Boys take him from the Executioner, (as they did a French Man a little before I came to Tunis) for there are no wicked Boy in the World, than in that Town. They snatch that dead Body out of the Executioners hands, in sight of the Mezour, who is the Officer whom in Turkey they call the Soud-basha) and having dragged him about for some time longer; they Roast the little with Straw, which they kindle under him, and then throw him into the Ditch, out of which the French afterwards took him, and buried him in their Burying Place, called St. Anthony, for the English have one by themselves. When I was at Tunis, the Franks lived severally, in the Houses which they Hired; but they were a Building a pretty commodious Quaye, where they mult all Lodge with their Conuls, as in other places of the Levant.

C H A P. LXXXIV.

Our Departure from Goletta, and the Continuation of our Voyage.

At length our Captain having done all his Business, and the Wind offering fair, it was time for us to leave Tunis. We parted from thence on Wednesday, the six and twentieth of March, about eleven a Clock in the Morning, and went by Land on Horse-back, that we might see somewhat of Carthage. We went close by the Ruines of it, which are above three Leagues from Tunis, and there saw the remains of lately Aqueducts, which conveyed water
water from Zugenau to Carthage, many of the Arches whereof are still stand in the Road to the Court, as we said before. The Ruines of Carthage signify but little, being only heaps of Stones, and some places under Ground, where there are great Cisterns, nay, from these Ruines they daily carry away Marble and other Stones, for their Buildings in Tunis, and the Country Houses about. We came to the Sea-side, about three a Clock in the Afternoon, and being got on board, we stayed still there all that day, because our Captain had some Business to do with him that Commanded at Golella, concerning the dues that he is to have from every Ship. Next morning, Thursday the seven and twentieth of March, we set sail with a good South-east Wind, steering away North-north-west; but about Noon the Wind slackened a little, and the night following it turned Northwesterly, which made us put back again to the Road of Golella, where we arrived on Friday the twenty eighth of March, about ten a Clock in the morning.

Saturday the nine and twentieth of March, the Wind veered about to North-east, and the night following we had all sorts of Winds: At length, Sunday the thirtieth of March, we had a gentle Gale from South-west, and an hour after day we set sail, steering our course North, but about ten a Clock we were becalmed, and about Noon it blew a breeze from North, which within an hour after changed to North-east, and an hour after, that to East; so that we still kept on our Course. Two hours within Night, the Wind turned South-south-west, and we stood away North-north-east.

Monday morning, the one and thirtieth of March, we were becalmed, and continued so till Tuesday, the first of April, when about ten a Clock in the Morning, we had a small Gale from North-west, and we steered away West, towards Sardinia. In the Evening, two hours after Sun-set, the Wind turned Easterly, and we stood our Course again North-north-east; in the night-time we had a calm, which lasted all next day, Wednesday the second of April: However, it always blew a little breeze, sometimes one way, sometimes another, though the Sea was still smooth and calm. In the Evening, from the Main-top-head, we made a Sail off of Sardinia, which followed its Course, as we did ours Northward, with a gentle Gale from East. We were becalmed in the night-time, and continued so till next day, the third of April, when about nine in the morning, it blew a breeze from South-west, which within half an hour after, changed into a stronger Gale from East; and we continued our course Northwards. We had a calm again about Noon, which lasted till next day, Friday the fourth of April, when about eight a Clock in the morning, it blew a gentle South-east Gale, which about Noon turned full South, and about three or four a Clock next morning, it blew a good fresh Gale from West; half an hour after, we discovered a Polaque a-flora, and close up with us, which made very quick way. We called to him Abarza, and turned all out and stood to our Arms. At length he failed by to the Windward, within a Pothole shot of us, which our Captain observing commanded a Broadside to be fired at him; but the chief Mate diffused him, telling him that if he was a Corsair, his Conforths (who probably could not be far off) would hear the noise of the Guns, and so come up with us; in the mean time, he made very great way. Hereupon various judgments past: Some said they were Spaniards, who would have surprized us. Others, that it was one of the Polaques, that Trade betwixt Legarn and Sardinia for Chests, and such like Commodities, and carrying but three or four Men, they might have been asleep, and did not see our Ship. But most part thought it was a Prize taken by the Barbary-men, which they fitted into Barbary: seeing when they passed by us, they called Chaban, who was Reys of a Tunis Man of War then out at Sea, taking our Ship (perhaps) for Chaban Reys his Ship. About three a Clock in the morning, we passed Sardinia, and all that we could see of the Land, for two days space that we failed along the Coast of it, were only very high Mountains. And now we were got into the entry of the Srait that is betwixt Sardinia and Corsica; there the wind blew so fresh, that we made above seven Miles an hour, which was a great deal for such a heavy Ship as ours. We kept our Course still Northward, and about ten a Clock in the Morning, made Monte Chrisfo, a little after Elba, and on the other side Corsica, and then we steered North-north-west; about eleven a Clock in the
the Forenoon, the Wind changed to South-west, and blew pretty hard, and about that time we made a Sail, which strove to get the Wind of us; about Noon he was got to the Windward, and being within Cannon-shot, put out English Colours, and we did the like; but he still bearing down upon us, we hauled up our Main-Sail, and waited for him. When he was come up with us, our Men knew it to be a Fennish Frigate, commanded by an Englishman, who had bought it. He told us that he came from Leghorn, and was bound for Tunis, that the Pedaque we met was a Prize, taken by a Caravane, and Bark of Tunis, that were Conforts; that he had met with them, but that he had seen no Spanish Ship, which much rejoiced us. After that, he drank our Captains health, and fired a Gun, which our Captain having answered, he went his way, and we followed our Course. The Wind freshened much in the Afternoon, and about five a Clock in the Evening, we made two Sail near the Land of Corsica, which strove for the Wind of us. We thought they had been the two Barbary men they told us of, however we stood on our Guard. About six a Clock at night, we were almost becalmed, and we discovered Fires a-fother in Corsica, which (as I think) they made because of those two Corsairs. About seven a Clock the Wind turned Easterly, and we held on our course North-north-west, leaving Monte Carlo a-fearn of us. About nine a Clock, the headmost of the two Corsairs, sailed by a pretty way to the Windward of us, and continued his Course. I believe they were afraid of us; however we were all night upon our Guard. We were then becalmed till next day, Sunday the sixth of April, when about five a Clock in the morning, an easte Gale began to blow from East, which by little and little freshened, and we stood away North-north-east. About six a Clock in the morning, we made a Sail coming upon us abreast the Wind, and we kept on our Course to meet him; when he was come within a League, or thereabouts of us, he put our White Colours, and we looked upon that to be but a Trick of a Spanish Corsair: In short, we shewed the English Colours, and he continued following us, till eight a Clock in the morning, when he Tackt about, and stood away the way that we came. Perhaps he was afraid, when he saw our Guns out, and that we did not run for it. Some thought that it was one of the two Corsairs, whom we had seen the day before: Others, that it was a Spaniard: And others again, that it was a Frenchman. In the mean time we made way still, and within a little passed the Isle of Elba, of which the Spaniards have one half. It hath two Elba good Ports, the one is called Porto Ferro, and belongs to the great Duke; and the other Porto Longone, and belongs to the Spaniards. The French took it in the Year One thousand six hundred and forty five, but lost it again. One thousand six hundred and fifty. About ten a Clock we were becalmed, about two in the Afternoon, we had an easte Gale from North-north-west, and succeed our course West-north-west. An hour after, we made a Ship and a Bark a-fearn and another Ship on head of us. About four a Clock, we saw the Ship a-fearn give chace to the Bark, and afterwards take her. About six a Clock, we passed the Isle Caprara, leaving it to the Starboard, because of the contrary Caprara Wind. When we were come near to it, they made a Snook upon the Tower, to give warning to the Coast; and there we put out our Colours. From that place we made a Ship at the point of the Island, and on the other hand a Fisher-Boat. This Isle belongs to the Genoese; it is small, not being above ten Miles in Circuit, but fruitful in good Wine. On the South-side of it there is a little Tower, and a Caflle on the North-side, which has fifty Soldiers in Garrison, and about an hundred Inhabitants, who are so much given to Shooting (there being great Store of Game upon the Island); that for five or six pound of Powder, they will give you a Barrel of Wine, and thanks to boot. There, and before the Isle Gorgona, they fish for Anchovies, and in Fishing-fea-son, so many Boats come there upon that account, that about the Month of May, there are above five hundred Souls lodged in the Castle.
CHAP. LXXXV.

The Relation of an Engagement we had with three Spanish Corsairs.

S
unday night, and Monday morning, the seventh of April, the Wind was sickle, sometimes Westerly, sometimes Easterly, but blew always fresh, and we still kept on our Course; but Monday the seventh of April, (which was Monday in the Holy Week) about four a Clock in the morning, we made two Ships and a Bark, or Sloop, that bore up towards us, there being so little Wind, that it was almost a Calm. About eight a Clock, having perceived the Spanish Colours aboard upon the Ships and Bark, we put out the English Colours, and furled all our Sails but the Main-top-sail. This put them to a stand, when they saw with what Resolution we waited for them. So that being within Cannon Shot of us, they all three came to Council together, and we prepared to make a vigorous Defence, for it was too late for us now to flatter our selves with the hopes that they might be Friends; the Storm had hovered so long, that it must needs break at last. I could not then but reflect upon my Luck, that I should be shipwrick'd in the Harbour; for having been now almost seven Years absent out of France, my Native Country, when I thought my self (as it were) found and safe at Home again, I saw my self upon the point of losing at least my Liberty. I made no doubt but that we should be worsted in the Engagement, where the Match was too unequal. However, we were all in good heart, and I look'd upon the Isles of Caprera and Gorgona, as two Theatres, wherein the Inhabitants were to behold (at least, and out of all danger) the engagement we were about to enter in, like Gladiators destined for their Diversion; for we were at an equal distance from both these Isles. In the meantime we made all things ready, that were necessary for our Defence, all the Chaffs, Hamocks, and other Goods and Clothes that were in the Cabins, and upon the Gun-Deck, were carried aloft upon the Poop, that they might be no hindrance to the Traverse of our Guns, and that produced a good effect. For the Enemies being busied in plundering them, were in the mean time killed, and besides, it hindered them from breaking in with their Hatchets to the Cabin where we were; which they must have done to master us. A Plane was made in the Floor of the Masters Cabin to go down to the Gun-Room, and so all through the Ship, where there was occasion; and in the same the Enemies should have rendered themselves Masters of the great Cabin, we would quickly have got down into the Gun-Room, and having made fast the Passage, blown up the Poop, and all that were upon it. The Main-yard was chained to the Masts with a great Iron-Chain, which no Hatchet could easily cut; for if the Enemies could have brought the Main-yard upon the Deck, they would have made a great clutter in the Ship, and we should have been half overcome. All the Guns were loaded, and the six Steels Capers Pieces were charged with bunches of Grapes, (the small shot, I mentioned before). Water was put in all places of the Ship, to put out Fire, if it should happen any where. All things being thus prepared, our Captain gave the necessary Orders; then made a short Speech to his Men, and gave them all a draught of the Bottle, and then all cried, God save the Captain. So bidding one another farewell, every one went to his several Post; some to the great Cabin, others to the Gun-Room, some to the Gun-Deck, and others to the Fore-Castle, there being a Man to command in every Post; for my part, I layed with the Captain in the great Cabin. The Chirurgians went down into the Hold, where he prepared his Medicines, and layed to take care of the Wounded Men that should be brought down to him. After these Gentlemen had been in Council almost two hours, their Boats carrying Men often from one to another, they came up with us. The English Mate who spoke French, told
told me, that we should have the Honour to fire the first and last Gun; and immediately we let fire three or four great shot at them, the first of which would certainly have sunk the biggest Ship, if the Bullet had been but half a foot higher, but it fell in the Water close by the Ships side; which seemed to put Courage into them, for they thereupon made loud shouts. And the biggest Ship making a great Noise and Bravado, with a Trumpet he had, having fired some great shot among our Rigging, which only grazed upon our Masts, about ten a Clock laid us on board, and grappled with us on the Starboard side, lying along our Quarter, from the Stern to the middle of our Waft. Immediately we shot our felves into the great Cabin, and then the Guns went off Pell Mell on all hands; the Parachne and Bark came up and fired their Broad sides, endeavouring chiefly to shoot our Masts by the board, which would have been a great advantage to them. They fired also several Petteras, charged with Mufquet shot, which would have done great Execution, if we had been Afloat; but our Walls were Mufquet-proof, and we could hear showers of Bullets better against the Ships sides. Presently several of their men came on board of us, who ran up the Shrouds to endeavour to let fall the Yards; and we brought them down with small shot, which we fired through holes purposely made. When they found themselves so well plied with Mufquet shot, and that all who were above Decks (both in their own Ship and on board of us) were fallen, for we fired out of the Port-holes and Skuttles, upon all that appeared on board of them, and cleared the Deck fore and aft, of all that came on board of us; many of them got up to the top of our Masts, thinking that the securest place they could find, and no man was more to be seen upon the Deck, or any other part of the Ship, they who were aloft hiding themselves the best way they could. The Bell rung twice or thrice from the Fore-Castle, and presently we fell upon our Bellies, but they who were upon the Poop hearing the Bell, got immediately upon the Shrouds, so that there was no hitting of them; but some being perceived one time upon the Poop, (without ringing the Bell) they fired a Secus Capera from the Fore-Castle, which killed three or four of them. In the mean time, we kept firing with great and small shot, and if any of the Enemy attempted to get upon our Poop over the Skuttles of the Cabins, we easily pricked them, or run them through with our Swords. At length, about three a Clock in the Afternoon, finding that the Enemies fired no more, we came out with our Swords and Piñols, and saw the Parachne and Bark, towing off with their Boats, and the great Ship grappled with ours, but no body appearing upon the Deck. We sent some great shot after those that fled, and had we fired but as many more, perhaps they would have stuck Sails and yielded themselves. So we had the Honour to fire the first and last Gun. Then we offered Quarter to those who were aloft upon our Masts; and as fast as they came down, we disarmed them, and clapt them down into the Hold. The Captain was for sending Men on board their Ship, but it seeming to me strange that they should so lose their biggest Ship, I told the Captain, That perhaps they only pretended to flee, to tempt our Men on board of that Ship, where lying in Ambush, they might Blow them all up, that so coming back again, they might have less trouble to take us. He had some regard to my advice, and sent no body. For my part, I would not suffer my Man to go, though he had a great mind to it; not only because I was afraid he might come to some harm, but also that it might not be said the French had Plundered any thing. At length, perceiving that the Enemies Boat carried several out of that Ship on board the Vessels that fled, and was coming back for more, And being told by a Man who had leapt into the Sea, to save himself by Swimming, (but was taken up) that there was no danger; though we allured him that he should die for it if he told a Lie: Our Men boarded the Enemies Ship, and presently took down the Spanish Colours. They easily afterwards made themselves Maffers of the Men that remained, whom they brought on board of us; most part all Bloody, and more than half dead for fear, for they expected no Quarter. Among the rest the Captain was taken, who was a young Dutchman in the Spaniards Service; he had two Mufquet shots in his right Side, and right Arm. His Ship was called the Great Alexander, and was the very same which Papachin had taken by Surprize and Treachery, from the Chevalier de Bion, and this
Flemish had bought her from Papageen. She carried eight and twenty Guns, and sixteen Petreus, and the Captain told us, that the Patache which was gone with the Bark, carried sixteen Guns, and six and twenty Petreus, and the Bark four Guns, and twenty four Petreus; and that among them, they had in all betwixt three and four hundred Men.

He then gave us an account, how the day before, they put to Sea out of Porto Ferrario, that having made us, they had born up towards us, and that next morning (which was the same day of this Engagement) being come up with us, they had held Council, and resolved that the Great Alexander should lay us aboard, and the Patache and Bark shear along our side, and fire their Broad-sides into us; that afterward the Bark should fall a Stern and take us from Stern to Stern, to beat our Men from the Guns, whilst the Patache lay by our side, and kept continually firing, and therefore they had put Two hundred and twenty men on board the Great Alexander, an Hundred and fifty into the Patache, leaving thirty remaining in the Sloop or Bark. Their resolution was in part executed, for the great Ship laid us aboard and grappled with us, but when the others as they feared by us, saw no Man above Deck, but only six Guns to lower the Deck, and many of their men fell, they fired their Broad-sides according to their promise, and then made the Boll of their way, leaving the great Ship engaged, who finding themselves warned by us, would have been gone aloft, and therefore sent severall Men to cast loose the Grapplings; but their design being unknown to us, we knocked them down as fast as they showed themselves, so that no more of them durst appear. He also told us, That about the end of the Engagement, his Boat went three times to the Patache, or Smaller Ship, and carried away from him every time, as many Men as she could hold, it being out of his power to hinder them, and that several attempting to save themselves by Swimming, were Drowned. He seemed to be enraged against the Captain of the Patache, who had so abandoned him, and said, That he would willingly give Three thousand pieces of Eight, that he might kill him. We killed on board the Great Alexander, three-score and five Men, and wounded above fifty.

We were since informed at Legros, that (by their own confession) they left and had disabled in the Engagement, an Hundred and fourscore Men, partly killed on board their Ships, partly dead of their Wounds alfo; among whom was the Lieutenant of the Great Alexander, and partly Maimed. The Great Alexander had four or five Shot betwixt Wind and Water, which would have sunk her to the bottom, if our Men had not speedily stopt the Leaks, and the Patache that ran for it, had also three or four Shot betwixt Wind and Water, which would likewise have sunk her to our view, if there had been any rough Sea. We took Ninety three Prisoners, among whom were some French, who having taken on, some with Captain Lancia, a Fortnight; and some with Captain Fugates, eight days before this Engagement, had left the Ships of these two Captains at Porto Ferrario.

We lost but two Men, both killed by one Cannon Bullet, that going through and through the Gun-room where they were, carried off one half of their Head, and dañed their Blood and Brains against the Pillar. We had also two Men wounded in the Leg with small Shot. The Prisoners being searched and rifled, they untied their Hands, and clapt them down into the Hold, where they had Viuels and Drink given them, and the Wounded were carefully drest; so that our Chirurgeon had none but Enemies to drees. And the Chirurgeon of the Great Alexander told us, That he had never had so much Practice as that day, for they brought him down Wounded Men, faster than he could well turn to. In short, all the Prisoners were so civilly used, that they wondered at it, and said, that they lived not so well on board their own Ship; but there was a good Guard placed at the Hatchs, both to hinder them from attempting any thing, and to hand down what they wanted; as for the Captain he was lodged in the great Cabin with our Captain, where he was well look'd after, and wanted for nothing. I praved our Captain to give the French their Liberty, which he presently did very generously, saying, That the French might command any thing on board of his Ship. The chief Mate and some Sea-men, were sent to fail the Prize. The two other fail with much
of Elba, and went back to Porto Ferraro. When all things were put in order in our Ship, I went along with the Captain to see the Prize; we found that poor Ship sadly shattered, our Cross-bar-shot had made great Havock in her, one of them had split a Periera in two, and another so mangled a Gunner, that we found an Arm, a Belly, and two Legs, and no body could tell what was become of the rest of him. These Crossbar-shots are round Bars of Iron, three Fingers thick, and a Foot long; having at each end a round knob of Iron, all of one piece, they are put longways into the Gun, but when they come out, they lie cross-ways, every way doing terrible Execution. There were dying Men still on board that Ship, who could not be removed, because of their Mortal Wounds; and the Dead were thrown over-board, so soon as we were Masters of the Ship. We found on board a great many Bales of Stuff, fine Cloth, and other things, which they had taken some days before in the two French Ships, I formerly mentioned, and four thousand pieces of Eight in ready Money.

We observed that that day was St. Alexander's Day, and the Ship which we took, was called the Great Alexander. After we had rejoiced a little, and heartily praised God for our Adventure, we made the best of our Way; about seven a Clock at night, we had the Wind at South-west, and stood away North. Tuesday the eighth of April, about two a Clock in the Morning, we sailed by Gorgona, a little Island belonging to the Great Duke; leaving it to the larboard, and veered on our Course, with the Prize a-tern of us. About five a Clock in the morning, from the Main-top we discovered the Light of Legorn. About seven in the morning, we spied a Sail to the Starboard, bearing towards us, but shortly after it veered away its first Course. About two a Clock in the Afternoon, we came into the Road of Legorn, and entered in Triumph, having on the Poop, and Maintop-mast head, the Spanish Colours under the English, and the Trumpet of the Prize sounded, whilst the Prize came after us without any Ensign abroad. So soon as we came into the Road, the Prize fired all the Guns and Perieras with shot, and then our Ship fired seven Guns, and came to an Anchor. All the People were come to the Harbour to know what the matter was, for they had heard the Guns when we were Engaged; and besides a Bark having let out from Legorn, and seen our Engagement at a distance, came back again, alleging that they were obliged to do so, because they had seen four Ships engaged, two against two. When we were come in, and that from shore they saw a Ship without Colours, they soon concluded it was a Prize, but when they saw the Spanish Colours under the English, their Affections were much divided. So soon as we were quiet at Anchor, all the English Ships saluted us; then the Health-boat came, and put Waiters on board of us, to keep the People of the Town from mingling with us. To these we gave a full account of our Engagement, which they punctually wrote down, how many Prisoners we had taken, and how many were Killed and Wounded, that they might send the news of it to the Great Duke. After that all the English in Legorn, and several French, came in Boats on board to visit us, and congratulate our Victory, we saluted them all with three Guns a piece; so that our Ship fired above two hundred Guns that day. Then they went to see the Prize, which the Captain called his Child. Every Body was astonish'd at this Victory, for it had never been known before, that a Merchant-man took a Man of War, which had two others to assist her. Our Captain was so Joll to us, as to tell all that came on board of him, that the French had had a great hand in saving his Ship, which the same day went over all Legorn, and afterwards all over Italy.

It is certain enough we had our share in that Victory, though we were but five French-men in all, to wit, three Merchants of Marseilles, my self, and my man. For the English are very nimble in Charging and Discharging their Guns, and will fire three shot, before others can do two, and all the Officers of the Ship fought very well; but the Common Sea-men were in such a Maze, that they knew not what they did, and were put in heart much by the French, who fired without intermission: So that my Man, called John Guiterz, with thirteen shot, killed so many Men, (as all that were on the same Quarter affirmed who early saw what Execution every shot did.) Hardly any Guns but
but those in the Poop were used, and every time they were to be traversed, the French must lend a hand to it; for the English sea-men seemed to be asleep, and laughed to see the French tug at it. My man also served there so eagerly, that he crushed one of his fingers between a rope and a pulley of a gun which he was bringing to, and I was afraid he should have been maimed by it. I thought my self obliged to say of him in this place, what all the men of the ship have every where published, seeing it is all the reward he had, for though the captain promised him his share in the booty, (as in right it did belong to him as well as to all who fought); notwithstanding he gave him nothing, nor to any other of the French, nor indeed, did we ask any thing. In the mean time, (though we were in the Port) yet we kept good guard aboard in the night-time, having all our guns loaded with shot, because we had a suspicion that some Dutch ships, that were also in the Port, had a mind to take our prize from us; and the great Duke seemed unwilling to allow us his protection. Our captain told me, That if the great Duke would not receive him into protection, he was resolved to kill and throw overboard all the prisoners, and then set sail for England with his prize. This design wrought horror in me, and I was much in fear they might put it in execution; for I perceived they were inclinable enough to do so: But at length, on Good-Friday, about four a clock in the afternoon, the health-boat came aboard of us, and gave us Practick, entering the ship and mingling with us, which was a singular favour; for we expected at least to have made a week or a fortnight of quarantine. All the prisoners were set at liberty, and put ashore, and next day, Saturday the twelfth of April, we also went ashore.

Landate Dominum de Calis, landate gum in excelsis, quoniae confirmata est super nos Misericordia ejus, & veritas Domini manet in Aeternum.

There is come into my hands, a relation of the taking of Babylon, otherwise called Bagdat, by Sultan Amurath, translated out of Turkish into French, which I here give the reader in the same terms as I had it.

FINIS.
A RELATION
Of what past at the Taking of
BABYLON,
OTHERWISE CALLED
BAGDAT,
BY
SULTAN AMURATH
Emperor of the TURKS;

Translated from a Letter written from the said City by the Grand Signior's chief Faulconer to Mustapha Bey, one of the Sangiackes of Egypt, at Caire.

After the giving of God thanks, and other Ceremonies used by the Turks in their Letters.

The eighth of the Moon of, Regeb, which was the eleventh of November, 1638, the Grand Signior pitched his Camp before Bagdat, in the same place where (above an hundred years before) Sultan Solyman had pitched his: And the same day he went to the Sepulchre of the blessed Iman Azam, and called together all the Viziers, Bajhat, and other chief Officers of his Army, commanding them to Draw up their several men in Battel-array, and after that, allotted the Polts to all the Principal Commanders, encompassing his Camp with Horie, and placing all his Foot round himself. Then he rode on Horie-back round about the whole Camp, and came into the middle, which was so well shut in, that no body could go out or in, without giving an account to Generals that were posted on the Flanks. The same day he caused great heaps of Earth to be call'd up in all places, where the Cannon of the Town could annoy us, and ordered great quantities of Wood and Faggots to be brought, which being mingled with the Earth, made three Hills in as many places, higher than
than the Walls of Bagdat, and upon each of them he caused twenty pieces of Cannon to be mounted, which began to play next day by break of day. And at the same time, he caused a high Tower to be raised before his Pavilion, on the top whereof his Majesty mounted, and gave (as of a Gallery) what was done in his Army, and within Bagdat, out of danger of the Enemies Guns, and there he sent for all the great Men of the Law, Judges, and Militia, to whom he said: You Magis, Viziers, Beilteerbes, Baflas, Sugraters, and all the rest of you, whom God hath put under my Obedience, think not that I am come hither to return back again without taking this place: No, I am come with this great number of Soldiers faithful to the Law, to Conquer or die here, and therefore all and every one of you, ought to make the same resolution. For I am resolved with my own hand to kill the great men that shall not do their Duty, and cause the inferior to be put to death one by another, or by the hands of the Enemy, and then will die myself; that it may in History be transmitted to Posterity, that a Succourer of the Great Ottoman died here with a Million of men in defence of the Faith.

After that, softening his Voice a little, and treating them with less sharpness, he said to them the World is but a small matter, or nothing at all; he that dies in well doing, is well after Death; but he who dies killing an enemy of the Faith, is more happy in Paradise. Look you, Fathers, (for so I call the Old) and you Brethren who are of the same Age with me, for we are made of the same Matter, let us do something that may oblige our great Prophet Mahometus to be our Advocate, and that at the day of Judgment he may present us all before the Tribunal of God, saying to Him: Here are the Faithful who have fought valiantly for the greatest Glory of your holy Majesty, and of all your Saints; and in the mean time, that it may be said in time to come, that we have had rest in this World, and glory in the next. To attain to which, it is expedient to labour, and not to fear dangers. But why should you fear them, being called to this Engagement for the sake of our great Prophet, who promises us so much favour before the Majesty of the Great God? No, I do not think you do, and if I find that any of you go not willingly to fight, I'll kill him with my own Sword.

This being heard by all that were present, they put their hand upon their Head, and answered unanimously, That they were ready to obey his Imperial Commands: And even from thence they began to fight without losing of time, and the Grand Signor caused the Pavillions of all the Chirurgins of the Army to be pitched near to his own, ordering all the Wounded men to be brought thither to be Dressed, which was done, and he himself comforted them with good Words, and good Deeds; giving to every one forty or fifty Calekins. And it was found that in one day, he gave to seven hundred Wounded men, from whence you may judge, whether or not the fight was furious; and caused the pay of those that died, to be given to their Children, or their nearest Relations. And during the thirty nine days that the Siege lasted, the Town being taken on the fortieth, his Majesty made his Prayers every day, and every night upon his Knees, prostrating himself upon the Ground, with Tears in his Eyes. And being every evening, we Carried away a little of the same earth, whereof Ramparts had been made to secure us from the Enemies Guns, in making our approaches to the Town: We were got on the tenth of the Moon of Chaban, close by the first Ditches, and the Sultan commanded a great many Sacks of Earth to be thrown into them; which was done with so much diligence, and in so great quantities, that in four days time they were filled up, and three other Mounts were made, to the top whereof the Cannon which were mounted on the former were brought, from whence we battered down one half of the Walls of Bagdat, the other half being buried under heaps of Earth all round, where the Cannon could not make a breach. A thousand Shot were fired into the Town, which hit against certain Towers or Steeples that resided the Bullets, and made them rebound without any damage from them. At the Post of the Saliter Bagha, which was by one of the Mounts, there were twelve Guns, and three great Cannons Royal, which continually played into the Town, and battered down a great number of Houses. The Grand Vizier had his Post at another Mount with the Romalis, from whence
whence they made an assault into the Town, and took three Bastions; but there he was killed by a Mutineer-shot in the Head, and three Beilierivs were Wounded, to wit, Chms Cusinader, Hebrain Buffa, Beilierivs of Sinus, &c. Vially Buffa, who was Beilieriv of Natolla, and Queniss Chaban Buffa, and seven Albanys, that is to say, Camp-Masters, and a great many others killed.

The sixteenth of the Moon of Chaban, the Grand Vizier died, the seventeenth Mustapha Buffa, who was Balha of the Sea, and Caymanac was put in his place, and the Grand Sijmir gave him the Seals. The eighteenth there fell so much Rain, that we could not keep our Matches lighted, and we entered the Town with so great Fury and Impetuousness, that the besieged begged Quarters, veiled their Standards and Colours, as a sign that they submitted to the Discretion of the Sultan. At the same time the Kiasun, (as if one should say) the Captain of the Arms, or Lieutenant and principal Officer of the Governor of Bagdar, went to the Grand Vizier with a Scare about his Neck, and his Sword wreathed in it, which is an Ignominious mark of Submission, and begged both in his own and Master's name, Aman, that is to say, Pardon or Mercy; and having obtained it, the Governor, named Bektachkhun, came also, and the Grand Vizier leaving them both there, went to wait on the Grand Signior, to whom he related what had happened, beseeching him to save the Lives of those two poor Penitents, which he obtained. And forthwith, the Emperor commanded all to draw up in the best Equipage they could, to make a fair shew, and with great Pomp and Magnificence, caused Bektachkhun to be brought into his Pavilion: Where being come, he was so confounded at the Lucre of so great Majesty, as appeared in all the Court of the Grand Signior, that his Blood was chilled, being able to say nothing, but God be praised, God be praised. The Sultan sat on his Throne, and Bektachkhun fell upon the ground demanding Pardon, and imploring his Mercy, which he obtained. The Grand Signior commanding him to rise up, and draw near his Person, asked him many Questions, which he having answered to his satisfaction, he gave him a Veil lined with Sables, with a Dagger and Girdle set with precious Stones, and a Plume of Herons-top upon an Ensign, of great value; sending him back into the Town, with orders to fend out to him all the chief Commanders and Officers; And to tell the People, That they who would continue in his Service, should be welcome, and the rest dismissed without Arms; or if they would obstinately stand it out, they should all be put to the Sword; Then Bektachkhun prostrating himself again upon the Ground, most humbly thanked his Majesty, promising to be his Slave, not with one, but with a thousand Souls. Which is a way of speaking, that takes very well in Turkish, and returned to the Pavilion of the Grand Vizier, from whence he sent his Kiasun into the Town, to make known the Grand Signior's pleasure.

But before he was got there, the Soldiers in the Grand Vizier's Poff, entered at the same instant by the Gate, called Human Azuma, and began to plunder the Houses. Six Chams that were in the Town, (who are in Persia, what the Balhas are in Turke) seeing this, could not endure it with patience, but cried out, that they had satisfied their word to them, saying, That after they were received to Mercy, they were used with Rigour, and got together as many Soldiers as they could, at the Gate called Cara Cape, and they who would not follow them, asked Quarter. But our men were so hot upon Slaying and Plundering, that they would not hearken to them, and killed all they met, during the whole night, that this Sacking lasted; and God knows what a vast number of Persians died in this Action. Morning being come, the said Chams with fifteen thousand men they got together, set their Soldiers to the Wall, and with their Swords courageously defended themselves: Which being told the Sultan, he commanded all the Soldiers of the other Poffs to enter the Town, and put all to the Sword; but being entered, some submitted themselves to the will of the Grand Signior, and the rest stood it out till they were killed. Of the last there were Ten thousand who were killed, and Five thousand of the others, and the six Chams were made Prisoners, whose names are Nape Chams, the Grand Viziers Prisoners, with the Pp
Governour Baksachkhan, Mirfalta Alliibehkhan, and La Ella Mahemet; Officer Cham, of the Sulikar Baffa, and Aleph Cham, with twelve other great Men, one with Officer Baffa, heretofore Baffa of Caire. The five thousand Persians who asked Quarter, were guarded by a Buillivory, till they were past the Army, to hinder our Soldiers from injuring them. But the Grand Vizier seeing them pass by his Pavillion, assembled all the chief Commanders who were near him, and said to them: Why do we give Quarter to those Dogs who have no Faith, and never keep their word? They have not rendered voluntarily, but we have constrained them to do it by force. God having for that end strengthened the Arms of our valiant Soldiers. Are not they the same whom we overcame at Koom, to whom the Sultan showed so much Goodness and Clemency, who having given them Quarter, sent them away with their Arms and Baggage, but they unthankful for that Favour, cut in pieces ten thousand of our men, whom they took at a Disadvantage? What shall become of the blood of the Faithful whom they have so cruelly massacred? Mercy was granted them on condition that they yielded without fighting; but having once obstinately refused, they have rendered themselves unworthy of it, and be it as it will, though the Grand Signior hath pardoned them, yet I pardon them not. And all of a sudden, he commanded Namy Aduly, Acreevas Mahemet Baffa, Zaravally Baffa, Chou Cafanador, Hebrahum Baffa, Baffa of Sivas, to fell upon them, and cut them in pieces. Which at first they refused, alledging for excuse, that the Emperor had pardoned them, but for their Justification, he gave them the Command in writing, taking the blame (if any were) upon himself; by virtue whereof, they went and executed his Orders. Which made the Grand Signior send for him in great Anger, asking him, Why had he given such Orders contrary to his Promise, and violated the Faith he had given? To which the Grand Vizier replied irreverently, That if he had showed them Mercy, for his part he would not, for the reasons above mentioned; which he repeated to the Sultan. Who having considered, and reflected a little upon what he had heard, pulled off the Veil he had on, and gave it to the Grand Vizier, praising him for what he had done.

In short, there were in Bagdad, One and thirty thousand pick'd and choice Soldiers, and twenty thousand Volunteers, all whom we have put to the Sword, not one having escaped to carry the news to the other Towns of Persia. We have made the supputation by the Muster Rolls of the five Chams, that are Prisoners. And there has been no such Battel fought against the Persians, no not in the time of Khudowrm, when the Battel was fought betwixt Sultan Selim, the Father of Sultan Soliman, and Cha Thmarch, King of Persia; wherein above an hundred thousand men were killed on both sides.

The eighteenth of the Moon of Chabat, being Friday, the City of Bagdad was entirely delivered up to the Grand Signior, with the Grace of God, and the Benediction of the People, who seem to have got new Life. When the Beleaguer saw that they could no longer resist the Will of God, who visibly favoured the Arms of our great Emperor. They killed all their Wives and young Children and Ham-strung four or five thousand Horses of great value, that they might not be serviceable to us. Baksachkhan (to whom the Sultan made such fair Prerents, as you have seen before) having entered the Town, poisoned himself one Night, and was found dead in the Morning, and buried like a Dog. Before the Grand Signior set out from Constantinople, there came an Ambassadour from the King of Persia, who was Arrested by command from the Sultan, and he hath been under Guard to this present. The Grand Signior cauht him to be brought before him, and said to him, Go tell your King, that he send me Baffal Baffa, Memy Baffa, Jan Baffa, Gara Ibrahim Baffa, Chopoor Biquari, whom he keeps Prisoners in Persia, with all he took at Bagdat and Koom, both Money, Arms, and Ammunition; and that he referre to me Tauris, Ishebawem, Chesimal, and all the other Provinces and Places, that my Great Grand-Father Soliman took, and that he give me the Tribute and Prerents, which he made at that time, and with that we will set our Limits; that if he'll hold to, and observe these Conditions, I will be Content, and we shall end our Controversies. Otherwise I declare to him, that though he hide himself in the Earth like a Pismire, or fly in the Air like a Bird, he shall not escape
my hands. And I will reduce his whole Country to such a state, that there shall not be a House standing in Isphain, Garbin, and Erdebil, nor in any of his Towns, Burroughs, or Villages, that there shall not a pile of Grass be left within his Kingdom; and that I will afterward Chafe him before me, as a Hunter does his Prey, and let him well consider, that Repentance will not stand him in stead, after the Fault is committed. That if he will be obdurate still, let him make ready against the Spring, when (with the help of God) I shall be in his Country; and then though he should a thousand times ask my Mercy, there shall be none for him.

And having caused a Letter to be written to the same effect, the Sultan gave it to the Ambassador, and dismissed him. And hath since caus'd the Sepulchre of Himan Azam to be rebuilt, and hath adorned it with several Golden Lamps set with precious Stones, and covered the Floor with Silk Carpets; having likewise beautified the Sepultures of the other Saints. By what can be judged, it is the pleasure of the Grand Signior to expect the Answer of the King of Persia, and then to return Constantinople, and all his Subjects will be in repose. God bless him, etc.

Written at Bagdat, the 22. of the Moon of Chaban, 1048. which was the 19. of December, 1638.

The End of the First Part.
TRAVELS INTO THE LEVANT.

PART II.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

The Author's departure not only from Paris but Marseilles, and his Voyage to Alexandria.

Though I had spent seven whole years of my younger days in former Travels; nevertheless the same passion which had already carried me so far into the East, still prompted me with a desire of seeing Persia and the Indies. I had not long rested at home among my Relations and Friends, when that desire began to exert its power over me, and if it was not strong enough at first to force me from those who were so dear unto me, at least it bufed me in taking necessary measures for a second Travels, and that with greater profit than I had performed the first, if I should chance to set out upon them. In that thought I employed four years in the study of the Sciences, which I judged most useful to a Traveller, who would make advantage of his Travels, and communicate the same to others. In short, having (during all that time) wavered, betwixt the design of travelling, and that of settling at Paris, when I saw my self so well prepared for the former; and considered besides that to defer the other, would be in some manner to comply with the Times, I easily gave way to my first inclination: So that having, as secretly as I could, taken orders for all things I stood in need of, not only for accomplishing my design, but also for avoiding those inconveniences which might have been too difficult for me to support; I left Paris the sixteenth of October 1663, pretending a Journey with a Friend for some weeks into Burgundy.

The sixth of November I came to Marseilles, and on the twelfth about ten of the clock at Night, I embarked there in a Galley of Legarn, which had arrived at that Port three days before.

That Galley parted from the Chain next Day being Tuesday a little after midnight, and about five in the Evening, came to an anchor at Rocca Tagliata;
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St. Remigius.

Ata, an hundred and ten miles from Marselles, from whence it let out again on Wednesday after midnight, and about five of the clock at Night, came to an anchor at St. Remigius, seventy five miles from Rocca Tagliata. St. Remigius is a pretty Town belonging to the Genoese, with a little Fort, and convenience to make a good Harbour; but that Republic will not suffer it to be done: it is covered by a Mole, and wants only to be dug. The Country is all Garden, produces plenty of all things, and especially of Vine, Oyl, Cedar, Oranges and other Fruits.

We parted from thence on Thursday the fifteenth of November after midnight, and about fix of the clock at night came to an anchor before Genoa, threecore and ten miles distant from St. Remigius. Friday about midnight we left that place, and came to an anchor again at Porto Venere, threecore miles from Genoa. Porto Venere is a small Town, but the Houses fair and well built. It hath a Fort very advantageously planted upon a Rock that commands the mouth of the Harbour. This Port, or Gulf rather, is on the one side covered by the main Land, and on the other, by a fruitfull Island, which lies before it towards Lerici, between which and that Island is the gulf Delta Specie. This is the last place of the Territories of the Genoese: we fired it with four Guns, and were answered with three. This Country is fruitfull in Vines and Olive-trees. From Marselles to Porto Venere we had all the way fair weather. At midnight following we weighed anchor, and with a fair North-Wind about eleven of the clock in the forenoon arrived at Legorn, threecore miles from Porto Venere, and this was on Saturday the seventeenth of November.

Tuesday the four and twentieth of January 1663 about half an hour past eleven in the forenoon, I went on board the Ship of Captain Richard de la Cunera, a man commendable for his piety and civility; that Ship was called, N. Dame de la Grace, carrying about two hundred and fifty, or three hundred Tun: she had on board thirty Seamen, four great Guns, and six Braes Petrelas. So soon as we were on board she made sail with a North-Wind, and steer'd a course South-South-West; about fix of a clock at night, the Wind changed about to North-West, and we pass'd betwixt Capraia and the Elbe; in the night-time the Wind blew very fresh.

Next morning we were got an hundred and threecore miles from Legorn, and saw Monte Cristo a great way astern of us; we coasted along the Island of Corsica, and because we were too near Land, about ten of the clock in the morning we stood away South-South-East, the Wind slackening much. All that day we had Sardinia to the Star-board, but at a pretty good distance: In the beginning of the Night the Wind blew a little fresher, but far less than the Night before.

Saturday morning the fix and twentieth we had light of Sardinia, and being fair before the Wind, so that no Sails but the Main and Main-Top-Sails could bear, we put our our Studding Sails. Aboutnoon, the Wind shifted about to the North, and two hours after to the North-East: and therefore we took in our Studding Sails; and kept on our course South-South-East: In the evening the Wind abated so, that all night long we were becalmed.

Next day being Sunday, we made the Island of Maremmo a-head: and about eleven a clock in the morning, we stood away South-East: about a clock afternoon, we made a Sail a great way off to the Leeward; all that day we had a Calm till night, when the Wind blew to fresh again, that about midnight we past betwixt Maremmo, Levanzo and La Fauignone, leaving the first of those Islandsto the Star-board, and the other two to the Larboard: then we steer'd away East-South-East; shortly after the Wind so slackened that we were becalmed.

Monday morning about break of day we were got very near the Land of Sicily, to the Wind-ward of Cape Boco over against Marafa: it is five hundred miles from Legorn. We made sail some way in our course East-South-East, notwithstanding the Calm which lasted till noon, when the Wind blowing fresher, we coasted along Sicily pretty near the Shore, about four a clock afternoon the Wind encreasing a little, we stood away South-South-East, and this fair weather beginning with the New Moon, made the Captain repent that
that he had not passed through the Phare of Messina, which would have saved him fifty miles in his course; but then he told me that he durst not venture through so dangerous a passage in the Winter-time, when Storms are so frequent, and the rather about New Moon, when commonly the Winds change. Towards the evening we were becalmed, and had a breeze again in the beginning of the night; and in that manner the Wind fell and rose several times during the night. That day, we took two Morens or Sea-Eels which were in the Fisher men's Wells; this Fish is dainty Food, but the Skin of it is Slimy, and is so full of small bones, that if one have not a care, he may be choked by them; it is shaped like a common Eel, and dies so soon as it is out of the Water.

Tuesday a very fresh East-North-East Wind rose with the Sun, and we continued our course South-South-East; about ten of the clock in the morning the Wind ceased and left us in a Calm, over against Monte Gibello, which was saw to plainly, that we could easily perceive it was covered with Snow. A little after, we made a Ship on head, but because it stood in no Shower we thought they were afraid of us. The Calm lasted till night, during which we had sometimes Breezes of Wind, and sometimes Calms, with which we made a little way.

Wednesday morning we were got in sight of Malta, seven hundred miles from Legorn, and about two hundred from Sicily, which we had not yet left sight of. He that looked out, made a Sail towards Malta. At first we were in a dead Calm, but a little after we had a very great Sea from the West, which tossed us sufficiently, though there was not a breath of Wind: we therefore furled our Sails, and that rowling Sea lasted till one of the clock at noon; when there arose a gentle North-North-East-Breeze, which made us spread our Sails, and stand away East-South-East, that we might make Candia, seven hundred miles from Malta. That Wind lasted not above an hour; so that we were becalmed till about eleven a clock at night, when we had a fresh Gale, from which we still continued our course East-South East.

That fresh Gale lasted all Thursday till night, and then we had a strong gust of Wind with some Rain: when that was over, we had fair weather, the Sea becoming Calm in a moment, though before the Rain it was exceeding rough: but half an hour after the weather and Sea began to grow rougher than before, and then Calmed again, which happened twice that night. During these gusts the Sea was so rough, that it was not possible to stand upright in any place of the Ship, so strangely was the toiled, because of a rowling Sea that came upon us on poop and on both sides; the roughness of the Sea in poop was occasioned by the violence of the Wind, and on the Star-board by the currents of the Gulf of Venice, off of which we were, and nevertheless Gulf of Venice we made berthing eight and ten miles an hour. About midnight it blew fresh nicely from North-West, with which we bore away East and by South, that we might not stand too far off of the Gazo of Candia.

That Wind lasted all Friday the first of February; about night we had fine. Gazo of Candia. Another Water, the Sea on poop only remaining, which with the Wind that shifted about to the West, and blew fresh made us run above twelve miles an hour: but about ten a clock at night we had a swelling Sea again which made us row all night long.

Next day we were troubled with the same weather, and strong gusts of Wind by fits. About night, since we had not made the Land of Candia, as we expected, by reason of the cloudy dark day, it was concluded what course we should steer; every one brought forth his observations, and all agreed in general, that our course was to the Windward of the Gazo of Candia; but because one amongst them, according to his account, for off our course betwixt Candia and the Gazo; though it was known he was in a mistake, seeing according to his own account, we must then have been very near, and almost up on the said Gazo; nevertheless for greater security, it was thought fit to spare Sail: and therefore all the Sails except the fore-Sail, were furled, and the Ships head turned due East-South-East, lest we might run too near the Shoar, the Watch looking out sharp all night long, during which the Wind was very high and storny, which exceedingly tosted us.
Sunday about break of day, we tacked about and stood North East, that we might make Candia; after two hours sailing the Scamens made something dark on head which they believed to be the Land of Candia; we fetched our course that way all day long, but could not make it plain because of Clouds. We continued the same course till, till eleven of the clock at night, and then began to tack and bear to and again, that we might bear in with the Land of Candia. It blew very hard all that night, and we had a violent storm.

Monday by break of day we had the Wind at North, which being quite contrary for Candia, made us resolve to quit our design of standing towards that Island, which we had made but very obliquely, and to bear away towards Alexandria in Egypt, four hundred miles distant from Candia; and therefore we fetched our course South-East. Towards Evening the Wind abated, and we were becalmed until Tuesday Morning; when there blew a gentle breeze from South-East, which made us turn the ship's head towards the North: we were obliged to keep so upon tacks that we might not over shoot Alexandria, from which we were not above two hundred fourscore and ten miles: Then did every one blame and curse the Sea-man, whose error was the cause that we were not in the Port of Alexandria. About six a Clock at Night we tacked about, and stood away South South-West; it blew so hard, that our Vellet shipped the sea on both sides, one after another.

Wednesday Morning February the sixth, the Wind was so violent, that we were afraid we should fall our Masts, because the Stayes were very slack, being loosened by the force of the Wind the day before; (the Stay is a great Cable that holds the Masts, each Mast has one: the main Stay which is the biggest, is made fast, one end to the ship's head, and the other to the round top of the main Mast.) To prevent that disaster, all the Sails were furled the ship's head turned North-East, and a quarter of an hour after, the Stayes being well bent, we bore away West South-West with the mizen and foresail: the Wind being a little fallen after dinner, we spread the main Sail, and about six a Clock at Night, having tacked about, we stood East North-East, the Wind then thickening more and more.

Thursday Morning we were almost becalmed; but about ten of the Clock, a South-East Wind blowing again, we tacked and bore away South South-West; about six a Clock at Night we tacked again, and stood East North-East.

Friday about two or three of the Clock in the Morning, immediately after the Moon was set, the South-East Wind ceased, and the so much defined West, and North Wind came in place of it, which made us turn the ship's head South East, and make all the sail we could; but we made but little way for all that, the Wind being so eafe that it was almost a calm: It continued to till about five of the Clock at Night, and then the Wind changed to North-West, but was so eafe that the Sea was very smooth; about ten a Clock at Night the Wind chopping about to the North-West, in five or six hours time we made a great deal of way, there being very little or no Sea going, but the Wind frostened afterwards, and then we spared sail that we might not run to the Lee-ward of Alexandria; the ship's head in the mean time lying still South-East.

Saturday Morning the Weather was very hazy, and a little after we were almost in a calm. About eleven a Clock he that looked our made a fail, and shortly after another, which were known to be Stacks coming from Egypt. About two a Clock after Noon the Wind turned South-East, and we stood away North East; an hour after it shifted about to the North-East again, but was so eafe that the Sea was smooth, and we fetched our course South: a few minutes after it turned South-East again, but so gentle, that the Sea was as smooth as a Looking glass. We sailed South South-West, till six at Night, when having tacked, we stood away East North-East. About midnight the Wind turned West South-West, and we fetched our course South South-East, after a hours failing, we found the Water to be whith, which made us think we were not far from Egypt, that being the only mark that can be had; for the Land is so low that one cannot make it till he be just upon it, especially when it is dark, as it was then, and that whiteness is occasioned by the Nile, which carries it a great way into the Sea.

Sunday
Sunday the tenth of February, about break of day, it was thought we had seen the Light of Alexandria, but it proved only to be a Saick; and because we were apprehensive that we were to the Lee-ward of Alexandria; about nine in the morning we tacked about, and flood North-West, and about three a Clock after Noon, tacked again and bore away South-West; we had afterwards several Flurries that brought great showers of rain with them, which were soon over. About five in the evening the Wind turned West-North-West, and we tacked about that we might get to the windward of Alexandria, from which we were still about an hundred and ten Miles distant, and therefore we bore away North. In this manner we plied to and again against our will; and it was our misfortune that we knew not where we were, only because we had not made the Island of Candia, from whence with that Wind we might easily have come to Alexandria in two Days and one Night time: and the reason why we made it not plainly, was that the Ship had run two hundred Miles more than we had reckoned, and that when we thought our selves to be at the beginning of Candia, we were almost quite past it, as we since observed. The Wind blew hard, and we had several gusts in the Night time.

We held on the same course till Monday, when about eleven a Clock in the Forenoon we tacked, and bore away South-West: In the Evening, the Moon three hours after the full was eclipsed: I cannot tell at what hour that Eclipse began, of how many parts it was, nor how long it continued; because the mere overcast with Clouds, so that we could not see her but when she was coming out of the Eclipse; as near as I could guess the had then been up near an hour, and the Sun had not been set half an hour, at which time she was almost half eclipsed. The Eclipse decreased from the time we perceived it, and ended half an hour after: The Almanacks of Marseille foresaw it to be very great about two or three a Clock after Noon, and by consequence affirmed that it could not be seen: In the Night the Wind abated much, and so did the Sea, which in the day time had been very rough and high.

Tuesday morning the twelfth of February, we perceived the Sea very white about us, and he that looked out cried Land, some thought it to be Damiette, and others Bouquer; In the mean time that we might not fall to the Lee-ward, we continued our course South-West. About eight of the Clock we tacked and flood North-East; and a quarter of an hour after the Wind turning North-West, we bore away West-South-West; after an hours falling we found the Water to be so little brackish that it was almost fresh, and he that looked out thought he made Rosette; Wherefore thinking that we knew where we were, we tacked about and flood away North-North-East. About Noon the Wind freshened, and at Night turned Northerly, but was very gentle; about ten of the Clock at Night we tacked, and bore away West.

Wednesday about four in the morning, we tacked and fleeced our course East-North-East, and two hours after, the Wind blowing fresher, we tacked again, and flood West-South-West. About seven a Clock in the Morning, we saw to the Land-board, land very near us, which we all took to be the Land between Bouquer and Rosette, so that we continued our course, hoping quickly to see the Bouquer; and that till eleven in the Forenoon, when having discovered the Masts of several Saicks, we thought our selves to be off and on with Rosette, and so we found our selves far out in our account; wherefore having tacked about, we bore away East-North-East; about ten of the Clock at Night we tacked again, and flood West-South-West, and after midnight we had several Flurries.

Thursday morning the fourteenth of February, the Wind slackened a little, but we had several gusts till Noon; about eleven in the Morning he that looked out made the Bouquer, and an hour after we easily saw it upon the Bouquer Deck: A little after we made the Pavillon or Light-house of Alexandria, where we arrived about three in the Afternoon, when we entered the Haven by the South.
CHAP. II.

Of some Curiosities observed during the Voyage, and in Alexandria.

In this Voyage I was convinced of one thing which I had read in the Travels of Monsieur de Breves, but could hardly believe it, because I had never heard it mentioned by any but him; and that is, that when finding upon the Coast of Egypt, one has onely forty fathom water it is certain he is just forty miles from land, the depth of the water from forty fathom, downwards to one, marking exactly the number of miles from the place where one stands to the Land: But under the name of the Coast of Egypt, we are only to understand the Land from Damiette to Rosetta, between the two Branches of the Nile; for this rule is only for that extent of Land.

Besides the Murres I mentioned before, we took two other Fish in our Voyage; viz. a Porpess which was taken with a Fifth-gig above Malra over against Cape Paffaro; it was about five foot long, and almost as big as a man, without scales, blackish in the back, and white in the belly; the head of it was about a foot and a half long, and a large foot over; its eyes as large as a man; and between the two eyes, it hath a hole like the mould in the head of a man, by which it stucks in and foures out the Water, making it look like a Crown; it hath two Cheeks which are only of fat two Inches thick, they begin at the eyes of it, and end almost round at the mouth, which from the Cheeks to the point is about five Inches long, and is shaped much like the beak of a Goose, the Tongue of it is white a finger thick and two fingers broad, it had an hundred threefore and sixteen Teeth, all very small: Its tail stands another way than the Tails of other Fish which are forked upwards and downwards answering to their back and belly, for the Tail of this is forked cross ways parallel to its two sides: it hath the Yard and Tafficles as big and long as those of a Boat, and its Entrails wholly resembling those of Swine; its skin is all fat a finger thick, of which Lamp-oil is made, the flesh of it is like to that of an Ox, and very good; I have tasted it, and by the fight and taffe, one would always take it for Beef; it hath onely great Bones and no small ones, abounds with blood, which is as hot as that of a Beef; it moans and sighs like a man, and dies not presently when it is out of the Water, but beats furiously with the Tail, wherein its greatest strength lies.

The other Fish which was also taken with a Fifth-gig, is by the Province called Panfre, and is probably the same which the English call the Pilot-Fish; there was two of them then together, but one escaped the streak. This Fish is shaped like a Mackerel, and is of the same length and bigness; I found nothing singular in it; all the back of it is bright with streaks two fingers broad, the one of a dark purple almost black, and the other blow, which interchangeably reach from the head to the Tail, and the belly of it is white. The Seamen say that this Fish coming once upon with a Ship, never leaves following till the ship come to harbour; another having taken two days after, they all assured me that it was the companion of the first which had not left off following the Vessel. After all, to my taste it is an excellent Fish, and so it seemed to all those who had eaten of them formerly, and also tasted thereof.

Seeing there are but few things in Alexandria which I did not observe in my former Travels, I gave my self no great trouble to charge my Memoires with them at this time. This Town lies exactly in the one and thirteenth degree of latitude, and Rosetta is one and thirty and a half, at least, a Dutch Captain who had taken the height of them assured me of it. The most considerable piece of antiquity that still remains there, is that famous Pillar of Pompey, whereof,
whereof (as I remember) I have already written: Nevertheless as I took pleasure to view it over and over again, so, possibly, the Curious will not take ill that I impart to them my observations. I measured the shadow of it, at the time when shadows are equal to the bodies which cause them and I found the body of it to be three fore and fifteen foot high, without reckoning the Pedestal and Cornish; but the shadow was upon a very declining ground: Another day when the shadows were the double of the Bodies, I found near an hundred and three fore foot, onely of the body of it, and eight foot of diameter or breadth; and I observed that the Pedestal is near twelve foot high. All know that the Cornish of this Pillar is of the Corinthian order.

The same day also I saw something very remarkable, which I had not sufficiently considered in my former Travels. Being abroad with some others by the gate Dei Peper, which looks betwixt South and West, about a thousand paces from that gate, as we went betwixt South and West, allright towards the Palus Masoris, leaving the Pillar of Pompey to the left, we saw Grotto's cut in the Rock: we entered into one of them, stooping and leaning upon our hands, with lighted Wax-candles; being within we found that the Roof was above ten foot high, cur very smooth, and on all sides we saw Sepulchres made in the Wall, which is the Rock itself; and of these there are four Stories, one over another, and from one range to another, and from Story to Story, there is but half a foots distance; so that the intervals seem to be so many Pillars, which support those that are over them; their depth reaches to the bottom of the Sepulchres, and so they serve for Walls to separate the one from the other. In these Sepulchres we saw many dead men Bones which we handled, and found them to be as fresh and hard as if the men had died but the day before: There were some lying upon the ground at the Entry into the Grotto, which had been thrown out there; I handled and broke some of them, and found that they were rotten in the air, but they crumbled not into ashes, only broke longitudinally like rotten Elder, not they were also moist, and had a kind of marrow within.

Coming out of that Grotto, we entered into another opposite unto it, where we saw Sepulchres as in the other: at the bottom we found a way that led very far in, but because we must have gone double, in the manner as we entered the first Grotto, and marched in that posture at least as far as we could see by the light of our Wax-candles; we thought best not to enter in, and be contended with the Relation we had, that it reached above two French Leagues in length. This was all that we could learn from the Turks who were with us, and who told us besides that the Ancient Inhabitants of Alexandria had dug those places to lay their dead in; there is a great deal of probability of the truth of that, and that it has been some burying-place. I then considered the Palus Masoris: it reaches in breadth out of sight, and is but some hundred of paces distant from the Khalis, which hath its course betwixt the fame Palus Masoris and the Pillar of Pompey, but they have no communication together.

Another day I went up to the Hill, where the Tower is, wherein there is commonly a Watchman, to put out the Flag so soon as any Vessel appears: from thence I early discovered all the City and the Sea, with the Palus Masoris, and all the Country about: Being come down I went on foot round the Ancient Walls of Alexandria, beginning at the Water-gate, that looks to the North; and for some time going right North, till the Wall turns off in a right Angle, towards the East; and after fifty paces length, turns again towards the North, making there an obtuse Angle: it continues to towards the North, till you come over against the Palace of Cleopatra, which stands upon the Walls opposite the mouth of the Harbour, having a Gallery running outwards supported by many fair Pillars, of which some remains are still to be seen on the Seaside: That Gallery (they say, and not without probability) reached even into the Palace, so that one might embark there.

In a Tower hard by, are to be seen three Pillars standing, which support a little Dome, that in former times stood upon four, but there is one wanting; I cannot conceive for what use that little Dome was, being in a place where
there is no light; perhaps it flood over some Cistern which at present is stopp’d up. Ten or twelve steps from that Tower, there is a Cistern, where there are two Stories of Pillars, and in many other places there are Cisterns supported in the same manner, so that it would seem that most part of the Town hath flood upon Pillars.

A few steps from thence there are to be seen two Obelisks of Thebaick Stones, one of which lies buried in the Earth, nothing of it but the foot appearing; the other is standing, but the Earth must needs be raised very high in that place, for in all probability that Obelisk is upon its pedestal, of which nothing is to be seen, may not the foot of the Obelisk it self.

Opposite to this place, the Wall turns again towards the East, and with the other plane makes almost a returning right Angle, and after a considerable space doubles inwards, making a square; but an hundred paces farther it runs out again a pretty way towards the North-East, and stretches Northwards; then making a sharp Angle, it points between East and South-Eastward, as far as the Gate of Reisite, after which it makes an obtuse Angle and reaches along between the West and South-West. Along that side runs the Khais; and a little farther is the Palai Marowits parallel unto it, which is so broad that one can hardly see Land on the other side of it. When we come over against the Pillar of Pompey, which stands to the South of the Town on this side the Khais, we find the Gate del Pepe or Site, which looks to the South-West and West; and then the Wall which is doubled inwards in this place, to make the Gate, continues on towards the South-West and West, as far as a New Castle, which seems to be very strong, and near to which, a little from the Gate del Pape, the Khais enters under the Wall into the conduits of the City, from which all have Water into their Cisterns by means of Pomeforges.

Afterwards the Wall turns sith west North, and passeth along the old Harbour, opposite to which, on the right hand, are to be seen the Aqueducs, which heretofore conveyed the Water of the Khais from the Castle of the old Harbour, to Beouker. Then the Wall runs sith east between North-East and North to the Water-Gate. We were two hours in going the compass of Alexandria, which reaches in length from East to West, but is very narrow.

**C H A P. III.**

Of what happened in the way from Alexandria to Sayde, and from Sayde to Damasceus.

Departure from Alexandria.

Parted from Alexandria on Thursday the twenty-eighth of February about nine of the clock in the morning in a Gernc or open Boat; but seeing the Wind was eale, and that we were became in the afternoon, we put in again to the Harbour of Beouker, which we had passed. On Board of that Gernc there was a Cook or Barbary who had long followed that course; and had a Ship of his own in Alexandria; That man who had seen a great many French men, and had had several of them in his power, would not believe that I was one; but assured me that one would always take me for a Leseimme, rather than a French man; I was not at all troubled to find that I was to well disguised, for in travelling through Turkey it is good to have so much of the Air of the Country, that we may not be taken for Strangers, unless we please. Next day about five of the clock in the morning we set out, and about ten of the clock entered the Channel of Nile, where we found a man in a Boat, who put us in our way; though there be Cane fixed at several distances; so that the Selves are, yet there is need of such a man for a guide; because the River bringing a great deal of sand with it, the passages are daily choked-up, which
which were navigable two hours before; and on the contrary, washing away
Ilands, which it had made, and which appeared to be out of reach of the Wa-
ter, it makes ways for Vellëls, in places where before one might have walked
dry fish; and this man's business is to found every hour of the day, that so
he may be able to throw the right Channel; and the Masters of the Gernes
pay him for his pains.

At noon we came to Roffeto, where I saw manner the of making Sorber, whilst
I said there. They made use of an hundred and fifty Rutes of Sugar broken
into small pieces, which they put into a great Kettle over a Fire, with a little
water to dissolve it, when it was ready to boil, they skimmed it, and poured
in five or six quarts more of water, to make the skimm rise better; they put it in
by spoonfuls, and wet the sides of the Kettle to cool them, Half an hour af-
ter they mingled a dozen whites of Eggs, with four or five quarts of water,
and having beat it with the water, all was poured into the Kettle
at four or five times, and then they began to skim again, till a little after, they
strained it through a Cloatb, and that they call clarifying of the Sugar. Af-
therwards they divided that Liquor into three parts, of which they put a third
into a great Kettle or Caldron over the fire; and seeing that Sugar from time
to time was like to boil over, they made it scald by throwing in two or three
Egg-fords full of Milk. When they knew it to be boiled enough, after it had
been an hour upon the fire, they took it off; it looked then very yellow, and
two men set a straining of it with wooden peels; so that the more they strained
it, as it grew cold it became the thicker and whiter. When it was a little
thickened, they put it into about two glass-fulls of the juice of Limon boiled,
as I shall tell you hereafter; then they stirred it again to mingle all well to-
gether, and a little after they put it into about two spoonfuls of Rose-water
in which some Musk had been dissolved, several adding thereto Ambergrises.
Then again they stirred it till it became like a Palse, and afterwards put it in
to Pots; the same they did with the other two parts. With an hundred and
fifty of these Rutes they filled twenty nine Pots; wherein they spent a little
Bottle of Rose-water, with Musk which cost a Crown. When they have a
mind to make it of a violet Colour, after the juice of Limon, they put of the
Syrup of Violets into it, which is made by pounding Violets with Sugar,
which they clear from the dregs. To make the juice of Limons, a great
many Limons are pressed, and the juice expressed, boiled in a Kettle; but the
Kettle must be full, and boil along while until the juice be reduced to
the quantity of five or seven quarts; in the mean time they burn above an hun-
dred weight of Wood, and cannot boil above two Kettle-fulls a day, that is,
above ten or twelve quarts; it is of a blackish red colour, sharp and bitter.

In the Defla, over against Roffeto and as far as, Domintes, there is plenty of
fine Fowl, which the people of the Country call Garden-Cocks, that is in
Arabic, Die ellas: they are as big as ordinary Pullers, having the Belly and
Wings of a violet colours and black below, the Head and Neck of a
violet colour, the Back greenish brown, a Tale like a Wood-Cock, which is
white underneat, a long Beak like a Parrot, and a little crooked, but of a
lovely red colour; it reaches from the Crown of the Head, where there is
a kind of a flat Plate of the same stuff, and all looks like Horn; their feet are
as big as Pullers feet, but longer and are red, but of a paler red than the
Beak; they keep in the Marites.

At Roffeto I found a bark bound for Baruth, but because there were Soldiers
ready to go to Canidia, they suffered no Sail to put out, lest the Chiriti
cans might have advice of it. At length the Soldiers being gone for Alexan-
dria, our bark, wherein the AGE of the Castle of Roffeto had a share, was
suffered privately to depart; So that Monday the nineteenth of March about
nine of the Clock in the Morning we put out. When we were almost at the
mouth of the River, we were forced to send out the Boat on head to drop an
Anchor several times, that so we might tow our selves, till about Noon being
got out of the River, with a West-South-West Wind we made all the sail we
could and bore away North East: Three hours after we steered an East and
be South course, the Wind having shifted about to South-West, though it was
so small that we were almost becalmed. In the Night-time we saw a great
deal
deal of Lightning at a distance from us, and then the Wind blowing frether from South, we stood away East-North-East. It is unsafe to me to give a relation of this Voyage, so much it vexed me, our Crew consist of fifteen men, who did nothing but sleep till Noon, and after they had quarrelled together at Dinner, fell a singing and playing, and would not vouchsafe to stir, too look out aloft, pump the ship, or to do any other service. All that I could get of them during the whole Voyage was once to pump the Vessel. They had nothing to throw out the Water with but the Neck of a Bottle, and if the Vessel made but the least Travel, they thought themselves lost. One Night when we had bad Weather, the Vessel rowling to and again, three or four times they were upon the point of launching the Boat, and foraking the Vessel, which stood in need of nothing, but a little Vigilance. They had no Sea-Cart to set off their Course by; and when I asked them where we were, they made me answer, that they could not tell, after so much racking. At every turn they said to me Allah Kerim, that's to say, God is great, telling me with all that once they had made that Voyage being but one Night out at Sea. Amongst them there was no distinction of Maiter, they jeered and abused one another openly, and no body could hinder it. The Reis never commanded any thing to be done, but with tears almost in his Eyes, and flapping with his foot like a Child; so that we seemed to be utterly lost; and indeed, they all made a fool of him, and imitating his voice bid one another do what he ordered, without starving in the least. In short I believe these Blades had never been at Sea in a storm, going and coming commonly, as they told me, in fair Weather.

Thursday and all Wednesday almoott, we had successively East and South-East Winds, which made us bear away North-North-East: at length on Wednesday about ten of the Clock at Night the Wind turned Westerly, and we bore away East-North-East.

Next day being exactly mid-day, the same Wind blew tempestuously, and the Sea being very rough, we rowled so as every moment we were like to be overfet: The sky was extremelly overcast on all hands, and amongst other fierce gults which we met with from time to time, we had one about half an hour after five in the Evening, wherein we had like to have been cast away. Seeing thes lazy Lubbers fire it a coming, they took the pains to furle the main sail, and left none abroad but the sprit-sail, whilst that from lasted we were darkened, as if we had been under some great Vault, it lasted almost half an hour with great violence, and in the mean time all were very silent. To what hand fowter we looked, we saw nothing but stormy Clouds, and this was still following us, notwithstanding when it was almoott spent, we made
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immediately we bore away East, and failed with Wind in due towards Acre, but having more but about half an hour of day, and it being impossible, all the diligence we could use, to come up with it, before it were an hour after Night, we raked about and stood North, for fear of running a ground. In the Night-time we had many furious gults, and a great deal of Lightning. A little before that great storme I have been mentioning fell, we saw about two hundred pieces from us a Flock of little red Birds flying, I thought at first that the reflection of the Sun made them look to be of that Colour; but seeing it continued so long as they were in sight, and that the Sun was overcast, I concluded that it must be their natural Colour.

Friday morning the two and twentieth of March we had still severall Flurries; however (the Weather clearing up a little) we steer'd our course East-North-East, and about Noon passed by Saide in our way to Baruth which is twenty miles distant from it. But when we were near the Cape of Baruth, the Wind choppington to North-West, we were forced to tack about and stand away South-South-West that we might put in to Saide, since we could not get to Baruth, and that was lucky for us; for we were told at Saide, that there was a Coaflan about Baruth, into whose hands we must have fallen if we had continued our course that way. So soon as I came aboard the Cuftomer who was in his Office, called me to him, and having asked me who I was, I told him I was a Frank, which he would not believe; until a Turk who understood
derstood Italian, having asked me what I was, and I answered him in the same language that I was a Frenchman, he acquainte[d] the Officer of the Cusurme-house with it. I went and lodged at the house of the Chevalier D'Ervon, who made me very welcome, and took the pains himself to go and see my things brought a shore which he cleared at the Cusurme-house without any cost to me: I received so many Civilities from him during my stay in that Town, that I wish I were able to publish all the World over, that he is one of the most gallant and obliging Gentlemen living.

Saide is a small Town very ill built, having a good Castle standing upon a Saide, Rock in the Sea, oppositeto the Town; it is an Island separated from the Land by a Bridge of ten or twelve Arches. The Port which is at the side of that Castle is inconsiderable, and there is another better close by the Town; but the Emir of Caridak being one day at Saide, and hearing that the Galley's which came for the Grand Seignior's money might serve him some ugly trick, he caused the Entry of it to be stopt up; to the end the incommodeu-
ness of the other Port might oblige them to hasten their departure. A few
steps from thence in a Garden, there is a little Chapel, in which there is a Tomb with two Stones erected over it; the People of the Country say it is the Sepulchre of Zachus, and that the distance of the two Stones shows the length of his Body; if it be so, he must have been a very proper man, for these Stones are about ten feet distant one from another. It is but three years since there was a Ban [or Bany] at Saide, formerly it was governed by a Pasha, but the Sanguin of Safet hath been annexed to Saide and its dependances, and both together erected into a Bafhalip. The day that I departed I saw the Banu enter the Town, he was attended by about three hundred Horse-men well mounted and armed, some with Carabines, and others with Bows, Arrows and Buckler, and all with a flable by their side: in the rear of the company there were a great many Players on Tymbrels, Hoboes, and such like Instruments; amongst the rest one kept time by knocking two little Plates of Copper one against another.

The chief Traffick of Saide consists in Silk, and therefore there is abundance of Mulberry-trees in the Fields about, and so soon as they can get but a little piece of a Rock, if they can make two fingers breadth of Earth hold upon it, there they plant a Mulberry-tree at Saide. I bargained with a Mou-
icro or Moukir to carry me to Damasces. Moucro comes from the Arabick word Kira, which signifies to let, to hire; as one would say a letter out of Beasts to hire. He was to furnish me with a Horse for my self, and two Mules, one for my Servant and another for my Baggage; besides he obliged himself to clear me of all the Coiffures, and I paid him sixteen Bockels and a half.

Tuesday the five and twentieth of March about eleven of the Clock in the Forenoon, I parted from Saide; we came to our lodging at Labrin about five a Clock in the Evening; we travelled all day long mounting through very good Corn-fields, and the rest of the ground by the road that was not sowed, was covered over with Daffadils and Purtzes in the blossom, with other like shrubs that yielded a very pleasant prospect. So soon as we were arri-
vied, a Tschuvar of Damasces, encamping hard by under a Tent, being infor-
mated of the Moucro that there was a Franck there, sent for me; and having treated me with Coffee, asked me if I had any relation to Monsieur Bermond a Surgeon of Marcellis, who negociated some Affairs at Damasces for the Merchants of Saide: I told him I was, without mentioning in what degree, for our Kindred is onely derived from the Patriarch Noah. He told me that he was his friend, and made me to understand several times, that if I had a mind to buy ashes, he would be my merchant; but all my answere was that I was too poor to be a Merchant, and that my business was to go to my Kindman.

Labrin is a miserable little Village, where we could not find lodging, and the best accommodation we had to lie in, was a little place at the end whereof there was a pane of a Wall; our Mules were made fast hard by, and we pos-
ed our selves near the Wall in the open Air.

Next day being Wednesday the twenty sixth of March, we parted about five in the Morning, the ground being frozen with a sharp cold Wind.
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way was bad and fill upwards; and we soon came in sight of a Castle upon a high hill before us, which is called Skheip, and is pretty large and square; it depends on Sefer which is but two days Journy from it: That Castle is strong by situation, for it is inaccessible, but yet was inhabited. We left it to the right, and went a great way to find out a descent into a place, from whence we saw a very deep Valley, where a River runs, which they call Leitani, that makes many turnings and windings; it is at least five fathom broad and very rapid. During a quarter of an hour we descended by a very dangerous way; for the last false step was enough to make one tumble down into the River, and that from a great height too. Being come down we kept along that Water, following the current, and a little from thence we crossed it upon a stone Bridge of two Archs, above three fathom high, which is called Hardala. There, Passengers pay a Piaftre and half a head, I mean the Christians, for Turks do not pay so much. Having pass'd the Bridge, we stood off a little from the Water, still ascending, and had in view the Hill that we had left on the other side, which appeared pleasant unto us than when we were upon it; for it was very high and straight and all covered over with Trees. After we had travelled about half an hour in ways where it would have been very dangerous to fall; we came just over against the Castle of Skheip, which is upon a very high and steep Hill: Some time after we came into a Plain, and an hour after to another far larger, but uncultivated and full of stones as the former was, though both looked very green. In this Plain we met a Caravan of Camels loaded each with a Mill-stone; I was told that these stones came from Oran, which is five days Journey from thence, and that they carried them to Seafe, to be transported into Egypt. Having pass'd that Plain, we came over bad way to a stone Bridge of three Archs lying over a Brook four or five fathom broad; when we had cross'd it, we mounted by a worse way, full of stones bad enough to make Mules that were not load'd to break their Necks: and that laded till we came to our Lodging at Baniyas, where we arrived two hours after, during all that way, beside stones we had a great many torrents and such dirty deep ground, that the Mules often stuck.

This Village of Baniyas is very inconsiderable, nevertheless when heretofore the Christians were Masters of it, it was a good Town: it lies at the foot of a Hill, on the top whereof there is a great Castle uninhabited; this place depends on the Batha of Damascus. We found no better Lodging here than the Night before, for having cross'd a square Court, we entered under a Vault two feet deep of Horrde-dung, and dust mingled together; our Lodging was appointed us in that place, and seeing the Court was vaulted all round, under which they had put the Mules, and a Caravan of Asses; we were so incommended there, that so soon as the Beasts began to stir, they rais'd a dust that spoil'd all the Victuals we had prepared to eat; all the pleasure we had, came from a little door that opened towards the side of a River that runs by it, and which is at least three fathom broad, but very shallow, though it be rapid: it is called the River of Baniyas.

Next morning about five a Clock, we left that nasty Lodging, and after about an hour's mounting upwards, turning by very bad ways, (though the Land about was sown,) we found our selves just opposite to our Lodging, having betwixt us and it a very deep Valley, agreeable by its verdure, and the many Trees it is filled with, which are watered by a River that runs through it. A little after we saw the Castle of Baniyas in its full extent, which is large and strong. We still mounted during the space of an hour by ways that were better than the former; but we had the lovely Valley always in sight, and on the road there were a great many Trees, which by their verdure and shade softened somewhat of the fatigue: The truth is there was no false step to be made there; because the way being very smooth and sloping to the very bottom of the Valley, one could not stop before he came to the bottom. By the way we found many wild Chestnut-trees withered and without leaves, and yet bearing their fruit. Having descended a little, we entered into a large Plain; and having pass'd it, and mounted a little amongst Trees, we found stony Plains, where it believed us to march an until about three of
the Clock after Noon, in the worst way imaginable; for they were all great
stones, amongst which there was no place for a Mule to set his foot. After
Noon it was a little better, but we saw no fowled Land, all the ground about
being full of a prodigious number of stones. Nevertheless our Monks
would needs have me believe that heretofore Vines had grown there: Indeed,
in several places there are still to be seen some Hovels like to Hen-houses, made
of stones piled one upon another, where it might be thought that they who
dressed the Vines retired; but since that time some Medusa's head must needs
have past over these grounds; or the Earth hath brought forth stones instead
of Grapes. Having travelled in this manner till towards three of the Clock in
the Afternoon; we found a Village called Kefarwezar, where, our Monks be-
ing in the humour totell stories, told me that, Heretofore Nomrod dwelt there,
and that from thence he shot Arrows against Heaven. We past that Village,
and having descended into a Valley, and then mounted a little up again, we
came to Village called Beitana, where we took up our Lodging in a noble
stable, for in it was a place of Earth raised two foot high, to make a separate
apartment for the men from the Bealls.

Next day being Friday the eight and twentieth of March we set out half an
hour after five in the Morning: At first we did nothing but mount and de-
cend during the space of two hours, afterwards we entered into a great plain
full of stones, except in some places that were low, and that plain reaches
as far as Damascus. There are many Villes in it, and at first we saw
one called Caima, about half a French League to the left of us: Then we
past near to another called Artous; a little after we perceived one to our
right hand named Mahamsa, and so a great many more: after that we left
the High-way that leads to the Town, and struck off to the left, till we came
to a great Village called Salama, and from thence to another named Saliha,
which was the Village of our Monks, where they would have had me to
lodge, had I not kept a great clatter with them; these Bealls go commonly
to that Village to change their Bealls. We went on then on our Journey,
and having past near to many Gardens, I arrived at Damascus about three
of the Clock after Noon: In all this Journey we saw but four Wolves of
a greyish white Colour, they were in company together, and seemed not at
all to be afraid of us; for instead of running away, they retreated at a foot
pace only: we saw also several Covies of Partridges.

C H A P. IV.

Of the City of Damascus.

After I had rested some days in Damascus, I resolved to view the City;
but before I undertook it, I took my necessary measures; and since one
must be afflicted by some that have power, I failed not to pay a visit to Topia
Bealls, who received me most courteously and civilly: I shall mention here-
after who this is, and the good Offices he did me.

The City of Damascus has eight Gates, to wit, the East-Gate, or Bab-
Charki, that looks on the South-side, along the Walls that are opposite to
the East: Bab-Tebnowr, that looks to the South: Bab-Jakeh that looks to the
West, but somewhat Southward: Bab-Choucaroua or Bab-Epsabi, that's to
say the Spacious Gate, because furniture necessary for Horse-men is sold there,
and it looks to the West: it is also called the Seraglio Gate, because it is opposite
to the Seraglio: Bab-Paboubech, so called, because it is the place where they
tell Emboutsch or shoes; it looks betwixt West and North; but somewhat
more towards the West: Bab-Fardis, that's to say, the Gate of Paradise,
which looks betwixt West and North, but more towards the North: Bab-
Salem or Gate of Peace, so called, because no duties are paid either entering.
in or going out at it, a Grand Seignior having given it that Privilege; it looks to the North: Lastly Bab-Thomas, which bears the Name of that Saint, because in the outside there is a ruinous Church adjoining to it, dedicated to St. Thomas; which looks to the North.

The Circuit of the Town.

I went round the City on the outside of the Walls, in an hour and a quarter walking pretty fast; but the Suburbs are as big again as the Town, and amongst others the Baboulah, whose Suburbs without the Gate Fabie reaches three or four Miles in length. It is called Baboulah, as one would say the divine Gate; because that way goes the present which is sent from Damasius to Mecha. In surounding the place I observed that the Walls are not to be seen on the outside, but from Bab-Tebouer palling before Bab-Charki, and then before Bab-Thomas, to Bab-jaloum, the roof being covered with Houtes from Bab-Tebouer, to Bab-Thomas the Walls are double, well built and very high, having few Battlements, flanked at several distances with good Towers, for the most part round; some are square, but of them there are but few. The Inner-walls are about four fathom high: The outer which are at some two fathoms distance from them, are about three fathom and a half high, and the space between is filled up with Earth near four or five foot thick. Before these Walls, there is a Ditch about five fathom broad, and two fathom, or two and a half deep.

I once measured the length of the City: that's to say, from Bab-Charki to Bab-Fabie which is the Straight-Street; I was a quarter of an hour in walking it, and reckoned two thousand one hundred paces.

Let us take a view of the particular places and things. That which first of all Travellers visit at Damasius, is the House of Ananias, which is inhabited by a Scheik: I went thither with some friends, and for some appurs we were suffered to enter in. Having passed the gate, and turned to the left hand, by fourteen steps we descended into a Cellar, which heretofore was a Church, sealed and paved with Mofaick work, of which some remains are still to be seen in the Pavements; at present it is a Mosque, and light enough to be so deep under ground: that place as they say, was the Chamber where Ananias lodged, when God commanded him to go to Saul; as it is related in the Acts of the Apostles.

Having visited that house, wherein there is nothing curious besides the Antiquity of it, we went to the Gate called Bab-Charki, that's to say the East Gate; it is likewise called St. Paul's Gate, because it is near the place where that Holy Apostle was let down from the walls in a Basket. At that Gate begins the Straight-Straight, mentioned in Holy Scripture, which reaches as far as the Gate Fabie.

When we were past that Gate we turned to the right hand, and having advanced a few paces; we saw in one of the Square Towers, which are in the City-Walls, about two fathom high, two Free-stones, on each of which there is a Flower-de-luce very well cut; there is a third with an Inscription in LyonsFranca; but the Characters are so worn out, that they cannot be read. Upon two other stones at the side of each Flower-de-luce, there are two Lions cut, and near to each Lion a great Thistle. Some will needs believe that the French built that Tower, which is not impossible; but it is more probable that the Turks have brought these stones ready cut and carved from Baniass, or some other place which had been poifed by the French, and which the Turks had demolished; for they are lazy enough, to choose rather to bring stones ready cut from a far, than to be at the pains to cut them up on the places. After that we saw in the Field about some hundreds of paces off, the places where the Christians and Jews are buried; every Religion however having their burying-place at some distance apart.

Being gone some paces from the Walls, we came to the place where St. George the Potter was stoned by the Jews, who accused him of having faved St. Paul. That place is, as it were, a Court, in the middle whereof is the Tomb of that Saint; it is of Free-stone, and covered with a little Pavillion in form of a Pyramid, and below there is a little opening, wherein the Christians commonly keep a burning Lamp; their Devotion is great at that place, and is even imitated by the Turks, who affirm as well as the Christians, that Miracles
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Miracles are daily wrought there, and that several sick Turks, having spent a Night in that place, have next Morning come out in perfect health: On that Saint’s Holy day, many People, Men, Women and Children, aswell Turks as Christians repair to that Tomb. At the entrance into the Court where it is, on the left hand, there is a place designed for burying of those who die for the Faith of Jesus Christ; and when any Christian departs, his body is first brought to that place, where having paid the office for the dead, it is carried to the place appointed for its burial.

Being come out of that place we kept the road along the City-Walls; and shortly after came to the place where St. Paul was let down in a Basket over the Wall. There is a Gate there which the Turks have walled up, because they are persuaded that the City will be taken but by that Gate; and over it they have put a great Stone with some lines in Arabick cut on it, intimating that that is the place where St. Paul the Apostle of Jesus came down to save himself from the Jews.

Afterwards we returned into the City by the Gate called Bab-Tebaiour, we went into the Street-street, and following it, came into a very large fair Babassar, covered with a high ridged Timber-roof, and full of shops on both sides; it is called the Babassar of Stuffs because notthing else is sold there; and I learned by the by that the Roat of Damascen is a weight answering to five French pounds.

Having crossed over half of that Babassar, which is very long, we struck off to the left hand, and through a little street went to the house of Judas, which is close by; where it is believed in that Country that St. Paul lay hid three days, and that Ananias went to him there. We went into that house, which was hereafter a fair and large Church, and there is still to be seen a lovely Iron-Gate through which we passed; and then came into a little Chamber, where the Tomb of Ananias was, raised against the Wall, over which there is a green Cloath, and on it Arabick Letters stitched; I read them, and found these words, Vob Allah, e Ahmed vnaus, that is, the Holy God Ahmed sleeping or buried here. The Turks have a great respect for it, and they have taken that house, because of the profite they make out of the French, who give them somewhat when they go thither.

We then returned into the Babassar of Stuffs, or the Straight-street, and on the left hand from thence, we came near to a Gate, which separates that Babassar of Stuffs, from another Babassar at the end of it, where there is a Fountain, with the Water whereof, (they say,) Ananias baptized St. Paul: Having passed that Gate, we entered into another Babassar, which is still in the Straight-street, the beginning of which is covered with a high ridged Roof, and the rest with a flat, supported with round Joists: They sell stuffs there also. At length we came to the City-Gate called Bab-Jable where the Straight-street ends.

Having without it, turned a few steps to the left hand, we were got into a large Babassar, where they sell wooden Boxes. This is the largest Babassar of all; it has a high ridged Timber Roof, upheld by several great stone-Arches at convenient Distances: That place is called Siémine from the Name of a Basha of Damascen named Siémine, who built it, as he did many other fair publick Fabricks in several parts of Turkey, and all his Works bear his Name.

As you enter into that Babassar without the Gate, you see the green Mojque, so called because it had a Scepe faced with green glazed Bricks, which renders it very resplendent; it is covered on the Top with a Pavillon of the same stuff, except the Spire of the Scepe which is covered with lead. We passed before the door of that Mojque, and I saw during the short time that I durst consider it, a large Court, paved with lovely Stones, with a Basin or Fountain of Water in the middle; at the end of that Court there is a Pottico supported by eight Marble-Pillars of the Corinthian Order, of which the first middlemost are charmed; these Eight Pillars uphold so many little domes leaded over, that cover the Pottico, through which they enter into the Mojque by three doors. It hath a large Dome covered over with lead, and on the West side, there is a Scepe or Minaret faced in the same manner, and covered with a Pavillon of the same matter.
The Turks say that this Mosque was made in that place, because that Mahomet being come so far, would not enter the Town, saying it was too delicious; and that he might suddenly remove from it, he set one foot upon a hill that is not far from it, whereon there is a little Tower, and from thence made but one leap to Mecca; that's the reason why they have covered that Mosque with green, which is the Colour of this false Prophet. Others confess indeed, that Mahomet came as far as that place, and would not enter the Town, but they say that it was Holy who made that fair leap: However it be, they call Damascus Chamscherif, that is to say Noble Damascus, because Mahomet came thither.

From thence we advanced to the City-Walls, and coming along the Serraglio Street; we saw to the left hand a fair Tomb made in fashion of a Dome, several fathom high, and covered with lead, next to that there is a lovely Mosque with a Court; it front's the North, and at the end of the Court, there is a Portico supported by six Pillars, by which they enter into the Mosque, which is covered with a very large Dome, having one left on each side; they are all three covered with lead: Its Founder was a Basha called Hanfan, who at his death left money to build that Mosque, and his own Tomb.

Going forward we came to a place of the Street, where on the left hand stands the Basha's Serraglio, which seems pretty enough. Over the Gate there is a Pavilion in form of a Pyramid, but it is only of Earth and not faced; it is the appartment of the Basha's Kinya, and the Castle is on the right hand. The Gate called Bab-Esphah, or Bab-Bazar-Esphah is in this place.

We entered the Town, and went along by the Castle, which was on our left hand, the Ditch wherein there is Water being bewill'd; That Castle serves for a Wall to the Town on that side, and it reaches almost to the Gate of Pakoutches; it is a large square well built fabric of Free-stone Table cut; the Walls of it are very high, and at certain distances there are large high Tower, built as the rest are, and very near one another. Having walked along that side, we went along the second side, which serves also for a Wall to the Town: There we saw a stone-Chain made of a single Stone, though it consists of several Links cut one within another; it is fastened very high to the Wall; There was another Chain longer than this, but six years ago it was broken down by foul Weather, and fell into the Ditch.

From thence we passed by the Gate of the Castle, where we saw some Cannon that defend the entry of it; then we went to the Market-place of Pakoutches, and having crossed it, we went through little Streets to one where there are two Mosques, in which are the Sepulchres of some Kings of Damascus, having been formerly the Churches of the Christians. There is no seeing into one of them, but we looked into the other through lovely Grates of well polished Steel. This Mosque is completely round, and covered with a lovely Dome of Free-stone, in which there are several Windows all round; it is faced in the inside with Marble of various Colours, from the Pavement to the height of three fathoms or thereabouts, and from thence up to the Windows; there are several fair Paints of Churches and Trees after the Mosack way. In the middle of the Mosque there are two Tombs one by another, upon a Floor of Marble raised about a Foot and a half high; these Tombs are of Cedar-wood very well wrought; they are about four or five Foot high, and ridged. They say that the one contains the Body of King Dar, who being a Christian turned Turk, and persecuted the Christians cruelly; and the Turks affirm that no Candle nor Lamp can be kept lighted there; it is certain that both times I pass that way, I saw none. Near to these Tombs there are some Alcorans chained to desks of the same manner the Tombs are of, and though all the times I passed that way, I saw no body at them, yet I imagine that there are men hired to read the Alcoran for the Souls of these Kings, according to the Custome of the great Lords of the Mahometan Religion, who commonly at their death leave great Estates for performing such Prayers.

Having considered this Mosque as much as we could, we came to another which is called the great Mosque. I took several turns about it to see it by the doors which were open; for a Christian dares not set foot within it, nor stand at the door neither. Some Turks offered indeed, to take me in with a Turkish Turban on my head, but I would not embrace that offer; for had I
been known I must have died, since, by God's Assistance, I would not renounce my Faith. On the West-side they enter that Mosque by two great brazen Gates, near four fathom high, which are very well wrought, and full of odd Figures; in the middle of each of them there is a Chalice well cut. By the doors I saw the breadth of that Mosque, which may be about eighteen fathom; it hath two ranges of large thick Pillars of grey Marble, of the Corinthian Order, which divide it into three Iles; and of all these Pillars each two support an Arch, over which are two little Arches, separated by small Pillars, which look much like Windows: The Pavements is all of lovely stones that shine like Looking-glass. That great Mosque which reaches from East to West, is covered with a sharp ridged wooden Roof, and hath a very large Dome in the middle; but on the North-side, at the place where that Dome is largest, there are little arched Windows all round; and from these Windows three or four foot higher, which are also their height, it is faced with green Stone glazed, which makes a lovely object to the right, and the rest is rough cast with Lime.

On each side of the Front of the Mosque, there is a square Steeple, with Windows like to ours; but the higher and larger is on the East-side; and they say it was made when that Church was first built, which since hath been converted into a Mosque. The Turks affirm that Fesus is to return into this World by that Steeple. There is a third Steeple behind the Dome, which is diametrically opposite to that of the Mezlar, and this last is round, and hath been built by the Turks, as well as the other less square one. One Night of the Ramadan; I went upon the Terrass-walks, to the Windows of that Mosque, which are made like the Windows of our Churches, and have panes of glass set in Plaister which are wrought into Figures. I looked in through a quarry of one of these Windows, from whence I saw the end of the Mosque, which I could not through the others, because on the outside they have wire Lattices. There, by the Lamp-light I perceived in the Kehlay which is exposed to the South, a hole grated over with gilt Iron, where in they say the Head of St. Zachary is kept, I could see no more of the Ornaments except the Lamps, which are in great Number, and the Pillars I mentioned.

Besides the two ranges of Pillars which are in the Body of the Mosque to the Number of six and thirty, eighteen to each rank, there are at least three-score more, as well in the Court as at the Portico which makes the Entries into the Court. Take this account of what I could observe of that Court, its Porches and of all the outside of the Mosque, having taken several turns round it.

On the West-side there are three Brazen Gates embellished with several Works; and before these Gates within the Court, there is a Portico divided into two Alleys, by eight great Pillars, of which four are in length and four in breadth; and these Pillars support Arches, over which there are two other little Arches, made in form of Windows separated by a little Pillar. That Portico leads into the Court, which is very spacious and large, and all paved with great shining Marble-stones, as the Mosque and Portico's are. Towards the end of the Court there is a kind of a little Chappel, with a Dome covered with lead, which is supported by several Marble-Pillars, and they say it was the Font. From that Entry on the West, one may see the East Gate at the farther End of the Court, and on the right hand the Body of the Mosque.

On the South-side, at the Bazar of the Pick (so called because Clouth is Pick a measure much about two thirds of a French Anne;) there is an Entry into the Mosque, and two lovely Gates overlaid with Brac, with Chalices cut in the middle of each of them.

On the East-side, there are three Brass-Gates, and a Portico like to that I have been speaking of, and there a Court, towards the end of which, near the West-Gate, there is another kind of Chappel, much higher than that on the East-side, which is supported and covered in the same manner; and from that Gate, one sees the West-Gate, and then the Mosque is on the left hand.
On the North-side there is also a Brazen gate, by which they enter into the Court, and then have the side of the Mosque opposite unto them: In the Wall of this side there are several Windows after the fashion of the Windows of our Churches; but they begin three or four foot from the ground, and are glazed and leticed with wire on the outside. There is in that Court also a reservoir of water under a Cupola, supported by several Pillars, and besides that, a Lanthorn supported only by two. This is all that I could observe of this Mosque.

One day I went out of the Town by the gate called Bab-Thomas, and close by it I saw the Church dedicated to St Thomas. The door of it was shut, because it is all ruinous in the inside, and looks more like a Garden than a Church, being uncovered and full of Herbs. Nevertheless there still remains a kind of a portail, which is a Cellar supported by two Pillars, but besides that these Pillars lay not above a foot beneath the Capital, they are sunk into the Wall: Underneath there are three other Ceilings supported by three Pillars on each side, and the lintel of the door is also supported by a Pillar on each side; all these Pillars are of Marble and Chamfered. Over-against that Gate there is a little round Tower made like a Chefs-board, for it is built of small Stones about half a foot square, and placed in such a manner, that next to each stone there is a square hole of the same bigness, and so alternately all over. That Tower is called the Tower of heads, because a few years ago several Druses Robbers on the High-way, who were briskly pursued, being taken, were put to death and their heads placed in these holes, so that they were all filled with them.

From thence we turned to the left, and keeping a long the walls, we came to a Mosque, which (they say) was a Temple of Serapis. Nevertheless it is pretended that the Body of St. Simon Stilites rests there, having been brought thither from Antioch. However it be, the Turks say that the Mussul canons cannot call to prayers there as at other Mosques, and that when he offers his Sacrifice, they have a great Veneration for it, and I was told that one day a Venetian having corrupted the Servants of the Sheik who has the charge of that place with money, would have taken away the Body of St. Simon, to carry it to Venice; but that the Sheik having had some suspicion of it, made that Venetian pay a great mulct of several thousand Crowns, and since that time, they have caused a Grate to be made over the Sepulchre of that Body, besides, there are always Sheikhs there reading the Aqurans.

From that Temple we went to a place, where three Rivers that run through Damocetus meet at the end of the Town, and turn Water-mills. We next went to the Spittle of Lepers which is besett with the Gates Bab-Thomas and Bab-Charki, but nearer and almost close by this last; it is but a few paces distant from the City-Walls. The People of the Country say that it is the same Hospiral, which Naaman Lieutenant of the King of Damascus built for Gehazi the Servant of the Prophet Elisha, whose History is recorded in the fifth Chapter of the second Book of Kings. This Hospiral hath great Revenues.

Being come back again into the Town, in the Taylers street, I saw through an Iron-grate, a Room where there are two Bodies, which the Mahometans say are the Bodies of two Saints of their Law. A little farther there is another where there is also a Body to which they render the same honours, I could not learn the Names of these false Saints.

There are a great many lovely Fountains in Damocetus, and among others that which is opposite to the gate of the great Mosque that looks to the East, and covered with a Dome almost flat. It is a round Baillon, of about two for-ath in Diameter; in the middle whereof there is a Pipe, that throws up a great deal of Water at a time, and with so much force that it spouts up almost as high as the Dome; and if they pleased they might easily make it play higher, because the source lies far above it in level.

CHAP.
C H A P. V.

A Continuation of Observations at Damascus.

Having taken a resolution, whilst I was at Damascus, to see what was most curious and worth the seeing in the Country about it; I made an appointment with some Friends to go to the place which is called the Forty Martyrs. We went out of the City by the Servaglio gate, and crossing the horse-Market, kept our way along, a fair, broad and long paved Street, which does not a little resemble the Avenue of the Porta di Popolo at Rome: It led us almost to the Village called Salam Crache: Having passed this we went up a very rough and barren Hill, being nothing but a natural Rock. It behoved us to alight from our Asles and march on foot; ascending by ways so steep that they were almost perpendicular. With much trouble, at length we came to the place of the forty Martyrs, distant from the City a good half League; I, never in my life-time mounted a steeper Hill. There is a little house on it, where a Scobek liveth, who led us into a Grotto hollowed in the Rock; where he shewed us a place, where it is said Elias fasted sometimes, and was fed by a Raven. In a hole hard by, he shewed us the place where the People of the Country say, the forty Martyrs are buried; but no Tomb, Bones, nor Ashes are to be seen there. He shewed us besides in the Roof of that Grott, (which is a natural Rock, very hard, and like to Pie-coal, from which much water drops,) the figure of a hand, which they say is the hand of Elias, but which is indeed, no more but the Veines of the Rock, which represents (but very imperfectly) long and great fingers, to the number of more than five or six; and I cannot pretend if ever Elias was there. As to the forty Martyrs, this is the story they tell of them. A Jewish Child having secretly left his Excrements in a Mouque; the King or Bâleb being informed next Morning that such a Packet had been found there, was highly enraged, and caused enquiry to be made after the Author. The Jew who was an Enemy to the Christians, told him that he knew for a certain that they had done it in contempt of his Religion; whereupon he caused them all to be put into prison, and some time after forty of them, out of a charitable zeal to save the rest, confessed themselves guilty of the pretended Crime; upon which he caused all the forty to be put to death, though he knew very well they could not all have been guilty. Upon the same hill, (but at some hundreds of paces from thence,) is the place of the seven Sleepers, as the People of the Country think. There they shewed a Grotto where there are seven holes stopp’d; nay some say that they sleep there still; but in relating these things they confound so many Histories, that it is very hard to know the truth of what they believe: We came back to the Town by the Gate of Paboncles.

To have a full view of Damascus, one must go to that place of the forty Martyrs. It lies towards the middle of a Mountain that is to the North of the City, is long and narrow, and reaches from East to West; to the East it draws into a point, and at the West-end is the Suburbs called Bab-Ulhab, which I mentioned before, reaching in length above three or four Miles Westward.

This City is in the middle of a spacious Plain, on all hands surrounded with Hills, but all distant from the Town almost out of sight; those on the North-side (is where that of the forty Martyrs,) are the nearest. On the North-side it hath a great many Gardens full of Trees, and most Fruit-trees; these Gardens take up the ground from the Hill of the forty Martyrs even to the Town; so that at a distance it seems to be a Forest.
Another day I went by the Bagoss Serraglio, and having advanced a little North-wards, in the first street to the left hand, I found a Moqeege which had formerly been a Church dedicated to St. Nicholas; I entered it, and found it to have been a very large and stately Church, with a spacious Court, enveloped by a Cloyster, whereof the Arches are supported by many great marble-Pillars. All that Cloyster and Court, which is full paved with large fair Stones belonged to the Church, with a great space enclosed and covered, which they have changed into a Moque; and they have demolished all the Vaults which covered that which I call the Court, and brought into it: one of the Rivers of Damascus called Banias that runs through the length of it, there they load the Camels that are to go to Mecca with Water; and for that end alone they have brought the Courie of the River that way: There are a great many Trees also in it which render it a very pleasant place.

Being come out of that Court I went to the Dervishees, which are a little farther on the same side: They are very well lodged, and have several Gardens through which the River Banias runs, before it reaches the Church of St. Nicholas. The Name of Dervishees is made up of two Persian words, to wit, of Der, which signifies Dear, and Veh signifying Threshold, as if one should say the threshold of the door. Their founder took that Name, to intimate that his design was that that order should particularly make profession of humility, by comparing themselves to the threshold of a door that all People tread upon.

Having viewed that house I kept on my way, and came to the Green of Damascus that is not far from it. It is a large Field or Grave-plat which they call the Midan, encompassed on all hands with Gardens, and the River Banias runs through it. About the middle of it there is a little Pillar in the ground, about four foot high, and they say that that is the place where God made the first Man. It is a very pleasant place, and therefore when any Person of Quality passes by Damascus he pitches his Tent there.

When I was come into that field, I turned to the right, and entered into the Morestan, which is at the middle of one of the sides of that field. I found myself in a square Cloyster, covered with little Domes, supported by marble Pillars, the first bates of which are of Brains; on the side I entered at, and just opposite unto it, there are Chambers for receiving Pilgrims of whatsoever Religion they be. Every Chamber is covered with a great Dome, and hath its Chimney, two Pelves, and two Windows, to wit: one towards the Green, and one on the other side. The Cloyster has twice as many Domes as the Chambers have, the side on the right hand is appointed for Kitchens, where there are many great Kettles, wherein daily, and even during the Ramadan, they boil Pate, and other such Food, which they distribute amongst all that come of whatsoever Religion they be. On the side opposite to the Kitchens is the Mosque, and before it a lovely Parice, covered with Domes, as the rest of the Cloyster is, but they are somewhat higher, and supported by more lofty Pillars. This Mosque is covered with a very great Dome, having a lovely Minaret on each side, and all these Domes and Minaret are covered with Lead. Within the Green there is a Fair Garden along the sides of the Cloyster, where many Trees are planted; it is railed with rails of Wood on the four sides of it, which are five or six foot high; so that it leaves in the middle a large Square paved with fair Free-Stone, wherein there is a Bafoon of an oblong Figure, or rather a very large Canal, through which the River Banias runs. This Hospital was built by Soliman the second who took Rhodes, for the accommodation of poor Pilgrims of all Religions; and when I was there, there were a great many Persons who were already come to perform the Pilgrimage of Mecca. I went out of that Hospital by the opposite side to that which I entered it; and on the left hand I saw the Snables where the Pilgrims Hospes are put, if they have any. Pursuing my way I found to the right hand another Cloyster of the same Architecture as the former, and which belongs to the same Hospital; it is for poor Scholars, and hath also its Moquege.

Being come out of the Morestan, and going straight forwards, I went along a street, where on each side are little Chambers for poor Pilgrims also, and...
over head Rooms for the Women Pilgrims. Then I came to a great House, which hath a square Court, where they make the Bisket for Meba; and there I saw several hundred Sacks full, though it was as yet three Weeks to the time of their setting out upon the Journey: They made this Provision, because it is the custom, that at Damascus two hundred Camels are loaded with Biskets, and as many with Water at the Grand Seignior's expences, to be distributed in Charity amongst the poor Pilgrims on the way.

Keeping on my way I crost the Horse Market, where stands a great stone, between four and five foot high, about three foot broad, and half a foot thick, wherein some lines in Arabic are cut, but so worn out that they cannot be read but with great difficulty; the meaning of them is that when this stone shall be covered with water, then Damascus will be taken. Nevertheless Monseur de Bernand who conducted me to these places, told me that some years before he had seen so great an inundation, that he believed the stone was covered with water; at least as far as he could perceive from a high place pretty near, from whence he discovered all that Market-place, and could not see the stone; near to which many Franciscan Friars were here before put to death for the faith.

We came in the next place to the bazar of Horse-saddles; it is so called, because that is the onely Commodity sold there; having advanced a little into it, we saw on the left hand the great Bagnio which I shall describe: then we entered into the City again by the Gate of Babouche; on both sides of that Gate there is a great Flower-de-luce cut in the Stone. We passed by the Gate called Bab-Pardeh which was to our left, on our way to Bab-Salem, without which, but close by it, is the conjunction of three Rivers; this is an extraordinary pleasant place. Keeping full along the side of the Wall, we entered the City again by the Gate called Bab-Thoma, and returned to our Lodging.

All the Coffee-houses of Damascus are fair, and have much water, but the fairest of all are in the Suburbs. Amongst the rest that which is in the Sinanis of Damascus and is called the great Coffee-house, because of its vast extent, is very delightful, by reason of the many Water-works that are in Bafons full of Water there. That which is near the Serraggio Gate and is called the Bridge Coffee-house, because it is near a Bridge upon the River, is so much the more delicious that the River borders it on one side, and that there are Trees all along before it, under the shade of which they who are upon the Mafface of the Coffee-house have a pleasante fresh Air, and the view of the River running below them. The Coffee-house of the two Rivers which is near the Gate of the Faboche, and where the length of the Castle ends, is also fair and large; two Rivers pass by it, which at the end of a great covered Hall, makes a little Island full of Roche-bushes and other Plants, whereof the verdure and various Colours, with the smell of the Flowers delight at the same time several senses, and give a great deal of agreeableness to a Conversation with others; it is a place advantageous. For you must know that these Rivers which I call little, are at least four fathom broad, and commonly five or six. All know what a Coffee-berry is, from which these places take their denomination; I have spoken of it in my former Travels, and shall only add in this place that I learned of the qualities of that drink, to wit, that being drank very hot, it clears the head of vapours, moderately hot it binds up the body, and cold it is laxative.

At Damascus there are Capucins, and Monks of the holy Land, whose houses are near to one another in the quarter of the Maronites, and put over against their Church, where also they say Mass; because each of these orders have their Chappel there. There are Jesuits also in that City, but they live a pretty way from thence in the quarter of the Greeks, and celebrate in their own house.

I stayed four and twenty days in Damascus, but could have been willing not to have stayed so long because of the troubles I was threatened with. A false report being spread about the Town, by the malice of some, and perhaps of a Servant whom I had turned away, that I had thirty thousand Chequins with me; all ways were used to map some of these pretended Chequins: and
and for that end (as I had information) the Capicules or Fanisaries lay several times in wait to arrest me upon some false pretext: nay the same Chebaragi whom I met upon the Rode as I came from Saide, having sent for Monsieur Bermond a French Merchant, who was his friend, told him, perhaps to pump him, that I had told him I was his Kinsman, but that, in short, he knew I was a great and rich Lord, and that I should look to my feet, because several threatened me, and that he would serve me, for his sake, if I stood in need of it. This report daily increasing and I being very well known by face, the only remedy I had was to leave Damascus: but see there was no opportunity of a Caravan, I could not be delivered by that means, so soon as I could have wished, and I was forced to resolve to keep within Doore, or at least not to stir abroad but as little as I could, whilst I stayed for the occasion of one Caravan; I could not doubt of the danger I was in, especially when I knew that they watched the Reverend Father George a Jesuit, who amongst other kindneashe he showed me, took the pains to come and teach me the use of the Astrolabe, which obliged us for the future to correspond only by Letters: Notwithstanding all these cautions my Quality and Purse augmented daily in the mouths of the people. In the mean time as luck would have it, the night before my departure, I had an express from Monsieur Bertet, one of the chief Merchants of Aleppo, upon occasion of my writing to him, to give me notice when there was a Caravan ready to part for Bagdad. In a trice all the Town knew of the coming of this Man, though it was in the night-time, and every one said, that he was come for all the Franks; but next morning the rumour run that it was only for that Frank who was so rich; and a Turk told me, that there were some fools enough, to affirm I was the King of France his Brother. Seeing these honours exceedingly displeased me, and that I understood there was a Caravan ready to depart, I bargained with a Moulec to conduct me to Aleppo, to carry my Baggage and pay the Caffares: we agreed for thirteen Bonuelles which was very cheap; and we were to be gone with the Caravan that carried the Hanou of the powder of Cerre to Constantinople, of which there was an hundred and fifty load, of three-score and ten, or four-score Daguies a piece, carried on Camels and Mules: That Caravan was commanded by an Aga, and was to be guarded by fifty or three-score Troopers; so that being informed that it would consist of at least, two hundred Men, Malters and Servants, I was very glad I had the fortune to meet with it.

Having ordered my baggage to be loaded, I went to take my leave of father George, and as I came out of his house, I perceived all the Terrasses full of Women gathered together to see me as I pass'd; then I went to wait on the Seignior Michael Topgi to thank him for all the Civilities he had shown me at Damascus, and to bid him fare well: That gallant man would needs continue me his favour to the last, and gave me two Letters one in Arabick and the other in Turkish, in form of a Paes-port, to all the Lords and Governours from Damascus to Bagdad: In these Letters he said I was his Brother, and called me Francis the Gunner; I cannot tell if I could have answered that Character if an occasion had offered. And being afraid they might stop me or offer me some affront, he obliged me to take horse at his Gate, though I pray'd him to let me walk on foot, because Christians dare not ride through the Town on horse back; but he would have it so, and gave me two horse-men to serve me for a guard, commanding them to pass through the City the one before and the other behind me, and so to convey me safe to my first Nights Lodging, which they very civilly performed.

Since that I had notice by Letters that the Basha's Lieutenant had demanded a present from our Monks, and Monsieur Bermond; but that the Seignior Michael having told him that no presents were given, where there was no consul, he relented satisfied; and they all believed that that man had demanded a present, only because he thought that I was full at Damascus.

This Topgi Basha, though he call himself a French-man, is a Condidor, who having rendered considerable services to Sultan Amurat in the Artillery at the taking of Bagdad, that Prince gave him in recompence a good Village in Temas, and many fair Privileges, amongst others that of riding on horse-back through the Towns.
Part II. Travels into the Levant.

Towns, though in several Towns the Christians have not that permission, and he is Peer to the great Lords of the Country. He is obliged yearly to go visit the Fortifications of Bagdad, and he marchest over the Desarts with colours displayed, having two small Field pieces with him, to terrify the Arabsians, amongst whom he lives at difference; and at every Town he takes Soldiers entertained purposely for his guard to convey him to the next Town, where he takes others, and so on till he comes to Bagdad: These Arabs cannot endure him, because he treats them somewhat rudely, but when he knows that they wait for him in one place, he takes up his Lodging at another; not but that they could kill him if they had a mind to it, for a Kinsman of his told me, that one day in a little skirmish he had with them, which was only with Stones and Cudgels, though some shot were fired, an Arabian Scheick, presented his Lance three times between his Shoulders, satisfying himself to let him see that it was in his power to have killed him: However they dare not do it, for they know very well that if they did, so many Soldiers would be sent out against them, that they would be utterly rooted out, if they did not flee the Country. Their Arabs are notorious Robbers, and have not degenerated from their Ancestors the Saracins, who without doubt were so called, because of the trade they followed. This brave man for whom the Capucins have procured the King's commission to be French Consul at Bagdad, protects them as far as his credit can go, nay and is very willing to be reckoned a Frenchman by the Turks; but he is somewhat haughty, and a French that is newly arrived must go and visit him, if he would win his favour, and make him some small present of Europe, which he values more for its novelty and the manner that it is made to him, than for its worth, and then he is wholly at his devotion; whereas if he should fail to go and visit him, he might receive bad Offices from him, it being in his power to do them many ways. He made it very evident in my time that his protection was not unprofitable, nor only on my own account, in ordering a Fanistary to wait on me, when I went to see him, in the danger I was in of being arrested by the Capucins, but also upon account of our Religious; for the Capucins of the Christians quarter, who yearly at Easter pretend to somewhat from the Mourners, being unable to raise anything from them because of their Poverty, (which is so great, that when I came to Damascus, it was said there Curat had been a long while in Prison for three Piastres,) would needs have had that money from the Franks, because they say Mais in the same Church, but the Topaz hindered it, and got the Father presidem whom the Capucins put several times into Prison, always to be set at liberty again, nay he went so far, that the Bull being set upon the Capucin's House, so soon as he came to hear it, he carried the Cady along with him, and caused it to be taken off.

These Capucins of Damascus, are those who elsewhere are called Capucins, of whom there are three or four thousand at Damascus sometimes Fifty thousand more, sometimes less, and there are about fifty thousand of them dispersed over the Empire, of whom there are twelve thousand at Constantinople, fix thousand at Bagdad, as many at Cairo, and as many at Buda, and these fifty thousand Fanistas are to be reckoned amongst the three hundred thousand Men, whom, (as it is said,) the Grand Seigneur keeps in constant pay.

Before I wholly leave Damascus, I must mention some remarks which I made, though there be no coherence of matter nor order amongst them, for instance: In these Quarters and in the rest of Turkey, they suffer no body to ride on Horse-back with both Legs on one side, as Ladies did in France, when I left it: the reason of that odd order is, because the Turks believe that two Gyants Beg and Magog who were Rebels against God, rode in that manner; they are so prejudiced with that false Zelah, that so soon as they see any body in that posture they hurk stones at him till he has altered his way of sitting.

At Damascus and Aleppo, when they would whiten their Walls with Lime, they cut hemp into small bits, and mingle it with moistened Lime, which they daw the Wall over with, where it would not hold without the hemp, because the Walls are only of Earth.

The poverty of the Maronites, The prosperous condition of the Capucins.
I observed at Damascns, that the Turks leave a hole of three fingers breadth in diameter on the top of their Tombs, where there is a Channel of Earth over the dead body: That serves to cool the dead; for the Women going thither on Thursday to pray, which they never fail to do every Week, they pour in water by that hole to refresh them and quench their thirst, and at the end of the grave stick in a large branch of Box, which they carry with them purposely, and leave it there to keep the dead cold. They have another no leas pleasant custom: and that is, when a Woman hath lost her husband, she still asks his counsel about her affairs. For instance, a Woman, sometimes two years after her husband's death, will go to his grave, and tell him that such a person hath wronged her, or that such a Man would marry her, and thereupon asks his counsel what she should do: having done so, she returns home expecting the answer, which her late husband fails not to come and give her the Night following, and always conform to the Wifid's advice.

It is a pretty ridiculous thing too, to see the Mourning which the Women at Damascus appear in, at the death of their relations, and even the Christian women. I had that diversion one Evening about eight o clock at Night when I was at the Capucin's gate. I perceived several Maronite women returning from the lodging of one of their relations, who died three hours before, there was above twenty of them, and they made a great deal of noise, some singing, and others crying, knocking their breasts with their hands joined together, and two Men carried each a Candle to light them. When they were over against the Maronites Church, which is before the house of the Capucins, they stop, and put themselves in a ring, where for a long time they shapt the fingers of the right hand, as if they had been Cattanes, against one anothers Nozes, keeping time to the song they sung, as if they rejoiced, whilist some of them from time to time howled and cried like mad Women: At length having performed that Music a pretty long while, they made many bows to the East lifting up the right hand to their head, and then slopping it down to the ground; having done so they marched forward, with the same Music as before.

At Damascus and almost all Turkish over, they thresh not the Corn; but after it is cut down, they put it up in heaps, and round the heap, they spread some of it four or five foot broad, and two foot thick: This being done they have a kind of sled made of four pieces of Timber in square, two of which serve for an Axle-tree to two great rollers, whose ends enter into these two pieces of Timber, so as that they easily turn in them; round each of these rollers there are three Iron-pinsions about half a foot thick, and a foot in diameter; these pinsions are all of teeth like so many saws; there is a seat placed upon the two chief pieces of Timber, where a man sits, and drives the horses that draw this Machine round upon the lay of Corn that is two foot thick, and that cutting the straw very small makes the Corn come out of the ear without breaking it, for it slides between the teeth of the Iron. When the straw is well cut, they put in more, and then separate the Corn from that haffed Straw, by tolling all up together in the Air with a wooden shovel; for the Wind blows the Straw a little aside, and the Corn alone falls freight down: They feed their Horses with that cut Straw. In some places, that Machine is different, as I have seen in Mesopotamia; where in stead of these pinsions round the rowler, they have many pegs of Iron about six Inches long, and three broad, almost in the shape of wedges, but somewhat broader below than above, fastened without any order into the rowlers; some freight and others cross ways; and this Engine is covered with Boards over the Irons, whereon he that drives the Horses sits, for he has no other seat to sit upon, they take the same course in Persia; nevertheless in some places they cut not the Straw, but only make Oxen or Horses tread out the Corn with their feet, which they separate from the Straw as I have said.

Of all the Corn which they prepare in this manner, barley is the onely grain they feed their Horses with: In the Morning they give every Hore an Ogoe of that barley, and four at Night which they mingle with cut Straw, and
and that's all they have the whole day: In Persia the Horses have Barley only at Night, but in the Day-time they give them a Sack of Straw.

Let us now see how they make Butter at Damascus, which is the same way as Turkey over. They faften the two ends of a stick to the two hind feet of a Vessel, that's to say, each end of the stick to each foot; and then they do to the fore-feet, to the end the sticks may serve for handles: Then they put the Cream into the Vessel, stopping it close, and then taking hold on it by the two sticks, they shake it for some time, and after put a little water into it: Then they shake it again, until the Butter be made; which being done, they pour off a kind of Butter milk by them called Togourt, which they drink. When they would have this Togourt more delicious, they heat the Milk, and put a spoonfull of sugar milk to it, which they make fower with runer; and by that mixture all the Milk becoming Togourt, they let it cool and then use it; or if they have a mind to keep it, they put it with Salt into a bag which they use very full, that what is within may be pressed; and let it drop until no more come out: Of that matter there remains no more in the bag but a kind of Butter or rather white Cheese, of which when they have a mind to have Togourt they take a morsel, and steep it in water, which they drink with great pleasure; they use much of it to refresh themselves, especially in the Caravans, where they have always good store. This Togourt is very sharp, but especially that which remains after they have made the Butter.

I conclude my observations of Damascus with this advertisement, that the Wines there are treacherous and strong; and that the Smitrium Creticum grows in this Town upon all the Terraces of the Houses.

---

**C H A P. VI.**

**Of the Journey from Damascus to Aleppo.**

Monday Morning the one and twentieth of April, I parted from Damascus, with the two Horse-men of the Topi in the manner I mentioned before. We went out at the Gate called Bab Thoma, and keeping freight East, in three hours time came to Effair, a small Village, by which runs a little River, that divides into two, above the Village: There is a Han there that has two Courts, and there we found all the Caravan which was to convey the powder; with whom my Moncre and I encamped. Next Morning about half-an hour after twelve they decamped, and we marched Eastward, in a spacious plain, though near to the left we had Mountains of white Rocks: About eight a Clock we began to have hills on both hands, with barren plains betwixt them; and three hours after, that's to say, about eleven a Clock we arrived at Creifa, above which we encamped, over against the Han. Creifa.

Creifa is a large Village, near to which there is a great Han with high Walls of Free-stone, well built with Battlements; it hath a great Gate to the South, another to the North, and two little ones on the sides. The South Gate begins a long Entry arched over, on the sides whereof there are shops, furnished with all things that can be necessary for a Caravan, and a Coffee-house and Bagno. Afterwards you enter into a large square Court, which hath all round it Mafabez, or some half-paces for lodging the Caravan. This Court hath great Gates in the Inside, one at each front, of which the East and South are faced with Iron. When you are entered the Court, the door which you find leads you to the Mosque, which hath a fair Dome rough caff over, and a goodly Minaret: Coming out of the Mosque through the Court, by the East-gate, you enter first into a vaulted walk, which hath Mafabez on each side, from thence into another Court somewhat longer than broad, which is well paved; in the middle whereof there is a great square
reservatory for Water, built of Free-stone, that serves for watering the Beasts: That water runs from a little Conduit, which keeps always the Bason full, and I believe it comes from a Brook, that runs behind the Han, on the Eastside, almost by the root of the Walls. In this Court there are Lodging-rooms under a vaulted Gallery that runs all round it, and is supported on each side in length, by eleven Arches, and by nine in breadth. Behind that Gallery there is a kind of vaulted Stable, which ranges likewise round the Court, and that Court has its Mafabez to separate the Men from the Beasts; these Mafabez are divided into several apartments, every one having its Chimney, and the Entry to it is by a gate in the middle of each side. This whole Fabrick is of Free-stone, and well endowed, being founded by a Vizier. The Castle which Pietro della Valle stays is in this Town, with a good Garrison, is not there, and in all probability never was, unless he meant a large round Tower in the Village, which is easily seen from the Han, and upon the road too; because it is much higher than the Walls of the Village, into which I entered not, as not thinking it convenient, besides that, there is a pretty deal of way from the Han to that Village. A Country-man told me, that heretofore that Town was held by the Franks, and that then there was a lovely Church where at present the Han stands.

We parted from thence on Wednesday the twenty-third of April, about three long hours before the break of day, and our departure was so sudden, that so soon as they awakened me, we made haste and loaded, and followed the Caravan that was upon the march before we began to load. I thought that the Moon not rising till a little before day, we should have put off till day; but we went by Candle-light, I having borrowed a Lantern. All that I could observe in the darkness, was that our way was North-East, and that we were entering in amongst Mountains, but with a very easy ascent, they being only near us on both sides, and were all of pieces of sharp pointed Rocks. We went also along the side of a precipice, but that lasted not long. A little after we passed by a kind of a Han, that stood alone by itself: I suffered much cold that Night, though I had on my Capote, for the Wind that blew pierced through everything. When it began to be day, I perceived the more we advanced the more distant were the Hills from us on both sides, and felt lessening in height. By day we were got into a great Plain covered with heath and Abrussum Fama, of which there is a great deal on the way from Damascus to Aleppo, but it is very low. We continued our march in that plain as far as Nekh, where commonly they pay their Pashas a Mule; we past by a Village before where there was a Han.

About Noon we arrived at Nekh, which is a pretty good Village built upon a Height, and watered by a River that runs underneath it; upon which there is a little Bridge of three Arches, and by it we encamped: There is a Han made there since, which at that time they were finishing. It is all of Free-stone, taken out of adjoining Quarries, which are common in that place, and furnish as much Stone as one can desire. There are Greeks in that Village, and on the sides of the River many Gardens, planted for the most part with Vines.

We parted from Nekh, on Thursday the four and twentieth of April, three hours before day; our way lay Northward, and at break of day, we passed through Cara, which is a good Village, having a Rivulet running by it. There are great many ruins to be seen there, which are a sign that heretofore it hath been somewhat more considerable; and indeed, the People of the Country say, that when that place belonged to the Christians it was a noted Town. There are several Greeks there still, who have a Church beautifully painted. A little after we found a great Caravan consisting of some hundreds of Camels and Mules, carrying Men, Women and Children with their Baggage, who were going to Damascus on their way to Mecca. About nine of the Clock we passed by a little square Castle, called El-Bourradi, of which the Gates are faced with Iron: Upon the Walls I saw two small Falcons or Petrels, appearing out at the Battlements. Then for above an hour, we struck off to the North-West amongst little hills; and half an hour after ten, entered into a great Plain where nothing grew, but Heath and Abrussum
the Christians call it St. George's Gate, it looks North-East; Bab-El-Barqouf, otherwise Bab-El-Hadid, or Iron-gate, it looks East-South-East; Bab-El-Elmas, the red Gate, it looks to the South-East; Bab-El-Azam, the dark Gate, it looks to the South-East, but it has been stopp'd up not long since, because much mischief was done there; Bab-El-Nareen, the Gate that leads to Nareen, it looks to the South-East; Bab-El-Macum, so called from a Santo of that Name, buried hard by; it is also called Damafus Gate, and looks to the South; Bab-Re⬇️ma, from the Name of a Captain that kept it in time of the Christians; it is also called the Prison Gate, because the Prisons are near to it, it looks to the South-West. My meaning is, that the City in those places where these Gates are looks to these Quarters of the World, for some of the Gates look along the Walls.

Without the Prison's Gate, there are a great many fair large Caves cut in the Rock, which are wide, and have a very high Roof; reaching above an Hundred paces into the Rock: They make ropes in the mouths of them, and lay Grapes there also a drying to make Brandy of: This Rock is white, and pretty soft.

Seeing my curiosity led me to see all that could be seen, they took me one day to a place, called Sekik Bakir, from the Name of the Founder; it is a very pleasant convent of Denizli. You enter into a Court where there is a Fountain with a lovely Bafon; on the right hand at the end of the Court there is a fair large Hall, covered with a great Dome, paved with lovely greyish Marble, and on the left hand stands the Mosque, covered with a Dome: The Water they have in that house, is forced by Puergerges. From thence we pass by the Garden of Sultan Amurat, which signifies but little; and then went to refresh our selves at the Fifth-well, which is a Court surrounded with Walls, where there are a great many Plane-Trees, and a Canal wharfed with Marble, that is filled with Water from a very good Spring hard by, and that Water is very light. In that Canal there is plenty of Fish which none dare take, for the Turks will not suffer it, saying that if any eat of them they fall sick: They may be seen playing in the Water, which is so clear, that one may easily see to the Bottom; this place is shut with a very thick Stone-gate, whose Pivots are of one piece with the Gate, and turn above and below in the Lintel and Threshold.

The Castle of Aleppo reaches in length from North-East to South-West, and is of an oval Figure as well as the Town, which must be seen from Mount Angelettis a quarter of a league to the Westward of it: From thence you have a fair prospect thereof; and may perceive that it reaches from North-East to South-West. This hill is called by the Francs, Monte Della Angelettis, because there are many little Birds there, called by the Arabs Angelettis, Muees, and by the Turks, Pendgeals.

All the Houses of Aleppo are better built, than in any other place of Turkey that I have seen. There are a great many fair Mosques in it, and amongst others the great Mosque, which is to be seen from the great field from which it bears berwix North and East. It hath a large Court almost square, paved with lovely black and white Marble; towards the middle there is a great Bafon covered with a Dome rough cast over, supported by six Marble-Pillars; and on the side towards the South, there is a Fountain covered with a Dome in the same manner, but less, which is also supported by six Marble-Pillars. A Gallery or very wide vaulted Porch, runs all round the Court; and that Gallery hath seventeen Arches in length, and eleven in breadth, under which they who have performed the Abdest or other purification lay, their Prayers; this Gallery is terraffed over-head. On the North side in the middle of the front, is the Chair or Pulpit of St. John Damafis, wherein he Preached; and it is upon the side of the Terras. This Chair is of Stone, covered with a Dome of the same, they enter it from the Terras, under an Arch on each side: before it there is a round Stone-Balcony pierced through, and wrought in the sides, and over-head a Pent-house of Stone, to keep the Preacher from the Rain.
The Entry into this Mosque, is on the East and West sides, on the West side there is a Court joyning the Mosque, into which they go from the great Mosque by a little door; in the middle of this Court there is a Bajon, and from the Court there is an Entry into a little Mosque, covered with a Stone-Dome roof and called this Mosque with the Court, was anciently the Church of St. John Damascene, and there is a Crucifix painted on the inside still to be seen, but the Vaults that covered the Court, have been demolished.

There is another Mosque near the great Khan, towards the West, covered with a Dome of excellent Architecture; it is a very great circumference, and on the outside hath butterfies of most delicate structure, to strengthen the Walls: this Dome is covered with Lead. The Mosque is called the Adieh from the Name of its Founder, and its Minaret hath been beat down by Thunder. There is also another fair Mosque near the great Khan between the East and South, which hath a lovely Court, where two ranges of Pillars support and make two very good Porticos. This Mosque hath a very high fair Dome covered with Lead, as all the other Domes of the Mosques of this City are.

There are many fair Khans in Aleppo, and amongst others the great Khan, where the Consuls of England and France, and many Merchants lodge. The Portal of this is very lovely, and hath Roses cut upon it as delicately, as can be done in any place of Christendom. It hath two great Iron-gates, covered all over with Nails, and though they be half a foot thick, yet there is a hole quite thorough, which, they say was made by a Musker-thor, fired by one of the Soldiers of Aflan Bashra, when he was in rebellion against the Grand Seignior. By these Gates you enter into a very large Court, in the middle whereof there is a little Mosque in figure of a Dome covered with Lead; the truth is this, Mosque does some Injury to the beauty of the Khan.

There is a vast number of Domes in Aleppo, and it seems that way of building, hath had its Original in this City; for most part of the Inhabitants build all their houses Dome-ways, wherein they succeed extraordinarily well; nay even their Villages are all Domes though they be of Earth, and a little sharp pointed. They also build Stone-minarets very high and slender, and give very good proofs that they are not ignorant of Architecture. To say the truth, the People of Aleppo are very industrious and ingenious, and easily imitate whatever they see, and whatever is brought to them from Christendom.

There are very fair Bazzars, and very beautiful houses in Aleppo, you will see lovely Halls there, with Fountains in the middle, and three Dominos cloths-ways, and all of Moslisk work even to the top, or at least built of white Free-stone, and certain Black-stones, that are found near to Aleppo, which are laid alternately one after another another Checker-ways. There are other Dominos covered with very high Marble Pillars; and most of these Dominos have large Windows, before which there are Mattes to set on for the convenience of prospect and fresh Air.

Since Aleppo is a City of great trade, it will not be amiss to say somewhat of the Value of Weights and the Moneys that are most current there. The weights that are used in that Country for gross Commodities are the Rostle and the Ogee. The Rostle weighs commonly fix hundred Drachmas, or five hundred Pound weight of Marshellis: The Rostle of Perisan Silk, contains fix hundred and four-score Drachmas, or five Pound and a third of Marshellis weights; the Rostle of Aleppo, is of seven hundred and twenty Drachmas, or five Pound weight and a half of Marshellis: The Ogee contains four hundred Drachmas, or three Pounds of Marshellis, and it is at Damascus. At Aleppo the Piastre of Ryals is worth four-score Afspers; the Bouzelle three-score and ten, the Schdiss is worth five Afspers, sixteen Schdiss go for a Piastre, and fourteen for a Bouzelle.

At Aleppo and Damascus they rub all the Roots of the Vines with a kind of Aphalism, which they purposely melt to anoint the Vines with, from the Root a foot and a half high; and that prevents the Grapes from being eaten by certain Worms, which otherwise would destroy all. That stuff is of a shining
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Black, almost transparent, and very light; it is brought to Aleppo from Damascus, and is called Kfr; it is got out of the Earth near Damascus, Kfr., and is by others called Mahomar. Some of it was sent in my time, from Mahomar, Aleppo; Venice for the same purpose, it was sent for by a Merchant residing in Venice, who had formerly lived at Aleppo. I remember that I have read upon that Subject in the History of Stones, written by Angelus Boetius de Bost, in the Chapter of the Lythrams or Pitt-coal; that the Boers of the Country of Liège make an Oynment of Pitt-coal, wherewith they anoint the Eyes of the Stock of their Vines, lest the insects should gnaw them. Mutto also, sicco carbo enlati, quo unguentum Agricola elices oblitum, ne carum occulti in elicis evadatar. I was told that in Cyprus and many other places of Turkey, they use a little drug for the same ends.

At Aleppo when the Grapes are ripe, they bring them to the Town, in Sacks of Goats hair, without breaking, though sometimes they be brought eight French Leagues from that City. These Grapes have a very thick Skin, are all white, and make a very strong Wine, the best time to gather them is in the Month of May. All buy as many as they stand in need of for making of Wine; for it is the Custom of the Inhabitants of Aleppo, that every one makes his own Wine in his own house after this manner. They put the Grapes into a great square fat of wood, where they press them with men's feet; and then the Wine runs into a Pale or a shallow Tub through a hole and strainer at the bottom of the fat; When it is all run out, they put it with the Lees into very large Earthen Jars, where it works for thirty or forty Days; these Jars are covered over with a Board and a Cloath over it, without any fear of its taking vent.

In this manner they leave it as long as they please, sometimes a whole Year, carefully stirring it every day: And when they have a mind to drink it they draw it off, provided the time, at least wherein it was to work, be over, and they put it with the Lees again into the fat, where they strain it a second time: When it runs no more, they put the Lees into a bag, and press them in the same Press with men's feet, till no more come out, and what comes out runs into the ret: Then they spread the Stocks of the Grapes that have been so press'd in the fat, and pour upon them all the Wine again, and let it run through a third time: This being done it is clear, fit for drinking and hath no lees. They then barrel it up, and in that manner make Wine at Aleppo all the months of the year; but as I have already said, it is only White wine; for there are no red nor black Grapes in all those Quarters. The Christians in that City make very good Brandy; but they who sell it, are obliged to put about fix Drachms of Alum into a Bucket full of Brandy to make it stronger; for otherwise the Turk would not like it.

They drink very good Water at Aleppo, observing a great deal of circum- specion in the use of it. It is indeed River-water, but it is diversed from the River about three Leagues above Aleppo, near a place called Aslan from whence it is brought into the City in open Aqueducts, which coming near the Town, are conveyed under ground to Fountains where they take the Water: These Aqueducts have been made for purifying the Water, which is very muddy, and also for supplying the City; for the River being low in the Summer-time, the Gardens drain all the Water almost with their Poullerauds.

The Frenchs have Cisterns also which they fill with the Water of these Aqueducts, by opening a hole in the Cistern through which the Water comes, and then hopping it again as well as the mouth of the Cistern, which they open not but in Summer; and these Cisterns are made not only to keep the Water very cool, but also to make it pure and clear. They have besides another excellent way of clarifying it; that is, they put the Water into great Jars of unburnt Clay, through which it diffills, and falls into Vef-sels, put underneath to receive it. This River of Aleppo comes from Antarab, two days Journey from thence, and loses itself under ground about half a league beyond Aleppo; many think that it comes from Euphrates, near to which it hides itself under ground, and appears again at Antarab.
Though commonly they eat but little Fish at Aleppa, nevertheless they have sometimes great plenty; but only when they are brought from Euphrates: The little River furnishes several Trout, which are not above a finger’s length, and very small but exceeding good. They take good Fishes in it, which though they be but small are most delicious: There are also a great many Crabs in that River which are broad and flat, and pretty good. They are at no pains to fish for them when the Mulberries are knit; because these Crabs delighting in that Fruit, fall not to ramble about, and crawl up the Mulberry-trees, to feed on the fruit; and then it is no hard matter to catch them.

The Cucumbers are so good in Aleppa, that not only the Countrypeople, but the French also eat them green, skin and all, and they do no hurt, though they be eaten in great quantity; it is the same all over Mesopotamia.

There is no salt used in this City, but what is brought from a place a day and a half Journey of Caravan diatant towards the North-East; it is made of Rain-water, which in the Winter falls into a spacious low place that makes a kind of a Pond; and that Water having extrusted the Salt out of the ground it covers, congeals, and is formed into Cubes of Salt, like to Sea-Salt; it is brought to Aleppa on Mules, but is nothing near so good as Sea-Salt.

There is very good Turkey Leather made at Aleppa. There also as well as at Damascus they prepare the Sagri, which is that we call Chagrine in France, but much more of it is made in Persia. They are so jealous of their secret in preparing of Turkey Leather, that they suffer no body to enter their houses.

The Sagri is made of the crupper-piece Skin of an Ass, they have that skin so long still it become smooth, white and thin like Parchment; but what they do with it afterwards, is all mystery; I did all I could to learn it but could not; only I was told by a few, who trades in it and deals much with them, that they put some very small grain upon the skin so prepared, which being pressed, makes at first little dens in it, but these dens afterwards filling up again, they make that graine which we fee in Chagrine; but he assured me that he knew not in the least what graine it was they made use of.

I came to know afterwards in Persia, that when they make the Sagri, after they have flaved the skin, they wet it, and put it upon a little frame of wood, to which they fasten it by strong cords; then they lay the ham (which perhaps is no more but sand) pretty thick all over it, and so expose it to the Sun; when it is dry, they beat off that sand or grain, knocking the back-side of the skin with a stick, and then they wet it again, and put the grain to it a second time, which sometimes after they beat off again in the same manner, and that’s the whole mystery.

They drive a pretty good trade at Aleppa in Cabrons hair (that is the hair under the belly of some he Goats, which is very fine, and used in the making of hats;) I was told that when they are put on board, great care must be taken that they be not wet, because then they would be in danger of taking fire of themselves in a short time, like Hay that is brought in before it be dry; and some Ships have been burnt by that means, though that happen not always inallibly.

The Dyers of that Countrie make a most excellent blow dye. They put in it, as we do, Indigo, and Pomegranate-peels, but besides that they have this particular secret. They fill their great fats, that are of Earth with water, and put into it two or three Oques of Indigo, according to the degrees of the fat, and the goodness of the Indigo; and for some time they stir the liquor in the fat until the Indigo be all disolved and well mixt; afterwards they put into it Dogsturd prepared in this manner. They take about an Oque of that Excrement, and boil it in water, then they strain that water, and put it into the fat, adding afterwards some of the water of dates. For making of that date-water, there is no more to be done but to put about an Oque of Dates into water, and stir them well, rubbing them with the hands in the water, so that all the substance of the Dates may be dissolved, and nothing remain but the stone; then having passed that liquor through a strainer,
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Strainer, which looks then like honey, they put it into the fat. For want of Dates they make use of the Juice of black grapes well stamped, and for want of grapes, they take the Juice of stamped figs. (In Aleppo they use grapes having no dates.)

Four days after they have put in these waters of Dogs-turd and Date, they add to it about two handfuls of unflaked Lime. The preparation of that dye requires seven or eight days, and sometimes a fortnight, during that time they keep a gentle fire of Camel’s-dung under the fat, but to weak that it serves only to keep the dye always warm; they put no urine to it, using Dogs-turd in stead of it, which they say makes the Indigo to stick better to the things that are dyed.

There is an Indian living at Aleppo, who paints Boxes and Canes of Pipes, on which he makes a great many Circles, and little points of divers Colours; but being the only person that knows the secret, he is so jealous of it, that he will not teach any other, and it was to no purpose for Monsieur Berret to offer him five and twenty Pinarpes to oblige him to tell it me.

C H A P. VIII.

The Sequel of the Observations of Aleppo.

While I was at Aleppo there was a Zindeh kept; that word literally signifies Ornament, but here it signifies a Festival, or, (if you please,) a publick rejoicing. These Zindehs here are more magnificent than at Cairo, where the houses only of the Confinders, Boys and the great Bazar are adorned, and nothing else of any note. But seeing there are many rich Merchants in Aleppo, by reason of the great trade of the place; at all times when there is a Zindeh, every one hangs his shop inside and outside, with the finest stuffs he can get, covers the Floor with lovely Carpets, and lays rich Cushions upon them; lights a great many Lamps and Wax-Candles, and so all the Bazar being covered, it yields a glorious prospect. You shall see a Bazar, whereof all the houses are hung with Velvet of several pieces or streaks; another with Cloaths of Gold and Silver, another with Cloaths, another with wroughed Stuffes, and so every Bazar according to the trade of it, and the Wealth of the Tradesmen who live there. The gates of the great men are also adorned with costly stuffs, lovely Arms, and all sorts of Lamps. During that time they are day and night in their Devans, which nevertheless are only their Shops transformed into Devans. But all the shops in Turkey are raised two or three feet from the ground, and there, as I told you, they spread Carpets, and lay Cushions all round, and on the outside have rails of wood which they also cover with Carpet. They visit each other, and mutually receive their visits in their Devans; and there they entertain themselves with Coffee and Sorbet, merrily after their way, and their little Lute which they call Tambours.

The Zindeh which I saw at Aleppo, was appointed for seven days, beginning on Sunday the two and twentieth of June; the reason of that rejoicing was, the Birth of the Grand Signior Eldest Son; whereupon immediately Agas were sent from Constantinople to all the Towns of Turkey, to publish the news and appoint Zindehs. So soon as the Agas arrived, the Zindeh was proclaimed, all over the Town, and then the Guns of the Castle proclaimed it more loudly, which continued Morning and Night all the days following: If any had failed to rejoice, and to adorn his house, of whatsoever Nation, religion, or quality he was, he would have been deeply fined; and if a Subject of the Grand Signiors, Ballonadoed beside.

During the Zindeh all walk freely day and night up and down the City, which in the Night-time is lighted by a great number of Lamps in all the Streets, where there is constantly a great Crowed, that one has much ado to
to pafs. All treat one another, and make merry with their friends: Not so much as the Jews but force a publick rejoicing, and they are to be seen in troops up and down dancing to the musicke of instruments. The second day of the Zineb the Mufeller being come to the great Khan, to visit the Scheick Bandar (he is the Judge of the Merchants, and Mafter of the great Khan;) he was received upon a Dervan erected before the Gate, where at first he was regaled with Coffee, Sorcier and Wine. Then about ten of the Clock he was conducted to another Dervan prepared against the Wall at the lower end of the Court, to see a Comedy to be acted by Jews. The Court served for a Theatre, there are only two Creelit-lights of Pine-wood which they took care to keep burning; and that sufficed to light all that great Court; twenty steps from the Dervan, four or five Jews sitting on the ground, played on several Instruments and sung to them.

The Ballet began by the entry of a Turk who danced to the sound of Instruments, and shewed a thousand feats of agility of body, but all most infamous and lascivious: next followed two Jewifh youths in the Apparel of the Maids of our Country, who acted almost the same postures, from time to time whirling very fast round, and for a pretty long while at a time. Then were several other entries all different, and amongst the rest, one wherein there was a Jew in the dress of a Franck, which extremely pleased the People of the Country, who look upon our habit to be altogether ridiculous. But all these entries were performed with abominable Lasciviousness, not only in gestures but words, acting in presence of all, the most filthy postures imaginable, and at every turn using most obscene and bawdy expressions. Their whole discourse in general was nothing but filthiness, from which if in some places of Chrifdom the Stage be not altogether free, at least they are not so frequent, and are wrap up in clean Linen; but these express every thing plainly and down right, which pleases the Turks, and I observ’d that topocracies spoken without fende or coherence were sufficient to make them tear their Throats with laughter, provided the words were filthy and obscene: In short, it is horrid and incredible to see how far the impudence of the Turks transports them to luft and especially to Sodomy.

Besides this ignominious entertainment, several Players upon Instruments, that go about the Town, (every Company consisting of two Hoboes and a little Boy that plays on a Timbrel,) flotpe before the gate of the great Khan and played, in expectation of some gratuity from the Scheick Bandar who was full on the Dervan opposite to the Gate, and who after they had played for some time, sent some half a Piastre, others a quarter, and to some a whole Piastre.

The finest thing to be seen in the Zineb, is the proceedings of the trades. This entertainment began the third day about nine of the Clock, by the Shoemakers who marched in this order. In the first place were a great many little Boys, who wore on their heads sharp pointed Caps of Paper like Sugar-loaves; they flouted as loud as they could with Blessings to the Grand Signor, after they came three or fourcore men of the trade, two and two, attired body and head in different manners, but all very extravagantly, and most of them had on Coats of Mail or Tigres skins; they had all Muskets on their Shoulders, Swords and Targers by their sides, with a Wax-taper in their hands; they were followed by the Ancienref of the trade without any Arms, but all together made a quire of Muskets after their way, praying for and blessing the Grand Signor; sometimes they cast themselves into a ring, and singing with great action, tossed their heads so violently that it seemed they had a mind to throw them at one another. Immediately came eight men after them, carrying a Dervan or Pageant upon their Shoulers called about, on which were several Tapers, and two little Boys of the trade, one of which cut out Pachantes; and the other fewed them. When they came before the Khan they flotpe, and the ancientes of the musical Quire, with a loud voice called to the Scheick Bandar, that they must pray for and bless the Grand Signor, and say the fathar for his fake; and immediately all tied it together, and so they went on their way.
Next day about nine of the Clock at Night, the Company of Confectioners marched in the same Order as the Shoemakers had done, save that after the Quire of Musick, there came two men who carried each upon their heads a Caffa of very lovely Sweat-meats but after their fashion; then came the Divan, carried by several men, on which there was a little Boy standing upright, with his Apron about him, and before him a round Box on a Table full of Sweat-meats, whom the rest roared out like Devils, chanting with all his might the fongs of the trade.

Half an hour after, came the Company of Gold-Spinners, they were all in good Apparel, and upon their little Divan, two little Boys sitting at the两端, the one blew the Bellows to melt the Gold, and the other spun it. Sometimes after came the Weavers, who upon their portable Divan had a loom, and a little Boy working at it. Then followed the Bakers, most of whom all dawbed with Flower, and their portable Divan was stuck all round with Ears of Corn; on which a little Boy kneaded Dough in a tray that stood before him. The last who came that Night were the Taylors, in the same order the others did; but many of their Company were covered all over with Furs, having also sticks like fools bobbies covered in the same manner, and their Divan (on which was a little Boy a fewing,) was edged all round with Furs.

The first Trade that marched the fifth night, was the Dyers, which made one of the finest Shows. After some little Boys wearing horns on their Heads, came about an hundred men covered with Tygreskins or Coats of Mail; they carried Muskets on their Shoulders, Swords and Targetes by their sides, and Wax-tapers in their hands, and roared and danced like Fools; then came three Quires of Musick consisting of the ancientest of the company, who singing with all their force and dancing, at least with their heads, said the Battach for the Grand Signior before the great Khan: After that appeared the Divan carried by some men, on which were spread several pieces of stuff dyed red; and in the middle there was a little Boy, who singing as loud as he could, took a white Cloath by the two Corners, and spreading it out before all the Spectators, dipped it into a great Pail standing before him, and immediately pulled it out all red; he wrung it; and then spread it abroad. I was surprised at first, and so were all the rest, to see that the Cloath had taken the dye so soon; but I fancy that he left it in the Pail, and pulled out another already dyed, however it was nimbly done: That Divan was followed by another, whereon a Boy knocked down Stuffes, to make the water come out of them.

To this company succeeded the Carriers or Turkey Leather-dressers, who had a great many Youths marching before them attired with Goats horns of several Colours, four or five foot long; they were followed by several Chil- dren, all clad in Turkey-leather, and then the Mada, the Old men and the Divan, on which were two little Boys one of which dyed the Leather red, and spread it upon the rails, and the other smoothing it with a little Rolling-pin, streched it out upon a bigger.

After this trade, came the Grocers, or some such trade; for they sold Oyl, Olives, Fruit and the like Commodities. The Divan was adorned with Apples and other sorts of fruit hanging round it, and below there were several Baskets filled with various things; in the middle stood a little Boy, holding a pair of Scales in one hand, into one of which he put a handful of fruit, which afterwards he threw among the People, sometimes small Nuts, and sometimes Dates, Apples and other Fruit.

The fourth Company was the Cap-makers both for Men and Women; there had no Divan, but after the old men came several Boys, attired with very long Horns, some of Velvet, whereof they make Mens Caps, and others of Cloth of Gold, of which they make those of the Women; some again wore Cape, from which hung behind long sleeves of the same stuff, and seven or eight men amongst them were clad all over with the same stuffs, some in fashion of a Chauffe, and others in the manner of Cappes, much like to those which the Boys of the Quire of Nettre Dame in Paris wear, but that these drew into a point on the small of the back, and all were attired with...
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with great Caps of the same Stuff, shaped much after the fashion of a Mure.

The procedure of the Coffee-sellers.
The Target and Scabbard-makers.
The procedure of the Butchers.

Silk-throwers.

Noe-band makers.

Joyners, Gardeners and Smiths.

Barbers.

A Bone-fire.

Harvest-time.

Work-beasts always abroad.

The Litter of these Beasts.

Pigeons, Carriers.

The fifth was the Company of Coffee-sellers. There were two Boys upon their Drum, one turning a wheel by the handle, to grind the Coffee, and the other beating it. The Target-makers and Scabbard-makers followed them; and upon the Drum were two young Boys one fowling the Target, and the other polishing a Scabbard.

Next came the Butchers, who were before them, having danced a little before our Khan to the Mufick of their Tabors, advanced to receive the Money which the Scheick Bandar gave them, which was about twelve or fourteen Aprees, for above a score of them; which made me observe that the Turks are liberal at small cost. The Malters followed the men, and their Drum was struck round with green Boughs, and several pieces of flesh hanging thereat: Upon it was a little Boy whetting his Knives.

At the heels of these came the Silk-Throwers: Upon their Drum was a little Boy who turned a wheel, which make six Silk-Looms to turn, and there was above, a kind of a pair of yarn-Windlasses, which turned also by one of the string of these Looms: At each end of an Axletree there were two black crossticks, and to every Arm of the Crofs two Lamps fastened, which went not out, nor split one drop of Oyl, though they turned very fast: a little Black-amoore of Wood, held the handle of that Machine, and seemed to turn it.

The last were the makers of Noe-bands, that part of the Bridle which covers the Noe of Horses, at the end whereof hang Taffels of Silk; their Drum was adorned all round with them, and had two Boys upon it, the one combing and the other feeding them.

The sixth Evening marched the Joyners, Gardeners, and the Smiths, but there happened a scuffle amongst them; the last fighting with another Company.

And the seventh the Barbers, and many others marched before the Cattle, but not before the Khan. In fine, all the solemnity was concluded by a Bone-fire, that in the evening was kindled before the Cattle.

Harvest began when I was at Aleppo, in the beginning of June, and I was told that other years they began it about the fifteenth of May, and ended it in the beginning of June. They reap the Corn as we doe, but it is not rich, though it be then very ripe.

From Spring to Autumn, the Turks leave their Horses, Mules and Camels always abroad, exposes to the Sun, Rain and Wind, without any fear of damage, and they shake them by the four feet, to wit, the two left Legs with one cord, and the other two the same way; and at each end of the cord there is a piece of Girth that goes about the Horse’s foot, and a Rope fastened to it to hold it; and besides that the Breast is fastened by a Rope to a stake fixed in the ground. And for the Camels, commonly they are not made fast; only sometimes they shake their two hind Legs: In the night-time they cover them with a Cloath of Goats hair, which in Winter they line with Felt. Whilst they keep the Camels and other working Beasts abroad, they give them no other food but the grass they eat; and that is the reason that they are not so strong then as at other times; for Litter they make use of their own dung, for which end they leave it in the day-time in the Sun, where it grows to dry, that it is almost reduced to Ashes, and at Night they have a great care to spread it very neatly and smooth; which cannot be done with us, because of the long straw that are mingled with it.

At Aleppo they make use of Pigeons which in less than six hours time bring Letters from Alexandria to Aleppo, though it be two and twenty good Leagues distant.

Before I leave Aleppo, I think my self obliged in charity to acquaint our Physicians, that there is nothing for them to do in Turkey, a single confutation of a quarter of an hours time at Paris, is worth more than a long Cure wrought in Aleppo; because the Turks are so covetous, that they will not at all be ashamed to offer twenty Scous (Pence) for a Cure, when they are asked no more than two or three Crowns for it, for which People of ordinary quality


Of the Road to Mosul by Bir and Orfa.

After two Months stay in Aleppo, I left two Caravans go which were bound for Erzerum, because one must sometimes wait a long while at Erzerum, for a Caravan to Revan, and at Revan for one to Tauris, and in those parts the Franks have no protection; besides there is much robbing on that road. At length there was one ready to set out for Mosul, and I resolved to go with it, contrary to the advice of all the Franks who would have persuaded me to stay till the heats were over.

I agreed with a Turk who had hired several Mules, and gave him thirty Piastres, to transport me, my man and baggage by land to Mosul, and from Mosul to Bagdad by Kellek, and to clear me of all Caffareys; some days after he would have three Piastres more, and Cloath-Socks for four Piastres: I gave him all in hand, as he desired, though I thought it not the fairest course, but only that I might not baulk a friend from whom I had received many kindnesses, and who had made the bargain for me: Seeing he had never travelled that Journey himself, and that he thought every man as honest as he was, he persuaded himself that he had done very well for me. In the mean time the only way is, to bargain with the Muleteers, and not to pay them in hand; for if I had done so, it would not have cost me so much. That Turk paid the Muleter but fifteen Piastres: for the two Mules and a half that I had loaded, and all the rest of the Caravan paid no more but six Piastres a Mule. Besides, that infidel told me many times upon the road that he had neither agreed for my baggage nor for the Caffareys, and would have I know not how many Piastres more; and in fine, I was forced to pay new charges from Mosul to Bagdad.

I parted from Aleppo on Sunday the nine and twentieth of June, accompanied with several French Merchants on Horse-back, who would needs do me that honour, to see me to the Caravan, which was in the Meadow, by the Gardens, close by the City. I went out by the Gate Bab-El-Barkoua, and my Servant told me who had been there with my Goods two days; that the Night before one of my Fire-locks had been stolen, and some Goods taken from others: It behoved me to be contented since others were in the same condition, and that they told me they had seen the Thieves and pursued them, but could not overtake them. These Thieves slide cunningly along upon their bellies like Snakes; and therefore in all that Journey, they lie not in tents in the Night-time; but on the contrary unpitch them at Night, because then, (as they say,) they serve only for spectacles to Robbers.

Next morning at the break of day we set forward on our Journey, and were at first troubled with cold for some time. We marched till nine of the Clock and then encamped in a Field called Sammadi, near the River of Sammadi; Aleppo that runs by this place, and has a little Bridge over it.

We parted from thence on Tuesday the first of July about break of day, and about nine a Clock we met a great Caravan coming from Mosul, in which there was a Watch-maker, who came from Persia, where he had long lived with his Wife and Children. After we had discoursed a little togeth,
that, we parted there Caravan going on to Sammaita, and ours about ten in the morning stopping in a field called Cherenit, where a little Brook runs among Reeds, from Aleppo to that place we had always kept East North East, and from thence to Bir our way lay East.

Next day being Wednesday the second of July, we parted from Cherenit about break of day, and about ten in the morning came to a great Village called Mazar, near to which we encamped. This place hath much wood and water about it which renders it very pleasant, and here you may see a very lovely Cascade of nine or ten Stories which has been made for a Watermill hard by. We about then to feel it very hot both day and night:

Next morning July the third we descended about two Clock after midnight; and at break of day past betwixt two grounds where a great many Fig-trees were planted in freight rows. About half an hour after seven, we marched betwixt two Hillocks, upon one of which to the right hand, there is a Building, with a kind of a Pyramid. Half an hour after we came to the Banks of Euphrates, which seemed to me to be no bigger than the River of Seine; but they say it is very broad in Winter, and the truth is, its bed is twice as broad. This River is called Frat, and Momart Seni, that's to say, the water of desire; because (say they) a Calife of Bagdad, having fent for a little of all the Waters of the Countrey, and having caused them to be weighed, the Water of Euphrates was found to be the lightest.

This River runs very slow and is navigable for little Barks as far up as the place where it joyns the Tigris; but great Barks go onely from Bir to Roufoannia, which is a Village distant from Bir about ten days Journey; and then they unload their Goads, which are carried upon Camels to Bagdad, which is but a small day's Journey from it, where they are conveyed by Water upon the Tigris. Thus do the barks loaded with glass (of which I shall presently speak,) go to Baghara. Not that this River is so un navigable, as some would have it; for whilst I was at Aleppo, the Scheich Bandar hired a bark to carry by Euphrates to Roufoannia five or six hundred caskes of glas, which he sent to the Indies. The reason why great barks go not beyond Roufoannia, is because there are stone Rocks in the River which hinder their passage, but are avoided by smaller Barks. Nevertheless I should have taken that occasion to go to Bagdad, had I not been told that the barks stopped some days in certain places where the passage is belted, and go but very slowly, and that besides, I could not in the least firt from the bark without danger of being robbed by the Arabs, nor fay on board without being much intimidated by the hear, because they have no Deck. I wondered to fee that they who bailed up these Chefs for the Scheich Bandar, tumbled them so rudely that they broke all the glas, but they told me, that it mattered not, though it were all broken into pieces, because the Indian Men and Women buy it onely to have little pieces set in Rings, which serve them for Looking-glasses to feef themselves in. That glass is all over laid with Quick silver on one side, and is a very faleable commodity in the Indies, and profitable to the Merchants.

We croffed over Euphrates in great boats, which have the rudder about three foot distant from the stern of the boat below (as Pietro della Valle reports;) and I think no other reason need be given for it, but that of frugality; because these kinds of boats cost them less than if they were made like ours; for their rudder is no more but pieces of board nailed cross-ways to the end of Poles, and that would signify nothing; if fastened to the stern as ours are. We came a florat at Bir, which is a little Town in Mesopotamia, upon the side of the River, the houses of it being below at the Water-side, and reaching up to the top of a hill; the Castle which seems to be pretty enough, is also situated upon an acient. The Walls of the Town are entire, and as the houses are, built of little square Stones, got in the hill, which is all of a soft Rock; but within, there is nothing but Ruines. We encamped on the top of the hill without the Town, and arrived there half an hour after eight; having firt payed custom for all Merchants goods at so much a load, so soon as we croffed the River. The Burying-place of Bir is on the other side of the River in Syria; and they give this reason for it, that our Saviour
Saviour being come as far as Euphrates, gave a man a Handkerchief on which his Picture was stamped, that he might therewith go and convert the people of Mesopotamia; but that this man being curious to see what it was, and having unfolded the Handkerchief contrary to the commands of our Lord, it flew into a Well, and that our Lord knowing this, said that that Land was good for nothing, and therefore went no farther; this is the cause why they will not bury their dead there: Others tell this story in another manner, which I shall relate when I come to speak of Orfa.

Friday the fourth of July we parted from Bir, about two a Clock in the Morning; and took our way a little different from what we had held till we came there; for we directed our course East-North-East until we came to Orfa. About nine in the Morning we encamped in a Field near to a hill, where heretofore had been a great Town called Aidar Abmat; at present there is nothing of it to be seen, and a little Brook runs by it among Reeds.

Next day being Saturday the fifth of July we set forwards on our Journey about two a Clock in the Morning; and about five a Clock paffed by Tchermcrick which was formerly a little Town with a Castle, built by one Dervay Bajba, who was Bajba of Diarbeck, upon a little eminence, within Han for the convenience of the Caravans and that because of the many Robbers upon that road, as there is still at present. All was built of stones taken out of the Ruines of Aidar Abmat; but there is no more now remaining but a little of a Castle, with a small Village at the foot of it; and part of the Walls of the Town, whereof two gates are still to be seen; the Han which is still entire is very pretty. We went on, and about nine in the Morning, encamped in a place where formerly stood a great Town called Togboul; at present it is no more but a confused heap of stones, amongst which there are some Wells of Rain-water. We parted from thence the same day about ten of the Clock at Night, and ascended by bad ways. Next morning being Sunday the sixth of July, at one a Clock in the Morning, we travelled along a lovely way made in the Rock, two fathom deep, a fathom broad, and eight fathom long, before that way was cut, there was no travelling by that road: Then we went down an ugly descent which continues as far as the Town of Orfa, where we arrived about two a Clock in the Morning, and encamped near the Walls.

The Town of Orfa which is the ancient Edessa is about two hours march in circuit; the Walls of it are fair and pretty entire, it is almost square, but within there is hardly any thing but Ruines to be seen, and nevertheless it is very populous. On the South-side there is an adjoining Castle, upon a hill, with large and deep Ditches, though they be cut in the Rock; it is large in compass, but full of Ruines, and has only some pitiful old broken Guns; on the top of the Castle there is a little Square Turret from whence one may see a great way, and the People of the Country say that Elias lived in that little Chamber.

On the side that looks towards the Town, there are two great Stone-pillars as fix or seven steps distants one from another, and standing upon their Pedestals; they are of Corinthian order, consisting of seven and twenty layers of stone a piece; each lay contains but two stones, and each stone is nine inches high, being two feet and a half in Diameter. The People of the Country say, that heretofore there were two others like to these, and that one of the Thrones of Nimrod was placed upon these four Pillars; that from this place, to which they bear great reverence, Abraham was thrown headlong into the Furnace that was underneath, and that at the same instant a Spring of Water gushed out, which is running at present, and fills a Canal close by; it is a great many fathom in length, and five or six in breadth; wholesome Water having washed all the Town, loses it under ground, at some Journey from thence.

There is a great plenty of Fish in this Canal, that they appear in great shoals, and I take them to be Carps; but they say that if a man should catch any in this Canal, and eat of them, he would not fall to fall into a Fever; and that's the reason why they suffer nobody to catch them, unless on the other side of a little Bridge which is at the end of the Canal: for they say that being taken beyond that Bridge, there is no danger in them.

Between...
Berwixt the Castle and the Canal, there is another smaller one, distant from the greater about fifty paces, whose Waters joyn together at the end of the Channel. Seeing the Inhabitants of Orfa fancy all to be miracle in their Country; they say that it is another source, which sprang out of a place into which they threw a flame, who seeing that Abrabam received no hurt by his fall, and that Water gushed out miraculously from the place into which he was precipitated; told Nimrod that that man was a true Prophet and not a Sorcerer as he said; whereupon he caused him also to be precipitated.

Had it not been for that, Orfa could not have subsisted so long, but must have perished for drought; for there is no Water in that Town but what comes from those two Sources.

On the South-side of the Castle there are several neighbouring Hills that command it; and especially one which the People of the Country call Nimrod Tabbasis, (that's to say) the Throne of Nimrod; because they believe that his chief Throne was upon the top of that hill; there are a great many Grotto's in these hills, where they say an hundred thousand of Nimrod's Soldiers quartered.

Next day I went out of the Town by the South-gate, which they call Eyam Capsis, and I came to see the Well called the Well of the Handkerchief, about a thousand paces from that Gate. Their History says that Abagurus, King of Orfa being a Leper all over, and having heard many wonders spoken of our Lord, sent Messengers to pray him to come and cure him; with orders to assure him in his Name, that he would protect him from all his Enemies, and fare with them a Painter to draw his Picture. They say that our Lord made answer to the Messengers, that he could not go with them, because the time of his passion drew nigh, and that perceiving the Painter drawing his Picture, he put a Handkerchief upon his face, which immediately received the print of his Countenance; and that Handkerchief he gave them to be carried to their Prince: The Messengers satisfied with their Embassy, returned, but being near the City were set upon by Robbers who put them to flight; and he that had the Handkerchief threw it nimbly into the Well we speak of, and escaped into the Town, where he related all his proceedings to the King, who went next day in procession with all his People to the Well, where they found the Water swelled up to the brink, and the Handkerchief floating on the top: The King took it, was immediately cured of his Leprosy, and he and all his People turned Christians: They say that they kept that Handkerchief a long time, but that at length the Franks stole it and carried it away to Rome.

A Turk told me in good earnest another story of that Well, he said that 'job living hard by, and being fallen into extreme poverty, the Worms eat him up, so that there remained no more of him but the Tongue, which they would have devoured also; but that he having had his recourse to God, cried, What! Lord, will you leave my Tongue so flung your Praise with? That then God bid him go wash in that Well, from which he returned found and well, and shortly after recovered great Riches; that the Worms retired into a Grot not far off, and consumed part of the Wall of it, of which they fail not to shew the marks.

This Well is walled in, and many People both Men and Women go thereto to Wash: they go behind little Stone-walls, and there stripping themselves, receive upon their bodies the Water of the Well, which runs out of a Vessel pierced through standing upon the little Wall, that they have filled before. I saw many Lepers in this Town of Orfa as well as at Damascus. They look hideously, are black and melancholic; much ado they have to speak, and their body all over pains them; their distemper is much like the Pox, but it is another thing, and they say proceed from a different cause.

Whilst I was at Orfa I enquired how they cut men of the Stone there, and a Chirurgeon (the Son of a Franks but born in Aleppo, called Democritus Cabea,) told me that they cut them in the same manner as in Europe; but that there was at that time a Turk at Orfa, who seemed to be a dull blockish fellow, and yet cut all successfully in this manner. He thrust up his finger into the Patient's Fundament, and feeling about the Bladder presently found the Stone, which
which with the same finger he brought down as far as the Seremat, and this with the other hand, he opened at the place where the Stone was; after that he fetched up the wound, dressed it with an Ointment, and had been successful in all the Cures he had undertaken. The same Chirurgeon told me that he had found one in the Bladder of a Child, a few days before I came, which he was to cut very shortly. Bringing a little then of the skill he had in curing fleshly Excoriations upon the Privy parts, I told him that whilst I was at Raffetto, a French Physician called Monsieur Saverin, cured these Excoriations in this manner. He took two sticks, whereon he tempered that superfluous Flesh from the parts, so ordering it, that nothing remained under the sticks, but just what he was to cut; then holding the two sticks very fast with one hand, with a Bifur in the other, he cut clear off the superfluous flesh that was under the sticks: That if he chanced to cut any Veil, which made a great flux of blood, he had his Burtons ready upon Coals to stop it: After that he drew up the Seremat, and dressed the wound till it was perfectly cured. This swelling is caused by a Carneity that grows in the Seremat, under the Privy parts, with Vains by which it is nourished: And I told him that this Physician had assured me, that at Alexandria he cut from a man a Wen on these parts that hung down to the very ground, and that having weighed it, it was twenty five pound weight. Seeing he had many Patients come to him, because in Egypt, most are troubled with this distemper, some more and some less, I had the Curiosity to see one of them, whose Seremat reached almost to his heels. Having informed the Chirurgeon Domenico of this way of Operation, he told me that he had one under hands troubled with the same disease, whom he was to cure, but that though his own way was good, yet he would make trial of the method of that Egyptian Physician upon his Patient; and indeed, he proposed it unto him, advising him with all that there would remain a hanging skin as long as he lived, which would be very unseemly to him, if he made his ordinary operation upon him; whereas if he did it the other way, that I had taught him, he would be free from all inconvenience; but the Patient would not consent to it, and told him that another Frank had herefore proposed to treat him in that manner, but that he would not, and that he had rather have the trouble of that skin, and run no risk, than to be rid of it with the danger of his life. The Patient was a man above fifty and fifty years of Age; and as he cut him, Domenico made occlusion cross-ways in his Seremat, and then fount that superfluous flesh which he cut off; after that he fetched up the skin, leaving only a little place open, to which he applied his Medicines: this piece of flesh was bigger than four Fists, and had a great many little veins. Whilst that operation was performing, the old man smoked a Pipe of Tobacco, and made no noise; only he oftentimes recommended himself to Makome, whilst the bystanders prayed for him: but the Chirurgeon throught the operation was so poor that he had not much as a Burton or actual cautery.

Wednesday the ninth of July in the Evening, the Officer of the Cusom-house came to demand his dues from our Caravan, and took my Sword out of my Tent, which he left in the hands of the Kerem-Baffe, pretending a Pretence from me as being a Frank; but having spoken to my Mentor, he went and brought back my Sword.

Next day a Thief stole the Doliman or long Coat of one of our Company; but after a very bold, and in some manner pleasant way. We stayed and lay at the house of a Physician who was a Frank, and being asleep in the room upon a Maffabe of his Court, about an hour before day a nimble Rogue cunningly opened the Gate, and came softly to the Doliman which was near to him it belonged to; he awaking at the noise the Thief made in emptying his Pockers, was not at all startled, on the contrary thinking it was his man, he twice called him by his Name; at which our Thief who, (as I think,) had no design to carry off the Doliman, but only what was in the Pockers, imagining that he was discovered, whipt away Doliman and all. In the mean time the only remedy was not to talk of it; for if the Soubaufi had come to know it, he would have come to the House and seized all that he found in it, professing that there were no Thieves in the Town, and that the Thief must
be proved, by producing the Thief. At Orfa there is pretty good Wine both White and Claret.

CHAP. X.

The Continuation of the Journey to Mosul by Codgiafar, the Countrey of Merdin and Nisbin.

Departure from Orfa.

Saturday the twelfth of July we parted from Orfa at two of the Clock in the Morning; we had put off our departure for two days, that we might learn news of the Arabs; but at length when we were on our way, we heard that there were above a thousand of the Arabes Tents in the place where we were to encamp the first Night. This gave so fearfull an alarm to all our Caravan, though it consisted of two hundred men armed with Muskets or Lances, that it was resolved we should leave the High-way which was almost East, or East-North-East, and instead of that we took our way straight North-East, on that side we found some Oxen, with their flocks, who perceiving us, were themselves in great fear; for they took usfor Arabs. Heretofore they robbed in Troops on Horse-back, but the Arabs having often routed them, they have foraken the trade, only in the Night-time they come creeping on their Bellies, andendeavour to hap somewhat in the Caravans, but on the Frontiers of Bagdad and Persia, they are bolder than in those quarters.

Having twice crost the small River or Brook of Dgiallab, about ten of the Clock we encamped in a plain called Edu, where I cured one of our Men of a head-ache that had held him three days, with a fore-head Cloath dip in Brandy, on which I put bruised Pepper.

The plain of Edu is watered by the Brook Dgiallab, which at this place is as broad, as the River of the Gobelines at Paris; the head of it is an hours March from thence North-Eastward, in a place called Powar-Bafat, that's to say, the Fountain-head; wherein Sanfen is militaken, who makes it to come from Mount Tauroi, to the North of Orfa, by which he makes it to run, and then fall into Euphrates; and nevertheless it runs not by Afsan, but having watered many Villages, it leves it left under ground, some days Journey from Edu. In this plain there is a score of Tombs of Free-men, and on most of them a Stone-figure, that duly represents a Lyon, and at the sides of it a Buckler and Sword painted red. They are the Tombs of some brave Cours who have died in the Wars.

We parted from Edu on Sunday the thirteenth of July, half an hour after three in the morning, as it had been published in the Camp the evening before; all were likewise warned by a publique cry to take heed to themselves, because of the many Robbers that were there abouts, and that for that reason they would not load but by day-light. We marched North-East, and an hour after we were engaged amongst Hills, but without any attending, and there we saw the space of Dgiallab. We were not above three quarters of an hour amongst these Mountains, and coming out from among them we entered into a Plain, where we all found that we were out of our way; however we still kept on East-North-East, but a little more to the North-ward, that we might find Water to encamp by.

About Eleven of the Clock we found a score of Turkmen Horse-men, armed with Muskets and Lances, but they said nothing to us, and I believe it was because they durst not; though I was told that they have robbed no more in a Bajha of Dwebeck called Dilaron, provoked by the great Robberies they committed, marched out and made a great slaughter of them. After that we crossed over a Countrey full of little hills, amongst which there were some small plains, full of Thistles and Stones which made abominable
minable way, and we were so tired marching from hill to hill, that we were all afraid we should be forced to march till next day; but at length a quarter after one of the Clock at Noon, we arrived half roasted upon one of these little hills, called Toubangius, where having found a Well of Spring-water, we encamped by it, from the top of these hills, we had a view of the Mountains called Caradgia-Daglar.

About eleven a Clock at Night we had an alarm from twenty five Curdiſſt Horſe-men, who came towards our Camp, who being discovered the alarm was given, for it had been published in the Evening, that we should all watch for one another. All armed at the found of a Flute instead of a Drum, and some of our Men marching out of the Camp, and putting themselves in a posture to fire upon the Curds; they cried aloud praying us not to fire upon them, because they were going a hunting, and fo went on their way. We kept every Night in this manner, inciting one another to watch and sing, to keep us from sleeping.

We parted next Morning about a quarter after three, for we marched no more now before break of day, that we might not be surprized. Our way was East a little towards the South-East; and about fix a Clock we found fifteen or twenty of the Curds Tents, made of the hair of black Goats, under which were several Women and Children; about eight of the Clock we found above fifty of them, and three quarters of an hour after we encamped near a Well of Spring-water, in a place called Alab. These Curds came and sold Provisions in our Camp; but most part of them would not take Money, but only Soap, or Tobacco, and chiefly Soap; and though they were offered Ten pence for that which was not worth Eight pence, they would not take it, saying that they would not give it for a Piaffe, but for Soap they would. The Night following we had a very cold Wind, but not to the day after; for then it was excessively hot.

We parted from Alab on Tuesday the fifteenth of July, about three of the Clock in the Morning, and marched on East-South East: An hour after we left the bad way full of Stones, which we had constantly had from Orfa, and entered into a great Plain, having always to the left the Mountains Caradgia which are the Mount Taurus, that reaches from above Orfa to Diarbeek towards the East; and from thence, South-East till over against Kizil kem, and till near to Nifin towards the North-East; and from thence South-East, till within twodayes Journey of Mafja.

About fix a Clock I was told that the Town of Diarbeek, called in Armeni Diarbeek, was two long or three short days march to our left hand, and that was the nearest we came to it. Half an hour after seven we passed by a little Chappel covered with a Stone Dome, wherein there is a Tomb, which the People of the Country say is the Tomb of Job, and at present there is a Tomb of a Saint who prays at the back of that Chappel; for this is a famous place of Pilgrimage, and this Saint hath a little Cell near a Well of good Spring-water.

Half an hour after eight we arrived at the foot of a hill, on which stands a Village, called Telbounaran, (Tel in Arabick signifies a little hill) and we encamped in the Plain near a Fountain. This day and the preceding, we found by the way, many plants called Aegus Caffia, or Carnabes; for they grow three foot high, and have the leaves divided by five, like a hand, the middlemost being the longest, and then the two next to it, the two last are the least; they are jagged in the middle, and white underneath; in short, that plant ends at the top in an ear of several little Flowers of a very bright blew; they grow among the Stones, and may be seen there in great tufts.

I must here also observe some faults in Sansoon Mapp of Diarbeek. Mid-way from Orfa to Telbounaran; we should have passed a River which he calls Spaid, and makes it to come from Mount Taurus, pafs by Carcanit, and a great deal after fall into Euphrates; nevertheless in all our Caravan there was not one who could give me any tidings of that Water; and from Orfa to Telbounaran, we passed no other Water, but Djallab. Besides he hath made so many faults in the positions of places, and in their distances, as also in the changing their Names, that nothing is to be known by it; and though
I named to many of our Caravan most of the Names that he has put in his
Diarbekr or rather Diarbekir, the best way I could, yet they knew not above
two or three of them. He makes two Towns of Caraimid and Amil, and
it is but one to wit Diarbekir. He makes the River Alehabour the same with
Diissallab and that of Orfa. That River of Alehabour takes its source about
four days Journey from Mardin towards the South, and falls into Euphrates.
They say that the Water of this River is so good, that if after a man hath
eaten a whole Lamb, he drink of it, he'll ne'er find it burneth his Stomach.

But it is to be observed that there is also another River, called Chobur, which is
the Chobor mentioned in the Prophecy of Daniel; it is left and has its source be-
low Moful, on the left hand to those who go down the Tygris, and at Bagdad
lopes it itself in the Tygris; and by what I could learn of an ancient Syriac
of Moful, who hath many times travelled by divers ways, from Moful to Aleppo,
and from Aleppo to Moful, there are a great many other faults in the Mapp
of Diarbekr, which makes me to think that it hath been taken from bad
Memoirs.

Telghonuran is a Castle enclosed with a great many Stones piled up one
upon another; in former times it was a great Town, but through the Tur-
kish Tyranny it was defeated. There are about an hundred Houses of Ar-
menians in it, but none of Turks except of the Aga and his Servants, which
Aga is also customeur and Chobargai, we found a little thick muddy Charter there,
which they bring from Mardin. Under the trees at the foot of the hill, there
is a little Chappel, where are Chains that they put about mad mens Necks,
and they say that if they are to be cured, they fall off of themselves; but if
otherwise, they must be taken off: The Customer of this place came to our
Caravan to receive his dues.

We parted from thence next day the sixteenth of July, three quarters af-
ter three in the Morning, and continued our way East South East: About
half an hour after five, we saw by the way many stones, and some walls of
houses still standing. About fix a Clock we had a great alarm, because those
who were foremost had espied some Horse-men; all made ready, some lighted
their matches, and others took their bow and two arrows in their hand;
some run this way, and others that way; and nevertheless it was in vain for
me to ask where the Arabs were, for no body could let me see them, be-
cause then they were in a litte bottom. A little after we came to know that
it was the Aga of Telghonuran, coming from some place where his business
had carried him, who was accompanied with ten Horse-men, armed some
with Muskets, and others with Lances or Darts. About eight a Clock we saw
on our left hand near a Well several black Tents of the Kurds, who flying
from the Arabs came and encamped in that place; and we marching forwetwards about three quarters after ten came and encamped near a hillock,
in a place called Carakanzi, where there is a Well of good Spring-water,
which bears the same Name.

Next day Thursday the seventeenth of July, we parted from thence
about three quarters after two in the Morning, and continued our way
East South East; we entered among the Mountains, where for almost an
hour we did nothing but climb up and down in ways full of great stones;
having past them, and got again into the plain, we kept on the same course ap-
proaching to the Caradja Mountains: Half an hour after fix we found a Well
of good Spring-water; at seven we saw a Field sowed with Mace or Swain-
Corn; and another full of Richard or Palm-christi; at most but a foot high;
a great many draw Oil from it for Lamps, and rub the Camels with, to
make their hair come; for it falls off every year.

Having then passed by a great many forry Ruines of houses, and crossed a
little Brook, about half an hour after nine we were got by a large round
Pond full of yellowish Rain-water, where the Kurds were watering a great
number of Cattle, of which the chief and most common are black Goats of
whole hair they make their Tents.

Half an hour after ten we passed by a great Village, called Telghonuran,
which was to our left; and then we went to near Mount Taurus that
was also to our left, that it was not above an hours march to the foot of it.

Follow-
following the current of a little Brook, which was on the same side, half an hour after eleven, we came and encamped near a great Village called Kizilken, by which that rivulet runs. I observed on the way that day, that they were but then cutting down their Corn; whereas at Aleppo, they begin to cut about the end of May, or beginning of June. After we were encamped we felt, (notwithstanding our Pavilions,) so hot a Wind, that it seemed to have muffled together, and brought with it all the heat of the Air, and I think, that a man standing near a great flame, which the Wind blew upon his face, could not feel a hotter Air.

Kizilken is a great Village all inhabited by Syrians: we found some Carpeus, Kizilken, or water-Mellons there, which were ripe and good, and these did us a great deal of kindness. In the night-time there came Robbers several times; but they that watched, making as if they would fire upon them, they made some silly excuses and marched away.

From Kizilken we parted next day being Friday the eighteenth of July, half an hour after one of the Clock in the Morning, and continued our way East-South-East; about four a Clock we saw on our right hand two very solid well built houses, but abandoned, as well as the old Ruines that were to our left. Half an hour after seven, we arrived at a great Village, called Kogiafar, where the Custome became to take his dues, but not knowing that I was a Franeck, asked me nothing. In former times it was a very great Town, and some very high and substantial Buildings still remain; and amongst others a spacious Church rarely well built. First you enter into a large Court along which stands the Church that hath few doors all flapped up, except the middle one which hath a great Nich in each side; over these doors there has been Mosick work, the place whereof is still to be observed, and at the four Corners of the Court there has been four very high Square Steeples covered with little Domes, of which (as present) there are only three remaining, and of these too, but one entire: The other two want only the Dome; they are built, of very little Free-stones, with Ornaments of Architecture, and is the Church also, the middle wherein is covered with a Dome rough cast over, and the Walls supported by good large stone-Butrelezes. The Turks having converted it into a Mosque, have made a Keble in it, and a little Pulpit to preach in. Near to this Town, runs a Water that pales under a Bridge of five Arches; to say the truth, it is not very good, but there are good Wells, and each house has one: There is one in the middle of the Court of that Church, and hard by it, a kind of Dome supported by several Pillars; but for what use I know not, unless it be to wash in, as the Turks do when they go to their Mosque.

Kogiafar is over against Medin, that stands upon a hill to the North-East of it; the Castle is on the very top of the hill, and is seen at a great distance, being four hours Journey from Kogiafar. The Custome of Medin came to our Camp for his dues, and demanded of me as a Franeck, five Piastras, and therefore made my man Prisoner; but my Moure brought him out, he was informed that I was a Franeck, by a Turk of the Caravan, who was the onely man of them all that shewed any averision to me.

The Castle of Medin is so strong, that the Turks say no Army is able to take it, seeing they have both Spring-water and Cistern-water. They will have it, that Lamarian lay seven years before this Castle, who (to shew them that he would continue there until it were taken) caused the Trees below it to be cut down, and new ones planted, of the fruit of which, (when they began to bear,) he sent to the Garrison; and that the besieged to make the best they could, sent him Cheefe made of Bitches milk, as if it had been of the Milk of Ewes, which wrought a good effect; for he was persuaded by that, that they had not as ye spake their sheep, and despairing to force them, he raised the Siege, though he had prevailed in all the other Seiges that he attempted.

There is a Bajus at Medin, and almost all the Inhabitants of Kogiafar are Robbers. We stayed there all Saturday, because the Custome had not as yet agreed with our People what he was to have of every load, having asked too much; at Kogiafar, there still remain many fair Steeples, and other antiquities.
antiquities standing in several places. The same Saturday the nineteenth of July, there arrived a little Caravan near to our Camp, which came from Aleppo, and was going to Van.

On Sunday the twentieth of July, we parted from Kadaisfar, about three a clock in the morning; half an hour after five, we pass by a great Village, called Toubisfa, which was on our left hand, and is only inhabited by Syrians. So soon as we passed it, we came into a great plain fowed with Cucumbers and Melons, of which those of our Caravan took as many as they could eat and carry with them, notwithstanding the Cries of the poor People, Men, Women and Children, who had no better payment than ill words, as if they had been much in the wrong for complaining that their Goods were forcibly taken from them. About nine a Clock we passed a little Water, and after that, found the Tents of some Cardis, three quarters after nine, we encamped near a Village called Fastidge, near to which there is a Well of good Water.

In Winter they encamp at a Village near the Mountains, called Caradore, a little on this side, because there are Grottos in them to lodge in.

We parted about two of the Clock in the Morning, directing our way East-South-East; such hot Vapours seemed out of the Earth, that (for breath, and that I might not be stifled) I was forced to fan my self; which made me think of the Samuil, which I had already heard so much of. Half an hour after five, we saw on the side of the way to the left, the Ruines of a great Castle called Serfebeban, of which several panels of Wall fell stand.

About eight of the Clock we found some Tents of the Cardis; and then crossed at least twelve Canals one after another, which discharge their Water at NSfain, where we arrived three quarters of an hour after eight, and encamped beyond the Bridge, which consists of eleven small Arches, under which a great Water runs, which is divided into three by plowed Fields, that reach even to the Bridge, and render three of its Arches useless; they call all these the Waters of NSfain; for ask them the Name of a River in what manner you please, they'll give you no other but the Name of the place it runs by. This water comes from the Mountains, and before it reach Nsfa, they cut it into several Channels for watering of their grounds, that are planted with Cotton, rice and other things which require Water. That's a heavy and wholesome Water, and so is the Air, which is so bad, that I was told that if one sleep in it by day or by night, he runs a great risk of being sick, and that is the reason why the People of the Country are so tawny as they are.

NSfain was formerly a great Town, at present it is divided into two quarters separated by a plowed field, and both these quarters make but an ordinary Village. Hereinfore it had a Church dedicated to Mar-Jacob, that's to say St. James who is called the Brother of our Lord; It was very large, but at present there is nothing to be seen but the Arches of the doors, and a small space, which was, as I think, the end of the Church, walled up by the Syrians, where they and the Armenians at present celebrate Mass. The Custome of NSfain came and demanded his dues of our Caravan, though NSfain depend on the Bajra of Mezin, the Custome of which had already taken his dues at Kadaisfar, but he took nothing from me, because he thought I was a Greek.

We parted from NSfain next day being Tuesday the two and twentieth of July, about one a Clock in the Morning by Star-light, and passed another Canal; a strong North Wind blew then, which hardly cooled the Air. About five of the Clock we began to see on our right hand the Mountains Sendigiar which reach from North-West to South East, but they were about two days Journey distant from us. Half an hour after seven we crossed a water, half an hour after eight, another, and a quarter after nine we passed a third, which was very lovely, and called Derhabbi Seni: We thought to have encamped near it as usual, but because the Mules must have been sent to graze on the other side, and that it would have been troublesome to make them cross it again in the Evening; we went farther, and encamped near to a Spring of good Water, in a place called Kimarlik, from which we parted about eleven of the Clock at Night, and crossed a great Water, where
our Caravan was a long time in passing it, because of the dark, and of the many great Stones that are in the Water; when we passed it, we stood away Eastwards.

Wednesday the three and twentieth of July, about two a Clock in the Morning, we found another Water, and another again about four a Clock, and three quarters of an hour after, a very pleasant little River, which turns and winds through a small plain encompassed with hills.

Three quarters after five, we saw by the way to our left a Hillock, on the top of which there is a Dome, under which lies buried one Imam Ahmed, a Pilgrim, for whom the Turks have great Veneration, and this is a place of Pilgrimage. About seven a Clock we passed by a sorry Village called Candgi, and half an hour after, we encamped near a Spring of good Water, in a plain called by the Name of the Village. The Inhabitants thereabouts are so given to thieving, that they stay not for the Night as others do; but come into the Camp in the day-time, under pretext of selling Corn for the Horses; and walking up and down, (if they perceive anything not well looked after,) they sail not to lift it.

We parted from thence, the same day about half an hour after seven of the Clock at Night, and marched East-South-East: It was extremely hot till about two a Clock next Morning, that the Air grew cooler. We marched without finding Water or Habitation, until half an hour after fix, that we came and encamped in a plain called Adigus, because of a water that runs there among the reeds, and is bitter, according as I had been told, that from Candgi to Moja, there was neither habitation nor good water; which made me provide my stuff before hand; nevertheless having tasted it, I did not find it to be so bitter.

Friday the five and twentieth of July we parted from Adigus, half an hour after three in the Morning, for we were not willing to travel in the Night-time for fear of the Arabs. We marched South, and about eight of the Clock, crossed a Brook of bitter water; half an hour after, we crossed another, whose water was pretty good; upon a hillock close by, there stands a wall, which seems to have been the Wall of a Castle whereof there is no more remaining. Half an hour after nine, we crossed a great Brook of brackish Water, and three quarters after eleven, a small River that runs under a Bridge of four Arches, of which two are broken, and indeed, they seem to be useless, for the breadth of the water reaches but to the two that are whole, and it must needs be very high when it passes through the other two which stand upon a pretty high ground. This Bridge is below a little ruinous Castle standing upon a hillock; it hath been square, but there is nothing remaining but the four Walls, and a little round Tower in a corner. We encamped close by this Castle, all scorched with the Sun, and sweated in Sweat; that place is called Kesick-Cupri, that's to say, broken Bridge, and the Water is Kesick-Cupri, called Cupri-Sun, that's to say, the Bridge-water, and no other Names of Rivers are to be got from them.

I informed my self of the source of that River, which Sanien seems to have confounded with that of Nisbin, and I was told that it was another, and Geography, that the source is not far from that Bridge. This water is not very good but, it is not bitter, (as I had been told,) and close by it there is a Fountain of far worse water. We left that place the same day, three quarters after seven at Night, and took our way East-ward. About eleven a Clock we passed by a Village called Wihayas, which is wholly forsaken because of the Tyranny of the Turks. At midnight we had a great Alarm, but we found it only to be twelve Horse-men armed with Muskets, who came from Moja, where we arrived the fix and twentieth of July, three quarters of an hour after five in the Morning; A little before we came there, one of our Company having alighted, and returning back to look for his Sword which he had drop, was stript of all by the Arabs.
Of Moful.

We entered Moful by Bagdad Capisî that looks to the South, and at that Gate I payed a Piastra to the Janissaries. I went and lodged with the Capucins, who were lately arrived there, to settle a million, by orders of the Congregation, de propaganda fide, and therefore, as yet they were but very ill accommodated; but a house was a preparing for them, which a Syrian Priest had let them at a pretty dear rate: There were but two Capucins there, to wit, the Reverend Father John, and brother George, who charitably administered Physick to all the People without distinction of Religion: This, with the knowledge he had of all Diseases, dews so many sick People to their house, that it was always as full as an Hospital: They came to him even ten days Journey off, and the most powerfull sent and prayed him to come to them from all parts of Mesopotamia.

The City of Moful, anciently called Asour, stands upon the side of the Tigris which runs to the East of it; it is encompassed with Walls of rough stone platttered over, with little pointed Battlements on the top, two fingers breadth thick, and four or five broad, much like to wooden Pales. I think that one may walk round this Town in an hours time, there is a Castle in the water, which is narrow, but reaches out in length from North to South, and is almost of an oval figure: towards the River it is all built of Free-stone, and the Walls are about three fathom high; on the land-side it is separated from the Town by a ditch, five or six fathom broad and very deep, being filled with the River-Water; and in this place it is about four fathom deep; but is not faced with Free-stone above one fathom high, from the foundatation, and the rest is only rough Stone. The entry into it is on the side of the Town, and the Gate is in the middle of a great square Tower built upon a strong and large Arch, under which runs the Water of the ditch; and there is a little Draw-Bridge to be past before one comes to the Gate, which heretofore was strongly defended by Artillery; for before it on the outside there are six large Guns still to be seen, but one of them is broken, and but one mounted; there are about as many field-pieces, and only two of them mounted; I was told that this Castle was built by the Christians, and that there is a fair Church within it.

The Tigris seems to be somewhat broader than the River of Seine, but is very deep and rapid; nevertheless it has a Bridge of Boats over it, a little below the Castle, and opposite to one of the Gates of the City called Dysfir Capisî, that's to say the Bridge-Gate: It consists of about thirty Boats, on which they pass to an Ile, the other end reaches not the Land, unless it be by a Stone-Causey, which is as long as the Bridge itself where it ends. In Winter that Bridge is removed, because the River (then overflowing) becomes as broad again as it is in Summer: A few paces from the River-side, there are large Ditches which it fills with water, that is drawn out from thence for watering their grounds; and that (I think) by a very silly invention. They have great Buckets of Leather that hold more than a Barrel; and at the bottom of the Bucket there is a large Pipe of Leather, about three foot long; such as I have in former times seen at Paris fastened to Casks full of water, which served to water the Cours de la Reine. This Bucket is fastened to a Rope, put over a wheel, that turns upon an Axletree whose ends enter into the Pemphouses that are on each side of the Well; and there is another Cord fastened to the Mouth of the Bucket, that holds it upright to keep the water from spilling, and this last Cord goes under the wheel; these two Cords are fastened together to a great Rope: and because it requires several men to draw
draw the Bucket full of Water, they fasten this great Rope to an Ox, whom they drive forward about twenty paces in decent, that he may draw more easily and fast. When the Bucket is up, they let the water run out at the Pipe into a little furrow, from whence it spreads over their grounds: When that is done, they bring the Ox back again, and set him a drawing as before. I cannot tell why in this Country and in Persia they make no use of Poulferages as in Egypt and the West of Turkey.

Whiff I was at Moful the Cuffomer (who learnt that I was a Franchise) sent for me and my servant, and having presented me with Coffee, he demanded of me ten Piastras, for the Cuffomer of two load of Goods which he said I had; I pretended not to understand neither Turkish nor Arabic, it being bext to do so (when one is known to be a Franchise) for many reasons. I told him then by an Interpreter that I had not two load of Goods, and that they were only Books: By chance there was a Syrian Merchant there, called Codgia Elias, who is very powerfull in Moful and a friend of the Capuchins, and he had business with the Cuffomer: this Codgia seeing me, took two Piastrer cut of his Purse which he threw to the Cuffomer, praying him to let me go for that; but the generosity of a man whom I knew not making me difficult him, I bid tell him that if he laid out any thing for me, I could not repay it; this put the Cuffomer into so great a passion, that having abused my servant with his tongue, he sent him away to prison; for my part, I stayed there, and he still treated me calmly and civilly enough. At length Codgia Elias, offering to pull out more Money; I made him plainly to understand by Signs, that I would not repay it; wherefore he put up his Money again, and departed not well satisfied with me; though he brought my Servant back from prison again, to whom the Cuffomer gave leave to go to my Lodging for one of my Books that he might see it; he came back and Father Jobs with him, who ordered matters so that I came off for two Piastras. I thought it might not be unprofitable to relare these things, which Profitable adheres to be but trifles, and yet may serve for a lesson to the Franchies, who travel in Turkey, when they find themselves in the like Circumstances, and in places where there is no Consul nor Merchants; for where there is any, it is best to let them to whom you are recommended act, because they know the humour of the Cuffomers, and how they are to be dealt with. Not that I pretend that my conduct shoule serve for a model to others, but I think there are hints that can do no hurt, and may do good; seeing when one is instructed before hand, he may better take his measures as to what he is to say and do upon the like occasions: For my own part, I thank God, I came off very well in my own way, and I always perceived, that one must be as slow as he can in putting his hand in his Pocket in that Country: Because when you are known to be a Franchise, if you pull out your Money as soon as they demand it, they never leave off as long as they can squeeze one penny more from you. The Name of a Franchise to tickles them, that when any such fall into their hands, they drain from him all that they can, imagining that Franchise never travel but with Purse full of Chequem. One must likewise have a special care not to let them see Gold, but only white Money, and as little of that too as may be, and in short, one should have the cunning to pass for a poor Man. And therefore in these my last Travels I wore always mean Apparel, so long as I was in Turkey: The best way in the world would be not to pass for a Franchise, if it could possibly be done, and I was so well disguised when I parred from Legorn, (that understanding Turkish,) I succeeded in it; not in Alexandria where I was too well known, since the first time I had been there, but at Reffera, and Saida; but from that time forward, (travelling always with those who had seen me with Franchise,) they presently blazed it abroad that I was a Franchise.

Moful hath five Gates, besides that which looks to the South, called Bagdad. The Gate of Capis, because that is the Gate by which they go to Bagdad. There is a Moful

Maque by it which formerly was very great, but the Turks have demolished a good part of it, leaf if the Persians should believe that Town, (as they always do when they are Masters of Bagdad,) they might make that Mofique a Castle to better the Town from. The inside of it is entirely faced, from the
top to bottom, with ornaments of Piaffe laid upon the Walls, and wrought with the Chizzel a good inch deep: These ornaments are not so regular, as those that are to be seen in Europe, nor they are even a little confused, and (being but small) are not easily distinguished, though they escape not altogether the sight neither; and particularly one may plainly observe a great many Roses: But after all, it is an agreeable confusion, and since there is not one bit but what is covered with them even in the Seeling itself, and that the ground is all azure, it yields a sight that surprizes the Eye, and in some part contents it better than more regular and accomplished Beauties.

On the other side of the River at the end of the Bridge, begins the place where in ancient times stood the famous City of Nimreeb, which having repented upon the preaching of the Prophet Jonas, forty years after relapsed into its former disorders; wherefore the People of the Country say, that God overthrew the City, and its Inhabitants, who were buried in the Ruines with their heads down and their feet upwards: There is nothing of it now to be seen but some Hillocks, which (they say,) are its foundations, the Houses being underneath; and these reach a good way below the City of Mosul.

A little more up on land on the same side, is the Tomb of Jonas in the Mosque of a Village, but I went not thither because of the excessive heat: For two hours after Sunrising there is no possibility of stirring abroad, till at least an hour after it is set; the Walls besides are too hot, that half a foot from them, one feels the heat, as if it were of a hot Iron; and therefore during the Summer all steep in the Night-time upon Terraces in the open Air, both Men and Women: And the lack of July I observed in my Thermometer exposed to the Sun, seven and thirty degrees of heat. In short, the heat in Mesopotamia is certainly excessive; and though (when I travelled there,) I wore upon my head a great black handkerchief, like a Womanhood, that I might see through (because the Turks commonly use these handkerchiefs upon the road;) nevertheless, I had many times my Fore-head scorched; that's to say, it became all over red, after which it swelled exceedingly, and then the skin came off; my hands were also continually scorched. Some also in the Caravan had their Eyes daily scorched; and the remedy for it is a powder made of Sugar and long Pepper beat very small; which being well mixed, is put into a purse, or rather a long narrow bag, and when there is occasion for it, they take a skewer like a bodkin of wood, so long as to reach to the bottom of the bag, ad having taken it out full of that powder draw it along betwixt the Eye and Eyelid, where it leaves all the powder that stick to it, and this must be done to each Eye severally.

In the City of Mosul there is a Mosque divided into several Isles by means of many arched Roofs; it is adorned with Piaffe-work as the former, but much decayed; it is at least as big as Notre Dame of Paris. The pliaffe, wherewith they embellish these Mosques, is made of a certain Stone which they burn, and then break and crush with rollers drawn by Horses. The houses of this Town are ill built, and are rather ruines than houses, even the Bauchi's own Sarraglio, (for Mosul is a BathaHip) being a very ferry place.

In this Country and in the rest of Assyria the Melons are not rough and in a manner carved, as in Europe; but they are long, have a very smooth skin, and for the most part the flesh white. They are very good, and eat as if they were full of Sugar; but they were gathered for ripe, that one may easily eat them with a spoon; and the Leasattines generally eat them so. There are also some little round Melons which are white within and eat very short, but they are not so good. When we came to Purla in Persia, we found some of the same shape; but yet are of a quite different nature, for they are never over ripe, and I have eat of one that looked firm and green, which I found to be very good; and nevertheless all the seeds were already sprouted out an inch long, and it had a little Melon full shaped of the bigness of a Nut, with a tail, to which the seeds that produced it were still sticking; it was not round, but wanted not much of it, and had the form that it could take in the vacuum it met with: Having cut it I found seeds in it, but fo
small, that they could not be seen, but by holding it to a Candle and looking through, and then they might plainly be seen; these Melons come in Autumn.

Whilst I was at Mosul, there happened an Eclipse of the Moon on the seventh of August; it began about one Clock after midnight, and lasted till four in the Morning; during all which time the Moon seemed to be of the colour of blood. All the while it lasted, the Terrasses were full of People, who made a continual clashing din with their Kettles which they beat with sticks, and that to frighten a huge Beast which (the People of the Country say,) would devour the Moon. I learnt from a knowing man, that the Author of that Mammary was an Astrologer, who foretold to a King an Eclipse of the Moon; which stirred up his curiosity to desire to see it: But having waited sometime, (though the moment prefix by the Astrologer drew near,) he grew impatient, and because the Eclipse happened not so soon as he would have had it, he discharged his Choler upon the Astrologer, as he who ought to have answered for it, and then fell asleep. In the mean time, the Eclipse beginning shortly after, the Astrologer was in a new perplexity; because on the one hand he durst not awaken the King, and on the other, he was afraid that if he did not awake before the Eclipse was over, he would not believe it, and yet make him feel the bad influences of the same. To be short, that he might come off the best way he could, he invented a tale to the People, and told them that there was a huge Beast which had a mind to devour the Moon, and that to scare it away they must make a great deal of noise, which they did, and by that means awakened the King. Nevertheles, it seems that the Romans had this custom of making a noise with Kettles and Drums to astound the Moon when she is laboured in an Eclipse, as may be seen in the sixth Satyr of Juvenal.

— Nemo tubas atque axas annuit.
Unde laborans pateret succurrere Lume.

C H A P. XII.

Of the Wind Samiel, the Kelecks, and the Authors embarking in that kind of Vessel.

When we came to Mosul, it was resolved that five Kelecks should be made, because many of the Caravan had a mind to go by Water, to the end they might avoid the Samiel, and I was one of those.

The rest departed on Wednesday the thirtieth of July, and took their way through Mesopotamia, which is certainly the shortest; but no Village to be found along the Road, and two days after, we had news that six of them were already dead. Within a few days more came the Hazna, which is the money for paying the Soldiers of Bagdad, and because the Kelecks were long in making, a great many took that occasion, and on Wednesday the third of August went away with the Hazna through Cirdihan, and crossed the Water upon the Bridge of Mosul. That is the longest way, but there are several Villages upon the Road, and my Munce had a mind I should go that way; however I would not partly because of the Samiel, and partly also for fear he might play me some trick; because I had refused him some Peasares that he would have had over and above our bargain, though he had been already paid double; and therefore he went away and left me. This ought to be a profitable lesson never to pay that fort of men before hand. Next day after they were gone, the news came that nine of them were dying.
But having spoken so much of the *Samuel*, it is but reasonable I should relate what I have been told of it; *Sam* in *Arabic*, signifies poison, and *til* in *Turkish*, wind; so that that compound word signifies *Poison-wind*, and it may be the *ventus unus*, or East Wind, of which job speaks in the one and twentieth Chapter of his Book. Having with much curiosity informed my self of that Wind, all told me the same thing, that it is a very hot Wind that reigns in summer from *Moful* to *Surrat* but once by *Land*, and not upon the *Water*; and that they who have breathed that Wind, fall instantly dead upon the place, though sometimes they have the time to say that they burn within. No sooner does a man dye by this Wind, but he becomes as black as a coal, and if one take him by the Leg, Arm or any other place, his flesh comes from the bone, and is plucked off by the hand that would lift him up. They say that in this Wind there are fountains of fire as small as a hair, which have been seen by some, and that they who breathe in these rays of fire dye of them, the roast receiving no prejudice; if it be so, it may be thought that these fires volatilize from sulphurous exhalations that rise out of the Earth, which being tided by the Wind, kindle, (for they are inflammable) and being with the Air sucked in by respiration, continue the enthrals in a moment. Or otherwise, if it be no more but a bare Wind, that Wind must be so hot, that in an instant it corrupts the whole body it enters into; and if it kill no body upon the Water, the reason must be, that these emitted Vapours are dissipated or extinguished by the exhalations that continually rise out of the water, which are gros and humid; or because there is always a cool breeze upon the water. However leaving the discussion of this point to the learned, what I have related of the effects of the *Samuel* is certainly true, for I have informed my self thereof by many, most of whom have seen and handled those that have died of it, which is very common in summer: If that Wind reign from *Moful* to *Surrat* (as some say,) it must be along the Water-side; for over land there are many places where it reigns not at all.

Having been so well informed then of that Wind, I resolved not to run the hazard of suffering by it; but because many were gone with the Kazama, they could hardly resolve at *Moful* to make Keleeks, which is a kind of boat, wherein there is neither peg, nail, nor indeed, any bit of iron; though it be made up of at least of as many pieces as our boats are. It hath neither Staff nor Sail, and nevertheless if it wanted Wind, it would presently sink to the bottom; And quite contrary to our boats, out of which they are obliged to pump the water often, into this water must be thrown. For making of these boats then, they make fast and tie together with ropes a great many *Barrachie* or leather Jugs, in a square figure but longer than breed; Ours consist of twenty *Barrachie* in length, and thirteen in breadth, which in all made an hundred and threecore. Upon these *Barrachie* they fasten a train, or hurdle of poles tied together with withies, and upon that bed of poles they place four benches, which are nothing else but bundles of poles, about half a foot thick, they are set at about two foot and a half distance one from another, and are made as high, so that there remains all round without a border or side way two or three foot broad. Afterwards they lay poles cross over from one bench to another, and upon them they load the goods and place their passengers every one shifting for themselves as well as they can upon the things they carry along with them. So these boats are about four fathom long, and three broad below; and above, (when they are loaded,) about three fathom long and two breed; and they are loading and all, about five or six foot high. These *Barrachie* must be wet every half quarter of an hour, for fear they should float for want of Wind, which the boat-men do with a leather pouch tied to the end of a pole. There is neither rudder nor sail, as I said, and the whole close consists of three Watermen, two of which row the boat with Oars, which are towards one of the ends, on each side one; and these Oars are no more but Poles, having fins about two foot and a half fastened to the end of them, they are made of several pieces of Cane, six or seven Inches long, and the third Waterman wets the *Barrachie*. They have neither stem nor stern, and goe any way,
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way, but commonly side ways, quite contrary to ours: Every evening these Barrackios must be new blow'd, which they do with the ends of reeds, and when they are cracked they mend them. These Kolecks put a hoar always twice a day, that the men may do their needs. They are necessitated to make use of such boats, because in the Summer-time, a small boat of Timber, cannot go upon that River, by reason of the multitude of banks.

Two of these Kolecks were made, and so soon as they were finished I sent to take a place; but the answer I had was, that they would not receive me, because (some said) I had Wine, and others Musk with me, the smell whereof would heat them too much. However, since I would by no means lose that occasion, the Reverend Father John spoke to some, who promised that I should have a place, on condition that I carried no Wine with me; for they fancy that Wine would sink the Koleck: And indeed, I saw some Christians who had a great deal of credit, but not enough to embark Wine. I presently sent my Servant with my things; he stayed on board to look after them, and sent me word that they would not put off before the next day. I failed not next morning to go thither, but it was in vain. For our departure being put off till night, and then till next day,) I was persuaded to return back; which I did the more willingly, because I perceived it would be very incommodious to spend the Night in that place. However, having heard the Soldiers of Bagdad (who were to go with us) threaten to throw overboard the Goods of those that offered to carry Wine, I then resolved not to take any with me.

Next morning I came to the waterside, where at first I had a proof of the tyranny and barbarity of these people, who putting the passengers Goods on board without weighing them, reckoned them double the weight they were, for one hundred weight setting down two, and doing the like for the provisions; for one must carry every thing with him in this Voyage, wherein, (as they say,) there was neither house nor harbour to be found. We went to the Office, and payed two Piastras for every head, and four for the hundred weight of my Goods. Then I came to keep my place, where I suffered a great deal of heat, for every thing was so hot there, that whatever I touched burnt my hands, and rivers of sweat ran from me on all sides.

During that time, I saw an experiment of the dexterity the People of the Country have to cross the water without a Bridge. I perceived forty or fifty the Buffles driven by a Boy stark naked, who came to sell the milk of them; these Buffles took the water and fell a swimming in a square body; the little Boy stood upright upon the last, and stepping from one to another, drove them on with a flax, and that with as much force and assurance, as if he had been on dry Land, sometimes sitting down upon their Buttocks: He went above five hundred paces below the Town, on the other side of the Water. After Noon they demanded a Piastra more of each Person, and I was obliged to Codgia Elias that I payed a little less. But when they came to talk of putting me in the middle of the other Koleck, where I should have been stifled for want of Air, I demanded back my money and goods, telling them that I would stay at Moful, until the heats were over. In fine, Codgia Elias prevailed so far that they left me my place; and they sent other passengers with their goods out of our Koleck into the other, which was less loaded. From that time they began to shew me good composure, and to assure me that no body should molest me. I think that besides the credit of Codgia Elias (to whom I am much obliged for that good office; and for many more that he did me;) the Authority of Tongi Buffa (whose Kinman I gave my self out to be in the Caravan,) food me in no small stead, and I had reason to say I was, since in the Letters he gave me at Damascus he had called me his Brother.
C H A P. XIII

Of the Voyage on board the Keleck, to Bagdad.

We parted from Meful on Friday the eighth of August about three of the Clock in the Afternoon; at least our Keleck went to the Isle on the other side, where we layed at least an hour in putting men and goods on board of the other, which was less loaded than ours. There was left on board of ours no more than ten hundred weights of goods, and twenty passengers; then they made me change my place; as a sign they would oblige me, and gave me a better upon the side of the Keleck, all beginning to careless me. We began then to set forward in good earneft, and were gone but a little way, when we found an Island which we left to the right hand; keeping always to the left along by the shore of Cerdisan. The side of Mesopotamia is well fow'd, but the Cerdasan shore is barren and uncultivated; as if the curse of Nineveh were fallen upon it; nevertheless in the Evening I saw great flocks of sheep, and goats a watering.

The River of Tigris is more crooked and winding than any that ever I saw. It maketh a great many Islands, and is full of banks of stone; where we passed near to any of these banks, all the Turks in Chorus called Mahomet to their assistance. There are a great many Birds both sides, and amongst others we saw a flight altogether like Franches, that they have an unpleasant smell, though the flesh of them be firm and very good to eat. They were so numerous that I think a grain of small shot could not have past through without hittin some of them; and they made a cloud above five hundred paces in length and fifty in breadth. About six a Clock we began to have little hills on our right hand, which lasted about two hours. And we passed near to one, out of which they have Sulphur, which they purifie and melt into Canes. This Sulphur is a very white Earth, for we were pretty near that hill, which is almost wholly of Sulphur. We stoped on the Cerdasan shore two hundred paces from thence, about Sun-setting, and refixed upon the ground by the Water-side; some of the Companie stayed on board to guard the Kelecks; for the Arabs when they see Kelecks many times come swimming and take what they can, and then make their escape in the same manner. They have besides, the cunning (when they are swimming) to put some branches of trees upon their heads, that it may not be thought they are men. The water over against these hills is no broader than the length of the Pont. Marte at Paris. That Night we had a very hot Wind, which sometimes brought with it cold gusts also; and I observed they were not so strong as the others; I was afraid it might have been the Samiel, because it blew from that hill of Sulphur.

Next Morning being Saturday the ninth of August, we embarked about break of day: We still saw on the side of Mesopotamia some hills of Sulphur, which we smelt. We met several People, Men, Women and Girls that crost the Water stark naked, having a Borachos under each Arm-pit, and their baggage on their heads, and amongst the rest we saw two Girls who swang over without any help. Half an hour after Sun-rising, we perceived on the Water-side to the left hand, several of the Arabi houses, square, and about two fathom high; they were made of Poles, and covered with leaves, their Cartel were hard by, and also their Horseth which are always saddled; These are their Summer-houses; for in the Winter-time they shelter themselves under their Tents of black Goats hair.

About six a Clock we stop at a Village, called Alyhaman in Mesopotamia; there are a great many natural hot Baths there, and I make no doubt but these Waters run through Sulphur. The People of the Country have dugg great
great Pits in the Earth under little Domes, wherein they bath themselves; for my own part, I thought it enough to wet a finger therein, and found it very hot, but not scalding. Sick people come there from all quarters, and are cured, but especially Lepers. There are a great many always there from Moful, which is but a day's Journey of Caravan distant. All the Houses of this Village are by the Water-side, they are all about two fathom square, and the Walls and Roofs are only of Canes interlaced with branches of Trees; we rested there about two hours, and then continued our Voyage. The Sun that day was several times overcast with Clouds, that did us a great kindness; after Noon we stoppt a little, to stay for the other Kelock which was not come up.

About three a Clock we came to Afuir, which is a place where the remains of the Foundation of a Bridge are still to be seen, over which the Water runs with so much noise, that we heard it half an hour before we came to the place. When we were got there, we went a Shore on the left hand, because there is only a small passage near Land for the Kelock; and in the Summer-time it is so shallow, that many times they are forced to keep in the middle and go over stones that rise to the brim of the Water, and make a kind of cascade or fall. We all took our Arms, to defend us against the Lions, which are there in great Numbers amongst little Coppies; however we saw none. When the Kelock had pased near the Shore the current carried it into the middle of the River; so that it could not stop till it came to an Island which is about fifty paces from the main Land, and thither we went to it up to the knees in water. A little after, we had a great many hills to the right hand; and on the right of them there is still some remains of a Cafele, called Top-Cali, that's to say the Castle of Cannons; they say it was built by Numa Top-Cali-red, as well as the Bridge, which he had built for his convenience in going to his Miftres whom he kept on the other side.

Besides that, we saw a great many other Hills of Sulphur; and one amongst the rest very high, the Sulphur whereof appeared very yellow, and smelt strong. About half an hour after, we saw the end of those Mountains, and had others on the left hand covered over with Trees. A quarter of an hour after, we saw on the left hand, where the River of Zarb River of falls into the Tigris: It's a great River, more than half as broad as the Tigris, Zarb. very rapid, and the Water thereof is whith and cold: They say that it comes very far off from the Mountains of Curdisian, and is only Snow-water. On the same side, about a French League up in the Country there is a hill by it fell, on which are the Ruines of a Cafele, called Kekeff. Having pased this place (which looks like a little Sea,) we had at length to the left hand Woods full of Lions, Bears and other wild Beasts. We rowed on till the Sun was setting not knowing where to lye, because we durst not go a Shore on the side of the Woods for fear of Lions; and on the side of Mezopotamus we saw Arabs; at length just at Sun-setting, we stoppt near Woods, which are all of Tamarisk and Liquorice, and set a guard both against Men and Beasts. From Moful to this place, they reckon it two days Journey and a half by Caravan.

After midnight three Robbers stark naked approached, but finding themselves discovered, they dived into the water, and disappeared; nevertheless this gave us a great alarm, for they who saw them, ran in all haste to the Kelock, crying out like men in extreme danger; and the rest not knowing what the matter was, and thinking that they had a Lion at their heels, threw themselves desperately into the Kelock, whilst those that were asleep on board, awakening at the noise, and imagining there was a Lion in the Kelock, endeavoured to get out: In short, so great was the disorder, that no man knowing what he did, it is a wonder we did not kill one another.

Sunday the tenth of April, about break of day, we put forward again, and half an hour after, past by the foot of a Hill to the left hand, on which there is a Mofique, with a Building like to a little Cafele, called Sultan-Abdullah: Sultan-Abdul-heretofore it was inhabited by Dervisiers, and (at present) serves for a retreat to Arabian Robbers. We saw about a score of them on the water-side, with their Horses and Lances, who sent three of their company towards us. These
Blades, having stript themselves naked, came swimming, and asked Bread of us; they had it, and so returned, carrying each two Loaves, one upon their head, and the other in one hand, which they held out of the water, swimming only with the other hand. We had still Woods to our left, and by intervals some Hills, and shortly after we had Woods also to the right hand. In several places on the same side we saw a great many of the Summer-houses of the Arabs, but no body in them.

Half an hour after five in the evening, we saw upon a little Hill on the same hand the ruins of a Castle called Toprac-Calafi. There were some Houses of Arabs there; and the other Kellock having sloped a few minutes near land, they stole an Abe of Cloath, which is a kind of a Veft, and no body perceived it till they were gone. These Arabs bow Millet thereabouts, of which they make their Bread, eating no other.

We sloped that day in the morning and at noon to do the needs of Nature, as it was our custom, and then continued our way, having always Hills on the right hand; and about Sun-setting we went a-thoor at a place on the left hand, where there is abundance of Lions, and where one must have a special care of Arabs; for some time ago the Arabs robbed a Kellock in that very place, having on board almost four score people, whom they killed, and then over-set the Kellock, that it might be thought it over-set of itself. Hardly were we arrived, when three Arabs came swimming over to us from the other side; we gave them Bread, and let them going.

We parted next morning (Monday the eleventh of August) at break of day, and had Hills still on our right hand. About eight a clock we palled near one of these Hills, on which the people of the Countrey say there is a Castle named Mebekal-Calaen, by the name of a Franc who built it. About nine a clock we saw the ends of these Hills. The Liquorice-water. which I found by the way when we went a-thoor, was very useful to me; for I intufed it in the water which I drank, and that pleased me better than common water, which not only made me sweat excessively (for I voided by the pores as much as I drank,) but also it raised on me several Blisters, that prick'd me like so many needles as often as I drank or dree'd down: whereas when I drank Liquorice-water, I felt none of these inconveniences. I had besides Sumack, which is almost like Hemp-seed, with which I made another sort of Drink, by putting a little of that grain into water, and after pounding it; that yielded me a very red Water, but very cooling and wholesome; and if a little Salt be added to it, it makes it much pleasanter. They use a great deal of Sumack; and when it is bear'd and put into Broth, it is very wholesome, and a good remedy against the Bloody-Flux.

They suffer no man to make a Tent upon these Kelleeks to keep out the Sun; nay they would not suffer me to hold a bough of a Tree over my head, because of the wind, which might over-set the Kelleek: but I found a way to defend myself against the heat of the Sun, by lying half at length, so that my head was a little higher, almost as if I had been sitting. In this posture I fastened one end of my Abe behind my head, and covered my self with the reit in manner of a Tent, by means of three sticks, of which one that I held between my Legs upheld it in the middle, and was like the main Pile; the other two supported it on the two sides. In this manner I had a pretty convenient thatle, and the wind ever almoft on one side or other: but notwithstanding all my circumstance, I suffered great heats, especially some days, when there was not a breath of wind. About noon, the Hills began again, and these Mountains run along as far as the Indies: they call them Dgebel Homrin: I believe they are the Mountains called Cordace by Quintus Curtius in his fourth Book and tenth Chapter.

Towards two of the clock we palled near to a Castle which is in Mefopotamia, called Gisubhar Calais; and some time after, we saw a little Hill to the left hand, called Alum Daghi, that's to say, the Hill of Gold, because the Arabs digging in it here and there find a little Gold. About four a clock we palled that place, where they charge down the Tigris (as we did,) and begin to have the Mounts Hebron to the left, which till that place they have always had to the right, and on the side of Mefopotamia. It is the tradition, that the River here-
hereofore divided them, and that they go by Iphabun, and reach as far as the Indus; and in that Country they affirm, that those Hills, (which are of a white Rock,) encompass all the World. At Sun-setting we went about on the side of Mesopotamia, over against Kizil-Ham; which is a Ham Kizil-Ham, not far from it, and the fifth Lodging of the Caravans that come from Mosul.

We did not take our Lodging on the other side as the nights before, because of the Lions that are there, and are to be seen in Flocks like Sheep. We kept good Guard, because our Station was pretty near to the Houses of some Arabs; besides, there were some Lions also on that side. Amongst the rest, there is one that is in great reputation among the people of the Country: he is called, the Lion of Kizil-Ham, and is said to be as big as an Ass, and of extraordinary strength; who never fails to take a man of every Caravan, and it was very honourable for ours that we paid him not that Tribute. They add, that he commonly sets upon those who struggle in the rear; and (that it may not be thought that it's for want of courage, but only out of cunning, that he does so,) they say he is so bold, that if he sees no more but two or three men, he comes confidently up to them, and taking one of them in his Claws, lays him upon his Back, and carries him away. Some Caravaners told me a great many Tales upon that subject, which I shall give as cheap as I had them.

They told me very seriously, that the Lion never sets upon a man but when he is very hungry; and that he feeds upon him backwards, beginning always at his Buttocks, because he is afraid of the face of a man. That when he takes a Camel or a Bull, he lays him on his Back, and easily carries that Load; but that he cannot do so with an He-Buffalo or a Sheep; for he dares not set upon an He-Buffalo, because he would certainly be killed by him: As to a Sheep, that he can very well take and kill it, though he cannot carry it, but is obliged to drag it; and the reason is, because hereofore the Lion taking a Buffalo or Camel, said, I carry in the strength of God, knowing that it was above his power; but having found a Sheep, he said, I carry this well Lion, enough by my own strength; and therefore God punished his Presumption, by disabling him to carry it. This they have got from the Fables of damned Caliph. They affirm moreover, that the Lion understands what a man says, and weeps when a man speaks. The Arabs are not afraid of Lions, and provided an Arab have but a stick in his hand, he'll pursue a Lion, and kill him if he can catch him.

This evening about nine a clock one of the men of our Kelluck, with a Hook took a great Fish; it was above five foot long, and though it was as big as a man, yet he told me it was a young one, and that commonly they are much bigger. The Head of it was above a foot long; the Eyes four inches above the Jaws, round, and as big as a brass farthing; the mouth of it was round, and being opened as wide as the mouth of a Cannon, so that my head could easily have gone into it; about the mouth on the outside, it had four white long Beards of Flesh, as big as ones little finger; it was all over covered with scales like to those of a Carp; it lived long out of the water, died when they opened the Belly to skin it, and was a Female: the flesh of it was white, tasted much like a Tunny, and was as soft and loose as Flax.

We embarked again next day (the twelfth of August) in the dawning, and about two a clock after noon came to Tikr, which is in Mesopotamia, and the Tikri sixth Lodging of the Caravans from Mosul: there we spent the rest of the day. I endeavoured twice to go thither, but could not, because in ten or twelve places there is danger of breaking ones neck; so that I refused satisfied to see the Houses which are to the water-side, and are well enough built for that Country, being all of rough Stone. I understood that hereofore it had been a great Town, but at present it is no more but ruins, and hardly to be reckoned a good Village; and indeed, we had much ado to find Bread in it, and to have a little Meat it behoved me to buy a whole Sheep. It is built upon a very high Rock, because of the overflownings of the Tygris which happens in the Spring; for then it swells so considerably, that it seem to be a little Sea, and is deeper than in Summer by above four or five Pikes length,
as I might easily observe by the marks that remain on the Hills. We had no Lions to be afraid of in that place, but Robbers we had.

Wednesday the thirteenth of August we parted from thence, about break of day, and about eight a clock faw to the left hand a Village called Ismam-Muhammad, from the name of a Mosque, where they pay great Devotion: all that I could observe in passing, was a square Minaret that spires into a Pyramid. About noon we saw many forsaken houffes, some ruined, and others not; and that during the space of about two hours way, but at distance one from another; they call that Eski-Bagdad, the ancient Bagdad. About two in the afternoon we stopt on the left hand, because the wind was high. At that time some of our company having gone ashore to sit under a Tree, they had hardly made one step, when they returned with all speed, because they found that the wind was Samiel, and told me that they felt the Air as if it had been fire. We staid there about two hours, and then went on our way; but the wind still continuing, and being apprehensive that it might force us upon some Bank, half an hour after, we put a fheer on the same side. We were presently visited by the Arabs, who told us, that in the morning a Lion had carried away one of their Buffles; I asked one of them, if he run away when he met a Lion: God forbid, (answered he;) a Man should never flee from a Lion, seeing if a Lion perceive that he is refolute, it will be sure to run first. We kept Guard all night against the Arabs and Lions, whose roarings we heard every minute, as well as the noise of the Karacoulacks, the yelping of the Chakales, and the barking of the Arabs Dogs.

The Karacoulacks are Beasts somewhat bigger than Cats, and much of the same shape; they have long black ears, almost half a foot long; and from thence they have their name, which signifies black-eared. They are the Chameaux of the Lions, (as the people of the Country say) for they go some steps before them, and are, as it were, their guides to lead them unto those places where there is prey, and have a share for their reward. When that Beast calls the Lion, it seems to be the voice of a Man calling another, though the voice of this bea little shriller; I was told that the Karacoulack and the Leopard were one and the same thing. The Chakales are as big as Foxes, and have something of a Fox, and something of a Wolf, but are not Mongrels begot of them, as many have said.

We were obliged then to keep Guard both towards the Land and Water, as well against Men as Beasts. Several told stories how that many Lions had come to Caravans and carried away men, no body fearfully perceiving it; because when a Lion swims, he hides all his Body under water except the Nose, so that he comes on so softly, that he is not heard; and when he is a shore he snatcheth a man, and jumping into the water with him, carries him over to the other side. Whenever we heard a Fitch fitter in the water, we took the allarm, and that obliged us to make a fire, and shoot off several Mufquets, because they say the Lion is afraid of fire. About midnight we heard the voice of a Chakale near us, but when we spake it was silent; and we all thought it was an Arab who had counterfeited the noise of a Chakale, that seeing him afterwards come creeping upon all four, we might not have been alarmed, for they have the cunning to do so. A little before day a real Chakale came within Mufquet-shot of us, but finding it felt discovered, fled. These Chakales are very thieving Beasts, not only of what is fit for eating, but of any thing else they find, carrying away even Turbans sometimes; they howl almost like Dogs, one making the Treble, another the Bass, and a third the Counter-Tenor; and so soon as one cries, the rest cry also, so that all together they make a noise which may truly be called Dogs Mufick.

Thursday the fourteenth of August we parted from that place at break of day, and a little after, saw on our right hand a Village called Asiehchoub, and to the left another called Maschchoub. The people of the Country say, that these places are so called because in each of those two Villages there was in former times a Tower, in one of which lived a Man, who was in love with a Woman that lived in the Tower of the other Village, and was in like manner beloved of her. This place is the seventh Lodge of the Caravans that
come from Mosul to Bagdad. About half an hour after six we saw the left hand a Village called Imam-Samierza. About eleven a clock we passed by another Village called Hedjigade, which is in Mesopotamia. Three hours after, we saw another on the same side, named Elhan, and besides it, some Houses, all that Land being called Digeel. Half an hour past six in the evening we put a howl on our left hand, where I was told of another guest's prowess of a Lion, than what I had been told of that of Kizai-Han. They said then, that not long before, a Caravan passing by that place, a Lion came, who seizing upon a young Boy mounted on an Ass, that came after the rest, carried away both Boy and Ass in view of the whole Caravan. After Supper we went up on the water again, about nine of the clock at night, and for the space of half an hour heard on our right hand many Chakales very near us, which called the Lions, and after that we saw no more Woods. We began then to make the best of our way by night as well as by day, because there are no more Banks, and the River is very broad, but also so still, that it can hardly be discerned which way it runs. We past by several Villages, most of which were on Mesopotamia-side.

Next day, being Friday the fifteenth of August, we saw about noon many Boats near the porch, which have Mails like Snakes, and serve to carry Corn to Bagdad from the neighbouring Villages. We then discovered several Palm-Trees, and many of those Wheels they call Dollah, which serve to draw water out of Wells, as at Mosul. Half an hour after six in the evening we stopped at a Village called Tenghige on the left hand; there are many Gardens there, where they sell us good Figs, Pomegranates, and very big long Grapes. At that place we were not altogether safe from Lions, seeing the people of the Country told us, that they come often into their Gardens, and that one morning a Lion came to the very Suburbs of Bagdad that lies on the Defaret-side, where it feigned a man who had ridden too early. Nevertheless, between Tenghige and Bagdad there are several Villages, with a great many Gardens.

We past about nine a clock at night, and next day, being Saturday the sixteenth of August, at two a clock in the afternoon passed by a Village called Imam-Mouza, which is on the right hand: It is a place of Pilgrimage, where people resort from afar, and the Women of Bagdad go thither every Friday, it being only an hours march by Land. A little after we saw another Village on our left hand, called Imam-Azzeem, which is likewise a place of Pilgrimage; and about five of the clock in the evening we arrived at Bagdad.

In that Voyage they speak every where Turkish, but it is Persian Turkish, which differs somewhat from that of Greece, and the nearer Bagdad, the more the Turkish Language differs from that of Constantinople.

C H A P. XIV.

Of Bagdad, and of the Road from Bagdad to Mendeli, the last Place the Turks have on the Confines of Persia.

Bagdad is a long Town lying upon the River-side; the first thing one sees in arriving, is the Castle on the side of the River to the left hand, which on the outside appears to be pretty strong: It is built of lovely white Stone, but I was told that there was nothing within but Huts. Below that Castle, upon the water-side also, stands the Seraglio of the Bashas, which hath fair Kioskis, from whence they have a good Prospect, and Freeth Air. Next
Next you find a Bridge of about forty Boats, on which they cross into Mesopotamia, where there is a Town also, or rather a Suburb of Bagdad; but the Houses of it are ill built. Every night they undo that Bridge.

It requires at least two hours to make the round of Bagdad, which is not very strong on the Land side. There are fair Basars and lovely Bagnois in this Town, built by the Persians; and generally all that is goodly in it hath been built by them. It is but ill peopled, considering the bigness of the place, and indeed, it is not compactly built, for there are a great many empty places in it, where there's not one Soul to be found; and, except the Basars, (where there is always a great confluence of people,) the rest looks like a Desert. The Soldiers here are very licentious, and commit all imaginable Infolencies, their Officers not daring fearfully to punish them. Some weeks before I arrived there, they had put the Bashe to death by poynon, because of his Tyranny, and, (it was said,) the Agha had a thare in it, though he kept not his bed, but was in a languishing condition. Besides the Turkish Militia, there are a great many Christians in the Grand-Signior's Pay, to fight against the Arabs, when they are commanded.

It is very hot in this Town, and that's the reason the people sleep upon the Terraces. The eighteenth of August, at noon, the heat was at the thirty seven degree by my Thermometre, and nevertheless it blew a cool breeze of wind. The Caspiums, (to whom I went as soon as I entered Bagdad,) very charitably præfied Physick there.

Opposite to Bagdad the Tigris is very broad, the water whereof they draw, and put into great Jars of Clay that is not burnt, and through these Jars the water transpires and percolates into an earthen Vessel underneath, in the same manner as at Aleppo; they call this River Chaw-Bagdad, that's to say, the River of Bagdad; but wanting skill to make Water-mills upon it, they are forced to grind all their Corn with Horse-mills or Hand-mills.

Mesopotamia is very defart, everything being ruined there by the Tyrrany of the Turk; but the places that are inhabited are well peopled. It bears few or no Trees, unless it be Liquorice, of which there is plenty every where.

They burn at Bagdad more of the Oyl of Naphtha than Candles, and it is got somewhere in those Quarries. They have Carrier-Pigeons of a better kind than in any other place.

We must here take notice of a considerable mistake in all Maps, where Bagdad is placed a great way below the confluence of the two Rivers of Eufrates and Tigris, though it be certain that they join not but at ten or twelve days Journey below Bagdad, in the furthest part of Dagest: It is true, that in the Winter-time, when these two Rivers break out, they join at Bagdad, but that happens not every year. About eight or nine days Journey below Bagdad, there is a Canal made, which goes from Eufrates to the Tigris.

Immediately after I arrived in this Town, a Caravan offering for Hamadan in Persia, I bargained with a Christian, and gave him seven Piastras for every Beaff of carriage, and paid nine and twenty Piastras Ryal, for three Horses that I had occasion for, for my own use, and a fourth for Monseigneur le cab, a Watch-maker, who travelled the same way; for which the Christian was to defray all Caffares and Cutfons as far as Hamadan; for all things generally pay Cufon, and that without any regard to the value, but only the weight. The ordinary rate is seven Piastras Ryal for twenty three Parans; a Parma makes three Rostels of Aleppo, or six Obus and three Ounces. The Arab is worth there two Chai, and a half; the Piastra Ryal is worth eight Chai, and each Chai five Paras, and the Para four Aprires, which are all pieces of Silver; the Boquerel is worth seven Chai; the Turkish Cofquin is worth eighteen Chai, and the Venetian nineteen.

That Caravan consisted of three-score and ten or fourscore men, all bold and fearless Blades; for they had but one Pistol and some few Shables amongst them all; and to think that it was not the number they relied upon, they commonly divided, and marched separately at some distance from one another,
other, without fear of Robbers, and they were almost all Persians. They were as little apprehensive too of the weather as of dangers, for amongst them all they had no more but two or three little forty Tents, covered with some pieces of old Carpets: For my own part, (since I was not so brave,) I had a good Pavilion to cover me; and amongst three of us we had twelve shot that we could fire without re-charging.

We parted from Bagdad, Wednesday the twentieth of Augs. about five a clock in the evening, and joyed the Caravan, which was encamp'd amongst small Trees without the Gate called Carcha-Capi, that looks to the East. At this Gate each of us paid a Chai: these Chais are also called Bagdadis, because they are covert at Bagdad; they weigh a drachm a-piece.

The Caravan marched next day, being Thursday the one and twentieth of Augs. a little after midnight: We presently entered the Defar, marching Northward, in a great Plain of very smooth whitish ground, glaz'd over with Salt, where grows nothing but wild Caper-plants, and Land-Catetrons. An hour and a half after, we saw in the dark to our left a Tower like a little Cellar, upon a Hilllock: it is called Aichem-Roulmis, that is to say, the Persian Tower.

About nine a clock in the morning we encamp'd by the side of the Tigris, some miles below Youngbridge, near a Village called Loomam-Hakim, or Looman the wife; there we laid all day, and in the evening we heard several companies of Chekales, which enterained us with their Muffik. Next day, being Friday the two and twentieth of Augs., we parted after midnight, and having taken a Guide at Loomam-Hakim, we marched due East; and about nine in the morning came to the side of a River called Diahia, which we cross'd in a Ferry-boat. On the other side we padd'd each Horse-man an Abaffis, to a Turk who receives that Toll, and all pay the fame, of whatsoever Religion they be. This River is at least as broad as two third parts of the Seine, and at Baflora it falls into the Tigris. Having crossed it, we went and lodged in a great Village called Aneoube, under Palm-Trees which are there in great quantity.

Next morning by break of day we began to march; our Company would not set out sooner, because they knew not the ways. We continued our way Eastwards; and about seven a clock saw to the left hand a Mosque, which is a place of Pilgrimage. A quarter of an hour after, we pass'd through the ruins of a desolated Village, and then over a Bridge of one Arch, under which the Channel was very dry. About nine of the clock we cross'd a Village called Harounia, and encamp'd near the Gardens, which are many. We made our Journey the shorter, for fear of the heat. We were obliged to keep Guard all night, because of Thieves and Robbers, yet we heard nothing but Chekales.

We parted from that place on Sunday the four and twentieth of Augs., about two a clock in the morning, keeping on still Eastward. About three a clock we pull'd near to a Village called Adjia, and about half an hour after six, close by another called Imam-Ester, where there is a Bridge, upon which they exact'd for every Horse, Mule or As, an Abaffis and a Mahmoundi, which is as much as a Chai, and a Para, though the Bridge itself never cost six Abaffis, for it is only made of two beams of Palm-tree, that reach from side to side, with some planks a-cros', and half a foot of Earth over them; the River that runs underneath being but a Brook no bigger than the River of Ganges at Paris. They call that due, the toll of bridges. We refled beyond the Bridge, because not only our People were afraid of the heat; but they were besides informed that some Arabs waited for us on the way, and therefore they held a Council to resolve what was fittest to be done: Though they had no certainty of this, yet they were frdlngly flarrled at it, and the fear proceeded from some amongst them, who knowing that we were to march through a narrow passage, imagined that an hundred Arabs expected us there; and yet they reduced this number afterwards to fifteen. It was to no purpose to upbraid them with Cowardise, telling them that let them be as many as they pleased we feared them not. Though this resolution gave them some assurance, yet they used their credit to make us stay for some families, who were
who were going to Mendeli; and in case they would not accompany them, they resolved to take four Troopers at the Village. They sent one of their number to acquaint us with their resolution, and civilly to entreat us to contribute somewhat to the pay of these Troopers: At first we refused it, yet gave them some Chaus; after, with a Protestation that it was not for any fear we were in, and that we should not be concerned though there were an hundred Arabs of them, but that what we did was only in a complaisance, nor thinking these Troopers to be any ways necessary.

We parted the same day about eleven a Clock at Night, attended by fifteen Familiaries armed some with Muskets, and some with Arrows and all marching in good order, and at a good rate too, for there was not one of them but was sufficiently afraid, and we continued our march Eastwards. Monday the five and twentieth of August about two of the Clock in the Morning, we met a Caravan of about fourscore or a hundred in company, some mounted on Horses, Mules or Asses, and the rest in great Carus, well covered over Arch-ways, each Camel carrying two of them, and in that company I saw seven or eight of these Machines. This Caravan came from Persia, and was no better armed than ours, which a little lessened our Peoples fear, who before that, made frequent discharges of two ruffly Pistols, which was all the Artillery they had.

About break of day we passed that dangerous pass they talked of: It was a way somewhat narrow, near to a little Water, but it seemed to me to be no more dangerous than the rest of the Road. We met by the way several Men and Women, some on Asses, others on foot; some in company and others not; which made me think that it was a very good fate Road: For from Baghdad to Mendeli, the way is always full and as smooth as a Looking-glass; but I take it to be very bad in Winter, for there are pieces of ground all chinked and cracked, by the hoar, which yielded a little under our Horses feet, and that made me conclude that in another season it would be very deep. About six a Clock in the Morning we saw to the right, a Village called Nebitarana, and half an hour after seven, we arrived at Mendeli, near to which we encamped.

Mendeli is the outmost bounds of the Turks on that side, it is a little Town built amongst a great many Palm-trees: It has a Castle with some Towers, but all is built of Mud and Clay. Nevertheless, it is watered by a running stream, divided into several Brooks. There we rested all the next day being Tuesday the six and twentieth of August, and payed an Auguf for every load. The same day a Caravan arrived at Mendeli, which came from Ispahan and was going to Baghdad; it was no bigger than ours and had no fire Arms; yet there were Arabs at Mendeli who looked sufficiently: And I was told that a Turk having asked them, why they had done nothing to us, they had made answer, that it was because we had nothing but Leather, which they did not much care for; they used this Red蒙nade, because they saw some Horses in our Caravan loaded with Buffles skins; in the Night-time we heard several Chakales.

THE
The Second Book.

Of Persia.

Chapter I.

Of the entry into Persia, and of the Road to Hamadan.

We Parted from Mondil Wednesday the seven and twentieth of August at break of day, taking our way due East; as soon as we were on our way, we entered amongst Hills, where we saw many Rivulets, some of which we believed us to cross. About six in the Morning we feared over a River, which they call Regourd, about two or three fathom broad, and the Regourd a Water up to our Horses knees. About ten of the Clock in the Morning we had a Rancounter, which we little thought of.

As I passed within a few steps of three Huts made of Canes, I saw two Men in Persian Habits, of whom one seemed to be the chief had a close bodied Coat of Silk fluff with large Flowers of Gold: They came towards us whilst I minded nothing, and spoke to me, though I did not heed it: In the mean time finding that I listened not to what they said to me, one of them with a hooked stick took hold of my Horses bridle and stops him; which made me pull out a Pifol, and to consider the Men more attentively. I perceived that they made no shew of offering any violence, though they were armed each of them with a Quiver full of Arrows, a Bow, an Ax by their side and a Cymette; and indeed, it had not been their best course, I had they who followed me having our fire-arms all in readiness, which made me a little wonder at the boldness of the Men. At the same time Monsieur Jacob who saw their action, advanced towards them, with a design to tire, calling them in Turkish an hundred Rogues and Ruffians, as if they had been Robbers. My man came also with a Muskegon preferrted, but perceiving that the men seemed not concerned, and did not so much as lay a hand upon their Swords; but that on the contrary, the chief of them calling me, Car, day, (that's to say Brother,) civilly asked me to give him the hearing; I prayed Monsieur Jacob to hold his hand, and they very courteously told us that they had orders not to suffer us to pass. That surprized us a little, because we knew not the reason of it; but being informed of that, we would
not proceed against their Will, though we might have done it. These men are the Road guards, (that is to say guards of the Road,) of which there are many in several places, especially upon the Frontiers, not only of Persia, but also of every Khanick or Province to secure the High-ways; and for wages they have a due of some Bifis of every loaded Horse or Mule.

They stop all that are not Caravan, if they know them not. And the reason why they stopped us, was because we were not only a little separated from the Caravan, but that a man who went before us, had told them, that in our Caravan there were two unknown Franks. The Kerwan-Bejha being informed that we were stop, came and spoke to them; but they told him that they would not suffer us to pass, because if they did they would lose their places. We might have easily forced them, (as I have said,) but it would not have lookt well to have committed violence upon our first entry into a Country; for at this place begin the Territories of the King of Persia. At length, (by the Council of the Kerwan-Bejha) we followed them to their Huts, where they spread a Carpet, on which we sat down together like good friends. In the mean time they unloaded our goods, and several of their men came into the place where we were. Their Master bid us lay by our Swords; which we freely did, and he drew them one after another. We had some thoughts that he intended to be revenged for our offering to fire upon him; but after he had looked upon them, he put them up again: He told us a second time that his office was to suffer no man to enter into Persia, unless he were known, lest some might come and make their escape there, when they had committed Villanies elsewhere; I made him answer that many Franks had past that way before, without being stop, but he assured me of the contrary; and indeed, I believe that the ordinary way is somewhat more towards the North, than Mendel. In short, he professed that he would not let us go, unless those of the Caravan would answer for us, wherefore we sent our Muletor with one of the Persians to the Camp, which was half an hours walk from thence. In the mean time, that man complained several times to my Servant, that we should have offered to fire at him, and give him bad language as if he had been a Rogue: Nevertheless, he civilly ordered our Dinner to be brought which consisted of a great Bowl of Bread; two Bowls of flour Milk, two places of new made Butter; and a wooden Dish wherein there were about two Eggs prepared with a sauce, which I think can hardly be found in any Book of Cookery; and that was for about a dozen of men. We fed a little, and drank Water in wooden Cups. Then the man must needs see our Trunks, he handled the watches of Monfieur Jacob one after another; I opened all my Sot; but finding that he had a mind to see all things only out of Curiosity, and to make Tanaosha as he called it, I told him that he had no right to demanding cuforn, nor by consequence of viewing our goods, that it required much time to do them up again, and that therefore he might undo what he thought fit, and do them up again himself; but that if any thing were lost, he should be made accountable for it, and that made him suffer me to make all fast again. Afterwards the man whom we sent with our Muletor arrived, and brought him a Paper signed by several of our Caravan, who vouched for us, and who indeed threatened, that if the least wrong were done unto us, they would complain of it, and that if we went and complained to the Cham, it would certainly bring them into trouble. Immediately they dismissed us, and we returned to the Caravan.

I live at a place called Iserkiel, which is a little plain amongst hills, through which runs the River Regaura, perhaps a Word corrupted from Roughbeouns, which signifies a River that runs; for the Persians give that Name to all great Rivers. It is hard to describe that Countrey well, if one be not perfect in the Language, especially because of the Rivers. Near to us there were six or seven Huts of Licurs or Cords, who so soon as we had pitched our Tents, came and squatted down all round under them, like rustic Clowns that had never seen any thing, which made a jumilary that was with us stark mad; for though he bid them be gone, they would not stir, but laughed at him; and this vexed him the more, to see that in that Countrey he had not
not the Authority which those of that body have in all places of Turkey: At length having spoken to them so often, they went away in great dudgeon, calling him a thousand Names.

We were now free from keeping guard in the Night-time, for there are no Robbers there, and we saw no more Palm-trees after we were gone thence. We parted from that place next day, being Thursday the eight and twentieth of August, about one of the Clock in the Morning, and presently after we were at a loss, no body knowing the way, which we sought for up and down; it being very dark and the sky overcast with Clouds, that now and then sent us some drops of Rain. Many of our loads happened to fall also; so that we left above half an hours time. At length we made a shift to cross a little Ditch of Running water, and then scrambled up a very high and steep hill, doing nothing all the rest of the Night but climb up and down, go backwards and forwards, looking for the way which we had left. Once we passed the River Rappara, or Bauabbiana which runs amongst their hills with a great noise because of the Stones its Channel is full of. About five of the Clock in the Morning we saw the Ruines of a very high Bridge, with two Stories of Arches, one over another; it was built of rough Stone, but one half of it only remains, and that made me think that this Water is sometimes apt to overflow very much. A little after, we passed it a second time, and met a Caravan coming from Homsam, and going to Bagdad.

We continued our way upwards along the side of that River; and about six a Clock in the Morning, saw a little Village of Cards, (that's to say) some Huts made of Canes and Leaves of Trees; and then we crossed that River again seven or eight times, which at the place where we past it last, to wit towards the head, is seven or eight fathom over. About eight in the Morning we saw the half of another very high Bridge, built of the same stuff as the other is, over the same River, but only of one Story of Arches: About nine a Clock we went near to a Village of Cards called Sambaseet, where we made account to encamp, and indeed, a good part of the Caravan encamped there; but we (who were in the front) perceiving that some before us advanced farther on, followed them, and having sufficiently tired our selves with ups and downs, since our departure from Sterkeli; we stopped at length about half an hour after ten in the Forenoon, by a Village of Cards called Nian. All these hills are covered with Turpentine and wild Chestnut-trees; and most of the Waters bordered with Agnes Catus and Rose-Laurels.

After we had pitched our Tent we saw a Caravan that came from Persia, and was going to Bagdad upon a Pilgrimage to a place called Imam Husain or Kebela, where there is great devotion paid; it is the place where Husain was killed, and where his Tomb is; and is about four days journey from Bagdad towards Mofal in Mesopotamia. Towards the Evening that day, we had a great shower of Rain, but it was prettily over; and it was so cold in the Night-time, that though I was in my Cloaths, (for I never strip in the Fields,) I flooded in need of my coverlet, and that cold encreased daily the farther we advanced on our way.

We parted from that place on Friday the nine and twentieth of August, at two a Clock in the Morning, and having marched three hours longer among the hills we came into better Way, though the Mountains still surrounded us, but we mounted onley some small Alcents, until marching Northwards, we began an hour after, to have ups and downs again over very high hills, and in worse and more dangerous ways than heretofore we had seen; but that lasted not an hour, and then we came into a Plain encamp'd with hills.

Standing away Eastwards we came by a Village called Chegifar, where there are a great many Scattering houses, of which part are built of rough Stone and Earth, and some of Canes and Reeds, covered with green branches, those of Earth serve for the Winter and Rainy weather, and then no body lived in them; and the other of Canes are for the Summer, that the Inhabitants may have the fresh Air. Amongst these houses, there is also a great Mosque built of rough Stone and Earth: We made no stop there, but a little beyond it, came and encamped near another Village consisting, as the former
mer) in the Summer and Winter-houses, but not in so great Number; it is called Seruan, and is distant from Chetifar, about a quarter of an hours march. We arrived there a little after seven in the Morning; the Village stands upon a rising ground, at the foot whereof runs a lovely Spring-water. Towards the Evening some of the Carus came to our Tent, and bid us take heed to our selves, because there were Robbers in the hills, who creeping on their Belles in the Night-time, came and carried away what they could find: We shewed them our Arms, which they seemed to be much in love with; many amongst us believed that they themselves were the only Thieves, and that they came to give us this warning, that we might not accuse them if we were robbed, and also that they might see our Arms.

We parted from thence on Saturday the thirtieth of August, half an hour after two in the Morning. We went up hill and down hill, over exceeding high and troublesome Mountains until eight a Clock; after that we marched for two hours in a plain environed with hills, where we saw several black Tents; and about ten a Clock we encamped under Trees, in a place called Renger ENG, near which a Brook runs: There was close by a Village of Carus, who brought us provisions.

We parted from thence on Sunday the last of August, about four of the Clock in the Morning. At first we marched Eastward, amongst Woods of Chestnut trees, where there is great plenty of liquorice, as there is all that Country over; we kept going upward still, but in very good and easy way. In the Morning we saw a Field lined with Rice. About seven a Clock we encamped in a Plain, where there are some Trees, near a Hamlet of three or four Huts of Canes, and this place is called Geamur. We parted from thence the same day about seven at Night, and by Moon-light marched Eastward in the Plain or Valley, till past Midnight, that we descended by an ugly way into a very low Plain, where having travelled almost an hour, we passed a little Water. Having marched about another hour, we passed a Stone-Bridge of one Arch, under which runs a little River that I could not learn the Name of; a little after, we passed over another Bridge much alike, standing upon the same River.

About half an hour after two in the Morning Monday the first of September, we encamped at the end of that Bridge, near to a Village called Arnous, where there is a good Kerwanjerai of brick; there are also several Stone-houses, and as many Huts of Canes; These Huts seem to have been lately built, and the River that runs under them has no other Name amongst the People of the Country, but the Water of Arnowa. There are so many Frogs in that Country, that my Tent was always full of them, though they were continually driven out. We parted the same day half an hour after ten at Night, and marched Eastward, in fair way, till half an hour after one a Clock in the Morning of Tuesday the second of September, when we came to a very unsafe descent, and very dangerous too, especially being in the dark, because the Moon was then set; for three hours after, we had pretty good way. We crost several Brooks, and a small River called Gammadit, and our way lay Northwards. About half an hour after four in the Morning, having gone down hill a little, we went away Eastward in pretty good way, having for sometime a large Brook of running Water on our left hand. Half an hour after five, we descended into a great Plain where we marched about an hour full Eastward. Then about half an hour after six, we came and encamped near to a Kerwanjerai built by a Lady: A quarter of a league from that Kerwanjerai, there is a Village built of stone, called Maidelchit, and a little farther off than that Village, there is another Kerwanjerai called Sebek-Hali Kan Kerwanjerai, from the Name of a Cben that built it. We passed by it after we had dislodged from the other, about half an hour after eight at Night. We look upon it to be very fair and commodious, especially because of a little River that runs close by it; it is called from the Name of the Village Maidelchit Sien. We crost over it upon a Bridge of one Arch, which is built very steep and sharp as most of the rest are; we then kept on our way Eastward in the same smooth Plain.
Wednesady the third of September a little after Midnight, we went over a hill, but the way was pleasant enough, and then came into the Plain again. About three O'clock in the Morning we passed a little River, and an hour and a half after, came to a Village, called Paul-Schah. (that's to say the Kings Paul-Schah Bridge;) we put our selves under cover there in a Kerovanfrais.

The Kerovanfrais of Persia are much finer and more commodious than those of Turkey, at least such as are on the great Roads; (for I speak not of those in Towns, the loveliest in all the Levant being in Bagdad.) These Kerovanfrais of Persia are large square brick Buildings above three fathom high; the entry into them is by a Portico, under which are shops, where all things necessary for life are to be had. Passing through that Portico, one enters into the Cour; in the middle of this of Paul Schab there is a Fountain, which is not to be found in others. All round the Cour there are great Arches, about three fathoms wide, and one and a half or two fathoms deep, under which are Maflahes, or tone Dvans, about two foot raised from the ground: In the middle of the Front, (or if you will,) at the bottom of the Dvans, there is a door about two foot wide, where one enters into a Room of the same bigness as the place under the Arch without, and that Chamber has its Chimney. All together makes a pretty commodious apartment, for the Maflabe serves for a Dvan and Anti-chamber, and the Chamber is for retiring into, when one hath no mind to be seen, and for securing ones Goods. These appartements are separated one from another by a partition Wall about three foot thick. On the back side, all round the Han, are the Stables, where the Horses may stand dry under roof, as well as the Men, and there are besides on one side Arches with Maflahes and Chimneys, where one may lodge, when the appartements of the Cour are taken up. They enter into it by four Gates, one at each Corner of the Cour. The whole Fabrick is covered with a Terrais, upon which one may walk all round, and the way up to it is by two pair of Stairs, which are on the two sides of the Portico I mentioned, at the entry. One may stay in these Kerovanfrais, as long as he pleases, and nothing to be paid for lodging; but the Chambers are not shut, having neither door nor window, nor is there a bit of Timber in the whole, except at the great Gate. In this Kerovanfrais we found Apples, Pears and ordinary Grapes, besides another fort which are small and have no stones; they are very good, and are called Kirsomisch.

A few steps from that Han runs a River called Paul-Schah, that's to say, Kings Bridge, from the Name of a very fair high Bridge which King Abbah caused to be built upon it, near to that Village to which it hath given the Name. This Bridge hath six Arches, whose Pillars are of Free-Stone to the height of five or six foot above the water: And upon these Pillars, there are as many little Arches more, which have on each hand a good Pillar round on the inside, but sharp towards the Water, for curting and breaking the force of it when it rises so high, these Pillars reach to the top of the Bridge, against which they rest. This Bridge is in length an hundred and thirty six common paces, from the first to the last Arch, without comprehending the two Avenues, which are paved as the Bridge is, having side-Walls of the same materials, four or five foot high, and each of them about forty paces in length; the breadeth of the Bridge is about ten common paces. All that Bridge is of brick except the Pillars with their sharp points and buttercflies. It is well built, and kepe in so good repair, that there is not one brick wanting, and it seems to be Branc manner. There are fair and good Fith taken in that River; and they are commonly taken with Coguls Indica, much used in that Country; they make it up with Paffe, to make the Fith drunk.

The Town where the Chan resides is about two miles distant from the Village; it is called Kerovan Schab, (that's to say the Kings Barns,) because Kerovan Schab the Countrie about bears plenty of Rice, which Schab Abbah gave for the hon. Zares or Pilgrimage of Devotion that was made to the Mosque of Imam Hussen, which I spoke of before. But the Turk being Master of it at present, the Rice is sent to Ispahen. This is but an inconsiderable Town, nevertheless, it hath a covered Bazar well storid with Goods and Provisions for
for the Belly. There is a Serraglio in it, for the Chan or Governor: The truth is, though it make some better show than the rest of the houses, it is indeed of no great worth, at least on the outside; for I entered not the Gate, but saw some Dancers for taking the Air in.

We rested there all that day, and the three following, because the Chan's Vizir, for so they call the Officer who commands in his absence, would not suffer us to go, till first he knew, whether the Chan would buy any Watches: Wherein I observed that it is not good to travel in that Country with Watchmakers, because in this manner they stop all Caravans, till the Chan hath seen whether there be any thing that he has a mind to buy. We parted not then till Saturday the sixth of September about eleven of the Clock at Night, and we took our way Eastwards by a fair Road, having near us to the left, rocky hills very high and steep, and to the right hand other Mountains at a little more distance. We found on this way many People in companies running and going, which was far more pleasant to us than the ways through the Deserts.

Sunday the seventh of September, about five a Clock in the Morning, we past by a Village called Schekhernow, (that's to say new Town,) where there is a fair Kewaneri, with many Horse-Buildings, and several black Tents. A little Water runs by it, which divides it into several Rivulets; it is called Bissamun; and has its source an hundred paces from thence at the foot of a hill, near to which we passed. That hill thrusts our pieces of Rock, separated from one another by Veins; and these pieces are somewhat round, sticking on the hill from the top to the bottom, and appear like figures in relief. The People of our Caravan told me that they were so many figures, which Ferbad cut for the love of his dear Sebira, who had her Castle upon that hill. This Ferbad was an excellent Sculptor in that Country, who was so deeply in love with Sebira, that he broke his heart and died for her. His Amours are described in the Poem entitled Coeur ou Sebira; whereof there is a Manuscript in the French King's Library at Paris. About six a Clock we found a Bridge of four Arches, under which runs a River called the Water of Schekhernow, (and that's the Name of the Bridge also;) they say that this Bridge was built by the same Person, who built the Village of Schekhernow. Half an hour after, we came to another Bridge of two Arches, under which runs a River called Chadik; but because it is very ill paved, and has no Rails nor Side-Walls, we crossed the Water, which is not a foot deep, a little below the Bridge, and encamped on a Plain on the other side, where we had three Villages round us, about two or three Muskets' shot distant: The Village to the North, is called Zufear, that to the West Calantar; and the third which is to the South, Sagat.

We were obliged to keep guard that Night, for the Inhabitants of those quarters are reckoned to be very nimble at thieving, (that they carry away a man's goods even from under his head, and he not perceive it;) and they are so sharp at it and so obstinate, that they are attentive in watching their opportunity, not only while all things are loaded, but even until the Caravan be gone. We dilated the same day half an hour after eleven at Night, and kept on Eastwards in a fair Road near hills; we passed by many Rivulets on our right hand.

Monday Morning the eighth of September, half an hour after five, we came to a great bourg, called Sabna: We went through that Town and encamped without, near the Gardens, which are about it in great Numbers, from whence they brought us fair Grapes, Apples and Pears; and furnished us under hand with a little Wine, that we had not tasted since we left Musul. unless at Bagdad with the Fathers Capuchins, who made some privately for us; for it is forbidden either to make or sell any. And a little before I came to Bagdad, an Armenian being caught there making Brandy, had several hundred Bottles' of it, and whilst some bear him, others poured his Brandy upon his head. Now in all those places of Persia where there are no Christians, not only there is none to be found, but even it is a Crime to speak of it; nevertheless, having demanded some of an Inhabitant of this Town, who brought us Grapes, after he had looked about him on all hands,
to see if any body heard him, he promised us a Jew, which he brought us a little while after: It was sweet and red, and had not sufficiently purged; nevertheless, it was good and delicious; and so are their Grapes excellent.

Here we began to see few Lands, and a great many Gardens full of Vines, and of all sorts of fruit; and thought it be in Cardisfan, yet Saffi also live Saffi there.

We parted from Saffina, next day being Tuesday the ninth of September, about two of the Clock in the Morning, and about five, we went up hill and down hill for a little while. Half an hour after seven, we crossed over a Bridge of four Arches, under which runs a pretty broad River, but shallow, and it is called Cawnedona. An hour after, we came to a big Town, called Kengbeaver, where we lodged in a Kerivanovais. This is a large Town, well built and populous; a Rivulet runs by it, which they call the Water of Kengbeaver. About it are a great many Gardens, full of Fruit-trees of all sorts, and it must here thereof have been a considerable place, for there are the Walls of a Fortess still standing, almost entire; they are built of Flints and other very hard Stones that are both large and thick, and some Towers still remain, with several pieces of white Marble Pillars, of which the Capitals are so thick, that it's enough for three men to embrace them. Amongst others at a little distance from a Tower, close by this Fort, there are some Port-holes for great Guns, and a Gate towards the Countrie, where two Pedeftals of Marble are still remaining, which formerly carried Pillars, and these Pedeftals (which are four or five feet in length,) are placed at three or four foot distance from one another, both upon a very thick Wall of fair Stone, with a very lovely wreath on the outside: So that in all probability these Pillars supported some Pavillion, or Balcony for prospect, or some thing else that was very weighty. This Fortess is built upon an Eminence, which affords a very distant prospect, and the Town is the last place of Cardisfan which terminates here. Before I leave it for good and all, I must say something of the People that inhabit it.

The Cards called anciently Carduchis, live in the Summer-time in Huts made of Canes and Boughs of Trees, and in Winter under Tents: Their Countrie is so mountainous, and so hard to be passed, that I do not now wonder that the King of Persia, (every time that he went to besiege Bagdad,) instead of taking Cannon with him, carried upon Camels metal to cast them, obliging every Trooper besides to carry an Ogee; for it is absolutely impossible to have Cannon drawn along these ways. Though these Cards lead a life much like the Arabs, nevertheless, they are more warlike, and make very good use of Harquebusers; may in all places we pass through, there were always some of them who came and cheapened our Arms, thinking they had been to be sold: Amongst others one of them once offered me ten Rubaisis for my Fire-lock. These Cards instead of Candle, burn a proper Oil of Naphtha, which is got in a place not far from Bagdad.

We parted from Kengbeaver, the same day; about half an hour after eleven at Night, and in a very good Road, marched Northwards. About three a Clock in the Morning Wednesday the tenth of September, we past over a fair Bridge of six Arches, called the Bridge of Sebech-Haln-Kan, from the Sebech-Haln name of a Chum that founded it; the River that runs under it is called the Water of Sebech-Haln-Kan Bridge; for to Bridges they give the Name of the Founder, and to the Waters that run under them the Name of the Bridge. An hour after, we were by a Village, which we over saw by moon-light, but it seemed to me to be big and well built: Having afterwards marched through, a great Plain for a long while, about seven of the Clock in the Morning we came to a Town called Asad Abyad.

That Town or rather Burrough is of a vast extent, and well built: There are fireight large Streets in it, and in the middle of them a running Brook. The Entries into all the Houses are hard to find, though the Doors of many of them be low, and have many Gardens round them. We lodged in the Fields without but close by the Town, and parted from them the same day, about ten a Clock at Night, directing our way full East. Immediately after, in very good way, we went up a Hill called Elowen; (it is so high that it took
took us a compleat hour to mount it, and almost three quarters of an hour in coming down again on the other side; \*\* After that, we went by a little house of Rahilane, where for every horse there were two Caghebis of Coffee to be payed. Then we marched about two hours and a halfover Mountains, and there after came into a Plain, where having past by a great many Villages, and crossed several Brooks; and half an hour after five, having left a Town called Zagæ to the left hand, two hours after, we arrived at Hamadan, where we lodged in a Kavanarain, and payed a Bift, which is worth four Caghebis, a day for a Room. We shall speak of the money of Persia in the description of Ispahan.

CHAP. II.

Of the Road from Hamadan to Ispahan.

Hamadan is a very large Town, but contains many void places, Gardens, and even ploughed Fields within it. The houses are lovely and built onely of Bricks baked in the Sun: There is no fair Street in it, but that where they fell Stuffes, Cleaths ready made, and such like Commodities. It is a freight, long and broad Street, and the shops of it are well furnished; it lies near the Bezesten, which is little, but pretty well built. This is a considerable Town of Traffic; and in former times was very strong; it had a fair Castle, which was a long time agoe demolished by the Turks, who much ruined the Town also. The Air is very bad here, and so is the Water too; there is no Wine to be found in this place, but only Brandy. Many of our Caravan fell sick during the time we stayed there; for my part, I was taken with a looseness that soon after was followed by a Fever, which I carried with me to Ispahan, where both held me above a Month, and the Watch-maker that went with me, fell into a Quarranague shortly after he arrived at Ispahan. The Armenians have a Church in Hamadan, but kept in bad order. There is commonly a Chan who commands in that place; but at that time there was none there, only a Dervis, to whom the King sent a present of a Veet, while I was there. There was no other Ceremony in it, but that the Dervis went out about eight or nine a Clock in the Morning by the King's Gate, so called, because by that Gate they go to Ispahan; and then advanced to a Holie about a quarter of a French League distant, where he put on the Veet which the King lent him, being of Cleath of Gold; and presently returned to the Town amidst a Body of fifty or sixty of the chief Inhabitants on Horse-back, who marched almost all a breech without any order whilst they were in the Fields.

Having stay'd eight days at Hamadan we bargained with a Mullor, for five Abajis for every Saddle-Horse, and for our Goods at the rate of eleven for the hundred Patmans of Tauris; the hundred Patmans of Tauris, are near fix hundred weight, and that was a cheap bargain: But the Mullor, (who perhaps repented what he had done,) reliev'd to stay for the Caravan with which we came, and was not to depart till eight days after; and we being told that there was an Aga come who guarded Butter and other Provisions that were going to the King; we sent for his Mullor, who furnished us with Saddle-horses for fix Abajis, and for our luggage we payed at the rate of fifteen Abajis for the hundred Patmans of Tauris. To this beginning of a Caravan many others joined who were as weary as we of stayings at Hamadan; in that all together we made a Caravan strong enough not to be afraid of Robbers: For though they say there are none in Persia, yet at that time there were several gangs of them abroad; because the Chan of that quarter being dead, there was no other as yet sent in his place.
We parted from Hamadan, on Saturday the twentieth of September, at five a Clock in the Morning, and having past through a good part of the Town, we went out by the King’s Gate, or the Gate of Isphahan, taking our way Eastward. We crossed several fair Waters, and about seven a Clock a Bridge of five Arches, under which runs a Rivulet, that in the Winter-time swells high. Having travelled one hour more over little hills, we found two ways, and not knowing which of the two to take, because we were got a great way before the Caravan, we were obliged, Monseur Jaccos, three Turks and my self to stay sometime for it. After we had waited there above half an hour to no purpose, we thought it not fit to return back, for fear it might have taken another way, and therefore at a venture all five of us took the way to the left hand, and continued on till we came to a Town called Nisbar, by which we knew the Caravan was to pass: We arrived there about three a Clock after Noon, and took shelter in a wretched Kerwanferai without the Town, that was all ruinous. All the furniture we had was a Coverler which we spread under us, that we might not lye upon the bare ground, and a leathern Vessel which they call Matara, to hold water in for my man and all our baggage was with the Caravan. We took patience however, and in the mean time, immediately after the Caravan had passed the Bridge, it held along the River-side and came to lodge at a Village called Boulosbich Kfar.

Next day being Sunday the one and twentieth of September, it parted from thence: About two a Clock in the Morning, and about six arrived at Nisbar: Having there payed a due of four Bisitt a load, it went on without stopping, and we having joined it again, half an hour after nine encamped under Trees near a Village called Haran, where our Mousres gave us warning to keep good guard in the Night-time. The truth is, in the Day-time several Pashigeris stop, and at a distance consider’d our Arms, and two hours after Night, a man passing near us, and making no answer when he was asked who came there, my man advanced towards him; but then the Robber (who came only to see how Affairs stood, I said that he belonged to the Caravan, which was immediately contradictory by some of our Company, who told him that if he came that way again, they would fire upon him.

Next day being Monday the two and twentieth of September we parted from that place about two of the Clock in the Morning, and proceeding on still Eastward in good way, we pass’d by several great Villages, which we found every quarter of an hour almost; and being come to a River above two faustom over, which they call the River of Dizawa, we marched up it about half an hour, and then having past over, entered into a spacious Plain, of which in two or three hours time we pass’d over a great part, and came to a Town called Dizawa, so hid among Gardens which take up the whole breadth of the Plain, that as a Curtain they not only intercept the view of the Town, but all of part of the Plain which reaches a good way beyond it. An hour before we arrived there, and being very near it, we were fain to fetch a great compass to pass a Rivulet that was broad, deep, and very full of mud, and then came to a little point which gave us a passage into Dizawa, where we kept marching on till along great Lanes made by Gardens on both hands, that were well walled, but without any Habitation, and Dizawa lies so hid, that not a House it is to be seen till you be in it, though you were never so nigh; so that he who did not understand the Map of the Country, would think himself near a Forest, for it is of a pretty large extent. We pass’t through a considerable part of the Town which is very ill built, and about ten a Clock came to a good Kerwanferai. The ignorance of our Mousres was the cause of that compass we fetched, and besides, all their Beasts both saddle and carriage Horses were so bad, that it was impossible to make them go faster than Asses; so that we made but very small Journeys. In the Evening we had a shower of rain that was presently over, which was the first, save only a little mizzling, that we had seen fall since our departure from Aleppo.
Next day being Tuesday the three and twentieth of September, about three a Clock in the Morning, we set out again, and continued our Journey Eastwards by very good way. About seven a Clock, we came into a very rocky way between rocky hills, but it lasted not long; about eleven a Clock we came to a large Village called Sari, and resolved to lodge in a very pretty and large Kervanferei, but it was as full already as it could hold of Men and Beasts; Wherefore it behoved us to break our fingers to another which was left, bad and ruinous, where we lodged very uneastly in the Stable amongst the Horses and Mules. This Village is well built, and I observed that the chief Wall of the Stable where we lodged was wholly built of black square Stones, about a foot long, and about three fingers thick, which (when they are broken) split into Tables like slate, but thicker, and I took them for black Marble. The Watch-maker that was with us, told me that men of his profession make use of this stone for polishing that which hath been filed, before it be used. Of this Marble are all the doors of houses, (as Pietro della Valle says,) but there are few of them at Sari: Some I saw at Damascus, say, and I have seen of them in several places of Syria, and I believe they make them of this stone for want of timber. At Sari there is four Bisit to be paid a lead. This Evening there fell some rain again, and it came to us accompanied with good old White wine, which the Porter of the Kervanferei, underhand sent for to the Village, but his scruples were only in formality: For some Turks of our Caravan who had also bought of it, found it to be so good, that they bore it merrily all Night, till we were ready to depart; which put them into so good a humour, that for part of the way they did nothing but roar and sing like drunken Frankes, as they were, till at length one of the gang tumbled off of his Mule, and had almost broken his Neck, but fell fast a sleep on the place.

About three a Clock in the Morning, Wednesday the four and twentieth of September, we parted from Sari: About eight a Clock we passed by a Village called Dabhe, and an hour after, by another called Mouchsalabab, and about ten a Clock we arrived at a Village named Mashat, where we sheltered our selves in a little Kervanferei.

We parted from thence next day, being Thursday the five and twentieth of September at Midnight, and by break of day passed through a Town called Sekher-gharud, which seemed to me to be well built; we then marched forwards till ten of the Clock, through a large barren Plain, there being no water in it, nor indeed, any habitation that we could find. At ten a Clock we came to a very fair Kervanferei called Bag, the appartments whereof are very commodious; and under the Gate there lives a man who sells all things necessary for life, and he hath three little Rooms for his dwelling. There are such Porters in all the Kervanferei of Persia, but more especially there is need of one at this, for there is no habitation about it, and the nearest place is a Village to the right hand behind the hill, called Angoum, where much tapistry is made, and if they told me true, is an Agaftch, (that's to say,) a leagued stant: For the Persians count the way by Agaftch, or Farfang, which is one and the same; Agaftch being the Turkish Word, and Farfang the Persian; and it is an hours Journey for a Horse-man, but for us it is almost two; nevertheless, near to Kifaban they are so flourished, that we travelled one an hour. At this Kervanferei, there are three Bisit payed a Load.

The lintels of the gates of it are made of one entire piece of that kind of Marble which I mentioned to be at Sari, but it is not polished; and without the gate, there is on each side a Masab; they are in length about six foot each, and four or five foot high, upon three of breadth; the upper part of these Masabes, is of one whole piece of that Stone.

This Marble hath been dug about fifty paces from the gate, out of a Rock much higher than the ground, at the root whereof there is a little Spring of Water, which is all they have in that place to drink. As I was walking about this Kervanferei, I found little Marble Stones white, red, spotted and of all sorts of colours: Which makes me think that that place affords Marble of all colour; and indeed, the upper part of the Rock is almost all white.
We parted next day being Friday the six and twentieth of September, about three of the Clock in the Morning, and went up hill and down hill in pretty good way for the space of three hours. I observed by the ways side several Rocks of black Stone, rising a little out of the ground, which were Black Stone, all divided into Tables, hardly thicker than blew Slates and much about the same colour, but joyned very close together. Half an hour after fix, we came into a great Plain, where we found Water in three or four places, and there we travelled till eleven a Clock when we arrived at a Village called Nieboun, which we went almost quite through, and came to rest in a great Kerowfensai pretty commodious, but ugly, and all built of pieces of unburnt greyish Earth. There are two others in this Village which we past by, they are small but seemed to me to be neater. We stayed there the day following to refresh our Beasts, and parted on Sunday the seven and twentieth of September, about half an hour after nine at Night: We travelled up hill and down hill by intervals, but still in fair and soft way.

Sunday Morning the eight and twentieth of September, half an hour before day, we passed by a great Village called Fagafoun all that I could there observe in the darkness of the Night was, that having gone over a Bridge of five Arches upon a small Rivulet, we passed along the sides of several great Gardens, where there is plenty of Water. Half an hour after fix in the Morning, we came to another Village called Isboun, where we lodged in a little Kerowfensai, all built of Clods of unburnt greyish Earth. An hour travelling from thence there is a little Town called Ghulpaigan, but we past north through it.

We left this Lodging on Monday the nine and twentieth of September, about two a Clock in the Morning, and had pretty good way. A little before day, we went down into a very low and spacious ground, all of white sand, through which, (by what I could judge,) some great torrent must run when the snow melts, for on both sides there are banks of Earth pretty high and steep; we left that way soon after, and going up hill a little, came into a great Plain, where having proceeded a little, we stayed for the Caravan that was behind us, there being none before but those who were light mounted. The reason why we made that halt was, because at a pretty distance we discovered on the Plain near the hills, some Horse-men who kept still on the same ground, and when we passed them they made a great noise; I know not the meaning of that signal, but we understood afterwards that they were fifteen in company, and had robbed a Caravan. A quarter of an hour after, we saw five Antelopes; and at length about half an hour after nine, we came to a good Kerowfensai, near to a Village called Arbana. An hour after we had been there, a Horse-man came in, and made some turns there, whereupon some of our company saying to one another that he was a robber, and that they ought to lay hands on him, he perceiving it, went out of the Kerowfensai, and so pur spurs to his horse, and made haste to a Tree where two of his Comrades were. About Midnight some Horse-men bounced at the Gate of the Kerowfensai, and because we would not open to them, they made a great noise, till the Gate was opened; they were ten in company consisting of Persians, Carifs and Arabs; they were all armed with Lance, and some had hawks upon their Fists; they asked if our Caravan was going to Isbaben, and we asked them whether they were bound. They said to Isbaben, but when we asked them whence they came they would not tell, but only that they were going to Isbaben, which made us think they were robbers, and therefore many of our company slept not one wink, though afterwards we came to understand that they were not robbers.

We set out about three a Clock next Morning, and our ten Horse-men stayed behind in the Kerowfensai, which made some think they only came to plunder the Kerowfensai, and perhaps, to cut out Throats. About break of day we entered into a dangerous pass for robbing; for it is a narrow way between high Rocks, behind which several men may lye hid, and fire upon whom they please without being discovered. We expected to have met with trouble here, because there had been some Caravans robbed in this place,
and some said that there was an ambush there of forty Horse-men armed with Harquebuses, the others would not have them to be so many. We had in our Caravan six Harquebuses, and several Bow-men; and besides, the Night before, we were encroached by a Caravan of Camels guarded by five or six Horse-men with Harquebuses, and some Bow-men; but we were apprehensive that the Ten Horse-men whom we left behind might come and attack us in the rear, whilst the rest set upon us in the Front. In fine, thanks be to God we found no robbers, and in less than a quarter of an hour, were got out of that pass, the way much enlarging. A little after, we met two great Caravans that were coming from Ipsam, one of Camels, and the other of Horses and Mules, and both guarded by several Horse-men armed with Harquebuses. Afterwards we marched on in a Plain till about half an hour after ten, that we arrived at a Village called Deba, where we lodged in Kerconserai. A little before we entered into that Village, we saw several Fields of Corn, above a foot high already, and I was told that they would reap it before Winter; for they sow the ground a second time after as they have reaped: The truth is, this last crop does not come to maturity, and it is only for the horses to which they give the green Corn to feed on.

Deba. is a Village, where there are so many Kerconserai, that it is almost nothing else. It hath an old square Caffle, built of rough Stone, with a large Tower at each Corner, and one in the middle of one of the sides, where the entry is: They are all likewise built of rough Stone, and some Bricks. It hath two Gates to enter at, each whereof are of one entire piece of that kind of Marble I mentioned before: These Gates are about five foot high, about four foot broad, and two foot thick, their Pivots which are of the same piece with the Gates turn below in the Lintel. This Caffle is all ruinous within, and serves for no other use now, but for a Store-house for wood, hay and barley. At Deba we found the ten Horse-men whom we left at Arbame; they must have kept very wide of us, for we saw them not all the way. They complained that those of the Caravan which we met had taken them for robbers, and fired at them. We parted from Deba the same day at six a Clock at Night; about eight, we passed by a very fair and large Kerconserai called Asni, which has, what others have not, upon the Terrass on each side of the gate an arched room with a Balcony. An hour after, we found another called Rawat: we saw also on our right hand several great Villages; but though they be of large extent, yet there are commonly but few dwellings in them, for the most part of them are Gardens, and sometimes that appears to be a great Village, is only Gardens with some huts for lodging the Gardeners and their Families.

Wednesday the last of September, a little after midnight, some of our company who were on head, saw seven or eight Robbers on Horse-back pass by on one hand, and a little after, four on the other, who went and lay down at the foot of some hillocks on which the Moon shone. Having fired two Muskets at them, three of our men went off to go and discover towards the other side of the hillocks on which the Moon did not shine, what they might be: A little after, two Horse-men passed by us, but being at a pretty good distance, we said nothing to them. Immediately we saw near to these hillocks where the Moon did not shine, a great Troop of Horse-men; our fore-riders went to view them, and brought us word that it was the Caravan of Camels, that came with us the day before, and had got the start of us. So that we thought our selves out of danger, and therefore marched boldly on amongst very high and steep Mountains. Half an hour after, the way began to grow much wider, making a kind of a plain where we found a Caravan of Camels, with several Horse-men. Having travelled in that plain, till six a Clock in the Morning, we arrived at Teblislah, which is only two Kerconserai, one before the other; we lodged in the greater, which is all built of great thick Hints of several colours, cemented with good Plaster, and the Vaults are of Brick; the different colours of these Hints make a pretty pleasant Mosaic Work. The Water thereabouts is good for nothing; and therefore there is no habitation there. We parted from thence the same day at seven
seven a Clock at Night, and on Tuesday the first of October, one thousand
six hundred fifty and four, about two a Clock in the Morning, arrived
at Jspahan, where I went and lodged with the reverend Fathers Capacius,
The Reverend Father Raphael of Mann (a person of extraordinary virtue and
Arrival at Jspahan.
capacity, and of a most exemplary life,) was their Guardian; he had two Re-
ligious with him, to wit, the reverend Father Valentine of Angers, and the
reverend Father John Baptista of Leobn.

CHAP. III.

Of Persia in General.

Before I enter into the description of what I have observed at Jspahan,
I think it will not be impertinent to give the Reader a general notion of
Persia, which is a Kingdom only strong because environed with Mountains,
and barren Deserts, that defend it against the attempts of its most powerful
Enemies. And indeed, the forces that are entertained therein of whom I
shall speak in the Chapter of the Court,) or (if you will,) the Armies that
have been raised there in our days, are so inconsiderable, in respect of to
visit a Country, that the Persians are not to be reckoned amongst formidable
Powers.

The cause of that weakness is the scarcity of money in those Countries,
which cannot suffice to set on foot great Armies, and far less to maintain
them; this want of money proceeds from the small trade the Persians drive,
having but few Goods amongst them proper to be exported, to wit, some
Silk which is made in the Ghilan and Mazendaran; Carpers and wrought
Stuffs, and hardly any thing else considerable: In so much, that it may be
said of Persia, that it is as a Kerrenferai that serves for passage to the mon-
ney that goes out of Europe and Turkey to the Indies; and to the Stuff and
Spices that come from the Indies, into Turkey and Europe, whereof it makes
some small profit in the passage.

The soil of the bordering Countries (speaking generally,) is very bad, not
only by reason of the many Mountains, but also of the want of water and
woods in most places thereof; there being no other Trees but fruit Trees
that are enclosed within Gardens; for there are none to be found in the
Fields, though the Country People seem to be careful and diligent enough
in cultivating, sowing and planting all the Land that is good. It is true, the
great pains they take in making Gardens, and cultivating them, for the be-
nefit they make of the Fruit which are exceedingly much eaten in Persia,
makes them a little neglect the rest of their grounds; for after we had past
Curdistan, I saw in several places very good Land and Hills, which (in my
opinion,) would be very fruitful, if they were well cultivated and manured.
Now, in many of these places there is plenty of excellent good water, where-
with (in my judgment,) they might water their grounds, by making Ditches
through them, as they do in other parts: And nevertheless, I cannot tell
why they are defert, and full of Liquorice, or such like shrubs, and no
Trees growing in them.

There are so many Brooks in several Countries of Persia, that I believe
the ways are very bad to travel in in the Winter-time; for though we were
about the end of Summer, yet we passed some which were full of thick mud
at the bottom. The Mazendaran indeed, is a very lovely Country, aboun-
ding with Plants, Fruit and Wood as well as Europe; and good reason why,
for it is watered by many Springs and Rivers, which having run through the
Country, fall into the Caspian Sea that is near it. The chief Town of that
Country is called Esfahen; and in it there is a Royal Palace where one may
have all imaginable Recreations: Large Gardens full of flowers with many Lovely Gar-
Ponds dens.
Ponds and Fountains; in these Gardens lovely Houses and artificial Mountains, for taking the finest Air, all covered with Flowers, with little Buildings on the top to repose in: In a word, it is a very pleasant place. And indeed, this is the only lovely Province of all Persia, and yet it hath its inconveniences, for in Winter it is very cold there, and the ways very bad: In the Summer the Air is so malignant, that most of the Inhabitants are obliged to remove to other Places; and all the People of that Country look yellowish and awry. The cause of that bad Air is the vast number of Serpents and other insects that swarm there, which in the Summer-time dying for want of water, (because most Springs in that Season are dried up,) cause a corruption and infection which fills the Air with contagious Vapours.

**C H A P. IV.**

Of what hath been observed in Isphahan.

Isphahan is the Capital City of the Province of Irae, (which is part of the ancient Parthia) and generally of the whole Kingdom of Persia; for in this Town the King hold's his ordinary residence. The Air of it is extremely dry, therefore what the Earth produces for the food of man is easily preserved there all the year round. I cannot tell but it may be attributed to this disposition of the Air what commonly happens, that all the Bodies whether of Men or Beasts, an hour after they are dead, swell extremely; which may be occasioned by this so dry an Air, that penetrating into the Bodies drives out the humidity, which being extravasated bewixt the Flesh and Skin, endeavours to break out, and so puffs them up until it hath found an Issue when the parts of it have been sufficiently subtilized: The hands and feet likewise swell at the end of all Sickneses, which continues some weeks before the cause of it be discovered. Nevertheless in time of Rain, there are great damps, so that the effects of the humidity are to be seen on all things, not only at Isphahan, but also all over Persia; so much, that all Instruments of Iron rust, where ever they may be kept, even keys in ones Pocket, as I several times found by experience. The truth is, it rains there very seldom unless it be in Winter: And whilst I was there, the first Rain that fell was on the eleventh of December: But likewise when it rains the Houses crumble and fall away in pieces, and the Snow rolls the Terraces if they be not paved with Bricks, and seeing most of them are of Earth, the Snow must be thrown off as soon as it falls upon them.

In the year one thousand six hundred sixty and five, there was a great Rain in all that extent of Country, which reaches from Bender Abouff and Bender Cunge, till within three or four days Journey of Sekar, and that rain lasted from the beginning of August, until the middle of September; so that it seemed the Winter of the Indies had intruded into that Country, but that was lookt upon as a thing extraordinary.

The City of Isphahan is walled round with Earthen Walls, which is singular in it, for in Persia most part of the Towns have none at all. It requires about four or five hours to make the round of this City; but there are a great many large Houses that have but few living in them, and which take up a great deal of space because of the spaciousness of the Gardens; some Houses taking up twenty Acres of ground; nay it is not long since there was nothing but Gardens, on the side of the Fort: But now there are many Buildings there, and that quarter is called the New Town, where the Air and Water are better than in the old Town. This City hath seven Gates, of which the last are the Names, Der-Valal Leman, Der-Decht, Der-Markh, Der-Techina, Ds-Cha Gastroon, Der-Naframbad and Der-Valalchah, which is not far from the Seraglio.
The City of Isphahan hath also great Suburbs, where many Persons of Quality live. The belt built, most beautifull and richest of all, is the Suburbs of Golsafa, that lies beyond the River of Senden, and the Walls of its Gardens being near that River; in this Burough or Suburbs live the Armenians, whom Schah Abbas the first, transplanted thither, after he had ruined a Town of that Name in the Upper Armenia: And they thought fit to give this new Habitation the Name of their ancient Town and Country, to preserve the memory of it; so that to distinguish them from the others, they are commonly called Golsafans, (that's to say,) one of Golsfa. All round Golsfa there are a great many other Cantons, which are likewise pretty well built, not only of Armenians who have left their own Country to come and live there, but also of other Nations: There are the Cantons of Verdizan, Nachkhun, Chakhaban, Sirak-Raman, Gaur, Shishkan, Akhrrigan, &c. The quarter of Tauris-Abad, or Abis-Abad, which is oppositeto Golsfa, on this side the River towards Isphahan, is much bigger than Golsfa, but neither so pleasant nor so well built. The beauty of the houses of pleasure which Persons of Quality have in the Suburbs, consists in great Dams, having in the middle and before them Basins of Water, and the Gardens which are full of two or three kinds of Flowers, and these commonly Turkey Gilly-Flowers, Marshmallows, and some other such, all very ordinaris Flowers, but yet lasting many Months of the Year, give a pleasant prospect: The Persians fit in the cool in these Dams every one with his Pipe of Tobacco, which is the most deightfull Employment they have, when they are at home.

There are many Squares in Isphahan, but of all, that which is called the Meidan is not only the loveliest; but I think, that of all regular Planes, it is the greatest and finest place in the World. It is about seven hundred common paces in length, and two or three hundred in breadth: so that it is above twice as long as broad: It is built all about, and the Houses are all in form of Porticoes, over which there is another second range of Arches more backwards, which serve for Galleries and a passage to the rooms of those adjoining Kerun-crais, and seeing these Houses are all of an equal height, they yield a very lovely prospect. All round the place at some little distance from the Buildings, there is a fair Canal of Spring-water, made by the Schab Abbas the first, who for greater embellishment, caused plane-Trees at competent distances to be planted all along, which render that place exceedingly deightful; but they daily decay, because they neglect the planting of Trees in the place of those that are wanting.

At one end of the place, that is, on the North, over the Gate of the Bazar, there is a Bell, round which this inscription, Ave Maria gratia plena. They say that it was taken out of a Monastery of Nuns at Ormus. On the two sides of that Bell, are great Balconies or Galleries, where every Evening at Sunset, and at midnight many men assemble, who make musick, some with the ordinary Trumpeter, some with Timbrels, and others with an extraordinary kind of Trumpet, which perhaps has not as yet been heard of in France, and therefore I have thought fit to give a description of it. These Trumpets are made of Copper and Brass, about eight foot long, the body of it is of an unequal binsnes, for the end that is put to the mouth, is an inch in diameter, but about an inch from it is very narrow, and then enlarges again to the breadth of an inch, and the end or mouth out of which the sound and wind comes, is almost a foot and a half in diameter. These Trumpets are taken in two at the middle, and they put the upper part into the lower at the great end, where it easily enters; when they have a mind to sound, they blow the two parts together, but they had need of a strong Arm to hold that long Pipe of Copper out right when they sound it. It makes a strong deep sound, so that the musick is heard all over the City; but it is not at all pleasant, and is more proper to fright People with an Allarms, than to divert them.

As you go from that place of the Meidan where these musicians meet, which (as I said) is at the North end of it, towards the South, there are two Banks five or six foot high, and above a fathom distant, which serve for playing at the mall on horse back, and the bowl must go betwixt these Banks. About the Sun
the middle of the Place there is a high Tree or Mast erected, on the top whereof there is a round ball, and there Horse men practice Archery, riding at full speed, and not shooting their arrow till they be past, which they do by turning themselves quite round upon the crupper of the horse.

A little farther to the right, or West side, is the Gate of Ayl, called Ayl-
Capi, which is a large plane Gate over which there is a lovely Dome, the roof whereof is only supported with wooden Pillars; and the King comes often to take the Air in this place. Entering in at this Gate you go along a great Alley to another large Gate, whose threshold is a step of round stone, to which the Persians show great respect, and that is it which is properly called the Gate of Ayl. All malefactors that can make their escape into a Court, beyond it, as also into the Kings Stables or Kitchens, are in safe sanctuary, no body dares tread upon that step, which many in devotion kiss, and the Gate is guarded by Sofis, who are always there in great Numbers. There is an entry into the King’s House by the Court that is beyond it, but that is not the principal Entry.

Going back again into the Meidan a little beyond the Gate of Ayl, is the ordinary Gate of the King’s Palace; it is but an indifferent Gate, and there are hundreds better in Ilipahan. Before these Gates upon an Earthen work raised three foot high or thereabouts, there is a great Number of great and small Guns, some mounted and others not, which were all taken at Ormus. Opposite to this Gate, on the other side of the Square, there is a Mosque with a Dome covered with Earth, burnt and varnished green, the Porch whereof is very high, and painted all over with lovely Colours varnished; for the rest it is but inconsiderable, and the entry into it by some steps.

There is another Mosque at the South end of the place, which seems to be of the same contrivance, but is far nearer, and this is called the King’s Mosque, not only because it was founded by Siahb Ahas the first, but also because it is near the Palace. Before this Mosque there is a Parvis or Walk of many Angles, and in the middle of it is a Bason of Water likewise Polygone; the Porch is all over painted and varnished with blew, yellow and many other Colours in great Flowers, and over each side, there is a Minaret painted in the same fashion, with a very pretty Balcony out of which just a kind of little Turf. It hath two Gates almost three fathom high a piece, and about a fathom wide, which are faced all over with Plates of Silver, with some Curiosities here and there embossed, and there is a step there, just like to that of Ayl Capi. Having passed these Gates you enter into a great square Court paved with large smooth Stones, in the middle whereof there is a square Bason of Water, and along the side by which you enter, a kind of gallery, under which there are some shops; there is another over head, where you may see the doors of a great many little Chambers, which, (as I think,) serve for lodging Rooms for the Scholars of the Medrassa. In the middle of the fourth side of the Court which faces you as you enter, is the Mosque, which hath five Gates and each of them its Porch; the middlemost is at least ten fathom wide, and about ten or twelve high; the other two on each side lefien proportionately as they are distant from the middle. This frontispiece hath a Minaret on each side which surpasa it above three fathoms in height, and all is built of white Marble about a fathom high, the rest being painted with several lovely colours and varnished over. The entry of the middle and chief Porch, is about fix or seven fathom broad on the outside, for on the inside it draws narrower by degrees till you come to the end of it, where there are two doors which are also very high, and each above a fathom wide. This is the entry into the Mosque which is large and spacious, with a vast round Dome, very well built, and all painted and varnished. It is square and divided into five files, by a double range of fix or seven great white Pillars, two or three fathom high on each side. The side files have their several entries by these four other Gates, which with that of the middle Porch make all the frontispiece of the Porch of that Mosque, and the middle file or Body with its Porch is much higher, (as I said,) then the rest, and the two next exceed also the two remotest in proportion of height. Along the Wall on the left
left hand, are Windows reaching from the pavement a fathom high: they are all square holes, through which one may see into the Cloyster that is on the left side, and which is one of the Courts of the Medresas, that I have mentioned. All the Walls of this Mosque are of white Marble, from the paving a fathom high, the roof, like the Dome, is painted with various colours and varnished. The pavement is all of large and very smooth Stones, but under the Dome, it is covered all over with lovely Carpets; and the outside of the Dome is faced with green Bricks varnished. After all, Christians are not suffered to enter it, and if one be found there and known, he is driven out with Gudgeons like a Dog; and yet that hindered not me from going thither with Monsieur Diagre, master of the Dutch factory at Isphahan, for which purpose both he and I put our selves into the habit of the Courtrey, and received not the least affront.

At the corner of the Meidan betwixt South and West there is a Street, in which to the right hand is the Gate of the King's Harums, (that's to say his Wife's house,) and on the left hand is his Kervansare (that's to say his Workhouse;) because all the Workmen of every sort of trade, who are under his pay work there; they all have their shops, and it is like to an Arsenal where all trades are to be found.

One of the finest things to be seen at Isphahan are the stately Gardens of Heser Dgerib, the chief building whereof is pleasant, and at the end of the fair Street of Teherbang or Tchebarbagh; but since this Street leads to it, and The Street of that it hath particular beauties of its own, I think fit to describe it before I Teherbang come to the description of Heser Dgerib.

Teherbang which signifies four Gardens is a great Street, near a hundred paces broad, and above two Italian miles in length. On the side of Isphahan, there is at the head and entry into it, a little Pavillion or Square building two stories high, adorned with many Balconies and painted Windows, to which they come from the King's Palace, by a kind of corridor or curtain, and this Street ends at Heser Dgerib as we have just now said. It is bounded on both sides by the Walls of a great many Gardens, and at certain distances by little houses of uniform Symmetry, which have all a little Pavillion, and doors that open into the Gardens that belong, some to the King, and the rest to several great Lords, who take their diversion in these places. About twelve steps from the Garden-Walls, there is on each side a row of lovely Plane Trees planted in a straight line which yield a rare shade, and in the middle between these two rows of Trees, runs along the whole Street a current of Water in a Canal of fair Stone, about five foot deep and thirteen over, adorned here and there with Cascades and some rare Water-works, which fall into Basins. The sides of that Canal are paved into the Street, and make a way of Free-Stone for Foot-men, which eases them of the inconvenience of meeting horses that go lower in the Street. In short, this Street is divided by the River of Semner, on which there is built a very lovely Bridge, of a prettily singular structure, which joins together the two parts of the Street.

This (Bridge which is called by the Name of him that built it) to wit, Atyerda Chan, and which is also named the Bridge of Jutpha, is built of good Brick with edgings of Free-Stone; and supported by a great many little and low stone-Arches. It is about three hundred paces long, and about twenty broad, but in the middle where Carriages and Horses go, it is not above four fathom broad, and is no higher in the middle than at the two ends. On each side instead of a Parapet, it hath a Gallery covered with a plat-form, both which are very commodious for Passengers. These Galleries are raised above the level of the Bridge above half a pikes height: The going up to them is by to eafe Stairs, that horses may without trouble ascend them; men are there secure from bad weather or the heat of the Sun, and yet have an open Air and fair prospect, for these vaulted Walks have a great many Windows that look upon the River. If a man desire a more open passage, he hath the plat-form over this gallery, that equally reaches from one end of the Bridge to the other. But it is so hot upon it in the Summer-time, that the other way is more commonly taken, which serves also many times for a Horse-way in the Winter, that they may avoid the Water that fills up the middle of the M Bridge.
Bridge, when the River overflows, which sometimes happens, though in the summer-time it be so low, that there is hardly any water in it, so that they have been forced to use art in paving the bottom in that place very smooth, that it may fill its Channel by spreading its waters equally. This Bridge has seven passages, one in the middle, and four in the two sides, to wit the two covered Galleries, and the two Platforms over them which are above twelve foot broad, with Rails both towards the Bridge and River. Nay, there is a sixth passage when the water is low, which, during the great heat of summer, is very delightful for its coolness; and that is a little vaulted Gallery, which crosses all the Arches from one end of the Bridge to the other; it is low underneath and reacheth to the bottom of the River; but there are stones so laid that one may step over without wetting the foot; they go down into it from the Bridge by steps made in the thickness of the walls.

There are also the other two Bridges upon that River to the right hand; and all the three are at above half a mile distance from one another. The first above this is very plain; but the others which they call the Bridge of Seheir, for one thing exceeds the first in beauty, and that is a Hexagon, which is in the middle, where the water of the River hath a lovely fall.

Let us now consider Hexaer Djerib, which ends the fair Street of Tshembarbag. The name of it imports a thousand Djerib, and Djerib is a certain land measure which the Persians have, as we have the perch, theathom and other measures.

Before this house there is a large square Court, at the end whereof stands the Building, which consists of a Dream, only a story high, with Chambers at its four corners, and it hath the same front towards the Garden, which in reality, is very pretty.

This Garden of Hexaer Djerib hath six stories of Terrasses, the Earth of which is supported by Stone-Walls, and these stories are raised about a fathom in height one above another. There are a great many Alleys or Walks in that Garden both in length and breadth, which reach all from the one end to the other, and are very straight and even, saves that in those which reach in length, at every story, one must ascend seven or eight steps. The chief Walk or Alley, that begins at the building is very broad, but that which renders it altogether charming, is a stone Canal in the middle of it, of the same breadth as that of the Street Tshembarbag, which answers in a straight line to this, and hath no water but what it receives from it: The Canal of this Walk is far more beautifull than that of the Street, and affords a lovely prospect, in regard that at every two fathoms distance there are Pipes which spurt up Water very high, and that at each story there is a sheet of Water, that falls into a Basin underneath, from whence it runs into the Canal: On each side of these sheets of water, there is a pair of Stairs and a way that leads straight up. I leave it to the Readers imagination, to conceive the pleasantness of that prospect, and the beauty of these Cascades, which are the first object that offers, and surprises the sight of those that enter into this Garden. Walking then along the great Alley, after you have advanced a little, you cross a Canal a fathom broad, which cuts as if it does all the other Walks that are parallel thereunto, but without breaking them, for it runs under little brick-Arches.

Mounting up to the fourth story, you'll find a large place where there is a Basin of eight sides, above twenty fathom in diameter, and three feet deep of water; it hath Water-pipes that play all round it, besides one in the middle. On each side of this place you have a large covered Dream, built of Brick, but open in all hands, with a basin of water in the middle. These are really charming places, especially for enjoying the cool, wherein the Levantines place their greatest delight. Having ascended three stories more, you come to a pretty high Building which bounds the Walk, and on both sides of it there is a wall that separates this part of the Garden from the other beyond it; to the front of this Building, there is a basin of water. Then you enter into a Hall made cross-ways, open on the four sides, at each corner whereof you'll find little rooms: Over that there is another story which is much
much the same. From that Hall you enter into the other part of the Garden, and recover the great Walk or Alley again, which is continued in a straight line through the Hall: There you have the Canal and Sheers of Water in the same manner as in the other, save that in this part the basins are above the sheets of water, whereas in the former they are under them.

Having mounted the sixth story you'll find an octogone Bafon of the same bigness as the former, with a Divan or Kiosk on each hand. After you have ascended three stories more, you pass over a Canal three fathom broad, which runs cross all the Walks of the Garden that are parallel to this, as the other does which is at the other end: A little farther, you find a bafon before a building much of the same contrivance as the others are, which puts an end to the Walk and the length of the Garden.

All these Waters come from the River of Sendren, by Chanaels that divert them three or four Leagues above the City, which having watered and embellished this Garden, run and lose themselves in the Fields. Many such Chanaels are drawn from this River above the City, for watering the Gardens, which otherwise would be barren: For besides that the Wells could not furnish a sufficient quantity of water; their water is not so good as that of the River, which is made very fat by the grounds that it runs through. Every day is appointed for giving Water to a certain quarter, and every Garden is taxed to pay thirty, forty, or sixty Abassi a year, more or less according to its bigness, for the water once a week. None of these Canals return to the River, but lose themselves in the Fields; which makes the River to be much lessened when it comes to the City, so that having run thorough it, at a little distance farther, it loses itself also in the Fields.

The Persians are so careful to have water for their grounds, that in many places they make Aqueducts underground, which bring it from a far, nay, and that many Leagues off. They make them almost two fathom high, and arch them over with Brick; In making of them they dig at every twenty paces distance or thereabouts, and make large holes like wells, in which they go down and so carry on the Aqueduct, because they cannot continue in going on so far under ground; and these Aqueducts cost a great deal of money.

Although the Garden I have been describing is so magnificent, yet you must not imagine to find such lovely Gras-plots and borders of Flowers as are in Europe. There you have only young Fruit-trees in great numbers, with great Plane-Trees, planted in a row, which are the ornament of it; so that in fruit-Season it is very pleasant walking there, and once for a little money all are welcome, one may eat as many as he pleases. There is plenty also of Rose Bushes there, and the Gardiners make money of their Roses. This Garden is the Kings, so are one half of those of Jorobarkog; the rest belong to Clains, and thes Gardens are almost all of the same contrivance; (that's to say,) that their beauty consists in long straight walks, and abundance of Fruit-trees, Rose-bushes and Plane-Trees, which yield them a considerable revenue, and therefore they are well kept; so that when I went to the Garden of Jorobarkog, I saw a great many People at work in terrelling the walks, which had been spoiled by the Rain and Snow.

There is no Burying-place in Ishban, but they are all without the City, Burying-places as all over Persia and the Levant.
A Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan,
and particularly of the manner of ordinary
Buildings.
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ALL the Houses of Ispahan are built of Bricks baked in the Sun, dawbed over with Clay mingled with Straw, and then white catt over with a very fine and white Plaister, which they get out of the neighbouring hills, from a stone that being burnt, is crush'd and broken with a great rower drawn by a Horse. The charges of building a house they commonly divide into three equal parts, one for Brick, another for Plaister, and the third for Doors, Windows, and other timber necessary for a house. However something may be saved in the Brick, for out of the very place where the house is to be built; Earth may be had for making all the Bricks that are necessary, and furnishing Straw to be mingled with the Earth for the making of them, the rest will not amount to above an Aboffe and a half the thousand, but the truth is, it will cost three times as much in employing them.

In the rest of Persia the Houses are only built of that flce of Brick, made of Earth wrought with cut Straw and well incorporated, which is afterwards dried in the Sun, and then employed, but the least Rain washes them away and dissolves all. They make also tiles which they burn in a Kiln, yet they seldom use them, but for their Floors and Stair-cases; some, but few, pave their Terraces with them. Nevertheless if were much more profitable to pave them with Bricks, for being only of Earth, they must be repaired once a year, because of the Rain and Snow, which spoil them all; nay and as often as Snow falls, they must of necessity throw it off allon as they can, else it would roe and by its weight bear down the houses; but seeing for all their diligence, they must needs with the Snow throw a good deal of Earth also from the Terraces, which are loosened by it, it would be much fitter to pave them, because then the Snow might be more easily thrown off, and nothing spoilt; but it must be also confessed, that the Terraces cannot always be paved, because of the unevenness of the Rooms underneath, some being higher, and some lower, nay and some of them having Domes; which make the Terraces very irregular, and all crooked and convex in several places.

There is so much Water at Ispahan, that one may have a Well dug for three or four Aboffes commonly; and when it is dug they put down in the bottom one or two Pipes of baked or burnt Clay about three or four foot high, and of the same Diameter as the Well is, to keep the ground on the sides from falling in and choking it up.

The Walls that go round the Terraces are all pierced through checker ways, with square holes about four or five inches square, not only to ease the Walls which are only of Earth, but also to let in the Air on all sides.

The Persians use no Cranes in building their Houses, but they raise high banks of Earth, on which they drag along, what the Crane would lift: Many times they need neither of the two, for all that they employ is light enough. They make their houses commonly from the North, to receive the freshest Air, and they who can, make them separated and open on all the four sides. They make their little Vaults very quickly, and in building of them use Timber as with us; all these Vaults are of brick, sometimes baked in the Sun, and sometimes in the Oven or Kiln, according as they'll be at the charges of it. It is pretty pleasant to see a Mafon at work there, for he calls for what he wants as if he were singing, and the Labourers who are always attentive to the tone, serve him most punctually.

In
In Persia, commonly they make the Floors of the Rooms of Joifs, on which they lay planks, and over them a Mat or Store and then a lay of Reeds which they cover with Clay half a foot thick: But they observe to mingle Salt with the first lay of Earth, that the Worms may not get into the Timber underneath. They who will not be at the charge of boards or planks, put with Clay only in place of Joifs, pieces of Timber as thick as ones Arm, and over them two Mats and then the Reeds which they cover with Clay, falling also the first lay.

The Persians make their Lime of Stones which they burn as we doe, and when they have taken them out of the Kiln, they break them into small pieces: When they are to use it they prepare it in the manner following. They sweep a place very clean to fill the Lime in, and when it is sifted they make it up in a heap sharp at the top like a Sugar-Leaf; then they set Ashes upon it, and that in almost as great a quantity as the lime; that being done, they sweep the adjoining place very clean and water it, and over the wet, sift a very slight lay of Ashes; then with Iron-shovels they throw upon it their Lime mingled with Ashes, working and incorporating them well together: When they have cast on three or four shovell fulls, one of them throws upon it about a quarter of a Bucket full of Water or somewhat less, and the rest cast very fast upon the wet Lime, other Lime mingled with Ashes, so that they give not the Water time to penetrate through that first lime; then they throw on a good deal of watermore, and then another quantity of lime and ash, and they keep this course, untill they have put all the lime which they had mingled with Ashes into a heap; and the water they throw upon it is so little in regard of the quantity of that matter, that it scarcely appears to be wet. After this, they sweep a neighbourly place, and having watered, and then covered with a few Ashes as before, they turn over again the mixture that they may well mingle and incorporate the Ashes with the lime; and so turn it over from one side to another several times, (that's to say) nine or ten times. But it is to be observed that after the first time, they pour no more water upon the mixture; but only from time to time lightly sprinkle with the hand the outside of the heap, to keep it a little humid without appearing to be wet; but every time they cast the heap from one side to another, they are sure first to sweep the place, water it, and then to scatter a few Ashes upon the same, and then with their Iron-shovels they turn the heap. I wondered to see these People when they prepared their lime, that they were not afraid to burn their feet going bare foored upon that Stuff, nor yet to wrong themselves by receiving into their Mouth and Nose, the dust of the lime when they sifted it.

When they have thus well mingled the Ashes with the lime, they divide the Stuff into several heaps, which they spread a little, giving to each about four foot of Diameter, and one foot in thickness: After that, four of them stand round the heap, and beat the Stuff with sticks somewhat crooked, about two foot and a half long, the handle they hold them by being twofingers thick with a little round knob at the end, to keep them from flipping through their hands, then they grow greater and greater till about the middle where they are as big as ones Arm, and round so far; and from that place where they bend and make an obtuse Angle with the other half, they grow thicker and thicker according as they come nearer the end, and are round on the concave side, but flat on the convex, and about the end are about sixfingers broad: These Clubs are of Ash. They beat this Stuff with one hand two and two over against one another, singing Ya alleh, Ya alleh, and other attributes of God, and keeping time to this tune, which seems to be essential to the trade, they beat as our Threshers do sometimes in one place, sometimes in another, flopping at every blow, and nothing but the flat side of the Club hits the matter. They beat every heap so about half an hour without intermission; and then go to another which they beat as much, and continue this exercise almost an hour without resting, only now and then shifting their hand; after this, they take breath a little for the space of half a quarter of an hour or less, and then fall to their business again. In this manner they beat every heap four or five times, and every time they leave it, it is all reduced to the thickness of about half a
foot in the middle, falling thinner towards the edges; and then one of the men takes a spade wherewith he breaks the Lumps, and turns, it all up again into a heap; cooling it with a little water that he throws upon it with his hands. When every heap is sufficiently beaten they spread it well, so that it be alike thick in all places, and a little hollow in the middle, then they throw chopt Straw upon it, such as they give to Horses; they spread upon a heap of lime about a tack full, such as they give their Horses provender in, so that the lime is all covered over with it; with that, they pour into the middle of it about four Buckets of water, and mingle all together: stirring it well with their shovels, that the materials may be well incorporated; and when all is reduced into a kind of soft morter, they fall a beating it a new, sometimes with their shovels, and sometimes with the end of their Clubs: Then they open it again in the middle making a round hole a good foot and a half wide, so that it looks like a Well raised a good foot above ground; they fill this hole with water, pouring in about two Buckets full, and so leave it, after they have smoothed the outside with the back of their shovels, so that it looks polished and of a blew with colour, (that's to say,) like blew Fullers-Earth or Clay to take our greaze and spots with; these holes are always kept full of water, till they be ready to use the Stuff. When they are to use it, they work it with a great deal of water, and mingle therewith about half the quantity of Straw that was employed in the first working of it; then heat it well with shovels and leavers, pouring on so much water, that it is reduced almoft into a liquid running mud. I have seen it so employed for covering a great pen-house, which was made of sticks or laths laid cross-ways, and two Stores over them, upon which they spread a very thin lay of this lime, smoothing it with the Trowel: Then they put upon this lay three fingers thick of Earth mingled with Straw and wrought into a morter. In this which I saw prepared, there were four and twenty As leads, and four men prepared it: They were near eleven hours about it, and made it up into five Wells or Heaps, which remained so for two days before they were used. The greatest use they make of this lime mingled with Ashes and Straw, is for Fish-ponds, Bacons of Fountains, and other things that are to hold water. When that Stuff is well made it lasts above thirty years, and is harder than Stone.

In whitening of their Walls they use no lime, but make use of a white Earth which is in small pieces like plaister, and immediately dissolves in water. This Earth they call Ghifefid, (that's to say,) white Earth; they dig it out of certain Pits or Quarries, of which there are many about Ipsaban. As to their morter it is usually made of plaister, earth and chopped straw, all well wrought and incorporated together. At Sebras, to spare the charges of Ghifefid they sometimes make use of plaister for whitening their Walls, but they have not that bright whiteness which Ghifefid giveth. They cast their Walls pretty often also with a mixture made of Plaister and Earth which they call Zerdhef, (that's to say,) yellow Earth, though in reality, it be not yellow, but rather of a Musk or Cinnamon colour; they get it on the River-side, and work it in a great Earthen Vessel, but they put so little earth in proportion to water, that it remains liquid like muddy water, or at most like strained Juice, and it is altogether of the Colour of that Earth; they make use of it to work the Plaister in another Earthen Vessel, where they mingle this water with plaister, in such a quantity, that it be reduced to the thickness of morter, which retains the colour of that Earth: With this mixture they cast their Walls, which at first look all greyish, but according as they dry they grow so white, that when they are fully dry, they seem almoft, as if they were plaistered over with pure plaister. This mixture is used not only for laying of plaister, but also because it holds better than plaister alone, and (in my opinion) looks as well.

For making of Terralles, they lay, (as I have said) upon the Stores and reeds almoft half a foot thick of Earth, but which links to far lefs being trampled and tread upon; when it is well dried in the Air, they lay on more Earth mingled with a like quantity of Straw, which they work well together, stirring it often that they may better incorporate the Straw with the Earth: And when that is well mixt, and reduced to the confidence of Kennel-dirt, they trample it along while with their feet, and spread it very even all over. This second
second lay is commonly about half a foot thick also; but being dry is hardly half so thick; when it is dry, they lay on a third lay like the former, so that all being dry, it may be about a foot thick. All this is held up by a range of broad burnt Bricks or Tiles which is laid all round the Terrails, five or fix high, and level with the Earth; in some places they make a little shelving, that the rain-Water may run off into wooden Spouts which jet out for conveying it away. In this manner I saw two Terralles made, which had in surface each about a fathom and a half square; when they laid on the second lay, two men wrought at each about an hours time, striking the Earth with shovels, and incorporating it with the Straw, whilst another man continually poured water upon it; the last lay requires the same labour and pains.

At Schobris, Lar, and in other hot Countries, they have upon the tops of their Houles an invention for catching the fresh Air: It is a Wall one or two fathoms high, and about the same breadth, to which at the intervals of about three foot, other Walls about three foot broad and as high as the great Wall, join in right Angles; there are several of such on each side of the great Wall, and all together support a Roof that covers them: The effect of this is, that from whatever corner the Wind blows, it is strained betwixt three Walls, and the Roof over head, and so easily descends into the house below, by a hole that is made for it.

**CHAP. VI.**

**A Sequel of the Observations of Ifpahan.**

**OF ARTS.**

Let us go on in speaking of Arts and Trades, since we are intensively engaged in it. The Artists in Persia, and all over the Levant, use their Feet, in working as much as their hands; for their Feet serve them for a Loom, hold the stuff, and several other Instruments. Every Company of Crafts men pays the King a certain Sum of Money, which is raised upon all the Artists of the several Trades, every one of them being assented according to his incomes. They have no Loom for turning, (as we have,) but put that which they have a mind to turn upon a Pivolt or Spindle, and wrap about it a thong of Leather, leaving two ends: A Boy holds the two ends of this thong, and pulls towards him, sometimes the one and sometimes the other, and in that fashion makes the piece return, whilst the other labours, whereas with us a fngle Perfon does all. Nor are the Wimble of Carpenters and Joiners so convenient as with us neither: They have a long Iron as thick as two of our Wimble, but square, and flat at the end like a flice or Spatula, yet drawing into a point, with a fide and edge which way soever they turn it: This Iron is in a wooden handle, about a foot long, and above an inch thick, with a weight of lead on the top; with that they have a fick, with a strapp of Leather, like a bow, but very flacc; they turn the strapp of this bow once about the handle of the Wimble, and then leaning the left hand upon the head of the handle, and pulling to and fro the bow with the right hand, they turn the Wimble.

They have a moft excellent Varnifh for Painters; it is made of Sandarack Varnifh, and linseed Oyl, which they mingle together, and reduce all into the confiance of an Unguent; when they would make use of it, they dilute it with the Oyl of Naphtha, but for want of the Oyl of Naphtha, one may use the Spirit of Wine many times rectified.

They have a Glew that holds as well as strong white Glew, and the Shoe-makers and other Artifans make use of no other: It is a root they call Schorsch in place of Glew, which they grind like corn betwixt Stones; when it is ground it looks like Saw-duff.
Saw-dust; they steep this powder in water, and make use of it in glowing any thing.

In Persia, they make soap of greese or tallow instead of Oyl, and that makes it to have a bad scent, and with the least sweating to breed lice in their Linnen.

The Rafors they make, have a very thick back, and are very heavy.

There are many Physicians in Persia, and amongst them some skilfull men. When they have visited their Patient, they write their Bills upon a little bit of Paper which they give to a Woman, who goes to a druggist and buys all the ingredients, which the preorder for a Medicine; for all over Persia the Women prepare the Medicines. Their most usual Medicine for a Feaver, are the cold Seeds which they peel and put into water, giving the Patient the whole presently to be drank down. They make great use of China in several distemper. They put it in infusion in Brandy, and for fifteen days set it in the Sun, they take it for the space of a Month, observing in the meantime a good diet, and especially not to eat any thing that has Salt in it, to abstain from Wine and Women, and not to sit abroad out of one Chamber; but they use not that Medicine in the Summer-time.

They let Blood too, and are very doctrous at it; I speak by experience, they take a ligature of leather very fitly about the Arm, and then without rubbing or looking much on the place, they take their Lance, which is very broad and in a handle like a Rafor, and prick very skillfully, but they draw a great quantity of Blood when they are keradine.

In this Country of Persia, as well as in Turkey, they whiten, or if you will, tin, brass and copper otherwise than with us. The Workmen make use of Salt Armoniack, which they set over the fire with a little water to purifie and take the greese from it; there they leave it till the humidity be evaporated, so that it be all reduced into a white Powder: Then they wash the Vessel they are to tin, very clean, with grey Saltwort which they have boiled in it; after that a Boy setting the Vessel upon the ground, puts sand into it, and putting his two feet thereon, turns to and again, untill the Vessel be well scour'd, and no greese remain: Then the Master takes it, and setting it upon a clear coal fire with the Mouth downwards, leaves it there till it be almost red; when it is so, he takes hold on it with a pair of Pinchers, and with the other hand takes a parcel of Cotton, with which he takes a little Salt Armoniack, and therewith rubs the Vessel very well; then he preses a piece of tinn on it, which being a little melted, he takes a small portion of Salt Armoniack on his Cotton again, and applying it upon the melted tinn, he therewith rubs the Vessel, untill it be all tinned over, and so soon as he hath done that, he throws it into cold water. This they do so fast, that in half an hour they'll tinn five or six Skillers, and that costs but very little; may those that have store of vessels, lend for them to their houses, and they bring their shops along with them, which consists in a few coals, a little Saltwort, a pair of bellows, the horn of an Ox full of Salt Armoniack, and some small pieces of Tinn: They work in any place they would have them, whether in the Court, Gardens, or any where else; without any need of a Chimney, for they make their fire by a stone, against which they lean their Vessel, that it may not put out the fire when it is set upon it; they cover the note of their bellows with a little Earth made over it archways, and so their shop is prepared and in readiness.

CHAP.
CHAP. VII.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan.

Of Moneys, Weights and Measures.

Since it happens often in the sequel of this discourse, that when I am to speak of things, I make use of the terms used in the Countrey, without explaining them, for avoiding of prolixity: I have thought fit to do it in a Chapter by itself, where the Reader may be satisfied when he has a mind. I shall only speak here of moneys that are current in Persia, and especially of the pieces of the Countrey. The Piastres are commonly worth there thirteen Money and Schais, and when they are full weight they are worth thirteen Schais and a Vighs of Riffi: the Riffi consists of four Casheghis, of which ten make a Schat. The most current money are the Abas, Mahmudics, Chair and Casheghis. The Abas is of the value of four Schais, which make about eighteen Sols of our money, and the Mahmudics contains two Schais, which are nine Sols; the Schai is worth about four Sols and a half, and the Casheghi five Deniers and a half for somewhat les. The Toman is worth fifteen Piastres, or fifty Abas: The Boquelle is worth three Abas or twelve Schais. They have great pieces of silver of the value of five Schais, and weigh two Medals. The Mahmudics is also called Tuc-Alton, (which is as much as to say) an hundred Altons; and nevertheless that word Alton which signifies Gold, is commonly taken for a Cheque; but in a Mahmudics it is taken for the value of a Denier and in the same manner five Abas are also called Min Alton or Bing-alton, which signifies a thousand Alton, but I could not learn of any a satisfactory reason for that last signification.

Seeing the Abas are the pieces that are most current in Persia, it is fit one should know that it is the best money in the World. They are of the finest silver, and the Officers of the Mint dare not coyn one single piece, until they have first refined the Piastres and other pieces of silver, that are appointed for the making of Abas: They are stamped (as all the rest of their money) with the hammer, and not milled, and there is no great equality in their weight, that in great payments, they are weighed after this manner. They put five and twenty Abas, in one scale of the balance, and as many in the other, and if one weigh more or less than the other, they conclude for a certain that there are some false Abas amongst them: and fail not to examine them; in which they are never out, for each Scale ought most exactly to weigh alike. They then put the five and twenty of the one Scale into the other, which by that means contains fifty, and that number makes the Toman; afterward they count no more of the money, but only filling up the empty Scale of the Balance, until it weigh as much as the other, where in the Toman is counted, and when they find that both sides weigh not alike, they examine the pieces.

The Man of Ispahan is a weight of twelve pounds.

In Geometry the Persians make use of a certain Measure, which they call the Farzfang, and is as much as three Miles; the Mile contains four thousand Cubits, the Cubit four and twenty Fingers, and the finger six barley Corns laid side-ways; this account I had out of a Persian Book of Geography. I have measured six barley Corns with a pair of Compasses, and found that eight times that Measure of six barley Corns, laid by another side-ways make eight common Inches: So that the four and twenty Fingers will make eighteen Inches, or a common Foot and a half, which is exactly a Cubit, and to the Mile will be six thousand common Feet, which make four thousand Cubits.
The same Persian Geography, makes the Degree to be two and twenty Farsanges, or Farsanges, and a seventh Part: I think I have said elsewhere that a Farsange or Farsange makes a French League.

CHAP. VIII.

The Continuation of the Observations of Isfahan.

Of the Nature of the Persians.

At the Court of Persia, they speak nothing but Turkish, but a Dialect of Turkish is different from what is spoken at Constantinople, that (one may say,) it is a quite different Language. The reason why they speak Turkish there and not Persian, is not only because the Turkish Language hath been introduced by the different Powers of Turks and Tartars, who conquered Persia; but also because that Language (which commonly none speak but those that belong to the Court,) distinguishes them from the rest of the People, and gives them a certain Pre-eminence and Authority which they affect to have on all occasions, as being extremely vain glorious and proud. This gives us an opportunity to say somewhat of the Nature of the Persians.

By what I could find in them, it may be confidently said, that they are extremely vain, and much given to Luxury, which puts them to vast expenses, not only in Apparel and Furniture, but also in Servants whom they entertain in great Numbers; and in their Table too, which (according to their Power,) they fill with Diversities of Dishes. In the Country they carry about with them an infinite deal of Baggage, because they will have all their Conveniences as if they were in the City; and their Tents are not inferior in magnificence to the Tents of any other Nations, which makes most of them to be beggarly, poor and defitor of Money.

Persians of Quality lead a very idle Life in Persia; in the Morning they come to Court, but at Noon return home, where they spend the rest of the day in smoking Tobacco: If they pay a Visit to any of their Friends, all their Exercise is, smoking of Tobacco, and that is the greatest part of their Conversation. They take their Tobacco in a pretty singular manner; they draw the Smeak of it through Water, by means of a large Vessel full of Water which they hold betwixt the bowl and end of the Pipe, through which the Smeak passes: that Vessel is commonly of Glass; when they go a visiting, they fail not to have their Vessel and Pipe carried along with them: They play there also at Draughts and Chess, wherein the Armenians imitate them much.

There are a great many in Persia, who understand the Mathematicks, and they are generally curious of Sciences. They have all the Parts of Philosophy and Mathematicks, and there have been good Authors of that Nation who have written of them, as well as of Ethics and Morality. But with these laudable Curiosities, they are somewhat importune and unseafe, for their Curiosity is in some manner insupportable: they stop at the meanest thing, to do that which they call Tama, (that is to say,) to consider and admire it, and if they perceive that you have any little knack, they take a pretext from that to examine all you have.

They make Affectations very well; and have not that aversion which the Turks have to the Figures of Animals; on the contrary they commonly use them upon their Works, both of painting, carving and sculpture: but their Pictures for the most part are as lascivious and obscene as can be imagined; and indeed, they (as well as the Turks,) are much addicted to impurity, and especially to that abominable Crime, which in France is punished by fire.
They are subject to quarrelling and fighting, which happens pretty often amongst them, and then they bang one another loudly with cudgels, contrary to the Turks, who must stand a trial for a cuff of the hand, but in Persia, if there be no blood spilt, there is no danger. When a man hath killed another, the next of kin or the Widow of the party deceased, demands her Husband's blood, then the Murderer endeavours to compound with the parties for money, but if they will not, (which happens often enough,) the Criminal is to be delivered over tied and bound into the hands of the Proctor, who may do with him what he pleases: Commonly he makes him suffer a great deal of torment, before he put him to death, especially when he falls into the hands of a Woman, but because by delivering up in this manner (the Malefactor into the hands of the Proctor,) there is nothing for the Judges to do, they always endeavour what lies in their power, to compound the business for money, of which they take a good share. There are a great many that compound willingly, but the Persians are naturally so revengeful, that notwithstanding their Agreeements, the Relations of the party deceased, leave not off seeking for occasion of revenging him, and are not content until they have accomplished it, thinking that their honour is concerned to do so.

In the administration of Justice, avarice reigns in Persia as well as in Turkey, and all the World over; and therefore there is nothing to be done without presents. If any man hath been robbed, he makes his complaint to the Deroga, who is as the Soud-bashi in Turkey; the Deroga sends abroad his men, caueth those he suspects to be apprehended, and to make them confess the Robbery, puts them to the rack: The thing robbed being found again, he takes a tenth, and sometimes a fifth part; he takes nothing from the Franks, but they make him a present, and commonly he swears them some trick, and chouses them of all. To conclude, the Servants and meaner sort of People in Persia, are much given to robbing and thieving.

CHAP. IX.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ifpahan.

Of HABITS.

Since we have said that the Persians are at great expences in Apparel, let us now see of what fashion and stuff their Cloaths are, which are commonly very neat. Their shirt is of Calico, for there is no linnen-Cloath in Persia; nor the Indiar. This Cloath is seldom of pure white, but commonly of divers Colours: Their shirts have no necks but only a hem like Women's Smocks; The Shirt, it has a slit above as ours have, yet not before, but on the right side, and it is dyed upon the right shoulder with a string on each side; it has a slit on the sides below as ours are. Their drawers are like those of the Turks, and reach down to the heels. They wear a Waffe-coat quitted with Cotton and set thick with Oilet-holes that comes down to the middle of their thigh; that Waffe-coat is of white Cotton-Cloath, or of Cloath painted with Flowers and Birds, and they call it Arcalick. Over that they have a Veift which they call Caba, made commonly of very fine Cotton-Cloath, dyed red, yellow, green, or of any other Colour according to their fancy, and so flecked, that it seems to be Satin; this Veift is quitted and set thick with oilet-holes, and reaches down to the Calf of the Leg; it is cut very round before, so that the right side of it reaches over the Stomack, and is tied with strings under the left Arm, the left side flapping over it and fainted with four strings on the right side, with one hanging loose over the rest; and so they have the Stomack well covered and close girt; for it fits very well and is very strait to the
Girdle; and from the Girdle downward it grows wider and wider, so that it looks like a Belt below, standing out round as if it had a ring of Iron in it, and that because of the Cotton it is furred with. The sleeves fit close to the Arm, but are much longer, and therefore they pleat them that they may not hang over the Wrists. Many have them close at the Wrists and without a Button; but such as would be more at their Cafe use Buttons, and at present, many both Persians and Armenians, make use of this convenience which they have learnt from the Franks; and indeed, by that means the sleeve is fastened close at the Wrists, and hinder the wind from getting in. These Cabas commonly are of Cloath painted with one Colour only, Perfons of Quality wear them also many times of Satin or Zerkhaft, which is the Brocart of Peria, and in the Summer many have them of Aladzia, and not quilted. This Vest is girt with two Girdles, of which the first, which is the broadest and longest, is a kind of stuff made purposely in form of Brocart, some of Silk with Gold, and others only of Silk, but Perfons of Quality have them always with Gold: They double it into many plies, till it be but four or five fingers broad, and they bring it three or four times about their Body. The other is shorter and narrower, and is commonly of Goat or Camel hair, and only of one Colour; they fold it till it be no more but three fingers broad at most, and it is put over the other, so that it covers but part of its breadth; and therefore it goes but twice round the Body, so that both are seen.

Over the Caba they put a Jaff a Cor of Cloath, which in the Summer-time wants sleeves and fur, and reaches down only to the middle of the Thigh; they call that Garment Cordy: In the Spring and Autumn it is furred; but in Winter they make it with close sleeves, and so long that it reaches down to the Calf of the Leg, and they call it Cadels: It is not buttoned before, though it hath commonly six long buttons on the one side, and as many loops of the same fashion on the other, but that is only for ornament, and the Cordis have none. This Jaff a Cor is in the Winter commonly lined with Fur; the richer do it with Sable, the meaner content themselves with Lamb-skin, which is very pretty; for the Wool of it is long, finer than the finest hair, and all full of rings and curles no bigger than Spangles: They line their Cordis with another fur, that has short wool, but rings in the same manner; round the Neck on the outside, they put upon the stuff an ornament six fingers broad, that comes down a foot length on each side. These Lamb-skins come from about Tad and Kerman, at least the first, for those that have the short wool come from about Sebirad. Their stockings are of Cloath very wide and all alike big; they reach up to the Knees, and are tied under it.

Their shoes are much like womens slippers; the heel is above two Inches high, and no thicker than the heels of women's shoes, and on them they put a little piece of Iron; these shoes are peaked, made commonly of Chagrine, and are most usually of green Colour, (for any body may wear it in Peria) or else Carnation: The shoes are worn so short, that all the heel almost hangs out, and that the stockings may not thereby be worn out, they sew a piece of red Leather to the heel of the stocking; nevertheless, these shoes or slippers stick close to the foot.

The Persians cover their head with a little cap of stuff over which they wear a Turban of white Cloath, and over that Cloath a Turban streaked with several Colours, which hath to many cafes round, that it appears very big; and they put Cloath under it only to make it the bigger. All, (whether they be Christians or Mahometans) wear these turbans of what Colour they please, but always streaked with several Colours, and so men are not distinguished by their turbans, as in Turkey, unless it be the Mehlmas who alone wear them white. The rich have them embroidered with Gold and Silver, so that one of these turbans cost several Tomans: The meaner sort of People wear long and sharp pointed Caps of white Felt, with a little file before and behind like English caps; and turn inside out in the same manner, and many times they put a fezzy Turban about this Cap. Within doors they wear no turbans, but only long pointed Caps, lined with Lamb-skin.
Part II. Travels into the Levant.

After all, they are very exact, in having all the pieces of their attire of different Colours: For example, the Cape of one Colour, the jaff a cor of another, the stockings of another, and the shoes of another.

The Persian Apparel seemed to me to be more gay than that of the Turks, but it is more clutterly and less commodious. With a Turkish Habit one is immediately dressed, whereas in this, there must always be a Servant ready to tye the string of the Cape: and therefore the most part tye one of them, and leave the rest hanging.

The Persian Habit is likewise dearer, and nevertheless they often change Cloaths; whereas the Turks wear theirs several years, and the Persians no longer than they find a spot upon them. To the end they may be always neat, they strip themselves as soon as they come home, and change a Cape every day, and at six Months end take one of those Capes that they have worn already, which is thought to be new, because men do not remember they have seen it before; they value a man for his neatness and good Cloaths.

They wear rings on their Fingers set with precious Stones; but, (what seems to me to be very odd,) the men, even the King himself, wear no Gold rings upon their Fingers, but only Silver, and none but Women wear Gold rings, the men imagining that they are concerned in honour not to wear them: I know not what reason they have for it, and they themselves can give no good one.

All, both high and low, rub their hands and face with Henna, and chiefly in Winter; they say that it is not so much for ornament, but because it prevents the Chaps which are commonly caused by the cold; and for that effect, they work the Henna in water to the confidence of mortar that is somewhat hard, and having wet their hands a little with fair water, they spread upon them the Henna wrought in this manner, and then wrap them up in linen, which they keep on all Night: They who cannot reach so high as to dawd over their hands with it, apply it at least to their fingers ends and heels. When this stuff hath been well applied to the hands it lasts some weeks, provided they be not washed, for else it will quickly be gone.

The Persians suffer not their beard to grow long as the Turks do, but they do not shave it; they clip it only with Cissors, leaving it half a fingers breadth long, so that their Chin appears all black, and in a manner prickly, but they take special care to have thick and long Mustaches. They leave a tuft of hair on the Crown of their heads as the Turks do.

When they wear Mourning for any deceased Relation, their Mourning consists in a Girdle, the two ends whereof hang down to their Stomach where they cross them: As to the Women when they mourn for their dead, they do it for a long while, as well as in Turkey and all over the Levant: For during several Months, as often as any woman comes to visit them, they renew their lamentations, some weeping, others recharing the praises of the deceased, with a low Voice and sighing; but in such a tone, as one would think they were a singing, and others howl and cry as loud as they can; in so much that all these different Voices mingling together make a kind of a Mutick, that moves those who are not concerned to laugh, rather than compassion, and which by the continuance of it becomes very uneafe to their Neighbours; I have sometimes heard them make a noise in this manner a whole Day and a Night without intermission. Besides that, every time they go to the grave of the party deceased, nay after the year is out, they renew their Cries, as if they were but just then departed: For the men, when any of their Relations die, they rend their Cape before, as a sign of grief, and for the space of seven Days give alms, which the women likewise do.

All the women of Persia are pleasantly apparell'd; when they are abroad in the Streets, all both rich and poor, are covered with a great Veil or Sheet of very fine white Cloath, of which one half like a forehead-Cloath comes down to the Eyes, and going over the head, reaches down to their heels, and the other half muffles up their face below the Eyes, and being fastened with a Pin to the left side of the head, falls down to their very shoes, even covering their hands, with which they hold that Cloath by the two sides; so that
that except the Eyes they are covered all over with it. Within doors they
have their face and breasts uncovered; but the Armenian women in their
Houses have always one half of their face covered with a Cloath that goes
a thwert their Nose, and hangs over their Chin and Breasts, except the
Maids of that Nation, who within doors cover only the Chin, until they
be married. It is not to be thought strange that the women are so hid, for
all over Persia as well as in Turks they observe the custome of not shewing
themselves to men, and that so stricte, that when a man marries, he fees
not his Bride untill the wedding day at Night, and the Roman Catholicks ob-
serve the same Custome. Whilist I wasate Schiras, the Carmelites there married
a Georgian Widow to a Roman Catholick a Native of Schiras, Nephew to the
Signora Moraes-Guerida, the first Wife of Signor Porto della valle; the truth is,
I was a little surprizd to see that woman present her self before the Farther
that married her all veiled and covered over; however she was married in
this manner: I cannot tell whether this method will be liked by our French
Ladies, who take as much pans to shew themselves, as the Persians do to hide
themselves.

In Persia as well as in the rest of the Levant, the Women put rings through
their Nose, which they pierce with Needles. When they travel, it is com-
monly upon Camels, on which they are placed in Casabotes, that are a sort
of covered Panniers, they put on each side of a Camel or Mule; I have al-
ready spoken of that Engine in the relation of my first travels, upon occasion
of our going from Cairo to Jerusalen.

Within doors women as well as men sit like the Turks and all the Levantins,
in the same manner as Taylers do in Europe. They lye also, (as all the
Orientals do,) upon a quit on the ground, without sheers; they have always
on a Smock and a pair of Drawers, and many times also an Arbelack or Waift-
coat; they cover themselves with a quilted Coverlet fet with Oiler-holes, and
over it a Cloath painted with Flowers and other Trifies; these they call In-
dian Cloaths, because most of them are made in the Indies, nevertheless, a
great many are also made in Persia, and the Flowers and other Paints are
stamped upon them with a mould befinanced with Colours.

CHAP. X.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan.

Chiefly of Eating.

A Persian Chimney.

The way of warming.

AlL over Persia they seldom warm themselves by a Fire in the Chim-
ney which is taken out of the wall, but so little that it is hardly to be seen.
They have an Engine in their Rooms which they call the Court, which is
more convenient for use; and renders a milder heat than that of a Chimney.
In the Floor of the Room they have a great square hole, a foot deep, and
about three foot broad; into that they put clear burning Coals, and over them
a little wooden Table, much of the same bignes, and a large foot high,
which hath four feet that rest upon Stones purposely fet at the four Corners
of the hole: They cover this Table with a large pedked Carpet, which on
all sides trails on the ground; so that they see no fire and yet receive a gen-
tle heat through the Carpet: Now if they have a mind to have a greater heat
to warm them all over of a sudden, they sit down on Cushions round the
Table, and put their feet a crofs the frame of it, and then cover themselves
with the Carpet up to the Neck, so that their whole body is under it, and
nothing out but the Head; which warms them all over without burning their
Face, or breathing too hot an Air. Neither do they make use of Candle,
but the most part (even the King himself) use Lamps where into they put tallow by bits; for they employ not the Oil of Naphtha, (which is got in a place near the Caspian Sea,) but only in varnishing of Pictures.

As to their feeding, the Persians are no greater husbands, than in their Cloaths and Attendants: Nevertheless, they eat boiled meat but once a day, which is commonly at Night, and they wonder that the Franks eat twice. In the King's House they boil Victuals twice a day, though they eat of them but once; but every one is left to their humour to eat in the Morning or Evening according to their Appetite, though most commonly they eat in the Evening; and the King observes usually that rule. As for the women, they ask them every Morning if they have a mind to boiled meat, which they call the Hazer, in the Morning or at Night, and they who have it in the Morning, have none at Night. Their other meal is of Fruit, Cheese and Sweet-meats. Their boiled meat consists in Pilau or Sebilao, which is boiled Rice without Butter, but only Water and Salt, till it be as thick as Pilau, which is instead of a Pottage to the Turks, as the Sebilao is in Persia, and all over the Indies: (I have spoken of Pilau in my former travels.) When they serve in the Sebilao, at the same time they set upon the Table another dish of meat or fish, with a great deal of broth, of which they take several spoonfuls that they put upon their Plates with the Sebilao: And that with Salt-sift makes their most delicious Food.

They make also another kind of broth with Rice, which they call Cangi, Cangi. When the Rice is boiled, they strain it, and take the water, and mingle it with a little Flower, as if they were to make broth, and if it be the Flower of Barley it is the wholformer; they put to it also two Yelks of an Egg with Sugar, and boil all like a thin broth: when it is almost fully boiled, they put Rose-water into it. This is very good food, especially for the sick, to whom they commonly give it, being of easy digestion, nourishing and pleasant, and in that Country they are allowed no other food. A great many who are in health, take a mess of broth every Morning, but it is made after another way.

They put into a Skillet two or three handfuls of Rice, and boil that with a good deal of water, untill the substance of the Rice be incorporated into the water; then they strain it, and drink it fasting, which is very refreshing: Much after this manner they give it commonly to the sick, both in Persia and the Indies: nor indeed, do they take so much pains about it, but only bruise a handful of Rice, and boil it very clear with Water and Salt.

The meat most commonly used in Persia, is Mutton and Lamb; as also Pullets and Capons when they are in season: And indeed, it is but of late that they have had the use of Capons; they usually have them boiled, for it is not their custom to roast meat on the Spit, and if sometimes they do it, it is only by little pieces, but they bake in the Oven whole Sheep and Lambs in this manner. After they have well heated the Oven, which hath the Mouth in the top, they put into it the meat, and hang it there with an Earthen Dripping-pan underneath to receive the fat: It roasts alike on all sides: and when it is enough they cut it into pieces. There are many shops where they sell all sorts of it, and in what quantity one pleases; and to say the truth, they dress it very well. The Armenians have another way of roasting a whole Sheep; for having spread it, they cover it again with the skin, and put it into an Oven upon the quick Coals, covering it also with a good many of the same Coals, that it may have fire under and over to roast it well on all sides; and the skin keeps it from being burnt.

The Persians have also a great many Raeeses, which though singly they cost but little, yet by the number of them are very expensive; wherein they differ much from the Turks, who spend little on their Bells, as in o. The frugality of the women and servantes, of whom they keep no more than they can conveniently entertain. Above all things the Persians are immoderate in the excessive eating of fruits, and I have been assured that some of them in a frolick will eat three, may four Melons; to eat a
Man is a very usual thing; and nevertheless, the Man of Isphahan is no less than twelve pound Weight, as I have said already. And indeed, many of them die through their excessive eating of fruit.

Their bread is commonly sprinkled over with Poppy-seed, and for the rest is very good: They make it into large Cakes half a finger thick; some they make also so thin that it looks like fine Paper, and they are obliged to lay twelve or fifteen of them together, which they fold into two or four plaits, and some of that fashion is very good: But in some places it is but half baked, very brown, and all full of bits of Straw, so that it looks more like brown Paper than bread; if a Stranger were not told it, he might be mistaken. And some French when first these Cakes were brought before them, took them for coarse Napkins.

They make great use of Earthen ware, which is very pretty, especially because of the lovely Varnish they give it; it is made in Kerman, and I was assured that the Dutch had the invention from thence of making that false porcelane, which we call Hollands porcelane.

In Persia generally they make not use of Butter of Cow's Milk alone, because it is not so good; but they mingle it with the Butter of Sheep's Milk, which is much better.

The Togurt is an ordinary Ragoe in that Country: I remember that I have described it already; and there now add how they season it in the Spring; they cut Fennel into small bits, and with Turpentine-seed (which in that season is still green, and begins every to look a little reddish,) they put it into the Togurt to qualify the coldness of it. They also make Tarshi or a preserve of that seed in Vinegar, into which they put the Berries to be pickled whole.

The Persians, by their Law, are prohibited to drink Wine, as well as the Turks, but they are not so scrupulous as to that point: When they drink VVine, they do it without mixture, after the Levantines manner, who never drink water with it; but when they drink VVine, they have pots of water by them, whereas now and then they take large draughts.

The Frenchs use a Beverage there, which they call a Bowl of Punch, and is cooling. They take a large Earthen Bowl, that holds four or five quarts, and fill it half full of water; then they put in as much VVine, with the Juice of Limons, Sugar, Cinnamon and Nutmeg, which they drink in full draughts in the Summer-time.

The Persians make great use of Ice even in Winter, but never of Snow; they make not their Ice-houses as in France, and this is their way. They raise a wall towards the South three or four fathom high: Along that wall on the North side they dig a Ditch about three fathom deep, and as much broad, and Northwards from the Ditch they make several beds fix or seven fathom long, and one fathom broad, which are separated one from another by little Dykes of Earth, like Salt-pits; some are two or three foot deep, and others one foot. When it is very cold they bring the River-water into these beds, which freezes very quickly, and when it is thick and hard, they break the Ice of the hollowest beds into great pieces, which they carry into the Ditch, where they lay it in very good order: Then they break the Ice of the shallower beds, and having put it into the Ditch upon which they had laid there before, they beat it into very small morsels with a spade or flovel, and fill up all the chinks that are betwixt the large pieces with them: At night they throw a great deal of water over all; which they do with the skins of gourds cut in two pieces, and fastened to the end of long poles; this water freezes in the Night-time and joyne all the Ice into one piece. In the mean time they bring in more water into the beds that it may freeze there; after which they remove the Ice into the Ditch, where they place it above the former in the same manner, until it be a fathom and a half high; then they cover all with Straw and Reeds two or three foot thick; and when they would take out any for use, they open the Ditch but in one place. This is an easie invention at an Isphahan where the Air is very dry, and where there is but little moist Weather. It would seem that some few of these Ice-houses might be sufficient for a whole...
great City; and nevertheless, there are a great many such made in several places near the Town.

A good many in Persia take Opium, but it is a drug that so enchains those who are addicted to it, that if a man hath once made it customary to himself, and after forbears to take it, no less than his life is in danger; so that if a Torequi (as they call them all over the Levant,) go ten Leagues from the Town, and forget to take Opium with him, if he find none in the place he comes to, though he should immediately return back again, and make all the haste he can, yet he would not get to the Town in time enough to save his life.

CHAP. XI.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan.

Of the Court of Persia.

Having treated of the nature of the Persians, of their Carriage Apparell, and way of living; we may now see how their Monarch governs them, whom he makes use of for executing his Orders, and at the same time observe some of his recreations.

Persia is a Monarchy governed by a King, who has an absolute power over his Subjects, that no limits can be set to it. He meddles in Religion, and they do not begin the Ramadam, nor any Festival, till first they have had his leave, and sometimes he keeps them back a few days according to his pleasure, though the Moon wherein they are to be celebrated hath been seen. His Subjects never look upon him but with fear and trembling, and they have such respect for him, and pay so blind an obedience to all his Orders, that how unjust soever his Commands might be, they perform them though against all Law both of God and Nature. Nay if they swear by the King's head, their Oath is more Authentick and of greater credit, than if they swore by all that is most sacred in Heaven and upon Earth.

He observes no form of Justice in most of his Decrees, and without consulting any Person, no not the Laws and Customs, he judges of lives and fortunes, as seems betto him, without any regard to those who feel the weight of his power; and that without observing the kinds of punishments that are in use in the Countrey, but appointing such as his fancy suggests to him. According to this Principle, two years ago he commanded the Nazer, who had vexed him to be exposed naked to the Sun; and the Nazer is one of the chief Officers of that Court: This was presently put into execution, and he was exposed to the heat of the Sun, and the rage of flies, in the great place from Morning till Night, at which time the King discharged him. Whilst he was thus exposed no body minded him no more than if he had been a Dog, which was a great instance of the inconstancy
of fortune, and of the friends she gives; but both counterfeit and real friends have this excuse, that on such occasions it is most dangerous to render good Offices to a Man who is in disgrace with the King. He orders many times the Ears and Nose to be cut off: Saba Sef, herefore inflicted that punishment upon an Ancient Person of Quality, who had been in great favour with the Great Saba Abbas his Predecessor. This cruel Prince being angry with the good old man who was in his presence, commanded a Son of his to cut off his Ears, which that unnatural Son presently executed; the King commanded him then to cut off his Nose, which was likewise done; with that the old man finding himself so abused by his own Son, and by order of his King whom he had not offended, but who acted merely in a brutish Caprice, said to the cruel Prince: Ah Sir, after this I ought not to live any longer, cause me to be put to death! He had no great trouble to obtain his desire; nevertheless, that it might not seem to be a favour to him, how inhumansoever it was, the Prince, (as he feared of being accused of Clemency in granting him death,) would needs accompany it with this piece of Cruelty, that his Son must be the instrument of that sad Office, and the Executioner of his own Father: He bid his Son then, cut off his head, and told him that he gave him all his Estates: This unnatural and infamous Parricid, without delay, obeyed that unjust order, and cut the head from the Parent who had given him his Life.

It is remarkable, that the chief Persons of Court are not exempt from these forms, and that commonly they are the Objects of these cruel Sentences, and yet no body murmurs at it. Sometimes he is content to take part of their Estates, sometimes he takes all, and never fails to do so when he puts them to disgrace. His nearest Relations soonest feel the effects of this tyrannical Power: For the Kings of Persia are so afraid of being deprived of that Power which they abuse, and are so apprehensive of being de-throned, that they destroy the Children of their Female Relations when they are brought to bed of Boys, by putting them into an Earthen trough where they suffer them to starve; and when they come to the Possession of the Crown and Scepter, it is their first Care, and first Act of Royal Authority to caufe the Eyes of all their Brothers, Uncles, Cousins, Nephews and other Princes of their Blood, barbarously to be put out: which is done with the point of a Canjis, wherewith the Eyes are plucked out whole; and afterwards brought to the King in a Basket; and seeing the Executioners of this Tyranny, are commonly the first whom the King pleases to send on that errand, some of them are so unskilful at it, that they butcher them in such manner that several have thereby lost their Lives.

At Jabez I saw one of those Princes at his House whose Eyes had been plucked out; he is a very learned man, especially in the Mathematicks, of which he has Books always read to him; and as to Astronomy and Astrology, he has the Calculations read unto him, and writes them very quickly with the point of his Finger, having wax which he prepares himself, like small twine, les than ordinary packthread, and this wax he lays upon a large board or plank of wood, such as Scholars make use of, in some places, that they may not spoil Paper when they learn to design or write; and with this wax which he so applies, he forms very true letters, and makes great calculations; then with his Fingers he sets up all that he hath for down, performing Multiplication, Division, and all Astronomical calculations very exactly.

Sometimes the King of Persia takes the Wife of one of the Lords of his Court, and gives him another for her out of his Seraglio, whom many times he takes back, and restores the man his own again. It may very well be believed, though, that those whom the King bestows to, are neither Begums which is the Title of Queens and Princesses, nor the chief Khannums or Ladies of his Seraglio: For he is extremely jealous of his Wives either of the King though he has a vast number of them, and his Jealousie is so extravagant,
that if a man had only looked upon them, he would be put to death without resumption; wherefore when he takes them with him into the Country, there are Eunuchs who have power of life and death, and with good blows of a Cudgel, order all to keep out of the way, by which they are to pass, from the Palace till they be out of the Town; and then they say there is a Courouk on that way, (that's to say,) that it is not lawful to pass it; nay, they also pitch tents at the ends of all the Streets that lead into the way, to the end that no prospect may be allowed even to the sharpest-fighted, though otherwise these Ladies be well enough covered in Kajia-cloaks upon Camels. When the King comes with them to Giosfu, all the men must leave their hose, and file into the Country, none daring to stay at home whilst the Haram is passing, but the women; and when he is in a tent in the Fields, if the fancy take him to send for them, they fail not to give notice that there is a Courouk, and then all forsaking their tents, run away as far as they can.

The Courouks are troublesome at Isphan, and yet the present King made a great many whilst I was there; he hath made no less than forty in three Months time; and nevertheless every man was obliged to leave his hose, whatsoever weather it was, cold or hot, and file to the hills, if he had no friend living at some distance to whom he might betake himself. In former times the Courouk was only for those places where the King past with his Haram, now they make it for some Leagues round the quarter, comprehending within it even the adjoining Villages. The Kings of Persia exercise also this tyranny, that they make now and then Courouks of Fifth, comprehending with it even the adjoining Villages. The Kings of Persia exercise also this tyranny, that they make now and then Courouks of Fifths, comprehending within it even the adjoining Villages, which they like, and when there is such a Courouk of any thing, no body dares to fell any unless it be for the King's use; in my time there was a Courouk of Fifths and Poultry, during which it was impossible to have any for love or money, and that lasted some weeks.

How great power the Power of the Persians Kings may be, yet sometimes they moderate it, and submit to reason. They shew great familiarity to Strangers, and even to their own Subjects, eating and drinking with them pretty freely, which this Prince often does, as I saw whilst I was at Isphan; and after my departure he sent several times for the French, and made them to drink, that they fell asleep upon the place, which he suffered with so much good-nature, that seeing one of them one time lying in an incommodious posture, he raised him, calling him by his name, that he might lay him more at his ease. But that familiarity is many times dangerous; for it is with him as with the Lion in the Fable, with whom it is not good to be too familiar; many Examples happen which teach the Persians, what is made a proverb of with us, that it is not good to play with ones Master; the French have been witnesses of it, and had their share of the fear. For upon a time when they were making merry with this Prince, the Nazer who was almost drunk, speaking to him about the Army that was to be sent against the Tartars, and telling the King, that if his Majesty pleased, he would go and command that Army, and do wonders with four thousand men; a French Harquebusier being drunk, boldly told the King that the best man he could send, was a Georgian of the Moorish Law who was present and drank with them, for that he was a brave General: The King was so incensed at the freedom of that impertinent Counsellor, that he commanded his body to be ript up, which was about to be put into execution, and they were already dragging him out by the heels, when the King reflecting perhaps, that the man was not in a condition to be taken notice of, commanded him to be let alone, and set in his place again. Perhaps also he considered that he was a French: For they are very cautious at the Court of Persia in putting a French to death; since the time that one day when the Ambassadors of the Duke of Holstein were there, a German Ward-maker that wore a Court, being put to death, who having
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having well deserved it, chose rather to lose his life than to turn Musulman, as it was proposed to him, and the King wanting a Watch-maker, desired to have him that belonged to the Hafsin Ambassadors; but the Example of that Execution being fresh in memory, that Watch-maker refused to serve the King; which made the Esmah Doudet to say, that he perceived well enough that that Execution was the cause of it, but that for the future no French should be put to death. Let us now return to our Wine.

In the Audiences which this King gives to Christian Ambassadors, or others, there is always high drinking, and there is nothing else done in those Audiences, for affairs are managed with the Ministers of State. Shortly after I departed from Ispahan, there came an Ambassador from the great Mogol; I have been informed since, that as soon as he entered to his Audience, the King caused Wine to be presented unto him, which he very humbly refused, saying that he had never drank any; the King having asked him if he smokt Tobacco, he made answer yes; and immediately he caused a Pipe of Tobacco to be brought to him and so dismissed him. After all, this Prince is not well pleased when any refuses the Wine which he presents to them: For his own part, he hath so strong a head, that after a whole days debauch, having sent for the French, they found him as sober, and in as good a frame of mind, as if he had not drank one drop; so that he continued it one day more without intermission. Nevertheless, sometimes he gets drunk, and next day his Courtiers tell him all that he hath said or done, for so he will have them do; chiefly that he may know, if in his Cups he hath given away any thing of consequence, as he did one day, when drinking with some French and Muslims, he plucked two Rings off of his Fingers in which were Stones of great value, and gave them to a Mor of the Company. However being one day drunk, he gave a Woman that danced much to his satisfaction, the fairest Iban in all Ispahan, which was not yet finished, but wanted little; this Iban yielded a great revenue to the King to whom it belonged, in Chamber rents: The next having put him in mind of it the next morning, took the freedom to tell him that it was unjustifiable prodigality, so that the King gave consent that the should only have a present of an hundred Tomans. The Woman refused them at first, saying the would have nothing but what the King had promised her, but being told that if the took not that present, she should have nothing, she accepted it.

The Kings of Persia are very rich in Gold, Plate, and precious Stones, of which they have great plenty, as also of all sorts of Arms and furniture with them; for they entertain Workmen constantly in pay, who make new pieces; and never sell any of them: BESIDES, all the Champs and other Lords, make them often presents, and amongst others, regularly once a year in the Newwater or Spring; Nay more, they still encrease their Treasures with the wealth of those whom they put to death, which (as I have said) is wholly confiscated to the Crown.

All the Silks of Persia belong to them; they raise a certain Summ of Money from all the Companies of Traders, and they have many Lands which they farm out to Countrymen who take care to pay them, and pay the King the fifth part of the revenue, and in some places the half. A Moula told me one day, that they never said prayers upon the Lands that belong to the King, because they are Hibernes, (that's to say) excommunicated. The King having taken them by force from the poor People; for, (said he,) he hath not bought them, but they only belong to him by Usurpation.

The chief Forces of Persia consist in three Bodies of Men or Armies, to wit, the Confedeh, the Goulams and the Tenfengis. The Confedeh are Inhabitants of the Country, but who are descended of Turks, and live in Tents, as the Turcosmans do; They are very powerful, for they can send fifty thousand Men into the Field; and therefore Scab Abbas Grand-Father to the
the present King, did what he could to bring them low, raising the Goulams, and preferring them to all dignities. There are about five and twenty thousand of them in the King’s service, and their pay is from ten to twelve to fifteen Tomans a year; but for the first two or three years they receive nothing. Their General is a Cossib, and the King cannot put one over them who is not of their Body; he is called the Cossib Bossa, and they have a great many great Lords among them. When the King would put any great man to death, he commits the Execution commonly to a Cossib. These men have vast numbers of Castle.

The Goulams are Slaves, or the Sons of Slaves of all Nations, and chiefly of Renagado Georgians; all their male issue to the hundredth Generation are of this body. And there are about fourteen thousand of them in service, who have from five to six to eight Tomans of pay; they have also many great Lords of their Body, and their chief is called Kouder Aga.

The Tufank Glacier are men raised in the Villages, and chiefly Renagado Armenians; they are about eight thousand, and have the same pay as the Goulams have, but are looked upon only as Peasants without reputation. They were the last that have been instituted, for the use of the Muskets; they march on horse-back, but when they are to fight, alight. The Cossib and Goulams carry bows and arrows, and fight on horse-back, yet some of them carry the Harquebus. The Sons of Soldiers receive pay for soon as they are seven years old, it is augmented proportionally as they grow in Age.

Besides these, the King of Persia has Guards who carry the Muskets, but it is not long since they were instituted by an Esmad Doulet, who made use of that invention to undo the Divan Beghi then in being. The Story is, that a certain Person having one day found the Siffer of that Esmad Doulet, in a debauched place, (before he was as yet raised to that dignity,) carried away her drawers; and then talked of it in several places, which extremely nettled the Brother, who at that time dissembled his displeasure. Not long after, being made Esmad Doulet, he resolved to undo that man who had defamed his Siffer; and to compass his designs cunningly, he brought things to pass, that the King bestowed the Office of Deroga upon this man: At this he was much surprized, and thought that the Esmad Doulet had forgot the trick he had put upon his Siffer; so that he fell to rob and cheat briskly, and the rather that he was supported by the Divan Beghi. When the Esmad Doulet found that he had robbed enough, he accused him before the King of abuses committed in his Office, and much oppression, who not being able to justify himself, was condemned to have Peggs driven through his feet, to be hanged up with his head downwards, and in that posture to receive a great many Bastrodades; all which was publicly put into Execution in the Meidan, in sight of the Divan Beghi, who did all he could to hinder it. That offended the Esmad Doulet, so that he resolved to undo him also; and for that end made a Renagado Armenian Deroga; who put into purses by it self, all the money he got in his Office by fines, and sealed these purses by order from the Esmad Doulet, who by these purses made the King sensible, that if a Deroga got so much, a Divan Beghi must needs get much more. On the other hand the Divan Beghi (who was not asleep,) brought complaints from all hands against the Deroga, that that might reflect upon the Esmad Doulet; but these People passing no higher than the Adi Cap, the complaints reached not the Princes Ear. In fine, one day when the King was to go abroad, the Esmad Doulet armed several men with Muskets, and placed them in guard at the Gate of the King’s Palace.

The King as he was going out observing this new guard, failed not to ask what the meaning of it was; the Esmad Doulet being there on purpose, answered that it was he who had placed those guards there, for his Majesties security, because the Divan Beghi stirred up the People to Sedition against him; presently the King who was a little credulous, (which
is a thing too common to all Princes, who are not acquainted with matters, but as it pleases those who are about them to inform them,) returned back in a great fright, and sent presently to apprehend the Divan Begi, with orders to pluck out his Eyes, which was instantly put into Execution publicly in the Meidan; and from that time forward this guard hath been entertained in the service of the Kings of Persia.

The Chief Officers of the Crown are the Emad Doulah, who is the first of the kingdom next to the King; the Sede, the Sepah Salar, who is a Generalissimo, the Kowrengki Bafsa, the Koular Agasi or General of the Goulann. In my time there was no Sepah Salar, and they make none now, but in time of War, which being ended the Office also expires. The Sede is the Chief in Spiritual Affairs; he is the high Priest of the Law; as in temporals the Emad Doulah is the Chief Minister; however this man is more considerable, and takes place of the Sede: Wherein it is observable that the dignities of the Church are not annexed to the Doctors of the Law, as in Turkey, but many times from being Sede, one is promoted to the Dignity of Emad Doulah.

Next to the Sede in Spirituals, there are two under him who decide all points of Religion, and make all contracts, transactions and publick deeds; they judge also of Divorces and of all civil Debates and Proceedings: The one is called Schebick-el-Selom, (that's to say,) Schebick of the Law, and the other Cadi: Their Authority as well as Office is almost equal; nevertheless, the Schebick-el-Selom has some preference: They are established in all the principal Towns of Persia and even in Isphahn, and the King nominates them, on whom they sole depend.

In every Mosque, as well as in the King's Household, there is a Pishnamaz, this is the director of the Prayers, who says the Prayers, and makes the remembrance; and therefore he stands always foremost that the rest behind may see him, and do as he does; in Turkey he is called the Imam. They who pronounce the Prayer aloud, are inconsiderable fellows that have good Voices, who are hired for that, and commonly they are young Boys. There are Mulas who have great Salaries out of Ecclesiastical Revenues for teaching all comers, Sciences and the Law, and they are properly the Doctors, whom the Turks call HDjia: In Persia they all wear white turbans. These Mulas are also in Persia like Clerks or Notaries; they make the deeds of conveyances, of purchases, contracts and other deeds; to make these Writings Authentick they must have the Bull of the Schebick-el-Selom or the Cadi, but many neglect that Circumstance; besides, they are not very willing that the Schebick-el-Selom or Cadi should know their Affairs, and therefore they think it enough to have the Writings drawn by a Mula, with the seals only of the Mula and party concerned. These Bulls or Seals are stones with their names cut on them, upon which they put a little Ink, and then apply them under the Writing; they carry commonly these stones set in a Silver-Ring on their little Finger.

For temporal Affairs, besides the Emad Doulah who is the chief Minister, and those whom I have named before, there is the Nazar, who is overseer of all the goods of the Chamber, and all the Haras belonging to the King, for all which he is to answer. The Mehber is as the first Gentleman of the King's Bed-chamber, he may be look'd upon also as his Chamberlain. This Mehber hath always by his side a pouch full of Handkerchiefs, which he presents to the King as often as he demands any; for he is almost always near his Person, and has his Lodgings in the Royal Palace. That is an important Office, for he may oblige and disoblige whom he pleases, having the Princes ear, especially if he be very young, for during a King's minority, the Mehber is in a manner like Governor: The word Mehber is a comparative in the Perzian Language. There are several other considerable Officers, as the Mawsakh Bafsa, who is Master of the horse: The Vakamfez, who is like the first Secretary of State; Mortez Kowrengki Bafsa, the chief Huntsman; Isakh Agasi Bafsa, who is as Steward of the house, for he hath
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an Eye over the other Officers of the King’s Houfhold: The Mabmendar Bafla, Matfer of the Ceremonies: The Mushiephan Bafla, chief of the Astrologers; Hakim Bafla chief Physician, and many more of that nature.

The Divan Béghi of Iphaban is another very considerable Officer, he includes the Chan or other great men of Persia who are in disgrace, and from the Deroga they appeal to the Divan Béghi; that is therefore a very profitable Office, because of the presents that he receives from all parties; for when complaints are brought to Court against any Chan, he lets them come to the King’s Ear if the Chan be his Enemy, or flatters them if the Chan be his friend: This Officer is chief Justice, as the name of his place very well imports, which is a Turkish name, and signifies the Lord of the Dream or Council: Besides the Officers I have named there are others inferior, whose places are very well known.

Every Chan in Persia hath his Nâzer, and in every Town there is a Deroga and a Divan Béghi; the Chan puts in the Deroga, and therefore he wholly depends on the Chan; but the King appoints all the Divan Béghis, and they depend on none but him. The Deroga is like the Lieutenant criminal in France: they have recourse to him for all Robberies, quarrels, affairts and batteries, or murders, and he does them Justice; it is his care to suppress publick houses of Debauchery, and if he catch any man in them, he punishes him by Baffinadoes or a fine, but commonly by a fine; and though in the Countrey these men go plain in Cloth and without Arms, yet it is a great Crime to strike them, or do them the least hurt.

Under the Deroga is the A’Dness who performs the Office of a Confiable; it is his duty to go the rounds in the Streets in the Night-time with Confiable, his Watch-men, to prevent disorders, and stop those he meets; and in cafe they can give no good reason why they are abroad at an unseasonable hour, he can commit them to prison and punish them. The Deroga places him, and he is in a manner his man; however he has his Pifon in every Town and Village.

There is also the Kelentor, (that’s to say,) the greatest, and is exactly the Kelentor, name with the Tribunes of the People amongst the Romans; for it is his business to defend the People against the Tyrannies of Governors, and to take up their little differences. He has considerable incomes; for those who have any business to do, make him great presents, that he may stand their friend with the Chan; the King alone places the Kelentor in all Towns. Each Chan in the chief Town of his Government, has men who every Evening, at Sun-setting and Midnight make musick with Trumpets, Timbrels, and those long freight Trumpets, which make a hollow deep base, in the same manner as at Iphaban.

The King makes presents now and then to his Chan, nay, and to other inferior Governors; but they are dear presents to them, and if they gain honour thereby, the Messengers that are sent with them reap the profit: these presents are called Kalaats. When I was at Sebica, the Vifer of of Veils of that place received one, and I saw the Cavalcade that was made at the reception thereof; it was just such another as that I spoke of, which happened to be at Hamadan whilst I was there. The Vifer went to a house a little without the Gate by which they enter, that come from Iphaban; there he put on a Veil of Cloath of Gold, and in that habit made a procession the whole length of the chief Street, amidst twenty or thirty of the chief Citizens on Horse-back, who rode all a breast; about two hundred Horse-men went before him, and some others came after pell-mell, rich and poor together without any order, because all are free to be present at that Ceremony. He had received another but eight days before, and three days after, he was to receive a third. These presents are very chargeable, for they are not sent so much out of affection to these Governors, as out of kindness to some poor Persians, who having access to the King’s Person, and soliciting him for some gratuity, obtain from him a present to carry, which costs him but little, to the end they may obtain a greater: This present is commonly a flowered
a flowered Silk or Cloath of Gold Vext, which he commands them to carry to such a Chan whom he knows to be rich; it is accompanied with a letter from the King, wherein he appoints that Governor to give the bearer of that Vext the summ of fifty, a hundred, and sometimes two hundred Toman, according to the kindness he has for the Perfon: And though the King lets them bloud often in this manner, yet he who receives these uneasy presents, must not fail to pay down the Summ in ready Money. But it costs them a great deal more when the Kalaut is compleat, (that's to say,) when there is an under Vext, upper Vext, turban, drawers, fine, and a horse with all his accoutrements; for it is commonly a Perfon of Quality that comes with a preftent of this nature, and he must have a great reward. The Perfons call all preftents made by a superior to inferior, Kalaut. The King's Kalaut is sometimes only a Vext; sometimes it is an under and upper Vext; and sometimes, (as I have now faid,) the turban and accoutred Horse are added to it, but there is no rule for that: When the Kalaut is red, it is a bad sign; for commonly when the King lends a red Kalaut to a Governor, it is a sign he has a mind to put him to death; yet that is not infallible, for sometime before I came to Sebras, the King lent the Viceroy of Sebras a compleat Kalaut, of which all the parts were red, and this made all men think that he had sent for him to cut off his head, and nevertheless it proved otherwise in the sequel.

Amongst the lowest Officers of the King, are the Schaters who are as the King's Foot-men: To be admitted into this Office, besides credit, one must be an extraordinary good Foot-man, and give proofs of it; and therefore when a man desires to be received into the King's Service, in quality of a Schater, and hath made interest enough to be admitted to his trawl, he must run a race, which is to be his Effay. He starts at Hali Capi, and twelve times in one day runs to a certain place towards the Hills, a long French League and a half distant from Hali Capi. At the end of this Carrere there are men who have several Arrows ready, with little penons hanging at them; and every time the Schater comes, they give him one of these Arrows, which he carries to Hali Capi, so that coming and going twelve times, he brings with him twelve Arrows, and runs about six and thirty French Leagues from Morning to Night. In the mean time there is Kowrouk in the Meidan and all along the way he goes: The Elephants and a great many horie-men are ranked in the Meidan, where there is a noise of trumpets and timbrels all day long. All the great men make presents to the Schater, some ten or twenty, and some thirty Toman, and all this to ingratiate themselves at Court: They who have nothing to give, are nevertheless present; nay, the People are forced to come, in so much that at Gual's they drive all out of doors with cudgels and oblige them to come to this spectacle; none but old men, women and children are excused. The Armenians are also taxed in a certain Summ which they are to present to the Schater: When I was at Ispharan there was one of those races, and the Armenians were taxed in thirty Toman. All bring their presents to Hali Capi, whilst the Race is running. Some of the Countrie would needs have persuaded me, that the presents which are made to the Schater who runs, might amount in all sometimes to two thousand Toman; but others who were more moderate, told me two or three hundred Toman. This permission to run is earnestly solicited for, and he must have favour that can obtain it: He that ran whilst I was at Ispharan had been six Months in fuing out, the permission. Monsieur Diegret Master of the Dutch Factory at Ispharan, a very knowing man, so curious and exact, that he omits not the smallest Circumstance, as much as possibly he can, in describing all things punctually, measuring even publick places, Mosques and Gardens almost to half a foot, and more exactly too, if he can; set out one day from Hali Capi, which is the place where the Schaters start who are to perform their trawl, and went to that place where they take their Arrows, keeping
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ing pace on horse-back with his Foot-man that went before: He told me that he was an hour and a half on the way, and that having obliged his Foot-men to reckon all their steps, and to mark them by hundreds, he found that they had made four thousand Geometrical places, which make a German mile, and is a French League and a half. So that the tryal of the Schateres is in travelling thirty six French Leagues from Morning to Night.

The Chams in their Governments make their Schateres also run, and all make them present, there being no difference but in more and less. When a Schater would be received into the Service of any Lord, he performs his tryal, which is to goe an Agaftch from the Town, where he finds a man that gives him an Arrow marked with a certain mark, that he may not play the cheat; he puts it through a hole in his coat on the shoulder, and so brings it to the Town, where he leaves it and returns back for another; and in one day betwixt Sun and Sun, he must go and bring twelve, and so run four and twenty Agaftch. At Night they count the Arrows which he hath brought, and if there be twelve of them he is received. He rests not all day long, neither eats, for that would hinder his going, but is continually in motion, save sometimes when he drinks Sorbet. I have been assured that there are some of these Lords Schateres, who in a frolick sometimes will carry their shoulders four and twenty Masts of Tuns, which make a hundred and forty pound Weight, or thereabouts, and with that load travel thirty Agaftch a day. (that's to say) thirty French Leagues.

The King has a great many hunting Dogs of all kinds, besides which, he makes use also of the Owne or Panther in hunting of Antelopes. That is a very rare Beast, and does no hurt to men; in Persia it is called Dognus, and is brought from Arabia. They carry it commonly on Horse back behind a Man, who holds it by a Chain about the Neck: When they are to hunt him, they keep a Cloath before his Eyes, until they have discovered an Antelope; and when they come within five or six hundred paces of it, they take off the Cloath and Chain, and shewing him the Antelope, let him go. He creeps softly on his Belly towards the Antelope, hiding himself behind the Hedges when he can; and when he is got within about forty paces of it, he runs at it with skips and great leaps, and falls not with three or four bounds to catch it; and if he catch it not then he pursues no farther, and is so ashamed, that they have much ado to make him hunt any more that day: But to comfort him, the Huntsmen tell one another aloud, that he hath not seen it, and that if he had seen it, he would not have misled, believing that he understands their Compliment very well.

They keep all the Dogs and wild Beasts too, in a House by the River-side, near the Bridge, on the right hand as you go to Gafisa: And on the left hand before a Garden on the River-side, there is a Volary full of rare Fowl, as Effrages, Peacocks and others. The King has also many Hawks, and I was assured that he had above nine hundred, which they feed generally with Fowl, giving them Mutton but once a Week.

The Persians are very expert in making of Hawks, and commonly they use Falcons to fly at all sorts of Fowl whose Eyes they file that they may not see, and then let fly the Falcon which easily takes them when they cannot see. Amongst these Hawks there are Falcons for hunting the Antelope, which they reach in this manner. They have counterfeit Antelopes, on the Noises whereof they daily feed the Falcons, and no where else; having bred them so, they go into the Fields with them, and so soon as they have discovered an Antelope, let fly two of these Hawks, of which one of them fattens just upon the Antelope’s Note, and strikes him backwards with his Talons: The Antelope
lope flops, and strives to shake it off, and the Hawk flutters with its Wings to keep its hold, which hinders the Antelope from running full, or seeing well before him: At length when with much a doe he hath shaken it off; the Falcon which is aloft floops and comes in the place of the other, which immediately points up and keeps above, ready to succeed to its Companion when it is forced off; and in this manner they so flop the Antelopes running, that the Dogs come in and catch him. This sport is the more pleasant that the Countrey is open and champian, there being little wood in it. The King hath also a great many Elephants, and many wild Beasts such as Tygres, Lions, and Leopards.

In the enumeration of the Officers of the Court of Persia, I have spoken occasionally of those who administer Justice, and frame publick and private acts and deeds: It remains now that I should add what I have learned of the particular Laws of the Countrey. As for civil Affairs, in the distribution of inheritances in Persia, the Sons have two parts, and the Daughters one. If there be but one Son and one Daughter, the Son takes two thirds, and the Daughter the other third; and if there be two Sons and one Daughter, the Sons have each two fifth parts, and the Daughter one, if there be two Daughters and a Son, the Son takes two thirds, and the other is divided betwixt the two Daughters; and if there be two Sons and two Daughters, each Son has a third, and the last third is for the two Daughters.

But as to the right of inheritance they have a very unjust Law, devised for the propagation of the Faith of Mahomet. And that is, if a Christian turns Mahometan, when any of his kindred dies, all the Estate of the departed belongs to him, to the exclusion of his Children, though he be no nearer to him than in the fifth Degree of Kindred. He who inquisitively that Law, gave it out that it was commanded by Djasfer, one of the twelve Imam, and that Djasfer affirmed that it was revealed to him from God. Nevertheless, this evil is not without remedy, for the Mahometan Judges (knowing the Inquirery of this Law,) have found out a knack to cause dying Christians to make a pretended Sale of all their Goods to trusty Persons; and when that is done it dispouse of all their Estates by Will, and the pretended Purchasers approve before the Judges of all that the deceased hath done in disposion of the Estate which he hath told to them. The Judges admit of this the more willingly, that they get money by it, which they could not have if a Mahometan carried away all.

As for Criminals, they use a singular way in binding Prifoners: They put a forked piece of Timber before their Throat, the handle being a foot long, and the two prongs of the Fork goe on each side of the Neck; behind there is a wooden bar that joyns the two ends of the grans, and is nailed to them, so that the whole makes a triangle; before the throat there is another wooden bar, nailed at each end to the middle of the prongs; and at the end of the handle of this fork which is cut a little hollow, the Prifoners hand is put, with the Writhe in the hollow, and over it they put another bar half a foot long, which is likewise a little hollow in the middle, and the two ends thereof are nailed to the two Extremities of the handle of the Fork, so that the Prifoner has his hand, as it were, in a Scarf, and can make no use of it: This Instrument may be about a foot and a half or two foot long, and they call it Duschefcha.

The ordinary Rack to extort a Confession of Robberies and other Crimes, is for men to pinch off the Flesh with her Piniers, and to give blows on the feet with a Cudgel, as in Turky: For the Women they put a Rat into their Drawers, so that the Rat being betwixt the Drawers and the Flesh tortments them extremely.

The usual punishments they inflict upon Malefactors whom they would not put to death, is to pluck out their Eyes; or else to pierce the Nerves
Nerves of their Ankles, and then hanging them up by the feet, to give them a certain number of blows with a Cudgel, and sometimes allo to cut the Nerves shore off. When they condemn any to death, the most usual punishment is to rip open the Belly. One day the great Selim Abbas, causing the Belly of a Malefactor to be ript open in his presence, observed that the Portuguese Ambassadors, that stood by him, turned away their Eyes from beholding that Spectacle, as if it raised horror in them; which made him say, that certainly these torments would be too cruel and horrid, if they were practised amongst Christians who are rational People, but that they were absolutely necessary among the Persians who are Beasts. Moreover it is very difficult for those who have committed any Crime to make their escape, or avoid Justice by flying, because of the good order that is observed: For besides that there are but few passages to get out of the Country; the Roads are so exactly kept by the Rabban, whom I have mentioned before, and whom I have found upon my entry into Persia, that is almost impossible not to fall into their hands, and they suffer none to go out, nor come into the Kingdom, till first they examine who he is, and the occasion of his Journey.

When I came to Isphahan, there were two Muscovite Ambassadors who had waited there for Audience several Months, and could not obtain it; and the King used them in this manner because an Ambassador of his had not been well received in Muscovy. The design of their Embassy was not known, only it was suspected that they did it for no other end but to gain credit and reputation amongst their Neighbours, when they should know that the King of Persia was their friend. Nevertheless they had no good success, which was partly occasioned by their own fault. They had made a very false step at first, acting at their first coming what drew upon them the contempt which they met with at that Court all the while they stayed there; for they made a present to the Eastmad Doulet, that they might obtain a permission to sell the Commodities that they brought with them. They had pretty fair presents to make to the King, having brought with them a great many fine Furs and other Curiosities of their Country, amongst which there was a Coach and a Falcon, which only remained alive of many more that died by the way.

In the mean time they were not received; on the contrary during their abode at Isphahan, they suffered many affronts, and whilst I was there had a very signal one: So soon as they were come, the King being informed that they brought him a lovely Falcon, sent for it: Nevertheless, as it is the custom to carry the presents, when they go to the first Audience, when they were about to have it, they demanded their Falcon, that they might solemnly present it to his Majesty with the Glove, according to the instructions they had from their Duke; but in scorn it was refused them: And the more to insult over them, when they came into the Meidan, and were ordered to alight off of their Horses, they made them take a turn all round the Meidan, as in procession, with their presents, in the view of the King, who was in a Divan to please himself there with. At their Audience the King complained to them of several things, and amongst others of the Pirates, that the Muscovites, and the Tartars, who are their Subjects commit on the Caspian Sea, and of their inodes, into the Dominions of Persia, where they land, and carry away in their Vessels all they find, Men, Women, Children and Cattle, and having done so put off to Sea, and send some back in a small boat who coming near the shore, tell the Inhabitants of the Coast, that they have taken so many Persons, and that if they have a mind to recover them, they must send them so much money.

The Ambassadors made answer that they could not suppress Pirates and Robbers, to which the King replied that these Robbers were not in so great Bodies, and that if the Duke of Muscovy put not a stop to it,
it, he was Master of a passage, by which he would send fifty thousand men that should put all Muscovy to fire and sword. These Muscovites left behind them in Persia such a reputation of slothfulness and naivety in their feeding, that a Persian Lord told the Reverend Father Raphael a Capuchin, that the Muscovites were among the Europeans, what the Tartars were among the Turks.

The Civilizzed of these two Ambassadors died at Isphahan, and the other being ready to depart, would needs leave in that Country a memorial of his Avarice: Seeing it is the Custom of the King of Persia to defray the Charges of all Ambassadors, from the time they enter his Territories, they give them daily a certain allowance of Bread, Meat, Butter, Candle, and of all Necessaries, nay and of Money too: This Ambassador who was not ignorant of the proportion that was appointed him, and who found some fault with the distribution of it, preferred a complaint to the King against the Meimandar, who is the Officer that takes care of Ambassadors, wherein he declared that this Minister had not faithfully delivered him his allowance, and specified in his Memorial, day by day, how many Kasbeghs or Toals he had received less than the Summ which the King had ordered him. This the Persians look upon to be infamousst base, as well as the sordid and nasty way that the Ambassador and all his train lived in; for so great was his Covetousness, that most commonly he fed his Domestic with bread steeped in water instead of Pottage, which being the best of their Diet, he almost starved them.

CHAP.
CHAP. XII.

The continuation of the Observations of Isphahan. Of Astrologers, a Comet, an Eclipse; and of the Superstition of the Persians.

Since there are Astrologers at the Court of Persia, who have their quality of ordinary Officers, by the name of Munudgim. I thought it might not be amiss to say something of them, after I had Treated of the Court.

Astrology is in so great a vogue in Persia, that there is degenerates in Superstition, and not only the Learned and men of Letters licitiously apply themselves to it, but even the common people and Soldiers tamper with it, and if a man can but Read, he falls not daily to observe the disposition of the Planets, their Aspects, and their Conjunction or Opposition; that he may seem to be somewhat amongst those who have not the same knowledge in Conversation all their Discourse is of Spheres, Apogees, Perigees, Excentrics, Epicycles; and other such hard names, whereby they pretend to distinguish themselves from the Vulgar. It is very probable that this passion among the people, proceeds not only from the Genius of the Nation; but also from a desire of imitating the Great ones: who are known to have always had in that Country a great propensity to those kinds of Sciences, whether that their mind bent that way, Policy engaged them, or thofe that possessed them, imposed upon their credulity or weakens, for their own interests.

However it be, The Kings of Persia make great account of Astrologers, and those men who have a chief residing at Court, coetem them yearly vast sums of money; and indeed, they undertake no business till first they be informed by them of the lucky minute of some favourable Constellation, when they are to set about it, and if a King hath had bad success in any Affair, wherein he had not consulted them, all attribute the cause of it to the negligence of the Prince who omitted to sack the happy minute of the Astrologers. This custom hath taken such root at Court, that these Gentlemen are become as necessary as any other Officers thereof; and if the King have fealso much not to give credit to all their raveries, yet he must seem at least to rely much upon them; because under pretext of the good or bad minute, he orders his Affairs at his pleasure, and no body murmurs at it, none of Strangers, with whom he never wants a fair pretext of refusing or granting their desires, telling them, (if they complain,) that it is the superiour power of the Stars which obliges him to act so or so.

Now I am speaking of Astrology, I remember there appeared a Comet whilst I was at Isphahan: The Reverend Father John Baptista, a Capuchin, discovered it. It was on Tuesday, the eleventh of December, one thousand six hundred and sixty four, about five a Clock in the Morning, in the Sign of Virgo. It had a Tail, and moved from East to West: I saw it on Monday the fifteenth of the same Month, about half an hour after five in the Morning, when it was almost in the Meridian, and about two degrees beyond the Sign of Virgo: its Tail appeared to the view about the length of a Fathom: Some days after the Tail of it pointed between the West and the North. It past from Virgo to Libra, and the one and twentieth of December, when it entered into Leo, there was a Conjunction of the Sun and Moon; after that its Tail pointed Eastward.

Friday the sixteenth of January, 1661, there happened an Eclipse of the Sun, which began a little after eight of the Clock in the Morning, and lasted almost till half an hour after Eleven, and two thirds of the Sun were well near Eclipse. The Mohometans have no publick Superstition for an Eclipse of the Sun; they only say a Prayer made on purpose; wherein they Pray God to avert all Calamities from them: But it is not the same in Eclipses of the Moon, during which, as I have already said, they spare not their Kettles. However it were no great matter, if the Persians were only Superstitious in relation to the Stars; they are so
also in a thousand trifles, which concern not at all Alitrology. For instance, They will not eat any thing that a Chrillian hath but touched, thinking it Polluted; and therefore they will not suffer them to touch Flesh, or any thing else that is Eatable, before they have bought it: if a Chrillian drink in their Pot, they break it immediately, and it is very rare to see them lend one to any body: if a Peece mis fling, they are persuaded that some Enemy hath laid a Charm upon it; and to cut the pretended Charm, he that is to shoot knocks the muzzle of his Peece against the ground, and then he thinks the Charm is spoilt, and that it will not mis again, though the defeet he found proceed only perhaps from the foulness of the Peece.

They suffer no Christians to enter into their Coffee Houses, nor their Bagnios, because they (say they) are Melkis, that is to say, impure. Whereupon I had a pretty pleasant adventure, when I was coming from Baghdad to Hamadan; being as yet ignorant of that custom, I very shortly went one day to one of their Bagnios; they not knowing me to be a Christian, suffered me to strip, and enter the Bagno, where there were a great many Persians and Turks; but some among them knowing me, presently whispered the rest that I was a Christian; at which being extrimly startled, they acquainted the Master of the Bagno with it, who to diflimite me civilly, came and told me that the Visir, or Lieutenant of the Chan, desired to speak with me; he, who understood nothing of their intrigue, made him answer that I would wait upon him so soon as I had done in the Bagno, and though he told me that he stayed for me, I would not go but at length perceiving that the Servants attended all the rest, and left me to look to myself, I went to my Cloaths, and quarrelled with the Master, because they had not served me, which they suffered without making answer; whereupon one of those who was in the Bagno, told me that the Bagno-Master must wash all the bath over, as being polluted by my entering into it: and I heard no more of the Visirs Orders. The Persians hate the Turks so little, and hold them to be as impure as the Christians, but dare not tell them so as they do the Christians, to whom there are some Monins that will not so much as teach the Persian Tongue for love nor money, but there are others who are not so scrupulous.

The filling of all their Superstitions, in my judgment is this, that if a fire break out in their Houses, they will not put it out, but only save what Goods they can, and let the fire burn down as many Houses as it can, till others, who are not of their Law, put it out. They suffer not Christians to enter their Mosques, and if they catch one there, they will oblige him to turn Mahometan, or at least make him pay a good sum of money, if he were able: and if not, they will give him many Biffonades. Nevertheless they will suffer Christians to dispute with them about matters of Faith, which amongst the Turks would be a crime punisheable by death.

**CHAP. XIII.**

The Continuation of the Observation of Isphahan.

Of the Religion of the Persians.

The Religion of the Persians is in substance the same with that of the Turks, though, nevertheless, no Nations in the World hate one another so much upon the account of Religion as these two do: they look upon one another as Heretickes; not without appearance of reason, (as some think,) nor yet because the Persians have Translated the Alcoran into Persian: for through it be true, that they have several Alcorans Translated in Persian, nevertheless that is but an interpolated Translation, word for word, and without any Sense: and they believe, as well as the Turks, that that Book can not be explained in any other Language but in Ari-
Part II. Travels into the Levant.

But the true ground of their division is, that the Turks pretend that Aboubekr was the Lawful Successor of Mahomet, Omer the Successor of Aboubekr, Ossman of Omer and then Ali; whereas the Persians affirm that Aboubekr, Omer and Ossman were but so many usurpers of the Succession of Ali, who was the Lawful Successor of Mahomet; and that is the reason the Turks hold them to be Hereticks. The Persians believe, then, that Ali succeeded Mahomet, or at least that he ought to have succeeded him; and that he the first of the twelve Imans whom they much honour, and who succeeded one another; of whom the last, called Mahomet Melody-Sahabzenen, that is to say, the Molder of times, was snatched out of the hands of those who would have killed him, and Translated as Enoch and Elias were, and that he will also come at the day of Judgment, but only that he may force the world to embrace the Faith of Mahomet: that Jesus Christ shall be his Lieutenant, and that he will Marry; for they look upon it as a great defect in his person that he was not married.

Upon these Principles of Religion, the Politicks of the Kings of Persia have firmly secured the Crown to all the Defendants of the Race that sits at present upon the Throne: For they have made a strong impression upon the minds of their people, that to have a true Title to Rule over them, one must be Defendant of the Race of Ali, by one or other of the twelve Imans, Chab Ismael Soft, first King of the Family that Reigns at present, had the cunning to inspire their Sentiments into them; because he derived his Extraction from one Chab Soft of the Town of Ardseville, whom he brought down from the Race of Ali, and who beides was held in great Veneration amongst them for his Piety, in the practice whereof he constantly lived, according to the Rule of the Soft, of whole Salt he made profission.

The Persians call themselves Sebais, because they think it enough to follow the Sebais, commands of their Law, and they who follow the Law of the Turks are called Sunnis, because besides Matters of Obligation, they also follow Councils of Devo-Sunnites. For example, a Sunni being asked if he be of the Law Sunnis or Sabis, he must say that he is Sunnis, whatsoever danger there may be in making that profession; but the Sabis think not that a matter of Obligation, and on a like occasion, they would frankly say that they were Sunnis, if they saw any danger in professing themselves to be Sabis, and so in many other things. Not but that the Persians practise some of the Councils: for instance, it is a Council and not a Precept of the Law, that when they see a Funeral passing by, they turn at least three steps, to accompany the Corps some time, and that they even lend their Shoulders to help to carry it, if it be needful: nevertheless there is nothing more common in Persia than to see when any Burial passes, all those who meet the company, lend their Shoulders, at least for ten or twelve steps, to help to carry the dead body.

The Months are the same with the Persians as with the Turks, save that the former begin one day sooner. Not but that they are regulated as well as the Turks by the Moon; but these reckon not the first day of the Moon, but when they see it, which is commonly the second day, and the Persians who are knowing in the Specification of the Stars, and who will not to make Astronomical Calculations, regulate themselves according to the course of the Moon; and therefore they begin their Month and by consequence their Ramadan a day sooner.

They celebrate their little Baitram or Easher of Sacrifices, in the same manner as the Turks; and Sacrifice some Sheep in memory of the Sacrifice that Abraham would have offered of his Son Ishmael: (for they say that it was Ishmael that was to have been Sacrificed, and not Isaac:) But at Isphan they Sacrifice a Camel with great ceremonies; they lead him out of the City, and there the King, or in his Absence the Governor of the Town, strikes him with a Lance, and then all fall upon him and hack him to pieces with Swords, Axes and Knives. Having vented part of their Zeal upon the poor Beast, they employ what remains of it against one another, fighting so furiously, that many are always left dead on the place. The cause of this mad Devotion, is because each quarter of the Town comes to this ceremony, with their Banners, and endeavours to have a piece of the Camel; all are very eager to have it, they quarrel, pull and hale it from one another, and at length fall to down-right blows. That which makes the quarrel greater, and gives occasion to bickerings, is that each quarter pretends to a certain part of the Camel, which
which hath at all times been granted them, one the Leg, another the Belly, and so of the rest: and seeing they are not all agreed upon these pretensions, every one strives to maintain his right by force, and there are always some who out of too much Devotion to eat of the Camel, are execrated from ever eating more. Moreover, there are two Factions in Ispahan, which always entertain great feuds betwixt themselves, and that is the reason that they never meet in a Body, as in a Procession, but they fight till they kill one another: one of these Factions is called Aideri, and the other Naamis Ulis, from the names of two men, who commanded severally in the two Villages, whereas Ispahan consists. These two Villages that were near one another being encircled, have made one single Town, and there is still at Ispahana Gate called Derdeicht, of which the one of the two Leaves of the Gate belongs to one of the two Factions, and the other to the other. But to return to the Ceremony of the Camel, the piece that can be got, is distributed in each quarter, every family hath a portion of it, which they Boil, and then eat with a great deal of Devotion. In other towns, in stead of a Camel they kill an Ox, but without any Ceremony; for a Gutter kills it, and all the Dervishes and poor people come and take every one a piece; besides every private person in his own Hovel kills some Sheep, most part of which he distributes amongst the poor.

Differences in Prayers between the Persians and Turks.

There is also some difference betwixt the Persians and Turks, as to their Prayers. In Persia they call to Prayers but three times a day, to wit, as soon as it is Light, at Noon, and at Sunsetting, and they call no oftener on Friday. Nor is the call made from the tops of the Steeples neither, because from thence one might see the women in the Hovels; and therefore the call is only made from Terraces. The Turks and Persians make their ablutions both alike; but in saying their Prayers they have this difference, that the Suan hold their hands over another upon their Stomachs, and the Schwai observe not that posture: besides, these last in time of Prayer lay down a little gray Stone before them, which they always carry about, and every time they profane themselves on the ground, lay their Forehead on that Stone, which is made of the Earth of Kerbela, the place where Hussein, the second Son of Ali, was killed by the men of Tezid; his Tomb is there full, and that place is called after his name, Imam Hussein; it is about four days journey from Bagdad, betwixt Tygris and Euphrates: it is a very famous place of Pilgrimage amongst the Persians, and amongst the Turks also, whether many people of both Sexes, and all conditions resort. They there take of the Earth, which they knead, and make little stones of, and sell them all over Persia.

The death of Hussein.

This is the relation they give of the death of Hussein, who was the second Son of Ali. After the death of his Father he was called by the inhabitants of the Town of Cufa, who owned him for the Lawful Califs: but Tezid the Successor and Son of Mawudas, and second Califs of the Family of the Omumis, who was then at Damascus, having intelligence that Hussein was upon his march to that Town, with all his Family, sent out a great Troop of Hoare to bring him to him alive: these men overtook him at Kerbelo, and so frightened them, that they left him not so much as the means of getting water; so that finding himself in that extremity, he was willing to come to a composition, and offered if they would allow him free passage to return with his people into Egypt, but they who would needs carry him and all his Family Prisoners to Tezid, according to the orders that were given them, refused him these conditions. He yielded not for all that, but having suffered Hunger and Thirt for some days longer, resolved, at length, to make himself a passage by force, or to die in the attempt, choosing rather to die with Sword in hand, than to fall alive into the power of his Enemies. He therefore marched courageously towards them, charged into the thickest of them with extraordinary vigour; and did all that could be done to break through; but his party being too unequal, he was overpowered by number, himself and all his men killed, and his Wives and Children made Prisoners, and carried to Tezid, who treated them honourably, seeming to be grieved at the death of Hussein. They yearly perform a great solemnity for that death: it was there in the year one thousand six hundred fifty and five, and was witness to the Ceremony. It began the fifteenth of July, which was the first day of the month Mabarram, and that is there New year's day. And seeing that mournful Festival lasts ten days, they call it Asfoure, a word that signifies Ten in Arabian: during these ten days, all the Persians are Sad and Me-
lancholick, many being clad in Black, others wearing only a black Girdle, and others a black Turban. In all that time no man is shaved, they go not to the Baggnos, nor commit any debauch, and even abstin from their Wives: in short, they express so much grief in outward shew, that one would think some great publick Calamity had befallen them. The inferior sort of people signalize their Zeal by a thousand foolish pranks; some bury themselves under ground all day long, having nothing out but the Head; nay, and that too is covered with a Pot and Earth over it: others run about the streets almost stark naked, having only a bit of black stuff to hide their Nackedness, and most part of those Fools daub over all their Body and Face with Scott mingled with Oil: others take Bolt Arsenalick, which they dissolve also in Oil, and with that Dye themselves Red, that they may look as if they were all in a gare of blood: and some who are more sincere, cut and mangle their Bodies in several places, nay, and in the Head too, so that the blood comes running down on all sides: in all these different manners, they run about the streets in companies, most part with a naked Shable in their hands, fingering several devout Verbes made upon the death of Husein, and by fits crying as loud as they can, Tu Husein, which is the burden of their Song, and all this to the tune of some wretched Mufick, which some of them make, with two flutes in their Hands that they clap one against another. Many publick places in the streets are hung with Black, and lighted with several Lamps, and there is a Pulpit where a Musulane Preaches at a certain hour of the Night, and relates the circumstances of the death of Husein, at which the Hearers melt into Tears. They have such Sermons also in the Day time, to which many persons of Quality resort; nay, and at Isbābān the King himself is obliged to come clad in Mourning, at least the last day, which is the Tenth; and indeed that is the day of greatest Ceremony, because that was the day (say they,) wherein the brave Husein was put to death.

Seeing I was at Schiras, when I saw the Festival of that day; it is only what happened in that Town, which now I relate. All the Quarters of the Town went in Procession, and the Processions passed by the Govemours House with all their Colours, the Rabble naked and beaten in the manner I mentioned before: there came after them a great many Children on Horse-back, representing the Children of Husein who were carried away Prisoners; then they had led Horses covered with black, and all the Armour of a Horse-man fastened to the Saddle, marching next; and after them they carried some Coiffins covered with black Velvet, and a Turban upon each. This Procession having passed by the Governors Gate, went out of the Town to Conunhicate the Festival at a Mosque, where Khatoun, the Daughter of Aly, is interred: there they had a Sermon, after which they went, and then all returned to prepare the Alms they were to give, most of which were Rice, and meffes of Corr, which they Boiled in great Kettles, and distributed amongst the poor. They say that during these Ten Days the Gates of Paradise are open, and that all Mabometans who die then, get in without any difficulty.

Forty days after the last day of the Aasbour, that is to say, the twentieth of the month of Sefer, they have another Feast which they call Sefera, that is to say Head Body: because, (say they,) that the Head of Husein being cut off, was of it fell joyed to his Body forty days after. They make great rejoicing that day; and there are a great many who do not Shave their Heads from the first day of the Aasbour, until this Feast of Sefera; wherein for the most part they give the like Alms as we mentioned just now.

The death of Aly is celebrated much after the same manner as that of Husein his Son, but it lasts only a day, which is the one and twentieth of the Month of Ramazan: they goe in Procession through the Town, wherein they carry Standards, lead Horses covered with Trophies of Arms, and carry a Coifin covered with black Velvet, with a Turban upon it; and having said some Prayers, they all return home, and so the Feast is ended.

The History of the death of Aly, Mabomet's Cousin, and Son in Law, according as it is related in Persia, is that having Married Fatima the Daughter of Mabomet, he was killed at Baghdad by a Servant of his own, called Ebe-Maulemm-Moascar, who had been brought up in his Service from his infancy, with a great deal of care: this Rogue having at a Wedding seen a young Widow named Quetome, whose Relations and Husband had been put to death by the command of Aly, fell in Love with her, and courted her in Marriage; the who still thought on the Death of
of her Husband and Relations that went to her Heart, and only expected an opportunity of being revenged, made him answer that she would not marry him, unless first he killed Aly, which at first he refused, retaining still some sentiments of affection towards his Master: but the perseverance in her resolution, Love prevailed in the Heart of the Traitor; and one day when Aly was at Prayer in the Mosque, he stabbed him with a Dagger; he was immediately apprehended by those that were present, who would have cut him in pieces upon the spot, if Aly had not forbidden them to do him any hurt, saying that if he were cured of that wound, he knew how to punish him in an extraordinary manner, and if he died of it, he would only have them to give him one blow, a few days after Aly being dead, his Servants killed Elue-Moulagen-Mourat, at one blow of a Sword, therein obeying their Masters orders punctually; and on that day yearly, they publicly burn the figure of that name Elue-Moulagen-Mourat.

They celebrated also the Feast of one Omar Kefsolgiade, the Nineteenth of September, which was the Tenth of the month Rehimenet; that Feast is in honour of an illustrious Miller of that name, whose History I could not learn. Besides the Feast I have mentioned, they have some others, as that of the great Bairam, that of Quamqadr, the place where Muhammed chose Aly for his Successor, in presence of forty thousand men; the Newmes, or New Year, and some others.

The Persians in their Creed have a pious imagination concerning the death of men. They say that every one must come and die in the place where the Angel took the Earth of which he hath been made, thinking that one of these Spirits has the care of Forming the Human Creature, which he doth by mingling a little Earth with the Seed.

CHAP. XIV.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan.
Of Jews, Guebres, Banians, and Armenians.

The Persians give full liberty of Conscience to all strangers of whatsoever religion they be, and many years ago it was thought a very strange proceeding in an Eastern nation, when he undertook to oblige all the Jews to turn Mahometans. For accomplishing of that he used all his endeavours, sparing neither mild ways nor violence, for bringing about his design: so, he procured an Order from the Prince, prohibiting the exercise of the Jewish religion within his territories; but notwithstanding, all that, he could not succeed in it, for having caused them to be strictly observed, they found that what external Proscription so ever they made of Mahometanism, they still practised Judaism; so that there was a necessity of suffering them to be again bad Jews, since they could not make good Mussulmans of them. However those who live at Ispahan are beggarly poor, and not very numerous, because there is nothing for them to be done there: they pay the King yearly a Chequz a Head, and are obliged to wear a little square piece of stuff, two or three Fingers broad, sewed to their Cuffs or Gown in the middle of their Breast, about two Fingers above the Girdle, and it matters not what stuff that piece be of, provided the colour be different from that of the Cloaths, to which it is sewed.

There are still in Persia, and particularly in Kerman, people who Adore the Fire, as the Ancient Persians did, and these are called Guebres. They are known by a dark yellow colour which the men affect in their Cloaths, and the women by their Veil, none but they wearing that colour: besides the Guebres women, have their Faces, all naked, and never cover them, and commonly they are very Hardfaced. These Guebres have a Language and Characters, which nobody understands but themselves,
themselwes, and in all things else are very ignorant. When any of their Sick dies, they let him upright in a place walled in purpoe for that; and let him sit fall, they put a forked instrument under his Chin to hold him up: they leave him in this posture until the Crows have picked out his Eyes, and if they have begun by the Right Eye, they think he is happy, and put him upright in a place walled in, which they call the White Pit, if they have begun by the Left, they think he is miserable, and put him into the Black Pit: these Pits are Walled with stone, set for bones, and each of these two Pits is above half full of bones, and the Ashes of dead Bodies, that have been put therein. The greatest kindness that the Cudeles think they can do to a dead man, is to kill for his sake a great many Frogs, Serpents, and other Insects: after all, these people are extremely hated by all men, both Christians as Mahometans, and being strong of body, most of them are Mafons.

There are besides above thirteen thousand Basiws in Isbaht: they after no Aning Trade, and all their business is to let out many to Worship, which the Jews do in Turkey, and in all places else, where they are suffered.

Let us now say somewhat of the Armenians, who are not the most inconsiderable part of the people that inhabit the City Isbaht: their quarter in that Town is in Giglis, or the places about it; they yearly pay the King 300 Tomen, and have an Armenian to Govern them, whom they call Kehnien, that is to say the greatest, and he is put in and turned out by the King when he pleases. They address themselves to this Kehnien in all their Affairs, and Controversies, and it is he that Taxes them for raising the five hundred Tomen, which they yearly pay the King. But besides the Kehnien they have another Royal Officer, who is a Deve, for Judging in Criminal Affairs. I am apt to believe that of some of these Armenians are good people, but a great many of them, (take from them the name of Christians,) are very whet as bad as Infidels; and in general there is but little confidence to be put in them. As for their Religion, it may be said that Feasting is the chief part of what they profane at present, or at least they make that the most considerable and visible point of their Religion. When an Armenian Confesses that he hath Robbed, committed Murder, or such like crimes, the Conflower tells him that God is merciful; but if he accuse himself of having Eaten Butter on a Friday, or a day of Absolution. Oh! that is an excusable Crime, and the Conflower will enjoy severer Penances for that sin, as to Fast several months, to refrain six months from his Wife, or other Austerity. They Eat no Flesh, Eggs nor Cibb, nor yet Milk, Oyl, nor Butter, on Wednesdays and Fridays, but they Eat Flesh on Saturdays, as all the other Oriental Christians doe. They have the Baptism of the Cross, in commemoration of the Baptism of our Lord; and they Celebrate the day of the Epiphany, (according to the Old Calendar which they follow,) plunging, (after several Prayers,) a Cross into water, whereof all strive to take their shares in Pots.

They Communicate all Children in both kinds, even those that are but a year or two Old. They Marry them very Young; sometimes the Parents promise them as soon as they are born, and often Marry them at the Age of Seven or Eight Years; but though the Priest perform the Ceremonies at that time, yet they defer the Consummation of the Marriage till the usual time. They say that Extreme Unction is not to be Administered till after death, though some amongst them have denied me that Articles; but commonly they give it only to Priests. They have no command obliging them to hear Mals on Sundays and Holy-days. They have many of the Mahometan Superstitions; and amongst others, some of them hold Dogs to be Undean as well as they, and will not willingly touch them.

On Holy Saturday they end their Lent, by Eating at night Butter, Cheese, Eggs, and other things which are prohibited during the Lent: but they Eat no Flesh till Easter-day, and it must be killed two or three days for they say that it is not lawful for them to Eat of that which was killed in time of Lent.

They admit of no Purgatory, and yet Pray for the Dead, saying that those who are Damned goe straight to Hell, but that the others go not into Paradise, where no body shall be received before the last Judgment; but that they are in a place, where they suffer a little, and that the Prayers that are made for them, comfort them; whence it terms that they only lament about the name, and that it is only to difference themselves from Roman Catholicks, that they say they admit not of Purgatory.
They have a hundred Stories, or rather ridiculous Tales, concerning the Infancy of our Lord, and that is it they call the little Gospel; as for instance, that the Virgin being with Child, her Sister Salome accused her of having been deflowered by some man; and that the Holy Virgin for her own justification bid her lay her Hand upon her Belly, and that she should know what Fruit she bore; which Salome having done, a fire issued out of it and consumed one half of her Arm; and then being sensible of her fault, she laid the lump upon it again, by the Holy Virgin's order, and so recovered her whole Arm. They also say that our Lord being grown pretty big, his Holy Mother put him to School to learn to Read Armenian, and that his Master making him pronounce the Armenian Alphabet, he would not pronounce the first Letter, which is thus made: Ա, unless his Master gave him a reason why it was shaped in that manner, which made his Master give him correction: Our Lord having suffered it, told him mildly, that since he knew it not, he would teach him; and made him comprehend that it denoted the Mystery of the Holy Trinity, whereas the Master much surprised, returned him back to the Virgin, telling her that he knew more than himself. This Tale is the more ridiculous, that it is not above four hundred years since their Letters were invented, and that before they made use of the Greek Letters: and the truth is there is in the Library of the French King a large thick Armenian Book, which gives the History of their Letters, and by whom they were invented.

They say that Judas having sold out Lord, and despairing of Pardon, resolved to hang himself; because he knew that our Lord was to go to the Limbus, to deliver all the souls which he found there, and that he made account to be one of that number; for with them Hell and the Limbus is one and the same thing; but the Devil cunninger than he, foreseeing that, held him up by the Feet, till our Lord had passed the Limbus, and then let him fall plumb into Hell.

The Armenians as well as the Nestorians believe but one Nature in Jesus Christ, though they condemn Eutyches of Heresia: they do not, indeed, say that the Human Nature was swallowed up in the Divine, as the first Eutyches did, nor do they believe the confusion of Natures in Jesus Christ, as Eutyches did, but they will have the Divine and Human Nature to be united in his Sacred Person, as the Soul and Body are in a man, and that so they make but one; and that makes them condemn the Council of Chalcedon.

They say that Jesus Christ neither Ete nor Drank, and when I alleged to one of them some Passages of the Gospel, where it is said that he did Eat and Drink, he made answer, that he only seemed to do so, but that in reality, he neither Ete nor Drank. They acknowledge not the Pope to be Superior to their Patriarch, but only to be Patriarch of Rome. Yet I found some of them that were not of that Opinion, and who confessed that he was Head of the Church. Nevertheless, they are generally great Enemies to the Frankes, and to all that professe the Roman Catholic Faith; so far, that there are some of them who flock not to say, that it is better to be a Turk than a Roman Catholic: Notwithstanding all this, they agree with us as to the Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist; and it is a strong Argument against the European Heretics, to object to them the Levantine Christians, who for a long time have been the declared Enemies of the Roman Catholic, and nevertheless are all Uniform with them, as to the Holy Sacrament and Mafs, Jacobites, Nestorians and all, which makes it appear that the Mafs is no new invented thing.
CHAP. XV.

The Continuation of the Observations of Ispahan. Of Horses, Mules, and Camels, and some Insects.

The Persians use commonly to ride on Persian Horses, which are but small, but good and strong, and Travel great Journeys without tying: they have a trick of casting up the Head, and endanger the Riders Nofe if he have not a care; but some mend that fault, by a kind of Cavallon, which is a espur of Leather in form of a Halter, that they put over their Nofe, and bringing it between the fore Legs, tie it to the Girts like a Petrel. Not only in Persia but all over the Levant, they have a better Hoof than in our Countries, whether it be because of the humidity of our Climate, or that we shoe them to often. And indeed, the Persians can shoe a Horse with the firtt Hoof-shoe they find, putting it forwards or backwards as much as is needful to fit it to the Foot, and they may Nail it in all places of the Hoof. In Persia they make their Hoof-shoes smooth and flat: so that they have not little turnings up as ours have, which makes them continually slide upon Stones, or upon the Ground it is but in the least wet. In Persia no more than in Turky they use no Mangers to feed their Horses in; but whether it be in the Town or Country, they always feed them in a Bag of black Goats Hair, which they hang about their Neck. There are a great many Grocows who mingle Salt with the Barley they give them, to keep their Dung from flinking: they put first Straw in the bottom of the Sack, then two Handfuls of Salt, over that the Barley, and then mingle all together with the Hand. In the Spring they feed their Horses, Mules, and Asses with Grains, and so they do all over the Levant. They Curry them with a Comb that has no Handle, and only two rants of Teeth, and they rub them with a piece of Felt.

In Turkey and Persia the Horses and Mules have several Diseases, of which there are none that are not known among us: for instance when they have eaten too much Barley, their Fore-Feet swell and become weak, so that they easily fall, and a kind of a Wen grows upon their Breast: that is to be cured with a hot Iron, putting them to Grains if it be in the Season, and giving them no Barley for two or three days.

In the Nofes of the Horses there grow aloft two Gristles, one on each side, which take Root at the end of the Bone of the Nofe, upon the upper Jaw, and rise like Horns towards the Nofe, under the Skin, through which they may easily be seen: that puts them to so great pain, that they will not feed, but only keep lying, and their Belly is so straight, that they cannot goe but as if they were dragged; if one toucht, it sounds like a Drumm, and if care be not taken they die of it in two days: the remedy is to draw a slit aloong their Nofe, with a sharp pointed Instrument, to cut these two Cartilages, and make it as long as one can, and then they recover and are as good as ever they were: they call that Disease Nafter, that is to say the Nail.

They have a third Disease, which makes their Lips to swell, and that hindereth them from Feeding; the remedy is to open a Vein in the Palat of the Mouth, with a Needle, or some sharp pointed Instrument. When they have Travelled for some time in Mire, or in Snow, or when their Feet have been too long in the Dirt, if care be not taken to make them clean, a little Scab grows upon the joint of the Foot, which draws in the Sinew, and hindereth them from going: to cure that, they apply to it Gun powder and Snow, if they have any, and if they have none, Gun powder alone.

Sometimes a blackish water breeds in their Hoof, and that Disease in Persia is called Ahsab, that is to say, black water: the remedy is to take off the shoe, pare the Hoof, and apply the Oil of Naphtha to the place.  

Q. The
The Horfes and Mules in the Levant, have another Diseafe, which I think ours have also; and that is a Griflle that grows in the Flesh, on the Side of each Eye, and covers almost the whole Eye, with the Skin that it makes to grow upon it; to Cure it, they throw the Horfe, and with a little Rafor open that place; and take out the Cartilage, which is about the bignefs of the Nail of one's Thumb; they put Salt to it, and then fitch it up, applying thereto a Pultis made of a little Fennel pounded and mingled with two Yolks of Eggs, and half a Spoonful of Butter; they spread that upon Towe, and lay it upon the Wound.

They have besides another evil, which is an Excrefence that grows upon the Joyn of the Foot, which makes them cut in going; this proceeds from Strains they have had when they were young; and it is to be Cured by a hot Iron.

They flit the Nofes of all their Affes, to make them breathe more freely, and go better.

When the Camels are in caufe for Copulation, they will live forty days without Food; during that time they are unlucky, they foam and bite those that come near them, and therefore they muzzle them: when they Couple, the Female lies down on her Belly; in the fame manner as when they load her; some of them goe Thirteen Months with Young. They make Socks of their Hairs, and in Persia they make alfo very fine Circlets of the fame, of which fome will sell two Thousan, efpecially when they are White, because White Camels are rare. The Camels of Persia are big and ftrong, and carry twice the weight that others doe.

The Couplmg
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In Persia the Oxen have a great sharp pointed bunch on the Back near the Neck, and some have it bigger than others. The Country people make use of them to carry Loads, and to ride on also.

Of the Insects of Persia, which are common to other Countries, at Cafti
on, particularly, there are a great many Scorpios, which are very big and black; and fo Poifonous, that fohe who are Stung by them die within a few Hours.

There are in Persia alfo a great many Gnats, like those of other Countries; but there are other Flies that are more troublesome, which are no bigger than Fleas, and all White; they make no noise nor buzzing, and sting unawares, but their bite is a great deal worse than the bite of a Flea, fo that one would think he were pricked with a Lancet or Pins. There is alfo a certain Worm longer and smaller than a Caterpillar, but of a square body as theirs is; it hath a great many Feet, on which it goes very fast, the bite of it is dangerous, and some of them are more dangerous than others; may, there is no remedy againft some of them, especially when they get into the Ears; the Persians call them Heres
Par, that is to say, thoufand Feet, because of the great number they have. There is plenty of them alfo in the Indies.

CHAP.
CHAPTER XVI.

The Continuation of the Observations of Isphahan.

Of some considerable Fruits and Plants.

At Isphahan they have almost all the kinds of Fruit that are in Europe, but these are not esteemed as good as those of the Country, which makes Fruit keep a whole Year. The Melons are far better than with us, as likewise the Peaches which are very big, and the Grapes that are of Nine or Ten feet long. Their Wines are white, and made of Grapes which they call Kishmirah; most men believe that kind of Grape hath no Stones, because they are so small, as not to be discerned in eating; but they are easily enough to be seen in the Fruit when the Wine worketh. They make Wine also of other sorts of Grapes, which is neither so good, nor keeps so well. They have some Red Wine, but little, and to make it, they only put some Black Grapes into White Wine, to give it a colour: if it were made of Black Grapes it would not keep: we must except the Wine of Sibiras, which is red, very good, and Stomalchial: but it is only brought in Bottles, and one must have Friends for that too. If nevertheless an Armenian hath got any of it, he sells it at eight Abbasis, and at the leaf at fix. They keep the Wine commonly in very great Earthen-Jars, for the draught would make all Casks leaky, and these Jars hold above a third part of a Tun.

Though the Persians, as I have now said, have all the kinds of Fruit that we have, yet they have not the several sorts of them. They have for example several sorts of very good Grapes, but not the Muscadine Grape. They leave the Grapes on the Vines sometimes till Christmas, putting each bunch into a Bag, to keep them from the Birds, and only gather them, as they have occasion to eat them. They have also good Apricots, small sharp Cherries, Apples, and many sorts of Pears; but they have no Strawberries. They eat Melons almost all the year round, not only because they take much pains in Cultivating them, but also by reason of the Nature of the Air, that I have spoke of, which nevertheless excites not those who would preserve their Melons well, from having always a Candle burning in the Room where they lay them, whether it be to keep them from the damp, or from being frozen. In this manner they Cultivate them; in the first place they make use of a great deal of Pigeons Dung, keeping Pigeons only for that purpose, which they put into the Ground where they sow the Melons, and that Dung is sold by weight. When the Melons are above Ground, and begin to be shaped into a stalk that will carry, sometimes twenty, they take off three or four, and leave those which thrive best: ten or twelve days after, they again take off those that thrive worst, which (although they are so little,) fell very well about Town; for there are those who eat them, and in this manner they always save the Stems, leaving only those which thrive best, till, at length, there remain no more but one; It is to be observed that every time they open a little with their Nails the Earth that is about the Root, they fill it up with Pigeons Dung, to give it new nourishments; then they put water to it by means of some little Channels that have many turnings, which water the Roots without wetting the Fruit. They use all these ways with them three or four times, for having watered them, they let them alone eight or ten days without giving them any more water; at length, when the remaining Melon begins to grow big, they put the end of it to their mouth, and having wet it a little with their Spittle, cover it with a parcel of Earth, and they say that this Ceremony preserves them from the bitings of some Flies, that else would spoil them. In Persia they Eat Melons till the month of April, and then also in May, which is about the time they begin to Eat new ones: at least in July they begin to have them ripe, but they are small round Melons, most of them white within, soft like Cotton, and of no relish; those that are good, are not fit to be Eaten before August; they are of another kind, and most part long. I have described them before.
Travels into the Levant. Part II.

The Cultivation of the Palm-Tree.

Amongst the Trees of Persia, is the Palm-Tree, which they carefully cultivate: when it is young, and before it bears fruit, they dig at the root of it, eight or ten Fathoms deep in the Earth, more or less, until they have found water; but that pit is not made round, the Tree; for that would make it fall; they only dig on one side, and then fill up that hole with Pigeons Dung, whereof they have always plenty in that Country, because in the Villages they purposely keep a great many tame Pigeons, and I was told by the people of the Country, that if they took not that care with the Palm-Trees, they would not bear good Fruit: but there is a very curious thing besides to be observed in the Cultivating of this Tree; and that is that every year when the Palm-Trees are in Blossom, they take the Blossoms of the Male Palm-Tree, and put two or three Branches of them into the Matrix of each Female Palm-Tree, when they begin to Blow: else they would produce Dates, with no more but Skin and Stone, I call the Matrix that Bud which contains the Flowers, from which in process of time the Dates spring, the time of making that inoculation is about the end of November: Not but the Males also bear Fruit, but it is good for nothing, and therefore they take all their Blossoms to graft the Females with. As to Dates, it is worth the taking notice of, that the use of them is very dangerous during the Heats in hot Countries, because they make the whole Body to break out in Blisters and Boils, and spoil the sight.

There is a Shrub called in Persia Kerzesborh, that is to say Affes Gall, because (as they say) it is as bitter as the Gall of an Aix. This Shrub is a Frutex that grows sometimes as high as a tall Man: the Trunk of it many times is as big as a man, from which eight forth it is as big as a man, that rent forth several Branches, the least of which is as big as a man. This Tree looks of a whittish green, it hath a pretty thick Bark, under which the Stem which is Bignous. The leaves of it are as thick as those of the Laurel Robe-Tree, much broader, almost as long, and in a manner Oval, with Veins running along them; these Leaves grow by pairs, the one opposite to the other, but not all of a side, for the pair below makes a crof with the pair above, in the same manner as Balm does, and that regularly everywhere; they have no Stalk, but embrace the Stem. Towards the head of the stem, about the uppermost but one of the sets of Leaves, or somewhat higher, out of the main stem, betwixt the two Leaves, a stem sprouts out as big as the flanks of a Tulip, and long as one Fingers, from the end whereof other small stalks spring forth about fifteen in number, each of which bears a Flower on the top, all these Flowers together making a kind of Pofie, before they blow, they are about the bigness of a Brass Farthing, and are like a flat Burton, or of the same bigness and figure as some little white round Bones, flat above, which are to be found in the Thornback-fifth, they are round below, that is to say, the Leaves of which it is made up, join, and make the upper side flat: when they are open they look like very small Emonics. These Flowers on the outside are of a dull fullicd White, inclining to a Violet-colour, and very flecked; in the inside the bottom is White, and the point of each Leaf is Purple; at the bottom there is a small Pentagon Figure, all Yellow, whereof each Angle answers to the middle of one of the Leaves of the Flower, and out of the middle of each side of that Pentagon, grows, as it were a Tooth, White below, and of a Purple colour at the top, and each Tooth answers to the interfice betwixt every two Leaves; the Flower may be like the Flower of a Bramble. This Plant is full of a very tart Milk, which immediately dries betwixt the Fingers, and turns to little threads. It is commonly said in Persia (but I never saw the experiment of it) that if a man breath in the hot Wind which in Fume or fans passes over that Plant, it will kill him; so that if one take hold of him by an Arm or a Leg and pull it, it will come off like boiled Flesh; and they call that Wind Badesmahur, which in Persia Language signifies a Payton-Wind. They add that the way to prevent it, is when one feels a hot Wind, and likewise hears the noise of it, (for it makes a whistling noise) quickly to wet a Cloak or some such thing, and wrap it about the Head, that the wind may not pierce it; and besides, to lie on the ground flat on one's Face, till he be over, which is not above a quarter of an hour. They say that that Plant is very Venomous, and that therefore they call it Kerzesborh; and an Armenian one day would have had me believe, that if a drop of the Milk of Kerzesborh touched a man's Eye, he would lose it for good and all; but I was not willing to try the experiment.
The Armenians call that Plant Badisamoun, but one of them very rationally told me, that they had no reason to give it the name of that Peculiar Wind, and far less to attribute to it the cause of the bad effects thereof, seeing the same Plant is found in many places, where the Badisamoun Wind rages not; as at Larnaca, and beyond it, and that Wind rages only from Convent to Bender; Nay many people of Sebira told me that the Plant is to be found two Leagues from that Town, where that Wind rages not, and I have seen it in many places upon the Road from Carzamum to Benderick. This is a good reason to prove that that Plant causes not the aforesaid Wind, but it does not sufficiently prove, that with that Wind it does not cause those bad effects; for it may very well be said, that that hot Wind reigned in places where there were no such Plant, it would not, perhaps, be to mortal, because it may be, that being already very bad of itself, the malignity of it is encrusted by palfing over these Plants, whose small and noxious qualities it carries along with it, but what in my opinion, may serve to convince us of the contrary, because Musul and Bagdad there being no such Plants, (at least I never saw, nor heard there were any) the Wind which in those quarters is called the Samiel is as pestiferous and mortal there, as in the places where that Plant is to be found, it is therefore importinent to attribute to it the bad effects of that Wind, and the rather that that Plant grows all over the Indies, where it is not known what the Wind Samiel is.

Before what the Armenians told me that that Plant is called Karzabreb, that is to say, Aflies-Gall, for the reason allledged before, I found in a Dictionary Tulkif and Persifan, that Karzabreb signifies besides a Tree of Poylon, and that man assured me that it was Poylonous, if but faintly too. But he gave an Origin to the Wind Badisamoun that had no solidity at all, for he said that it blew from the Sea, and that upon that Coast the Sea often calls a Shor a kind of a Fish, whereof he could not tell the name, and that that Fish being out of the Sea dies and corrupts, so that the Wind passing over it brings along with it that stench which renders it pestiferous. A Portuguese Gentleman who lived for several years at Bender Congo, near which are many Karzabreb Trees, told me this particular of it, that that part of the Root which looks to the East is Poylon, and that that which looks to the South is the Antidote, and that of the Wood of that Plant they make good Coals for Gun-powder.

We found besides in many places, and chiefly all along the Road from Djeerum Konar, a Tree to Benderahafe, a Tree which they call Konar: the Trunk of it is so big that it will require two men to grasp it round; two or three Foot high, it looks just like a Rock, or like many Roots twisted together, and is very knotty and whithit; as to the rest both in shape and height it much resembles a Pear-Tree; the Branches of it spread far, and make a great shade: the Bark of them is white, as well as the inside, which hath a Pith in the Heart like an Elder-Tree; at all the knots where little Branches or Leaves sprout out, there are two large long prickles, which are strong and red, binding a little down towards the ground, and are not directly opposed to one another. The Leaves are of the length and breadth that are marked in the following Figure.

They are of a varnished green colour on the one side, and on the other of a pale and whitish green, and have Veins like Plantain Leaves. This Tree bears a Fruit which is ripe in March, and in shape much resembles a little Apple, of the same colour, but no bigger than a Service, or small Cherry. There is little of it to be Eaten, for the Stone is much bigger than that of a Cherry, and is very hard and round, so that there is hardly any thing but a skin over the stone. The Fruit being ripe is wrinkly and inclining to an Orange-colour; it is pretty sweet but woolly; I believe it grows in Italy by the name of Aezaflor, and perhaps the Rhannus, folia sub rotundo fructo contorta, is the same.

Amongst Plants there is a certain Herb in Persia called Livas, which hath a very curled Leaf, somewhat like a Beech, or like curled Coleworts, but it is much more curled; the stalk of it is like the stalk of an Artichoke, and is very sharp; they call it in the Spring as a delicious food; many will have it to be the Rhubarb, but it is not.
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CHAP. I.

Of the Road from Ispahan to Schiras.

After almost five Months stay at Ispahan, I made ready to continue my Travels forwards; and parted from thence the four and twentieth day of February, 1664, with a Caravan, wherein there were about fifty Mules, a great part of them belonging to Mounten Taverniers, and the rest to Armenians, who took the occasion of our going. We took Mules for our Goods, at the rate of five Abbas; for an hundred Muns of Tabris; for ourselves we had Horfes; for the Muletons foraged to let us have Mules to Ride on; however they were obliged to space one for every Servant, who carried part of my things with him; for they reckon a muns for thirty Muns, comprehending therein four or five Muns of Bagage. We set out then from Gisla Tuesday at Noon, and past by Hser Dgirh, taking our way through Hills, at one of the Clock we Encamped by a Kervansiray, called Tabbajjoula, and Barbaruk, which is near the burying place of the Muhimants.

We parted from that place the same day, half an hour after Nine of the Clock at Night, and held our way through South-East, over a Plain, which at the entry is thrown into by Hills on both sides; and then opens into a pretty large Chaplain; there grows no Salt on the Gras in it, and in some places there is great pieces of white Earth of Natural Salt. This Salt is made of Rain-water, which incorporates with that Salineous Earth, produces a Salt, that works out of the Surface of it. We marched in that Plain till about Four a Clock in the Morning, Wednesday, the five and twelfth of February, and then ascended a little Hill called Orsjohin, to see the
that is to say Stairs: it is not high, but yet very difficult to get up, being all steps in a very slippery Rock, which hath given it that name: we were a full half hour in that passage, not only because it behoved us to goe one by one, but also because several Males fell and threw their burdens, which we must load again: and all this by Star-light, which in Persia commonly thine to clear that one may Travel by them even when there is no Moon-shine: we afterwards continued Travelling amongst Hills till it was day, that we entered into a great Plain, as barren as the same, wherein we marched on till half an hour after Eight, when being arrived at a Village called Mayar, we Lodged in a Kervan-frey, this place is eight long Agasheh from Babarak.

Mayar is the beginning of the Country of Persia or real Persia. Serairos.

Komshah.

The meeting of a Craft with his Harem.

Mehrnad Bighah.

Amudah.

Tez-de-Kafst.

Tez-de-Kaft is very little, having but one Street: it is built upon a narrow Rock, which stretches out in length from North-East to South-West: this Rock is very steep, so that it is almost as broad on the top as at the bottom, especially on the North-West side: it is in some places above seven or eight Fathom high, particularly on the South-East side: at the Foot of this Rock on the same South-East side, there are some Gardens, and some steps farther runs a little River, near to which is the Kervan-frey, built of burnt Bricks, and over the Gate there is a pretty convenient Lodging-House: it stands at the Foot of a high Rock that is to the South of it, from which sometimes great pieces fall, and are to be seen below, most of them being as big as Houses. The Village of Tez-de-Kaft, takes up the whole Surface of the
the Rock on which it stands, as well in length as in breadth; it hath no other Walls but the Walls of the Houfes, which are three or four Stories high, and some higher, all built of Stone. This Town is in manifest danger sometime or other of falling down topick turvy all at once, being so high, and having nothing to support it: and indeed, the Inhabitants mitruit it, for about ten years since they began to build another Town, at some distance from the Rock, and to the Northward of it; and when I passed by it on my return, in the Year one thousand six hundred sixty and seven, a great many Houfes were already finished, and now ones going up, all forbaking the other Seat; whereas when I paft it first, in the Year one thousand six hundred fifty five, there was not so much as one Houfe begun.

The Gate of Tez-de-Kaff is on the South-West side, where the ground about is as high as the Rock; it is but little, and not having observed it at first coming, I went from the Kervanfery to the Town, climbing the Rock on the South-East side, betwixt the Gardens; and after much climbing up, I entered by a little Gate, and went on above a hundred steps in a covered way that receives no light but by ugly holes, and is by consequence so dark, that one must grope along as they go in it. I durst proceed no farther for fear of losing my self, or entering into some Houfe by mistake, and so for that time I was obliged to turn back again, by the same way I came; but it is not so when one enters the Town by the other Gate.

The Land about Tez-de-Kaff bears the best Corn in Persia; and indeed, they make most excellent Bread there: the Inhabitants, (as they say,) mingling dry Pea with the Corn, which makes the Bread so good. There are several fair Tombs here, built in Erection of Domes.

Sunday the fifth of March we parted from that place, half an hour after midnight, and took the upper way, for there are two ways, the one on the Left Hand Eastwards, which is called the lower way, and the other on the Right Hand to the West side, which they call the upper way, because it lies among Hills: in the Winter-time when this way is filled up with Snow, they are obliged to go the lower way, which is the longer by a day's Journey; but being allured that the upper way was open, we took it, and for that end, when we set out from the Kervanfery, we held Westward for some time, till we came to a place where the way leads up that Hill, at the Foot whereof the Kervanfery stands; being got up we marched in a Plain betwixt little Hills covered with Snow, straight South-East, until about Three o'clock, when we mounted up a Hill, where the ascent is not long, and the descent shorter, but the way very bad; and therefore it is called Chota-Naar-Sheiken, Chota-Nar-(that is to say,) the Hill that pulls off the Horse's shoes; we came afterward into a pretty good way betwixt little Hills all white with Snow: at day break we pass'd by a little Castle called Gombez-Cala; where there is a Village also but ruined. Half Gombez-Cala, an hour after Nine we entered into a Plain in which we Travell'd on till after Eleven we that came to a Village, where we Lodged in a Kervanfery. This Village is called Debi ghiardon, (that is to say,) Village of Nuts, not that it abounds in that Fruit, for having informed my self, I learnt that the Nuts they eat there come from Lar; however I took the pains to ask the reason why it was so called, but all the answer I could get, was that that was the name of it: it is sevenAgafch diamet from Tez-de-Kaff.

We parted from Debi ghiardon Monday the second of March about midnight and after two hours and a half's Journey, past by a ruinous Kervanfery, beyond which we march'd on in a Plain covered with Snow, where there was but one Path open, and that all frozen: about seven of the Clock we crost over a little Bridge of five Arches, under which runs a River two Fathom broad; and traveling on in that white Plain, we arriv'd about Noon at a Village called Kenfleker; that is to say the Silver-Pavilion: there are two Kervanferies there, Kenfleker, the one old, and the other all new, well built of Free-Stone and burnt Bricks, with many embelishments and very commodious Lodgings and Stables, near which also there are Apartments for the Winter; and in these we Lodged. Kenfleker is seven long Agafch distance from Debi ghiardon; the Land about is very good, being Sowed with Corn; there are about it also a great many Meadows, where the Kings Horses are sent to Grazze in the Sea: It is always cold there, and the Snow lyes all the year round upon the neighbouring Hills. The Inhabitants of that Village are
are Circassians, they make Wine and sell it, but they have the Grapes from Main, of which we shall treat in its proper place.

Next Morning about half an hour after Four we went on our Journey, and Travelled in a way covered with Snow, and full of holes: but we found it worse when the Sun was up, and the ground began to Thaw, especially about Eleven of the Clock when we entered amongst the Hills, which being full of Dirt and Stones, made the way as bad as it could be. This passage makes that they go not that way in the Winter-time, for in the Summer all these ways are good; we kept on always ascending a little till about One a Clock, that we went down Hill a good way, at the bottom of that desert a great Brook rises out of the Ground, a good Fathom in breadth, the water whereof is very clear; this Brook runs by a Village called Afuapa, where we arrived half an hour after two in the Afternoon, and there we were very ill Lodged in a natty Keruanjari; this Village is five Agathb distant from Kenfekezie; and has a foamy river running through a little Hill: the Inhabitants are Circassians, who were Transported thither, as also those of Kenfekger by Sehab Abbas, who took their Country, and gave them good Lands to Cultivate in this place; they make Wine, but their Grapes come from Main.

We parted from thence Wednesday the fourth of March, half an hour after five in the morning, and at our Setting out, saw on our right hand two good Fields watered with several Brooks that come from Springs, which are plentiful in that Country, where the people live in Villages. We marched on through a Plain, in good way, until Noon, when having passed over a Bridge of seven Arcches, under which a River runs; we came to a Village called Oudjigian, four Agathb from Afuapa; we found a Keruanjer there, but it flanked by reason of the great quantity of Carrion and filth that was in it, that we could not lodge therein, so that we were fain to encamp hard by under Carpets, which we pitched instead of Tents. A River runs or seven Fathom over runs through this Village, the water of it is very muddy, and has a Bridge of seven small Archies over: there is Wine also in this place, and the Grapes are brought from Main. Within a Mosque there, Iyes Enterced the Son of a King, called Sehab Zadeh-Imam-Digeiser, whom they reckon a Saint, the Dome is rough cast over: before the Mosque there is a Court well Planted with many high Plane-Trees, on which we saw a great many Storks, that haunteth thereabout all the year round.

We parted from Oudjigian, Thursday the fifth of March, half an hour after two in the Morning: and having advanced a quarter of an hour through Grounds full of water, we had the way good, till half an hour after Four, that we went up an extraordinary high and uncultible Hill, because of the stones that lay in the way: it is called Choral-Imam-Zadeh-Hmash, (that is to say,) the Hill of Hmash, the Son of an Imam; and we were above an hour in mounting it. We found on the top a great many Carts coming from Schinas, loaded with Tobacco, which is brought from Bokca: after that for above two hours we went down Hill in pretty good way, save that here and there we met with some horses; one would have thought that we had changed the Climate when we came to the top of the Hill, for the fide by which we came up was all covered with Snow, and on this fide there was none at all; on the contrary, it was full of wild Almond-Trees, that bear a bitter Fruit, and other Trees, which with their Verdure, delighted the sight. When we were a good way down, we came to a Mosque where that Hmash, the Son of Imam, who gives the name to the Hill, is Enterced. The outide of that place looks like a Castle, with a round Tower at each corner; within there is a Court, at one end of which is the Mosque whose Frontispiece is a Portico five Archies in length, and in the middle of the Mosque, there is a Dome rough cast: close by it is a Village with a great many Gardens, watered by a lovely Brook that runs hard by. We then continued our Journey in fiony way, till Eleven a Clock, that we found a River about Fathom and a half over, which divides it into many Rivulets, that water all the Grounds thereabout, being very good Land and all forow. The water of that River is very clear, and has many Trees growing on the fides of it,

The River of which render it a very plesant place: it is called the River of Main, because it runs by Main, but it is the Bendemir; and I was told that its right name was Kure, from which the Son of Cyrus, who there was expeied, took his name. Bendemir signifies the Princes Duke, and it is so called, because of a Dyke or Bank that a Prince made there; consult as to that the Geography of Diagliab Mahhusa. This River
River is the secon of Quintus Curtius, Diodorus Siculus, and Strabo. We kept along the tide of it, and crost many of its Canals, until about one of the Clock, we arrived at a large Village called Main, six Agafieh from Outdijen. We Lodged in a good Kervanferat, where we found some men who accompanied to Mehla the body of a Lady, who had desir'd to be buried there. There are many Gardens all round this Village, full of Vines, that bear good Grapes, and abounding also in Pea-Trees, Peach-Trees, Walnuts and other Fruit Trees, with water-Melons and other Melons.

We parted from Main, Friday, the sixth of March, half an hour after two in the Morning, and presently left the High-way, striking to the left over Sowed Ground, till we got near to the River; we were obliged to do so, because the High-way would have led us to a place where the River was not Forderable, and they take not that way but when it may be Forder'd over; the other way leads to a Bridge; we followed the current of the River, which is the same that runs by Main, until half an hour after Three, that we crost over the Bridge, consisting of three Arches, but the middlemost a very large one, under which the water is very rapid, a quarter of an hour after we found a great Brook, that falling from the Hill discharges it self in the River; a little farther on we saw upon the River a Bridge broken down, and a quarter of an hour after the ruins of another Bridge: in this place there are a great many small Brooks, that lose themselves in the River, we then went forwards in good Way till day, that we began to ascend a little. In the Quarters is the Hill which Alexander the Great made himself Master of by stratagem, sending Soldiers by a compas about to surprize the Enemies on their back, whilst he Attacked them on the Front, as Quintus Curtius relates it: a French showed me one separted from the rest, which he laid was the very same, but there was little probability in that, because there are a great many such thereabouts, and it is very difficult to pitch upon the right; besides I did not see how it could command the Passage, which is too wide in that place, to be Lock'd in by Mountains. About Eight of the Clock we came to a Bridge built over the River of Main, or Bendemir, which at that place is at least nine or ten Fathom broad. This is a rapid River, and seems to be deep, the water of it is thick, and swims high in Winter; for if they affur'd me that then it swelled up as high as the Bridge, which consists of five Arches, but somewhat ruinous; nevertheless it is called Poul-Nem, Poul-Nem, that is to say the New Bridge; having pass'd it and left a way on our Right Hand, New-Bridge, we took to the Left, and having Travel'd on an hour and a half more in a Plain, till about half an hour after nine, we Encamped near to a Kervanferat that was a building, a Rich man of Schiras having left by Will money for that purpose. That place is called Algherm, which signifies hot water, because the water there is a little warm; it gave some of our Company a loofness but had plenty of Fih in it. This place, which is but four Agafieh from Main, was the half of our usual days Journey; however our Beasts being tired, we stay'd there till next day the seventhe of March, when we parted half an hour after Two in the Morning, and put on before the Caravan, that we might get to Schiras the same day.

There are several ways that lead to it, but we kept till to the Left, crosting over many Brookes; about half an hour after six we came to a Caufey, above two Fathoms broad, and two thousand Paces long, all well Paved, with Arches in several places, and chiefly in the middle, where there is a Bridge an hundred Paces in length, under which runs a small branch of the River of Main; that Caufey is called Poul-Poulgorg. Half an hour after Seven we saw a forry Kervanferat, but a little beyond it there is a very good one, which is extraordinary large and well built, with many embellishments; at each corner there is a little Tower, the Gate is fair and high, adorned with many pieces of Marble, on which there are Inscriptions. The Apartments of this Kervanferat are very commodious, but it is infected with Gnats, that there is no being in it. It was built by a Chan of Sciraz, who take off the Gnats, built, (but to no purpose,) a large Garden by it: it is called Agasfie; and is Agasfie, three Agafieh from Algherm, its common name is Poligorg, (that is to say,) the Woolis Bridge, or Poligorg. We went on, and an hour after left a broad way on the way that the left Hand, which goes straight to Idhebelminar, and that is the Way to it leads to Three Schiras. About half an hour after Two we came to a Kervanferat, called Badgeqa, Badgeqa, three Agafieh from Agasfie; there we found several Horses, Camels and Mules, which the Visir of Schiras sent as a present to the King for the Neurons: for it is
the custom (as we have already observed) that all the Grandees make great Presents to the King, the day of the New-Year or Spring, which is the two and twentieth of March, just so as New-Year Gifts are given in France on the first of January. We sailed in that place till Three in the Afternoon, when we parted to go to Schiras, two great Agates distant. At first we went up a great Hill, and then saw to our Left hand a Dome somewhat ruinous, under which there are some Tombs; close by it, a very clear Brook shaded by several great Plane Trees, and many little Pomegranate Trees, which render that place extraordinarily pleasant. Having travelled near two hours in very stony way, and crossed several lovely Brooks, about Five o’Clock at night we came to a place from whence there is a very pleasant prospect of the City; for two Hills there, drawing near together at the end, make a narrow passage, beyond which are Gardens full of lovely Cypresses; and then the Town, which lies in a Plain from North to Southside that it yields a most delightful prospect. After we had a little advanced between those two Hills, we saw a great Refectory of water, which is pretty ruinous; the water is stop by a thick Wall, almost two Fathoms broad, supported by two spars of the face thickness, which with the Wall from the bottom of the Ditch are almost three Fathoms high; the Refectory was formerly much of the same depth, but is at present almost filled up with the Earth that the water has brought into it: the Wall hath been made to serve for a Bank to stop the waters that in Winter fall from the Hills, and running too violently through that freight, beat down all that flood in their way, but it is dry in the Summer-time; at length we came to the City-Gate, which is fair and well built.
though there be some fair ones, having in the middle lovely Canals, bordered with Stone, through which a very clear Rivulet runs. There are a great many fair covered Bazaars long and broad, with great Shopshops on each side, well furnished with all sorts both of Indian and Turkish Commodities; and every Commodity hath its particular Bazaar. It hath many large well built Kervanshayas: as to the Palaces, they make no show on the outside, no more than in the rest of the Levant, but all their beauty is within: the Palace of the Chas himself looks but mean, and nothing appears outwards but a body of Lodgings over the Gate, which is at the end of a great Square long Midan, with Arches all round it, filled up in the manner of Niches. There are some lovely Mosques in it also, and a fair College with a round Tower on each side of the Gate faced with blew varnished earth; but they are half ruined, having thrice suffered Fire, which as often ferz a Neighbouring Bazaar. In that College there are Professors who have Salaries for teaching Theology, Philosophy, and Medicine; and I was told that there were above five hundred Students in it.

But the pleasantest thing to be seen about Sehiras, are the Gardens, which are many: amongst the rest, the Kings Gardens are worth the seeing. They are spacious, and have long walks: Walks shaded with stately large Cypress-Trees: (for some of them are the highest and bushiest that ever I saw,) so that into some of these the Sun does not shine a quarter of an hour in a day. You have there also abundance of lovely great Maple-Trees, planted in rows, with many Fruit-Trees: Rivulets run there on all hands, and fill a vast number of Basins that are all faced with stone: some all this comes far short of the delightfulness of the lovely Cascades, and Water-works, with compartments of Beds Enamelled with Flowers, that are with us in Europe: they have indeed a kind of Beds and Borders, but nothing in them but Lilies planted at random on the sides. Nor do they know neither what it is to have Hedge-rows, nor Wall-Fruit, for their Fruit-Trees stand all open to the wind without order, as well as many Rose-Trees and Balsams; and what is worst of all, they suffer all to go to ruin. For the Persians are curious enough in beautifying their Houses, but in this they agree with the Turks, that they take no care to keep things in repair, and it happens many times that they will let a whole building run the risk for want of a handful of Plaster. In these Gardens they repair nothing: they have some Lodgings, which consist in cool Halls, and it is enough for them to come there now and then, and divert themselves in the cool. In short, these Gardens might certainly be made pretty, for there is nothing wanting but order and constivance.

As to what is about Sehiras, I saw no great matter the first time that I journaled there. One day we went out of the Town on the Norib side, and having crost the River upon a Bridge of five Arches, we saw on a Hill to the Right Hand, the ruins of a Castle. Another day we went another way, but found nothing but some old demolished Houses with Battlements, and a Well of a great depth, into which (as I was told) herefore they threw Adulterous women; it is so deep that one may have time to pay a Peter noster before a stone that is cast into it can reach the bottom; it is dry and cut all out of the hard Rock, the Mouth of it is a square of two fathom in length, and one in breadth. A little beyond that we saw a lovely Mosque, where lies Interred that illustrious Persian Poet Sekhcb Sadi, whom they honour as a Saint. Near to that Mosque there is a round Well, the Mouth whereof is two or three fathom in Diameter: they go down to it by a pair of Stairs, and in it you see a square shallow Basin, through which runs a stream of water to full of Fish that appear in heaps over another, and yet it is death to kill any of them: but the Dervish, who hath the care of it, makes no scruple to fell some to those that have a mind: and that they may be safely taken, he goes up, to hinder any from looking down into the Well, which he can easily do, by telling those who come, that there is a Kervan, that is to say, women below, and that will make them to return presently. I have been there sometimes with Dutch men, who took a great many with Hooks and Nets, whilst the bigger Dervish flound Scutinied at the Mouth above.

The people of Sehiras are very witty, and the City hath given birth to most of the best Poets of Persia. There is much Glass made there, and several Glass-Shops 745: are in the Town, though they work not constantly in their Glass-Houses, but let Glass-Houses the Fire go out after they have employed a certain quantity of materials. They make
make their Glasses of a White Stone, almost as hard as Marble, which they get in a Hill four days Journey from Seberas, and it is very clear: especially they make great Bottles as clear and delicate as in any other place in the world; but it is wonderfully strange how they can blow the great Bottles, they call Caraba, which are as thick as ones Finger, and hold near thirty Quarts of Wine; these Bottles are covered with the Straw of Canes.

The Soil about Seberas is very good, and produces plenty of all things; they have of all the Fruits that we have, and Oranges and Limes in abundance: but they make a Wine, which, (without dispute,) is one of the best Wines in the World, and the prime Wine of Persia. In this Kingdom, it being a common saying, Tender-Kish Bread, Seberas Wine, and Tender Women; the handsomest women of Persia being, (as they say,) in that Town. The Wine of Seberas is an excellent Stomach Wine, but very strong, so that without spoiling the taste of it, it will carry two thirds of water. It is not made of Kishmish, or Grapes without stomes, as at Itpalan, because then it would be so strong that it could not be drank, but it is made of common Grapes; they have both Red and White, but the Red is the best: it is full of Lese, and therefore very heady; to remedy which they filtrate it through a Cleath, and then it is very clear and free from fumes. The people of Seberas make their Wine at Marlobod, when the Grapes are already almost half dry; they lay till they be so before they gather their Vintage: when the Wine is made and in condition to be laid up, they burn Incense all over the Cellar, to take away all noyse from the Grapes, before they Cellar it up. They put it into great earthen Jars, which hold ten or twelve even to fourteen Carabas; but when they broach a Jar, it must be presently drawn off, and Bottled up in Carabas; for if the Wine be left any time in the Jar after it hath been opened, it spoileth and grows Eare. There is a great deal of that Wine made, and many Chefs of it yearly sent to Itpalan and the Indies; in each Cape or Cheft they put ten great Bottles, with a good deal of straw, and two of these Chefs makes a Mules load. They have also store of Capers, which they vend also into all parts.

They prefer another thing in Vinegar, which I never saw done any where else; and that is Grapes, which they gather half ripe, and the time of gathering them they take to be when the Sparrows begin to peck them; they put these Grapes into Bottles with good store of Vinegar, which so macerates them, that they lose their hardness, yet no so as to become too soft, or lose their Greenness, only they look a little yellowish. These Grapes preserved in Vinegar, have a certain sweet acidity which is not unpleasant, especially in the great heats; and therefore they vend great quantities of them into the Indies.

They have also abundance of Roses, from which they draw so much Rose-water, that they furnish all the Indies with it. They have a great deal of Carn, but they give much of it to the Horfe, to be eaten in the blade, because (they say,) it would not come to maturity for want of water. There is a great deal of Opium made at Seberas, and round the Town there are large fields sowed with White Poppies.

In former times Seberas was Governed by a Chan, who was the firi of Persia; and his Government reached as far as Lah, Bender, and the Isles of Ormus: may he was no powerful, that in the Reign of the great Selah Abbas, there was a Chan of Seberas, called Insen-Coali-Chan, who spent as much as the King, and kept no smaller Family; in fo much that the King command him to spend a Mahmoodi Lefs a day, that there might be some difference between their Expences. Selah Sufi grand Child of Selah Abbas, and Father to Selah Abbas who Reigns at present, put that Chan and all his Children to death, because he was afraid that being so powerful, he might play him some trick, and after him there have been some Chans in Seberas; but at present there is none, a Vistie commands there, as the Kings Farmer; to whom he yearly pays out of his Government a thousand Tomans, which make a hundred and fifty thousand Crowns,

CHAP.
CHAP. III.

Of the Road from Schiras to Bender, and first to Lar.

We parted from Schiras Monday the sixteenth of March, half an hour after Eight in the Morning, having let the Caravan set out an hour and half before; we took our way Southwards, and paid near the Lime-Kilns; the way was good, and in a lovely cultivated Plain. Half an hour after Nine, we had on our Left Hand a large Village, called Oudgeval, by which runs a Rivulet, about half an hour after Ten, we struck off to the Right Hand, marching full South Oudgeval, over Land all white with Salt, where nothing grows but Absinthium firma. An hour after we crossed over a Bridge of ten Arches, under which a little River runs: it is called Poulliff's; in coming to it you go along a Caufey, and find such another on the farther side; the water that runs underneath is as salt as Sea-water: about Noon we entered into a great Plain covered with green Grafs, where having Travelled till half an hour after One a Clock, we came to a wretched Kerwanfey standing all alone; it is called Baba-Adji from the name of its Founder, who lies buried hard by, and is five Agyaft from Schiras; close by this Kerwanfey Baba-Adji, there is a little Spring, which makes a great marsh in that Plain, but the water being naught, they drink of another a little farther off, which is very good water.

We parted from that place Tuesday the seventeenth of March, half an hour after Six in the Morning, and marched South-East in a great plain Green, full of Heath, where we saw on both hands several Villages, and a great many Flocks of Sheep feeding: having Travelled there till half an hour after two in the Afternoon, we arrived at a Kerwanfey, standing by itself, and called Mounufieri, seven Agyaft from Baba-Adji, near to it there is a Spring of very good water, behind the Kerwanfey, there are several vent-holes, by which one may see the water run, and a little Spring therein; whereof some are pretty big: We parted from thence on Wednesday the Eighteenth of March, half an hour after five in the Morning, and kept our way Southward, going up Hills, and down Hills covered with Turpentinc-Tree and Heath; this Heath is like Tregganutha, and has a Carnation-Blossom divided into four or five Leaves, bearing a kind of Wood, and perhaps it is your Turpentin-Erigeron; we were troubled with this rough and stony way, till Noon, that we Tress, arrived at a great Kerwanfey called Paira, which stands alone by itself, and is four Agyaft distant from Mounufieri. A few Steps from that Kerwanfey there is an artificial Canal drawn from a River a little beyond, and parallel to it; that River comes from the Mountains of Omifan, which are above thirteen or fourteen days journey from thence, and runs as far as Tadison, a great Village, Tadison, upon the way to Lar, six Agyaft from Paira; it afterwards loses it in the fields, which is not to be wondered at, because these people having scarcity of water, when they can command a River, they do let it blood, by drawing it off to water their Gardens, that they reduce it to nothing; nevertheless in those places where that River is in its strength, it is forty or eight Fathom broad; the water of it is clear and good, and runs rapidly in a fair bed of Sand, where there is not a stone to stop its course; it is full of Fish, and Planted on the sides with Rote-Laurels, and such like Trees, so that there can be nothing more charming to the sight. The Canal that passes near to Paira, is cut from a little above this place, and waters many Sowed fields, which being done, about four Agyaft lower it falls again into the same River, from which it was never far distant; but in all its course it runs through high ground, whereas the River runs with a great noise in a very deep precipice.

We parted from that place Thursday, the Nineteenth of March, at four of the Clock in the Morning, and held our way South-Eastwards; finding no road and then with very stony ways, we found afterwards a fair way, where on each hand we saw good Corn-Land, with a great many Villages, where there were many Gardens.
Garden full of Trees. About eight a Clock in the Morning we arrived at a fair large Kerovanfery, called Kerovanfery Chafir, from the name of a Village cloze by it, on the River-side, which at this place is dwindled away almost to nothing; this is a great Village, and nothing to be seen in it but Gardens, with long Walks in them, where one may take the Air under the shade of Orange-Trees, which are prodigiously big, and bear much Fruit. There they have plenty also of Limon, Pomegranate, Date, and other Fruit-Trees of all sorts, and also Vines also, and the River runs in a bottom by the back of the Village; in short, it is very agreeable places, especially to those who have travelled over large, barren, and dry Countries; this Village is about a quarter and a half an hour after one a Clock in the morning, keeping till South-Eastwards in our way, but a little toward the South, in a fair even and smooth Road: about four and a Clock we crossed a large Brook of running water, which comes from the River of Para below Chafir, and a little after we crossed a Canal of running water, over a little Bridge. We afterwards crossed several other little Brooks, having always to our Right Hand a great many Villages, about break of day it behoved us to pass one large Brook more; and about half a Clock in the Morning we found a little House where Raddat lived: about two or three Musket-shots from thence, at the foot of a Hill, there is a Village called Ta'dim, where the River of Para loses it self and ends.

Upon that Road we met several Arabs with their Wives and Children on Camels, which carried all their baggage also; they were driving their Flocks of Sheep and Goats. Since our departure from Sebros we daily met such, and they came from about G'Mor and Lar. These Arabs' Lodge under black Tents, and have small Flocks, wherein consists the great part of their subsistence: and that is partly the reason that they have no fixed Habitation, and that they even remove from one Country into another in the different feasons of the Year, just as some Birds do: For in the Spring they leave the Country of Lar, and other places therewith, where the Heat is too great; and packing up bag and baggage betake themselves with their whole Families towards Conchouzur, which is a Village, I have mentioned, with very good Land about it: and when Winter begins to draw nigh, they pack up their Houses again, and with their Flocks return towards Lar and G'Mor, where it is never Cold. It is not only the Heat that in the Summer-time drives them out of the hot Countries, but also the scarcity of water, for they need a great deal for their Flocks. They are almost all Black, both men and women, have long black Hair, and cover not their Faces.

About Nine a Clock in the Morning we entered into flinty way, where we kept marching till half an hour after Ten, that we arrived at a little Kerovanfery, called Mouchik, standing by itself, and built in flinty ground surrounded with Hills: about som hundred paces behind this Kerovanfery there is a great round Ciftern, four or five Fathom in Diameter, and is very deep; it is covered with a great Dome of rough Stone, that hath six Entries, by so many Doors that are round it, by which they go in to draw water, which in the Spring-time is so high, that it comes almost up to the Doors, swelling so high by the Rain-water in the Winter-time, by means of a Trench that comes from a neighbouring Hill: at each Door there are steps to go down to the bottom, where the water is low, for there is no other water in that place. They make, besides, in those Quarters Cifterns after another manner; they are of an Oblong Square, covered with a long Convex Vault, shaped much like the Roof of a Coach, with a Door at each end: and one of these ways are all the Cifterns from that place to Beder, built.

We parted from that Kerovanfery, which is six Agaibd distant from Chafir, Saturday the one and twentieth of May, half an hour after Two a Clock in the Morning, and had flinty way till about Four, after that we found a good Road which led us full South; about half an hour after Five we left the Walls of a ruined Kerovanfery, with a Ciftern adjoining it; about Seven a Clock we found some Brooks, and then Travelled amongst good Corn-Fields, until half an hour after Ten, when having passed by a great many Gardens, we arrived at a large Kerovanfery, which is about an hundred paces from a little Town called Degirson, and is hardly worth a good Village; however there is a fair Bazar in it. This Town is on all Hands encompassed with Gardens full of Palm-Trees, which there are so numerous
narratious and grow so near one another, that they make a great forest, and to
say the truth, I never saw so many together in one place, besides the Tamarisk Tamarisks,
which are likewise plentiful in that place. They have many Wells there, and draw
their water with Oxen, as in all the rest of Persia, in the manner I have described
when I treated of Mysia. There is a Cistern near the Kervan-fyar like to that of
Musch, but it is bigger, having at least seven or eight Puthom in it; Diametre:
it has a little house belonging to it, which consists of a Kitchen and a Lodging-
Room, for the use of such as will not Lodge in the Kervan-fyar, or cannot, when it
is full; this place is five Agafesh different from Musch, there we began to feel the
heat, though in the Mornings a little before Sun rising, we had pretty cold Winds:
before the Gate of the Kervan-fyar there is one of those Ox Wells, with a great
trough for watering the Horses, but it is not good for men who in the Town drink
running-waters.

We stayed there all that day and the following, and departed Monday, the third
and twentieth of March, half an hour after midnight; we took our way Westward
by a very stony Road; about an hour after, we found a Cistern covered with a steep
Roof; half an hour after we began to ascend the Hill of Djaroun, to the The Hill of
Santur, it is very high, and the ascent not difficult, save only that the way is full
of stones, but the higher one goes the worse it is, and besides, there is danger from
Precipices that are on one side of it; the truth is, they have built little breast-walls,
about two foot high in some places, to keep the Mules from falling down; there
one may see wild bitter Almond-Trees, and other Trees of the Mountains. We
went up three or four times, and down as often, and the Sun found us in
this exercise: about five a Clock we came to a Cistern covered with a Dome,
and an hour after to another with a steep Roof. Half an hour after seven
we passed our up Hills and down Hills; but the way was still stony
and bad: at length, about nine of the Clock, we came to a little Kervan-fyar
standing alone, near which are two Cisterns, the one covered with a Dome,
three or four Puthom in Diametre, wherein there are three Doors, and as many
Windows; the other has a steep Roof: this place is called Tchai-telth,(that is to say) Tchaitelth,
bitter Well, because of a Well not far from that Kervan-fyar whose water is bitter.
There is besides, another Well behind the Kervan-fyar, but it is dry; and this place is
fix Agafesh from Djaroun, Heretofore they went not by this Hill, but struck off
to the East and went round it, and the Camel-drivers still take that way; but becau
se of five days Journey of Defart, Horse-men and Muleteers chuse rather to suf
fer the fatigue of a worse way, but shorter over the Hill.

Next Morning, Tuesday, about half an hour after four, we set forward again,
directing our march Southward: about seven a Clock we descended into a very
low place, by very bad way; that Hill is called Chotali Hasani, or Chotali Mahom-
sefani, it goes by both names: towards the bottom of that defent we found a little
Brook that runs out of the Ground, and discharges it self into a Square Bason at
some few paces from the Sources; being come down we Travelled through a very
stony Plain: about half an hour after Nine we came to a fair Kervan-fyar, standing
alone by it self, and called Monzar, having a great square Bason before the Gate,
which is always filled full by a Brook that runs into it; this Kervan-fyar is four
Agafesh from Tchaitelth, we made no stop there, because we found no body to tell
us Provisions either for Men or Beasts: so we continued our march in the stony
Plain, till about an hour after, having found a little Brook on our Left Hand, we
entered about Noon into a great smooth Plain, where we suffered much heat: we
Travelled on South-Eastward, until about two of the Clock that we found a little
Kervan-fyar, close by a Village called Devidambe, (that is to say) the Village of the
rail, where there are some Palms and Tamarisk-Trees. They drink no water there,
but out of a Cistern near the Kervan-fyar, which is three or four Puthom in Diametre,
and covered by a Dome with six Doors; this place is three long Agafesh from Monzar,
and is the last of the Government of Scharr, after which we enter into that of Lar.

We parted from thence on Wednesday, the five and twentieth of March, about
half an hour after four in the Morning, and marched over a very even Plain, till
half an hour after seven, when we arrived at a Kervan-fyar, at the end of a large
Village called Benna, lying at the foot of the Hill, that is to the right of it, upon
which, on the other side of the Kervan-fyar, are the ruins of many solid Buildings,
that reach from the top to the bottom of the Hill, and seem to have been some
considerable
considerable place: in this Village there is plenty of Palms and Tamarisk-Trees, and a great many Cisterns; it is two Agasif from Debhodeh.

We left it next day, being Thursday, at one a Clock in the Morning, and Travelled in flinty way until half an hour after two, that we came into a fair smooth way, where having Travelled on till five, we arrived at an ugly little Kerwanferay, called Debra, where there are some Khadars; we paid nothing there, because of an order which Monsieur Tavernier had, to pay nothing in Persia. Without stopping at that place, we continued our Journey, but by very flinty way: about six of the Clock we were got amongst the Hills, where having gone up Hill and down Hill, until eight a Clock, we came into a Plain, which lasted till near nine. That we arrived at a great Village called Bibri; where many Palms and Tamarisk-Trees grow; there are several Cisterns there, but the water of them is full of Worms, and therefore one must be careful to strain it through a Cleanth. We Lodged in a fair new built Kerwanferay in that Village, this is one of the loveliest Kerwanferays in all Persia, not only for the solidity of the Fabrick, being built of rough Stone and hard Flint, but also for its neat Portal, large square Court, many spacious Rooms, with several conveniences for securing Goods, and fair Terrasses, to which they go up by great and broad Stair-Cales. In fine, every thing in it is magnificent, very neat and commodious, even to the Houses of Office, which are in each corner of the Kerwanferay, and on one side there is a lovely Garden full of Tulips, Roses, and abundance of other Flowers of all kinds: it is well Planted also with Fruit-Trees and Vines, and all kept in very good order, the Walks very neat, and covered with Artificial Arbours all round: before this Garden there is a fair watering place for Horses, which is always kept full of water from a Well hard by: this Kerwanferay was built by the Chan of Lur, called Ainsa Chaz, and is fix Agasif from Besar.

Friday the seven and twentieth of March, after four a Clock in the Morning, we parted from this place, and Travelled Southward in a pretty good way, though flinty in some places: about day we found a Cistern with a deep Roof; and about half an hour after six, we saw upon the Road a limet of stone, about a Fathom high, built upon a Paving of Free-stone that serves it for a Ballis; we were told that a man was shut up in it, according to the custom of the Country in times past, when they used that particular punishment for Robbers on the High-ways; others said that it was only a mark in the way which divides at that place; about seven a Clock we passed by a Village called Debi Kound, where there is a Kerwanferay; in that place are many Tamarisks, some Palm-Trees, and several Cisterns. We left that Village on our Left Hand, and continuing our way over an even Plain between Corn-fields; about nine a Clock we came to a Kerwanferay called Pai Chotali, that is to say the foot of the Hill, because it is near the Hills. The fame night I saw a Blazing Star, like to that which I had seen at Takbeh; it was near the Dolphin, and its Tail reached from East to West: I saw it again all the nights following, so long as our Journey lasted. It rofe always much about the fame place of the Horizon, and about the fame hour, or a quarter in or over. On one side of this Kerwanferay there is a Cistern, and a Well on the other, both covered with a Dome; the Well is exceeding deep, and it is a considerable time before the biggest Stone that may be thrown into it reaches the bottom: the water is drawn with a great Wheel, and pouted into a square Bason near to it, from whence it passes through a hole into another that is contiguous, and afterwards fills a large and long Trough for watering of the Horses. There are many other Cisterns also here and there in the Fields, Two Musket-shot from the Kerwanferay there is a Village called Debi Kauth, that is to say Hill Town, because it stands on a Hill. This Kerwanferay is four Agasif from Bibri; we staid there the rest of that day, and all the following, to comply with the humour of the Mulkors; it Thundered much in the night-time, and we had Rain the whole next day; we staid sometime thinking it might blow over, but it still lasted.

We parted not then till Sunday the nine and twentieth of March at Noon, continuing our way Southward: having set forward half a quarter of an hour, we ascended the Hill, which is neither very high, nor very bad; when we were got down on the other side, we crossed several Torrents; about two a Clock we found a little Kerwanferay standing alone with a Cistern by it, it is called Ibrahim Kerwanferay, from the name of the neighbouring Village, so called because of the many Palm-
Part II. Travels into the Levant.

Palm-Trees that grow about it: Hlouma signifies the Fruit of the Palm-Trees or Dates. On all that Road we found many of the Shrubs called Badiamour, and there is hardly any thing else to be seen till you come to Bender, but they give them another name in those Quarters, calling them Hlzenhore: about four a Clock we saw on our Left Hand an Aqueduct, which in former times conveyed water from a neighbouring source to Lar, but it being dried up, the Aqueduct which cost a great deal of mony, though it be but low, and built only of rough stone, is let go to ruin.

CHAP. IV.

The continuation of the Journey to Bender, and first of the Town of Lar.

After many ups and downs and a great deal of turning and winding between Hills, amongst many Tamarisks and some Conar-Trees, about five a Clock we arrived at the Dutch House, which is near the Town of Lar, three Agateh from Pai Chota, but these Agateh seemed to me to be very long: this is a very neat House, with lovely Courts and Chambers, and a fair Stable after the Frankish Fashion: it belongs to the Dutch Company. There is a Gentleman a little farther whither the Caravans go, but both Frank and Armenian Lodge at the Dutch House.

We stayed three days in the Town of Lar, which hath always been, as at present, the chief Town of the Provinces: it was herefore the residence of the King of that Country, to wit, when the Guerres were Masters of it: the great Sebab Abbar took it from them, and now a Chum retdes there, who Commands the whole Province, which is called Guermes, and reaches to the very Gates of Gunron. This Town (which is four days journey from Gunron, and leased on a Rock,) is but small; it hath no Walls, but only a sorry Ditch, without which are several Houses pretty well built, of which the Dutch House is one, and these make a kind of Suburbs to it. There is nothing to be seen at Lar, but the Chum House, the Market-Place, the Bazaar and the Castle. The Chum House looks to the Ditch; the House of the Walls of it are very high on that side, and at the farther end there is a Division the Chum of Lar, covered, fit for taking the fresh Air in: the entry into that House is from the Market-Place, which is very pretty, it is a Square, with Arches all round, and Terraces on the top, along which there is a row of Rails and Ballisters for a border: these Ballisters consist of Arches interlaced, about two foot high, made of narrow stones, about four Fingers thick: In the middle of the East side of the Square, is the Porch of the Chum House, which goes out a little into the place, and has seven Fountains, on the opposite side over against this Porch, there is a large Gate, over which there is a great covered Division. The entry into the Bazaar is by that Gate, and they are Lovely Bazaar very fair and large, well covered and paved with broad smooth Freestone: amongst in Lar. others there is one, covered in the middle by a very large handsome Dome, which hath well furnished Shops. Having passed the Bazaar and crossed the Town which is, but narrow, and reaches in length from South to North, you come to the Quarter of the Jews, who are very numerous in this Town, and live near the foot of the many Hills. In Lar, on which the Castle stands, which reaches, (as the Hill does,) South and North, and is to West of the Town. This Castle is very long and built all of Stone, the Castle of Walls of it seem to be good, and have Towers at some intervals; the Hill on which Lar it stands is a mere Rock, steep almost on all sides; this Castle Commands all round it, and there is a Wall drawn from it with some Towers, a little down the side of the Hill: in short, it is strong, considering the Country, and was built by the Guerres. All the Country about Lar is full of Tamarisks, which are very big, and abundance of Tamarisks at Lar. I never saw so many together in one place.
There is good Gun-powder made in this Town. Their drink is very bad, for they have only Ciftern-water, which is very unwholesome, and it is good to quench a red hot Iron in it, and strain it through a Cloath, because of the Worms that breed therein, which being swallowed down, slide between the Teeth and the Skin, as I shall describe when I come to speak of Commor, and get not only into the Legs, but also into other parts of the Body, and into the Throat too, so that a man will have sometimes four or five of them in several places; as for our parts, we drank good water there, because of the Rain that fell the day when we arrived.

It rained all Wednesday, and next night, which hindered us from setting out; but Thursday the second of April, about five of the Clock in the Morning, we continued our Journey, going before it East, in a very good Sandy way between Corn-Fields; for the Villages are very thick thence. On that Road I observed a pretty pleasant thing, which is practised in all that Country as far as Bandar Abasf; I saw several Peasants running about the Corn-Fields, who raised loud shouts, and every now and then clacked whips with all their force; and all this, to drive away the Birds which devour all their Corn: when they see Flocks of them, coming from a neighbouring Ground, that they may not light on theirs, they redouble their cries, to make them go farther, and thus they do every day Morning and Evening. The truth is, there are to great numbers of Sparrows in Persia, that they destroy all things, and Care-Crows are so far from frightening them, that they will Pearch upon them. At eight a Clock we passed by a little covered Kervenfaray called Tjidekiseh, which runs an end to the Corn-Fields; for beyond that place, there are hardly any thing to be found but Desert and waste; about two hours after we passed by another Kervenfaray, like to the former, called Tjighisah; and a little further to the Left Hand, we saw a small Forest of Palm-Trees. We afterwards marched on for the space of about two hours through very forked Ground, and then came to good even Sandy way. Half an hour after one in the Afternoon we passed by a covered Kervenfaray called Onsafli, and keeping on our way over little Sandy Hills, we came at three a Clock to another, which is also covered, and called Schemsangh, where we slept, and this place is seven Agatsab from Lur.

These Kervanfaray are not built as others are, but are little covered buildings, about fix Fathom long, and as many broad on the outside, and about a Fathom and a half high; in the middle of each Front there is a Gate, and you enter by these Gates under so many Vaulted Walks, which run cross-ways within, and have each about two Fathom in length; they leave in the middle or Centre of the cross, they make, a little square about two Fathom every way, covered with a Dome. In some of them, there is in each Vault a half pace of stone two foot high, and about a Fathom broad; in the outside is the House of the Houskeeper, or Condar, (as they call him:) it stands alone one of the sides of the Kervanfaray, and instead of Walls, is only enclosed with a little Hedge; in the mean time all the Provisions you are to expect, must be laid out of these wretched Hovels. When there is no body in the Kevanfaray, these Houskeepers retire to their Village or Hutts, which is out of the way a quarter or half a French League from thence, and sometimes Travellers must go look for them; when they have had no notice of their coming. In the Angles of these Kervanfaray there are commonly little Chambers, which have the Doors on the outside, and the roof of the place is for the Horses; there is no other water but what is drawn out of Ciferns, of which there are many in the Fields a little way from the Kervanfaray.

We parted from that wretched Lodging Friday the third of April, about four a Clock in the Evening, and Travelled through a large very even Plain, where we saw in many places the Ground whitened over with Salt, which is made by the Rain; about half an hour after five we passed by a covered Kervanfaray called Bahadiri, and about seven by another called Tjideksekeh, by this last there is a Hut where Bahadar Lodge; about eight a Clock we entered in amongst Hills, and had up Hill and down Hill in very bad sandy way: where having turned to and again till nine of the Clock, we came into a fair large Plain, and there marched on till about half an hour after eleven at Night, when we passed along a great Village, where grow many Palm-Trees, from which it hath taken
taken the name of 

Hibernia, and a little beyond it there is a covered Kervanferry 

Hibernia, where we Lodged: this place is five Agasf from Schwenzghi.

We parted from thence on Saturday half an hour after a twelve a Clock at Night, and took our way full Sowb, by a very bad and filthy Road. Sunday about four a Clock in the Morning we paffed by a little covered Kervanferry, called 

Seres, then taking our way Eastward, after an hour Travelling we found another called Bodji Paris: a little after we came to a running water, the clearness whereof tempted us to fill our Muskets, or Leathern Bottles, but it was good luck that I had one of the Company (who alighted purposely from his Horse) to taste it first; for he found it to be as Salt as Salt it self. Our way continued still bad, till about seven of the Clock in the Morning, that we came to a Kervanferry, called 

Tangialdan; this Kervanferry is covered as many others are, but it is much finer. It is a Square about eight Fathom; in the middle of each Face there is a great Arch; by which one enters into Vaults, which make a Cross, as in the others, but they are higher, and it is not under these Vaults that Travellers Lodge; for the Chambers are in the four Corners, about three Fathom square, two or three feet raised from the Ground, and open on the two sides within, where there are great Arches from the Floor up to the Vaults; each Chamber hath its Chimney, and other small conveniences: the Place in the middle is covered with a Dome, in which there is a great round opening in the top. By one of the Gates of this Kervanferry there runs a very clear Brook, about a good Foot broad, which falls into an oblong square Basin in the middle, and keeps it always full; when it passeth farther in such another Canal as brought it, and runs out at the opposite Gate: this Brook comes from a Hill two Muskets shot from the Kervanferry; it falls down from it impetuously in a Channel above a Foot broad, and about half as deep, and is received on the first Pillar of a broken Arch, which is shaped like a Well; there are a great many of these broken Arches in a row, with some ruins of the Pillars; and I believe they have been beaten down by the force of the water, which in time of Rain is very great at that place, may some of it too ran then betwixt the Pillars: perhaps it was because they were afraid of that accident, that they brought not the water upon these Arches, which in all appearance were only made for Ornament. The water falling down into this Well, runs under Ground about twenty Fathom length, and comes up again by the Pillar of the first of the Chambers that remain entire to the number of eleven, (this Pillar being also like a well) and rising to a height, it glides away in a Channel like to that which comes from the Hill, save that it is carried along these Arches that are about a Fathom and a half high, till coming to a higher Ground, the Canal is not above two Foot high, and a little farther runs level with the Ground, where making several turnings and windings, it waters the Roots of a great deal of Liquorice growing by the sides of it, until it come to the Kervanferry. The truth is, that water is not good to drink, and it is only necessity that makes men use it; when there is none in a Cittern clofe by, but it serves at least to cool the Kervanferry, and to wash any thing in. Adjoyning to this Kervanferry there is another very little one, through which the same water runs; and a little farther there is a third, which is bigger, but somewhat runious. This place is five Agasf from 

Hibernia.

We parted from thence Monday the sixth of April, half an hour after MidNight; at full, for above an hour we had very bad filthy way, but it proved pretty good afterward; about two in the Morning we paffed by a little covered Kervanferry, called Burki Dobra, and about four a Clock by another, called Diga Albon: at break of day we entered into bad way again, where we clambered up and down for above an hour among itones; and then we found the way better, till we came to a covered Kervanferry, called Kor Bazinghi, that is to say the Merchants Ditch, where we arrived about eight a Clock. This Kervanferry is of the same bigness as the other where we Lodged the day before; it is built much after the same manner, having in each Corner three Chambers, of which the one (which is on the inside) is open by Arches on two sides, and the other two have their Door without the Kervanferry: this place is five Agasf from 

Tangialdan.
We parted from thence about half an hour after one a Clock in the Morning; during a large quarter of an hour we had bad windy way; and about half an hour after five we passed by a little covered Kersasfray, called Berki Sovietni; about three quarters of an hour after seven we came to Such another, near a great Village called Cuoreton, four Agasib from Oro Bazingion: we left the Caravan at this place, because our Carriers took Camels to finish the Journey with, and resolved to Travel only by day, and to be four days longer by the way: I therefore took a Camel to carry my man and baggage, and a guide to shew us the way, which from thence to Beider is so difficult, that he who hath Travelled it fifty times may lose himself there in; so that it is absolutely necessairy to take a man of the Country, if one would not wander out of the way.

We parted about eleven a Clock at Night, and presently entered into a great Sandy Plain, which nevertheles is peopled, and hath a great many Villages, that are to be seen here and there: this is occasioned by the abundance of Palm-Trees that this Country is full of, the Soil being proper for them, though very barren for anything else. About an hour after Midnight, we passed by a little covered Kersasfray, called Dobrike, which is an Agasib and a half from Cuoreton: and a little after we passed over an Aqueduct which is level with the Ground, and called Pariabashed Alys; this Aqueduct brings water from a Spring at the Foot of the Hills that are to the Left Hand towards the North; in digging, it was discovered, and the water of it is very good.

Betwixt three and four of the Clock we went over a very high and fair Bridge, above three Fathoms broad, and betwixt seven and eight hundred common Paces long, it is well Paved, and has a side-Wall on each side about a Foot and a half high: under this Bridge runs a River above nine or ten Fathoms broad, which is heard at a great distance, by reason of the noise it makes in its course; there is no drinking of the water of it, for it is Salt, and it discharges itself into the Sea about six hundred Paces from thence. The name of that River is Robbona, that is to say the running River, and that is the name they give to all great Rivers; it comes from Kermut, the name of the Bridge is Pouli Sough, that is to say Stone-Bridge, or otherwise Pouli Coreton: before this River comes to the Bridge, it runs by the Foot of the Hills on the Left Hand Northwards, and there it begins to be Salt; when it comes to this Bridge, which indeed, is only upon the side of it, finding it in the side of it, and discharges but part of its water underneath in passing, which running under the Arches, and finding the Ground lower on the other side of the Bridge, falls with great impetuosity, and that makes the rumbling noise that is heard at such a distance; the rest of the water running along by the Bridge, turns afterwards towards the South, and loses it self in the Sea. Being over the Bridge, we went a long a Caufey above two Fathoms broad, and all Paved about a thousand Paces in length, which hath a good Parapet or Breasti-Wall about a Foot and a half high.

Wednesday the eighth of April, about six of the Clock in the Morning, we came to a covered Kersasfray called Gheshibi, fix Agasib from Cuoreton. There is another besides, close by, which is not covered, but like the rest in all things else, and a little ruined.

There were several Tents of black Goats hair therabout, and as soon as we arrived, a great many Women and Girls came out of them to visit us: they were clothed with blew streaked Drawers, and a blew Shirt over them; their Nolles, Ears, Arms and Feet, were full of Silver, Copper, Bone, or Glass-Rings: every one of them held an Earthen Porringer full of Tagouri or Sower Milk, and a little Veil full of the same under their Arms; and to invite us to buy some of them, in our presence dabbed four Fingers and a Thumb into their Budgets, and pulled out Butter full of Straws, which they mingled with the Milk that was in their Porringers, and then poured out more Sower Milk out of the same Borracy: their Husband are all Fishermen, and both men and women are Inhabitants fit for such a Country.

We parted from that place the same day half an hour after six in the Evening, and continued our Journey along the Sandy Plain: about eight a Clock we passed a narrow path betwixt little Hills, and having kept turning about half a quarter of an hour, we found two ways, the one to the Left Hand over a pretty high Hill, and the other to the Right, which hardly appeared; we followed tle left, leaving
leaving that to the Left. Hand which is very dangerous, if we may believe the people of the Country; for they would needs persuade us that on that Hill there were Djes, who killed all Passengers: by that word Djes they understand evil Spirits, which (they say) are of a middle Nature between Angels and Men. This imagination then they have, and give it out for a very certain thing, that in that Hill there is a Tisim, or Charm, by virtue whereof the Djes prevail, and that they make Cauldrons there, the found whereof may be heard, for they all agree that some men have been there and come safe back again, who related all these things: but they say, that none but such as have been excepted from the Charm, by him who made it, can return back again. The truth of the matter is, according as I have learned from some of more sense, and who have advanced a little in that way, it is so bad, that if one engage but in the least in it, it is very hard to get back again, so full it is of Precipices on all Hands. Nevertheless the way seems to be so much the better, that though we had warning given us, we began to mount by it, when our Guide suddenly called to us, and made us follow him the other side. This Hill is called Kouchschweizer Ghouran.

When we were over this passage, we travelled almost two hours in a Champaign Ground, where there are great many little Mounts or Hillocks, some one, some two, and some almost four Fathom high. About eleven a Clock we passed by a little covered Kervanstray, called Housni Sarsikh, (that is to say) red blood, and is four Agajeb from Gheftch: about an hour and a half after, we came to another little covered Kervanstray, called Bender, which is but an Agajeb from Housni Sarsikh, and close by the Sea: we rested there two hours, because they would have fired upon us from the Fort of Bender Abassi, if we had come there in the Night time, and therefore we parted not from Bender till next day at half an hour after two in the Morning; and a little after five a Clock we came to the House of a Rhadad near the Town of Bender, where the Jurisdiction of the Chan of Lar ends, and that of the Chan of Bender begins.

---

CHAP. V.

Of Bender-Abassi, Ormus, and the Author's return to Schiras.

So soon as we arrived, the Rhadad, (according to the Custom,) carried us to the Custom-House, where our Goods were searched, and then we went and Lodged in a Kervanstray. Before I engage to say any thing of Bender, it will not be amiss here to observe some Errors in the Maps, which all place the Town of Schiras almost two thirds of the way from Isphahan to Bender, and nevertheless it is but one third. Besides the Authors of these Maps put Bender to the South-West, and almost to the West of Lar, and yet it is to the Eastward of it; and Lar is to the East, drawing a little towards the South of Schiras.

All along the Road from Lar, or rather from Dehi-Kouz to Bender, grow many of those accursed Plants which the Persians call Kerzehrb, of which I have spoken before, and which are pretended to have such noxious qualities; that if in June or July, any man breathe in certain hot South Winds that come from the Sea, and blow over these Plants, he falls down dead; and at most, has no more time than to say he burns: which happened at Bender Conge, (where that Wind rages much,) to the Viki of Mornicus des Etoile, who as soon as he had laid his burden, died without remedy, though there was a great deal of water presently thrown upon his body: that is the reason that during these two months men Travel there but very seldom. After all, I can hardly agree in Opinion with the people of the Country, who attribute this bad effect to that Plant. I should rather think that it proceeded only from the malignity of the Wind; for at Mojal where that Wind reigns also, and is much dreaded, I never heard any mention made of that Plant. This Wind
Wind may not be said properly to blow from Lar, but from Casrffan to the Sea.

The Town of Cannan or Gunno, otherwise called Benbeer Abass, because it was the great Schab Abbas, that began to put it in Vogue, is inconsiderable as to what it contains; for it is very little, and scarcely deserves the name of a good Village; nevertheless it is considerable in respect of its situation, which is very advantageous for Traffic. It is governed by a Oban, and has a Schab Border, or Customer to gather the Cuffrooms which are worth much to the King of Persia, though one half of them belong to the English, by virtue of the agreement they made with that Prince, when they affilied him in taking of Ormus: but they receive not the fourth part, the Persians giving them but as little as they can.

There is very little then in this Town that is worth the observing; there is only one publick Gate, a Bazaar and a small Fort on the Sea-side, which chiefly consists in a square Platform of about four Fathom each Face, and some two Fathom high: there are Port-holes in it for five or six pieces of Cannon, but they have no more but two. The English and Dutch have each of them their Houses very well built by the Sea-side, with the Flag of their several Nations upon a high Pole on their Terrasse.

Two good Leagues to the Southward from the main Land, is that so famed Isle of Ormus, which is at the mouth of the Gulf of Persia, that reaches from thence to Baffrea, which is the bottom of the Gulf. Ormus lies in the seven and twentieth Degree of North Latitude, distant from Baffrea an hundred and fourscore Leagues: it hath a Fort which was long held by the Persians, until the year one thousand six hundred twenty two, that the great Schab Abbas, King of Persia, affilited by the English, took it from them by force. This Isle which is but three Leagues in Circuit, is wholly barren, for it is all over Rock, that does not bear a slice of Grass, nor has it a drop of fresh water but what falls from the Sky, which the Inhabitants preferre in good Cisterns that are in the Fort, so that they are obliged to bring every thing from the main Land. And nevertheless, in the time of the Persians, it had a very populous Town and exceeding rich, where all the Trade of the Indies was managed; as present there is nothing of mark in it, and there is nothing Inhabited but the Fort. The Persians left that Island by the fault of the Governor, for all he needed to do was to have cut a little Ground, to let in the Sea-water, that would have surrounded the Fort, which stands upon the point of the Island on the side of Cannan, and then it would have been very hard have mastered it. But out of a bravery or rather pride, which is natural to that people, this Governor made so small account of his Enemies, and trusted to much to his own Valour, that he thought it would reflect upon him if he took any pains to make a Work to defend himself against them. It is true also, there was a point of Honour in the Cape, because he had not thought of that expedient himself, but was advised to it by other Persians; for he answered hastily, that he would not be taught by any man what he was to do. Nevertheless his bravery not succeeding according to his expectation, and finding himself hard put to it, he became calmer, and gave consent, (but too late,) to follow that Counsel, for the Enemies were under the Walls, and at length he was forced to Surrender the place. So soon as the Persians became Masters of it, they opened the Canal, as well knowing the importance of it.

They catch excellent Oysters about the Isle of Ormus; they are as small as English Oysters, but so hard, that it is not possible to open them with a Knife, may it is not very easy neither to break them with a Hammer. The Sand of Ormus is also much talked of, for the dunting of writing; and for that end a great deal of it is transported into Christendom.

A League to the South-West of Ormus is the Isle of Lacco, which is longer than Ormus, but the Ground as bad and Sandy. It reaches in length from North, South-West, to South, South-East, and there is nothing remarkable in it, unless it be the Fort, and that is no great matter either. The Dutch began it under colour of setting up a Factory there; but the Persians smelling out their design, drove them off and finished it: it is at present kept by a very few men.

A little farther off to the West, South-West, about a League and a half from Lacco, though it be marked five in the Map, is the Isle of Quafsana, which is twenty

Leagues
Leagues in length: it is Fruitful and well Inhabited, and stretches from East to West.

The Land about Comor or Bender-Abassi, is no better than that of Ormus; for it is all Sand; the water they drink there is brought from a Cistern without the Town: they drink also of another which is efficaciously better water, and that out of a Well, three Parasanges distant from the Town, in a place called Isin, both are very dear, because of the trouble in bringing them so far; nevertheless, the water is very unwholesome, because of little Worms that are in it, which (if they be drank down with the water,) slide between the Flesh and the Skin, and fall down into the Legs, where they grow to the full length of the Leg, and are never bigger than a large string, as I have been told, for I never saw any of them, this causes a great deal of pain; they make a little hole in the Skin, through which they swell their Head, and for a Cure, they must be drawn by little and little out of that hole, drawing only a little every day, and twisting it about a stick, according as they draw it out, until it be wholly out; but this requires a great deal of patience, for if they draw too much out at one time, or draw too hard, it breaks, and what remains in the Leg causes raging pains, for which there is no other remedy but to lay open the Leg, and make the Incision as long as that which remains to be taken out. This water has another bad quality, in that it swells the Tophets. The meat is also very unwholesome at Bender-Abassi, and they scarcely eat any but Kids Flesh, which is the best of the bad, and Pullets. In fine, the best way to preserve one's Health at Bender-Abassi, is to keep a very regular Diet, eating as moderately as one hath always an Appetite: to quench a red hot keep one's Iron in the water, to strain it afterwards through a Linnen Cloath, and to always be cheerful.

There is no Pasture-ground in all that Territory, and therefore those Cows, Hogs, and other Beasts, live hardly upon any thing else but Fitch-Heads, Shell-Fish, Flones of Dates, and a little Hay which is brought some Parasanges off: and indeed, the Milk tarts altogether Fifty, for I speak by experience; their Horses they feed with Hay and Barley. After all, there cannot be a more dangerous Air than that of Comor, especially in Summer, when it is so exceedingly hot, that the Cruel and Inhabitants are forced to leave it, and remove three or four Parasanges off, where dangerous moth of them live in Tents; may the very Garison of the Fort removes, leaving only a few men who are weary of their lives.

Nevertheless, that place so abandoned, is in no danger of being surprised, because that time is the Winter of the Indies, wherein there is such terrible Rain, Great Thunder and Thunder, that it would seem the World were to be reduced to its Cardinal Points: so that during that Season no Ship can keep the Sea, where Shipwreck is inevitable. And indeed, there is but one Season for crossing over to the Indies, which the Portugese have named Mosfon, and which they have certain Moison, raineously borrowed from the Arabic word Moson, which signifies Seafon; but in short, that word is used in all Languages to signify the time of Sailing, which lasts one half of the Year, to wit, from the end of October to the end of April.

Bender has a pretty safe Road, for to the North it hath the main Land of Persia; The Road of to the South the Isle of Ormus, and to the South-West, Laveca, which is to the Bender-Abassi. Westward of Ormus, from which it is but a League distant: Vessels come to an Anchor in it near to the Isle of Ormus, on the W of the Island, and go to the Indies, they Sail betwixt the Isle of Ormus, (which is to the South of Bender-Abassi,) and the Coast of Arabia Felix.

A Parasange to the East of Comor, there is one of those Trees, called the Banian Trees, because the Banians make commonly Pagods under them: the Pur- Banian Trees, tree is called the Tree of Roots, because Roots come out of every Branch, that fallen in the Ground, and grow as other Trees do; so much that one of these Trees may make a whole Forest. I shall not describe it, because I never saw it, since there was no going thither, by reason of the excessive heat; and therefore I The Author refer the Reader to Linschot and Jonston, who have given a description of it. Under this is a Pagod or Temple of the Banians.

I stayed but a week at Bender-Abassi, and then was obliged to turn back again, where he has there being no probability that I could embark there for the Indies, seeing I must give a description have run too great a danger if I had stayed longer for a favourable occasion, upon it.
There were but six Vessels there, which were bound for the Indies, four Dutch Ships, one Armenian, and a Moor: as for the Dutch, there was no thinking to go with them, for they have taken an Oath to Transport no Franks thither, and that by express Command from the Company; because (they say) the Franks discoursing with their Seamen, inform themselves commonly of what concerns the Trade, and they are willing that that should be a hidden mystery, unknown to any but themselves. Though I had not known this, and that they had offered to admit of me, yet I should have had a care not to have embraced the offer, knowing what thoughts they entertained of me. The Morillo Ship was bad, not able to weather a Storm, and far less to resit Parrots, if it had been attacked, which (in the mean time) was much to be feared: for there was a certain Sinagoga, who was a Radyeg or Prince, a Vaifal to the Mogul, but having revolted some years before, had wholly Plundered Servet two years ago: since that he Cruished on the Seas, and had at that time a Fleet abroad, (as it was said,) of an hundred Galliotes, with which he took all he met, except the Dutch, whom he durst not meddle with, for fear of offending the Company which is powerful there. In the Armenian Ship there was no room, because of the multitude of people that had a mind to embark in her, so that many Armenians themselves could not have a passage. But besides, I had no thoughts of that, because the Vessel was bought by an Armenian from the Dutch, and filled with their Colours, the Captain and Maitre being Hollander, and the Master of the Dutch Factory (who was one called Vanvick) having told Monseigneur Tavemer that he would not suffer me to be taken on board. These Gentlemen entertained a very ill grounded suspicion of me, but which nevertheless made great impressions on their minds. They imagined, and told some men so, that they knew very well that my relations were the chief persons concerned in the Company that was establishing in France for the Trade of the Indies, and that I was a Spy sent to observe the places: I know not what ground they had for entertaining such a fancy, for when I came out of France, there was no talk of any such establishment, and it is more than I can tell if any relation of mine was concerned in it. However, that imagination had almost cost me my life, which convinced me that not only for three Months, but all the twelve Months of the Year at least. During the year, he is mortal at Benser, for Franks who come thither out of curiosity to pass into the Indies; and though we should fear that there should be more danger for those who go thither upon the account of Trade, yet the contrary is manifest by experience. This ought to be a Lesson to those who would travel into these Countries merely out of Curiosity, and a desire of seeing and learning, as I did; they may be persuaded that not only the Hollander, but all in general (who trade into the Indies of whatsoever Nation, though even own Country-men) are unwilling that any body else should put their Noses there, and return back to tell News, and they ought accordingly to use circumspection, and especially from those places where the Hollander are Masters. I was not long in resolving to be gone as soon as I could, and the best way I could, from a place where I had much to be afraid of, and so little to hope for, for the Dutch are absolute Masters at Benser. They have so great Credit there, that some days before, the Schobich Benser having displeased the Dutch Commander, this Commander caused the Dutch Flag to be torn down, and made the Schobich humbly beseech him, may and give him Presents too, to put up another.

I resolved then to go spend the Summer at Schobich, where I might securely consider what I had best to do: but because I had notice given me that I should not at all trust those Blakes; I concealed my departure, and only discovered it to Master Flore, Factor for the English Company, who was the only person I could trust to: he gave me one of his Charters, to prevent my being fopt by the Rhadars, and (for that effect,) Gist I was an Englishman. I parted from the Keransfery, Wednesday the fifteenth of April, at nine of the Clock at night, giving it out in the Keransfery that I was going to Benser Congo; and that they might not fire at me from the Fort, as they do at all who come near it in the Night-time. I crossed the Town and passed along amidst the Fields.

Next day when I was at Ghutschi, there arose a Tempest of Sand, in the same manner as it happens sometimes to Arabia and Egypt, especially in the Spring; it was raised by a very hot South Wind, which drove so much Sand, that one of the Gates of the Keransfery was half fopt up with it, and the way could not be found.
found, being covered over above a foot deep; the sand lying in heaps on all hands. This sand was extremely fine and salt, and was very troublesome to our eyes, even in the Koran-nary, where all our baggage was covered over with it. The storms lasted from noon to sunset, and it was too hot the night following, without any wind, that one could hardly fetch breath: which in my opinion was partly occasioned by the reflection of the hot sand. Next day I felt a great pain in one eye, which made it smart as if salt had been melted into it, and this I attributed to the heat of the night before, and the sand that had got into my eyes, though I had washed them with cold water in the evening after the storm was over. For the next two days after, we had still such hot winds, that they scorched our faces and hands, in the same manner as the heat of an oven would have done; but so soon as we were past Lar, we began to find it colder in the night-time. Those who come from Bender towards Schiras, ought to take special care, to cover their stomach very well at Lar, otherwise they will not fail to fall sick. At length, (thanks be to God,) I arrived at Schiras the first of May, circumpepti on to be used at Lar.

Return to Schiras.

CHAP. VI.

Of the Antiquities that are to be seen betwixt Schiras and Tschchechel-minar.

I shall take the occasion of this second abode at Schiras to give the description of what is most lovely and curious to be seen in that Country, though indeed, there be no more but ruins, whereof the Antiquity is not well known, nor what they have been in former times; but they deserve to be seen by Travellers who go into those parts, and are very well worth the pains of Reading, by those who had rather trust to their relation, than to go and see them themselves. For my part I had pleasure enough in seeing them, and Montieur Delorie was with me; he came from France with Monsieur Tavernier as far as Bender, from whence we came back together to Schiras, he with design to return to France, and I to shift elsewhere, and go on to the Indies: I could have wished not to have left him so soon, for he is an honest man, and very pleasant Company.

To see those Antiquities so much celebrated amongst the Curious, being out of the Town of Schiras, you must go straight South-East, keeping the way that leads to the lake where the salt is made that is used in those quarters. Having travelled on an asphalt, and a half, you see to the left hand a hill, which is almost opposite to a village standing in the middle of the plain; you must go up to the top of that hill, and there you see the ruins of a curious temple. That place is square, and in the middle of the face that looks to the North-West, there is a great gate; another in the middle of the side that looks to the South-East, and a third in the middle of the face that looks to the North-East; there is none to be seen on the opposite side; nor any sign that there has ever been any there: the jambs of these gates are each of one piece of a dark grey and very hard stone, and are at least ten foot high, and somewhat more than two foot and a half broad; the lintel and threshold are of the same, and contain about four foot in length; so that these gates or doors are about some ten foot high, and four foot wide. On each side of the gate there is a figure cut in relief as big as life, the one signifies a man holding on his arm a kind of Manipule, as Priests do when they are closeted for saying of Mass; only with this difference, that it is no broader at the ends than in the middle; the other hand he holds a thing like a bowl, or a heart, out of which issues up a flame. The opposite figure seems to be a woman, holding in one hand a kind of holy-water-pot, and we could not devise what it was the held in the other, it being so broken and cut with a chisel, unless it be a candlestick and candle, or rather a holy-water-sprinkler.
There are also two Figures at each Gate, which have the same postures as before, or at least there is but very little difference; the Heads of all these Figures have been knocked off.

This square is about seven Fathoms long; towards the middle there is a little stone, that of an Oblong square, with a hole in the bottom, to let out the water. It is probable that the Walls were all of the same stone as the Doors are, because from the Door that looks to the North-East, to that which faces the South-East, there stands a Range still, which is of the very same; the roof lies under ruins, or is taken away; and on one of these stones that remain, near the South-East Gate, there are five Figures in Bas-relief, but very little railed, which are somewhat more than a Foot high; they represent men upright, and following one another at equal distances, in the same manner as if they were going in procession.

In one Hand they hold either a Torch or a Pike; I cannot tell which, for they are so split that hardly any thing is to be discerned. On the other side of the same Door a little towards the South, there is another stone with the like Figures. The people of the Country call that place Mesghidi Meder Seliman, (that is to say) the Mesque of the Mother of Seliman, but can give no reason for it. The Mahometans and about Sehias go and pray in that Temple, the day of the little BOURAM or Corban BOURAI, (that is to say) the day of their Eaters of Sacrifices. In fine, these Antiquities are little preludes to those of Tjebel-el-minar, I had a man who said pleasantly, that the place where they are, ought to be called the little Brother of Tjebel-el-minar.

Having considered it, you are to go down the other side of the Hill, opposite to that by which they come up, and continue your way South-East, a few steps off, you see to the Right Hand a Spring that runs at the Foot of the Hill, and makes a little Bog filled over by many high and great Trees, which render this place very pleasant; a little further, you see to the Right Hand a Thicket or Small Wood, all of Rose-Trees, which yield a very lovely prospect when they are in the Flower, as I saw them. You must then leave the High-way which leads to the Salt-Lake, and draw near the Hills that are to the Left Hand, and but very little distant from the Road; and having kept going a good quarter of an hour more, you come to a very delightful place; for there you have a great many clear Springs full of Fish, that glide under the shade of a great many Pines, Ash-Trees and Willows, which so extend their Boughs, that at Noon day they cover you from the Sun, and there you may delightfully spend the whole day in the cool.

When you are come into this charming place, you must alight from your Horse, and pass over a little water close by the Hill upon stepping stones, that are there in great quantity; and in a place where the Hill bounding makes a kind of Semi-circle, you see at two Fathoms height, two Figures of the ordinary bigness in Relief, cut in the natural Rock; these Figures are somewhat hid by a Fig-Tree, which hath taken Root at the Foot of the Rock, but it is easy to get up betwixt the Rock and the Fig-Tree, and to consider them at nearer distance. The first of these seems to be the Figure of a Woman with a naked Body, unless towards the Legs, where one may perceive some folds of a Crown; behind her Head there is a kind of Crown of Rays cut in the Rock; the stretchers cut both her Hands to the neighbourhood Figure, as to receive something that it presents to her; that neighbouring Figure represents a Man with a long Beard, and his Hair made up into Tresses behind; his Head-attire seems to be much like a Smitty Cap, for it fits close to his Head, covers all his Brow, and is broader above than below; there is this difference that it riles round instead of being flat on the Crown; he hath a Circle and a Sword hanging at his Left side, which is above two Foot and a half long, and at the Guard four Fingers broad at leaf, but growing broader and broader it is five Fingers broad at the end, and draws not into a point: this man seems to present to the Woman a Pishi of flowers with the Right Hand, and rests his Left Hand upon the Handle of his Sword.

A little farther, about ten Fathoms from thence, and at the same height of Ground, there are two other Figures of the same bigness, of which the first is of a young Man without a Beard, whose curled Locks hang backwards behind his Head; on it he carries a great Globe, it might be taken for a Turban, but, in my Opinion, it appears not to be his Head-attire, though he hath no others; he looks towards the neighbouring Figure, and hath the Left Hand thus, wherein he seems...
to hold somewhat; the Right Hand is stretched out, as if ready to receive what is presented to him. The Figure that is by him seems to be a Woman, for she hath round Breast; nevertheless she wears a Sword by her side, like to that which I have just now described; her Head-attire seems to be the Cap of a Dervishe, somewhat long and all round; upon her Left Shoulder she hath a little Basket, or perhaps it is only the Trusses of her Hair: she seems to present something with her Right Hand, to the man who is looking towards her, and her Left Hand is upon the Handle of her Sword. All these Figures seem to have the Body naked, and only some few foldings of a Garment towards the Legs. In short the two last are almost in the same posture and action as the two first, but one cannot tell what it is they present to one another, for the extremities of their Hands, as well as many other parts of their Bodies, are worm out and eaten by the weather. The Work appears very well, hath been good, though all the proportions be not exactly observed. I looked about all along the side of the Hill, but could see no more; and I believe there has been some Temple there.

This place is so covered with Trees, and encompassed by Marilhees, by reason of the many Springs thereabouts, that few people know of it; and of all the Frank, the Reverend Father Athanasius, a bare-Footed Carmelite, living at Sebris, made in

was the first that found it out by chance, as he was walking in that place; and it being my fortune to pass by Sebris sometime after, he led me to it. The people of the Country call that place Kadem-Ghah, (that is to say,) the place of the steps; Kadem-Ghah, because, (say they,) I know not what old Man walking in that place, a Spring of water gushed out under his Foot: it is but a few steps wide of the High-way, that leads to the Salt-Lake, an Aqafelc distant from thence.

Though all these Antiquities be curious enough, yet they are not that which they call the Antiquities of Tchebel-minar, so much mentioned in Relations, and which are in effect, the same at present in Persea, as the Pyramids are in Egypt; (that is to say,) the finest thing in its kind that is to be seen, and the most worthy of observation. One may go thither in coming from Ishbahau by Main, or Abbeirine, and the way is not long; but the way to it from Sebris is by Baddige, which is the first Keranserai upon the Road to Ishbahau; and after two hours march from thence, there are two ways, whereof that to the Left goes to Ishbahau, you must leave it, and take the way to the Right Hand which leads to Tchebel-minar. Having travelled about two hours and a half that way in a pretty good Road amongst Heath, there is a Village on the Right Hand where one may stop and rest. Having passed this Village, you enter into a great Plain, where after you have travelled three quarters of an hour, you pass over a Caucey a Fathom and a half broad, and about an hundred paces in length; a little after you find another three hundred paces long; and a little beyond that just such another: having travelled a little farther, you go over another Caucey five hundred paces in length, beyond which, after three quarters of an hours Journey, you come to a great Bridge of two large Arches which is called Punh-Chon: in the middlemost Pillar of it there is a Room with some steps to go down to it, which would be very delightful to take the fresh Air in, if it were not uninhabitable by reason of the prodigious swarms of Gnats that haunt it. The River of Bendemir runs under this Bridge, and is at that place broad, deep, and full of Fish, the water looking very white: they assured me that it swells to high in the Winter-time that it reaches over the Arches, almost level with the Parapet: after you have passed that Bridge, and travelled an hour longer in a Plain, you leave a Village upon your Left Hand, and an hour after another to the Right, and then within another hour you come to the Village called Murban-Chon, near to which is Tchebel-minar; being but a quarter of an hours Journey from it. This Village stands in a most spacious and Fruitful Plain, watered with a great many waters; there you have a Keranserai to Lodge in, because in the Winter-time, it is the way from Ishbahau to Sebris, and going Eastward, but somewhat to the South from this Village, you arrive at Tchebel-minar.
CHAPTER VII.

Of Tschehel-minar and Nakschi Rustan.

I am of their Opinion who will have Tschehel-Minar to be part of the Ancient Persepolis, which was built in the place where at present stands the large Borough of Minar Ishan, not only because of the River which Diodorus Siculus, and others mention to be there under the name of the little Araxes, which is now called Beshirkan, but also of many other marks that cannot be called into question.

All Tschehel-Minar is built upon the skirt of a Hill. The first thing that presents to view upon ones arrival, is a great Wall of blackish stones four Foot thick, which supports a large Platform or Terrace, reaching from South to North, about five hundred Paces in length to the W'est side, it hath the Plain to the East; beyond a great many magnificent ruins of Buildings (whereof it makes the beginning), it hath the Hill, which bending into a Semicircle, forms a kind of Amphitheatre that embraces all those lately ruins: to ascend to the top of this Terrace, you must go to the farther end of it towards the North, where at first you will find two Stair-Cases, or rather one Stair-Cafe of two ascents, or if you please a double Stair-Cafe, which on each side hath six and fifty steps of a greyish stone, and are so wide that Horses go up them without any difficulty: having ascended by one of the sides of that double Stair-Cafe up to a square Landing-place, where one may rest, and which is proportioned to the breadth of the Stairs, you continue to go up by the upper part of the Stair-Cafe, which goes contrary to the lower part; my meaning is, that the upper part of the Stair-Cafe above the Landing place, goes North, whereas the lower went Southward; and the upper part of the other side which went North below, goes Southward above; so that these two Stair-Cafes which bore off from one another in their first part, draw near again in the second, and Land in on the same place above; and that upper part of the Stair-Cafe has forty six steps.

Being come to the top of the Stair-Cafe, you find a Walk, and tracing it Eastward, you see two great Pillars in front, which bear nothing at present, but seem to make the two sides of an Entry, they appear to be but of one single stone, and are though they be very high: On the inside of each of these Pillars, you see the Figure of a Beast, cut in Demi-reliefs; but it is hard to tell whether it be a Horse or an Elephant, and I should rather take it to be the latter, at least it seems to me to resemble that more; however it be, these Figures are about three Fathom high, and are (as I said) in half body along the inside of the Pillar, one opposite to another, the Head turned towards the Terras-Walk and Stair-Cafe, or if you will towards the Plain. Beyond these two Pillars, there are two great Chambered Pillars in front, and which in all appearance are what remains of four in Square. Then you find two other Pillars like to the first, with each a Figure on them of an Animal in Demi-reliefs of the same height, and opposite to one another on the inside; but the Figures of these seem to be Griffins, and they are Back to Back with the Elephants, looking Eastward to the Hill, whereas the Elephants look Westward to the Plain: these four Pillars with the Pillars seem to have made a Portico.

Advancing a little forward, you find on the Right Hand a great Oblong Square Barn, two Fathom and a half in length, almost as much in breadth, and about three Foot deep, it is all of a greyish stone.

Turning from thence to the Right Hand, and going about twenty steps Southward, you find a second Terras higher, which hath a jutting out in the middle, with a Stair-Cafe on each side; there are two others at the two ends of the Terras, but these four Stair-Cafes are almost buried under Ground: nevertheless, one may still see several Figures upon so much of the Terras-Walls as are above Ground. At the left which is, (as I said,) by the jutting out in the middle, you see
see a Lion devouring a Bull: which is often repeated. By the other there are three Ranges of Bas-reliefs, representing, (as I take it,) Sacrifices; for many persons are these represented as going in Procession, one after another, and Armed, some only with Swords and Daggers, others with Swords, Bows and Arrows, and others again seem to be carrying Vessels. There you see also several kinds of Beasts, as Sheeps, Oxen, Dromadaries, and other Animals.

When you are at the top of these Stairs, you come upon a Platform, where there are a great many Pillars, some buried under Ground, and others broken, and you only see the Bases of most of them: nevertheless, there are seventeen still standing, and three, with the others (whereof nothing but the Bases are to be seen,) make, (according to my account,) twelve Ranges, from East to West; and from South to North in breadth consist of nine Pillars a piece: they are about seven Fathom high, and at three Fathom distance one from another, all Chiselled, and some with double Capitals: they are all of an extraordinary Order, which yet hath great affinity to the Doric. It appears (by what remains upon some,) that all of them have supported Statues, or perhaps, Idols; and at present they serve the Storks to build their Nests on.

Going on Southward from thence, you see a square Building, and part of the Wall thereof still standing. It is pierced on all sides with Doors and Windows, which are embellished with many Demi-reliefs; especially the sides of the Doors, which are of big greyish stones, as the rest of the Edifice is. Upon these sides of the Doors, the Figures are much the same as on the rest of the Building, and opposite to one another; there you see an old Man followed by two Servants, one of them holding in both his Hands, a great Staff, with seven branches at the end of it, which uphold an Umbrella, just over the Head of his Master: the other holds a Maniple in one Hand, and in the other a Crozier, or crooked Staff, like to Cricket-sticks, than the Croisiers carried by Bishops; nevertheless, by the way of holding it one may judge that it is something resembling a Bishops Crozier, for the Crook is carried up over the Master's Head. In some of these Doors there is but one Servant; as in the one, he only, who carries the Maniple and the Crozier, and in the others, he that holds the Umbrella. The Doors of the other two Faces are almost alike, and at the side of each Door on the inside, you see a Man fighting with a Beast, that is erected against him; with the Left Hand he holds a Short Club over the Head of it, and with the Right he thrusts a Dagger in its Belly, all these are to the natural bigness, may some of them be bigger.

Next to this Building you see the ruins of a like Fabric, but hardly any thing standing on the sides of the Doors within, there are still to be seen two men, each holding a Pike, as if they Guarded these Doors: along the two sides of these Buildings, there is a little Walk about a Fathom and a half broad, that runs betwixt the Building and a Wall; at the end of this Walk, (which is so ruinous,) you find a double Stair-Cafe cut in the Rock, but it is almost hid under the ruins, as well as the Wall betwixt the two, which supports the Earth, and is full of Demi-reliefs, whereof there is no more but the Heads to be seen.

A little beyond that there is square Terras, not much raised from the Ground, and supported by a Wall which is also embellished by several Figures in Demi-relief, that are half covered under Ground; and in this place there remain many round Bases: beyond that Terras that buts upon a large open places (which reaches length from West to East, as far as the Hill, and fronts towards the South,) there is no more now remaining: one comes down from thence by a pair of Stairs, which turning to the Left, you find at the side of the Terras, and are made in the Rock itself, that in this place supports the Earth.

Returning back again to the square Building I mentioned, which is upon that Terras, where there are twelve ranges of Pillars of nine pieces; and from thence walking straight East, when you have gone about an hundred paces, you find another Building of the same dimensions, standing directly opposite to that you came from; and at the end of this Building, you find a second. The Figures in Demi-relief which are upon the sides of the Doors of these, and of the same bigness with the Figures on the other Doors, are not the same as to what they represent. Here you have a Man sitting in a Chair, with a Baton in his Hand, and under his Feet three ranges of little Arches, made by Figures of a Foot height, laying their Arms upon
upon one another's Shoulders; over his Head there is an Idol, that represents a Man with Wings, his body through a ring, and sitting upon an Arch behind the Chair of the Man that sits, there is a servant holding a kind of Chalice.

Next to these Buildings, you find two others, and their Doors adorned with Figures much like to those I have already described. On some are Men holding Pikes; on others you shall see an Old Man with a servant coming after him, and carrying a kind of Umbrello over his Head: in fire, there are Fights represented on some of them.

When you come out of these Buildings, you find a Terraces directly opposite to that which I have mentioned, which puts a period to the first rank of Buildings, and is of the same contrivance; there also are to be seen several round Basins, it butts upon the same open place, that is at the Foot of the other, and into which, (I told you,) one may go down by a pair of Stairs cut out of the Rock, that is between these two Terraces.

You must then go back again by all these Buildings, till you come to the first of this second rank, out of which you come on the East side, in the same manner as you did when you came from the first Buildings to these; and you come to other Buildings, where you see on the Jams of the Doors Figures in Demi-relief, much like to those you saw in the former: (that is to say,) on some, Men with Pikes, and on others, Combats represented in very great Figures; on several of them also, there is a Man sitting in a Chair, but the Figures about, somewhat different from those of the other Buildings; for these (in some places,) have several persons before and behind, that look towards the Man; and of those who are behind him, one holds a Crofter over his Head. Over all there is a winged Idol, such as I have described; under the Feet of it there are five Ranges of Figures two Foot high, which make so many ranks of little Arches, by laying their Arms upon one another's Shoulders. In one of the Fronts of one of these last Buildings, there is but one person behind the Man that is sitting, who holds a Crofter over his Head; the winged Idol is the same, but hath only three ranges of little Arches under its Feet.

In fine, after you have considered all these different Fabricks, or (to say more properly,) all these ruins, you are to go first to the Hill, which fronts to the West, and there you see a kind of Frontispiece of a Temple, cut in the Rock, and two Stories high, of which the lowermost hath five Fathoms in Front, and about two in height; this is the order of it. There are four Pillars that reach from the Ground to the top of this first Frontispiece, their Capitals on each side, being the Buff, (that is to say,) the Head and Neck of an Ox. In the middle of these Pillars, (to wit,) between the second and third, there is an Oblong Square Door, about a Fathom high, and three Foot wide, though it opens not to high, by a third part, because the rest of the opening is only a counterfeit on the Rock: these Pillars support an Architrave resembling much the Dorick Order, and at several distances there are Lions all along it. Over this first part of the Frontispiece, there is a second, a Fathom and a half high, and of the same breadth, but of pretty odd Architecture: for below, there are two Stories of Arches, made up of the Figures of Men, about two Foot high a piece, holding their Arms upon one another's Shoulders: in the middle above, there is the Idol of a winged Man, in the posture that we have already represented; upon five steps on the Right Hand, there is another Man Praying to him; and on the Left there is a Pedalet, on which nothing is to be seen, but a Globe on the top; at the two extremities there is a piece of a round very smooth Pillar, which carries the Head of a Bull; and lower on each side of that second range, there are two Men one above another, the lowermost reposing on the first rank, and each of them holding a Pike. There is no going in at the Door below, because it is always full of water, but a little farther towards the South, there is a like Frontispiece with just such another Door, into which one may enter; and there you see three Sepulchres cut in the Rock, which are square, and have a pretty near resemblance to the Balcons of a Fountain; and in the middle of this Cave there is a stone that seems to be a Grave-stone.

Thus you have a full account of that which is called Jēhebel-mínâr that makes so much noise: it is hard to give an exact description of it; it may be said in general, that it consists chiefly in three Ranges of Buildings, behind one another from
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West to East; that they extend severally in length from North to South; that each of the two first ranges contain four Buildings, and two Courts: the last has Hve Buildings, whereof the third is the biggest of all. It must not be imagined that all these stand in straight lines, and are of an equal height; for some Terraces are higher than others, which I think I have sufficiently intimated already in the particular description I have given. Amongst all these Buildings there are several Canals under Ground, which have served for the conveying water: all together takes up a great space in Semicircle formed by the Hill where the two Squelches are. It is Terraced in several places, especially towards the Hill which is to the West. As to the rains in particular, I have mentioned all that I could give any Idea of: but if the curious think it not enough, or that it is a little confused, I pray them to consider, that if I had laid more it would have been more confused, and that it is very hard to observe much order in the relation of things, which the process of many Ages, the weather, and even the malice of Men, have put into extreme confusion. Beyond Tsebzel-minar, towards the South, there is a Pillar standing all alone, and to the North side a Gate by it self too. Besides these famous Antiquities of Tsebzel-minar, there are some in another place no less worth the observation of Travellers, and of those who may Read their relations: they are North, North-West from Tsebzel-minar, and North and by East from the Village Mirzak-Chan, at an Agasheh and a halfs distance. The place where they are to be seen is called Nakhch Ruzlan, (that is to say) the Pictures of Ruzlan, because (as some very ignorantly say,) they are a representation of the Actions of Ruzlan. Going then from Mirzak-Chan, North-East, you pass many waters, and amongst others, the little River of Pazaur; upon the Road, to the Right Hand East and by South, you see upon a little eminence half an Agasheh off, a standing Pillar: the people of the Country say, that in that place there was a Gate of the A standing City of Solomon, of which I shall speak hereafter. After about an hour and a halfs Journe, you come to a Hill that is near Rock, and in that place faces the South, but at one place, it bends a little in a right Angle from South to North, and then turns from East to West again. In this place that reaches South and North, and looks to the West, there is a Frontispiece cut in the natural Rock, much like to those I have been describing, that are to be seen on the Hill of Tsebzel-minar; only there is this difference, that this is higher from the Ground, for at the foot, it is nothing but the bare Rock, till five Fathom high; and then it is cut very smooth, like a large Copper-plate on a Wall, for about three Fathom high: over that is the Frontispiece, of the same order and with the same Figures, as those of Tsebzel-minar, leave only that this Frontispiece is cut deeper in, and that instead of the Figures of Men carrying Pikes, which are at the sides of the second range, and rest upon the two ends of the first; on this there are six Figures on each side about two Foot high, to wit three over one another, and as many on the border in right Angle: all this is in retreat, as it is at Tsebzel-minar, nevertheless the second range stands out as far as the Architrave on which it reits; I have made a little Sketch of this which will serve to give an Idea of those of Tsebzel-minar.

About thirty steps from thence, you see a kind of a foinoth Table, two Foot high from the Ground, upon the Rock that looks to the South, and reaches from East to West, but there is nothing upon it; though it seems there have been some Figures stuck off with a Hammer or Chizzel: on the farther side of that broad Table, there is another with Demi-rocket, half buried under the Ground that is gathered about it; it is three Fathom long, and seems to be half as high: there you see three Gigantick Figures; the first seems to be a Woman with a Necklace of large Pearls, and her Hair wound up in form of a long Perewinkle; on her Head she hath a Crown, and over it, I cannot tell, whether it be her Hair, or the ends of Feathers: she pulls towards her a Ring, which on the other side draws towards it a Figure that appears to be of a Man, though it hath a Necklace of Pearls; he hath a very high Cap, and round at the top, shaped below like a Crown, and long Curled Hair: behind him there is another Man, with a thing like a Mitre on his Head; and some other ruinous Figures.

Fifty paces from thence there is a Frontispiece like the former, but neither it, nor those that follow are above a Fathom from the Ground, which in this place is much raised with the time: under this Frontispiece, there is Table of Bas-reliefs, reaching down to the Ground, whereon Men are represented Fighting on Horse-back, but
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it is somewhat defaced. Two steps from thence there is another Table of Bas-reliefs, two Foot from the Ground, about a Fathom and a half high, and three Fathoms broad; where you see a Gigantic Horse-man Armed Capa: he, having a Crown on his Head, with a Globe upon it; his Left Hand is upon the Handle of his Sword, and with the Right he lifts up a Woman, whom he holds by the Arm, near to whom there is a Man kneeling; and in suppliant manner reaching forth his Hands. The people of the Country say that this Horse-man is Rujfian, who would carry away his own Daughter, and that his Son, the Maids Brother, beseeches him to let her alone. Behind the Horse-man there is another great Figure standing upright, but much defaced; it hath a long Cap round at the top; this Figure is all over full of Inscriptions which seem to be Greek, but so worn out that it cannot be Read; four steps from thence there is another Frondpietie, like the other two, at the bottom whereof there is a Bas-relief, but all defaced. Twenty paces from thence there is a fourth Frondpietie more of the same likeness, with a Bas-relief underneath, representing men a fighting, but it is a little ruined.

Opposite to this place at a few paces distance from the Hill, there is a square Building, in fashion of a Tower, three Fathom broad, and four high, with a Terrass over; on the top there is a kind of Architrave of the Dorick Order, all of a white shining stone like Marble, though it be not. all the stones are three Foot high, or thereabouts, and three Fathom long, so that there is but one in each Lay of the front. The Gate of this Building looks to the Hill, and is three Fathom high, and one Fathom wide; it is above half filled up with large stones that have been put into it. In the Lintel of the Gate, there are two great round holes, into which went the ends of the fluttering Gates that served for Hinges. On each of the other three faces, there are six inches, and two other square ones over them, but left; they are all of greyish and black stone, and sixty paces from thence, there is a round piece of Bas-relief.

An hundred paces more forward, there is a kind of a round Altar cut in the Rock, two Fathom from the Ground, at the bottom of which there is a Man with a Head-piece on his Head; his two Hands rest upon his Sword, which stands before him with the point downwards; he is accompanied with five Men on his Right Hand, and four on his Left, all with Head-pieces on their Heads; but of these five, there is no more to be seen but the Bust, all the rest from the Feet up to the Beart, being, as it were, behind a stone or Paraper, which is on each side's none but lies in the middle is seen all over: all of them have their Hair and Beards made up in Tresses: six paces from thence, there is a piece in Bas-relief a Fathom from the Ground, one Fathom and a half high, and four Fathom broad, representing two Gigantic Horse-men facing one another, so that their Horses Heads touch; one of the Horse-men hath a long Cap round at the top with a brim four Fingers broad; in his Left Hand he holds a great Truncheon in manner of a Sceptre, and with his Righ the pulls a Ring, which the other pulls also with his Right Hand, and hath a Globe on his Head; if we may believe the people of the Country, these two Horse-men are Rujfian Sal, and Rujfian Colater: behind this latter there is a great Figure of a Man, or Woman somewhat defaced, reaching forth the Hand, to hinder, as it were, the Globe which is on his Head from falling: to the side of each Horse there is a Vessel for holding of water fattened with Chains, and topped like a Pine-Apple, after the manner of the Levantines, who carry always a Mataras full of water.

A Pillar upon a Rock.

Some paces from thence, upon a rising Rock, there is a Pillar four Foot high; a little farther, likewise upon a rising Rock, there are two Pedestals by one another; and besides there are other Pillars scattered up and down here and there. The people of the Country believe that all these things have been made by Dgios or Spirits, whom (as they say,) Solomon had power over them, commanded to Build them. The truth is, whoever were the Work-men, they have been Artists, for they are well done and of curious design. The good people say more, that in the Chamber of the first Frondpietie, there is a Treasure, but that one cannot come at it, because one must go over a Wheel of stone that is in the Chamber, and that a Man having once attempted it, the Wheel turned and crushed him to pieces; they may say what they please as to that, because to get up to it there is need of such long Ladders, that few would be at the pains to attempt it. They say also, that on another
another neighbouring Hill beyond this, there was a Gate of a City which they call the City of Solomon; another at that Pillar I mentioned, which is to be seen on the Town of the Right Hand as you come from Mirechas-Chan; and a third on the other side of Solomon. Tschebel-minés: if so, that Town must have had above eight Agiasph in Circumference. As for Tschebel-minés, many are of Opinion that it was the Palace of the Kings of Persia, who held their usual Residence in Persipolis, which Alexander the Great, being Drunk, Burnt at the instigation of a Mifs; but besides that this place is too little for the compass of a Palace, that might answer the magnificence of the Kings of Persia in those days, the Tombs that are in the Hill show the contrary; moreover since these places seem never to have been covered, I had rather think, that it hath been some Temple, and that is probable enough, because of the Pillars on which were Idols; and all know that the Temples of the Ancient Persians were uncovered. These Buildings have been spoilt, not only by the weather, but also by Men, especially by a Governor of Sekbras, whom covetousness prompted to make great havoc of them; because he was obliged to defray the charges of all whom Curiosity brought thither to see them, which was like to have cost him his Head, the King having been extremely displeased at so unworthy an action.

At Nabdah Kufan, and Tschebel-minés, there are Birds as big as Black-Birds, which have the Beak of the same bigness and length, but both it and the rest of their body is of a Fluff-colour; so that one would think at first sight that these Birds had no Feathers, unless on the Head, Wings and Tail, which are black; they are always to be seen about the many holes that are amongst the ruins: they are to be seen sometimes also at Sekbras, but that is only in the time of Mulberries, of which, (at least of the white,) they are very greedy: these Birds in bulk and shape are much like Starlings.

C H A P. VIII.

The Road to Bender-Rik.

I Bargained with a Mulctor at Sekbras, to go to Bender-Rik at the rate of a Testern for five Mules (for that Road is not proper for Horses) which comes to ten Abaftis a piece for the Mules; and he obliged himself to carry us to Bender-Rik in seven days. I went in the Company of the Reverend Father Denys a Polander Provincial of the bare-footed Carmelites, who had two with him, and I my Servant. We parted from Sekbras, Monday the eight and twentieth of September, a little after midnight; and went out of the Town by the West Gate, which is called the Gate of Baffora, because that is the way to it, though there be neither Gate nor Walls at the place. We took our way straight West, Travelling in a Plain more fruitful in Bulbes than any thing else: about three a Clock in the Morning, we pailt by a little wretched Kerwaney, where there are Rabdars, who demanded Toll of us; but we answered that we were Franks, and had an Order from the King not to pay any thing, only we made them a Payment of five Castiglioni. This Kerwaney is two Parangiers from Sekbras, and is called Tsobnan Rabdar, and is to say the Rabdars Maple, though there be no Maple-Trees there. Near to it there is a new built Bridge of three Arches, (as I take it,) under which runs a little water, but which in the Winter-time must be impetuous; for near to that Bridge I saw the ruins of another, which in all appearance hath been beat down by the water. This water is called Abshenian-Rabdar. We pailt over that Bridge, and Abshenian-half an hour after, crossed another one also of two Arches, over the same River, near to which are also the ruins of another Bridge. These Bridges are called Pouj-Hnadigobil, that is to say the Bridge of Hadigobil, which perhaps, was the Poul-Hadigi-name of him that built them. A quarter of an hour after, we pailt by the ruins of a Kerwaney, that had been very spacious, and stood upon the side of the same River,
River, which in appearance beat it down also, though it stood upon a pretty high Bank, the Chanel of the River being very deep at that place. A quarter of an hour after, we found one of the Rivers called Perskias which waters the Country thereinabout. About ten of the Clock we met with two ways, the one pretty narrow on a very steep Hill, which has the same River running by the foot of it, that is very deep there, and if the Mules made a false step in this way, (which is high above the River,) they would not fall to fall into it, and be in danger either of breaking their Necks or drowning. The other way is on the other side of the River, which may be crossed in several places, where the water is shallow; this was the way I took, because it pleased my Mule so to do, to whom I freely gave the Reins, being persuaded that it was better, acquainted with the Road than I was. One of our Company who followed the other way, had almost tumbled into the River, Mule and all together. Perhaps the way that I took is covered with water in winter, and so there is a necessity of going the Hill way. About half an hour after, we came to a wretched Kerovansey, which is no more but some forry Vaults, all black with Soot and full of Horie and Pullets dung; however, we had shelter there. There are some Rabdars that live in that place, to whom we gave a few Caphbsi. The River of Perskias runs in a bottom at the back of this Kerovansey, where there are four Arches remaining of a Bridge that has been in that place, which are mightily decayed; the water runs not under these Arches, but at the side of them, where the ruins of the rest of the Bridge may still be seen, which seems to have been of eight Arches. The River is not very deep at that place; but very broad, and one may see that in winter it swells very high, and overlooks a great part of the Country about. This Kerovansey is named Hodigizmon, and is eight Parangias or Agasfis from Schinar.

We parted from Hodigizmon, Tuesday the nine and twentieth of September, at two a Clock in the Morning, and continued our way Westward. We had not gone an hundred paces when we past over a new Bridge of four Arches, under which runs the River Perskias: afterwards we found a great many lovely waters that fell down from the Hill, and I believe that in the Winter-time they overflow all the Land therabouts which is very barren and stony, bearing nothing but Heath, wild Chefs Nuts, and such like Trees. Half an hour after three, we came to a Hill called Efun Arsh; and having a good way to go up, an hour after, we came to the top of it, where there is a Lodge for Rabdars, whom we satisfied with a Present of a few Caphbsi; then we had a little down Hill, till about a Clock we came into a large Plain, full of water in the middle, that makes a Marish, which made us fetch a compas about for the space of two hours and above, to gain a very high Mountain (called Andigira,) covered with Turpentine and other wild Trees; about a quarter after eight we got there, and having passed by a Kerovansey, (called Chadgghis,) at the foot of it, we mounted up a very stony way for the space of a long hour; and then went down on the other side, till about eleven a Clock, when (finding good water,) we rested at half way down the Hill, under a Tree; there being no Lodging, but a kind of Cottage, where commonly lives a man that fell Victuals, and who was not there at that time: it is six Parangias from Hodigizmon to this Mencil, for so they call a Lodging place in those Quarters.

We parted from thence on Wednesday the last of September, about two of the Clock in the Morning, and having kept going down Hill till about an hours time; we then Travelled on two hours Westward in a great Plain; where there are a great many Oaks, and other wild Trees, which made the way, (that was of it felt good,) very pleasant: Half an hour after five we came to a Lodge of Rabdars, which is at the end of the Plain, and is called Deftbarn; commonly they make it a Mencil or days journey from Chadgghis to Deftbarn, because of the trouble of climbing over the Mountain, which extreemly tires the Mules. There being no water in that place, but what is taken out of a healthly open Cittern, we gave the Rabdars some Caphbsi, and so went on. A quarter of an hour after, we found a Sepulchre, in form of a square Chappel, covered with a Dome, and pretty near it two Citterns. We
We went downwards afterwards, by a very rugged descent called "Chotel Onshe" in former times it was more rugged, and I believe that neither Men nor Beasts could pass it; but the Mother of Imam-Coulis-Chan, Governor of Sebiora, called Vati Naamet, caused the passage to be made as now it is. The Rock in many places is cut in the fashion of steps, in other places it is paved, and all over (where the way is so narrow, that Beasts making a false step were in danger of tumbling into a Precipice), there is a Parapet made of stone about a Foot and a half high, and a Foot thick, so that now it is passable, though a great way of it one must alright and lead, being come to the bottom of that descent, for near three quarters of an hour we had very stormy ways, and then came to a lovely Spring of water, which spreads to over the Country, that with its waters it covers a very large Plain; it is called Abghine. We saw that water the day before, from Mount Anjirg, though Abghine there be a great Hill betwixt them. We pafled it at a narrow place upon a Bridge of two Arches, which is all ruinous, and is called Poul-Abghine. Having Travelled on two hours and a half more, over a barren Plain, about half an hour after ten, we came to Karserum, six Parasanges and a half from the last Stage; Karserum is a Kurserum Town of many Houses, but all so miserable, that in our Country the greatest Compliment that could be put upon it, would be to call it Bourg or Village, because it has a Market-place; it depends on the Visir of Sebiora, and is Commanded by a Kevonferay; there are two or three good Kevonferays in it; and the water they drink there, is brought above half a League from the Town, but both in it and the Kevonferays there is water good enough for Beasts and the Kitchen. Here they would have seized our Mules to carry Provisions for the King to Ijhabus, but the Reverend Father Provincial going to wait upon the Kevonferay to referent to him that we were Frank; so soon as the Kevonferay saw him, he ordered that our Mules should not be taken, because we were strangers. They have a great many Grapes and Melons here, and make Wine that may be made use of.

We parted from Karserum, Friday the second of October at two of the Clock in the Morning, and Travelled on till Westward in very good way. Half an hour after four we pafled by a Forry Village called Driis, where they have no Water to drink, but what is taken out of a Little Lake. About six a Clock we pafled by a little River that runs in a bottom, and there is a way along the side of it; we took not that way, but leaving both it and the River, struck off to the Left Hand by a very stormy way; about seven a Clock we began to go up Hill in bad way, and a quarter of an hour after, found a Lodge of Rabaris, to whom we made a Request of some Khorbkhis, and kept on mounting upwards, till about eight a Clock; and then having descended a little, we came into a very even Plain, but which produces nothing, though there be not one Stone in it. Having Travelled therein an hour, we pafled by a Village called Kangh Tarkou, and till Kangh Tarkou kept on in the same Plain, till we came to a Village called Kamarilige, at the farthest end of it. This Village is six Parasanges from Karserum; we arrived there half an hour after nine, and Lodged in a House, that was lent us, for some small Gratuity; the water we drank there is taken out of a Well close by.

We parted from that Village Saturday the third of October, half an hour after three a Clock in the Morning. A little after, we pafled by a Kervonferay, called Kervonferay Khorbghia Belfis; it is not opened but in the Winter-time, when it Rains or Snows, the rest of the Year it is shut, and no body Lodges in it. We continued going Westward, but the way was very bad; about four a Clock, the way was so narrow, that only one Mule could pass at a time; it lies betwixt two Hills that are very near one another, but it is not above an hundred paces long; immediately after we entered into another narrow Pass among the Hills, where the way is no broader, and we went down Hill in very bad way, until three quarters of an hour after four; there we found a Caravan of several Mules and Camels, which were coming from Bender Rik, and we met with several others afterwards every day. Then we went up Hill for about a quarter of an hour, and afterwards went down Hill again till Fix of the Clock, in very Inclome way, and amongst dreadful Precipices, being steep black Rocks, where one is often forced to alight for fear of tumbling headlong. After that we had good way, but still amongst Hills until half an hour after Fix, that we found a great broad and deep River, called Roudchone, Roudchone, Bousfebouis, the water of which taffs a little (sweetish); the source of it is near the Istabur.

Town
Town called Sebulfeon, which is a days Journey from Karzeitun Northwards, and it lies a little in the Sea towards Bender-Rik: we Coated along it, at first in a Plain for the space of an hour, and after that mounting during a quarter of an hour, we continued our Journey by a flat way for another quarter, and then left fight of the River for the space of half an hour, going up Hill all the while, until about half an hour after nine, we joyed it again, and Travelled on along the sides of it an hour and a half in very good way. There are many Villages thereabouts, and much Cultivated Land, some of which bees Tobacco; I also saw in several places a fatal Shrub Kerzabrah. About ten a Clock we Foured over a large Brook that falls into the River of Bonkeshwar. This may very well be the River which Sanfon marks in his Map, by the name of Sirt; we Foured it again a quarter of an hour after, and then five times an end; so that in less than half an hours time we crossed it six times; having the water always up to the Mules Belly, for five or six, and in some places more than seven Fathom in breadth: it is so broad and deep in Winter, that it can no ways be Foured over; and then they must go by a very narrow way cut out in the Hill on the Left Hand, which is very dangerous; for if the Mule make one false step, it is lost for good and all. About three quarters after ten, we began to go up Hill in very bad way, and that during an hour and a quarter; we sometimes also went down Hill, but not much, and always in very bad way, having the River on our Right Hand: certainly I never saw worse way than what we had during that whole day. At Noon we arrived at a Keruwanfery, called Keruwanfery Naughis, which stands on the top of the Hill: it is seven Parafanger from Kamaredd; and was so full of people that came from Bender Rik, that hardly could we have shelter; you find nothing to eat there, because it hath no Dukkander: the River runs by the foot of the Hill on which it stands.

We part ed from thence Sunday the fourth of October, half an hour after one in the Morning; and Travelled on Wethward in bad enough way. Three quarters after two we went down a very rugged way, but the worst is at first, the rest being pretty good, but that it is narrow, and upon the edge of an exceeding deep Precipice, so that the Mules are in the same danger as in those we past, which made us alight and lead down that defcent; we got down about half an hour past three, and a little after came into a very even Plain, and all Sowed Land: we Travelled on there Southward, until ween a Clock, when to the Right Hand we again found the River of Bonkeshwar which we Foured over, and stopp on the other side of the water. There is no Habitation there, and yet the place has a name, being called Sefid Rou; it is four long Agatseh from Keruwanfery Naughis.

We part ed from thence Monday the fifth of October, half an hour after four a Clock in the Morning, and holding straight West we Travelled in a Plain; until eight a Clock, that we arrived at a pitiful Keruwanfery, which consists in three nayly Chambers, and all black with Soot; it is called Tschab-Ghonbez, (that is to say,) the Well of the Vault; the water that is dried there is drawn out of a Well hard by, some hundred of paces distant there is a Village called Delskene, (that is to say Old Village,) which is distant from Sefid-Rou three Agatseh, and Sefid-Rou is not properly a Mewzil, but commonly they come from Keruwanfery Naughis to Tschab-Ghonbez in a day; our Multer made us make two of it, that he might keep Company with his Brother, who was at Sefid-Rou, and Travelled but small Journies.

We part ed from Tschab-Ghonbez, Twesday the sixth of October, at one a Clock in the Morning, and continued our way over a very even Plain, due West. About half an hour after six, we Foured over a Salt water, that was but shallow: from that we had all along a Plain covered with Sand to Bender Rokh, where we arrived about half an hour after nine; it is seven Agatseh from Tschab-Ghonbez.

The Bender Rokh, (that is to say Sandy Port or Harbour,) is a little Town built along the Sea-side, at a place where it runs into a long narrow Channel, that turns and winds, but is not deep. Most of the Houses of this Town are made of Mats laid upon a Trellis or Lattice of Poles interlaced, ray the Walls that encompases the Houses are of no better stuff; so that there is neither Iron nor Mafons work in them. There are some however made of Brick baked in the Sun, Cemented with mortar made of Clay and Straw. Most of the Inhabitants of that place are Arabs, and all speak both Arabick, and Persian; the Govenour is an Arab, and depends on the
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the Governor of Schinar. The Soil about it is all Sand, and the water they drink is fetched from a Well a good Agasib from the Town; nevertheless there is a great deal of Corn from the neighbouring Villages, loaded at this Port, to be Transported to the Isle of Baffora, and Baffoss, from whence they bring them Dates.

The Sea-Ports of Persia are, Bender-Abofs, Bender-Kesfer, three days Sailing from Bender-Abofs, Bender-Kesfer, ten days Sailing from Bender-Congo. Then the Mouth of the River of Bokhavir, below which is Bender-Regib or Bender-Rik, 9 days Sailing from Bender-Kesfer, and three days Journey by Land, beyond that is Bender-Delom, a days Sailing, and two day Journey by Land from Bender-Delo.

CHAP. IX.

Of the Voyage from Bender-Rik to Baffora.

The day we arrived at Bender-Rik a Bark put out from thence in the Morning for Baffora, and the same day two Barkes came from Baffora, which brought Letters to the Governor from the Baffora of that place; wherein he prayed him to send him twelve Barkes to fit out with Soldiers, for his defence against several Baffors, who by orders from the Grand Signor were preparing to attack him, because he had not obeyed some Orders from the Port. This was very unpleasent News to us, nevertheless being resolved to go to Baffora whatever might happen, we agreed with the Patron of a Bark to pay him fifteen Abaos for the Passage of the Reverend Father Provincial, my self and three servans: but I must first describe the fashion of those Barkes.

They are great Boats built much like the Garmes of Egypt, which have no Deck, and are round in the inside; the Bark we went on Board of, was above six Fathom long, two Fathom broad, and no less in depth; there were two little Decks in the Stern, which made two small Cabins, one over another; he that stood by the Helm was placed on the first; the other which was the lower, was no more but a Hurdle of Palm-Tree Branches laid upon thicks that went cross-ways; and there was a Deck also in the Stern or Head: the stern was higher than the Head, but was made sharp as well as it; the Masts were high and big, the Yards uniform, with a great Sail, and on each side there were four Oars, (that is to say so many Poles,) with a board a Foot and a half long, and half a Foot broad, fastened with three Ropes to the end of each of them; but it is chiefly to be observed, that there is not a bit of Iron in those Barkes; the truth is, ours had an Anchor of Iron, but it was a thing extraordinary, because commonly they are only of Wood.

The Planks of the Barkes are fastened together by small Cords, that go through holes made in them; and that they may hold sure, and the Cords keep straight, they drive little pegs of Wood into the holes, which press the little Cords very hard; besides they put in the inside at the joyning of the Planks a twist or double of these small Lines about three Fingers thick, which is fastened to the two Planks by other little Lines; and of these there is one at each team or joyning of the Planks, from the upper side of the Bark, down to the Keel, and over and above that, there is a Circle also on the inside which goes all round her; all these Cords are made of Palm-Tree, and that they may not be damaged by the water, nor the Bark leat, they cover all over with Pitch. In short, a Compass would be of great use to one of these Barkes, but they use none, for they commonly keep within sight of Land, and in the night-time are guided by the Stars. Nevertheless the Seamen of our Bark told me, that the had cost twenty Tomans, which is not to be thought strange, seeing Timber is dear at Bender-Rik and Baffora. They also told me that the usual burden of such a Bark was four hundred Bales of Dates; each Bale being commonly twelve Manc of Tammis; so that these Barkes...
Barks carry, according to that account four thousand eight hundred common Men of Perse, which make twenty eight thousand eight hundred weight.

Thursday the eight of October they gave us notice to go on board; and we went on Foot along the water-side to our Bark which was half a Farsakib distant, that is to say about half a French Leagues; for Farsakib, Farfange, and Farsanghe signifie one and the same thing, and we went on board at Noon, seeing the sea was empoy, as being bent only to bring Dates from Bassora, we had room enough; though I believe Passengers are much frightened in these Barks when they are loaded, for they must lie upon the Goods as high as the side of the Bark. We had eight Sea-men on board, besides the Master, and we put off as soon as we were on board, by the help of two of the Company, who walking up to the Belly in the water Towed us, whilst the rest Rowed: three hours after we kept near the shore on our Right Hand, to take in Sand for Ballast; they took in fifty Consets or Basketfuls on Head, and as much a Stern; and then raised their Mains and fitted all their Tackle, by the time they had put all in order, it was six of the Clock at Night, and then we set Sail with an Easterly Wind; and standing away South-West, we prettily got out of that long Channel, the mouth of it bearing South-West; and keeping on the same course, we left sight of Land on the Starboard side but saw Land to the Larboard, as long as we had day-light: all night long we bore away sometimes South-West, sometimes North-West, beating to and fro with the same Wind, but so small that it was almost a Calm.

Friday the ninth of October at break of day, we saw the Land near to us on the Right Hand, and we were baelcame till about ten a Clock in the Morning, when we had an easterly South-West Gale, with which we stood off a little from the shore, bearing away North-West: we made so good way with this Gale, that at one of the Clock after Noon, we were off and on with Bender-Delem; and about fix a Clock in the Evening we weathered a little point of Land, which (they say) is half way from Bender-Rik to Bassora, but about half an hour after seven, the Wind all of a sudden shifted about to the North-West; and therefore we Furl'd our Sails and came to an Anchor. We were a little tossed during the whole night.

Next day being Saturday the tenth of October, half an hour after fix in the Morning, we weighed Anchor, and made Sails, though the Wind was still at North-West, and we stood away South-West. About eight a Clock perceiving the Sea to be all over white, I asked the reason of it, and our Sea-men told me it was because the water was shallow; and indeed, we had no more but five foot water, though we were at a pretty good distance from Land: but some time after when I found that they had four Fathom water, and that the water was still white, I asked them again the reason of it, and they could tell me no other, but that it was always so in that place. The North-West Wind blowing still, they cast Anchor; yet it was contrary to us, because in that place the Land bears North-West, and then turns again towards Bassora, making a kind of Semicircular Bay. From the place where we were at Anchor we made Land, but so obiously that it appeared only to be Clouds. After much enquiry and many questions, I got it out of our Patron at length, that we were off and on with the mouth of a River, which (as he said,) was called Endias, and runs by a Village of the same name; where there are many Houses but not contiguous, there being twenty in one place, thirty in another, and all upon the Banks of the River: that from Bender-Delem to the Village of Endias, it is three days Journey, that the Village of Endias depends on the Governor of Sebirs, and that it is five or six hours Travelling from the Sea, being near the River Endias, which is half as broad as the Tigris at Bassora. This was all I could get out of that Man, and that was not a little; for it required time to pump so much from him; whence one may judge how difficult a thing it is to get an exact knowledge of these Countries, and it is not to be thought strange that the ways we have of them are full of errors, most of them being made, upon the relation of people who not understanding the Language, can hardly inform themselves of the people of the Country, otherwise than by signs, and some words which here and there, they understand, and so are apt to take one thing for another. Half an hour after seven at night we weighed Anchor, and kept upon Tacks, sometimes South-West, sometimes North-East; but the Wind blowing fresh about midnight, we furl'd Sail, and came to Anchor in fix Fathom and a half.
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half water. We were extremly tossed all night long, and I wondered that the Bark sprang not a Leak, being so beaten by the waves.

Next day being Sunday the eleventh of October, we weighed about seven a Clock, and kept bearings upon a Wind from South-West, to North-East, until Noon, that we had calm weather: at length, about half an hour after two, we had a breeze from South-West, which made us weigh Anchor in good carthet, and stand away North-West. It is to be observed that in all that Voyage we had not above two, three, four, or six Fathom water at most, though we were so far out at Sea, that we could not discover the Land but like Clouds. About six a Clock at night we were becalmed, and came to an Anchor. About midnight we had a fresh Gale from North-West.

Monday Morning the twelfth of October, the Wind slackened very much, but changed not; and therefore we weighed Anchor at half an hour after eight; and standing away South-West, we were soon after becalmed. Towards Noon we Rowed a little, and half an hour after, had a breeze from South-West, with which we bore away North-West till three in the Afternoon, when we entered into the River Caron, that comes from the Hills, above the Town Saoufat, which is the Capital Town of Khufstan, and was in ancient times the Town of Safa where Ahasueraus held his Court. This River of Caron, must be the Caspian of the Ancients; nay, they affirmed, that there is still present near the Town of Saouf, a Hill called Cofalos, where the River of Caron, which Sauvan calls Tiripari, Tiriria, and Zeimara hath its source, but what reason he has for these names, I cannot tell, since no body could give me any account of them, though I have enquired of many, who all told me, they knew of no such thing. On the Right Hand to the West, there is an Ille called Dorgistan, and on the Left, or towards the East, is the Island of Gibton, the point whereof is called Mounte and Gibbon, because all that Country is called Gibbon; and is the limits of the Kingdom of Baffora on that side. In that place to the Left Hand, there is a piece of Palm-Tree-Wood fixed in the Ground, to serve for a signal when it is high water, not to go beyond it, and they call that signal Dgiuadob. The Land here on both sides depends on the Banks of Baffora.

The usual way to Baffora is by Sea, to the mouth of Sebastel-Arab, which they enter and go by water to Baffora but we put in to the River, because our Sea-men, (who had nothing to do at Baffora,) being only come to take in Dates, imposed upon us, telling us that we must go to Gibbon, to take in fresh water and wood, which we wanted, and that it was also the shortest cut to Baffora; but that great Banks went not that way, because it was not deep enough, which we too easily believed. So soon as we were got into the River, we came to Anchor in a Fathom water, At low water the River at that place, is but very little fall, and a little higher it is fresh even when it is Flood. Being Flood about midnight, some men fell to their Oars, but Rowed not above an hour, and then came to an Anchor. The Country about seems to be very good Land, it is low, even and green on all Hands, and we saw many Cows there feeding in the Meadows, which look much like the Meadows of Holland.

Tuesday the thirteenth of October, about ten a Clock in the Morning, our Sea-men went a Fhoar, and Towed us up till one of the Clock, when being over against a Village, where there are a great many Palm-Trees, we hoisted Sail with a North-West Wind that lasted not long, and so came to an Anchor again. Our men went a Fhoar, to hear News, (as they said,) of Baffora, and coming back in the Evening told us, that all things were in Confusion at Baffora, that the Baffora was marched with his whole Army towards Bagdad, and that all Banks were taken up for Transporting of Soldiers, and that therefore they durst go no farther; but were resolved to return empty to Bende-Ride. This was all false, and the truth was, they had no mind to go any farther, designing to take in their Cargo at the place we were at, where there is plenty of Dates, and that was the reason they had brought us that way.

Neverthelesse we must pretend to believe all the Knaves told us, and try to find another Bank, to carry us to Baffora. We sent then a Servant next day to look for one, and he brought us a small thing, wherein the men promised in four and twenty hours to carry us to the Town, for six Abass those we gave them. These Barks.
Barks are flat bottomed, about a Fathom high, one and a half broad, and about five Fathoms long. The Stern is very low, but the Head is as high again, and draws into a sharp point as the Gondolas of Venice. These Barks are not Caulked, but only Pitched over on the outside, which they do in the manner following. When they are to Pitch a Daneg (for so they call that sort of Bark in Arabia), ten or twelve paces from the Danegs they make a Furnace of Earth, the upper part whereof is made like a Cauldron; into that they put the Pitch, and the fire underneath, and when the Pitch is almost melted, but not altogether liquid, a man comes with a little wet Shovel in his Hand; and another lays some of this Pitch upon it, and then puts water upon the Pitch, which the first carrying to the Daneg, and flitting the Pitch with a piece of Wood to which it does not stick; he that is working at the Daneg, takes the Pitch in his Hand, and dawbs it as one would do Platter upon the Daneg, and then with a Rounder (which is not altogether round,) he spreads it upon the Vessel, and in that manner Pitches it all over on the outside. These Barks are made very strong, the sides being about a Foot thick, and all the Planks are Nailed with great Nails, such as are driven into Gates in France; they have likewise a Mait of an indifferent bigness: Indeed these Barks make but heavy way, especially in the middle of the water, where they cannot use a Sail, if they have not the Wind in Poops, and nevertheless they load them so deep, that they are not above half a Foot above water.

We embarked in one of these Boats about half an hour after three in the Afternoon; it was full of a kind of very long green rushes that have a great point at the end, whereof they make very fine mats. Our Crew consisted of two Seamen and a Master; the two men Towed us on Land till half an hour after six, that we came before a Village to the Left Hand; there we call Anchor, our Men unloaded the Rushes, and going afterwards to the Village, we saw no more of them till next day. This is a great Village, and has a Square Castle with eight Towers; to wit one at each corner, and one in the middle of each side; but they are all of Earth, and so thin that a double Musket could batter them all down.

This place is called Koutmian, (that is to say Castle Mian,) and they make many Danegs there. The Country of Gheban reaches from thence to the mouth of the River of Caraen; and in all that space, the Land on both sides the River is called Gheban: it is very good Soil, and if Cultivated, would produce any thing; but is neglected through the Laziness of the Inhabitants, who content themselves with their Dates, there being in that Country vast Woods of Palm-Trees.

We parted from Koutmian Thursday the fifteenth of October, half an hour after eight in the Morning; and at first put over to the other side of the River, where our Men went a Hour to Towe us to our course being due North-West. At that place the River grows pretty broad, and I think is as broad as the River of Seine at Paris; and yet is very deep, and makes many Islands. About Eleven a Clock we stop at a Village to the Left Hand on the water side, from whence we parted at one of the Clock. About half an hour after nine at night, we saw to our Right Hand the end of the Isle Dargofitan, which from thence reaches to the Sea. We stopped before a Castle called Koutchianal, which stands on the main Land, near the end of that Island, and on the same Hand. This is a very large Castle, and the Bafo of Baffora has a Palace in it, which (as I was told,) is very beautiful, and (as some say,) he keeps his Treasure there. Over against this Castle, (but a little higher, on the other side of the water,) there is another Square Castle, with a Tower at each Angle.

We parted from that place Friday the sixteenth of October at six of the Clock, and having the Wind at South, we made Sail and stood away North-West. A quarter after eleven, we passed by a Square Castle, (called Kout-Mustel,) which was on our Left Hand, and is swelled with eight Towers, one at every corner, and one in the middle of each side; and near to it there is a little Canal. A little farther we saw another House, where Officers of the Calmuns live, who did not visit us, but only ordered our Master to carry us to the Calmunc House of Baffora. Leaving then the River of Caraen we entered into a Canal called Haffar, which was to our Left Hand, or to the South-West of us; at that place it is not two Fathoms over; in other places it is less, but towards the middle is very broad; it hath been made
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made for a Communication betwixt the River of Schat-El-Aarah, and the Caron: there is good Land on each side of that Canal, but it is not Cultivated, and bears only plenty of Date-Trees. The Canal makes many turnings, it is very deep, and our Men shoved the Bark forwards with Poles. Three quarters of an hour after Noon, we saw a Canal to the Right Hand, which leaves it left in the Fields; and a little after, another to the Left, that runs into the Caron near to Koft-Maheel, as I said before; and then our Men went on shore to Towe us. There the Canal of Haffar grows very broad, and at the end is above seven or eight Fathom over. About four a Clock we saw a Canal that spurs it left in the Fields. Half an hour after, we passed betwixt two square Castles, each of which have a Tower at every Angle, and one in the middle of each side; they are called Koft-Haffar, because they lie at the end of the Canal Haffar that has its mouth to South: it is about six French Leagues from thence to Bassora, and about twelve to the Sea. We then enter into the River made up of the Tygris and Euphrates, joined into one; the Arabs call it Schat-El-Aarah, that is to say, the River of Aarahs. We turned then to the Right Hand, and stood away North-West, having to our Left the Ille Dgezirah-Cheader, and seeing we had a breeze of Wind from the South we spread our Sail. Half an hour after five in the Evening, we saw to our Left the end of the Ille called Dgezirah-Cheader, which reaches from the Canal by which they go to Babren, to the mouth of Schat-El-Aarah, there are Palm-Tree s; yet their Soil is not good, but from the Canal of Babren, till over against, or a little above the Canal Haffar: for from thence to the Sea, the Land is barren, perhaps because it is very low, the Sea overflows it at high water. Next to the Ille Cheader we saw on our Left Hand the Canal, by which they go to Port Calis and Babren; it runs towards the South, and passes betwixt the Ille Cheader and the main Land of Bassora; it is very broad, and has above eight Fathom water; but there are great stones in some places of it. From thence to Bassora the River is above twice and a half as broad as the Sea is at Paris, and yet is very deep all over. Three quarters after six we saw on our Right Hand the beginning of a long Illand called Dgezirat-el-Bournin; and a little after, we had on the same hand, the Ille El-Bosshif, and not long after, the Ille El-Fayadi, to the Left Hand. These are all great illlands, full of Palm-Tree s, and nevertheless the Channel is every where very deep and broad. The Wind flackened so at this place, that we fearfully made any way at all; however we drew near to the shore on the Left Hand or West side; and about half an hour after eight, our Men took their Oars, and Rowed till three quarters after ten at night, when we stopped close by the shore before a Castle of the Bassas that seems to be very lovely; it has many Pavilions all made into Windows and Porticos for taking the fresh Air in the Summer-time; and indeed, these Castles are only for pleasure, for they could make no great defence.

We parted from that place Saturday the eighteenth of October, at six a Clock in the Morning; half an hour after, we entered into a Canal to the Left Hand, which runs Somb-West; we had on our Left Hand a very spacious Castle, pretty entire on the side of the Canal, but all ruinous towards the Sea-side. This Canal at high water, is as broad as one half of the Sea; but when the Tide is out, it is but a sorry Brook full of Mud. The Town of Bassora lies on the two sides of this Canal, though along the sides of it, there be nothing to be seen but Gardens, the Houses being backwards. We came along that Canal, till eight a Clock in the Morning, when we arrived at the Custom-House, which is almost at the bottom of it; and having had our Goods viewed, we went to Lodge with the Reverend Fathers, the bare-footed Carmelites, which is not far distant; at that time there was but one Religious Italian there, called Father Severin.

With a good Wind they come often from Bender-Rik to Bassora in a days time, though sometimes it makes a Voyage of three weeks. We found no preparations for War at Bassora; only the Bassas of the place finding that the Bassa of Bagdad suffered no Bark to come to Bassora, laid an Embargo also upon all Vessels that were at Bassora loaded with Goods for Bagdad. They had other false News at that time at Bassora, to wit, that the King of Perse was coming to Bassora, and the people of Fashion asked me the News at the Custom-House; but I put them out of trouble as to that, assuring them that in Perse there was no appearance that the King had any thoughts of making War, which was true enough. They then told...
told me how much they were troubled at the news they had of twenty French Corsairs being at sea, which very much terrified all the merchants. This report was spread by the Dutch, who purposely brought it, that all the merchants might put their money on board of Dutch ships, and not in Malmestan: and this news was the more easily believed, that it was known everywhere now, that the French were coming to settle a trade in the Indies; and they were persuaded that all our vessels were pirates, because three years before, two French Corsairs came to Mocas, just about the time that the vessels put out from the port of Mocas, carrying nothing but money to Suratt, from whence they bring goods, which is at the end of August? The French took all these vessels, and went off. If they had had a little more skill in those seas, they might have done more; for they might have come into the Gulf of Persia about the end of October, and there waited for the ships of Basora, at which time they carry a great deal of money for trafficking in the Indies; and they might easily have made themselves masters of them, and therein of several millions in ready money, there being none but Indians on board of all those vessels, who make no resistance; and that being done, they might as easily have got away; but they did not do it: in short, they left such a terrible consternation on all these seas; that to name but the French to them is enough to make them all shake for fear.

### CHAP. X.

**Of Basora.**

The situation of Basora.

Bassora, the capital town of the kingdom of Bassaship of that name, lies at the farther end of Arabia the desert, which is to the west of it, and near Arabia the happy that lies to the south, two days journey below the place, where the two rivers Euphrates and Tigris join, upon the banks of Shabat El-Arab, which is no other than Euphrates and Tigris joined into one; it is eighteen leagues from the sea, and in the thirtieth or one and thirtieth degree ten minutes north latitude. The needle declines there about thirteen degrees and a half, from north to west; and from thence to the Indick it always declines about eleven degrees and a third, some say a half, from north to west. It is two days journey by land from Bagdad, and by water, they come from Bagdad to Bassora in great barks, in fifteen or sixteen days time, and most commonly in eighteen; but the barks that go from Bassora to Bagdad are commonly fifty, sixty, and sometimes fourscore days in the voyage, because they are only drawn by men. This is a great town, encompassed with walls of earth, that are about six hours march in circuit, but they contain a great many void spaces; there are here neither houses nor gardens. It hath two gates, the one called the Bag Gate, and the other the West Gate, and the Gate of Bagdad, because by it they go out of the town when they are bound for Bagdad. This town, (in my opinion,) is advantageously seated, that it might be made one of the richest and most lovely cities in the world; it would certainly be very pleasant, if it were a little better built, and gardens made all along the sides of the canal, that comes from Shabat El-Arab, and runs through the whole town. For the land about, if they would manure it and plant trees therein, I believe it would bear any thing; for the climate is hot, and the soil of a greyish colour, which seems to me to be very fertile, being twice a day moistened by the river-water which the tide carries up four days journey and a half from Bassora; the water rising at the town a fathom and a half, but yet not salt, some have told me that the ground is too salt to bear anything but palm-trees, which thrive much in salt-ground, and grow in greater numbers in the country about Bassora, than in any other country in the world; and to show that it is really salt, they lay, that if one dig two fathoms deep in the earth, they will find salt-water; but perhaps, it is not so in all places. However it be, it is certain that from November forwards,
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forwards, that Country produces a great many Herbs, as Succory, Spinage, and other Pot-Herbs; and in several Gardens, there are very good Apricots, which last all June and July; and in July and August, also many Grapes; as in October, Melons, water-Melons, Pomegranats and Limes; the truth is, none of these Fruits will keep, because of the South-East Wind that reigns during that time, and is hot and moist.

There are plenty enough publick places in Basora, and amongst others, the Medin, which is before the Bajras, and is very large; there are in it twelve pieces of Cannon or Culverines mounted on their Carriages near that Palace; and there are also several very fair Bazaars in the Town.

I said that this might be made one of the richest Cities in the World, because of the Commerce that might be settled there, with all parts almost of the Habit-able World. Its Port is good and very safe, being twelve Leagues from the Sea in the fresh water of Sobra-Ell-Asarab, and it is so broad and deep, that the greatest Vessels may come to it without danger: all the Goods of Europe might be brought thither by the Mediterranean; because being once come to Aleppo, it would not be difficult to Transport them to Bir which is but four days Journey from Aleppo; and there they might be embarked on the Euphrates, on which they might in ten days time come to Rousania, from whence there is but a days Journey to Bagdad, where they might embark them on the Tigris, and in fifteen or sixteen days time, they would come to Basora, and with a very little pains and industry the River Euphrates might be made Navigable for great Vessels, only by clearing the Channel in some places, where it is choked up with great Stones; and that is the reason they come no higher than Rousania, which is a Village at a little distance from Euphrates, where the Goods are put a flor, and carried upon Camels to Bagdad, and there embarked on the Tigris; but small Barks can come from Bir to Basora down the River of Euphrates.

The Commodities of Persia, may come by the Ports of Cymon and Googe. The Indian Commodities may safely come by the Gulf of Persia; as also those of the Red Sea and Arabia Felix, embarking them at the Port of Calis, which is but only eight days Journey from Basora: and in that manner an exchange might be made of all Commodities from one Country to another, which would bring infinite Riches to that place, and though it be not so at present, yet many Vessels repair thither, especially since the destruction of Ormuz, where heretofore all the Traffick of these Seas was managed. Since that time many Vessels come to Basora laden with Indian Commodities, and the time, or Monsoon, (as they call it,) when these Ships come, is in the month of July, and thence they sail till the end of October; when that is past they cannot get out of the River, because of contrary Winds, and exactly at that time the Monsoon for going to the Indies begins, which lasts till the beginning of May.

When I came to Basora there were fifteen great Vessels there, belonging partly to the Dutch, and partly to Malomfort, which took in no Goods but Dates, and of that Commodity they load so much, that they furnish all the Indies, and make great profit of them, they carry off also some Harries; and which is more a vast deal of ready money for the Indies. During the four months of the Monsoon, Basora is full of strangers, not only those that come by Sea from the Indies, but also such as come from about Bagdad to buy Indian Commodities: and therefore during that time the Houses are dearer, than all the other eight months of the Year, during which there are none there but the people of the Country.

For three months of the year, viz. July, August, and September, the heat is almost insufferable in that Town, especially when the South-East Wind blows; and this Year one thousand five hundred fifty and five in the month of July, there died in Basora of that Wind called Samuel, (which I have mentioned else where,) four thousand people, in three weeks time. During these heats, all lye upon their Terraces, without any apprehension of the malignity of the Air, that is only bad then, by the excess of heat, which is so unseasonable, that they must have water every minute at their Mouths, though that water be unwholesome too; for though it be the same water of Sobra-Ell-Asarab, yet running in that narrow Canal through the Town, it is very thick and full of Dirt; and besides at low water, there is not to be had, nothing remaining but a nasty Brook of Puddles; so that there being a necessity of calling up Banks of Earth in several places to keep in the water in
little Ponds, where the water-carriers may have it at all times, and most of the meaner sort of people doing their needs and washing their Cloaths in that Canal, the water must needs be very impure and unwholesome.

Though there be plenty of Grapes about Baffora, yet they make no Wine nor Brandy there, both being forbidden, under severe penalties. The Baffa hath suffered the Carmelites now and then to make some, but they paid a round sum of money for the permission; and that was the reason why they made no more, but have brought from Schiraz for saying of Mafs, and entertaining the Franks that Lodge with them when they pass that way. Herefore the Baffa had a design to build the Town within the Precinct of the Castle, which is upon the River at the end of the Canal; but he was taken off that, for fear the English and Dutch might batter it down with great Guns upon the least displeasure they met with; it would certainly have stood better in that place, not only for prospect, and the benefit of the River-waters, but also because the Ships anchor close by.

There is a Distemper at Baffora very common in the months of July, August, and September, and that is a breaking out of certain hard Bumps, or Tumours in the Groin, Thighs, Neck, and many other parts of the Body; which being cured in one part, break out many times in another, for my part, considering the way how (I was told,) that Diseafe feizes people, I thought it might be a kind of Plague; however they assured me that commonly no body died of it, and yet most have it, which (they say) is only caused by the abundance of Dates they eat in this Town, especially the poor. A month before I came to Baffora a Greek Captain died at the Carmelites of a Bottle or Bump, which after it was cured in his Thigh, (where first it broke out,) broke out again in his Throat, where it grew so big inwards that at length it choked him.

When the great heats are over, (which is commonly about the end of September,) one must Cloath himself very warm; for the Air then is dangerous, and many are to be seen who have their Mouth all away, occasioned by sleeping abroad in the Air during that time: from the end of October until January, it is very cold in the Nights and Mornings, but lasts no longer than till the Sun be two or three hours high.

The weights of Baffora, are the Patman, which contains twelve Meas of Tamar; the Astari, which is the third part of the Patman, or four Meas of Tamar; and the Kelle otherwise called Mekka, which contains eight and forty Oesps.

The most esteemed mony at Baffora, is the Venetian Grolin, which is worth seven Aboffis and a half; but it is rare, and is brought up at that rate by those who would Travel into the Indies, or send mony thither; they are also deficient in the Pashri or Rialas, both old and new; the old are worth three Aboffis and a half; and the new three Aboffis. The Pashri Abouqos is also scarce, and is worth fifteen Schais of Baffora: the most current mony is the Persia piece of five Schais, which is worth five Schais and a half of Baffora mony; these Schais are little pieces of Silver very thin, which are coined by the Baffa of Baffora; who Coins also pieces of two Schais, and half Schais, all of Silver; he likewise Coins Mangours, which are Copper-pieces, of which thirty make a Schai, and fix of these Mangours make a Para, five of which goes to a Schai; they have also Copper-pieces that are worth three Mangours.

Having treated of the City of Baffora, I must lay somewhat of its Baffa, who is not changed every three years, (as the rest of Turks are,) but is in a manner Hereditary; each Baffa in his own life-time easily procuring the Reversion for his Son by means of good Prefigents. He at present is the fourth of his Family; and seven years ago the Grand Signior sent him by a Cabici the Reversion for his Son: He pays yearly about a thousand Pashiris of Tribute to the Port; and a great deal besides, which is laid out in Prefigents for the Sultanat and chief Eumache, and other great Men of the Seraglio, where he is obliged to keep a close Correspondence, because it is only by means of Prefigents that he fits sure. Nevertheless seeing he obeys the Grand Signior no farther than he thinks fit, Orders are many times sent from the Port, to the Baffa of Bagdad, to join with other Baffas, and turn him out. When that happens, being feeble of his own inability to make War against them, he buys his Peace. That which makes this Baffa, diftrust his own Force, is because his Soldiers are all either Turks or Fugitives from Aleppo and Bagdad, who only
only look for an opportunity of returning again to their Country; or they are Arabs
who are of all men the foncill corrupted by money; otherwise there is no doubt to
be made, but that (if these men were faithful unto him,) he might very well make
Head against all the Neighbouring Baffias joined together. Fourteen years ago,
two of his Undes, immediately after the death of their Brother, the Father of this
Man went to Constantinople and begged of the Grand Signior, the one the BaffShip
of Baffora, and the other that of Catif and Lebbesa; the Grand Signior granted their
defire, and commanded Murtexa Baffa, then Baffa of Bagdad, to turn out the
Baffos of Baffora and of Catif Lebbesa, who were both alike disobedient to the
Grand Signior, and to put those two Arabs Brothers in their places. Immediately
Murtexa Baffa advanced with these two Princes towards Dagezire, where he was
joyfully received by all; he then marched towards Baffora, where he was likewise
received: the truth is, the Baffos of Baffora stayed not for him there; for seeing him-
self forsaken by his people, (who were disquieted at his Tyrantries,) he fled to Dara-
ch a Town of Persia. Thus Murtexa Baffa, without stroke of Sword made him-
self Master of Baffora, whereof in time he might have become Sovereign, if he
had had but a little better Conduct. Upon his arrival he made one of those
Arabs Princes Baffa, but two days after, having taken them both with him out of the
Town, under pretence of a walk, he caused them to be strangled. This action
extremely displeased the people of the Country, yet if he had had help there, he
might have given it out, that he had instructions from the Grand Signior to do so,
and in process of time gained the friendship of all the militia of Baffora; and then
he might have been so well fixed, that it would not have been in the power of
any to turn him out of his Government. But not satisfied with the death of those
two Men, he returned to the Town, and the same day having lent for the most
considerable and wealthiest Citizens, he feigned on their Estates, and ordered fifteen or
twenty of them to be hanged publicly; which so incensed the Soldiers, that they
all rose against him; so that he was obliged to be gone in haste, carrying with him
what he could of the Riches of Baffora. Since that, he went twice to Constanti-
nople, and both times was sent back Baffa of Bagdad's, but being a third time called to
the Court, he went as far as Mysulf, but durst go no further, for fear of being put
to death: he therefore resolved to fly into Persia, and was upon his way; but
(as ill luck would have it,) some Tartars knew him as he was Travelling through
Curdistan, and cut off his Head. That Man was a Georgian, and though he made
profession of the Turkish Law, yet he was a Christian in his Heart, and had never
been Circumcised, making the Turk believe him was. His only design was to
make himself Master of some State, and then to own the Turk no more; and
therefore he was extremely obliging to all the Soldiers whose love and friendship
he had generally procured, till by his cruelties he loft it. When he saw himself
upon the brink of ruin, he would have delivered up Bagdad to the King of Persia,
but that Prince refused the offer, not being then in condition to maintain a War.
In short, he had for sometime so wrought upon the affections of the Soldiers and
People, that he might have done great matters, if he had not wanted Conduct.
To return to the Baffa of Baffora, no sooner was Murtexa Baffa gone, but the Law-
ful Baffa being recalled by his Subjects, came back, and was received by his peo-
ple as before. The day he departed from Daraeh, Orders came from the King of
Persia to the Governor of that place to stop him: and it was said that that
Princes design was to lend an Army with the same Baffa to Baffora, and to make
himself Master of that Town; but the Order came a little too late, for he was
already gone.

CHAP.
A Continuation of the Description of Bassora, El-Catif, and Lehhsa. Of the Pearl-Fishing, and the Sabeeans.

The state of this Bassa is very considerable, for besides the Town of Bassora, he has on the side of Persia all the Country of Caban that borders upon it. Duratb three days Journy distant from Bassora being the last Town of Persia on that side. He hath on the side of Bagdad, Dgesair, (that is to say the Isle,) which is two days Journy from Bassora, and is walked on the one side by Euphrates, and on the other side by the Tigris; these two Rivers joyning together, at the point of that Isle, two days Journy above Bassora: and in that place there is a good Castle called Corna, which commands the passage of Euphrates and Tigris. On the side of Bagdad, that Isle is walked by an Artificial Canal, drawn betwixt Euphrates and the Tigris. This Canal is five hours march above Bassora, and eleven or twelve days Journy below Bagdad. The Isle is very Fertile, and well peopled; having several good Villages: the truth is, it does not wholly depend on the Bassa of Bassora, for part of it (on the side of this Canal) is under the Government of Bagdad; but seeing the Citadel (which is on the point of the Isle, at the confluence of the two Rivers,) and all that is on that side, belongs to the Bassa of Bassora. He is in some manner secure from the surprizes of the Bassa of Bagdad, who cannot Attack Bassora, till first he hath made himself Master of Dgesair. Besides that, the Bassa of Bassora holds the Adjacent Islands, the Port El-Catif, and the Town of Lehhsa, which formerly belonged to a Bassa, Tributary also to the Grand Signior; but twelve years since, he took the Port Catif, and since that, having a mind also to Lehhsa, he sent thither an Arab Sebeik with many Arabes, at whose approach the Bassa of Lehhsa fled, leaving them a free entry into that Town, which they plundered; but afterwards the Arab Sebeik sighted the Bassa of Bassora, saying that he had not taken that Town for him, but for himself, and recalled the Bassa of Lehhsa, to whom he delivered back the Town, in consideration of a sum of money which that Bassa paid him.

In fine, last year one thousand six hundred sixty and four, the Bassa of Bassora finding the Grand Signior engaged in a War with the Emperor, (and thinking that the War would be of long continuance,) in the month of November, put on Shipboard an Army which, (as I was assured,) consisted not of above five or fix thousand Men, with some Cannon, though the News flew into all places, that they were seven or eight times so many. This Army having Landed at Port Catif, and marched from thence to Lehhsa, which is but three days Journy distant, they presently made themselves Masters of it, without any resistance; the Bassa of Lehhsa being (upon their approach) fled to Constantinople, where he made his complaints to the Grand Signior, who presently thereupon ordered the Bassas of Algir, Orfa, Diarbek, Mosul, Bagdad, and some others to the number of eight, to join and restore the Bassa of Lehhsa to his Government, and turn the Bassa of Bassora out of all. This Bassa was not daunted for all that, but making a show as if he intended to be upon his defence, and indeed, putting himself in a posture to do so, he fortified Lehhsa sending thither a great deal of Artillery, whilst on the other Hand, he sent to the Port, to inform the Grand Signior, that he ought not to concern himself in his Conquest, because he was ready to pay him for his new acquisitions, the same Tribute that he formerly received. It is certain that if the Turk had not made Peace with the Emperor to soon, this Bassa would have carried his Conquests farther on, thinking of nothing less than to have made himself Master of Mosul. Now, though this State of Lehhsa comprehend
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no more but the two Towns Caif and Lëbbia; it is nevertheless very considerable and of great extent, having a great many good Villages: but the principal Riches of that Country consists in the the Traffick of Indian Commodities, which are Transferred from Mafet, to Port Caif; from whence they come to Lëbbia, Indian Commodity are diffused all over Arabis Felix, and chiefly at Mëbus, where they modilites at fell very well, when the Caravans come from all Parts to perform their Devotions there.

Port Caif is on the main Land in Arabis Felix, over against the Ille of Bab-rius, by corruption called Babren, which is only seven Leagues distant from it. The Ille of though it belong not to the Turk, being under the Dominion of the King of Persia. This Island is very famous for the Filling of Pearls thes in the months of June, July, August, and September. It must needs be great; if one may judge of it, by the great number of Barks that are employed therein, which amount to two or three thousand. In the Ille of Babria there is a Town, and a Port distant from it a large League and a half. Though there be good water in that Town, yet the Fishermen take not in fresh water there; they find it more commodious to draw it out of the bottom of the Sea, where there are three Springs of fresh water, yet not all in one place, but here and there, and all above two Leagues distant from the Town.

Signor Emanuel Mendes Henriques, Agent for the King of Portugal at Congo, hath often told me the way how they draw this water, which is thus: The Barks go near to the place where the Springs are, which they know by the bearing of the Island: at high water, there is two Rathsorn water in those places; but when the Sea is out, they have not above three Foot water, and many times they are on dry Ground: for Babren is encompassed with Banks of Sand, that run out a great way, where there are such flats that Vessels cannot pass them: but amongst these Banks there are deep Channels, which the Vessels keep: and whatsoever Storms may blow at Sea, the Vessels that are in these Channels are safe and secure. When these Barks are come near the Wells, they lay till low water, and then they plant two Oars in the Sand, one on each side of the Well where they intend to water; then they strain a Rope under water from one Oar to the other. We must know that upon every one of these Wells, the Arabis have always the half of a Jar, to wit the upper half where the mouth is, which may be called an Eastheen Pipe; they put the wider end upon the mouth of the Spring, and thrust it down above four inches in the Sand; they dawh it besides, all round with Plaster and Bitumen; that the Salt water may not get in: when these half Jars break or are worn out, they take care to put another in the place of them; after that the Fishermen then have planted the Oars, and fastened the Rope, a Man goes down into the Sea, with a Borracho flop, and Diving down his Head, puts himself under the strained Rope, that to the force of the fresh water, that gushes out of the Jar may not raise him up again; for it gushes out with great impetuosity; and then he claps the mouth of his Borracho to the mouth of the Jar, which being narrow and opened, is immediately filled with fresh water; when it is full, he he crops it again, and brings it up to the Bark, where he empties his fresh water, and then goes down again for more, till the Bark be supplied. This Portuguese Gentleman told me that it was very easy to be done, and that he himself had been so curious as to go and fill a Borracho there.

Now I am speaking of Babren, I will here relate the manner of the Pearl Filling, as the same Emanuel Mendes Henriques, (who hath been at it,) told me. This Filling begins about the end of June, and lasts till the end of September. During this time there are to be seen about Babren above two or three thousand Fishermen Barks, all Arabis who pay severally a due to the Prince whose Subjects they are, for their permission to Fish; and besides, each Bark pays to the Sultan or Governor of Babren fifteen Ababous a year; the King of Persia has not one penny of that Revenue, for it all belongs to the Mojęes: only all the Pearls that weigh a half of a Pound Medical, or more, belong to him; and nevertheless, he makes a liberal Present to the Fisherman, that brings him such: but also if any of them fail to do it, and fall such a Pearl out of his Dominions, were it even at the Worlds end, the King is soon acquainted with it; and to be revenged he puts to death the whole Family, and all the Kindred of the Fisherman, even to the Seventh Generation, both Males and Females. Every one of these Barks hath Men for Diving to the bottom.
of the Sea and picking up the Shell-Fish or Nares, and the rest serve to
draw them up, for all are not Divers. The Barks go fifteen, twenty, or thirty
Leagues off Babin, along the Coast, and when they are at a place where
they think there may be good Filling, they come to an Anchor in five Fathom
water; and then two Divers make ready one on each side, to go down for Nares.
All their preparations consist in stripping themselves naked, and taking a piece of
Horn cloven in the manner of a pair of Pincers, as the Gentleman represented it to
me, which they always hang about their Necks by a piece of Pack thread; before
they jump into the water they put it upon their Nose like a pair of Spectacles, and
that keeps their Nostrils so close that the water cannot enter them, nor can they
fetch breath above water by the Nose neither. Besides this accoutrement, every
Diver provides himself of a great stone, which he fastens to a long Rope, and
of a Basket tied to another; and putting the Rope to which the stone is tied be-
twixt the Toes of one of his Feet, and taking the Basket in his Hand, he leaves
the ends of the two Ropes on Board, and Dives into the Sea. The stone carries
him immediately to the bottom, where being come, he casts loose the Rope of the
stone from his Foot, which they on Board pull up, and without loosing time he
quickly picks up all the Nares he sees, and puts them in his Basket, and when it
is full, comes up again. The rest hall up the Basket, whilst he takes a little breath,
and smokes a Pipe of Tobacco, and having done so he returns again to the bot-
tom in the same manner, coming and going so from eight a Clock in the Morning
till Eleven. Then he goes to Dinner, with his comrades and feeds on Pilus and
Dates, which are their common Food; and about Noon he goes a Diving again,
and continues at work till three a Clock, but no longer, because the water is
then too cold. When they have got on Board a good quantity of these Nares,
they unload them upon some bank of Sand, and there open them, every one
having an Iron Instrument purposely for that; the Master of the Bark, in the
mean time, never taking his Eyes off of them, least they might pare off a Pearl,
for if they be not carefully look't to, they will cunningly whip them into their Mouth
as soon as they have opened the Nares. Now if the Master made them open them
on Board, it would be worse still; for if any of them should find a fair Pearl, he would
nimbly throw the Nares down into the hold without being perceived, and when
the Bark were to be made clean, he would not fail to be Swabber, and throwing
all the Shells and Fith into the Sea, (for they know not what it is to make any
Works of Mother of Pearl) he would hide the Pearls he had thrown down, and
then go tell them for a small matter in the Town, and (which would be worth
of all,) he would Work no more after, because when these Blades have once got
at little money by such means, it is not possible to make them Fith any more; so
long as it lasts.

The Revenue of the Bafha of Baffora.

But to return to the Bafha of Baffora; he has a considerable Revenue, and I
have been assured that it amounts to no less than eight hundred thousand Fidgiers,
though in exacting it he be a little Tyrannical. The Custom-house of Baffora yields
him a great deal, and he lets it not out to Farm, as is usual in other places, but
entertains a Customier or Sebab Bender, (as they call him,) who has a Salary from
him, and is accountable for all he receives. Besides he has from every Palm-Tree
half a Sebati a year, and that branch of his Revenue he lets out to a Man, who
yearly pays him for it fifty thousand Fidgiers. He gets moreover, a great deal of
the Perfians who go every year to Mecha, for all of them pay by Baffora, and the
Bafha sells them the Camels they stand in need of, at what price he pleases; besides
they give him thirty five Chequans a Head for which he lends them with a Guard
of three hundred Troopers to wait upon them to Mecha, and back again to Baffora.
These Pilgrims willingly pay the money to be secured from the Arabian Robbers.
In five and twenty days time they go from Baffora to Mecha, and when they are come
back, the Bafha buys their Camels at an easie rate, and sells them Horfes very dear
to carry them home; he takes the same course with the Merchants, who during
the Moun in buy Horfes from him to be Transported; they must buy them at what
price he pleases to demand if they would have them; because it is Prohibited that
any man whatsoever sell Horfes during that time, nor dare they sell at any other
time without a Licence from him, which is never obtained without a Prefent.
Indeed, last year the Bafha of Bagdad did him a bad and un-neighbourly Office;
by Letters he invited the Perfians that intended to go to Mecha to come and pas
by Bagdad, promising to give them safe Conduct for twenty Chequins a Man, so that most part (to save fifteen Chequins) went by Bagdad, and a very few came by Baffora. This is the Road from Baffora to Mecha which the Pilgrims commonly take: They set out from Baffora by the East Gate, and go to Dgyam-Hali three Agafis from Baffora, where there is bitter water in the Ditch of a Castle that stands in that place where hitherto the Town of Baffora was built: the way to it from Baffora is by a Gauk, which hath salt-water on each side. They go from thence to Dgebel-Sanun, five Agafis off, where there is fresh-water; from Dgebel-Sanun to Tschai-Haffar, where they find a Well of indifferent good water, and that is the Agafis Journey. In this place they make Provision of water for seven days Travelling, in all which way there is neither water nor Habitation to be found. Having travelled seven days, they find a Well of good water, where they provide themselves for six days, at the end of which they come to Amoun, which is a Well of fresh-water, where they make provision again for three days, in which time they arrive at Niged, where there are two Castles opposite to one another, and inhabited by Arabs. They may have Viétuals here for mony, but the water is bad; however they must make provision of it for five days, and at five days end they find a Well, where they take for two days more: after that, they find another Well of bitter water; and yet must make Provision of it for four days, which being over, they come to a Well called Herram-Baghlar-Ian. In this place all the Pilgrims sleep, and leave nothing upon their bodies, but a Cloath to cover their Nakedness. Having taken water at this Well for seven days, they continue their march to Dgebel-Harafat, where they spend the night in throwing stones at the Devil; and next Morning, having made the Gourban, they put on their Cloaths again. There are Wells at Dgebel-Harafat, where they take water enough to serve Dgebel-Hara- THEM to Mecha, which is but a day and a half's Journey distant. From Mecha they go to Vadi-Patima, the place where the Tomb of Patima is, twelve days Journey distant, wherein there are Wells, but no Habitation to be found. From Vadi-Patima they go to Medina five days Journey distant, and they come from Medina to Tschai-Haffar. Haffar in five and thirty days, and thence to Baffora.

The Baffos hath a great many lovely Country Houses, and amongst others Gourdan, which is opposite to the mouth of the little Canal of Baffora, and on the other side of Schai-El-Auar. Who are the Subjects of the Baffas of Baffora, and besides thee, there are some Perions and Indians that live in the Capital City, and the last have Pagods there. No Franks live there, except the Reverend Fathers Carmelites, who have a House, on the Terras whereof they put out the Banner of the Cross. They have their Church in that House, which neither only serves the Franks, but all the Armenians and Nefforians, who come to the Town during the Monjas; they come there to Pray, but lay not Masts in it. The Baffos hath always some Prefent from the Secular Monks for that House. The other Franks, to wit, the Portuguese, English, or Dutch, come not to Baffora, but in the Monjas, and depart in their Ships at the end of it.

But two days before I came to Baffora, the Dutch had burnt a great deal of Cinnamon, because the Merchants would not give them the price they demanded for it, which made them in anger say publickly that they would burn it, which they did at home in their House and they continued to great quantity of it, that it was fewt all over the Neighbourhood.

During the Monjas, the Franks and all other strangers are well received at Baffora, Liberty at Baffora, and no body moleits or wrongs them. Every one may wear a white Turban, Mars and the green colour thereof, whatsoever Religion he be; and that not only during the Monjas, but at any othertime; not but that I have been told that out of the Monjas, they pretty often scuzedd the Franks who staid behind there.

I must now say somewhat of the Sabceans. They are other wise called Christians of St. John, (but very improperly,) for they are more Gentiles than Christians, and one of them (who turned Roman Catholic, and was of those who went to Rome some years ago,) affid me that they were partly Christians, partly Turks, partly Jews, and partly Gentiles. The truth is, if because of Baptism (which they retain, in memory of St. John Baptizing our Saviour,) they ought to be called Christians, the Turks may in the same manner be said to be of the Jewish Religion, because of Circumcision. It is in reality but a name of Baptism, for they Baptize...
not in the name of the Holy Trinity; nor do they perform it but on Sundays, and if the Child be born on any other day, they may till Sunday, though it be even in danger of dying. A man carries the Child to the River-side; for they hold that there can be no Baptism but in running water, and therefore they always live near the Rivers, and inhabit not those places where there are none. One of their Ministers goes along with the Man that carries the Child; and when they come to the River-side, the Minister says these words, In Bismone edai rabbi' exad marai mea bate lea, (that is to say,) In name of the Ancient Mighty Lord God, who knows all that we do before the light of the world; then he throws a little water upon the Head of the Infant, and repeating the same Prayer, calls water again upon the Head of it; afterwards he repeats the same words a third time, and throws water a third time upon the Child's Head: this being done, he who holds the Child dips it three times into the River, and that is all the Ceremony of their Baptism. It is not enough for them to have been so Baptised once in their life-time; but they often reiterate these Ceremonies; and every year during the space of five days, every person, great and small, young and old, Male and Female, is Baptised and Re-baptised; and when any of them Marry, the Minister again Baptises the Bridegroom and Bride. They hold only four Sacraments, to wit, Baptism, the Eucharist, Orders and Marriage, they acknowledge neither Confirmation, Extreme Unction, nor Penance. As to the Sacrament of the Eucharist, which is but a nominal Consecration, no more than their Baptism, they pronounce not the words of Consecration over the Host but only some Prayers. They make their Hosts of Flower-kned with Wine and Oil. As for the Wine of their Consecration, they make use of Wine drawn from dryed Grapes steeped in water, which they press, and they use the same Wine for moistening the Flower whereof they make the Hosts.

The Ministers in relation to Orders, they have Superior and Inferior Ministers, but they use no great Ceremony in Consecrating them: for Children succeed to their Fathers in the Ministry, provided they be sixteen or seventeen years of Age, and falling Sons, the next of Kin succeed: this is all the Ceremony of their Consecration; a Minister says some Prayers over him who is to be a Minister, and that is sufficient with them. As to Marriage, the Minister who is to Officiate, takes an Oath of the Bride, in presence of the Women that are called to the Ceremony, that she is a Virgin, and let her swear what she pleases to him, the Ministers Wife must fill search her, and make her report; afterwards the Minister Baptises the Bridegroom and Bride, and then lets them back to back, saying some Prayers over them, which completes the Ceremony of the Marriage. Every man may have two Wives, both Lay-men and Ministers; but all the Wives that Ministers take must be Virgins when they Marry them. They know not what the Gospel is. All their Laws confind in some Prayers, and in Communicating with their Host made and Consecrated after their manner, and their Wine of dryed Grapes. They do not eat Maas at Baffora, because they have no Church there. They Work not on Sundays; and have three Festivals in the year, to wit, one at New-year, which lasts three days; and that is in memory of the Creation of Adam. The second is at the beginning of the fourth month, it likewise lasts three days, and is the Festival of St. John. The third is at the beginning of the seventh month, it lasts five days, and is in memory of our Saviours being Baptized by St. John. They are all Baptised during these five days, once a day, and they call this feast Pendia. They acknowledge no other Saints but St. John, St. Zachariah his Father, and St. Elizabeth his Mother. They acknowledge JESUS CHRIST but only as St. John's Servant. As for the other World, they admit not of Purgatory, but only a Heaven and a Hell; they say that the wicked after their death shall pass through a narrow way, Guarded by Lions, Serpents, and such other Creatures which will devour them; and the good shall go the same way, but over these Beasts, freighted to Paradise, which they fancy (as well as the Turkeys) to be Material, having borrowed from them many Fables, which make a great part of their belief. They eat no meat but what hath been killed by a Sabran; and whatsoever it be else that hath been touched by any that are not of their Religion, they look upon it as unclean, and will not eat of it. Their Ministers kill their Pulletts, Sheep, and Fowl, who for performing of that Office, lay aside their Cloaths, and put on a pair of white Drawers, with a Rope for a Cirdle; a white Shirt girt about with a Rope: a white Turban, with the end of it hanging on their Left Shoulder; a white
while Napkin about their Neck in fashion of a stole; and another rag, which is a Fillet like to those that are used to bind up the Arm after bloodletting, these make in all seven pieces, being thus accoutered, they walk, (for instance,) the Feet and Beak of the Pullet they are to kill, because they say it eats, and many times touches upon unclean things: then they kill it, saying in their Language: Is the name of the merciful God, may this be blessed to those that eat it. They do the same with Sheep, saying that they wash them not, saying that they eat only Grains and no unclean things, and the like also with Fowl. The power of performing this Office, extends to the Children of the Minifier, so soon as they have attained to the sixteenth or seventeenth year of their Age, provided their Fathers have discharged that duty; otherwise it is not lawful for them: I have been so curious as to see that pleasant Ceremony. These people (who think all that are not of their Religion Profane,) have a special care not to drink in a Vessal wherein one that is not a Sabean hath drank, but if it be their own they break it, that so none that belong to them may be polluted by drinking in it. They have another strange whimsey, which is, that they abhor the blew colour, as much as the Jews do Hogs Flehs, and that for a very ridiculous reason. They say that the Jews knowing by their Books, that Baptism was to destroy the Law, were so malicious, as that when St. John was about to Baptize our Lord, they threw into Jordan a good deal of Indigo, thereby to spoil the water; but that God sent an Angel with a Vessal full of pure clean water, taken out of another place of the River of Jordan, wherewith St. John Baptized our Lord; and that from that time forward God cursed the blew colour. This is the opinion of the Vulgar, but one of them told me, that the reason why they hated that colour is, because there is Dogs Turd used in dying of it, and they look upon a Dog to be an unclean Beast. Most part of the Sabeans are Goldsmiths, all very poor, and a great many of them live in Bassora upon the Canal; several of them also live in the Villages of Dogzine, but the greatest part in Harwicz and Soulyer, two Towns belonging to the King of Persia in Chufh-Heravik. The first which is four days Journey from Bassora is watered by the River Karada, which falls into the Tygris a little above the place where it joyns Enphrates, Kariba. The second which is Soulyer the chief Town of Chufihan, is eight days Journey from Bassora, and is watered by the River Cason, as I have said already. The Sabeans are extremly ignorant, and their Doctors have not much to study upon account of their Religion; for they have but two Books, and these not long since made neither, though they give it out that they were in being in the days of Adam; but the truth is, their ancient Books were with their Churches burnt by Mahomet and his Successours. For an instance of the stupidity of these people, having asked them how many months they had in their year, they made answer that they knew not, and that I must ask that of their Selvik, it is so with them in every thing else. Nevertheless the second of November of this present year one thousand six hundred sixty five, when I saw the Sacrifice of the Pullet, I put so many questions to them, that at length I learned that their year consists of three hundred thirty four and five days, to wit, of twelve months, of thirty days apiece, and besides these twelve months they have six days over. I also knew that they reckoned that same day the second of November, to be the twentieth of their first month, so that their year must have begun the thirteenth of October. I did what I could to learn somthing of their Arabs, but could not. I was informed besides, that their first Feast begins with their year, the second three months after, and the third after three months more.

The End of the Third Book.
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BOOK IV.

CHAP. I.

Of the Voyage from Bassora to the Indies.

Friday the sixth of November I Embarked at Bassora in the Ship of an Armenian of two hundred and threecore Tun burden, called the Hopewell. This Ship carried eighteen Guns, and had on Board one and thirty Sea-men, of whom six and twenty were Bantams, and the other five Mahometans. We had no Franky on Board, but the Captain who was of Legorn, the Gunner a Native of London, and two Sailers, the one a Venetian, and the other a Greek of Candy. This was an English built Ship, and formerly belonged to the English President at Surat, who had three others besides, and then the carried twenty eight Guns: but War breaking out betwixt the English and Dutch, and the President finding that he was not able to maintain them against the Hollanders, who at that time had many Ships in the Indies, fold them about a year ago to Armenians, and one Codgiamins, whom I mentioned already, bought two of them, of which this was one; he paid for her to the English sixteen thousand Roupiets, which make eight thousand Pounds, and put up the Armenian Colours upon her.

The Captain had three Paie-Ports, one from the Portuguese, another from the English, and a third from the Dutch. The Ship had been for several years Commanded by a Greek Candian, called Captain Uferio, a Man of much experience in those Seas, and skilful in taking Observations; but he died at Bassora in the month of September this present year one thousand six hundred and fifty, of an Inflammation in the Throat: and the Armenians put in his place, a Man of Legorn called Bernardo, who had formerly been Boattiaun in the same Ship. He was a good Sailer, but knew not how to let off a Courfe, nor take an Observation, and indeed, could neither Read nor Write, he had only learnt a little experience by several Voyages he had made in those Seas. The Armenians would have made an
English Man Master, who was a good Navigator, and had discharged the same Place in other Ships; but since the War was then breaking out betwixt the English and Dutch, and that the Dutch told him they could not secure him from their Men of War, who would certainly make him Prisoner, if they met with him, he refused the Employment. Besides our Captain we had two Mahometan Pilots, one who was to carry us as far as the Ile Carek, and the other to Suratt where he was born.

The Ship was loaded with Indigo, Cloaths, and Indian Commodities that could not be vended at Baffora, which we were to unload at Carek, to be Transplanted into Persia. Besides, the had on Board a great quantity of Dates, ten Horses, some Coffers of Glass in pieces, some great Venetian Looking-Glasses, and a great many bags of mony.

We paid for our Passage from Baffora to Suratt forty Abassis, which are ten Piastras each a Head; but in Mahometan Ships this Passage costs no more but fifteen Abassis. I hired also of the Gunner a little Cabin for my seat in a corner of the Gun-Room, at the rate of forty Abassis for the Voyage from Baffora to Suratt. It was six Foot long, much about the same height, and four or five Foot wide; so that I was pretty well accommodated, having a Bed of Boards, two Foot raised from the Deck: there was room enough in it for my Baggage, and I could Read and Write therein by day, by the light I had from some little skylights; but in the night-time I could only sleep in it, because I had neither the convenience nor liberty of a Candle. I took care to carry on Board with me a good large Jar, which I had filled with very good water. Such as understand the benefit of this, never fail to do so; it is covered with a wooden cover, and shut with a Padlock; and is very useful, when fresh water begins to be scarce on Board; for then every one betakes himself to his Jar; and though the Captain had laid in great store of fresh water, yet we had reason to apprehend a scarcity, because besides a great many people, we had ten Horses, several Sheep, Goats, and Pullets on Board. I made also a provision of Bisket, and other necessaries for subsistence; though I ate with the Captain and the other three Franks that were on Board.

We spent four days betwixt Baffora and the mouth of Schab-al-Dareb, because all Saturday the seventh of November we lay still before Baffora, that day being employed in cleaning the Ship, and drinking Brandy with the Owners and Officers, who stayed at Baffora, and went another in his place to Suratt, where his Master was. That day then, was spent till night in drinking the Salmet in sbelab, which is so to say to the good luck, if it please God) or the Fay, and that with the noise of Guns. At length the Merchant being gone, we weighed Anchor, but for a very short while; for we were obliged to drop it again at midnight, because we could not advance but by the help of the Tide, so that it behoved us to stay for the Ebb before we weighed, and come to an Anchor again when it made Flood: and this course we were forced to take, not only till New Moon, which changed not till Saturday the seventh of November, because of the Sun-bad Wind that blew till that time; but also for some days after the New Moon, though the Wind was got about to North-West, because it was too tawse to serve our turn. Besides, the disfavour that was on Board the Ship was a great hinderance to us, for the Captain was of one mind, and the two Pilots each of another, all the Merchants likewise putting in for their share in advising. This made the greater confusion, that one spoke Armenian, another Indian, a third Persian, a fourth Turbije, and a fifth Portugeuse; in such number of sorts commonly they understood not what one another said, which made a confusion amongst them, like that which God sent amongst the builders of the Tower of Babel.

All that I thought fit to obverse in this Voyage till we got out to Sea, is that we past betwixt the main Land of Baffora, and the Ile El-Feyadie, having that Ile to the Lorboard, as well as Besballi and Bouarou. Two men did nothing but heave out the Lead, to know how many Fathoms water we had, and most commonly they found three, four, or five Fathoms: nevertheless, Monday the ninth of November, our Ship struck a ground, at the point of the Ile of Chader, which lies towards the River that goes to Baffora; having but there eleven Foot water; a Foot less than two Fathoms, and the Ship drew at least twelve Foot water. This obliged us to wait till next Flood carried us off; and then we left that Island to the Starboard. About even a Clock at night we past by the mouth of the Channel.
Haffir, which was to our Leeward; and there begins the Isle of Ghan, which Isle of Ghan, reaches from that place to the Sea.

Tuesday the tenth of November, the Tide of Ebb beginning an hour before day, we weighed Anchor, and continued our course between the Isle of the Bader, and the Isle of Ghan, and there we found the water brisk. At this place the Palm-Trees end; and the Land on both sides is only level and barren Plains; and so low, that at high water they are almost all overthrown: about two hours after day, the water call us so much upon the Land on the South side, that our Boat raked the shoal; and that is in a manner unavoidable in this place, where all Ships are forced a shoal; nevertheless, though we were near, we had two Fathom water: a Stern, and there a head; and the current of the water drove us forward at a great rate: in the mean time our men did what they could to get out again into the Channel, and at length with the help of our Boat that Towed us, they accomplished it. We found three Mahometan Ships which fet out the same day that we eld from Haffir, and all three had the same luck, having been by the force of the stream cast a shoal as well as we. The Courtie we fled from Haffir till we came to the Sea, was in the beginning, whilst we had the Wind at South-East, South, South-West; and after we had it at North-West, we steered always East, South-East, or South, South-East.

About nine a Clock in the morning we had a pretty brisk Gale from North-West, which made us spread our Mizan and Mizan-Top-Sail, the Main and Main-Top-Sail, and the Fore-Sail, and Fore-Top-Sail; and then we steered away South, South-West, making the more way as the Wind grew fresher: the water is very broad at this place. About half an hour after three a Clock in the Afternoon, we came to an Anchor near the Mouth of the River, because our Men would not venture out to Sea in the night-time, for fear of being stranded; for in the mouth of this River, there is but two Fathom water when the Tide is out, and the other Ships did as we did: the Wind in the mean time ceased about midnight.

Next day, we weighed Anchor about half an hour after six in the Morning, and having spread the Fore-Top-Sail, we steered away South, South-East, but seeing it was better than a calm, we made but very little way: nevertheless we began to lose sight of Land on all hands, and had betwixt five and six Fathom water. About nine a Clock, we came to an Anchor to play for the Tide, because then we had but little water: about eleven a Clock, it being flood, we weighed, and a North-West Wind rising at the same time, we lapp'd on all our Sails, steering our Course sometimes South-East, sometimes South, and sometimes South-West, according to the water we found, which was sometimes but three, and sometimes four Fathom. Half an hour after one of the Clock, we had four Fathom and a half water; and at two a Clock five: but at the same time the Wind chopping about to South, we were forced to fort our Sails, and come to an Anchor. It is very dangerous putting out of that River after the first days of November, for commonly the South Winds begin to blow at that time, and last all November, whereby Sailing, many Ships that put out too late, are cast away.

Thursday the twelfth of November, the Sun rose with a strong Wind from South, and at the same time the Sky was on all hands over-cast with such a thick Fog, that we could hardly see the other Ships, which yet weighed Anchor and were Towed by their Boats: we did the same, though it was against the Captains mind, who feared a storm, and would have kept still at Anchor. We got our Boat then to Tow us, the Ships Head standing East, South-East, in five Fathom water. About half an hour after eight we unfurled the Fore-Top-Sail, and wind away East, North-East, and a little after, North, North-East. About nine a Clock, we spread the Mizan-Sail, whilst our Boat still Tow'd us. About half an hour after nine, the Wind shifting about to East, we presently furled our Sails, and turning our Ships Head South-East, came to an Anchor a quarter of an hour after, in three Fathom water. That day they began to allow every one but two measures of water by day; one to boil the Kettle, and the other to drink (each measure is about three Pints.) About a quarter after ten a Clock, we weighed Anchor, and were Tow'd by our Boat, spreading our Mizan, Main-Top-Sail, and Fore-Top-Sail, though we had no settled Wind, but sometimes one way and sometimes another, and we turned the Ships Head North-East. A little after, the Wind getting in to South-East, we bore away East, and presently it shifted to South: so that three quarters after ten, we came to an Anchor.
Friday the thirteenth of November, the Pilot of Carek and the Merchants prevailed to far with the Captain, that he gave way to the weighing of Anchor at three quarters of an hour after seven, though he was of a contrary Opinion; and the truth is, there was no reason to weigh, because it blew a strong Wind from South-East, and we had but little water on all hands. We had indeed four Fathom at that time, but seeing it was a Tide of Ebb, we had reason to fear running a ground, and to put out to Sea, which was the thing the Merchants desired, was to run into the storm. In fine, notwithstanding all these Reasons, our men Towed us, and we spread the Fore-Top-Sail, but we held no certain Course; the other Ships did as we did, and perceiving us to cast Anchor, three quarters of an hour after, they did the like. This is the inconvenience where many Ships are together, that if one weigh or come an Anchor, the rest must do the same; for if they should fail to do it, and any misfortune happened, the blame would be laid at the Masters door, in that he did not do as the rest did, who are all supposed to understand their Trade.

Saturday morning the fourteenth of November, we made a Mabanian Ship coming from Baffora, where we had left her, for all the strong South-East Wind, which had constantly blown since the day before, we weighed Anchor at nine of the Clock in the morning, and made sail with our Mizan, Main-Top, and Fore-Top-Sails, steering our Course E.N.E. to North-East. Half an hour after nine, the Wind getting about to South-West, we let fly the Mizan Top-Sail and Fore-Sail, and flood away E.S.E. South-East. At ten a Clock we tack about, and bore away West, North-West, and so kept beating to and again every half hour, until three quarters of an hour after eleven, that the Wind the Wind choppimg in to South, we came to an Anchor in three Fathom waters, we made short Tacks because of the little water we had in all places, not finding above three or four Fathom at most. The Wind continued in that manner all day, blowing freer and freer till, and in the evening though the Wind was high, yet the Clouds raked contrary to it from North-West to South-East, from eight till ten a Clock at night. We had several small showers of Rain, at length after midnight, the Wind changed into the so much dired North-West Wind, and blew very hard.

Sunday the fifteenth of November, the other Ships made sail about break of day, and we lay still at Anchor, which extremely vexed the Merchants, who thereupon came to words with the Captain; but he told them that the other Ships were bound for Congo, and that they must put into the Ille Carek, which was near, so that it would be time enough to weigh at noon, that we might not run in, too near the Land, in danger to be cast away by so high a Wind; nevertheless to please them he commanded to weigh about seven a Clock in the morning, but he made sail only with Fore-Sail, Fore-Top-Sail, and Sprit-Sail; we steered our Course South-East, and the Ship ran about four Miles a half an hour. About nine a Clock at night, we flood away E.S.E. and about seven a Clock, North-East, and then furled all our Sails, except the Sprit-Sail, and Fore-Top-Sail; having then fifteen Fathom water. About ten a Clock, we furled all our Sails, but the Sprit-Sail.

Monday the sixteenth of November, the Wind ceased about two a Clock in the morning, and began to blow again about nine, but not so strong as the day before: that we might not lose it, about half an hour after, we spread all our Sails, and steered away South-East. It was not long before we made the main Land of Bender-Raghi to the Leeward. About half an hour after nine we made the Isle Carek on Head, and about noon we sailed near to the Ille Carek, which was to our Land. This Ille Reaches in length from North to South; it is but small and all of white Sand, which is the reason it is not inhabited: it is close by, and almost over against the Ille Carek; but a little lower, towards Bender Raghi. Then we furled our Mizan and Main-Sail, and steered away South. At one of the Clock, we found thirteen Fathom water. About half an hour after, we began to have the Ille Carek on our Starboard, and bore away South, South-East, having then six Fathom water. Half an hour after two, we had eight Fathom water, and turned the Ships Head Head South-West. Three quarters after two, we came to an Anchor to the East of the Island, towards the point of it that looks to the South-East, in ten Fathom water. There we found one of the three Ships that had left us at Anchor, having some Goods to unload, but the other two kept out at Sea.
The Isle of Carœk reaches in length, from South-East to North-West; it is very narrow, and about three or four Leagues in compass: it is about twelve Leagues from Bender-Regb, and fifty from Bassora. This Island is partly hilly and partly plain, it produces Wheat, Barley, Dates, and good Grapes; there is very good water upon it also, which comes from a Hill, that has many ancient Wells ten or twelve Fathoms deep, dug in the Rock on the top of it; and (as I was told,) there are steps in them to go down to the bottom, and the people of the Island go thither to take the fresh Air in the Summer-time. The water passes at the bottom of these Wells, and from thence runs under ground into the Plain; near to these Wells, there is a Moosle upon the Hill. There may be at least an hundred and fifty Houses in all the Island, (as I was told,) but they are scattered up and down, and to speak properly, they are no more but pitiful Huts; nevertheless every one of them has a Well of Spring-water. Near to that Isle, they Fish for Pearl, at the same time, they do at Babrem; and I was told that during the season of Fishing, which is in May, June, July, and August, there are to be seen about this Island above an hundred Taverners or Fishers-Boats. The King of Persia is Lord of it, and has a Governor there, who depends on the Governor of Bender-Regb. The people of this Island are all Fishermen, and live only on Salt Fish and Dates. The Ships that are bound for Bassora, commonly touch at this place to take in a Pilot who conducts them to Bassora, and brings them back again at four months end to the same Island, where they leave him. There we left ours, who had been taken in four months before. But it was not only to let him a loan that we touched at that Island; our chief business was to unload Goods belonging to Codgeminors, which were Indigo, Cloaths, and other Indian Commodities, brought in the same Ship, and which not being disposed of at Bassora, through the bad Conduct of the Pilot, he was necessitated to reembark, and send them to Carœk, to be conveyed from thence to Bender-Regb, and so to Isphahan. Besides, they made account to take on Board several Armenian Merchants and their mony, who waited on this Island for a passage to the Indies: for within these late years, the Armenians that they may not pay Custom at Congo have taken the Course to go freight from Schiraz to Bender-Regb, where there is no Custom-House, and from thence puts over to Carœk, where they wait for the opportunity of some Ships coming that way, which may carry them and their mony. However the Monson before, some Armenians upon their return from the Indies, having put a Floran at Bender-Regb to avoid the Customs of Congo, the Customer went to Law with them about it at Isphahan, pretending that they ought to pay him the Custom, and it was thought that it would cost them at least a good part of the mony, which they must have paid at Congo, and that for the future there would be a Custom-House established at Bender-Regb. The Ships that touch at Carœk, keep out at Sea to the Southward of it, to shun the danger of being cast away in that narrow strait which is between Carœk and Cargues. As soon as we were come an Anchor, five or six small Taverners, (which are those low Boats I described before,) came a Board of us to take in all the Goods that were for Persia, which lasted from five, till half an hour after seven o'clock at night. Our Company were much deceived as to the Armenian Merchants, for contrary to their expectation, they found not one: which was occasioned by a trick of a Dutchman, Captain of the Ship called the Masuliptan, who had given them a call of his Trade. This Ship being gone from Bassora a day before we put out, was come to Carœk two days sooner than we did; the Captain making use of the occasion, failed not to tell the Merchants who waited for our Ship, that she would not come this year, which they believed to be true, and went aboard with their mony on his Ship. All this proceeded from the fault of the Pilot, that stay'd behind at Bassora, who detained the Ship in the Harbour a fortnight longer than he should have done, to get on Board some Goods which pay'd not above an hundred Pintares Freight; and in the mean while he lost the Freight of a great deal of Goods and Money, and of many Passengers that were at Carœk, Congo, and Commor, who embarked in the Ships which touch'd at these Ports before us. When we had put a Floran all the Goods, and the Man who was to take care of them; we weighed Anchor three quarters of an hour after seven, making all the Sail we could, and Steering away South, South-East, with a very cale Wind; about ten a Clock we were becalm'd till midnight, when there blew a little Gale at East, but as easy as the former, and with it we bore away South.
Next day about two or three a Clock in the morning, we Sailed by the Isle of Kesber, which was to our Larboard. This Island is very near the main Land, and makes a little Port, which is called Bender Kesber, a day's journey from Bender-Rag; and there is a Fort on it, which belonged formerly to the Portugueses. At break of day, we made two Ships on Head of us, one of which had put out from Coruk five days before us. Half an hour after seven, we were off the Isle of Coaster, that was to our Larboard, and is a pretty big Island. At eight a Clock we got a Head of one of the Ships that had been before us: the other which was at some distance, put us into some apprehension for a few hours times; for by his manner of working, he gave us cause to think that he had a mind to be up with us; and we were afraid he might be a Corsair, but at length, he steered the same Course that we did. About ten a Clock we were becalmed. Three quarters after twelve, the Wind being South-southerly, we Steered away East. A Quarter after two, we Steered South-East. Three quarters after three a Clock, the Wind chopping about to South-West; we hadd away South, South-East. And thus the Wind being but very calme, did nothing but chop and change until the evening that we were becalmed.

Wednesday the eighteenth of November towards day, having an easte Gale from East, South-East, we Steered our Course South, South-West: about half an hour after nine, it blowing hard from South, we bore away West, South-West. About three quarters of an hour after ten, the Wind turned South, South-East, and we Steered East. Half an hour after noon, the Wind slackened much, and about five a Clock in the evening we were becalmed. About half an hour after nine, we made a Sail to the Windward of us, and another on Head, but a great way before us; we cast the Lead and found seventeen Fathom water. At ten a Clock at night, the Wind turned East, South-East, and blew pretty hard, and we Steered away South, South-West; finding only thirteen Fathom water, when we heaved the Lead.

After midnight, we past Cape Verdeian, which was to our Larboard. This is a very dangerous Cape, and one night several Portugueses Ships being Land-locked there, (when they thought themselves far enough off of it,) were cast away. We Sailed within three or four Leagues of it, and when it was day saw it a Stern of us. About half an hour after nine, the Wind turned South, South-East, and we Steered East. About noon we saw several Tarangues. Half an hour after one, the Wind turned South, South-West, and we bore away South-East. We were then off and on Cape Naban to our Larboard, and made it but very dimly; but coming up more and more towards it, we made it very plain, and saw along the Sea-side, Rocky Hills, which seemed to be very steep, and at the foot of them, a great many Palm-Trees. We continued our Course off and on with these Rocks, till five a Clock that we saw the end of them; at least in this place they run far up into the Land, and leave a very level Coast: in this low Country is the Village called Naban, which gives the name to the Cape. Here we cast the Lead, and found only seven Fathom water; there is but little water all along that Coast, and therefore we presently tack and stood off to the West, about ten a Clock at night, the Wind turned North-East, and we Steered away South, South-East.

Friday the twentieth of November, by break of day, we made the three Ships, that put out the same day with us from Baffera, two of which were at a pretty good distance to the Starboard, and the other very near a Head of us; it was this last which some days before, we had taken for a Corsair; we made all to our Larboard the Land of Perfa, but at a great distance. A Quarter after nine a Clock in the morning, having a very easte Gale from North, North-West, we put out our Main and Fore-Top-Galant-Sail, and kept on our Course South, South-East: in a short time we left all the other Ships a Stern. About noon the Wind blew much frether; and about three a Clock, we stood away East, South-East: about five a Clock, we took in our Top-Galant-Sails, the Mizan, and Mizan-Top-Sails, because it would have been dangerous to have made so much way in the night-time that was now coming on, for we might have run within Land, considering that the Wind frethered more and more, and we bore away South, South-East, that we might keep without the Isle of Laza. If it had been day, we would have Steered our Course betwixt the main Land and that Island, but we durst not venture it in the night-time, being fater to leave it to the Larboard; we made account to have Sailed
Sailed by that Island about midnight; but we saw it not, though we had all along light enough, to discern a little of the main Land near to which it lies.

We concluded then, that we had past that Isle of Lara in the night-time, but the next day we found that we were out in our reckoning. Nevertheless, fancying we did not find out our mistake till after noon: about six a Clock in the morning, we Steered away East, bearing in towards the Land, for fear we might be call too far to the Leeward of Corfu. About half an hour after fix our Long-Boat that was fastened to the Stern full of water, and sunk under the surface of the Sea; we presently filled all Sails but the Spirit-Sail; and three Seamen swam to the Boat to fetch another Rope to it which they held by the end: then they went into it, and we hailed it to the Leeward side of the Ship, and took out a little Anchor that was in her; this being done our men attempted to haul her out of the water by one side, that she might be emptied by the other; but the weight of the water bulged one of her sides, and then she overtop; so that despairing to recover her, unless with much Labour and the loss of a great deal of time, and fearing besides that she might dash against the Hold of the Ship, because it was then a very rough Sea, they cut the Ropes and let her go; though it was near a hundred Piftres lost to the Owner of the Ship. This made us lose a whole hours time, and in the mean while one of the Ships (which the day before was to our Starboard,) got a Head of us. About half an hour after seven in the morning, we made Sail with a North Wind. About half an hour after nine, we were off of an Island to our Leeward, which we took to be Andaraia, but we were mistaken. About ten a Clock the violence of the Wind began to abate; and we Steered away East, South-East; about two a Clock after noon, we made a little Island to the Leeward very near the main Land, and knew it be Andaraia; and that the other which we past about half an hour after nine in the morning, and took for Andaraia, was Lara. This Isle of Lara is a little Desart very low place; close by the main Land, which is the reason that it is not easily discovered: it bears nothing unless it be some wild Trees, and that too only at one end of it, which lies to the West, North-West, and was to us the beginning of the Isle, as our Course lay; it may be known by these Trees. It lies in length from West, North-West, to East, South-East; and is therefore and ten Leagues from Corfu. The Isle of [Andaraia] Andaraia, is in like manner little, low, and very near the main Land, and lies in length as Lara does from West, North-West, to East, South-East: there is good water in this Island, and in the middle of it some wild Trees, and the Cottages of some Fishermen, who come from the main Land to Fish there; it being seven or eight Leagues from Lara. It is worth the observing that though these two Isles be very near the Land, as I have been saying, yet they leave a passage between them and the main Land, which may admit of Ships, because it is very deep water, and Ships sometimes shoot that passage. The Wind freshening in the afternoon, at three quarters of an hour after two a Clock, we were got to the farther end of the Island, and about an hour after, made the Isle of Keis to the South-East. About half an hour after four, we got on Head of the Ship that was before us in the morning, and at the same time we were off and on with the hithermost end of the Isle of Keis, Keis; which was to our Starboard side. This Island is about two Leagues and a half from the main Land, or three at most; and about five Leagues from Andaraia, though they reckon it fifteen Leagues from Lara to Keis; it reaches in length from West, South-West, to East, North-East; and is about five Leagues in Circuits; it is very low and flat like the two former, but it is inhabited by several people, who have Houses dispersed here and there upon it.

I was told that hitherto the Inhabitants of that Island, having killed a Portugeze who had gone a bore there, for some insolence which he had committed; sometime after, other Portugeze Ships coming thither, the Admiral called Cass-Pereiro-Anderada, went a bore upon the Island; and taking a Sucking-Child, put it into a Mortar; and by an unparalleled piece of cruelty, made the Father and Mother of the innocent Babe pound it themselves in the Mortar. This General was a Devil incarnate; and it was his usual way so to revenge himself on the Inhabitants of those Coasts, when they had done him any displeasure: his name is to this day so terrible unto them, that they use it to still their little Children when they cry, threatening them with Lewis de Pereiro. In the mean time that inhumanity made many forlorn the Island, that they might not be exposed to such
cruel usage; nevertheless some abode still, and have Cattel there. I was told that heretofore there were all sorts of Fruits on this Island, but that since the Portugese have left off to go thither, there are no more to be found: I was likewise assured that there is excellent water in the North-West, and East ends of the Isle.

About five a Clock in the evening, we furled our Mizan, Mizan-Top, Main-Top, and Fore-Top-Sails, that we might not make so much way, because on this Coast there are places where the water is very shallow. About seven a Clock at night, we were got off of the other end of the Isle of Kez, and then the Wind flattered much, half an hour after, we came off and on a place of the main Land, where the houre opens towards the East, and forms a Gulf in fluye of a half Circle, and the outmost point of that half Circle is called Ghorr. All that day we had kept very near the main Land, which to that Gulf bears West, North-West, and East, South-East. When we were just off of the beginning of this Gulf, a gentle Gale blowing from East, North-East, made us to Steer our Course South-East, and we made the Land called Ghorr, to the East, South-East. About ten a Clock at night, we flood away South, South-East, and heaving out the Lead, found seventeen Fathom water: within a quarter of an hour after, the Wind turning North-West, we bore away South, but because it faintly blew too hard, we furled the Main-Sail, and Steered South, South-East. About three quarters after ten, we Steered South-East, and casting the Lead, found fifteen Fathom water.

Sunday the two and twentieth of November, at two a Clock after midnight, we were got off of the Isle of Palore to our Starboard; our Course was then East, South-East, and having founded, we found thirteen Fathom water; whereupon we turned the Ships Head South, South-East. A quarter after two, we heaved the Lead several times, and found between six and seven Fathom water. Three quarters after two, we bore away East, South-East, and casting the Lead, found first fifteen, then ten, and a little farther only eight Fathom water; we had then to the Larboard a Mountain on the main Land, called Sannar. Half an hour after five in the morning, we had but five Fathom water. At six a Clock we found twelve, and then we Steered East, North-East, and at eight a Clock in the morning, came before Congo, distant from Kez fifteen Leagues by Land, and thirty by Sea; an hundred from Carek, and an hundred and fifty from Baffora: from Congo to Cameron, it is twenty Leagues by Land, and thirty by Sea. We came to an Anchor in the Road a long half League South, South-East, from the Town: There were four Ships at Anchor there already, and the same day four more came after us, on their way from Baffora to Senna.

CHAP.
CHAP. II.

The Continuation of our Voyage from Ballora to the Indies.

Congo, a little Town in the Kingdom of Persia, lies twenty seven degrees, and eleven minutes North Latitude; it stands upon the Sea-side, almost at the foot of a blackish Rock, which is very near the shore, and and for some thousands of paces reaches from West to East; it shelters all the Town from the North Wind, and behind it there is a high white Hill, as all the Hills along the Coast of Persia are white. This Town lies in length from West, North-West, to East, South-East; it is but very small, and has a little Castle defended by three pieces of Cannon. It has a safe Road for Ships, though they be often tossed by high Winds, whilst we were there, it blew so strongly an East Wind for four days time, that no Boat could come or go a shore, and all the Ships that were at Anchor drove except ours, though they had two Anchors a piece a broad, but they being small Anchors, took no strong hold in the ground, but easily came home: we rode it out very well with a great Anchor, and all that we were afraid of, was lest the other Ships that drove might run foul of us; as indeed it happened one night, when the Wind having broken the Cables, and forced a Turkish Ship from two Anchors, if the had not had a third, (which they speedily let fall,) the would have put us in danger; for she was just upon our Head; nevertheless, I never heard of any Ship cast away in that Road. The Territory of this Town is of small extent, consisting of a little Plain that is to the Eastward, Westward, and Northward of the Town, between it and the Rock; but this spot of ground produces good Fruits, as Figs, Grapes, good Quinces, Pears, Oranges, Lemons, very large and good Pomegranates, Melons, Water-Melons, and plenty of good Turneps: it produces also Palm-Trees and two kinds of Indian Trees, to wit Mango-Trees, and those Trees which are by the Portuguese called Arbor de Reyces, (that is to say,) the Tree of Roots, because their Branches take Rooting in the ground. They have Schiras Wine there, but it is very dear, and good Brandy made of Dates. There are Sulphur-Hills near this Town, and Ships take in great quantities of it in flat Cakes of two or three pound weight a piece, to be Transferred to the Indies. It is very hot in this Town, but the Air is good; the Water is brackish, and taken out of Wells, there is some pretty good, but that is only for the richer sort, because it is clear, being brought upon after a Paraffine from the Town; and after all, it is but Well water, and hath always some bad relish. This Town depends on the Chan of Lur, in whose absence the Schah-Bendar, (that is to say,) Cullommer, or to render it word for word, King of the Port; for to them the Cullommers in Persia, govern all. This Cullom-Heuse receives a great deal of mony, both for Goods Imported and unloaded there, and for the Commodity of Persia, that are Exported from that Port to the Indies, especially within these two last years, that Ships go but very seldom to Bender-Aboffe, because of the exactions and extortions of the Governor of that place, exacting seven Tomans for Anchorage, whereas at Congo they pay much less: which makes Ships from all quarters come thither, when formerly they never touched there, unless they had been obliged to put into it for water. One half of the profit of that Cullom-Heuse belongs to the King of Portugal, who after the loss of Ormon, still to infested the King of Persia, by his Ships that continually kept cruising along that Coast, that the Perisan was constrained to make peace with him, upon Conditions, of which this was one, that he should have the half of the profitt of those Culloms, and for Persam Horses every year, and therefore the King of Portugal keeps an Agent there, who has the Portuguese Colours aloft upon his House. The Portuguese Augmentace Money have also a Convent and Church there. The Dutch were accustomed to send a Fatoer thither yearly, to buy the Pearls of Balbrem, which are for the most part brought thither, it being but fifty Leagues from Congo.
Congo to Babram, and the Pearls that go from thence to Banfora being but the smaller: but this present year one thousand six hundred sixty five, they have begun to setle a permanent Factory there.

Being at Congo, I had thoughts of leaving the Ship Hopewel, and to take the opportunity of a Bark for the Sindy, which is the hither part of the Indies, and the place where the River of Indus discharges it self into the Sea. I had two reasons to incline me to this: the first, that I might the more regularly make the Tour of the Indies: and besides I was willing to learn at a distance news of some Hollanders my enemies, who were at Surat, before I came too near them. Since I had the same design at Banfora, where there were two good Barks, each mounted with six Brats Guns, ready to set Sail for the Sindy, I was resolved to have taken passage in one of them, and for that end had spoken to the Rais who was a Turk of Banfora: but the War of the Bafha supervening, he caufed those Barks to be unloaded of their Goods, and loaded with Corn for the Castle of Corna, where he designed to maintain the brunt of the War; and besides he made account, (in case he should be overcame,) to put on Board those two Barks, the best of his Goods, and make his escape with them, not into Persia, (where the last time he had taken refuge there, they would have Arrrested him,) but to the Indies. In the mean time, that unexpected War broke all my Measures, and left me none other to take for the same design, because there was not a Ship at Banfora bound for that Voyage; and that a little before, hoping to have a passage in one of these two Barks, I had let slip the occasion of a Galliot going to Congo, where he expected to take in money, and then continue her Course to Sindy; finding my self frustrated of my expectation, I was obliged to take Shipping in the Hopewel, that being come to Congo I might take the occasion of a Bark for Sindy; for every year in the beginning of December several small Barks Sail from Congo to Sindy; but we found none there but the Galliot which set out from Banfora, there being no other to make the Voyage this year. I made enquiry whether or not it was safe to go in that Galliot, and was informed that no body would venture any thing on Board of her, for fear of the Zinganes, who are Indian Neighbouring upon the Sindy, that rob most part of the Barks that put in or out of it. The King of Mogul sends them Presents every year, though they be his Subjects, to oblige them to leave off their Piracy; but being Rebel Subjects, they take his Presents, but still continue their Robberies.

In the beginning of December they put out from Congo for the Indies.

Zinganes, Robbers.

The Zinganes have a pretty odd way of taking Prizes; they keep with their Barks upon the Bar of the Study, and when they see any Merchant Bark coming, they get to the Windward of him, and being come up pretty near before they lay him on Board, they throw into the Bark a great many Pots full of Lime reduced into a very small Powder; the Wind driving this Dust against the Men that are on Board, blinds them, and renders them unable to make defense. In the mean time, they Board and leap into the Bark, putting every living Soul to the Sword; (for they have no other Arms but Swords and Arrows:) and if any have a mind to save their lives, there is no other way for it, but to jump into the Sea, and so avoid their fury until they be wholly Masters of the Vessel, for till then, they give no Quarter: but when they find themselves sure of their Prize, they shed no more blood, and make Prisoners of all that remain alive; to hinder whose escaping, they cut the great Tendon that is above the Heel in each Leg, which renders them for ever unable to run away; and indeed, it is not possible for a Man who has these Nerves cut, to go. Then they carry them to their Habitations, and set them to keep their Flocks, without any hopes whilst they live of being delivered from that Bondage which is worse than death itself. Having informed my self then, of that Galliot, I learnt that she was not only in danger of being taken by the Zinganes, but also that the Men who were on Board of her, and were all Chinese, were resolved to make no Defence, but to let themselves, (according to their Custom,) be taken like so many Cattle: besides I should thefe Men have been Friends of the Zinganes, I had reason to fear that they might sell me to these Pirates, or to the Arabs of Mafcat: so that finding my self every way in danger of losing my Liberty or Life, and not permitted to defend my self: I resolved to continue in the Hopewel, and to proceed to Surat, laying aside all thoughts of the Galliot, which set out from Congo, Thursday the thirteenth of December. I have observed these things, because I think the knowledge of them may be useful
to those who are bound for the Sindy, to the end they may take their Measures accordingly.

We lay sixteen days before Coza, and I kept on Board all the while, not thinking it convenient to go a shore, because of the King of Portugal's Agent, with whom I had had little calling at Schoras. This Man was powerful at Coza; nevertheless he dayly invited me to come a shore, and spend some days merrily at his House, and complained to all our Men that I would not: to this I made answer, that I was resolved not to set a Foot a shore, until I could walk upon Indian ground. And (the truth is,) when I reflected upon what befell me at Cameron, I lookt upon it as a Trepas against human prudence, to run the hazard a second time of being hindered to go into the Indies. So that all the Armenians being a shore, and our Franks going thither a days, and never returning till night, I was many times the only White Man that remained on Board with the Blacks, for so they call the Indians and in the Indies they put as great a difference between a White and a Black, as between a Master and a Slave; the Sons of Europeans, born in the Indies are called Metis; they are not so despisable as the real Indians, (that is to say,) those whose Father and Mother are both Indians; but after all, the Europeans look upon them still, as people infinitely below themselves.

In the mean time it was very ill ordered that the Ship should be so abandoned, for a Captain is, (as it were,) the Master of a Family, he ought never to lie out of his Ship, or if he does, he ought at least to leave some body in his place, to give Orders when any accident happens, as very often there does; and indeed, we were like to have been rained on Monday morning the thirteenth of November, when one of our Italians having lighted a Pipe of Tobacco aloft upon the Deck, before the Masters Cabin, he laid down his Match upon the Binnacle, so near the hole of the Whipple, that it fell down through that hole into the Gun-Room, at the foot of the Mizan-Mast, upon which many Horns full of powder hung, and where there were several Bandoliers, and Cartarades ready filled with powder for the Gun. By good fortune my man went down at the same time; and being in the Gun-Room small fire, which made him look about on all Hands, until he found the lighted Match, which he extinguished, and in great fear brought it above Decks, and in all probability it he had not gone down at the very nick of time, the Ship could not have failed of being very quickly blown up. But God of his infinite mercy delivered us.

Whilst we lay at Anchor before Coza, we put a Shore two Horse for Persia, and took on Board four others belonging to the Sieur Manuel Mendez Henriquez Agent of the King of Portugal, who left his Residence at Coza, upon discontent, because the Customer would not pay him all that belonged to the King of Portugal of the profits of the Customs this year and the year before. And for that reason he was resolved to go to Daman, and from thence to Goa, to complain to the Vicerey, designing to come back with two Galliots of War, and plunder what he could along the Coast of Persia, and chiefly at Coza; which would have been crie for him to do, even with so small a Force as two Galliots. He put on Board then two Women Slaves, and seven or eight Men, Servants and Slaves, with a great deal of Goods, leaving no body at Coza, but a Deputy and a Clerk, whom he charged not to set the Custom-House, nor Customer, nor yet to receive any thing from him, until new Orders from the Indies. The Customer employed several to Mediate an Accommodation with Manuel Mendez, but ill Language was all the answer he had. Besides all this Equiptage, we took on Board several Bags of many belonging to Aryan Merchants; several Bales of Persia Carpets; several Bags of Ornitian, which is Transports from Persia, where it grows, into the Indies; where it is used for dying red, and several Bags of Tobacco; for neither the Indian Ruffians nor Persia Tobacco is good for any thing, and cannot be taken but with a Bottle full of water, through which the meak paffes before it come at the Mouth; so that they who carry good Tobacco to the Indies, make a great profit of it; we took on Board also several Chefs of Schoras Wine's and our Franks of the Ships Company, carried some Bags of Nuts, of which they hoped to make, at least fifty per cent, Bags of Nuts; but you must take notice that this is a Commodity proper only for those who have not above twenty Pintter to lay out in Trading, and pay no Freight, such as the inferior Officers or Sea-men; for every Officer and Sea-man may put on Board so many Bags of Freight free, according to the Office he discharges in the Ship.

A a

Besides
Besides all these Goods, there came on Board so many people with their Chelis, Jars, and other luggage, and such a quantity of Pullets, Goats and Kids; (for in that Climate it is the best and wholesomest meat, the Mutton there being good for nothing,) that the Ship was thwaits full above and below Decks, and so littered, that one had much ado to stir. Many more Goods were offered to be put on Board, but the Captain refused them, having no more spare room. With all this clutter and confusion, we had the vexatious humour of the Captain to suffer, who was so imperious and haughty, that the least trifle offended him, and he was continually quarrelling with one or other of the three Franks who were Officers in the Ship, though they never gave him a word again: when the fancy took him in the Head, he would break out into such extravagancies of rage, that he would fall a Curising and abusing the first Man that stood in his way; and sometimes he would challenge all the Ship to fight him when he came to Surra, adding, that he was an Italian, yet that he was. He would suffer nobody to say any thing to him, and to hear him vapour, there was no Man greater than he: he had many debates with the Souabefcart at whom he had a great Pique, as with the rest of the Armenians also; sometimes he was so enflamed with rage, that no less would serve his turn, than to go a floor and leave the Ship; but then considering on it better, he would burn her or run her against a Rock. All the Armenians were to have their Heads broken; as more than that, he was resolved to come some time or other and take all the Ships on those Seas, and a hundred such extravagancies that blew away with the Wind; the Pilot had no cale task of it, for he could not endure that he should give his Opinion, thinking it an indignity that any Man should seem to know more than himself. When he was in all his rage no body made him answer, no more than if he had been a Mad-man, and indeed, it was commonly the Shiraz Wine, or Congoe Brandy, that raised all this buff and din. When he was at a stand whom to fall foul on, he turned to the Merchants that came last on Board, who had their Goods in some place upon the Deck, not knowing where else to put them; he would tell them that he must have so much mony, to suffer their Goods to lie in such a place, or else threaten to throw them over Board: if they told him that they had payed so much to the Souabefcart, and that they knew not where to lie, he threw them into the Cabins, but he would have so much mony for the hire of them, that no body would take them. The truth is, he was not altogether in the wrong, as to this last point, for they suffer not commonly Goods to lie upon the Deck, because they hinder the working of the Ship, and as for the Cabins, it is usual to let them at a very dear rate in Indian Ships, because of the many Passengers they have commonly on Board.

We were in all an hundred and sixteen on Board, of whom about fourscore were Passengers, all Armenians, except the Snor Manuel Minded and his Company, my Man and I. A Cabin five Foot long, two Foot wide, and three Foot high, was let for a Tenor and a half, during the Voyage to Surra, and the Boat was let for fourscore Andrews. It is the Custom that to Icon the Ship is out at Sea the Boat is halled in, and lashed to Midships between the Main-Mast and Fore-Mast. In short, all know that there are some Cabins which belong to the Captain, as also all the Deck; and those who would accommodate themselves there, must pay for it, especially when there is a Souabefcart on the Ship, who takes the mony for the passage, for which you are allowed no more but Salt, Water, and Wood, and these two last too are given out every day by Measures but you must hire a place to lie, and be in from the Captain, or some of the Officers of the Ship who have Cabins, and have no share of the mony that you pay for your passage. These things are all but trifles, and have but little relation to the Voyage, yet I thought it might not be a nufe to mention them, to shew how much Ships are commonly packed, in that passage; for it is to be concluded that it is the same thing on Board all other Ships; nay in Moorish Ships the accommodation is worse, where you have no Cabins, and where Christians are used like Dogs; only the noise is not so great there, because commonly in them the MAther has absolute command, and is not to great a Fool as ours was.

The greatest inconvenience Men endure on Board these Ships, is the want of water, for though every one has no more allowed him but two measures a day, to drink, but his Victuals, water his Poultry, &c. each of which measures containing three Pints or there abouts, and every Horse eight measures; nevertheless it is
many times wanting, and then happy is he that hath a Jar. Care was taken to fill our two Citeres and all our Casks with the best water that is drank at Congo, and thee Ciferes held sixteen Hogheads a piece.

Monday the sixth of December, a West Wind coming in with the New-Moon, the Ship Malabiblpan, made Sail in the morning, without firing a Gun, and all day long such as were to go with us were coming on Board, until five a Clock in the evening, when we weighed, made Sail, and Steered away South. We were then in five Fathom water, and about half an hour after six, we found six Fathoms. About seven a Clock the Wind veered about to North-West, and we stood away South, South-East. Half an hour after eight, we had seven Fathoms water. About ten a Clock, seven Fathoms a Foot less. About half an hour after eleven, seven Fathoms, and then we set the Ships Head East, South-East; but at midnight held our Course South.

Next morning half an hour after five, we had thirteen Fathom water, and were almost at an equal distance from the Isle of Quechibó, which was to the North-East of us; the Isle of Nabégnion or Pitoam, South, South-West of us, and the Isle of Toabo, South-East from us, and we bore away East.

Quechibó is a great Isle but low Land; though it hath several Hilllocks, yet Quechibó they are all low, that Sailing along this Island, on any side, you may see the Mountains of the main Land over it. It lies in length East and West, is not very broad, but twenty Leagues long; it is to the East of Congo, and West, South-West from Common; it is a fruitful and well inhabited Island, the West end of it not being above a good League and a half from Congo, and the East end about a League from Bender-Abauf. On the East part of this Island there is a Fort, before which Ships may come to an Anchor in six Fathom water, to take in fresh water, which is very good in this place. The Portugese formerly held this Fort; and it may be worth the observing that though the Island be very near the main Land, yet Banks and Galliots passes between the two.

Nabégnion, or Pitoam, is a little low Defart Island lying South, South-East from Nabégnion or Pitoam. Toabo.

Toabo is another little low flat Island and Defart affording only a great many Antelope and Conys. It lies to the East of Nabégnion or Pitoam, and South from Congo, from which it is but four Leagues distant. Manuel Mendes (who had much experience in those Seas, being very young when he came into that Country, where he hath during the space of many years made several Voyages,) made me observe, that if any one should build a Fort on that Island, and keep some Men of War there, he might easily raise a Toll upon all the Ships that Trade in those Seas for they must of necessity Sail near to that Island on the one side or other. Towards the South-East, it has fifteen or twenty Wells of good water; but especially one that is excellent, and a good Road before it. When the Portugese were possessed of Malacca, they came every year with some Galliots to the Isle of Toabo, to receive the Tribute that was paid them in all the Ports of those Seas, and brought thither by those who were obliged to pay it. The yearly Tribute they had from the Isle of Quechibó consistified of five Persian Horses, and two Falcons; Congo payed four hundred Tomans, Bakm acknowledge thousand Abasts, and Cattif the half of the yearly profits of its Customs: as for Eissa, there was a Portugese Agent that resided there, who received a Chequein a day of the Basha, and as often as the General came to that Town, the Basha made him a Present. This Island is encompassed all round with Banks under water, nevertheless there is almost every where, four, six, eight, nine in some places nine Fathom water.

About half an hour after seven, the Wind slackened much, and we Steered South, South-East, about eleven a Clock we found nine Fathom water: and seeing we were almost becalmed, and the Tide cast us to the Westward, we were obliged to drop an Anchor half an hour after one a Clock at noon. We were some three Leagues off of Sanna, which was to the West, North-West, of us, to the North-West, and by Pöff, it makes a Peak, but the Hill is higher than the Peak: we went thither to take in water, for the water is very good there, though it be about two Leagues from the West point of Quechibó, which was to the North-West of us. About four a Clock we had a Breeze from South, South-West, which made us steer our Course South-East. About six a Clock we had twenty Fathom water. Half an hour after seven, the Wind turned North-West, and we bore away East; at
eight a Clock we found eighteen Fathom water; half an hour after that, eighteen and a half, and we stood away East and North. About nine a Clock the Wind freshened a little, and we had twenty Fathom water; at ten a Clock we had one and twenty; and about half an hour after ten we Steered our Course East.

Wednesday the ninth of December about day break the Wind ceased, and we Steered still East; the Isle of Angon was to the North-East of us, and not far off, and on the other side to the South-East we had a Port of Arabia Felix, called Jaffar, which is a good Harbour, where many Indian Barks carrying musky, come to buy Dates, and Pearls which are Fished all along that Coast from Muscat to Bahrein; there is a good Castle at Jaffar. From that Port to the Cape of Mosandon, the Coast of Arabia the Happy, is all Mountainous, bearing South-West, and North-East, and runs near the Persian shore, that there is but five Leagues betwixt the main Land of Mosandon, and the Isle of Larea, which is close by Common. Betwixt Jaffar and Mosandon there are a great many good Ports that are not set down in the Maps, where notwithstanding, several Ships may safely Winter, secure from all Winds, and there is every where very good water. About half an hour after seven in the morning, the Wind turned North-East, and we Steered our Course East, South-East. We were then off and on with the Point of Angon, which bears W. E. S. North-West.

Angon is a little low Island to the South of Quechimo, and reaches along Quechimo from W. E. S. North-East, to East, South-East; no body lives in it but two or three Fishermen, who keep some Goats, which they fed to Ships that come there to take in fresh water, where it is very good. Though this Island be very near to Quechimo, yet Ships may pass betwixt them, and all that take in water there, thee the Straight. About noon we bore away South-East, and at one a Clock having cast the Lead, we had eight and thirty Fathom water; we were then becalmed, and made no way but by the Tide of Ebb, which cast us upon Arabia; so that we were obliged to stand off of it as far as we could, to turn the Ships Head East, North-East; nevertheless towards the evening we were got very near the Mountains of Arabia, wherefore to keep off of that shore as much as we could, we Steered away North-East, and by East, and the Tide of Hool did us some service. About seven a Clock the Wind seemed as it would get in to North, but it blew so gently, that it hardly curled the water.

Thursday the tenth of December about half an hour after four in the morning, we had an easy Gale from North-East; and immediately after, we past the point of Angon that bears East, South-East. Over against this point (which is at the entry of the Straight betwixt Angon and Quechimo) there is five Fathom water; and when you are got within that Straight, you will find above twelve. At break of day we had the East point of Quechimo to the North, North-East of us, and the West point of Larea, to the North-East and by North; and the biggest of the four Isles of Selama, with a little one near to it, bore South-East and by East of us as the third, which is a little separated from the rest, did to South-East; we could not see the fourth, because it lay under the biggest. These Isles are four Rocks over against and close by Cape Mosandon the Mabometans call them Selama, the English Coins and (a wedges) the Dutch Mahomet Selama, a very unfit name to be given by Christians. One of these Rocks is bigger than the rest, ranging a little into a point, on which they say there are wild Goats, and the other two are less and lower, one of them being very near the great one, and the other more remote; these two little ones bear South and by West from the great one, and the fourth bears South from it, which made that we could not see it from where we were.

The Isle of Larea lies in length from North, North-West, to South, South-East; it is a low Island, having only some little Hilloks. On the North side of it there is a Port, which the Dutch began to build under pretence of settling a Factory there, but the Persians finding out their design, drove them out and finished it neverthless there is but a small Carillon in it. They affirmed that there is that Island a fair Salt-pit, dug under ground in form of a Hall, but to lofty and spacious, that a thousand Men may be there at their ease. They fell the Salt they get there at Coromos, and along the Coast of Arabia.

About eight a Clock we stood away South-East, and then we had Larea to the North and by East of us, and the great Rock with its neighbour to the East; but the other that is at some distance from it to the East and by South.
Behind the fourth Rock, at some distance there is another so big, that it appears to be main Land, but it is an Island, and makes a Channel betwixt it and the main Land, which is deep, but very narrow. Some English one day being half drunk, and having a good Wind, would needs in a frolick Sall through that Channel, but so soon as they were got in, the Wind failed them, and they were in great danger of splitting against the Rock, however they preferred themselves with Fenders and Pole, but not without a great deal of trouble, and were sufficiently feared before they got out again; if it had blown hard, they must infallibly have been split for it is impossible to come to Anchor there, there being nothing but Rock at the bottom.

A quarter after eight, the Wind chopp about to East, and we stood away North and by East, having then Laveca to the North-East, and by North of us; and the great Rock with its neighbour to South-East, and by East, and the other that is separated to the South-East. In going to Camarone one may Sall betwixt Quelchino and Laveca, which are but a League and a half distant from one another, though the Map makes this Straight five Leagues over; or else betwixt Laveca and Ornus, a fault in according as the Wind serves. Ornus is to the North-East of Laveca, and a Geography. League from it. From Baffours to Ornus, or to Cape Mogador, which is near to it, it is a hundred and fourcore Leagues. The Cape of Mogadour lies in twenty seven degrees of North Latitude, and that is also the Latitude of Ornus which, (as I just now said,) is very near to it.

After noon the Wind quite ceased, so that at five a Clock at night we were calmed, and turned the Ships Head South-East and by South. At six a Clock at night we had a breeze from North, North-East, but so weak that it could hardly move the Sails, and we steered away East. About half an hour after nine, it shifted about to East, and we stood away North. About half an hour after ten, it blew fresher, and having heaved the Lead, we found two and thirty Fathom water. Towards midnight we tacked, and bore away South and by East.

Friday the eleventh of December, about four a Clock in the morning, we tacked again, and stood North and by East. At break of day we were close in with the point of Quelchino, having to the Right Hand also the Isles of Laveca and Ornus very near us. At seven a Clock in the morning, we tacked, and stood South and by East. Three quarters after seven, the Wind shifting to South-East, we steered North-East. About half an hour after ten, we found twenty eight Fathom water, and only eighteen at noon; but a quarter of an hour after, we had three and twenty. Half an hour after twelve a Clock, it Rained at little, which was followed by Hail-stones as big as small Nuts, and exactly round, except in one: An extraordinary which was flat and smooth; and these stones were so clear and transparent; that one might easily see within them little white Roefis of six blunt points, with a little white Circle about their Centers, and in the middle a White point, which was exactly the Center, according to the description that Defwars has given us of these Meteors. This Hail was the beginning of a great Storm, and therefore we quickly furled all our Sails, and scarcely was that done, when the Storm broke with great fury and noise: it begin with such loud Thunder-claps, that I never heard a great Tempest like; on one side we saw a Rain-Bow, and on Head, the Air as black as it could be, half an hour after Sun set.
WHile the Tempest tossed our Ship with all imaginable violence, they called me to see a Spout, that was to the Leeward, near Land, and a Musket-shot from the Ship: it was to the Leeward of us, and last but a little while. Turning to the other side, just as it was spent, I perceived another beginning not much above the same distance from us: it was likewise to the Leeward, for the Wind turned and changed then into all corners. Whilst I observed it, a second broke out at the side of it, and within a trice a third, by the side of the second. I presently began to say the Gospel of St. John, which is said at the end of Mass, that God Almighty might, for the sake of that Gospel, preserve us from those Spouts; not that I thought the danger so very great, being they were to the Leeward of us, and in reality, they wrought more admiration than fear in me. Nevertheless there was a great confirmation amongst our Company, all Hands were at work; and our Franks kept a heavy stir, calling and asking, whether any one had the Gospel of St. John; they addressed themselves to me, and I told them that I was a saying it; and whilst they prayed me to continue, one of them brought a Knife with a black handle, asking if any body knew how to cut the Spouts; I made answer that I had been informed of the way that some used to cut them, but that I would not put it in practice, because it was a bad and unlawful superstition; he objected, that the Spouts were so near, that they would quickly fall upon the Ship, and infallibly sink her, and that if he knew the secret, he would do it: I endeavoured to reassure him and the rest from the fear which made him speak so, telling them that the Spouts being to the Leeward, there was not so much danger as they imagined. And in short, to put that thought quite out of their Heads, I plainly told them that neither would do that superstitious Art myself, nor teach any body else how to do it; and that for the Gospel of St. John I should willingly perform in saying it, because it was a good and lawful means to procure protection from God Almighty. And indeed, I forbore not to say it, till all the Spouts were dispersed, which was not before one a Clock after noon or thereabouts.

They had put us all into a very great fright; nay the Ship Company who had spent most of their life-time at Sea, confessed that they had never seen any so near them; and the Gunner who was a Native of Toulou affur'd us that in the space of eight and thirty years, he had never seen any so near, nor that had put him into so great a fright, and he failed not to set down in his Journal, that that day, God had preferred him when he was in great danger of having been cast away. Having, (during this hurry and confusion,) cast out the Lead, we found one and twenty Fathom water; which made the Captain resolve to come to an Anchor, and accordingly ordered it to be done: but whilst afterwards, he went to another place to give some other Orders, the Mate, who was of a contrary Opinion, told the Boatswain that he should not do it, and he was very unwillingly obey'd; because then we must have lain still and done nothing; for it is the nature of all these Mahometans and Indians, never to think of the danger, but when it is in the extremity, and then to leave all to the mercy of God, without offering to help themselves, and they will perish like Beasts, rather than use means to get out of the danger: besides the Seamen do not love to cast Anchor, because of the trouble they are at in weighing it again. In the mean time the Captains Orders were very judicious and reasonable, for we were betwixt Lusitania, Læsæ, and Ornus, and very near all those three Islands, that in a manner inlockt us. But he was not positive enough to see his Orders put into execution, on the contrary, finding those Men
Men inclinable to keep on their Course; a quarter after one of the Clock, he ordered the Mizan and Sprit-Sails to be trimmed, and the Ships Head turned North-East, the Wind being then North, North-West; but immediately after it changed, and for half an hour space did nothing but shift and turn, through all the North Points of the Compass, betwixt West and East. Our Men being then put to a stand, and not knowing what to do, desired that we might come to Anchor, but the Captain would not, saying that we were in too deep water, and he was in the right, for we had above five and twenty Fathom water. I had pressed him to it as much as I could, (whilst it was time,) representing to him the danger to which his condescension exposed the Ship, and telling him that a wise Pilot should foresee the danger that he may prevent it, and not run headlong into the fame; and as he made me answer, that when he would have done it he was not obeyed, which shewed him to be in a great passion; I replied to him, that on an occasion, such as this, he ought to make himself obeyed; that we had but little day to come, and that in the night-time, we should be in great danger of Shipwreck, being so near Land.

At length, seeing the Air on all Hands full of tempestuous Clouds, he ordered the Ships Head to be turned North-West, which was very hard to be done, for the Sea hindered the Ship from coming about, though the Wind was then at East; and we stood in to Qosoma, near which about a quarter after two, we came to an Anchor in seven and twenty Fathom water, to the South east of that Island; so that we put back again above a League. Then the Pilot was for bringing the Yards by the Board, and lowering the Main-Top, and Fore-Top-Masts, fearing they might be damaged by the storm; but the Captain would not give way to it. During the rest of the day we had many showers, with continual showers of Rain; but whilst these were blowing over, I will enlarge a little in the description of the Spouts, which I have only occasionally mentioned.

I am apt to believe that few have considered Spouts with so much attention, as I did those I have been speaking of, and perhaps no man hath made the Observations, which chance gave me the occasion of making; I shall here give an account of them, with that plainness I profess in the Relation of all my Travels, whereby to render things more sensible and easy to be comprehended.

The first we saw, was to the Northward, betwixt us and the Isle of Qosoma, about a Muskiet shot from the Ship: we were then Steering North-East. The first thing we perceived in that place was the water boiling up about a Foot high above the surface of the Sea; it looked whitish, and over it, there appeared somewhat like a blackish smoke, but not very thick; so that the whole looked very like a bundle of straw set on fire, but only as yet smouldering; (see the Figure A:) this made a dull noise, like to a Torrent running impetuously in a deep Valley; but it was mingled with another somewhat more distant noise, resembling the loud hissing of Serpents or Cocks. A little after, we saw as it were a dark puff of steam, much like to a Smoak which turns very full, tapers up to the Clouds; and this puff seemed to be a Pipe as big as ones Finger; (see the Figure B:) the same noise still continuing. Then the light put it out of our sight; and we knew that that Spout was spent, because the water boiled no more up, so that it lasted not above half a quarter of an hour. This being spent, we saw another Southward of us, which began in the same manner, as the former did; prettily after, there appeared another by the side of this Westward, and then a third by the side of the second. The most remote of the three, might have been somewhat more than a Muskiet shot distant from us, and all the three appeared like so many bundles of Straw, a Foot and a half, or two Foot high, that yielded a great deal of smoke; (see the Figure A:) and made the very same noise that the first did. Afterward we saw so many Pipes reaching down from the Clouds, upon the places where the water bubbled, and every one of these Pipes, at the end which joined to the Cloud, was as large as the wide end of a Trumpet; and seemed (that I may explain my self intelligibly,) the Test or Dog of a Beer, stretched perpendicularly downwards by some weight; (see the Figure, C:) These Channels or Pipes seemed to be of a paleish white, and I believe it was the water in these transparent Pipes, which made them look white; for in all appearance they were already formed before the water was suckt up in them, as may be judged by what follows; and when they were empty they appeared not in the same manner as a
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The effects of Spouts.

These Spouts are very dangerous at Sea, for if they come upon a Ship, they entangle the Sails, so that sometimes they will lift it up, and then letting it fall down again, link it to the bottom; which chiefly happens when the Veil is small, but if they lift not up the Ship, at least they Split all the Sails, or else empty all their water into it, which sinks it to rights, and I make no doubt, but that many Ships that have no more been heard of, have been lost by such accidents: seeing we have but too many instances of those which have been known to have perished so of a certain.

Besides the Devotion of the Holy Gospel, the human remedies which Sea-men use against Spouts, is to furle all the Sails, and to fire some Guns with shot against the Pipe of the Spouts; and that their shot may be furer to hit, instead of Bullet, they charge the Gun with a cross-bar-shot, wherewith they endeavour to cut the Pipe, if the Spout be within shot of them, and when they have the good
good luck to level their shot just, they fail not to cut it short off: this is the Courtse they take in the Mediterranean Sea; but if that succeed not, they betake themselves to the Superstitious, which I would not prate of, though I knew it, having learned it in my former Travels. One of the Ships Company knelt down, by the Main-Mast, and holding in one Hand a Knife with a Black Handle (without which they never go on Board for that reason) he Reads the Gospel of St. John, and when he comes to pronounce thole Holy words, Et verbum caro factum est, & habitavit in nobis, he turns towards the Spout, and with his Knife cuts the Air athwart that Spout, as if he would cut it, and they say that then it is really cut, and lets all the water it held fall with a great noise. This is the account that I have had from several French Men, who, (as they said,) had tried it themselves; whether that hath succeeded so or not, I know not; but for the Knife with the black Handle, it is a foul Superstitious, which may be accompanied with some implicit compact with the Devil, and I do not think that a Christian can with a good Conscience make use of it: as to the virtue of these Holy words, which (as I may say,) put God in mind of the Covenant that he hath made with Man, I make no doubt, but that being said with Devotion, without any mixture of Superstitious, they are of great efficacy to draw a blessing from God upon us on all occasions.

And so much for the Spouts by which we were more afraid than hurt; but the Storm did our Ship more prejudice in its Course; for we were obliged to lie at Anchor all day and the night following, until next morning, when though it blew very hard from North-East, we weighed at seven a Clock, and stood away East, South-East. About nine a Clock we Sailed along Lrosea, which was to the Windward or Larboard of us. About three quarters after nine, we saw the Sky on Head over cast, and the Air black, with stormy Clouds and flurries, but they were to the Leeward of us, and therefore at first we dreaded them not; but having more attentively considered them, we found that they came from South to North, and seeing it blew frether and frether, perhaps because of the resistance it met with from those Clouds driven by a contrary Wind, we furled our Mizan Sails, and Steered away South-East and by East, that we might avoid the Storm. About a quarter after ten we took in all our Sails, except the Main Course and Sprit-Sail. About half an hour after ten, it cleared up to the South, and we made the biggest of the four Isles of Cape Mogadores, (called Selama) which bore South and by West of us; and at the same time we made the fourth of these little Isles, which we had not seen before; to the South and by East. This little Isle lies to the Southward of the biggest, and is not far from it; it seemed to me to reach North and South, and is very low Land, except at the end towards the big Island, where it rises a little. About three quarters after ten, we set our Mizan and Main-Top-Sail again, and stood our Course South-East, the Wind being then North-East and by East, and immediately after, we had a shower of Rain; for two hours after, the Wind did nothing but chop and change, from North-East to South-East; and all that while we kept on our Course, as much as the little Wind that then blew would allow us. At one of the Clock we were got very near Lrosea, standing North and by East, and therefore we tacked about and bore away South and by East, the Wind being then East and by North. About two a Clock we stood South-East and by South. About seven a Clock it blew hard from North-East, and we Steered our Course East, South-East. About eight a Clock it blew a stiff Gale from South, South-East, and we Steered East. Three quarters after eight it got into South, and we bore away East, South-East; a quarter of an hour after, we had some Rain. In this manner every hour, or every half hour the Wind shifted about; and with every change we had a land of Wind and Rain, which obliged us to furlace all our Sails but the Fore-Sail, but so soon as the hurry was over, the Wind was but very cale. Thus all night long we had flurries, and changes of Wind.

Sunday the thirteenth of December, at six a Clock in the morning, the Wind turned East, South-East, and we stood away South. We had to the Starboard the Land of Arabia, and the four Isles of Selama, of which the biggest bore West, and by South of us: on our Larboard we had the Land of Perzia, part whereof called Mafian, bore South-East of us, and we made particularly one Hill of that Land, shaped like a Sugar-Loaf. About seven a Clock the Wind shifted into
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South East, but it was an eale Gale, and we Steered East, North East: About nine a Clock we had the biggest of the Isles of Selam to the South-West and by West of us, and the Port of Lima to the South-West, and by South.

Lima is a very good Port in Arabia the happy, where several Ships may Winter secure from all Winds, and there is good water there. At noon the Wind turning South, we stood away East, South-East. At two a Clock it shifted about to South, South-West, and we Steered South-East. Half an hour after three we tacked and bore away West. At five a Clock the biggest of the Isles of Selam bore West, South-West from us. About seven a Clock we tacked, and stood away South-East. At midnight we tack again, and Steered West. Monday morning at six of the Clock, the Wind being at South-East, we Steered our Course South, South-West. Half an hour after eleven we bore away East, South-East, because the Wind had chang'd about to the South; and at one a Clock being get South, South-West, we Steered South-East, and at two of the Clock, South, South-East, the Wind having veered about to South West. Thus did we trip to and again in that Strait. the Wind continually shifting and turning, though it held always South, and forcing to play with us: for it happened exactly, that when we were towards the Coast of Arabia, the South-West Wind that was good for us, changed to South-East; and when we were on the Coast of Peris, the South-East that then was fair to bring us forward, changed to South-West. In the mean time every body was much surpriz'd that the South Wind continued so long; and an Arménian told me that in the space of eighteen years that he had yearly made that Voyage, he never knew it blow so long at a time. In November, December and January. The East Wind commonly reigns in those quarters: and therefore the proper Monson for going from Peris to the Indus in a short time, is in March, April, and the beginning of May. However we still advanced a little, because we had the Currents with us; for from the end of July, until January, the Currents set from the Indies towards Omanus, and from January till the month of August, they set from Omanus towards the Indus. About five a Clock at night being got very near a low point of Land in Peris, called Nasty, we cast the Lead and found twelve Fathom water and muddy ground; immediately after, having cast it out again, we had but six Fathom water, and a sandly ground: which made us tack about, and the rather because the Wind was South, South-West: we had then the biggest of the Isles of Selam to the West, North-West of us. Half an hour after six the Wind turning South, we stood away West, South-West, and in the night-time made two tacks more.

Tuesday the fifteenth of December, about seven a Clock in the morning we were close in with the Land of Arabia, and the Wind was then at South, South-East, and therefore we stood away East: but about nine a Clock the Wind shifting to South-East, we were obliged to tack, and stand away South, South-West. About eleven a Clock the Wind came to South, and we Steered North and by East, that we might put into Laces and Omanus, and wait for a favourable Wind in one of those two Islands, being weary of beating up and down in this manner, and making no progress in our Voyage; which only wore our Sails; and besides, we made account to take in water there; for we were apprehensive it might fall short.

In the mean time this design was not without contradiction on the part of the Mate and Seamen, as well as of the Merchants, who could not willingly resolve to locket that little way we had made: however the Captain did as he intended, and in the sequel they were all glad of it, when about half an hour after three they perceived the Heavens over-cast with thick Clouds, which shortly after broke out into bitter guls of Wind and Rain, with three Spouts more, but at a distance from us. Then did all applaud the Captains Orders; every one being of opinion that if we had been surpriz'd with that storm in the Strait where we were in the morning, we should have been hard put to it, and it even appeared visibly to us, to be more violent in that part than any where else.

Nevertheless as it is usual with those kind of Men never to fear danger but when it is present; no sooner did it begin to blow from South-West of about five a Clock, the Merchants prevailed the Mate to pray the Captain to set Sail again and pursu our Course: he presently condescended out of sight; for he no ways approv'd the design, nor indeed had he reasoon a fierce Wind still blowing with several Guils and Hurries; however he ordered to Steer away South, South-East. About six a Clock in the night, the so much longed for North Wind began to blow, but it was so high.
high that we could carry no Sails but the Fore-Sail and Sprit-Sail, and there went a rough Sea on Head, that furiously beat against the Ship: in the mean time we steered away South and by East, that we might not be Land locked by the Cape of Misandon, which we had on Head. About seven a Clock the Wind slackened much, and we let loose the Main-Sail; though we had still several gusts of Wind and Rain, we had besides the Currents to struggle with, which turned the Ships Head towards the Coast of Arabia with so much force, that it was sometimes above a quarter of an hour before the Ship could be brought about again to our right Coure of South and by East. The Sea became smoother in the night-time, though the Wind freshened a little.

Wednesday the sixteenth of December, about break of day, we made on Head six of the Ships which we left at Congo, that were not to set out till some days after us: during the late storms they had kept at Anchor at the Isle of Angoms; and the Wind being good this last night, they had set Sail, and coasted along Arabia, and when we made them, they were steering away South-East, to double Cape Jasquez. Half an hour after nine, we set our Main-Top-Galant-Sail. About a quarter after four a Clock, we were got within a League and a half of the shore of Perrea; off and on with a place, where there are high white Hills, a little up on the Land; which with a blackish Rock, that ranges all along the Sea-side, makes a very pleasant prospect: for seeing at a distance over that black, a great many pieces of white Rock that rise in various figures; one would take it to be a City; and to the South of that imaginary Town, upon the same Hill, there is a piece of white Rock broken off from the rest, which looks like a Tower or Pillar upon a high Pedestal; from thence it is but a League to Bombarras. Half an hour after Bombarras, five we were off of Bombarras, which is only a very high square, white Rock; and flat on the top; it seems to be very steep, and at a distance one would take it for a square Fort: this Rock is very near the Land, and it is dangerous to approach it, because it is surrounded with a Bank of Sand. A little after, we came up with the Ships that were on Head of us; and after the Selame or mutual Halting, they told us that it was but six days since they parted from Congo; they had all signed Indentures to go in Confort, and not to leave one another till they came to Surat; nevertheless one of them Haile us, and told us that if we would go in Confort with him, he would leave the rest; and our Captain and the Mate whose Brother was Mate of the other Ship, having made answer that they were content, he packt on all the Sail he could and followed us. About six a Clock we got a Head of the Headmast of all the Ships, and our Men hauled the Main-Top-Galant-Sail, and would have furled the Main-Sail, to stay for our Confort, who was a Stern of us; but the Captain would not have the content of the Sunbeforet, who was not of the same mind, saying it was better to make the best of our way whilst the Wind was good: so that we only took in our Main-Top-Galant-Sail, and Steered our Coure South-East and by South. The Sea-men in the mean time kept a heavy muttering that we should leave the other Ship, after we had promised to stay for her, and occasioned her leaving of the rest; but the clutter was far greater, when our Mate who had turned in, came out, after an hours sleep, and not seeing our Confort, would needs spare Sails; for when he was told what resolution had been taken, he made a fearful noise, complaining of our breach of promis; but after all he was fain to have patience.
Wednesday about Sun set, we began to keep reckoning of our way, which is done in this manner. At the Stern of the Ship they heave out a little piece of board, about half a Foot long, four Inches broad, and very thin and smooth, which is fastened to a Line; at the same time they turn a minute Sand-Glafs, which is the sixtieth part of an hour; and so long as this minute is running, they keep the Line, but when they have pulled it up, they reckon how many Fathom they have run off in that minute, allowing for every seven Fathom a Mile running in an hour. But it is to be observed that before the Glasses be turned, they let off with the Log fourteen Fathom of the Line, and these fourteen Fathom are not accounted in the reckoning, for they reckon none but those that run off whilst the Glasses is running; and therefore there is a mark to distinguish the beginning from the end of the first fourteen; and at the instant that that mark begins to go off, they turn the minute Glasses. This reckoning is found by experience to be pretty just; and thereupon I told our Captain, that I had seen the English do the same thing in the Mediterranean, save that they did not allow those fourteen first Fathom, and that they used but half a minute Glasses, or the hundred and twentieth part of an hour, and that nevertheless they reckoned seven Fathom of the Line that run off during that minute for a Mile an hour of the Ship's way; that according to that reckoning, he ought to allow fourteen Fathom for an hour, his being a minute Glasses, and cut off these first fourteen. He made me no other answer; but that the Currents of the Ocean were stronger than those of the Mediterranean; nevertheless, one would think that since they reckon not those fourteen Fathom, and turn not the Glasses till they be run out, they are altogether useless; unless it be, perhaps, that they let them run off, to the end that when those in which they reckon begin to run, the Log may be so far off, that the Sea which bears against the Ship, may not drive it neither forwards nor backwards; and indeed before the Glasses be turned, they take notice whether or not the Log runs forward in the Ships way; and there is a red mark at the place where they begin to reckon, to prevent their being mistaken: otherwise if they should reckon as soon as they heaved out the Log, the Ships runs some times to fast, that they would not have time to consider whether or not the Log, went forward in the Ships way. Once an hour they heave that Log, and then mark down every time how many knots or Fathoms of the Line has run out; and every day at noon they call up the account of their running; so that they reckon by this means, how many Miles the Ship has run in four and twenty hours; (that is to say,) from noon of the preceding, to noon of the present day; and this they set off with a Compass upon the Sea-Chart, that they may know where the Ship is. Though this be a very useful invention, yet it is not too much to be relied upon; else they would be in danger of committing great errors at Sea, because of the Tides and Currents, that either drive the Log forwards or backwards; and to be assured of the exactness of that account, the Log must be fixed and immovable. But the English are not mistaken, for besides that invention of Miles, they daily take an observation of the Suns height; besides they heave out the Log, at every change, increase or decrease of the Wind. The English reckon their Miles, at five hundred Geometrical paces only, (that Is,) five Foot to the pace.

Cape of Jaffa, Carpsi, Carpella. The distance of Ormus from Cape Jaffa.

About half an hour after six we were off the Cape of Jaffa, (anciently called Carphela) it lies in five and twenty degrees and a half North Latitude, and is thirty Leagues from Ormus. From that Cape, the Land bears East and by South, to the River of Indus. At Cape Jaffa about half a Mile or a Mile up on Land, there is a kind of a sorry Fort, with about forty Houtes, inhabited by a sort of very poor people, who live on Barley, and drink nothing but water, and
and that very brackish too: they have two Bark's or Tarangines, wherein they carry Wood to sell at Malta. That wretched place is called Jaffna's, and depends on the Governor of Ceylon, who sends whom he pleases to Command in it.

[Paragraph from the text]

Thursday the seventeenth of December, about six a Clock in the morning, we leapt on our Main-Top-Gantail-Sail, and stood away East, keeping in sight of the Land of Persia, least the Wind might drive us too far out to Sea, which about eleven a Clock turned North-East. At noon we found that from Sun rising the day before, we had run three score and one Miles, or twenty Leagues, and a third, at the rate of three Miles a League. At one of the Clocks, we bore away East and by South. About four a Clock, the Wind changing about to West, we bore away South-East and by East. About half an hour after five, we had East, North-East of us, a little low Ile, close by the Persia shore, which in that place is very low. About six a Clock we were off and on with that little Ile. Friday the eighteenth of December in the morning, we Steered our Course East and by South; and at noon we found that from that time day before, we had made eight and thirty Leagues: then the Wind got into North-West, and we bore away South-East and by East, that we might not run within Land, which we obscurely made on Head, a little to the Larboard.

Next morning the Wind abated, and therefore we stood away East and by South. At noon we found by our reckoning, that we had in the last four and twenty hours, made five and twenty Leagues and a half. Then the Captain, Mate, and Gunner took an Observation of the Sun's height with a Quadrant, as well as they could, for none of the three had much skill in it, and the Mate left of all; all three agreed that we were in twenty one degrees, thirty minutes Latitude. About evening the Wind shifted into South-West, but it was so calm that scarcely did it curl the water; yet we Steered away South-East and by East, that we might not be cast a shoal.

Sunday the twentieth of December it continued still calm weather, so that at noon, we found we had made but five Leagues way, and our Men having taken their Observation, found that we were still in the Latitude of twenty one degrees thirty minutes, as we were the day before; and that day every one was flying to a measure and a half of water by day. Towards the evening we made the Land of Persia, and were but about five Leagues off of it; which made us Steer away South-East and by South, and stand out to Sea, contrary to the opinion of the Mate, who would have kept in by the Shoar, giving this reason for it, that we needed not fear to be cast too far to the Leeward, as the Captain said, because at that time the East Wind blows along the Coast of Sind's and besides, being near Land, in case it proved bad weather, we might come to an Anchor, and take in water, which we were afraid we might come to want. But the chief reason why he would have stood in to shoar, and which he kept to himself, was that he might know the place where he was; for there are such ignorant forts of Men, that so soon as they lose sight of Land, they know no more where they are. The Captain made answer to all his reasons, that it was bad advice, to make us double our way without any necessity, and that we had no reason to go look for East Winds, having the Wind at South-West, which though it was calm, still kept us going on in our Course, and would, (if it freshened) bring us in a short time whether we were bound; and in that case, we needed not go look for Water, whereas as yet we had no want; besides that, by standing in to shoar, we run a risk of meeting the Zingara, those Pirates I mentioned before, whom no body dared to see; and we put our selves also in danger of not being able to get out to Sea again for a long time, if the Wind (which we had,) lessened, because we must wait for another Wind, which perhaps, might not offer in some weeks time. In fine, it belied the Pilot to acquiesce to this judgment, which was approved by all of us; nay the Gunner was for having us steer our Course more to the Southward, and he was not out in that; for the Coast of Cape Jaffna bears West and by North, and East and by South, and we Steered South-East and by East, from which subtracting a Point and a half, which is the variation of the Needle,
Needle, and then our Courfe would prove to be, East, a Point and a half towards South, and so we were but half a Point to the Windward of the Land of Pefia, and this Courfe carried us freight to the Gulf, which is to the Northward of the Isle of Din, but the Captain would not change his Courfe, fearing to meet with an East Wind, which would have driven him too far above the place whether we were bound; and therefore he would not bear away South, till he was near the Isle of Din.

Monday the one and twentieth of December, our Observers found at noon that we were in twenty four degrees twenty five minutes Latitude, and that we had run ten Leagues.

Next day they found twenty four degrees five minutes Latitude, and that we had run fourteen Leagues the last twenty four hours. About four a Clock in the afternoon the Heaven was on all Hands overcast with thick black Clouds, and at the same time there arose a small Gale from West, North-West, which presently drove the Clouds upon us; we expected a strong Gulf of Wind, but we were excus'd for a shower of Rain, which was indeed violent, but laied not, without any fury of Wind, or rough water, for the Sea was not at all moved. At the same time these Storms began to appear in the Air, others began to work in our Captains Head, which caufed a real Tempest in the Ship. He had drank several Cups of Brandy, which began to heat his Brains; however he ordered the Sails to be taken in, as it is usual when they fee a Storm a coming; but presently after, a fancy taking him in the Head, that they acceded him of timorouſness, and saying that he had heard some fay he was afraid, though no body had spoken a word; he fell into a sudden rage, and (to fiew that he was a Man of Courage,) commanded all the Sails high and low to be fet again, though the Mate prayed him not to do it, and that the Sea-men layed two or three Orders before they obeyed him; which incending him the more, he swore that the Sails should fland, whatsoever weather blow, that he might make those dye for fear, that had faid he was afraid, adding a thousand more imperempt ravings. Never did Captain on a Stage flew fo many Rodermontades, and that for severall hours, during which he tried all the Ships patience, without the leaft word of answr from any Man. At four a Clock the Wind turning West, we flood away East, South-East. Half an hour after four, we had a great shower of Rain, which soon was over, and immediately after, the Wind fell a shifting into all the Points, till at length it settled at North-East, and we bore away East, South-East. In the mean time all our Sails were abroad, except the Main-Top-Galant-Sail, which he had like-wife caufed to be put on, but was immediately after taken in. About fix a Clock the Wind veering about to East, we Steered away South-East, At seven a Clock we were more becalm'd than before, and we turned the Ships Head East and by South.

Wednesday morning the three and twentieth of December, one of our Sea-men took with a Hook a Fih called a Dorado, which was about two Foot long, and four Inches broad from the middle of the Back to the middle of the Belly; but not very thick; the Skin a long the Back, and half way the Sides of it, was of a Violet blue, and the Belly of a yellownefs white, but full of little round Violet coloured Specks; it had along the Back a blue Skin, frighted as it were, upon little bones or prickles, which made it brittle up about an inch and a half high: the Eyes of it were large and round; under the Gills, it had on each side a Fin three Fingers breadth long, which floud out very flrigh, and two others under the Throat, near one another, and another at the Roots, and then widening by degrees to the points, it had two more of the same fashion near the Tail; but it had no Teeth. It was very brisk and lively when it was pull'd out of the water; but as the force of it spent, that Skin which before was frighted like a piece of Cloath, upright upon the Back of it, ragged and fell flat to the Body as well as its Fins. They told me that there were some of those Fish a Fatmoth and a half long, that they call them Dorados, that is to fay gilte, because the ground of their Skin, is in some manner of the colour of Gold; the English call them Dolphins. It is good meat and of cafe Digestion; the Flesh of it is firm and delicate.
delicate, and it feeds on a kind of small flying Fish, which being purified, rife out of the water, and fly above a Ship's length, falling sometimes into Ships, as one did into ours. *On Sunday the seven and twentieth of December, I handled and considered it at leisure; it was shaped like a Herring, and seven inches long; the back of it was of a very dark blue, and the belly white; on each side it had a Wing almost five inches long, and about four inches broad: these Wings are only a thin Skin of a very obscure blue colour, threatened upon little Nerves or Bones, which reach from the side of the Fish, to the extremity of the Skin. When it is purified by the Dorado it leaps out of the Water, and flies in the Air so long as the Wings of it are moist, and when dry it falls again into the water. When these Wings are dry they fold together like a Fan, and that Fishes Wings which I handled were folded in that manner; it is very good to eat.*

We could have no Observation at noon, because the Sun was over Clouded, and must then be satisfied with our dead reckoning, according to which we had made but nine Leagues from noon to noon. At eight a Clock at night, a Coal of fire fell out of a Tobacco-Pipe into the Gun-Room, through the hole of the Whips-staff, and by good fortune the two Women slaves of Manuel Mendez, (who lodged in that place,) soon perceived it, and put it out; and then being all in a fright, they sent out for help; they who had done this were enquired after, but in vain, for it was impossible to find out the Author; had not God in his great mercy preferred us from the danger of that accident, we must all have unfortunately perished.

*Thursday the four and twentieth of December, at four of the Clock in the morning there fell a great deal of Rain, and it continued thawing by intervals, with great Thunder-Claps, till half an hour after six; when the Rain was quite over, we had a good Wind from North-West, which made us run a League and a half an hour, but it was close weather, and the Captain ordered to Steer away East, whereby we altered our Course, and stood in to Land; when I asked him the reason of it, he told me, he was afraid he might find the Wind at East, North-East, which would force us out of the place to which we were bound: but the truth was, he had a mind to make the Land, that he might know where we were; for neither he, the mate, nor Gunner could tell it. At eight a Clock the Wind turned Easterly, and we stood away South-South-East. At nine a Clock it shifted to South-East, and we Steered South, which was a very bad Course, for following it we must have run far below the place whether we were bound. About ten a Clock the Wind being got into the South-South-East; we bore away East, but all of a sudden the Wind slackened. At noon we had the Wind at South, and we Steered away East, South-East. We could have no Observation this day neither, because of Cloudy weather, and they found by their dead Reckoning that we had made nine Leagues: most of this way we had made since a Clock in the morning, for the eighteen hours before, we had advanced but little or nothing at all. A quarter after twelve, the Wind turned South-West, and we Steered our Course North-East, but we were presently after becalmed. At two a Clock we had a breeze from North-West, and we bore away South-East and by East. About six a Clock the Wind slackened much. About seven a Clock our Ships had stood South-East.*

*Friday the five and twentieth of December, at six a Clock in the morning, it blew a West-North-West Wind, and we steered on our Course till South-East. About seven a Clock the Sky was overcast with Clouds, which brought Rain with them, and we saw some more Spouts at a pretty good distance, and a Weather-Gall: this Weather-Gall was like a Segment of a Rain-Bow, rising from the Horizon about three degrees; or, if you will, it seemed to be three Foot high. Sometimes they appear over a Ship, and that is commonly a preface of a Tempest; and the Portuguese call this Phenomenon an (Lexes Eye.) About eight a Clock it blew a pretty fresh Gale from North; but immediately it veered about to North-East, and became very weak. At noon we were by our Observations in three and twenty degrees two and fifty minutes Latitude, and had made from noon to noon, thirteen Leagues. Then the Captain and Mate made account that we were eight*
or ten Leagues off of the Land of Sindy, and about five and twenty Leagues from Fajarte; for my part, by what I could make out by my Map, we were twenty Leagues off, and to the Southward of Malem, and forty Leagues from Sindy, and near threecòne Leagues from Fajarte, and this agreed with the Gunners Observation; but he durst not say anything, for fear of quarrelling with the Captain, who thought every body ignorant in respect of himself; and nevertheless it was found afterwards that he and the Mate were in the mistake. About four a Clock the Wind turned East, South-East, and we Steered North-East. About five a Clock we had a great shower of Rain from a thick Cloud over head, which being past, we had the Wind at South-East, and bore away North-East. Half an hour after six, we had Rain again with Lightning, but we were becalmed, and turned the Ships Head North-East. At seven a Clock the Wind turned South and by East, and we bore away East and by South. Half an hour after ten, we were becalmed; but about eleven a Clock had a great flurry, which made much noise at first, and this made us furli all our Sails; but a great shower of Rain soon carried it off, and the Sea being smooth, we Steered away South-East and by South. At midnight we calt the Lead, but though they veered out sixty Fathom of Rope, yet we had no ground, which was like to have made the Captain mad for shame; for he believed us to be very near Land, and he fell into a Fazenion with the Mate, saying that he had not left impromting him for two days to heave out the Lead. We were all night becalmed, though at times we had several showers of Rain.

Saturday the six and twentieth of December, about seven a Clock, there blew a gentle Gale from East, North-East, which made us Steer away South-East and by South. About half an hour after nine, the Wind being all Easterly, we stood away South-East; then master Manuel Mendee, (who perceived very well that nobody knew where we were;) advised the Captain to stand in to Land and gratifie the Pilot, which highly offended him; saying that since they took him for an ignorant blockhead, for the future he would only sleep and take his rest, and let the Ship go which way the pleades; and that to content us, he would put back and make the Land at Fajarte; however this went not farther. About ten a Clock the Wind turned East, North-East, and we stood away South-East. At noon the Gunner found by his Observations that we were in twenty three degrees forty five minutes, the Captain, in twenty three degrees five minutes, and the Mate in twenty three fifteen minutes; and in four and twenty hours we had only made about six Leagues. That day we began to see of those Birds which the Portuguese call Rabo de Jano, de Junco, and are a kind of Sea-Mews, only they are bigger, and have the Tail all of a piece, and pointed like a Ruff, wherefore they are called Ruffed Sails; and they keep upon the water as the Sea-Mews do. At one a Clock the Wind slackened, and chopp’d into the East, and we Steered South and by East. About four a Clock we tack’d, and stood away North. About half an hour after five the Wind having veered about to East, North-East, we Steered South-East. About half an hour after seven, the Wind turned North-East and by East. About ten a Clock it was full North-East, and we bore away East, South-East.

Sunday morning the seven and twentieth of December, at five of the Clock, the Wind turned East and by North, and we Steered our Course South-East and by South. About nine a Clock we bore away South-East, because the Wind was at East, North-East, and blew pretty fresh. Our Officers took an Observation at noon; and were again of different opinions; the Captain had two and twenty degrees fifty two minutes; the Mate twenty three, and the Gunner three and twenty degrees and two minutes; and in twenty four hours, we had made fourteen Leagues. In the Evening a flying Fihl leaped into our Ship. The Wind frehened so much in the night-time that we were obliged to unfurl our Top-Sails.

Monday noon the twenty eighth of December, the Captain found out by his Observation, that we were in the Latitude of twenty two degrees eight minutes, and the Gunner, in twenty two degrees eighteen minutes; in four and twenty hours we had made fourteen Leagues. That day we saw a great many Weeds
or Herbs floating upon the water, which the Portuguese call Sargasso; and that is Herb Sargasso. One sign of being near the Land of the Indies; many such are also to be seen towards the east. The leaf of that Herb is small, blackish and as fipple as a hair, the leaves of it are long and narrow, and a little jagged, besides the leaves, it hath a great many small, clear, and transparent berries, as for as little goodberries, that stick to the leaf. This Herb grows upon the Rocks in the Sea, and being torn off by them, it floats upon the water, till it be called a flaw. About two in the afternoon the wind slackened much, and therefore we spread our Main-Top, and Fore-Top-Sails, the Sea (which had been very high before,) growing calm and smooth within a few hours.

Tuesday morning the ninth and twentieth of December, about seven a Clock, the Wind was at North-East, and we steered our Course East. At noon the Gunner found that we were in one and twenty degrees, forty four minutes Latitude, and that in the space of twenty four hours we had made thirteen Leagues and a half; at midnight we steered East and by South, that we might keep off of the Banks that are towards the East, our Company thinking themselves nearer to it, than indeed they were.

Next morning we saw two Snakes upon the water, which occasioned great joy in the Ship; for when they begin to see Snakes, it is an infallible mark that they are not above forty Leagues off the Land of the Indies; wherefore one may boldly come to founding; and indeed, when at nine a Clock we heaved out the Lead, we found fifty three Fathom water. At noon by the Gunner's Observation we were in one and twenty degrees, thirty three minutes Latitude, having in the last twenty four hours run five and twenty Leagues and a half; we found a second time, and had forty Fathom water whereupon we sailed away South-East and by East, that we might not run upon the Land of the East, where we had nothing to do, and which is the rendez-vous of the Mababar Confils, and the Zinganeer. Half an hour after five in the evening, we had but thirty five Fathom water, and then we saw upon the water a great many little yellow Snakes, a Foot long, and as big as an old finger, which made us know that we were near the coast of the East, along which the Snakes are small; for from thence forwards along the coast of the East they are big. That we might not then run within Land, we sailed away South-East. About six a Clock we began to see some Excrescences of the Sea, which the Proencares call Carnashe, the Italians, Petra Marina, and the Portuguese call Alfarace, I fancy that I have seen the figure and description of them, by the name of Petra Marina, in a Treatise of Fabricio Colonna, de Chirins, which is at the end of the Treatise of Plants of the same Author. Our Ships Company told me it was like a frothy Fleece, which the Fish eat, and which takes a Mans Fleece, it fisheth to it like a Gleeth, and puts him to hot flinging pains. This puts me in mind, that heretofore being at Callais, a Gentleman of Honour told me, that in the Sea of Callais, there were some certain Sea-Excrescences, which flung and occasioned such burning pains when they touched a Mans Fleece, that he had seen some Soldiers of the Garison run about the streets roaring and crying out like Mad-men; through the violence of the pain they suffered by these Excrescences, which had touched their Fleece, when they walked themselves in the Harbour, and that this pain lasted two or three days. In all probability these Excrescences he spoke to me, were Carnashe. (If the Translator be not mistaken, the English call that Excrescence a Carvel.) We saw so great a quantity of them all the evening, that sometimes they made the Sea look all white, and they lay as it were in veins so that to judge by the light, one would have taken them for great Banks of Sand, but of a very white Sand, or else for Rivers of Milk; and certainly a Man that had never seen them, nor been told what they were, would think himself to be upon a Bank of Sand. No sooner was one of these veins past, but we saw another coming, and each of them was above five hundred paces in length, and proportionably broad. Those that floated along the Ships side, looked like so many very clear Stars, and at first I took them for sparks that are many times seen to fall out of the Sea, when the water is very rough, but having observed that they left not their splendour, as commonly that fort
fort of sparks does, which disappear as soon as they are seen, I took notice of
them to the Captain and the rest that were upon the Quarter Deck, and asked
them what they were; they all told me they were Cannassers, and they knew by
that, that we were near Land: for these Excrementes are not commonly seen but
very near the land, and are the fore runners of a Gale of Wind; but when the
Captain considered them, and saw them coming in so great a quantity, he ac-
knowledged to me, that he had never seen so many of them together; and
about eight a Clock the Lead being heaved out, we found thirty Fathom wa-
ter.
After eight a Clock we saw no more Cannassers. A little after eight the
Wind blew very fresh, which made us take in the Main Top Sail. At the
same time we perceived to the Windward at East, North-East, a great light
which all presently knew to be some great fire a flor, and we saw many such
until midnight; which confirmed us in the opinion that we were very near
the Land of Dion. Wherefore we Steered on our Course South-East, bearing
rather to South than East. About eleven a Clock the Wind slackened much.

Thursday the last day of the year one thousand six hundred sixty five, about
three a Clock in the morning, the Wind turned North-East, and we still Steered
our Course South-East. About break of day we made to the Leeward, South of
us, a great Ship, with all Sails abroad, even their Top-Gallant-Sails, though it
was no good weather for carrying such Sails; which made us conclude it was
the Mafalipatam, which put out from Congo, the same day that we did in the
morning, and which we thought had been at Common. In all appearance he
took our Ship for an English man, for the Captain of the Mafalipatam was a
Hollander, and therefore he had put out his Top-Gallant-Sails to run for it;
and the truth is, he made for good weather, that in an hour he was got almost
out of sight. Half an hour after fix, we call out the Lead, and had thirty five
Fathom water. According to the Gunners Observation at noon, we were in
twenty degrees forty minutes Latitude, and in four and twenty hours time we
had made seven and twenty Leagues and a half. We were then becalmed, and
half an hour after five, we had thirty three Fathom water. At eight of the
Clock at night we had a small Gale from North-East, which made us Steer
away East, South-East. At midnight having found we found still thirty three
Fathom water.

Friday New year's day one thousand six hundred sixty six, at five a Clock
in the morning, we had twenty six Fathom water. At break of day we made
to the Leeward, South, South-East of us, the same Ship which we saw the day
before, but somewhat nearer to us. We also made Land, which was known to
be the Point of main Land, called the Point of Dion, and immediately after we
made the Island, which bears the same name, and is near the main Land of the
Country of Cambaya. This Island was anciently called, (I think,) Alambata,
yes in the Latitude of twenty degrees forty minutes, or one and twenty degrees:
the Portuguese are masters of it, and have a Town there of the same name
with the Island, and a Port which is thought to be impregnable, being sur-
rounded with two Ditches, filled with the water of the Sea, and the first big
eough to admit of Ships, being besides defended by several stone-Battions,
built very high upon a Rock: which are mounted with many great Guns that
play on all Hands; so that it will be no easy task to take it, unless being un-
provided of Victuals an Enemy might attempt to starve it: it hath no water but
Cifern-water, yet every House has its Cifern. There is a good Port in Dion, and heretofore all the Trade of the Indies was managed there, and
at Chaud, which is another place belonging to the Portuguese, but the Dutch
so ordered matters, that it was wholly removed to Surrat, where it is at
present.

About seven a Clock we found by observing the Land, that we had made eight
Leagues since the day before at noon; for you must know that so soon as they
make Land, they heave the Log no more, to know the Ships running, because it
is well enough known by the Land. At eight a Clock the Wind turned East
and
and by North, and we stood away South-East and by South. About eleven a Clock, it turned East, South-East, and we steered away South. That day we took no Observation, because the Land intercepted between us and the Horizon; nevertheless we lost sight of it immediately after noon, and about six a Clock we tack about, and stood North-East and by East. About seven a Clock we tack again. About eight a Clock we were calmed. Half an hour after nine, we tack again a third time; and at ten a Clock having cast the Lead, we had thirty eight Fathom water. About eleven a Clock we had a good Wind at North, North-East, which made us bear away East.

Next day the second of January about five a Clock in the morning, the Wind having veered about to North-East, we steered our Course East, South-East. At break of day having furled our Main-Top-Sail, we put out our Colours, and waited for the Masulipattan, which was close up with us; he presently also showed his Colours, and within a quarter of an hour after, steered a long on head of us; we hailed one another, but could have no discourse together, because he had stood too much on head, and in a trice fell off from us. This was the Hollander fault, for he was vexed that Master Manuel Mendes would not sail with him, though he had invited him; and besides, he was angry that we should have come up with him; which was the reason he would have no Conversation with us; though ever since the day before he might many times have born up near enough to have Discouraged with us, when we were upon our tacks. Half an hour after fix we founded, and found fix and twenty Fathom water. About seven a Clock the Wind came in to East, North-East; and we steered South-East. About eight a Clock it blew much fresher from East and by North, which convincing us that we were off of the mouth of the Bay of Cambay, we steered away South-East and by South; and about nine a Clock, the Wind turning due East, we stood away South, South-East. We could have no Observation that day, because of the motion of the Ship, and must not be tried to know that from noon to noon, we had made fifteen Leagues. About five a Clock the Captain of the Masulipattan being in a better humour, bore up with us, and after the Selass, and three or four Gups drunk to our good Voyage, he asked us if we would go in Comfort, and we agreed to it. About five and a Clock the Wind caised, and left us calmed. About half an hour after ten we had a small Gale from North, North-East, which made us bear away East. At midnight the Wind veering in to North-East, we steered away East, South-East. Then we heaved the Lead, and found forty Fathom water.

Sunday morning the third of January we perceived several pieces of Wood floating upon the water, and some Snakes bigger than one Thumb, four or five Foot long, and of a blackish colour; and about noon we saw the Sea water look whithit; these were so many signs that we were near the Indian shore. At noon the Gunner took an Observation, but how right, I cannot tell, because of the Ships great Travel; and he found that we were in the Latitude of nineteen degrees, fifty four minutes, but we could not tell how much we had run, for in twenty four hours time, we had not heaved the Log, knowing that we were near Land: we only cast the Lead and found thirty three Fathom water; having cast it out again at three a Clock in the afternoon, we had no more but thirty Fathom. About five a Clock the Wind turned East, North-East, and we stood away South-East. Half an hour after five, we had again thirty three Fathom water. About eight a Clock the Wind was got into East and by North, and we steered South-East and by South, and had still thirty three Fathom water. About half an hour after ten, the Wind turned North and by East, a brisk Gale, and we bore away East and by North. At midnight we had twenty five Fathom water.

Monday the fourth of January, half an hour after five in the morning, we had the Wind at North-East, and stood away East, South-East; but this hot Wind blew so fresh, that we were obliged to furl our Main-Top-Sail, and
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then we had twenty five Fathom water. A North-East Wind blows commonly on that Coast all the Moon of December, and the beginning of the Moon of January, and after it comes the North-West Wind. About eleven a Clock the Wind backing a little, we unfurled our Main-Top-Sail again. At noon the Gunner found that we were in the Latitude of nineteen degrees twenty four minutes, and having cast the Lead, we had two and twenty Fathom water, and at five a Clock the same. Half an hour after five, the Wind turning North, North-East, we hove away East. At nine a Clock we had only twenty Fathom water, and at midnight but eighteen.

Tuesday, the fifth of January after midnight, the Wind was at North-East and by East, but a very cold Gale, and we hove away South-East and by East. At five a Clock in the morning we had but four Fathom water. At break of day we made the Land of Baffin on Head, which was very near us, and we had made it the day before, if it had not been hazy upon the Land.

Baffin. Baffin is a Town held by the Portuguese, lying about the nineteenth degree and a half of North Latitude. There are very high Mountains at this place. At five a Clock we tacked, and hove away North and by East. At two a Clock in the afternoon, we came to an Anchor in fourteen Fathom water, because it began to Ebb, and it is the custom for Ships that put into the Bay of Cambay, when they are near shore, to Tide it only up, unless they have the Wind in Poop, and a fresh Gale from South, for those that go upon a Wind against Tide, are driven back instead of going forward, the Tides running very strong on that Coast, and South Winds being rare. Half an hour after eight at night, we weighed Anchor, and hove away North and by West, the Wind being then North-East and by East.

Wednesday the sixth of January, at two a Clock in the morning, we came to an Anchor in seventeen Fathom water. Having weighed again about nine a Clock, we tacked, North, North-East, and the Wind was then at East, a little to the Southward, but too weak, that at ten a Clock it left us recalled. About three a Clock we had a Gale from West, whither we least expected it, for it seldom blows on that Coast; that was the reason we came not to an Anchor, though it began to Ebb, and we hove away North and by East. Half an hour after five, we had twenty Fathom water, and at six a Clock we were recalled. Half an hour after eight, we had the Wind at East, North-East, which made us teter away South-East; but at ten a Clock the Tide of Flood beginning to make, it behoved us to tack and stand away North and by East.

Thursday the seventh of January, about four a Clock in the morning, we came to an Anchor in nineteen Fathom water. About nine a Clock a Gale blowing from South-East, we weighted, though it was above an hour and a half to Flood, and bore away East, North-East; but seeing the Wind did not last, about half an hour after eleven, we came to an Anchor again in nineteen Fathom water, though it was Flood then, but it did us no kind of service, because it carried us to Scare, and we were bound for Damas, being so near it, that some of the Ship discovered the Steeple of a Church in the Town. Half an hour after one of the Clock, we had a small Gale from North-East, which made us presently weigh, and bear away South-East, and sounding every quarter of an hour, we found first fifteen Fathom water, then twelve, after that ten, and at last nine. About four a Clock, we tetered away East, South-East, about five a Clock South, South-East, a little after, we were recalled, and having cast out the Lead, found eight Fathom water. About five a Clock we turned the Ships Head East and by South; half an hour after, North-East and by East, about seven a Clock we came to an Anchor in eight Fathom water, and about a good League and a half from Land, because there was no Wind, and the Tide of Ebb carry us toward the South-West.

Next
Part II. Travels into the LEVANT.

Next morning about nine a Clock, we weighed, though it was still low water, only we had a Gale from South-East, we steer'd East, North-East, that we might stand in to shoal, and about half an hour after eleven we came to an Anchor; a League off of the Town of Daman, and Westward from it. I did not go a shoar, because the Captain told me, that I could not stay there above an hour or two, having ordered the Boat that carried a shoar Master Manuel Mendes, to return immediately, and being returned to soon as he had unladen his Goods to weigh Anchor, and wait for no body: I did not think going a shoar to be worth the pains of running the risk of being taken; for there are Malabar Barks commonly upon the shoat, especially in the evening, skulking behind some Points of Land, and when they perceive any small Vessel, make up to it and carry it away.

Daman is a Town belonging to the Portuguese, who have made it very strong, and have a good Fort in it. It lies in the twentieth degree of North Latitude, and is fifteen Leagues distant from Baffin, and forty from Diu. They have most delicate Bread at Daman, and drink only water of a Tanner, but, which they say, is very good. From Daman to Cape Comorin, a range of Cape Comorin very high Hills runs along the Coast. This Town has no other Harbour but a little Canal or Cut which is full at high water, and remains dry when the Tide is out; small Barks come into it, but Ships ride out in the Road. Ours layed there a little more than four and twenty hours, for the Barks that were to come for the Goods of Master Manuel Mendes, came not a Board of us till the next day, which was Saturday; it was noon before we had loaded them, and it believed us afterwards to stay till two a Clock for our Boat, though we had fired a Gun in the morning as a signal for them to put off; but the Sea-men being got drunk, made never the more haste for that we did not weigh Anchor then, till three a Clock in the afternoon, and we stood away North, the Wind being then at West, North-West. About seven a Clock we were forced to come to an Anchor, because the Wind was down, and the Tide of Ebb made us lose way. About nine a Clock, with a little Gale at East, we weighed again, and bore away North; in five Fathom and a half water, and for above an hour, we had no more.

Next day being Sunday the tenth of January, by break of day we were got within a Cannon shot of land, which was to our Starboard, and to the Larboard we saw two great Ships at Anchor: they were presently known to be Ships belonging to the King of Mogul, which Trade to Mocha, whether they Ships of the carry at every Voyage above two Millions. We saw many other Ships on King of Mocha Head, some at Anchor, and others under Sail; amongst these there were two Dutch Ships, who failed not to send off their Boats to know who we were, taking us to have been an English Ship. At length, half an hour after ten, we came to an Anchor at the Bar of Surat, in fix Fathom and a half, the Bar of water, and presently a Custom-House Waiter came on Board of us, being there accidentally; for commonly they come not, till after the Captain be gone a shoar.

Next day Monday the eleventh of January, several of the Custom-House Boats came on Board of us, to take in all the Passengers and their Goods: we went down into them, and they put off from the Ship about half an hour after two; at first we made towards shoal space, the Wind being good, but it being low water, an hour after we stuck a ground, and it behoved us to stay for Flood to get off again, which was not till half an hour after three, when we weighed again the Anchor which we had dropped. We went on then, with the Tide; for the Wind was contrary; and within half an hour after, ran a ground again; where we were another half hour before we could get off: having afterwards advanced a little farther, we saw a small Isle to our Right Hand, and from thence the Channel grows narrower and narrower. About
Arrival at the

About eight a Clock we passed by the Castle of Surra, which was to our Right Hand; and a little after, arrived before the Custom-House; where we came to an Anchor, and spent the rest of the night.

Next day being Tuesday the twelfth of January, about ten a Clock in the morning, we were brought into the Custom-House, where we were searched in a very odd manner, of which I shall give an account in another place, by the help of God, who hath safely brought us hither, praised for ever be his name for it. Amen.

Landate dominum omnes gentes, &c. Gloria patri, & filiæ, & spiritui sante: sanctus erat in principio, &c.
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BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

Set out from Balfora in the Ship Hopewel, the sixth of November, 1665, six Days before the beginning of the Monsoon, and the tenth of January 1666, arrived at the Bar of Surat; so that I had above two Months Voyage of it. That place which is about six French Leagues from Surat, is called, the Bar, because of the many Sand-banks that hinder great Ships from entering the River, before they be unloaded; and the proper season for Sailing on the Indian-Sea, is called Monson or Monsun, by corruption of Moussom. I have mention'd in the Second Part of my Travels, that that season wherein there is a constant Trade-Wind upon that Sea, begins commonly at the end of October; that it lasts to the end of April, and that that is the time to go from Persia to the Indies, if one would avoid the Tempests.

Next Day, being the Eleventh, about half an hour after two a Clock in the Morning, I went with the rest of the Passengers into a Boat, and at Eight at Night we arrived before Surat, near to the Custom-house, where coming to an Anchor, I paft the Night in the Boat; and next Day, the twelfth of January, about ten of the Clock in the Morning the Custom-house being open, our Boat upon the Signal given, put in to Land as near
as it could: From thence we were carried afoore upon Mens backs, who came up to the middle in the Water to take us up, and immediately we were led into a large Court; having crossed it, we entred into a Hall, where the Customey waited for us, to have us searched.

Visited we were, but in so sever and vexatious a manner, that tho' I did expect it, and had prepared my self for it before hand, yet I had hardly patience enough to suffer the Searchers to do whatsoever they had a mind to, tho' I had nothing about me but my Cleathes; and indeed, it is incredible what caution and circumspection those People use to prevent being cheated. And in this manner they proceed.

So soon as a Ship comes to Anchor at the Bar, the Master is oblig'd to go afoore in his Boat, and acquaint the Customey house with his arrival, and presently he is search'd from Head to Foot, at the same time a Waiter is sent on board the Vessel, to hinder them from breaking bulk, running any thing afoore, or on board another Ship that hath been already search'd; and in the mean time, if they have till time enough, they send off several Barks to bring the Men and Goods afoore to the Customey-house. The Waiter has for his dues from every Passenger an Abassy which is worth about eighteen Pence; and the Bark has half a Ranpie a Head, that is, about fifteen Pence for the passage. If when the Passengers come to the Town, the Customey-house be not as yet open, they presently come afoore; but if it be, they must carry in the Bark: In the mean while it is never open but from ten in the Morning till Noon, and it requires a whole Tide to come from the Bar to the Town, unless by good luck one have the Wind and Tide with him.

Seeing the rest of the Day and all the following Night are to be spent in the Bark, Waiters are set over it, Who keep constant Watch to see that none enter in or go out. When the Customey-house is opened, and the Passengers suffer to come afoore, then double diligence is used, and the number of Waiters encreased. One Bark advances at a time, and the lands jut against the Customey-house Gate which is upon the Key.

There is a Knob, or covered Pavillion, where Sentinels are placed to observe and view all that goes in or comes out of the Bark, and the Customey-house Porters go into the Water, and bring the Men and Goods afoore upon their Backs.

In the mean time, there are upon the River-side, a great number of Piors, who are Men ready to be employ'd in any kind of Service, and to be hired by the Day, as the Staffs in Italy are. These Piors of the Customey-house have great Canes in their Hands to keep off the People with, that those who come afoore may not have the least communication with any body; and for the greater security, they draw up in both sides, and make a Lane for the Passengers. This is no considerable service to new comers, for if any body came near them, they would certainly be accused of smuggling Goods; and then besides the Caning they would be exposed to, they must also expect to be roughly fined, and some have been fined in above Ten thousand Livres, though, in reality they had not favored a bit of Goods. And, indeed, they who have a mind to conceal anything, and defraud the Customey-house, order their Affairs more truly: They pay not till they come to Surat, there to beg the affittance of their Friends. I have known some bring in a great many precious Stones, and other rich Jewels, which the Officers of the Customey-house never saw, nor got one Farthing by, because the Dutch Commander was their Friend, and had affilited them.

From that Court of the Customey-house, one is led into the Hall, where the chief Customey sits on his Divan, after the manner of the Orientals, and his Clerks underneath him. I shall say nothing of the Indian Divans in this place, because they are like to those of Turkey and Persia. The Passengers enter into that place one after another, and but one at a time. Presently they write down in a Register the name of him that enters, and then he is searched. He must take off his Cap or Turban, his Girdle, Shoes, Stockings, and all the rest of his Cloaths, if the Searchers think fit. They
They feel his Body all over; and handle every the least inch of stuff about him with all exactness, if they perceive any thing hard in it, they immediately rip it up, and all that can be done, is to suffer patiently. That search is long, and takes up above a quarter of an Hour for every Person severally, though at that time they only examine what they have about them. If they find Gold or Silver, they take two and a half per cent. and give back the rest; then the partie is let go, but must leave his Goods and Baggage. He that hath been searched marches out by the Wicket of a Gate that opens into the Street, where there is a Guard that suffers him not to pass without Orders from the Customer.

Next Day, all who have left their Goods or Baggage, fail not to come to the same Gate. The Customer comes also about ten of the Clock in the Morning, and having considered whether the Seal which the Day before he put upon two great Padlocks that hold the great Gate and Wicket shut, be whole or not, he causes both to be opened. He and his Men go in; the Gate is shut again, and the Wicket only left open. So all wait until they be called in; and it was my good fortune to be introduced with the first.

They presently bid me own what belonged to me, and my Cloakbags being brought into the middle of the Hall, they were opened and emptied; every thing was examined one after another: Though I had no Merchant-goods, yet all was searched; my Quilt was rip up, they undid the Pommel of one of my Pistols, with Pegs of Iron felt in the Holsters; and the Clerks at length, being satisfied with the view of my things, I was let go, and paid only Custom for my Money. It was no small fortune for me to be so soon dispathered; for Men may wait sometimes a Month before they can get out their Baggage, and especially they who have Merchant-goods, for which at that Custom-house they pay Four in the Hundred, if they be Christians, and Five in the Hundred if they be Mussulmas.

What is paid at the Custom-house.

CHAP. II.

Of the Indies.

Before I enter into a particular Description of what I have seen in the Indies, it is necessary for the understanding of the Country, that I describe the Limits thereof, and say somewhat of their Extent. (If one would comprehend in the Indies all the Countries which to the West border on the Provinces of Maccan, or Sinde, Candahar and Baloon; to the North, or Tartary; to the East, on China and the Sea; and to the South, on the Ocean, there is no doubt but that to great a number of Kingdoms and Provinces must make a very vast Country: But it may be truly said, that to the East the extent of it, (which is very large) is not as yet well known, seeing the Traders of Indostan, who traffick in China, spend above a Year in Travelling from their own Country into that; and that long Journey is a good Argument, that there are several Kingdoms betwixt the Great Mogul Country, and that of the Emperor of China.)

The Division of the Limits of India.

In the usual Division of the Indies, that Eastern part is called India beyond the Ganges, as the Western is named India on this side of the Ganges. This latter part is best known, and is called Indostan, having for its natural Limits to the West and East, the Ganges and indus, which have their Sources in the Mountains of Zagata and Turgasia. These two last Countries border Indostan on the North-side, as the Indian-Sea limits it on the South, round the Cape of Comorin, from the Mouths of Ganges to those of Indus.

The Limits of India.
The Empire of the Great Mogul, which in particular is called Mogulistan, is the largest and most powerful Kingdom of the Indies, and the Forces of the other Kings of Judoflan ought the less to be compared to his, that most of them are in some dependence on that Prince. I shall write what I know of their Kingdoms, when I have treated of his and of himself.

CHAP. III.

Of the Great Mogul.

The Great Mogul descends in direct line from Timur-lan, whose Successors that reigned in the Indies, took to themselves the Name of Moguls, that they might be distinguished from those to whom that Prince left Zogatay, Corellia, Persia, and other Countries to be Governed after him. They thought that that Name might contribute much to the Glory of their Family, because by taking it they would more easily persuade Men, that they were of the Race of Gingius Can, the First Emperor of the Ancient Moguls, who had carried it about Twelve Ages before them, and who under that Title began the Greatest and most Powerful Empire in the World.

Mogul was hereofore the Name of a mighty People, who inhabited a vast Country at the extremity of East Tartary, towards the North, which some have called Mogul, others Mongol and Mongol, and others Mogulislan, where Gingius Can was Born. That Emperor or Great Can, reduced it wholly under his Obedience, before he undertook the Conquest of the rest of Asia, and his Subjects, as well as he, were called Moguls. This gave occasion to those of Indias, to take the same Name, whereby to signify that they are descended from him.

As for the Genealogy of Timur-lan, it must be examined some where else than in the relation of Travels, if one would know the truth of it, because of the diversity of opinions that are to be found among the Oriental writers upon that subject.

Timur-lan had already given great jealousy to the Indians, by Conquering the Province of Gazna, which had been sometimes in their dependance, though lying a great deal on this side of the Indies, and which in his own lifetime was Poissed by Pir Muboomed, Son of his Eldest Son Gazeteddin, but when Mira-Baher, who descended from the Third Son of that Emperor, retreated thither after the loss of Mawrenahor of Zogataz, he beshearted himself so well in settling his Dominion there, as he did in some other Countries of the Indies that lay next to him, and were, according to the Leibaraiti, (he Reigned Forty three Years,) that his Son Humayen had no great difficulty to gain Footing in Judoflan after the death of his Father, which happened in the Year 1530, and who had already made some unsuccessful attempts in that Country.

This young Prince made himself Master of Candaibar, Caboul, and many other Towns, the greatest part whereof he loft sometime after by the Valour of Casalme King of Bengal and Deran; but he recovered them in process of time by the means of Talma Kings of Persia, whose Sisiter he Married, and having carried his Conquest farther on, he made Delhi the Capital of his Kingdom.

His Son Eebar Succeeded him, and having joyned a great many Provinces of Judoflan to those which his Father left him, died in the Year 1604.

Selims his Eldest Son, was immediately Crowned by the Name of Gehangir, and having Reigned Three and twenty Years, and enlarged the Conquest, he died in the Year 1627.
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After his death, his Grandson Boulogooy Reigned about Three Months, but he was strangled by Order of Sultan Corom, a Rebel Son of Geyangueir, who having made sure of the Empire, took to himself the Name of Chagban in the Year 1628.

Seeing Blood and Rebellion raised him to the Throne, he had experience of the same disorders amongst his Children, which he had caufed to his Father; for through their jealousy his Empire was almost always in confusion, and at length fell into the hands of Auranzeb the Third of his Four Sons, who Reigned at present.

In mounting to the Throne, this Prince imitated the crimes of his Father; for he put to death Dara his Eldest Brother, imprifon'd Mourad his other Brother who confided in him, and clapt up his own Father in Prison, who died Five or Six Years after, about the end of the Year 1666.

The Great Mogul is certainly a most Powerful Prince, as we may judge by his Riches, Armies, and the number of People that are within the extent of his Empire. His yearly Revenues, they say, mount to above Three hundred and thirty French Millions. The Canon Name, which is a Register containing a List of his Forces, makes it appear, that that Prince entertaineth Three hundred thousand Horse, of which betwixt Thirty and Thirty-five thousand, with ten thousand Foot are for a Guard to his Person both in time of Peace and War, and are commonly quartered in those places where he keeps his Court. This Empire extends from East to West above Four hundred Leagues, and from North to South above Five hundred, and that vast space, (excepting some Mountains and Deserts,) is full of Towns, Cathedrals, Burroughs and Villages, and by consequence of Inhabitants who till the Land, or emprave it by manufactures, and the commerce which that Country affords, that it is fable to judge of the Power of the King who is Master thereof.

The true bounds of his Empire are to the West, Macara or Sinde and Candahar; to the East, it reaches beyond the Ganges; to the South it is limited by Deccan, the great Sea and the Gulf of Bengal; and to the North by the Tartars. The exaggeration of many Travellers, concerning the extent of the Countries of this great King of the Indies, was the cause that I made it my business to consult the most knowing Men, that I might learn what they thought of the greatness of it, and what now I write is their Opinion.

They affirm not as some do, that when the Mogul makes War, he sends Three hundred thousand Horse into the field. They say, indeed, that he pays so many, but seeing the chief Revenues, or to say better, the rewards of the Great Men, consist particularly in the pay which they have for more or fewer Troopers, it is certain that they hardly keep on Foot one half of the Men they are appointed to have; so that when the Great Mogul marches upon any expedition of War, his Army exceeds not an Hundred and fifty thousand Horse, with very few Foot, though he betwixt Three and four hundred thousand Mouths in the Army.

Besides, I was informed by any Indian who pretends to know the Map of his Country, that they reckon no more but twenty Provinces within the extent of Mogullan in the Indies, and that they who have reckoned more, have not been well informed of their number, since of one Province they have made two or three.

This Indian had a list of the Princes Revenues calculated for the twenty Provinces, and I made no doubt of the truth of his System; but I had rather call them Governments, and say that every Government contains several Provinces. I shall observe the Revenues of the Governments, in the description I give of them, and shall call each Government a Province that I may not vary from the memoirs which I have; and as I entered the Indies by the Province of Guzerat, so I shall describe it before the others.

CHAP.
The Province of Guzerat

The Province of Guzerat, which was heretofore a Kingdom, fell into the Possession of the Great Mogul Ebar, about the year 1565. He was called into it by a great Lord, to whom the King of Guzerat, Sultan Mamoot gave the general Government thereof, when being near his death, he trusted him with the tuition and regency of his only Son, in the Year 1545, or 1546, during the Reign of Humayun the Father of Ebar.

The ambition of that Governor who was envied by all the great Men of the Kingdom of Guzerat, that were his declared Enemies, and against whom he resolved to maintain himself at the cost of his own lawful Prince, made him betake himself to the King Mogul, under pretence of soliciting his protection for his Pupil named Mudafer, who was already of Age, but not yet of sufficient Authority to maintain his Guardian against the faction of the great Men whom he had provoked.

Ebar entered Guzerat with an Army, and subdued all those who offered to make head against him, and whom the Governor accused of being Enemies to his King: But instead of being satisfied with one Town which with its Territories had been promised him, he seized the whole Kingdom, and made the King and Governor Prisoners. That unfortunate Prince being never able to recover it again, not but that having made his escape, he attempted once again to have reestablished himself, but his efforts were in vain, for he was overcome, and made Prisoner a second time, so that despair at length made him destroy himself.

This is the pleasantest Province of Indostan, though it be not the largest. The Nandaba, Tappy, and many other Rivers that water it, render it very fertile, and the Fields of Guzerat look green in all the seasons of the Year, because of the Corn and Rice that cover them, and the various kinds of Trees, which continually bear Fruit.

The most considerable part of Guzerat is towards the Sea, on which the Ports of Surat and Cambay stand, whose Ports are the best of all Mogulstan. But seeing Amadabad is the Capital Town of the Province, it is but reasonable we should treat of it before we speak of the rest.

February the Fifth I parted from Surat to go to that Town, and going out at Baroche Gate, I marched straight North. Two hours after I crossed the River Tappy, in a Boat big enough, but very incommodious for taking in of Chariots, because the sides of it were two foot high. Eight men were forced to carry mine, after they had taken out the Oxen, and I was about half an hour in crossing that River. I continued my Journey by the Town of Baroo, the River of Koom, which I crossed with the same trouble that I had done the Tappy, by the Town of Oocilifer, the River of Nandaba, and at length I arrived at the Town of Baroche, which is distant from Surat and the Sea, Twenty Coffes which makes about Ten French Leagues, because a Coffe which is a Measure amongst the Indians for the distance of places, is about half a League.

Baroche lies in 21 degrees 55 minutes North Latitude. The fortresses of Baroche is large and square, standing on a Hill, which makes it to be seen at a great distance. It is one of the chief Strengths of the Kingdom, and had heretofore a very large Jurisdiction. The Town lies upon the side, and at the foot of the Hill, looking towards the River of Nandaba. It is environed with Stone-Walls about three Fathom high, which are flanked by large round Towers at Thirty or Thirty five Paces distance one from another.

The
The Bazaars, or Market-places, are in a great Street at the foot of the Hill, and there it is that those Cotten-Stuffs are made, which are called Batias, Batas, and which are sold in to great plenty in the Indies.

The Hill being high and hard to be mounted, it might be a very easy matter to put the fortresses in a condition not to fear any Attack, but at present it is so much flighthed, that there are several great breaches in the Walls to the Land side, which no body thinks of repairing. In that Town there are Mosques and Pagodes, that’s to say, Temples of the Heathen, as well above as below. The River-water is excellent for whetting of Clathos, and they are brought from all parts to be whitened there. There is little or no other Trade there, but of Agates; but most of those are Sold at Cowbey. There is great abundance of Peacocks in the Country about Baroche. The Dutch have a Factor there for the quick dispatch and clearing at the Custom-house, the other forts of Clathos that come from Amidaubad and elsewhere, because since all Goods must pay duties as they enter and come out of Baroche, there would always happen confusion; if the care of that were referred to the carriers who transport them.

Leaving Baroche, I continued my Journey Northwards, to the little Town of Sourbon, which is seven Leagues distant from Baroche, and then having crossed the Brook Dader, and several Villages, I arrived at Deba, which lies on the side of a Wood seven Leagues from Sourbon. The Inhabitants of this Town were formerly such as are called Merdi-Coura or Anthropophages, Man-eaters, and it is not very many Years since Man's flesh was there publicly sold in the Markets. That place seems to be a nest of Robbers; the inhabitants who are for the most part Armed with Swords, are a most impudent sort of People: In what posture for ever you be, they continually stare you in the Face, and with so much boldness, that let one say what he pleases to them, there is no making of them to withdraw: Passengers that know them, are always on their Guard, and are obliged to carry a Lance with them, when they go to do their needs.

Next day we parted from thence and went to Pernad, a little Town seven Leagues and a half from Deba, and arrived there, having first past the Gulf or River of Mat, where there is a Watch to secure the Rode. We found in our way two great Tanques, and a great number of Monkies of an extraordinary bigness. These Tanques are standing Ponds or reservatories of Rain-water; there are many of them in the Indies, and commonly there is great care taken in looking after them, because Wells being rare in that Country, there is an extreme need of these publick reservatories, by reason of the continual thirst which the heat causes in all Animals there, and some of them are as big as Lakes or large Ponds.

Next we came to the Town of Soufentra, where we stay a very lovely Well, which I shall not describe in this place, because it is almost like to that of Amidaubad, whereof I shall speak in its proper place. From thence we went to Maler, which is six Leagues and a half from Pernad. Upon the Road we saw an infinite number of Apes of all sorts, not only upon the Trees in the Fields, but even those also by the way side, which were not in the least afraid of any body. I severally times endeavoured to make them fly with my Arms, but they stirr’d not, and cried their pou pou like mad, which is, as I think, the hoop hoop of which Monjier de la Boulaye speaks.

We went next to Gigah, five Leagues from Maler, we met a great many Colers, which are People of a Caste or tribe of Gentiles, who have no fixed Habitation, but wander from Village to Village, and carry all they have about with them. Their chief business is to pick and

An account of the Road from Surat to Amidaubad. One must go out by Baroche gate and cross the River of Tangas a league and a half from Surat. There is a great Watee four leagues from Surat where one may repose. Kim a River. Ouchlaff a Town. Kerada a River are to be past, and then one comes to Baroche, 10 leagues from Surat. Starhun a Town 7 leagues from Baroche, Dader a River or Brook. Deba 7 leagues from Surbon, Mat a River. Pernad 7 leagues and a half from Deba, Soufentra a Town, Maler 6 leagues and a half from Pernad. Matrousa a River.

Gigah 5 leagues from Maler.
and clean the Cotten, and when they have no more to do in one Village, they go to another. In this Village of Gibag, there is a pretty handsome Garden of the Kings: I walked in it, it lies along the side of a refractory, and I saw a great many Monkeys and Peacocks therein. The dwelling which remains appears to have been handsome, but it is let run to ruin; and a Royal-house, not far off, is in very bad repair also. It is but two Leagues and a half from Gibag to Amedabad.

Amedabad, the Capital of Guzerat.

A Medabad is distant from Surat four score and six Coffins, which make about forty three French Leagues. It is not improbable but that this Capital of Guzerat is the Amadavish of Arian, though modern Writers say, That it hath its name from a King called Ahmed or Amed, who caused it to be rebuilt, and that it was called Guzerat as well as the Province, before that King reigned. King Chagabman named it Guerdabad, the Habituation of Dulf, because there is always a great deal there. This Governor of the Province has his residence in it, and he is commonly a Son of the Great Mogul; but at present a great Oman called Mubahat-Cam is the Governor; and the Kings of Guzerat resided there also, before King Echbar seiz'd it.

This Town lies in twenty three Degrees and some Minutes North Latitude. It is built in a lovely Plain, and Watered by a little River called Sebennet, not very deep, but which in the time of the Rains prodigiously overflows the Plains. There you may see many large Gardens, enclosed with Brick-walls, and which have all a kind of Pavillion at the entry.

After that I saw a very spacious Refractory, that hath in the middle a lovely Garden four score Paces square, into which one enters by a Bridge four hundred Paces long, and at the end of the Garden there are pretty convenient Lodgings.

Then you see several Houses here and there, which makes, as it were, a great Village, and a great many Tombs indifferently well built. This might be called an Out Suburbs, because, from thence one enters by a Portico into a Street with Houses on each side, which leads straight into the Town, and is on that side the true Suburbs of Amedabad.

The Town is enclosed with Stone and Brick-walls, which at certain distances are flanked with great round Towers and Battlements all over. It hath twelve Gates, and about a League and a half in its greatest length, if you take in the Suburbs. It is one of the places of Guzerat that is most carefully kept in order, both as to its Walls and Garrison, because it lies most conveniently for retarding the incursions of some neighbouring Rajas. They are afraid particularly of the Inroads of the Raja of Badar, who is powerful by reason of the Towns and Cattle which he hath in the Mountains, and which are not accessible by but narrow paths that can be most easily defended. King Echbar used all endeavours during the space of seven Years to ruin that Raja; but he could not accomplish it, and was forced to make Peace with him. However his People are always making incursions, and he comes off by disowning them. His usual Residence is in the Province of Candeb.

So soon as I arrived at Amedabad, I went to lodge in Sursetowayray, where I found the Monument of the Wife of a King of Guzerat: After I had taken a little repose there, I went to see the Dutch Factors, for whom I had Letters from the Commander of Surat. They detain'd me, and no excuse would serve, but that I must needs lodge with them; pay, they were
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fo kind, as to accompany me by turns to all the places of Amedabad, whether my Curiosity led me: They are lodged in the fairest and longest Street of the Town. All the Streets of Amedabad are wide, but this is at least thirty Paces over, and at the West end of it there are three large Arches that take up its whole breadth.

Going from their Lodgings, one enters by these high Arches into the Meidan-Chab, which signifies the Kings Square. It is a long Square having four hundred Paces in breadth, and seven hundred in length, with Trees planted on all sides. The Gate of the Castle is on the West side, opposite to the three Arches, and the Gate of the Queranery on the South. On the same side there are six or seven pieces of Canon mounted, and on the other, some more great Gates which are at the Head of pretty fair Streets. In this Meidan there are several little square Buildings about three Fathom high, which are Tribunals for the Copts, who is the Criminal Judge. In the middle of the place there is a very high Tree, purposely planted for the exercise of those who learn to shoot with the Bow, and who with their Arrows strive to hit a Ball which for that end is placed on the top of the Tree.

Having viewed the Meidan, we entered the Castle by a very high Gate, which is betwixt two large round Towers about eight fathom high. All the Apparitions of it signifies but little, though the Castle be walled about with good Walls of Freecifone, and is as spacious as a little Town. The Queranary in the Meidan, contributes much to the beautifying of that place. Its Front is adorned with several Lodges and Balconies supported by Pillars, and on the Balconies which are of Stone, are delicately cut to let in the Light. The entry is a large eight-square Porch arch'd over like a Dome, where you may find four Gates, and see a great many Balconies: Those Gates open into the body of the Building, which is a Square of Freecifone two Stories high, and varnished over like Marble, with Chambers on all sides, where Strangers may lodge.

Near the Meidan, is a Palace belonging to the King, which hath over the Gate a large Balcony for the Musicians, who with their Pipes, Trumpets, and Hobos, come and play there, in the Morning, at Noon, in the Evening, and at Midnight. In the Appointments thereof there are several Ornament's of Foliages, where Gold is not spared. The English Factory is in the middle of the Town. They are very well lodged, and have fair Courts. Their Ware-houses commonly are full of the Cloaths of Labors and Dabys, with which they drive a great trade.

There are many Mosques great and small in Amedabad, but that which is called Juma-mosjid, Fridays Mosque, because the devout People of all the Town flock thereto on that Day, is the chief and fairest of all. It hath its entry from the same Street where the Dutch-house is built, and they go up to it by several large Steps. The first thing that appears is a square Cloister of about an hundred and forty Paces in length, and an hundred and twenty in breadth, the Roof whereof is supported by four and thirty Pillasters. The Circuit of it is adorned with twelve Domes, and the Square in the middle paved with great square Bricks. In the middle of the Front of the Temple, there are three great Arches, and at the sides two large square Gates that open into it, and each Gate is beautified with Pilasters, but without any order of Architecture. On the outside of each Gate there is a very high Steeple, which hath four lovely Balconies, from whence the Muszins or Beadles of the Mosque, call the People to Prayers. Its chief Dome is pretty enough, and being accompanied with several little ones, and two Minarets, the whole together looks very pleasant; all that pile is supported by forty Pillars placed two and two, and the Pavement is of Marble. The Chair of the Imam is there as in other Mosques, but besides that, in a corner to the Right hand there is a large Jabu reposing upon two and forty Pillars eight Foot high apiece, which must only have been built to hide the Women that go to the Mosque, for that Jabu is closed up as high as the Scaling with a kind of Pannels of Plaster with holes through, and there I saw above two hundred Fagius, who held their Arms cross ways behind their Head, without the least fluttering.
Ameliaad being inhabited also by a great number of Heathens, there are Pogods, or Idol-Temples in it. That which was called the Pogodo of San-
vidas was the chief, before Antamdo converted it into a Mosque. When he
performed that Ceremony, he caused a Cow to be killed in the place,
knowing very well, that after such an Action, the Gentiles according to
their Laws, could worship no more therein. All round the Temple there
is a Cloystor furnished with lovely Cells, beautified with Figures of Mar-
bles in relief, representing naked Women sitting after the Oriental fashion.
The inside Roof of the Mosque is pretty enough, and the Walls are full of
the Figures of Men and Beasts; but Antamdo, who hath always made a
few of an affected Devotion, which at length raised him to the Throne,
caused the Notes of all these Figures which added a great deal of Magni-
ficence to that Mosque, to be beat off.

The Chaarims is still to be seen in Ameliaad; it is the Sepulchre of a va-
fully rich Man whom the Indians report to have been a Magician, and the Ma-
hometans believe to be a great Saint; so that it is daily vittyed by a great
many out of Devotion: It is a square pile of Building, having on each
side seven little Domes which set off a great one in the middle, and the en-
try into that place is by seven Ports which take up the whole front. With-
in this Building there is another in form of a Chappel, which is also
square, when one is within the first, which is paved with Marble, one may
walk round the Chappel, that hath two Doors of Marble, adorned with
Mother of Pearl, and little pieces of Chryystal: The Windows are shut
with Copper Lattices cut into various Figures. The Tomb of the Mock-
Saint which is in the middle of the Chappel, is a kind of a Bed covered
with Cloth of Gold, the Posts whereof are of the same materials as the
Doors of the Chappel are, and have the same Ornament of Mother of
Pears; and over all there are six or seven Silken Canopies, one over an-
other, and all of different colours. The place is very much frequented,
and is continually full of Flowers brought thither by the Devout
Mohometans, when they come to say their Prayers: A great many Ertrige-
Eggs and hanging Lamps are always to be seen there also.

On the other side of the Court there is a like Building, where some
other Saints of theirs are Interred, and not many steps farther, a Mosque
with a large Porch supported by Pillars, with many Chambers and other
lodgings for the Poor; and to complete all, there is a spacious Garden
at the backside of the Mosque.

There are many Gardens in Ameliaad, and are so full of Trees, that
when one looks upon that Town from a high place, it seems to be a
Forest of green Trees, most of the Houses being hid by them; and the
Kings Garden which is without the Town and by the River-side, contains
all the kinds that grow in the Indies. There are long Walks of Trees
planted in a fireight line, which resemble the Cours de la Reine at Paris. It
is very spacious, or rather, it is made up of a great many Gardens raised
Amphitheatres, and in the uppermost there is a Terrace-Walk, from
whence one may see Villages at several Leagues distance. This Garden be-
ing of a very great extent, its long Walks yielded a very agreeable
Prospect. They have in the middle Beds of Flowers, which are not above
a Fathom and a half in breadth, but which reaches from one end of the Gar-
den to the other. In the Centre of four Walks which makes a Cross, there
is a Pavillion covered with green Tilies. Thither go all the young
People of the Town to take the fresh Air upon the Banks of a Baion full of
Water underneath.

The Sepulchre
of a King of
Gumata at
Ameliaad.

The Sepulchre
of a Cow.

Going thither, we saw a pile of Building, where a King of Gumata lies
Interred. It is a square Fabrick, and in the Opinion of the Indians, the
Magicians and Sorcerers entertain the Devil there. It is covered with a
great Dome, having five smaller ones on each side, and on each front of
the Building, there are Pillars which support these Domes. Some Streets
from thence there is to be seen a Sepulchre, where a Cow is interred under
a Dome standing upon six Pillars.

They
They would have me go next to Serqueb, which is a small Town about a League and a half from the City. The Indians say, that in ancient times that place was the Capital of Guzerat, because of the vast number of Tombs of Kings and Princes that are there; but it is far more probable, that that place was only defined for their Burying, and that Amedabad hath always been the Capital. I observed there a Building much of the same texture as that of Chasum. It hath the same Ornaments, and is dedicated also to one of their Saints; and all the difference is, that this has thirteen Domes on each side, and the Dome which covers the Chapel, is painted and gilt in the inside. Opposite to this Fabric, there is another like it, and dedicated also to a Saint.

Near to these Sepultures, I saw a Mosque like to that which I viewed at Amedabad, and the only difference is, that it is less. It hath adjoinig to it a great Tanner or Refectory, in the Chapels on the sides whereof, are the Tombs of the Kings, Queens, Princes and Princesses of Guzerat, to which they descend by several Steps of very lovely Stones. They are all of good solid work, whereby it sufficiently appears, that they have been made for Kings and Princes; but they are framed according to the same Model. They consist commonly of a large square Building that hath three great Arches on each Front, and over them a great many little ones. There is a large Dome in the middle, and a great many little ones in the sides, and in every corner a Tower with a little pair of Stairs in the thickness of the Wall, to go up to Terras-Walks which are at certain distances upon the Building; the Tomb being exactly under the great Dome. Most of these places are full of the marks of the Peoples Devotion, both Mahometans and Indians, who on certain days flock thither, of whom the latter bewail the loss of their Princes. There are a great many Pagods in those quarters, and from Serqueb comes all the Indigo which is fold at Amedabad.

Without the City of Amedabad there is a lovely Well, the Figure of it is an oblong square, it is covered with seven Arches of Freestone, that much adorn it. There are six places between the Arches to let light in, and they are called the Mouths of the Well. It is four Fathom broad, and about four and twenty long. At each end there is a Stair-case two Foot broad to go down to it, with six Stories or Landings supported by Pilasters eight Foot high: Each Story hath a Gallerie, or place of four Fathom extent, and these Galeries and Pilasters are of Freestone: Sixteen Pilasters support each Gallerie, and the Mouths of the Well are about the same length and breadth that the Galeries are: The Figure of the third Mouth differs from the rest, because it is an Octogone, and has near it a little turning Stair-case that leads down to the Well: the Water of it rises from a Spring, and it was up to the middle of the fourth story when I went down, several little Boys at that time swimming in it from one end to the other amongst the Pilasters. The Indians say, that this Well was made at the charges of a Nuree of a King of Guzerat, and that it cost thirty Millions; but I could discover no work about it that required so great expence.

In this Town there is an Hospitall for Birds. The Gentils lodge therein. An Hospitall for all the sick Birds they find, and feed them as long as they live if they be Birds, indispensible. Four-footed Beasts have theirs also: I saw in it several Oxen, Camels, Horses, and other wounded Beasts, who were looked after and well fed, and which these Idolaters buy from Chrlslans and Moons, that they may deliver them, (as they say,) from the cruelty of Infidels; and there they continue it they are incurable, but if they recover, they fell them to Gentils and to none else.

There are a great many Forrefts about Amedabad, where they take Panthars for Hunting, and the Governour of the Town causeth them to be taught, that he may send them to the King. The Governour suffers none to buy them but himself, and they whole care is to tame them, keep them by them in the Medes, where from time to time they froack and make much of them, that they may accustom them to the sight of Men.
A rare Beast.

The Dutch showed me a Beast they had, which is much esteemed in that Country. It hath the Head of a Conic, and the Ears, Eyes and Teeth of a Hare; its Muzzle is round and of a Flesh-colour, and hath a Tail like a Squirrel; but it is a Foot and a half long; in the Fore-feet it hath four Fingers, and a Claw in place of the fifth: its hind Feet have five Toes complete, which are very long as well as the Claws: The Sole of its Feet is flat like an Ape's, and of a Flesh-colour: Its Hair is long and coarse, and of a dark Red; but that on its Belly and Fore-feet is greyish-tike the Woold of a Hare; it will eat any thing but Flesh, and easily cracks the hardest Nuts: It is neither wild nor hurtful; will play with a Cat, and do tricks like a Squirrel: It rubs its Snout with the Feet and Tail as they do, and has the same cry, but much stronger. The Dutch bought it of an Abyssin, who had it at Mocha, though no body could tell the name of it, nor what kind of Beast it was. For my part, I make no doubt but that it is a particular kind of Squirrel, though it be three times as big as those we have in Europe.

The Commodities of Amedabad.

The Commodities that are most traded in at Amedabad, are Satins, Velvets, Taffetas, and Taffitries with Gold, Silk and Woollen Grounds: Cotten-Cloaths are sold there also, but they come from Lables and Delhi: They export from thence great quantities of Indigo, dried and preserved Ginger, Sugar, Cumim, Lac, Mirabolans, Tamarins, Opium, Salt-petre and Honey. The chief trade of the Dutch at Amedabad consists in Sheep, which are painted Cloaths, but they are nothing near so fine as those of Majuliathan and St. Thomas.

CHAP. VI.

Departure from Amedabad to Cambay.

Having seen what was curious and worth the viewing in Amedabad, and having thanked my Landlords for their Civilities, who at parting procured me an Officer of the Cunval to see me safe out at the Gates. I departed the sixteenth of February for Cambay which is but two days' easy Journey, that is, about fifteen or sixteen French Leagues from Amedabad. I followed the same way I came after I had visited the little Town of Baroda, which I left on the left hand in coming. It is four Leagues from Amedabad, but I saw nothing in it remarkable. When I was got as far as Sourento I took to the Right hand, the way of Cambay, and came to lodge all Night in the Village of Canara, a League and a half from Cambay.

Cambay which some call Camboge is a Town of Guzerat, lying at the bottom of a Gulf of the same name which is to the South of it. It is as big again as Surat; but not so populous; it hath very fair Brick-walls about four Pathom high, with Towers at certain distances. The Streets of it are large, and have all Gates at the ends, which are shut at the Night-time: The Hounts are very high, and built of Bricks dried in the Sun, and the Shops are full of Aromatick Perfumes, Spices, Silken and other Stuff. There are vast numbers of Ivory Bracelets, Agat-Cups, Chaplets and Rings made in this Town, and these Agats are got out of Quarries of a Village called Nimbats, which are about four Leagues from Camboge, upon the Road to Baroche; but the pieces that are got there are no bigger than ones fit.

Most part of the Inhabitants are Batians and Rappotes, whom we shall describe in the sequel. The Castle where the Governour Lodges is large, but not at all beautiful. There are so many Monkies in this Town, that sometimes
sometimes the Houses are covered over with them, so that they never fail to hurt some body in the Streets when they can find any thing on the Roofs to throw at them. The out skirts of the Town are beautified with a great many fair publick Gardens. There is a Sepulchre built of Marble, which a King of Governor raised in Honour of his Governor, whom he loved exceedingly, but it is kept in bad repair. It contains three Courts, in one of which are several Pillars of Porphyry, that still remain of a greater number. There are many Sepulchres of Princes there also. Heretofore there was in Combayn an Hospital for Sick Beasts, but it hath been neglected, and is now fallen to ruin. The Suburbs are almost as big as the Town, and they make Indigo there. The Sea is half a League distant from it, though heretofore it came up to the Town; and that has left the trade of the place, because great Ships can come no nearer than three or four Leagues. The Tides are so swift to the North of the Gulph, that a Man on Horse-back at full speed, cannot keep pace with the first Waves; and this violence of the Sea is one reason also why great Ships go but seldom thither. The Dutch come not there but about the end of September, because along the Coast of India that looks to Arabia, and especially in this Gulf of Combayn, it is so bad for Ships in the beginning of this Month, by reason of a violent West wind that blows then, and which is always accompanied with thick Clouds which they call Elephants, because of their shape, that it is almost impossible to avoid being cast away.

Having satisfied my curiosity as to what is remarkable in Combayn, I took leave of my Friends, and there being several ways to go from thence to Surat, I advised which I had best to take. One may go by Sea in four and twenty hours, in an Almadie which is a kind of Brigantine used by the Portuguese for Trading along that Coast: But these Vessels go not commonly but in the night-time, that they might not be discovered by the Malayars. In the day-time they keep in Harbours, and in the evening the Mafter goes up to some height to discover if there be any Malayar Barkes at Sea. The Almadies Sail so fast that the Malayars cannot come up with them, but they endeavour to surprise them, and when they discover any one in a Harbour, they skulk behind some Rock, and fall upon it in its passage. Many of these Almadies are lost in the Gulf of Combayn, where the Tides are troublesome, and the Banks numerous; and that one reason why Merchants not to go to Surat this way by Sea, unless extraordinary necessaries press them.

There is another way still by Sea, which is to pass through the bottom of the Gulf in a Chariot, over against Combayn, at low Water; and one must go three Leagues and a half in Water, which then is between two and three foot deep: But I was told that the Waves beat so rudely sometimes against the Chariot, that it required a great many hands to keep it from falling, and that some mischance always happened, which hindered me from undertaking that course, though I knew very well that when I was past it, I had no more but eight and twenty Leagues to Surat. And therefore I chose rather to go by Land, what danger soever there might be of Robbers, as I was assured there was.

When my Friends found I was resolved to go that way, they advised me for my security to take a Teheran with a Woman of his Cafe or tribe, to wait upon me till I were out of danger; but I refused to do it, and found by the successes that I had reason to do as I did. These Teherans are a Cafe of Gentiles, who are highly esteemed amongst the Idolaters: They live for the most part at Barotze, Combayn, and Amedabad: If one have any thing with him he thinks himself safe, because the Man acquaints the Robbers they meet, that the Traveller is under his guard, and that if they come near him, he will cut his own Throat, and the Woman threatens them that they'll cut off one of her Breasts with a Razor which she keeps; and all the Heathen of those places look upon it to be a great misfortune, to be the cause of the death of a Teheran, because even after the guilty person is an eye-witness to the whole tribe; he is turned out of it, and for his whole life-time after upbraided with the death of that Gentil. Heretofore
some Teberous both Men and Women have killed themselves upon such occasions; but that has not been seen of a long time, and at present, they say, they compound with the Robbers for a certain Sum which the Traveller gives them, and that many times they divide it with them. The Bajans make use of these People, and I was told that if I would employ them, I might be served for two Raupies a day: Nevertheless I would not do it, as looking upon it to be too low a kind of Protection.

So then I ordered my Coach-man to drive me the same way I came, and to return to Sersenburg that I might go to Surat by the ordinary way, though the compass he fetched made my Journey longer by seven Leagues and a half. For all the caution I could use, my men lost their way beyond Petamad, and we found our selves at the Village of Bilbar, the inhabitants whereof who are called Gratiates, are for the most part all Robbers. I met with one of them towards a little Town named Selly; he was a fellow in very bad clothes, carrying a Sword upon his Shoulder; he called to the Coach-man to stop, and a Boy about Nine or Ten years old that was with him, ran before the Oxen: My Men presently offered them a Pechu which is worth about ten French Deniers, and prayed the little Boy to be gone, but he would not, till the Coach-man growing more obstinate, obliged the Man to accept of the Pechu. These Blades go sometimes in whole troops, and one of them being lashed, others come after upon the same Road, who must also be contented, though they seldom use violence for fear of offending their Raja. I wondered how that Gratiates being alone, durst venture to set upon so many; but the Coach-man told me, that if the least injury had been offered to him, he would have given the alarm by knocking with his Fingers upon his Mouth, and that presently he would have been affliated by his Neighbours: In the mean time this small ranceounter convinced me that there was not so great danger upon the Roads, as some would have made me believe.

We found our way again shortly after: We then crossed the River of Madjy, and coming out of it I gave half a Raupie to the fame Gratiates whom I paid as I went to Amedabad. The tole belongs to the Raja of the Country, who is to answer for the Robberies committed within his Territories. And the truth is, he is as exact as possibly he can be to hinder them, and to cause restitution to be made of what is taken, especially if it be Merchants Goods, or other things of consequence: And my Coach-man told me, that one day having lost an Ox, he went to the Raja to demand his Ox; The Raja sent for those who he thought had stolen it, and caufing them to be cudgelled, till one of them confessing he had it, he obliged him robbing it out, and restore it to the Coach-man, who was to give him only a Raupie for the blow he had received. But the Raja of the Gratiates do's much more; for he that comes to complain, has not time to stay till what he hath lost be found, it is enough if he tell the place of his abode, and he fails not to send it him back by one of his People, though it be eight days Journey off. He is so much a Gentleman, that most commonly he sends Pechus to People of fashion who pass by Bilbar, and do's them all the good Offices they desire of him.

Seeing the Caravans that pass by that place on their way to Agra, pay him ten Raupies a Man, he treats the whole Caravan gratis, and sends Provists and Victuals into the Camp; which he orders his Cooks to dress. Thrice do what they can to please the Caravan, and earn some Pechus from them, and they are reckoned the best Cooks in the Country; but in truth, their Ragoes are not at all good: Nor do's their Master forget to send Dancing Girls to divert the Company; and when they are ready to go, he furnishes the Caravan with several Horse-men for their security, until they be out of his Jurisdiction. His Territories comprehend all the Villages from Cambay to Baroche, and all his Subjects are called Gratiates.

Next Day I came to the Town of Baroche, and stayed only a few Hours to refresh my Men and Oxen. The Officers of the Custom-house asked me at parting. If I had any Merchants-goods, and having answered them that I had none; they took my word, and used me civilly: So I crossed the River at Ouchy, from whence next day I went to Surat. CHAP.
CHAP. VII.

Of Surratt.

The Town of Surratt lies in one and twenty Degrees and some Minutes of North Latitude, and is watered by the River Tapuy. When I came there, the Walls of it were only of Earth, and almost all ruinous; but they were beginning to build them of Brick, a Fathom and a half thick; they gave them but the same height, and nevertheless they design'd to fortify the place as strong as it could be made; because of the irritation that a Raja, (of whom I shall speak hereafter) had made into it some time before. However the Engineer hath committed a considerable fault in the setting out of his Walls: He hath built them so near the Fort, that the Town will be safe from the Canon of the Castle, and those who defend it may easily be galley by Mutiqueto from the Town.

These new Walls render the Town much less than it was before; for great many Houses made of Canes that formerly were within its Precincts are now left out, for which, those who are concerned pretend Reparation. Surratt is but of an indifferent bigness, and it is hard to tell exactly the number of its Inhabitants, because the feasts render it unequal: There are a great many all the Year round; but in the time of the Monsoon, that is to say, in the time when Ships can go and come to the Indies without danger, in the Months of January, February, March, and even in April, the Town is full of People, that Lodgings can hardly be had, and the three Suburbs are all full.

It is inhabited by Indians, Persians, Arabsians, Turks, Franks, Armenians, and other Christians: In the mean time its usual Inhabitants are reduced to three Orders, amongst whom, indeed, neither the Franks nor other Christians are comprehended, because they are but in a small number in comparison of those who profess another Religion. These three sorts of Inhabitants are either Moors, Heathens, or Parsis; by the word Moors are understood all the Mahometans, Moguls, Persians, Arabsians or Turks that are in the Indies, though they be not uniform in their Religion, the one being Sunni and the others Chishe: I have observed the difference between them in my Second Part. The Inhabitants of the Second Order are called Gentils or Heathens, and these adore Idols, of whom also there are several sorts. Those of the third rank are the Parsis, who are like wise called Gaures or Athebpers, Adorers of the Fire: These profess the Religion of the Ancient Persians, and they retreated into the Indies, when Caiyfes Omar reduced the Kingdom of Peaju under the power of the Mahometans. There are People vastly rich in Surratt, and a Banian a Friend of mine, called Vangiuva, is reckoned to be worth at least eight Millions. The English and Dutch have their Houses there, which are called Lodges and Factories: They have very pretty Appartments, and the English have settled the general Staple of their trade there. There may be very well an hundred Catholic Families in Surratt.

The Castle is built upon the side of the River at the South end of the Town, to defend the entry against those that would attack it, by the Tapuy. It is a Fort of a reasonable bigness, square and flanked at each corner by a large Tower. The Ditches on three sides are filled with Sea-water, and the fourth side which is to the West is washed by the River. Several pieces of Canon appear on it mounted; and the Revenues of the King that are collected in the Province are kept there, which are never sent to Court but by express Orders. The entry to it is on the West side by a lovely
lovely Gate which is in the Bazar or Meidan: The Custom-house is hard by, and that Cattle has a particular Governor, as the Town has another.

The Houses of this Town on which the Inhabitants have been willing to lay out Money, are flat as in Persia, and pretty well built; but they cost dear, because there is no Stone in the Country; seeing they are forc'd to make use of Brick and Lime, a great deal of Timber is employ'd, which must be brought from Damme by Sea, the Wood of the Country which is brought a great way off, being much dearer because of the Land-Carriage. Brick and Lime are very dear also; and one cannot build an ordinary House at less charge than five or six hundred Livres for Brick, and twice as much for Lime. The Houses are covered with Tiles made half round, and half an inch thick, but ill burnt, so that they look still white when they are used, and do not last, and it is for that reason that the Bricklayers lay them double, and make them to keep whole. Canes which they call Bambou serve for Laths to fasten the Tiles to; and the Carpenters work which supports all this, is only made of pieces of round Timber: Such Houses as these are for the Rich; but those the meaner sort of People live in, are made of Canes, and covered with the branches of Palm-trees.

Now, it is better building in the Indies in the time of Rain than in fair weather, because the heat is so great, and the force of the Sun so violent, when the Heavens are clear, that every thing dries before it be conflagrated, and cracks and chinks in a trice; whereas Rain tempers that heat, and hindering the Operation of the Sun, the Mason-work has time to dry. When it rains the Workmen have no more to do, but to cover their Work with Wax-cloth, but in dry weather there is no remedy; all that can be done is to lay wet Tiles upon the Work as fast as they have made an end of it; but they dry so soon, that they give but little help. The Streets of Surat are large and even, but they are not paved, and there is no considerable publick Building within the Precinct of the Town.

The Chriflrians and Mahometans there eat commonly Cow-beef, not only because it is better than the Fleth of Oxen, but also because the Oxen are employed in Plowing the Land, and carrying all Loads. The Mutton that is eaten there, is pretty good; but besides that, they have Pullers, Chickens, Pigeons, Pigs, and all sorts of wild Fowl. They make use of the Oyl of Citrus sinensis, or wild Saffron with their Food; it is the best in the Indies, and that of Saffonum which is common also, is not so good.

They eat Grapes in Surat from the beginning of February, to the end of April, but they have no very good taste. Some think that the reason of that is, because they suffer them not to ripen enough: Nevertheless the Dutch who let them hang on the Vine as long as they can, make a Wine of them which is so eager, that it cannot be drunk without Sugar. The white Grapes are big and fair to the Eye, and they are brought to Surat, from a little Town called Naapura, in the Province of Balague, and four days Journey from Surat.

The Strong-water of this Country is no better than the Wine, that which is commonly drunk, is made of Sugr or black Sugar pur into Water with the bark of the tree Baoul, to give it some force; and then all are Distilled together. They make a Strong-water also of Tary which they Distill; But these Strong-waters are nothing so good as our Brandy, no more than these they draw from Rice, Sugar and Dates. The Vinegar they use is also made of Sugr infus'd in Water. There are some that put Spolt-raisins in it when they have any; but to make it better, they mingle Tary with it, and let it for several days in the Sun.
C H A P. VIII.

Of Tary.

Tary is a liquor that they drink with pleasure in the Indies. It is drawn from two forts of Palm-trees, to wit, from that which they call Cadgior, and from that which bears the Coco; the best is got from the Cadgior.

They who draw it gird their Lounus with a thick Leather-girdle, wherein they embrace the trunk of the Tree, that they may climb up without a Ladder; and when they are come to that part of the Tree from which they would draw the Tary, they make an incision one Inch deep and three Inches wide, with a pretty heavy Iron-Chisel, so that the hole enters in to the pith of the Cadgior, which is white. At the same time they fasten an earthen Pitcher half a Foot below the hole, and this Pitcher having the back part a little raised, receives the Liquor which continually drops into it; whilst they cover it with Briars or Palm branches, lest the Birds should come and drink it. Then they come down, and climb not up the Tree again till they perceive that the Pitcher is full, and then they empty the Tary into another Pitcher fastened to their girdle. That kind of Palm-tree bears no Dates, when they draw Tary from it; but when they draw none, it yields wild Dates.

They take another course in drawing that Liquor from the Coco-tree. They make no hole, but only cut the lower branches to a Foot length. They fasten Pots to the end of them, and the Tary Distills into the Vessels. Seeing the Operation I have been speaking of is but once a year performed on these Palm-trees, they whole Trade is to sell Tary, have a prodigious number of these Trees, and there are a great many Merchants that Farm them. The best Tary is drawn in the Night-time, and they who would use it with pleasure, ought to drink of that, because not being heated by the Sun, it is of an acrid sweetness, which leaves in the Mouth the flavour of a Chestnut, which is very agreeable. That which is drawn in the daytime is weaker, and most commonly made Vinegar of, because it easily corrupts and decays. That kind of Palm, or Coco-tree, is fit for many other uxes, for of its trunk they make Masts and Anchors, nay, and the hanks of Ships also; and of its bark Sails and Cables. The Fruit that springs from its feathered branches is as big as an ordinary Melon, and contains a very wholesome Juice, which hath the colour and taste of Whitewine. The Dutch have a great many of these Coco-trees in Batavia, which turn to great profit to them. The Revenue alone of those which belong to the Company near the Town, with the imposition on every Stand of those who sell any thing in the Market-place, is sufficient to pay their Garrison: But they are so rigorous in exacting it, that if any one leave his Stand, to take a minute refreshment in the Rain, or for any other necessary occasion, though he immediately come back, yet must he pay a second time; he will challenge the same Stand.

At Surat, are sold all sorts of Stuff and Cotton-cloths that are made in the Indies, all the Commodities of Europe, nay and of China also, as Porcelain, Cabinets and Coasters adorned with Torqueus, Agats, Cornelian, Ivory, and other sorts of embellishments. There are Diamonds, Rubies, Pearls, and all the other precious Stones which are found in the East to be sold there also: Musk, Amber, Myrrh, Incense, Manna, Sal-Ammoniac, Quick-Silver, Lac, Indigo, the Root Kenas for dyeing Red, and all sorts of Spices and Fruits which are got in the Indies and other Countries of the World, which go off here in great plenty; and in general all the Drugs that Foreign Merchants buy up to transport into all parts of the World.
A T Surrat as elsewhere, there are diverse kinds of Weights and Measures. That which is called Candy is of twenty Man, but the most common Weight used in Trade is the Man, which contains fourty Serr or Pounds, and the Pound of Surrat contains fourteen Ounces, or five and thirty Toles. All Gold and Silver is weighed by the Tole, and the Tole contains fourty Mangels, which makes sixty six of our Carats, or thirty two Vales, or otherwise fourcore and sixteen Gongs. The Vale contains three Gongs, and two Toles a third and a half, answereth to an Ounce of Paris weight, and a Tole weighs as much as a Roupie. The Man weighs fourty Pound weight all the Indies over; but these Pounds or Serras vary according to different Countries: For instance, the Pounds of Surrat are greater than those of Golconda, and by consequence the Man is bigger also: The Surr or Pound of Surrat weighs no more but fourteen Ounces; and that of Agra weighs twenty eight.

The Money of Surrat.

Great sums of Money are reckoned by Lak, Courous or Courous, Padams, and Nils. A hundred thousand Roupies make a Lak, an hundred thousand Leeks a Courous, an hundred thousand Courous a Padam, and an hundred thousand Padams a Nil. The great Lords have Roupies of Gold, which are worth about one and twenty French Livres; but since they pass not commonly in Trade, and that they are only Coin'd for the most part, to be made presents of, I shall only speak of those of Silver. The Silver Roupie is as big as an Abajis of Persia, but much thicker; it weighs a Tole; It passes commonly for thirty French Sols, but it is not worth above nine and twenty. They yearly coin Roupies, and the new ones during the year they are Coin'd in, are valued a Pecher more than those of the foregoing year, because the Coiners pretend that the Silver daily wears: The truth is, when I came to Surrat, the Roupies were worth thirty three Pechas and a half, and when I left it, the same were worth but twenty two and a half. They have Roupies and quarter pieces also.

The Abajis that are brought from Persia, pass only for nineteen Pechas, which are about sixteen French Sols and a half. There is also a Mogol Silver-Coin, called Mabmody, which is worth about eleven Sols and a half.

The Pechar is a piece of Copper-Money as big and thick as a Roupie, it is worth somewhat more than ten French Demiers, and weighs fix of our Drachms.

They give threecore and eight Baden or bitter Almonds for a Pechar. These Almonds that pass for Money at Surrat, come from Persia, and are the fruit of a shrub that grows on the Rocks. There are also half Pechas.

(It is to be observed that the Silver Money of the Great Mogul is finer than any other, for whenever a Stranger enters the Empire, he is made to change the Silver he hath, whether Piastrs or Abajis, into the Money of the Country, and at the same time they are melted down, and the Silver refined for the Coyning of Roupies.)
CHAP. X.

Of the Officers of Surat.

The Great Magul entertains another great Officer there, whom the Franks call Secretary of State, and whose duty much resembles that of the Intendant of a Province in France. He is called Pase-Nevis, that is, who writes and keeps a Register of all that happens within the extent of the Country where he is placed. The King keeps one in every Government, to give him notice of all that occurs, and he depends on no Minister of State, but only on his Majesty.

There are two Governors or Nabads at Surat, who have no dependence on another, and give an account of their actions only to the King. The one Commands the Castle, and the other the Town; and they encroach not upon one another's rights and duties. The Governor of the Town Judges in Civil matters, and commonly renders speedy justice: If a Man sue another for a Debt, he must either swear an obligation, produce two witnesses, or take an Oath: If he be a Christian, he swears upon the Gospel; if a Moor, upon the Alcoran, and a Heathen swears upon the Cow: The Gentil Oath consists only in laying his hand upon the Cow, and saying, that he will die rather than lose his cause than to swear, because they who swear are reckoned infamous among the Idolaters.

The first time one goes to wait upon the Governor, as soon as they come they lay before him, five, six, or ten Roupies, every one according to his Quality; and in the Indies the same thing is done to all for whom they would shew great respect. This Governor meddles not at all in Criminal Affairs: an Officer named Cotoual takes cognizance of them. In Turkey he is called Sanibjufo, and in Persia Deraga. He orders the Criminals to be punished in his presence, either by Whipping or Cudgelling, and that correction is inflicted many times in his Houte, and sometimes in the Street at the same place where they have committed the fault. When he goes abroad through the Town, he is on Horse-back, attended by several Officers on Foot, some carrying Batons and great Whips, others Lances, Swords, Targets, and Maces of Iron like the great Pellers of a Morter; but all have a dagger at their sides. Nevertheless neither the Civil nor Criminal Judge can put any one to death. The King refers that Power to himself; and therefore when any Man deserves death, a Courier is dispatched to know his pleasure, and they fail not to put his Orders in execution, so soon as the Courier is come back.

The Cotoual is obliged to go about the Street in the Night-time, to prevent disorders; and sets guards in several places. If he find any Man abroad in the Streets, he commits him to Prison, and very rarely does he let him go out again, without being Baffetted or Whipt. Two of the Officers that wait on him, about nine of the Clock beat two little Drums, whilst a third sounds two or three times on a long Copper-Trumpet, which I have described in my Voyage into Persia. Then the Officers or Sergeants The cry of cry as loud as they can, Cambersar, that's to say, take heed; and they who are in the Neighbouring Streets, answer with another cry, to shew that they are not asleep. After that they continue their round, and begin to cry again affrest, until they have finished it. This round is performed thrice a Night, to wit, at nine of the Clock, Midnight, and three in the Morning.
The Cotonal answers for Robberies.

The Cotonal is to Answer for all the Robberies committed in the Town, but as generally all that are put into that Office, are very cunning, so they find always evasions to come off without paying. While I was at Surat, an Armenian Merchant was Robbed of two thousand four hundred Chequins, his name was Cegas Minas. Two of his Slaves absconding about the time of the Robbery, he failed not to accuse them of it; all imaginary enquiry was made after them, but seeing there was no news to be had neither of them nor of the Money, the report ran that those Slaves had committed the Theft; and that they were concealed by some Moor that was in intelligence with them, who perhaps, to get all the Money had killed and buried them, as it had already happened at Surat.

In the mean time the Governour told the Cotonal that he must forthwith pay the Money, because the Emperor came to know of the matter, all the fault would be laid at their door, that perhaps they might be served worse than to be made pay the Money that had been stolen from Cegas Minas, and that therefore they had best send for the Armenian, and learn from him how much he had really lost. The Cotonal said nothing to the contrary, but at the same time asked leave to commit him to Prison, and to put him and his servants to the Rack, that so by torture he might discover whether or not he had really lost the Money, and if so, whether or not one of his own Men had Robbed him. The Governour granted what he demanded, but so soon was the news brought to the Armenian, but he defiled from purifying the Cotonal, and chose rather to lose all than to suffer the torments that were designed for him. In this manner commonly the Cotonal comes off.

When any one is Robbed, this Officer apprehends all the People of the House both Young and Old where the Robbery hath been committed, and causes them to be beaten severely. They are stretched out upon the Belly, and four Men hold him that is to be punished by the Legs and Arms, and two others have each a long Whip of twisted thongs of Leather made thick and round, whereby they lash the Patient one after another, like Smiths striking on an Anvil, till he have received two or three hundred lathes, and be in a gore of Blood. If at first he confess not the Theft, they whip him again next day, and so for several days more, until he hath confessed all, or the thing stolen be recovered again, and what is strange, the Cotonal neither searches his House or Goods, but after five or six days, if he do not confess, he is dismissed.

At Surat there is a Provost, who is called Foursdar, and he is obliged to secure the Country about, and to Answer for all the Robberies that are committed there; but I cannot tell if he be so crafty as the Cotonal. When they would stop any Person, they only cry Don-padeeba, which hath greater force than a Hue-and-cry; and if they forbid a Man to stir out of the place where he is, by saying Don-padeeba, he cannot go, without rendering himself Criminal, and is obliged to appear before the Justice. This cry is used all over the Indies. After all, there are but Fines imposed at Surat, the People live there with freedom enough.

## Chap. XI.

Bad Offices done to the French Company at Surat.

The Governour of Surat was making strict enquiry into the French Company, when I came to the Indies. Seeing at first he applied himself to the other Franks, and particularly to those whose interest it was not to have it established at Surat, they told him a great deal of evil of the French;
French; so that by the Artifice of their Enemies he had conceiv'd a bad Opinion of them. He was thinking to solicit their exclusion at Court, when Father Ambrofio, Superior of the Capucins, being enform'd of it, went to undeceive him, telling him that he ought not to give credit to the Enemies of that Company, for that they were combin'd to ruin it if they could. He loved that Father because of his Probit; and therefore did not reject him; only adjur'd him to tell him the truth without dissimulation concerning the matter, and whether the French, who were to come, were not Pirates, as it was reported all over the Countrey; and as many Franks had affur'd him they were.

This thought was suggested in Surat, so soon as it was known that there was a Design in France of sending Ships to trade in the East-Indies; and the Calumny was easily believ'd, because one Lambert Hugo, a Dutchman, who had had French on Board of him, and whom they brought fresh into the Peoples Minds, had been two Years before at Mozambique with French Colours, and a Commission from the Duke of Vendome then Admiral of France, and had taken some Vessels: But that which offended most, was the story of the Ship that carried the Goods of the Queen of Ceylon, and was stranded about Soccoro, an Isle lying in eleven Degrees forty Minutes Latitude, at the entry of the Red-Sea. That Queen who was going to Mocha, was out of the reach of the Corfar, for luckily she had gone on Board of a Dutch Ship; but being satisfied with a Ship belonging to her self for transporting her Equipage; Hugo met that Ship, and persifled her so briskly, but that the Master was forced to run aground. It being difficult for the Corfar to approach the Ship in the place where the lay, he lost no courage, but patiently expected what might be the issue of her stranding: His expectation was not in vaine, for the Indians wanting Water for a long time, and finding none where they were, suffered great extremity; and therefore having hid in the Sea what Gold, Silver, and precious Stones they could, they resolved to have recourse to the Corfar himself, to save their lives, hoping that he would be satisfied with what remained in the Ship.

Hugo being come up with them, cunningly found out that they had funk somewhat in the Sea; and a false Brother told him, that none but the Carpenter and his Son knew where the Queen's Treasure was, (for she had carried with her a great deal of Money, Jewels and rich Stuffts to make Presents at Mocha, Medina, Grand Bouch, and other places, resolting to be very magnificent.) In fine, Hugo having sufficiently tormented the Master, Carpenter, and the Carpenters Son, whom he threatened to kill in his Fathers presence, made them bring out what was in the Sea, and seized it, as he had the rest of the Cargo. This Action had made so much noise in the Indies, that Hugo, who was there taken for a French-man, was abominate, and by consequence all French-men for his fake.

The Governour talked high of that Corfar to Father Ambrofio, who had much ado to perswade him, that he was not a French-man, because he came with French Colours, and for certain had a great many Frenchmen on Board. However, after much Discourse he believed him; but for all that excepted not the French from the Action wherein they had affur'd him, and still maintained, that nothing but a desighn of Robbing had brought them into that Countrey: The Father denied that it was their design, but that they only came with Lambert Hugo to revenge an affront done to some French in Aden a Town of Arabia the Happy, lying in the eleventh Degree of Latitude, and thereupon he told him what was done in that Town to the French, some years before; How that a Pinnace of Monsieur de la Meilleraye, being obliged in a storm to leparese from her Man of War, and to put into Aden. The Sumis by force and unparallell'd impie, had caused all those that came abore to be Cireumcised, though at first they received them well, and promist to treat them as Friends. That notwithstanding that, the King of France as well as the Indians had disapproved the Action of the Corfar and French who were on Board of
him, because they had put his Subjects into bad Reputation, by the Artifice of the Enemies of France; but that he was resolved to dissemble their bad Reputation, by sending a Company to trade to the Indies, with express Orders to exercise no Acts of Hostility there.

The Governor being satisfied with the Answer of Father Ambrose, prayed him to write down in the Persian Language all that he had told him; and so soon as he had done so, he sent it to Court. The Great Mogul having it read to him in the Divan, was fully satisfied therewith, as well as his Ministers of State, and then all the King of the coming of the French Ships. The truth is, that Governor showed extraordinary kindness to the Seigneurs de la Boulaye and Beber, the Companies Envoys, and told them, that on the Testimony of Father Ambrose, he would do them all the service he could. The English President, an old Friend of that Father, shewed them also all the Honour he could, having sent his Coach and Servants to receive them, and he assured the Father, that they might command any thing he had. Thus the Capitan by the Credit that he had acquired in the Indies, diffused the bad reports which the Enemies of France, had raised against the French.

CHAP. XII.

Of the Marriage of the Governor of the Town's Daughter.

While I was at Surat, the Governor of the Town married his Daughter to the Son of an Omra, who came thither for that end. That young Lord made his Trumpets, Tymbals and Drums play publicly during the space of twelve or fourteen days, to entertain the People, and publish his Marriage upon a Wednesday, which was appointed for the Ceremony of the Wedding; he made the usual Cavalcade about eight of the Clock at Night, first marching his Standards which were followed by several hundreds of Men carrying Torches, and these Torches were made of Bambous or Cane's, at the end whereof there was an Iron Candlestick, containing Rolls of oyled Cloath made like Iamges. Amongst these Torch-lights there were two hundred Men and Women, little Boys, and little Girls, who had each of them upon their Head a little Hurdle of Oxyt-Twigs, on which were five little Earthen Cruces that served for Candlesticks to so many Wax-Candles, and all these People were accompanied with a great many others, some carrying in Baskets, Rolls of Cloath and Oyl to supply the Flamboy's, and others Candles.

The Trumpets came after the Flamboy-carriers, and these were followed by publick Dancing-women, sitting in two Machins made like Bedfords without Polls, in the manner of Palaquin's, which several Men carried on their Shoulders. They sung and play'd on their Cymbals, intermingling with Plates and Flat thin pieces of Copper, which they struck one against another, and made a very clear sound, but unpleasant, if compared with the sound of our Instruments. Next came six pretty handsome led Horifies, with Cloath-Saddles wrought with Gold-thread.

The Bridegroom having his Face covered with a Gold-Fringe, which hung down from a kind of Mitre that he wore on his Head followed on Horie-back, and after came twelve Horie-men, who had behind them two great Elephants, and two Camels which carried each two Men playing on Tymbals; and besides these Men each Elephant had his Guide sitting upon his Neck. This Cavalcade having for the space of two hours marched through
through the Town, passed at length before the Governours House, where they continued, as they had done all along the Streets where the Cavalcade went, to throw Fire-works for some time, and then the Bridgroom retired.

Sometime after, Bonfires prepared on the River-side before the Governours House were kindled, and on the Water, before the Castle there were six Barks full of Lamps burning in tares; about half an hour after these Barks drew near the House, the better to light the River: And at the same time, on the side of Renelle, there were Men that put Candles upon the Water, which floating gently without going out, were by an Ebbing Tide carried towards the Sea. Renelle is an old Town about a quarter of a League distant from Surat: It stands on the other side of the Tappo, and though it daily fall into ruin, yet the Dutch have a very good Magazin there.

There were five little artificial Towers upon the Water-side full of Fire-lances and Squibs, which were set on fire one after another; but seeing the Indian Squibs make no noise no more than their Fire-lances, all they did, was to turn violently about, and dare a great many streaks of Fire into the Air, some frighted up like Water-works, and others obliquely, representing the branches of a Tree of Fire: They put fire next to a Machine which seemed to be a blow Tree when it was on fire, because there was a great deal of Brimstone in the Fire-work: After that, upon a long Bar of Iron fixed in the ground they placed a great many artificial Wheels, which play'd one after another and spread abundance of Fire: They also burnt divers Pots full of Powder, from which large flakes of Artificial Lightning glanced up in the Air; and all this while, Squibs and Serpents flew about in vast numbers; and with them many Fire-lances, in which was a great deal of Campfire, that yielded a whir and dazzling flame.

These Fire-works play'd almost an hour, and when they were over, the main business was performed. The Maid was married in her Fathers House by a Maula, and about two of the Clock in the Morning was conducted upon an Elephant to her Husband's Lodgings.

There were a great many Dancers, Tumblers, and players at flight of Hand in the open places; but they acted nothing, as I could see, but what was dull, and yet I was advantageously placed in Windows to examine their play, being desirous to see, if what was told of their dexterity was true, but I found nothing extraordinary in it, and I should have had a bad Opinion of the Indian Dances, if I had not met with nimble afterwards in my Travels there.

The first time I saw Hermaphrodites was there. It was easy to distinguish them, for seeing there is a great number in that Town, and all over the Indies, I was enjoin'd before hand, that for a mark to know them by, they were obliged under pain of Correction, to wear upon their Heads a Turban like Men, though they go in the habit of Women.

CHAP. XIII.

Of Burying-places, and the Burning of Dead Bodies.

The Burying-places of Surat are without the Town, about three or four hundred Paces from Baroque-Gate. The Catholicks have their own apart; and so have the English and Dutch, as well as some Religious Indians. The English and Dutch adorn their Graves with Pyramids of Brick and Dutch.
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Brick whitened over with Lime; and whilst I was there, there was one a building for a Dutch Commander, which was to cost eight thousand Livres. Amongst the rest, there is one of a great drinker, who had been banished to the Indies by the States General, and who is said to have been a Kinsman of the Prince of Orange: They have raised a Monument for him, as for other Persons of note; but to let the World see that he could drink stoutly, on the top of his Pyramid there is a large Stone-cup, and one below at each corner of his Tomb, and hard by each Cup there is the Figure of a Sugar-leaf. When the Dutch have a mind to divert themselves at that Monument, they make, God knows, how many Ragoes in these Cups, and with other left Cups drink or eat what they have prepared in the great ones.

The Religious Gentils have their Tombs about two thousand Paces beyond the Dutch Burying-place. They are square, and made of Plaister, they are about two or three Foot high, and two Foot broad, covered some with a Dome, and others with a Pyramid of Plaister somewhat more than three Foot high; on the one side there is a little Window, through which one may see the top of the Grave; and because there are two Soles of Feet cut upon them, some have believed that the Varias were interred with the Head down and the Feet upwards, but having enforced my self as to that, I learnt, that there was no such thing, and that the Bodies are laid in their Graves after the ordinary manner.

The place where the Banians burn their dead Bodies, is by the Riverside, beyond the Burying-places; and when they are consumed, the Ashes are left there, on design, that they may be carried away by the Topy, because they look upon it as a Sacred River. They believe that it contributes much to the Salvation of the Soul of the deceased, to burn his Body immediately after his Death, because, (as they say,) his Soul suffers after the separation from the Body till it be burnt. It is true, that if they are in a place where there is no Wood, they use a Stone to the dead Body; and throw it into the Water, and their Religion allows them to bury it if there be neither Water nor Wood; but they are still persuaded that the Soul is much happier when the Body hath been burnt.

They burn not the Bodies of Children that die before they are two Years old, because they are as yet innocent; nor do they burn the Bodies of the Varias nor Jogues, who are a kind of Devils, because they follow the rite of Madeo, who is one of their great Saints, and who ordered the Bodies to be interred.

C H A P. XIV.

Of diverse Curiosities at Surat.

Towards the English Burying-place there is a great Well, a Banian made it for the convenience of Travellers, and it is of an oblong-square Figure, like the Well of Amadabad, which I have described. There are over it divers thin Brick-Arches, at some Feet distance one from another: Several Stairs go down to it, and the Light enters by the spaces that are between the Arches; so that one may see very clearly from the top to the bottom. On the outside there is the Figure of a Redface, but the Features are not to be distinguished. The Indians say, that it is the Paged of Madeo, and the Gentils pay a great Devotion to it.

Towards Damme-gate, where the loveliest Walk in all the Country begins, there is a Refractory much esteemed. That Gate is covered and encompassed.
encompassed with the branches of a lovely Har, which the Portugese call the Tree of Roots, that furnishes the most pleasant Reting-place imaginable to all that go to the Tanque. This great Reservatory of Water hath six Angles: the side of every Angle is an hundred Paces long, and the whole at least a Musket-shot in diameter. The bottom is paved with large Free-stone, and there are Steps almost all round in form of an Amphitheatre, reaching from the brim to the bottom of the Batom, they are each of them half a Foot high, and are of lovely Freestone that hath been brought from about Canosery, where there are no Steps there is a floating deck to the Batom; and there are three places made for Beads to water at.

In the middle of this Reservatory there is a Stone Building about three Fathoms high, by which they go up by two little Stair-cases, in this place they go to divergent themselves, and take the fresh Air; but they must go to it by boat. The great Batom is filled with Rain-water in the season when the Rains fall, for after it hath run through the Fields, where it makes a kind of a great Channel, over which they have been obliged to make Bridges, it stops in a place enclosed within Walls, from whence it passes into the Tanque through three round holes, which are above four Foot Diameter, and hard by there is a kind of Mahometan Chapell.

This Tanque was made at the charge of a rich Bination named Gopy, who built it for the publick, and heretofore all the Water that was drunk in Surat came from this Reservatory, for the five Wells which at present supply the whole Town, were not found out till long after it was built. It began at the same time the Castle was, and they say, that the one cost as much as the other. It is certainly a Work worthy of a King, and it may be compared to the fairest that the Romans ever made for publick benefit. But seeing the Levantines let all things go to rum for want of repair, it was above six Foot filled with Earth when I saw it, and in danger sometime or other to be wholly choked up, if some Charitable Bination be not at the charge of having it cleared.

Having viewed this lovely Reservatory, we went a quarter of a League farther to see the Princeffes Garden, so called, because it belongs to the Great Moguls Sister. It is a great Ploot of Trees of several kinds; as Mangueiros, Palms, Mirabeams, Waris, Maize-trees, and many other planted in a fine line. Amongst the Shrubs I saw the Quanesers or Acalis, of which I have treated at large in my Second Part, and also the Acanis of Egypt. There are in it a great many very fair Freight Walks, and especially the four which make a Cross over the Garden, and have in the middle a small Canal of Water that is drawn by Oxen out of a Well. In the middle of the Garden there is a Building with four Fronts, each whereof hath his Divan, with a Clost at each corner; and before every one of these Dians there is a square Balcon full of Water, from whence flow the little Brooks which run through the chief Walks. After all, though that Garden be well contrived, it is nothing to the gallantry of ours. There is nothing to be seen of our Arbours, Borders of Flowers, nor of the exactness of their Compartments, and far less of their Water-works.

About an hundred, or an hundred and fifty Paces from that Garden, we saw the War-tree in its full extent. It is likewise called Ber, and the Tree of Bations, as also the Tree of Roots, because of the facility where-with the branches that bear large Filaments, take Rooting, and by consequence produce other branches; in which one Single Tree is sufficient to fill a great spot of Ground, and this I speak of, is very large and high, affording a most spacious shade. Its circuit is round, and is fourteen Paces in Diameter, which make above thirty Fathom. The Branches that had irregularly taken root, have been so skillfully cut, that at present one may without any trouble walk about every where under it.

The Gentilis of India look upon that Tree as Sacred; and we might easily perceive that at a distance, by the Banners which the Bations had

planted
planted on the top and highest Branches of it. It hath by it a Pagod dedicated to an Idol which they call Manneus; and they who are not of their Religion, believe it to be a representation of Eve. We found a Bramen sitting there, who put some Red Colour upon the Foreheads of those who come to pay their Devotions, and received the Presents of Rice or Cocos that they offered him. That Pagod is built under the Tree in form of a Grot; the Outside is painted with diverse Figures representing the Fables of their false Gods, and in the Grot there is a Head all over Red.

In that place I saw a Man very charitable towards the Ants: He carried Flower in a Sack to be distributed amongst them, and left a handful every where where he met with any number.

Whilst we were abroad in the Fields, we considered the Soyl of Surrat, it is of a very brown Earth; and they affirsed us, that it was so very rich, that they never dunged it. After the Rains they sow their Corn, that is, after the Month of September, and they cut it down after February. They plant Sugar-Canes there also, and the way of planting them, is to make great Furrows, wherein, before they lay the Canes, they put a great many of the little Fish called Gudgeons: Whether these Fish serve to fatten the Earth, or that they add some quality to the Cane, the Indians pretend, that without that Manure the Canes would produce nothing that’s good. They lay their pieces of Canes over these Fish, end to end, and from every joint of Cane so interred, their Springs a Sugar-cane, which they reap in their season.

The Soyl about Surrat is good for Rice also, and there is a great deal of town. Manguees and Palm-trees of all kinds, and other sorts of Trees thrive well there, and yield great profit. The Dutch water their Ground with Well-Water, which is drawn by Oxen after the manner described in my Second Part; but the Corn-land is never watered, because the Dew that falls plentifully in the Mornings, is sufficient for it.

The River of Tafty is always brackish at Surrat, and therefore the Inhabitants make no use of it, neither for Drink nor Watering of their Grounds, but only for washing their Bodies, which they do every Morning as all the other Indians do. They make use of Well-water to drink, and it is brought in Borrachos upon Oxen. This River of it self is but little, for at High-water it is no broader than half of the River of Seine at Paris: Nevertheles it swells so in the Winter-time by the Rain-water, that it furiously overflows, and makes great havoc: It has its source in a place called Gisar-Condin, in the Mountains of Dcean, ten Leagues from Brampton. It pales by that Town, and before it discharge it self into the Sea, it Waters several Countries, and washes many Towns, as laft of all it does Surrat. At low Water, it runs to the Bar, but when it flows the Sea commonly advances two Leagues over that Bar, and so receives the Water of the Tafty.

CHAP. XV.

The Port of Surrat.

The Bar of Surrat, where Ships come at present, is not its true Port; at best it can be called but a Road, and I had reason to say in the beginning of this Book, that it is called the Bar because of the Banks of Sand which hinder Ships from coming farther in. The truth is, there is so little Water there, that though the Vessels be uploaded, the ordinary Tides are not sufficient to bring them up, and they are obliged to wait for
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2. Spring-tide; but then they come up to Surat, especially when they want to be carri'd. Small Barks come easily up to the Town with the least Tides.

The true Port of Surat is Seawal, two Leagues from the Bar. It is distant from the Town four Leagues and a half; and to go to it by Land, they cross the River at the Town. All Vessels heretofore came to an Anchor in this Port, where the Ground is good; but because the Custom officers were often stolen there, it is prohibited, and no Ship hath gone thither since the Year One thousand six hundred and sixty, but the English and Dutch who are suffer'd to Anchor there still, and have their several Magazines in that place. That Port affords them a fair opportunity of getting abroad what they please Custom-free; and the Coaches of the Governors, Commanders, or Presidents of these two Nations, who often take the Air thereabouts, might easily carry off any thing of small bulk from on board their Ships. They have even Gardens at Seawal by the Sea-side, and each a small Harbour, where they put their Boats or Barks, so that it is their own fault if they have not a great many things without paying Custom.

Since the Prohibition made to other Nations of coming to Anchor at Seawal, there are always a great many Vessels at the Bar, though it be an inconvenient Road for them; for Ships come from Persia, Arabia Felix, and generally from all Countries of the Indies as formerly; so that the Prohibition of putting in to Seawal hath nothing lessened the Customs which yield the King yearly, twelve Leeks of Roupees, each Leek being worth about an hundred thousand French Livres. The Master of the Customs-House is a Moor, and has his Commission from the Governor of Surat.

The Clerks are Bandies, and the rest of the Officers of the Customs-House, as Waiters, Porters, and others, are also Moors, and they are called the Pions of the Customs-House.

C H A P. XVI.

Of the Irruption of Sivagyi.

IN January 1664, Raja Sivagy put the Customers and their Governor to a strange plunge; and seeing he is become famous by his Actions, it will not be amiss, I think, to give a short History of him. This Sivagy is the Son of a Captain of the King of Vissapour, and born at Buffnum being of a restless and turbulent Spirit, he rebelled in his Father's lifetime, and putting himself at the Head of several Bandy, and a great many debarred Young-Men, he made his part good in the Mountains of Vissapour against those that came to attack him, and could not be reduced. The King thinking that his Father kept Intelligence with him, cau't him to be arrested, and he dying in Prison, Sivagy conceived so great a hatred against the King, that he used allendeavours to be revenged on him. In a very short time he plundered part of Vissapour, and with the Booty he took made himself so strong in Men, Arms and Horfes, that he found himself able enough to seize some Towns, and to form a little State in spite of the King, who died at that time. The Queen, who was Regent having other Affairs in hand, did all she could to reduce Sivagy to duty; but her endeavours being unsuccessful, she accepted of the Peace he proposed to her, after which she lived in quiet.

In the mean while, the Raja, who could not rest, plundered some places belonging to the Great Mogul; which obliged that Emperor to send Forces against him, under the conduct of Chahia-Cen his Uncle, Governor of Mogul.
of Arranagahad. Chaffa-Can having far more Forces than Sivagy had, vigorously pursued him, but the Raja having his retreat always in the Mountains, and being extremly cunning, the Mogul could make nothing of him.

However that old Captain, at length, thinking that the turbulent Spirit of Sivagy might make him make some false step, judged it best to temporize, and lay a long while upon the Lands of the Raja. This Patience of Chaffa-Can being very troublesome to Sivagy, he had his recourse to a Stratagem. He ordered one of his Captains to write to that Mogul, and to persuade him that he would come over to the service of the Great Mogul, and bring with him five hundred Men whom he had under his Command. Chaffa-Can having receiv'd the Letters, durst not trust them at first; but receiving continually more and more, and the Captain giving him such reasons for his discontent as looked very probable, he sent him word that he might come and bring his Men with him. No sooner was he come into the Camp of the Moguls, but he defied a Pass-port to go to the King that he might put himself into his Service: But Chaffa-Can thought it enough to put him in hopes of it, and kept him with him.

Sivagy had ordered him to do what he could to insinuate himself into the favour of Chaffa-Can, and to spare no means that could bring that about, to shew upon all occasions the greatest rancour and animosity imaginable; and in a particular manner to be the first in Action against him or his Subjects. He fail'd not to obey him: He put all to Fire and Sword in the Raja's Lands, and did much more mischief than all the rest besides; which gained him full credit in the Mind of Chaffa-Can, who at length made him Captain of his Guards. But he guarded him very ill, for having one Day sent word to Sivagy, that on a certain Night he should be upon Guard at the General's Tent; the Raja came there with his Men, and being introduced by his Captain, came to Chaffa-Can, who awaking flew to his Arms, and was wounded in the Hand; however he made a shift to escape, but a Son of his was killed, and Sivagy thinking that he had killed the General himself, gave the signal to retreat. He marched off with his Captain and all his Host in good order. He carried off the Generals Treasure, and took his Daughter, to whom he rendered all the Honour he could. He commanded his Men under rigorous pains, not to do her the least Hurt, but on the contrary, to serve her with all respect; and being inform'd that her Father was alive, he sent him word, That if he would send the Summ which he demanded for her Ransom, he would send him back his Daughter safe and sound; which was punctually performed.

He wrote afterwards to Chaffa-Can praying him to withdraw, and owned that the stratagem that had been practis'd was of his own contrivance; that he hatch'd a great many others for his ruine, and that if he drew not off out of his Lands, he should certainly lose his Life. Chaffa-Can flighted not the Advice: He informed the King, that it was impossible to force Sivagy in the Mountains; that he could not undertake it, unless he resolved to ruin his Troops, and he received Orders from Court to draw off under pretext of a new Enterprise. Sivagy, in the mean time, was resolv'd to be revenged on the Mogul by any means whatsoever, provided it might be to his advantage, and knowing very well that the Town of Surat was full of Riches, he took measures how he might plunder it. But that no body might suspect his Design, he divided the Forces he had into two Camps; and sending his Territories lie chiefly in the Mountains, upon the Road between Baffaim and Chans, he pitched one Camp towards Chaus, where he planted one of his Pavilions, and posted another at the same time towards Baffaim; and having ordered his Commanders not to plunder, but on the contrary, to pay for all they had, he secretly diffigured himself in the habit of a Faquir. Thus he went to discover the most commodious ways that might lead him speedily to Surat: He entered the Town to examine the places of it, and by that means had as much time as he pleased to view it all over.
Being come back to his chief Camp, he ordered four thousand of his Men to follow him without noise, and the rest to remain encamped, and to make during his absence as much noise as if all were there, to the end none might suspect the enterprise he was about, but think he was still in one of his Camps. Everything was put in execution according to his orders. His March was secret enough, though he happened to it to surprise Surat; and he came and encamped near Brampaur-gate. To amuse the Governor who sent to him, he demanded guides under pretence of marching to another place; but the Governor, without sending him any answer, retired into the Fort with what he had of the greatest value, and sent for affinities on all sides. Most of the inhabitants in confraternity for their Houties and fled into the Country. Sivagy’s Men entered the Town and plundered it for the space of four days burning several Houties. None but the English and Dutch saved their quarters from the pillage, by the vigorous defence they made, and by means of the Cannon they planted, which Sivagy would not ventur upon, having none of his own.

Nor durst he venture to attack the Castle neither, though he knew very well that the richest things they had were conveighed thither, and especially a great deal of ready Money. He was afraid that attack might cost him too much time, and that affinities coming in might make him leave the Plunder he had got in the Town; besides, the Castle being in a condition to make defence, he would not have come off so easily as he had done elsewhere. So that he marched off with the Wealth he got: And it is believed that Sivagy left the Raja to carry away in Jewels, Gold, and Silver, the value of above thirty French Millions; for in the House of one Banein he found twenty two Pound weight of Strung Pearls, besides a great quantity of others that were not as yet pierced.

One may indeed wonder that so populous a Town should so patiently suffer itself to be Plundered by a handful of Men; but the Indians for the most part are cowards. No sooner did Sivagy appear with his small body of Men, but all fled, some to the Country to save themselves at Barrocks, and others to the Castle, whither the Governor retreated with the rest. And none but the Christians of Europe made good their Port and preserved themselves. All the rest of the Town was Plundered, except the Monastery of the Capucins. When the Plunderers came to their Comity, they paid it by, and had Orders from their General to do so, because the first day in the Evening, Father Ambrose, who was Prior of it, being moved with compassion for the poor Christians living in Surat, went to the Raja and spake in their favour, praying him at least not to suffer any violence to be done to their Persons. Sivagy had a respect for him, took him into his protection, and granted what he had desired in favour of the Christians.

The Great Mogul was sensibly affected with the Pillage of that Town, and the boldness of Sivagy; but his Affairs not suffering him to pursue his revenge at that time, he dissembled his resentment and delayed it till another opportunity.

In the Year One thousand six hundred sixty six, Auran-Zeb resolved to dispatch him, and that he might accomplish his design, made as if he approved what he had done, and praised it as the action of a brave Man, rejecting the blame upon the Governor of Surat, who had not the courage to oppose him. He expressed himself thus to the other Rajas of Court, amongst whom he knew Sivagy had a great many Friends; and told them that he esteemed that Raja for his Valour, and wished he might come to Court; saying openly that he would take it as a pleasure if any would let him know too much. Nay he bid one of them write to him, and gave his Royal word that he should receive no hurt; that he might come with all security, that he forgot what was past, and that his Troops should be so well treated, that he should have no cause to complain. Several Rajas wrote what the King had said, and made themselves in a manner furtives for the performance of his word; So that he made no difficulty to come to Court, and to bring his Son with him, having first ordered his Forces to be always up-

Sivagy returns to his Camp.
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on their Guard, under the command of an able Officer whom he left to head them.

The boldness of Sinaga in speaking to the King.

His escape.

Sinaga's escape and way of living.

At first he met with all imaginable carefves; but some Months after, perceiving a dryness in the King, he openly complained of it; and boldly told him, that he believed he had a mind to put him to death, though he was come on his Royal word to wait upon him, without any constraint or necessity that obliged him to it; but that his Majesty might know what Man he was, from Chefca or the Government of Sourat: That after all if he Perished, there were those who would revenge his death, and that hoping they would do so, he was resolved to die with his own hands, and drawing his Dagger, made an attempt to kill himself, but was hindered and had Guards set upon him.

The King would have willingly put him to death, but he feared an interruption of the Rajas. They already murmured at this usage notwithstanding the promise made to him; And all of them were so much the more concerned for him, that most part came only to Court upon the King's word. That consideration obliged Auran-Zeb to treat him well, and to make much of his Son. He told him that it was never in his thoughts to have him put to death, and flattered him with the hopes of a good Government which he promised him, that he would go with him to Candabari, which then he designed to Betiege. Sinaga pretended to content himself, provided he might Command his own Forces. The King having granted him that, he desired a Pass-port for their coming, and having got it, resolved to make use of it for withdrawing from Court. He therefore gave Orders to those whom he entrusted with that Pass-port, and whom he sent before under pretence of calling his Forces, to provide him Horseys in certain places which he named to them, and they failed not to do it. When he thought it time to go meet them, he got himself and his Son both to be carried privately in Panniers to the River-side. So soon as they were over, they mounted Horseys that were ready for them, and then he told the Water-man, that he might go and acquaint the King, that he had carried over Sinaga. They Pofed it day and night, finding always sicfth Horseys in the places he had appointed them to be brought to; and they passef every where by vertue of the Kings Pass-port: But the Son unable to bear the fatigue of so hard Riding, died upon the Road. The Raja left Money to have his body honourably Burnt, and arrived afterwards in good health in his own territories.

Auran-Zeb was extremey vexed at that escape. Many believed that it was but a false report, and that he was put to death, but the truth soon was known. This Raja is short and tawny, with quick eyes that shew a great deal of wit. He eats but once a day commonly, and is in good health; and when he plundered Sourat in the Year One thousand six hundred and sixty four, he was but thirty five years of Age.

CHAP. XVII.

Of Father Ambrose a Capucin.

Father Ambrose, of whom I have spoken hath by his vertue and good services acquired a great Reputation in the Countries of the Mogul, and is equally esteemed of Christians and Gentiles: And indeed, he hath a great deal of Charity for all. He commonly takes up the difference that happen amongst Christians, and especially the Catholicks; and he is so much Authorized by the Mogul Officers, that if one of the parties be so headstrong as not to be willing to come to an accommodation, by his own Authority he can
can make them consent to what is just. He makes no difficulty to cause a scandalous Christian to be put in prison, and if complaint be made of it to the Governour or Cotowel, desiring that the Prisoner may be set at liberty, they both send the Petitioner to the Father, telling him that it is a matter they are not to meddle with. If the Supplicant find favour with them, they only offer their intercession with the Capucin; and one day I saw a Man whom he had set out of prison at the entreaty of the Cotowel severely chid by that Officer, because he had incurred the indignation of Father Ambrosia. Those whose lives are too irregular he banishes the Town, and the Cotowel himself gives him Pains to force them out, with Orders to conduct them to the place the Capucin shall appoint.

He employs his interest pretty often for the Heathen; and I saw a Pagan whom they carried to prison for a slight fault, delivered at his request. He disputes boldy concerning the Faith in the Governours presence, and one day he reclaimed a Chriftian Woman debauched by one of the Queens Secretaries, who that might live licenciously, had renounced her Religion and embraced the Mahometan; and one Morning he himself went and rescued her out of the hands of that Gentil. Indeed, his life hath been always without reproach, which is no small praise for a Man who lives in a Country where there are so many different Nations that live in so great disorders, and with whom his charge obliges him to keep company.

A Mahometan Festival.

I thought I had observed in my Book of Persia all the Festivals which the Mowr or Mahometans celebrate, but they had one in this Town which I had never seen before. They call it the Feast of Choubreth, and believe that on that day the good Angels examine theSouls of the departed, and write down all the good that they have done in their lifetime, and that the bad Angels turn up all their evil actions the same day. So that every one employs that day wherein they believe that God takes an account of the Actions of Men, in Praying for him, doing Alms-deeds, and sending one another Presents. They end the Festival with Lights and Bon-fires kindled in the Streets and publick places, and a great many Fire-works which fly about on all hands, whilst the Rich mutually treat one another with Collations and Feasts which they make in the very Streets or Shops.

CHAP. XVIII.

Of the other Towns of Guzerat, and the Siege of Diu by the Turks, which was defended by the Portugueze.

Besides the Towns of the Province of Guzerat whereof I have spoken, there are above thirty others, on which depend a great many Bourgs and Villages; but those which lie near the Sea, are the most considerable. Boudra is one of the best, lying betwixt Barotche and Cambaya, but more towards the East, in a most fertile though small Country: It is a large modern Town, and retains the Name of another ruined Town, which is but three quarters of a League from it, and has been called Boudra and Rage-pour: It hath pretty good Walls and Towers, is inhabited by a great many Bajuns; and being the finest Stuffs in Guzerat are made in this Town, it is full of Artizans who are continually employed in making of them.
hath above two hundred Bourgs and Villages within its Jurisdiction, and there is store of Locca to be found therein, because it is gathered in abundance in the territory of one of its Bourgs called Sindigerra.

The little Town of Goga is on the other side of the Gulf, about eight and twenty or thirty Leagues from Cambayse. It abounds with Bajians and Sea-men.

Patan Town. "Patan lies more to the South, towards the great Sea; it is a great Town, heretofore of much Trade, and affords still abundance of Silk-threads that are made there. It hath a Fort and very beautiful Temple wherein are many Marble-pillars. Idoles were Worshipped there, but at present it serves for a Mosque.

The Town of Dus belongs to the Portuguese, and lies also in the Province of Guzerat fortify, with three Castles. It stands at the entry of the Gulf of Cambayse to the right hand, in twenty two degrees eighteen minutes Latitude, and two hundred Leagues from Cape Cormorin. Before Surat and Cambayse came into reputation, it had the advantage of most of the commerce that at present is made in those two Towns. Its first Castle was built in the Year fifteen hundred and fifteen, by Alboquerque a Portuguese, Camped the last but one of the Mammalakes of Egypt, set on by the King of Guzerat sent an Army against the Portuguese, which perished there. They were not then Masters of the Town, and had no more but the Castle.

Sultan Soliman, Emperor of the Turks, sent and besieged it in the Year One thousand five hundred and thirty eight, at the desire of the same King of Guzerat, named Badur (for that Country belonged not then to the Moguls) and his success was no better than that of the Sultan of Egypt. Solimani Fleet consisted of threefcore and two Gallies, six Gallions, and a great many other smaller Vessels fitted out at Suc, in the Red Sea, which had on board four thousand Janissaries, and sixteen thousand other Soldiers, to reconnoit Gummars, Seamen, and Pilotes. It parted from Suc in June, and a Bahia called Soliman who commanded it, in his passage Seized the Town of Aden, by horrible treachery, and hanged the King of it.

When this Fleet came before Dus, it was joined by fourteen Sail of Ships of the Country, and so soon as the Forces were put a-shore, they landed fifty pieces of Cannon, wherewith they battered the Citadel, which on the other side was besieged by a Land-army of the King of Guzerat. Many brave Actions happened during that Siege. The Governor of the Citadel called Silveira a Portuguese, they'd so much Valour and Prudence, in refilling the several assaults and attacks of the Turks and Indians, that he forced them to raise the Siege shamefully, and to forfake their Pavillions, Ammunition and Artillery, to leave above a thousand wounded Men in their Camp, above a thousand more that were out a forraging, and fifty pieces of Cannon besides, which were Seized by the Portuguese.

In this Town of Dus the so much famed Stones of Cobra are made, they are composed of the Ashes of burnt roots, mingled with a kind of Earth they have, and once again burnt with that Earth, which afterwards is made up into a Paste, of which these Stones are formed. They are used against the Stingings of Serpents and other venomous Creatures, or when one is wounded with a Poylous Weapon. A little Blood is to be let out of the Wound with the prick of a Needle, and the Stone applied thereto which must be left till it drop off of its self. Then it must be put into Woman's milk, or if none can be had, into that of a Cow, and there it leaves all the Venom it hath imbibe, for it it be not so used, it will bursts.

Betwixt Broora and Ambedab, there are two Towns more, of indifferent bigness, the one called Narab, and the other Manmedabad, where many Sons are made, and the latter furnishes the greatest part of Guzerat, and other Neighbouring Countries with Cotton-thread. I shall treat no more here of the other Towns of this Kingdom, because there being but little worth remarking in them, the description would be tedious. It pays commonly to the Great Mogul Twenty Millions five hundred thousand French Livres a Year.

CHAP.
CHAP. XIX.

Of the Province and Town of Agra.

Agra is one of the largest Provinces of Mogulistan, and its Capital Town which bears the same Name, is the greatest Town of the Indies. It is distant from Surat about two hundred and ten Leagues, which they make commonly in five and thirty or six and thirty days Journey of Caravan, and it lies in the Latitude of twenty eight degrees and half on the River Gomma, which some call Gemini, and Pliny Jomanae. This River hath its source in the Mountains to the North of Deby, from whence descending towards this Town, and receiving severall rivulents in its course, it makes a very considerable River. It runs by Agra, and having travelled severall Countries, falls into the Ganges at the great Town of Halbar.

There is no need of taking the pains that some have done, to have recourse to Bacchus for illustrating Agra by an ancient Name. Before King Ecbat, it was no more but a Bourg which had a little Castle of Earth, and pretended to no privilege over its Neighbours upon account of Antiquity, and indeed, there were never any marks of that to be found.

That Prince being pleased with the seat of it, joyned several Villages thereunto: He gave them the form of a Town by other buildings which he raised, and called it after his own Name Ecbat-Abad, the habitation of Ecbat, where he established the seat of his Empire, in the year One thousand five hundred three score and six. His declaration of that was enough to People it: for when the Merchants came to understand that the Court was there, they came from all parts, and not only the Baniun Traders flock ed thither, but Christians also of all Perswasions, as well as Mahometans, who strive in emulation who should furnish it with greatest variety of Goods; and seeing that Prince called the Jesuits thither, and gave them a Pension Jesuit at Agra, to subsist on, Catholick Merchants made no scruple to come and live there, and to this day these Fathers take the care of Spirituals, and teach their Children.

Though this Prince pretended to make Agra a place of consequence, yet he fortified it not either with ramparts, Walls, nor Battions, but only with a Ditch, hoping to make it so strong in Soldiers and Inhabitants, that it should not need to fear the attempts of any Enemy. The Castle was the first thing that was built, which he resolved to make the biggest at that time in the Indies: and the situation of the old one appearing good and commodious, he caused it to be demolished, and the foundations of the present to be laid. It was built with a Wall of Stone and Brick terraced in several places, which is twenty Cubits high, and betwixt the Castle and River a large place was left for the exercises the King should think fit to divert himself with.

The Kings Palace is in the Castle. It contains three Courts adorned with Porches and Galleries that are Painted and Gilt; nay there are some pieces covered with plates of Gold. Under the Galleries of the first Court, there be Lodgings made for the Kings Guards: The Officers Lodgings are in the second, and in the third, the statey appartments of the King and his Ladies, from whence he goes commonly to a lovely Divan which looks to the River, there to please himself with seeing Elephants fight, his Troops exercise, and Plays which he orders to be made upon the Water, or in the open place.
This Palace is accompanied with five and twenty or thirty other very large ones, all in a line, which belong to the Princes and other great Lords of Court; and all together afford a most delightful prospect to those who are on the other side of the River, which would be a great deal more agreeable, were it not for the long Garden-walls, which contribute much to the rendering the Town so long as it is. There are upon the same line several less Palaces and other Buildings. All being devisious to enjoy the lovely prospect and convenience of the Water of the Guemna, endeavoured to purchase ground on that side, which is the cause that the Town is very long but narrow, and excepting some fair Streets that are in it, all the rest are very narrow, and without Symmetry.

Before the Kings Palace, there is a very large Square, and twelve other beides of less extent within the Town. But that which makes the Beauty of Agra beides the Palaces I have mentioned, are the Queruasvar which are above threescore in number, and some of them have six large Courts with their Portico’s, that give entry to very commodious Appartments, where stranger Merchants have their Lodgings: There are above eight hundred Baths in the Town, and a great number of Mosques, of which some serve for Sanctuary. There are many magnificent Sepulchres in it, also, several great Men having had the ambition to build their own in their own life-time, or to erect Monuments to the memory of their Fore-fathers.

The Sepulchre of King Gehampur caused one to be built for King Sobra his Father, upon an eminence of the Town. It surpasses in magnificence all those of the Grand Signiors, but the fairest of all, is that which Cha-Gehan Erceiz in honour of one of his Wives called Tadze-Mebal, whom he tenderly loved, and whose death had almost cost him his life. I know that the Learned and curious Mr. Bernier hath taken memoirs of it, and therefore I did not take the pains to be exactly informed of that work. Only so much I say that this King having sent for all the able Architectes of the Indies to Agra, he appointed a Council of them for contriving and perfecting the Tomb which he intended to Erect, and having fixed Salaries upon them, he ordered them to spare no cost in making the finest Mausoleum in the World, if they could. They completed it after their manner, and succeeded to his satisfaction.

The beautiful Mausoleum of Tadze-Mebal.

The stately Garden into which all the parts of that Mausoleum are distributed, the great Pavilions with their Fronis, the beautiful Porches, the lofty dome that covers the Tomb, the lovely disposition of its Pillars, the raising of Arches which support a great many Galleries, Quinoches and Terraces, make it apparent enough that the Indians are not ignorant in Architecture. It is true, the manner of it seems odd to Europeans; yet it hath its excellency, and though it be not like that of the Greeks and other Ancients, yet the Fabrick may be said to be very lovely. The Indians say that it was twenty years in building, that as many Men as could labour in that great work were employed, and that it was never interrupted during that long space of time.

This King hath not had the same tenderness for the memory of his Father Gehangur, as for that of his Wife Tadze-Mebal; for he hath raised no magnificent Monument for him: And that Great Mogul is Interred in a Garden, where his Tomb is only Painted upon the portal.

Now after all the Air of Agra is very incommmodious in the Summer-time, and it is very likely that the excessive heat which scourches the Sands that environ this Town, was one of the chief causes which made King Cha-Gehan change the Climate, and choose to live at Deby. Little thought this Prince that one day he would be forced to live at Agra, what avertion ever he had to it, and far less still, that he should be Prisoner there in his own Palace, and to end his days in affliction and trouble. That misfortune though, belie him, and Auran-Zeb his third Son, was the cause of it, who having got the better of his Brothers, both by cunning and force, made sure of the Kings Perfon and Treasures, by means of Soldiers whom he craftily flipt into the Palace, and under whose Custody the King was kept till he died.
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So soon as Auran-Zeb knew that his Father was in his Power, he made himself be proclaimed King. He held his Court at Delhi, and no party was made for the unfortunate King, though many had been raised by his bounty and liberalities. From that time forward Auran-Zeb Reigned without trouble; and the King his Father dying in Prison about the end of the year First thousand six hundred sixty six, he enjoyed at cafe the Empire, and that so famous Throne of the Moguls, which he had left in the Prisoners apportionment to divert him with. He added to the precious Stones that were left about it, those of the Princes his Brothers, and particularly the Jewels Begum-Sabeb his Sister, who died after her Father, and whole death, (as it was said,) was halted by Pootan. And in fine, he became absolute Master of all, after he had overcome and put to death Dona-Cha his Eldrest Brother, whom Chen-Geben had designed for the Crown. That King is interred on the other side of the River, in a Monument which he began, but is not finished.

The Town of Agra is Populous as a great Town ought to be, but not so as to be able to send out Two hundred thousand fighting men into the Field, as some have written. The Palaces and Gardens take up the greatest part of it, so that its extent is no infallible Argument of the number of its Inhabitants. The ordinary Houts are low, and those of the commoner sort of People are but Straw, containing but few People a piece; and the truth is, one may walk the Streets without being crowded, and meet with no throng but when the Court is there; But at that time, I have been told there is great confusion, and infinite numbers of People to be seen; and no wonder indeed, seeing the Streets are narrow, and that the King besides his Household, (who are many,) is always attended by an Army for his Guard, and the Rajas, Omars, Manjerdars and other great Men, have great Retinues, and most part of the Merchants also follow the Court, not to reckon a vast number of Tradesmen, and thousands of followers who have all their subsistence from it.

Some affirm that there are twenty thousand Christian Families in Agra, but all do not agree in that. This indeed is certain, that there are few Heathen and Parsees in respect of Mahometans there, and these surpass all the other Sects in power, as they do in number. The Dutch have a Factory in the Town; but the English have none now, because it did not turn to account.

The Officers are the same as at Surat, and do the same Duties, and it is just so in all the great Towns of the Empire. We told you that the Fouridar or Prevalt, is to answer for all the Robberies committed in the Country; And that was the reason why Mr. Beber, one of the Envoys to the great Mogul, for the concerns of the East-India Company in France, having been Robbed, demanded from that Officer of Agra, the Sum of thirty one thousand two hundred Roupies, which he affirmed were taken from him. That Sum astonished the Fouridar who told him that he did not believe he had lost so much; and because the Envoy made Answer that the sum would certainly encrease, if he delayed to pay down the Money, and if he gave him time to call to mind a great many things which he had forgot, He wrote to the Great Mogul, and informed him that it was impossible that that Envoy could have lost to great a Sum. Monsieur Beber had also made his address at Court; but it being pretty difficult to give an equitable sentence in the Case, the King, that he might make an end of it, commanded the Fouridar to pay the Envoy fifteen thousand Roupies, and because he was wounded when he was Robbed, he ordered him out of his Exchequer, ten thousand Roupies for his Blood.
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C H A P. XX.

Of the Habits at Agra.

Habits at Agra.

For so many different Nations as are at Agra, as well as in the rest of the
Indies, there is pretty great uniformity in the manner of apparel; and
none but the Mahometans called Moors by the Portuguese, distinguishing
themselves outwardly by a particular kind of Coif, or head-attire, but in all
things else, they are cloathed as the rest. The Breeches of the Indians are
commonly of Cotton-cloth, they come down to the mid leg, and some
wear them a little longer, so that they reach to the Ankle. They who
afflict Rich cloathing, wear Silk breeches striped with different colours,
which are so long that they must be plaited upon the Leg, much in the same
manner as formerly Silk-stockings were worn in France.

The Shirt hangs over the Breeches, as the fashion is all over the Levant.
These Shirts are fastened as the Persians are, and heretofore had no greater
opening than theirs; but because the Moors Shirts are open from top to
bottom, as their upper Garments, which they call Cabas are; many People
are pleased with them in that fashion, because they find them more
convenient, being more easily put on and off. Besides that when one is alone,
he may open them and take the fresh Air.

When it is cold Weather, the Indians wear over their Shirt an Aroluck
or Guff au corps' quilted with Cotton and Pinked, the outside whereof is
commonly of a sheet or Painted stuff. The colours upon them are so good
and lively, that through they be foil'd by wearing, yet they look as fresh again
as at first when they are wash'd. They make the Flowers and other more
handsome colours that are upon the Stuff with Moulds.

Over the Aroluck they put the Cabas, which is an upper Garment, but
then it must be suppos'd the weather is not hot; for if there be but the least
heat, they wear no Aroluck, and the Cabas is put next the Shirt. The Cabas
of the Indians is wider than that of the Persians, and I cannot tell how to
express the manner of it more intelligibly, then by supposing it is a kind of gown
with a long Jerkin fastened to it, open before, and pleated from top to
bottom, to hinder it from being too clutterly. It hath a collar two fingers
broad, high of the same Stuff with the rest; they button not but that Vest as we
do our Coats, but they fold it crotches ways over the Stomack; first from the
right to the left, and then from the left to the right. They tie it with
Ribbons of the same Stuff, which are two Fingers broad and a Foot long;
and there are few or eight of them from the upper part down to the
Haunches, of which they only tie the first and last, and let the rest hang
niggardly as being more graceful.

These Cabas are commonly made of white Stuff, that's to say of Cotton
cloth, to the end they may be the lighter, and the nearer by being often
wash'd; and that agrees with the fashion of the Ancient Indians. I say of
Cotton-cloth, because they use no other in the Indies, and have no Flax
there; Nevertheless some wear them of Painted cloth, but that is not the
Genteel manner of Apparel, and when the Rich do not wear White, they
use Silk, and chuse the broadest Stuff they can find, which commonly is
streaked with several colours.

They use only one Girdle, whereas the Persians have two, nay and it is
not very dear neither, being only of White-cloth, and it is rare to see
the Indians make use of the lovely Girdles of Persia, unless they be wealthy
persons of Quality.
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When it is very cold, the Indians wear over all the Cloaths I have been speaking of, a Garment or Velt called Cadeby, and then the Rich have very costly ones. They are of Cloath of Gold, or other Rich Stuff, and are lined with Sables which cost very dear.

At all times when they go abroad, they wear a Chal, which is a kind of toilet of very fine Wool made at Caenmor. These Chals are about two Ells long and an Ell broad; they are fold at five and twenty or thirty Crowns a piece if they be fine, may there are some that cost fifty Crowns, but these are extraordinary fine. They put that Chal about their Shoulders, and tie the two ends of it upon their Stomack, the ret tic hanging down behind to the small of their Back. Some wear them like a Scarf, and sometimes they bring one end to the Head, which they dress in manner of a Coif. They have of them of several colours, but those the Banians wear are most commonly Field-de-mort, and the Poor, or such as will not be at the charges, wear them of plain Cloath.

The Turban worn in the Indies is commonly little. That of the Mahometans is always White, and the Rich have them of so fine a Cloath, that five and twenty or thirty Ells of it which are put into a Turban, will not weigh four Ounces. These lovely Cloaths are made about Bengal: They are dear, and one single Turban will cost five and Twenty Crowns. They who affect a Richer attire, have them mixed with Gold; but a Turban of that Stuff costs several Tomans, and I have said elsewhere that a Tomans is worth about forty five French Livres.

These Turbans wreathe as they ought to be, much resemble the shape of the Head, for they are higher behind by four or five Fingers breadth than before, so that the upper part of the Head is only well covered, and I have seen Palissant women in France, whose Coiffing looks pretty like that kind of Turban.

The Indians wear their Hair for Ornament, contrary to the Mahometans who have their Heads, and in that, as in many other things, the Indians imitate their Ancelours.

As for Stockings the Indians are at no charge, for they use neither Stockings nor Socks, but put their Shoes on their naked Feet. The stuff they are made of is Maroquin, or Turkey leather, and they are much of the same shape as the Pappenches of the Turks, but the Perfons of Quality have them bordered with Gold, and they have behind a kind of a heel of the same stuff as the instep, which most commonly they fold down, as they do who go with their Shoes slippered. However the Banians wear the heel of theirs up, because being men of business they would walk with freedom, which is very hard to be done, when the Foot is not on all sides begirt with the Shoe.

The Rich Banians cover the upper Leather of theirs with Velvet, Embroidered with great Flowers of Silk, and the rest are satisfied with red Leather and small Flowers, or some other Galantry of little value.

The Mogul Women who would distinguish themselves from others, are Cloathed almost like the Men, however the sleeves of their Smocks, as those of the other Indian Women, reach not below the Elbow, that they may have liberty to adorn the rest of their Arm with Carikanes and Bracelets of Gold, Silver and Ivory, or set with Precious Stones, as likewise they do the small of their Legs. The ordinary Smocks of the Indian Idolatrous Women, reach down only to the middle, as does the Waft-coat or Satin or Cloath, which they wear over it, because from the Waft-down wards they wrap themselves up in a piece of Cloath or Stuff, that covers them to the Feet like a Petticoat, and that Cloath is cut in such a manner, that they make one end of it reach up to their Head behind their Back.

They wear no other Apparel neither within Doors, nor abroad in the Streets, and for Shoes they have high Pattins.

They wear a little flat Ring of Gold or Silver in their Ears, with engraving upon it, and they adorn their Noses with Rings which they put through their Nostril.
Rings also are the Ornaments of their Fingers, as they are in other places: They wear a great many, and as they love to see themselves, they have always one with a Looking-Glass set in it, instead of a Stone, which is an Inch in diameter. If these Indian Women be Idolators, they go bare-faced; and if Mahometans, they are Vailed. There are some Countries in the Indies, where the Women as well as Men go naked to the middle, and the rest of their Body is only covered to the Knee.

CHAP. XXI.
Of other Curiosities at Agra.

There are a great many at Agra, who are curious in breeding up of Beasts, to have the pleasure to make them fight together: But seeing they cannot reach to Elephants and Lions, because it costs dear to feed them, most part content themselves with He-goats, Weathers, Rams, Cocks, Quails, Stags, and Antelopes, to entertain their Friends with the Fightings of these Beasts.

The Indian Antelopes, are not altogether like those of other Countries; they have even a great deal more courage, and are to be distinguished by the Horns. The Horns of the ordinary Antelopes are greyish, and but half as long as the Horns of those in the Indies, which are blackish, and a large Foot and a half long. These Horns grow winding to the point like a serew; and the Faquirs and Sautons carry commonly two of them pieced together; they are armed with Iron at both ends, and they make use of them, as of a little Staff.

When they use not a tame Leopard for catching of Antelopes, they take with them a Male of the kind, that is tame, and fasten a Rope about his Horns with several nooses and doubles, the two ends whereof are tied under his Belly; so soon as they discover a Heard of Antelopes, they slip this Male, and he runs to join them: The Male of the Heard advances to hinder him, and making no other opposition, but by playing with his Horns, he fails not to be pestered and entangled with his Rival, so that it being unease for him to retreat, the Huntsman cunningly catches hold on him, and carries him off; but it is easier to catch the Male than the Females.

There are Pidgeons in that Country all over green, which differ from ours only in colour: The Fowlers take them with Bird-line; in this manner, they carry before them a kind of light Shed or Screen, that covers the whole Body, and has holes in it to see through; the Pidgeons seeing no Man, are not at all scared when the Fowler draws near, so that he cunningly catches them, one after another, with a Wand and Bird line on it, none offering to fly away. In some places Parrots are taken after the same manner.

The Indians are very dexterous at Game; they take Water-fowl with great facility, as thus: The Fowlers swim almost upright, yet so, that they have their Head above Water, which they hide with a Pot full of holes, to let in the Air, and give them Sight. Besides, this Pot is covered with Feathers, to cheat the Ducks, and other Fowl; so that when the Fowler draws near them, they are not in the least scared, taking that floating head for a Fowl; and then the Fowler makes sure of them by the Feet, which he catches hold of under Water, and draws them down: The other Ducks seeing nobody, think that their comrades have only dived, and are not at all scared; so that growing acquainted with the Feathered head, that still follows them, they are at length all taken, whilst in vain they stay for the return.
return of those who have dived, before they file away to another place.

The Huntmen of Agra go five Days Journey from the Town, as far
as a Mountain called Moraur, where there is a mine of excellent Iron; 
but their busines in going so far is only to catch a kind of Wild Cows: 
which they call Merous, that are to be found in a Wood round this Hill, 
which is upon the Road from Surrat to Golendas, and these Cows being
commonly very lovely, they make great advantage of them.

One may see a great many Pictures in the Indies upon Paper and Parch-
board, but generally they are dull pieces, and none are esteemed but those of 
Agra and Deby: However, since those of Agra are for the most part 
decent, and represent Lascivious Pictures, worse than those of Aretin, 
there are but few civil Europeans that will buy them.

They have a way in this Town of working in Gold upon Agat, Crys-
tal, and other brittle matters, which our Goldsmiths and Lapidaries
have not. When the Indians would beautifie Vessels, Cups, or Coffers; 
besides the Circles of Gold they put about them, they engrave Flowers 
and other Figures, and also enchaite Stones upon them. They cut 
leaves of Gold to fill up the void spaces of the Figures, lay several pieces
one upon another, and enchaite them so artificially in the hollow places, 
with an Iron Instrument like a Graver, that when the void spaces are filled
up, it looks like Maffie Gold. They do the same with Stones, they
encompass them also with such pieces of Leaf-Gold, and press them in so
close that the Stones hold very well.

They make Rings about Vessels, either about the middle or brims, of 
a kind of Gold made into little round Rods, which they beat upon an 
Anvil, till they be reduced into flat thin Plates; then they take the measure
of the part of the Vessel which they would incircle, and having most ex-
actly bent the Ring, they solder the two ends of it together, and put it 
upon the part of the Vessel they intend it for; so that it holds very well,
provided one have the skill to adjust it true to the place marked: If Han-
dles be necessary to the Vessels, or Locks for the Coffers of Agat or Cry-
opal, they solder them to the Ring with the same Art that they soldered
the two ends of it; but they do it after another way than our Gold-
smiths do. For that end they make use of little red Beans which are
black at the end, and are the fruit of a Convulvis, called in Indian Gom-
chi, and in the Telenghi Language, Gomrbindel. They peal off the Skin
which is dry and hard, and taking the inside of the Bean that is yellowish,
they grind it upon an Iron-Plaze with a little Water till it be distilled into 
a Liquid Solution, then they pour a little bit of Borax, mix it 
with that Solution, and with this mixture dawb the ends which they
intend to solder, and having heated them with a Coal, joyn them to-
gether, so that the two sides close fast and hold extraordinarily well.

This work is performed by poor People, and sometimes by little Boys, 
who do it very skilfully and quickly, for a matter of two Crowns for 
each tole of Gold; and something is also given to him that beats and flat-
tens the Rods of Gold: However none of them, People know how to
Enamelled Gold.

The Province of Agra hath above forty Towns in its dependance, and
as they say, above three thousand four hundred Villages. Fetipour is Fetiour, 
one of the Towns; it was heretofore called Siciari, and the Name Fe-
pour, which signifies, The enjoyment of what one desires, was given it by E-
bar, because of the happy news he received there of the birth of a Son,
when he was upon his return from a Warlike expedition. This Town is
about six Leagues from Agra; it hath been very lovely, and that Great Mogul
in the beginning of his Reign, having rebuilt the Walls of it, made it the
Capital of his Empire. But the Ambition Kings have to make small
things great, prompting Ebar to build a Town where there was nothing
but a Village, or at most, but a Bourg named Agra, the Town of Fe-
pour was not only neglected, but hath been since wholly abandoned; for
so soon as Agra was become a Town, and that the King had given it his
Name, calling it Echarabad, a place built by Ebar, he went to reside there
and forsook Fetipour.

Though
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Though this Town of Fesipour be much decay'd, yet there is still a large Square to be seen in it, adorned with fair Buildings; and the stately entry of Echar's Palace is still entire, and has adjoining to it one of the loveliest Mosques in the East, built by a Mahometan a Calendar by profession, who lies buried there as a Saint. The Calendars are Dervishes who go bare-footed. This Mosque is still adorn'd with all its Pillars, and lovely Seatings, and indeed, with all that can beautify a fair Temple. Near to it there is a great Refectory which supplied the whole Town with Water, and was the more necessary that all the Springs thereabouts are Salt; and the unwholsome Waters were one of the chief causes that obliged the Great Mogul to settle elsewhere.

Benzabad is one of the Towns of Agra. Chitipour is another, and has a great trade in Schites or painted Cloaths. Bargani is likewise one, which belongs to a Raja who exacts some dues. Chalaur stands upon a Hill. At Fesipour lovely Tapistry is made. Mirda, Ladona, Hamdon, Canoue, Byna, and Scanderbade, are also Towns of Agra. These last furnish the best Indigo of the Indies. Two Leagues from Byana there are to be seen the Ruins of Ancient Palaces, and other Buildings; as also some very considerable ones upon a little Hill some Leagues from Scanderbade. At the Foot of the Hill on the side of that Town, there is a lovely Valley walled in, divided into several Gardens, and the Ruins of several Buildings, which is not to be wondered at, seeing heretofore Scanderbade was several Leagues long, having been the Capital City of a powerful King of the Patans; and the Hill it self made part of the Town, which was afterwards fack'd and ruin'd by Echar, when he took it from Raja Selim, who made it his chief Garri-
son and Magazin.

Upon the Road from Agra to Byana there is a Royal-House, built by the Queen Mother of Echar, with Gardens kept in very good order: There are also in Byana some Serraglio's, and a long Meidan, but that Town is thin of Inhabitants. Serenge hath also been named to me amongst the Towns of the Province of Agra, and Schites are made there, which in beauty come near those of St. Thomas. There are a great many other Towns, whose Names I know not. The chief Rivers that water Agra, are the Geuna or Gemini, Langa, Cham-Einady, Geogony, Singpur and a great many smaller.

The Kings Revenue in this Province of Agra, is reckoned to amount to above thirty seven Millions of French Livres a Year.

C H A P. XXII.

Of the Province or Town of Dehly, or Gehan-Abad.

The Province of Dehly.

Gehan-Abad.

A Walk of 150 Leagues.

The Province of Dehly bounds that of Agra to the North, and at pre-

tent the Great Mogul Auram-zeb keeps his Court in the chief City of it, which is about forty five Leagues distant from Agra. In Indofan it is called Gehan-abad, and elsewhere Dehly.

The Road betwixt the two Towns is very pleasant; it is that famous Alley or Walk one hundred and fifty Leagues in length, which King Ge-

banguir planted with Trees, and which reaches not only from Agra to Deh-

ly, but even as far as Labors. Each half League is marked with a kind of Turret: There are therefore and nine or therefor ten of them be-

twixt the two Capital Cities, and besides there are little Serraghio's or Car-

viances, from Stage to Stage, for lodging Travellers. However there is nothing
nothing worth the observing about these Seragliois, unless in that which is called Cheknar, which is fix Leagues from Agra. In that place there is the Ancient Temple of an Idol, and it may be reckoned amongst the largest and fairest Pagods of the Indiess. It was more frequented than now it is, when the Gooms washed the Walls thereof, because of the convenience of Ablutions: But though that River hath fallen off almost half a League from it, yet many Indiess fell forth thither, who forget not to bring with them Food for the Apes that are kept in an Hospital built for them.

Though the Road I have been speaking of be tolerable, yet it hath many inconveniences. One may meet with Tygers, Panthers and Lions upon it, and one had alsoe have a care of Robbers, and above all things not to suffer any body to come near one upon the Road. The cunningest Robbers in the World are in that Country. They use a certain Slip with a running noote, which they can cast with so much flight about a Mans Neck, when they are within reach of him, that they never fail, so that they strangle him in a trice. They have another cunning trick also to catch Travellers with: They send out a handsome Woman upon the Road, who with her Hair dishevelled, seems to be all in Tears, and complaining of some misfortune which the pretcads has befallen her: Now as she takes the same way that the Traveller goes, he easily falls into Conversation with her, and finding her beautiful, offers her his assistance, which the accepts; but he hath no sooner taken her up behind him on Horse-back, but she throws the snare about his Neck and strangles him, or at least thuns him, until the Robbers (who lie hid) come running in to her assistance and compleat what the hath begun. But besides that, there are Men in those quarters so skilful in casting the Snare, that they succeed as well at a distance as near at hand; and if an Ox or any other Beast belonging to a Caravan run away, as sometimes it happens, they fail not to catch it by the Neck.

There are three Towns of Deby near to one another: The first (which is entirely destroy'd, and whereof some Ruins only remain,) was very ancient, and the learned Indians will have it to have been the Capital Town of the States of King Porus, so famous for the War which he maintained against Alexander the Great. It was nearer the Source of the Gomma than the two others that have been built since. The Indians say it had two and fifty Gates, and there is still at some distance from its Ruins, a Stone bridge, from whence a Way hath been made with lovely Trees on each side, which leads to the second Deby, by the place where the Sepulchre of Chw-Humayerw is.

This Second Town of Deby is that which was taken by the King, whom they call the first Conqueror of the Indies amongst the Modern Moguls, though his Father Mirza-vaker had invaded it before. It was then beautified with a great many stately Sepulchres of the Pothan Kings, and other Monuments which rended it a very lovely Town; but Chw-Geban the Father of King Auran-Zeb, demolished it for the Building of Geban-Abad. Towards the Sepulchre of Humayerw, there is a Pyramide or Obelisk of Stone, which by its unknown Characters shows a great Antiquity, and which is thought in the Indiess to have been erected by Alexander's order, after the defeat of Porus. This I cannot believe, because I make no doubt, but that the Inscription would then have been in Greek, which is not so.

The Third Town of Deby is joyned to the remains of the Second: Chw-Geban resolvning to imitate King Eder, and to give his Name to a new Town, caused this to be built of the Ruines of the Second Deby, and called it Geban-Abad: So the Indians call it at present, though amongst other Nations it still retains the Name of Deby. It lies in an open Chairian Country upon the brink of the Gomma, which hath its Source in this Province, and runs into the Ganges. The Fortres of it is half a League in circuit, and hath good Walls with round Towers every ten Battlements, and Ditches full of Water, garnished with Stone, as likewise lovely Gardens round the Fort of Deby.
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The Kings Palace at Delhi.

round it: And in this Fort is the Palace of the King, and all the Emblems of the Royalty.

This Town of Delhi or Gurban, contrary to that of Agra or Esbar-abad, hath no Ditches but Walls filled up with Earth behind, and Towers. There is a place towards the Water-side for the fighting of Elephants, and other Exercises; and towards the Town there is another very large place, where the Rajas, who are in the Kings Pay encamp and keep Guard, and where many exercises are performed. The Market is also kept in that Square, and there Puppet-players, Juglers and Astrologers sell their tricks.

A Description of the Palace. The Canal of the Palace of Delhi.

Here I should give a description of the inside of the Fort and Palace, and having been given with the two Elephants at the entry which carry two Warriors, speak of the Canal that enters into it; of the Streets that lead to the several Appartments; of the Officers and others who are upon the Parapets of these Streets on Duty; of the Portico's and stately Courts of Guard, where the Mansipars and Emirs or Omras keep Guard; of the Halls where all sorts of Artisians, who have the Kings Pay work; of that great Court of the Ameas with its Archs, and the Confort that's made there; of the Ameas it self, that stately Hall adorn'd with thirty two Marble- Pillars, where the King (having all his Officers great and small standing before him, with their Hands a-cross their Breast) gives every Day at noon Audience to all who have recourse to his Justice.

I should also describe that other Court, and Inner-hall where the Prince gives Audience to his Ministers, concerning the Affairs of his State, and Housethold, and where the Omras and other great Men repair every Evening to entertain the King in the Persian Language though they be of different Nations. In fine, all the particulars of the Palace ought to be described, without forgetting that stately Throne of Massive Gold with its Peacock, so much talked of in the Indies, which the Moguls fay was begun by Tamerlane, though that be very unlikely: For to whom could King Humayun and his Father have entrusted it in the time of their dissipations? Seeing the Spoils of the Petra Kings and other Sovereigns of the Indies, who were overcome by the Mogul Kings, are converted into Jewels and Precious Stones to adorn it, it is said to be worth above twenty Millions of Gold; but who can know the value thereof? since it depends on the Stones that make the Riches as well as the Beauty thereof, whose weight and excellency must be particularly examind, if one would judge of their worth, and by consequence, of the value of the Throne.

Though I have had Memoirs given me of the Palace and that Throne, yet I fay no more of them, because I make no doubt but that Mansur Bermer, who hath lived many Years at the Court of the Great Mogul, in an honourable Employment, and commodious for having a perfect knowledge of the Fort, Palace, and all that is in them, will give a compleat description of the same. I am confident also that he will not omit the Town, the chief places whereof are the great Mosque with its Domes of white Marble, and the Caravansery of Begum-Sabeh, that Princes whom we mentioned before. The two chief Streets of Delhi may be reckoned amongst the rarities of it, for they are wide, straight, and very long: They have Arches all along on both sides, which serve for Shops for those who have their Ware-hous backwards. Over these Arches there is a Terras-walk to take the Air on when they come out of their Lodgings; and these Streets ending at the great Square and Cattle, make the loviest Prospect that can be seen in a Town. There is nothing else considerable in Delhi. The ordinary Houses are but of Earth and Canes; and the other Streets are so narrow, that they are altogether incommodious.

But that inconvenience seems to contribute somewhat to the Reputation of that Capital City of the Empire of the Mogul, for seeing there is an extraordinary crowd in the Streets while the Court is there, the Indians are persuaded that it is the most populous City in the World; and nevertheless I have been told, that it appears to be a Desert when the King is absent. This will not seem strange if we consider, that the Court of the Great Mogul is very numerous.
numorous; because the great Men of the Empire are almost all there, who have vast retinues, because their Servants cost them but little in Diet and Cloaths; that the Court is attended by above thirty five thousand Horse, and ten or twelve thousand Foot, which may be called an Army; and that every Souldier hath his Wife, Children and Servants, who for the most part are married also, and have a great many Children as well as their Maitres. If to these we add all the drudges and rustically People which Courts and Armies commonly draw after them, and then the great number of Merchants and other Trading People, who are obliged to stick to them, because in that Country there is no Trade nor Money to be got but at Court. When I say, we consider Debit void of all those I have mentioned, and of many more still, it will easily be believed, that that Town is no great matter when the King is not there; and if there have been four hundred thousand Men in it when he was there, there hardly remains the sixth part in his absence. Let us now see what Arms the Mogul's use.

CHAP. XXIII.

Of the Arms of the Mogul's.

Their Swords are four Fingers broad, very thick, and by consequence heavy; they are crooked a little, and cut only on the convex side. The Guard is very plain; commonly no more but a handle of Iron, with a cross Bar of the fame underneath the Pommel which is also of Iron, is neither Round nor Oval, but is flat above and below like a Whirligig, that the Sword may not slip out of their Hands when they fight. The Swords made by the Indians are very brittle, but the English furnish them with good ones brought from England. The Mogul's use Waffe-belts for their Swords; they are two Fingers broad, and have two Hangers into which the Sword is put, so that the Point is always upwards; and all the ordinary sort of People in the Indies carry them commonly in their Hand, or upon their Shoulder like a Musket.

It is their custom also to carry a Dagger by their sides, the Blade being near a Foot long, and above four Fingers broad at the Handle. They have an odd kind of Guard, and I don't remember that I have ever seen any thing in France relating to Arms that looks like it; than the handle of some Moulds for casting of Bullets, or Small-balls; it is made of two square Bars of Iron one Finger broad, and about a Foot long, which are parallell, and four Inches distant one from another; growing round they join together at the upper part of the Blade, and have cross Bars of two little Iron-Rods two Inches distant from one another.

The Indians never want one of these Daggers by their side, but when on the March, they carry it always bending a little sideways, so that the end of the Guard comes pretty high, and the Point pretty low upon their Stomach. The Officers of War have also Daggers with an Iron-Guard, but it is damasked and gilt; and Persons of great quality have of them after the Persian fashion, which are less and richer.

Their other offensive Arms are the Bow and Arrow, the Javelin or Zigzag, and sometimes the Piitol: The Foot carry a Musket, or a Pike twelve Foot long.

They have Cannon also in their Towns, but since they melt the Metal in diverse Furnaces, so that some of it must needs be better melted than others when they mingle all together, their Cannon commonly is good for nothing.
The defensive Arms of the Indians, are a round Buckler about two foot in diameter: It is made of Buff, varnished over with Black, and hath a great many Nails, the heads whereof are above an inch over; with it they defend themselves against Arrows and Swords.

The have likewise the Coat of Mail, the Cuiras, the Head-piece, and a Vambrace fastened to the Sword; this Vambrace is a piece of Iron covering the Handle almost round, and growing broader as it reaches from the Guard of the Sword, to the upper part of the Pommel, and sometimes higher. It is four or five inches in diameter at that place, and is lined with Veltor, or some such like thing in the inside, that it may not hurt the Hand: So that by means of that Engine, both hand and handle are wholly covered from the Enemies blows.

**CHAP. XXIV.**

Of the Beasts at Dehly.

At Dehly are all sorts of Beasts that are known. The King hath many, and private Men who are Rich, have some also. They have Hawks there of all kinds; all kinds of Camels, Dromedaries, Mules, Asses, and Elephants. They have also Elks, and Rhinoceroses, which are as big as the largest Oxen. The ordinary Oxen there, are less than ours. Buffes they have also, and those of Bengal are the dearest, because they are very strong, and are not at all afraid of Lions. Nor do they want Dogs of all sorts, but those which are brought from Maurenabor, or Transoxiane, are most esteemed for Hunting, though they be small: However the Indian Dogs are better for the Hare. They have also Stags, Lions and Leopards.

There is abundance of all sorts of Horses there. Besides the Country breed, which the Moguls make use of, and which are very good Horses; they have others also from the Country of the Ublocks, Arabia, and Persia, those of Arabia being most esteemed, and the loveliest of all are constantly reserved for the King. They have neither Oats nor Barley given them in the Indus; so that Foreign Horses when they are brought thither, can hardly feed. The way they treat them is thus: Every Horse has a Groom, he curries and dresseth him an hour before day, and so soon as it is day makes him drink, at seven of the Clock in the Morning, he gives him five or six balls of a composition called Donna, made of three Pounds of Flower, the weight of five Pesch of Butter, and of four Pesch of Jaggrie; these Balls are at first forced down his Throat, and so by degrees he is accustomed to that way of feeding, which in some Months after, he grows very fond of.

An hour after, the Groom gives the Horse Grafs, and continues to do so at certain times, every hour of the day after; and about four of the Clock, after noon, he gives him three Pound of dried Peasc bruised, he mingles Water with them, and sometimes a little Sugar, according to the disposition the Horse is in; and when Night is drawing on, he carefully prepares his Horse litter, which is of dry Dung, laid very thick, which he is very careful to provide. For that end, he gathers all that his Horse hath made, and when that is not sufficient, he buys from others, who are not so much concerned for the convenience of their Horses.

At Dehly, as elsewhere, they take care to adorn their Horses. The great Lords have Saddles and Horioses Embroidered, and yet sometimes with Precious Stones, proportionably to the charge they intend to be at: But the finest Ornament, though of less cost, is made of six large flying tassels of long white Hair, taken out of the Tails of wild Oxen, that are to be found in some places of the Indies. Four of these large tassels fastened before and behind
behind to the Saddle, hang down to the ground, and the other two are upon the Horse's head; so that when the Rider purs on his Horse to a full speed, or if there be any wind, these tails fly in the Air, seem to be so many wings to the Horse, and yield a most pleasant prospect.

There are several sorts of Elephants at Delhi, as well as in the rest of the Indies; but those of Ceylon are preferred before all others, because they are the stoutest, though they be the least, and the Indians say that all other Elephants stand in awe of them. They go commonly in Troops, and then they offer violence to no body, but when they struggle from the rest, they are dangerous. There are always some of them that have the cunning and inclination to do mischief; and in the Country these are called, Robbers on the High-ways, because if they meet a Man alone, they 'll kill and eat him.

Strong Elephants can carry forty Mens; at fourscore Pound weight the Man. Those of the Country of Golconda, Siam, Cochin, and Sumatra, are indeed, less esteemed than the Elephants of Ceylon; but they are much stronger, and firmer footed in the Mountains; and that is the reason, why the great Men, when they are to Travel, provide themselves of those, rather than of the Elephants of Ceylon. However it may be said in general, that Elephants, of what Country or kind forever they be, are the surest footed of all Beasts of Carriage, because it is very rare to see them make a trip: But feasting it is chargeable to feed them, and that besides the Flesh they give them to eat, and the Strong-waters they drink, it costs at least half a Pint a day for the Past of Flower, Sugar and Butter, that must be given to a single one; there are but few that keep them: Nay, the great Lords themselves entertain no great number of them; and the Great Mogul has not above five hundred for the use of his household, in carrying the Women in their Rich Dresses with Graces (which are a sort of Cages) and the Baggage; and I have been assured, that he hath not above two hundred for the Wars, of which some are employed in carrying small Field-pieces upon their Carriages.

When an Elephant is in his ordinary disposition, his Governour can make him do what he pleases with his Trunck. That instrument, which many call a hand, hangs between their great Teeth, and is made of Cartilages or Grits. He'll make them play several tricks with that Trunck, salute his friends, threaten those that dislike him, beat whom he thinks fit, and could make them tear a Man into pieces in a trice, if he had a mind to it. The Governour sits on the Elephants Neck, when he makes him do any thing, and with a prick of Iron in the end of a Stick he commonly makes him Obey him. In a word, an Elephant is a very tractable Creature, provided he be not angry, nor in lust; but when he is so, the Governour himself is in much danger, and stands in need of a great deal of art, to avoid ruin; for then the Elephant turns all things toply-turvy, and would make strange havoc, if they did not stop him, as they commonly do, with fire-works that they throw at him.

Elephant-hunting is variously performed. In some places they make Pit-falls for them, by means whereof they fall into some hole or pit, from whence they are easily got out, when they have once entangled them well. In other places they make use of a tame Female, that is in season for the Male, whom they lead into a narrow place, and tie her there; by her cries the calls the Male to her, and when he is there, they shut him in, by means of some Rails made made upon purpose, which they raise, to hinder him from getting out, he having the Female in the mean time on his back, with whom he Copulates in that manner, contrary to the custom of all other Beasts. When they are done, he attempts to be gone, but as he comes, and goes to find a passage out, the Hunter, who are either upon a Wall, or in some other high place, throw a great many small and great Ropes, with some Chains, by means whereof, they go pester and entangle his Trunck, and the rest of his Body, that afterwards they draw near him without danger; and so having taken some necessary cautions, they lead him to the company of two other tame Elephants, whom they have purposely brought with
with them, to shew him an example, or to threaten him if he be unruly.

There are other Snakes besides for catching of Elephants, and every Country hath its way. The Females go a Year with their young, and commonly they live about an hundred Years. Though these Beasts be of great bulk and weight, yet they swim perfectly well, and delight to be in the Water: So that they commonly force them into it by Fire-works, when they are in rage, or when they would take them off from Fighting, wherein they have been engaged. This course is taken with the Elephants of the Great Mogul, who loves to see those vast moving bulks rush upon one another, with their Truncheons, Head, and Teeth. All over the Indies, they who have the management of Elephants, never fail to lead them in the Morning to the River, or some other Water. The Beasts go in as deep as they can, and then fling till the Water be over their Backs, that to their guides may wash them, and make them clean all over, whilst by little and little they raise their bodies up again.

C H A P. XXV.

Of other Curiosities at Dehly.

The painters of Dehly are more accurate than those of Agra, and spend not their pains about lascivious Pictures, as they do. They apply themselves to the representing of Histories, and in many places, one may meet with the Battels and Victories of their Princes, improperly well Painted. Order is observed in them, the Personages have the suitable dress; that is necessary to them, and the colours are very lovely; but they make Faces ill. They do things in miniature pretty well, and there are some at Dehly who Engrave indifferently well also; but seeing they are not much encouraged, they do not apply themselves to their work, with all the exactness they might; and all their care is to do as much work as they can, for present Money to subsist on.

There are People in Dehly, vastly rich in Jewels, especially the Rajas, who prefer their Precious Stones from Father to Son. When they are to make Presents, they choose rather to buy than to give away those which they had from their Ancestors: They daily encase them, and must be reduced to an extreme pinch, before they part with them.

There is in this Town, a certain Metal called Tattnaw, that looks like Tin, but is much more lovely and fine, and is often taken for Silver; that Metal is brought from China.

They much esteem a greyish Stone there, wherewith many Sepulchres are adorned; and they value it the more, that it is like Theban Stone, or Garnet. I have seen in the Countries of some Rajas, and elsewhere, Mosques and Pagodas wholly built of them.

The Indians of Dehly cannot make a Screw as our Lock-smiths do, all they do, is to fasten to each of the two pieces that are to enter into one another, some Iron, Copper, or Silver wire, turned Screw-wise, without any other art than of fouldering the Wire to the pieces; and in opening them, they turn the Screws from the left hand to the right, contrarywise to ours, which are turned from the right to the left.

They have a very easy remedy in that Country, to keep the Flies from molesting their Horses, when the Grooms are so diligent as to make use of it: For all they have to do, is to make provision of Citrus Flowers, and rub them therewith. But many flight that remedy, because it must be often renewed, seeing the Curry-comb and Water takes it off. I cannot tell if these Flowers have the same virtue in our Country.
Part III. Travels into the INDIES.

The Women of Deby are handsome, and the Gentiles very chaste; inform the Mahometan Women did not by their wantonness dishonour the rest, the Chastity of the Indians might be proposed as an example to all the Women of the East. Their Indian Women are easily delivered of their Children; and sometimes they'll walk about the Streets next day after they have been brought to Bed.

CHAP. XXVI.

Of the Festival of the Kings Birthday.

There is a great Festival kept yearly at Deby, on the Birth-day of the King regnant. It is celebrated amongst the People, much after the same manner as the Zimoc of Turkey, which I described in my first Book, and lasts five days; it is solemnized at Court with great Pomp. The Courts of the Palace are covered all over with Pavillons of Rich Stuff; all that is magnificent in Precious Stones, Gold and Silver is exposed to view in the Halls; particularly the great and glittering Throne, with those others that are carried about in progresse, which are likewise adorned with Jewels. The fairest Elephants decked with the richest Trappings, are from time to time brought out before the King, and the loveliest Horses in their turn also; and since the first Mogul Kings introduced a custom of being Weighted in a Balance, to augment the pleasure of the solemnity, the King in being, never fails to do it.

The Balance wherein this is performed, seems to be very Rich. They say that the Chains are of Gold, and the two Scales which are let with Stones, appear likewise to be of Gold, as the Beam of the Balance does also, though some affirm that all is but guilt. The King Richly attired, and shining with Jewels, goes into one of the Scales of the Balance, and sits on his Heels, and into the other are put little bales, so closely packed, that one cannot see what is within them: The People are made believe, that these little bales (which are often changed,) are full of Gold, Silver and Jewels, or of Rich Stuff; and the Indians tell Strangers to, when they would brag of their Country, then they weight the King with a great many things that are good to eat, and I believe that what is within the Bales, is not a whit more Precious.

However when one is at the solemnity, he must make as if he believed all that is told him, and be very attentive to the Publication of what the King weighs; for it is published, and then exactly set down in writing. When it appears in the Register, that the King weighs more than he did the year before, all teetle their joy by Acclamations; but much more by rich Presents, which the Grandees, and the Ladies of the Haran make to him, when he is returned to his Throne, and their Presents amount commonly to several Millions. The King distributes, first a great quantity of Artificial Fruit, and other Knacks of Gold and Silver, which are brought to him in Golden Balconies; but these Knacks are to sight, that the production which he makes in casting them promiscuously amongst the Princes, and other Great Men of his Court, who could one another to have their share, leftens not the Treasure of his Exchequer; for I was assured that all these trifles would not cost one hundred thousand Crowns. And indeed, Auram-Zeb is reckoned a far greater Husband, than a great King ought to be: during five days, there is great rejoicing all over the Town, as well as in the Kings Palace, which is expressely Provided, Feasting, Bounties and Dances; and the King has a special care to give Orders, that the best Dancing Women and Baladines, be always at Court.

The Festival of the Kings Birth-day.
The pomp of the Festival.

The King is weighted.
The Balance wherein the King is weighted.

The presents of the Festival.

Trifles given by the King.
The Gentiles being great lovers of Play at Dice, there is much Gaming, during the five Festival days. They are so eager at it in Debly and Benara, that there is a vast deal of Money lost there, and many People ruined. And I was told a Story of a Raman of Debly, who played to death at the last Festival, that he lost all his Money, Goods, House, Wife and Children. At length, he that won them, taking pity of him, gave him back his Wife and Children; but no more of all his Estate, than to the value of an hundred Crowns.

To conclude, The Province of Debly, hath no great extent to the South-East, which is the side towards Agra; but is larger on the other sides, especially Eastwards, where it hath a great many Towns: The Ground about it is excellent, where it is not neglected, but in many parts it is

The ground about the Capital City is very fertile; Wheat and Rice grow plentifully there. They have excellent Sugar also, and good Indigo, especially towards Chalimar, which is one of the King's Country-Houses, about two Leagues from Debly, upon the way to Labor. All sorts of Trees, and Fruit grow there also; but amongst others, the Ananas are exceeding good. I shall speak of them in the Description of the Kingdom of Bengal.

It is specified in my Memoir, that this Province pays the Great Mogul yearly, between thirty seven and thirty eight Millions.

Chapter XXVII.

Of the Province and Town of Azmer.

The Province of Azmer, lies to the North-East of Debly; the Country of Sinda bounds it to the West: It hath Agra to the East, Multan and Bengal to the North, and Gazar to the South. This Province of Azmer, hath been divided into three Provinces of Bando, Gesselmere and Soor; and the Capital City at present, is Azmer, which is distant from Agra, about sixty two Leagues.

This Town lies in twenty five Degrees and a half, North Latitude, at the foot of a very high and almost inaccessible Mountain: There is on the top of it, an extraordinary strong Castle, to mount to which, one must go turning and winding for above a League; and this Fort gives a great deal of reputation to the Province. The Town hath Stone-Walls, and a good Ditch; without the Walls of it, there are several Ruins of Fair Buildings, which show great antiquity. King Ebor is Master of this Province, before he built Agra: And before it fell into his hands, it belonged to a famous Raja, called Raghonda, who came to Fatipour, and resided it to him: and at the same time, did him Hommage for it.

This Raja was Mahometan, as his Predecessors had been; and besides a great many ancient marks of Mahometan, that were in that Country in his Time; the famous Cega Mony, who was in reputation of Sanctity among the Mahometans, was reverenced at Azmer; and from all Parts, they came in Pilgrimage to his Tomb: It is a pretty Fair Building, having three Courts paved with Marble; whereof the first is extremely large, and hath on one side, several Sepulchres of false Saints; and on the other, a Reservoir of Water, with a neat Wall about it. The second Court is more beautified, and hath many Lamps in it. The third is the loveliest of the three; and there the Tomb of Cega Mony is to be seen in a Chappel, whole
whole door is adorned with several Stones of colour, mingled with Mother of Pearl. There are besides, three other smaller Courts, which have their Waters and Buildings for the convenience and lodging of Imans, who are entertained to read the Alcoran.

King Ebar had a mind to try as well as the rest, the Vertue of this same Stone; and because he had no Male Children, he made recourse to his Intercession to obtain them. He made a Vow to go and visit his Tomb, and resolved upon the Journey in the Bourg of Agra.

Though it be a walk of three score and two Leagues from Agra to Aesmer, yet he performed the Pilgrimage on foot, having ordered Stone seats to be made at certain distances, for him to rest on. Nevertheless, he was quite tiring out, for being of a hot and stiffing Nature; he could hardly lay a constraint upon himself to walk softly, so that he fell sick upon it. He entered bare-footed (as the rest did) into the Chappel of the Mock-Saint: There he made his Prayers, gave great Charity; and having performed his Devotion, and read the Epitaph of Cogea Mendy, which is written in the Persian Language, he returned back to the place from whence he came.

As he passed by Petipour, he consulted a certain Dervish, named Selim, who was esteemed very devout, and the Mahomans say that this Man told him, that God had heard his Prayers, and that he should have three sons; at that, the Prophecy was so well pleased with this Prophecy, especially when it began to be fulfilled, that he gave his Eldest Son the name of Dervish Selim; that Town which was called Scatur, the name of Petipour, which signifies a place of Joy and Pleasure, and that he built a very stately Palace there, with a Design to make it the Capital of his Empire.

Aesmer is a Town of an indifferent bigness; but when the Great Mogul comes there, there is no room to stir in it, especially when there is any Festival; because, besides the Court and Army, all the People of the Country about, flock thither, and some disorder always happens.

Let us speak a little of the Feast of Newrous, which King Gebangus celebrated at Aesmer, where he happened to be one New Year's Day; for Newrous signifies New Day: and by that, is meant, the First day of the Year, which begins in March, when the Sun enters into Aries.

CHAP. XXVIII.
Of the Feast of the New Year.

The Memoirs that were given me observe, that some days before the Festival, all the Palace was adorned; and especially, the Places and Halls, into which People were suffered to enter: There was nothing all over but Sattin, Velvet, Cloath and Places of Gold: The Halls were hung with rich Stuff, Flower'd with Gold and Silver: And that where the Great Mogul appeare'd in his Throne, was the most magnificent of all: The Cloath of State that covered it, was all fet with Precious Stones; and the Floor was covered with a Persian Carpet of Gold and Silver Tiffite. The other Halls had in like manner, their Cloaths of State, Their Foot-Carpets, and other Ornaments, and the Courts were also decked (the most considerable of them) with lovely Tents pitched there; though they were not so pompous as those which are pitched in the Capital Cities of the Empire, upon a like Solemnity. The first day of the Feast, the Throne was placed in the Royal Hall, and was covered all over with the Jewels of the Crown; the number of them was the greater, that there was but one of the Kings Thrones brought;
brought; and that (as it is usual) the Jewels of the other little Thrones had been taken off; for the adorning of this.

The Festival began in the Serraglio, by a Fair that was kept there. The Ladies and Daughters of the great Lords, were permitted to come to it; and the Court-Ladies of the Queen, (who thought themselves witty enough to make their Court, by putting off the curious Things that they had brought thither) were the Shop-keepers: But these had not all the Trade to themselves; for the Wives of the Omars and Rajas (who were allowed to come in) opened Shop also, and brought with them the richest Goods they could find; and which they thought suited best with the King, and the Princeflies of his Serraglio. Many had occasion by selling, and disputing pleasantly and wittily, about the Price of the things, which the King and his wives came to cheapen, to make their Husbands Court; and to fill in Prefents to those that could serve them in bettering their Fortune, or keeping them as they were.

The King and his Begum, payd often double value for a thing, when the Shop-keeper pleas'd them; but that was, when they rallied wittily and genteely (as People of Quality commonly do) in buying and selling: And so it happened, that the wittiest and fairest were always most favour'd. All the stranger Ladies, were entertained in the Serraglio with Feasting, and Dancings of Squencheries, who are Women and Maids of a Castle of that name, having no other Profession but that of Dancing: And this Fair lasted five days.

It is true, the Commodities sold there, were not so fine, nor rich, as they would have been, had the Festival been kept in Delhi or Agra; but the best, and most precious Things that were to be found in Asia, and in the nearest Towns, were exposed to Sale there; wherewith the King was very well satisfied.

During these rejoicings of the Serraglio, the great Men, who kept Guard, entertained themselves at their Polts, or elsewhere; And there were a great many Tables served at the King's charges, which gave them occasion to Celebrate the New-Year, or New Year's Feast merrily.

The King appeared daily in the Ameen, at his usual hour, but not in extraordinary Magnificence before the seventh day; and then the Lords (who had every day changed their Garb) appeared in their richest Apparel. They all went to salute the King, and His Majesty made them Prefents, which were only some Galantries of small value; that did not cost him four hundred thousand French Livres. The eighth and ninth days, the King also sat on his Throne, (when he was not Feasting with his Princes and Omars, in one of the Out-Halls) where he made himself several times familiar with them; but that familiarity excused them not from making him Prefents. There was neither Omars, nor Mandarins, but made him very rich Prefents; and that of the Governor, or Tributary of Ameen, was the most considerable of all. These Prefents were reckoned in all, to amount to fourteen or fifteen Millions. The Festival concluded at Court, by a review of the Kings Elephants and Horses, pompously equipped; and in the Town by a great many Fire-works; that came after their Feasting. Gebangor, indeed, gave not the Princes, and great Lords, the equivalent of the Prefents they made him at this Solemnity: But he rewarded them afterwards by Offices, and Employments. And this is the course the King commonly takes with them, and few complain of it.

C H A P.
Of the Beasts of the Country of Azmer, and of the Saltpetre.

Here is in these Countries, a Beast like a Fox in the Snout, which is no bigger than a Hare: the Hair of it, is of the colour of a Stag, and the Teeth like to a Dog's. It yields most excellent Musk; for at the Belly it hath a Bladder full of corrupt Blood, and that Blood maketh the Musk, or is rather the Musk it self: They take it from it, and immediately cover the place where the Bladder is cut, with Leather, to hinder the scent from evaporating: But after this Operation is made, the Beast is not long liv'd.

There are also towards Azmer, Pullets whose Skin is all over black, as well as their Bones, though the Fleshes of them be very white; and their Feathers of another colour.

In the extremity of this Province, the Maids are very early Marriagable, and so they are in many other places of the Indies, where most part can enjoy Man, at the age of eight or nine years, and have Children at ten. That's a very ordinary thing in the Country, where the young ones go naked, and wear nothing on their Bodies, but a bit of Cloath to cover their Privities.

Most of the Children in these Countries have the same playes to divert them with, as amongst us: they commonly make use of Tops, Gigges, and Bull-flies in the season; of Childrens Trumpets, and many other Toys of that nature. The People are rude and uncivil: The Men are great clowns, and very impudent: they make a horrid noise when they have any quarrel, but what Passion ever they seem to be in, and what bitter words ever they utter, they never come to blows. The Servants are very unfaithful, and many times rob their Masters.

There are very venomous Scorpions in that Country, but the Indians have several remedies to cure their Stinging, and the best of all is Fire. They take a burning Coal, and put it near the wound; they hold it there as long and as near as they can: The venom keeps one from being incommoded by the heat of the Fire; on the contrary, the Poison is perceived to work out of the Wound by little and little, and in a short time after, one is perfectly cured.

The ways of this Country being very Stony, they shoe the Oxen when they are to Travel far on their ways. They cast them with a Rope fastened to two of their Legs, and so soon as they are down, they tie their four Feet together, which they put upon an Engine made of two Sticks in form of an X; and then they take two little thin and light pieces of Iron which they apply to each Foot, one piece covering but one half Foot, and that they fasten with three Nails above an inch long, which are clenched upon the side of the Hoofs, as Horses with us are shod.

The Oxen are shod.

Seeing the Oxen in the Indies are very tame, many People make use of them in Travelling, and ride them like Horses; though commonly they goe but at a very slow pace. Instead of a Bit, they put one or two small strings through the Gristle of the Oxes Nostrils, and throw over his Head a good large Rope fastened to these strings, as a Bridle, which is held up by the bunch he hath on the fore part of his back, that our Oxen have not. They saddle him as they do a Horse, and if he be but a little spurred, he'll go very fast; and there are some that will go as fast as a good Horse. These Beasts are made use of generally all over the Indies; and with them only.
are drawn Waggons, Coaches and Chariots, allowing more or fewer, according as the load is heavier or lighter.

The Oxen are Yoked by a long Yoak at the end of the Pole, laid upon their Necks; and the Coach-man holdeth in his hand the Rope to which the strings that are put through the Nostrils are fastened. These Oxen are of different sizes, there are great, small, and of a middle size, but generally all very hardy, so that some of them will Travel fifteen Leagues a day. There is one kind of them, almost six Foot high, but they are rare; and on the contrary another, which they call Dwarfs, because they are not three Foot high; these have a bunch on their Back as the rest have, go very fast, and serve to draw small Waggons.

They have white Oxen there, which are extraordinary dear, and I saw two of them which the Dutch had, that cost them two hundred Crowns a piece; they were really, lovely, strong and good, and their Charioth that was drawn by them, made a great shew. When People of quality have lovely Oxen, they keep them with a great care; they deck the ends of their Horns with sheaths of Copper; they use them to Cloaths as Horses are, and they are daily cured and well fed. Their ordinary Provender is Straw and Millet; but in the Evening they make each Ox Swallow down five or six large Balls of a Paste made of Flower, Jare, and Butter knead together. They give them sometimes in the Country, Kiebery, which is the ordinary Food of the Poor; and it is called Kiebery, because it is made of a Grain of the same name, boiled with Rice, Water and Salt: Some give them dried Peafe, bruised and steeped in Water.

After all, no part of this Province is fertile, but the Countries about Azeor, and Sore, for the Countries of Gefelerna, and Bando, are Barren. The chief Trade of Azeor is in Salt petre, and there are great quantities of it made there, by reason of the black fir Earth that is about it, which is the proper of all other Soils to afford Salt petre. The Indians fill a great hole with that Earth, and pour in Water with great bedders of very hard timber, when they have reduced it into a Liquid salt, they let it set, to the end the Water may imbibe all the Salt petre out of the Earth: This mixture having continued so for some time, they draw off what is clear, and put it into great Pots, wherein they let it boil, and continually fan it; when it is well boiled, they again drain what is clear out of these Pots, and that being congealed and dried in the Sun, where they let it stand for a certain time, it is in its perfection; and then they carry it to the Sea-port Towns, and especially to Sore, where the Europeans and others buy it to Ballast their Ships with, and sell elsewhere.

This Province of Azeor, pays commonly to the Great Mogul, thirty two or thirty three Millions, notwithstanding the barren places that are in it.

CHAP. XXX.

Of the Province of Sinde or Sindy.

Sinde or Sindy, which some call Tartt, is bounded with the province of Azeor to the East; and the Mountains which border it on that side, belong to the one or other Country. It hath Multan to the North, to the South, a Desert and the Indian Sea; and to the West, Macran and Segilban. It reaches from South to North, on both sides the River Indin, and that River is by the Orientals called also Sinde or Sinde. On the banks of it was fought that famous Battle between the Jemie-Cana, first Emperor of the Tartts or Ancient Mogul, and the Sultan Gelaludden, which decided the destiny of the Empire in favour of the former, against the Cacazman Princes, who had
had for a long time been Masters of the Kingdom of Persia, of all Zaganay, and of the greatest part of the Country of Turquestan.

The chief Town of this Province is Tatta, and the most Southern Town, Dial. It is still called Dial-Sind, and was heretofore called Dobil. It lies in the fourteenth or fifth and twentieth degree of Latitude. There are some Orientals, that call the Country of Sind by the name of the Kingdom of Dial. It is a Country of great Traffic, and especially in the Town of Tatta, where the Indian Merchants buy a great many curiosities made by the Inhabitants, who are wonderfully Ingenious in all kind of Arts. The Indus makes a great many little Islands towards Tatta, and these Islands being fruitful and pleasant, make it one of the most commodious Towns of the Indies, though it be exceeding hot there.

There is also a great trade at Lawebender, which is three days Journey Lawebender, from Tatta, upon the Sea, where there is a better Road for Ships, than in any other place of the Indies. The finest Patanquins that are in all Indostan, are made at Tatta, and there is nothing nearer, than the Chariots with two Wheels, which are made there for Travelling. It is true, they have but few Coaches, because few Europeans go thither, and hardly any of the Indians make use of Coaches but they, but these Chariots are convenient enough for Travelling, and are not harder than Coaches. They are flat and even, having a border four fingers broad, with Pillars all round, more or fewer, according to the fancy of him for whom it is made, but commonly there are but eight, of which there are four at the four corners of the Engine, the other four at the sides, and thongs of Leather are interwoven from Pillar to Pillar, to keep one from falling out. Some, (I confess,) have the Chariot surrounded with Ballisters of Ivory, but few are willing to be at the charges of that, and the Custom of making use of that Net-work of Leather, makes that most part cares not for Ballisters, but go so about the Town, fitting after the Levantine manner, upon a neat Carpet that covers the bottom of the Chariot. Some cover it above with a light Imperial, but that commonly is only when they go into the Country, to defend them from the Sun-beams.

This Machine hath no more but two Wheels put under the side of the Chariot, and not advancing outwards, they are of the height of the fore Wheels of our Coaches; have eight square spoaks, are four or five fingers thick, and many times are not shod. Hackney-coaches to Travel in, with two Oxen, are hired for five and twenty pence, or half a Crown a day; but whatever else the Indians may find in them, our Coaches are much better, because they are hung.

The Wheels of Wagons or Carts, for carrying of Goods, have no spoaks; they are made of one whole piece of solid Timber, in form of a Mill-stone, and the bottom of the Cart, is always a thick frame of Wood. These Carts are drawn by eight or ten Oxen, according to the heavity of the Load. When a Merchant conveys any thing of consequence, he ought to have four Soldiers, or four Pions, by the sides of the Wagon; to hold the ends of the Rope that are tied to it, to keep it from overturning, if it come to be held in bad way; and that way is used in all Caravans, though commonly they consist of above two hundred Wagons.
Of Palanquins.

Indians that are Wealthy, Travel neither in Chariots nor Coaches: They make use of an Engine which they call Palanquin, and is made more neatly at Tatta, than any where else. It is a kind of Couch with four feet, having on each side Ballisters four or five Inches high, and at the head and feet a back-like like a Child's Cradle, which sometimes is open like Ballisters, and sometimes close and Solid. This Machine hangs by a long Pole, which they call Pambou, by means of two frames nailed to the feet of the Couch, which are almost like to those that are put to the top of moving Doors, to fasten Hangings by; and these two frames which are the one at the head, and the other at the opposite end, have Rings through which great Ropes are put, that fasten and hang the Couch to the Pambou. The Pambou that serve for Palanquins, are thick round Canes five or six Inches in Diameter, and four Fathom long, crooked Arch-wise in the middle, so that on each side from the bending, there remains a very freighting end, about five or six foot long. On the bending of the Pambou, there is a covering laid of two pieces of Cloath tewed together, betwixt which are certain distances, there are little Rods cross-ways, to hold the Cloaths so, that they may conveniently cover the Palanquin. If a Woman be in it, it is covered close over with red Sarse, or with Velvet if she be a great Lady: And if they be afraid of Rain, the whole machine is covered over with a waxed Cloath. In the bottom of these Palanquins, there are Mats and Cushions to lie or sit upon, and they move or ease themselves by means of some Straps of Silk that are fastened to the Pambou, in the inside of the Machine.

Every one adorns his Palanquin according to his humour, some have them covered with plates of carved Silver, and others have them only Painted with Flowers and other Curiosities, or better round with gilt Balls; and the Caifes or Cages, wherein hang the Vessels that hold the Water which they carry with them to drink, are beautified in the same manner, as the body of the Palanquin. These Machines are commonly very dear, and the Pambou alone of some of them, costs above an hundred Crowns; but to make amends for that, they have Porters at a very cæsic rate, for they have but nine or ten Livres a piece by the Month, and are obliged to Diet themselves: It requires four Men to carry a Palanquin, because each end of the Pambou rests upon the Shoulders of two Men, and when the Journey is long, some follow after to take their turn, and ease the others when they are weary. Sindia, of which we have been speaking, yields not the Great Mogul, above three Million four hundred thousand French Livres a Year.
C H A P. XXXII.

Of the Province of Multan.

Multan, which comprehends Bucor, has to the South the Province of Multan. Sind, and to the North the Province of Cabouli; as it hath Persia to the West, and the Province of Lahore to the East. It is watered with many Rivers that make it Fertile. The Capital Town which is also called Multan, was herefore a place of very great Trade, because it is not far from the River Indus; but seeing at present, Vessels cannot go up so far, because the Channel of that River is spoilt in some places, and the Mouth of it full of shelves; the Traffick is much lessened, by reason that the charge of Land-carriage is too great: However the Province yields plenty of Cotton, of which vast numbers of Cloaths are made. It yields also Sugar, Opium, Brimstone, Galls, and store of Camels, which are transported into Persia, by Gonda, and Cabool, or into the Indies themselves by Lahore; but whereas the Commodities went herefore down the Indus at small Charges, to Tatta, where the Merchants of several Countries came and bought them up, they must now be carried by Land as far as Surat, if they expect a considerable price for them.

The Town of Multan is by some Geographers attributed to Sind, though it make a Province by itself. It lies in twenty nine Degrees forty Minutes North Latitude, and hath many good Towns in its dependance, as Cordar or Cordar, Cantavol, Sandar, and others. It furnishes Indogian with the finest Bows that are to be seen in it, and the nimblest Dancers. The Commanders and Officers of these Towns are Mahometans; and by consequence, it may be said, that most part of the Inhabitants are of the same Religion.

But it contains a great many Banians also, for Multan is their chief rendezvous for Trading into Persia, where they do what the Jews do in other places; but they are far more cunning, for nothing escapes them, and they let slip no occasion of getting the penny, how small soever it be.

The Tribe of the Banians is the fourth in dignity amongst the Caffes, Tribes, or Sects of the Gentiles; of whom we shall treat in the sequel of this Relation. They are all Merchants and Brokers, and are expert in busines, that hardly any body can be without them. They give them Commissions of all kinds; though it be known that they make their profit of everything, yet Men choose rather to make use of them, than to do their busines themselves; and I found often by experience, that I had what they bought for me, much cheaper, than what I bought my self, or made my servants buy. They are of a pleasing manner, for they reject no service, whether honourable or base, and are always ready to satisfy those who employ them; and therefore, every one hath his Banian in the Indies, and some persons of Quality intrust them with all they have, though they be not ignorant of their Hypocrisy and Avarice. The richest Merchants of the Indies are of them, and such I have met with in all places where I have been in that Country. They are commonly very jealous of their Wives, who at Multan are taller than the Men, but still of a very brown complexion, and love to Paint.

At Multan there is another sort of Gentiles, whom they call Catty. That Town is properly their Country, but from thence they spread all over the Indies; but we shall treat of them when we come to speak of the other Sects: both the two have in Multan a Pagod of great consideration, because of the influence of People, that came there to perform their Devotion after their way; and from all places of Multan, Lahore, and other Countries, they come thither in Pilgrimage. I know not the name of the Idol that is worshiped.
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The idol of Multan. Worshipped there; the Face of it is black, and it is cloathed in red Leather. It hath two Pearls in place of Eyes; and the Emir or Governor of the Country, takes the Offerings that are presented to it. To conclude, the Town of Multan is but of small extent for a Capital, but it is pretty well Fortified, and is very considerable to the Mogul, when the Persians are Masters of Candahar, as they are at present.

What the Great Mogul receives yearly from this Province, amounts to Seventeen millions, Five hundred thousand Livres.

The yearly Revenue of Multan.
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Of the Province of Candahar.

Before I speak of the Eastern Provinces of the Indies, I shall proceed to treat of those which are to the West of the Indus, or towards the Rivers that make part of it. Candahar is one of them; tho’ the chief Town of it belong at present to the King of Persia, who took it from Chagaban, contrary to the will of his Grand-mother, which c filt her her Life. It is said, That that Lady got Money from the Great Mogul, to hinder the Siege of this Town. Her Grand-son being ready to march, she made him a thousand Entreaties to divert him from the expedition; and finding that she could gain nothing of him by fair means, she fell into a passion, and upbraided him that he was going to squander away the Estate of Orphans. This Difficulty so offended the King, that having asked her if that Estate belonged to any but to him, she cut her over the head with an Axe that he held in his hand, of which she died.

This Province hath to the North the Country of Bala, whereof an Ubeos Prince is Sovereign. To the East it hath the Province of Caboul, to the South that of Bucor, which belongs to Multan, and part of Sigeistan, which is of the Kingdom of Persia, and to the West, other Countries of the King of Persia. The Province is very mountainous, and Candahar its chief Town, lies in the twenty third degree of Latitude, though some Travellers have placed it in the four and thirtieth.

That Country produces abundantly all sorts of Provisions that are necessary for the subsistence of its Inhabitants, unless it be on that side which lies towards Persia, where it is very barren. Every thing is dear in the chief Town, because of the multitude of Foreign Merchants that resort thereto, and it wants good Water. The Town of Candahar is considerable by its Situation; and every one knows that the Persians and Moguls both pretend to it. The former has in it at present a Garrison of nine or ten thousand Men, lest it should be surprized by the Mogul; and being besides a Town of great importance, it is fortified with good Walls, and hath two Citadels.

The Trade that it hath with Persia, the Country of the Uzebs and Indus, makes it very rich; and for all the Province is so little, it heretofore yielded the Mogul between fourteen and fifteen Millions a year. There is no Province in Indo-Pathan where there are fewer Gentiles. The Inhabitants are great lovers of Wine, but they are prohibited to drink any; and if a Moor who hath drank Wine, commit any Scandal, he is set upon an Ass, with his Face to the Tail, and led about the Town, attended by the Officers of the Conical, who beat a little Drum, and they are followed by all the Children, who hoop and hallow after them. Though there be no Province of Indo-Pathan, where there are fewer Gentiles; yet there are Banians there, because of Tragick, but they have no publick Pagod: And their Affemblies for Religion are kept in a Private House, under the direction of a Brahman, whom they entertain for performing their Ceremonies.
The King of Persia suffers not the Gentiles Wives there to burn themselves when their Husbands are dead. There are a great many Persis or Guerres there, but they are poor, and the Mahometans employ them in the meanest and most servile drudgeries: They perform the Ceremonies of their Religion on a Mountain not far distant from the Town, where they have a place, wherein they preserve the Fire which they worship. I have spoken of these People in my Book of Persia.

The same Officers are in Candahar, as in the Towns of the Kingdom of Persia, and do the same Duties: but above all things, they have special Orders to treat the People gently, because of the proximity of the Moguls; and if they oppress them in the least, they are severely punished for it.

There are some small Rajus in the Mountains, who are suffered to live in liberty, paying some censal Tributes; And these Gentlemen have always stuck to the strongest side, when the Country came to change its Master. There is also a little Country in the Mountains which is called Persia, that's to say, Earty-Land, where Father Ambrofia Caproni spent a Lent upon the mission in two Bourgs, whereof the one is named Chelobnlar, and the other Cojne. And he told me that that Country is pleasant enough, and full of good honest People: but that the Christians who are there, have but slight Tinctures of Religion.

CHAP. XXXIV.

Of the Province of Caboul, or Caboulistan.

Caboulistan is limited to the North by Tartary, from which it is separat-ed by Mount Caucasus, which the Orientals call Caf-Dagai. Cachmore lies to the East of it: It hath to the West Zabulistan, and part of Candahar; Zabulistan, and to the South, the Courty of Mulien. Two of the Rivers that run into the Indus, have their source in the Mountains thereof, from whence they water the Province, and for all that, render it nothing the more fruitful; for the Country being very cold, is not fertile, unless in those places that are sheltered by Mountains: Nevertheless it is very rich, because it hath a very great Trade with Tartary, the Courty of the Usbeccs, Persia, and the Indies. The Usbecc alone, fell yearly above three thousand Horses there; and that Province lies so conveniently for Tragick, that what is wanting in it, is brought from all Parts; and things are very cheap there.

The chief Town of the Province is called Caboul: a very large place, with two good Catholes: And seeing Kings have hold their Courts there, and many Princes successively have had it for their Portion; there are a great many Palaces in it. It lies in thirty three degrees and a half North Latitude: Mirabolans grow in the Mountains of it, and that's the reason why the Orient als call it Caboul. There are many other sorts of Drugs gathered there; and besides that, they are full of aromatick Trees, which turn to good account to the Inhabitants, as also do the Mines of a certain Iron, which is fit for all uses. From this Province especially come the Canes, of which they make Halbards and Lances; and they have many Grounds planted with them. Caboulistan is full of small Towns, Burroughs and Villages; most of the Inhabitants are heathen: and therefore there are a great many Pagods there. They reckon their months by Moons, and with great Devotion celebrate their Feasts, called Houf, which lasts two days. At that time their Temples are filled with People, who come to Pray and make their Oblations there; the rest of the Celebration consists in Dancing by companies in the Streets, the sound of Trumpets. At this Feast, they are cloathed in a dark Red, and many go to visit their Friends in Masquarade.
Those of the same Tribe eat together, and at night they make Bonfires in the Streets. That Feast is celebrated yearly at the Full Moon in February, and ends by the destruction of the Figure of a Giant; against which a Little Child shoots Arrows, to represent what the People are made to believe; towit, That God coming into the World under the name of Crucifer, he appeared in shape of a Child, that a great Giant that feared to be undone by him, endeavoured to ruin him: But that that Child hit him so dexterously with an Arrow, that he laid him dead upon the ground. Their people seem heretofore to have been Christians; but if they have had any Tincture of it, it is much corrupted by the Fables and Strange Tales that have been told them concerning the same, to which they conform their Lives and Religion. Their chief Charity consists in digging great many Wells, and in raising several Horses at certain distances upon the Highways, for the convenience of Travellers: And by these little Horses, there is always a place fit for those who are weary and heavy Loaded, to rest in; so that they can put off, or take up their Burden without any bodies help.

This Country supplies the rest of the Indies with many Physicians, who are all of the caste of Bantians: Nay, and some of them are very skillful, and have many secrets in Medicine; and amongst other Remedies, they often make use of burning. The Great Mogul has not out of this Province above four or five Millions a year.

C H A P. XXXV.

Of the Province of Cachmir or Kichmir.

The Kingdom or Province of Cachmir, hath to the West Caboulisfan, to the East, part of Tibet; to the South, the Province of Lakhors; and to the North, Tartarus; But there are its most remote limits; for it is bounded and encompassed on all hands by Mountains, and there is no entry into it, but by ways and narrow passages. This Country belonged sometimes to the Kings of Turquestan, and is one of those which were called Turkian, that is to say, the Indie of the Turks, or the Turkys of the Indies.

The Waters of the Mountains that environ it, afford to many Springs and Rivulets, that they render it the most fertile Country of the Indies, and having pleasantly watered it, make a River called Teharas, which having communicated its Waters for the transportation of Merchants Goods through the greatest part of the Kingdom, breaks out through the breach of a Mountain, and near the Town of Atoe, discharges itself into the Indus; but before it comes out, it is discharging by the name of a Lake, which is above four Leagues in circuit, and adorned with a great many Isles that look fresh and green; and with the Capital Town of the Province that stands almost on the banks thereof. Some would have this River to be the Moolle, but without any reason; for the Moolle runs through Caboulisfan, and is the same that is now called Bebat or Bebar, because of the aromatick Plants that grow on the sides of it.

The Town of Cachmir, which bears the name of the Province, and which some call Syrenaguer, lies in the five and thirtieth degree of Latitude, and in the hundred and third of Longitude. This Capital City is about three quarters of a League in length, and half a League in breadth. It is about two Leagues from the Mountains, and hath no Walls. The Houses of it are built of Wood, which is brought from these Mountains, and for the most part are three Stories high, with a Garden, and some of them have a little Canal which reaches to the Lake, whither they go by Boat to take the
the Air. This little Kingdom is very populous, hath several Towns, and a great many Bourgs. It is full of lovely Plains, which are here and there intercepted by pleasant little Hills, and delightful Waters; Frutes it hath in abundance, with agreeable Verdures. The Mountains which are all Inhabited on the sides, afford so lovely a prospect by the great variety of Trees, amongst which stand Mosques, Palaces, and other Structures, that it is impossible perspective can furnish a more lovely Landskip. The Great Mogul hath a House of Pleasure there, with a fairely Garden, and the Magnificence of all is so much the greater, that the King who built it, adorned it with the spoils of the Gentiles Temples, amongst which there are a great many precious Things.

King Echin subdued this Kingdom, which was before possessd by a King named Juffaofcan; He being Victorious in all places, wrote to this Prince that there was no appearance he could maintain a War against the Emperor of the Indies, to whom all other Princes submitted; that he advised him to do as they had done; and that he promised him, if he would submit willingly, without trying the fortune of War, he would use him better than he had done the rest, and that his Power instead of being lesseined, should be encreased; seeing he was resolvd to deny him nothing that he should ask. Juffaofcan (who was a peaceable Prince) thinking it enough to leave his Son in his Kingdom, came to wait upon the Great Mogul at the town of Labour, trusting to his word; He paid him Hommage; and the Emperor having confirmed the Promis, which he made to him in his Letters, treated him with all civility.

In the mean time Prince Jacob, Juffaofcan's Son, would not stop there: For being excited by the greatest part of the People of the Kingdom, who looked upon the Dominion of the Moguls as the most terrible thing imaginable; he caused himself to be proclaimed King; made all necessary preparations in the Country, and at the same time secured the Passes and Entries into it; which was not hard to be done, because there is no coming to it, but by narrow and narrow passages which a few Men may defend. His Conduct highly displeased the Great Mogul, who thought at first that there was Intelligence betwixt the Father and Son; but he found at length, that there was none: And without offering any bad usage to the Father, he sent an Army against Cachmir, wherein he employed several great Lords and Officers of War, who had followed Juffaofcan. He had so gained them by his Civilities and Promises, that they were more devoted to him, than to their own Prince; and they being perfectly well acquainted with the Passages and avenues of the Mountains, introduced the Moguls into the Kingdom, some through Places that belong to them, and others by By-ways that could not possibly have been found, without the conduct of those who knew the Country exactly. They succeeded in their Design the more easily, that King Jacob thought of nothing but guarding the most dangerous places, and especially the Passes of Bambour, which is the easiest way for cutting into Cachmir.

The Moguls having left part of their Army at Bambour, to amuse Prince Bambour, Jacob and his Forces marched towards the highest Mountains, whither the Omars of Cachmir led them: There they found small Passages amongst the Rocks, that were not at all to be mistrusted: By these places they entred one after another, and at length, meeting in a place where the Rendez-vous was appointed; they had Men enough to make a Body sufficiently able to surprize (as they did in the Night-time) the Capital City which wanted Walls, where Jacob Camwas taken. Nevertheless Echin pardoned him, and allowed Him and his Father, each of them a Pension for their Subsistence: But he made sure of the Kingdom which he reduced into a Province, He annexed it to the Empire of Mogulisam, and his Successours have enjoyed it to this present, as the pleasauntest Country in all their Empire. He yields not the Great Mogul yearly, above five or six hundred thousand French Livres.
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Of the Province of Lahors and of the Varias.

It is about forty eight or fifty Leagues from Lahors to the borders of Cabemir, which is to the North of it, as Deby is to the South; and Lahors is a hundred Leagues from Deby, for they reckon two hundred Coffes from the one Town to the other, and the Coffes or half Leagues are long in that Country. Muita lies to the West of Lahors, and is distant from it three fore and odd Leagues; and to the East of it there are high Mountains, in many places inhabited by Rajas, of whom some are tributary to the Great Mogul, and others not; because having strong places to retreat into, they cannot be forced, though the Merchants suffer much by their Robberies; and when they travel in that Country, they are obliged to have a guard of Soldiers to defend the Caravans from these Robbers.

Lahors lies in thirty one degrees fifty minutes Latitude, near the River Ravy, which falls into the Indus as the others do. The Moguls have given that Province the name of Pangeal, which signifies the five Rivers, because five run in the Territory of it. These Rivers have received so many particular names from the Moderns that have spoken of them, that at present it is hard to distinguish them one from another; nay, and most part of these names are confounded, though Raby distinguished them by the names of Aclimia, Cophis, Hydarpe, Zaradras, Hispeis, and Raby. Some Moderns call them Bebat, Canab, FedEx, Ravy, Van, and others give them other appellations, which are not the names of the Country, or at least which are not given them, but in some places of it they run through. However, all these Rivers have their Sources in the Mountains of the North, and make up the Indus; that for a long way, by the name of Sindo, into which they fall; and that's the reason why this River is sometime called Indy, and sometimes Sindo. The chief Town is not now upon the Ravy as it was for a long time, because that River having a very flat Channel, has fallen off from it above a quarter of a League.

This hath been a very pretty Town when the Kings kept their Courts in it, and did not prefer Deby and Agra before it. It is large, and hath been adorned as the others are with Mosques, publick Baths, Quervanferrais, Squares, Tanquies, Palaces and Gardens. The Carfle remains still, for it is strongly built, heretofore it had three Gates on the side of the Town, and nine towards the Country, and the Kings Palace within it, hath not as yet loft all its beauty. There are a great many Pictures upon the Walls, which represent the Actions of the Great Mogul, their Fore-fathers that are pompously Painted there; and on one Gate there is a Crucifix, and the Picture of the Virgin on another; but I believe these two pieces of Devotion were only put there by the Hypocrites of King Ghangur, who pretended a kindness for the Christian Religion to flatter the Portuguese. Many of the chief Houses of the Town run into decay daily, and it is pity to see in some Streets (which are above a League in length) Palaces all ruinous. Nevertheless the Town is not old, for before King Humayoun, it was at best but a Bourg; that King made a City of it, built a Carfle, and kept his Court there; and it encroached so in a short time, that with the Suburbs it made three Leagues in length. As there are a great many Gentiles in this Town, so there are many Pagods also; some of them are well adorned, and all raised seven or eight steps from the ground.

Pictures at Lahors.

A Crucifix at Lahors.

The Picture of the B. Virgin.

Pagods at Lahors.
Part III. Travels into the Indies.

Labors is one of the largest and most abundant Provinces of the Indies. The product of the Rivers that are in it render it extremely fertile; it yields all that is necessary for life; Rice, as well as Corn and Fruits are plentiful there; there is pretty good Wine in it also; and the best Sugars of all India.

There are in the Towns Manufactures, not only of all sorts of painted Cloaths, but also of every thing else that is wrought in the Indies; and indeed, according to the account of my Indian, it brings to the Great Mogul above thirty seven Millions a year, which is a great Argument of its fruitfulness. I have already said, that the great walk of Trees (which begins at Agora) reaches as far as Labors, though these two Towns be distant from one another an hundred and fifty Leagues, that lovely Alley is very pleasant, because the Aby Trees (wherein it is planted) have long and thick Branches which extend on all sides, and cover the whole way; there are also a great many Pagods upon the Road from Labors to Deby, and especially towards the Town of Tanaffar, where Idolatry may be said to be freely professed.

There is a Convent of Gentiles there, who are called Partias, that have their General, Provincial and other Superiors, who say that it is above Two thousand years since they were founded. They vow Obedience, Chastity and Poverty; they strictly observe their Vows, and when any one trespasses against them, he is rigorously punished. They have Brothers appointed to beg for all the Convent; they eat but once a day, and change their Houle every three Months, they have no fixed time for their Noviciar; some perform it in two years, some in three, and there are others who spend four years therein, if the Superior think fit. The main point of their Inquisition is not to do to others what they would not have others do to them; that precept they observe even towards Beasts, for they never kill any, and much more towards Men, seeing if any body beat them, they do not reftit, and if they be reviled, they make no answer. They obey the least Signal of their Superior without murmuring, and it is forbidden to them to look a Woman or Maid in the face; they wear nothing on their Bodies but a Cloath to cover their Privy Parts, and they bring it up to their heads to make a kind of a Coif like that of a Woman; they can posft no Money, are prohibited to refuse any thing for to morrow to eat, and how hungry forever they may be, they patiently wait till their Purveyors bring them the Alms, which are daily given them at the Houles of the Gentiles of their Tribe; they take but little, that they may not be troublesome to any body; and therefore they receive no more at every place but a handful of Rice, or some other edible matter, and if more be offered them, they will refuse it; they take nothing but what is boiled and dreft, for they like no Fire in their House, for fear some Plie may burn itself therein; when they have got Charity enough, they return to the Convent, and there mingle all the Rice, Lentils, Milk, Cheese, and other Provisions they have got together. Then an Officer distributes all equally among the Partias, who eat their Portions severally cold or hot, as it is given them, and drink nothing but water.

They make their meal about noon, which serves them for the whole day, let hunger or thirst press them never so much, they must wait till the same hour next day, before they either eat or drink.

The rest of the day they employ in Prayers, and reading of Books; and when the Sun sets, they go to sleep, and never light a Candle. They all lie in the same Chamber, and have no other Bed but the Ground. They cannot of themselves leave the orders after they have once taken the Vows, yet if they commit any fault contrary to their Vows, and especially against that of Chastity, they are expelled, not only the order, but also their tribe. The General, Provincials, and all the Officers change their Convent every four Months; their Office is for Life; and when any of them dies, he Names to the Religious, whom he thinks fittest to succeed, and they follow his choice.
The two Provinces of Ayoud and Varal, are so little frequented by the Moguls, that they (from whom I asked an account of them,) could give me none, though they were pretty well acquainted with the rest of Mogul-ism; and therefore I cannot say much of them in particular. The Province of Ayoud, (as far as I could learn,) contains the most Northern Countries that belong to the Mogul, as Aurasca, Borkik, Nacara, Siba, and others; and that of Varal consists of those which are most north-eastward, to wit, Gor, Piton, Candana, and some others.

These two Provinces being every where almost watered with the Rivers which run into the Ganges, are very fertile, notwithstanding the Mountains that are in them, which makes them exceeding rich. The Province of Ayoud yields the Great Mogul above ten Millions, and that of Varal, more than seven and twenty a year. The great gains that these two Provinces, and that which is next them, make from the Strangers of the North and East, are the cause of such considerable Revenues as the Mogul draws out of them, and they are so much the greater, that (chiefly Countries being remote from the Sea,) no Europeans share with them therein.

There are many Rajas in both, who (for the most part, own not the Authority of the Great Mogul. There are two Pagods of great reputation in Ayoud, the one at Nacara, and the other at Calama; but that of Nacara is far more famous than the other, because of the Idol Matta, to which it is Dedicated; and they say that there are some Gentiles, that come not out of that Pagod without Sacrificing part of their Body. The Devotion which the Gentiles make shew of at the Pagod of Calama, proceeds from this, that they look upon it as a great Miracle, that the Water of the Town which is very cold, springs out of a Rock, that continually belches out Flames. That Rock of Calama, is of the Mountain of Bolouquats, and the Brahmins (who Govern the Pagod,) make great profit of it.
C H A P. XXXIX.

Of the Province of Halabas, and of the Fauqirs of the Indies.

The Province of Halabas was heretofore called Puroa: In it are comprehended Narvar and Memur, which have Bengal to the South. The chief Town lying upon the side of the Ganges, at the mouth of the River Gemini, bears the name of the Province; for a long time it was one of the Bulwarks of the Kingdom of Patana, and is the same Town which Pliny calls Chrysolabra. It fell under the power of the Great Mogul Esban, after he had subdued the Kingdom of Bengal: He caused the strong Citadel to be built there, which stands upon a tongue of Land, begirt with three Walls, whereof the last (I mean the outmost Wall) was of very hard red Stone. That Castle is adorned with a very ancient Obelisk, it is above sixty Foot high from the ground, and has many Inscriptions upon it; but the Letters of it are worn out, that one cannot to much as distinguish the Character.

The Kings Palace is also a fair pile of Building, and underneath it there are places Arched, where the Pagods are carefully kept, which the People of the Country attribute to Adam and Eve, whose Religion they pretend to follow: Thither comes at certain times an incredible concourse of People, in Pilgrimage from all parts of the Indies; and they are drawn thither by the belief they have, that Adam and Eve were created there: But before they approach that place (which they look upon to be holy), they throw themselves stark naked into the Ganges to be purified, and they raise their Beards and Hair, that they may merit the Honour of being introduced. That Province hath a great many good Towns, of which number are Narvar and Gobud; but the People there are so extravagant in point of Religion, that hardly any thing is to be understood of it. They are taken with every thing they see, and approve all the Actions of those that make any shew of Devotion, never minding whether it be true or false. It many times happens that a Banian will give a Fauqir considerable Sums of Money, because he has the boldness to place himself near his Shop, and to profess that he will kill himself if he be not supplied with what he demands: The Banian promises fair, and brings it him; but because the fanatical Fauqir understands that several have contributed to that Charity, he openly refutes it, and goes about to execute what he hath threatened; if the Banian alone furnish not the Sum, and the Banian knowing that some Fauqirs have been so delicate as to kill themselves upon the like occasion, is so much a fool as to give it out of his own Purses, and to give the others back again whatever they had contributed.

These Fauqirs (who give themselves out to be of a Religious Order) have commonly no place to retreat unto, unless it be some Pagods; and they cannot be better compared (if you'll set aside the Penances they do) than to Gypsies, for their way of Living is like theirs; and I believe their Profession has the same Original, which is Libertinius. However, they attribute it to a Prince named Revan, who had a Quarrel with Rams: and who being overcome and stript of all, by an Ape called Herman, spent the rest of his Life in rambling over the World, having no other subsistence for himself and his followers but what was given him in Charity.

They are many times to be seen in Troops at Halabas, where they Assemble for Celebrating some Feasts (for which they are obliged to wash themselves in the Ganges) and to perform certain Ceremonies. Such of them as do
The good Fauquirs are extremely honoured by the Gentiles, and the Rich think they draw down blessings upon themselves, when they assist those whom they call Penitents. Their Penance consists in forbearing to eat for many days, to keep constantly standing upon a Stone for several weeks, or several months, to hold their Arms a Cross behind their head, as long as they live, or to bury themselves in Pits for a certain space of time. But if some of these Fauquirs be good Men, there are also very Rogues amongst them; and the Mogul Princes are not troubled, when such of them as commit violences are killed.

One may meet with some of them in the Country stark naked with Co-LOURS and Trumpeers, who ask Charity with Bow and Arrow in hand; and when they are the strongest, they leave it not to the discretion of Travellers to give or refuse. These wretches have no consideration even for those that feed them; I have seen some of them in the Caravans, who made it their whole business to play tricks, and to molest Travellers, though they had all their subsistence from them. Nor long since I was in a Caravan, where some of these Fauquirs were, who took a fancy to suffer no body to sleep: All night long they did nothing but Sing and Pray; and instead of banging them soundly to make them hold their peace (as they ought to have been served) the Company prayed them civilly, but they took it ill, so that they doubled their Cries and Singing, and they who could not Sing laughed and made a mock of the rest of the Caravan.

These Fauquirs were sent by their Superiors, into I know not what Country full of Banians, to demand of them Two thousand Rupees, with a certain quantity of Rice and Manc of Butter; and they had orders not to return without fulfilling their Commission. This is their way all over the Indies, whereby their Mummaries, they have accustomed the Gentiles to give them what they demand, without daring to refuse. There are a great many Fauquirs among the Mahometans, as well as amongst the Idolaters, who are also Vagabonds, and worse than they; and commonly both of them are treated alike.

The Province of Halabas pays the Mogul yearly above fourteen Millions.

CHAP. XL.

Of the Province of Ouleffer or Bengalas, and of the Ganges.

The Province of Ouleffer, which we call Bengalas, and which the Idolaters name Jagana; because of the famous idol of the Pagod of Jagana, which is there, is Inhabited by Gentiles no less fantastical in point of Religion, than those of Halabas; and this one instance may serve for a proof of it. A Fauquir intending to invent some new spell of Devotion that was never seen before, and which might cost him a great deal of pains, resolved to measure with his Body the whole extent of the Mogul Empire, from Bengalas as far as Caboul, which are the limits of it from South East to North West. The pretext he had for so doing was, that once in his life he might be present at the Feast of Howly, which I have already described, and he had a kind of novices to wait upon him and serve him.

The first Action he did when he set out upon his Journey, was to lay himself at full length on the ground upon his belly, and to order that the length of his Body might be marked there; that being done, he rose up, and acquainted his followers with his Design, which was to take a Journey
CHAP. XXXVIII.

Of the Province of Becar, and of the Castes or Tribes of the Indies.

The Province of Becar, which comprehends the Countries of Deobah, Jefwan, and Udaffa, is also watered by the Rivers that discharge themselves into the Ganges. It lies not only to the East of Deby, but is also the most Eastern Province of Mogulistan, by the Country of Udaffa, which thurs it in with its Mountains: And that great Province being rich, by reason of the fertility thereof, yields to the Great Mogul yearly above fourteen Millions. It contains several good Towns; but the best are Sambal, Menapour, Roguepour, Jebans, and above all Becamur, which at present is the Capital, standing to the West of the Ganges.

In this Province of Becar, and in the two former, there are of all the Castes and Tribes of the Indians, which are reckoned in all to be four and four in number. Though all of them profess the same Religion, yet the Ceremonies of every one of their Castes, nay, and of the private Persons of each Cast, are so different, that they make an infinite number of Sects. The People of every one of their Tribes follow a Trade; and none of their Offspring can quit it, without being reckoned infamous in his Tribe. For Example, the Bramens (who make the first Tribe) profess Doctrine, and so do their Children, without ever forsaking that Profession. The second is the Tribe of the Carty or Rajputs, who make profession of Arms: Their Children profess the same, or ought to do it, because they all pretend to be descended of Princes of the Gentiles; Not but some of them are Merchants, nay, and Weavers in the Provinces of Malta, Labors, and Sind; but they are despised in the Tribe, and pass for base Fellows, void of honour. The third, is the Tribe of the Saud or Courants, and these are the Labourers of the Ground; some of them carry Arms, and since that is an honourable Trade, and of a superior Cast, it does not reflect upon them; but because they love not to serve on Horse-back, they serve commonly for the Gardians of Places; and this Cast or Tribe is the greatest of all. The fourth, is the Tribe of the Ouints or Benians; and they are all Merchants, Bankers, or Brokers, and the expertest People in the World for making Money of anything.

Anciently there were no more Tribes but these four; but in succession of time, all those who applied themselves to the same Profession, composed a Tribe or Cast, and that's the reason they are so numerous. The Calis or Cotton-dressers have made a distinct Cast; the Telumors or Travellers, Guards, have theirs: The Palangan-bearers have also made one, and they are called Coenilius: Bow-makers and Fletchers have also made another, as also the Hammer-men, such as Goldsmiths, Armourers, Smiths, and Masons. They who work in Wood, as Carpenters, Joiners and Bill-men, are all of one Cast: Publick Wenchers, Turners, Vaudeurs, Dancers and Baladins, are of another. And it is the same with Tailors, and other Sheers-men, with Coach-makers and Saddlers: The Benians, who are Carriers, Painters, and (in a word) all other Trades-men.

The last esteemed of all the eighty four Tribes, are the Persians and the Dey, or Halicouer, because of their nativeness; and they who touch them, think themselves unclean. The Persians are employed in taking off, and carrying away the Skins of Beasts, and some of them are Curriers. The Halicouer are the Gold-finders of the Towns; they make clean the publick and private Houses of Office, and are paid for it Monthly; they feed on all
all sort of Meats prohibited or not prohibited; they eat others leavings without considering what Religion or Caste they are of: And that's the reason why those who only speak Persian in the Indies, call them Halalceur, (that's to say) he that takes the liberty to eat what he pleases; or according to others, he that eats what he has honestly got. And they who approve this last Application, say, that heretofore the Halalceur were called Haramceur, eaters of prohibited Meats: (But that a King the day hearing his Courtiers fear them, because of their naffy Trade, said to them, Since these People gain their Bread better than you, who are lazy lubbars, their name of Haramceur ought to be given to you, and to them that of Halalceur.) And that they have retained that name.

There is a Caste of Gentiles, called Baragay, who damn the yellow Colour; and who in the Morning put white on their Fore-head, contrary to the custom of the other Castes, who have red put there by the Bramens. When a Gentile is Painted with this Red, he bows his Head three times, and lifts his joined hands thrice up to his Fore-head; and then presents the Bramen with Rice and a Coce.

All the Castes or Tribes go to their Devotions at the same time, but they adore what Idol they please, without addressing themselves to him, to whom the Temple is dedicated, unless their Devotion invite them to do so, in so much that some carry their Idols along with them, when they know that he whom they Worship is not there. None of these Gentiles marry out of their own Tribe. A Bramen marries the Daughter of another Bramen, a Rapsute the Daughter of a Ram, a Halalceur the Daughter of a Halalceur, a Painter of a Painter, and so of the rest.

The alliance of the Gentiles.

The subordination of Tribes.

The Bramens, who are properly the Brahmanes or Sages of the Ancient Indians, and the Gymnosophists of Periphrus, are the Priests and Doctors of the Heathen in India. Besides Theologie (which they profess) they understand Astrology, Arithmetick and Medicine; but they who are actually Physicians, pay yearly a certain Tribute to their Caste, because Phylicick ought not to be their Profession. All these Gentiles have a respect for the Bramens; and they believe in all things, because they have been always told that God sent the four Betes to them, which are the Books of their Religion, and that they are the keepers of them.

Several of these Doctors apply themselves to Philosophy, and love not to appear to extravagant as the rest in their Belief. When a Christian speaks to them of their God Ram, whom the Gentiles Worship, they maintain not that he is God, and only say that he was a great King, whose Sanctity and good Offices that he did to Men, have procured him a more particular Communion with God, than other Saints have; and that so they shew them much more reverence: And if one speak to them of the Adoration of Idols, they answer, that they Worship them not, that their intention is always fixed upon God; that they only honour them, because they put them in mind of the Saint whom they represent; that one must not heed the ignorance of the Common People, who form to themselves a thousand idle fancies, their Imaginations being always stuffed with Errors and Superstitions; and that when one would be informed of a Religion, he ought to confute those that are knowing in it. That it is true, the ignorant believe that many great Men (under whose shape God hath made himself known) are Gods, but that for their part, they believe no such things; and that if God hath been pleased to Act so, it was only to facilitate the Salvation of Men, and to confound the capacity and humour of every Nation.

Upon this Principle they believe that every Man may be saved in his Religion and Sect, provided he exactly follow the way which God hath set before
before him, and that he will be damned if he take another Course: They make no doubt but that their Religion is the first of all Religions; that it was established in the days of Adam, and preferred in Noah: They believe Heaven and Hell, but they affirm that none shall enter there before the Universal Judgment: They say also, that no body ought to find fault with them for the honour they shew to the Cow, that they prefer her before other Animals, only because she furnishes them more Food, by means of her Milk, than all the rest put together; and that she brings forth the Ox which is useful to the World, seeing he makes it subserve by his Labour, and feeds Men by his Pains.

The Bracam believe the Metempsychosis or Transmigration of Souls into New Bodies, more or less noble, according to the merit of their Actions which for they have done in their Life-time. And many of the other Cafes follow that Opinion of Pythagoras; They believe that every Soul must thus make many Transmigrations, but they determine not the number; and therefore there are some who kill no Beast, and never kindle Fire nor light Candle, for fear some Buterfly should burn it self thereat: It being possible (say they) that the Soul of a Butterfly may have lodged in the Body of a Man, and they have the same Sentiment of other Animals. In prospect of slaughtering Living Creatures, they often solicit the Mogul Governors, to forbid Filling on certain Festival Days; and sometimes that prohibition is procured by Presents. They would willingly also hinder the killing of Cows, but they can never obtain that. The Mahometians will needs eat Flesh, and that of the Cow is the best of all the gross Meats of the Indies.

After all, the vulgar Opinion of the Gentiles, touching the God Ram, is that he was produced, and came out of the Light, in the same manner as the Fringe of a Belt comes out of that Belt; and if they Assign him a Father whom they call Defer, and a Mother named Geunelle; that is only for form sake, seeing he was not born: And in that consideration, the Indians render him divine Honours in their Pagodas, and else where: And when they salute their Friends, they repeat his Name, saying, Ram, Ram. Their Adoration consists in joining their hands, as if they Pray; and then lifting them up again gently to their mouth, and last of all, in raising them over their head. They call Chita the Wife of Ram, and seeing they know what respect Christians bear to the Holy Virgin, they have the boldness to compare that Wife to her; and if they meet with her Image, they take it to be the representation of Chita.

In this Opinion many Gentiles go to Bafium, a Town belonging to the Portuguese, where there is the Image of a Virgin, which is called our Lady of Remedies, and where (they say) Miracles are wrought. When they come to the Church-door, they salute it, bowing to the ground; and having taken off their Shoes, and come in, they make many Reverences; they put Oyl into the Lamp that hangs before the Image, burn Wax-Candles, and cast some Money into the Box, if they be able. At a distance they would have added to this Oblation, Fruits, and the Anointing of their Body, that so they might call it Sacrifice, but the Portuguese hinders them. It may easily be concluded, from the aversion they have to the killing of Beasts, that their Sacrifices are never bloody; they only consist in bringing into their Pagods many things fit to be eaten. When they are come there, and have taken Directions from the Brahmen, they Anoint their Body with Oyl, and say their Prayers, before the Idol they intend to Invoke; and having presented their Oblation to it, they return out of the Pagod again. The chief Brahmen takes of it what he pleases, and then all that have a mind to eat off, may, of what Religion soever they be. They perform also Sacrifices to the Sea.
C H A P. XXXIX.

Of the Province of Halabas, and of the Faquirs of the Indies.

The Province of Halabas was herefore called Purok: In it are comprehended Narwar and Mevar, which have Bengal to the South. The chief Town (lying upon the side of the Ganges, at the mouth of the River Gomti) bears the name of the Province: for a long time it was one of the Bulwarks of the Kingdom of the Patans, and is the same Town which Pliny calls Chrysoberes. It fell under the power of the Great Mogul Emperor, after he had subdued the Kingdom of Bengal: He caused the strong Citadel to be built there, which stands upon a tongue of Land, begirt with three Walls, whereof the last (I mean the outer Wall) was of very hard Red Stone. That Castle is adorned with a very ancient Obelisk; it is above sixty Feet high from the ground, and has many Inscriptions upon it; but the Letters of it are so worn out, that one cannot so much as distinguish the Character.

The Kings Palace is also a fair pile of Building, and underneath it there are places Arched, where the Pagods are carefully kept, which the People of the Country attribute to Adam and Eve, whose Religion they pretend to follow: Thither comes at certain times an incredible concourse of People, in Pilgrimage from all parts of the Indies; and they are drawn thereto by the belief they have, that Adam and Eve were created there: But before they approach that place (which they look upon to be holy) they throw themselves stark naked into the Ganges to be purified, and they have their Beards and Hair, that they may merit the Honour of being introduced.

That Province hath a great many good Towns, of which number are Narwar and Gebad; but the People there are to extravagant in point of Religion, that hardly any thing is to be understood of it: They are taken with every thing they see, and approve all the Actions of those that make any show of Devotion, never minding whether it be true or false. It many times happens that a Banian will give a Faquir considerable Sums of Money, because he has the boldness to place himself near his Shop, and to protest that he'll kill himself if he be not supplied with what he demands: The Banian promises fair, and brings it him; but because the fanatical Faquir understands that several have contributed to that Charity, he openly refutes it, and goes about to execute what he hath threatened, if the Banian alone furnish not the Sum; and the Banian knowing that some Faquirs have been so desperate as to kill themselves upon the like occasion, is so much a fool as to give it out of his own Purse, and to give the others back again what they had contributed.

These Faquirs (who give themselves out to be of a Religious Order) have commonly no place to retreat into, unless it be some Pagods: and they cannot be better compared (if you'll let aside the Penances they do) than to Gypsies, for their way of Living is like theirs; and I believe their Profession has the same Original, which is Libertinism. However, they attribute it to a Prince named Royan, who had a Quarrel with Ram, and who being overcome and frizt of all, by an Ape called Hermum, spent the rest of his Life in ramblying over the World, having no other subsistence for himself and his followers but what was given him in Charity.

They are many times to be seen in Troops at Halabas, where they Assemble for Celebrating of some Feasts (for which they are obliged to wash themselves in the Ganges) and to perform certain Ceremonies. Such of them as
do no hurt, and shew signs of Piety are extremly honoured by the Gentiles; and the Rich think they draw down blessings upon themselves, when they assist those whom they call Penitents. Their Penance consists in forbearing to eat for many days, to keep constantly standing upon a Stone for several weeks, or several months; to hold their Arms a crose behind their head, as long as they live, or to bury themselves in Pits for a certain space of time. But if some of these Faqui be good Men, there are also very Rogues amongst them; and the Mogul Princes are not troubled, when such of them as commit violence are killed.

One may meet with some of them in the Country, stark naked with Colours and Trumpets, who ask Charity with Bow and Arrow in hand; and when they are the strongest, they leave it not to the direction of Travellers to give or refuse. These wretches have no consideration even for those that feed them; I have seen some of them in the Caravane, who made it their whole business to play tricks; and to molest Travellers, though they had all their subsistence from them. Not long since I was in a Caravane, where some of these Faqui were, who took a fancy to suffer no body to sleep: All night long they did nothing but Sing and Prate; and instead of resting them soundly to make them hold their peace (as they ought to have been served) the Company prayed them civilly, but they took it ill; so that they doubled their Cries and Singing, and they who could not Sing, laughed and made a mock of the rest of the Caravane.

These Faqui were sent by their Superiors, into the know not what Country full of Banians, to demand of them Two thousand Roupers, with a certain quantity of Rice and Mace of Butter; and they had orders not to return without fulfilling their Commission. This is their way all over the Indies, where by their Monomeries, they have accustomed the Gentiles to give them what they demand, without daring to refuse. There are a great many Faqui among the Mahometans, as well as amongst the Idolaters, who are also Vagabonds, and worse than they; and commonly both of them are treated alike.

The Province of Halabas pays the Mogul yearly above fourteen Millions

---

C H A P. XL.

(Of the Province of Oulefier or Bengala, and of the Ganges)

The Province of Oulefier, which we call Bengala, and which the Idolaters name Jagannat; because of the famous Idol of the Pagod of Jagannat, which is there, is inhabited by Gentiles no less fantastic in point of Religion, than those of Halabas; and this one Instance may serve for a proof of it. A Faquier intending to invent some new spell of Devotion, that was never seen before, and which might cost him a great deal of pains, resolved to measure with his Body the whole extent of the Mogul Empire, from Bengal as far as Caboul, which are the limits of it from South East to North West. The pretext he had for doing it, was, that once in his life he might be present at the Feast of Holy, which I have already described; and he had a kind of novices to wait upon him and serve him.

The first Action he did when he set out upon his Journey, was to lay himself at full length on the ground upon his belly, and to order that the length of his Body might be marked there; that being done, he rose up, and acquainted his followers with his Design, which was to take a Journey
ney as far as Calcut, by lying down and rising up again continually, and
to walk no more at a time but the length of his Body; ordering his Novices
to make a mark on the ground at the Crown of his Head, every time he
lay down, to the end he might exactly regulate the March he was to make;
all was punctually performed on both sides: The Faquir made a Caffe and
a half a day; that is to say, about three quarters of a League; and they
who related the Story, met him a year after his setting out, no farther
off than at the utmost bounds of the Province of Calcut. In the mean
time, he had all imaginable respect showed him in the places he passed
through; and was loaded with Charities, in so much, that he was obliged to
distribute the Alms he got amongst the Poor, who in hopes of getting by him,
followed him in his Journey.

Many Mahometans live there also, but they are no better than the Gent-
tils. The people (for the most part) are extraordinarily voluptuous; they have
a capacious and lustful wit, and are much given to pilfering and stealing: The
Women themselves are bold and lascivious; and all Arts imaginable to
corrupt and debase Young Men, and especially Strangers, whom they
easily trapan, because they are handiwork and wear good Cloaths.

The people in this Province live much at their ease, because of its fruit-
fulness; and above Twenty thousand Chirillians dwell there. The Coun-
trey was kept in far better order under the Paton Kings, (I mean) before the
Mahometans and Moguls were Masters of it; because then they had Uni-
formity in Religion. It has been found by experience, that disorder came
in with Mahometanism; and that diversity of Religions hath there caused
corruption in Manners.

Deaca, or Daac, is properly the capital City of Bengal; it lies upon the
bank of the Ganges, and is very narrow, because it stretches out near a
League and a half in length, along the side of that River. Most of the
Houles are only built of Canes, covered with Earth: The English and
Dutch Houles are more solid, because they have spared no cost for the
security of their Goods: The Augufins have a Monastery there also. The
Tide comes up as far as Daac, so that the Galleys which are built there,
does easily Trade in the gulf of Bengal; and the Dutch make good use of
their for their Commerce.

The Countrrey is full of Cattles and Towns; Philipatan, Satigan, Patane,
Calambazar and Chatigan, are very rich; and Patane is a very large Town,
lying on the West side of the Ganges in the Countrrey of Patan, where the
Dutch have a Factory. Corn, Rice, Sugar, Ginger, long Pepper, Cotton
and Silk, with several other Commodities, are plentifully produced in
that Country, as well as Fruits; and especially the Ananas, which in the
out side is much like a Pine-Apple; they are as big as Melons, and some of
them resemble them also; their colour at first is between a Green and a Yel-
low, but when they are ripe, the Green is gone; they grow upon a Stalk,
not above a Foot and a half high; they are pleasant to the taste, and leave
the flavour of an Apricot in the mouth.

The Ganges is full of pleasant Islands, covered with lovely Indian Trees;
and for five days Sailing on that River, Passengers are delighted with the
beauty of them. In these Isles, and in some other places of Bengal, there is
a kind of bird called Acina, which is much esteemed; it is of the colour of
a Black bird; and almost as big as a Raven, having just such another Beak,
but that it is yellow and red; on each side of the neck, it hath a yellow
streak which covers the whole Check till below the eye, and its Feet are
yellow; they teach it to speak like a Starling, and it hath the tone and voice
much like; but besides its ordinary Voice, it hath a strong Deep Tone
which seems to come from a distance; it imitates the neighing of a Horse
exactly, and feeds on dried Peahe which it breaks. I have been some of
them upon the Road from Majilipatan to Bagnagar.

The Heathen Indians esteem the water of the Ganges to be sacred; they
have Pagods near it, which are the fairesst of all the Indes; and it is in
that Countrrey especially where Idolatry is triumphant: The two chief
Pagods are of Jaganat, (which is at one of the mouths of the Ganges) and
and the other of the Town of Benares, which is also upon the Gangā. Nothing can be more magnificent than these Pagods, by reason of the quantity of Gold and many Jewels, wherewith they are adorned. Festivals are kept there for many days together, and millions of People repair thither from the other Countries of the Indies; they carry their Idols in triumph, and act all sorts of Superstitions; they are entertained by the Brahmins, who are numerous there, and who therein find their Profit.

The Great Mogul drinks commonly of the Water of the Gangā, because it is much lighter than other Waters; and yet I have met with those who affirm that it causes Fluxes; and that the Europeans (who are forced to drink it) boil it first. This River having received an infinite number of Brooks and Rivers from the North, East and West, discharges it self by several mouths into the Gulf of Bengal; at the height of three and twenty degrees, or thereabouts; and that Gulf reaches from the eighth degree of Latitude to the two and twentieth, it being eight hundred Leagues over. On the sides thereof to the East and West, there are many Towns belonging to several Sovereigns, who permit the Traffick of other Nations, because of the profit they get thereby.

My Indian reckons the yearly Revenue of the Mogul in this Province, to amount to Ten millions; but I learnt from other hands, that it hardly makes Nine, though it be far richer than other Provinces that yield him more. The reason given for that is, that it lies in the extremity of his Empire, and is Inhabited by a capricious sort of People, who must be gently used, because of the Neighbourhood of Kings that are enemies, who might despatch them if they were vexed. The Mogul lends the Traitors thither, whom he hath condemned to perpetual imprisonment; and the Castle where they are kept, is strictly guarded.

CHAP. XII.

(Of the Province of Malwa.)

Malwa is to the West of Bengal and Halabar; therein are comprehended the Countries of Raja-Ramā, Gualar and Chiter. The Town of Mendo is one of the fairest Ornaments of the Province: The Mahometans took it from the Indians, above Four hundred years before the Moguls came there, and when they attacked it, it was in the possession of Cha-Selim, King of Debly. The first of the Moguls that took it, was King Humayun, who lost it again; but he afterwards made himself Master of it. This Town is of a moderate Bigness, and hath several Gates, which are esteemed for their structure and height. Most of the Houses are of Stone; and it hath lovely Mosques, whereof the chief is much beautified; a Palace that is not far from that Mosque, (which depends upon it) serves as a Mausoleum to four Kings, who are interred in it, and have each of them a Monument; and close by there is a Building in form of a Tower, with Porticoes and several Parks.

Though this Town lying at the foot of a Hill, be naturally strong by its Situation, it is nevertheless fortified with Walls and Towers, and has a Castle on the top of the Hill, which is steep, and encompassed with Walls, fixed or seven Leagues in circuit. It is a very neat Town at present, but nothing to what it hath been heretofore: It appears by the Ruins all about, that it hath been much greater than it is, that it hath had two fair Temples, and many stately Palaces; and the sixteen large Tanquets or Reservatories, which are to be seen fill for keeping of Water, were (in former times) it hath been a place of great Consequence.

This Province is very fertile, and produces all that grows in the other places.
places of the Indies. *Ratispur* is the Capital of the Province, and at present the Town of greatest Traffick; it stands also upon a Mountain, and the Grand Sionor sends the Traitors whom he hath condemned to die: For a certain time they are kept Prisoners, and always one or other in the room with them; and the day they are to die, they make them drink a great quantity of Milk, and throw them down from the top of the Castle upon the declining side of the Hill, which is full of sharp pointed craggy Stones, that tear the Bodies of the wretches, before they can reach the bottom of the Precipice.

The Town of Chitor is very famous also, but it is almost ruined; it long belonged to Raja Ramas, who deduced his Genealogie from King Porsus, though that Raja had considerable Territories, and strong, by reason of the Mountains that almost encompassed them; yet could he nor avoid the misfortune of other Princes, but fell (as they did) under the power of the Moguls, in the Reign of King Jehar. At present, there are but few Inhabitants in Chitor, the Walls of it are low, and of a great many stately publick Buildings, nothing remains but the ruins. The hundred Temples or Pagods are still to be distinguished, and many antique Statues to be seen; it hath a Fort, where Lords of chief Quality are Imprisoned for small faults: In short, The remains of many Ancient Fabricks (that are to be seen there) make it apparent, that it hath been a very great Town. The Seat of it is very pleasant, and the top of the Hill (on which it stands) extremely fertile, it hath Hill four Refectories or Tavernes for the private use of the Inhabitants. There are a great many other Trading Towns in that Province, and the Great Mogul receives yearly out of it above fourteen Millions.

There are two kinds of Bats in that Country, the one is like to that we have in Europe; but seeing the other differs much, I pleased myself in examining it in a Friend's House, who kept one out of curiosity; it is eight Inches long, and covered with yellowish Hair; the Body of it is round, and as big as a Duck; its Head and Eyes resemble a Cat's, and it has a sharp Snout like to a great Rat; it hath pricked black Ears, and no Hair upon them; it hath no Tail, but under its Wings, two Teats as big as the end of one's little finger; if hath four Legs, some call them Arms, and all the four seem to be glued fast within the Wings, which are joined to the Body along the sides from the Shoulder downwards; the Wings are almost two Feet long, and seven or eight Inches broad, and are of a black Skin like to wet Parchment; each Arm is as big as a Cat's thigh, and towards the Joint, it is almost as big as a Man's Arm, & the two foremost from the Shoulder to the Fingers, are nine or ten Inches long; each of the two Arms is fitted into the Wing, perpendicularly to the Body, being covered with Hair, and terminating in five Fingers, which make a kind of hand; these Fingers are black and without Hair; they have the same Joyns as a Man's Fingers have; and these Creatures make use of them to Stretch out their Wings when they have a mind to fly: Each hind Leg or Arm, is but half a Foot long, and is also fastened to the Wing parallel to the Body: it reaches to the lower part of the Wing, out of which the little hand of that Arm peeping, seems pretty like the hand of a Man; but that instead of Nails, it hath five Claws; the hind Arms are black and hairy (as those before are) and are a little smaller. These Bats stick to the Branches of Trees, with their Talons or Claws; they fly high, almost out of sight, and some (who eat them) say they are good meat.

CHAP.
The Province of Candisch is to the South of Malta, and they who have reduced the Provinces, have joyed to it Betar, and what the Moguls polities of Orissa. These Countries are of a vast extent, full of populous Towns and Villages, and in all Mogulistan, few Countries are so rich as this. The Memoire I have of yearly Revenues, makes this Province yield the Mogul above seven and twenty Millions a year. The Capital City of this Province is Brampour, it lies in the twenty eighth degree of Latitude, about fourscore Leagues distant from Surat. The Government thereof is commonly a Prince of the Blood, and Auren-Zeb hath been Governour of it himself.

Here it was that the Sieurs de La Boulaye and Beber Envoy's from the French East-India Company, quarrelled with the Banians, to whom they were recommended. When they arrived at Brampour, these Banians met them with Bafons full of Sweet-meats, and Roupies in their hands. The Gentlemen not knowing the custom of the Country, which is to offer Presents to Strangers whom they encounter, and imagining that the five and twenty or thirty Roupies that were offered them, was a sign that they thought them poor, fell into a Passion, railed at the Banians, and were about to have beat them, which was like to have bred them trouble enough; if they had been well informed of the custom of the Country, they would have taken the Money, and then returned some small Present to the Banians; and if they had not thought it fit to make a Present, they might have given it back again after they had received it; or if they would not take it, touch it at least with their Fingers ends, and thanked them for their civility.

I came to Brampour in the worst weather imaginable; and it had Rained to excessively, that the low Streets of that Town were full of water, and seemed to be so many Rivers. Brampour is a great Town standing upon a very uneven ground; there are some Streets very high, and others again so low, that they look like Ditches when one is in the higher Streets; these inequalities of Streets occur too often, that they cause extraordinary Fatigue. The Houses are not at all handsom, because most of them are only built of Earth; however, they are covered with Varnished Tiles, and the various Colours of the Roofs, mingling with the Verdure of a great many Trees of different kinds, planted on all hands, makes the Prospect of it pleasant enough. There are two Carrosseries in it, one appointed for lodging Strangers, and the other for keeping the Kings Money, which the Treasurers receive from the Province; that for the Strangers is far more spacious than the other, it is square, and both of them front towards the Median. That is a very large place, for it is at least Five hundred paces long, and Three hundred and fifty broad; but it is not pleasant, because it is full of ugly Huts, where the Fruiters sell their Fruit and Herbs.

The entry into the Castle is from the Median, and the chief Gate is between two large Towers; the Walls of it are fix or seven Fathom high; they have Battlements all round, and at certain intervals there are large round Towers which jet a great way out, and are about thirty paces Diameter. This Castle contains the Kings Palace, and there is no entering into it without permission; the Tumb running by the East side of that Town, there is one whole Front of the Castle upon the River side, and in that part of it the Walls are full eight Fathom high, because there are pretty neat Galleries on the top, where the King (when he is at Brampour) comes to look about.
about him, and to see the fighting of Elephants, which is commonly in the middle of the River; in the same place, there is a Figure of an Elephant done to the natural big-nosed, it is of a reddish firing stone, the back parts of it are in the Water, and it leans to the left side, the Elephant (which that Statue represents) died in that place, fighting before Cbo-Gebo (the Father of Auran-Zieb) who would needs erect a Monument to the Beast, because he loved it, and the Gentiles besmear it with Colours, as they do their Pagods.

They drink not commonly the Tasty Water at Brampour, because it is very brackish, but they are supplied from a large square Basin (that is in the Meidan) the Water whereof comes from a distant Spring, and before it fills that Basin, it passes by the Caravan-era for Strangers which it furnishes; it then runs under ground to the great Basin in the place, which many times is empty at night, because of the great quantity of Water which they fetch thence all day long; but it fills again in the night-time, and so they seldom have any want. There are a great many Houses also on the other side of the River, and they may be said to be a second Town.

The great Trade of the Province is in Cotton-cloaths, and there is as much Traffick at Brampour, as in any place of the Indies. Painted Cloths are sold there, as in every where else; but the white are particularly esteemed, because of the lovely mixture of Gold and Silver that is in them, whereas the rich make Veils, Scarfs, Handkerchiefs and Coverings, but the white Cloaths so Adorned, are dear. In short, I do not think that any Country of Indo-Persia abounds so much in Cotton as this does, which bears also plenty of Rice and Indigo. The same Trade is driven at Orissa, Barar, and other Towns of this Province.

C H A P. XLIII.

(Of the Province of Balagate.)

Balagate is one of the Great Moguls rich Provinces, so it yields him Five and twenty Millions a year; it lies to the South of Candia. To go from Surat to Aurancebod, which is the Capital Town of Balagate, one must from Daman-Gate hold Squire East, and soon after, turning towards the South-East, crosses some Countries of the Provinces of Benganola and Telengra. Part of Balagate I saw, as I went to Goelmea; for this Journey I hired two Chariotes, one for my self, and another for my Man and Baggage; I paid about Seventeen Crowns a month for each Chariot, and I entertained two Pieces in my Service, to whom I gave two Crowns a piece by the month, and two pence half penny a day for Board-wages (as the custom is,) these Men are always by the sides of their Masters Chariots or Wagons, that they may hold it up in bad way if it hecauld; when one comes to any place to bait at, they'll do any thing out of the Kitchin; but they will not venture to dress Meat, which those of their Sect would not eat. In short, They are in all things else very servicable; they'll buy what is necessitary, look after their Masters things exactly, and stand sentinel all night long; they are Armed with Sword and Dagger, and have besides the Bow, Musker or Lance, and are always ready to fight against all sorts of Enemies. There are of them both Moors and Gentiles of the Tribe of the Rajpoutes; I took Rajpoutes, because I knew they served better than the Moors, who are proud, and will not be complained of, whatever oppery or cheat they may be guilty of.

I made this Journey in company of Monsieur Bazou, a French Merchant, a very civil and witty Man, who had with him ten Waggoners or Chariots, and
and fourteen Pous for himself, his Servants and Goods; we were eight Franks in company, and in all Five and forty Men. We parted from Surat in the Evening, and encamped near the Queens Garden, which is without Daman-Gate; so soon as we were got thither, we sent to the Town for what Provisions we wanted, for else we must have fared hard during our Journey. The Gentiles (who sell Provisions) will neither furnish Travellers with Eggs nor Pullets, and instead of ordinary Bread, there is nothing to be got but ill baked Buns or Cakes, so that one must not fail to make Provision of Bisket at Surat.

The Countrey from Surat to Aurangabad, is extremely diversified, there are in it a great many Wars, Manguiers, Mabova, Sutson, Caboul, and other forts of Trees; and I saw the Quercusfery there also, which I have described in my Book of Peruia.

There are vast numbers of Antelopes, Hairs and Partridges, here and there in that Countrey; and towards the Mountains Merons, or wild Cows, most part of the Land is arable Ground, and the Rice (wherewith the Fields are covered) is the best in all the Indies, especially towards Nampoura, where it has an odorous Taffe, which that of other Countries has not. Cotton lying on the road from Surat to Aurangabad, abounds there also, and in many places they have Sugar-Canes, with Mills to bruife the Canes, and Furnaces to boil the Sugar.

Now and then one meets with Hills that are hard to be croffed over, but there are lovely Plains also watered with many Rivers and Brooks. In this Road there are four Towns, and about fifty and thirty Bourgs and Villages, pretty well People, Caciques or Guards of the High-ways, are often to be met with here, who ask Money of Travellers, though it be not their due; we gave to some and refused others, but that signifies no great matter in the whole.

In most places Inhabited, there are Pagods, and every now and then, we met with Waggon full of Gentiles, who were coming to perform their Devotions in them. The first Pagod (I saw) was by the side of a great War, and before the Door of it, there was an Ox of Stone, which a Gentile (who spake Peruian) told me was the Figure of the Ox, which served to carry their God Ram. We found besides, many other Pagods like to that, but we saw others, which consisted of one Single Stone about fix Foot high, on which the Figure of a Man is cut in relief: There are also a great many Referratories and Carvanfiras upon the Road, but we chose rather to Encamp, than Lodg in them, because of their naiftines.

As we were encamped near the Bourg Setana under Manguiers, not far distant from a small River, which is also called Setana, almost mid way between Surat and Aurangabad, we met the Bishop of Helopolis, so much esteemed in the Indies for his Piety and Zeal, he had in company with him Monsieur Champion, and a Spanif Cordelier, who had left the Bishop of Barat, with several other Church-men, who laboured in converting the Gentiles at Siam. That Bishop was going to Surat, in order to return to France, from whence he hoped to bring back new Millennials with him; and the Cordelier came from China, where he had lived fourteen Years; we continually met Caravans of Oxen and Camels upon our Road, and some I saw that came from Agra, consisting of more than a thousand Oxen loaded with Cotton-Cloath. At length, the eleventh of March we arrived at Aurangabad, threcore and fifteen Leagues from Surat, which we Travelled in a fortnight.

This great Town (the Capital of the Province) has no Walls; the Governor (who is commonly a Prince) has his Residence there, and King Aurau-Zeb command there, as long as he did at Candieb in the Reign of his Father. His first Wife (whom he loved dearly) died in this Town; as a
Monument to her, he erected a lovely Mosque, covered with a Dome, and beautified with four Minarets or Steeples. It is built of a white polished Stone, and many take it for Marble, though it come short of that, both in hardness and lustre. There are several other pretty fair Mosques in this Town, and it is not deficient of publick places, Caravanseres, and Bagnio: The buildings are for the most part of Free-stone, and petty high; before the Doors there are great many Trees growing in the Streets, and the Gardens are pleasant, and well cultivated, affording the refreshment of Fruit, Grapes, and Gras-plats. They have Sheep there without Horns, that are so strong, as that being Bridled and Saddled, they will carry Children of ten years of Age up and down, wherever they please. This is a Trading Town, and well Peopled, with excellent Ground about it: Though it was but in the beginning of March, we found all the Corn cut down. I saw some Apes much clefted there, which a Man had brought from Ceilan: They valued them because they were no bigger than ones Fift, and differed in kind from the common Monkeys; they have a flat Forehead, big round Eyes, which are yellow and clear like the Eyes of some Cats; their Snout is very sharp, and the insides of their Ears yellow; they have no Tail, and their Hair is like to that of other Apes. When I looked upon them, they stood upon their hind Feet, and embraced one another often, eyeing the People steadfastly without being feared; their Master called them wild Men.

C H A P. XLIV.

Of the Pagods of Elora.

At Surrat I was told great matters of the Pagods of Elora; and therefore I had a mind to see them, so that so soon as I came to Amragabad, I sought out for an Interpreter to go along with me; but it being impossible for me to find one, I resolved to take my Servants with me, and make that little Journey alone. And because my Oxen were weary, I hired a little Wagon to carry me thither, and took two Pians more besides those I had: I gave all the four, half a Crown Piece, and leaving my Man to look after my Baggage, I parted about nine of the Clock at Night. They told me that there was some danger of meeting Robbers, but being well Armed, as my Men also were, I was not much concerned; and I chose rather to run some little risk, than to miss an opportunity of seeing those Pagods, which are so renowned all over the Indies: We marched slowly because of the unceneness of the Country, and about two of the Clock in the Morning, came near to Doltabad, where we rested till five.

We had a rugged Mountain to ascend, and very hard for the Oxen to climb up, though the way cut out of the Rock, be almost everywhere as smooth, as if it were Paved with Free-stone: It had on the side a Wall three Foot thick, and four Foot high, to hinder the Waggons and Chariots from falling down into the Plain, if they chanced to be overthrown. My Pian thruf toward the Wagon with all their force, and contributed as much as the Oxen to get it up to the top of the Hill. When I arrived there, I discovered a spacious Plain of well cultivated Land, with a great many Villages, and Boureis amidst Gardens, plenty of Fruit-trees and Woods: We travelled at least for the Space of an hour over Ploidy Land, where I saw very fair Tombs several stories high, and covered with domes built of large greyish Stones, and about half an hour after seven, having passed by a great Temple, I lighted near a large Court paved with the same Stones, I went in, but was obliged to put off my Shoes; at first I found a little Mosque, where I saw the Bismillah of the Mahometans written over the Door; the significatio
nification of that Inscription is, In the Name of God. There was no light into the Mosque, but what entered by that Door; but there were many Lamps burning in it, and several old Men that were there, invited me to come in, which I did. I saw nothing rare in it, but two Tombs covered with Carpet: And I was extremely troubled for want of an Interpreter, for else I had known a great many particulars, that I could not be informed of.

A little farther Westward, my Pioms and I were above half an hour clambering down a Rock, into another very low Plain. The first thing I saw were very high Chappell, and I entered into a Porch cut out of the Rock, which is of a dark-grayish Stone, and on each side of that Porch, there is a Gigantick figure of a Man cut out of the natural Rock, and the Walls are covered all over with other figures in relief, cut in the same manner. Having passed that Porch, I found a Square Court, an hundred paces every way: The Walls are the natural Rock, which in that place is six Fathom high, Perpendicular to the Ground-plate, and cut as smooth and even, as if it were Plaster finished with a Trowel. Before all things, I resolved to view the outside of that Court, and I perceived that these Walls, or rather the Rock hangs, and that it is hollowed underneath; so that the whole space makes a Gallery almost two Fathom high, and four or five broad. It hath the Rock for Ground, and is supported only by a row of Pillars cut in the Rock, and distant from the floor of the Gallery, about the length of a Fathom, so that it appears as if there were two Galleries. Every thing there, is extremely well cut, and it is really, a wonder to see so great a Monkey in the Air, which seems to slenderly underpropped, that one can hardly forbear to shiver at first entering into it.

In the middle of the Court there is a Chappell, whose Walls inside and outside are covered with figures in relief. They represent several forts of Beasts, as Griffins, and others cut in the Rock: On each side of the Chappell there is a Pyramid or Obelisk, larger at the Bais than those of Rome, but they are not sharp pointed, and are cut out of the very Rock, having some Characters upon them, which I know not. The Obelisk on the left hand, has by it an Elephant as big as the Life, cut out in the Rock, as all the rest is; but his Trunk has been broken. At the farther end of the Court, I found two Stairs cut in the Rock, and I went up with a little Bramen, who appeared to have a great deal of Wit: Being at the top, I perceived a kind of Platform, (if the space of a League and a half, or two Leagues, may be called a Platform) full of stately Tombs, Chappells and Temples, which they call Pagods, cut in the Rock. The little Bramen led me to all the Pagods, which the small time I had allowed me to see: With a Cane he showed me all the Figures of these Pagods, told me their Names, and by some Indian words which I understood, I perceived very well that he gave me a short account of the Histories of them; but seeing he understood not the Persian Tongue, nor the Indian, I could make nothing at all of it.

I entered into a great Temple built in the Rock; it has a flat Roof, and adorned with Figures in the inside, as the Walls of it are: In that Temple there are eight rows of Pillars in length, and six in breadth, which are about a Fathom distant from one another.

The Temple is divided into three parts: The Body of it, (which takes up two thirds and a half of the length,) is the first part, and is of an equal breadth all over; The Quire, which is narrower, makes the second part; And the third, which is the end of the Temple, is the least, and looks only like a Chappell; in the middle whereof, upon a very high Bais, there is a Gigantick Idol, with a Head as big as a Drum, and the rest proportionable. All the Walls of the Chappell are covered with Gigantick Figures in relief, and on the outside all round the Temple, there are a great many little Chappells adorned with Figures of an ordinary bigness in relief, representing Men and Women, embracing one another.

Leaving
Leaving this place, I went into several other Temples of different structure, built all in the Rock, and full of Figures, Pilasters, and Pillars: I saw three Temples, one over another, which have but one front all three; but it is divided into three Stories, supported with as many rows of Pillars, and in every Story, there is a great door for the Temple; the Stair-cases are cut out of the Rock. I saw but one Temple that was Arched, and therein I found a Room, whereof the chief Ornament is a square Well, cut in the Rock, and full of Spring-water, that rises within two or three foot of the brim of the Well. There were vast numbers of Pagods all along the Rock, and there is nothing else to be seen for above two Leagues; They are all Dedicated to some Heathen Saints, and the Statue of the talc Saint, (to which every one of them is Dedicated,) stands upon a Basis at the farther end of the Pagod.

In these Pagods I saw several Sato's or Sogues without Cloaths, except on the parts of the Body which ought to be hid: They were all covered with Ashes, and I was told that they let their Hair grow as long as it could. If I could have stayed longer in those quarters, I should have seen the rest of the Pagods, and used so much diligence, as to have found out some body, that might have exactly informed me of every thing, but it behoved me to rest satisfied as to that, with the information I had from the Gentiles of Aurangzebad, who upon my return told me, that the constant Tradition was, that all these Pagods, great and small, with their Works and Ornaments, were made by Giants, but that in what time it was not known.

However it be, if one confider that number of spacious Temples, full of Pillars and Pilasters, and so many thousands of Figures, all cut out of a natural Rock, it may be truly said, that they are Works surpassing humane force; and that at least, (in the Age wherein they have been made,) the Men have not been altogether Barbarous, though the Architecture and Sculpture be not so delicate as with us. I spent only two hours in seeing what now I have described, and it may easily be judged, that I intended several days to have examined all the rarities of that place; but seeing I wanted time, and that it behoved me to make haste, if I intended to find my company still at Aurangzebad, I broke off my curiosity, and I must confesi it was with regret: I therefore got up into my Wagon again, which I found at a Village called Rougesqui, from whence I went to Sultanpoutra, a little Town, the Mosques and Houles whereof are built of a blackith Frie-fone, and the Streets paved with the fame. Not far from thence I found that so difficult a tem, which I mentioned; and at length, after three hours with the time we left Eora, we rested an hour under Trees, near the Walls of Doltabad, which I considered as much as I could.

CHAP. XIV.

Of the Province of Doltabad and of the Feats of Agility of Body.

Doltabad, The Town was the Capital of Balagate, before it was conquered by the Moguls: It belonged then to Deens, and was a place of great Trade; but at present the Trade is at Aurangzebad, whither King Auram Zhub used his utmost endeavours to transport it, when he was Governor thereof.

Trade transported from Doltabad to Aurangzebad, The Town is indifferently big, it reaches from East to West, and is much longer than broad; it is Walled round with Frie-fone, and has Battlements and Towers mounted with Cannon. But though the Walls and Towers
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Towers be good, yet that is not the thing that makes it accounted the strongest place belonging to the Mogul: It is an Hill of an oval Figure, which the Town encompasses on all sides, strongly Fortified, and having a Wall of a natural smooth Rock, that environ it at the bottom, with a good Citadel on the top, whereon the Kings Palace stands. This is all I could see from the place, where I was without the Town: But I learnt afterwards from a Frenchman who had lived two years therein; that besides the Citadel, there are three other Forts in the Place; at the foot of the Hill, of which one is called Baroez, the other Maroz, and the third Calooz. The word Cas in Indian, signifies a Fort; and by reason of all these Fortifications, the Indians think that place Impregnable. I spent two hours and a half in coming from Dsttabad to Aurancebad, which are but two Leagues and a half distant. This was the third time that I crossed this laft Town, and about an hour after, I came to the place where my company Encamped: They waited only for a Bilet from the Customeer, to be gone, but it could not be had that day, because it was Friday, and the Customeer (who was a Mahometan) observed that day with great exactness.

It is three score Leagues and more from Aurancebad to Calooz, which is Coloon, the laft Bour or Village belonging to the Mogul, on the Frontiers of the Kingdom of Geelza. We found eight Towns, great and small, before we came to Calooz, to wit, Ambar, Asby, Lalana, Nander, Jia, Dastapour, Indoour, Cadezly, and Indialey; and that Country is so Populous, that we continually met with Bourgs and Villages on our way. An hour and an half's march from Aurancebad, we encamped under the biggest War-tree that I have seen in the Indies: It is exceedingly high, hath some branches ten Fathom long, and the circumference of it, is above three hundred of my paces. The branches of it are so loaded with Pigeons, that it were an easy matter to fill a great many Pigeon-houses with them, if one durst take them; but that is forbidden, because they are preferred for the Prince's pleasure. There is a Pagod under that Tree, and many Tombs, and hard by a Garden planted with Citron-trees.

We saw a stately Tangee at the Town of Ambar, it is square, and on three sides faced with Free-stone, with fair steeples to go down to it: In the middle of the fourth side there is a Divan, that runs out into the Water about two Fathom; it is covered with Stone, and supported by sixteen Pillars a Fathom high: It stands at the foot of a fair House, from whence they go down into that Divan, by two fine pair of Stairs at the sides of it, there to take the Air and Divert themselves. Near the Divan there is a little Pagod under Ground, which receives day-light by the door; and by a square airie, and many Devout People are there, because of the convenience of the Water. On the Road we met with a great many Troopers who were going to Aurancebad, where there was a Rendez-vous appointed for an Army, which was to march against Dastapour.

Five Leagues from the Town of Nander, near a Village called Patoda, Nander, we had the Diversion of seeing Feats of Agility of Body: There was a great concourse of People, and we had a place given us, on an Eminence under the shade of a great Tree, from whence we might easily see all the Plays. The Tumblers did all that the Rope-dancers of Europe do, and much more: These People are a fiddle as an Eel, they'll turn their whole body into a Bowl, and then others rowl them with the hand. The finest tricks were performed by a Girl of thirteen or fourteen years of Age, who played for the space of two hours and more. This amongst other Feats of Agility which she did, appeared to me extremely difficult: She sat down upon the Ground, holding cros-sways in her Mouth a long cutting Sword, with the right Hand she took hold of her left Foot, brought it up to her Breast, then to her left side, and without letting go that Foot, she put her Head underneath her right Arm, and at the same time, brought her Foot down along the small of her Back: Then she made it pass under her fitting, and over the right Leg four or five times without resting, being always in danger of cutting her Arm or Leg with the edge of the Sword: And she did the same thing with the left Hand and right Foot.
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While the was playing of that trick, they dug a hole in the ground two feet deep, which they filled with Water. So soon as the Girl had raised a little, they threw into the hole a little Hook made like a Clasp, for her to catch out with her Noste, without touching it with her Hands: She put her two Feet on the sides of the Pit, and turned her self backwards, upon her two Hands, which she placed on the sides of the hole where her Feet had stood. Then she dived headlong into the Water, to search after the Hook with her Noste; The first time she missed it, but the Pit being filled full of Water again, she plunged backwards into it a second time, and upholding her self only with the left hand, she gave a sign with the right hand, that she had found what she sought for, and she raised her self again with the Clasp at her Noste.

Then a Man took this Girl, and setting her upon his Head, ran at full speed through the place, she in the mean time not tottering in the least: Setting her down, he took a large Earthen pot, like to those round Pitchers that the Indian Maids make use to draw Water in; and put it upon his Head with the mouth upwards. The Girl got on the top of it, and he carried her about the place with the same swiftness, as he had done without the Pot; which he did twice more, having put the Pot with the mouth downwards once, and then with the mouth side-ways. The same trick he shewed in a Bason wherein he turned the Pot three different ways: Then he took the Bason and turned its bottom up upon his Head, with the Pitcher over it. The Girl shewed the same tricks upon it. And at length, having put into the Bason upon his Head, a little wooden Truncheon a foot high, and as big as an Arm, he caused the Girl to let upright upon that Stake, and carried her about as before; sometimes the only stood upon one Foot, taking the other in her Hand; and sometimes she hunkled down upon her Heels, nay, and sat down, though the carrier in the mean time, went on as formerly. Then the Man took the Bason from under the Stake, and put it on the top of it, where the Girl likewise appeared: Then changing the Play, he put into the Bason four Pins, or little Stakes of Wood, four Inches high, set square-ways with a Board upon each of them, two Fingers breadth, and upon these Boards four other Pins or little Stakes, with as many Boards more, making in all, two Stories over the Bason, supported with the great Stake or Pillar: And that Girl getting upon the upper Story, he ran with her through the place with the same swiftness as at other times, she not appearing in the least, afraid of falling, though the Wind was high. These People shew'd a hundred other tricks of Agility, which I shall not describe, that I may not be tedious, only I must say, that the finest I saw Adam, were performed by Girls. We gave them at parting three Roupies, for which they gave us a thousand Blessings: We sent for them at Night to our Camps, where they diverted us again, and gained two more Roupies.

From thence we went to the Towns of and Dentapour, and some days after we arrived at Indour, which belongs to a Reja, who owns the Mogul no more than he thinks it: He is maintained by the King of Gooconda, and in time of War, he rides always with the strongest. He would have had us pay two Roupies a Waggon, but after much dispute, we payed but one, and passed on. We came before a Village called Bistepoury; and being informed, that near to that place, on the top of a Hill, there was a very fair Pagoda, we alighted and went on Foot to see it.

CHAP.
C H A P. XLVI.

Of Chitanagar.

The Pagod of Chitanagar.
The fair Temple of Chitanagar.
The Architecture of the Temple of Chitanagar.
The contrivance of the Temple of Chitanagar.

T hat Pagod is called Chitanagar: It is an Oblong square Temple, forty five Paces in length, twenty eight in breadth, and three Fathom high: it is built of a Stone of the same kind as the Theban. It hath a Basin five Foot high all round, charged with Bends and Wreaths, and adorned with Ropes and Notchings, as finely cut, as if they had been done in Europe. It hath a lovely Frontispiece, with its Architrave, Cornish and Fronto; and is Beautified with Pillars, and lovely Arches, with the Figures of Beasts in relief, and some with Figures of Men. Then we viewed the inside; The contrivance of that Temple is like that of Eflora; it hath a Body, a Quire, and a Chappel at the end. I could perceive nothing in the Body and Quire, but the four Walls; though the Lintel of the Stones they are built of, renders the prospect very agreeable: The Floor is of the same Stone, and in the middle of it there is a great Stone well cut. This place like the other Pagods, receives light only by the door: On each side of the Wall of the Quire, there is square hole a foot large, which hopes like a Port-hole for a Piece of Oddnance, and in the middle of the thickness of it, a long Iron skewer, as big as ones Leg, which enters Perpendicularly into the Wall like a Bar, and I was informed, that these Irons served to fallen Ropes to, for supporting of those who performed voluntary Ablution for seven days or longer. In the middle of the Chappel at the end, there is an Altar of the same Stone as the Walls are of; it is cut into several Stories, and adorned all over with Indentings, Ropes, and other Embellishments of Architecture, and on each side below, there are three Elephants Heads. There hath been a Pedestal prepared of the same Stone the Altar is of, to set the Idol of the Pagod upon; but seeing the building was not finished, the Idol hath not been set up.

When I came down, I perceived at the foot of the Hill, on the East side, a building, which I was not told of; I went thither alone with my Pans, but found nothing but the beginnings of a Palace, the Walls whereof were of the same Stone as the Pagod. The Thickness of each Door is of one piece of Stone, a Fathom and a half long: It is all Built of very great Stones, and I measured one of them, that was above four Fathom long. Near to that Building, there is a Refebaratory as broad as the Seine at Paris, but so long, that from the highest place I went to, I could not discover the length of it. In that Refebaratory, there is another little Tanguis, seven or eight Fathom square, and Walled in: This Water being below the House, there is a large pair of Stairs to go down to it; and about an hundred and fifty paces forward, in the great Refebaratory opposite to the House, there is a square Divan or Ligneau, about eight or ten Fathom wide, the Pavement whereof is raised about a foot above the Water. That Divan is built and covered with the same Stone, that the House is built of: It stands upon sixteen Pillars; a Fathom and a half high, that's to say, each Front on four.

Seeing my Company kept on their March, I spent but half an hour in viewing that Building, which very well deserves many, as well for examining the design of it, the nature of the Stones, their Cut, Polishing and Bigness; as for considering the Architecture, which is of a very good contrivance, and though it cannot absolutely be said to be of any of our Orders, yet it comes very near the Dorick. The Temple and Palace are called Chitanagar, that is to say, the Lady Cbira, because the Pagod is Dedicated to Cbira.
Recempling upon the Road from Arangabahad to Calen
fer.
 cachet: Can.
Leag. a half from Arangabahad. Ambar a Town, Revilagherd 6 Leag. from Tekqueul-Canc. Dabulquaer 5
Leag. from Revilagherd. Aditi a Town, 8 Leag. from Dabulquaer. Manan 6 Leag. from Aditi. Parama a Town,
5 Leag. from Manan. Porma-neh a River. Lecana a Town, 6 Leag. from Parama. Nandor a Town, 5 Leag. from
gera a River. Lasa a Town. Demtapea a Town. Innoca a Town, 9 Leag. from Gundilxa. Culaun a River. Indel
vani a Town, 4 Leag. from Indora. Calvar 4 Leag. from Indelvani.

We pass next by the Town of Indelvani, of which nothing is to be said in particular, but that a great many Swords, Daggers, and Lances are made there, which are vended all over the Indies, and that the Iron is taken out of a Mine near the Town, in the Mountain of Calagatah. The Town (at that time,) was almost void of inhabitants, for they were gone farther up into the Country, because of the Brother of Sroagy, who made inroads into the very Town. We Encamped beyond Indelvani, and next day being the six and twentieth of March, (having after four hours March passed over the pleasantest Hills in the World, by reason of the different kinds of Trees that cover them,) we arrived at Calvar which is the last Village of the Mogul Country. It is distant from Arangabahad, about fourscore and three Leagues, which we travelled in a fortnights time.

The rest of the Road to Golconda I shall describe, when I treat of that Kingdom. The way from Arangabahad, that I have been now speaking of, is diversified by Hills and Plains: All the Plains are good Ground, some covered with Rice, and the rest planted with Cotton-trees, Tamaris, Wars, Cadjuus, Mangurets, Liefous, and others; and all Watered with several Rivers, which turn and wind every way, and with Tumgits also, out of which they draw the Water by Oxen: And I saw one of their Reservoirs at Demtapea, which is a Mulemet-holt over, and leven or eight hundred Geometricals paces long. We were incommode during our whole Journey almost with Lightnings, Whirl-winds, Rains, and Hail-stones, some as big as a Pullet Egg; and when we were troubled with none of these, we heard dull Thunderings, that lasted whole Days and Nights. We met every where Troops of Horse directed against Viziapour, the King whereof, refused to send the Great Mogul, the Tribute which he used to pay to him.

To conclude with this Province, it is to be observed, that all the Rocks and Mountains I have mentioned, are only dependances of that Mountain which is called Balagata, which according to the Indian Geographers, divides India into the two parts of North and South, as that of Guat, according to the same Geographers, environs it almost on all hands.

C H A P. XLVII.

(On the Province of Telenga.)

Telenga was heretofore the principal Province of Dacan, and reached as far as the Portuguese Lands towards Goa, Viziapour being the Capital City thereof: But since the Mogul became Master of the Northern parts of this Country, and of the Towns of Beder and Calion, it hath been divided betwixt him and the King of Dacan, who is only called King of Viziapour, and it is reckoned amongst the Provinces of Indostan, which obey the Great Mogul. It is bordered on the East by the Kingdom of Golconda on the Indian side, on the West by the Province of Baglana and Viziapour, on the North by.
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by Balagate, and on the South by Behnagar. The Capital City of this Province is at present Beder, which belonged to Balagate when it had Kings, and it hath sometime belonged to Decon.

Beder is a great Town; it is encompassed with Brick-Walls which have Battlements, and at certain distances Towers; they are mounted with great Cannon, some whereof have the mouth three Foot wide. There is commonly in this place a Garifon of Three thousand Men, half Horse and half Foot, with Seven hundred Gunners; the Garifon is kept in good order, because of the importance of the place against Decon, and that they are always afraid of a surprize. The Governour lodges in a Caffle without the Town, it is a rich Government, and he who commanded in it when I was there, was Brother-in-law to King Chagau, Awan Zeb's Father; but having since defied the Government of Brampur, (which is worth more) he had it, because in the last War, that Governour had made an Army of the King of Viziapour, raise the Siege from before Beder.

Some time after, I met the new Governour upon the Road to Beder, who was a Persian of a good aspect, and pretty well stricken in years; he was carried in a Palanquin amidst Five hundred Horse-men well mounted and clothed, before whom marched several Men on foot, carrying blew Banners charged with flames of Gold, and after them came seven Elephants. The Governours Palanquin was followed with several others full of Women, and covered with red Scarge, and there were two little Children in one that was open. The Bamboos of all these Palanquins, were covered with Plates of Silver chambered; after them came many Chariots full of Women, two of which were drawn by white Oxen, almost fix Foot high; and last of all, came the Wagons with the Baggage, and several Camels guarded by Troopers. This Province of Teleng was worth above Ten millions a Year to the Great Mogul.

No where are the Gentiles more Superstitious than here; they have a great many Pagods with Figures of Monsters, that can excite nothing but Horror instead of Devotion, unless in those who are deluded with the Religion. These Holiaters use frequent Walkings; Men, Women and Children go to the River as soon as they are out of Bed; and the rich have Water brought them to wash in. When Women lose their Husbands, they are conducted thither by their Friends, who comfort them; and they who are brought to Bed, use the same custom, almost as soon as they are delivered of their Children, and indeed, there is no Countray where Women are so easily brought to Bed; when they come out of the Water, a Bramen dawbs their Forehead with a Composition made of Saffron, and the Powder of white Sawdiers dissolved in Water, then they return home, where they eat a light Breakfast; and being they must never eat unlesse they be washed, some return to the Tangee or River, about noon; and others perform their Ablutions at home, before they go to Dinner.

As they have a special care not to eat any thing but what is dressed by a Gentile of their Caffe, so they seldom eat any where but at home, and commonly they dress their Victuals themselves, buying their Flower, Rice, and such other Provisions in the Shops of the Banians, for they will not buy any where else.

These Banians (as well as the Bramens and Courmus) feed on Butter, Pulse, Herbs, Sugar and Fruit; they eat neither Fish nor Flesh, and drink nothing but Water, wherein they put Coffee and Tea; they use no Dishes, for fear some body of another Religion or Tribe, may have made use of the Dishes, out of which they might eat; and to supply that, they put their Victuals into large Leaves of Trees, which they throw away when they are empty; nay, there are some of them who eat alone, and will not suffer either their Wives or Children at Table with them.

Nevertheless, I was informed, that in that Countray one certain day of the year, the Bramens eat Hogs' Fleish; but they do it privately for fear of Scandal, because the Rules of their Sect enjoy them so to do, and I believe it is the same all over the Indies.
There is another day of rejoicing, wherein they make a Cow of Paste, which they fill full of Honey, and then make a fashion of killing it, and break it to pieces; the Honey which distills on all sides, represents the Blood of the Cow, and they eat the Paste instead of the Flesh. I could not learn the Original of that Ceremony; as for the Cauter or Raspoutes, except that they eat no Pullet's, they (as the rest of the inferior Caires do) make use of all kinds of Fitt and Flesh, unless it be the Cow, which they all have in veneration.

The Gentiles generally are great Farters, and none of them let a fortnight pass over without mortifying themselves by Abstinence, and then they Fart four and twenty hours; but that is but the ordinary Fart, for there are great many Gentiles (and especially Women) who will Fart six or seven days, and they say, there are some that will Fart a whole month, without eating any more than a handful of Rice a day; and others that will eat nothing at all, only drink Water, in which they boil a Root, called Carts, which grows towards Camboya, and is good against many Dittermors; it makes the Water bitter, and strengthens the Stomach. When a Woman is at the end of one of these long Fasts, the Brawn her Director, goes with his companions to the House of the penitent, beats a Drum there, and having permitted her to eat, returns home again. There are such Farts many times among the Varitas, the Sogues, and other religious Gentiles of that Province, and they accompany them with several other mortifications.

Now I have mentioned these Religious Gentiles, I would have it observed, that in all the Indies there is no religious Community amongst the Gentiles, belonging particularly to one Caire or Tribe: For Example, There is not any, whereunto none are admitted but Brawns or Raspoutes; if there be a convent of Sogues any where, the Community will consist of Brawns, Raspoutes, Comris, Damans and other Gentiles; and it is the same in a convent of Varitas, or a company of Sogues. I have already treated of both these, as occasion offered.

CHAP. XLVIII.

Of the Province of Bagliana, and of the Marriages of the Gentiles.

The yearly Revenue of Bagliana.

The Portouese border on the Mogus Country.

Daman.

The Town of Daman, that belongs to them, is one and twenty Leagues from Surrat, which is commonly Traveleld in three days. It is indifferent ly big, fortified with good Walls, and an excellent Citadel; the Streets of it are fair and large, and the Churches and Houses built of a white Stone, which makes it a pleasant Town. There are severall Convents of Religious Christians in it; it depends on Goa, as the other Portouese Towns do, especially as to Spirituals, and the Bishop keeps a Vicar General there. It lies at the entrance of the Gulf of Camboya; and the Portouese have Slaves there of both Sexes, which work and procreate only for their Masters, to whom the Children belong, to be disposed of at their pleasure; from Daman to

Bassina

Bassins
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Bassian, it is eighteen Leagues: This last Town lies in the height of about nineteen Degrees and a half, (upon the Sea,) being Walled round, and almout as big as Damast: it hath Churches, and a College of Jesuits as Damast hath.

From Bassain to Bombaain, it is six Leagues; this last Town hath a good Port, and was by the Portugese made over to the English, upon the Marriage of the Infant of Portugal with the King of England, in the year 1652; it is six Leagues more from Bombaain to Chaoul. The Port of Chaoul is difficult to enter, but very safe and secure from all foul weather; it is a good Town, defended by a strong Citadell upon the top of a Hill, called by the Europeans, Il Morro di Ciall; it was taken by the Portugese, in the year One thousand five hundred and seven.

From Chaoul to Dabul, it is eighteen good Leagues. Dabul is an ancient Town, in the Latitude of seventeen degrees and a half; it has its Water from a Hill hard by, and the Houses of it are low; it being but weakly fortified; I am told Savagi hath seiz'd it, notwithstanding its Castle, as also Rajapour, Vignaurla, Rafigar, and some other places upon that coast of Deccan. It is almost fifty Leagues from Dabul to Goa, which is in Vinaipour.

As all the People of that coast are much given to Sea-faring, so the Gentiles offer many times Sacrifices to the Sea, especially when any of their Kindred or Friends are aboard upon a Voyage. Once I saw that kind of Sacrifice, a Woman carried in her hands a Vessel made of Straw, about three foot long: it was covered with a Vail, three Men playing upon the Pipe and Drum accompanied her, and two others each on their head a Basket full of Meat and Fruits; being come to the Sea-side, they threw into the Sea the Vessel of Straw, after they had made some Prayers, and left the Meat they brought with them upon the Shoar, that the poor and others might come and eat it. I have seen the same Sacrifice performed by Mabometans.

The Gentiles offer another at the end of September, and that they call to open the Sea, because nobody can Sail upon their Seas from May till that time; but that Sacrifice is performed with no great Ceremonies, they only throw Cao's into the Sea, and every one throws one. The only thing in that Action that is pleasant, is to see all the young Boys leap into the Water to catch the Cao's; and whilst they strive to have and keep them, flew a hundred tricks and feats of Agility.

In this Province (as in the rest of Deccan) the Indians Marry their Children very young, and make them Cohabit much sooner than they do in many places of the Indies; they Celebrate Matrimony at the Age of four, five or six Years, and suffer them to Bed together when the Husband is ten Years old, and the Wife eight; but the Women who have Children to young, soon leave off Child-bearing, and commonly do not conceive after thirty Years of Age, but become extremely wrinkly; and therefore there are places in the Indies where the young Married couple are not suffered to lye together before the Man be fourteen Years old: After all, a Gentle marries at any Age, and cannot have several Wives at a time as the Mabometans have; when his Wife dies, he may take another, and to successively, provided he takes a Maid, and of his own Cafe.

There are many Ceremonies to be seen at the Weddings in Indoostan, because the Gentiles are numerous there; there are certain times (when in great Towns) Five or six hundred are Celebrated a day; and nothing is to be seen in the Streets but Indoofires; these Wedding Indoofires are just as big as the Front of the Husbands House to the Street, they are made of Poles and Canes hung in the inside, and covered with Tapislry or Cloaths, to preserve the Guests from the heat of the Sun, and there they feast and make merry.

But before the Wedding Feast, they must make the usual Cavalcade through the Town; Persons of Quality perform it in the manner I described in the Chapter of Survat, and the Citizens with far less Pomp. This is their custom, Firrst appear a great many People playing on Instruments, some
some on Flutes, others on Timbals, and some have a long kind of Drums like narrow Barrels, which hang about their Neck; and beside these, others hold Copper-Cups, which they strike one against another, and thereby render a very bad Harmony; though these Instruments together make a great noise; several little Boys of five, six or seven years of Age, come after, on Horse-back, and Children two or three years Old in little Chariots, about a Foot high, or somewhat more, drawn by Goats or Calves, and after them, the Husband appears upon the fairest Horse he can have, with a Coco in his hand; he is Cloathed in his best Apparel, his head covered with a Garland of Flowers, or a Cap in form of a Mitre, adorned with Painters Gold, and a Fringe that reaches down to the lower part of his Face; he hath about him a great many Banians on Foot, who have their Coat and Caba dawdled over with Saffron, and are mingled with those that carry Umbrella's and Banners, who make a great show with them; after the Bridegroom hath in this equipage made many turns about the Town, he goes to the House of his Bride, and there the Ceremony is performed.

A Brämen having said some Prayers over both, puts a Cloath betwixt the Husband and the Wife, and orders the Husband with his naked foot to touch the naked foot of his Wife, and that Ceremony completes the Marriage, the Conunimation whereof is delayed till a competent Age, if the Parties be too young; after that, the Bride is conducted with her Face uncovered to the Bride-grooms Lodgings; her Train (which consists of several pieces of Stuff of different Colours) is carried by Men; and amongst other pieces of Household Furniture, they carry a Cradle for the Child that is to be born of that Marriage; Drums and Trumpets going before all the Procession. The rich make their Cavalcades by Torch-light in the night time for greater State, and are better accompanied. When they come to the Bride-grooms House, the Feasting begins, and because the Husband are obliged to treat most of their Caffe, the Solemnity lasts seven or eight days.

The Women all over the Indies are fruitful, because they live very frugally as well as their Husbands, and they are so easily brought to Bed, that some of them go abroad the same day they have been Delivered, and wash themselves in the River. Their Children are brought up with the same facility they go naked till they be seven Years old, and when they are two or three Months old, they suffer them to crawl upon the ground till they be able to go, when they are dirty they wash them, and by degrees they come to walk as freight as ours do, without the torture of Swathing-bands or Clouts.

C H A P. XLIX.

Of the Usage of the Dead.

The Indian Wives have a far different fate from that of their Husbands, for they cannot provide themselves of a second, when their first Husband is dead; they dare not Marry again, they have their Hair cut off for ever after, and though they be but five or six years old (they are obliged) if they will not burn themselves, to live in perpetual Widowhood, which happens very often; but then they live wretchedly, for they incur the contempt of their Family and Caffe, as being afraid of death; what Vertue forever they make appear, they can never regain the esteem of their Relations, and it is rare (though they be young and beautiful) that they ever find another Husband, not but that some of them transgress the Law of Widowhood, but they are turned out of the Tribe when it comes to be known; and such of them as are resolved to Marry again, have recourse to the Christians.
ftians or Mahometans; and then they forfake Gentility or rank. In fine, the Gentiles make the glory of Widowhood, to consist in being burnt with the Bodies of their Husbands; when one asks them the cause of it, they say it is the custom; they pretend it was always so in the Indies, and so to hide their cruel Jealousie under the veil of Antiquity. When a Heathen Man or Woman has committed a sin that makes them be expelled the Cafe, as if a Woman had layn with a Mahometan, the guilt (if the should be readmitted into the Tribe) live upon nothing for a certain time, but on the Grain that is found amongst Cow-dung.

The mortuary way of ordering the Bodies of Men, after their death in the Indies, is to wash them in the water of a River or Reservoirary, near to which there is a Pagod; then to burn them, and throw the Ashes into the same water; in some Countries they leave them upon the brink of the River; but the Ceremony of burying differs according to places; in some places the Body is carried, (with beat of Drum) sitting uncovered in a Chair, clothed in goodly Apparel, and accompanied with his Relations and Friends; and after the usual Ablution, it is surrounded with Wood; and his Wife who hath followed in triumph, hath her Seat prepared there, where she places her self Singing, and seeming very devitous to die: A Brahmen ties her to a Stake that is in the middle of the Funeral Pile, and sets Fire to it; the Friends pour odoriferous Oyles into it, and in a short time both the Bodies are consumed.

In other places the Bodies are carried to the River-side in a covered litter, and being washed, they are put into a hut full of odoriferous Wood, if they who are dead have left enough to defray the Charges. When the Wife (who is to be burnt) hath taken leave of her kindred, and by such Galantries as may convince the Assembly, (which many times consists of the whole Cafe,) that she is not at all afraid of dying; she takes her place in the Hut under the head of her Husband, which she holds upon her knees, and at the same time recommending her self to the Prayers of the Brahmen, they offers him to set fire to the Pile, which he fails not to do.

Elsewhere they make wide and deep Pits, which they fill with all sorts of combustible Matter; they throw the Body of the deceased into it, and then the Brahmen push in the Wife after the hatch Sung and Danced, to shew the firmness of her resolution; and sometimes it happens, that Maid-Slaves throw themselves into the same Pit after their Mistresses, to shew the love they bore to them, and the Ashes of the burnt Bodies are afterwards scattered in the River.

In the other places, the Bodies of the dead are interred with their Legs in a crofs; their Wives are put into the same Gravealive, and when the Earth is filled up to their neck, they are strangled by the Brahmen.

There are several other kinds of Funerals among the Gentiles of the Indies, but the madness of the Women in being burnt with their Husbands, is so horrid, that I desire to be excused that I write no more of it.

To conclude, The Women are happy that the Mahometans are become the Masters in the Indies, to deliver them from the tyranny of the Brahmen, who always defire their death, because these Ladies being never burnt without all their Ornaments of Gold and Silver about them, and none but they having power to touch their Ashes; they fail not to pick up all that is precious from amongst them. However, the Great Mogul and other Mahometan Princes, having ordered their Governors to employ all their care in suppressing that abuse, as much as lies in their power, it requires at present great Solicitations and considerable Precepts, for obtaining the permission of being burnt; so that the difficulty they meet with in this, ensures a great many Women from the infamy they would incur in their Cafe, if they were not forced to live by a Superiour Power.
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CHAP. I.
Of Decan and Malabar.

Decan was heretofore a most powerful Kingdom, if one may believe the Indians; it consisted of all the Countries that are in that great Tongue of Land, which is betwixt the Gulfs of Cambay and Bengal, all obeyed the same King; nay, and the Provinces of Balagate, Telonga and Baglama, which are towards the North, were comprehended within it, so that it may be said, that at that time there was no King in the Indies more powerful than the King of Decan; but that Kingdom in process of time hath been often dismembered; and in the beginning of the last Age, (when the Portuguese made Conquests therein) it was divided into many Provinces, for they found there the Kings of Calicut, Cochim, Cananor and Coulam upon the Coast of Malabar. Another King Reigned at Narisingue, there were some Common-wealths in it also; and the Dominions of him (who was called King of Decan) reached no further than from the limits of the Kingdom of Cambay or Guzerat, to the borders of the principality of G anesthesia, which did not belong to him neither.

Calicut was the first place of the Indies, which the Portuguese discovered in the year One thousand four hundred and ninety eight, under the conduct of Vasco de Gama. The King of Calicut, who at first received them friendly, would at length, have destroyed them, at the instigation of Arabian Merchants, and the greatest Wars they had in the Indies, was against

That
that King. The King of Cochín made Alliance with them, and the Kings of Cannor and Coulun invited them to come and Trade with them.

Malabar. (which is the Country of all the Kings) begins at Cannor, and ends at Cape Comor, the most powerful of all these Princes, was the King of Calcut, who took the Quality of Samorin or Emperor. The Port of Calcut, lying in the Latitude of eleven degrees twenty two minutes, is at some distance from the Town; before the coming of the Portuguese, it was the most considerable Port of the Indies for Commerce, and Ships came thither from all parts. The Town has no Walls, because there is no ground for laying a Foundation upon, for water appears soon as they begin to digg. There are no good Buildings in Calcut, but the Kings Palace and some Pagods; the Houses joynt not, they have lovely Gardens, and of all things necessary for life, there is plenty in that Town.

The King of Cochín was a most faithful Friend to the Portuguese, for, for their sake he was deprived of his Kingdom by the King of Calcut, but they restored him, and gave him so much upon him, that he gave them leave to build a Fort in that part of the Town, which is called Lower Cochín upon the Seaside, to dilguish it from the Higher Cochín, where the King resides, and from which it is distant a quarter of a League. The Portuguese have held that Fort a long time, but three or four years since, it was taken from them by the Dutch.

The Port of Cochín is very good, there is six Fathom water close by the Shore, and upon a Plat, one may easily come from on Board the Vessels. The Town of Cochín is about thirty six Leagues from Calcut, it is watered by a River, and there is plenty of Pepper in the Country about it, which is fruitful in nothing else. There are People in that Country who have Legs like an Elephant, and I saw a Man at Cochín with such a Leg; the Son Inherits not after his Father, because a Woman is allowed by the custom to live with several Men, so that it cannot be known who is the Father of the Child that brings forth, and for Successions, the Child of the Sister is preferred, because there is no doubt of the Line by the Female. The Sisters (even of the Kings themselves) have liberty to elude such Nairs or Gentlemen as they please to live with; and when a Nair is in a Ladies Chamber he leaves his Stick or Sword at the Door, that others (who have a mind to come) should know that the place is taken up, no body offers to come in then: And this custom is established all over Malabar.

Heresoto the King of Cochín was Crowned upon the Coast, though it was poissefit by the Portuguese; but he who ought now to be King, would not be Crowned there, because it is in the power of the Dutch: And he made them answer, when they invited him to follow the Custom, that he would have nothing to do with them; and that when the Portuguese were restored to the possession of that Coast, he would be Crowned there. In the meantime, the Dutch have Crowned another Prince, who is the Kings Kinsman, and have given him the Title of Samorin or Emperor, which the King of Calcut pretends to.

The true King of Cochín is retired to Tanor, which is the first Principality of his House, to the Prince of Tanor his Uncle, eight Leagues from Cochín. They Sail from one Town to the other in little Barks, upon a pretty pleasant River.

These Nairs or Gentlemen we have been speaking of, have a great conceit of their Nobility, because they fancy themselves descended from the Sun; they give place to none but the Portuguese, and that precedency cost Blood. The Portuguese General (to compose the Debates that happened often between them) agreed with the King of Cochín, that the Matter should be decided by a duel of two Men, and that if the Nair had the better oot, the Portuguese should give place to the Nairs; or if the contrary happened, the Nairs should allow the Portuguese the advantage for which they fought, and the Nairs being overcome, the Portuguese take place of the Nairs, they go stark naked from the girdle upwards, and have no other Cloathing from the girdle to the knee, but a piece of Cloth; their head is covered with a Turban, and they carry always a naked Sword and a Buckler. The Nairs Women are Cloathed like the Men; and the Queen her self is in no other drees.
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dres. The Naives have several degrees of Nobility amongst them, and the inferior make no difficulty to give place to those that are above them.

They have a great aversion to a calle of Geniiles, who are called Poles. If a Naive come to near a Pole as to have felt his breath, he thinks himself polluted, and is obliged to kill him, because if he killed him not, and it came to the King's knowledge, he would cause the Naive to be put to death, or if he pardoned him as to life, he would order him to be sold for a Slave; but besides that, he must make publick Ablutions with great Ceremonies.

For avoiding any mishap that may happen upon that account, The Pole cry incessantly when they are abroad in the Fields, Pups, to give notice to the Naives who may be there, nor to come near. If a Naive hear the word Pups, he answers (crying) Concoonsa, and then the Pole knowing that there is a Naive not far from him, turns aside out of the way, that he may not meet him. Seeing these Poles cannot enter into Towns, if any of them need any thing, they are obliged to ask for it without the Town, crying as loud as they can, and leaving Money for it in a place appointed for that Traffick; when they have left it and told so, they are to withdraw, and a Merchant fails not to bring what they demand; he takes the true value of his Commodity, and so soon as he is gone, the Poles comes and takes it, and so departs.

Cavaliers are not used in the Wars, neither in Cocbin, nor the rest of Malabar; they that are to fight otherwise than on Foot, are mounted upon Elephants, of which there are many in the Mountains, and these Mountain-Elephants are the biggest of the Indies. The Idolaters tell a false story at Cocbin, which they would have no body to doubt of, because of the extraordinary respect they have for a certain Reforatory, which is in the middle of one of their Pagods. This great Paged stands upon the side of a River, called by the Portuguese Rio Large, which runs from Cocbin to Cranganor; it goes by the name of the Pagod of Sweating; and they say, that the Reforatory or Tanque, which is in that Temple, has Communication under ground with the River, and that when any one was to make Oath judicially about a matter of importance, he that was to Swear, was brought to the Tanque, where a Crocodile was called upon, which commonly kept there, that the Man put himself upon the back of this Creature when he Swore, that if he lied, the Crocodile carried him from one end of the Reforatory to the other, and brought him back again found and safe to the place where it took him up; and if he told a lie, that the Beast having carried him to one side of the Tanque, carried him again into the middle, where it dived under water with the Man; and though at present there be no Crocodile in that Reforatory, yet they confidently affirm that the Story is true.

Coulam (which is the Capital Town of the little Kingdom of that name) is four and twenty Leagues to the South of Cocbin, but the King keeps not commonly his Court there. Before Calicut was in reputation, all the Traffic of that Country was at Coulam, and then it was a flourishing Town, but it is much diminished now both in Wealth and Inhabitants. The Haven of it is safe, and the Tide runs a great way up in the River. There are great many Christians of St. Thomas at Coulam as well as at Cocbin; they pretend that they have preserved the Purity of the Faith, which that Apostle taught their Ancestors; and there are a great many also in the Mountains that run from Cocbin to St. Thomas by Madura. In the divine Office they make use of the Sariack Language, and most of them are Subjects of the King of Cocbin, as well as many Families of the Jews, who live in that Country. I have been also told of a little Kingdom (called Carghelan) that is in those parts, where there is also another little Prince; and of these little Kingdoms terminate Malabar to the South, as Caranor begins it to the North.

There is a good Harbour at Caranor, which is a large Town; the little King (who is called King of Caranor) lives not there; he holds his Court towards a freight farther from the Sea; his Country affords all things necessary for life; the Portuguese have been always his Friends, and many of them live in his Country.
Indian Pirates, Bergara, Congu nales, and Montague near Cananor, are the chief Pirates of the Indian Sea, and there are many Robbers also in the Country, though the Magistrates do all they can to root them out. The truth is, they’ll put a Man to death for a single Leaf of Betel stolen; they tie his hands, and having stretched him out upon his belly, run him through with a Javelin of Arecce, then they turn him upon his back, and the Javelin being quite through his Body, they take it in the ground, and bind the Criminal fast to it that he cannot stir, but dies in that posture.

All the Malabars write as we do (from the left to the right) upon the leaves of Palmares-Brevetes, and for making their Characters, they use a Slit into a Foot long at least, the Letters which they write to their Friends on these leaves, are made up round, like a roll of Ribbons, they make their Books of several of these leaves, which they file upon a String, and enclose them between two Boards of the same bigness; they have many Ancient Books (and all almost in Verro) which they are great lovers of. I believe the Reader will be glad to see their Characters, and I have here subjoined the Alphabet: The Brames are held in greater honour here than elsewhere; what was lover there may be amongst the Princes of Malabar, Enemies do them no hurt, and nevertheless, there are many Hypocrites among them who are very Rogues. There are certain Festivals days in Malabar, on which the Young People fight like mad-men, and many times kill one another; and they are periwigated, that such as die in those Combats are certainly fayed.

The Kings of Banguela and Olala, which lies within ten degrees and some minutes of the Line, belong to the King of Banguela. This is a little ill built Town twelve Leagues from Barcelona, as Barcelona is twelve Leagues from Oporto, and the Country where these Towns lie, is called Canar, all the rest of the coast (as far as Goa) signifies but very little, except the Town of Oporto, which is about eighteen Leagues from Goa: it hath a large and safe Harbour made of two Rivers, that fall into the Sea by one and the same mouth below the Fort, which stands upon a pretty high Rock. The Town is far worse than the Fort, the most considerable People live there with the Governor, and many Portuguese have their Residence in it; it lies in the Latitude of fourteen degrees. The rest of Dacca Northwards, within a little of Surrat, belongs to the King of Vizainpour, or to the Portuguese, the English (as I have said) hold Bombay there, and Raja Sorys some other places. The Kings of that coast have hardly so much yearly Revenue a piece, as a Governor of a Province in France, and yet they hold out still, notwithstanding the Changes that have happened in the other Countries of Dacca.

CHAP. II.

Of the Revolutions of Dacca.

He who may be called last King of Dacca, or at least the last but one, was a Rajah of the Mountains of Bengal, called Tank-Can, who rendered himself so powerful, that having taken to himself the haughty Title of Chahulem, (which signifies King of the World) he made all the Kings of the Indies to tremble, that Captain having raised a great Revolt in the Kingdom of Bengal, put the King of it to death, and not only usurped the Kingdom and all Padas, but also all the Neighbouring Dominions; he even forced the first Mogul King Humayun to fly from Delhi, which he had seized from an Indian King called Selsam, and all that (which at present is called the Kingdoms of Vizainpour, Biscagur, or Cornates, and Gelconda) fell under his power.
THE

Malabar Alphabet.

FIGURES. NAMES. POWERS.

The Vowels.

Aana a breve
Aucna a longum
Iinà i breve
Iena i longum
Ououna ou Gallicum breve
Ouuenà ou Gallicum longum
Ecna e breve
Ecna e longum
Ayena ay Gallicum
Oona o breve
Ouena o longum
Auenà aou Gallicum
Akena Non est vocalis

Infer this between Pag. 90, and 91, of the Third Part.
The CONSONANTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Powers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naana</td>
<td>nostrum n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paana</td>
<td>nostrum p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maana</td>
<td>nostrum m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaana</td>
<td>J consonans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raana</td>
<td>nostrum r simplex, ut in verbo gallico pere, merc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laana</td>
<td>nostrum l.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaana</td>
<td>V consonans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raana</td>
<td>pronuntiatio blastorum qui non possunt pronuntiare r.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naana</td>
<td>i in medio palati tangendo cum extremitate linguae medium palati.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caana</td>
<td>G gracerum, &amp; quando est simplex pronuntiatur ut g cum a, ga, vel go, gu, gou.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naana</td>
<td>ista litera est propria Indorum, nec in ulla alia lingua nobis cognita reperitur salis pronuntiatio.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaana</td>
<td>sicue ch Gallorum in verbo gallico cherté.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnaana</td>
<td>sicui gu Gallorum in verbo gallico compagnie.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daana</td>
<td>quafi dare Arabum, pronuntiatur in medio palati, tangendo cum extremitate linguae medium palati.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naana</td>
<td>citam pronuntiatur in medio palati, tangendo cum extremitate linguae medium palati.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taana</td>
<td>nostrum t, &amp; quando est simplex, multisies pronuntiatur ut nostrum d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### The Malabar Cyphers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
/ 10 20 30 40 50 60 100 1000 200
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>61</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
power, with the Title of the Kingdom of Decan; but what is most surprizing of all, at the very time (when he was most dreaded all over the Indies,) he grew weary of Royalty, and gave his Dominions to a Cousin German of his own, called (as I think) Daquem, whom he made King, and then retired to a private life in Bengal.

But seeing he had been served in his Conquests by some Makometian Captains, whom he much esteemed for their Valour, he contracted with his Succesour that he should leave them in the Governments of the Countries, where he had placed them: The truth is, the new King not only confirmed them therein, but that he might please Chabalem the more augmented their Governments, and honoured them with a particular confidence. These Captains maintained splendidly the power of their Master, as long as Chabalem lived; but after his death, which happened in the Year One thousand five hundred and fifty, his Succesour having been defeated by the Mogul Hanspy, who returned into the Indies, with the assistance that Chab-Talahar, King of Persia, gave him at the Sollicitation of his Sitter, these Traitors (instead of owning their Benefactor as they ought to have done by their Loyalty,) combined against him, and killed all his faithful Friends; they seized his own person, and having shut him up in the Castle of Bedor, kept him there till he died, under the strict Guard of one of the Conspirators; they next invaded his Countrie, divided amongst themselves his Provinces, and formed them into Kingdoms. The three chief Conspirators were Nizam-Cha, Cäs-Cha, and Adil-Cha; these three Usurpers made themselves Kings, and established the Kingdoms of Vizapour, Binsagar, and Carnates, and Golconda. Vizapour fell to the share of Nizam-Cha, who is said to have been an Indian, and of the Royal Blood; Binsagar to Adil-Cha, and Golconda to Cäs-Cha; and the Succesours of these several Kings have since continued to take the name of their Founders.

As many other Captains were concerned in the Conspiracy, so were other Principalities erected in Decan, but most of them fell under the power of the first three, or of their Succesours. These three Princes poetified their Kingdoms without trouble, so long as they lived together in good Intelligence, and they defeated the Army of the Mogul in a famous Battle, but they fell a clashing amongst themselves about the end of their Reigns, and their Children succeeded to their Misunderstandings as well as to their Dominions, to which the cunning of the Moguls did not a little contribute. These have by degrees taken from them the Provinces of Balagate, Telvega and Bagijana, and at least the greatest part of them, and Auron-Zeb seized of a great many good Towns in Vizapour, when he was no more as yet but the Governor of a Province, which would not have happened, if the King of Binsagar had affixed his Neighbour as he ought to have done. The want of assistance on that King's part, so exasperated the King of Vizapour, that he no sooner made peace with the Mogul in the year One thousand fix hundred and fifty, but he made a League with the King of Golconda against the King of Binsagar and entered into a War with him; they handled him so very roughly, that at length, they stript him of his Dominions. The King of Golconda seized those of the coast of Coromandel, which lay conveniently for him, and the King of Vizapour having taken what lay next to him, pursued his Conquest as far as the Cape of Negapatam, so that Adil-Cha was left without a Kingdom, and constrained to fly into the Mountains, where he still lives deprived of his Territories. His chief Town was Velen, five days journey from St. Thomas, but that Town at present belongs to the King of Vizapour, as well as Gungi, and several others of Carnates.

This Kingdom of Carnates or Binsagar, which was formerly called Narung, began three days journey from Golconda towards the South; it had many Towns, and the Provinces thereof crossed from the coast of Coromandel to the coast of Malabar, reaching a great way towards the Cape of Comoray, it had Vizapour and the Sea of Comoray to the West, and the Sea of Bengal to the East; what of it belongs to the King of Vizapour is at present governed by an Enuch of Threefores and ten years of Age, (called Raja-Couli,) who conquered it with extraordinary expedition. That Raja (to whom the King gave the surname of Nizanam-Couli, which is as much as to say Lord of good renown, is the richest Subject of the Indies.whel
Whil' I was in Carnatic, the Kings of Viziapour and Golconda attacked a certain Raja, who had a Fort whither he retreated between the two Kingdoms, there he committed an infinite number of Robberies; and in the late War that the Great Mogul made in Viziapour, that Raja (let on by the Mogul) made considerable incursions into the Countreys of the two Kings, which made them force him to the utmost extremity, so that they took his Fort, made him Prisoner, and seized all his Riches.

The Kingdom of Viziapour is bounded to the East by Carnatic, and the Mountain of Badagar; to the West by the Lands of the Portuguese; to the North by Guzerat, and the Province of Badagar; and to the South by the Countrey of the Naiqu of Madura, whose Territories reach to the Cape Comery. This Naiqu is tributary to the King of Viziapour, as well as the Naiqu of Tangabar, to whom belonged the Towns of Negapatam, Tangabar, and some others towards the coast of Coromandel, when the King of Viziapour took them. Negapatam fell since into the hands of the Portuguese, but the Dutch took it from them, and are at present Masters of it. The Danes have also seized a place (where they have built a Fort towards Tangabar) which is distant from St. Thomas five days' journey of a Foot-post, which they call Patamur.

The Pagod of Trapey. As to the famous Pagod of Trapey, which is not far from Cape Comery, it depends on the Naiqu of Madura; it consists of a great Temple, and of many little Pagods about it, and there are so many Lodgings for the Brahms, and the Servants of the Temple, that it looks like a Town. There is a great deal of Riches in that Pagod.

The King of Viziapour. The King of Viziapour is the most potant Prince of all those of Deccan, and therefore he is often called King of Deccan. His chief City is Viziapour, which hath given the name to the Kingdom, and he hath many other considerable Towns in his Provinces with three or four Ports, to wit, Carapatan, Dalbal, Raja-pour, and Vungur; but I am informed that Raja Sevogy hath seized some of them not long since. The Town of Viziapour is above four or five Leagues in circumference; it is fortified with a double Wall, with many great Guns mounted, and a flat bottomed Ditch. The Kings Palace is in the middle of the Town, and is likewise encompassed with a Ditch full of water, wherein there are some Crocodiles. This Town hath several large Suburbs full of Goldsmiths and Jewellers Shops, yet after all, there is but little Trade, and not many things remarkable in it.

The King (who Reigns in Viziapour at present) was an Orphan, whom the late King and the Queen adopted for their Son; and after the death of the King, the Queen had so much interest as to settle him upon the Throne, but he being as yet very young, the Queen was declared Regent of the Kingdom: Nevertheless, there has been a great deal of weakness during her Government, and Raja Sevogy hath made the best out for his own Elevation.

C H A P. III.

Of Goa.

The Town of Goa (with its Isle of the same name,) which is likewise called Elfor, borders upon Viziapour, directly Southward; it lies in the Latitude of fifteen degrees and about forty minutes upon the River of Mandow, which discharges itself into the Sea two Leagues from Goa, and gives it one of the fairest Harbours in the World; some would have this Countrey to be part of Viziapour, but it is not; and when the Portuguese came there, it belonged to a Prince called Zabiasim, who gave them trouble.
trouble enough; nevertheless, Albuquerque made himself Master of it in February One thousand five hundred and ten, through the cowardize of the Inhabitants, who put him into possession of the Town and Fort, and took an Oath of Allegiance to the King of Portugal.

This Town hath good Walls, with Towers and great Guns, and the Isle it self is Walled round, with Gates towards the Land, to hinder the Slaves from running away, which they do not fear (towards the Sea) because all the little Isles and Peninsulas that are there, belong to the Portuguese, and are full of their Subjects. This Isle is plentiful in Corn, Beasts and Fruit, and hath a great deal of good water. The City of Goa is the Capital of all those which the Portuguese are Masters of in the Indies. The Arch-Bishop, Vic-roy and Inquisitor General, have their Residence there; and all the Governours and Ecclesiastic and secular Officers of the other Countries (subject to the Portuguese Nation in the Indies) depend on it. Albuquerque was buried there in the year One thousand five hundred and sixteen, and St. Francis of Xavier in One thousand five hundred fifty two. The River of Mendoza is held in no les veneration by the Bremen and other Idolaters, than Goan is elsewhere; and at certain times, and upon certain Festival days, they flock thither from a far, to perform their Purifications. It is a great Town, and full of fair Churches, lovely Convents, and Palaces well beautified; there are several Orders of Religious, both Men and Women there; and the Jews alone have five publick Houses, few Nations in the World were so rich in the Indies as the Portuguese were, before their Commerce was ruined by the Dutch, but their vanity is the cause of their los; and if they had feared the Dutch more than they did, they might have been still in a condition to give them the Law there, from which they are far enough at present.

There are a great many Gentiles about Goa, some of them worship Apes, and I observed elsewhere that in some places they have built Pagods to their Beasts. Most part of the Gentiles, Heads of Families in Goa, dress their own Victuals themselves: he that do's it having swept the place where he is to dress any thing, draws a Circle, and confines himself within it, with all that he is to make use of; if he stand in need of any thing else, it is given him at a distance, because no body is to enter within that Circle, and if any chance to enter it, all would be prophane, and the Cook would throw away what he had dressed, and be obliged to begin again. When the Victuals are ready, they are divided into three parts. The first part is for the Poor, the second for the Cow of the House, and the third portion for the Famili, and of this third they make as many Commons as there are Persons, and seeing they think it not civil to give their leavings to the poor, they give them likewise to the Cow.

The death of Albuquerque. The way of the Banians dres- sing their Vi- ctiuals.

C H A P. IV.

Of the Kingdom of Golconde.

Of Bagnagar.

The most powerful of the Kings of Deccan, next to Vizaiapour, is the King of Golconde. His Kingdom borders on the East side, upon the Sea of Bengal; to the North, upon the Mountains of the Country of Orissa; to the South, upon many Countries of Bisnagar, or Ancient Nar- nine, which belongs to the King of Vizaiapour; and to the West, upon the Empire of the Great Mogul, by the province of Balagat, where the Village of Calver is, which is the last place of Mogulistan, on that side. There are very
very insolent collectors of Tolls at Calcar, and when they have not what they demand, they cry with all their force, their Li. Li. Li. striking their Mouth with the palm of their Hand, and at that kind of alarm bell, which is heard at a great distance, naked Men come running from all parts, carrying Staves, Lances, Swords, Bows, Arrows, and some, Mules, who make Travellers pay by force what they have demanded, and when all is paid, it is no safe matter still to get rid of them.

The boundaries of Mogulpian and Guleconda, are planted about a League and a half from Calcar: They are Trees which the call Adabona; there mark the utmost Land of the Mogul, and immediately after, on this side of a Rivulet, there are Cadours, or wild Palm-trees, planted only in that place, to denote the beginning of the Kingdom of Guleconda, wherein the influence of collectors is far more insupportable than in the confines of Mogulpian, for the duties not being exacted there, in the Name of the King, but in the Name of private Lords, to whom the Villages have been given, the Collectors make Travellers pay what they please. We found some Officers, where they made us give fifty Rupees, in stead of twenty, which was their due, and to show that it was an Extortion of the Exactors, they refused to give us a note for what they had received, and in the space of three and twenty Leagues between Calcar and Bagnagar, we were obliged with extreme rigour, to pay to sixteen Officers; Brassers are the Collectors of these Tolls, and are a much rugged sort of People to have to do with, than the Bonians.

In our way from Calcar to Bagnagar we found no other Town but Boguebournon, but there are others to the right and left: we passed by eighteen Villages. The Nadab or Governour of the Province, lives in the little Town of Marcel, and we made that Journey in six days of Caravan: In short, there are few or no Countries, that delight Travellers with their verdure, more than the Fields of this Kingdom, because of the Rice and Corn that is to be seen every where, and the many lovely Refervations that are to be found in it.

The Capital City of this Kingdom is called Bagnagar, the Persians call it Aider-abad, it is fourteen or fifteen Leagues from Vindapour, situated in the Latitude of seventeen Degrees ten Minutes, in a very long plain, hemmed in with little Hills, some Coffes distant from the Town, which makes the Air of that place very wholesome, besides that, the Country of Guleconda lies very high. The Houses of the Suburbs, where we arrived, are only built of Earth and thatched with Straw, they are so low and ill contrived, that they can be reckoned no more than Huts. We went from one end to the other of that Suburbs, which is very long, and stop near the Bridge which is at the farther end of it. There we stayed for a note from the Council to enter the Town, because of the Merchants Goods of the Caravan, which were to be carried to the Councils House to be searched: But a Persian named Ak-Nazar, a favorite of the Kings, who knew the chief of the Caravan, being informed of its arrival, sent immediately a Man with orders, to let us enter with all the Goods, and so we past the Bridge, which is only three Arches over. It is about three Fathom broad, and is paved with large flat Stones: The River of Nerou runs under that Bridge, which then seems to be but a Brook, though in time of the Rains, it be as broad as the Seine before the Lowere at Paris. At the end of the Bridge, we found the Gates of the City, which are no more but Barriers: Being entered, we marched a quarter of an hour through a long Street with Houses on both sides, but as low as those of the Suburbs, and built of the same materials, though they have very lovely Gardens.

We went to a Carvian foray called Nemesulla, which has its entry from the same Street: Every one took his lodging there, and I hired two little Chambers, at two Rupees a Month. The Town makes a kind of Groves, much longer than broad, and extends in a freight line, from the Bridge to the four Towers, but beyond these Towers the Street is no longer freight, and whilst in walking I measured the length of the Town, being come to the
four Towers, I was obliged to turn to the left, and entered into a Meidan, where there is another Street that led me to the Town-Gate, which I looked for. Having adjusted my measures, I found that Bagnagar was five thousand six hundred and fifty Paces in length, to wit, two thousand four hundred and fifty from the Bridge to the Towers, and from thence, through the Meidan to the Gate which leads to Malsulipatan, three thousand two hundred Paces. There is also beyond that Gate, a Suburbs eleven hundred Paces long.

There are several Meidans or Publick places in this Town, but the fairest is that before the Kings Palace: It hath to the East and West two great Divas very deep in the Ground, the Root whereof being of Carpenters work, is raised five Fathom high, upon four Wooden Pillars; this Root is flat, and hath Balisters of Stone cast over Arch-ways, with Turrets at the corners. These two Divans serve for Tribunals to the Coronation, whose Prifons are at the bottom of these Divans, each of them having a Bason of Water before them. The like Balisters go round the Terraces of the place: The Royal Palace is to the North of it, and there is a Portico over against it, where the Musicians come several times a day to play upon their Instruments, when the King is in Town.

In the middle of this place, and in sight of the Royal Palace, there is a Wall built, three Foot thick, and six Fathom in height and length, for the fighting of Elephants, and that Wall is between them, when they excite them to fight; but so soon as they are wroth up to a rage, they quickly throw down the Wall. The ordinary Houses there, are not above two Fathom in height; they raise them no higher, that they may have the fresh Air during the heats, and most part of them are only of Earth; but the Houses of Persons of Quality are pretty enough.

The Palace which is three hundred and fourscore Paces in length, takes up not only one of the sides of the Place, but is continued to the four Towers, where it terminates in a very lofty Pavilion. The Walls of it which are built of great Stones, have at certain distances half Towers, and there are many Windows towards the place, with an open Gallery to see the flames. They say it is very pleasant within, and that the Water rises to the highest Apartments: The Reservoir of that Water, which is brought a great way off, is in the top of the four Towers, from whence it is conveyed into the House by Pipes. No Man enters into this Palace, but by an express Order from the King, who grants it but seldom; nor, commonly no body comes near it, and in the place there is a circuit flaked out, that must not be passed over. There is another square Meidan in this Town, where many great Men have well built Houses. The Caravansers are generally all handsome, and the most esteemed is that which is called Nimir-ul-a in the great Street opposite to the Kings Garden: It is a spacious square, and the Court of it is adorned with several Trees of different kinds, and a large Bason where the Mahometans perform their Ablutions.

That which is called the four Towers, is a square building, of which each face is ten Fathom broad, and about seven high: It is opened in the four sides, by four Arches, four or five Fathom high, and four Fathom wide, and every one of these Arches fronts a Street, of the same breadth as the Arch. There are two Galleries in it, one over another, and over all a Terraces that serves for a Roof, bordered with a Stone-Balcony; and at each corner of that Building a Decagon Tower about ten Fathom high, and each Tower hath four Galleries, with little Arches on the outside: the whole Building being adorned with Roofs and Felton very well cut; it is vaulted underneath, and appears like a Dome, which has in the inside all round Balisters of Stone, pierced and open as the Galleries in the outside, and there are several Doors in the Walls to enter at. Under this Dome there is a large Table placed upon a Divan, raised seven or eight Foot from the Ground, with steps to go up to it. All the Galleries of that Building serve to make the Water mount up, that so being afterwards conveyed to the Kings Palace, it might reach the highest Apartments. Nothing in that Town seems so lovely as the outside of that Building, and
nevertheless it is surrounded with ugly shops made of wood, and covered with straw, where they sell fruit, which spoiles the prospect of it.

There are many fair gardens in this town, their beauty consists in having long walks kept very clean, and lovely fruit-trees; but they have neither beds of flowers nor water-works, and they are satisfied with several cisterns or basins with water. The gardens without the town are the loveliest, and I shall only describe one of them, that is reckoned the pleasantest of the kingdom. At first one enters into a great place which is called the first garden; it is planted with palms and coca-trees, so near to one another, that the sun can hardly pierce through them. The walks of it are strait and neat, with borders of white flowers which they call Ghoul Daund, the flowers of David, like Camomile-flowers; there are also Indian gilly-flowers, with some other sorts. The house is at the end of this garden, and has two great wings adjoining the main body of it: it is two story high, the first consisting in three halls, of which the greatest is in the middle, the main body of the house, and in each wing there is one, all three having doors and windows, but the great hall has two doors, higher than the others, which open into a large kitch or divan, supported by eight great pillars in two rows. Crossing the hall and divan, one goes down a pair of stairs into another divan of the same form, but longer, which (as the former) hath a room on each side, opened with doors and windows. The second story of the building is like the first, save that it hath but one divan, but it hath a balcony that reaches the whole length of that front of it. The house is covered with a flat roof of so great extent, that it reaches over the outmost divan of the lower story, and is supported by six eight-cornered wooden pillars, six or seven fathom high, and proportionably big.

From the lower divan, a terras-walk two hundred paces long, and fifty broad, faced with stones runs along all the front of the house, and two little groves of trees, that are on the sides of it. This terras that is at the head of the second garden, (which is much larger than the first,) is raised a fathom and a half above it, and has very neat stairs for going down into it. The first thing that is to be seen (looking forwards,) is a great square rezervatory or tanque, each side of which is above two hundred paces long; in it there are a great many pipes that rife half a foot above water, and a bridge upon it, raised about a foot over the surface of the water, and above six foot broad, with wooden rails. This bridge is four score paces long, and leads into a platform of an octogone figure in the middle of the rezervatory, where there are steps to descend into the water, which is but about a foot lower than the platform. There are pipes in the eight angles of it, and in the pillars of the rails, from whence the water plays on all sides, which makes a very lovely sight. In the middle of the platform there is a little house built two stories high, and of an octogone figure also; each story hath a little room with eight doors, and round the second story there is a balcony to walk in: the roof of this building which is flat, is bordered with balusters, and covers the whole platform also: that roof is supported by sixteen wooden pillars, as big as a man's body, and about three fathom high, (if you comprehend their capitals,) and there are two of them at each angle, of which one refts upon the wall of the house, and the other is near the rails that go round it.

The garden wherein this rezervatory is, is planted with flowers and fruit-trees: all are in very good order, and in this, as well as in the first garden, there are lovely walks well gravelled, and bordered with divers flowers. There runs a canal in the middle of the great walk, which is four foot over, and carries away what it receives from several little fountains of water, that are also in the middle of that walk, at certain distances: in short, this garden is very large, and bounded by a wall which hath a great gate in the middle that opens into a close of a large extent, planted with fruit-trees, and as neatly contrived as the gardens.
Of the Inhabitants of Bagnagar.

Here are many Officers and Men of Law at Bagnagar, but the most considerable is the Consul: He is not only Governour of the Town, but also Chief Cusomter of the Kingdom. He is besides, Master of the Mint-house, and Superem Judge of the City, as well in Civil as Criminal matters; he rents all these places of the King, for which he pays a good deal of Money. There are in this Town many Rich Merchants, Bankers and Jewellers, and vast numbers of very skillful Artificers. Amongst the Inhabitants of Bagnagar, we are to reckon the forty thousand Horse, Persians, Moguls, or Tartars, whom the King entertains, that he may not be again surpriz’d, as he hath been heretofore by his Enemies.

Besides the Indian Merchants that are at Bagnagar, there are many Persians and Armenians, but through the weakens of the Government, the Omras sometimes squeeze them; and whilst I was there, an Omra detained in his House a Gentle Banker whom he had sent for, and made him give him five thousand Chequins; upon the report of this Extortion, the Bankers shut up their Offices, but the King Commanded all to be restored to the Gentle, and so the matter was taken up.

The Tradesmen of the Town, and those who cultivate the Land, are Natives of the Country. There are many Franks also in the Kingdom, but most of them are Portuguese, who have fled thither for Crimes they have committed: However the English and Dutch have lately fled there, and the last make great profits. They established a Factory there, (three years since) where they buy up for the Company, may Chiri and other Cloaths, which they vnt elsewhere in the Indies. They bring from Muluputan upon Oxen, the Goods which they know to be of ready and sale in Bagnagar, and other Towns of the Kingdom, as Cloves, Pepper, Cinnamon, Silver, Copper, Tin, and Lead, and thereby gain very much; for they say, they get five or ten for one, of profit; and I was assured that this profit amounted yearly to eleven or twelve hundred thousand French Livres. They are made welcome in that Country, because they make many Presents, and a few days before I parted from Bagnagar, their Governour began to have Trumpets and Tymbals, and a Standard carried before him, by Orders from his Superiors.

Publick Women are allowed in the Kingdom, so that no body minds it, when they fea a Man go to their Houfes, and they are often at their Doors, well dressed, to draw in Passengers: But they say, most of them are spoilt.

The common People give their Wives great Liberty: When a Man is to be Married, the Father and Mother of his Bride, make him promise that he will not take it ill, that his Wife go and walk through the Town, or visit her Neighbours, and drink Taw, a drink that the Indians of Goconda are extremely fond of.

When a Theft is committed at Bagnagar, or elsewhere, they punish the Chief by cutting off both his Hands, which is the Custom also in most Countries of the Indies.

The most current Money in this Kingdom, are the Pagosi, Roupies of Mogul, the half Roupies, quarter Roupies and Pecus. The Pagodi are pieces of Gold, of which there are old and new ones; when I was at Bagnagar, the old were worth five Roupies and a half, that’s to say, about eight French Livres, because they were scarce then; and the new were only worth four Roupies, that’s about six Livres; but both rise and fall, according as People stand.
stand in need of them: And the Rupees which in Mogulizan are worth but about half a Crown, pay in Golconda for five and fifty Pecohs, which are worth fix and forty or seven and forty Sols. This Money of Pecohs is Counted at Bagnagar; but the Dutch at present furnishing the Copper, these Pecohs are for them, which afterward by the way of Trade they change into Pagods and Rupees.

Seeing the Kingdom of Golconda may be said to be the Countrie of Diamonds, it will not be amiss to know the Price that is commonly given for them proportionally to their weight. The chief weight of Diamonds, is the Mangelin; it weighs five Grains and three fifths, and the Carat: weighs only four Grains, and five Mangelins make seven Carats. Diamonds that weigh but one or two Mangelins, are commonly sold for fifteen or sixteen Crowns the Mangelin; such as weigh three Mangelins, are sold for thirty Crowns the Mangelin; and for five Crowns one may have three Diamonds, if all the three weigh but a Mangelin: But the price is not fix, for on one day I saw fifty Crowns a Mangelin payed for a Diamond of ten Mangelins, and next day there was but four and forty a Mangelin paid for another Diamond that weighed six equal Mangelins. Not long after, I was at the Castle with a Hollandet who bought a large Diamond weighing fifty Mangelins, or three-score and ten Carats, he was asked seventeen thousand Crowns for it: he bargained for it a long while, but at length drew the Merchant aside to strike up a bargain, and I could not prevail with him to tell me what he paid for it. That Stone has a grain in the middle, and must be cut in two. He bought another at Bagnagar, which weighed thirty-five Mangelins or eight and forty Carats, and he had the Carat for five hundred and fifty-five Guilders.

---

**CHAP. VI.**

**Of the Castle of Golconda.**

The Castle where the King commonly keeps his Court, is two Leagues from Bagnagar, it is called Golconda, and the Kingdom bears the same name. Camp-Cha the first, gave it that name, because after his Utopia, being in a place where he might build a strong Castle, the place where the Castle stands was named to him by a Shepherd, who guided him through a Wood to the Hill where the Palace is at present; and the place appearing very proper for its design, he built the Castle there, and called it Golconda, from the word Gochar, which in the Telenghi Language signifies a Shepherd: all the fields about Golconda were then but a Forest, which were cleared by little and little, and the Wood burnt. This place is to the West of Bagnagar, the plain that leads to it, as one goes out of the Suburbs, affords a most lovely sight, to which the prospect of the Hill that rises like a Sugar-loaf in the middle of the Castle, which has the Kings Palace all round upon the sides of it, contributes much by its natural situation. This Fort is of a large compass, and may be called a Town; the Walls of it are built of Stones three Foot in length, and as much in breadth, and are surrounded with deep Ditches, divided into Tanagues, which are full of fair and good Water.

But after all, it hath no works of Fortification but five round Towers, which, as well as the Walls of the place have a great many Cannon mounted upon them, for their defense. Though there be several Gates into this Castle, yet two only are kept open, and as we entered, we crested over a Bridge built over a large Tanague, and then went through a very narrow place between two Towers, which turning and winding, leads to a great Gate.
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Gate guarded by Indians sitting on seats of Stone, with their Swords by them. They let no Stranger in, if he have not a permission from the Gouvernour, or be not acquainted with some Officer of the Kings. Besides the Kings Palace there is no good building in this Castle, unless it be some Officers lodgings; but the Palace is great, and well situated for good Air, and a lovely Prospect; and a Flemish Chirurgeon who is in the Kings service, told me, that the Chamber where he waited on the King, hath a Knick, from whence one may discover not only all the Castle and Countrie about, but also all Bagnagar, and that one must pass through twelve Gates before one comes to the apartment of the Prince. Most part of the Officers lodge in the Castle, which hath several good Bazzars, where all things necessary, (especially for life) may be had, and all the Omans, and other great Lords have Housies there, besides they have at Bagnagar.

The King will have the good Workmen to live there, and therefore appoint them lodgings, for which they pay nothing: He makes even Jewellers lodge in his Palace, and teach them to make Stones of consequence, strictly charging them not to tell any what work they are about, lest if Aurora Zeb should come to know that his workmen are employed about Stones of great value, he might demand them of him: The Workmen of the Castle are taken up about the Kings common Stones, of which he hath so many that their Men can hardly work for any body else.

They cut Saphirs with a Bow of Wire; whilst one Workman handles the Bow, another pours continually upon the Stone a very liquid solution of the Power of white Emrod made in Water; and so they easily compact their Work. That white Emrod is found in Stones, in a particular place of the Kingdom, and is called Corium in the Telenghly Language. It is sold for a Crown or two Roupies the pound, and when they intend to use it, they beat it into a Powder.

When they would cut a Diamond to take out some grain of Sand, or other imperfection they find in it, they saw it little in the place where it is to be cut, and then lay it upon a hole that is in a piece of wood, they put a little wedge of Iron upon the place that is sawed, and striking it as gently as may be, it cuts the Diamond through.

The King hath store of excellent Becorai: The Mountains where the Goats feed that produce them, are to the North-East of the Castle, seven or eight days Journey from Bagnagar; they are commonly sold for forty Crowns the pound weight. The long are the best: They find of them in some Cows, which are much bigger than those of Goats, but of far less value, and those which of all others are most esteemed, are got out of a kind of Apsis that are somewhat rare, and these Becorai are small and long.

The Sepulchres of the Kings who built Golconda, and of the five Princes who have Reigned after him, are about two Muscle-shot from the Castle. They take up a great deal of Ground, because every one of them is in a large Garden; the way to go thither is out at the Wett Gate, and by it not only the Bodies of Kings and Princes, but of all that die in the Castle are carried out; and no interest can prevail to have them conveyed out by any other Gate. The Tombs of the fix Kings are accompanied with those of their Relations; their Wives, and chief Eunuchs. Every one of them is in the middle of a Garden; and to see them, one must ascend by five or six steps to a walk built of those Stones, which resemble the Tebon. The Chappel which contains the Tomb is surrounded by a Gallery with open Arches: It is square, and raised fix or seven Fathom high; it is beautified with many Ornaments of Architecture, and covered with a Dome, that at each of the four corners has a Turret; few people are suffer'd to go in, because these places are account'd Sacred. There are Savios who keep the entrance, and I could not have got in, if I had not told them that I was a Stranger. The floor is covered with a Carpet, and on the Tomb there is a Satten Pall with white Flowers, that trails upon the Ground. There is a Cloath of State of the same Stuff a Fathom high, and all is lighted with many Lamps. The Tombs of the Sons and Daughters of the King are on one side, and on the other all that Kings Books, on folding seats, which
which for the most part are Alearans with their Commentaries, and some other Books of the Mahometan Religion. The Tombs of the other Kings are like to this; save only that the Chappels of some are square in the inside as on the outside, and of others built in form of a Cross; some are lined with that lovely Stone I have mentioned; others with black Stone; and some others with white, so Varnished as that they appear to be Polished Marble, nay, some of them are lined with Purestone. The Tomb of the King that died last is the finest of all; and its Dome is Varnished over with Green. The Tombs of the Princes their Brothers, of their other Relations, and of their Wives also, are of the same form as their own are; but they are easily to be distinguished, because their Domes have not the crescent which is upon the Domes of the Monuments of the Kings. The Sepulchres of the chief Eunuchs are low and flat Roofed without any Dome, but have each of them their Garden: All these Sepulchres are Sanctuary, and how criminal soever a Man may be that can get into them, he is secure. The City is rung there as well as in the Castle, and all things are most exactly regulated amongst the Officers. That City is pretty pleasant, though it be only rung with a Flute, striking upon a large Plate of Copper that is held in the Air; but the Ringer strikes artfully, and makes Harmony with it; the City serves to distinguish time. In the Indies the natural day is divided into two parts. The one begins at break of day, and the other at the beginning of the night, and each of these parts is divided into four Quarters, and each Quarter into eight Parts, which they call Gory.

CHAP. VII.

Of the King of Golconda that Reigns.

The King that Reigns is a Chini by Religion, that's to say, of the Sect of the Persians; he is the seventh since the Usurpation made upon the Succession of Chahems King of Deccan, and he is called Abbulla Camp-Cha. I have already observed, that the name of all the Kings of Golconda is Camp-Cha, as Eder-Cha is the name of the Kings of Vizayapur. This King is the Son of a Bstern Lady, who hath had other Princes also by the late King her Husband, and was very witty. He was but fifteen years of Age when his Father (who left the Crown to his Eldest Son) died; but the Elders being less beloved of the Queen than Abbulla his younger Brother, he was clapt up in Priton, and Abbulla placed upon the Throne. He continued in Prison until the year One thousand six hundred fifty eight; when Auran-Zeb coming into the Kingdom with an Army, the captive Prince had the boldness to send word to the King, that he pleased to give him the command of his Forces, he would meet the Mogul and fight him. The King was startled at that bold proposal, and was so far from granting him what he demanded, that he caused him to be poison'd.

The King of Golconda pays above Five hundred thousand Soldiers; and that makes the Riches of the Own, because he who has Pay for a thousand Men, entertains but Five hundred, and to do the rest proportionably. He allows a Trooper (who ought to be either a Mogul or Persian) ten Chequins a month, and for that Pay, he ought to keep two Horses and four or five Servants. A Foot-Soldier (of these Nations) hath five Chequins, and ought to entertain two Servants, and carry a Musket. He gives not the Indians (his own Subjects) above two or three Rupees a month, and the number they carry only the Lance and Pike. Seeing the late King gave his Soldiers better Pay than this does, he was far better served; he entertained always a strong Army, and the number of Men he paid was always compleat. By that means
means he easily hindered the Great Mogul from attempting any thing against him, and was not tributary to him as his son.

Hitherto the King went ever now and then to his Palace of Baghagar, but he hath not been there this eight years; since Auran Zeb (who was then but Governor of a Province) surprized him in it, having marched his Forces with so great diligence, that they were at the Gates of Baghagar, before the King had any News that they were marched from Aurangabad, so that he easily made himself Master of the Town: Nevertheless, the King in disguise, escaped by a private door, and retreated to the Fort of Golconda. The Mogul plundered the Town and Palace, carrying away all the Riches, even to the Places of Gold, wherewith the Fleurs of the Kings appointment were covered. The Queen Mother (at length) had the Art to appease the Conqueror; she treated with him in name of the King, and granted him one of his Daughters in Marriage for his son, with promise that he should leave the Kingdom to him, if he had no Male issue, and he hath none. Had it not been for that Accommodation, he was upon the point of losing his Kingdom, and perhaps his life too. Since that time he is apprehensive of every thing; and next to the Queen-mother, he trusts no body but Syed Masafer (his favourite) and the Beni Emir, because that Queen is of the Brunn Caffe, and continually surrounded by them. The King knows of nothing but by them, and there are some appointed to hearken to what the Faiser himself, and other Officers have to say to the King, but his fear is much encreased since the Great Mogul hath been in War with the King of Persia, whom in the beginning he assisted with Two hundred thousand Men, commanded by an Emir, who was almost as soon recalled as sent, upon the complaints made by the Mogul Embassador at Golconda. The King (to excuse himself) said, that that Army was sent without his knowledge, and he is still in great apprehension of having the Mogul upon his back; if they succeed against the King of Persia, who hath hitherto defended himself very bravely. This thaws the weakness of that King, he dares not put to death his Omars, even when they deserve it; and if he find them guilty of any Crime, he condescends only to pay a Fine, and takes the Money. Nay, the Dutch begin to insult over him, and it is not long since they obliged him to abandon to them an English Ship, which they had seized in the Road of Cochin, though he had undertaken to protect her.

There is a Prince also at his Court, who begins to create him a great deal of trouble, and it is he whom they call the Kings little Son-in-law, who hath married the third of the Prince's Daughters, because he is of the Blood Royal: He pretends to the Crown, what promise foreer hath been made to the Great Mogul, he makes himself to be served as the King himself is, who hitherto loved him very tenderly; but at present he is jealous of that Son-in-law, as well as of the rest, and fancies that he intends to destroy him, that he himself may reign, tho' he be reckoned a Man of great integrity. There was in Baghagar a Moorish Sauto that lived near the Carvancery of Nitem-Ula, who was held in great veneration by the Mahometans; the House he lived in was built for him by a great Omra, but he kept his Windows shut all day, and never opened them till towards the Evening, to give his Beneficences to a great many people, who asked them with cries, proffering themselves, and kissing the ground in his presence. Most part of the Omars visited that cheat every evening; and when he went abroad (which happened seldom) he went in a Palanquin, where he showed himself naked after the Indian fashion, and the People reverenced him as a Saint. The great Lords made him Presents, and in the Court of his House he had an Elephant chained, which was given him by a great Omra. Whilst I was on my Journey to Carnatic, the Kings little Son-in-law gave to this Sauto a great many Jewels belonging to the Prince's Wife, Daughter to the King, and since no Man knew the motive of so great a Present, which perhaps was only some Superstitious Devotion, it was presently given out: that it was to raise Forces against the King, that with the concurrence of the Sauto he might invade the Crown. Whether that report was true or False,
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It is certain that the King sent to the Santo's House, to fetch from thence his Daughters' jewels and the Elephant, and ordered him to depart out of the Kingdom. The King's eldest Daughter was married to the King's man of a Cheik of Mecha; the second married Mahmond, eldest Son to Auran-Zeb, for the Reasons I mentioned already; and the third is Wife to the little Son-in-law Mirza Abdul-Coffin, who has Male-Children by her; and they say, the fourth is designed for the King of Vizzapour.

The King of Golconda has vast Revenues; he is proprietor of all the Lands in his Kingdom, which he Reins out to those who offer most, except such as he gratifies his particular Friends with, to whom he gives the use of them for a certain time. The Customs of Merchants Goods that pass through his Country, and of the Ports of Masulipatam and Madrapsatam yield him much, and there is hardly any part of Provisions in his Kingdom, from which he hath not considerable duties.

The Diamond-Mines pay him likewise a great Revenue, and all they whom he allows to dig in, those that are towards Masulipatam pay him a Pagod every hour they work there, whether they find any Diamonds or not. His chief Mines are in Carnates in divers places towards Vizzapour, and he hath Six thousand Men continually at work there, who daily find near three Pound weight, and no body diggs there but for the King.

This Prince wears on the Crown of his head, a Jewel almost a Foot long, which is said to be of an inestimable value; it is a Rose of great Diamonds, three or four Inches diameter; in the top of that Rose there is a little Crown, out of which grows a Branch fashioned like a Palm-Tree Branch, but is round; and that Palm-Branch (which is crooked at the top) is a good Inch in Diameter, and about half a Foot long; it is made up of several Sprigs, which are (as it were) the leaves of it, and each of which have their end a lovely long Pearl shaped like a Pearl; at the foot of this Pofie, there are two Bands of Gold in fashion of Table-bracelets, in which are enchafted large Diamonds set round with Rubies, which with great Pearls that hang dancing on all sides, make an exceeding rare jewel; and these Bands have Claps of Diamonds to fasten the Jewels to the head: In short, That King hath many other considerable pieces of great value in his Treasury, and it is not to be doubted, but that he surpasses all the Kings of the Indies in precious Stones; and that if there were Merchants (who would give him their worth,) he would have prodigious Sums of Money.

C H A P. VIII.

Of the Omras or Omros of Golconda.

The Omras are the great Lords of the Kingdom, who are (for the most part) Persians, or the Sons of Persians; they are all rich, for they not only have great Pay yearly of the King for their Offices, but they make extrem advantage also by the Soldiers, scarcely paying one half of the number they are obliged to entertain; besides that, they have gratifications from the King, of Lands and Villages, whereof he allows them the Use, where they commit extraordinary exactions by the Bramens, who are their Farmers.

These Omras generally make a very handsome Figure, when they go through the Town, an Elephant or two goes before them, on which three Men carrying Banners are mounted, fifty or sixty Troopers well cloathed, and riding on Persian or Tartarian Horses, with Bows and Arrows, Swords by their sides, and Bucklers on their backs, follow them at some distance, and after these come other Men on Horse-back, sounding Trumpeters, and playing on Fifes.
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After them comes the Omra on Horse-back, with thirty or forty Footmen about him; some making way, others carrying Lances, and some with fine Napkins driving away the Flies. One of them holds an Umbrella over his Master's head, another carries the Tobacco-Pipe, and others Pots full of water in hanging Cages of Canes. The Palanquin carried by four Men, comes next with two other Porters for change; and all this pomp is brought up by a Camel or two, with Men beating of Timbals on their backs.

When the Omra pleases, he takes his Palanquin, and then his Horse is led by him. The Palanquin is sometimes covered with Silver, and its Canes or Bamboo tipt with Silver at both ends; the Lord is to be seen lying in it, holding Flowers in his hand, smoking Tobacco, or else chewing Betel and Areca, chewing by that soft and effeminate Pottage a most supine dissoluteness. All (who have any considerable Pay, whether Moors or Gentiles) imitate the Gentiles, and are carried through the Town in Palanquins well attended; and the Dutch Interpreter at Bignagar (who is a Gentle,) goes at present with such an equipage, save only that instead of Camels, he hath a Chariot; but (at least) there is not a Cavalier, but hath his Umbrello bearer, his two Flie-drivers, and his Cup-bearer.

The Betel (which these Gentlemen chew in their Palanquin) is a Leaf not unlike to an Orange-Tree Leaf, though it be not so broad; the Stalk of it being weak, it is commonly planted near the Areca-Tree, to which it clings; and indeed, the Indians never take Betel without an Areca-Nut, and they are sold together. The Areca is very high, and much like to an ordinary Palm-Tree; it carries its Nuts in clusters, and they are as big as Dates, and in-fibid. This Betel and Areca keep all the Indians in countenance, and they live it in the Streets and every where. They pretend that it is an excellent thing for the Stomach, and for the Sweetness of Breath.

All that are called Omras at Golconda, have not the ability of those whose Train and Equipage I have now observed; there are those who being not so rich, proportion their Train to their Revenue; besides, the quality of Omra is become so common, and so much liberty allowed to take that Title, that the Indians who guard the Castle and the outside of the King's Palace, to the number of a Thousand, must needs be called Omra also, though their Pay be no more than about a Crown a month: But in short, some of the great Omras are exceeding rich. There was the Omra, or rather the Emir Gemla, the Son of an Oyl-man of Thoban, who had the wealth of a Prince; He left the Service of the King of Golconda, went over to the Mogul, and died Governor of Bengal. It is well known, that he had a design to make himself King of Bengal, where he was very powerful, and that he only waited for a favourable occasion to get his Son from the Court of the Great Mogul, where he was detained as an hostage. He had twenty Mants weight of Diamonds, which make Four hundred and eight Pounds of Holland weight; and all this Wealth he got by the Plunder he formerly made in Carnutes, when he was at the head of the Army of the King of Golconda, at the time when that King (in conjunction with the King of Vizcapers) made War against the King of Bignagar. This General took a great many places there in a short time, but the Fort of Guendicoot standing upon the top of an inaccessible Rock, put a full stop to his Conquests. The Town is upon the side of the Hill; one must (in a manner) crawl up to come to it, and there is no way to enter it but by a narrow Path. Mir-Gemla being unable to force it, made use of his cunning and Money, and so managed those (whom the Naulic went to him to negotiate a Peace,) that he wheeled out the Governor, under pretext of entering into a League with him for great Defeats; but no sooner was he come to the place of meeting, but the Omra made sure of his Person, contrary to the Promise he had given, and kept him constantly with him till he put him in possession of Guendicoot. This place is within ten days Journey of St. Thomas, upon the main Land.

I had been two months in the Country when Winter came on; it began in June by Rain and Thunder, but the Thunder lasted not above four days, and the Rain poured down with great storms of Wind till the middle...
The Authors departure from Bagnagar for Masfulipatan.

Having stayed long enough at Bagnagar, I had a design to see some Countries of the coast of Coromandel, and notwithstanding it was Winter, I resolved to set out for Masfulipatan. Seeing there was no Travelling neither in Coach nor Chariot, because of the badness of the Ways, and the frequent over-flowings of the Rivers and Brooks, I hired a Horse for my Sake, and two Oxen for my Servant and Baggage, and I parted with some Merchants. We came to a Bourg called Elmas-Kepentch, eight Leagues from Bagnagar: They who have a mind to go to the Diamond-mines of Gany, take their way by Tenara, where the King has a flately Palace, consisting of four large Piles of Stone-Building, two Stories high, and adorned with Portico's, Halls and Galleries, and before the Palace there is a large regular Square; besides these Royal Appartments, there are Habitations for Travellers, and unalienable Rents for entertaining the poor, and all Passengers that please to stop there.

Having no business at these Diamond-mines, which are fix or seven days Journey from Golconda, we went the other way. In all our Journey, we found but three small Towns, which are Pungual, Sarebel and Punguetichouul, but we met with several Rivers, the most considerable of which are Rachna and Mowry; we went through sixteen or seventeen Villages, about which the Fields are always green and pleasant to the eye, though the way be very bad. There I saw Trees of all kinds that are in the Indies, and even Caffia-Trees, though they be scarce in other Countries of the Indies; at length (in ten days time) we arrived at Masfulipatan, the whole Journey makes about fifty three French Leagues, and in fair weather they perform it in a weeks time.

Masfulipatan lies on the coast of Coromandel, in fifteen degrees and a half North-Latitude. This Town is Situated upon the Gulf of Bengal East South-East from Bagnagar, though the Town be but small, yet it is well Peopled; the Streets are narrow, and it is intolerably hot there from March till July. The Houses are all separated one from another, and the Water
is brackish, because of the Tides that come up to it; there is great Trading there in Gutes, because, besides those that are made there, a great many are brought from St. Thomas, which are much finer, and of better Colours than those of the other parts of the Indies.


The Coast is excellent, and therefore Ships come thither from all Nations, and go from thence into all Countries. I saw there Cochinchin, Men of Siam, Pegu, and of many other Kingdoms of the East.

The Country of Mafaipatan (as all the rest of the Coast) is to full of Idolaters, and the Pagods to full of the lascivious Figures of Monsters, that one cannot enter them without horror; it is exceeding fruitful, and Provisions are very cheap there. The People of our Caravan had a Sheep for Twelve pence, a Partridge for a Half penny, and a Fowl for less than Two pence; it is the same almost all over the coast of Coromandel, wherein there is no more commonly comprehended but what reaches from the Cape of Negapatam to the Cape of Mafaipatan: But some Authors carry it farther, and will have it to reach from Cape Comor to the Western mouth of the Ganges, though others make it to end at the Cape, which the Portuguese call Das Palmas.

There are several Towns on this Coast, some of which are good, and amongst others Negapatam, which lies in the Latitude of twelve degrees; Tranugar, which is almost in the same Latitude; Meliapour or St. Thomas, which lies in the heighth of thirteen degrees and a half, and which the Moors (with the assistance of the Dutch) took back from the Portuguese in the year One thousand fix hundred fixty two.

The Kingdom of Golconda reaches not above two Leagues beyond St. Thomas. They say that St. Thomas suffered Martyrdom in that Town which bears his name; at St. Thomas they make Lime of such Shells as are brought from St. Michael in Normandy, and for that end they burn them with Hogs dung.

The Small-pox is very frequent in that Country; but there is another more violent Distemper that commonly commits greater ravage there. It is called Akeron, and only feizes Children; it is an inflammation of the Tongue and Mouth, proceeding from too great heat, their Parents are careful to cool them from time to time with Herbs that are good against that Distemper, for otherwise it feizes the Guts, reaches to the Fundament, and kills the Child. There are many Nauques to the South of St. Thomas, who are Sovereigns: The Nauque of Madura is one; he of Tangiour is at present a Vassal to the King of Vizaiapour. Nauque properly signifies a Captain; heretofore they were Governors of Places, and Officers of the King, but having Reveled, they madethemselves Sovereigns.

Poliacate is to the North of St. Thomas, and the Factory (which the Dutch Poliacate, have established there) is one of the best they have in the Indies, by reason of the Cotton-coats, of which they have great Ware-houses full there. At Poliacate they refine the Salt-Petre which they bring from Bengal, and make the Gun-powder, with which they furnish their other Factories; they refine the Salt-Petre that they send to Europe in Botavio. The Governor of Guerdia, which is the Fort of Poliacate, has of the Dutch fifty Crowns a month Pay, with fifty Crowns more for his Table, Provisions of Wine and Oyl, and his Cloaths, which he can take when he pleases out of the Companies Ware-houses. The current Money at Poliacate, are Roupies and Pagods, which are there worth four Roupies, that is almost fix French Livres; they have Fanoms also which are small pieces, half Gold and half Silver; they have the same Stamp as the Pagods have; fix and a half of them (with half a Quarter-piece) make a Roupie, and fix and twenty and a halfa Pagod: They have also Gazers, which are small Copper-pieces, as big as a Fanon, forty of which go to a Fanon; and the Dutch at present Coin all these pieces of Money.
Their Company has a Factory also at Palicole, two days journey Northward from Mafulpater, and another at Dacheron on the same Coast. Bimliapatam is four days journey Northwards of Mafulpater. The Traffick of those parts consists in Rice, fine Cloaths, Iron, Wax and Lacere, which is as good as at Pegu, and from abroad they import Copper, Tin, Lead and Pepper. From Bimliapatam to Ciacela it is fifteen hours travelling by Land, and that is the last Town of the Kingdom of Golconda, on the side of Bengal.

The Governours of that Country are great Tyrants, and if any one threaten to inform the King of their actions, they laugh at it, and say that he is King of Golconda, and they of their Governments; from Ciacela to Bengal it is a months journey by Land.

In many places of the Kingdom of Golconda the people are much infected by Serpents; but one may cure himself of their sting, provided he neglect not the wound, and hold a burning Coal very near the part that is stung; the Venom is perceived to work out by degrees, and the heat of the Fire is not at all troublesome: They make use also of the Stone of Cobra, which hath been spoken of before.

When I thought no self sufficiently informed of the places on the Coast of Coromandel, I returned from Mafulpater to Bagnagar, and stayed there three weeks longer, because I would not go from thence but in company of Monsieur Bazin, who had some business still remaining to make an end of; so that I had as much time as I needed to see the Celebration of the Festival of Hufsein, the Son of Ali, which fell out at that time. The Moors of Golconda celebrated it with more Fopperies than they do in Persia; there is nothing but Masquarades for the space of ten days; they erect Chappels in all the Streets with Tents, which they fill with Lamps, and adorn with Foot-Carpets; the Streets are full of People, and all of them almost have their Faces covered with Sifted ashes; they who are naked cover their whole Body with them, and they who are clothed their Apparel; but the Cloaths they wear on these days are generally extravagant, and their Head-tire much more; they all carry Arms, most part have their Swords naked, and the poor have Wooden ones; several drag about the Streets long Chains as big as one's Arm, which are tied to their Girde; and it being painful to drag them, they thereby move the pity of Zebras to touch them, and having killed their Fingers, lift them up to their Eyes, as if these Chains were holy Relicks. They make Processions, wherein many carry Banners, and others have Poles, on which there is a Silver-Plate that represents Hufsein's hand; some with little Houses of a light wood upon their heads, and turn at certain Cadences of a Song, others dance in a round, holding the point of their naked Swords upwards, which they clash one against an- other, crying with all their force Hufsein: The publick Wenches themselves come in for a share in this Festival, by their extravagant Dances, Habits and Head-tire.

The Heathen Idolaters celebrate this Feast also for their diversion, and do it with such Fopperies as far surpa the Moors; they drink, eat, laugh, and dance on all hands, and they have Songs which favour little of a doleful pomp, that the Moors pretend to reprent: They observe only not to have themselves during the ten days, but though it be prohibited to sell any thing except Bread and Fruit, yet there is plenty of all things in private Houses.

This Festival is hardly ever celebrated without Blood-letting; for there being several Spizzis who laugh at the others, and the Chyelas not being able to endure it, they often quarrel and fight, which is a very proper representation of the Feast; and at that time there is no enquiry made into Manslaughter, because the Moors believe, that during these ten days the Gates of Paradise are open to receive those who die for the Mussulman Faith. At Bagnagar I saw one of these quarrels raised by a Tattar, who spoke some words against Hufsein: Some Chyelas being scandalized thereof, fell upon him to be revenged, but he killed three of them with his Sword, and many Musket-Shot were fired: A Gentleman (who would have palted them) received
of the Authors departure from Bagnagar for Surrat, and of Mordechin.

No sooner was this Feast ended, but Monsieur Baszn advertized me to prepare for my return to Surrat, which I did; so that November the thirteenth we parted from Bagnagar, with a Pass-port he had obtained from the King, to pay no Duties throughout the whole Kingdom; but we went another way than we came. When we came to Danes they demanded Duties for three Villages, but with so much eagerness, that it seemed we were in the fault that we had not our Money ready in our hands to give it them; however, when the Man (whom Sindy Musazer had given Monsieur Baszn to make good the Pass-port) had shewn it to the Collectors, they were satisfied, and only asked some small gratuity to buy Beets; and it was just so with us in all places where Toll is paid. We continued our Journey by most ugly ways; and after seven days March arrived at the Town of Beder, mentioned before, which is but two and twenty Leagues distant from Bagnagar. In this Road we found the Rivers of Nerwa, Panna and Mousin, two little Towns, called Mosamin and Pendjoul; and a great many Villages. The Kingdom of Geleoda ends on this side, bewith the Bourgi Cousin and Sajavour'd.

Campings or Lodgings from Bagnagar to Beder.
From Bagnagar to Danes five Coff’s.
Nerwa, a Riv.
To Tibiibar 3 Coff’s.
Panna, a River.
To Soparabad 6 Coff’s.
To Thasar-Kenab 3 Coff’s.
To Pangalda 6 Coff’s.
Mousin a

We parted from Beder the twentieth of November, and I travelled thirty three Leagues more with Monsieur Baszn; but because he had busines at Arrangabad, and I at Brampour, we parted the thirtieth of November at the Town of Patry, after we had passed the Rivers Marjera, Carech and Gang. We found upon our Road the Towns of Undogar, Rassur and Patry, where the Governors took great care to guard themselves from the Parties of the King of Vizapour Army, whom with whom the Mogul was in War. For my part, (having taken another Servant) I took my way by the Towns of Paton, Ner, Connaeper, Zafizad, Rougura and Melcopour, all which fix are not so good as one of our ordinary Cities; and on Thursday the ninth of December I arrived at Brampour, which I have described before. In my way from Patry to Brampour, I found the Rivers Doudna, Nerwra, Purna and Tapti, and I spent nine and twenty days in that Journey, though in another season of the year it be performed in two and twenty.
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I parted from Brampou (the Capital City of the Province of Candiebe) to return to Surat by the common Road, and falling sick of a Cholick by the way, I learnt a cure for it. The Portugese call the four sorts of Cholicks that people are troubled with in the Indies (where they are frequent) Mordeebin. The first is a bare Cholick, but that causes sharp Pains, the second, besides the Pain causes a Loosens. They who are troubled with the third, have violent Vomittings with the Pains, and the fourth produces all the three Symptoms, to wit, Vomiting, Loosens, and extream Pain; and this last I take to be the Cholera morbus. These distempers proceed most commonly from Indigestion, and cause sometimes such cutting Pains, that they kill a Man in four and twenty hours. The Remedy which is used in the Indies against it, is to heat a Peg of Iron about half as big as ones Finger red hot, clap it to the sole of the Patient’s heel, and hold it there till he be no longer able to endure it, so that the Iron leave a mark behind it: The same must be done to the other heel with the same red hot Iron, and that Remedy is commonly effectual that the Pains instantly cease. If the Patient be let Blood with that burning, his life will be in evident danger; and several People have told me that when they let Blood before they burn the heel, the Patient infallibly dies, just as many days after he hath been let Blood, as he was ill before; but Blood-letting is not dangerous two days after the Operation: There are some who make use of Ligatures for this distemper, and bind the Patients head so fast with a Swathing-band, as if they had a mind to squeeze out his Brains; they do the same with his Back, Reins, Thighs and Legs; and when the Patient finds no good of this Ligature, they think him past cure.

A Flux alone is also a common and very dangerous distemper in the Indies, for many die of it, and the leafe over-heating brings it upon one. The Remedy is to take two Drachms of torrified Rhubarb, and a Drachm of Cummin-feed; all must be beat into a Powder, and taken in Limon-water, or (if that be wanting) in Rose-water. The common people of the Indies have no other remedy against this distemper, but Rice boil'd in water till it be dry; they eat it with Milk turned tawer, and use no other Food as long as the distemper lasts; the same they use for a Bloody Flux.

I travelled from Brampou to Surat with a Baniian and a Mula that came from Court. This Mula having represented his poverty to the King, obtained a Petition from him of Five hundred Roupies, which amount to about Seven hundred and fifty French Livres, which was allowed to him upon a Village. It is threecore and fifteen Leagues from Brampou to Surat; and we spent a fortnight in the Journey; we found many Towns and Citties on our Road, and were never an hour without seeing some Bourg or Village, and seeing Lions many times happen to be in the way, there were Sheds or Cottages under Trees, whither the Indians betook themselves in the night-time; we crosted also some Mountains and eight Rivers; I saw nothing else but what was very common. We were put in fear of the Troopers of the Raja of Bador, who skulk in the Mountains of Candiebe, and roam about every where, though at present their Master renders obedience to the Great Mogul; but we met with none of them, and arrived safely at Surat.

CHAP.
CHAP. XI.

Curious Memoires of some miscellanie Things.

They fish for Pearl at the Isle of Manar near to Ceylon, which belongs to the Hollanders, who took it from the Portugese. They who fish there pay tribute to the Dutch, who (besides that) employ a Bruten to buy up most of the Pearls which these Fisher-men can catch; and they have commonly a good penny-worth of them, so that the poor people have but little profit of their labour, and the Dutch are great gainers. The same thing is done at Tutucorim, which is over against the Isle of Manar; the Pearls that are fished there, are more lovely than those which are taken in the Persian Sea, near Babrein, but they are not so big. These two Fisheries have sometimes been spoil'd, by throwing into the bottom of the Sea a Drug that choked away the Fish that breed them, and hindered them for many years from coming back again, and they who did it (knowing whither they went) fish'd them there, and grew rich before it was known that there was good Fish-ing in that place. The Fish-ing of Omnus was heretofore spoiled in the same manner, and it is the same which is now at Babrein.

The King of Canda (in the Isle of Ceylon) is always an enemy to the Dutch; the cause of that Enmity is, that this Prince having affil't them to drive the Portugese out of the places they posses'd in Ceylon, they used him as an Enemy, after they had taken Colombo; which made him say That he had chased away the Dogs to ring in the Lions; they defeated his Forces, and he had no way to save his life but by flight. He is a learned King, understand's several Languages, and is very liberal; it is said in the Country that he is vastly rich, but that no body but himself knows where his Treasure is, because when he thinks fit to go thither to put in or take out any thing, he takes no body with him but a Moor, whom he kills on his return, lest he may discover the place where his Riches are.

It is this Isle of Ceylon which produces the best Cinnamon; the Tree (from which they have that Bark) is straight, and pretty like to the Olive-Tree; it bears a white Flower of an excellent Scent, and the Fruit of it is round. They take off the Bark in the Summer-time, and when they cut it the Smell is so strong that the Soldiers (who are to guard the same) fall almost sick upon't. Towards Cocos there is wild Cinnamon; but because it is weak, it is not much esteemed.

The best Nutmegs are got in the Isle of Banda, which is to the South of the Molucca's: The Tree that produces them is no higher than our common Apricot-Trees that grow by themselves; when its outward Husk falls off, its Mace appears of a lovely Vermilion colour; but being in the leaf exposed to the Air, it changes its Colour into a light Brown, as we have it.

The Tree is produced after this manner, there is a kind of Birds in the Island, that having picked of the green Husk swallow the Nuts, which having been sometime in their Stomach, they void by the ordinary way; and they fail not to take roosting in the place where they fall, and in time to grow up to a Tree. This Bird is shaped like a Cuckoo, and the Dutch prohibit their Subjects under pain of death to kill any of them.

Clove's grow upon a Shrub that has long narrow leaves; the Flowers of it (which at first are white), change Colour four or five times, and from the outmost point of its Branches the Clove grows, which have then a far more fragrant Smell, than when they are brought into Europe. The great Isle of Java furnishes the good Pepper. The Tree is low'd, and when it comes to bear, it produces Seeds that contain forty or fifty Corin, such as are brought into our Country.

PEARL-FISHING.

THE ISLE OF MANAR.

THE ISLE OF CANDA.

CINNAMON.

WILD CINNAMON.

NUTMEG.

THE ISLE OF BANDA.

COVE.

THE PEPPER OF JAVA.

A FRIEND.
A friend of mine at Surat gave me a short relation of the Affairs of the Dutch in Japan, which I look upon to be curious enough to deserve a place here. It says, that after the horrible Persecution of the Christians in that Kingdom; the Portuguese (by the artifice of the Dutch) having been deprived of their Trade, the Emperor of that Country suffered the last comers to take the place of the Portuguese; but fearing lest that if he gave them too much liberty, they might abuse it, he ordered them to live in a little Peninsula (called Batavia), which is at the bottom of a Channel, near the Town of Manile, which in some Relations of the Jefuits is termed Mangalakey. This Peninsula is about two thousand Paces in circuit; they go to the Town by a point of Land, and upon another side there is a Bridge. The Dutch have built Houses there of Stones, which they brought from Batavia; but they are forbidden to bind them with any Mortar or Ciment; and they have obtained no more liberty but to pile them up one upon another, to hinder People only from seeing what they are doing at home; yet they cut and polish them so ingeniously, that their dry Walls are as good as if they were built with Mortar. They have made two Streets and three publick Gates, but they do nothing but what the Governor of the Town knows, either by Spies, or by Guards he sets at the Gates, whom he obliges every evening to give him an account of what passes in the day-time; and these Guards are change'd every day.

None of the Dutch dare go out of the Peninsula without the Governor's leave, under pain of being cut; they dare not so much as have a Candle lighted in the night-time; nor make the least noise; and if the Guard hear any, they blow a Horn, and immediately the Governor sends a Commissary to know what news there is; this Commissary goes into the Streets, makes enquiry, and leaves not the Peninsula till he knew who made the noise, and why? And he has Orders to check, not only those that made it, but also those who are appointed to keep all things quiet and in order. In this constraint the Dutch live during eight months of the year.

When the Monsoon or Season (for falling upon these Seas) is come, the Governor places Sentinels upon hills to discover the Dutch Fleet. So soon as ever it appears, they give him advice, and he speedily sends out towards the Fleet as many Boats and Waiters as there are Ships seen; no sooner are they brought into Port, but the Governor sends notice of it to the Emperor by Expresses; (for they have regulated Posts) and the Dutch cannot dispute of any thing before the return of those Expresses. In the mean time they make Inventories of what is on Board the Ships; each Waiter takes one in the Ship that is affliged to him; and the Dutch Captain is obliged to write down the Name, Age, Stature and Office of all the Men in his Ship, and to give that List of them to the Waiter, that he may send to have it translated into the Language of the Country: When one of the Couriers is come back from Court, the Dutch go a-Shoar one after another, according to the order and rank of the Ships wherein they serve: The first Ships crew go a-Shoar first, and then the rest in order; all are Mustered before the Commissaries; and the Dutch Clerk who has the List, and the Secretary or Japanese Clerk that has the Translation of it, name them aloud according as they pass, and tell their Quality, Age, Stature and Office.

After they have been thus examined a-Shoar, they are put on Board again; the Yards are lowered, and the Sails, Arms, Guns and Powder of the Ship are carried a-Shoar; the Hatches are shut, and sealed up, with a Seal put upon a piece of Paper, tied with Straw, whereon they call a certain Knot; which the Japanese alone can untie; and the Carpenter of the Ship covers their Seals with Boxes of Wood, for fear they should be broken when they wash the Ship, or are about any other business; but there is such a contraint upon all the Crew, that if any one stand in need of a bit of Meat or any other thing that is in the hold, he cannot have it without a particular permission from the Governor himself, who sends a Man express to open the Hatches; and go below decks with the Dutch; after which he again shuts and seals them up.

They are neither permitted to light a Candle nor make a noise on Shipboard,
board, no more than on Shoar in the Peninsula, nor is one Veil allowed to have any communication with another. No Man is suffered to go a-Sheer, no not the Officers themselves, so that it is a great joy to them to be deputied to carry the Emperor (who resides in the Town of Tanda, which some Relations call Tando,) the Prefect which the States make him yearly; but they are conducted under a good Guard, and when they have made their Prefect, and the Emperor hath given them another for the States, they are conducted back to their Ship, and they employ three months and a half in making that Journey.

I have been informed by a Dutch Commander, who hath accompanied that Prefect, that the Emperor's Palace is as large as a little Town, that the Dutch make the Emperor on the knee with their hands joyed, and that they make the same submissions to the Governor, and other great Lords of Japan. The Japanese have no more liberty (in relation to the Fleet) than the Dutch have. None of them dare go on Board a Ship to buy and sell before the appointed time, and if they did, they would be cut; only some are suffered to carry on board Provisions; but they cannot take Money for them, they only keep an account, and they are paid when the permission for Traffic is come from Court.

That permission is not granted till three months and a half after the arrival of the Fleet, but then the Merchants may buy, and they carry Barks on board the Dutch Ships to take in the Goods, and carry them to the Dijama. The Japanese allow, or rather order six Men of every Vessel, to come a-Shoar, and buy and sell upon their own account, and to stay four days in the Peninsula or in the Town at their Option: when the four days are over, they are had back again to their Ships, then presently they send six others, and the same thing is done every four days, during the six weeks liberty of Trading, but these six Men must be of the Ships Company, for Merchants would not be suffered; and that permission is in some measure granted contrary to the will of the Dutch Company. The Japanese make it a point of honour to breed Merchants: they lay in their Language that the first one hath been little, but it shall become great, and its said, they have made it an Article in their Treaty. These new Merchants hire a little Shop, for which they pay about a Piastre for the four days, and he that lets them the Shop, serves them for a Servant and Broker to bring as many Customers as he can.

As concerning the Goods of the Company, the Dutch set the price, and write a Lift or Invoice of them, with the price on the Margin; when that Lift is Translated into Japanese, the two Lifts are affixed to the Gate of the Town which leads to the Peninsula, that all may read them; and when they have fitted themselves they pay in Silver, but having no Coined Silver, they give Bullion by weight; they have pieces of Silver of ten Crowns, five Crowns, one Crown, and of smaller value too; their small Money is of Copper, of the bigness of French Doubles.

The Commodities the Dutch carry to Japan are Cloves, but in a small quantity, and they do so that the Japanese may not be glutted with them, and that they may have the price which they have set upon them at first, which is ten Crowns the pound; they carry thither also Cinnamon, Sugar and Cloaths. The Goods they buy are Silver, Purcelin and Gold; but the Gold they buy only privately, because it is prohibited to be exported: They carry off Copper in little Cheifs, which are commonly an hundred and thirty pound weight, and they pay for them twelve Crowns apiece. When the six weeks (wherein it is allowed to Trade) are over, there is no more Traffic, and the Japanese are no longer suffered to go to the Peninsula, nor the Dutch to come out of their Ships, so that there being nothing more for them to do in that Country, the Fleet returns, and the Dutch of the Dijama remain alone until the Monsoon next year.

The only diversion they have, is with the Japanese Curtians, because they are eafe to be had: This being no disgraceful Trade in Japan. There are those who Traffic that way, and keep severall Girls in their Houses to be
let out, and these blades are called Boga, that's to say Lords; and to them the Dutch apply themselves when they need any.

The Japanses are Idolaters; they are white like the Europeans; have the Beard, and wear only a pair of Muffthachios; they are of a good Stature, big Bodied and robust, and have a very strong voice; their Habit is a Shirt and a long Vest, with wide hanging Sleeves; they gird themselves about the middle as the Turks do, and go with the Head, Legs and Feet bare; though tily they wear their Hair short, yet they suffer long locks to grow, which they commonly tie behind in the Poll, and never untie them but when they are to appear before some Person of respect. Their Arms are the Bow, Arrow and Sword; their Swords are so heavy and of so good Steel, that they'll easily cut a Man in two by the middle, and they only use them with both hands; they are great lovers of Sugar, and mingle it with everything they eat; their ordinary drink is a kind of Beer (which they call Soque) made of Rice, they put Sugar to it, and it is a pleasing Liquor. When I was on Shipboard (going from Polinaste to Musclapast,) a Hollander gave me some of it to drink out of curiosity, and I found it to be pretty good; they have also Green, red and yellow Drinks; their Towns are built of wood, and that quarter where the Dutch trade, is full of well cultivated Gardens; they have all sorts of Fruit there as in Europe, and many Mines of Gold, Silver and Copper in the Kingdom. They endeavour by all means to root Christianity out of Japan, and they spare neither Promises, Threatenings nor Punishments, to make Christians commit Idolatry when they meet them.

The King of Pegu treats the Dutch with as great difference as the Emperor of Japando's. As soon as their Ships are arrived, he cautions their Sails and Guns to be brought; a Shoar, and orders them to be strictly observed all the while they stay in his Kingdom; they export from thence Lazure, Gold, Silver and Rabies, for their Cloves, Cinnamon, etc. Other Goods. The Inhabitants of Pegu are Idolaters, their Houses are built of Earth, and covered with Straw. They speak there three Languages quite different from those that are spoken in India on this side the Ganges. It is three days Journey from the Port the Ships put into, to the City of Pegu, where the King resides, and the way is very dangerous by reason of Tygers and Robbers.

C H A P. XII.

Of the Authors departure from Surrat for Persia.

Having rested sometime at Surrat, made Provisions, and got a Banyan to hire me a Passage; I parted from that Town in the month of February, One thousand six hundred sixty and seven, that I might not lose the time of the Mouche, and I arrived at Bender-Abashe, which is one of the Sea-ports of the Kingdom of Persia, from whence I went to Shiraz. I was unfortunately wounded in the Thigh by a Shot one of my Pistol, which had not been uncocked when I set foot a-ship; I was dressed in this Town, and stayed there for sometime; but seeing there was no able Chirurgeon there, I removed my self to Isphan, where I found much relief: My wound being cured, and having rested my self for four or five months, I parted from this Capital City of Persia the twenty fifth of October.
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